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RICHARDSON, SAMUEL, the inventor of the modern
English novel, was born in Derbyshire in 1689. His father

bad been a joiner in London, bat bad retired to the country,

and fixed himself at Shrewsbury, after the execution of the

duke of Monmouth, with whom it appears he had been in

tome way or other connected. It is stated that both his

lather and his mother had been born in a superior station to

that in which they had come to move. At one time the

joiner hoped to have been able to educate his son for the

cwoxch ; hut a decline in his circumstances foreed him to

forego this ambition, and young Richardson was in his

seventeenth year bound apprentice to Mr. John Wilde, a
printer of London, after having had merely the education in

reading and writing to be obtained at a common village

school. He has informed us himself however, that long
before this the peculiar talents which he afterwards dis-

played in his novels had begun to show themselves. He
was noted while at school, he relates, for his flow of inven-

tion ; his schoolfellows used to make him tell them stories,

and were always most pleased with those he made out of his

own bead. ' All my stories,' he characteristically adds,
* carried with them, I am bold to say, a useful model.' But
already, as throughout his life, his most delighted listeners,

and the associates who best drew forth his powers, were of

the other sex. ' As a bashful and not forward boy/ he says,
* 1 was an early favourite with all the young women
of taste and reading in the neighbourhood Half-a-dozen
of them, when met to work with their needles, used,

when they got a book they liked, and thought I should,

to borrow me to read to them, their mothers sometimes
with them; and' both mothers and daughters used to be
pleased with the observations they put me upon making. I

was not more than thirteen when three of these young
women, unknown to each other, having a high opinion of

my taciturnity, revealed to me their love secrets, in order
to induce me to give them copies to write after, or correct,

for answers to their lovers' letters ; nor did any one of them
trtr know that I was the secretary to the others.' This
was an employment well suited to nourish and strengthen

Richardson a wonderful faculty of entering into the feelings

of other hearts, aud giving them true and natural expres-

sion.

He was so punctual and industrious during the seven
years of his apprenticeship, that Wilde used to call him the

pillar of his house; yet be did not neglect his private

studies, finding time, by stealing it from the hours of rest

and relaxation* both for much reading and a good deal of
letter writing. He remained five or six years as foreman
mafr. Wilde's printing-office after his apprenticeship ex-

pired, and then set up for himself in Salisbury-court, Fleet-

street. Soon finding himself in possession of a good busi-

ness, lie married Miss Allington Wilde, his old master's

daughter, whom however he lost in 1731, after she had
tame him five sons and a daughter, all of whom he likewise

survived. He afterwards married Miss Leake, sister of

Ml. James Leake, bookseller, by whom he had five daugh-

P. C, No. 1231.
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ters and a son : of these, four daughters, with their mother,
Survived him.

Richardson firstbecame an author in the year 1 740. He
had been in the hibit of occasionally furnishing prefaces
and dedications for the works which he printed, at the re-

quest of the publishers; and had been often importuned by
his friends Mr. Rivington and Mr. Osborne to draw up for

them a small collection of familiar letters on subjects of
general interest in common life; a task, they conceived, well

adapted to his style and turn of mind. Many years before,

he had been greatly inttrested by a story of real life that
had been told him, the same in its general outline with that
of ' Pamela ;' he now thought of making it the topic of a
letter or two in the proposed little volume ; but when he
began to reflect on the subject, its capabilities gradually un-
folded themselves to him, and *I thought, 1

says he. 'the
story, if written in an easy ar>d natural manner suitable to

the simplicity of it, might possibly introduce a new species

of writing, that might possibly turn young people into a

course of reading different from the pomp and parade of

romance-writing, and, dismissing the improbable and mar-
vellous, with which novels generally abound, might tend to

promote the cause of religion and virtue.' The result was
the composition of the first part of 'Pamela,' the two large

volumes of which were written between the 10th of No
vember, 1739, and the 10th of January, 1740. It was pub-
lished in the latter year, and became immediately so popular
that five editions of it were called for within the twelve-

month. So refreshing and exciting were mere nature,

truth, and simplicity, even under many disadvantages and
indeed positive offensivenesses of style and manner, fuiind

to be in a species of composition fitted above all otheis to

amuse and interest tho popular fancy, but which had
hitherto been cultivated in our language only in a spirit

and after a mode of working with which the taste of tho
most numerous class of readers was the least formed to

sympathise.
The first part of ' Pamela* was soon followed by the second

parr, which was felt at the time by most people to be a
great falling off, and which it has since been generally
agreed is an attempt at improving the original story that

might very well have been spared. The author was led to

write it by the appearance of a sequel to his book by another
hand, under the title of ' Pamela in High Life,' the wretched
speculation of some needy scribbler to turn to his own profit

the interest and curiosity which Richardson's work had
excited. It ought to be mentioned that Richardson also

completed and published tbe ' Collection of Familiar Letters'

out of the project of which his novel had arisen: Mrs.
Barbauld, his biographer, speaks of this performance in

high terms, describing it as 'a work usually found in the

servant's drawer, but which, when so found, has not un-
frequently detained the eye of the mistress, wondering all

the while by what secret charm she was induced to turn

over a book apparently too low for her perusal.' Another
incident connected with the publication of Richardson's

Vol. XX.-B
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first novel is (he circumstance of its having been the means
of impelling his celebrated contemporary Fielding into (he

same line of writing; Fielding's first novel, properly so

called, his 'Joseph Andrews,' which appeared in 1742, was
an avowed burlesque of 'Pamela,' for which Richardson

never forgave him.
It was not till after an interval of several years that

'Pamela' was followed by 'The History of Clarissa Har-
lowe.' The first four volumes of this greatest beyond all

dispute of Richardson's novels appeared yi 1 748. and im-
mediately raised his reputation as a master pt fictitious nar-

'

rative to the pigbeft point. The admratiqp it Qtciied was

,

not confined to his own country; the work, tracslated into

the French and German languages, soon acquired for him a

European name. So strong was the hold which the story

took of the imaginations of its readers, that, asif the events

and characters had el) been rea}, and the ant/ior's pen had
had a power of actual creation and embodiment, many per-

sons, auring the progress of the work, wroU to him in the

most urgent terms to gratify tliem by such I winding up of

the plot as tliey had set their liearts upon, declaring that

their own happiness depended upon the extrication of the

heroine from the miseries in which be hsd involved her.

But Richardson obeyed his own high genius, and was not

to be persuaded to turn the deep and noMe tragedy of un-

conquerable and triumphant endurance which he had so

finely conceived, into a note cenunon-piace stimulant for

sentimentalism.

Richardson's nasi and last great work, his ' History

of Sir Charles Grsndtaoe/ appeared ia 1763. This is of
all hi* works that in which he baa most frequently deserted

the true field of his genius, and ventured farthest upon
ground on whieh he was not qualified to appear with

advantage ; and accordingly it ootUsios much mora that »
tedious and uninteresting than either of his other novels

;

the plot too has little that excites curiosity or sympa-
thy ; and the conception of the principal personage sins

against all the principles both of poetical act and of proba-

bility and the philosophy of human nature. Yet wtlh all

its faults this novel too is full of its author's moat graphic

and dramatic genius; the whale picture of Clementina, in

particular, is perhaps surpassed by nothing in either 'Pa-

mela' or * Clarissa.'

The only publications of Richardson's that have net keen

mentioned are, a paper in the 'Rambler' (No. 97); an edi-

tion of 'ifisup's Fables, with Reflections;' a single printed

sheet, entitled 'The Duties of Wives to Husbands' (a sub-

ject on which, with all hie amenity of nature, be entertained

somewhat strong notiens); and his 'Case,' a statement of

the piracy of his 'Sir Charles Grandison' by the Dublin

booksellers. His works brought him a considerable harvest

of profit as well as of mote ; and his pen and a nourishing

business together soon placed him not only in easy, but
even, it may be said, in affluent circumstances. He early

obtained, through the interest of Mr. Speaksr Onslow, the

lucrative employment of printing the Journals of the House
of Commons; and in 1760 he purchased the moiety of the

patent of king's printer. In 1754 he wss elected to the poet

of roaster of the 8tationer*« Company. He continued to

reside and carry on his business to the last in 8ali*bury>

court ; but be had also his country villa, first at North Bud,
afterwards st Parson's Green. He died on the 4th July,

17*1, and was buried beside his first wife, in the middle
aisle of St BrioVs church.

No character could be freer from vice of everv tort, or

more perfectly irreproachable, than thst of Richardson. In
all tho duties of morality and piety he was the roost regular

and exemplary of men. His principal weakness was a rather

greater than usual share of literary vanity, not untinctured
with some disposition to underrate ether writer* of the day,

more especially those who were fortunate enough to share

the public fsvour with him in his own walk, rhese were

failing* naturally springing from the circumstances of hi*

life, and the somewhat effeminate constitution of his nature

both intellectual and moral; and they were further nou-

rished by the habit of seclusion m a coterie of female idola-

ter*—a sort of platonic harem—in which he indulged in his

latter days.

RICH ARDSCNIA, the name of a genus of plants in

the natural order Cincbonacea*, given by Houston in honour
of Richardson, an English botanist of the sixteenth century.

This genus was called Richard* by Limneus, but that

name has been given to another plant Most of the species

of Richardsonia are natives of South America. They possess
emetic properties, and under the name White Ipecacuanha,
&c. are used extensively as a substitute for the true Ipeca-
cuanha (Ceph&lis Ipecacuanha).
R1CHBOROUGH. [Kent.]
RICHELIEU. ARMAND JEAN DU PLESSIS.

CARDINAL DE, a younger son of Francois du Plessis,

Lord of Richelieu, was born at Paris, in 1585. He studied
at the college of Navarre, and was at first intended for the
military profession, hut his elder brother Alphonse, tisaop
of Lueon, paving reso|ved to withdraw from a£t^e life and
retire into a Carthusian convent, young Artnand was looked
upon as his successor in his see. Accordingly he applied
himself to the study of divinity, in which he took a doctor's

degree at the age of twenty. The pope objected to his
being consecrated bishop of Lucon on account of his

youOb ; but Arman4 repaired tq Rome, and succeeded in

convincing the ]>ope of his aptitude for the episcopal office,

and he was consecrated in 1607. Having taken possession

of bis see, he applied himself sedulously to the discharge ol

bis pastoral duties, and in preaching and converting the
Calvinists. In 16 14 he sat as deputy of the clergy of Poitou
in the assembly of the States-General, on which occasion he
harangued the young king Louis XI IL, and so pleased the
queen-mother Marie de' Medici, that she made him her
almoner, which was the beginning of his fortune. He was
soon made secretary of state, but in consequence of aquant*
between the king and his mother, Richelieu was banished
to his diocese. He afterwards acted as mediator between
those two personages, and acquired a permanent influence

over both. In 1622 be was made a cardinal* soon after

which the queen-mother obtained for him a seat in the
council in 1624. when he became the chief minister of the

crown, and continued such for the remaining eighteen years

of bis life. The history of his political career forms an im-
portant period in the history of the French monarchy.
Richelieu bad three great objects in view : 1, to render the
power of the crown absolute, and to humble the feudal no-
bility; 2, to annihilate the Calvinists as a political party;

3. to reduce the power of the house of Austria, both in its

German and Spanish branches, and to extend that of France.
Unscrupulous about the means, he succeeded in breaking;

down the political influence of the nobles, many of whom
he sent to the scaffold on various pretences. He put to

death Marshal de Mardlac the duke of Montmorency, Cinq
Mars, and De Thou, and mauy more in a cruel manner.
Others were shut up in dungeons during the cardinal's lUe.

His great political opponent was Oaston d*Orteana> the

king's brother, who conspired against the cardinal. The
conspiracy foiled, and was the cause of the death of Gaston's

friends. Gaston then openly revolted against the king,

being assisted by the duke of Lorraine, whose sister be had
married. He was not more successful in this attempt, was
obliged to seek an asylum in the Spanish Netherlands, and
the duke of Lorraine lost his dominions, which were seised

by the French. The queen-mother, who had quarrelled

with the cardinal and supported his enemies, was obliged

to quit France. She retired to Cologne, where she died, in

1642. in great distress.

Richelieu accomplished the second object which he bed
in view, namely, the extirpation of the Calvin urt party, by
besieging in person and taking La Roche lie, the stronghold

of the Calvinists, in 1628. But the motives of Richelieu

appear to have been more political than religious: at alt

events he did not show himself after his victory a fanatie or
a persecutor. He secured religious tolerance to the Cal-
vinists by a royal edict in 1629: and when the faculty of
theology of Montauban, which was then, as it is now. Use
Calvin ist university of France, went to visit the cardinal,

he told them courteously that he could not receive them ea

a body of divines, but that he should always be wdling to

see them as men of learning.

The third great object of Richelieu was that of humbling
the House of Austria, which, since the time of Charles V„
had been the preponderating power in Europe. For this

purpose, setting aside all clerical scruples, he supported, 4rtt

secretly and afterwards openly, the Protestants of German*
against the emperor. H is almoner, a Capuchin friar named
Wre Joseph, was his confident and trusty agent in ail Ins

diplomatic intrigues. The historv of this singular character

has been published, * Histoire in veritable Pare Joseph,9

and is a most curious biography. The friar reoaired to Ger-

many, to the camp of the Protestant princes ana of Gustavue,
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*!tf*j6 to thitof WalleJWtetiK After the death of tbe two
f^sit lender*, Guatavus arid Wallenstein, the French troops

tarried on the war en the Rhine in concert with the Swedes
against the earperor. At the seme time Richelieu was assist-

ing the Protectant Grlsons against the Rotrian Catholic ra-

tatfgerfta Of ^altelina, who were supported b? the Spaniards.

HeCsoalHW Himselfwith the States-General of theNether-
kndi to* attack the Spanish dominions in Belgium, which he
lad hi Tie* to annex td France aS far as Antwerp, a* scheme
towlrien Ifowever he failed. On the side dfSpdm the French
Wbk RoofcaHlon. and supported the CataKntiahs in iheir

tetott against Philip IV. Richelieu is also said to have
©eddied, by means of Per* Joseph and the French atnbts-

Klof hr London, in the first stirring of the Covenanters and
rittmt which led to the great Revolution. Charles I., ever

wavering tn his foreign policy; had disappointed Richelieu

*1n htt ^eyjosUl 6f a defensive league between France and
Vngfcnv, trrd seemed to lean towards a Spanish alliance.

The krafc rfftd queen ot England/ said Richelieu, * will

'repent the rejefctieh of the treaty before the yetir is over.'

tFeri Orlenhs> ; ITBstrede; President HenauH; Biograpkie
* VniteritHe, art. * Ricbelied.') In 1 039 arms and amfatihl-

tUn were Oerit from France' to Leith for the use* of the dis-

Weeteu.
lit Italy tne French invaded Piedmoht, wbieb however

ther evaevjdtetl by a treaty with inobrhiees 6f 8avoy. The
jm6cipe3 retell of all these wart was to circumscribe the

nnptrial power in Germany, and to weaken the influence 6f
Spain* in tbe general pblitics of BOrope.
Ih 1042 Richelieu fell ill: and died hr Elecembet, at his

house tt Paris, at the age of fifty-eight. The king repaired

to his Yfevlside shortly before Kis death, When the cardinal

reeofarnetided to r>hri Mazarift and others, aftd told his ma-

ey
tbtft lie left the kingdom" at the highest pitch of glory,

ifrbtfcsted to hirh that all his ' doings a* a minister bad
vWrftirtfctffeod of feHgion and Of tHe state,' tn assertion

fHJI» Jtnrirmg from such a mart, hut which he may very

aMffilr trirre
1

believed. Hta Mineral wfia magnificent, bat

Wfe£f>1eiof Patis ttiade
1

bdtfftte* hi token of rejoicing; rfe

lad tfeWhrg fcripoWrar of late years oh account of the fresti

WrlbMiwnfcK hq had lard on the people. A splendid

toenjgfle'dm. bt Girardoti, was raised to hit
1 memor? in the

'Hflfe* of W Sdrfctirihe. He left tt considerable property,

%Meff However had riot been altogether accumulated at the.

atf^a tfMK« itite; bar we4 in great part the proceeds ef
Si rsolt clrorcb preferment.

«f*rf 4tf MetUcji had died atCologne a few month* befole

RwbWCtt, and Louis XIII. died five month! after Ms
ntmer.

RfObeltev established the royal fcrihting-presse*; he was
He founder of th% French Academy < be built the Palais

Ratal, which wep then called Palais Cardinal, and he re-

boiltU oorbenne. He was well informed for his age, and
IMS left several works} some on religious and controversial

subjects, and others on politics. His * Testament Politique

'

ho* been corhtfetyred by sorhe as apocryphal, but Fonce-
tiMifcbe he* defWid^d its authenticity in the edition of 1764,

by «fe tetters to Voltaire, find apparently upon sufficient

rroonds. THfe'talrrioiresdu Cardinal de Richelieu;' written

fcy itirrtsent hate been published in several volumes, in

f8?g»$ try fttHet, from A MS. corrected in the Cardinal's

ewtl banxl. #hteh existed m the archives of the department
of Fereij?rt Affairs at Paris. A Life of Richelieu, by Le Clerc,

waipubHsbed tn two volumes, Cologne, 1696, without the

aoUwwrs itirme: it seems fairly written. Anbury and others

bare also written biographies of Richelieu. His domain of

Rsefcerteu ih Poifou was created a dukedom by Loois XIII.,

into!.
Cardinal RiehelieO ranks among the greatest ministers of

' the old French monarchy ; he had extended views, great per-

al iiuuui end acuteness, and a lefty mind, but he was also

rerenkcful, cruel, and unprincipled. He laboured strenu-

^hlyfe make the anthorrVy of the crbwn absolute, and by

ilwte ho paved the way for the subsequent despotism of

'IMI X!?;; Mohtesqutett says that Ricbeliet* made his

«Wer the seednd man in the moridrohy; but the first in

Mrope that be depressed the king, but ennobled his reign.'

fiht ^rand^neohevr, Loiiis Francois du Plessis de Riche-

W^ Ibarsbal of France; figured under Lotits XV., and

M i tsame for his bravery in war and some ability in

and also for his libertinism, court intrigue,

j disposition. He died in 1788, at a very

dgb. A grandson of marshal Richelieu entered

a i c
the Russian service daring tbe French revolution, was made
governor of Odessa, a

1

town which he greatly improved, and
became, after the Restoration, minister of Louis XVIII. He
was known by the title of due de Richelieu. He died in
1821, with the reputation of an honourable and loyal
statesman.

RICHMOND, an antfent borough, a market-town, and
Strish, trid tbe capital of the extensive baronial liberty of
ichmoodshire, in West GrlHng wapentake, the most north-

western division of the North Riding of Yorkshire. The
whole wapentake is in the liberty of Rlehmondshire, in tbe
arehdedcoary and deanery of Richmond, and in the diocese
of Ripen. Richmond is 239 miles north-north-west of
London, 44 miles north-west ofYork, and 52 miles north by
west of Leeds. The municipal borough comprises only
the purisn ot Richmond, and the corporate body consists of
a mayor, tout aldermen, and twelve councillors, with 8 com-
mission of tie peace or six megtetrates besides the mayor
and recorder. Rksbmottd was deprived of its quarter-ses-
sions by the Munidpat Act, but they have since been re-
stored. The psrliamerrtaty borough comprises the parishes
of Richmond and East>y, and extedda over 19,000 acres o<
land, find has a population of 4722. The1

population of Rich-
mond alone, in- .834, Was 3900. This borough returns two
members to pari anient, and la ewe of the polling-places for
tbe North Riding.

Alan Rufas, sos of Hoel, count of Brettfgne, a kinsman
of William the Omqoeror, who accdmpanied him in his
expedition to feftgUAd, is generally stated to have been the
founder of both the castle and town of Richmond. By some
authorities the town is siiid to have been in existence prior
to the Conuuesi. IWHam conferred on Alan the title of
earl of Riemhond; and the estates of the Saxon earl Edwin,
embracing nearly 200 manors and townships, and a juris-
diction over ail Rfchmowdshire, about i third of the North
Riding. In the stttfitioW of bis castle Barl Alan selected not
only an eligible resideges, but also a phme of defence ; its

foundation was laid on an almost perpendicular rock on the
left bank of too 8wa*e, abbot a hwndvad feet above the bed
of the river, the site contain* abbot six dores, and com-
mands an extensive view of the surrounding country. To
the original buildings of tbe tattle; additional walls, towers,
and outworks Were erected by tie successors of the founder.
The earls of Richmond enjoyed these fosseasiona till they
fell to the crown on Henry; earl of Richmond, becoming
king of England by the title Of Henry Vll. Charles II.

bestowed the title of duke of Richmond oh his son Charles
Lenox, in whose descendants the dignity continues. The
walks round the castle present a succession of varied and
romantic iceriery. Swatedale hr in many parts skirted with
with bold rocks almost covered with trees and shrubs. From
the hills <m the north-west side of the town, the castle and
town seem to be situated in a valley. The ruins of the castle

are still majestic. The bold Norman keep is almost entire

;

the walls are aearly one hundred feet high and eleven feet
thick. It is the property of the dttke of Richmond. The
dilapidations seCm to be solely owing to the neglect of
repairs.

A small monastery, called tbe Grey Friary, Was founded
at Richmond in 1298, the solo remains of which are a
steeple, which Rkkman describes as * 4 remarkably elegant
specimen of good oerpendiculaf* Work.' Tbe extensive
remains of 8t. Agatha's Abbey are about a mile below
Richmond: many ef the arches and columns of the finely

pointed windows and doors are in good preservation. These
ruins are in the parish of Basby; and are surrounded by well-
wooded grounds and fine scenery.

Richmond is said to have been a place of good trade for

three centuries after the Conquest, but many causes contri-

buted to Hs decay; among these may be mentioned the
charters granted for hoWing markets in neighbouring towns,
and the Want of water-communication, which is precluded
by the rocky bed of the Swale and the sudden swells to

Which the river is subject. The market of Richmond is

held on the Saturday, and it id well supplied with corn and
other provisions. Many wealthy people reside in the town,
and the country for several miles round is studded With the
parks and mansions of numerous landed proprietors. The
races are well attended, and are held in the first week 6f
September, on the high moor about a mile from the town,
where there is a commodious grand stand. Several of the
resident gentry have training-stables heat the race ground.
Throe fairs are*held at Richmond in the course of the year.
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The chief manufactory is an extensive peper-mill. Gas-

works were established in 1821, and waterworks in 1837.

The tewu-hall is a convenient building, in which the public

business of the town is transected and the quarter-sessions

held both for the town and Riding. It contains a spacious

is»embly-room.
A court o( record is held once a fortnight before the mayor,

recorder, and aldermen; it takes cognisance of sal pleas,

actions, and suits in which the debts or da.nagei do not

amount to more than 100/.; the recorder is the sole judge in

this court. A court baron for the liberty of RichisoncUhire,

of which the duke of Leeds is the chief bailiff, is hold once in

three weeks for the recovery of debts under forty shillings.

The parish church is a Gothic building, and consists of

a nave, chancel, and aisles, with a tower at the vest end. It .

has been enlarged several times, and exhibits several varieties '

of architecture. The rectory is in the patonage of the

crown. Holy Trinity chapel stands in the market-place.

Thj consistory court for the archdeaconry of Richmond is

held in two rooms adjoining the north aisle. Some portions

of this building are occupied as shops and swellings. The
upper part of the north aisle is fitted op for divine service.

The other places of worship are a Catholic chapel, erected

by Sir John Lawson, Bart., in 1811; an Independent
chapel ; and a Wesleyan chapel.

Richmond free grammar-school was founded and en-

dowed by the burgesses, and incorporates by Queen Elisa-

beth, by which Act it was called 'The fiee grammar school

of the burgesses of the borough or town #f Richmond, in the

county of York, for the education and instruction of boys

and youths in grammar.' The four keilifis were to be the

governors of the possessions of the school. The property

now produces a yearly income of 337/. 7s. Ad. All natives and
the sons of burgesses and other persons residing within the

borough are entitled to admission as free scholars by the pay-

ment of seven shillings a year for fife, candles, and cleaning.

The instruction in writing and arithmetic is also paid for.

The Corporation 8chool is endowed with an annuity of 60/.

from the borough funds and chanties, for which fifty scholars

no taught. The National 8choct contains aboutone hundred
hoys and eighty girls. There are also an infant-school, a
mechanics' library, a subscription library, and a news-room.

There are charities at Richmond for poor tradesmen and
widows, for the distribution of coals, bread, and medicines,

nnd various small bequests for education and apprentice

fees. (Cterkson's Richmond ; and Allen's Yorkshire.)

RICHMOND. [SunasY.]
RICHMOND. [Virginia.]

R1CHTER, JEAN PAUL FRIEDRICH, commonly
called Jean Paul, was born on the 21st of March, 1763,

at Wunsiedel, in the neighbourhood of Baireuth, where
his father held the office of tertius or under-eehoolmaster

and organist. Shortly after the birth of his son, be was
made pastor of the village of Jodis, whence he was trans-

ferred to Sohwarsenbaoh on the Saale, Owing to the very

limited circumstances of his parents, as well as to the want
of a good schoolmaster, the boy had hitherto been educated
ami taught at home by bis rather. At Schwarsenbach bow
ever he was sent to school, and continued the study of Latin

mid Greek, to which Hebrew and some other branches of
learning were added. His stay at this school was short, and
ho was sent to the gymnasium at Hof. where he continued
his studies for two years, notwithstanding the death of his

father, which happened shortly after his arrival there, and
left his family almost in a state of destitution. The young
scholar however was in some degree supported by his grand-
father on his mother's side. In 1781 he went to the uni
verstty of Leipzig, for his family wished that he should fol

low the example of bis father and study theologv. He
hoped to obtain some support from the university,out he
found the difficulties greater than be bad anticipated ; and
he was thrown entirely on his own resources. He had to

contend with extreme want, and was sometimes even unable
to obtain necessary food and clothing. The circumstances
of his mother likewise grow worse, and she was unable to

supply lum with any money. Notwithstanding this pain-
ful situation, he persevered in his studies, and he remained
cheerful. Soon after his arrival at Leipzig he had given up
the study of theology, which he found ill-suited to his taste,

and now seeing no other possibility of satisfying his most
urgent wants, he wrote a book called ' Gronlandiscbo
Processe,' 2 vols., Berlin, 1763. The pittance which he
received for his work, small as it was, determined htm

henceforth to try to support himself by writing. A second
book, ' Auswahl aus des Teufels Papieren,' was soon written,
but no publisher could be found, as his first work had not
met with a favourable reception. After many disappoint-
ments, he quitted Leipzig in 1 785, and went to Hof to iesido
with bis mother, who with her family inhabited a house
containing one apartment. All that he possessed was a
number of MSS. containing extracts from the various works
which he had read. At Hof his poverty rather increased
than diminished, but the unconquerable vigour of his mind
and the benevolence of a few friends kept him up. He
engaged himself as a tutor in a family* and in 1788 no suc-
ceeded in finding a publisher for his • Auswahl aus des Teu-
fels Papieren.* The little income which he thus gained was
however not sufficient to support him and his family. la
1 793 several families of Schwarsenbach united to invite him
to come and undertake the education of their children, an
offer which he gladly accepted. Here he tried and developed
the principles of education which he afterwards (1807) pub-
lished in his ' Levana.' His circumstances now began to
improve, especially after 1793, when, through the mediation
of a friend, ne found a publisher for a new work called ' Dio
Unaichthere Logo/ 2 vols., Berlin. This work attracted the
attention of the public and brought the author into notice.

A fair prospect of success as a writer being thus opened to

him, he left Schwarsenbach (1794) and returned to Hot
where in the course of a few years he wrote some of bis

most admired works: 'Hesperus,' 4 vols., Berlin, 1794;
' Quintus Fixlein,' Baireuth, 1796 (this work was the first

which appeared under his full name, for in the preceding
ones he had only called himself Jean Paul) ;

• Biograpbiscne
Beluatigungen unter der Gehirnschale einer Riesin,* Ber-
lin, 1796; * Siebenksas, oder Blumen-Frucht-und Dornen-
stiicken,' &c, 4 vols., Berlin, 1796-97, and • Der JubelscnouV
ibid., 1 797. In this year his mother died, after having for

a short time enjoyed the happiness of seeing her son appre-

ciated, andJean Paul now returned to Leipzig. His name was
now favourably known, and the most distinguished among
his countrymen, such as Gleim, Herder. Schiller, Wisland,

and others, esteemed the roan no less thsn his works. In
1 798, in whioh year his work called ' Das Campancrthal,
oder die Unsterblichkeit der Seele,' was published at
Erfurt, he was induced by Herder, whom he revered more
than any other of his friends, to take up his abode at Wei-
mar. It was about this time that he become acquainted with
the Duko of Saxe-Hildburghausen, who afterwards ho-
noured him with the title ofcouncillor ofLegation (Legations-
rath). In 1801 he married Charlotte Msier, the daughter
of a distinguished physician of Berlin. He first settled at
Meiningen, which in 1803 he exchanged forCoburg; but
after a short stay in this town he took up his permanent
residence at Baireuth. During this period of wandering he
wrote ' Briefe und Bevorstehender Lebenslauf,' Gere, 1799;
4
Titan,' 4 vols., Berlin, 1800-3 ; ' Die FlegeUahre,' 4 vol*.

Tubingen, 1804-5.
At Baireuth be enioyed the well deserved fruits of his

indefatigable zeal—the esteem and admiration of the moat
illustrious and best among his countrymen. In 1809 the
Prince Primate, Carl von Dalberg, granted him a pension of
1000 florins per annum. In 1816 the prince was obliged to
resign his secular sovereignty ofRegensburg, Aschaffenburs|,

Frankfurt, Witzlar, &c^ which be had before possessed,

togethor with his archbishopric and primaey of Regens-
burg, but the pension was continued ov Maximilian,lung
of Bavaria. In 1817 the university of Heidelberg honoured
Jean Paul with the diploma of doctor of philosophy, and
three years afterwards he was elected an ordinary member
of the Academy of Sciences of Muuich. From the time of
his settlement at Baireuth, Jean Paul pursued his literary

occupations as zealously as ever, and only now and then
made either little excursions into the neighbouring country,

or short journeys to Heidelberg, Munich, Berlin, and Dres-
den. Among the works which belong to this last and
happiest period of his life, we shall only mention ' Vorschule
der Aestnetik,' 3 vol*, Hamburg, 1804; ' Katzenbergera
Badereise,' 2 vols* Heidelberg, 1809; * Des Feldprediger
Sehmelzle Raise nach FliUz? Tubingen, 1809 ; * Dec
Kotnet, oder Nicolaus Markgraf,' 3 vols* Berlin, 1820-22.

During the last years of his life he was attacked by a com*
plaint in the eyes, which at the beginning of the year 1624
terminated in complete bliudness. His physical powers also

began to decline, and he died on the 1 4th of NovccsW,
1824. Some time before his death he had made pcepaxa-
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tioos for a complete edition of his works. This plan was
executed by his friend Dr. Otto, who edited the works of

Jean Fan! in 60 small 8vo. volumes, Berlin, 1826-28.

Another edition in 4 vols., imp. 8vo., appeared at Paris,

1836-38, Which is disfigured by numerous typographical

errors.

Whether We consider Jean Paul as a man or as an
author, he is one of the most wonderful phenomena that

Germany has ever produced. He was simple-hearted as a

child, and his kindness; benevolence, and purity of conduct
were unparalleled ; yet with all this he had courage enough
to struggle fearlessly with a world of adversity, without

losing one particle of his cheerful and humorous temper.

His works, which are all written in prost\ and most of which
may be called humorous novels, evince the deepest and most
intense feeling, a roost profound knowledge of human
nature, and an intimate acquaintance with almost every

department of science. His earliest writings are sometimes
of a satirical nature, and show that he had not yet reached

the height of pure humour which appears in his later works.

Some of his works, such as the • Levana* and * Vorschule
icr Aesthetik,* are not novels, but philosophical discussions

full of profound thought; but even here his humour some-
times gushes forth and enlivens the abstruseness of philo-

sophical inquiry. Notwithstanding these great qualities of

Jean Paul, there are some circumstances which prevent his

writings from being as popular as they deserve to be. His
ideas and conceptions are too profound to be understood

and appreciated by the many, and his thoughts are ex-

pressed in a language which presents considerable difficulties

even to a German. His sudden transitions, his associations

of ideas, the frequent distortions of his sentences, in which
parenthesis is put into parenthesis, cause such difficulties to

the ordinary reader, as will at first deter him from under-
taking the task of searching for the sterling matter which
is edncoaletl under such a disguise. Jean Paul moreover
possessed fcnnexhaustible stock of knowledge on all sub-

jects, aaxTfrtS works abound in allusions which 'can only be
understood by those who have made such sttbjects their

study. The number of thosewho fully appreciate the merits

of jean Paul is, even in Germany, comparatively few;

but these few are the best and most enlightened of the

nation, and the power which his works exercise over them
is greater than that of any other writer. The time
when Jean Paul shall be fully appreciated is yet to come.
The best key to his writings is a work called • Wahrheit
ans Jean Paul's Leben,' in 8 vols., Breslau, 1826-33, which
was commenced by Jean Paul himself, and after his death

continued and completed by Dr. Otto. Another very use-

ful work in this respect is, R. O. Spatter, 'Jean Paul
Friedrloh RIehter, em biographischerCommentarzu seinen

Werken,* 5 vols., Leipzig, 1833; H. Doring's • Leben und
Characteristik Richters, in 2 vols., Gotha, 1826, is a very

indifferent work*
English translations of some of the smaller and extracts

from the larger works of Jean Paul have appeared in various

magazines* But the choicest specimens, which are also

most faithfully translated—are those given in German Ro-
mance, byT. Carlylo, who has also written some excellent

essays on (he life and writings of Jean Paul. (See Carlyle's

MisceUttfiies, vol. i., p. 1-31 ; vol. ii., p. 295-377; comp. p.

RfCfNtJLA. [Entomostomata, vol. ix., p. 457.]

RI'CINTJS. the name of an apetalous genus of plants

belonging to the natural order Euphorbiaceoe. This word
is derived from ricinus, the Latin name for a species of in-

sect'which the fruit of this plant was supposed to resemble,

fPirn., Nat. Hist., xv. 7.) The common name of Ricinus is

Mtoa Christi, a name applied to these plants by Brunfels,

Mauhiolus, and other older botanists, on account of the form
of its elegant lobate leaves. It was originally a native ofAsia,

hot is now naturalized in Africa, America, and the south of

tnropc. The characters of this genus are :—Flowers monce-
efesjt; calyx 3-5-parted, valvate ; no petals ; filaments nume-
rals, polyadelphous ; style short ; stigmas three, bipartite,

fcsfbeiy ; ovary globose, three-celled, with an ovule in each

cell; fruit capsular, tricoccous; leaves alternate, stipulate,

palmate; glands at apex of petiole; flowers in terminal

ftanielea ; trees, shrubs, or herbs, becoming arborescent Of
tWs genus the Ricinus communis, common Palma Christi,

isWst known as producing the castor-oil. It has peltate

pAoate leaVe*. with lanceolated serrated lobes; an her-

W*6tss gfttucous stem, of a purptinh-red colour ^upwards,

H I C
and flowers in long green and glaucous spikes springing
from the divisions of the branches, the males from the lower
part of the spike, the females from the upper. The capsules
are prickly. It varies in size ; in Britain it is seen seldom
more than three or four feet in height, but in India it is a
tree ; and Clusius mentions it as measuring from two to
four feet round its stem in Spent Lindley refers several
species distinguished by Willdenow to this form, viz. Jfc
viridis, R. africanus, R. lividus, and R. inermie. (Flora
M&Iica, p. 183.)

R. communis will grow freely in this country, and when
sown in p*ts or hotbeds early in the season, and trans-
planted in spring, it forms a Very handsome border annual.
Rl'ClNVS COMMU'NIS. the castor-oil plant, known

fi >m very *Uient times both to the Egyptians and also to
the Greeks* According to Herodotus (ii. 94), the Egyptians
called the oil if the sillicyprion (tnXkucvnpiov) by the name
Kiki (kUu). The Greeks also called it Croion (sp6rmv\ a
name bestowet by modern botanists on a closely allied
genus of euphorbiaceous plants, one species of which yields
the purgative oil designated Croton oil, or Oleum Tiglii.
[Croton.] The native country of the Ricinus communis is
unknown, thougs it is conjectured to be originally from Bar-
bary. Like all jlauts which have been long in cultivation,
numerous varieties of it are met with, differing not only in
colour and the petuhar pruinose condition of the stem, but
in stature and duration. In warm oountries it is ligneous
and perennial ; in cold, annual and herbaceous. The entire
plant is possessed oi active properties, but the oil extracted
from the seeds is only employed in Europe : the antienta
administered the seeds entire, but their variable action,
occasionally even producing fatal effects, led to their disuse,
and the oft is of comparatively recent introduction. The
seeds, of which three are found in eaoh capsule, are about
the size of a small bean, obtuse at both ends, surface smooth,
shining, and beautifully marbled. They were formerly
known in the shops as seminaRicini, or Cataputiae majorii.
The skin consists of threetunics—1st, an outer brittle pel-
licle ; 2nd, a hard testa consisting of two dissimilar layers,
the external thick, dark brown, formed of transverse radi-
ating cells ; the internal thinner, paler, and formed of ver-
tical cells ; 3rd, a membrane hivesting the nucleus or kernel.
• The nucleus consists of oily albumen, and an embryo, the
cotyledons of which are membranous or foliaceous.' The
outer Shell is devoid of taste; in the inner coat the acrimony
or active principle resides, according to Dierbach; while
others assert the embryo to be the seat of the purgative prin-
ciple; and even Humboldt and Bancroft state that if this
part be excised, the seeds may be eaten with impunity, or
the oil thereafter expressed is as mild as olive-oil. The same
statement has been made respecting the Jatropha Cureas,
or purging*nut of the Philippine Islands. (See Bennet, in
Medical Gazette, vol. ix., p. 7.) But this is by no means the
ease, as has been proved by Merat and De Lens (Diction-
noire dee Sciences Medicates, txlix.) and Bennet (L c.) ;

who have shown that the active principle is diffused through
the entire substance of the kernel, though it probably exists
in greater intensity in the embryo. Various procedures
have been adopted to extract the oil, and these have much
influence on its qualities in respect of colour, acridity, and
freedom from rancidity : there are also effects which result
from the greater or less maturity of the seeds, the pecu-
liar variety of the plant from which they have been ob-
tained, and the occasionally accidental, but more frequently
intentional admixture of other seeds, before the different
processes of extraction have been begun. Both in India and
America, whence th* first supplies were brought, much heat
was employed, and during the application of this agent a
volatile principle was either liberated, or more probably
formed, which was so irritating as to require the workmen
to protect their faces by masks. Even in the present day
some heat is used to obtain what is termed the cold drawn
castor-oil, but it is quite unnecessary, and should always bo
avoided.

According to Sir Whitelaw Ainslie (Materia Indica, vol
i., p. 256), the following is the plan pursued in the East
Indies:— • Take five seers of the small castor-oil nuts, and
soak them for one night in cold water ; next morning strain
this water off and throw it away, and put the nuts into a
second quantity of fresh water, and boil them in it for two
hours; after which strain the water off and throw it away,
as in the first instance: the nuts then are to be dried in the
sun on a mat for three days ; at the end of which time they
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Cto be well bruised ih * mortar: add to the nut* thus

ised ten measures of water, tod set the whole on the fire

to boil, taking care to keep continually stirring the contents

ef the pot until all the oil appears at the top, when it is to

be carefully strained off and bottled for use. The quantity

of nuts mentioned in this formula ought to yield about one

Iuart bottle of oft? The processes used in tht United

Itates and the West Indies are both objectionable, from

employing not only heat but water, which last promotes the

ranciditv of the oil. The acrid property and ths rancidity

are' owing to different cause's, the former being always in

Eertion to the freshness of the oil, the latter to the im-

wtion of the means used in extracting it, #r to its age.

©Ian adopted in Franco is the best ; it is is follows:—

The heih seeds are bruised; arid then put ints a cold press

(some persons improperly heat the plates of tht press). The
oil expressed is allowed to stand some time to permit the

albumen; mucilage, and other matters to subside, or it is

filtered to separate them more rapidly. {Journal de Phar-

#Jci*t>, torii. v„ pp. 107, 006 ) The produce a equal to about

•a third of the seeds employed, and the oil possesses all its

natural qualities. The American probes* fields onljr 25

1>er cent, of oil. In the
1

French West Indian Islands, a

peculiar variety of Ricinos, called R. ruber, more active^ is

used, which ytetdi an oil called carapai, or karahat, but

this is violent and unpleasant, and must not be Confounded

with or substituted for the fine oil procured tn France. Both

the French and Italian oils are much weaker than oil pro-

en red from tropical countries. A not hit mode of obtaining

the oil is tb macerate the bruised seeds in cold alcohol, by

which six ounces of oil are procured from every pound of

seeds. {Jourtiai de Pharmacia ?iii„ 473.) The expense of

Urn process i*t the objection to its general employment.

Otl of good quality is a thieltfoh fluid, of a very pale yellow

colour (the best now almost limpid), with i slightly nauseous

odour, And afl otty taste, mHd at Irst, but causing a feeling

hi the back of the throat which ft more or less interne in

proportion to the freshness of the specimen. Old or badly

Eepered oil ftt rancid and disagreeable. The specific gravity

at 59° Fahr.; dS69< gcoorditfg to Saussure, but according

to Gergbr it at only 0 054.

It can be solidified only bt a very low tem^eratnre. It is

distinguished among fixed "otls by its complete or nearly

complete solubility in pure sulphuric either and in alcohol,

thereby approaching the essentisl oils la its habitutle*; find

Its easy combination with alkaline leys, and consequently its

ready safoniftcStlori; two properties of much importance, the

one furnishing i convenient test of its purity, the other faci-

litating itt administration in i form less repulsive than its

ordinary state. Its verjr moderate price (in the year ending
fith bf January, 1841, it ranged; according to quality, from
4/1 So !0d. feer lb.) renders it scarcely worth adulterating,

but its purity may be tested by mixing it with an equal

Juarttiry of absolute alcohol, in which it shoold he entirely

issetved ; the Adulterating oil, if there be sny, will remain
undissolved. Its ultimate composition seems to be-—

Saotsat*. Urn.

Carbon 74*178 74*00
Hydrogen . 11*034 10 -29

Oxygen . 14-788 13*71

160-000 100*00

It thus appears to be one of the most highly oxygenated
oils or fats, notwithstanding which, on exposure to the air, it

very readily absorbs more oxygen, and quickly becomes
rancid; it is however slow of drying. ,lt is stated to consist

of several proximate principles, but whether these are educts

or products is uncertain. Bussy and Leeanu, who have paid

great altcutiou to the subject (Journal de Pfuirmaci*% xiii.

57) incline to the latter opinion* which is the most probable.

'This oil/ they stale, ' cannot be regarded as a bit»j»le im-
mediate principle, but as a compound organic protiuct re-

sulting from the mixture ofat least two different substances.*

The other view is tliat it is a compound of three /aitj/ acids
saturated by glycerin, for in the process of saponification

100 purls of castor-oil yielded—
1. Fatly Kids (via. ricinie, elaiodie, and

margaritio acids) • 04
2. uiycvrin . . . 8

102

The onlr analysis of the seeds is that of Geiger (H*mL
OS** dsr t%armacj9> fi, p. 1671) •

a\ Seed -coats-

b. Nucleus of

me seeds

Loss (moisture)

Tasteless resin and ex-

tractive

Brown gum
Ligneous fibre .

Fatty oil

Gum
• Caseuro (albumen)
Ligneous fibre, with

starch, &c.

vi\
1-91

20*00
46-19
2*40
0*50

20*0

*3*8*

60*0*

7*00

100*00
For further details respecting the chemistry of castor-oil

see Pereira's Mat. Med* il, p. 770.

Castor-oil is a mild aperient or laxative when pure, ope-
rating without griping or other inconvenience, and com-
monly very soon after its administration. It is the most
proper laxative for infants, and in many inflammatory states

of the abdomen or of the kidneys, bladder. Sec. It is al*o

one of the best purgatives in rheumatism, especially in lum-
bago, and one of the best means of relieving habitual con-
stipation, as, unlike other purgatives* the dose may be suc-
cessively reduced without its power being impaired. It is

also a most eligible medicine in piles or other affections of
the rectum. Alone or with turpentine it is a very efficacious

meana of expelling worms. The chief obstacle to its exten-
sive use is the repulsive taste which it often possesses. Many
expedients have been adopted to remove or lessen this; but
no artifice can make bad or old oil good or palatable. Rancic
oil may be purified by calcinod magnesia; but the careful

exclusion of the air, which prevents the rancidity occurring.

is preferable to any process for removing it when it has
affected the oil. Mixing the oil, immediately before swal-

lowing it, with milk, coffee, or broth, is sometimes a suc-
cessful meaus of escaping the unpleasantness. Brandy and
yin are improper in many cases, owing to their heating pro-
perties. 8vrup of orange and lemon are beneficial adjuncts,

especially if a portion of the orange-peel be masticated ini-

mediatele after swallowing the mixture. An emulsion with
folk of Ogg is sometimes acceptable, if made immediately
before it is administered. B? Car the best plan however is

to take advantage of the tendency to oombine with alkalis,

and so form a soapy emulsion, which does not destroy the
puagatrce power, while It completely alters the appearance,
and prevents any one recognising the oily object of his

aversion. To effect this however requires care and skill,

especially as a variable quantity of alkaline ley is needed,
according to the age of the oil, very old oil requiring more
ley than fresh oil. In general from fifteen to twentv drops
of pure liquor potaste will saponify half an ounce of oil, to

which one ounce of distilled water, and one drachm of spirit

of pimento or of nutmeg are to be added.
1. Quantity of castor-oil on which doty was paid for home

consumption in tho United Kingdom, showing the average
annual consumption in each of the following periods of five

years each, with the net revenue annually received in each
period'—

von** Annus!

Periods of Ftve Yosts. Home Consumption. Not Kcvco mi.

1820-4 170,620 lbs. £10.655
1823-9 23I.IC1 7.R7S
1830-4 409.541 2.4^
1S35-9 708,005 538

2. Rate* of duty:—
Past IniliaCom-

nrftish rotteukitio. fsiny'iTrrritorles. For> l^n Countries
t. 4. i. 4 ,, d.

1820-4 i 3 per lb. 13 per lb. I 3 per lb.

1925 06.. 09.. 10..
lb«8 03.. 03.. 10..
1813 9 Operewt 2 fiperewt. 10..
1836<Aug.)l 3 .. 13.. 1 3perewt
The distinction formerly made in the rate of duty between

re*tor-oil from British possessions and foreign countries was^
3ulte unnecessary, aa nine-tenths of the quantity on which
uty is paid comes from countries within the limits of tho

East India Company's territories, and nearly the whole of
the remaining tenth is from the British West Indies. About
one-fourth or the qusntity imported is re exported. In
1837-8*0 the importatioits ereraged annually 905,720 lbs.,

and the home consumption 680,755 lbs.

Caetor-oil is extensively need in the East, France, Italy,
and elsewhere, for burning.
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RICKETS, or Rachitis (from ^x*c» the spine), i* a Ma-
in which the banc* being of unnatural »oftness,

some of them bend under the weiffhi of the superincum-

bent part* of the bod?. Bone* affected with nckeU pre-

sent aurh a *oftnes* or texture that they may be rut with

a knife; their wall* are remarkably thin, and their Inte-

rior, inatead of bring filled with marrow deposited in their

bony cell*, it occupied bv a semi-fluid jelly-like substance

of a reddish ooloor, which fills a number of rounded cavi-

ties of irregular sue. The quantity of earthy matter in

such bones t* reduced to considerably less than its natural

proportion, and the? lose much of their normal weight.

All the bones may do thus affected, but it is only those

which hare to bear the weight of the body that give evi-

dence of it by bending; the arm*, for example, never
change their form, but toe thighs pud leg* become arched
forwards under tho weight of the trunk ; the spine assume*
a variety of curve* from the pressure of the head ; the
breast-bone become* prominent, and the rib* flattened ; the

haunch-bones grow outwards, and the pelvis is sometimes
seriously deformed by an approximation of its anterior and
posterior boundaries.

Rickets, as far as the softness of the bones is concerned,
eannot be regarded as a dancerou* disease; for this condi-

tion is generally recovered from, though not without de-

formity of the trunk and lower limb*. But tho dUease of
the bone* is commonly only a part of a genera) state of dis-

ease affecting many other organs of the body. The muscles
art alwavs pale and weak, and there are all the signs of
general debility ; and besides the*e, the brain and the organs
contained in the chest ai.d abdomen are peculiarly apt to

suffer, and become the seat of fatal diseases, such ss hydro-
cephalus, nhthuis, obstruction of the mesenteric glands) Sec.

In all these respects there is much resemblance between
rickets and scrofula; each may bo regarded rather as a
general dttcea* than as a duordrr of any particular organ
«ir system of organs. The simt.arily extends to the remedies
beneoVml fo each, which consist mainly of such means aa
will best amend the original weakness of the constitution,

including a good and carefully regulated diet, pure air,

warm clothing, bathing, and as much of artire excrcUe as
can be burn* without fatigue. To these it is not essential

in all cases that mcdmiic* should be added: where any are
necessary, they are usually mild aperients and tonics, espe-
cially those of the latter cla*s which contain iron.

When rickets affect* only or chiefly the bones, an atten-
tion to the means just mentioned will, with advancing age,
usually lead to a termination of the disease. The bone*
will gradually become hard by the addition of their natural
quantity of earthy matter. They retain indeed the curve*
which they acquired in their condition of softness, but the
want of strength which might result from this change of
form is compensated by the remarkable thickness snd
strength which they acquire in the concavities of the curves,
upon which the chief stress from the weight of the body
hills.

Young persons are exclusively subject to rickets. It
occurs at the age of two or three years, and from that
time to tmberty, and aa the curvatures begin to form as
soon as the weight of the body is thrown on ihe limbs
by assuming the erect posture, it is commonly pro|ioscd to

support the upper part of the body and the limbs by irons.

8uch measures however are, in a large majority of cases,

full of mischief; if thev can ever accomplish their inten-
tion of supporting the head and trunk, it can only be by
preventing cntneiy that active use of the limbs which is

es«cntial to the attainment of the proper hardness of the
bones. It is constantly observed that the strength and
density of bone* are in direct proportion to the habitual ex-
ertion of the muscles attached to them ; and as the latter

•re made inactive by iron*, the application of any such
mode* of restraint cannot but be injurious to those afflnted
with rickets.

When children first begin to walk, their legs not un fre-

quently become s little bent. This is especislty the case
with those that are large and have heavy bodies to bear;
but it is not to be regarded as a sign of rickets, and when
the mutcle* of the limbs become stronger, and the bones in
their natural process of development grow border, the
curvature* will gradually disappear. The distinction be-
tween this kind of bend 1or of the legs and that dependent
•o riokets may be made by tho condition of the general
health in each ; fn the former it is unaffected or mar even

|

be more than usually good, in the latter it is always wee}
and disordered.

R1CKMANSWORTH. [Hertfoiidshirb.1
RICOCHET,* word expressing the act of rebc-nding. is

applied to that mode of firing ordnance in which (the axis
of the piece being parallel, or inclined at a small angle to

tho horizon) the snot or shell, having described a curve in the
air, descends to the ground, and, after striking or grating i(
ri«es upwards ; when, by the force of the iropuUion, and tho
power of gravity, it describes a second curve of small eleva-
tion : tbe tho?, then descending as before, again graces tho

f
round, from whence it experiences a second reflection,

'his effect frequently takes place several times before tho
force of impulse is destroyed.

Ricochet (.ring is most generally employed in the attack
of fortresses hi order to enfilade or rake the faces of works,
whose fire might be directed upon the ground on which the
approaches are to be made: for that pin* pose a battery of tho
besiegers is placed with it* front perpendicular to the pro*
longed direction of each rampart or parapet, and three or
more guns are laid either horiiontally or with slight ele-

vations or depressions, according to the position of the bat-

tery, so that thev shot may pots a little above the crest of
the parapet which cover* tne line to be enfiladed. Tho
same mode of firiag is also occasionally employed by tho
besieged against tse batteries of the enemy. In either case
the intention i* tc dismount the artillery by causing tho
shot or shells to strike it obliquely behind the parapet or
epaulcment, or to destroy the travertes ahich cover it. It

is a l*o used to compel the troops to abandon the parapet*,

or to destroy the palisade* of the covered- way or ditches,

so as to facilitate the eitrance into a work when an assault

is to lie made by main force.

The practice of firing l- ricochet was first tried by Vaubon
at the siege* of PhihpsLurg and Mannheim, in the war of
I CBS ; and in a letter wltich that engineer wrote to Louvats,
be state* that at the former place it had succeeded so far

as to dismount m\ or seven pieces of cannon, and oblige tho
defenders to abandon a long branch of a hourwork and a
face of one of the bastion* in front of the ground on which
the chief attack took place. The success of ricochet Bring
appears to have been still greater at tbe siege of At h, which
was conducted by Vauban during the same a or.

It is a remarkable circumstance that, soon after the in-

vention of this method of firing, the changes which were
mude in tbe trace or plan of fortifications, though attended
with many and great advantages, were such as to render
the works more liable than those of former times to tho
destructive action of the ricochet. The great saliency then
giv-u to the ravelins, and the consequent acutenes* of tho
salient angles, allow the prolongations of the face* to be
easily observed by tho besieger* while at a distance fiom tbe
work; and thus the wins in the ricochettioK batteries are
enabled to enfilade the face* in their whole length wiih
great accuracy. The faces of the bastions were also length-
ened about th* same time; and in fortifications con-
structed on the inferior polygons, or those of few sides,

there is a like facility of dismounting the artillery on tho»e
fares. Tbe latter evil ceases to exist when the works are
formed on the superior polygons, because the prolongations
of the (ace* of the bastions may then fill upon the interme-
diate ravelins, and thus be invisible to tbe enemy; but, for

the damage to which the long faces of the ravelins are ex-

posed, no other remedy can be found than in the construc-

tion of traverses or blindage* on the terrcpleins, or in co-

vering the general direction of the faces by an advanced
portion of the latter, about twenty yards long, on each side

of the salient angle.

The French engineers divide ricochet firing into two
kinds, of which one is designated ricochet mom, and the

other ricochet tenda (short and long ricochet); the former
comprehending all elevations of the piece, from tbe great-

est which the charge and the gun carriage will permit, to

that which is but little above the norixon ; and the latter term
being applied to all other case*, down to that in which, from
the height of the battery, the gun is depressed below tho

horizontal plane. When tbe crest of the paranet which
covers the rampart or the groond to be ricochetted b above

the level of the battery, the coincidence ofthat crest with the

vertex of the trajectory forms the inferior limit to the eleva-

tion of Ihe piece ; for it the shot were to pass closely over

that crest with a lower elevation, it would at that place bo
in the ascending branch of tho curve, and then the grown*!
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behind the coveting parapet would not, to a considerable

distance from thence, be struck. In proportion as the eleva-

tion of the piece is increased above the same limit, the ver-

tex of the trajectory is nearer to the battery, and thus the

shot is in the descending branch when it passes over the

crest of the work.

When the parapet over which the shot is to pass has

little elevation above the battery, it requires considerable

charges to allow the vertex of the trajeetorv to coincide with

the crest ; but the charges diminish rapidly as tns height of

the parapet increases, or as the distance of the bsttery from

theme diminishes: the effect of this is to produce the kind

of ricochet first mentioned above, for the angle made by the

descending branch with »hc horizontal ground being greater,

the rebounds of the shot are more numerous vithin a given

exteut of ground, and between the successive grazes the

curves are higher and shorter. In this case, and when the

descending branch passes through the crest the shot falls
|

almost immediately behind the parapet, an4 no part of the

ground to be ricochetted is free from its action : this is not

always certain, when by great charges awl low elevations

the second kind of ricochet is used, since it may happen

that the shot will pass above the object* which it should

strike within the limits of the ground. In the modern

system of fortification the greatest length of the faces of

works which are liable to the ricochet if about 100 yards

;

therefore when there are no traverses oa the tenrcplein, and

it is merely required to strike an object somewhere between

the crest of the covering parapet (supposed to be about 8

feet high) and the further extremity cf any such face, the

descending branch of the trajectory will make with the no-

rizon an angle of about one decree, and the charge and ele-

vation of the gun should be determined so that this condi-

tion may be fulfilled. From shot so fired a traverse near

the covering parapet would entirely protect the ground,

since the projectile would lodge in it, and do no harm to the

defenders ; and in order that the fire of shot may do execu-

tion, whether made in that manner or with an increased

elevation of the piece so as to produce recochcts, it is neces-

sary previously to destroy the traverse by shells fired as

above described. For such a purpose General Millar's

8-inch howitzers will probably be found to be the most ser-

viceable ; and if the largo shot subsequently fired a ricochet

to dismount the artillery should not succeed in clearing an

enemy's work of the troops who defend the parapet, sphe-

rical case shot fired from 24- pounder guns might be

advantageously employed. One gun in a ricochet battery

should be exactly in the prolongation of the crest of the

parapet on the face to be enfiladed, in order that its shot

may graze, with the long ricochet, the interior slope of such

parapet
Experiments in ricochet firing were carried on at Wool-

wich, in the months of June and October, 1821, when a

work 100 yards long, and resembling the face of a bastion

or ravelin, was enfiladed in that manner with iron and brass

ordnance of different natures ; the covering face was eight

feet high, and its crest was nearly on a level with the axes

of the guns in the battery. The results were, that with a

rango equal to 400 yards, and a charge of powder equal

to A of the weight of the shot, about two-thirds of the

number of rounds took effect; at COO yards, with charges

varying from ^ to j> of the weight, from one-third to one*

half took effect ; and at 800 yards, with charges from J, to^
betweeu one-third and two-thirds took effect. It was con-

cluded t lierefore that ricochet batteries ought, if possible, to

be at a distance varying from 400 lo 600 yards from the

nearest part of the line of rampart to be enfiladed ; for be-

yond the latter distance the effect of the fire is uncertain.

The long ricochet, with high charges and small elevations

or depressions of the guns, may however be advantageously

eraploved in firing from the ramparts of a fortress on the

ground in front, or against extensive lines of works when
the battery is at a much greater distance.

It appears from the experiments above-mentioned that

the be»L elevations of ordnance for enfilading a work i- rico-

chet with shot or shells is that in which the axis of the

piece is directed at an angle vaning from 6 to 9 degrees

above a line drawn from the chamber of the gun or howitzer

to the crest of the parapet over which the projectile is to

pass. It is stated that of 1 70 shells filled with powder which
were fired. 58 took effect, but only 33 buist in the work.

Before the traverses were constructed several guns on the

work were struck and rendered useless; but afterwards,

R I D

though the traverses were much injured* none of thtj
protected by them were disabled.

When employed against troops in the field, ricochet firing

is found to be of essential service ; for the shot mak ing o*
the ground eight or ten grazes, it cannot fail at sons* of
these to take effect. In 1757, the Kitig of Prussia bad
several six-inch mortars mounted on travelling carnages;
aud from these he caused shells to be thrown a- ricochet, m
an oblique direction, against the enemy's line, which it lav

mediately put in great disorder.

Ricochet firing, when first employed in sieges, from tb«

defenders not being prepared with means to diminish iu

destructive effects, produced immediately a strong imprw- I

sion of its power ; and the opinion of its superiority to tb«

direct mode of firing has continued to prevail from the tinv

of Vauban to the present day, though the service of artil-

lery is now so precise, that when the guns in an enean'*
work can be seen, they can be as readily dismounted by the

latter mode as by the ricochet. It ought also to be remem-
bered that before the latter can be usefully employed, tbc

parapets, traverses, or blindages which cover the artillery cf

a fortress must be ruined by other means ; and it may rea-

sonably be concluded that the rapid reduction, or the most
Srotracted defence of a place, will alwavs be owing to a jo-

icious combination of tne different modes in which, accord-

ing to the circumstances, artillery can be used daring the

siege. [Siioi.1

RIDEAU CANAL. [Canada.]
RIDING. [YORKSHtUK.J
R1D1NGER, JOHN ELIAS. was born in 1695. at UIn

in Suabia, and was instructed in drawiug by his father.

who was a schoolmaster, and in the rudiments of painting

by Christopher Rascb. His genius led him to animal
painting. ' He was,* says Fusel i, ' one of the greatest de-

(

signers of animals of every denomination whom the annals
' or painting can produce. If he has been excelled by Ru-
gendas in horses, and by Rubens perhaps in the ideal

dignity of the lion, he far surpassed them and the rest of

his predecessors and contemporaries in the wide extent of

. his powers over every species of brute creation.' Bryan
thinks this encomium exaggerated 'by the pardonable
partiality of his countryman and biographer M. Fuseli ' (but

Fusel i was a Swiss, not a German). His biographer in tbe
4 Conversations Lexicon* says, ' No painter ever represented

with such truth the characters of wild animals. His de-

lineations of them are, as it were, their natural history.

They take the spectator into the recesses of the forest,

amidst lions, tigers, and other wild beasts, whose figures,

dens, and mode of Hfe are represented by him with the ac-

curacy of a naturalist. His landscapes are always suited to

the animals. He was less happy in the representation of

the human figure, and of tame animals, for instance

horses. His paintings are rare, for he painted but little

his time being almost wholly taken up by his numerous
drawings, which are executed with great accuracy and
taste. The largest and most choice collection of tbem
(about 1 400) are in the possession of Mr. Weigel at Leipzig.

His copper-plates or etchings are very numerous, of which
the following are considered as the best :—eight plates cl

wild animals ; forty plates of observations of wild ammaN;
fables of animals, sixteen plates: hunting of animals of the

chase by dogs, twenty-eight plates; Paradise, in twelie

plates. The coppers are in the possession of Schk&un,
repository of arts at Augsburg. Ola impressions are scam,
and pretty high in price.* Kidinger was chosen, 1737. di-

rector of the Academy of Painting ut Augsburg, where be

died in 1767. His sons Martin Elias and John Jacob fal-

lowed their father's profession. The first, and Kiduigc.-'s

son in law John Gottfried Seuter, had some share in ilw

execution of his copper-plates. The latter engraved in

mexzotinto.

RIDLEY. NICHOLAS, was born in the county of
Northumberland, near the beginning of the sixteenth ecu-
turv. He was educated first at Newcastle, and afterward*
at Pembroke College, Cambridge. He received further to

si ruction in France, and having gained some reputation £>r

learning, returned to Cambridge, took orders, and became
master of his college. His knowledge and power of preach -

ing having attracted the attention of Cranmer, he was pre-
sented with clerical preferment, became one of the king'*
chaplains, and in 1547 was nominated bishop of Rochester.
His denunciations from the pulpit of the use of images sod
of holy water soon showed him the strenuous supporter eC
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IVoteatant doctrines, and his abilities caused him to be

associated with the principal reformers both in their chief

undertaking* and discussions. He frequeutly disputed on
irmsubstantiation and other doctrines : and he sat as a mem-
be: of the commission appointed to examine into charges

bioiagbt against Bonner, bishop of London. The commis-
sion deprived Bonner of his dignities, and, after some time

had elapsed, Ridley was appointed his successor in the see

of London. Soon after bis appointment he commenced a

visitation of his diocese, actively endeavouring to diffuse

Protestant doctrines, for the better understanding of which

be assisted Cranmer in framing forty-one articles, which
sere subsequently promulgated. He was nominated bishop

of Durham, but his appointment was never completed.

Three instances are mentioned, in which he attempted great

ends by the force and power of his preaching : he aimed at

the conversion of the Princess Mary, went to her residence

it Hunsdon, and requested permission to preach before her.

This permission she peremptorily refused, and so offended

Ridley, who afterwards showed considerable generosity

and a ready sense of forgiveness, by interceding with Edward
VI. oiTMarys behalf, that she should be allowed the free

exercise of her religion. Secondly, he endeavoured through

bis preaching to direct the young king's mind to works of

chanty, describing three sorts of poor—such as were so by

infirmity, by accident, or by idleness. Edward, deeply im-

pressed by this sermon, ordered Grey Friars' church, with

its revenues, to be a house for orphans; St. Bartholomew's,

near Smith field, to be an hospital; and gave his own house
of Bridewell to be a place of correction and work for such
as were wilfully idle. (Burnet.) Thirdly, at the instigation of

the supporters of Lady Jane Gray, whose case he espoused,

beset forth her title in a sermon at St. Paul's, warning the

people of the dangers they would be in, and the ruin that

would befal the Froteataut cause, if the Princess Mary
should come to the throne.

On Mary's accession, Ridley was immediately imprisoned.

Her detestation of his opinions was aggravated both by the

services he hod rendered to the Protestant cause and his

opposition to her accession. She committed him to the

Tower, in July, 1553, and did not suffer him to be removed
until complaints were made that the most learned Protest-

ant* were restrained from attending the discussions main-
tained by the Catholics and the Reformers on different dis-

puted points. In April 1554, a convocation was appointed
at Oxford, at which the doctrine of the real presence was to

be discussed, and since Cranmer, Ridley, and Latimer were
esteemed the most learned men of their persuasion, the

quceu granted a warrant for removing them from the Tower
to the prisons at Oxford. Each disputed in his turn amidst
great disorder, shoutings, tauntings,and reproaches; all were
considered to be defeated, and all were adjudged obstinate

heretics. Ridley never again left Oxford. He was recon-

ducted to prison, and after resisting many efforts to induce
liira to recant, was led with Latimer to the stake on the
16th of October, 1555. The place of his execution was in

front of Baliol College. Gunpowder was hung to his neck,
but it was long before the flames penetrated the mass of
fuel, and explosion did not terminate his miserable suffer-

ings until his extremities were consumed; he bore his

tortures with undaunted courage.^ Burnet says that for his

piety, learning, and solid judgment, he was the ablest man
of all that advanced the Reformation.

(Foxe"s Acts and Monuments ; Burnet; Rapin; Lingard;
Home; and Wood's Aihence Oxonienses, in which a list of
bis writings is given.)

RIENZI. JPapal States.]
RIES, FERDINAND, an eminent composer of the

German school, was born at Bonn on the Rhine, in 1785.

He was at first educated under his father, afterwards re-

ceived instructions from Bernhard Romberg, and finally had
* few lessons iu composition from Albrechtsberger, the cele-

Wated theorist, to whom he was recommended by Beethoven,
t*t great composer candidly confessing that he possessed
W the talent for teaching, which he considered as a ' par-
ticular gift.' But the young musician was studious and
industrious, and acquired from books more knowledge than
I* obtained from oral communication. His first profes-

sional attempts were made at Munich ; his next at Vienna,
*bere he remained till 1805, when he was drawn as a
*>w»cript for the French army, which then occupied the
capital of Austria, but, having early lost the use of one eye,

te Viadeclared disqualified for military service. He after-
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wards went to Paris, and composed much, but not success
fully. The Beethoven school, to which he belonged, was
then but little understood out of Germany. He afterwards
proceeded, through Hamburg, Copenhagen, and Stock-
holm, to St. Petersburg, where fortune began to smile on
his efforts, and was preparing to set out for Moscow, but the
French army again deranged all his plans, and he finally
determined to seek the English shores, where alone he
could hope to pursue his peaceful art undisturbed. He
arrived in London in 1813, and was immediately received
by the liberal violinist Solomon, who procured his admis-
sion into the Philharmonic Society, where his symphonies
were jaerformed with great applause, and he exhibited his
talents as a first-rate pianoforte player. He now was most
actively engaged, both as a composer and teacher, and by
his unwearied exertions amassed a handsome independence.
In 1824 he returned to his native country, continuing how-
ever to exercise his talents as a composer, and, besides many
works for the pianoforte, produced two German operas, and
an oratorio, David, a work of more than ordinary merit.
But his early efforts and privations, his unintermitting and
exhausting laboars, undermined his constitution, and to

these he may bt considered to have fallen a victim. He
died at Frankfort in 1 838. *
RIESENGEB1RGE. [Germany.]
RIETI. [Spoleto, Province of.]

RIETI, the antient Reate, once one of the principal
towns of the Sabini, and now the chief town of a province of
the Papal State, which has retained the name of Sabina to

our own times, but is now annexed to the delegation or ad
rainistrative division of Spoleto. Rieti stands on an elevated

plain about one thousand feet above the sea, which is part of
the western highlands of the Apennines, a large tract which
projects out of the central chain of the Abruzzo. This tract

begins at the ridge east of Antrodoco, which forms the boun-
dary between the table land of Aquila, 2500 feet above the
sea, the waters of which run by the Pescara to the Adriatic,

and the basin of the Velino, or of Rieti, the waters of which
run into the Tiber. This mountain -region, which belongs
partly to the Papal and partly to the Neapolitan territories,

was the country of the antient Sabini. Its length is about 70
miles from north to south, from the sources of the Nera at the

foot of Mount Te trieus above Norcia, to the sources of the

Anio above Subiaco. Its greatest breadth, from the defile east

of Antrodoco, on the road from Aquila to Rieti, to the fall of
the Velino near Terni, is about thirty miles on the map. The
Neva forms the northern boundary of this mass of highlands,

and drains the northern part of them by means of the river

Corno, which rises near Leonessa, and flowing northwards
through a narrow glen near Norcia, joins the Upper Nera
near Cerreto. The Velino and its affluents drain the central

and by far the largest part of the highland region. The
Anio drains the southern part as far as the ridge which
divides its waters from those which flow eastward by the

Sacco into the Liris. The Anio falls by a cascade at Tivoli

into the lowlands of the Campagna. and thence flows into

the Tiber. The two waterfalls of the Velino and Anio are the

only outlets by which the waters of the highlands of Sabina
find their way westward to the Tiber.

A succession of mountain-ridges form the western boun-
dary of the highlands of Sabina on the side of the Tiber,

extending from the Anio at Tivoli to the Nera above Terni.

The southern part of this range near the Anio is known by
the antient name of Lucre til is, now Monte Gennaro ; and
the northern part, which extends to the Nera, by the name
of Mount Canterius, which is seen from the valley of the

Tiber towering to the eastward above the towns of Magliano,
Calvi, Otricolt, and Narni. The eastern boundary of the

region of the Sabini is formed by the lofty ridge of the cen-

tral Apennines, consisting of the groups of Monte Sibilla,

7200 feet ; Mount TermimUo, north-east of Rieti, 7000 feet

;

an£ Mount Velino, 8180 feet. Between these two ridge*

lies the basin of the Velino, the lower part of which forms

the plain of Rieti. The Velino has its source in the central

Apennines, about fifteen miles north of Antrodoco, at the

foot of Mount Cenatra, not far from the sources of the

Tronto, which flows on the opposite or eastern slope to the

Adriatic. [Ascoli.] The Velino first flows southward

through a narrow and deep glen until it reaches Antrodoco,

where it turns to the west, passing by Civita Ducale and
Rieti. Before it reaches the latter town, it receives the

Salto or Imele from the south. The Salto rises near Tag-

liacozzo, not far from the lake Fucino, and flows north-west
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through a secluded but interesting valley called Cieolano,

belonging to the Neapolitan territory. This valley has been

explored of late years by Dodwell and by Keppel Craven,

for the purpose of examining the remains of Cyclopian con-

structions whtrh are scattered all about this district, and

which are supposed to belong to the towns of the aborigines

mentioned by Dionysius (i 14) as destroyed long before his

time. Keppel Craven, Excurmom in the Abruzwi, 1838,

vol i., cnap. 7.) Oihers look for those towns, PaJantium,

Ba ia, Tiora, and Libta. on ihe bank* of the Velino above

Rivti, where remains of Cyclopian walls are also found.

(Revinw of Dr. Cramer's Description of Antient Italy\ in

the Quarterly Journal of Education/ No. xiv./ Cuiiliie,

another town mentioned by Cato and Dionysius, is sufl>osed

to have been also in the valley of the Velmo ntar Paierno.

where there is a small but deep lake, which il Mill called

Cutilia. The rums of Trebula Mutusca are ssuth of Rieti,

near Osteria Nuova, on the Via Salaria, and in the same di-

rection ate the remains of Cures, near the villege of Correse ;

at the foot of Mount Lucietilis aie other remains, supposed

to be those of Suna and Orviniutn, also mentioned by Dio-

nysius as cities of the aborigines.
'

In modern times the di»trict\>f Cicolano, in the valley of

the Salto, has acquired a certain historical interest on ac-

count of the tragical send of the Cenci, a Roman baronial

familvofthe middle ages, the head of which, Francesco Cenci,

wa. murdered in the castle of Petrella, at the instigation of i

his wife and daughter, who were put to death after a long

trial, which has been the subject of many compositions both I

in prose and verse.
|

The Velino, after its confluence with the Salto, passes

through Rieti. dividing the city fVom the suburb, and then
|

turning to the north-west receives the Turano also from

the south. The Turano, the antient Telonius, rises in the
(

Neapolitan territory, not far from the Auio, in the moun- »

tains which border the basin of the Fucino to the west-

ward, and on the opposite side of which the Liris has

its source. The Turano runs in a north-west direction

nearly parallel to the Salto, passes by Carseoli on the Via

Tiburtina, which leads from Tivoli into the country of the

Marsi, flows along the eastern base of Mount Lucretilis,

and then enters the plain of Rieti, where it joins the Velino

after a course of about 40 miles. In the valley of the ,

Turano, the greater part of which lies in the Papal State,

but which, like the rest of this region, is almost unknown
to travellers, is the town of Rocca Sinibalda, near the site

of the antient Trebula Mutusca. It was on the banks of

the Telonius that the consul P. Rutiliusand 8000 men were

defeated and killed during the Marsian or Social war.

The plain of Rieti is one of the most delightful spots in

Italy. It is covered with plantations of mulberry-trees,

vines twining round elms and maple trees, fields of wheat,

Indian corn, beans, flax, hemp, wood, and vegetables of

every kind. It is traversed by two clear streams, which

unite their waters about three miles below the town of

Rieti, whose churches, steeples, and other massive build-

ings make a flue contrast with the brilliant verdure of the

surrounding country. Farther down the river, between

the right bank and the base of the Apennines, is a succes-

sion of marshes and lakes, the largest of which, called Pie

di Luco, is about 10 miles in circumference; the banks are

very bold and picturesque, but are considered unwholesome.

The waters of the lake have an outlet into the Velino. Near
this place the two ridges, eastern and we>tern, which bound

the plain of Rieti, approach near each other, leaving only a

narrow gorge through which the Velino flows on a rocky

bed with a rapid declivity until it reaches the edge of the

terrace, where it falls into the valley ofthe Nera amidst clouds

ofmist. According to the measurement taken by the engineer

Brandolini, the whole perpendicular height from the edge

of the rock to the level of the Nera below is 143 metres, or

about 455 English feet. The fall however is broken into

two parts, the first of which is perpendicular, after which

the water forms a succession of cascades or rapids, until it

meet* the Nera. A pavilion called * la Specola,' erected by

Pius VI. mi a projecting shelf of rock which overhangs the

precipice, commands a fine view of the fall and of the valley

of the Nera below. The cascade, called Delia Marmora,
has been considered by many as the finest in Europe, the

ma*s of water being superior to all the Alpine cascades,

and the height far superior to the fall of the Rhine at

Schaffhausen. A rainbow is often teen hovering on the

mtst produced by the spray

:
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The best view of the cascade is from the banks of the

Nera below, about three miles distance from the village of

Papigno, which is near Terai. (Tournon ; Valery.) The
name of Marmora has been given to the mountain fp>m
which the river falls, on account of the abundant incrusta-

tions, resembling mat ble, produced by the deposit of iho

waters of the Velino. The inhabitant* of the neigh-

bouring country are said to be subject to the gravel and
the stone.

Tne valley of the Velino is said to have been in very re-

mote times occupied by the Um! ri, before that [eople

descended from the highlands of the Apennines into the
valley of th6 Upper Tiber, which has ever since retained the
name of Umbria. [Etruria.] After the migratiou of the
Urabri, another race of mountaineers from the central pane
of the Apennines about Amiternum, near the sources of

the Aternus or Pe*cara, became possessed of the t alley of
the Velinus ; they were known bv the name of Sabini,

and they spread from thence into the country between the
Nera, the Anio. and the Tiber, which they occupied almost
as far as the gates of Rome. [Osci.j The Sabini were a re-

markable people ; their manners were simple, and their babiU
austere ; they had a reputation for good faith and domestic
virtue They were religious, and even superstitious, and their

country was famed for omens and prodigies. Prodigies, such
as monstrous births, showers of stones, &c., are mentioned by
Livy (xxv. 7; xxvi. 23; xxwii. 3; Ix. 11 : liii. 13) as

being of frequent occurrence at Reate previous to some
great event or calamity. The Sabini had adopted a periodi-

cal system of emigration. As their population increased
beyond the means which the country afforded, they sent out
colonies in the spring of the year, and the migration was
attended with religious ceremonies. The Piceni and Sam-
nites were colonies of the Sabini, anterior to the fouudaUon
of Rome. The subsequent history of the Sabini forms part
of the history of Rome.
The principal towns of the Sabini were:—Amiternum.

Testrina, Reate. Cures, Nursia, Bretum, Trebula Suffene.
Mutusca, and Nomentum; the last was in the lowlands of
the Sabini, which extended on the side of Rome as far as
the confluence of the Anio with the Tiber.

The name of Sabini has continued to be applied to tbc
country of the antient Sabini down to our own times. Pre-
vious to Napoleon's occupation of Rome, in 1809, Sabina
was one of the provinces of the Papal State. After the re-

storation of 1814, it was st) led the Delegation of Rieti, which
has been since united to that of Spoleto. [Spolkto b
Rieti, Province of.]

The plain of Rieti was almost entirely covered with water,
when tiie consul M. Curius Dentatus, *240 B.C., made a cut
through the rock, deepening and widening the outlet for

the waters of the Velino, and drained thereby the field* of
Reate. The outlet must have existed before, for the water*
of the valley above could have no other issue, but the uatural
channel was probably not deep enough to prevent the
country being overflowed, until Dentatus deepened it. Tbo
people of Interamna, or Term, complained of the damage
occasioned to their fields by the overflowings of the Nera*
in consequence of the additional stream thus poured uu© »u

The senate sent a consul and ten legatee to the spot to «ie~

cidejhe matter, and C.cero repaired thither to plead for tbo
people of Reate. (Ep. ad Atttcum, iv. 15.) The result w*»
that the cut was maintained.
Under Tiberius the question was again agitated in the

senate* this time it was the people of Rome, who, alarmed
at the inundation* of the Tiber, ascribed them to the Veunue*
the Clanis, and other affluents of the Tiber. The Reaunt
made a sensible defence, and the opinion of Piso, who wn
for maintaining things as they were, was adopted. (TaciL,
Ann., i. 79 ) In more modern times the bed of the Velino
above the fall has repeatedly become obstructed by cal-

careous deposits, and the river has again overflowed the
plain ; to remedy which Pope Paul 111. made a new cut.
and Clement VIII. afterwards restored the old one ma<le
by Curius. (Angelotti, Descrizione di Rieti,)

Reate is said to have derived its name from Rhea or C>-
bele, the antient patroness of the place. Like the rest of

I

the Sabini, Reate was an early ana constant ally of Rome*
1 and is mentioned by Livy as having, together with Aai*
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termim. ft.mts1ied -oldiers for Scipio's expedition to Africa.

Cicero, in various places, extols the fidelity of the Sabini,

an«l particularly of the people of Reate. (Pro Ligario, 11,

and ihe third Catilinana, 2.) The Flavian Gens was origi-

nally from Reate. Vespasian was born at Falacrina, in the

valley of the Upper Velinus, above Reate, and he died there,

and his son Titus after him. Remains of the baths built by
those two emperors are still seen in the territory of Rieti. Near
San Lorenzo, which is on the Via Salaria, on the summit of
the ridge between the valley of the Tiber and the plain of

Rieti, is a spot still called Titabalnea, with considerable re-

mains of Roman brick-work.

In more modern times the people of Rieti were among
the tint to pay voluntary allegiance to the see of Rome, as

their temporal sovereign, in the time of Pope Adrian I.,

their deputies cutting their hair and beard in token of

fubmissioa. Rieti was often an asylum for the popes in

the middle ages, when driven away from Rome by faction

or foreign invasion. In oar own times, in March, 1821, the

Neapolitan constitutionalists, under General Pepe, were de-

feated by the Austrians near Rieti. In 1831, the people of

Rieti showed their devotedness to the papal see by re-

pulsing tho insurgents from Bologna and Romagna who
were advancing towards Rome.

Rieti is built partly on the slope of a hill, and partly at

the foot of it; it is a bishop's see; it has a college and a

clerical seminary ; it has also manufactures of coarse wool-

lens, silks, glass, and leather.The population amounts to about

9000, among whom are many wealthy landed proprietors.

Tlie town-house, or governor's palace, is a massive building,

in the highest part of the town, and enjoys a splendid

view of the surrounding country. The cathedral was
built io the twelfth century, but has been repeatedly re-

stored. Tliere are several other churches and convents,

as well as the episcopal palace, which are worthy of notice.

(Angelotti, Descrizione delta Cittd di Rieti, 1635;
Maroni, Commentarius de Ecclesia et Episcopis Reatinis,

1 763; Galotti, Mimorie di TreAntiche Chtesedi Rieti, 1 765
;

Spenuidio, Subina, Sacra e Pro/ana, Antica e Moderna,
1790.)

RIFLE, or RIFLED, a term applied to muskets or pieces

of ordnance when their bores are furrowed with spiral

grooves. It is probably derived from an Anglo-Saxon word

s>£iiifyiug to rive or tear; the grooves or channels being

formed by a machine which scrapes away the substance of

the barrel interiorly in parallel and seipentine directions.

It i* not precisely known at what time rifled barrels were

first employed in warfare, but P. Daniel states (Hist, de la

Milice Francaise, liv. vi.) that the carabiniers of the French

iMralrv were furnished with such arras; he also observes

that they had been invented long before the time at which

he wrote, and that he had seen them used before that class

of troops was formed into a regiment. This circumstance

took place in 1692, and we may therefore conclude that

rifled arms were known on the Continent about the middle

of the seventeenth century. The historian describes the

carabines rayces, as he calls them, as being grooved in a

circular manner along the whole of the barrel; and he

asserts that the range of the balls fired from them was very

considerable. Ritled arms do not appear to have been in-

troduced in the British service till the time of the Ameri-

can Revolutionary war.

A bullet made of lead cast in a spherical form, according

to the practice till lately followed, having unavoidably some
irregularities on its surface, and, from unequal expansion in

cooling, a void space being formed in the interior by which

the density is caused to vary in difFerent directions from

the centre, it follows that, when such bullet is discharged

from a common musket, the atmosphere, pressing unequally

against its front on opposite sides of the line of flight, causes it

to deviate continually from the direction which, when uni-

formly resisted, it would take by gravity and the impulse of the

ftred gunpowder. It will also happen that the bullet acquires,

by friction in the barrel, a rotatory motion about some dia-

meter as an axis ; and this diameter not coinciding, except

by an extraordinary chance, with the proper path of the ball,

tt>3 pressure of the air, which, when that coincidence does

not take place, will be greater on the side of the boll where

the revolving motion conspires with the direct motion, than

oo the opposite side where the two motions are in contrary

directions, will, even if there were no irregularity of sur-

^ce, produce deviation. This will evidently be various,

•reaming to the position of the axis of rotation ; and Since

that position may change during the flight of the ball, the
path of the latter may suffer several inflexions.
The intention therefore in forming spiral grooves within

the barrel of a musket or piece of ordnance, is, to produce a
rotatory motion of the shot about an axis which shall coin-
cide with the line of its path, in order that the unequal
pressure of the atmosphere in its front, on account of any
irregularity in its form or density, may correct itself at every
half-revolution of the shot on such axis ; so that, on arriv-
ing at the object, the deviation may be only that which is

due to some traction of a rotation. The number of spiral
channels in a rifle-musket has varied at different times ; at
first there were eight or sixteen, but the number was after-
wards reduced to four, and at present the practice is to
have but two. It has not been exactly determined what is

the best form for the spiral; sometimes the curve-line
makes, in tlie length of the barrel, 1£ revolutions about the
axis of the latter, but in general one revolution in the whole
length (=30 inches) is considered sufficient.

Different methods have been employed for the purpose of
enabling the billet to acquire, by means of the rifle-grooves
in the barrel, the intended rotation on its axi9. At first the
leaden bullet vas made spherical as usual, but a little

larger than the bore of the musket, and being laid on the
muzzle of the latter, it was forced down upon the powder by
blows of a mallet applied at one end of a ramrod; thus,
during the descent, the bullet being soft, there were formed
on a zone of its surface projections which nearly fitted the
grooves, and these projections, by moving along the grooves
on the piece being fired, produced the required rotation.
Some time since rihVmuskets were made so as to admit of
being loaded at the opposite extremity of the barrel ; a sort
of chamber being formed by an enlargement of the bore at
that place, Ihe powder and bullet were introduced in it

through a perforation made in the side of the barrel, and
this, after the piece was loaded, was closed up by a screw
which fitted it. Then, on firing the charge, the bullet,

yielding to the compression in the bore, acquired projec-
tions where the grooves allowed it to expand, and thus it

passed into the air with the rotatory motion on its axis. But
neither of these methods is now used.

The most general practice of late has been to press the
bullets (by means of the ramrod) into the barrel upon a
piece of greased cloth or leather (called the plaster). This
plaster is made of a circular form and greater in diameter
than the bore, on the aperture of which it is laid with the
greased side downwards; the bullet is then placed upon it,

and both being forced down together, the cloth or leather

which then covers the lower half of the bullet expands in

the grooves, aud this is found to be sufficient, when the
piece is fired, to give the motion of rotation. At present
rifle-bullets are made with a projecting zone which sur-

rounds them on the circumference of what maybe called a

great circle, and has a breadth equal to about one- third of

the diameter. The pieces are loaded at the muzzle, and
the parts of the zone which are diametrically opposite to

one another are those which pass along the two grooves in

the barrel.

Captain Norton's ritte-bullels are nearly of a spheroidal

form, and on a circumference perpendicular to the longer
axis are two knobs which pass along the grooves when the

bullet is pressed into or fired from the piece. The bullets

are made hollow like small shells, in order to contain a

small quantity of powder, and this, when the bullet strikes

the object, is ignited by means of a detonating composition

in a cap which covers an orifice in front of the bullet. It is

proposed that these loaded bullets should be fired into an
enemy's magazine or carriage conveying gunpowder, that

by exploding there they may cause the destruction of the
ammunition and of any objects which may be in its vi-

cinity.

A bullet fired point-blanc from a rifle-barrel is found to

strike an object at a much greater distance from the piece

than when it is fired from an ordinary musket and this was
once ascribed to a superior velocity which the rifle was
supposed to communicate to the ball. In fact, however, it

is caused merely by the correction of the deviation, on
which account the rifle-ball proceeds farther than the other

in the direction of the line of aim ; for Mr. Robins found
by experiment that both the velocity and the range of the

former were less than those of the latter, and he justly

attributes the circumstance to the greater friction which the

ball experiences in moving along the rifle-grooves than in

C ?
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testing through a simple barrel. He alto ascertained that

the velocity and range of a rifle-ball were greater after the

piece had been long in use than they were at firat, probably

on account of a diminution of friction consequent upon an
enlargement of the breadth of the grooves,

Mr. Robins moreover proved by experiment that a rifle-

ball in it* flight presents always the same side to the front,

or rather, that the axis of rotation continues nearly parallel

to itself; and to this circumstance he ascribes the devia-

tion which such a ball experiences when fired with an
elevation of the piece so that its trajectory become! greatly

curved, for the axis of rotation not coinciding with the

direction of the path, the inequality of the air's resistance

on different parts of the bullet is no longer corrected by the

revolution about that axis. Mr. Robins, in order to remedy
the evil, proposed that bullets should be formed like eggs, the

longer axis to be placed in the direction of the axisofthe piece,

and the larger end to be in front ; for then, the centre of gra-

vity being thrown forward, there will be a tendency of the axis

ofthebullet, atleastin the descending branch o/ the curve, to

keep in the direction of the line of flight. The s '.question has

not however been adopted, and probably suoi balls would
not be found to possess any practical advanUges over those

which are in common use.

In the year 1774, Captain Blair proposed the formation of

rifled guns of iron to be used as field artillery. Agreeably
to the old practice, they were to be mode aollow in the act

of being cast, and in the same operation the grooves were
to be formed. The balls were to be of lead with knobs on
them to fit the grooves, and they were lo weigh not more
than two pounds. During the lute war, the French at-

tempted to introduce into their service cannon-shot of

a ryliudro-spherical form, the cylindrical part being in

contact with the charge of powder, and a ring of lead

surrounding the shot near its middle, so as to render this

part rather greater than the bore ofthe gun. The circum-
ference of the ring, being scraped down by the edge of the

muzzle when the shot was forced into the gun, became in

close contact with the surface of the bore, and thus no
windage was left : by this contrivance it was expected that

most of the advantages of a rifled gun would be obtained,

though no rotatory motion took place in the shot The re-

sult of the trials was thought to be favourable with respect

to the direction and range of the shot, but the labour and
time required to load the gun were great, and this circum-

stance probably prevented the invention from being adopted.

No kind of rifle ordnance has ever been used in warfare,

and the spherical form has always been found preferable to

any other for shot.

It may be mentioned here, that bullets for common mus-
kets, as well as for rifle-barrels, are not now cast in their

actual forms, but are made from lead which has been previ-

ously cast in cylindrical rods rather greater in diameter
than the intended ball. Each rod is passed between two
revolving cylinders, whose convex surfaces are indented,

and, by the pressure, the rod becomes a secies of rudely

formed beads: the rod in this state is passed between two
other revolving cylinders, on whose convex surfaces am
several corresponding hemispherical cavities, and the pres-

sure then reduces the beads to a spherical form, the whole
aeries of balls being connected together by a thin portion of

lead where the hemispheres of the balls unite; this portion

beintr afterwards removed, the bullets are complete. The
cavities for rifle-bullets allow, during the pressure, a projec-

tion to form itself about each in the manner above men-
tioned. The great pressure to which the lead is subject

when passing between the cylinders, by forcing the par-

ticles together, fills up any vacuities which may form them-
selves in the rods during the cooling process, and probably
renders the density of the ball nonrly uniform.

RIFLEMEN (railed by the Frcach tirailkitri) are sol-

diers whose duties correspond nearly to those of light-

infantry troops, but their muskets beinp rifled or grooved,
the effect of their fire, within certain limits, is more
certain.

In the preceding article we have stated what u known
^..lemmi; the first u*e of rifled barrels on the Continent:
and in the arttrU Arms it ha* been *hown that the duty of
riflemen is indicuted in the * Oh«*en alions ' compiled by the
ct*rl of Albemarle in I64u. The Anglo- A merican people
aie houeter belie* vd to ha\e been the first who organised
corps uf infant r> armed with rifle-muskets, and during their

i(ru£gU for independence the fire from those pieces too

often took effect with fatal precision against the officers tad
in the ranks of the British forces. From that time the in-

corporation of bodies of riflemen with the armies began to

take place among the nations of Europe, and it is now be-
come a general practice. In the British service, the 60tn,

formerly called the Royal American regiment, is a rifle corps

;

nnd Manuinghams rifle corps appears in the 'Army List*

for 1801, but this became, in 1803, the 95th regiment. Id
1816 it was formed into the present rifle-brigade, and placed

under the command of Sir David Dundas, who had before

been colonel of the 60th regiment. Subsequently to that

year, a regiment of native riflemen has been raised in

Ceylon, and a rifle corps of cavalry at the Cape of Good
Hope.
When a company or corps of riflemen act with closed

ranks and files, the manner of performing the exercises

diffeis but little from that which is practised by other troops

of infantry ; the men however are instructed to be careful

that the rifle do not fall to the ground, as it is easily da-

maged, and on service it may happen that it cannot be re-

paired or replaced.

If a corps of riflemen is detached from a main body of
vroops «i order to skirmish with the enemy, one half ad
vances with trailed arms about 100 paces towards the front,

when it extends its files so as to cover the whole body from
which it was detached, while the other half advances only
50 paces, and remains at close order for the purpose of sup-

porting the former party. On a signal for alarm being
given, the skirmishers retire quickly through their respec-

tive intervals in the main body, and re-form themselves in

its rear. When a body of troops retreats across a plain, the

riflemen on the right and left flanks of each division remain
fronted, while the main body faces to the right-about and
retires ; those men then extend themselves so as to cover

the retreating troops, whom they follow at the distance of a
few paces, keeping off the enemy's flankers at the same time
by their fire.

On firing at close order, the two right-hand files of each
section step three paces to the front, and the rear-rank

men step to the right of their file-leaders. Each man fires

as soon as he gets proper aim ; then, resuming his place in

the* company, he reloads. When the two first files have
fired, the two next advance, and so on through the whole
company. Rifle-firing in extended order is performed by
sound of bugle, and the regulation is, that the whole body
of men should not have their pieces unloaded at tho tame
time. For this purpose, on the signal being given, each
man of the front rank selects his object and fires ; then, as

Hoon as each rear-rank man sees his file-leader put another
ball in his piece, he fires through the interval between two
front-rank men. Afterwards, when the rear-rank men are

putting other balls into their pieces, they give notice to

their file-leaders that they may fire ; and this is continued,

the men cither standing or lying on the ground, till the
signal is given to cease.

On a signal beiug made to fire advancing, each rear-rank

man moves briskly six paces before the front rank and fires

;

then, after reloading, he trails his arms. When the ser

geant of the front rank sees the other rank reloading, he
steps forward and gives a signal with his whistle, on which
the front-rank men pass six paces before the rear-rank and
fire, and so on alternately. If the signal be mado to firo

retreating, the rank which happens to be in front fires and
then goes twelve paces to the rear of the second rank; tbero
each man faces to the front and reloads. As soon as the
tho sergeant on the flank of the second rank sees the first-

rank men loading, he gives a signal with his whistle, on
which the second rank fires and goes twelve paces to the
rear of tho former men; and so on. The ranks thus support
one another by their fire, till the signal is made to halt.

RIFLE BIRD. [Ptiloris]
RIGA. [Livonia]
RIGA (in the language of Livonia, Righa; in that o

Esthonia, Riolin), the capital of the government of Livonia,

is situated in 56° 55' N. lat and 24° 12' E. long., on tho
right bank of the Duna about seven miles above its entrance
into the Gulf of Riga. The width of the river and the dis-

tance of the town from the sea make the port very spacioua
and secure, and the merchantmen come up to the quays.
In summer a bridge of pontoons, looselv attached to piles,

and rising and falling with the tide, is laid across the river;
this bridge is 40 feet wide and 2600 feet long, and i* a plea-

sunt ap<| frsburoablo promenade in ill* »uawcr tiiuo, tbf
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•stm it sarronnded with ramparts and bastions. It has a

strong citadel, nnd is otherwise well fortified, so thai it

n considered one of the most important bulwarks of the

Rassian empire. It consists of the town itself, of one suburb
wribin the palisades, and of two more distant suburbs on
the left bank of the Duna. There are three gates towards the

country and four towards the Duna. About 1 000 of the 4000
bouses are of stone, many of which are large and handsome,
but the streets are narrow and crooked, and the town dark
and gloomy. There is but one inconsiderable market-place,

and a pretty spacious parade before the palace, in which the

merchants. erected, in 1817, a granite column, twenty-three

feet high, surmounted by a bronze statue representing the

goddess of Victory, nine feet high, in memory of the triumphs

of the Russian arms in 1812-13. Of the 14 churches, 6 are

Lutheran, 4 Greek, 1 Calvinist, 2 Livonian, and 1 Roman
Catholic; of the Lutheran the most remarkable are the

large and lofty cathedral, attached to which is a quadrangle

surrounded with cloisters, and which contains the museum
and the public library of 18,000 volumes, and St. Peter's

churcli, which has a fine tower commanding an extensive

new of the harbour. The other public buildings are, an im-

perial palace, with an observatory; the residence of the civil

governor; an ancient palace, partly used as the residence of

the military governor, partly serving for barracks; the town-

house, containing tbe Exchange ; the assembly-house of the

estates of Livonia ; the arsenal, the hospital of St. George,

the Calberinenhof, a bomb-proof warehouse 445 feet in

length, and a theatre. There are numerous literary and
Oioful institutions, as the gymnasium, tbe economical so-

rietv, the society for the study of the history and literature

of ihe Baltic provinces, the cathedral school, and the com-
mercial bank.
Tbe town of Riga was founded about the year 1200, by

Albert, the third bishop of Livonia, Christianity having been
introduced in the middle of the century, by Meinhard, a

monk of Bremen, who was ordained by the pope as first

bishop of Livonia. The founder granted it several privi-

leges and a considerable extent of territory. Tbe city,

which was at that time a colony of Germans, soon became
nch and powerful, and in the thirteenth century joined

tbe Hanseatie league, and its commerce was the source of

such great wealth that the power of the city and the pride

and luxury of the inhabitants became proverbial. At the

beginning of the sixteeuth century it belonged to the Teu-
tonic knights, who were obliged to submit to Poland in

1661 ; but Riga, which had embraced the Reformed religion,

fearing a Popish master, refused to recognise the sove-

reignty of the kings of Poland till 1581, when it obtained

the guarantee of its antient privileges. From that time

its prosperity declined. In 1621 it was besieged and taken

bv Gustavus Adolphus. In 1710, after a vigorous defence,

it was taken by Peter the Great, when half the town was in

nun*, many hundreds of the inhabitants had perished by the

enemy's fire, and 20,000 had been carried offby the plague dur-

ing the siege. In the siege of 1 8 1 2,' the suburbs, with nearly

800 large houses, besides thesmaller houses and outbuildings,

and four churches, were burnt, and also 200 houses in the

town itself, and 1 500 inhabitants perished. The suburbs have
been rebuilt, and are much handsomer than before. It has

I kew jsc suffered several times by fires and inundations, to

which latter it is much exposed by the banks of the river

being very low. Thus at the breaking up of the ice in

1814, 400 houses were swept away with their inhabitants,

immense quantities of timber, and eighty vessels laden with

hemp. The loss was above thirty millions of rubles. Be-

fore the rapid rise of Odessa, Riga was the third city in

point of population in the ettpire : it is now the fourth, the

population being nearly 60,000, of whom above 30,000 are

Protectants, chiefly Germans and their descendants ; the

remainder are mostly Livonians, the Russians being compa-
ratively few. The numerous ships in the river, the bustle

in ilie streets, and the well-stocked warehouses and shops,

are indications of the extensive trade of which Riga is the

centre; it is in fact, next to St. Petersburg, the greatest

emporium of foreign commerce in the empire. The exports

consul of the great staple articles of Russian produce, corn,

tunher, (tax. hemp, linseed, tallow, Russia leather, and sail-

cloth. It appears from the official accounts, that the quan-

tity of corn exported has considerably decreased of late

years; that of hemp has remained nearly stationary; on

the other hand, a remarkable increase has taken place in the

•sports of flax, linseed, and timber.
*

The number of ships annually arriving at and leaving tbe
port may be stated at between 1200 and 1300. In 1831, the
arrivals were 1522, the departures 1483. Of these ships
nearly one half are English. The va.ue of the exports is

about two millions sterling ; that of the imports, consisting
of colonial produce, manufactures of woollen, cotton, and
silk, wine, &c, is not above one-third of that sum ; about
two- thirds of the ships arriving at the port are in ballast.

It is not only the commerce of Riga that is increasing; it

has now considerable manufactories of woollen, cotton,

tobacco, starch, looking-glasses, and iron-wares, besides
sugar-refining houses, which produce annually five million
pounds of refined sugar. (Stein's Lexicon ; Hbrschelmann;
Cannabich; Hassel ; Russian Official Journals )

RIGAUD, HYACINTHE, a portrait painter, called the
Vandyck of Fiance>, was* born at Perpignan on the 25th of
July, 1659. He was the son of Matthias Rigaud, an artist,

from whom lie learned the rudiments of painting, and upon
whose death be was sent by his mother to Montpellier, and
placed under various masters, among whom was one Ranc,
a painter of portraits in the manner of Vandyck. In 1681
he returned to Paris, and in the following year gained the
chief prize given by the Academy. He intended to follow

historical composition, but was advised by Charles le Brun
to practise portrait, and the same artist dissuaded him from
visiting Italy. In 1 700 he was admitted a member of the
Academy of Paris, and presented as his admission picture a
portrait of the sculptor Desjardins, a performance which
gained him the highest reputation. His success as an art-

ist was now most brilliant; he frequently painted the por-
trait of Louis XIV., those of the royal family, the principal

nobility of the court, and many of the most illustrious per-

sonages of Europe. In 1727 he was pensioned and deco-
rated with the order of St. Michael. He was successively

professor, rector, and director of the Academy. Grief for

the loss of his wife, who died in 1742, coupled with his

advanced age, hastened his own death, which happened on
the 19th of December in the following year. He left no
issue, and no pupil of note except Jean Kane, who married
his niece, and who became principal painter to the king of

Spain. Works by Rigaud are contained in most of the col-

lections of Europe. In the Louvre, besides others, are the

portmits of Le Brun, Mignard, and Hossuet. His pictures

have been engraved by Edelinck, the Drevets, J. Audian,
and other eminent artists, and consist of two hundred his-

torical portraits.

Rigaud is considered one of the best portrait painters of
the French school; his heads arc full of character and ex-

pression, his touch bold and free, yet exquisitely delicate,

and his colouring, though brilliant, generally speaking free

from gaudiness. In his draperies however he was too apt
to express a fluttering effect wholly inconsistent with the
repose of the other parts of his work, and in many instances

the attitudes of his figures exhibit an unnecessary violence

of action. With regard to the title given him of the French
Vandyck, it seems difficult to reconcile it with truth, for

the charming simplicity of that exquisite painter, one of

his most prominent merits, is entirely wanting in the works
of Rigaud; nor do the two less resemble each other in

their style of colouring and in their management of the

chiaro-'scuro. Where the tints of Rigaud are brilliant and
dazzling, those of Vandyck are harmonious and chaste ; and
where the lights of the former are relieved by positive and
forcible colour, those of the latter are brought to their

proper degree of projection by the gradual depth of the

accessories and backgrounds.

{Biographic Universelle; Pilkington's Dictionary oj

Painters.)

RIGEL. [Orion.]
RIGHI'NI, VINCENZO. a composer of great merit,

whose works deserve to be better known, and will probably
ere long be rescued from the ill-deserved neglect into which
they have fallen, was born at Bologna, about the year 1758,

and received his musical education under the celebrated

Padre Martini, but completed it at Prague, where he acquired

a vigour which was not then the attribute of the Italian

school. Righini composed many operas for different

theatres, among which his Armida* Tigrane, Enea nel

Lazio* and Alcido al Bit*io are well worth the notice of

the true amateur. He died in his native city, in 1812.

RIGHT. It has been shown in Law [vol. xiii., p. 301]
that the word right occurs under some form in all the Teu-
tonic languages; and that it hears a double meaning cqui
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valcnt to tho significations of the Lntin word jtu, namely,

law and faculty. The Anglo-Saxon word bore this double

meaning, btit right* in nudcrn English, has lost the signi-

fication of law, and has retained only its other meaning.

Right, in its strict sense, mean* a legal claim; in other

words, a claim which can be enforced by legal remedies, or a

claim the infringement of which can be punished by a legal

sanction. It follows from this definition that every right

presupposes the existence of positive law.

The causes of nghU, or the modes of acquiring them, are

^arioua, and can only be explained in a system of jurispru-

dence ; for example, a person may acquire a right by con-

tract, by gift, by succession, by the non-fulfilment of a con-

dition. /

Every right correlates with a legal duty, either in a deter-

minate person or persons, or in the world at large. Thus a

rii»ht arising from a contract (for example, t contract to

perform a service, or to pay a sum of mono;) is a right

against a determinate person or persons; a right of pro-

perly (or dominion) in a field or house is a right to deal with

the field or house, availing agaitut the world at large. On
the other hand, every legal duty docs not correlate with a

right; for there are certain absolute duties which do not

correlate with a right in any determinate person. Such arc

the duties which are included in the idea of police ; as the

duties of cleanliness, order, quiet at certain times and

places.

The word right is sometimes used, improperly and secon-

darily, to signify not legal but moral claims; that is to say,

claims whicli are enforced merely by puMic opinion, and not

by the legal sanction.

In this sense the right of a slave against his master, or of

a subject against his sovereign, may be spoken of; although

a slave has rarely any legal right against his master, and a

subject never has a legal right agaiust his sovereign. It is in

the same sense that a sovereign government is sometimes said

to have rights against its subjects although in strictness a

sovereign government creates rights, and does not possess

them. In like manner, one sorereign government is said

to have rights against another sovereign government; that

is to say, moral rights, derived from the nositivo morality

prevailing between independent nations, which is called in-

ternational law.

We likewise sometimes bear of certain rights, styled na-

tural rights, which are supposed to be anterior to civil

government, and to be paramount to it. Hence these sup-

posed natural rights sometimes receive also the additional

epithets of indefeasible, indestructible, inalienable, and the

like. This theory of natural rights is closely connected

with the fiction of a social compact made between persons

-iving in a state of nature; which theory, though recom-
mended by the deservedly high authority of Locke, has now
been abandoned by nearly alFpohtical speculators.

RIGHT. (Mathematics.) This term is applied in mathe-
matical language to anything which is imagined to be the

most simple of its kind, to distinguish it from others. Thus
a right line is a straight line ; a right snglc is the most
simple and well known of the angles used by Euclid; a
ri^ht cone is one in which the axis is at light angles to the
base ; and so on.

RIGHT ANGLE. When two linos, at first coincident,

are made to separate so that one of them revolves about
their common extremity, the revolving line will in time be-

come the continuation of the other. This angle or opening,
made by a line and its continuation, would, we might sup-
pose, be one of the principal angles considered in georoetiy,

and should, according to the previously defined meaning of

right, be called a right angle. But in the geometry of
Euclid the word angle seems to have been esseuttally con-
nected with the idea of a pointed corner, and we have no
means of finding out that he considered a line and in con-
tinuation as making any angle at all. Instead of this an-

c D
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l<le, made by AO and OH. or the angle of opposite direc-

tions, he introduce* its half, uud cull* it a right ought Let

AOC and COB be canal angles, that .«, let OC bisect the
angle AOH, and each half is called a right angle. When
the angle AOB is mentioned, it is as two right angles. All
that is necessary as to the magnitude of a right angle has
been given unaer Angle : we propose here to point out
the effects of the forced manner in which Euclid avoids the
angle AOB.

It is sufficiently evident that nothing can lose its right

to be considered as a magnitude by augmentation : so that
the opening of AO and OB. which is double that of AO
and OC, must really be a magnitude of the same kind as
the angle AOC. Now the consequences of preferring
AOC to AOB, as a fundamental angle of reference, are as

follows :

—

1. The introduction of the apparently very arbitrary

axiom, that * all right angles are equal,' instead of the more
simple and natural one that ' two straight lines which coin-

cide in any two points coincide beyond those points.' It is

as evident as that ' two stiaight lines cannot inclose a space,'

or * two straight lines whicli coincide in two points, coincide

between those points,' that the same also lakes place be-

yond those points. A moment's examination will show that

this axiom immediately gives as a consequence that the
angle AOB in any one straight line is equal to the angleAW in any other; or, as Euclid would express it, the

doubles of all right angles are equal, whence all right an-
gles are equal. And it fs one consequence of leaving the
natural route, that Kuclid himself has assumed both the
more complicated axiom whicli he has expressed, and also

the more simple one by winch he might have avoided it

:

for he nowhere shows that if OA be made to coincide with
O'A', then OB coincides with O'B'. Some of his editors

have supplied the defect by making it a consequence of 'all

right angles arc equal,* that * no two lines can have a com-
mon segment.*

2. The necessity of proving a particular case of a propo-
sition which is taken as self-evident in all other cases. Thus
Euclid never proves that COD and DOB are together equal
to COB; while he has to spend a proposition in proving
that AOD and DOB are together equcl to AOB.

3. The necessity of proving a particular case after the
general case has been proved. Thus to bisect a given an^le
is the general proposition, of which to draw a line perpen-
dicular to a given line from a given point within it, is the
particular case. The construction of the latter is precisely
that of the former: but the two results are obliged to be
obtained in two distinct propositions: it would be ri^ht
enough to make them ca*es of one proposition.

1. The habituation of the sludeit to neglect the angle*
greater than two right angles, by his never meeting with
one cw great. Two lines which end at the same point make

' two openings, one greater and the other less than two right

angles ; except in the intermediate case when both are efiu.il

to two right angles. Now Euclid does not positively reject

j

the angle greater than two right angles, nor docs he .*,.}

i that of two lines winch meet, the angle which they make
shall be alwa\s taken to be that whicli is less than two right

angles. Had he had such intention, one of his propi-
tious would have been positively false, to wit, that in uny
segment of a circle, the angle at the centre is double of the
angle of the circumference. Had such been his intention,

he would have said. • in every segment which contains an
angle less than a right angle, the angle at the centre l*

double of that at the circumference.' It is true that his

proposition is, * In a circle, the angle at the centre is double

,

of the angle at the circumference when thty have the same
\

circumference for a btse:' a^l some may think that the
words m italics exclude (as in one sense they ccrtamU do)
the segment which has an angle greater than a right
angle ; since this angle, and its central angle, that namely
which is less than two right angles, do not stand on the
same circumference as a base. Let this bo so. then we throw
the diHiculty on another proposition, the 27th. It U there
shown that ' in equal circle*, the angles which stand upon
equal circumference* are equal whether they stand at the
centre or at the circumference' If no mention of nn^lc*
greater than two right n _-lcs be intended in the previous
proposition, then the one before us is not completely pioxeii,

but only when the an, le at the cticittnference i> less than a
light allele. At the --nine tunc theieseetiiH to be, in some of
the hub-equcnt mopoMtion*. p.uof of* a lU-iie to avoid Hi©
angle greuier Mian two ni;ht angle*, ami to subdivnlo
proofs into particular ca^s in ordtr to uroid the difficulty.
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But arc we not in fact to assume, without particular

inspection, from the general tone of the first six books,

that the angle equal to or greater than two right an-
gle* was never really meant, and that all propositions

are to be taken with such limitations as the above
restriction would render necessary ? Let those who think

so, look at the last proposition of the sixth book, in

which it is shown that in equal circles angles are to one-

another as their subtending arcs. Now the criterion of

Proportion, as given by Euclid, requires that, in this pro-

position, any multiple, however great, of the angles may be

taken. Now a multiple of an angle may not only be greater

than two right angles, bnt greater than a thousand right

ancles: and every such multiple must not only be really

included in the demonstration, but considered as a magni-
tude, and compared with other magnitudes of the same
kind. It is impossible that the writer of the fifth book
should have been unable to bear in mind that the establish-

ment ofproportion demands that every possible multiple ofthe

quantities asserted to be proportional should be admitted and
compared with every other : aud thus it is certain that Eu-
clid must have meant to consider angles not only greater

than two right angles, but even greater than four, or any
other Dumber. Some commentators have supposed that

Bud id meant to omit all pairs of right angles from such
multiples, and all semicircu inferences from the multiples of

ibe arcs ; but this would only be a use of the axiom, that if

equals be taken from unequals, the remainders are un-
equal, which admits the greater of the quantities mentioned
to be comparable magnitudes: and that Euclid dues con-

sider them as such, is all that is contended for.

RIGHT, PETITION OF. [Petition of Right.]
RIGHTS, BILL OF. [Bill of Rights.]
RILEY, JOHN, born in London, 1646, was the first

Englishman that attained any excellence in portrait, unless

perhaps Dobson may be considered as an exception, and in

that department he remained unrivalled by any native artist

until the appearance of Sir Joshua Reynolds. He was iu-

ftrucfed in his art by Fuller and Zoust, but he adopted
Vandyck as his model, and painted much in the style of

Lely ; his draperies were admirable. Rdey was a modest
and unassuming man, and excessively diffident and dis-

trustful of his powers. 'With a quarter of Sir Godfrey's

vanity,' says Wal^ole, • he might have persuaded the world

he was as great a master.' And the same writer observes,

that his * talents while living were obscured by the fame
rather than by the merit of Kneller, and depressed since by
being confounded with Lely, an honour unlucky to his re-

putation.*

Upon the death of Sir Peter Lely, Riley came into general

notice, and obtained the patronage that he merited. He
was introduced to Charles II., and painted his portrait, who
said, upon seeing it, * Is this like me? Then, odd's fish, I am
an ugly fellow? which greatly disconcerted the modest
painter. He painted also the portraits of James II. and
his queen, Mary of Modena ; aud after the Revolution in

1688, he was appointed state painter to William and Mary,
wboae portraits he also painted.

Riley's master-piece is reckoned the portrait of the lord-

keeper North, at Wroxton ; and amongst his roost success-

ful performances are mentioned also the portraits of Bishop
Burnet and the celebrated Dr. Busby, master of Westminster
school. Riley died in London, of the gout, 1691, in the

forty-sixth year of his age. His property, which, according

to Walpole, amounted to only 800/., came to his scholar

Richardson, who had married his niece.

RTMINI. [Forli, Province of.]

RI'MULA, the name given by Defrance to a genus of

testaceous mollusks founded on a minute species of the

genus Ernarginula of authors, which has a fissure approxi-

mating to tne margin, but not arriving at it. [Cervico-
BRANCHIATA, Vol. VL, p. 444.]

RIMULFNA. [Foraminifera, vol. x., p. 347.]

EING. [Axnulus.]
RING DOVE, one of the English names of the Ring

Pigeon, Wood Pigeon, Cushat or Queest, Columba Pulum-
Aw, Linn.; Ramier of the French; Colombaccio, Palombo,

Piccione da Ghianda of the Italians ; Ringeltaube of the

Germans; Ysgutkan of the Antient British. The term
Ring Dove is also applied to the Collared Turtle, Columba
ruona, L»nn. : Tourterelle d collier of the French ; Lack-
taube of the Germans. [Columbid.e, vol.vii., pp. 370, 373.]

RING OUZEL. [Blackbirds, vol. iv., p. 478.]

R1NGENT, a form of the corolla of plants, so named

from the supposed resemblance to the snout and mouth
of some animal. The petals are irregular and gaping.
The natural order Lamiacem possess this form of corolla.
RINGTAIL, the English name of the female of the

Hen Harrier, Circus cyaneus. [Falconid^, vol. x», p. 183;
Harrier (Ornithology).]
RINGTAILED EAGLE, a Golden Eagle in its vouth-

ful plumage. [Falconid*, vol. x., p. 173JRINGWORM is the term applied to many cutaneous
eruptions, and more particularly to those on the head. It is

not now possible to determine to which of these the name
was first applied ; but it is probable that the species of
herpes which appear in the form of rings were thus desig-
nated, especially that which nosologists call herpes cirein-
natus. This disease is still often called ringworm, when it

appears upon the forehead or scalp ; but the same name is

still more generally applied to the different forms of porrigo,
especially P. larvalis and P. scutulata. The descriptions of
the diseases thus confounded under this name will be found
in the articles Herpes and Porrigo.
RINGS, COLOURED. Sir Isaac Newton, in his

' Treatise on Optics,' first supplied a careful examination of
the coloured bands which are familiarly seen in soap-bub-
bles of sufficient tenuity, in thin plates of mica, and gene-
rally in any transparent plate of small width, whether
hounded by denser or by rarer media. In explanation of
these phenomena he invented his ingenious theory of * Fits
of easy transmission and of easy reflexion of light.' The
explanation given by the modulatory theory is founded on
the doctrine of the interference of the luminous waves.
Newton adopted an accurate method for discovering the

relation between the thickness of the medium and the
colours of the bands produced. Thus, by geometry, the dis-

tance of any point B of a circular arc from a tangent AC, is

equal to the square of the chord AB divided by the diameter
of the circle. When the latter is great in comparison of the
arc AB, we may then substitute the tangent AC for the
chord. Now, if we place together a convex lens and a plane
glass, the perpendicular section taken through the point of

contact of this system is evidently that in our figure. The
point of contact A is the centre of the coloured rings ; AC,
being the radius of one of them, is easily measurable, and
hence BC (the thickness of the interposed stratum of air)

becomes known.
From the above it is evident that a convex lens of con-

siderable focal length (about ten feet will answer) is to be
preferred, inasmuch as the diameters of the rings enlarge, for

a constant value of the thickness BC, in proportion to the
square of the radius of the lens; the bands, being then
greatly enlarged, may be more accurately examined and
measured.

Suppose white light to be incident, the point of contactA
will transmit it, and consequently appear black, but the
light which passes through the small interval between the
glasses will be decomposed, and form coloured rings having
A for centre, each band having a gradation of colours from
its interior to its exterior border, in the following order,

viz.:

—

First. Second. Third Fourth.

Black PurplishViolet Purple Dull Green
Faint Blue Bloe Blue Pale Pink
Bright White Green Bright Green Red
Yellow Strong Yellow Yellow
Orange Crimson-Red Pink
Red Crimson

In the fifth, sixth, and seventh, the colours are green and
pink, with a middle white in the fifth, but they are now mint
colours, and gradually become invisible.

By the calculation above explained Newton found the inter-

vals BC between the plates in the succession of the darkest
parts of the several rings to be as the numbers 0, 2, 4, 6,

&c , and those corresponding to the brightest parts, as the
odd numbers 1, 3, 5, &c.,that corresponding to the brightest

part of the first ring being only 178,000th part of an inch.

Hence conversely the interval may be computed by observ-

ing the colour and the number of the band, for these inter-

vals are coustaut whatever may be the curvature of tht
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Kim or glasses (if two lonse* are used). The contact should

made as perfect a* possible by pressure. Fringe* may
bo similarly formed by laying a prism on a plane glass. Tne
rings enlarge when seen obliquely, the interval for a given

colour varying as (he cosiuo of the angle of incidence. The
constant co-efficient of this cosine (as compared with per-

1+ 106 u
pendicular incidences) is —rz , p beng the index of

refraction.

If homogeneous light of any colour be used, the rings of

light then produced are oil of that colour, intercepted by

bands absolutely black. The colours, as given in the above

table, when the light is white, being the result of super-

posing the different systems of rings, belong to the various

homogeneous rays of the prismatic spectrum which consti-

tute white light.

If we place the glasses between the eye and fhe source of

light, so that the rings may be viewed by that portion of it

which it transmitted, we find, as might be expected, that

the colours are now complementary to thosi visible by re-

flected light Colours are said to be complementary when
their mixture produces white light.

The colours of soap or other liquid bubbles are produced

in the same way, and at the same thicknesses those in the

case detailed above. In that case we had the rarer medium
between the denser; here the denser is between the rarer.

The rings commence at tho top of the bubble, because there

it first grows sufficiently thin.^

The undulatory theory, upon admitting the loss or gain of

half an undulation in the interference producing these rings,

gives a satisfactory explanation of all the phenomena of
coloured rings, but which contains analytical investigations

of an abstruse nature.

Rings or fringes, such as those denominated Grimaldi's

fringes, are also formed by the interferences attendant on
the inflexion of light by the edges of opaque bodies, for

which see Diffraction.
RINGS, FAIRY, is a nams given to certain spots

which are observed amongst grass in fields, and which are

characterised by being more luxuriant than the surrounding

herbage. They are of two kinds : either an entire knot of

grass is moro luxuriant than the rest, or the luxuriant grass

grows in a circle or the segment of a circle around a com-
paratively barren spot. The name of fairy rings was origi-

nally given to these spots because they were supposed to be

the places where the little fairies held their nightly revels.

Recently a better cause has been assigned for their origin.

They are now known to be those portions of the surface on
which a species of fungus has grown, which by dying has
afforded nutriment for the grass on the spot; and as the

fungus grows in this particular place on account of some-
thing favourable to its development, it continues year after

year to extend itself beyond the small circular space to

which it was originally confined ; but as the grass in the
centre loses the stimulating influence of the decayed fungus,
this part becomes comparatively barren, and thus the ring

of luxuriant grass keeps on extending for many years, till

the earth, no longer affording the circumstances necessary
to the development of the fungus, it dies. There are several

species of fungus that produce this effect. It was first

noticed by Dr. Withering as occurring with the Agartcut
oreades ; but the common mushroom (A. campestrii), the
gigantic puff ball (Bovista gigantea), and many others may
be seen in the act of forming these ci roles. It is very pro-
bable that most of the large fungi would form these rings
during their growth, provided the entire surface of the earth
by which they were surrounded afforded the circumstances
necessary to their growth.
RIO DE JANEIRO. [Janeiro,]
RIOBAMBA. [Ecuador, p. 267.]
RIOM, a town in France, capital of an arrondiasement

in the department of Puv de D6me* 225 miles south-south-
east of Paris, by the road through Fontainebleau, Montar-
gis, Nevcrs, and Moulirts, and 7 wiles north of Clermont-
Ferrand.

This town was antiently the chief town of the duchy of
Auvcrgne, erected by King Jean II. in 1360, in favour
of his son the duke of Berri: its prosperity dates from this

epoch.

Riom stands on a small elevation in the rich plain of the
Limine of Auvergne, near the little river Ambene, which
flow* by the Lachau and the Morges into the AUier. The

j

town t3 surrounded by a boulevard planted with trees, and
lined, towaid the country, with houses of modern erection, I

which shut out the beautiful view from the boulevard. Tbv
interior of the town consists of several streets ; the two

f rtn-
ripal cross each other near the centre: these aio wido and
handsome, but not quite straight ; the other street* are in-
ferior all are very ill paved with lava and basalt* and some
arc adorned with fountains. The houses are almost univer-
sally built of lava from the quarries of Volvie, a small town
three or four miles west of Riom: the dark colour of tho
stone gives to the place a sombre appearance. The prin-
cipal public buildings arc the church of Saint AmaMe, re-
markable for its elegant dome ; La Saintc Chapelle, a beau-
tiful Gothic building ; the court-house (palais), another fine
Gothic building ; the clock-tower, from tne summit of which
there is a charming prospect of the surrounding country;
and the central prison or house of correction, large, lofty,

secure, and well ventilated.

The population of the town in 1831 was 11,992 for the
town, or 12.379 for the whole commune; in 1830 it was
1 1,473 for the commune, showing the serious diminution of
906 persons in five years. The trade of the place is not
very considerable: the chief articles of manufacture are
candles, and preserves of apricots, apples, 8tc. (which, toge-
ther with the fruits of the neighbourhood, are sent to Paris),

liver of antimony, some linens and cottons, brandy, and
leather. The chief articles of trade, besides the above, arc
corn, hemp, coarse linens, walnut-oil, and hempseed-oil.
There are four fairs in the year.

The importance of Riom is chiefly derived from its tri-

bunals, the business of which is augmented by the pro-

pensity of the people of Auvergne to litigation. It has
a Cour Royale, the jurisdiction of which extends over tho
departments of AUier, Cantal, Haute Loire, and Pay de
Dome; a subordinate court of justice, and a tribunal of
commerce; together with some fiscal government offices.

There are also a high school, with a cabinet of natural phi-
losophy; an hospital, two almshouses, a poorhouse, and a
theatre.

The arrondissement of Riom has an area of 885 square
miles, and is divided into thirteen cantons, or districts, each
under a justice of the peace: it comprehends 130 com-
munes. The population in 1831 was 146,495; in 1836,
151,456.

RIOT. A riot is a misdemeanour at common law. The
definition of it given by Hawkins, and which appears to
have been very generally adopted without much alteration
by subsequent writers, is 'a tumultuous disturbance of the
peace by three persons or more, assembling together of their
own authority, with an intent mutually toassUtone another
against any who shall oppose them in the execution of some
enterprise of a private nature, and afterwards executing the
same in a violent and turbulent manner, to the terror of tbv

ficople, whether the act intended were of itself lawful or un
awful.' The assembling together therefore in a case where
the law authorises parties to meet and use force in concert,
as for the purpose of suppressing rebellion or opposing tho
king's enemies, or as part of the posse com itat us, will not
constitute a riot. Neither will a sudden quarrel occurring
among a number of persons who have met together at a
fair, or on similar occasions, constitute a riot. But if on
the occasion of a meeting, lawful in itself, some act of vio-

lence in disturbance of the peace is afterwards proposed,
and executed in concert by those who aie assembled, they
will be guilty of a riot. The enterprise must be of a private

nature, not necessarily relating to an individual., but still

having in view some minor and special, and not a general
public object. Thus it may concern the interests or dis-

putes either of some one person or of the inhabitants of
some town or district. The object raav be, for instance, to
redress a grievance said to be suffered by such person, or to

pull down inclosures on lands where the inhabitants claim
a right of common. But if the enterprise is for the purpose
of redressing grievances generally throughout the kingdom,
or to pull down all inclosures, the offence is not a riot, but
amounts to a levying of war against the king, and the parties

engaged in it are guilty of high treason.

Hawkins asserts that there must be some circumstance of
violence either to the person of a man or to his possessions ;

but it has been otherwise decided by Sir James Mans-
field, C.J. (2 Camp., 368). Violence however, if not of actual
force, yet ir gesture or language, and of such a nature as Jo

cause terror, is a necessary ingredient in the offence of riot.

Tlte lawfulness of the enterprise operates no further than aa
justifying a mitigation of the punishment* It does not in

any way alter the legal character of the offence. AU partie*
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present at * not who instigate or encourage the rioters, are

themselves also to be considered as principal rioters.

Two minor offences of rout and unlawful assembly, which
art similar to riot, are generally treated on under that head.

A **ut is where parties have commenced but not accom-
plish*! an enterprise, and in such a way that if the enter-

prise bad been executed, they would have committed a

riot.

It is an unlawful assembly when great numbers of people

meet together with such circumstances of behaviour as to

raise the fears of their fellow-subjects, and to endanger the

public peace. An assembly therefore of a man's friends to

defend bis person against violence threatened to him if he
6p)ear in a public place is unlawful, as such conduct tends

to produce a breach of the peace. But an assembly in a
man's own house to protect him while there, or to defend

the possession of it, is not considered an unlawful assembly.

At common law the sheriff and all peace officers are bound
themselves to make every effort and to command all others

to assist them to suppress a riot. It seems also that where
the emergency is great and immediate, private persons on
their own authority may act, and even use arms for the same
purpose. On such occasions it has not been usual for the

military to take any part except in the presence and under
the direction of a civil authority. They are not however by
law dtaounlifled for any duty or relieved from any responsi-

bility ttnU'h under the same circumstances attach to other

classes of their fellow-subjects.

Various acts of parliament have been passed for the purpose

of giving authority to magistrates and others for the purpose

ofsuppressing riots, and restraining, arresting, and punishing

rioters. These are collected and commented upon by Haw-
kin*(l P. C b. i., c. 63) and Burn (5 vol., ' Riot,' &c). The
most important is 1 Geo. I., st. ii., c. 5, commonly called the

Riot Act. By that statute it is provided that • if any per-

sons to the number of twelve or more, being unlawfully,

riotously, and tumultuouhly assembled together to the dis-

turbance of the public peace, shall continue so assembled

for the space of an hour after a magistrate has commanded
them by proclamation to disperse, they shall be considered

felons.'

The form of proclamation is given in the Act, and is as

follows:
—'Our sovereign lady the queen chargeth and com-

mandeth all persons, being assembled, immediately to dis-

perse themselves, and peaceably to depart to their habita-

tions or to their lawful business, upon,the pains contained

in the Act made in the first year of King George for pre-

venting tumults and riotous assemblies.
4 God save the Queen.'

This is directed to be read with a loud voice and as near
a* possible to the rioters; no word must be omitted. Per-

sons who do not disperse within the hour may be seized and
apprehended by any magistrate or peacc-orh'cer or any pri-

vate person who has been communded by a magistrate or an
officer to assist. In case of resistance, those who are attempt-

ing to disperse or apprehend the rioters will be justified in

wounding or killing them. It is felony also to oppose the

reeding of the proclamation ; and if the reading should be
prevented, those who do not disperse are still guilty of felony,

i( they know that the reading of the proclamation has been
prevented.

A prosecution under this Act must be commenced within

a year after the offence has been committed. By the 7 & 8

Ceo. IV., c 30, s. 8, rioters who demolish or begin to demo-
lish a church or a chapel, a dwelling-house, or any other of

lite various buildings or machinery mentioned in that Act,

are to bo considered as felons. By 7 & 8 Geo. IV., c. 31,

provision is made for remedies against the hundred in case

of damage done by rioters.

By that Act compensation may be recovered by action

against the hundred for any injury done to buildings, or fur-

niture, &c. contained in them, to the amount of 3li/. Where
the damage done does not amount to 30/., inquiry may be

nade on oath of the claimant, or other witnesses, before jus-

tices at a petty sessions* who are authorised to make an
order for payment of damages and costs. An inhabitant of

the hundred is made a competent witness for the defendants.

In order to recover in either of these proceedings, it is ne-

cessary to show that a riot has been committed; and in

case the budding, &<*. has not been demolished, to show
that the rioters had begun to demolish it ; that is, that their

intern was to demolish, although from some reason that

iuta&t has not been carried into execution. Unless this

P.O, No. 1*33,

intent is proved, the party is not entitled to compensation,
however great damage may have been done ; and if the in-

tent did exist in the minds of the rioters, compensation is

sttll claimable, however slight the damage. If the rioters

have been interrupted in their proceedings, it will be left to

the jury, or it will be for the justices to say, whether, with-
out such interruption, a demolition would have been effected.

But if the rioters have voluntarily retired without effecting

a demolition, or if, though disturbed, their intent, from other
circumstances, appears to have been directed towards some
other object, as for instance to compel persons to illuminate,

&c, the parties injured will have no remedy under the sta-

tute, as it appears that there was no intent to demolish.
The action must be commenced within three months after

commission of the offence; and to entitle the party injured
to bring an action, he, if he had knowledge of the circum-
stances, or the parly in charge of the property, must, within
seven days after the injury done, go before a magistrate and
give on oath all the information relative to the matter which
he possessed, and also be bound over to prosecute the of
fenders.

With respect to unlawful assemblies of a seditious cha-
racter, various provisions are enacted by 39 Geo. III., c. 79,
and 57 Geo. III., c. 19: and in reference to those for the
purpose of training to the use of arms, by 60 Geo. III.,

c. 1.

(Hawkins, P. C. ; East, P. C. ; Burn's Justice, vol. 5,
4 Riot,' &c; Russell, On Crimes.)
RIPON, an antient borough, parish, market-town, town-

ship, and bishopric, is in the wapentake of (Jlaro in the West
Riding of the county of York. It gives its name to an ex-
tensive liberty which has its peculiar courts. It is 208 miles
north-north-west of London, 27 miles north of Leeds, and
24 miles north-west by west of York.
The parliamentary borough comprises the township ofRipon

and a part of the township of Aismunderby-cum-Bondgate,
including a population of 5735. It returns two members to

parliament. The municipal borough has the same extent:
the corporate body consists of four aldermen and twelve

councillors, with a commission of the peace. Till lately the
liberty of Ripon contained 29 townslups, parishes, and
chapelries, 43,490 acres, and a population of 13,222; but
by a statute of 1st Victoria, five parishes and townships
situated in the North Riding, and comprising a population
of 1293 and 8990 acres, were separated from this liberty.

Besides extending over the liberty of Ripon, the parish is

partly in the lower division of Claro wapentake, where it

has Ih.391 acres, and a population of 3252. The bishopric

of Ripon was created, in 1836, out of the large dioceses of

York and Chester; it extends over a great part of the more
populous districts of the West Riding, and over the liberty

of Richmondshire in the North Riding.

According to the first historical notice of Ripon, Eata,

abbot of Melrose, founded a monastery here in 661. A few
yearsafter,Aldfrid, king ofNorthumbria, gave this monastery
to Wilfred, archbishop of York. Under his auspices both the

town and the church flourished, and received many marks
of royal munificence. He died in the year 711, and was
buried in his monastery. The town is said to have suffered

much by the incursions of the Danes in the ninth century,

but it was made a borough by Alfred the Great. King
Athelstan granted the monastery various immunities, among
which was the privilege of sanctuary, W!>ich it possessed till

that privilege was wholly abolished in England. The town
suffered reverses in the wars against the Northumbrian
Danes, in the devastations of the Normans, and in the in-

vasion of Robert Bruce. Henry IV. fixed his residence here
when he was driven from London by the plague; and in the
civil war under Charles I. the town was occupied by the

parliamentarians under Sir Thomas Mauleverer, who was
expelled by the royalists commanded by Sir John Mallory.

The collegiate church of Ripon, commonly called the

Minster, now the Cathedral, is dedicated to St. Peter and
St. Wilfred; it is parochial as well as collegiate. Rickman
speaks of this edifice as * containing various parts well

worthy of attention, particularly its west front, which is a
very fine specimen of bold early English, and, except the
battlements and pinnacles, without alteration.' The first

stone of the present building was laid in 1331, but the choir

was probably not finished till 1494. It is said to be one of

the best- proportioned churches in the kingdom. Its length
from east to west is 266 feet 5 inches, the transept is 132 feet

long, the nave and aislea 87 feet broad, and the choir aud
Vou. XX.-D
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aisles 66 feat 8 inches broad It baa two uniform towers at

the west end, each 110 feet high, betides the great tower,

called St. Wilfred's tower; each of the»e towers originally

supported a spire of wood covered with lead. Under the

ohapter»house is a vaulted charnel-house, which is much
v i*i led by tourists; it contains an immense collection of

human remains in good preservation, piled in regular order

round the walls.

Trinity Church was built and endowed in 1826, at a
cost of 13,000/.. by its first incumbent, the Rev. Edward
Ktlvington. The other places of worship are three Me-
thodist chapels and an Independent chspel. St. Mary
Magdslene's Hospital, founded by Archbishop Thurstan in

1 144, is now divided into six dwellings fur poor widows, who
receive a small annual stipend. .A chapel is attached to this

building. In the hospital of St Anne eight poor women
are similarly maintained. The hospital of Si. John the Bap-
tist is occupied by two poor women, and the chapel formerly

attached to it is now a national school with 200 boys. Jep-
son's Hospital is for the education and maintenance of poor

orphan boys ; the funds have been increased by a small
bequest, and now amount to nearly 1 80/. a year, which sup-

ports and educates ten boys. There are also a few minor
charities. The free grammar-school was founded in 1646
by Edward V., and afterwards endowed by Philip and Mary.
Its income is at present 370/. per annum. The property is

let at low rents on leases of 21 years, renewable every seven
on payment of certain fines; these fines amounted in 1811 to

1069/., and in 1818 to upwards of 1200/. The master is allowed
to take boarders, and other boys not on the foundation. The
school is free, for Latin, Greek, and English grammar, to

the sons of all residents ; a charge is made for writing and
arithmetic. There is a girls

1
national school, which was

built by Miss Lawrence of Studley; this and the boys' na-

tional school are supported by subscriptions. The Public
Rooms at Ripon comprise a Dispensary, a Mechanics' Insti-

tute, a Subscription Library, and a News-room ; the edifice

thus occupied was erected in 1834, at a cost of 2500/., in

200 proprietary shares ; an extensive pleasure-ground and
garden is attached.

Ripon was once celebrated for its manufacture of spurs,

which were in such high repute, that 4 as true steel as Ripon
rowels* became a proverbial expression to denote honesty
and courage ; it was also noted'for its woollen manufactures,
which however left the banks of the Ure for those of the
Aire and Calder some centuries ago. The present manu-
facture is chiefly saddle trees; it also produces linens and
malt. The market-place is a spacious square, surrounded
cluetly by shops and good houses ; in the centre stands an
obelisk 90 feet high, which is surmounted by the arms of

Ripon, a bugle-horn and a spur-rowel This obelisk was
erected by William Aislaby ofStudley, who represented the
borough for sixty years in parliament The fairs of Ripon
are six in number, and arechietly for leather. cattle,and cloth.

On the south side of the market-place is the Town-hall,
built in 1 80 1, at the cost of Mrs. AHanson of Studley ; it com-
prises a suite of rooms for the magistrates, assembly-rooms,
and other commodious apartments. Four beautiful Ionic
columns in front support a handsome pediment. The
streets of Ripon are neither spacious nor regular, but they
are generally clean. The Ure navigation was brought up
to the town by means of a short canal in 1767. The fine

domain of Studley is situated about three miles from Ripon,
and includes the venerable monastic remains of Fountain's
Abbev.

(Allen's Yorktkin; and White's Jftatory and Gbjstteer
qftke We*t Riding.)

RIPPERDA. JOHN WILUAM. Baron, afterward*

DUKE OF, a descendant from an antient and honourable
Spanuh family, which had settled at Gronmgen during the
period that the Low Countries were attached to Spain, was
born in that district in the Utter part of the seventeenth cen-

tury. His frtber being a Roman Catholic, young Ripperda
was educated in the Jesuits' college at Cologne. After icreatly

distinguishing himself in the course of bis education. Ripper*
da returned to the United Provinces, and having soon after

entered the Dutch army, served during the whole of the war
of the Succession, and rose to the rank of colonel. He then
married the hctretsof very considerable propertv, in order
to obtain which he flnt renounced the faith of his fathers.

A*i»tiitig to political diMinrtiou, he eagerly sought a seat in

tho NuiuvGeneral, sud was returned towards the end of

the war as deputy for his own province. In 1716 the States

appointed him envoy extraordinary to the court of Spain,
with instructions to arrange definitively a system of com*
mercial intercourse between the two powers. On his arrival

at Madrid, Ripperda immediately attached himself to A 1bo-
ron i, the all-powerful minister of Philip V. [Albbbowi],
whom he assisted with memorials and plans of improvement
for the commerce and finance of Spain, and whose pro-
tection he secured. During his residence at Madrid, Rip-
perda carried on several intrigues liy no means creditable
to his character either as an ambassador or a man; for

whilst conducting the negotiations of his native country,
Holland, he maintained a secret correspondence with the
emperor, and was also guilty of a most disgraceful trans-
action towards Mr. Doddmgton, the English minister, in whose
pay he seems to have been, whilst he secretly informed A\-
beroni of all his projects.

In the meantime Ripperda rose high in favour both with
Philip and his minister. By his exertions fifty master-
workmen from Holland were induced to settle in Spain, and
to establish extensive cloth manufactures, first at Azeca,
and afterwards at Guadalaxara. Having some time aAer
applied for some recompense for his services, he was an*
swered that the king of Spain could never employ in auy
high or responsible office a person attached to the Protestant
faith. Accordingly, in March, 1718, Ripperda quitted the
Spanish capital and returned to Holland. Having rendered
a full account of his mission, of which the States expressed
their approbation, he then formally resigned the offic*

which he held, and set out once more for Madrid, and pro-

ceeded thence to Aranjues, where, soon after bis arrival, he
made his abjuration, receiving as a compensation for bis
losses the appointment of superintendent-general of the
royal manufactories at Guadalaxara, with a considerable
pension and extensive grants of land. The fall of Alberoni,
which was hastened by Ripperda, opened to this ambitious
man the way to power, and he was accordingly entrusted, iii

1 726, with the formation of a secret treaty with the emperor.
To reward bis services in that memorable transaction, be
was soon after created duke, and raised to the dignity of
grandee of Spain.
On his return to Madrid, Ripperda was appointed secre-

tary of slate in the place ofthe marquis of Grimaldi. Having
succeeded shortly after in gaining the entire confidence of

Philip, he was raised to the post of prime minister. His
administration however was not of long duration. Unable
to fulfil the secret engagements entered into with the house
of Austria, or to accomplish the vast schemes laid down by
the treaty of Vienna, such as the recovery of Gibraltar by
force of arms, and the seating of the Pretender on the
throne of England, schemes which the exhausted state of
the Spanish treasury and the menacing attitude assumed
by Great Britain compelled him to relinquish, Ripperda
fell into disgrace with the Spanish monarch.
On the 26th of May, 1 727, be was arrested at the house of

Colonel Stanhope, where he had taken refuge, and was sent
to the fortress ofSegovia, where he remained in close confine-
ment, until, having eluded the vigilance of his keepers, 1*
made bis escape, and arrived safely in Lisbon, where he
embarked for Cork. After spending some time in England,
he set sail for his native country in 1731, and settled at the
Hague. Whilst there he became acquainted with an en\oy
from the court of Maroeco, of the name of Peres, who its a
Snaniah renegado, and who, perceiving the violent hatied
which Ripperda bore to the Spaniards, and his love of ad-
venture, induced him to try his fortunes upon the shore* of
Africa. Ripperda accordingly set sail for Tangier, and a as
well received by the emperor of Maroeco (Muley AbdalUb),
who gave him the command of an army destined to repel a
threatened invasion frutn Spain. Ripperda was ho»«\cr
defeated before Orsn, whieh city fell into the bands of the
Spaniards in 1732.

About this time Ripperda is said to have abandoned
the Roman Catholic creed, and to have embraced tUe
Mohammedan religion, taking the name of Ottoman IV*ha.
He lived for some time at Maroeco, surrounded with ait the
gratifications and luxuiiea that wealth could supply, end
then removed to Tetouan, where he remained until hat
death in 1737.

It u *aid that some time previous to his death he believed
bimiclf inspired, and endeavoured to propagate a new reli-

gion— a mixture of Christian, Jewi»h. and Mobamruedau
doctrine*, which however bad no followers- Shortly after
the death of this extraordinary man there appealed nt Auv
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iterdam an account of his life find adventures, under this

title: • La Vie du Due de Ripperda, par M. P. M. B./ 8vo.,

Amst., 1739. The same work was translated into English,

bt John Campbell, and published as 4 Memoirs of the
Basha Duke of Ripperda,' London, 1739, 8vo. There is

also a Spanish translation of it, Madrid, 1748
RIPPLE-MARK. In geology, the undulation* on thesur-

faee of many rocks, which resemble the ridges and hollows
left on mud and sand by the small waves of water, are thus
termed.

The progress of geological induction has giten an unex-
pected importance to the study of these undulations ; for it

t* now certain that the right understanding of their origin is

a very necessary element in reasoning on the deposition of
stratified rocks and the displacements of the antient bed of

the sea.

The formation of Small ridges and furrows, under the
influence of water which ripples or undulates in small
waves, may be conveniently witnessed and studied on the

shores of comparatively quiet seas, on the margins of lakes,

or along the sides and shallow beds of rivers. The ' ripple-

mark * thus produced is more or less permanent, according
to the nature of the sediments on which it is impressed, and
the circumstances which accompany and succeed the with-
drawal of the water which formed it.

Loose coarse sand easily receives impressions from the
saperfluctuating water, which momentarily change under
the varying influences of the waves : muddy sediments are
less easily moulded, but the forms are less fleeting. It hap-
pen* often that on the gradual retreat of the tide from broad
muddy surfaces like those in the bay of Morecambe, or
along the shores of the Thames, the small rippling waves
of the ebbing tide leave marks sufficiently durable to allow
of being indefinitely preserved, if by any gradual operation
some new sediments were gently overlaid.

A very small ripple leaves its mark on the subjacent sand
or nod at only very small depths: larger waves are felt to

a greater depth ; and apparently the depth at which ripple-

marks are formed may be judged of, within moderate limits

of error, by the breadths of the ripple-marks. Wherever
then we find among marine stratified rocks or sediments, of
whatever date, undoubted ripple-marks such as shallow
waters leave, those deposits contain clear proof of their

having been formed at small depths; and when, as fre-

quently happens, these are seen to be covered by other
sediments hundreds or thousands of feet in thickness, the
conclusion is just that in those situations the antient sea-

shore underwent a great subsidence, or the ocean-level

experienced a great rise, after the formation of those now
buried ripple-marks. There has been in those situations a
change of the level of land or sea. Now we find ripple-

marked strata among the rocks of every geological age. As
examples, we mention, among strata lower than the moun-
tain limestone, the fossiliferous rocks (' grauwacke') near
Ktrby Lonsdale, and near Linton in North Devon; in the
sandstones of the mountain limestone group, under Peny-
gbent in Yorkshire ; in the sandstone of the coal-formation
at Elland hi Yorkshire; in the sandstones of the new red-

tantfetone formation at Storeton near Liverpool; in the
sandstones of the oolitic rocks near Scarborough and near
Stamford ; in the Wealden deposits at Horsted.

In most cases ripple-mark is found on sandstones or indu-
rated clays of fine grain all(j frequent lamination, and it is

most distinct on surfaces where a change of deposit happens,
as where sandstones alternate with thin clay partings.

Rarely, is in the Storeton quarries, impressions of quad-
rupeds accompany the ripple-mark ; and it is even thought
that marks of rain are preserved thereon.

It is unnecessary to lengthen this notice by pointing out
the obvious importance of the careful study of a phenome-
non Which is frequent among the stratified deposits, and on
ehieh remarkable generalizations partly, if not principally,

depend. By careful attention tb the evidence which is left

on the surfaces of rocks, we may learn the depth and some
other circumstances of the water which covered them at

the Utile of their deposition ; and come to understand how,
by successive steps or gradual depression, the sea-bed was
lowered, in relation to the ocean-level, hundreds, or even
thousands of feet, locally or extensively, so as to allow of

thesuccessive accumulation of new sediments containing the

remains of new races of marine animals and land plants,

without requiring the aggregation of laminated clays, sands,

lad grtrlrtir, at depths beyond the reach of littoral agitation,

or the profuse abundance of mollusca and polypiaria, in
regions of the sea where enormous pressure and deficient
light seom to forbid their very existence.

See for a general view of the causes of ripple-mark made
by water and wind, and examples of the Utter circumstance,
Mr. Babbage's Ninth Bridgetrater Treatise. Further m»-
tioes bearing on the subject wdl be found in Playfair's Hut-
tonian Theory; LyelPs Principle* of Geology, vol. iv. ; and
De la Beche's Theoretical Researches.
RI'SCULUS. [P«cilofoda, vol xviii., p. 30« ]
RISK. In the theory of Probabilities the risk of loss

or gain means such a fraction of the sum to be lost or gained
as expresses the chance of losing or gaining it: thus an even
chance of losing 40/. is considered as a positive loss of one-
half of 40/., or of 20/. ; and 2 to 1 for gaining 60/. is counted
as two-thirds of 60/., or 40/. If both these risks were en-
countered at the same time, the whole transaction would be
considered as a gain of 40/.-20/., or 20/., since this is the
sura which Would be netted by every such transaction in

the long run, and one with another.
The following is the method of ascertaining the effect of

the division of risks. Let *here be an adventure in which
the chance of success is p, and that of failure 1 —p. Let
failure produce the loss £n and success the gain £m : then
r»w— (1—v)n is the result of every such transaction one
with another. Let this last be called M ; it is required to

estimate the probability that in * transactions the average
effect (gain or loss, according as M is positive or negative)
shall lie between M+/ and M— /. Calculate the square
root of* divided by 2p (1 -/>) ; multiply this square root by /,

and divide the result by m+n. Take the table in Mean
(using it as in Probability, p. 27), let the last result be
A, then the corresponding B is the probability required.
[Waokr ; Weight of Observations]
RI'SSOA, M. de Freminville's name for a gen its of

small testaceous trachelipods (gastropods ofCuvier), founded
on some small shells observed by the well-known M. Risso
of Nice, and described by M. Desmarest in 1814 in the
* Nouveau Bulletin de la Societe Philomathique.'
Lamarck placed the few species known to him among the

Melanicp, but without distinction. DeDe Chiaje made
known the animal structure of a Mediterranean species in

his memoirs on the Invertebrata of the Neapolitan Sea;
and Philippt recorded its generic characters in his * Enu-
merate Molluscorum Sicilim,' from observations made upon
two other Mediterranean species.

Generic Character.— Animal with a subtriangular foot,

truncated anteriorly, pointed posteriorly. Head proboscidi-

form, with a subulate tentacle on each side, at the external
base ofwhich the eye is placed on a little convexity ; mouth
prolonged into a short and truncated proboscis.

Shell elongated, turriculate, sometimes short and sub-
globular; aperture oval, semilunar, subcanaliculate. having
the right lip thickened, and nearly always projecting for-

wards, and arched longitudinally ; operculum horny, closing

the aperture exactly.

M. Deshayes acknowledges the difficulty of fixing the
relations of Rissoa; but, upon a comparison of the charac-
ters observed by Delle Chiaje and Philippi with those of
Cerithium, he thinks it evident that Hissoa approaches
the Melanice as closely as the Cerithia, and that it may be
considered as intermediate between those two genera. In
the last edition of Lamarck, he has placed it between Me-
lunia and Melanopsis. M. de Blainville had previously
placed the genus in his family Ettipsostomata, between
Melania and Phasianella. M. Rang arranged it between
Melanin and Littorina, among the Turbines of Do F6i u>sac,

observing that he does not think that Rtssoac&n be admitted
as a genus, though it may well hold the rank of a sub-

genus, in which case it may take its place at the side of the

Melanite, and near the genus Paludina of De Fdrussac.

M. de Blainville divides the genus into the following

sections:—
A.

Turricolated and Ribbed.

Example, Rissoa acuta.

%
Subturriculated and Ribbed.

Example, Rissoa costata.

C.

SubtuiricuhtJed
;
perfectly smooth.

Example, Rissoa hjfalim. ">^^ T
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D.
Subglobular.

Example, Rissoa cuncellata.

The same divisions nfe adopted by M. Rang.
Seven species only appear lo have been known up to the

time (1830) when M. Michaud published, in his illustrated

memoir, sixteen new species ; and to these are to be added
the thirteen described and figured by Philippi. M. Des-
hayes, in his Tables, gives the number of recent species as

twenty-three, and of fossil (tertiary) twenty-two, of which
last two, Rissoa lactea and cochlearellx %

are recorded as both

living and fossil (tertiary). In the last edition of Lamarck,
the number of recent and fossil species published by M.
Deshayes amounts to forty- four; but he states that there

are other materials for this genus, and that his own col-

lection alone contains more than eighty species, living and
fossil.

M. Deshayes divides the Rissoa into three groups: in the

1st he places the subglobular species which approach the

Turbiges and Littorina (The Turbinjform) ; in the 2nd,

those which are elongated, and whose aperture approaches

that of the Melanin (The Afylanioids) ; and 3rd, those

whose semilunar aperture is subtruncated at tin base, and
which are approximated to the Cerithia {The Cerithi-

form).
Localities —The Mediterranean Sea. principally; but

species are recorded from the coasts of Great Britain and
France, and from the East Indian Seas and Senegal.

Mr. Th. Miiller {Synopsis) seems to be of opinion that

Furithea nigra. Turbo minutus, and Acteon trifidus of

Totten, belong to this genus.

Fossil Rissoa.

M. Deshayes, in the last edition of Lamarck, observes

that for a long time Rissoa were found fossil in the ter-

tiary strata only; but that Mr. James Sowerby, in his * Mi-
neral Conchology,' has published four species from the great

oolite; whilst it is remarkable that no species of this genus
have been found in the formations between the great oolite

and the tertiary strata: it is to be presumed, he adds, that

hereafter they will be found in those beds.

We have seen that the number of fossil Rissoa (including

two living species) found in the tertiary formations is given

by M. Deshayes in his Tables as twenty-two. The two
species recorded as both living and fossil are Rissoa lactea

and cochleare/la. In the last edition of Lamarck, /?. lactea

is not noted as occurring in a fossil state; nor do we find

any mention of R.achlearella t excepting under the head of

Rissoa striata, where it is stated that this species, described

by MM. Quo> and Gannard. in the Voyage of the Astrolabe,

bears much resemblance to living individuals of R. cochlea-

rella; but Rissoa cancllata, labia la, oblonga* costata%

monodonta. vusilla, pulchella, and Bruguieri, are all re-

corded as both living and fossil (tertiary). The number of
named species which are fossil only, including the species
from the oolite and R. decussata, in the same work, is

eleven.

RITSON. JOSEPH, a poetical critic and antiquary of
the eighteenth century, was born at Stockton in Durham,
and some of his pieces were published there before he came
to settle in London. He was by profession a conveyancer,
with chambers in Gray's Inn, but being appointed deputy
high bailiff of the duchy of Lancaster, he did little in his

1)rofe»sion, living on the income which his office yielded
urn, and spending his time in literary pursuits. During
the twenty yeais between 17b2 and 1802, he poured the
results of his studies and researches on the public in books
in quick surcctoion; yet not so rapidly that it can be said

that they are carelessly executed, or that their contents are
won bless. On the contrary, he appears to us to have been
a most valuable member of the literary fraternity, and to

have done perhaps more than any man to introduce a spirit

of curiosity respecting our early poets, and of critical exact-
ness in editing their remains.
The trifling works which he printed before he became

settled in London need not bo particularised ; and the first

work which we heed to mention, and indeed the first work
which brought him into any notice, was his * Observations
on the three first volumes of the History of Engli»h Poetn,'
in a familiar lettor to the author ( YYarton), 4io., 17tr2. This
Wtt* the first serious attempt to call the attention of tlie

public to the man> inaccuracies and faults of that cclebiated
work; a bold and useful service, but dangerous to him who

undertook it, as Warton had many and powerful friends,

who could not bear to see him so roughly handled, even
though they could not deny that almost every one of Ritson's

strictures was just. However it must be owned that Ritson
addressed himself to the work in a very unamiable spirit,

and wrote like a man who was not much accustomed to the
intercourse of refined society. The work has become, per-

haps justly, a bye-word when men would speak of critical

abuse. In the next year be published some 'Remarks on
the Commentators on Shaksjere,' which is to be distin-

guished fiom a larger work published by him in 1792. en-
titled * Cursory Criticisms on the Edition of Sbaksperc
published by Edmund Malone.' In 1783 he also published
' A Select Collection of English Songs, with an Historical

Essay on the Origin and Progress of National Song/ of

which a second edition was published by Mr. Park in IS13.

In 1790 appeared his volume of ' Ancient Songs, from the
time of King Henry 111. to the Revolution,' reprinted in

1829. This is regarded as one of the most valuable of his

works. In 1791 he published ' Pieces of Antient Popular
Poetry,' from authentic manuscripts and old printed copies;

in 1793, 'The English Anthology,' in three volumes; in

1794, a ' Collection of Scottish Songs,' and in 1795, the
very remarkable poems of a forgotten poet, Minot, on
events in the reign of Edward 111., which have also been
reprinted. In the same >ear he published his large col-

lection of ballads on the exploits of * Robin Hood,' with
much prefatory matter, in which he cannot be said to appear
to any great advantage. In 1802 he produced two works
in this department of literature: the one, 'Antient Ei»blisb
Metrical Romances,' in 3 vols. 8vo. ; the other, * Biblio-

gmphia Poetica,' a catalogue of English |s>ets of the
twelfth, thirteenth, fourteenth, fifteenth, and sixteenth
centuries, with a short account of their writings, a work very

imperfect, but to which succeeding writers in this depart*

ment have been greatly indebted.

To enumerate however all the works produced b) Mr.
Rilson in his twenty years' literary career would carry out
this article to an unreasonable extent. It may be sufficient

to add that there are several small works of his under the
denomination of Garlands, as the 'Bishopric Garland,'
the 'Yorkshire Garland,' the 'Northumberland Garland/
and 'Gammer Gurton's Garland;' and also several tract*

relating to his profession, and especially to the court unU
which he was more particularly connected. In \kol he
published ' An Essay on Abstinence from Anima* Food at

a Moral Duty.'

He died in September, 1603. Since his death severs!
tracts have appeared attributed to him, and a collection of
his corres,K>ndcnce has been published. Some account of

his life was published by Mr. Haxlewood in \HH. He had
through life the reputation of a surly critic, which his attack
on Warton gained for him, and he was more shunned than
courted by his literary contemporaries.
RITTENHOUSE. DAVID, was born on the 8th of

April, 173., near Gcrmantown in Pennsylvania, His
father, who was a farmer in that province, intended that he
should follow the practice of husbandry, and being appa-
rently in narrow circumstances, he coula give him no other
education than that which usually falls to the lot of persons
who are engaged in such occupations.

But the elasticity of genius is often superior to the pres-
sure of adverse fortune, and young Rittenhouse, before he
was seventeen years of age, displayed a taste for mechanical
and mathematical subjects; without books or instructor*,

he is said to hate executed a wooden clock, and, similarly
to what is related of Pascal, to have covered the ploughs
and fences on his father's farm with geometrical figure*.

This exhibition of uncommon talent, joined to a conviction
on the |>art of the elder Rittenhotise that the delicacv of hi*
son's constitution would render him unfit for the labour of
cultivating the ground, induced the father to procure for
the youth the tools of a watch and mathematical instrument
maker, and to dispense with his services in performing iImi

duties of the farm. Grateful for this favour, the >oun^
man worked diligently with his hands during the dnv, an J
at night devoted a portion of the time which should have
been paused in taking repose, to the prosecution of Lhh
studies. H is success appears to have been extraordinarily
great, for his biographers assert that, before the age of
twenty, he was able to read the * Principta,' and that he Ittul

di»<vurcd the method cf fluxions • bemg aware thai
this had been already done b*

"
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Abo constructed two orreries exhibiting the movements of the
planets and their satellites. These machine* are said to be
stdl in existence, one in the university of Pennsylvania,
and the other in the college of Princeton

.

In 1769, Mr. Rittenhouse was made one of a Committee
appointed by the American Pbilosophical Society to ob-
serve the transit of Venus which was to take place in that
year, and he was so fortunate as to witness the phenomenon
in a temporary observatory which he built for the purpose.
His observation and the calculations relating to it gained
for hiro the approbation of the astronomers of Europe, and
the Utie of Doctor in Laws was subsequently conferred on
bun. In 1770 he was named one of the commissioners fur

adjusting a territorial dispute between the states of Penn-
sylvania, and Virginia; in 1786 he was employed in fixing
the line which separates Pennsylvania from the state of
New York, and in the following year he assisted in de-

termining the boundary between New York and Massa-
chusetts.

Dr. Rittenhouse was elected a member of the American
Academy of Arts and Sciences at Boston, in 1782, and of
the Royal Society of London, in 1795. In 1791 he suc-
ceeded Dr. Franklin as president of the American Philoso-

phical Society, to whose •Transactions' he contributed
many papers, chiefly on astronomical subjects. In 1777 he
vis appointed treasurer of Pennsylvania, and this important
office he held with incorruptible integrity till his resignation
of it in 1789. During the American war, he is said to have
fulfilled the duties ofa patriot, and to have spoken and acted
like a freeman ; and in 1 792 he received his last appoint-
ment, which was that of director of the mint of the United
States. In this post his mechanical skill is said to have
been highly useful; but in 179o he was obliged to resign it

from bad health, and, after a short but painful illness, he
died on the 26th ofJune, 1796.

It is stated that, in private life, Dr. Rittenhouse exhibited
erery amiable virtue; that he was an excellent husband,
faiher, and friend; and that, himself a stranger to high
pretensions, he felt a strong attachment and esteem lor

those who cultivated and propagated science. A public

eulogtum was pronounced on him by Dr. Rush j and in

1613. a Memoir of his life was published by his relative,

W. Barton, E*q., of Lancaster.

(Encyclopaedia Americana; Gent. Mag., Sept., 1796;
Monthly Afag^ Oct., 1796.)

RITUAL (from ritus, in the sense of consuetudo), the

book which directs the rites and ceremonies to he observed
in celebrating divine service in any particular church.

RIVE DE GIER. [Loire.]

RIVER. In a legal sense rivers are divisible into fresh

and salt-water rivers. Salt-water rivers are those rivers or

ports of rivers in which the tide ebbs and Hows. Rivers are

also divisible into public or navigable rivers and private

rivers.

The property in fresh-water rivers, whether public or pri-

vate, is presumed to belong to the owners of the adjacent
land: the owner on each side being entitled lo the soil of

the river and the right of fishing as far as the middle of the

it rtain. But this presumption may be rebutted by evidence

of special usage to the contrary. For instance, it may be
shown, that the property of the river is in one person, and of

the adjacent land in another: or that one party owns the

rtver and the soil of it, and another the free or several fishery

of i be river. If a fresh-water river between the lands of two
owners gains on one side by insensibly shifting its course,

each owner continues to retain half the river, and the in-

M:ii*ible addition by alluvium belongs to the land to which
u attaches itself ; unless the lands of the proprietors

on each side has been marked out by other known boun-

daries, such as stakes, &c. in the river. This part

of the law as to the acquisition by alluvio, is staled

by Braeton in the chapter ' De acquirendo rerum do-

miuio' (fol. 9), and his statement both in substance

and expression is taken from the Digest (41, tit. 1, s. 7),

with which Gaius may be compared (ii. 70). But if the

course of the river is changed suddenly and sensibly, then

ibe boundaries of the lands will be, as they were before,

in the midst of the deserted channel of the river. Special

custom may also alter this general presumption of law. It

is said that below Gloucester bridge the Severn is by com-

mon custom always held to be the boundary of certain

manor*, however suddenly or sensibly the course of it may
be changed. Though fresh-water rivers are presumed to

W the property of adjacent landowners! yet such owner can"

not set up a ferry and demand a toll unless by prescription
or by charier from the king.

In early times also the king by his prerogative might pre-
vent all persons from fishing or fowling in any river until he
had first tafoen his pleasure there. This was effected by direct-
ing a precept to the sheriff commanding hi in to cause all
persons to abstain from approaching the banks. By the 16th
chapter of Magna Charta the enjoyment of this prerogative
was restricted to such streams as it had been exercised upon
in the time of Henry I. Subsequently the custom was to
name the rivers in the precept to the sheriff; among these
was the Avon, at least that part which flows through Wor-
cestershire. Eventually the prerogative fell into disuse. In
those rivers which are navigable, and in which the public have
a common right to passage, the king is said to have 'an inte-
rest in jurisdiction,' and this is so not only in those parts of
them which are the king's property, but also where they are
come to be private property ; such rivers are called ' fluvii re-
gales,' • haut streames leroy,' • royal rivers' ; not as indicating
the property of the king in the river, but because of their
being dedicated to the public use, and all things of public
safety and convenience being under his care and protection.
Thus a common highway on land is called the king's
highway, and navigable rivers are in like manner the king's
highway by water. Many of the incidents belonging to a
highway on land attach to such rivers. Accordingly any
nuisances or obstructions upon them may be indicted even
though the nuisances be in the private soil of any person

;

or the nuisances and obstructions may be abated by indivi-
duals without process of law. It must not however be inferred
that all the incidentsof a land highway attach to such rivers.

Thus, if the highway of the river is obstructed, a passenger
will not be justified, as he would be fn the ca&e of a land
highway, in passing over the adjacent land. Though a river

is a public navigable river there is not therefore any right at

common law for parties to use the banks of it as a towing-
path. (Ball v. Herbert, 3 T. R> 253.)

If a river which is private in use as well as in property be
made navigable by the owner, it does not therefore become a
public river unless from some act it may be presumed that
he has dedicated it to the public. The taking of toll is such
an act. Callis says that the soil of the sea and of royal rivers

belongs to the king. But the expression, if intended to

apply to all parts of the rivers where the public have a right
of passage, appears too comprehensive.

But there is no doubt that in some such rivers the pro-
perty may be in the crown ; as it was in the river Thames,
the property in winch, both as to the water and the soil, was
conveyed by charter to the lord mayor and citizens of Lon-
don. And in all rivers as far as the tide flows, the pro-

perty of the soil is in the king, if no other claims it by pre-

scription. In navigable rivers where the tide flows, the

liberty of fishery is common and public to all persons. (Hale,

De Jure Maris et Brachiorum ejusdem; Callis, On Sewers.)
The property in the mere running water is in no one;

but the prop: ietor ofadjoining land is entitled to the reasona-
ble use of it as it runs by his land. * And consequently no pro-

prietor can have the right to use the water to the prejudice

of any other proprietor. Without the consent of the other
proprietors who may be affected by his operations, no pro-

prietor can either diminish the quantity of water, which
would otherwise descend to the proprietors below, or throw
the water back upon the proprietors above. Every pro-

prietor who claims a right either to throw the water back
above, or to diminish the quantity of water which is to

descend below, must, in order to maintain his claim, either

prove an actual grantor license from the proprietors affected

by his operations, or must prove an uninterrupted enjoy-

ment of twenty years.*

(Judgment of Sir J. Leach in Wright v. Howard ; Sim.
Stuart, 109; Gale, On Easements )

RIVER HORSE. Since the article Hippopotamus
was written, Dr. Andrew Smith has published his interest-

ing account of the animal, in the Illustrations of the Zoo-
l°%y °J South Africa, together with the most accurate

figure hitherto engraved : of this we have endeavoured to

give some idea below ; but the reader should refer to the

work itself, where, with all the advantages of size and
colour, the portraits of the female hippopotamus and her
young one have all the air of life.

As Dr. Smith has evidently paid very great attention to

the characters and habits of this curious quadruped, we pro-

ceed to notice the result of his observations.

Ho describes the Hippopotamus Capemit of DeimouHnt
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a* having the anterior and lateral parts of the head, and
the upper parts of the neck and body brownish red, the

former rather lightest The brownish red of the back

passes insensibly into a light brownish purple red, which is

the colour of the sides and limbs; the belly, the sides of

the lips, and the eye-lids, light wood-brown, with a faint

flesh- colon red blush; the hinder parts of the body and the

bvlly freely freckled with small spots of the same hue as the

ground colours, only of darker tints ; hairs of tail and ears

black : pencils of hairs on lips, &c, yellowish brown ; eyes

a clear orange-coloured brown ; hoofs dork horn-colour.

The male and female, as far as colours are concerned, ore,

he observes, nearly alike, but in regard to size they differ

materially, the male being always considerably larger than

the female.

Dr. Smith, who gives a most elaborate description of the

form of the animal, to which we refer the reader, remarks
that previously to the establishment of the Drttch colony at

the Capo of Good Hope. HipjMpotomi existed in abundance
in all the larger rivers of South Africa; but no soone. did

the colonists direct their attention to hunting them, than

their numbers began to diminish, partly frbm destruction

by fire-arms, and partly by migration from the scene of

danger. * At present,* continues Dr. Smith, * scarcely one

exists in any of the rivers of the Cape Colotiy, and even but

very few in streams within a moderate dfetance of it. On
the expedition arriving in latitudes too remote to be readily

reached by hunters furnished with firearms, every large

river was found to abound in specimens, and in those the

animals appeared, as they probably did some two hundred
vcars ago, much nearer to the southern extremity of the

continent, familiar, comparatively fearless of man, and
generally prepared to survey with curiosity any intrusion

upon their haunts. To convey some idea of the numbers in

which they were found in several of the rivers towards the

tropic of Capricorn, it may suttice to state that in the course

of an hour and a half a few members of the expedition

patty killed seven within gun-shot of their encampment.
Several other individuals were in the same pool, and might

also have been killed, had it been desirable. One of the

survivors was observed to make his escape to an adjoining

]H>ol, and in accomplishing that he walked with consider-

able rapidity along the bottom of the river, and with his

back covered with about a foot of water.'

The hippopotami, according to Dr. Smith, feed chiefly on
grass, resorting to situations near the banks of rivers which
supply that food. 'In districts fully inhabited by man,'

says Dr. Smith, 'they generally pass the day in the water,

and seek their nourishment during the night; but in locali-

ties differently circumstanced, they often pass a portion of

the day as well as the night upon dry land. In countries in

which the night-time constitutes the only safe period for their

leaving the water, they are generally to be seen effecting

their escape from it immediately before dark, or are to be
heard doing so soon after the day has closed, and accord-

ing to* the state of the surrounding country; they then

cither directly commence feeding, or begin a journey to-

wards localities where food may exist. When, previous

to nightfall, they may have been in pools or rivers, they

are generally at onre enabled to commence feeding on
readmit: the dry land; but when they may have passed the

day in the sea, they require commonly to proceed some dis-

tance after leaving it, before they find the grass which ap-

pears congenial to their palate. It is not every description

of grass that hippopotami seem to relish : they often pass

over, in search of food, luxuriant greenswards, which,would
strongly attract many other animals which feed upon grass.

Besides having a peculiar relish for the grasses of certain

situations, they appear to have a predilection for districts

supporting brushwood ; and owing to the latter peculiarity,

they are often to be found wandering in localities on which
but little grass exists, when they might have it in the neigh-

bourhood in great abundance, but without the accompani-
ment of wood. The whole of the night is probably not
more than is necessary to admit of the hippopotamus ac-

quiring sufficient food for its wants ; but if that be other-
wise, it certainly prefers to pass what portion of the night
may be necessary for procuring nourishment upon the dry
land, rather than in the water, being generally only seen to

retire to the latter upon light returning.'

Dr. Smith thinks it difficult to decide whether these ani-

mals prefer the pools of rivers or the waters of the ocean
for their abode during the day. When an opportunity for

choice existed, he found that some individuals selected the
one, and some the other. During a journey which he made
some years ogo to Port Natal and the country beyond it, he
had many opportunities of observing the footsteps made by
them while entering and leaving the sea ; and on one occa-

sion his party opposed unsuccessfully a female with her
young one on their way to the sea.

The excrement, like that of the elephant and rhinoceros,

is voided, according to the same accurate observer, in im-
mense cylindrical masses; and those which came from the

hippopotamus seemed principally to consist of comminuted
grass, apparently but little altered by the process which it

must have undergone, but in a drier condition than that in

which it could have entered the stomach.
The disposition of this huge creature is described by Dr.

Smith to be peaceable and inoffensive: not that when the
animal is wounded, or happens in its excursions on dry land
to be accompanied by its young, it does not manifest much
ferocity, instantly giving chase, if in any wav interrupted in

its course. The mother which his party endeavoured to in-

tercept immediately became the assailant on discovering the

object of the party, and she rushed open-mouthed on the

man nearest to her. * The display of her enormous mouth,
armed with formidable teeth, caused the most advanced of

the hunters to retreat, and those in the rear to pause. The
flight of the hunters seemed to encourage the animal in

pursuit, and though the direction they took led her. in pur-

suing them, to retire from the sea which she had intended
to enter, she persevered in giving chase, until one of the

party, who from his situation had not had occasion to fly,

fired a bullet into her mouth. Immediately after the wound
was inflicted she for an instant stood still, and then retreated

with precipitation to the sea, in which she was afterwards
shot, having, contrary to the usual custom of her kind,
manifested a disinclination to retire into deep water, a dis-

inclination no doubt arising from sensations experienced
from the wound she had received.'

Dr. Smith is of opinion that the sagacity of the hippopo-
tamus, though doubtless inferior to that of the elephant, is

nevertheless very considerable, and that its memory may
be considered tenacious, certainly superior to that of the
rhinoceros, and possibly equal to that of the elephant
After noticing its adroitness in guarding against assailants,

and in avoiding pits dug to entrap it, the Doctor remarks
tb.Vt when once a hippopotamus has been assailed in its watery
dwelling, and has been injured from incautiously exposing
itself, it will rarely be guilty of the same indiscretion &

second time ; and though its haunts may not again be ap-

pioached by hunters till aft r a long period has elapsed, it

will survey such approaches, and perform the movement!
necessary for its respiration with a degree of caution, which
clearly ahows that it has not forgotten the misfortune Is

which an opposite course has exposed it.

Fraud* Hippopotamus and Yoojuj. (Snilh.)

RIVERS. (Geology.) [Valley.]
RIVERS are the flowing waters, which bring to the ten,

and sometimes to a lake, the waters which are collected

within a certain portion of the earth's surface. The country
which is thus drained by a river is called its outfit, as the
liver runs in the lowest part of it, and the country rises on
all sides with greater or less steepness, in the fashion of tbt
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i of a basin. The margin of such a basin generally lies

vantiguous to the basin of another river, and thus constitutes
the boundary-line of the two basins. From these mat gins
the waters descend on both sides towards their respective

basins, which are separated by them, and hence the whole
line of these margins is called a watershed.
The basins of rivers vary greatly in size. A brook is the

name commonly given to rivers of the smallest description.

When such a river rises near the sea or near a large river,

into one of which it flows after a short course, it conse-
quently drains a very small surface. If the waters should
be increased by those of another brook, the name of brook
is changed for that of rivulet. The basin of a rivulet is

therefore more complicated than that of a brook. One or

more brooks descend from the margin of the basin, and by
uniting their waters with those of the rivulet, increase its

volume. When several rivulets unite and so produce a con-
sioerable volume of running water, this watercourse takes

the name of river. But all such rivers do not reach the
sea or even a lake ; most of them join other rivers, and thus
a Urge river is produced. This last-mentioned large river is

called the principal river* and those which increase its

waters are called, with respect to it, effluents or tributaries,

and sometimes feeders or branches.
The first waters of a river are generally derived from a

spring, which breaks out at the foot of a declivity, or on
the side of some hill or mountain ; and sometimes from a
swamp or a lake. This is called the source of a river.

From this source the river descends through the lowest

part of its basin until it terminates its course in the sea, a
lake, or another river, and this termination is called the

mouth of the river. The cavity* in which the running water
flows is called the bed of the river, and the solid land which
sounds this bed is called its banks.

It was formerly thought that the elevation at which a
**ver originates must be in proportion to the length of its

course, and accordingly geographers assumed that there are

elevated mountain-ranges in those regions where large rivers

take their rise ; but modern researches have shown that this

a not always the case. Thus the Volga, which is the largest

rive? of Europe, and runs above two thousand miles, rises

in a district the most elevated part of which does not exceed
1100 feet above the sea; and the Mississippi, which is still

larger, originates in a tract which can hardly be called hilly,

and at an elevation probably not much exceeding 1500
feet above the sea.

But still most large rivers have their origin in very ele-

vated mountains or on high table-lands, in descending from
which a great difference with respect to the rapidity of their

course and the nature of the country through which they
flow, U observed. Accordingly geographers divide the

whole of the course of such rivers into three divisions, the
u]»pert middle, and lower course.

The upper course of such a river lies within a mountain
region, and its source is consequently at a great elevation

above the sea. The waters run with greater or less velocity,

according to the greater or less extent of the mountain-
region, and the greater or less rapidity with which the
whole region declines towards the country to which the

courseel the river is directed. When the elevation of the

TwoBBftfaweyon decreases with great rapidity, the current

tfjbt fiver is extremely rapid, and presents a quick suc-

cefnds of cataracts and rapids. The force of the current

i&M ftesi that pieces of rock of considerable size, which
^/frouuuully detached from the overhanging masses, can-

nwi rxtw It* and are earned down by the current, until they

reach a point where the rapidity of the descent begins to

diminish; The mountains which constitute the banks of

the river often rise several thousand feet above it, and
their bases are united by slopes forming an angle, over

which the water runs on bare rocks, without the least

covering of earth. Thus the river does not flow in a valley,

but in a cleft or ravine, which cuts deep into the mountain
masses. Sometimes there is space enough for a path be-

tween the river and the mountains, but in many places this

space is only obtained by artificial means, as by cutting

away a projecting portion of the rock, or by making a tun-

nel through it. Where either of these means cannot be

applied, tne path is continued over the bed of the river by

a wooden bridge of greater or less extent, until a place is

reached which offers sufficient space for a path on the sides

of the rocks. Tne course of the river is generally in a

Itaajght line, but sometimes it makes short and abrupt

bends which form acute angles. In the lasl-meiitioncd
case it is, almost without exception, observed, that the
mountains which enclose the river have on one nide a pro-
jection, and on the other a receding, which correspond so
exactly that if it were possible to unite both mountains, the
projecting would exactly fit into the receding part. This
peculiarity in the formation of the ravines of mountain
streams was observed by the Spaniards in the Andes of
South America, who called them quebradas, or broken

;

by this term tacitly assuming that the phenomenon had
been caused by a violent disruption of the mountains.
This description of mountain-streams and their ravines
applies particularly to those of the western Alps along
their southern declivity, to those rivers which constitute
the upper branches of the rivers Doria and Sesia, to
the valleys of Anzasca and Vedro on the southern side

of tho great road of the Simplon, and to the still larger'
valley of Aosta, through which the road leads from Swit-
zerland to Italy over the mountain-pass of the St. Ber-
nard. The military road of the Romans was made through
the Vol d'Aosta ; but in these parts it was only prac-
ticable for beasts of burden. Such deep ravines no- only
occur between the gigantic elevations of a high range,
but likewise in the elevated table-lands, Humooldt ob-
serves that the plain of Quito, which is nearly 10,000 feet

above the sea* is intersected by ravines, which in some
places sink so deep that their bottoms are hardly more than
2000 feet above the sea-level ; and he adds that some of

them are so narrow as not to contain the smallest cultivable

space. Similar ravines intersect the table-lands of Guate-
mala and Anahuac, where they are called canadas
When the mountain-iegion through which the upper

course of a river lies descends with less rapidity, and
consequently occupies a much greater extent of country,
the mountain-streams, as well as their banks, present very
different features. Both the streams and the banks show
that the descent of the whole mass is not by a regular
slope, but is formed by an alternation of plains and declivi-

ties ; in ascending such a mountain stream, it is found that

in certain places the rocky masses approach so near to tho
banks, as to leave hardly room enough for the river, and in

these narrows the current is extremely swift, and generally

a continual rapid, interrupted by falls of moderate height.

These narrows however rarely extend more than a few
miles. Above them the mountains recede to some distance

from both sides of the river ; and thus a basin is formed, in

the middle of which the river flows with a comparatively

slow current, not over bare rocks, but over a gravelly bed,

and between low banks of earth. The bottom of the basin

is level, or descends with a gentle slope, and may be culti-

vated or used as pasture-ground. In some of the rivers

which descend from the central and eastern Alps, this alter-

nation of narrow passes and basins occurs several times.

Thus the Reuss, along which the great road runs which leads

over the mountain-pass of St. Gothard, rushes with incredible

velocity through the ravine of the Hospendal, and falls 1800

feet before it reaches the basin of the valley of Urstvn,

which is nearly eight miles long and more than half a mde
wide, and in which it runs with a gentle course. At the

northern extremity of the valley of Ursern the river enters

the second narrow at the Urnerloch. This narrow, which
extends about three miles to Geshinen, is extremely con-

tracted, and within these limits the river descends 1074

feet, forming a succession of small cataracts. Below this is

the basin ofthe Krachenthal, which is not so wide as that of

Ursern, and about six miles long. The course of the river

within this basin is rapid, but there are no cataracts. From
this valley the river escapes by the third narrow, which is

about four miles long, and also very contracted ; it termi-

nates at the village of Am-Slag, where the Reuss enters the

valley of Uri, in which it flows until it mingles its waters

with those of the lake of Uri (Urner-see), as the southern

part of the Vierwaldstadter-see is named. The same con-

formation is observed in the southern declivity of the Alps,

where the river Ticino descends from the mountain-pass of

St.Gothard. Thisriverruns in a ravine from the Hospendal to

Airolo, in which it descends about 2880 feet. It then enters

the upper valley of Leventina, which is about seven miles

long and half a mile wide, and in which the river is rapid,

but has no cataracts. It issues from this valley by a narrow

about two miles long, between II Dazio and Faido, where a

series of beautiful waterfalls occur, and the ravine is so nar-

row that an artificial road has been cut on the adjacent
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mountain called the Plalifer. At Faido the Ticino en tern

the middle valley of Levenlina, in which it flows with great

rapidity to Gioruico, a distance of about fifteen mile*, but

without forming any folia. The valley it less than half a

mile wide, and often interrupted by rocks. Above Gior-

uico the river enters a short narrow, at the outlet from
which it forms cataracts, and then reaches the wide valley

called the Lower Valley of Levenlina, in which it Hows
with a comparatively gentle course to Lago Maggiore. The
greater number of the rivers which originate in the Alps

and Pyrenees are of this latter discription. The basins

which occur in these river-valleys may at some remote pe-

riod have been filled with water, .r.d this may have been

drained off by the rivers forming an outlet for the waters

by the narrows which now connect their basin* with one

another.

In some places the elevated mountain- regions border

immediately on low plains. In such cases the arivers cannot
be said to have a middle course; for as soon as they reach

the plain their character is changed, and the fa pid_ torrent is

converted into a gentle stream. Thus the Marafion, fl f,t>r

issuing from the Pongo do Manseriche, and entering the

great plain, (lows slowly through the alluvial level ; and the

Ganges, after leaving the Himalaya Mountains at Hurd-
war. Hows with great bends through the iuimense plains of

Hindustan. All the rivers which descend from the south-

ern declivity of the Alps to the plain wbich the river Po
traverses are of the same description. la most cases how-
ever the mountain-regions are not in immediate contact

with the plains, but are separated from ihem by hilly tracts,

and that portion of the course of a river which lies through

such a hilly region is called the middle course. The rocky

masses rarely approach the bed of the river which has a

middle course, but retire to some distance from them, so as

to foim between the higher grounds a wide valley, which the

inundations of the river have covered with a thick la>er of

alluvint soil. It is remarkable that the highest ground of

theso valleys occurs, without exception, on the very banks of

the rivers, and that the land slopes from them towards the

base of the higher grounds. Accordingly the inundations

goucrally cover the lower tracts, which are at some distance

from the river, to the depth of several feet, while the banks
are still ubove the surface of the water. The slopes of the

higher grounds, which may be considered as the outer banks
of the river, because they fix a limit to its inundations, are

generally gradual, and covered with vegetation. The cur-

rent of the river itself is gentle. This change, when
compared with that of the mountain-stream, is partly

due to the more gentle descent of the hilly region, ami
partly to the form of its course. Th ; bed of the river

rarely lies in a straight line, but continually forms bends,

which are not acute angles, as in the case of the mountain
streams, but have only a small curvature, so that the river

runs through the valley in a serpentine course. This circum-

stance renders the course of the liver much longer than it

would be, if it tlowed in a straight line, and consequently
diminishes the fall and the rapidity of the current.

It is observed that rivers form numerous small islands and
sand hanks a bhort distance below the place where they

issue from the mountain-iegion. Thus the Rhine, between
Basel and Kehl, opposite Stiasburg, and the Atnazonas be-

low i he Pongo de Manseriche, as far east as the mouth of

the Yapuia, and the Mississippi, between the mouth of the

St. Peer liver and that of the Missouri, form Ulauds and
sandbanks. This is easily to be accounted for, by ob-
serving that the river, on issuing from the mountains,
retains a large quantity of earthy mutter in suspension,
which subsides when the current decreases in rupidity

This sediment forms islets and sand-banks. Though it

rarely happens, as alieady observed, that the rocky masses
approach close to the banks in the middle course of a

river, \et this generally occurs several times, and at

such places the river usual I) forms rapids and whirlpools.

A lcd^e of rocks ttavc;scs the bed of the river in some
nl.ic's. Such ledges occur in the Danube at Passau, near
Ncuhurg above Vienna, near Pre&burg in Hungary, above
IVsth, and at Orbhova, or Orsu^a, on theboundar) line be-

tween Austria and Turkey. On the Rhine they occur
only between Mainz and Hutiu, where the river is traversed

by three ledges, at Hiugcn. at Si. Gear, and near Audv.r-
narh respectively. Such led ties uie found in neatly all the

large i Ivors of Europe. The elevations by which the)

arc produced arc sometimes connected with ranges of hills.
J

Ledges of this description occur in mi.ay of the Atlantis

rivers of the United States, as the Potomac, the James
River, and others; and they mark with precision the pas-

sage of the rivers from the undulating or hilly region to the

low plains along the coast. There are of course rapids

where these ledges occur.

The lower course of rivers usually lies through a plain.

In general there are no hills which constitute the outer

margin of its course, and consequently there is no bottom or
valley through which it runs. The banks are very little raised

above the surface of the waters, and the level ground ex-
tends to a greater distance. The current is slow, the fall

being very small. Thus it was observed by LaCoodawine,
that the Amazonas from the narrow at Obydos to its mouth,
a distance of 700 miles, does not (all quite twelve feet, or
little more than 0*2 of an inch per mile. It can hardly be
conceived that a river with so small a fall could propel its

waters, and as the current of the Amaxonas is considerable

it can only be accounted for by supposing that the enor
mous volume of water which the river brings down, drives

on by its pressure that which is before it until it reaches
the sea. The surface of the Elbe at Hamburg, about 70
miles from the North Sea, is not more than C feet above the
sea, and the fall per mile very little exceeds an inch. The
surface of the plain through which a river runs generallycon-
sists of an alluvium, which the river has deposited during the
inundations. The matter of which this alluvium consist* is

soft and loosely bound together, and consequently the cur-
rent, slow as it is, has power enough to remove a portion of

the banks from one side, and to deposit the detached matter
on the other. Thus great chancres are produced in the course
of rivers in the lapse of time. Major Rennell surveyed a large

portion of the lower course of the Ganges about fifty years
ago, and his maps were very exact at the time. He also

observed the changes which the river had produced in its

bed. A few years ago the course of the Ganges was asari

i

surveyed, for the purpose of establishing a steam naviga-
tion, and it was found that the course of the river hardly in

any place agreed with the maps of Rennell. The most re-

markable circumstance however is, that a river fre-

quently divides into a number of arms, each of which runs
to the sea, though some branches re unite and again de-
tach themselves from one another. Thus the Danube
reaches the sea by seven arms, as the Nile formerly d»d.

according to the antient accounts, though there are no*
only five arms in the Nile. Our best maps represent the
number of the mouths of the Ganges as amounting to ten at

least This division of a river into several arms is easily

understood when the soft nature of the alluvium is con-
sidered : and if we suppose that the river, in its operation of
changing its bed, finds in its way a piece of rock or other
matter harder than the alluvial soil, by setting a^winst
such an obstacle the current is divided, and flows on both
sides of it : the following inundation removes still more *j(

the alluvium, and thus, in course of time, a new aim is

formed.

The country which is enclosed by the arms of a river
is called its delta, from the form of the Greek letter A,
which the delta of the Nile, that which was best knotm
to the ant ion ts, greatly resemble*: but the term is gene-
rally appropriate, as most river deltas have that form. It
is a common conjecture that the space which is now occu-
pied by the delta of a river was once a part of the sea, w hic-b
was filled up by the dlbris and earthy matter brought down
by the river from the mountainous and hilly country
through which its upper and middle course lie. This sup-
position is strongly supported by the nature of the soil,

which evidently consists of matter brought down by riter*,
and not of such as the sea leaves behind when, from any
cause, it retires. It may be added, that this operation of
rivers goes on during the inundations, for after the maters
have subsided the surface of a delta is found lo be covered
with a very thin layer of mud. which soon becomes dry
earth. The deltas of rivers which are annually swollen by
rains, which is the case between the tropics, are generally
much more extensive than those which are formed by rivers
whose inundations are only ptoduced by tho melting of
snow.

There is a river of first-rate magnitude which baa no
delta, though it seems to possess all ihc*e qualities which
arc Minposed to be requisite to the formation of such an
alluvial tract : the St Lawrence in North Amenca reaches
the sea by a kind of bay, wbich extends upward of dtiu
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mtlcs, and gradually increases in width from three to above
om hundred miles. One would suppose that the form of

this bay would render it subject to be easily filled up
by the earthy matter brought down by a river whose
course exceeds 1 800 miles ; and yet we do not find that

an alluvium of any extent has been formed along the banks
of this wide ssstuary, except on the right bank below
Quebec This single instance might throw some doubt on
the opinion that deltas are formed by rivers in the way
above mentioned, if the peculiar nature of the St. Lawrence
did not suggest an explanation of this deviation from the

common course of things, which rather confirms than re-

fates the established principle. The St. Lawrence is the

only large river which traverses a great number of lakes.

Even alter having left the five great Canadian lakes, it

Msses through those of St Francis, St. Louis, and St.

Fetor's. In each of these lakes the current ceases, and it

is only perceptible where the river again issues from the

lake. All the earthy matter therefore which the river col-

lects and keeps suspended in its course from one lake to the

other is deposited in these lakes. Thus this large river

brings no debris and earthy matter, or very little, to its wide
miliary, which cannot therefore be changed into a delta by
the accumulation of such matter.

Most large rivers, as already observed, admit of this di-

vision of their course into three parts, an upper, middle,

aod lower course ; but the exceptions are far from being

rare. It sometimes happens that the characteristic fea-

tures by which the middle course is distinguished, occur in

the upper course. This takes place when a river originates

on an elevated table-land, and traverses a considerable nart

of it Thus the Indus, the Sutlej, an affluent of the Indus,

and the Sampoo, rise on the elevated table-land of Tibet,

aod drain a portion of it: in this part of their course they

resemble the middle course of the Rhine or Danube. But
where they leave the plain and enter the mountain-region

of the Himalaya, they resemble the mountain-streams of the

Alps, except as to the volume of water. When the Indus
and the Sutlej have descended into the plains of the Panjab,

they assume the character of the lower • Rhine and lower

Danube. The Sampoo, after leaving the mountain-region,

traverses a billy tract of great extent, the valley of Asam,
before it enters the alluvial plain of Bengal. There are

other rivers, in which only the characteristic features of the

middle and lower course can be recognised : the number of

inch is considerable, and some of them are of the first mag-
nitude. Thus the Volga and the Mississippi, neither of

which rises in a mountain-region, but in a hilly tract, in the

greater part of their course present the characteristics of
the middle course of the Rhine and Danube, but towards
their mouths they traverse a large plain. The number of
mers whose whole course lies through a hilly or undulat-
ing country is still greater, as is the case with nearly all the
riversofEngland and Southern Scotland, except the Humber,
whose course is partly through a low plain. There are also

rivers which in their whole course traverse a mountain-
region, but they are all small ; such are some of the rivers in

North Scotland and in Sweden, and nearly all the rivers of

Norway, and those on the west coast of South America.
The number of rivers which do not reach the ocean is

not great, if we except those which fall into the Caspian
Sea and into the lake of Aral. The other rivers without
so outlet always terminate their course in a lake. It was
formerly supposed that the water of some of them was ab-

sorbed by a dry soil, and that they were lost in the sand ;

and this opinion still prevails as to some rivers which
descend from Mount Atlas southward to the Sahara. But
as none of these rivers have been visited by Europeans, the

pint remains doubtful. Among other rivers which have

do communication with the sea, some few traverse elevated

table-lands, consisting of plains surrounded by continuous

mountain-ranges, through which the waters cannot find an

outlet, and consequently collect in the lower part of the

plains, and form lakes large enough to part with all

their surplus water by evaporation. Such rivers occur in

the valley of Tenochtitlan in Mexico. The most remarkable

b the Desaguadero, in the valley of Titicaca in Bolivia,

which runs about 300 miles, and is lost in a lake or in .

swamp*. The Hyarknn or Yerkan, in Chinese Turkistan,

w still larger, but its character is imperfectly known. An-
cther kind of such lakes occurs in the plains of Mexico and
of South America, and almost exclusively in those parts

which have no rain or very little. On the table-land of

P. C No. 1234.

Mexico the greater number of rivers between 24° and 30*
N. lat. terminate in lakes ; and in the states which compose
the Argentine Republic, rivers of this kind are numerous
between 28° and 34° S. lat., west of 64° W. long. As very
little rain falls in some of these countries, and in others
none at all, the rivers are supplied with water by the rains
which fall at certain seasons on the mountains in which they
originate, and by the springs which exist there. But as the
supply of water is very moderate, it does not give force
sufficient to the currents to carry them through those
extensive tracts which separate them from the sea. It is

remarkable that some of these rivers and all the lakes in
which they terminate, are salt in South America; and it is

£robable that this is also the case with most of those on the
lexican isthmus.

Most rivers overflow the low countries which are adjacent
to their banks, either at regular seasons of the year or oc-
casionally. This takes place when the supply of water is

greater than the bed of the river can contain. In this

respect rivers raay be divided into three classes : the first

comprehends the rivers whose inundations are produced by
the melting of snow and ice ; the second comprehends
those which are annually swollen by regular rams ; and
the third those which only occasionally cause inundations.

All large rivers that drain countries of which the mean
winter temperatuie is below 30°, are annually subject to
great risings when the snow and ice melt. In such coun-
tries snow falls for several months, and as only a small part
of it is dissolved, it accumulates to a great amount. As soon
as the frost ceases, tse snow begins to melt, and runs off" by
the smaller rivers, which suddenly swell and carry an un-
usual supply of water to the principal river, whose volume
being thus increased to three or four times its ordinary
magnitude, overflows the adjacent low country. These in-

undations, though they generally improve the soil, are very
injurious to agriculture, by destroying the growing com,
and covering extensive tracts with sand, gravel, and other

coarse earthy matter. Embankments are usually made to

prevent these inundations, but after a very long winter,

when the river is more than usually swollen, these em-
bankments are often destroyed, and the injurious effects of

the inundations are increased by the mass of earthy ma-
terials of which the embankments consist, and which are

dispersed over the adjacent lands. In some rivers ihese

inundations last only from two to four weeks ; in others

two or three months ; and in some even five or six months.
Where the inundations are long, they are less violent, and
cause less damage than where they are short ; in the latter

case the whole mass of water suddenly deluges the country,

while in the former the water rises slowly. This difference

in the inundations of rivers is mainly to be attributed to

the direction in which they flow. Let us take a river

like the Mississippi, which flows from north to south
through 17° or 18 of latitude. In winter the basin is

covered with snow, and if the whole were melted in a few
days, it would produce such a volume of water as would
probably cover nearly half the basin. But the melting of

the snow is gradual. Whilst the temperature in the northern
districts is below the freezing-point, the spring has already

made considerable progress in the southern districts, the
8now which has there fallen has been dissolved, and the water
thus produced has had the requisite time to run off and
reach the sea. Thus with the progress of the sun towards

the northern tropic the line of the melting snow proceeds

northward, and thus the supply of water runs off gradually,

until the snow of the most northern region is dissolved.

More than two months elapse between the melting of the

snow in the northern region and the commencement of the

melting in the lower part of the river. The inundations

of the Mississippi therefore are not extensive, if the great

length of that river and of its affluents are considered,

but they last from three to four months. A considerable

part of the delta of that river is indeed under water
for six months, but this must be ascribed to the tract

of elevated ground which extends not far from the sea

between the Atchafalaya and the La Fourche, and prevents

the enormous mass of water which collects in the lowlands
near the first-mentioned branch from running off sooner.

When a river situated in the northern hemisphere flows

from south to north, the melting of the snow of course com-
mences near the upper branches of the river, and proceeds

northward. In this case the volume of water which collects

at a certain period in the lower course, where the low.anus
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are generally most extensive, is much greater, and the inun-

dations are muoh more extensive and attended with more
mischief. But still they cannot be compared with the

inundations of those rivers which run from east to west or

from west to east. In countries which are drained by such

rivers, the whole mass of snow is dissolved in a few days,

especially when a thaw is accompanied by rain, and all the

waters thus produced pass through the principal channel in

the course of a week or two. In such rivers the volume of

water during the inundations is three or four times larger

than it is in the middle of the summer or the beginning of

autumn, and the inundations spread to a great distance, and
frequently cause great loss of property, and sometimes also

of lifo, especially when the winter has been unusually long

and the falls of snow very heavy. [Nibmen.] But the river

St. Lawrence forms an exception here also. As its general

course is from west to east, one would suppose that a large

extent of country within its basin would be annually subject

to inundation, but this does not appear to be the case in

any part of its course. If any portion of it is swollen by the

melting of the snow within the basin, the river soon enters

One of the lakes through which its course lies, and thus

the addition of a comparatively small volume is not suffi-

cient to raise the surface of the lake to sny large amount.
Thus the same cause which prevents iU filling up the wide
fcstuary, prevents the river from overflowing the adjacent

country.

Rivers whose inundations are produced by regular rains

have the greater part of their course either within the tropics

or at least between 30° N. lat. and 30° S. lat It is a known
fact, that in those regions heavy rain falls daily from three

to six months in the year. These heavy rains commence
when the sun in its progresf from one tropic to the other

approaches the lenith of a country, and they continue till

it has passed a certain distance from it In the beginning
of the wet season, as this part of the year is called iu those

countries, the rains are sometimes so heavy that in* the

course of a day the level country is covered with water a foot

deep. The rivers of course soon begin to increase in their

votame of water, and after some time they rise to the level

of the banks, and begin to run over. These inundations

generally last from two to four months. They are more re-

gular than those which are produced by the melting of the

hiiow, and in general do not exceed a certain height. The
rural economy of those countries in which they take place,

is founded on the knowledge of this periodical event, and
on the certainty that the inundations will fertilise the
fields by depositing on them a fine mud, which enriches the
soil more than the best manure. Whenever the inundations
do not rise to the usual height, which is sometimes the case,

a (treat part of the country which is not covered with water
yields little or nothing, mnd the consequence is dearth and
famine. When, on the other hand, the inundations rise

higher than usual, they are also injurious to rural economy,
by reaching those tracts which are set apart for the cultiva-

tion of plants, which cannot bear so much moisture as
the districts that are regularly flooded. Thus, in 1831,
the river Menatn in 8iam rose to an extraordinary height

:

the inundations reached the large orchards which for
many miles in extent cover the more elevated tracts along
the banks, and afford subsistence to a numerous popula-
tion. Several kinds of fruit-trees wtre almost destroyed,
and for some years the mangustans and durians were
scarce.

Alt the rivers between the tropics which are swollen by
periodical rains, lie only in one hemisphere, the northern or
the southern. In the countries through whioh they flow
tho waters ore low and the ground dry during part of the
year, so as to adroit of easy cultivation, and at another season
the fields are fertilised by the inundations. The Amssonas
alone is an exception. Though the course of this river is

in tho southern hemisphere, iu affluents extend far to the
north and south, into both hemispheres, and probably three-
fourths of the tropical rains which descend upon South Ame-
rica find their way to that large river. To this circumstance
are owing its immense volume of water and its great depth.
The Amasons*, properly speaking, is never at its lowest
lord, in the sense in which that term is applied to other
rivers. When the northern rivers cease to bring down the
supply which is owing to the periodical rains, the southern
begin to bring their contributions. This fact seems suffi-

eitftiYly to explain the immense tracts of alluvial soil which
extend along the river to a great distance, but the same

circumstance also keeps the soil in a state of continual moia-
ture, and makes it a perpetual swamp. Accordingly we
find that the banks of that rivor, which admits of a more
extensive navigation than any other river in the world, re-

main nearly destitute of agricultural settlements, and are

still in possession of savage tribes.

The rivers which drain the countries between 30* N. lati-

tude and those in which the mean temperature of the winter
season does not rise above 30°. are subject to occasional in*

undations. But these overflowings occur only In those

rivers whose upper course lies within mountain-range*
which are covered with snow for a considerable part of

the year. In such cases, while the snow covers the more
elevated portion of the mountain-ranges, a sudden change 2a

the weather, whioh produces a warm wind, brings great

volumes of vapours, which, falling in abundant rain, soon

dissolve the snow, and the mountain-streams pour down
their waters with increased volume and velocity. As sooo

as the waters reach a level tract, it is inundated. As the**

inundations often take place unexpectedly, they cause great

damage. Thus we find that some valleys in the Ozark
Mountains, in the United States of America, are almost un-

inhabitable, owing to the sudden inundations to which the

rivers of that mountain-region are subject. Many riven

however never inundate the adjacent country, unless a heavj
gale of wind should blow directly up the river, and drive tho

sea into it with great force. Such inundations are very

sudden, and sometimes also extensive, but they are of short

duration.

In adverting to the advantages which a country derive*

from its rivers, we must first observe that the water is ex-

tensively used for the purposes of domestic economy. It is

much purer than that of wells ; for, with the exception vf s

few which are salt or brackish, river water contains cult

earthy particles in suspension, which may easily be se ae-

rated by filtration, and which are deposited asaseditneit
when the water is left to stand for a short time. The water

of wells generally contains a small quantity of some mineral
in chemical combiuation. The water of rivers is nearly oqusj

to rain water for all domestic purposes. Rivers according!;
supply wator for the consumption of large cities, as iu the o**
ofthe New River [Middleton, Hugh], which supplies a Iaxg*

part of London, and the Schuylkill, which supplies Phils
delphia. Many rivers also supply abundance of food. Tee
upper courses of rivers are generally inhabited by a unal!

number of species of fish, and the whole amount is n«>t

great But towards their mouths the number both of sr^xir*

and individuals increases. The importance of a river fuLvnr
may be estimated when we consider the quantity of salrn ii

whioh is taken in the rivers of Britain, or of the beluga aj*l

sturgeon which are caught in the neighbourhood of Astra-

khan. Many rivers, which are not adapted to the purposes »f

navigation, are converted into powerful instruments for »>

sisting the industry of a country by the moving-power whicl
they supply for mills and other heavy machinery. The ad-

vantage of such a natural moving-power primarily deter-

mines the seat of manufactures, as was the case iu Soul*
Lancashire, where this advantage is combined with abun-
dance of coal. The Atlantic States of North America art

generally provided with abundance of streams, a circum-
stance which favours the establishment of manufacture*
The greatest advantages however which acouutry deri res

from its rivers are the facilities which they supply for con-
veying the produce of agriculture and of manufacturing m
dustry to distant parts at a moderate expense. In this

respect the rivers may be compared to tho arteries and veins
of the human bodv. which diffuse life and strength through
all parts. Navigable rivers vivify, maintain, and excite tho
efforts of human industry. In many countries, where roails

are neglected, it is estimated that the transport of goods b*
land Is four times as expensive as that by means of navi-
gable rivers, and thus many heavy and bulky commodities
could not be brought to market but for the cheap convey-
ance of rivers. In considering the capacity of a river for

navigation, two circumstances mainly require notice

—

how
far seafaring vessels may ascend, and how far tho river m
navigable for river boats.
" Seafaring vessels can ascend many rivers as far as the
tides extend. Indeed some rivers, as the Amaxooas, may be
navigated by large vessels to a much greater dUunce t ban the
tide ascends, but in others the waters b- fallow long be-
fore the limit of tide-water is r- high ti4s»

meditate the navigation of rivers (only by
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producing a current contrary to that of the river, but also

by temporarily increasing the depth of water so that vessels

con pass over shallows and sandbanks, which at low tides

are nearly or quite dry. This is frequently the case in

rivers where the tides rise more than 12 feet. The tides

in rivers are not of equal duration, as is the case in most

parts of the sea ; but the ebb tides frequently last twice as

long as the flowing tides. At Rotterdam the tides flow for

about 4 hours and 5 minutes, but the ebb lasts 7 hours and
35 minutes. The Meerwede at Dordrecht flows against the

current of the river for 3 hours and 51 minutes, and with it

8 hours and 9 minutes. This difference is easily explained,

when the force of the river current is taken into account.

The same circumstance explains the difference in the ve-

locity of the ebbing and flowing tide. Between the North
Sea and Hamburg, the flowing tide takes five minutes to run

up a mile, but the ebb tide performs the same distance

in lass than four minutes. But it is difficult to explain

the well-established fact that the tides advance much far-

ther into a river than might be expected. When the tide

at the mouth of a river rises four feet, we might suppose

that it would advance only to such a point in the river, where
the surface is four feet above the sea, but it has been ascer-

tained that it advances farther. It seems that the volume

of water which is carried up by the tide is pushed onwards
by the mass behind it, and carried to a greater distance than

the inclination of the river bed would seem to allow. It

has also been observed, that during the flowing of the tide the

surface of the water in the river presents a somewhat convex
form, the water along the banks being a little lower than

in the middle of the river, and that during the ebb the con-

trary takes place. The flowing tide raises the water from
below, and thus sooner affects the main body of the river,

where it has more room to operate, than the water near the

margin. In accordance with this explanation, it is observed

that the flowing tide is perceptible in the middle, while it is

still ebbing along the tanks, and that vessels which are at

anchor near the banks are turned round before the water

on the surface of the river near the banks begins to flow

upward.
In a few rivers the tide ascends to a great distance from

the sea. In the Amazonas it is perceptible in the Narrow
of Pauxis near Obydos, a distance of nearly 500 miles from
the month of the river, measured along its course. If we
suppose that the tide in this river advances at the rate at

which it runs in the Elbe between the North Sea and
Hamburg, namely, nearly a mile in five minutes, the tide

can only reach the Narrow of Pauxis in 42 hours, or in a

r*e of time during which the direction of the tides has

aged seven times at its mouth. It is therefore evident

that the current of the Amazonas between the sea and the

Narrow of Pauxis must, at the same time, in three or four

different parts of its course, follow the impulse given to it

by the tide, and run against the stream. We are of opinion

however that the tide in the Amazonas advances more
slowly than m the Elbe, owing to the stronger current of

the Amasonas, and that the number of high tides in the

Amasonas, between the two above-mentioned points, will

probably be found to be five or six. The tide rushes into

some rivers with great impetuosity, and produces what is

called a bore. [Borb.]

Human ingenuity, even in the lowest state of civilisation,

has perceive! the use of rivers as means of conveyance.

Perhaps all rivers which have water enough to carry the

smallest boats of any shape or form are navigated, except

where the nature of the ourrent opposes insuperable ob-

stacle*. These obstacles consist or cataracts or of rapids.

When the river descends (rem a rook which rises several

feet perpendicularly, it rushes down in a broken sheet of

water, and is said to form a cataract. When the water de-

scends with great velocity over an inclined plane of rock,

it is said to form a rapid. A cataract may be descended

when it is only a few net high. Rapids may be ascended

and descended in most eases with great labour and some
danger, when they are not very long, and the bed of the river

m free from projecting rocks, which however is rarely the

ease. The ascent of rapids is effected either by poling or by

dragging the boats over the dangerous place by means of

long ropes. Sometimes ropes are also used in the descent,

at tn the Rhine at Laufenburg in Switzerland. But gene-

rally either the whole cargo or a*part of it must be taken

owl of the boat, and carried a certain distance by land.

i a tract, over which goods must be carried, is called a

portage At long and dangerous rapid- the boats them-
selves must be carried or draggea over the portages.

River boats arffer greatly in shape and construction, being
always adapted to the nature of each river. Most rivers
contain numerous shoals, on which the water is very shallow,
and accordingly flat-bottomed boats are used, like the coal-
barges in London. Keel-boats can only be used where the
river has a depth of a few feet, and is free from shoals and
sand-banks. When a river is shallow and rapid, but of con-
siderable width, rafts are substituted for boats. Rafts gene-
rally consist of trees fastened together with ropes or the
flexible branches of trees, or, in warm countries, by creeping
plants ; goods are placed upon the raft When these rafts
with their cargoes have arrived at their place of destination,
the raft itself is sold, either as timber or as fire-wood, ac-
cording to its dimensions and quality ; and the crews return
by land. When a river is too full of cataracts and rapidsto
allow either boats or rafts to descend, it may still be used
for floating down timber or fire-wood. The trunks of trees,

after being deprived of their branches, are thrown singly
into the current, and towards the mouth chains are laid

across the river, above which the trunks collect, and whence
they are carried to their destination. This is frequently
done in the rivers of the southern districts of Norway.

Rivers which traverse a mountain-region in some parts
of their course, are either not navigable in this part or only
in some places. Thus the Amazonas and Ganges, where
they respectively flow within the ranges of the Andes and
Himalaya Mountains, are not navigable, but the Rhine and
the Danube are navigable even within the mountains, in

some parts for a considerable distance. The most extensive
system of internal navigation is presented by those rivers

which have a long course, and whose sources are situated
at a comparatively small elevation above die sea. The
Volga is navigable in the whole length of its course, and
the Mississippi up to the Falls of St. Anthony, a distance
of about 1 800 miles, measured along the river. Both these
rivers, as already observed, have the greater part of their

course between hills of small elevation, and they do not
traverse a mountain-region.
The rivers of England supply the means of an extensive

system of inland navigation, a circumstance partly due to

their small foil, their sources being only a few hundred
feet higher than their mouth, and partly to the abundant
supply of water from rain,m ists, and springs. Accordingly,
if two rivulets unite, they generally form a small navigable
river; and such as are not navigable, become useful as

feeders to canals. The navigation of most of the rivers of
England has been much improved by artificial means.
The Thames is navigable for large sea-vessels to London

Bridge, a distance of 45 miles from the Nore, though the
whole course of the river, measured along its windings,
hardly exceeds 200 miles. No river in the world, perhaps
the Amazonas excepted, is navigable for vessels of such
dimensions for one-fourth of its course. This circumstance
is not due solely to the height of the tides, which is about
19 feet at London Bridge, but mainly to the fact that there

are no sand-banks at its mouth which prevent the access of
largevessels. Theriver probably bringsdown sufficient earthy
matter to form a bar, but owing to the direction of the tide,

which is kept off from the mouth of the river by the pro-

jecting coast of Kent between the two Forelands, and there

being consequently nothing to oppose the ourrent of the

river at its mouth, the earthy matter is carried farther from
the coast, and deposited in deep water.

The advantages hitherto enumerated are common to rivers

in all parts of the globe, but there are some countries in

which the value of rivers ismuch increased by the use which
is made of the water for irrigation. This occurs in those

countries in which it either does not rain at all, or in which
rain occurs only at a certain period of the year, and even then
only for two or three months. The first class of such coun-

tries, for instance the western coast of South America be-

tween 6° and 28° S. lat, would be uninhabitable but for the

rivers which descend from the western declivity of the

Andes, and in their course to the sea have furrowed the

surface with deep depressions or valleys, in which agricul-

ture is carried on with success as far as the water of the

river can be dispersed over the level part of the valleys by
small canals. In those warm climates where the rains oc-

cur periodically, though only in two or three months of the

year, the fields would certainly produce a crop, even without

irrigation ; but for more than half the year the soil would
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produce nothing for want of water. By using the water of

the rivers for irrigating their land*, the inhabitants of those

countries are enabled to get two and in many cases three

crops annually. Even in the southern countries of Europe,

where rain is very scarce in summer, and not sufficient to

maintain vegetation, whilst the heat is excessive, irrigation

is practised, and two crops of Indian corn are thus annually

obtained, or one crop of wheat and a green crop.

In those countries in which the temperature for three or

four months is under the freezing-po>nt, the rivers during

that time are covered with ice, and in this slate they afford

to the inhabitants, in some degree, the advantages which
other countries derive from railways. Travelling and the

transport of goods on the smooth ice of the rivers are

jnuch less expensive, and are performed in a shorter time

than in summer in the ordinary way. This is the case

on some of the rivers of New Brunswick and Lower
Canada.

Jt has been observed that the outer herder* of river-

basins are the most elevated parts which occur in some
given places between their respective beds, though it is not

always the case that the watershed is formed by mountain*
ridge*. Owing to such a disposition of the surface, the

waters which are collected on or near the borders, run to one
or the other of the two rivers. Up to the commencement
of this century it was thought improbably if not impossible,

that two different river systems or basins could be united by
a natural water communication. But it is now ascertained

that a low tract of oountry or a deep depression of the sur-

faco mav occur, by which a portion of the water of a river,

after being diverted from its own channel, may join a river

which otherwise is not connected with that river from which
the water branohea off. The instances in which this occurs

are very few, and wo shall therefor* enumerate those whose
existence is beyond all doubt The river Arno in Tuscany,
in that part where it runs between the high ridges of the

A |wmnines and approaches the town of Arexxo, sends* an
arm southwards through a narrow valley, under the name
of Chimin, which foils into the Chiare, an affluent of the

Tiber. The Chiana had been Ailed up with sand, but its

oourso has been re-e»Ubli*hoH ]>y artificial means. Another
ease occurs in the kingdom of Hanover, a few miles east of

tho town of Osuabruck, whtre the river Haase divides into

two branches, of which one, running west to OsnabKick,
preserves its name, and after a oourae of many miles joins

the 9ms; tho other, running east under the name of Els,

falls after a short course into the Werre, an affluent of the
Woser. In Sweden, two large rivers fall into the northern
extremity of tho Gulf of Bothnia, the Tornea Elf and the

Calix Elf About 100 miles from the sea, the last-men-
tioned rivor sends off an arm to the south east, which after

a course of about twelvoor fifteen miles falls into the Tornea
Elf: this arm 1* called Tarenda Elf. In these cases the

rivers thus united by a natural water communication How
in the same direction or nearly so. But in South America
two largo rivers, the Orinoco and the Amaionas, are united

in this way in u part of their extensive courses, where the
Orinoco runs west and the Amazonas east. The branch of
the Orinoco by which this natural water communication is

is effected, is called Cassia uiare. [Cassiquiare.]
It is a kind of established rule that the whole course

of a river should bear the same name, and that this name
should be continued to that branch whose sources ore

farthest from the mouth. But practice is frequently at

variance with this rule, and it may easily be accounted
for. The inhabitants of a oountry preserve the name of that

river which does not undergo any deflection of it* course.

At tho confluence of the Mississippi and the Missouri,

the latter is the larger river, and has bad a course of above
• 1000 miles more than the former, but it does not deflect the

course of tho Mississippi by its junction, and the name of the

last- mentioned river is preserved. The some occurs in

South America as to the Amaionas and Madeira, where we
find that the last-mentioned river changes the direction of

it* oour«o to meet the Amaionas, whose name is preserved.

In Europe, tho Rhine is joined by the Aar in SwiUerland,

above Laufenburg. The Aar is the larger river and brings

down a greater volume of water, but the Rhine, where it is

joined by it, continues its westerly course, and its name is

preserved. •

The extent of a few river basins is here given in round

numbers, but they mutt only be considered as rough ap-

proximations ;—

RWert. Square MIW
Thames • . . 5,500
Rhine . . . 89,000
Euphrates, including the Tigris 243,000
Brahmapootra • . 270,000
Danube . , . 312,500
Indus . . . 410,009
Ganges . . . 443,000
Volga . . . 653.000
Nile . . . 707.500
Yan-tse-kiang . . 742,000
Mississippi . • 1,100,000

Plata . . . 1,560,000
Amaionas . . . 1,920,000

RIVESALTES. [Pyrenbxs Orikntalbs.]
R1V1E*RA« a name given by the Italians to certain lu&j

narrow strips of land extending between mountains and iht

sea-coast. The most familiar instance is that of the coo>*

of Genoa, which is divided into Riviera di Levante, or Ea>;-
crn Riviera, which extends from the city of Genoa to the

Gulf of La Spexia, and Riviera di Ponente, or Western Ri-

viera, which extends from Genoa to Nizza. The Woteih
Riviera is the more fertile and populous; but in the East-
ern Riviera, which is generally more rugged and baireo,

there are some delightful spots, especially about Nervi, Rj
pallo, and Chiavari, sheltered by the mountains from tb?

north winds, and where the orange, lemon, and other south-
ern plants thrive in the open air. [Sardinian State* ,]

There is also a tract along the western shore of the lake if

Garda which is called Riviera di Said, from the town of ib«;

name. [Garda, Lakr of.]

Rl'VOLI, in Piedmont, a town situated about ten mile*
west of Turin, on the road to Mont Cenis. A wide in4
straight avenue, lined wilh fine elm-trees, leads from Rj
voli to the capital, through a rich plain irrigated by canals.

Rivoli has 5000 inhabitants, and a royal palace situated
upon a height.

There is another small town or village called Rivoli in

the province of Verona, situated at the southern entrance of

a defile through which the Adige coming from the Tirol
makes its way into the plain of Lombardy. Rivoli is on tie
rit*ht bank of the Adige, at the foot of a lofty ridge called
Monte Baldo, which extends between the river an/1 the lake
of Garda. A hard-fought battle took place at Rivoli be-

tween the French under Bonaparte and the Auslrians under
General Alvinzi, on the 14th of January, 1797. Tho \illagc
was several times taken and re-taken by the two arm***.
At last General Massena, coming up with his division, car-

ried the day, and Alviuzi was obliged to retire wilh great
loss. Massena obtained uAerwards, under the empire, the
title of Duke of Rivoli.

Rl'ZZIO. [Mary Stuart, vol. xiv., p. 477.]

ROACH. [Lkuciscus]
ROAD. Under this bead it is proposed to embrace

road making, with a brief sketch of tho history of ruad.%
referriug for more detailed statistical information to the geo-
graphical articles in this work, and to Way and Turnpike
Trusts for an explanation of the laws respecting the for-

mation and maintenance of the highways iu this country.
The importance attached to road* by the, great nations of

antiquity is abundantly testified by historians, though, ex-
cept in the cose of the Roman roads, there are few remain*
existing. The Carthaginians are said to have been the in-
ventor* ofpaved roads, which were much used by the Romans,
who were distinguished by the vast extent and solid con-
struction of their highways, of which several thousand mile*
were made in Italy alone, while every country which was
brought under their sway was more or less intersected bv
these channels of communication. Though formed mainly
to facilitate military movements, the Roman road* were pro-
ductive of the greatest civil beuefits. Being made bv a
power whose resources were almost unlimited, these military
roads were usually laid out in straight luics from one station
to another, with little regard to natural obstacles, which
were frequently passed by means of very extensive work*.
as excavations, bridges, and, in some iustances, tunnels of
considerable length. The solidity of their construction was
fully equal to the boldness of their design ; a fact proved bi
the existence of many that have borne the traffic of near two
thousand years without material injury. The Roman en
giuoars were very particular in secuniu? - 4(m bottom,
which was done when necessary bv r* *^ ground
with small atones, fragments of br *

c*^.
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folly prepared foundation a pavement of large stones was
firmly set in cement, the stones being occasionally squared,

but more commonly of irregular shapes, though always accu-

rately fitted to each other. For this purpose many varieties

of stone were used, but the preference seems to have been
given to basalt, wjiere it could be had, it being used in

many situations in which other suitable materials might
hive been procured with less labour and expense. Where
Jarre blocks could not be conveniently obtained, small stones

of bard quality were sometimes cemented together with

lime, forming a kind of concrete, of which masses extending

to a depth ofseveral feet are still in existence. The strength

of their pavements is illustrated by a fact, related by a mo-
dern traveller, who states that the substratum of one still in

u*e has been so completely washed away by a current of

water without the surface being at all disturbed, that a man
may creep under the road from side to side, and carriages

pas* over the pavement as over a bridge. The Roman
roods were generally raised above the ordinary surface of the

ground, and frequently had two carriage tracks separated

by a raised footpath in the centre.

In some parts of the continent of Europe, especially in

Italy, the Roman system of road-making has been imi-

tated, particularly in city pavements ; but in Britain the

attempts to follow the Roman model appear to have been
very limited, and road-making has been very imperfectly

Sractised till within a few years. Many of* the existing

i^hways were originally mere paths or tracks from place to

phce, their course having been determined more by acci-

dental circumstances than by a due attention to the pro-

perties of a good road. Thus deviations were made from
the direct course in order to cross rivers at fordable points,

and the road was conducted over a hill in preference to a

more level course round its base, to take advantage of

natural drainage. As improvements have been introduced

in the systems of construction and repair, the direction and
levels have been frequently left unaltered, to avoid the tem-

porary inconvenience and expense attending a deviation

from the established course. The scanty information we
possess as to the state of the roads in early times indicates

that it was very bad ; and after the introduction of turnpikes,

and even down to the commencement of the present cen-

tury, the greater part of the roads were, owing to injudicious

modes of construction and repair, in a state very unfit for

traffic.

The inefficiency of the system of .maintenance by parish

and statute labour was proved before the passing of the first

Turnpike Act in 1653; yet the necessity of improvement,
and the obvious justice of maintaining roads by the produce
of tolls, did not lead to the extensive adoption of the turn-

pike system for about a century after tnat time. In the

latter half of the last century turnpike-roads multiplied

rapidly, and superior principles of construction also made
tome progress.

During the last forty years the attention of government
has been repeatedly directed to the importance of this class

of public works, and the Highland and Holyhead roads,

formed by Telford and others, have done much in improving

and extending the science of road-making. The Highland
roads alluded to were made under the commission of 1803,

and originated in the military roads formed in consequence
of the rebellions of 1715 and 1745, which bad been found
very beneficial to the districts to which they afforded the

means of access. The roads made and improved under the

management oftheH ighland-Road Commissioners extend to

more than 900 miles, the whole being in a mountainous
district, but so well laid out that their inclinations are

always moderate. The works executed in the formation of

these roads are very extensive, and comprise upwards of

1100 bridges. The Holyhead road improvements were
commenced in 1815, and in these Telford and his able as-

sistants had the opportunity of carrying into effect, under a

government commission, a plan of road-making suitable to

a great traffic, on principles generally considered to be

nearly perfect. The principles on which these important

works nave been executed are very fully detailed by Sir

Henry Parnell, in his valuable 'Treatise on Roads,' to

which work the writer of this article is indebted for much
ofthe following information. The name of Mc

. Adam must
notto pasted over without notice in this place, as his exer-

tions have done much towards attracting public attention

to the improvement of roads, even where his peculiar prin-

cijBts havenot been acted upon.

Though much remains to be accomplished, and the phi-
losophy of road-making is yet very imperfectly understood
by a large proportion of those to whom the care of the high-
ways is committed, it is impossible to compare the past and
present state of roads without feeling grateful for their im
provement, and observing in how great a degree that im
provement has benefited the agricultural, commercial, and
moral interests of the community.
Designing a Line of Road; Earth-works, $c—Though

formerly little attended to, the design of a line of road is

a subject which requires extensive knowledge and mature
deliberation. It is often advisable to survey several different
lines, in order to the selection of that which, on careful
comparison, appears to have the preponderance of desirable
qualities. To be theoretically perfect, a road should com-
bine the qualities of straightness and level, and its surface
should be smooth and hard ; and the best road, practically*
will be that which makes the best compromise between
unavoidable deviations from this theoretical perfection. It
may be observed however that although some writers speak
of the absolute perfection of each of these qualities as
essential to the idea of a good road, it may be questioned
whether it is desirable of any, excepting the first. Of these
qualifications the two first belong to the design or laying
out of the line, and the lost two to the execution of the road
and the material* made use of.

The qualities of straightness and level, or the line of di-
rection and line <f draught* should be very carefully ad-
justed to each other. Some remarks on this subject will

be found in the article Railway, p. 250, which apply
equally to the laving out of common roads, though the pro-
portionate retardation due to a given ascent is very differ-

ent, owing to the great comparative resistance of a common
road. Among the citoumstances that may authorise a
deviation from the straight line, are the power of obtaining
suitable materials for the road, avoiding valuable property
or difficult ground, and including towns or villages in the
route.

It seems to be a prevailing opinion with modern engineers*
that the line of direction has not generally been made as
subordinate as it should be to the line of draught; and it

will be well to remember, ia laying out a new road, that
while the effect of gravity must ever remain the same, the
resistance occasioned by imperfections in the road and car-

riages will be reduced by every prospective improvement
in their construction ; thereby increasing the proportionate
effect of gravity, and making the line of direction still more
subordinate to that of draught, or, in other words, increasing
the length of level road that may be traversed with the
same expenditure of power as would raise the load up a
given elevation. Curves increase the resistance to the
motion of carriages, and add to the risk of accident;
but if slight, they increase the length of the road much
less than might be supposed. Edgeworth, in his • Essay-
on the Construction of Roads and Carriages,' says, 'A
road ten miles long, and perfectly straight, can scarcely
be found anywhere; but if such a road could be found,
and if it were curved, so as to prevent the eye from
seeing farther than a quarter of a mile of it, in any one
place, the whole road would not be lengthened more than
one hundred and fifty yards.'

The principle explained in p. 250 of the article Railway,
of so arranging the inclinations on each side of the summit,
or highest point unavoidably passed over, that there may
be no unnecessary rise and fall, is equally deserving of at-

tention in the design of a common road, although it has
been much neglected. The following statement respecting
an old road in the Isle of Anglesey, which was altered by
Telford, shows how very much a road may be improved by
judicious alterations ; not only by shortening the line and
lowering the summits, but also by diminishing the minor
undulations :—

Summit above
high water.

Old road . 339 feet

New road . 193 „

Total rise

and fall.

3,540 feet

2,257 „

Length.
Miles. Yarda.

24
21

428
1,596

592Difference • 146 feet 1,283 feet 2

However desirable a perfect level may be in theory? a
road with moderate inclinations, aa of 1 in 1 00, is found to

be preferable in practice, because without such a slope it is

difficult to get rid of water fast enough, unless the road bo
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raised a frv feet above the surrounding land, and thereby

exposed U> the free action of tun and wind. Slight undu-

lations are also considered, by most authors, to be desirable

in all easts where animal power is employed; frequent

changes in the amount of exertion being considered favour-

able to the horses. On this principle it if recommended that

where an undulating road is reduced to a uniform gradient,

occasional levels should be introduced to ease the draught.

Any inclination exceeding the angle of repose, or that be-

yond which a carriage would roll down by its own gravity,

occasions a loss of power ; but all below it are attended with

a compensating effect when the traffic in both directions is

taken into account; the advantage gained by descending

carriages being equal to the additional labour required in

the ascent. This angle has been stated by Lsrdner to be

about 1 in 40, with a good carriage on a broken stone road

•of the best quality; but the inclination allowed on the

Holyhead road is 1 in 35, a slope which rosy be ascended

at a good rate of speed, and descended at twelve miles an

hour without risk. A greater slope not only occasions much
additional resistance in the ascent, but, by rendering it un-

safe to drive down at full speed, causes a loss of time in the

descent also. Modern engineers consider it unadvisable in

any ease to exceed an inclination of 1 in 24, though there

are bills at least twice as steep on some turnpike roads.

The following tablo shows the effect of various inclinations

in increasing the draught of a stage-coatfh at different velo-

cities on the same description of road* as indicated by a

dynamometer contrived by Mr. Macneill for experiments op
the draught of carriages :«—

•

foraarteuMft

Inclination. 6 m p. hour. 8m.f. fcour. 10 b. p. boar.

1 in 20 268 lbs. 296 lbs. 3)8 lbs.

1 .. 26 213 .. 219 .. 225 ..

1 .. 30 165 ., 106 .. 200 ..

1 .. 40 160 .. 166 .. 172 ..

1 ..600 Ill .. 120 .. 128 ..

It should always be borne in mind thai the occurrence of

one steep hill on a line of road affects the working of the

whole line, as the number of horses required for ascending

it must be used, although a portion of their power may be
unemployed on the greater part of the road. The inconve-

nience or a steep inclination may be diminished by laying a
stone tramway for the use of ascending vehicles ; a mee-
sure which has been adopted with success on the Holyhead
road, where, on a slope of about 1 in 20, the power required

to draw a ton has been reduced by this means from 294 lbs.

to 132 lbs.

In arranging the works necessary for obtaining the re-

quired level, the preference should be given to embank*
menu ; and, wherever H is practicable, the bed of the road

should be elevated two feet above the natural level, for the

sake of efficient drainage. Tunnels are verv rarely intro*

duced on common roads, being very costly, and, when of con-

siderable length, inconvenient from their darkness. When
the road is in an excavation, the side-slopes should never
be steeper than two horizontal to one vertical, and it is dW
sirable to have those on the south side three to one ; because,

though many materials will stand at steeper inclinations, it

is essential to the preservation of the rood, and the comfort
of horses travelling upon it, that the sun and air should
have free aeeess to its surface. Where stone can be rea-

dily procured, the erection of walls at the bottom of the
slopes gives a neat and finished appearance to the road, and
prevents earth, which may be loosened from the sides, from
falling into the side channels or drains. The Higbgate
Archway read affords an example of the great difficulties

that occasionally attend a deep excavation, owing to the ac-

cumulation of water ; the remedy for which is described

hereafter. Where embankments are required, strong fenc-

ing is especially uecessary, to guard against the occurrence
of accidents. Some of the roads formed by Telford art
conducted across deep valleys by bridges or viaducts of great

magnitude, in order to maintain the desired level without
Uic inconvenience and expense of large earth embank-
monU.

In old roads the bridges erected for the passage of rivers

arc frequently made much smaller than is advisable, so that

• ThU vaafuJ iMlruaMOt, which lU lagaoiMia lttva«t«« d#oomlatJtM • Aaaa*
Imdimtm. la «umAl«4 in a lifl* fW'oti, **4 toalaWa marking Um draagHl at

•tary taai or twasty y*a4», pa**** o«4 lW <*aa*o«a ree, aat da? faaaa of aacll-

aity «r daoUriiv on r»m part of Um rati. * fail aWriftk* tf U U (hat U
•HrMtfa'TNataao* tot*.'

*^

the level of the road it made too low, and the water i* n»
peded by the contracted arches to such a degree aa to occa-

sion much damage during floods. Modem engineer*, by
adopting bolder dimensions for the bridges, and forming
raised approaches, avoid these inconveniences, and eecuie
their roads from the risk of obstruction by floods. The
raising of the road wherever it passes through marshy or

low land is a very necessary measure. Many old road*

still in use are sunk several feet below the surface of the

ground, because they have originally been exposed to the

destructive action of water, and the materials tliue softened

have been ground into mud and cleared away, until, b*

the repetition of these operations, the roads have been coo-

verted into deep trenches, which are frequently flooded

in winter. Of the extent to which this process has been
occasionally suffered to go on, an idea may be formed from
the statement of Edgeworth, that 'the stag, the hound*,
and the horsemen have been known to leap over a losvded

waggon in a hollow way, without any obstruction from the

vehicle.'

In conducting a rosd through a mountainous district, in

addition to numerous bridges for the purpose of crossing

ravines (for which purpose suspension bridges have been
occasionally applied, as in the passage of the Menai strain,

embankments between retaining walls of stone, and wall*

to support the road along the nee of a precipice, are fre-

quently necessary. Some works of the latter character

have excited much admiration. If the slope of a precipice

be only six inches horizontal to a foot vertical, sucn a rued

may be formed by building a wall thirty feet high, based
on steps cut into the rock, and cutting into the rock to the

depth of ten feet on a level with the top of the wall, the

space between which and the face of the precipice is i lied

in with earth or stone. By this means a platform twenty-
Ave feet wide is obtained. Many works of this cha-

racter have been executed by Telford and other engineers,

in various parts of Scotland, in the Highland roads, and
those forming the communication between Edinburgh and
London ; and others, the boldness of which commands uni-

versal admiration, occur in the great mountain-passes of

the Simplon and Mont Cenis, which form imperishable
monuments of the talent and energy of the engineers ef

Napoleon, by whom they were executed.

When the works are completed to the proper level far

receiving the hard materials that form the surface of tfc*

road, the earth should be formed into the intended width
and a nearlv level surface, the footpath or paths bent,
elevated a few inches above the bed of the carriage-way.
Thirty feet is the ordinary width of the carriage-way, ex-

clusive of footpaths, of the Holyhead road ; but owing to the

diminution of traffic since the opening of the London end
Birmingham railway, a recent Report suggested the propriety
of reducing the width, in most places, to twenty-roar or

twenty-flve feet This width may be more or less exceeded
in the vicinity of large towns, according to the amount of
traffic, but should be exactly adhered toln other situations,

as uniformity in this particular greatly improves the ap-

pearance of a road, and also contributes to economy, both
as to the land and materials, and the cost of maintenance.
8ome engineers recommend that the bed should be made
convex, in the same degree as the finished surface of the
road ; but it is quite fiat in the Holyhead road, by which
means a greater depth of materials is allowed in the centre
than at the sides of the road. Much has been said on the
subject of the best form for the transverse section of a

road. Formerly it was common to mske it very convex,
often to a degree that was highly danperoos, with the idea
of throwing off water ; but this notion is very fallacious,

because if a road be allowed to wear into ruts, no degree
of convexity that can bo given is sufficient to keep
it dry ; while, if the surface be good, a very moderate slope
is sufficient to carry off water, and a steep inclination will

cause it to run with such velocity as to wear away the
road materials. Another disadvantage of too groat an in-
clination is, that, by throwing the weight of a carriage on
one side, the vehicle itself is injured, and the overloaded
wheels cut up the road more than necessary. Some have
gone so far in opposition to this practice as to advocate per*
fectly flat or even concave roads, in favour of both of
which much may be said ; but the general practice of mo-
dern rosdmakers is to make the sv^^o slightly convex.
In Telford's roads the convexity * "-•- the tall being
half an inch at four feet from *r xhea at nine
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the metal by a pair of scales and a six- ounce weight ; but a

mure usual lest is an iron ring two inches and a half in

diameter, attached to a handle, through which every stone
hh^ulil be small enough to pass. Some writers have recom-
mended that one inch should be the maximum diameter,
but it is only the hardest and toughest materials that will

bear breaking so small without much waste. The pieces

should be as nearly cubical as may be, and should on no
account be broken on the surface of the road ; nor is it well

to do it on the heap, the best method being to break one or
1*0 pieces at, once on a large block of hard stone, the pieces

hemg held steady by the iron ring that serves as a gauge.
A sitting posture is considered best for those engaged in

breaking road-metal, an operation which, under the modern
si »ieiu of ruad-raaking, gives employment to a great num-
ber of hands. Attempts have been made to perform this

alteration by machinery, but mechanical contrivances have
nut been found equal to manual labour. Pronged shovels

ire made use of in lifting the broken stone into harrows
and rmrts, as they save labour by entering the heap wiih less

resistance than ordinary shovels, and also prevent the ad-

mixture of earth with the metal.

The depth ofmetal on a paved foundation should be not less

than six inches, and it should be laid on in two or three distinct

layer*,carefully spread with broad shovels, and carriages should

work on each till it is in some degree consolidated before

another is laid over it. While the metalling is fresh, men
should attend to rake in the ruts as fast as they are formed,

and to pick off any large stones that may have previously

escaped notice, as they are sure to work up to the surface.

The sides of the road may be covered with the smaller por-

tion of the metal, separated by a sieve with meshes of an
inch square ; and a layer of about an inch and a half of clean

gravel is occasionally added over the whole surface in order

to esse the draught while the road is new, though its effect

on the road is rather injurious than otherwise, nothing

being needed to bind the metal together. Rolling a road

on which fresh materials have been laid is a measure of

doubtful utility, the most effectual consolidation being pro-

duced by the working of carriages which are compelled to

vary their tracks, and to run on the new metal, by placing

wooden trestles across the road, and altering their position

when necessary ; the road is frequently raked as long as

any loose stones remain.

Where the traffic is not sufficient to justify so expensive

a mode of formation as that which has been described, good
roads may be formed with broken stone only, increasing in

thickness from six inches at the sides to twelve inches in

the centre. If nothing better than gravel can be procured,

Paroell recommends that a coat of four inches be laid on

iho prepared bed, and worked over till pretty firm ; then a

layer three inches thick, once screened, and finally three

«hstinct layers of the gravel well riddled, and free from earth,

clay, or stones exceeding an inch and a half diameter; the

road, when completed, to be ten inches thick at the sides,

and sixteen in the centre, where the strongest and best

part of the gravel should belaid. The drainage must be

particularly attended to in a gravel road. Among the in-

ferior materials occasionally used is limestone burnt to a

vitreous state; but, though formerly often used in districts

where coal is abundant, it is not approved for carriage-

wars by modern road-makers.

In completing a road it is necessary to form the side

channels with care, and to provide against their being in-

terfered with by branch or field roads. The footpath, which
is usually about five feet wide, may be made of gravel or

Wokeu sandstone, and is required in the Holy head- road
specifications to be level with the centre of the road, which
is six inches above the sides. For fencing, walls are pre-

ferred where stone is plentiful, as they occupy less space

than hedges, and have a neat appearance. If the stone is

of favourable shape, such walls may be built without mortar,

except in the coping ; but if on the side of an embankment,
the walls should always be strongly built with mortar. A
ledge bank and ditch occupy a width of about eight feet in

ordinary cases, and the young quicks are protected by post

and rail fencing; but where timber is scarce, it is sometimes

veil to make the ditch and bank rather larger, so that the

vouden raiting may be dispensed with. In cuttings and

tome other situations a mound or bank without a hedge

forms a convenient fence, and these, as well as hedge-banks,

auf he improved in appearance and durability by being

swarded All fences should be kept low, that they may not

P. C, No. 1235.

exclude sun and wind; and for the same reason trees or
buildings that overshadow the road should be removed when
practicable. The situation of toll-gates must be regulated
by circumstances, but it is very desirable to avoid placing
them either on or at the bottom of a hill, an arrangement
very liable to cause accidents. The gates, which, when
single, may be fifteen feet, or, when double, without a centre-
post, twenty-four to thirty feet wide, are usually painted
white, that they may be readily seen at night. They should
he well lighted, and supplied with comfortable toll-houses,

which, on some of the modern roads, are erected in an or-
namental style. Parnell advises the use of milestones of
light-coloured stone, and of larger dimensions than usual

;

but cast-iron posts have been extensively used, and on some
roads cast-iron tablets mounted on stone. A convenient
arrangement is a stone or post with two tablets inclined
towards the road, so that persons travelling in either direc-
tion see the distance of the town which they are approaching.
However well a metalled road may be made in the first

instance, its preservation in a good state depends greatly on
prompt and judicious repair. The mud that forms on the
surface in wet weather should be scraped off and formed
into heaps at the side (avoiding the side channels), until it

is sufficiently dry for carting away; because, if left on
the surface, it would while moist soften the road and cause
it to break up, and after drying impede the running off

of water from a subsequent shower. This operation has
been usually performed by hand, but scraping-machines,
patented by Messrs. Bourne and Harris, have been recently

introduced with success, they being found to diminish the
labour fully one-half. The winter season, from October to

April, is considered the best time for the addition of fresh

materials, which are laid on in thin coats, and should always
be applied as soon as any hollow capable of retaining water
is observed. For the purpose of keeping a supply of broken
stone always at hand, depOls for holding about twenty-four
cubic yards of metal are formed by the road-side, at inter-

vals of a quarter of a mile or less, from which the stone is

taken to the required spot in barrows. When laid on the
road, according to Parnell, it is not necessary to pick up the

old surface, as the new metal keeps the part under it wet
and soft, and soon works in. Mc

. Adam, however, recom-
mends breaking up the surface of the road in every case
where fresh stone is added.

Sl<me and Iron Tramways.—Though an improvement on
ordinary pavement, this description of road may be consi-

dered as a link between metalled and paved roads, stone
tracks having been occasionally applied to common roads,

and with great benefit. Stone tramways consist of wheel-
tracks formed of large blocks of stone, usually granite, the

surface of which is made so smooth as to offer very little

resistance to the rolling of the wheels, while the space be-
tween the tracks, being composed of broken stone, gravel, or

rough pavement, affords secure footing for the horses. Iron

tramways, in which cast or wrought iron plates are u.-ed in-

stead of blocks of stone, have hitherto been very little used
on ordinary roads, though their superior smoothness gives

them a decided advantage, while their expense does not, as

stated by Macncill, at all exceed that of granite, lion

tracks are sometimes made with a flat surface, but a slight

concavity, as shown in the section of Woodhouse's rail in

the article Railway (p. 246), tends to keep the carriages

more accurately in the right course, and is therefore an ad-

vantage when all the vehicles used on the tramway are

nearly uniform in width. The granite blocks used for stone

tramways are generally from three to six feet long, twelve

to eighteen inches wide, and eight to twelve inches deep.

Great care is necessary in bedding such lar»e blocks, and
the joints require nice adjustment. They ate frequently

laid end to end without any fitting into each other, but it

has been proposed to dovetail the ends together, to insert a
small stone as a dowel between two blocks, to use iron

clamps, or to join the stones with oak tree na. Is. The gra-

nite tracks used on some steep accents in the Holyhead
road are bedded on a pavement eight inches thick, packed
and grouted, and a layer of three inches of broken stones

.

not exceeding an inch and a half diameter ; a thin stratum

of gravel, well rolled, being placed last of all to receive the

blocks. When they are laid, the centre and side spaces aro

filled up with ordinary road material to the level of the

tracks ; a row of common granite paving-stones, aliout six

inches deep, five wide, and nine long, being laid along each

side of the tracks to prevent loose materials working on la
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them. Mr. Stevenson, in the * Edinburgh Encyclopaedia,*

recommends the use of smaller stones, as being cheaper and
less liable to injury from vibration than those of the usual

size. The dimensions recommended by him are fourteen

inches deep, eighteen inches wide at the base, twelve inches

wide at the lop, and six to nine inches long. The incteased

accuracy required in tbo numerous joints might probably

counterbalance any advantage gained by the adoption of

small stone*.

The groat saving of power effected by the use of tram-

way* fur ordinary carriages is shown by numerous experi-

ments, some of which, tried on the granite tracks of the

Joramercial Road in London, proved that a well-made wag-

gon will run with increasing velocity, by the force ofgravity

tlone, down a mean slope of 1 in 155. On this road a

loaded waggon weighing ten tons has been drawn with ap-

parent ease by a single horse, up an ascent of 1 in 274, for

j distance of about two miles. On an iron tramway laid in

1816 by the Forth and Clyde canal company at Port Dun-
das, near Glasgow, a horse has taken a load of three tons

on a carl weighing nvie cwt., up an acclivity of 1 in 15,

without difficulty, though he could not proceed with it on a

common causeway with an easy lino of draught ; and the

carters a^ree that the horses take up throe tons on the iron

trucks as easily as they did twenty- four cwt. on the com-
mon causeway previously used.

In order to ascertain the comparative durability of dif-

ferent kinds of stone for tramways, and for paving generally,

Mr. Walker tried some experiments on blocks laid in a loll

gateway on the Commercial Road tramway, the results of

which were as follows:—The blocks were eighteen inches

wide and twelve deep, and were laid down in March, lb30 ;

and the loss given in the table wss ascertained after they
had been in use seventeen month.*, in August, 1831 •

—

Lues of dtpih.
Ab*olut«. Comparative.

'060 in. 1 000 in.

•075 1190
•082 T316
131 2080
•141 2 238
•159 2T>24

•207 3*2*5

•225 3*571

PtMcnpnou of Stone.

Guernsey •

Herra*
Bullet .

Blue Peterhead »

Heyton . •

Red Aberdeen .

Dartmoor
Blue Aberdeen .

Stone tramways have been adopted in many street pave-

ment* where a great traffic is carried on. particularly in

^iiino of the nariow streets in the city of London, with

much advantage; but their application to acclivities on or-

dinary roads has hitherto been moro limited than their

merits deserve. By their judicious introduction on a few
steep inclinations, many hilly roads mii;ht, at a small ex-

pense, be made nearly equal to level lines; and it is proba-

ble that such a measure would tend, in an important degree,

to enable turn pike-roads to meet the formidable rivalry of

railways. In his report to the Holyhead-road Commission-
ers in is:>9, Mr. Macneill strongly recommends the applica-

tion of stone or iron tracks to several hills, and states that

an iron tramway laid down along the whole length of the
road would reduce the expense of horse labour fully one
half. *lf,' he write*. *a train >vay were conducted of iron

plates the whole way from London to Birmii^ham, a coach
carrying sixteen passenger* might be drawn at the late of
ten mUes an hour with only two noises, and one hone
would bo able to draw a poalcha.se more easily than two
now can, so that the expense of travelling might bo te-

duced one half, and a similar i eduction might be made in

the charges for carrying roods. The expense of forming
such a milway would be about 25V0/. a mile, making the
whole expense from London to Birmingham 271,000/. In
addition to the immediate advantage* of such an improve-
ment, it would remove one of (he greatest obstacles to the
successful use of steam locomotives on common roads.

Pavement*. —The formation of paved roads on correct

principles appears to have been well understood by I lie

Romans, whose pavements show great care in their essential

features, n good foundation and accurate Ailing of the
tones. Some of lite modern imitations of tbo Roman

*>»tem m the Mreet-pevcmeuts of Italy show the like atten-

tion to the** impotlani points the )>a\tng stones being set

in mortar on a concrete foundation wuh a degree of accu-
racy that has led >ome writers to designate these rutds

• tlrm U mi UUnd aAMatof fl^rfM*y.

t A wata«l'«i» ttsm NorUtnnWrUnt. All the r«*»l ur f^oUr*.

horizontal walls. In some instances the blocks of store

used are of considerable depth; but they arc often tltir,

and, being of large dimensions, have more the character of

flag-stones than of ordinary paving-blocks. At Naples and
Florence, stones two feet square and six inches thick, lai I

diagonally across the road, and neatly set in Pozzolano mor-

tar, are used; the surface being chipped where declivitie*

or turnings occur, to prevent the slipping of horses, wh^b
become very sure-footed from habit. Occasionally, as a:

Milan, different kinds of paving are laid for the uhe*!-
t racks and horsepath, so as to produce the effect of a atone

tramway. These pavements have been recommended t»

models for imitation in paving the streets of London : bu:

the durability with which they are constructed would fom
a disadvantage in a place where the pavement has to u*

frequently disturbed for the purpose of la\mg down «i

repairing water and gas-pipes, or cleansing the sewers ; a'.

.

it is probable that pavements which answer well for tl»<

light vehicles and limited traffic of mamy of the continent
cities, would be found quite inadequate to bear the numW
of heavy carriages traversing the principal thoroughfares uf

the metropolis; of which some idea may be formed from tl*c

fact that upwards of 11,000 vehicles were observed to pas*

along King William Street, near London Bridge, on tU
12th of August, 1840, between the hours of eight A.M. sn-1

eight p.m.. being at the rate of more than fifteen per minute
for twelve hours.

Another description of paved road, the origin of which j*

commonly referred to the Romans, is the chausstf, or

roughly-paved causeway used in the principal highways c;

France and some other parts of the Continent. This kin .

of road has been much recommended for it> durability whr\
well made, but, unless laid with a degree of care that «o,!

:

render it too expensive for general adoption, it causes a v«-%

unpleasant and fatiguing jolting. In such roads the |iu
ment usually covers only a part of the breadth of the n****

leaving the sides available lor the u>e of light carriage* n

diy weather; and it has been suggested, that where t!;t

width of the roadway would allow, it might prove adva,-
tageous to form, in all great roads, a track of pavement ,r

hard broken stone for winter use, and another of infer.: u

materials for the summer, both to save the wear of the h :ni

road and increase the comfort or passengers. Such an i

rangemeut is convenient in the principal appioaehe* '

great towns, where it is considered best to have the p-te
ment at the sides, tl at carters may walk either on or i.o:

the footpaths, and that foot-pa>seiii»cis may not be tm\ a
uioded by the dirl of the metalled road.

In Holland, pavements of brick, which arc al&o prubaUi
derived from the practice of Roman engineers, arc e\t<n
sively used, not only for foot path », but also for the passage u
light vehicles, which run on them with great facilitv. TV-
bricks used for this purpose are thin, and well bedded ;

lime.

Common stone pa\cments are, by most writers, dhidci
into two clashes: rubble causeway, in which the stones a c

of irregular shape, aud \ery imperfectly dressed with ihc

hammer ; and atnler causeway, which is formed of stone* »

f

larger Mie accurately squared aud dressed. In both kin I-

the excellence of the )u\cment depends greatly on the

firmness and evenness of the bed, and the careful flit.n^ «

f

the stone* to each oilier, which maybe accomplished *rb
\ery irregular stones by judicious selection. Ifonostouc tw
left a tii tic higher or lower than those adjoin ing it, or if it Ur
n.mc so in consequence of defective bedding, the jolting tf

carriages in passing over the defective place will quickly
damage the pa\croent; the wheels acting like a rammer iu

driving the depressed stones deeper into the earth, while
the derangement of the lateral support that each stone
should rccei\e from tho-e adjoining it, occasions the d »-

locatou of the pavement to a considerable distance, and tb*
consequent working up of the earth through the disturbed
joint*. Defective joints form another fruitful source of in-

jury and inconvenience both to the pavement itself and to

the vehicles jolted over it. If, a* \» often the case in in-

ferior pavements, the edges of two adjoining stones do not
meet with accuracy, narrow wheels will have a tendency to
slip into the joint, and by doing so, to wear the edge* of the
stones, till, as ma\ be frequently seen, the surface of each
sioue is worn into a convex form that ieitdc;& the footing cf
horses insecure, and cause** the motion of vehicles drawn
rapidly o\er them to consist of a seric* of bound* or 1e*r«
from one stone to another, accompanied by a degree of
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ttttrtl flipping highly injurious to the carriage, while the
irregular percussion produced tends greatly to the destrue-

ns of the pavement.

In order lo procure a firm foundation, and to prevent
earth from working up between the stones, it is advisable in

the first instance lo form a good carriage-way of gravel or
IjRiken stone, and to allow it to be used by carnages till

consolidated, before laying the pavement. This plan is

>u:ed by Edgeworth, in his ' Essay on the Construction of
Road* ind Carriages.' 1817, to have been practised success-

fully by Major Taylor, of the Paving- Board, in some pave-

ments in Dublin, and it is strongly advocated by more
recent road-makers. Where broken stone is laid to a
considerable depth, it should, as in the case of metalled
mads, be applied in thin layers, each being separately worked
into s compact state. The new pavement laid a few years
iince in Fleet Street affords an illustration of the necessity

of thw precaution, as the stones were well shaped, laid, and
grouted, and the earth was removed to the depth of from
ivehe to eighteen inches, its place being supplied by broken
*:.ine; but the broken stone, being thrown in by cart loads,

and merely levelled, was not united into a compact mass, and
therefore very soon gave way, causing the pavement to sink
Mi hollows. In streets of very great traffic, it is a good
flan to lay a sub-pavement of old or inferior stones, bedded
»n broken stone, as a foundation for the surface pavement,
: measure which has been practised with advantage in Paris.

The bed of the pavement should be formed into a slight

ror.rexi ty, the slopes being about two inches in ten feet. A
Mm) coal of gravel or sand laid immediately under the paving
'"Ijckt is of use in filling up slight irregularities in their

dupe, and enabling them to form a compact bed.

For the paving stones hard rectangular blocks of granite
irv preferred, though whinstone, limestone, and even free-

Kone, may be used. Guernsey granite, as shown by the
table in a previous column, appears to be the most durable,

but it is inoro liable to become inconveniently smooth than
tome stones of inferior hardness. The stones may vary,

according to the 1 rathe, from six to ten inches deep, six to

eighteen inches long, and four to eighteen inches wide; but
it u ve.y essential that the depth of all the blocks in one
fere of pavement should be alike, and that where the width
i* unequal, the stone** be so sorted that all used in one course
are uniform in this particular. The accurate dressing of the
^ones is a point often too lit tie attended to; and an inju-

dicious mode of forming contracts for paving, in which the

pnment has been by the square yard of paving laid, has, in

runnection with the effect of competition in bringing prices

below the remunerating point, led to the use of stones in

which the base is smaller than the upper surface, and
which, when laid, scarcely come in contact with each other
except at their upper edges. In some pavements the stones
are made smaller at the top than the bottom, the joints

being filled up with stone-chips, concrete, or an asphaltic

composition ; and in those of the more common construe-
Hou the sides of the stones are occasionally hollowed, so as
to receive a small quantity of gravel or mortar, which serves
a* a kind of dowel I mg. Ramming the stones with a heavy
wooden rammer ix a practice that has been much recom-
mended, and it is considered that a more efficient appli-

cation of the process, by means of a ramming-machinc,
or portable monkey, would remove some of the defects
iriucg from imperfect bedding; but when the stones are
•ell laid, and bedded in strong mortar, as the best recent

pavements are, a few blows with a wooden maul of about
fourteen pounds weight are sufficient to fix them firmly
in 'heir place. Grouting with lime-water poured all over
(lie pavement facilitate* the binding of the whole together,
tod fills up the joints, so as to effectually prevent the
t'j'king up of the substratum. The blocks are commonly
l«"l in rows f.cross the road, the joints in each row being
•'liferent from those of the adjoining ones; but pavements
°' superior smoothness have been laid in courses strelch-

<>»*? diagonally across the street, by which means all the
KM* ire passed over by carriages with greater ease. This
- (mgoiaent is particularly desirable at the intersection
1

> re*:*, as it diminishes the risk of horses slipping. Lon-
k. < -d.nal rouiscs are objectionable on account of the ten-
•W.:?y of narrow wheoU to enter the joints. In paving steep

"K-iruations it is well to use narrow stones, on account of
'1m •mm her of cross joints ; or, if large stones be used, to
r " deep furrows a riots their surface, to aflbrd scenic fooling.

A plan v f puving for such situations, which has been found

very effectual, is represented in the annexed diagram, in

which the stones are so inclined as to present a series of
steps. The chief objection to this plan seems to be the
jolting caused to carriages, which produces so deafening a
noise that, in a recent instance, such a pavement was taken
up at the request of the inhabitants of the street. Many
patents have been procured for plans of forming stone pave-
ments in which the pressure of carriages might be simul-
taneously distributed over several stones, by various con-
trivances for dovetailing and otherwise fitting the stones
together; but such plans are generally too complicated,
requiring an accifracy of formation that would be very ex-
pensive, owing to the hardness of the stone. Thin blocks
of stone, bedded in asphalte, have been tried, and appear to
make a good pavement.
When completed, a thin coat of gravel spread over the

surface is useful in diminishing the effect of the jolting of
carriages on the new pavement. In case of taking up any
part of a pavement lo attend to water-pipes, &c, great care
is necessary in relaying the part, in doing which it is well
to apply some fresh broken stone to the bed, and to lay the
pav.ng stones without mortar, until the foundation is

settled.

The serious defects of the common stone pavements
have led to a variety of experiments on other methods of
forming carriage-ways suitable for streets, of which the
adoption of bioken stone, or macadamised roads, has been
the most general. Opinions differ widely as to the propriety
of this measure, but an idea seems to be gaining ground
that the comparative quietness of such a road, and its su-

perior ease to passengers, are insufficient to counterbalance
the increased draught of carriages, the dust of summer, the
mud rapidly formed in wet weather, and the great expense
of keeping in repair a metalled road when subjected to the
constant wear of a busy town. The first cost of forming the
broken-stone roads of Regent Street, Whitehall, and Palace
Yard, extending to a total length of 2010 yards, and em-
bracing 45,251 superficial square yards, was 6055/. 8*. 3d.,

and the estimated value of the old pavement taken up and
broken for the purpose was 6787/. 7*., making a total

of 12,842/. 15*. 3d. ; and the cost of keeping them in repair

for the year ending January 5, 1827, was 4003/. 18*. 4d. t

besides 628/. 11*. for watering, making the total expense
for the year 4632/. ta. 4d., or rather more than two shil-

lings per superficial yard.

The enormous expense of maintaining some of the

metalled roads in London has recently led to much attention

being given to the construction of superior pavements, and
various plans of paving with wood have been tried, with

great promise of success. A very coarse kind of wooden
road, consisting of rough logs laid close together across the

track, is much used in North America, under the name of

corduroy rouds, but the wooden pavement, j roperly so

called, seems to have been first used in Russia, and tried

on a limited scale at Vienna, New York, and some other

places within a few )ears. One of the earliest kinds used

consists of blocks of fir or other wood cut into hexagonal
cylinders, of six or eight inches diameter, and from eight to

twelve or fifteen inches deep, and placed close together, with

the grain vertically. The blocks are sometimes tarred, or

maybe kyanised; but even where no such precaution is

used, the wear is very trifling, as the swelling of the wood
from moisture makes the joints very tight and impervious

to water. Such a pavement is very smooth when first laid,

but, unless the foundation be very carefully prepared, it is

liable to sink into hollows like the common stone pavement,

owing to the want of cohesion between the individual

blocks, a deficiency which it has been proposed to remedy
by pegging or dowelling the pieces together, though their

form is not very suitable for the purpose. Some specimens
have been laid on a flooring of planks, to avoid this incon-

venience. Of the numerous other plans proposed, but one
lias \et been tried on an extensive scale, and it appears

likely, in point of smoothness, quietness, cleanliness, and
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<h«e of draught, to prove tlio best of metropoli* an may be executed with asphalte. The genuine asphalte pet-

pavements. In it the blocks are sawn into a rhomboidal scsses a degree of elasticity that render* it exceedingly

shape, the upper surface forming an angle of about 63° with durable ; but artificial compounds in imitation of it gen*

the direction of the grain, by which the durability of an end ' rally require too much bitumen, and are injuriously affected

section is in a great decree preserved, while the inclination by great changes of temperature. Some experiment* ha\e

of the sides causes each block to receive support from those
]

been made, but, as far as the writer is aware, with very to-

adjoining it, and affords facilities tor pinning the whole different success, on the formation of cariiane-»a)s aith

pavement together by pegs. The following diagram may large blocks of asphaltic composition containing a consider-

serve to illustrate this ingenious arrangement, which is the able quantity of gravel or broken stone

invention of the Comte de Lisle.

The solid lines represent part of on? course or transverse

row of blocks, which all incline in one direction, each block

having on one side two projecting pegs and on the other

two holes. The adjoining course is laid in like manner,
but sloping in the opposite direction, as indicated by the

dotted lines, by which disposition the two person one side

of a Mock enter two distinct blocks in the adjoining row,

while the holes on the other side receive in like manner the

pegs of two oiher blocks ; so that each block is pinned to

four others, besides receiving support from the adjoining

blocks of its own course. Where this principle of construc-

tion is fully earned out, the whole pavement of a street be
comes, as it were, one mass, being so pinned together that

no block.conld be raided without breaking the dowels; but
as it is IK cessary sometimes to dbtinb the pavement in

older to yet at the gas and water pipes, some specimens
have been laid down in masses of twenty four or thirty-six

blocks, so united by iron clnmps that the blocks thus con-

nected together may he laid down and taken up,when neces-

sary, at once. The pavement laid down on this plan in

Oxford Street is all pinned together in the manner first

described, and consists of blocks six inches deep laid on a

well-formed concrete foundation.

As far as a judgment can be formed at present, wood
pavements appear likely to prove exceedingly durable ; and
it is stated by Mr. Finlayson. who in 1^J5 suggested the
adoption of wood for paving the streets of Loudon, that a

few blocks of wood placed vert cully in a granite pavement
were less reduced by twenty- five years* wear than the stone

itself. The principal disadvantage of wood appears to be its

becoming slippery in wet weather, to obviate which, in some
instances, the upper edges of the hexagonal blocks have
been bevelled, so as to form zigzag grooves when laid down

;

but the most effectual plan seems to bo to cut straight

grooves along the centre of each block, by which the stabi-

lity of the joints is not at all affected.

Another description of road that has lately attracted much
attention is that consisting of an asphaltic composition.

Many attempts have been made to form roads of gravel and
other materials united by animal oleaginous or gelatinous
substances, or coal-tar, into a kind of concrete; but such
attempts have seldom proved successful on a large scale.

Mineral substances of similar character have been found
more advantageous, and the native a^phaltc prccurcd near
Seys^el, in the department of TAin, and some other places,

has been found to produce, when mixed with a small por-

tion of native bitumen, a substance admirably adapted for

the formation of smooth roads and a variety of other im-
portant purposes. I»s application to carringe-ways has been
in this country chiefly confined to court-yards, for which, as

well as for terraces and footpath*, it i«- very suitable. The as-

phaltic mastic of Scyasel, as prepared f >r use, comiats of
ninety-three parts of native asphalte reduced to powder, and
seven parts of bitumen ; the two being melted together, and
a lit lie fine gravel or sand stirred in with the mixture. The
composition is ready for use when ir simmers with a eon-
sMoncy similar to that of treatdo. and it U sp ead while hot
snns to form a coat. ng about ;m inch thick up >n a levelled

fjundatiin of • ouereic. The thickness of I he a*phalic i»

i emulated by slips of wood or iron, which are often so dis
posed as to dnide the pavement into ornamental compart-
iiieii**, the asphalte being made of vaiiou« colours by the
admixture of different kinds of sand or oiher substances
Whe:e the ornamental character of the pavement forms a
•listinguishing feature, beautiful imitations" of mosaic work

Foot -pavements of flagstones retj u ire verv little remark.

The curb-stones should be very hard, and firmly set in

cement on a bed of gravel. They usually rUe about int

inches above the sui face of the carriage-way, which ma) be

made to abut immediately upon them, without the interven-

tion of a gutter. Where gutters arc introduced, ihow vf

cast-iron are to bo preferred. The flagstones which should

never be less than two inches and a half thick, are com-

monly bedded in mortar on a layer of gravel ; but >omeiira«ft,

when there ate no cellars underneath, are laid dry. Tbc

appearance of many of the new streets of Ixmdon i» greatly

improved by the use of flagstones of extraordinary dimen-

sions, extending the whole width of the pavement; and i

similar appearance at much less cost may l*e obtamed b>

the use of asphalte. A slight degree of slope should U
given to the pavement, to conduct water to the gur.ers, for

which purpose a fall of one inch in ten feet i-» sufficed,

while a steep inclination is objectionable from its dauber in

slippeiy weather.

Among the substitutes for common flagstones that lute

been recommended, may be mentioned slate, which appear*

to be very durable. Some pavements or floors of tin- ma-

terial have been laid at the London Docks, where, oratn^

o'her advantages, it is found preferablo to wood hi point ul

cleanliness. Trackways of slate two inches thick aic found

strong enough to bear wagpons or carts with f-ur »»r 6^c

tons of goods; und some are laid of only half that thickuM

on an old wooden floor.

(A 'Treatise on Roads,' &c, by Sir Henry Parnell, uf

which a second edition was published in lboX ma> be con

suited with advantage by those desirous of obtaining fuitkr

information on the theory and practice of road making. Tic

works of M c
. Adam, Edgeworth, aud several others; and »u-

various Parliamentary Reports rclatmjr to road* fiom »U>

commencement of the present century, as well a* ih***

of the II oh head-road Commissioners, also contain tauci*

valuable mailer on this i-ubject.)

It may be interesting t<< add a concise statement <f tl-

extent of turnpike aud other roads in each of ihe comum
if England and Wales, condensed fioin the Appcndis tj

the ' Report of the Commissioners for inquiring »
; ' «h-

State of the Roads in England and Wales,' »8-to. 0*«*i:

to the dilliculty of obtaining complete returns fiuni *• "><.'

districts, the statement can only be received as an approxi-

mation to accuracy: and this circumstance, combined »u »

some difference in the kinds of road embraced in the reti>rm

of different years, must account for some discrepawwn.

The returns being given for two periods, with an inieital • I

about twenty-five years, afford data for calculating tbc ex-

tension of the roads in each county ; and the addition of •

column, stating the area of the count/ in square nine*.

tends to show the proportion borne by the extent i-f ih*

highways to that of the district. The column* giving tic

mileage for 1812-13-14 show the average of the returo K*

those years, a circumstance which must account for a *am

of agreement between the items and the totals. It nwt
be observed also that paved streets are embraced ui<b turn-

pikes in this statement, and not in that for 1839.

From the same document it appears that the Mrrajr*'

cost of maintaining the turnpike-roads, amounting t<> aL>« i

22.000 miles, has been, for the last five years, S^J,o4J. J<r

annum, or 4 j/. per mile per annum, including ihe estimate 1

value of the statute duty performed on them. Of this *um

about 3f>/. per mile hat been expended on mere repair* at l

^/. pi»r mile on improvements. The monej expended on on-

naucmcut is about 129, 12 1/. annually, beng nearh tl. ,<:

iniio, and ratting ihe total annual expense to nearl* Ji/. '

l
'

:

m le. The numbcrofti lists is about 1 1 16, averaging IV ni .*».

5 furlongs, 28 piles, and I \nrd each; ihe number of : •

gates and side-bars about 77fifi, aud «»f surveyor* i3Co. Of

the parish highways, extending rather more than lOt.'""

miles, the average annual cost of maintenance, b) l>'/-i*

way rates, is about 11/. 3*. per mile; and the number of

parochial surveyors or waywardens about 20,000.
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Table showing the number of miles of turnpike roads

•nd Other highways in England and Wales:—

COUNTY.

Bedford .

Berks

Buckingham
Cambridge
Chester *

.

Cornwall .

Cumberland
Derby
Devon
Dorset

Durham .

E*ex
Gloucester

Hants

Hereford .

Hertford .

Huntingdon
Kent

Lancaster .

Leicester .

Lin<*otn

Middlesex .

MonrooutU
N ,rfulk .

Northampton
Norihuuibeiland
Nottingham
Oxford

Rutland .

Salop

Somerset .

Stoffbrd .

Suffolk .

Surrey

Sussex

Warwick .

Westmoreland
Wilts

Wnrresfcr .

York, E. Riding
Ciiv and Ainsiy
N. 'Riding
W. Ruling

Total of England

Anglesey .

Bierknock
Cardigan .

Carmarthen
Carnarvon

.

Denbigh .

Flint

Glamorgan
Merioneth
Montgomery
Pembroke .

Radnor

Tutsi of Wales
Total of England
and Wales

Awnsi of
131213-14.

Paved
Street*

and
Turn-
pikes.

Mfles.

163

233
211

239
506
291

167

637
776
308
349
320
636
49

456
195

139

58f>

.340
492
304
26

373
354
458
312
303
6J

713
817
702

322
248
558
431

194

589
443
244

647
946

17,500

26

169

141

356
116

178
139

292
206
356
136

76

Oiher
High-
way*.

Miles.

667

1,335
1,287
834

1,602
3,530
1,834
1,696
5,936
1,696
1,31b
2,813
2,403
3,044
1,195
1,336
357

3,554
2,977
1,401

3,933
OGfi

772

4,384
1,547
2,322
1,330
1,133
245

2,252
3,165
2,103
2,962
1 , 508

2,333
1,813

738

2,263
1,409
1,944

2,331
4,054

86,100

471

727
687

1,158
552

1,061
413

1,174
393
961

1,019
410

2,200

19,700

1839.

Turn-
pikef.

Miles.

215
210
196

205
531

340
383
607
968
475
490

282
976
621

505
230
125

651

739
367
495
173

215
348
413
399
335
325
68

761

930
760

281

282
678
4G3
210
628
391

- 1,684

18,955

110

185

222
507
160

109

229
591

23b
299
97

260

Other
High-
ways.

Miles.

715

1,419
1,445
1,001

2,357
3,734
2,015
1,978
6,898
1,761

1,508
3,113
2,525
3,199
1,374
1,475
378

4,194
3,523
1,597
4,620

675

1,114
4,501
1,638
2,203
1,412
1,177

267

1,876
3,724
2,47C

3.235
1,416
2,368
1,814

809

2,336
1,426
1,858

142

2,790
4,674

94,760

483
850
836

1.440
668

1,068
463

1,277
421.

824
1,205

478

Area
in

Square
Mile*.

463

752
738

857
1,052
1,330

1,523
1 , 028

2,585
1,006
1,097
1,533
1,258
1,625
863
630
372

1,557
1,766
806

2,611
282
496

2,024
1,016
1,871

837
756

149

1,343
1,645
1,184
1,515

759

1,466
897
762

1,367
723

1,119
86

2,055
2,576

50,380

271

754
675
974
544
633
244
792
663
839
610
426

average lenjrth of eneh trust to bo about three furlonga lets
than in England and Wales:

—

9.000J 3,00

95,100 21,962

10,012

104,772

7,425

57,805

Cottar y. Miles. County. Miles

Aberdeen . 232 Lanark . . MA
Avr . 486 Linlithgow . '17
Banff . . 123 Nairn . 9
Berwick . 126 Peebles . . 113
Clackmannan . 71 Penh . . 225
Dumbarton 57 Renfrew . 195
Dumfries . 251 Roxburgh . 193
Edinburgh . 273 Selkirk . 23
Elgin . 26 Stirling . . 158
Forfar . . . 131 Wigton . . . 51
Haddington . • 120
Kincardine 96 Total

.

. 3,666
Kirkcudbright . 216

Respecting the roads of Scotland and Ireland there do
no: appear to be published data for an equally minute state-

ment. The following account of the number of miles of

turnpike roads in each county in Scotland, given on the

authority of a paper presented to a Committee uf the House
of Lords in 1*33, shows their total length to be 3666 miles,

which, divided by 1 90 the number of trusts, indicates the

ROANNE, a town in France, capital of an arrondisse-
ment in the department of Loire, 238 miles south-south-
east from Paris by the road through Fontainebleau, Mon-
targis, Nevcis, and Moulius.

It is mentioned by Ptolemy, and in the Peutinger Table

;

its Latin name appears to have been variously written Ro-
dumna and Roidumna; it belonged to the Segusiani. In
the middle age* it gave name to a district, Roannais, but
had sunk into insignificance at the beginning of the last

century, from which commerce has since revived it.

The town stands in a tolerably fertile district on the left

ou west bank of the Loire, which here begins to be navigable
up and down the stream ; boats can descend from St. Ram
bert, more than 40 miles above Roanne, but they cannot
ascend. The town has never been walled ; the houses ex-
tend in every direction into the country, becoming less

crowded as they diverge, and as they are not very lofty the

place presents the aspect of a large village lather than of a
town. The interior is well laid out, with wide and straight

streets and well-built houses. Several of the genteel
families of the surrounding district have fixed their residence

at Roanne. There is a fine wooden bridge over the Loire,

and a good quay along the river. The church is a very in-

ferior building, but the college is handsome; and there are

good inns, a fine hospital, a handsome theatre, and public

baths.

The population, in 1831, was 8890 for the town, or 9260
for the whole commune; in 1836 it was 9910 for the com-
mune. There are manufactures of woollen, cotton, and
linen yarn or thread, woollen cloths, muslins, calicos, and
other cottons, leather, glue, and earthenware ; there arc

some dye-houses. The trade is considerable, being carried

on not only by the Loire, but by the lateral canal to that

river, which extends from Roanne to Digoin; it compre-
hends the manufactured goods of Lyon, which are sent

here on their way to Paris, the coals of the coal field of St.

Etienne. the wines and other produce of (he neighbourhood
and of other parts of the south of France, and the imports

from the Levant. Some of the wines grown round the

town are of fair quality, but the greater part are ordinary.

Many boats are built here for carrying on this traffic.

The town has a college or high school, with a cabinet of

natural philosophy attached to it, a public library, a subor-

dinate court of justice, and some fiscal government offices.

The arrondissement has an area of 668 square miles, and
comprehends 108 communes; it is divided into ten cantons

or districts, each under a justice of the peace. The popu-
lation, in 1831, was 121,817; in 1836 it was 124,871.

ROBBERY is theft aggravated by the circumstance of the

property stolen being taken from tho person, or whilst it is

under the protection of the person, of the owner or other law-

ful possessor, either by violence or putting in fear. This
offence appears to have been formerly confined to cases of ac-

tual violence to the person, but in later times it has been ex-

tended to constructive violence by putting in fear, and not

only to cases where property has been taken or delivered

under a threat of bodily violence to the party robbed or to

some other person, but also where the fear has resulted from
apprehension of violence to his habitation or to his property,

or where it has been occasioned by threats of accusing the

party of the commission of an infamous crime.

Robbery was formerly regarded not as an aggravation

of the crime of theft, but as a distinct and substantial

crime. Latterly however robbery has been treated as an
aggravation of theft, and it has been held that if, upon the

trial of an indictment ior larceny, it appear that the taking
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amounted to a robbery, the party may nevertheless be
convicted of the larceny charged.

The stealing is said to be by violence when it is effected

b> doing any injury, however slight, to the person of the

parly robbea, or when the act of taking is accompanied by
any degree of force for the purpose of overcoming resistance.

A snatching or taking of property suddenly or unawares
from the person without some actual injury to the person

does not amount to robbery. If violence bo used, it is suf-

ficient to constitute robbery, although resorted to under
the colour of executing legal process or of the exercise of
some other lawful authority. It is not essential to the offence

of robbery that the violence should have been at first used
for the purpose of obtaining the property, provided the

violence be unlawful and the property is yielded up, or per-

mitted to be taken, in order to prevent further violence.

Stealing is considered to be effected by threat of violence

to the person, when possession of the thing stolen is ob-
tained by any threat, menace, or other act calculated to

excite fear or apprehension of violence, present or future,

to the person of the party threatened or of any other parly

in whose welfare the party to whom the threat is addressed

may feel interested. It is immaterial whether the threat,

&c. be direct or indirect, or whether couveyed by words,

gestures, or signs, or whether made under pretence of

lawful claim or of acting under legal process or other
lawful authority, or of asking charity, or of making a

purchase, or under any other pretence. The existence of

actual fear in the mind of the party robbed is not ma-
terial, provided the act of stealing be accompanied by such
threats or other nets as are calculated to create the expecta-
tion that force will be used in case of resistance. Where no
actual violence is employed, anu* the threats, &c. used do
not create any apprehension of violence or expectation that

force will be resorted to in case of resistance, or if such ap-

prehension or expectation has ceased to exist at the time
w hen the properly is taken, the offence of robbery is not com-
mitted. If property be taken by violence or by threats, &c,
it ;s robbery, although the owner may have voluntarily ex-

posed himself to the attack for the purpose of apprehending
the offender. (Fourth Report ofCommissioners on Criminal
Law.)

At common law, robbery was a felony punishable by death,

without regard to the quantity or value of the property

slolen. 1 he offender however was entitled to benefit of

clergy [Benefit of Clergy], until this advantage was
taken away in cases of robbery, under different circum-
stances of aggravation, by several statutes.

The offender was liable to be punished at the suit of 'the

*uig after a trial upon an indictment, and, in certain ca-e>,

when taken hi the very act, upon a trial without imhctim. t.

The party robbed also was entitled to bring his criminal

action or appeal [Appeal] against the robber, for the por
pose as well of punishing the offender as of obtaining u- u
t-ution of the properly stolen. If the appellee waged battle

the combat took place between the appellor and appellee m
person, as no champions were allowed in appeals of robbciy.

Though the appellor was always bound to offer to prove lie

offence charged by his body, the appellee was not obliged 10

accept that mode of trial. Thus in the Pleas of gaol delivery

at Shrewsbury, in October, 1221, we find this entry, 'Robert
do Uaddcleg appeals Roger de II) hernia, for that whereat*

on the day of St. James the apostle he was coming through
Trumpeleg between Bruges (Bridgnorth) and Worcester,
came the said Roger and took him and bound him, uud
wickedly and in robbery, and against the king's peace, took

from ban IbfyL of bread. And Roger denies (defendit) the

felitiy and robbery, mud says that he did nothing aga*ns:

the king's peace, and he put* himseU' upon the township of

Shrewsbury, where he rebided two years, and upon I he town

of Bruges and upon lawful men near Truiupeleg, for g-iod

and tvil. And 16 men of Shicwsbury and 0 of Biu^u*

with the men of the neighboiiihood say upon their oaih ih.it

they do not mistrust him of (uou mule credutil ei> of that

robbery. Therefore let him bo delivered ; and let him *o out

of the lands of tho lord the king unless lie can And pledges.

And he could not find them. Thoieforc let him go out. And
he chose tho port of Dover.* iPtacitorum Abbrrt'iatio, lo4, b.i

The party robbed may without any formality retake his

goods wherever he can find them, unless they have been

waived or thrown away by the roblier during his flight, or

toixed by the officer of the king or of the lord of the fran-

chise, or sold in open market. [Markkt, p. 4*23.] But after

such waiver, seizure, or sale, the owner cannot retake them
of his own authority. Where there has been no improper
neglect to prosecute, the party will in general be entitled to

his writ of restitution. This at common law could be
obiained only upon the successful prosecution of a writ ui

appeal. But by 21 Hen. VIII., c. 11, the court before wh.eu
a party is convicted of robbery or of larceny upon an indict-

ment, is authorised to award writs of restitution for the

money, goods, or chattels stolen, in like manner as though
the felon or felons were attainted at the suit of the party in so
appeal. Restitution of stolen goods, whether taken by

robbery or by larceny, is now regulated by 7th and bth Gro-
IV., cap. 29, sect. 57. [Restitution.] The party robbed
cannot sue for the goods stolen or their value against the

robber or any person who may have acquired the govds
stolen from the robber, unless he has done all in his power
to bring the offender to justice.

By the statute of Wiuton, passed in 1284, the inhabitant?
of hundreds in which robberies take place are made answer-
able for the value of the property stolen, if they have imt

taken the offenders within a certain time after the uflvtiee.

To entitle the party to this remedy he must, in his action

against tho hundred, show that he was robbed in ihc de-
tune or while there was sufficient light to distinguish a mai'*
countenance, that he was robbed ope idy, as on the highway,
or in a lane or wood, or some other open place, and uol ins
dwelling house, which a man is expected to defend at hi>

own peril, that he was robbed in the hundred nam-*i in

the declaration, but whether in the vill or parish narnrd,
or in some other vill or parish, is not material, and, if

robbed on a Sunday, that he was not travelling at the time,
the statute passed in tho reign of Char. II. for the better
observance of that day having expressly enacted • that if

any person who shall travel on the Lord's day shall bv

|
then robbed, the hundred shall not be answerable for tic
robbery so committed.' The plaintiff is aUo bound to >iw

! that he has given certain notices, and has submitted h,rn*< r

to examination before a justice of the peace, as required *,%

;
different statutes. (2 Saunders's Rejmrts

% 374; 4 Mann, and
Ryl, 130; 9 Barn, and Cress., 134.) And by 22 Geo. 1L
c 24, the hundred is not to be liable beyond 2007.. unlc»»
the person or persons robbed shall at the tufie of the rob'otn
be together in company, and be in number two at the lcasi
to attest the truth of the robbeiy.

Under 7 Wm. IV. and 1 Vict., c. S7, s. 5-10, robbery n
punishable by transportation for life or for any leira «.

years not less than seven, or by imprisonment for any term
not exceeding three years, and for any period of solium
confinement during sueh imprisonment not exceeding oi/.

mouth at a time, or three months in the space of one to.,
at the discretion of the court or judge, by or before w'h.ui
the offender may be tried ; but by sect. 4, where the r»l-
bery is effected by threatening to accuse the parly of «i.

mlainous crime, the period of transportation is for Lfe tu-

tor a terra uol less than 15 years. By the same statu t.

Met. fi, assaulting with intent to rob, and, by seel. 7. de-
manding any property of any person by menaces or L*

1'o.ee, is made felony punishable by imprisonment nut t \
cceding three years.

B\ the same statute, sect. 2, the punishment of dcuth i»

imposed upon the offence of robbiug any person, and at ilic

tune of or immediately after such robbery stabbing, cut*
ting, or wounding any person.

L;

|
on an indictment for robbery, as well as for any othvr

felony which includes an n<*ault upon the person, the juit
ate authorised by 7 Wm. IV. and 1 Vict., e. 85, sec. I I, t.

acquit of i he felony, and to find a verdict of guilty of as»«v |»

ugainst ihe party indicted, if the evidence will warrant >u,}
finding; for which assault the party may be sentence! ,

imprisonment for anv term not exceeding three years.
RoiiiiKRY, in the Roman law, was called Rapma, ai.d \\ c

remedy of the injured person was the actio vi bonu«i »

i.t| totuiu against the lubber, which was given by the edic
Ri.bU-ry was, in fait, a specie* uf Furtura ; for the dcfii
lion of furtum was. 'a fraudulent earning off (coin re* t

.

ti »> of a moveable thing agnin«t the owner's consent.' Tt.c
word * fraudulent' comprehended the notion of a per* n ear-
ning off the thing for the purpose of tuukinu' it hu% own.
Kiipiua only differed ftom Furtum in bv:ug etUctvd b>
force.

Furtum wa* committed in%:>tmu* way*. bode* ty tnkinj?
another person* picpni), A drhior t-ouuiiiitvd lu'ttuut. \t

he fraudulent!) can ed ult a tl.iug whirl* h^.
| Jk ,| |,i v< iKvt)
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to his creditor. It was furtum to use a thing that had been
lent, fi>ra different purpose from that for which it had been
lent* Furtum was either man i featum or nee manifestura. It

was furtum manifest urn beyond all doubt when the thief was
raught in the act ; but there was a difference of opinion as

to whether it was furtum manifestura or nee manifestura in

a variety of cases. According to some writers, it was furtum
mamfestum if the thief was taken with the thing before

be had reached the place to which he intended to carry it.

Furtum which was not manifestum was nee manifestum.
Hie Twelve Tables made the punishment of furtum mani-
^tutu a capital offence, that is, an offence the penalty for

which affected a person's caput or status. The edict changed
this into an actio quadrupli. The remedy in the' case of

furtum nee nianifeUum, which the Twelve Tables gave, was
an actio dupli, which the edict retained. All persons could

have the actio furti who had an interest in the preservation

uf the stolen thing; consequently others besides the owner
aught bring the action, abailee for instance: and sometimes
:he owner could not bring it, as in the case of bailment,

pruVided the bailee was a responsible person. If he was a
.espousible person, he was bound to make good the loss to

tlic owner, and consequently could bring the action, and the

- vner could not. Condemnation in an actio furti was fol-

lowed by infamia.
The owner of the thing might also bring his action for

\hc recovery of the thing itself or its value.

The law of the Twelve Tables permitted a person to kill

a thief who was detected in the act of theft in the night

;

and a thief might be killed in the day time, if he defended
!iira*elf with any weapon (telum). But the severity of \he
oil civil law was gradually mitigated by the edict, and the
offence of theft was, as already observed, only punishable by
anauion of furtum, and the consequent pecuniary penalties.

The actio vi bonorum raptorum originated in the civil

war* of the later republican period, and its object was not
€o much to repress robbery as all acts of violence committed
by bands of armed men. Accordingly its terms compre-
hended those who carried off any thing (quidrapuerint), or

committed any damage to property (damnum) in armed
bodies (nrmnti coactique). It appears that under the em-
pire, when order was established, the provision against

armed men was not wanted, and the word armati seems
to have been dropped from the edict. Still the edict was
directed against assemblages of men, and it became of
comparatively little use in the peaceful times of the empire.
Accordingly the jurists were led to make the discovery that
the edict applied to individuals as well as to bodies of men,
nd thus ultimately an action might be maintained under

the edict against a single person wh ) committed damnum
or rapina. Finally, damnum, against which the edict was
originally mainly directed, disappeared from the edict, as

vo observe in the Institutes and the C>de, and the action

was reduced simply to an actio vi bonorum raptorum.

The Roman law of furtum is stated in Gaiu«, iii. 1S3-

709. The following references will be useful : Dig., 47. lit.

i: Inst., 4, tit. 1 ; Savigny. Zeitschrifl % &c, vol. v., UeJ cr

Cicero pro Tullio, &c. ; Dirksen, Uebeisicht der Zwotf
Ta/eln Fragmente.
ROBERT I. of Normandie. [Normandie.]
ROBERT H. of Noimandie. [Normandie.]
ROBERT, king of France, was elected king on the

death of his brother Eudes, by that party of the F.eitch who
rejected the claims of Charles le Simple. [Charlks III.]

He was recognised as king in an assembly of his partizan*.

heW at Sois*on« (a.d. 922), and consecrated in the church

of St. Remi, at Reims, by the archbishop of Sens. He fell in

battle against his competitor Charles le Simple, near Sois-

mmis, 15th of June, 923, having reigned scarcely a year. He
nas grandfather to Hugues Capet, founder of the third or

Capet ian race of French kings.

ROBERT, king of France, surnamed It Sage (the wise),

and U Divot (the devout)* was son of Hugues Capet, whom
lw succeeded on the throne, a.d. 996. He was born about

a.d. 970, and had been twice crowned in the lifetime of his

father; at Orleans, a.d. 988, and at Reims, a.d. 991. The
character of Robert was devoid of shining qualities, but he

« as a prince of upright and peaceable disposition. Early in

bis reign France was afflicted by a scarcity of four years

continuance, arising from the failure of the harvests, and the

Merrily was followed by a pestilence, which again appeared

m HMv, and a third time in 1030-33. These calamities are

•wd to have induced the populatu .^ of France a third.

Robert was early embroiled with the church; he had
married (a.d. 995* Berthe or Bertha, widow of Eudes, count
of Blois, but there were some difficulties as to the lawful-
ness cf Che marriage, for which Pope Gregory V. refused a

I

dispensation, and declared the marriage void. The king re-
fused obedience, in consequence of which he was excom-

I municated ; and it is said that under this terrible sentence
his palace was deserted by all except two menials, who
after every meal purified by fire the utensils employed at
the royal table. Robert at length yielded ; he put away
Bertha (a.d. 998), and married Constance, daughter of the
count of Toulouse, an imperious and vindictive woman, but
one of the greatest beauties of her time. Robert and Con-
stance may be compared in point of character to Henry VI.
of England and his consort Margaret of Anjou.

In a.d. 1002, Robert engaged in a war to secure the suc-
cession of the duchy of Bourgogne, of which he was lawful
heir ; and, being supported by Richard, duke of Normandie,
succeeded, after a struggle of thirteen years (a.d. 1002-15), in
gaining possession of it. He bestowed it on his son Henry.
In ad. 1006 he marched to the assistance of the count of
Flanders, one of his great vassals, attacked by the emperor
Henry II., who was obliged to retire. Peace was concluded
next year between the two princes.

Robert possessed a taste for music, and, prompted by this,

as well as his devotional temper, frequently led the choir of
St. Denis, and composed hymns for monastic use. He is

charged with lavishing his treasure upon mendicants, con-
niving at thefts from his own person, and truckling to
the fierce and cruel temper of his queen, who presumed
so far on his tameness as to procure his favourite, Hugues
de Beauvais, to be murdered in his presence.

Robert visited all the shrines in France, and went to Rome
(a.d. 1019) to visit the tombs of the Apostles; perhaps also,
as some have supposed, with the view of inducing the pope
to annul his marriage with Constance, and to sanction his
reunion with his first wife. Bertha.
He persecuted the Jews, and procured, in a council held,

a.d. 1022, at Orleans, the condemnation of some priests
charged with heresy, which was described as * Gnosticism,'
or •Manicheism,' but the true character of which it is not
easy now to ascertain. They were brought to the stake at
Orleans, and Constance, with eharaci eristic ferocity, struck
out the eye of one of the sufferers, formerly her own con-
fessor, as he passed her in the way to execution.
However Robert may have been led astray by the super-

stitious and persecuting spirit of the age, his moderation and
love of peace were oxemplary. He mediated between the
duke of Normandie and the count of Chart res, who were
engaged in hostilities, and obtained the confidence of the
emperor Henry II., who visited him in his camp ( a d.
1023). On the death of this emperor, he refused, both
for himself and his son, the crown of Italy, which was
offered him by the malcontents of that country.

His eldest son, Hugues, to whom he had given the title

of king (a.d. 1022), provoke^ by the cruelly of his mother,
broke out into rebellion, but being taken and delivered
up to the king, was pardoned. He died however soon
after (a.d. 1026). Henry, his next son, was then associ-
ated with him in the royal tit'e, in spite of the endeavours
of Constance, who espoused the interest of Robert, the
third son. Robert took up arms against his father, but his
rebellion was suppressed. Shortly after quiet was restored
King Robert died, at Melun (a.d. 1031), sincerely regretted,

as it appears, by his subjects. ' While Robert was king,'

said they, 'while he governed us, we have lived in security
and have feared nobody.' He was buried at St. Denis.
ROBERT I.f king of Scotland. [Bruck, Robert ; Ban-

NOCKBUJIN.]
ROBERT II, king of Scotland, the first of the House

of Stewart who reigned in that country, was born 2nd of
March, 1316, and was the only child of Walter, the Stewart
of Scotland, and his wife Marjory, daughter of King Robert
Bruce, to whom he had been married the preceding year.

All that is known of the House of Stewart previous to this

date is, that a Walter, son of Alan, was Stewart or Dapifar
of Scotland in the reigns of David I. and Malcolm IV.;
that be was succeeded in that high office by his son Alan

;

this Alan by his son Walter; Walter by his son Alexander,
who was one of the regents appointed during the minority
of Alexander III., and who, in 1263, commanded the Scot-

tish army at the battle of Largs: Alexander, by his son
James, who was recent after the death of Alexander I1IH
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niid died in 1309 at the ago of sixty-six ; and he, by hit son

Waltor, the father of Robort II. This Walter was ono of

the commanders of the Scottish nrmy at the battle of Ban-
nockbum; and early in the following year, 1315. Bruce
pave bun in marriage his daughter and then only child

Marjory, upon whom, provided she should marry with the

consent of her father, or, after his death, with the consent

of l lie majority of the community (or states) of the king-

dom, the crown had been settled, fulling the heirs male of

her father and of his brother Edward, in a parliament

hold at Ayr on the 2Gth of April in that same year.

Robert was the only issue of this marriage. Lord Hailcs

(Annals qf Scotland, vol. ii., Appendix i.) has sufficiently

refuted tlie tradition that Marjory was killed by being thrown

from her horse when big with child, and that Robert was
brought into the world by the Cesarean operation ; but it ap-

pears that she died either in giving birth to Ihein faat or soon

after her delivery. Her husband died 9th April, 1326, after

having had another sou, Sir John Stewart of Railstone, by
a second marriage with a sister of Graham of Abercorn.

Bruce was succeeded by his son David II., born of a

second marriage, 5th March, 1324; and bis unfortunate

reign—marked by a long minority and a succession of re

cencies, during which the kingdom was overrun by
Edward Balliol and his ally Edward III* and David was
obliged to make his escape to France, and after that by the

defeat of Neville's Cross, when David was taken prisoner

by the English—fills up the interval from 1329 to 1371.

Robert, the Stewart, acted a principal part throughout this

reign, and was as much distinguished by his personal mei its

and conduct as by his high rank. While yet only a youth of

sixteen, he commanded the second division of the Scottish

army at the decisive battle of Halidon, fought, and lost by
the Scots, 19th July, 1333; and after that fatal day he was
one of the first to uplift again the standard of the national

independence. In 1334, he and the earl of Moray assumed
the regency of the kingdom, and, although not formally in-

vested with the government, by any assembly of the states,

were recognised by the people as entitled, in the infancy

and exile of the king, to wield all the authority of the crown.

Fordun's description of the Stewart at this time, as Lord
Hailes translates the passage, is as follows:

—'He was a

comely youth, tall and robust, modest, liberal, gay, and cour-

teous; and, for the innate sweetness of his disposition, ge-

nerally beloved by true-hearted Scotsmen.* In a subsequent
passage however he hints that his conduct as yet was not

always regulated by absolute wisdom,—'qui tunc uon magna
rcgebatur sapiential On the earl of Moray being taken
prisoner by the English the following year, the Stewart, m
concert with the carl of Athol, concluded with Edward
III., on the 18th of August, 1335, the treaty of Perth, which
was in fact a submission, though upon honourable condi-

tions, to the English king. After this we hear no more of

(lie Stewart till 1338, when, upon the death of the regent.

Sir Andrew Moray, wo find him again appointed to that

supreme office. His resurap^m of the government was
soon followed by the expulsion of the English from all their

strongholds to the north of the Forth, and his regency was
terminated by the leturn of the king, on the 4th of May,
1341. In 1346, after the capture of the king at the battle

of Neville's Cross, where he commanded the left wing of

the Scottish army, in conjunction uitii the earl of March,
the Stewart was again elected regent, or * locum tenens
seieuissimi principis David.' &c, and he held this post till

the telease of David, in 1357, goxeining the counliy, it in

otllrmed. with remarkable prudence and ability in the difti

cult circumstances in which ho wa* placed. In 1359 the

earldom of Strathearn was couferred ujhjii him by the king.

When David, in 1363, astonished the nation by proposing
to a parliament, held at Scone, that in tho event of his dying
without issue, Lionel, duke of Clarence, son of Edward 111.,

should be chosen king, the Stewart, whose intcie&u, as well

a* his patriotic prejudices, this project so nearly touched,

was one of the foremost of thoce wlio adopted instant mea-
sures to defeat it. He entered into an association with the

curls of March and Douglas, and with his own sons, and he
e\en appears to have taken up arms with the avowed deter-

mination of driving tho king from the throne, if he persisted

in his purpose. David however found means, without

making any formal concession, to put down this threatened

reliance; and, upon a general amnesty being grunted,

the Stewart, on tho 1 4th of May, 1363, renewed his oath of

fealty, and entered into a bond to abstain from all such cou-

I federacles in time coming, on pain of forfeiting for e*er al
right and title to the crown, as well as to his priva:e in

|
horitances, Soon after this David, who had lo*4 bis fii»4

' wife, Joanna, a daughter of Edward II., in the preceding
• year, contracted a second marriage with Margaret Lognu -

but she also bore him no children ; indeed he had separate*?

from her some time before his death, which took place ou
the 22nd of February, 1371.

U| on this event the states of the kingdom immediate!*
assembled at Linlithgow ; and after a slight oppositions
the part of the earl of Douglas, who conceived that be b-d
himself a claim to the vacant dignity, as representing tut

families both of Comyn and Balliol, the Stewart was uoju>-
mously declared kiug, by the title of Robert IL He
was crowned at Scone, on the 26lh of March, and next day.
according to custom, received the homage of the bishop*
and barous, seated on the moot-hill there.

Robert II., when he thus succeeded to the throne. w«
somewhat peculiarly situated in regard to his domestic sec-
tions ; and the point demands particular notice, iaaaniuu
as a controversy has thence arisen on the question of the
legitimacy of the Stuarts, which continued to be agitated,
both among antiquaries and political writers, down to tie
middle of the last century. His first wife was Elizabeth,
daughter of Sir Adam Mure, of Rowallan; but the famLj
he had by her, consisting of four sons and six daughter*.
bud all been born before their raa it.age. In ordinary cir-

cumstances a subsequent marriage might probably, in Scot-
land, even at this early date, have legitimatized these clnl-
dien, at least in the eve of the church, although their right
of civil succession, ana especially of succession to the crown,
might not have been in that way so certainly established

,

but there was a very awkward speciality in the present case
Robert and Elizabeth Mure had been living not only ui

concubinage, but in what the church considered incest, fa
they were related, it seems, in the fourth degree. Nay. tu

make matters worse, the Stewart, before his acquaintance
with Elizabeth Mure, had be^n connected in the same v-r
with Isabella Boutelier, who was related to her in the thi;4
degree ; and this, according to the cauonical doctrine, plat cti

him in a relationship by affinity of the same, that is, of the
third degree, to Elizabeth Mure. His marriage in any
circumstances therefore with that lady, would have de-
manded a napal dispensation ; but it was far from being uni-
versally admitted that even the authority of the pope could
establish the legitimacy of children born in a connection
which thus openly violated and set at defiance what was be
lieved to be the divine law. It is obvious that a dispensation
to persons within the prohibited degrees to marry is an exer-
cise of prerogative on the part of the head of the church
much inferior to the legitimization of the children alrva^
p.oduced from an incestuous connection. So strongly in tic
present case does this appear to have been felt, that lb*
pope's dispensation actually proceeds upon the monstrous
supposition that Robert and his wife Elizabeth Mure, lung
as they had lived together, had been all the while iguotara
of their relationship, and on that manifestly fictitious ground
alone does his hoimess profess to sanction their marriage,
and to pronounce the legitimacy of their children. But the
dispensation by no means satisfied the popular feeling of
the time ; and there is reason to believe that the suppt*e<i
defect in the right of the reigning family materially «. ntn-
huted in exciting and sustaining some of the most for-

midable of the insurrectionary attempts which convuUed the
Scottish kingdom in the course of the succeeding cautun.
Robert, after the death of Elizabeth Mure, had married Eu-
idiemia Rosa, a daughter of the earl of Ross, by whom he
had two more sons and four daughters, also all born » ben
he came to the crown. Thus circumstanced, in 1371, im-
mediately after his accession, he got the states to pasa an
act recognising John, earl of Carrick, hiseldest son by KLla-
belh Mure, a» his successor; and, still belter to secure lh«
tights of his first family, he procured, in 1373, another art
expressly entailing the crown upon his heiis male of b>ib
faunl.es, and after them upon At# hetr* tchuUoever. It i«

obvious that, whatever might be the force of this parlia-
mentary settlement in securing the crown to Roberta ben*
male by the tons of Elizabeth Mure, who wore named m it,

a* soon as such hens failed, the question would legally
ari»c, who Here hi* heirs whatsoever, or general / and if il^
papal Usitiniizaiion of the fir»t family should be mjI aside,
then hi* heir whatsoever would have to be looked for amum;
tho descendants of ono of bis soir tfctors by KupLr*
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aria Boas. Nov, it so happened that tneh was the cata on
the death of Janet V., leaving only a daughter, Mary, in

144?. At thii moment the heir-general of Robert II., on
the supposition of hit family by Elisabeth Mure being illc-

Sitimate, was the earl of Menteith, the lineal descendant of
luphemsi Roes't eldest son. David earl of 8tratheam ; and

it is a remarkable mot that in the early part of the seven-
teenth century the pretensions put forward on this ground
by the then earl of Menteith, who was justice-general, and
pretident of the Scottish privy council, occasioned no small
unaatinass to Charles I.» and brought down ruin upon
himself. For the latest and also the most learned snd
aeute discussion of this question, the reader is referred

to 'Tracts, Legal and Historical, with other Antiquarian
Matter, chiefly relative to Scotland.* by John Riddel

i

( Esq.,

Advocate, avow, Edinburgh, 1S3S; dissertation Unentitled
* Remarks upon the Law of Legitimation per Subsequent
Matrimonium, the Nature of our Antient Canons, and the
Question of the Legitimacy of the Stewarts.' pp. 166-tll.
Mr. Riddelt, we msv add, states that the undoubted repre-

sentative of the earls of Menteith, and of the eldest son
of Robert II. by his second wife, is the present Mr.
Btrelay Allardyce of Ury, the bead, we suppose, of the
once famous Quaker family : a singular enough destination

for the truest hereditary right to the sceptre of Robert Bruce.
A truce titt fourteen years had been concluded with Eng-

land two years before the death of the late king; and as
long as Edward HI. lived, the two countries remained at

peace. In 1377 however, immediately after the accession of
Richard II., a war arose out of what apoears to have been at
first a private quarrel between the English garrison at Rox-
burgh and the earl of March. Hostilities continued, with a
few short interruptions, till November, 138c, when a truce
for twelve months waa arranged, which was afterwards ex-
tended to the summer of IMS. In 1384 however, the war
broke out again with more violence than ever, the 8cots
being now assisted by a body of French auxiliaries, who
arrived in May, 1385, under the command of Jean de
Vienne, admiral of France. In the summer of that year,

while the young English king led his army in person into

the north, laying waste the country and burning every town
and villsge he csme to in his progress fRtciiAao U.\ a force
of Scots snd French, entering England by the western
marches, ravaged Cumberland and laid siege to Carlisle, but
withdrew when the enemy returned southwards, without
having effected an entry into that town. Soon after this,

the French, who had found the 8eott and everything
in Scotland very little to their mind, and had also made
themselves oordisUy disliked by the people they came to
assist, or more truly to mske use of for their own purposes,
returned home, though not till they bad agreed to pay the
expense of their maintenance, and had been forced to leave
their leader Vienne as a hostage for the performance of
that engagement— a conclusion of the business which has
drawn much obloquy upon the Scots from those who have
not considered the real object of the French in this expe-
dition, which was certainly much more to annoy the Eng-
lish than to benefit the 8cots. A truce for another year
followed the departure of the foreigners ; but the fighting

was renewed in 1387. That year toe town of Cerliiigford in

Ireland was plundered and burned by a force under the
command of William Douglas, recently created Lord Nitbs-
dste, and married to one of toe king s daughters ; and in

I3M the famous battle of Otterbourne, or Chevy Chaos,
waa gained from the Perries, though at the expense of his

own life, by toe earl of Douglas. [Ricbaed II.] By this

time however the reins of government had nearly dropped
from the hands of king Robert. Froissart tells us that,

being unfitted by his years and broken health for going out
any more to war, he was no looser consulted in public

a ffiirt by the nobles, by whom and also bv the nation in

general the king's second surviving son, Robert, earl of Fife

(afterwards duke of Albany), was now looked upon as the
true ruler of the country. In 1389 indeed, the earl of Fife

wst formal Iv recognised as eovernor of the kingdom by an
assembly of the estates held at Edinburgh. After this the

old king sppears to have lived almost entirely on bis anees-

tral estate in Ayrshire, where indeed be had been much in

the habit of secluding himself for some years previous. It

was probably now, in his old as*, that his originally en-

gs^ing personal appearance was deformed by the breaking
out of an infismmstion in his eyelids, from which he de-

rived hst popular designation of 5faar#ew. The fable about

P. C. No, ItJo.

hit birth makes him to have been wounded in one of his
eyes by the surgeon who cut him from his mother's tide.
The war with England wat prosecuted by the regent for

some months with considerable vigour; but before any
action of importance had taken place, hostilities were ter-
minated for the present, in June, 1389, by a truce concluded
between France and England for three years, in which the
allies of both powers were comprehended. The country wee
therefore at peace when Robert II. died, after a short ill-

nets, at his castle of Dundonald in Kyle, on the 19th of
April, 1399.

Besides his six sons and ten daughters by his two wives,
this first of the royal 8tewarts bad a numerous illegitimate
orogeny by various other women. His six lawfully begotten
daughters married into the families of the earl of March,
Lyon of Glsmtt (now earlt of 8trathmore), Hay of Errol
(now earlt of Errol and earlt of Kinnoul), Macdonald of the
Isles, Douglas of Nilhsdale, Lindsay of Glenesk, the earl
of Douglas, Keith earl Mariachal, Logan, and Sainton.
From six of hit illegitimate sons the Stuarts of Bute, Cair-
ney, and other families of that name deduce their descent.
Robert II. was succeeded by hit eldest son Robert III.

ROBERT I1L. king of Sootlsnd. toe eldest son of Robert
IL, relinquished his original name of John on succeeding
to the crown, on account, it is ssid, of a popular superstition
of hit countrymen which regarded that name as unlucky
or ominous. But if so, it is rather strange that the heir
apparent should have ever been so christened. He was
known throughout the preceding reign by the title of the
earl of Qerriek, a dwutty which had been bestowed upon
him by King David II. Before acquiring that dignity he
appears to have been designated the lord of Kyle. He was
probably born before the year 1340, so that he was past fifty

when he came to the throne, on the death of his father, in
1390. It is known that be hsd been married at least since
the year 13o7, to Annabeila Druromond, a daughter of Sir
John Drummond of Stobhall. He hsd been lamed in hie
youth by a kick from a horse; and this accident, combined
with bis mild and pacific disposition, of which perhaps it was
in part the cause, made bim be regarded, both before be
became king and afterwards, with feelings of something
very like contempt by the generality of his countrymen.
The coronation of Robert III took place at 8cone on the

14th of August, 1390, No events of any note mark the
first eight or nine years of the reign, during the whole of
which the king's brother, the Earl of Fife (who was in 1398
created Duke of Albany), continued to retain toe msnage*
ment ofpublic stairs, and even,according to some authorities,
the title of governor or regent. [Roaxxr II.) The truce
which had been made with England in 1399, was kept up
by various continuations throughout the reign of the Eng-
lish king Richard II. But war broke out again on the
accession of Henry IV., in 1399 ; France, as usual, exciting
the Scots to harass England by predatory expeditions across
the borders, which could ooly end in drawing down signal
vengeance upon themselves. In August of the following
year, accordingly. Henry entered Scotland at the head of a
powerful army, and advanced as far as Edinburgh, which
was however successfully defended by the king's eldest son,
the duke of Rothsay ; and Henry returned home sfler

having received the submission of various towns snd vil-

lsges through which he passed, but without having given
the country cause to remember his visit further than by
this mere demonstration of his power. In the following
year however Henry Percy (Hotspur) made a more destruc-
tive inroad as far as to Preston in East Lothian. On this

occasion Percy was joined by the Scottish Earl of March,
who had recently thrown up his allegiance and gone over to

the English king, in a fury of revenge provoked by the ill

usage he held himself to have received from the Duke of
Rothsay, who, after having been affianced to hit daughter,
had aetuslly married a daughter of the Earl of Douglas
The following year, 1403, is memorable for the tragical

catastrophe of Rothsay, who, at the instigation of his uncle

Albany, the friend of March, was, on the pretence of

restraining or punishing his dissoluteness, seised under
an order professing to be signed by his father, and confined

first in the castle of 8t* Andrews, and then in that of Faik*
land, where he is believed to have been left to perish of
famine. He was only in his twenty-fourth year when he
thus fell a victim, in all probability, to the dark stnbitiort

of bit kinsman. A few weeks after the prince't death, a
pardon or remission in very ample terms for any
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be might have bad in this affair was granted by the king
to Albany ; and has been published by Lord Hafles in chap-

ter vi of hia ' Remarks on the History of Scotland,' Edin-

burgh, 1772. In this remarkable paper it is stated that

Albany admitted the capture and arrest of the prince, but
justified what he had done by reasons which tbe king
did not then hold it expedient to publish to the world.

No express denial of the fact of the murder is ventured

upon ; it is merely recited that the prinoe departed this life

in his prison at Falkland, through divine providence, and
not otherwise—' ubi ab hac luce, divina procidentia, et

non alitor, migrasse dignoseitur.' ' The reader/ observes

Bailee, ' will determine as to the import of this phrase. If

by it a natural death was intended, the circumlocution seems
strange and affected.' It ought to be added that Archibald,

the young earl of Douglas, the brother-in-law of Rothsay,

who had acted throughout the affair along with Albany,
was equally charged by the voice of common fame with the
murder, and was included in tho same acquittal or in-

demnity. It is conjectured that Rothsay had made the
proud baron his enemy by his infidelity to or neglect of his

sister.

This same year, ou the 22nd of June, the Scots, com-
manded by Patrick Hepburn of Hales, were defeated with
great loss, at West Nisbet in theMerso, by the English under
the conduct of the Earl of Northumberland aud the renegade
Karl of March ; aud on the 1 4th of September following the

Karl of Douglas received a still more disastrous discomfiture

from the Lord Henry Percy at Horn illon Hill in Northum-
berland. When immediately after this the Percies rose in

rebellion, the Duke of Albany put himself at the head of a
numerous force and set out for the south with the design
of taking advantage of the embarrassing circumstances of
the English king ; but the news of Henry's victory at

Shrewsbury turned him back before he had pot across

the border. In the course of the two following years
several attempts were made to arrauge a peace, or long
truce, between tbe two countries, but without success.

Hostilities however had beeu for a considerable time sus-

pended by these negociations, when King Robert, now
awakened to a strong suspicion of the designs of his brother
Albany, resolved to send bis only surviving son James,
styled earl of Carrick, to France for safety ; and tbe prince,

then in his eleventh year, was on the 30th of March, 1405,

captured at sea by an English vessel on his way to that

country. [Jambs I.] His detention by ICing Henry is

believed to have broken the heart of his father, who expired
at the castle of Rothsay in Bute, on tbe 4th of April, HUG.
He was succeeded by his son, James I.

ROBERT, King of Naples. [Sicilies, Two.]
ROBERT GUISCARD. {Naples.]
ROBERT OF GLOUCESTER is supposed to have

beeu a monk in the abbey there, but of his personal history

nothing whatever is certainly known. It may however be
collected, from a passage in his work, that be was living at

the time of the battle of Evesham, and he seems to have
lived not very long after that event, as the history of Eng-
lish affairs which he has left us ends before the beginning
of the reign of Edward I.

This history is the only writing that is attributed to him,
and is, in more points of view than one, among the most
curious and valuable writings of the middle period that

have come down to us. It is a history of English affairs

from the beginning, including the pictures of Geoffrey of
Monmouth, and ending with lite death of Sir Henrv of
Almsitte, valuable in the latter portions for the facts which
it contains, whether peculiar to itself or correlative with the
statements of other chroniclers; and abounding throughout
u ah anecdotes or minor historical circumstances peculiar

to itself, and sometimes of an interesting if not useful
nature.

It is in tbe vernacular language ef the time; that is,

in the language in which we ftnd the Anglo-Saxon passing
into tbe language of Chaucer and Wicklillc, this work
and tbe similar work of Robert of Bonne being the best

specimens which remain of the language. It » in verso,

and mar stand therefore as a specimen or the poetry of the
time, it consists of more than ten thousand lines.

1T*e work was popular in the middle ages, as appears by
the number of manuscripts that still exist of it. The prin-

cipal are the Bodleian, tho Cottonian, and the Harlcian.

There is one in the library of the Herald's College. There are

alight variations in the text of each, and that at tho Herald'*

College appears to havehad the languagemodernised he teen
early copyist. Little regard was paid to Robert by tbe per-

son• who, in the reign of Elisabeth, collected

the manuscripts of the best English chroniclers, thoori
Camden, in his ' Britannia/ and still more frequently m b*
• Remains,* has citations from him. Weaver, ia me'As-
tient Funeral Monuments,' has many quotations irons bin

;

and 8elden quotes him on several occasions. The) work ws»

given at large to tbe public in 1724, by Hearne, in two et-

tavo volumes, of which there was a reprint in 1810.
ROBERT (GROS8ETESTE), bishop of Lincoln, a vtrj

eminent scholar and prelate in the early years of the rasp
of Henry HI. Tbe exact time and the place of hia Una,
and the family from which he sprung, are alike loot in u*
obscurity of those remote times; but it may be rsJcuhuK
from the dates ascertained of other events in his life, thai he

was born about the year 1 175. He studied at Oxford, sol

like most of the very eminent of the English theologians U
that period, he went from thence to Paris. He there applied

himself to the study of the Hebrew and Greek lao^uajre** e

both ofwhich he attained the mastery, and distinguished has
self by his attainments in the whole course of study prevent*
to the students in that learned university. He returned k

England skilled not only in tbe five languages, Kngiatv
French, Latin, Greek, and Hebrew, but skilled also in kwr
and philosophy, divinity and the Scriptures, and poesessicc

also a knowledge of medicine and ecclesiastical law. There %

no exaggeration in this, for many of his writings have e#

scended to our time, which prove tbe statement, to a cues
derable extent at least We may refer particularly to as

numerous treatises in natural philosophy, which it anil act

be expected of us to describe individually* as the titles, eai
little more respecting them, fill four quarto pages of Di
Pegge's Life of him (4to., 1793. p. 278-283).

Wheo he returned to England, he settled st Oxftei
where he delivered lectures. There is extant s letter cf

Giraldus Cambrensis to the bishop of Hereford, resea
mending Groaseteste lo his notice, but the bishop died m
soon alter, that little advantage can have arisen frees it

He found however a very efficient patron in another prsteit

namely, Hugh de Wells, bishop of Lincoln, who, as s net

mark of his favour, gave him tbe prebend of Clifton tn tfc

church of Lincoln. He bad also several archdeaconries, a*4
Chester, Northampton, and Leicester, and in 1233 he as*
ceeded bis patron in the bishopric of Lincoln, then s
of immense extent This dignity he held for eighteen
dying in 1243.

Bishop Grosseteste made the power which his aekne*
ledged and extraordinary attainments gave him, sebesrrsvsi
to the accomplishment at importsnt public objects. He w»
a great reformer of his diocese, a vigilant superintendent d
his clergy, a maintainor of order among them and in si

ecclesiastical affairs. If one of the great earls or berets
offended, he did not scruple to assert at once the right a*

possessed to correct the abuse, of which an instance ia roasts*

tn his calling tbe earl ofWarren to account for irregular rr
ligious solemnizations. He stood up sgainst tbe king whet
he would interfere with the rights of tbe clergy, who lent**
in those times the strongest part of the opposition to the wit
of kings, who, if there had been no clergy, would asm
been almost absolute ; and he opposed with equal irtnorft
and success the pope, when he would support antient shea*
or introduce new to tbe injury of the English clergv er

people. In short he can hardly be regarded in any other
light than one of the great benefactors to the English rhurct
and nation in the discharge of his political duties as a Htefe'r-

and he was one of tbe lights of his age by the lectures whrt
he delivered and the books which he wrote.

His attainments in natural science gained for bins tht

reputation of being a magician and a sorcerer, and mac?
fables gathered about his oame.

lfauy of hia writings, have been printed, and many re-

main in manuscript, and are found in most of the sjrtwi

libraries of Europe. An ample list of tbe*e is given in t*
Pegge's work before referred to ; in which work msy W
found critical inquiries into all the particulars of htsttaV
snd a areat mass of curious information respecting the stav
of ecclesiastical affairs in England in tbe nisi half of tt»
thirteenth century.

ROBERT. LEOPOLD, a modern French artist of greet
and deserved celebrity, was born »* ^haux-le- Funds, in the

canton of Neuebatel, in \7+ *ubcr intended w
bring htm up to his own tr bat of a watch
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maker, but yielding to the boj'a decided inclination for the

irt*. sent him to Paris to study engraving under Girardet,

in arttit known by his print of the Transfiguration, after

Raphael H 14 progress was so rapid, that inJ 8 12 he obtained

the second grand prize at the Ecole des beaux-Arts, after

which lie began to study painting *in the school of David.

H# tlwui proceeded to Italy, and, renouncing engraving alto-

gether, oevoted himself entirely to his pencil, leading a life

af tohtode and privation, without either patrons or friends.

Out tboBgb his enthusiasm fur his art was great it was
marked rather by severe application than by that prompti-

tude vbipb U generally supposed to characterise genius.

Though* be did much, he executed few productions, being

Mt only remarkably slow with his pencil, but in the habit

of destroying or laying aside picture after picture until he
eoald satisfy himself with the subject that he had com-
menced. Ue is said to have thus spent between three and four

years <m ft single picture ; for instance, that of the ' Reap-
m,' which excited so much admiration when first exhibited

at Parii in 1831, . In that piece, in the ' Neapolitan Im-
piofisatore,' the * Madonna dell* Arco,' and similar subjects,

te succeeded in delineating Italian life and character in the

bsppjcst manner, with perfect fidelity, but also with a touch-

ing refinement and grace, at the same time without any of
that affectation which the French schools are apt to mistake
for refinement. His last work was his * Venetian Fisher-

men,' a picture that has served to raise his name as that of
tie greatest artist of his age in the peculiar walk which he
tad chosen. The general admiration which it excited when
eihitated at Paris, was however mingled with mournful re-

gtttst the /ate of the artist himself; for he had previously

pot in end to his life at Venice, where he had resided

Kteral years, and where he drowned himself, March 20tb,

1835, in his 38th, venr.

ROBERT. HUBERT, an artist, celebrated for his ad-

mirable architectural compositions and subjects of that class,

its. born at Paris, in 1 7 33.

On Quitting school, Robert applied himself assiduously to

tisftoaias. In 1753 ho set out for Rome, and spent twelve

jtmia that city, occupied not merely in making drawings
lad iters of nearly all the numerous architectural raonu-
aeots, bat studying their oharacter completely. Thoroughly
impressed with the poetry of such subjects, be enabled
otaeri to feel it likewise, by the peculiar charm with which
at wrested them and by his felicitous treatment, so different

frum that whose chiefmerit consists in literal exactness and
fold correctness. On his return to Paris, he was irame-

fateli elected by the Academy, and his reputation became
ttUbhihed as a master-geuius,— one whose productions
formed an epoch in that department of the art which he had
•elected.

Among hit numerous works are many chefs-d'oeuvre
of ant-rate excellence. Two of the most remarkable
for the singularity of the idea are those representing the
Mate* Napoleon, the one in all its pride and pomp, and
the other, an architectural wreck, as it may perhaps present
ilseifto tie eye after the lapse of centuries.

Robert was a true artist, an enthusiast in his profession.

He was indeed one of those fortunate persons whose ex-
wteuet stems to form an exception from the common lot of
mortals; happy in himself, happy in his union with a most
waiable Woman, possessing a source of constant enjoyment
to his art* his life passed in one uninterrupted tenor; in a
calm, anditturbed even by the stormy period of (he Revolu-
tion Nor wo he less happy at its close, for he died almost
without a struggle, and with pencil in his hand, April 15,

1408, at the age of seventy-six.

ROBERTSON, WILLIAM, was the son of a clergv-
ta who for some time had the congregation in the
•U .chapel of London Wall, and afterwards was one
*f the ministers of Edinburgh, where Dr. Robertson was
tai in 1 72 J, His, mother was daughter of Pitcairn of
fterten. In, ^743 he was presented to the living of
Gjadmuit in Beat Lothian. He distinguished himself as a
fnteker* and also as one of the most powerful speakers
od Boat. eminent leaders in the General Assembly of
fa ttmreh 0/ Scotland. In addition to his professional

VUMutt* be applied himself to historical studies, and in

1?» published bis ' History of Scotland during the reigns
tf Mary and of King James VI. till his accession to the
trovaojf England, with a Review of the Scottish History
p**ico* to that period, and an Appendix containing original

bfvt,' % vol*. 4U)., 175'J. The work was very well received,

and went through numerous editions in the author's lifts-

time. In 1 76 1 Dr. Robertson was made one of the kfngV
chaplains, and in 1762 he was appointed Principal of the
university of Edinburgh. Two years after he was made
historiographer to his majesty for Scotland, with a salary of
200/. fri 1769 be published his 'History of Charles V.,' in
3 vols. 4to., a work which raised his reputation still higher,
and which, from the general interest belonging to {he sub-
ject, was very popular; it was immediately translated intd
several languages. The introductory part consists of art
able sketch of the political and social state of Europe at <hei
time of the accession of Charles V., a most important period
which forms the connection between the middle ages and
the history of modern European society and politics. This
part of the work has been deservedly admired for the corti-
prehensiveness of its views, for clearness of exposition; and
graphic power; but the narrative of the rei£n and age of
Charles is his master-piece. For his ' History of America,'
2 vols.4to., 1777, Robertson obtained, through several friends,
much valuable information from the Spanish and differ ar-
chives. In 1783 he published sortie valuable 'Additions and
Corrections to the former Editions of the Hlstttfy of Scotland.'
In one of thfcse additions, after saying that the licentious con-
duct of the clergy previous td the Reformation, a Conduct so
much in opposition to their tow* of celibacy rtttfl their as-
sumption of superior holiness, was perhaps the first thing
that excited suspicion as to the truth of the doctrines which
they taught, he justly observe* that when the Reformation
had gained the ascendency in various stated, • the form of
ecclesiastical polity which was introduced in those states was
modelled in some measure upon, thrit of the civil govern-
ment, as it had already happened on the first establishment
of Christianity in the Roman empire. Thus the episcopal
form was retained in England, in the kingdoms of Sweden
and Denmark, and in some parts of Germany, as most con-
sistent with the spirit of monarchy; whilst in Switzerland
and the Netherlands the principle ofequality was established,
as being more suitable to the spirit of a republic.'

His celebrity as an author, and the powers which he dis-
played as a party chief in the church, where his influence
was unbounded, gave rise. to a proposition from the court,
at the end of George II.'s reign, having for its' 6bfect hit

Eromotion to the dignities of the English church. This (says
is biographer, Dugald Stewart) met with such a repulse a*

effectually prevented a repetition of the attempt.

in 1791 Dr. Robertson published an 'Historical Disqui-
sition concerning the Knowledge whioh the Antients had of
India, and the progress of Trade with that country previous
to the Discovery of the Cape of Good Hope.' This agreeable
and well written essay is now nearly superseded by more
recent works.

Dr. Robertson died at Grange House, near Edinburgh, in

June, 1793. He is justly reckoned among the best British

historical writers. HI* style is easy and flowing, his lan-

guage correct, his opinions enlightened and sober,* his in-

vestigation most diligent, and his expressions temperate.
Hume, who was his intimate friend notwithstanding the
difference of their opinions, greatlt extolled Robertson's
'History of Scotland,' and Gibbon has borne ample testi-

mony both to his accuracy and his style.

The works of Robertson have been lately published to-

gether in French, '(Euvres completes de W. Robertson,
preeedees d'une Notice par J..A. C. Buchot,' t vols, large

Svo., Paris, 1837.

ROBERVAL, a French mathematician, whose proper
name was GILES PERSONIER. He was born in 1602,
at a place called Roberval in the diocese of Beauvais, and
having completed an extensive course of study, he came, in

1627, to Paris, where he connected himself with Pere Mer-
senne and other learned men of the age, among whom his

talents soon acquired for him considerable reputation. He
was chosen professor of mathematics in the college of

Gervais, which had been founded by Ramus at Paris,

and, together with this appointment, he was allowed to

hold, after the death of Morra, the chair of mathematics at

the college of Frartce.

The Method of Inditiisiblet, which forms a link between
the antient geometry and the fluxionary or differential cal-

culus, had been (1635) made public in Italy by Cavallert,

who is always considered as its inventor. In a letter to

Torricelli however (1644), Roberval states that he himself
had long before that time discovered a similar method of
investigating propositions; and he adds, that he kept hie
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processes to himself, in order that he mieht have a superi-

ority over his rivals in solving such problems as were pro-

posed to them. The statement may be correct, but if so, it

happened that the French mathematician, by his reserve,

like many others in similar circumstances, lost the honour
which he might have obtained ; a just punishment, observes

lfontucla, for those who, from such unworthy motives, make
a mystery of their discoveries. At the end of the treatise

of Roberval on this subject* there is explained a method of
striding the areas of spaces comprehended between curve-

lines of indefinite length, and it may be that the credit of
the discovery is due to him, though it is right to observe

that the investigation of such areas had been made in Eng-
land by James Gregory and Dr. Barrow before (he publica-

tion of RobervaTs work. Curves with infinite branches,

and which admit of an expression for the area between them,
were called Robervallian lines by Torricelli.

Roberval discovered an ingenious method of determining
the direction of a tangent at any point of a curve- line by
the rule for the composition of forces or motions ; but he
applied it only to the conic sections in which the component
forces are supposed to act in the directions of lines drawn
from the point in the curve to the foci. It appears that

Torricelli laid claim to the first discovert of the method,
which he asserts that he had made in 1*44, but Roberval
states, in a letter to the Italian philosopher, that he was
acquainted with it in 1636, and that in 1640 he had com-
municated it to Format.
As early ss the year 1616, P. Mersenne suggested the

idea of the cycloid, and having made some fruitless attempts
to find its area, he prooosed-the subject to Roberval in 1628

;

the latter, not succeeding immediately, abandoned the re-

search, and apparently thought nothing of it during about
ten years. At the end of that time, the question bemu re-

vived, he resumed the inquiry with the advantage of greater

experience, and fortunately discovered a method by which
the area might be determined. Descartes afterwards pro-

posed to Roberval and Fermat to determine the position of
a tangent to the cycloid, and the latter soon resolved the
problem, but the former appears to have failed, or to have
succeeded with difficulty, and only after many trials. He
subsequently however discovered the rules for finding the
volumes of the solids formed by the revolution of a cycloid

about its base and about its axis.

In 1646, Descartes, Roberval, and Huyghens attempted
at the same time to investigate the duration of the oscilla-

tions made by planes and solids moving about an axis ; and
here Roberval appears to have been more successful than
bis competitors, though the state of science was not then
sufficiently advanced to allow any of them to attain a solu-

tion which should be applicable to every kind of vibrating

body.

None of Robervsl's works were printed during his life,

except a treatise on Statics, which was inserted by Mersenne
in bis * Harmonic Universelle.' The others were published
by his friend the Abbe Galois, in 1693, among the mathe-
matical and physical works in the old 'Memoires' of the
Academy of Sciences. These relate chiefly to the subjects

above mentioned, and include a treatise on the • Recognition
and Construction of Equations,' a work of little utility,

since it is formed agreeably to the ideas of Descartes and
Format, and ia expressed in the language and notation of
Vieta. Among them also is an account of a new kind of
balance (a sort of steelyard) which Roberval had invented,

and which was thought to be useful in finding the weight
or pressure of the air.

Roberval, unfortunately for his lame, appears among the
opponents of Descartes in matters relating to algebra : he
ts said to have made some objections to the theorems of his

countryman in the construction of equations and concerning
the nature of the roots; but the objections are without

foundation, and serve only to expose his own jealousy and
obstinacy.

To Roberval is ascribed the reply, ' Qu'est ce que cola

prouve ?' when, having been present at the representation of

a tragedy, some one asked what impression it had made on
him. The story is perhaps untrue, but such a circum-

stance is not improbable, since, in those days, science was
profoundly studied, and the methenatieiane were so com-
pletely absorbed in their pursuits, that they had little time
to spare fot other subjects. It ia said that Roberval could

never express his ideas with clearness and precision, and
certainly readers well acquainted with the antient methods

of investigation can with difficulty follow him ia has 1

demonstrations.

He was elected a member of the Academy of Sciences
when the latter was formed (1665), and he died in the tear
1675.

ROBES, MASTER OF THE, an officer of the house-
hold who has the ordering of the king's robes. By etaiui*

51 Henry III., the ' Gardein de la Garderobe de RoV tfc«

warden of the king's wardrobe, was to make aceompt yeerjy

in the Exchequer, on the feast of St. Margaret Under a

queen, the designation of the office is changed to that of a
mistress of the robes. The office has always been one of

great dignity. High privileges were conferred upon it by

King Henry VI., and others by King James 1*. who erotica
the office of master of the robes into a corporation.

ROBESPIERRE, FRANQOIS MAXIMLUEN JO-
SEPH ISIDORE, was born at Arras in 1759. His father*

a provincial advocate of no reputation, quitted France
during the infancy of his children, who were not long after-

wards left in a desolate condition by the death of Cher
mother. Francois Maximilian was the eldest, and Ae»
Sustin Bon Joseph the second son: the third child we* a

aughter. Augustin imitated his brother, and periebed
with him ; the daughter lived in quiet respectability, and
became a pensioner of the state.

Through the kindness of the bishop of Arras. Robes-
pierre was well educated at Paris. He studied jurispru-
dence; and having returned to his native town, followed
his father's profession, in which be gained some) reputa-
tion. By his legal talents, and his situation as president
of the academy at Arras, be obtained an influence, througe
which, on the summoning of the States-General in 1 To*.

he was elected a deputy of the tiers-6tat. No sooner
was he elected, than he went to Versailles to enter
on his duties. Within the Assembly, for several months
after its meeting, he was of little importance; without Us
doors he gradually gained authority by gathering idiot* and
adventurers round him in the coffee-houses, and narangtust
them on liberty and equality. It was by dexterity of ad-

dress, and the coincidence or adaptation of the opinions
which he expressed, to those of his low, discontented, and
excited hearers, that this authority was raised. He had no
physical advantages to assist him : he was a short tnasg-

nificant-looking man ; his features small, his cooBptauaci
pale, his race deeply marked with the small-pox* and k*
voice harsh, shrill, and disagreeable. NotwUhatnndinf
these disadvantages, he increased in popular estimation, ft

was on the 1 7th of June, 1 789, that he delivered has ftrst

speech in the Assembly. From that time he daily that*
aside more and more of the backwardness and reserve that
he had hitherto maintained : be clearly saw that the weak-
ness and want of energy in the government were so giwat,

that he might with safety assert in the Nstional AaeenaUr
the most violent democratic opinions, and throw the popoh
lace into excitement. His importance in the Assembly was
in a great measure attributable to the prominent part whirh
he played in the Jacobin Club. [Jacobins.] This club
already contained so many members, that the large chore*
in which its meetings were held was continually filled, and
it had corresponding affiliated societies throughout the pro-
vinces, which disseminated its revolutionary viewa and pro-
jects, and rendered its power most formidable. Here was
Robespierre's principal scene of action; here he decried
every attribute of monarchy, and denounced those who wowH
control the people as conspirators against their country,
knowing that the pikemen of the suburbs, bloodthirsty and
ungovernable, took the speeches of the Jseobins for thetr
word of command. Robespierre Isid down this principle.
' that France must be revolutionised ;' and for this object
he laboured with a determination which hie opponenta oeoJd
find no means of diminishing. It was certain that h*
could not be tampered with ; and the Jacobin newspaper*,
daily overflowing with his praises, surnamed him *Th*
Incorruptible.' His exclusion from the Legislative) As-
sembly, to which he was rendered ineligible by n vole in

which he himself had joined, enabled him to devote has

whole time and energies to the direction of the Jacobin
Club. Its violence had somewhat diminished, but its powve
was increased by the enrolment of many of the municipal
officers, who could carry out iU projects by their authority
(Thiers.) At this time he was named Public Accuser.
When the attack was made upon '' ^nrira (Aug. to.

1792), Robespierre was not prsr throe, nop
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iftenrards he forsook the Club and remained in seclusion.

Ii was his custom neither to take an active part in the great

overt acts of massacre or rebellion, nor to appear imme-
diately a/ter their commission; but rather to pause awhile,

that he might see by what means they might best be turned

to the promotion of his political objects, and the increase of

sis own popularity. It war with joy that he saw the Na-
tional Assembly suspend the royal authority and call upon
tbe nation to elect a convention which should determine

oa a new form of government He became a member of

the Convention ; and on its opening (Sep. 21, 1792), seated

himself on the * montagne,' or higher port of the room, oc-

sopied by the most violent, which was also rapidly becoming
the most powerful party. It was now that Robespierre first

appeared in the foremost rank, which comprised the most
powerful men : until now, notwithstanding all his efforts,

be had had superiors even in his own party ;—in the days of

tin Constituent Assembly, the well-known leaders of the

time; during the continuance of the Legislative Assembly,
Brissot and Pe'thion; and, on the 10th of August, Damon.
Id the first assembly he could attract notice only by the

profession of extravagant opinions ; during the second he
became more moderate, because his rivals were innovators

;

sad be maintained peace before the Jacobins, because his

rirsls called for war. Now, as we have said, he was in the

lint rank, and his chief aim was to annihilate tbeGirondins,
woo hoped, on the other hand, that the eminence he had at-

tained was insecure as well as high, and that he might be
erertbrown himself. Barbaroux, Rebecqui, and Louvet
cared to accuse him of seeking to be dictator. But the time

had not come for accusations to be successful ; the tide of his

popularity had not turned. He demanded time to prepare
bis defence, and absented himself for eight days both from
the Convention and the Jacobin Club. During this absence
the Jacobins protested his innocence and intimidated his

stealers, the excitement in the Convention subsided, and
oo bis re-appearance he was triumphantly exculpated.

At this time the king was in prison, but his days were
drawing to a close. Robespierre vehemently combated those

vbo either asserted the necessity of a trial or declared the

king inviolable : he demanded that he should be beheaded
at once, and promoted unscrupulously the execution of his

whole fcmily. The death of the king augmented both party

strife and private bitterness ; each faction and each leader

bad some rival to destroy. The Montagnards struggled with

tbe Gtrondins for supremacy, gained their end, and mas-
sacred their opponents. The kingdom was chiefly go-

verned by the Committee of Public Safety [Committee of
Pobuc Safety], of which Robespierre, Couthon, and St.

J tut became the triumvirate. Tneir schemes for a moral

regeneration will be found in all the histories of the time,

lad also an account of Robespierre's presidency at the great

public acknowledgment of the existence of a Deity. This

took place when his career was nearly run, when there were
•Visions in the Montagne, where he had lost the support of

naay who, though they had been rivals, had been likewise

Powerful allies, when Marat had been assassinated, when
be had sanctioned the execution of Pe'thion and Danton
tnd Desmoulins, when he had put a countless host of vic-

tims to death* and raised a proportionate number of enemies.
la July, 1794, his adversaries became too strong for him

:

BinW-Varennes, one of his own party, jointly with the

rftfonant of the Dantonists, who still were furious because of

the execution of their leader, accused Robespierre of seek-

iaghisown aggrandizement by the sacrifice of nis colleagues.

la vain Robespierre retired, in vain he took forty days to

prepare bis defence, in vain he strained every nerve to

wrote thoir charges* After a scene of frightful excite-

ment, be was condemned to death, his brother, Couthon, St.

Jait, and Lebaa being included in the same condemnation.

Robespierre was separated from the other prisoners, and led

to tbe gaol at the Luxembourg. Here accident gave him a

chance of escape. Tbe gaoler, who was his friend, released

bim; he marched against the Convention with a number of

totters and partisans, and it is not impossibly that he might
bare re-established bis power, if he had possessed courage,

tad bis allies dexterity. As it was, he was again seized,

«ad having blown his jaw to pieces, in an unsuccessful

MW»pt to destroy himself, was dragged groaning to the

ptfetine, amidst the taunts and acclamations of the

characters of few men have been more deservedly

then tint of Robespierre, fie was totally without
"ft

any great quality; he was cowardly, cruel, and vain:
• one of the most intimate compounds of self-esteem ana
circumspection that ever met in the same character.' Hie
success, which was partly due to his egotism, ' his excessive
caution not to commit himself, made him the safest guide
and model for all that multitude of cautious egotists which
form so large a portion of human society.' (Edin. Rev.%

vol. Ixxii., n. 428.) 'He had anther great source of
strength in being the very apostle and prolocutor of the
populace, of that vague and indefinite religion which Ros-
seau had created, and which then enjoyed so immense a
popularity— a religion of sentiment without belief.' He was
honest in his efforts for the democratic cause, he never
sought money, and he well deserved the name of Incor-
ruptible.' He long depended on his sister for support, and
died worth fifty francs. The powers of his mind, his judg-
ment, and his oratory have been frequently underrated ; he
must have been at least plausibly eloquent: he chose with
adroitness the topics upon which he spoke; he was acute,
and had considerable foresight. But on the whole, his low
and vile qualities so greatly predominated, that he was not
only the terror of the monarchical and aristocratic party, but
he likewise injured the democratic cause, for he was guilty
of no small portion of that violence and cruelty which ren-
dered a reaction 'inevitable.

(Thiers, Hist. trench Rev. ; Mignet: Walter Scott, Hist. -

o/ Nap., vol. i. ; Carlyle. Hist. French Rev. ; Mad. de Stael,
Thoughts on the Ptench Rev. ; Ed. Rev 9 vol. lxxil ; Biog.
Universelle.)

ROBIN HOOD: [Hood, Robin.]
ROBI'NIA, a name given to a genus of plants in com-

memoration of John'Robin, a botanist in tbe time of Henry
IV. of France. This genus is known by having an inferior

perianth ; teeth of calyx 5, lanceolate, two upper ones shorter
and approximate ; corolla papilionaceous ; ovary with from 16
to 20 ovules ; style bearded in front, and legume subsessile
and many-seeded. Tbejr are North American trees, bearing
nodding racemes of white or rose-coloured flowers. The
genus Robinia formerly comprehended the plants now in-

cluded under Caragana, from which it is distinguished by
its loug gibbous legume and unequally pinnate leaves.

The best known species' of Robinia is the R. pseud-
acacia, the Bastard or raise Acacia, or Locust-tree. It has
stipular prickles, with loose pendulous racemes of white
sweet-smelling Uowers, which, as well as the legumes, are
smooth. This tree, which is ndw so well known, was first

growu in Europe by Vespasten Robin, the son of the bota-
nist, after whom the genus was named, in the Jardin des
Plantes at Paris. It was named looust-tree by the mission-
aries, who supposed it to be the same tree as that which
grows in Asia, and is supposed to have produced the locusts

spoken of in the New Testament. It was one of the first

trees received in Europe from North America, where it

grows in great abundance. It grows in the Atlantic States

of North America, but it is very abundant in the south-west,

in the valleys of iho Alleghany Mountains. It is also found
in the Western States and in Upper and Lower Canada.

Since its first introduction into Europe, this tree has met
with very different treatment, at one time being extolled as
the most valuable of trees, at another time condemned as

worthless. This has arisen in a great measure from the
soils and situations in which it has been accidentally culti-

vated. It has always been known in America as affording

an exceedingly hard and durable wood; hence it has been
recommended to be cultivated on this account, but the
great tendency which this tree possesses to branching and
its seldom attaining a great size render it impossible to ob-
tain from it timber of a useful kind. In America it is used
for making posts, and occasionally trees are found large

enough to be employed in shipbuilding; but its greatest

consumption is for making trenails, by which the timbers of
ships are fastened together, and for this purpose large quan-
tities are used in the royal dockyard at Plymouth, which
are imported from America.

Cattle are fond of the young shoots, and on this account
it has been recommended to be cultivated as forage. At
one time it was thought to be an excellent tree for planting

on the banks of rivers and canals, as the roots, being very
large and spreading, would bind the soil together. In 1823,

Cobbett wrote on this tree, recommending it strongly in his

various publications. He imported immense quantities of
the seeds from America for the purpose of growing the

plants for sale. He stated that in this way he had distri-
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bated in Great Britain more than a million of plants. Ills

E
raises of the tree were extravagant in the extreme, and it

as failed to answer most of the promises that he held out.

The tree is of rapid growth when young, and forms heart-

wood at a very early age. In America it attains a height

of 70 or 80 feet, but in this country it is seldom seen so

high. Its tendency to form branches, even when voting,

prevents its being used for hop-poles as recommended by
CobbetL
The roots and other parts of the plant, like many of its

order (LeguminossB), contain a saccharine principle, Which
accounts fur the nutritive properties of the leaves. In St.

Domingo the flowers are used for making a distilled liquot,

which is said to be very delicious. It folds up its leaves at

the approach of night
The tree grows best on a soil of sandy lotrm, rich rather

than poor; a good garden soil is the best. It should not be

planted in exposed situations, as, from the great brittlene^s

of its branches, it is likely to be destroyed by winds. It

may be propagated by cuttings from the roots or by plant-

ing large truncheons or suckers, but producing it from
seeds is the best mode. The seeds should be sown in the

spring, and in the summer of the following rear they maf
be transplanted. The seeds will not retain their vitality more
than two years. American seed should be always used, is

it does not come to perfection in this country.

There are two other species frequently cultivated in this

country,/?, viscosa. Clammy Robinia, and R. hispida* Hairy
Robin ia, or Rose Acacia. The former is characterised by the
sticky secretion with which it is covered, and which has
been discovered to possess a peculiar vegetable principle

;

the latter, which is the smallest of tne three species here
mentioned, has very large flowers, and forms a very orna-

mental shrub when grown on an espalier rail or against a
wall.

ROBINS, or ROBYNS, JOHN, an English astronomer
and mathematician, who was born in Staffordshire, about
the close of the fifteenth century or the beginning of the

sixteenth, as it appears he was entered a student at Ox-
ford in 1516, and educated for the church. In MS. Digby,

143, are preserved several inedited tracts by Robins, and
from a note at the end it appears that he was of Merton
College. It seems that, in common with many others of
that college, he devoted himself to the study of the sciences,

and he soon made such a progress, says Wood, in * the

pleasant studies of runthematics and astrology, that he be-

oamo the ablest person in his time for those studies, not
excepting his friend Rccorde,' whose learning was more
general. Having taken the degree of bachelor of divinity,

in the year J 531, he was the year following made by King
Henry VIII., to whom he was chaplain, one of the canons
of his college in Oxford. In December, 1543, he was made
a canon of Windsor, and afterwards one of the chaplains to

Queen Mary, who highly esteemed him for his learning.

He died on the 25th of August, 1558, and was buried in the
chape) of St. George at Windsor. He left behind him
several works in manuscript, of which two, • De Culmina-
tione 8tellarum Fixarum,' and • De Ortu et Occasu Stella-

rum Fixarum.' are preserved in MS. Digby, 143, in the

Bodleian Library. According to Wood, Sir Kenelm Digby
also possessed three other tracts by Robyns, vis. : I, • An rio-

tshonoa Astrologies),' lib. 3; 2, * Annotations Edwardi
VI. f 3, 'Tractaiu* do Prognostication per Rcclipstn;* and
WoimI adds that these were also in the Bodleian Library.

We su«pec l Wood is here in error, for in the sale catalogue
of the library of George, earl of Bri*tol, sold by auction in

April, 1080, a copy or which is in the British Museum, we
6ml an account or several manuscripts said formerly to have
belonged to Sir Kenelm Digby, and among these (No. 49)
U*Joliannis Robyns Annotationcs Astrologies*.' We are

inclined to think that Wood may have taken the titles from

the catalogue of Thomas Allen's library, in the Ashmolcan
Museum, nearly the whole of which came into the hands of

Kenelm Digby, and that the two titles of • Annotationes' do
in reality belong to tlte aame book. We are not aware that

any copy of this work of Robyns's \% now in existence,

although there are some extracts from it in MS. Bodl. 3467,
and the loss of it is perhapa not much to be regretted.

Wood slightly refers to a book by Robyns under the title of
• De Portentosis Gometis,' but he sets that be had never seen
acopv. Bale however mentions having seen one in the
Royal Library at Westminster, and this copy is now in the
British Museum. 8hcrbufne, in the appendix to his ' Mani-

Irttt,' mentions another in the possession of Gale* aoi tins

is now in the library of Trinity College,— O. i. tl. We
find also that there is still another copy in the Ashasoleaa
Museum, MS. No. 186. The preface to this Isftterwott.

which is partly plagiarised from Cicero, is primed in Haiti
weirs ' Rara Matbematica,' p. 48*64.

ROBINS, BENJAMIN, a celebrated rnethemelma
and artillerist, was born at Bath, in 1 707, of peretiu one
were members of the society of Friends, and in such basnets
circumstances as to be unable to give their son the [

of a learned education. By the aid however of seen* <

stonel instruction and a mind by nature formed to ceess**-

hend readily the processes of mathematical hrrestigsslnjst

he early attained to a considerable proficiency hi Use pore

sciences ; and, as the best means of being enabled to prose-

cute his favourite studies, he determined to establish hraseaf
in London a* a private teacher. 8ome speciesamis of ho
Skill in the solution of problems having been fet ami sled as

Dr. Pemoerton, this learned mathematician corjeervee
1

se

favourable ah opinion of his rfbttities as to encoerawe has* at

his design ; and accordingly, floout the yea* 1 723. Mr. RobnsS
came to town, in the garb and professing the doctrine* of a
Quaker. The former, after a* time, he exchanged lor tea

ordinary dress of the country.

In the metropolis, and apparently in the interval* of

leisure which his employment as a teacher afforded, Mr.
Robins applied himself to the study of the modern lan-

guages, and diligently cultivated the higher departments of
science by reading the works of the antient and the best

modern geometers ; these he appears to have mastered ante-
out difficulty, and in 1727 be distinguished himself ay
writing a demonstration, which was inserted in the * PbuV
sophical Transactions* for that year, of the eleventh prof*.
sition in Newton's treatise on quadratures.

During the following year he published, in a work entitled
the * Present State of the Republic of Letters,' a refotauoa
of John Bernoulli's treatise on the measure of the ertiet
forces of bodies in motion, a subject which had been proposed
as a prize question by the Royal Academy of Sciences at

Paris, and successfully answered by Macraurin. The foresja
mathematician bad endeavoured to support the hypothesis
of Leibnitz, that the forces are proportional to the awsai es
of the velocities which they produce, while both Macmetria
and Robins were in favour of the original opinion of 1

cartes, that the forces are proportional to the
simply.

About this time Mr. Robins began to make those ex-
periments for determining the resistance of the air against
military projectiles, which have gained for him so ranch rs>

Imtation. He is said also to have directed the energies of
lis mind to the construction of mills, the building of bridges;
draining marshes, and making rivers navigable; hut it does
not appear that he was ever employed in carrying so*4
works into execution. The methods of fortifying piece* be-
came a favourite study with Mr. Robins, and, m company
with some persons of distinction, probably his pupils, he
made several excursions to Flanders, where he bad opportu-
nities of examining on the ground the works of the great
masters in the art

In 1734, the celebrated bishop of Cloyne, author of the
'Treatise on Human Knowledge,' published a small stork
called the 'Analyst,' in which, without intending fo deny
the accuracy of the results, it is attempted to be shown that
the principles of fluxions, as they were delivered by Sir Isaac
Newton, are not founded upon strictly correct reasoning, in-
asmuch as it is assumed that the ratio between two variable
quantities may hove a finite or infinite value when the
quantities are nascent or evanescent ; that is, as the objector
supposes, when both quantities become tern. The objection
i» founded on a misunderstanding of the Subject, for by the
term nascent or evanescent it meant, not that each quan-
tity is nothing, but that both are infinitely small, or the!
they are less thSn any thing assignable; in which cose
one of them may, notwithstanding, exceed the other
in magnitude a finite or even an infinite number of
times. The talents of both Maclanrin and Robins were
employed in answering the objection ; and for this pet-pose
the latter published, in 1735, * A Discourse concerning the
Certainty of Sir I. Newton's Method of Fluxions, and of
Prime and Ultimate Ratios.' It is easy to imagine however
that great difficulty would at first he felt in admitting a
principle so different from any which occurs in the anrient
geometry; and, before the subje^ ^et at rest, We
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Robins added to the first, two or three other ^Mooursee ex-
planatory of the calculus.

Io 1738 he wrote a defence of Newton against an objec-

tion oo the subject of the sun's parallax which occurs in

» naie at the end of Baxter's ' Matho ;' and, in the following

year, he published some remarks on Euler's treatise of

'MvtioQr on Smith's 'Optics,' and on Dr. Jurin's discourse

coDceminff vision.

tfr. Robtns's principal work, entitled ' New Principles of

Ginnery,' was published in 1 742. To this is prefixed an
account of the rise and progress of modern fortification,

and a history of the invention of gunpowder, with a state*

meat of the steps which had been taken towards a know-
ledge of the theory of gunnery. Having then determined

the false of the explosive force of fired gunpowder and the

effect of the heat and moisture of the atmosphere on that

force, be proceeds to describe the ballistic pendulum which

be bad invented, with the manner of employing it in deter-

oiOMig the velocities of shot when the guns are charged

Vilh given quantities of powder ; and he treats at length of

the resistance of the air on shot and shells during their flight.

a tobject till then but little understood. This work had ;he

honour of being translated into German, and commented
on by the learned Euler. Some of the opinions advanced
in it being questioned by the author of a paper in the * Phi-

losophical Transactions,' Mr. Robins was induced to reply

to toe objections, and to give several dissertations on the

experiments made by order of the Royal Society in ) 746

and 1747 ; for tliese he was presented with the annual gold

medal A number of experiments in gunnery subsequently

made by Mr. Robins were, after his death, published with

the rest of bis, mathematical works, by Dr. Wilson, and
the collection, which makes two volumes 8vo., came out in

1761.

Besides the pursuits of science, Robins appears to have
seen occasionally occupied with subjects of a political nature.

A convention which had been made with the king of Spain,

in 1738, respecting the payment of certain claims made by
British merchants in compensation for the seizure of their

•bias and the destruction of their property by the subjects

of that monarch, hot being considered satisfactory, the op-

poeeots of the minister, Sir Robert Walpole, made it the

pound of an inquiry into his couduct, and Robins wrote

three pamphlets on the occasion. These gained lor him
coasjderable reputation, and a committee of the House of

Commons being appointed to manage the inquiry, he was
chosen its secretary ; be did not fjowevcr hold the post

long, as a compromise took place between the opposing
parties. About ten years afterwards (1749) Mr. Robins
wrote,'as a preface to the * Report of the Proceedings of the

Board of Orocere on their Inquiry into the Conduct of Sir

J^bn Cope,' an apology for the unsuccessful issue of the

action at Preston Pans in 1745.

Great difference of opinion exists concerning the share

which Mr. Robins had in writing the account of Lord
Anwn's Voyage round the World' (1740-1744). The
work fas certainly commenced by the Rev. W. Walter, the

ebaehun of the Centurion, who Was in that ship during the

greater part of the voyage; but, on the one hand, it is

Maltjiat t)ie account of the reverend gentleman consisted

cliicny of matters taken verbatim from the journals of tho

naval officers; and that Robins, using the statement of

courses, bearings, distances, &c. as materials, composed the

miojduehon and roanv of the dissertations in the body of

the work. Qa the oiner hand, we are told that Mr. Rubins
va* Consulted onlv concerning the disposition of the plates,

ait4 that he left England before the work was published.

It it scarcely probable that a clergyman professing to write

the history of such a voyage should have merely copied a

sailor's journal, and it maybe reasonably supposed that the

greater part of tho work as it stood in the first edition camo
from hjs pen; while, with equal reason, it may be allowed

thai |tr. Robins added the introduction and the scientific

npfitei. The first edition appeared in 1748, and four were
4tsoo)ed of in the course of that year.

Mr. Robins was offered, in 1749, his choice between two
good appointments ; the first, to go to Paris as one of the

(^mpiooers for settling the boundaries of Acadia; and
tbepther, to he engineer in general to the East India Com-
pany. He accepted the latter, and departed in December
for Madras, where he arrived in July, 1750. His intentions

wet* to put the fortifications in a good state of defence, anoj

ha hat actually prepared plans for the purpose when he was

taken ill wifh a fever. He recovered from this attack, but
soon afterwards fell into a declining state, and died on the
29th of July, 1751, at the age of forty-four years.

He left behind him the character of being one of the moat
accurate mathematicians of bis age : and the interest which
he took in astronomy may be inferred from his having
availed himself of his interest with Lord Anson to procure
a new mural quadrant for the Royal Observatory at Green-
wich, and having taken with him to India a set of instru-

ments for the purpose of making observations in that
country.

Dr. Hutton relates that, iu 1741, he was a competitor
with Mr. Mpller for the post of professor of fortification in
the Royal Military Academy at Woolwich; and that the
latter succeeded through some private interest in obtaining
the appointment.
ROBISON. JOHN, was born in 1739, atBoghall in the

county of Stirling. His father, who had been a merchant at
Glasgow, but who then resided on bis estate, intended that
he should enter the clerical order, and accordingly he seut
bim, at eleven years of age, to the university of that city.

Here the youth studied the classics under Dr. Moore, and
moral philosophy under Dr. Adam Smith ; and at the same
time he received instructions in mathematics from Dr
Robert 8imson. He took bis degree of M.A. in 1766, but
he declined the church as a profession.

Being thus compelled to seek an occupation in some other
line, he went to London in 1758, with a recommendation
from Dr. Simaon to Dr. Blair, a prebendary of Westminster,
who was then desirous of obtaining some person to instruct

the young duke of York in navigation, and to accompany
his royal highness in a voyage to sea, an intention being
entertained that the prince should serve in the royal navy.

The project was afterwards abandoned, but Mr. Robison
consented to embark on board the Neptune with a son of

Admiral Knowles, who had jusf then received his appoint-

ment as a midshipman. This ship was one of a fleet des-

tined to co-operate with the land-forces under General
Wolfe in the reduction of Quebec; and during the voyage

Mr. Knowles being promoted to the rank of lieute-

nant on board the Royal William* Robison, who was
then rated as a midshipman, accompanied him. In May,
1759, the fleet arrived in the St. Lawrence, and Mr. Robi-
son was employed in surveying the river and the neighbour-

ing country ; at the same time he bad an opportunity of

making observations concerning the effects produced by the

aurora borealis on the magnetic needle.

The success of the expedition is well known ; and on the
return of the Royal William to England, Mr. Robison ac-

cepted an invitation from Admiral Knowles to reside «with

bim at his seat in the country.

In 1762. lieutenant Knowles being appointed to the com-
mand of a sloop of war, Robison accompanied him in a
voyage to Spain and Portugal, but after being absent six

months he returned to England, and quitted entirely the

naval service. His great friend and patron the admiral
however recommended him to Lord Anson as a person qua-
lified to take charge of Harrison's timekeeper, which, after

the labour of thirty -five years, was considered fit to be used
for the important purpose of determining the longitude of a
ship at sea, and which it was proposed by the Board ofLon-
gitude to try during a voyage to the West Indies. In con-

sequence of this recommendation, Mr. Robison, accom-
panied by a son of Mr. Harrison, sailed to Jamaica, where,

on January 2G, 1763, the chronometer (whose rate bad been
determined at Portsmouth, November 6th, 1762) was found,

after allowing for that rate, to indicate a time less by a''

only than that which resulted from the known difference

between the longitudes of the two places; and on his return

to England, April 2nd, 1763, that is, after an absence of

one hundred and forty-seven days, the whole error was found
to be but 1' 54£".

Mr. Robison, being disappointed in his expectations of

promotion from the Admiralty, set out for Glasgow in order

to resume his studies. Here, enjoying the friendship of Dr.
Black and Mr. Watt the former of whom was on the point

of developing his theory of latent beat, and the latter of

bringing forward bis great improvements on the steam-

engine, he felt himself irresistibly impelled towards the

pursuit of the physical sciences.

On the removal of Dr. Black to Edinburgh, Mr. Robison
was appointed to succeed him, and for four years be gave
lectures on natural philosophy at Glasgow ; but at the end
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of thai time he accepted (1770) the appointment of secretary

to admiral Sir Charles Knowles, who had been invited by
the empress of Russia to superintend the improvements
which that sovereign contemplated making in her navy.

Two years after his arrival at St. Petersburg, Sir Charles
became president of the board of admiralty, and Robison
was made inspector of the corps of maritime cadets at Cron-
stadt, with a liberal salary and the rank of lieutenant-

colonel in the Russian service. He gave no instructions,

but his duty was to receive the reports of the masters, and to

class the cadets in the order of their merits; this he per-

formed for four years, but finding Cronstadt a dreary place
of residence during the winter, he accepted the professorship

of natural philosophy at Edinburgh, which had become
vacant by the death of Dr. Russel. He arrived in that city

in June, 1 774, bringing with him two or three of the Rus-
sian cadets, whose education he had undertaken to super-
intend ; and in the same year he gave a series of lectures

on mechanic*, optics, electricity, astronomy, &c. This course
he continued to deliver annually during the rest of his life,

except when ill health obliged him to appoint a substitute
for the purpose, improving each subject from time to time
by the introduction of every important discovery which it

received from the researches of bis contemporaries. The
lectures are said to have been distinguished by accuracy of
definition and clearness as well as brevity of demonstration;
and the experiments by which they were illustrated, to have
been performed with neatness and precision. But it has
been objected to them that they were delivered with a ra-

pidity of utterance which made it difficult for the students
to follow him; that ho supposed his pupils to possess a
higher degree of preparatory information than they had in

general attained, even when they had gone through the
university course of study, and that the experiments were
too few in number to serve the purpose intended by them.

It may be thought that the second objection might have
been obviated by merely requiring, in the pupils who were to

attend the course of lectures, an adequate portion of mathe-
matical knowledge previous to their admission ; but it is pro-
bable that the ground of the complaint lay, partly, in the
difficulties inseparable from the communication of scientific

instruction by general lectures. The result attained after a
geometrical investigation on paper may be admitted by a
reader who can take the time necessary to satisfy himselfof
tho truth of the several steps and of their dependence on
each other; but this is seldom possible when the investiga-
tion is delivered from the mouth of a lecturer, who roust go
on with his subject without waiting for the slow operations of
the judgment in the mind of his auditor, and the conse-
quences too often are that, at the expiration of the hour, the
latter carries away only a number of ideas in a state of in-

extricable confusion. In former ages, when books were
scarce, there was no other method of conveying instruction
to a number of persons than that of general lectures ; but at
present such lectures can only be useful as auxiliaries in
teaching the physical sciences, and probably the chief ad*
vantage to be derived from them consists in the oppor-
tunities they afford for exhibiting experiments which it may
not be in the power of students individually to make. It
seems to follow that such exhibitions should not be omitted
whenever they can be made conducive to the illustration

of the subject.

On settling in Edinburgh, Mr. Robison became a mem-
ber of the Philosophical Society of that city. In 1785 he
was attacked by a disorder which was attended with pain and
depression of spirit*, but he was only occasionally prevented
from performing his duties and following his literary avoca-
tions. In 1 798 he was made doctor in Taws by the Univer-
sity of New Jersey : and in the following year, by that of
Glasgow; and in 1800 he was elected a foreign member of
the Academy of Sciences at St. Petersburg. In 1785 he
wrote a paper which was published in the first volume of
the • Philosophical Transactions of Edinburgh,' on the de-

termination, from his own observations, of tho orbit and
motion of the Georgiutn Sidus; and ho afterwards wrote
one which appeared in the second volume of the same work,
on tho motion of light as affected by reflecting and refract-

ing substances which are themselves in motion. But his
most important works are the numerous articles which, in

1793 and the following years, he contributed to the third
edition of the 'Encyclopaedia Britanntca* and it* supple
roent: a scries of treatises which maybe considered as
forming a complete body of physical science for that time.

Mr. Robison was prevailed upon to superintend tte pub-
lication of Dr. Black's lectures on chemistry, and they

came out in 1803, but that science had undergone so gmt
a change since the death of the learned lecturer, that tie

work excitejl little interest In the following year be pub-
lished a portion, containing dynamics and astronomy, of a
book entitled 'Elements of Mechanical Philosophy ;* hat
the substance of it, together with that of some MSSL
which had been intended by the author to form part of U»
second volume, and also the principal articles which bat

1

been written for the ' Encyclopaedia Britannica,' were col-

lected by Dr., now Sir David, Brewster, under the title af
' A System of Mechanical Philosophy,' and published a
1822, with notes, in 4 vols. 8vo. This work is considered
by the late Professor Playfair as firmly establishing the

character of Mr. Robison for scientific attainments.
While Mr. Robison was on his journey to Russia in 1770,

he was hospitably entertained by the bishop of Liege, wbut
with all his chapter, constituted a lodge of freemasons; and
into this society our traveller was induced to enter. It is

unknown from what source he obtained his informatioa
respecting its proceedings, but twenty-nine years afterwards
he published a remarkable work containing ' A History tf

the German Ilium inati/ whom he describes as the agents
in a plot formed by the freemasons to overturn all the reli-

gions and governments of Europe. The work met with
little attention, and Robison was charged with a degree of

credulity scarcely to be expected in a person so well ac-

quainted with the laws of philosophical evidence.
Having taken a slight cold, and suffered an illness of only

two days* duration, Mr. Robison died on the 30th of Janu-
ary, 1805, in the 66th year of his age, leaving a widow ant*

four children. He is stated to have been a person of pre-

possessing countenance, a good linguist, a draughtsman,
and an accomplished musician ; and it is added that his coo
versation was both energetic and interesting.

ROBORTELLO, FRANCIS, was born of a noble
family, September 9th, 1516. He was educated at Bologna
under the celebrated Roraulo Amaseo, and he began abort
1538 to teach the belles-lettres at Lucca. Five years after-

wards he went to Pisa, where he lived during the next fiw
years, and laid the foundation of his fame, which was sooa
spread over the whole of Italy. In 1549 the senate of
Venice elected him successor to Batti*ta Egnaxio, professcr
of rhetoric there, whose advanced age obliged him to retire
from public duties. In 1552 Robortello was promoted to

the chair of Greek and Latin literature in the university of

Padua, in the place of Lazaro Buonamici, who died in that
year. Thence he removed in 1557 to Bologna, in order u>

undertake a similar office in that city. Having been ap-
pointed to pronounce here the funeral oration in honour of
the emperor Charies V., who died in 1558, be is said to

have forgotten the exordium, and to have been incapable
of proceeding, which brought him into some disrepute.
About this time he bad violent disputes with Sigonius* is
which Robortello appears to have been the aggressor, an

4

which did not termiuate till the senate of Venice employed
their authority in imposing silence upon both. Robortello
died at Padua, March 18th, 1567, in the fifty-first veer at
his age, so poor that he did not leave enough to defray ih»
expenses of his funeral, which however was celebrated by
the University in a style of great magnificence.

Robortello seems to have oeen naturally pugnacious, and
he was continually involving himself in disputes with men
superior to himself. He could not refrain from attacking
such writers as Erasmus, Paulo Manusio, Muretua, sod
Henry Stephens. He was however a man of considerable
talent and learning, and he published several books of grcit
utility. The following are his principal works: 1, 'Vario-
rum Locorum Annotationes tarn in Gnecisquam in Latum
Aucioribus,' Venice, 1543, 8vo. ; 'Do Histories Facilitate*
&c, Florence,) 548, 8vo., being several treatises on Greek and
Roman literature, ull of which are inserted by Gruter in bis
'Thesaurus Criticue.' 3, ' Do Convenient;* Supputationu
LiviantD Annorum cum Marmoribus Romania quo in Capi-
tol io sunt ; De Arte sive Rationc oorrigendi Vetcres Auctotes
Disputatio,' Padua, 1557, folio ; 4, ' Do Vita et Vietu Populi
Roman i sub Imperatoribus Cass. Auguatis,' Bologna, 1559,
folio. Besides these he pubUshed editions of Artstotl«*t
• Poetics,' the 'Tragedies' of i£sch)lus, the 'Tactics' ofM
lian,* and Longinus ' On the Sublime.'

(Weiss in Biographi* Univerr" .
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fc&BUSn. [Tintoretto.]
ROCCA, in Italian, means a strong bold or fortified

place, perched upon a rock or steep hill, a position com-
mon to many provincial towns in Italy. Rocca, properly

speiktng. means the castle or keep, but it has also become
in appellative for the town or village which generally ad-

joins it. The appellative Rocca is most frequent in the
Neapolitan and Papal states, and in Piedmont. The most
notable places of this name are Rocca MorAna, in Campa-
nia, once the capital of the Aurunci : Rocca di Papa, on
the Alban Mount, nearRome ; Rocca Gorga, near Piperno

;

Rocca Rasa, and Rocca Vail' Oscura, two stations in the
Abruzxo, on the high road from Naples to Sulmona, in the
tooantain tract which divides the valley of the Sangro
from that of the Pescara ; Roccabruna, in the province of
Cuoeoin Piedmont; Roccaforte, in the province of Mondovi;
Roccabione, in the province of Cuneo, &c.
ROCCELLA. [Orchil]
ROCHDALE, a parliamentary borough in the hundred

sfSalford, 12$ miles north-west of Manchester, and 202}
from the General Post-office, London, by the mail road
through Dunstable, Northampton, Market Harborough,
Leicester, Derby, Belper, Matlock, and Buxton to Manches-
ter; in 53° 37' N. lat. and 2° 10' W.long.
The parish of Rochdale is one of the most extensive in

the kingdom. It extends into Agbrigg wapentake, in the
West Riding of Yorkshire, and comprises 58,620 statute
acres; with a population, in 1831. of 74,427, of which 40,340
acres and 58,441 inhabitants are in Lancashire. The Lan-
cashire part was formerly divided into four parts, now into

ten townships, as follows :

—

Foraer DWUioo. Present Division. Pop. 183

Hooorsfield or Blatchinworth and
Hundersfeild . Calderbrook

Todmorden and
4,221

Walsden . 6,054

Wardleworth . 9,360
Whitworih and
Brandwood *

Wuerdale and War-
dale 6,754

Spotland '• Spotland, further'

side

Spotland, nearer
15,325

side

Caitleton . Castleton • • 11,079

BuUcrworth Butterworth

.

5,648

58,441

Yorkshire.

Chapelry of Saddleworth cum-Quick 15,986

74,427

Rochdale derives its name from the Roch (which flows

into the Irwell, a tributary of the Mersey) ; it is called Re-
cedbam in the Domesday Survey. In the time of Edward
111. tome Flemings introduced the woollen manufacture
into the parish ; and two centuries afterwards, viz. in the

reign of Elizabeth, it was still famous for its woollens. In
li 10 there were no fewer than five fulling-mills established

on the Spodden or Spotland brook in this parish.

The town of Rochdale is situated on both sides of the

riier Roch, into which, on the north bank, two brooks flow,

tae Hee brook just above, and the Spodden or Spotland

brook just below the town. That part of the town which is

on the south side of the Roch is in the township of Castle-

ton, and is connected by three bridges with the more ex-

tensive part on the north side of the Roch, which extends

into the townships of Wardleworth and Spotland, and a small

part into the township of Wuerdale and Wardale. The
streets are irregularly laid out, and many of them are nar-

row and inconvenient Within the last fifteen years how-

over great improvements have taken place, several of the

Btreets have been widened and otherwise improved, and a

ww market-house completed. The houses are chiefly of

brick; some of the best are built of freestone quarried in

tbe neighbourhood: the streets are well paved, and lighted

mtbgas; and the town is supplied with water from four

reservoirs in Castleton township. The old bridge over the

Roch (a stone bridge of three arches) has been widened

J $dt giro in Um Population Returns; probably included In one of tk*

P.O. No. 1237.

and improved ; about a quarter of a mile below it is another
stone bridge of one arch, and just above it an iron bridge for
foot passengers. There are several churches and chapels
episcopal and dissenting. The parish church wa» built
within about a century of the time of Domesday Survey
and was dedicated to St. Cedd or St. Chad. It is partly
in the early English style, with a few remains of Norman
character in the interior. The nave and south aisle, and ibe
tower, which is embattled and crowned with pinnacles, are
of later date. The windows of the choir have rich tracery

;
and the font and many of the monuments are very antient
St. Mary's church was built in .740 as a chapel-of-ease to
the parish church ; it is a plain brick building. St. James's,
built in 1814, is a Gothic stone edifice, with a square em-
battled tower. There are other churches or episcopal
chapels (some of them erected of late yeara) in the out-
parts of the parish. There are in the town chapels for
Presbyterians. Baptists (two), Methodists (Wesleyan, New
and Primitive), Independents, the countess of Huntingdon's
connexion, Unitarians, and Roman Catholics: all these, ex-
cept the Presbyterian chapel, have been built or rebuilt in
the present century.

The manufactures of this place are very important; they
comprehend woollen goods, as baize, flannels, coatings, and
friezes, and strong calicos and other goods in cottons ; but
the woollen fabrics form the staple. Hats are also made, and
cotton yarn is spun. Coal is dug, and slates, flagstones, and
freestone are abundantly quarried in the parish, atid there
are iron-works in Butterworth township. Steam power is

extensively employed by the manufacturers. There are
two weekly markets; on Monday for manufactured goods,
wool, oil, dye-stuffs, and grain ; and on Saturday for pro
visions. There are three yearly fairs: on May 14ih; on
Whit Tuesday; and on November 7th; all for cattle,
horses, and pedlary. The Rochdale canal, which unite* the
duke of Bridgewater's canal at Manchester with the Calder
and Ribble navigation near Halifax in Yorkshire, passes
near the town on the south-east side of it.

The town is in the jurisdiction of the county magistrates.
The lord of the manor holds a court baron every three
weeks for the recovery of debts under 40#. There are a
neat town-hall, used also as a news-room, and a commodious
gaol called the New Bailey.

Rochdale was erected into a parliamentary borough by
the Reform Act; and the boundary, as defined by the
Boundary Act, coincides with tbe boundary laid down in a
previous local police act, and is a circle drawn with a radius
of three-quarters of a mile from the old market-place in the
very heart of the town. Rochdale returns one member to

parliament : the number of voters on the register for 1 834-5
was 746; for 1835-6, 695.

The borough of Rochdale is a vicarage, one of the richest

in the kingdom, at present in the archdeaconry and dio-

cese of Chester; but to be transferred to Manchester when
that see is erected. Its clear yearly value is estimated at
1 730/., with a glebe-house : it is in the gift of the archbishop
of Canterbury. The glebe comprehends 200 acres of land,
a part of it built upon.
There were, in 1833, in the three townships of Castleton,

Wardleworth, and Spotland, sixty-eight schools of all kinds
for daily instruction, with 2289 scholars ; and twenty eight

Sunday-schools, with 4036 scholars. Some of these schools

are probably out of the town in ihe out parts of the townships.

We have not included Wuerdale and Wardale township, as

only a very small part of the town is in it. Four of the day-
schools are endowed; one is a national school, the children

of which attend also on Sunday.
Littleborougb, in the parish of Rochdale, was a Roman

post, but the remains of it have nearly or quite disappeared.

Roman coins, and part of a statue of Victory, of silver, have
been dug up. The mound of an antient castle, said to be

of Saxon original, to which the township of Castleton owes
its name, is mentioned in the 'Beauties of England and
Wales.' In the chapelry of Saddleworth, in the Yorkshire

part of the parish, are some Druid ical remains. (Baines's

Hist, qf Lancashire ; Rirliamentary Papers.)

ROCHEFORT, a town and port of France, capital of ar

arrondissement in the department of Charente InfeYieure,

300 miles south-west of Paris bv the road through Orleans, •

Tours, Poitiers, and Niort; in 45° 56' N. lat., and 0° 59'W.
long.

Rochefortwas in the middle ages in the j»ower of the

English, from whom it was taken by Charles VII. Its
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capabilitiesu a naval station haying attracted notice, works

wart commenced, in the reign of Louis XIV., in A.D. 1666

;

since which time the immense works carried on have ren-

dered it one of the most important naval stations of France.

An expedition against Rochefort was sent out fiom Eng-
land, *~d. 1 757. but from cowardice or mismanagement it

ended in a disgraceful failure.

The town stands in a low marshy district which in the

summer and autumn renders the town unhealthy: it is on

the northern bank of the Cbareute, about ten or twelve

miles from the sea ; the river, though not very large, afford*

sufficient depth of water at all times to float the largest

vessels. The town is regularly fortified, and the approach

is defended by forts on the Isle of Aix, and at the mouth or

on the banks of the river. The ramparts are planted with

trees. The streets are well laid out, broad, and straight, and
well lighted with lamps and reflectors ; they are watered daily

in the summer months by a forcing pump from a large re-

servoir. Some of the streets are planted with poplars and
acacias, and the principal of them terminate on the parade.

The houses are well built, but low, so as less to impede the

circulation of the air. The harbour is formed by the

Ch*rente. The arsenal is one of the most extensive and
finest in the kingdom; it comprehends an armoury, a large

dock for building, basins for repairing, and immense store*

houses, extending more than 1300 foot, of every necessary

for equipping vessels, a cannon foundry, a ropewoIk about

I960 feet long, a victualling-office, barracks, a depot for

convicts, with a saw-mill, anda mill which cleans the har-

bour, moves the cylinders for rolling out sheet-metal, and
performs other work ; and a fine naval hospital, including

eighteen wards, besides the officers' apartments, and con-

taining 1240 iron bed»teads. In the part of the harbour

reserved for merchantmen, ships of 600 tons, fully laden, can
come up to the quays. There is an Exchange.
The population of Rochefort, in 1*31, was 10,338 for the

town, or 14,040 for the whole commune, in 1636 it was
15,441 for the commune. Betides the business connected

with the arsenal, vessels are fitted out for the cod fishery,

and a considerable coasting-trade is carried on. The chief

exports are wine, brandy, corn, and salt. There are three

yearly fairs. Rochefort has two churches, three chapels, a

general hospital, besides that for the navy, a foundling hos-

pital, a high school, asohool of navigation and hydrography,
a school of naval medicine, schools of surgery and mathe-
matics, schools on the monitorial system for drawing, sing-

ing, and music; a society of literature, science, and art; a

public library of 1600 volumes, a library of 10,000 volumes
for the navy, a cabinet of natural history, a botanic garden,

and a theatre. A consistory of the Reformed (or CalvinUtic)

church is established here ; and there is a Protestant Bible

Society.

Tho arrondissement of Rochefort contained, in 1831,

forty-seven communes, and was divided into four cantons or

districts, each under a justice of the peace. Its population

at that time was 48,836.

ROCHEFOUCAULD, or ROCHEFOUCAULT. LA.
"CharsNTS.]
" ROCHEFOUCAULD, FRANQOI8, DUC DE LA,
of a distinguished noble family of France, was born in 1613.

He appeared early at the court of Louis XIII., and showed
some talents and ambition, but was kept out of employment
and favour by the jealousy of Cardinal Richelieu, in the

early part of the subsequent reign of Louis XIV. he figured

in the civil war of La Fronde. He attached himself to the

party of the Duchess of Longueville, whose avowed admirer

ne was, and he was severely wounded at the siefge of Bor-

deaux, and in the battle of 8t. Antoine at Pans. After

Louis XIV. had firmly established the monarchical autho-

rity, La Rochefoucauld withdrew to private life. In this

second part of his career he exhibited private virtues which

atoned for the folly and violence of his younger years. He
was intimate with Madame de la Fayette, ana with Madame
de Sevigne, who speaks of him, in her correspondence, in

terms of real esteem. He died in 1680, with calm and
christian-like resignation. The Cardinal de Rets, his con-

temporary and fellow-partisan, in bis * Memoirs,' says ofhim,

that be was always irresolute in his temper; a good soldier,

with no military talent ; a bad courtier, though ambitious of

figuring and meddling in intrigue ; but at the same time he
praises * bis natural good sense, the ease and mildness of his

manners,' and says that 'he waa a very upright man in pri-

vate life.' La Rochefoucauld left several works, the prin-

cipal of which are, 'Mlmoires de la Regence d'Anne d*Aw-
triche,* and his ' Maxiroes,' or * Penseet.for which he is beet

known as an author. This book ha* msde much noise in the
world ; it hss been abused, criticised, controverted, and yet
no one can deny that there \% a great deal of truth in u,
though it generalises too much. La Rochefoucauld attri-

butes all the action* ofmen, good or bad, to the moving-spring
of self-interest Friendship is an exchange of good offices*

generosity is the means of gaining good opinion, justice it-

self is derived from the fear of buffering from the oppression
of others. This may be all true, but still there are action*
in which men can have no self-interest in view, in which
they act from enthusiasm, or a strong sense of duty, or
from benevolence, or some motive other than self interest

;

such ere, for instance, the selfdevotednes* of the patriot,

the perseverance of the upright man through good and
evil report, the sacrifice made by pure love, and above all

the calm resignation of the Christian martyr. These snd
other similar instances La Rochefoucauld has not taken
into account, because probably he had seen no specimen
of them. La Rochefoucauld has accounted for most sctiona
of a great proportion of mankind, perhaps by far the greater,

and for so doing he has been abused, because, as a French
lady observed, he has told every body's secret. He has
placed himself, with regard to private morality, in the
same predicament as Machiavelli with regard to political

morality. [Machiavelli.] J.J. Rousseau, who was cer-
tainly not free from selfishness, has abused La Rochefou-
cauld's Maxims, and yet in his ' Emile' he observes thsvt

'selfishness is the main spring of all our actions,* and that
' authors, while they are for ever talking of truth, which they
care little about, think chiefly of their own interest, of which
thev do not talk.* La Fontaine, in his fuble (b. i.. 1 1 >

' L*Hornmeet son Image.' has made an ingenious defence
of La Rochefoucauld's book.

La Rochefoucauld's 'Maximes* have gone through many
editions. The '(Euvresde la Rochefoucauld,' 1818, contain,
beside* his already published works, several inedited letters

and a biographical notice.

Several other individuals of the same family have ac-
quired an historical name, among others, Loub Alexandre
de la Rochefoucauld, Peer of France, who embraced the
popular part at the beginning of the great French revolution,
and displayed considerable violence in his sentiments, not-
withstanding which, after the 10th of August, he was mas-
sacred by the Jacobins as an aristocrat

ROCHELLE, LA, a town in France, capital of the oV
Krtment of Charente Infc'rieure. 301 miles southwest of

iris by the road through Orleans, Tours, Poitiers, and
Niort ; in 46° 8' N. lat. and 1° 8' W. long.

La Rochelle was antiently a small town and fort belong-
ing to the lords of Mauleon, from whom it was taken bv one
of the counts of Poitou. On the marriage of Henry ll. of
England with Eleonore of Ouienne, heire»s of Poitou, it

came into tho hands of the kings of England, from whom it

obtained considerable municipal privileges. It was taken
from the English by Louis VIII , a.d. 1224, was again ceded
to them by the treaty of Bretigny, ad. 1360, but finally reco-
vered, a.d. 1372, by Duguesclin. Under the French kings
the privileges of the town were further augmented ; the im-
portance of the place increased, and upon the acquisitioo
of it by the Huguenots, a.d 1657, it became a sort of
republic, and the stronghold of their party. It waa be-
sieged in 1574, by the duke ofAnjou, but in vain : the gar-
rison was commanded by La Noue. In 1627 it was aga**
besieged by the royal forces under Louis X11L and his mi-
nister Richelieu. By means of an immense barrier of piles
carried across the entrance of the harbour, assistance nous
the sea was precluded, and the attempt of the English to
succour the townsmen was defeated by the incapacity of
the duke of Buckingham, the favourite of Charles I„ who
commanded the expedition. The townsmen, under the
mayor Guitton, holdout for thirteen months, but, a*\ar un-
dergoing the most dreadful extremities from famine, were
compelled to surrender, and the power of the Huguenot
party was finally broken. Rochelle was fortified anew by
Vauban, by order of Louis XIV., and is still maintained ae
a fortified town.

The town stands on the northern side of a small inlet of
the Atlantic, which extends eastward about two miles into
the land, and terminates, just above Rochelle, in a salt
marsh. The entrance of this inlet, which serves as the
roadsted or outer harbour of the town, is defended by forts;
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ind the approaches are farther protected by the works on
thelile of R6 and the Isle of Aix. The fortifications on the
land side, though extensive, including nineteen large has-

uoni and eight half moons, are not reputed to be strong,

but on the sea side the security of the place is regarded as

complete. There are seven gates. The town is well laid

oot; the streets are for the most part straight, broad, clean,

tad lined with well-built bouses adorned with porticos, but
not of great elevation. There are several fountains, which
contribute to the cleanliness of the place. The squares are

tolerably numerous, but all of irregular form : the principal

ire the Place de la Prefecture and the Parade, both planted
with trees. The promenade of Le Mail commands a fine

prospect of the harbour and the sea. The principal public

buddings are the cathedral, the seminary for the priesthood,

the bishop's palace, the town-hall, a fine Gothic buildine,

the courts of law, the Exchange, the post-office, the guard-
bouse of the departmental guard, the theatre, the curious

clock-tower, the general hospital (or hospital of St Louis),

the orphan hospital, the office of the prefecture, the mint,
(be markets, the abattoir, or public slaughter-house, the

barracks, and the elegant sea-bathing rooms erected in

1827. There are four churches besides the cathedral, se-

veral chapels, four nunneries, a Protestant church, a house
of correction, one military and two other prisons, and an

|

hospital or almshouse, besides the two mentioned above.

The dock or inner harbour is in the south part of the town,

by which it is surrounded on nearly every side, and compre-
hends two basins, one (Le Hdvre), adjacent to the roadsted,

dry at low water, and hounded by a range of fine quays

;

the second is closed by flood gates, by means of which the

shipping are kept constantly afloat; this basin also is sur-

rounded by quays. The Canal Maubeo, which runs from
the north-eastern corner of this basin, divides the city into

two parts, which communicate by three bridges over the

canal. Ships of any burden can get up to La Rocbelle at

high water.
The population of La Kochelle in 1831 was 14,632; in

1836 it was 14,857. The exports from the port compre-
hend brandy and other spirits, wine, salt, flour, cheese,

butter, oil, and linen cloth* the imports comprehend
colonial produce and groceries. The townsmen refine

sugar, spin cotton-yarn, make pitch, tar, catgut, and gloves,

build ships, and engsge in the Newfoundland cod fishery.

There are two fairs in the year, each of five days. Besides

the establishments already noticed, there are courts of law,

a chamber of commerce and several administrative or
fiscal government offices, an academy of belles-lettres,

sciences, and arts ; a high school or college, a school of
navigation, a drawing-school, and a school of midwifery ; a
public library of 20,000 volumes, a museum of natural his-

tory, and a botanic garden; an agricultural society, a Pro-
testant Bible society, and some charitable institutions.

Rochelle is the head-quarters of the twelfth military di-

vision, which comprehends the departments of Charente

Infeneure. Deux Sevres, and Vendee. The bishopric of

Maillesay was transferred to Rocbelle in 1665: the bishop

is a suffragan of the archbishop of Bordeaux: his diocese

comprehends the department of Charente Inferieure. The
arrondjseement of Rochelle comprehends fifty-five com-
munes, and is divided into seven cantons or districts, each

under a justice of the peace. The population in 1831 was
77,589.

Rochelle salt, a purgative medicine of some reputation,

was discovered by M. Seignette, an apothecary of Kochelle,

whence it* name. It is sometimes called Seignette salt.

Reaumur, well known from bis graduation of the thermo-
meter and in other respects, and Billaud-Varennes, the con-

ventionalist, were natives of Rochelle.

ROCHESTER, an antient city in the coVnty of Kent,
situated on the .south or right bank of the Medway, imme-
diately adjacent to the parliamentary borough of Chatham
[Chatham], with which it forms one continuous town : it is

29 miles from the General Post-office, London, by the road
through Dartford and Gravesend; and nearly the same dis-

tance in a direct line.

Rochester probably existed antecedently to the Roman
invasion, at any rate antecedently to the conquest of the

southern part of the island under Claudius, ana its antient

name, which is of Celtic origin, denotes that it was at a pas-

sage over the river. Its Roman and Saxon names, from
the latter of which by corruption the modern Rochester is

Asrired, are given elsewhere, [Kent, vol. xiii.,p. 192, col. 1.]

During the independence of the Saxon kingdom ofKent it

was of importance both as the seat of a bishopric (esta-
blished about a.d. 604) and as a place of strength situated
at the passage of the Medway. It was destroyed by Ethelred,
king of Mercia, a.d. 676, and by tlie Danes in the time of
Ethelwulf. a.d. 839: it was besieged by the same enemies
(A.D. 885), but relieved by Alfred, who drove the invaders to
their ships. In the time of Ethelred II. (ad. 986) it was
besieged, but in vain, by that king, who had a quarrel with
the bishop ; and was sacked (a.d. 998 or 999) by the Danes.
After the Conquest, William the Conqueror either built or
moreprobably repaired and strengthened a castle here, and
placed it under the command of his brother Odo, bishop of
Bayeux. In the reign of William Rufus this castle was
besieged and taken by the king; against whom Odo bad re-
belled. In the reign of Henry I. (aj>. 1 130), and again in
that of Stephen (ad. 1137). and a third time in that of
Henry II. (a.d. 1177 or 1179), the city was nearly destroyed
by fire. In the civil war of John, the castle was taken by
that prince from the insurgent barons (aj>. 1215), and re-
taken next year by the Dauphin Louis. In 1264 the town
was taken, and the castle besieged and reduced to extremity,
by the confederate barons under Simon de Montfort, Earl of
Leicester, but he was obliged to raise tue siege and march
against the king. In the Hiring of the commons under Wat
Tyler, the castle was assailed, with what success is not
clear. Edward IV. was tbe last king who paid any atten-
tion to the repair of the casllo. James II. embarked at
Rochester when he fled to France after his abdication, a.d.
1688.

The town stands chiefly on a low narrow tract which
borders the Medway, and is backed by the chalk hills,

which rise from the river with a rather steep ascent It
consists of several streets irregularly laid out; tbe principal
street leads from the bridge at the west end of the town
into Chatham on tbe east side. On the western side of the
Medway are Strood and Frindsbury, considerable portiona
of which two parishes have been added to the town both fur

parliamentary and municipal purposes. A part of 8trood
and also a small part of Chatham were previously in tbe
city of Rochester. The streets are paved, and lighted with
gas, and the houses eommonly of respectable appearance.
The environs are extremely pleasant, and in the outskirts
of the town are a few handsome villas, and rows of neat
modern houses built on tba higher ground which rises from
the low margin of the river.

The cathedral is situated on the south side of the High-
street within the antient Priory gate. It consists of a nave
with side aisles, a choir (tbe floor of which is raised' ten
steps above tbe floor of the nave), a principal transept, at
the junction of the nave and choir, and a smaller transept
at the east end of the choir. At the intersection of the
principsl transept is a central tower erected in 1 825 ; at tbe
western end of the ehureh there appear to have been origin-

ally four low towers, two on each side the doorway and two
at the extremities; of these only two now remain, which
are of different style. On the north side of the choir,

between the two transepts, but nearer to the principal
one, is a low square tower, now in ruins, called Gundulph's
tower. The dimensions of the building art as follows

:

length of the nave 150 feet; breadth with side aisles

66 feet; length of the choir 156 feet; making the total

length of the church 306 feet ; length of the principal tran-

sept 122 feet; of the smaller transept 90 feet; area of Gun-
dulph*s tower, inside. 24 feet square ; walls of Gundulph's
tower 6 feet thick. Extent of the west front of the cathe-
dral 81 feet. The chapter-bouse is in ruins; a mean build-

ing, erected in the place of it, serves for chapter-bouse and
library, the nave is part of the structure of Bishop Gun-
dulph, who rebuilt the cathedral near the elose of tbe
eleventh century. The west front is a fine specimen of
enriched Norman architecture ; but the great west window
is an insertion of perpendicular character, as are most of

tbe other windows of tbe nave. The nave has Norman
piers and arches, except in*the part nearest the choir, where
the arches are early English. The roof of the nave is now
flat ; but there are indications that it was intended at first

to be vaulted. On the south side of the church are some
other Norman portions, which appear to have been the

cloisters, and some other of the usual monastic adjuncts.

Most of the eastern part of the church is of plain early

English architecture, of good composition, without much
ornament : the details of the doors and of some other por-
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flont are very good : tho roof of the choir and of both tran-

septs is vaulted and groined, except in one part, which was
never finished. The pillars of the choir are of Ptetworth

marble. The crypt is very spacious, extending under the

buildings of the choir; its character is earnr English,

scarcely differing, in one part, from Norman. There are a
few antient mouuments, singular rather than beautiful, and
much mutilated. The old altar-piece, a painting by West,

of the Angels appearing to the Shepherds, is now in Cha-
tham churi'h. There are several chapels, in one of which
the bishop holds bis consistory court. The architecture and
masonry of Gundulph's tower give reason to think that it is

improperly ascribed to him. The intetior of the cathedral,

has lately (1841) been repaired, and in many places restored

to its original beauty, by the present dean and chapter,

who have exhibited equal taste and liberality in the im-
provement** which they have suggested or sanctioned. Arches
and windows fur a long time filled up have been opened,
especially in the north transept, which now/orms a valuable
study for the architect and antiquary, as a specimen of early
English, not excelled, if equalled, by any in the kingdom.
There are two parish churches in Rochester, St. Margaret

and St. Nicholas ; they are not remarkable for their archi-

tecture, but each has a very antient stone font, and St.

Margaret's contains several antient monuments. Within
the city is a commodious Wetleyan chapel, and a meeting-
house belonging to the Society of Friend*.

There was probably a bridge at Rochester at a very early

Eriod, but there is no distinct mention of it till the time of
enry I., when it appears to have been of wood, with ten

arches or spaces between the piers, and a total length of
about 431 feet. The frequent damage sustained by this

wooden bridge and its continual need of repair led to the
erection of the present one (a little above the site of the
more antient structure), which was completed in the reign
of Richard II. It is a stone bridge of eleven arches, 660
feet long, with a stone parapet and balustrades. The con-
servators of the bridge are an incorporated body under the
title of the ' Wardens and Commonalty of the new Bridge
of Rochester,' and have considerable funds appropriated to

the repair of the bridge. The approach to Rochester from
the London side of the bridge is very striking.

The castle is on the bank of the Medway, just above the
bridge. The outer walls were 20 feet high above the
ground, and 7 feet thick, strengthened with towers, square
and round, and defended by a ditch on every side except
the west side, where it was washed by the Medway. These
walls enclosed a quadrangular area nearly 300 feet square,
and are, with their towers, now in ruins. In the south-
eastern angle of the court was the keep, a massive building
yet standing, about 70 feet square on tne outside, and rising

about 104 feet from the ground, with a tower at each sngle
rising 12 feet above the rest of the building; three of these
towers are square, that at the southeast angle is round. On
the north side near the north eastern angle is another
tower, through which was the entrance ; it joins the keep,
and rises about two-thirds of its height. This smaller
tower covers half the breadth of the northern side of the
keep, and projects from it about 18 or 20 feet. The roof and
floors have been destroyed: there were originally three
stories besides the vaulted basements : each story was divided
into two apartments by a partition wall rising to the top of
the keep, with open arches or doorways on each floor, and
having a well 2 feet 9 inches in diameter curiously built into

iU, to which well there was access from each floor. The
walls of the castle are of great thickness, built of Kentish
ragstone, cemented with a grouting or mortar equal to the
stone itself in hardness. The coigns are of Caen stone. The
architecture is Norman, except perhaps the round tower at

the south-eastern angle, which was rebuilt in the place of
the original square one destroyed when King John besieged
and took the castle. The four towers at the angles rose one
story above the keep, and, as well as the keep itself and the
entrance tower, were surmounted with a platform, with
parapet and embrasures.
The oUter public buildings are, a commodious town-hall,

with a market-house beneath, and a small gaol adjacent ; a
elock-house, built by Sir Cloudesley Shovel on the site of a
former town-hall; a neat theatre; and the bridge chamber
or record-room, opposite the east ond of the bridge. There
are some remains of the city walls; and part of the fortifica-

tions of Chatham, especially Fort Pitt, are within the city.

Strood and Frindsbury, considerable portions of which

have been added to Rochester both by the Boundary andMa
nicipal Reform Acts, are on the north-west side of the Med-
way; Strood on the London road, and Frindsbury a little to

the north-east Strood consists of one principal frtieetee*

irregularly built houses; the place, has improved consider-
ably of late years ; it has a neat church. Frindsbury con-
sists chiefly of one long street The church is on an emi-
nence commanding a very fine prospect. There is a Methodist
meeting- house. Upnor Castle on the Medway is in Frinds-
bury parish : it consists of an oblong central building, with
a round tower at each end, and is surrounded by a moat ; it

was used during the late war as a powder-magazine.
The population of the borough, as enlarged by the above

acts, was as follows, according to the census of 1811 :

—

Rochester old borough

:

St Margaret's . . 5,025

St. Nicholas . . 3,050
Cathedral precincts • . 138
Strood intra . . 1,173

Chatham intra • • 505

Addition—Strood extra and
Frindsbury

9.891

2,167

12,058
There are no manufactures in Rochester. Trading vessels

come up to the bridge, where they discharge their cargoes,

chiefly coals, which are conveyed up the river in small craft.

The oyster fishery is earned on with great activity under the
direction of the corporation, who have jurisdiction over the
fisheries in the creeks and branches of the Medway. Con-
siderable quantities of oysters are sent to London or exported
to Holland ; a considerable quantity of shrimps also are sent
to Londoti. There are two weekly markets, one, lately esta-

blished, on Tuesday for corn, and one on Friday for provi-

sions; and there is a monthly cattle- market The fairs are
almost disused. A canal was cut some years ago from the
Medway to the Thames at Gravesend Reach, but the under-
taking has not been profitable. This canal is carried

through the chalk hills by a tunnel two miles and ono fur-

long in length, which commences near Rochester bridge.

The corporation of Rochester, under the Municipal Reform
Act, consists of six aldermen and eighteen councillors: the
city is divided into three wards. The corporation have ex-
clusive jurisdiction over all offences committed within the
city and liberties. There are no quarter sessions ; but petty
sessions are held twice a week ; and there is a court of re-

quests havingjurisdiction over sevei al neighbouring parish**.

Some other courts connected with the corporate jurisdiction

are held. Rochester has returned members to parliament
since the reign of Edward I. The number of voters on the
register for 1834-5 was 967; for 18*5-6. 1002.

The livings of St. Nicholas and St. Margaret are vicar-

ages of the value of 389/. and 136/. respectively; there are
glebe-houses to both. Strood is a perpetual curacy, of the
clear yearly value of 236/., and Frindsbury a vicarage, of
the clear vearly value of 449/. They are all in the diocese
and archdeaconry of Rochester.
There were in the city of Rochester and in the parishes

of Frindsbury and Strood, in 1833, forty schools, in which
1219 children, vis. 567 boys and 574 girls, and 78 of sex
not specified, were receiving daily instruction; and fivw

Sunday schools, with 761 scholars, viz. 369 boys and 392
girls. One of these schools is a proprietary school ; and
another, called the King's School, is governed by the dean
and chapter. An endowed mathematical free-school was
established in 1701. Among the schools enumerated were
two large national schools. There is an almshouse and
dormitory for poor travellers in the town, where they re
ceive entertainment and a night's lodging.

Rochester Diocese.—The diocese of Rochester is one
of the smallest in the kingdom, and one of the most slen-
derly endowed. It contains but one archdeaconry, that of
Rochester, divided into the three deaneries of Rochester,
Dart ford, and Mailing, all in the western part of the county
of Kent The deanerv of Shoreham, though nearly on every
side enclosed within tne diocese of Rochester, and frequently
reckoned as a part of it, is in the peculiar jurisdiction of the
archbishop of Canterbury. The number of parishes in the
diocese (not including the deanery of Shoreham) is given
by Hasted (Hist, of Kent, vol. ii., Canterbury, 1782) at
ninety-nine * in Lewis's * Topographical Diet' it is given at
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ninety-one. We believe the latter account to be nearly
correct as to the number of parishes, but the additions of
dependent chapelrics will swell the number to that given
bj Hasted, and by including ecclesiastical divisions lately

formed, u> a greater number still. The clear yearly revenue
of the bishopric is estimated at 1459/. The gross yearly re-

venue of the cathedral is estimated at 71 7bl. ; but the pay-
ment of stipends, the maintenance of the fabric, and the

support of the grammar-school, cause a deduction of 2072/.

;

lea?ing 5106/. to be divided among the corporation, which
consists of the dean and six prebendaries. {Report of the

Ecclesiastical Revenue Commissioners, 1835.) There were
formerly six minor canons, but now there are only three, who
All in succession the offices of sacrist and precentor, and a

master and usher of the King's School.

It i» recommended by the Church Commissioners to make
great alterations in this diocese. They propose to transfer

to the diocese of London those parishes of the deanery of
Dartford which are nearest the metropolis ; and to the dio-

cese of Canterbury the remainder of the deanery of Dartford
tod the whole of that of Mailing: these additions, with that

of the deanery of Shoreham, will place nearly the whole of
Kent under the see of Canterbury. In return it is proposed
to add to Rochester nearly the wnole of the archdeaconry of
Essex (including the deaneries ofRochford, Dengey, Chelms-
ford, Barstaple, Chafford, Ongar, and part of Barking) and
the whole of the archdeaconries of Middlesex (containing

the deaneries of Hedninghara, Dunmow, Harlow, and
Braughing), Colchester (containing the deaneries of Ten-
dering, Colchester, Lexden. Wit ham, Sampford, Newport,
and the jurisdiction of Waltham), and Saint Alban's ; all

uken from the diocese of London ; and the four deaneries

of Baldock, Hitchin, Berkhampsted, and Hertford, in the

archdeaconry of Huntingdon, taken from Lincoln. By these

changes nearly the whole of Essex and the whole of Hert-
fordshire will be placed under the see of Rochester, which
will retain only the deanery of Rochester of its more antient

diocese.

The diocese of Rochester was founded a.d. 604. Justus,

one of the companions of Augustin, the apostle of the

A ntrjo-Saxons, was the first bishop; but on the relapse of

Eadbald, king of Kent, into paganism, he fled to the Con-
tinent. On the reconversion of Eadbald, he returned. He
was translated to Canterbury, a.d. 624. Gundulpb, who
was bishop from a.d. 1077 to 1107, rebuilt the cathedral:

part of his building remains in the nave of the present

edifice. Walter de Merton. who was bishop from a.d. 1274
to 1277, was chancellor of England and founder of Merton
College, Oxford. John Fisher, bishop from a.d. 1504 to

1536, was beheaded by Henry VIII. for denying the king's

supremacy, in the 80th year of his age. Thomas Sprat,

bishop from a.d. 1684 to 1713, was a writer of considerable

note; and his successor, Francis Atterbury (bishop from

1713 to 1723), is celebrated boih as an eminent writer and
a leading Jacobite. Zachary Pearce, bishop from a.d. 1756

to 1774. is well known as a commentator and critic.

ROCHESTER, LORD. [Wilmot.]
ROCHFORD. [Essex.]

ROCK ALUM. [Alum.]
ROCK CRYSTAL [Quartz]
ROCK MANAKIN. [Rupicolin*.]
ROCK-PLANTS are those plants which are distinguished

by growing on or among naked rocks, and are confined to no

particular region or latitude. De Candolle (Dictionnaire

de* Sciences Naturelles, vol. xviii ) observes that they pass

by insensible gradations into the plants that inhabit walls,

rocky and stony places, and even gravelly places, from
which they pass into those that are found particularly on

sands ana barren soils. Most of the plants growing on

rock* have but a small development of root, as they derive

their nutriment principally from the air, through the me-
omm of their leaves and stems. A large number of the

Cryptogamia, especially mosses and lichens, belong to this

class. Many of these plants present a remarkable diversity,

according to the nature of the rocks on which they grow.

This is a subject which has not received the attention that

it deserves.

Rock plants are often introduced into gardens for the

purposes of ornament, for which the size and beauty of the

flowers of many of them peculiarly adapt them. [Rock-
work.]

ROCK RIVER. [Mississippi, River.]

ROCK SALT. [Sodium.]

ROCK-WORK, in gardening, an elevation, composed of

earth and other loose materials, and covered with stones
and fragments of ro^k, &c amongst which plants adapted
for such a situation are grown. When the rock-work is

managed skilfully, and in accordance with surrounding ob-
jects, it may be made to add much to the beauty and interest
of the garden. In the first place a proper situation should
be selected, and the character of the rocks should harmo-
nise with the situation. Simple outlines and surfaces not
broken into fantastic shapes, are best suited to show off the
plants ; in this respect hints should be taken from the na-
tural rock-work that often meets us by the mountain side.
Cones and peaks of unnatural shape and size should be
avoided. A ground-plan in the form of a crescent or of an
irregular figure is best; the middle portions should be the
broadest and most elevated. When large portions are thus
laid out, steps may be formed leading to basins of water on
the sides or summits of the rock-work. These basins of
water have two advantages : first, in permitting the growth
of various aquatic plants ; and secondly, in Keeping the
great mass of earth in the rock-work moist and cool. The
best stones for rock-work are those which resist the action
of the air, and they may be selected according to conve-
nience from the rocks of the neighbourhocd in which they
are used. The most irregular ought to be chosen, especially
those with cavities in them, which may be filled with earth
for the growth of mosses, ferns, and small plants. Fre-
quently stones are met with covered with lichens, which,
from their picturesque colours, have a pleasing effect. Ot
these, the Lichen atroflavus, geographicus, ventosus, perel-
lus, and stellarisy are most common. Such stones are mostly
large, and are best adapted for the base of the rock-work.
Portions of ruins, antiquities, corals, petrefactions, idols,

shells, and Chinese gai den-ornaments are often introduced
into rock- work, but they give too much of an artificial cha-
racter to the work, and it is questionable whether they can
ever be introduced among plants with good effect.

Although the rock-work is intended to present a moun-
tainous or rocky vegetation in a small space, yet there are
many circumstances that prevent the growth of true moun-
tain and rock plants in such a situation; but the dry
ridges of earth and stones of which it is composed afford a
favourable situation for the plants that chiefly occupy the
dry soil of plains. On this account, small shrubs and
creeping plants of any kind that will grow in a dry soil are
selected for rock-work. We shall here point out those
which may with advantage be cultivated for this purpose.
The natural order Leguminosro affords a great number of

plants fitted for rock-work. The triangular Genista (Ge-
nista triquetra) is a trailing shrub, evergreen in winter.
From its winged triangular green shoots it produces a vast
profusion of flowers of a golden colour, from April to July.
Anxaniic Genista (Genista anxantica) is a diffuse plant
producing an abundance of yellow flowers from June to

July. The dwarf Cytisus (Cytisus nanus) is a pretty pro-

cumbent shrub, flowering in July. It should be planted in

a dry soil, which should be covered over with broad flat

stones. The Rest-harrows (Ononis) are suffruticose plants,

with purple and red flowers. Most of the woody Legumi-
nosso have yellow flowers ; hence the Rest-harrows form an
agreeable variety. Astragalus altaicus % aristatus, and bre~

vtfoliust are all suffruticose plants, the last with purple
flowers, which would form good plants for rock-work. To
these may be added Hedysarum coronarium and pallidum ;

Astragalus tragacantha, campestris% hypoglottis, and ura-
lensis.

Almost all the Rock-rose tribe (Cistaccae) may be grown
with success on rock-work. The procumbent and Fumana
Sun roses (Helianthemum procumbens et fumana) have
both procumbent branches, small beak-like leaves, and
yellow flowers, which appear in June and July. H. Ro-
dantha has bright red flowers inclining to crimson. It is

quite hardy, of easy culture, and produces its flowers in

abundance.
Several of the hardier species of the natural order Mesem-

bryacese will bear exposure; and as they require little

nutriment and soil, are well adapted for growth on rock-

work. Many of the species also of the order Crassulacea

will grow under the same circumstances. Cotyledon um-
bilicus requires nothing more than a little sand. Several

species of Stone-crop (Sedum), as S. anglicum, Forsteri,

glaucum, hybndum, rupestre, sexangulare, and villosum9

will flourish in very dry situations.

Many of the Cruciferous plants arc naturally rock-

plants. The common stock (Matthiola incana) and wall-
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flower (Cheiranthus Cheiri) are well known on walls and
rocky situations. Alyssum calycinunu montanum, murael,

sexutile. Iberis Tennredna, Cochlearia saxatilis. Aubrietia

alpine, Arabis alpina, bellidifoHa, petrtra, Draba atzoides,

Aizoon. stellata, tonumtosa, Thlaspi alvestr*. &c, will all

grow on rock-work, and many of (hero bloom all the summer
round. The False Cytisus [V*lla pseudo-cytisus) is a

shrub with yellow petals and purple claws, which may be

prettily associated with the dwarf furze and the Nilraria.

Of the Labiate plants, the species and varieties of the

thyme claim the first place. They grow well amongst rooks,

especially of a calcareous kind ^ and patches of the various

species, especially Thymus vulgaris and grand*flora, should

form a part of every rock-work. They are not only beautiful

in (lower, but are exceedingly fragrant, and are a source of

attraction to bees. Betonica alopecurus, and Ajuga alpina

and pyramidalis may be also cultivated.

Many of the species of the order Caryophyllea? may be
grown. One of the most prolific of these is the Cenutium
repens, which grows very rapidly, and is consequently

adapted to cover parts that do not look well exposed. It

is for this purpose often used to cover heaps of rubbish.

Various species of Dianthus will grow well, and are very

ornamental, as D. deltoides, armeria, collinus, hyssopi/olius,

plumarius, virgineus ; also Cerastium lattfoliwn, alpinum,
Silene atocion, and rubella.

Many of the Saxifrages are, true rock-plants: they
mostly blossom early in the year. The following species may
be grown amongst rocks:— S. oppositifolia, paniculate^

aisjoides, nivalis, pttrcta, densa, retusa, eUmgella.

Many of the Campanulas may be grown successfully.

C. carpatica, collina, alba, and saxattlis blossom nearly all

the summer: the latter is a very ornamental plant. Many
other plants have been recommended for cultivation in

rock-work: of these we shall add the names of a few that

are deserving of attention on account of the continuance of
their flowers during the greater part of the lummer:—
Oxalis violacea, Rubus arctirus, Chanucmorus saxatilis,

Illecebrum Rtronychia, Linaria alpina, Epimedium al*

pinum, Arnica montana, Achillea Clavenw,
ROCKET is a cylindrical vessel or case, of pasteboard or

iron, attached to one end of a light rod of wood, and con-
taining a composition which, being fired, the vessel and rod
are projected through the air by a force arising from the
combustion.

Rockets have long been used as a means of making
signals for the purpose of communication when the parties

have been invisible from distance or darkness, or otherwise
inaccessible to each other; and they have occasionally

served the important purpose of determining the difference

of longitude between two places. In the latter case the
rocket is fired at some convenient spot between the stations,

from both of which the explosion must be visible ; and the

latter being instantaneous, the difference between the times

al which it is observed, as indicated by chronometers regu-
lated so as to show the mean times at the places, is the re-

quired difference of longitude. Rockets have also been
constructed for the purpose of being used in warfare, and
such missiles were so employed for the first time at the
siege of Copenhagen in 1 807.

In signal rockets the part of the case which contains the
composition, by whose combustion the projectile force is pro-
duced, is joined, at the upper extremity, to a conical case
containing the composition for producing the explosions or
stars of light which constitute the signal, and the length of
this part is always rather greater than the diameter of the
cylindrical part of the case. Such rockets are made to

weigh half a pound, one pound, or two pounds. The ex-
terior diameter of the one-pound rocket is

1
J inch; the

length of the cylindridal case is 121 inches, and the length
of the conical head is 3J inches. The rod is generally at-

tached near the base aud on one side of the rocket; its

•ength is about 8 feet, or 60 diameters of the rocket, and its

thickness is about half a diameter of the latter. The com-
position with which the cylinder is filled consists generally

of saltpetre, sulphur, and charcoal or gunpowder ; the whole
is reduced to a mealed state, and well mixed together in the
following proportions:—saltpetre, 4 lbs. 4 ox.; sulphur,
12 oe. ; ana charcoal or mealed powder, 2 lbs. The compo-
sition which produce* what are called the stars consists of

saltpetre, « lbs.: sulphur. 2 lbs.; aniimony, 2 lb?. ; mealed
powder, 8 or. : and isinglass, 3\ ox. The latter is dissolved

in one quart of vinegar, after which one pint of spirit of
wine is added, and then the mealed composition is mixed

with toe liquid till the whole becomes of the same <

eney as a stiff paste.

The composition for burning is rammed or driven iota
the rocket-case; but in the interior and about the axis, a
void space of a conical form is left in order that a consider-
able surface of the composition may be at once in a stale al
combustion; and, at the choke or neck of the rocket tine
part to which the rod is attached), there are several aper-
tures, by one of which the fire is communicated to the com-
position. The combustion of the latter immediately takes
place on all the concave conical surface about the void space
just mentioned.

In order to understand the cause of the rocket's motion,
let it be observed, that if the composition were to be fired

within a vessel or case closed on all sides (combustiou be-
ing supposed to be possible in such circumstances), the pres-

sure of the flame would be equal in every direction, and the
case would either burst in pieces, or, if sufficiently strong,
would remain at rest while all the composition was being
consumed. Now, the case having apertuies at the choke or
lower extremity of the cylinder, the pressure which would
have taken place against that extremity is in great part an-
nihilated by the flame escaping into the atmosphere; con-
sequently the pressure exerted against the opposite extre-
mity, being no longer counteracted, impels the rocket
forward or upwards. This force of impulbe acts to a man-
ner similar to that by which a gun recoils when the charge
is fired ; but, in the latter case, the fluid escaping almost
instantly from the bore, the force of impulse on the bottom
of the chamber ceases nearly as soon as it is generated

,

whereas, in a rocket, the composition continuing to burn
during several seconds, the force of impulse becomes a fore*
of pressure, which continues to act till the material is con-
sumed. Hence it follows that a rocket ascends, or moves
forward, with an accelerated motion till th«s resistance of the
air becomes equal to the accelerative force; and when the
composition is burnt out, the rocket falls to the ground.
Toe rod serves to guide the rocket in its flight : for the

common centre of gravity of the rocket and rod being a
little below the top of the latter (in the one-pound rocket it

is 2 feet from the upper extremity of the rocket, or 7 feet
from the lower ext remity of the rod); if we suppose tbe
rocket to be fired vertically upwards, and a vibration should
take place about the said centre of gravity by any excess of
pressure on one side nrising from an irregularity in the
burning of the composition, the resistance of the air against
the long portion of the rod below that centre, like a force
acting on the longer arm of a lever, will exceed the force by
which the vibration is produced, since tbe latter furce arts
on the rocket and the upper part of the rod which constitutes
the shorter arm of the lever; and thus the vibration »
checked, or prevented, and the rocket is enabled to ascend
steadily. But, in proportion as the composition burns out, the
common centre of gravity approaches nearer the middle of

the whole length of the rocket and rod ; and the resistance of
the air acting at length nearly equally above and below
that centre, it can no longer counteract any inequality m
the burning of the composition. Thus, in falling, the top
of the rocket, or the rocket end of tbe rod, is downwards.
The rod performs a similar service when the rocket u

impelled horizontally or obliquely ; for, while the force of
projection is great enough to carry the rocket forward, and
the centre of gravity of the whole is near tbe rocket end of
the rod, the resistance of the air against the tail of the
latter will nearly prevent any vibration; but, when tbe
centre of gravity has got near the middle of the length,
tbe head of the rocket begins to droop, and at length the
whole comes obliquely to the ground. It hss happened
however, from the rod being too short or too light, that tbe
weight of the rocket, when the latter has been pi ejected
with a small elevation, has so much incurrated the line of
its path before the composition has burnt out, that the rod
has turned over it, and the whole has been driven to the
ground in a direction tending towards the place from whence
it was projected.

Rockets whose diameters vary from 1 to 2 inches, have
been found to ascend vertically to the height of about 5co
yards; and those whose diameters vary from 2 to 3 inches,
have ascended to the height of 1200 yards. The distances
at which rockets can be seen vary from .15 to <o mile* ; and
the times of ascent, from 7 to 10 seconds. (Robin>*» Tracts,
vol. h

)

Rockets, to be employed as military projectiles, were in-

vented by 8ir William Congreve, and, in the British artiUcrr
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itrrice, a body of men, called the rocket troop, has been
organised expressly for (heir management Sir William
caused the rockets to be made with strong iron cases of cy-

ladrical forms, and terminaling at the head with a parabo-
Did or cone ; and he attached the rod so that its axis should
coincide in direction with that of the rocket. They serve
siiher as shells or carcasses, and their weights are 3, 6, ] 2,

24, and 32 pounds. Military rockets are, in general, fired

from tubes in order that the direction of their Sight may be
more certain ; and the proper elevation, at least for the

smaller rockets, is about one degree for each hundred yards
in the required range. From their form they penetrate to a
considerable depth when fired against timber or earth: 12

pounder rockets, after a range of 1260 yards, have been
found to enter the ground obliquely as far as 22 feet. The
principal inconvenience attending the rocket practice is the
powerful action of the wind when it blows in a direction

perpendicular, and even oblique, to the intended line of
flight.

Ruckets, being much lighter than any other kind of ord-

nance, and capable of being used with or without carriages,

are well adapted for conveyance in mountainous countries.

When fired in volleys against troops, their effect is likely to

create much disorder ; and those which act as carcasses,

vben fired against buildings, will almost certainly cause
their destruction. Besides being employed in the siege of
Copenhagen, rockets were used at the bombardment of
Flushing (1809); and in 1813 the British rocket-troop ren-

dered considerable service at the battle of Leipzig. The
advance of a French column against an inferior force of
British troops was checked by a well directed fire of rockets
at the passage of the Adour in the last-mentioned year;
and it is said that the explosion of the powder-magazine
which lately (1840) produced such disastrous effects at

Acre, was caused by the fall of a rocket on the building.

ROCKINGHAM. [Northamptonshire.]
ROCKINGHAM, CHARLES WATSON WENT-

WORTH. MARQUESS OF, was the only son of the first

Marquess of Rockingham, and was born 13th May, 1730,
two years after the title of Baron of Mai ton had been con-
ferred upon his father, who, in 1734, was advanced to the
dignity of Earl of Malton, and, having succeeded to his

coumh in the barony of Rockingham in 1746, was created

Marquess of Rockingham the same year. The Watsons,
barons, and for some time earls of Rockingham, had ori-

ginally acquired importance by the marriage of one of them
with the sister of the great earl of 8trafford, whose vast

estates they in this way came to inherit.

In September, 1750, while his father was still alive, the
subject of the present article was created earl of Malton in

the Irish peerage ; but before the end of the year his

father's death left him in possession of the marquesate.
Younjr as he was when he thus entered the House of Lords,
be did not wait long before beginning to take a share in

debate. Horace Walpole, in his 'Memoirs of the Last Ten
Years of the Reign of George II.,' notices one or two of his

earliest appearances in not very complimentary terms.

When what was called the Scotch Bill (for planting colonies

of foreign Protestants on the forfeited estates in Scotland)
was under discussion in March, 1752, he says, *The young
marquess of Rockingham entered into a debate so much
above his force, and partly applied the trite old apologue of

Henenius Agrippa, and the sillier old story of the fellow of

a college, who asked why we should do anything for pos-

terity, who had never done anything for us !' Again, in his

account of the debates in the following February, about the

charge of Jacobitism brought against the solicitor-general

Murray (Lord Mansfield) and other persons connected with
the court, he notes, in the same sarcastic style:

—'Lord
Northumberland, perceiving it was a day for great men to

ttiod forth, thought it a good opportunity to announce his

ovn dignity ; but he said little to the purpose. Still less

vtt said by the young marquess of Rockingham, though he
bad prepared a long quotation from Tacitus about infor-

mers, and opened with it.*

But although never rated high as a man of talent, the

mere wealth and independent position of the marquess ne-

ee&sarily secured him great influence, which was much
ttrenfftnened by his upright and honourable character in

pirate life, as well as by the moderation and consistency of

bis political conduct, although that was no doubt partly

owing to the very narrowness of his understanding, which
prerented him from ever looking beyond the particular set

of notions he had originally taken up. He had been edu-
cated in the principles of what was tfcen considered consti-
tutional Whi^gism, and he evidently to the end of his life
never entertained a doubt about the truth of his political
opinions. In February. 1 760, he was made a Knight of
the Garter. His political career from this date forms part
of the history of the next reign, and of the several per-
sons of much greater mark than himself with whom he was
brought into association or collision in the fluctuating
contest of parties. [Gborgb III. ; Buhxb ; Pitt.] He was
first lord of the treasury and prime minister from 10th
July. 1765, to 12th July. 1766, and was again placed at
the head of affairs with the same office on the resignation
of Lord North, in March, 1782, but died the 1st of July of
that year. The marquess of Rockingham married, in 1752,
the daughter of Thomas Bright, Esq., of Badsworth, but
had no children. His eldest sister was married in 1744 to
the first Earl Fitzwilliam, whose son, having succeeded to
the family estate on the death of the marquess, took the
surname of Wentworth in 1807.
ROCKS. A knowledge of the various earthy and metallic

substances which compose the parts of the globe near the sur-
face, seems indispensable to the geologist, whose reason-
ings on the origin and changes of these substances form no
inconsiderable portion of the science which he is cultivating.
It is therefore with some surprise and disappointment that
a student of geology finds the classifications of rocks used in
works of reputation formed with no harmony in detail, and
little agreement in principle. In many works on mineralogy,
compound rocks, as basalt, are classed among simple mine-
rals ; and a place is assigned even to clays and slates. On
the other hand geologists have not hesitated to employ
names originally designed to express particular mineral con-
stitution, in a vague and general sense as regards the nature
of the rock, though strict and definite as relating to its age.
Such writers, in fact, do not by the name which they use,
as** gneiss,' or * grauwacke,' or ' trap,' mean, or wish to ex-
press, what the rock is which they thus designate, but
where is its place on the scale of stratified rocks, or how its

mineral aggregation is related to particular circumstances of
melting or cooling. That this latter method, if carried to
extreme, would be subversive of accurate notions concerning
the origin of rocks, is not only probable on general grounds,
but has been amply proved by experience. The terms
* gneiss,' * grauwacke,' clayslate, &c, as given by Werner,
or adopted by his followers, had a mineralogical meaning;
but each of these terms has been freely employed by
modem geologists to include a great variety of rocks but

'

slightly related to, or even merely associated with, the
typical compound signified. When we are told that ' there
is no gneiss in Cornwall,' the assertion is true, or nearly so,

even in a Werncrian sense ; but it is equally true that some
part of the vast and various rocks of Scotland, combined in
the 'gneiss' of MacCulloch, may as well be ranked with
clayslate as much of the killas of Cornwall, and that other
members of this gneiss series might be called mica slate,

hornblende slate, or quartz rock. (See MacCulloch On
Bocks.) To avoid this confusion of mineralogical and geo-
logical meanings in one term, several able attempts have
been made upon one of the following plain principles:—

1. To assign to a series of rocks in which seveial mineral
types (as sandstone, limestone, argillaceous beds) occur, and
which therefore cannot be well described by a mineralogical
term, a name depending on locality. Hence ' the Silurian
system,' * the Devonian system,' &c.

2. To give to such a series a title derived from its most
characteristic member ; as the * Cretaceous group,' the
* Oolitic system,' the ' New Red-Sandstone series/ the
* Granitic formation.'

3. To avoid all such specially characteristic names, and
to substitute terms expressive merely of relative place in

the supposed or established series of geological events.

Hence Mr. Conybeore's method of superior, supramedial,
medial, submedial, and inferior orders of strata. It is per-

haps to be wondered at that this simple and expressive me-
thod has neither been fully developed nor followed.

4. A view almost equivalent in practice, and founded
mainly on the same basis, but distinctly involving an im-
portant inference regarding the lapse of time, gives us such
terms as Primary strata, Transition rocks, Secondary series,

Tertiary formations ; and, as a subdivision of these latter,

Eocene, Meiocene, Pleiocene deposits. It is somewhat
strange, that while the use of Transition rocks is pro-
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scribed ai too hypothetical (it merely involves an inference

seldom disputed), the equally hypothetical titles of Eocene,

Meiocene. and Plciocene deposits, should he freely admitted

even by those who think Lower, Middle, and Upper less ob-

jectionable in this particular instance, and more useful and
applicable in regard to all the older stratified deposits.

Brongniart classes rocks under the Saturnian (antient) and
Jovian (actual or modern) periods. (Tableau de* Terrains.)

Systematic views of rocks, considered as mineral aggre-

gates without any reference to their geological history, have
been seldom completed. M. Brongniart has presented a

classification of 'mixed rocks' nearly conformed to this

principle, which has been of service. Dr. MacCuHoch's
' Treatise on Rocks' is a mixed method, mineralogical in

detail, geological in the large features. This writer gives

the following list of
' Minerals which enter into the composition of rocks:'

—

Indurated clay, from the

softest substances
found in trap to jasper
and silicious schist.

Clinkstone.

Compact felspar, includ-

ing the hornstone and
petrosilex of some
writers.

Common and glassy fel-

spar.

Quartz.
Carbonate of lime.

Mica.

Chlorite (foliated).

Talc

Actinolite.

Augite.

Hypersthene.
Dial lage.

Tourmaline.
Serpentine.

Steatite.

Noble Serpentine.

Gypsum.
Iron, in various statesof

oxidation, and com-
bined with carbonic

acid, water, &c.
Bitumen.
Pitchstone.

Chert
Hornblende.
He then adds a list of minerals occasionally imbedded in

rocks, so to modify their aspect, viz. :

—

Garnet.

Olivine.

Cyanite.
Pinite.

Spodumene.
Chiastolite.

Staurotide

Eoidote.

Mesotype.
Zircon.

Topaz.
Beryl.

I

Chrysoberyl.

Fluor Spar.

Corundum.
Oxydulous Iron.

Pyrites.

Chromate of Iron.

Prehnite.

Andalusile.

Apatite.

Sphene.
OxydeofTin.
Molybdena.

He then names the rocks in which the minerals of the
first cla>s occur. We extract the most important of these

notices:—
Indurated clay occurs in claystone not schistose, some

porphyries and amygdaloids, some basalts ; also in argil-

laceous schist, shale, limestone.

Compact felspar occurs as a simple rock ; also in gneiss,

porphyries, amygdaloids, syenites, greenstones, augite rocks,

nyperbthcne rocks, granite.

Quartz occurs in quartz rock, granite, gneiss, mica schist,

chlorite schist, talcose schist, argillaceous schist, sandstone,
porphyries, syenites, and greenstones.

Felspar occurs in granite, gneiss, chlorite schist, horn-
blende schist, actinolite schist, sandstone, quartz rock,

greenstone, porphyry, syenite, pitchstone.

Mica occurs in granite, gneiss, mica schist, quartz rock,

sandstone, shale, limestone, claystone, syenite, porphyry.
Chlorite occurs in chlorite schist, granite, gneiss, actino-

lite schist, argillaceous schist.

Talc occurs in talcose schist, primary limestone, granite,

serpentine.

Hornblende occurs in granite, gneiss, hornblende schist,

micaceous schist, argillaceous schist, primary limestone,

serpentine, syenite, greenstone, basalt, porphyry, chloritic

schist, actinolite schist.

M. Brongniart's general view of mixed rocks may be put
in the following abbreviated form :

—

A. Crystallized isomerous rocks (the parts equally
mixed).

1. Felspathic rocks.

a. Granite. Lammated felspar, quartz, and mica, equally
disseminated.

b. Protogii >e. Felspar, quartz, steatite, or talc, or chlorite.

c. Pegmatite (graphic granite). Laminated felspar, aud
quartz.

d. Mimose. Laminated felspar, and augite.

2. Hornbleudic rocks.

a. Syenite. Laminated felspar, hornblende, and qutrU.
b. Diallage. Hornblende, and compact felspar di**emi-

nated.

c. Hemithrene. Hornblende and limestone.

B. Crystallized Anisomerous Hocks (the parts unequally
mixed).

1. Base of quartz.

a. Hyalomicte. Crystallized quartz, and disseminated

mica.

2. Base of mica.

a. Gneiss. Mica abundant in plates, lamellar or granu-

lar felspar—a laminated rock.

b. Mica schist Continuous mica and quartz.

3. Base of schist

a. Pbyllade. Clay slate containing various minerals.

b. Calcischist Argillaceous schist and hmeituue
variously mixed.

4. Base of talc.

a Steaschist Talcose base with disseminated mincrak
5. Base of serpentine.

a. Ophiolite. Serpentine, including various minerals,

as chromate and oxide of iron, diallage, garnet, &c
6. Base of limestone.

Cipolin. Granular limestone with mica.

b. Opbicalce. Limestone, with serpentine, talc, or chlo-

rite, imbedded.
c. Calciphyre. Limestone enveloping crystals, as fel-

spar, garnet, hornblende, &c
7. Base of cornean (compact felspar of MacCullocb).

a. Variolite. Including nodules and veins of vaxicis

kinds.

b. Vakite. Including mica, augite, &c
8. Base of hornblende or basalt

a Amnhibolite. Base of hornblende, with dissemi-

nated minerals.

b. Basanite. Base of compact basalt, with disseai-

nated minerals.

c Trappite. Base of bard compact dull cornean trap,

with mica, felspar, &c.
d. Melaphyre (Trap porphyry). Black petrosibcioui

hornblende, with crystals of felspar.

9. Base of petrosilex, coloured by hornblende.
cl Porphyry. Paste of reddish petroailex, with crysUli

of feUpar.

b. Ophite. Paste of green petrosilex, with crystals of

felspar.

c. Amygdaloid. Paste of petrosilex, with nodules U
petrosilex of a different colour.

d. Euphotide. Enclosing crystals of diallage.

10. Base of petrosilex or compact felspar.

a. Eurite. With mica, &c disseminated.
b. Leptenitc. Base of granular feUpar, with mica s^d

quartz.

c. Trachyte. With crystals of glassy felspar.

11. Base of claystone.

a. Clay porphyry. Crystals of felspar.

b. Dora He. Crystals of mica.

12. Base of pitchstone.

Stigmite. With crystals of felspar (commonly caMcil

porpbyritic pitchstone).

13. Base undetermined.
Lava.

C. Aggregated rocks (uncrystallized ; the parts irreguUrl)

mixed).

1. Cemented rocks.

a. Psaromite. Grains of quartz, &c united.
(This includes sandstones, grauwacke, &c)

2. Imbedded rocks.

a. Mimophyre. Cement argillaceous, uniting distinct

grains of felspar, &c.
b. Psefite. Cement argillaceous, including fragment*

of mica schist, slate, &c.
e. Pudding stone. Cement including large rounded

pieces of different kinds in different varieties of pud-

ding-stone, as quartz, limestone, flints.

d. Breccia. The fragments angular.

The most prevalent classification of rocks in actual use it

founded on one leading feature of their origin and hutorr.

Rocks are of igneous origin (pyrogenous rocks), or ofaqueous
origin (hydrogenous rocks), and thus mske two great classes

:

the former being often considered, wiin reference to tt»
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circumstances of their occurrence in two divisions, viz. hy-
pogene or Plutonic rocks (as granite), and volcanic rocks
(as obsidian); the latter being distinguished into fresh-

water and marine deposits, the result of chemical, vital, and
mechanical agencies exerted in water. Many cases are
known of an alteration of these hydrogenous rocks by con-
tact with Plutonic or volcanic masses: by this change they
acquire the name of metamorphic rocks. These clays and
sandstones are hardened, and have their structure altered

•o as to resemble clay slate, quartz rock, or jasper; and
chalk and limestone are rendered crystalline.

Adopting as the best and most applicable the fundamental
distinction of pyrogenous and hydrogenous rocks, the
student will find by experience that the best if not the only
good way of describing and recognising rocks, is by atten-

tion to their elementary composition. The granitic, por-

phyritic amygdaloidal, or other structures of igneous rocks,

are so many variable circumstances due to particular acci-

dents in the fusion or cooling of the masses, and belong
more or less to all of them, as the compact, oolitic, arenaceous,

tod other characteristic textures of hydrogenous rocks

mark peculiarities of their aggregation or solidification.

Mr. Scrope has successfully shown, in his ' Synopsis of
Volcanic Rocks ' (Journal of Science, vol. xxi.), that these

various compounds may be easily and philosophically classed

b> consideration of the relative abundance of two minerals,

feklom absent from any of them, viz. felspar and augite.

(Tbe felspar is sometimes replaced by leucite, hauyne,
ohnne or mellite ; the augite by hornblende or titaniferous

iron.) Hence we have only three great groups :

—

Felspathic Trachyte.

A ugito-felspathic . . Graystone.

Augitic Basalt.

To each of these belong many varieties, and many grada-

tions of granitic, porphyritic, amygdaloidal, and other struc-

tures. [Lata ] By a similar method we may class the older

or Plutonic rocks of fusion, as: Felspathic,—granite, porphy-
ry, felspar rock, claystone, eurite, pitchstone; Augito-fel-

tpatic,—sienite, euphotide ; Augitic,—sienite, hypersthene
rock, greenstone, basalt, wacke, melaphyre.
The hydrogenous rocks of most importance may be

classed according to their arenaceous, argillaceous, calcare-

ous, or other basis, as

—

Arenaceous, uniform, as sandstones, sands; aggregated as

conglomerates, pudding-stones.

Argillaceous, uniform, as clay and shale; containing
fragments, as some clay conglomerates.

Argillo-calcareous, as marls properly so called.

Calcareous, as chalk, limestone.

lalcareo magnesian, as dolomite.

Haloid, as gypsum, rock salt.

Carbonaceous, as coal, lignite.

Ferruginous, as ironstone.

Cupriferous, as the kupferschiefer.

Finally, all these hydrogenous rocks ore liable to local

changes, by contact or proximity with the rocks of fusion.

These metamorphic rocks may he classed according to tbe

tame form as those which are Unaltered. We give below
authentic examples of several cases of metamorphism :

—

I. Arenaceous rocks, metamorphic by induration, as along

gTvenslone dykes in Arran, and Salisbury Crags. Similar

effects happen beneath iron-furnaces, and when the effect is

in extreme the result is quartz rock.

i. Argillaceous rocks, metamorphic by induration, and a

certain confluence of grains. In extreme cases the result

ts a kind of clay slate, or hone slate, or Lydian stone, with

cubic pyrites, and rarely garnets, embedded. An example of

the latter occurs at Plas Newydd.
3. Calcareous rocks, metamorphic by re-arrangement of

particles. Thus granular or saccharoid limestone is found
by the side of the basaltic dykes in Antrim, on the green-

none of Teesdale, near the hypersthene of Sky, &c. The
limestone among primary strata ia of similar appearance,

though not in contact with igneous rocks.

4. Carbonaceous. Coal becomes coke or anthracite near

basaltic dykes.
Examinations of this kind have shown that ordinary

sedimentary rocks altered by heat acquire aspects and struc-

tures and compositions resembling almost exactly those

most common among the earliest or primary strata, as

quartz rock, clay slate, garnet mica slale, garnet gneiss,

granular marble, &c. ; and it is therefore a probable infer-

ence that in all such cases of strict resemblance those an-

P.C No. 1238.

tient rocks have undergone on a great scale, and under the
general influence of the intense heat of the earth, the
changes which are certainly proved to have happened
locally, from limited agencies, on substances of similar
chemical quality. Very careful investigations on these points
are however still needed to fix limits and give precision
and certainty to the inferences from phenomena.
The circumstances which accompany the appearance of

pyrogenous rocks will often lead us to probable views as to
the conditions under which they were fused and cooled.
Thus from the granite masses of Arran and Cornwall, very
coarse in their granulation, veins proceed into the adjoining
slate rocks, and become more and more fine in grain, and
porphyritic or merely felspathic in aspect; the coarse green-
stone of Salisbury Crags acquires compactness where it

touches the sandstone rocks ; in a modern furnace the centre
of masses of fused rock or melted metal is usually the most
porous part ; and all these facts are linked together in the
more general proposition, that slow cooling allows of large
and regular, while rapid refrigeration generally force! a
minute, hasty, and confused structure, in which crystalliza-
tion is sometimes quite destroyed. [See Basalt for some
notice of Mr. Gregory Watt's experiments on this sub-
stance cooled from fusion.]

Considerations of this kind explain the generally greater
compactness of Plutonic, as compared with the cellularity
of volcanic rocks, and indeed there is little other difference
between them than that which is intelligible as a conse
quence of the outpouring of one class at or near the surface
and undar air, and the solidification of the other under great
depths of water, as some greenstones ; inclosed in masses of
preconsolidated rock, as some porphyries ; or slowly cooled
in enormous quantity, as granite, and hypersthenic sienite.

t
Similarly, by attention to the texture and structure of the

rocks deposited by water, we find marks of sedimentary ac-
cumulation in sandstones and clays, and proofs of chemical
precipitation or vital arrangement in limestones. We may
put some of the results on this subject in a very simple
series, which can hardly fail to suggest important reflec-

tions.

Littoral and Flood Deposit*, as conglomerates and sand-
stones : the latter showing often ripple-mark, sometimes im-
pressions of littoral or terrestrial animals; the former, a con-
fused aggregation resulting from local agitation.

Sea and River Sediments.Sha\es and clays, often finely
and regularly laminated, and of very uniform composi-
tion, the fruit of more tranquil deposition in deeper or
calmer water.

Pelagian Deposits, as some limestone strata, the accu
mutation of dead shells, crinoidea, foraminifera, &c, and
others which are in part the preserved structures of coral.

Thus some beds of marble are really masses of crinoidea,
others of coral, some of shells, some chalk is full of spiculm
of sponges, &c, and other calcareous beds are replete with
foraminifera.

[Basalt ; Granite ; Grauwacke ; Gneiss ; Lava ;

Mica Schist; Porphyry; Stratification.]
ROCROY, a fortified town in France, capital of an arron-

dissement in the department of Ardennes, 161 miles north-
east of Paris by Soissons, Reims, and Mezieres. Rocroy,
then a village, was fortified by Francois I., a.d. 1537, to

defend the frontier on that side: the fortifications were
finished, and the place raised to the rank of a town, by his
son Henri II. It was besieged, a.d. 1643, by the Spaniards
under Don Francisco de Melos, who occupied a very strong
position, covered by marshes and woods, and accessible only
by a single causeway. The French under the duke of En-
ghien, afterwards better known as prince ofConde (Le Grand
Condi)* then only twenty-two years of age, advanced against
the Spaniards, and obtained a splendid and decisive victory

(19th May), which laid the foundation of his military re-

nown. The town stands in an extensive plain, about five

miles from the left bank of the Meuse. The fortifications

are of no great importance at present, though it still ranks
as a fortress. The population in 1831 was 3623 : the towns-
men make tin ware and carpenters' tools. There are four

fairs in the year. The town has a society of agriculture,

a military hospital, and some government offices.

The arrondissement comprehends sixty-eight communes,
and is divided into five cantons or districts, each under a
justice of the peace. The population in 1831 was 43,807.

ROCKY MOUNTAINS is a term usually applied to an
extensive mountain-system in North America, but as this
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term hat too general a signification, and therefore cannot

wiih propriety be applied \o a particular system, geogra-

pher* call the North American range the Chippewyan
Mountain*. These mountains occupy the central parts of

thai continent, but, like the Andes in South America, they

are much nearer to the Pacific than to the Atlantic Ocean.

The Chippewyan Mountains are far less known than the

Andes in South Ameiica. Perhaps raoro than one-half of

the eastern declivity has been seen by travellers, who have

given some account of it, but, with the exceptiou of a com-
paratively small part, the whole of the weatern declivity is

almost entirely unknown.
It was formerly supposed that this mountain-system was

only a continuation of the Andes of South America, and
that these two mountain-regions were connected by a chain

which traversed the Mexican Isthmus in its whole length.

But it is now ascertained beyond doubt that a Hat country

of considerable extent intervenes between the Andes and
the mountains of the Isthmus. [Panama] It is also

ascertained that the mountain-range which is known under
the name of the Sierra Madre, in the northern of the Mexi-
can States, is not connected with any of the southern off-

sets of the Chippewyan Mountains, but terminates about

150 miles south of the Sierra de Mogollon, or that branch
of the Chippewyan Mountains which approaches nearest

to it.

This mountain-system may be divided into three parts—
the Southern, Central, and Northern Chippewyan Moun-
tains. The first extends from 29° to 42° N. lat. ; the Cen-
tral Cbippewyans from 42° to 49° N. lat ; and the Northern
from 49° to nearly 70° N. lat The whole length, from 29°

to 70° N. lat.. exceeds 3000 miles, and when the ridges,

which probably traverse the north-western peninsula of

North America from east to west, and apparently are only

offsets of the great mountain range, are included, the whole
length is about 4000 miles.

The Southern Chippewyans resemble tbo Northern
Andes in being divided into three long ranees, which run
off in diverging lines. The point from which they diverge
is a mountain-knot, about 42° N. lat, and is called Sierra

Verde. From this point the three ranges run southward.

The most eastern range forms one elevated mass of rocks

between 42° and 34 N. lat, and within these limits pre-

serves the name of Chippewyan or Rocky Mountains. It

runs nearly due south between 104° and 106° W. long.

Between 35° and 34° N. lat. it divides into two ranges, both

of which run southward and parallel to one another, includ

ini5 lne narrow valley of the Rio Puerco, and terminate in

the great bend of the Rio del Norte, between 29° and 30°

N 'at. In the present state of geographical knowledge,
these two ranges, which are called the Sierra de loa Co-
manche*, must be considered as the most southern extre-

mity of the Chippewyan Mountains. It is hardly known
on what authority these two ranges have been laid down on
our maps, as the valley of the Rio Puerco and the countries

east of it are in possession of the savage and warlike tribe

of the Comanche*, who do not allow strangers to enter their

country. Only the western declivity of the western range
has been seen by travellers, who describe the range as rising

only to a moderate elevation, but having a very desolate

and barren aspect, and being almost entirely without water
and wood.

That part of the Southern Chippewyans wbioh extends
from 34° to 42° N lat is perhaps the best known part of
the whole system, the eastern declivity having been exa-
mined for a considerable extent by Major Long. He says
that the breadth varies from 50 to 100 miles. The moun-
tains rise abruptly from the plains to the east of them,
towering into peaks of great height, which are viaible

at the distance of more than 100 miles east of their

base. They consist of ridges, knobs, and peaks variously

disposed, among which there are many wide and fer-

tile valleys. The more elevated parts of the mountains are
covered wiih perpetual snow, which gives them aluminous,
and at a great distance even a brilliant appearance, whence
they have derived the name of the • shining mountains.'
The height of the James Peak has been ascertained to be
about 85U0 feet above its base* which is considered as be-
tween 2000 and 3000 feet above the sea-level. Though
considered the highest summit in this part of the range,
Major Long says, that judging from the position of the
suow near the summit of other peaks and ridges at no great

distance from it, it is apparent that they are much higher.

The western declivity of this range is not so steep as tba
eastern, and does not descend so deep, the upper valley of
the Rio del Norte being considerably more elevated than
the plains east of the mountains.

The central range ofthe Southern Chippewyans runs nearly
parallel to the eastern along the meridian of lu7

# W. long*
and terminates near 34° N. lat with the Sierra de Mogol-
lon, a name which is sometimes applied to the whole range.
though others called it Sierra deloa Mimbres. It appears not
to attain the elevation of the eastern range. On the eastern
side its slope is well defined, as no offsets branch off fae*
it, but the width and the western declivities are not known.
It was formerly supposed that the Sierra de MogoUon waa
united by a mountain-chain to the Sierra Madre in Mexico;
but the last-mentioned range terminates near 32° N. lat,
and a level plain about 150 miles in extent intervenes be-
tween the two ranges.

The western chain of the Southern Chippewyans is called
the Sierra de lus Guacaros, and it is supposed to join the
principal chain at the Sierra Verde. But with the excep-
tion of a mountain tract, which occurs about 37* N. laL,
and 112° W. long., and is properly called Sierra Guacaros,
this range is unknown in its whole extent It is not ere©
known whether this range is connected with the snow-
capped summit of the St. Bernardin, which occur near
34* N. lat and 117° W. long. If a chain of high land*
should be found to extend between the last-mentioned hsgh
summit and the Sierra de los Guacaros, which is not impro-
bable, the mountainous and rocky peninsula of California
would constitute the most southern extremity of the Chip-
pewyan Mountains.
As the countries surrounding the Southern Chippewyans

are almost entirely inhabited by savage tribes, which eeem
to have no intercourse with one another, the routes are un-
known, with the exception of one over the eastern range,
near 36° N. lat., which is used by the North American
caravans, which start from the town of Franklin in the
stale of Missouri, for the town of Santa F6 in New Mexico,
whence they proceed to Chihuahua. The elevation of the
mountain-pass does not appear to be very great
The Central Chippewyan* between the Sierra Verde

(42° N. lat.) and W N. lat. have been often crossed by
American travellers, in passing from the United Statea to
the river Colombia. In this part the mountain-region Miasm
to contain two ranges of great elevation, running parallel
to one another at the distance of 100 miles, and enclosing
high valleys, which are generally filled up by the rocky
masses, which protrude from the great chains to a consider-
able distance within the valleys. The two chains however
do not subside either on the east or on the west into plains,
being separated from the level ground, which only occur* ax
a great distance from them, by hilly regions of coneideraaJe
extent.

Not far from the Sierra Verde, towards the north, between
the Spanish River, supposed to be the Rio Colorado, which
falls into the most northern recess of the Gulf of Califor-
nia, and the Big Horn River, an affluent of the Missouri, the
eastern chain of the mountains contains a deep and wide
depression, which presents an easy passage over the ranee,
so easy indeed that it may he crossed by carriage*. In
these parte there is a plain between moderate netghta*
which is about ten miles in circumference, and the suHaee
of which is encrusted with salt as white as snow to a depth
of twelve or eighteen inches. North of this depression the
mountains rise to a greater height ; but they do not preawnt
a range of uniform elevation ; they are rather extensive
groups, here and there overtopped by high peaks, among
which there is one which probably rises to 15.000 feet
above the level of the sea. The eastern range is furrowed
longitudinally by deep and narrow valleys drained by small
and rapid streams. The higher parte of the ranges consist
of granite, and are bleak and bare, being nearly destitute
of vegetation, but many of the inferior ridges are scantily
clothed with scrub pines, oaks, cedar, and furme. In
some places these mountains have traces of volcanic action
Some of the interior valleys are strewed with scoria and
broken stones, evidently of volcanic origin, and vestigee of
extinct craters are seen on the highest points.

Farther north, between 45° and 47°, the eastern range
appears to maintain a more equal elevation, and to nee to a
great height Their highest parts are covered with saew
in the months of August and September, and in the lower
parts, along the watercourses and in the ravines* snow doea
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monstrous. [Bbaybb, vol. iv., p. 121.] The lower jaw is

articulated by a longitudinal condyle, so as to have no hori-

lontal movement except from behind forwards, and vice

versa, convenient for the action of gnawing ; the molars
consequently have flat crowns, the enamelled eminences of

which are always transversal, so as to be in opposition to the

horisontal movements of the jaw, and to be better adapted
for trituration.

Tlie genera in which these eminences are simple lines,

and which have the crown of the tooth very flat, are more
exclusively frugivorous; those which have the eminences
divided into blunt tubercles are omnivorous; and, finally,

the small number of those which have points more willingly

•t tack other animals, and approximate a little to the

Carmvora.
The form of the body of the Rodents is in general such

that their hinder parts exceed their anterior ones, so that

tbey leap rather than walk ; this disposition in some of them
is as excessive as in the kanguroos.
The intestines of the animals of this order are very long

;

tbeir stomach simple or slightly divided, and their caecum
often very voluminous, even more so than the stomach.
Tbe Myoxi (Dormice) want the csBCum.
Preparations illustrative of the male organs of the Ro-

d'ntia will be found in the Physiological Series of the

Museum of the College of Surgeons ; Nos. 2483 to '2504,

both inclusive: of these Nos. 2483 to 2487, exhibiting those

of the Beaver with the preputial or castor-pouches, and
Nos. 2492, 2492 A, those of the Acuchi with the penis

armed on each side with a dentated horny ridge, are remark-
able. Those of the other Caries, Nos. 2493 to 2497 (both

inclusive), exhibit similar peculiarities. The placenta is

simple. Preparations Nos. 2742 to 2751, both inclusive,

illustrate the female organs.

Tbe brain of the Rodents is nearly smooth and without
convolutions ; the orbits are not separated from the temporal

fossa*, which have but little depth ; the eyes are entirely di-

rected laterally ; the zygomatic arches, delicate and curved
below, announce the weakness of the jaws; the forearms
have scarcely any rotatory motion, and their two bones are

Dearly united; in a word, the inferiority of these animals
shows itself in the greater part of the details of their organi-

zation. Nevertheless, the genera which have the strongest

clavicles enjoy a certain dexterity, and use their fore-feet

fur carrying their food to their mouth : oihers again (the

squirrels) climb trees with facility. (Rkgne Animal.)
The following animals are arranged by Cuvier under the

order Rodentia:—
The Squirrels (Seiurus, Linn), viz. : the Squirrels properly

so called (Seiurus, Cuv.) ; the Flying Squirrels (Pleromys)
;

the Aye-Aye (Cheiromys).
The Rats (Mus, Linn.), viz. : the Marmots (Arctomys,

Spermnphilus) ; the Dormice (Myoxus, 6m.); the Spiny
Rats (Echimys), Hydromys, Capromys; the Rats properly

so called (Mus, Cuv.) ; the Jerbilles (Gerbillus, Meriones)
;

the Hamsters (Cricetus) ; the Field Rats (Arvicola, Lacep.),

subdivided into the Ondatras (Fiber, Cuv.), the ordinary

Field-Rats (Arvicola, Cuv,. Uypudceus, 111), and the Lem-
mings (Georychus, 111.); Otomys, and the Jerboas (Dipus,

Gin.).

The Jumping Hares (Helamys, F. Cuv. ; Pedetes, 111.).

Tbe Rat Moles (Spalax, Guld.).

Bathyergus (Orycteres, F. Cuv.).

Geomys (Pseudostoma, Say ; Ascomys, Licht)

Diplostoma, Raf.

The Beavers (Castor).

The Couias (Myopotamus, Com.).

The Porcupines (Hystrix, Linn.), viz.: the Porcupines

properly so called (Hystrix, Cuv.) ; Atherurus, Cuv. ; Ere-

tkizon, F. Cuv. ; and the Coendous (Synetheres, F. Cuv.,

Cereolabes, Brandt).

The Hares (Lepus, Linn.), viz. : the True Hares (Lepus,

Cuv.), and Lagomys, Cuv.
The Capybara (Hydrochcerus, Erxl.).

The Guinea Pigs (An&ma, F. Cuv. ; Cavia, 111).

The Mocos (Kerodon, F. Cuv ).

The Agoutis (Chloromys, F. Cuv.; Dasyprocta, 111.),

and

The Pacas (Cmlogenys, F. Cuv.).

Mr. G. R. Gray, who observes that the animals of this

order are exceedingly difficult to arrange, gives the follow-

ing as an attempt to classify the Glires according to their

habits, in the tonth volume of tUe ' Apnals of Philosophy/

• Fur, with scattered larger hairs or spines; tail spiny
or scaly.

Family 1. Muridce; 2. Histricidaf.
** Fur nearly equally soft i tail none, or hairy.

Fam. 3. Leporidce; 4, Jerbcidee ; 5, AspalacidUe. For
the further development of Mr. Gray's arrangement, see the
articles Lkporid^, MVrid^e, and Porcupines.
Mr. Swainson (Classification of Quadrupeds) divides the

Glires, or Gnawing Quadrupeds, into two main divisions,

viz. : 1, Thoso with clavicles; 2, those with rudimentary, or
no clavicles; and a third division, Marsupial Rodentia,
* situation uncertain.'

The first division consists of the genera Castor, Fiber,
Myopotamm, Rats and Mice, and Squirrels. [Muridjb,
vol. xv., pp. 496, 497.]
The second division embraces the genera Hystrix (with

the subgenera Acanthion, Erethizon, Syncctheres, and
Sphigurus), Lepus (with the subgenus Lagomys), and Cavia
(with the subgenera Hydrocheerus, Cobaya, Cavia).
Under the Marsupial Rodents are placed the genera

Phascolomys (with the subgenus Amblotes), and Phascol-
arctds.

In tbe ' Magazine of Natural History,' New Series (1839),
will be found Mr. Waterhouse's interesting ' Observations
on the Rodentia, with a view to point out the groups as in-

dicated by the structure of the Crania in this order of Mam-
mals.* And in November, 1839, the same accurate ob-
server laid before a meeting of the Zoological Society of
London a tabular view of the distribution of this numerous
order.

Mr. Waterhouse stated, that in the construction of the fol-

lowing table he had endeavoured to display the geographical
distribution of the sections of the order Rodentia, and that

to accomplish this, it of course became necessary to combine
some system of classification, with an arrangement of the
genera according to the countries in which they were found.
The table is divided into five columns, one column being
devoted to each of the following portions of the globe: 1st,

Europe and North Asia; 2nd, North America; 3rd, Africa;
4th, India and the Indian islands ; 5th, South America and
the West Indian islands.

In these columns the names of the genera found in each
province are inserted, and the number of known species be-
longing to each genus (as nearly as can be ascertained) is

also indicated. Horizontal lines separate the genera
according to the sections to which they are supposed to

belong.

The few Rodents found in Australia all belong to the
family Muridce. About six species are known, and these
appertain to the genera Mus, Hapalotis, Licht. (which is

the Conilurus of Mr. Ogilby), Hydromys and Pseudomys.
• The first thing that strikes the attention,' observed Mr.

Waterhouse, ' is, that the great mass of South American
Rodents belong to a different section from those of the
northern portions of the globe, and that they are of a lower
grade of organization, as is also the case with respect to the
Old and New World Monkevs.'

Tlie next point to which Mr. Waterhouse drew attention
was the relative number of species found in warm and in

temperate climates. ' If the number of species found in the
two provinces, Europe (including North Asia) and North
America, be added together, the total is 180 species ; whilst
in all the rest of the world taken together the amount is

only 206 ; and if from this last number those species which
inhabit the temperate portions of South America and Aus-
tralia (amounting to about 30) be deducted, and added to

the first amount, it would appear that the Rodents are most
abundant in temperate regions, lit the Mammals of large
size the case is reversed.

' The total number of species inhabiting each of the pro-

vinces pointed out in the table varies less than perhaps
might be expected. The European province, North Ame-
rica, and South America, are nearly equal as to the number
of species they contain; India ana Africa are also nearly
equal, but they contain fewer species than either of the other
provinces.

' The Squirrels, Rats, Porcupines, and Hares (constituting

the genera Seiurus, Mus, Hystrix, and Lepus) are the only
groups which are found in all the provinces.

• The SciurioUv abound most in North America and India,

and are least abundant in Africa and South America. In
the latter country they appear to be chiefly confined to tbe
northern portions, and ate totally wanting in the soutlierij.
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•ThiAfvrtda* ere about equally abundant in Burooe,

Africa, and South America; in North Amenta and India

they are much lest numerous.
• The Artricoiidw appear to be confined to North America

and the European province. In 8outh America they are

apparently replaced by the Octodontida, CHnchiltuUe, and
Caviiike.

* The family Leporidte is but feebly represented in each
of the provinces above mentioned, excepting in North
America, where the number of species already discovered is

almost equal to all those found in other portions of the

globe taken together. In earlier periods these Rodents,

which are very low in the scale, appear to have been much

more numerous, judging from the fossil remains vhiuu 1

been found—at least in the European province.
* The remaining families of Rodents are almost eotmty

eonftned to South America. The genus Autacoduioi Western
Africa, the genera Petromyt, an inhmbuant of the Cape of
Good Hope, and Buihyergus. found both at the Cape and
north-eastern portions of Africa, possess certain cImmense
in which they approach the South American forma. J¥-
trtmofi analogically appears to represent the Ootodone of
South America, and IkUhyergui may be compared to Use
genera toephagomyt and Ctenomy$ ; whilst in Auimeodmm
we possess a representative of the Caprotnyt of Use West
Indies.'

AMce. IndUand la*

laa4e.
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81 1|w. 16 gea. 99 ape. 19 gen. 53 spa. 18 gen. 38 ape. 10 gea. 83 tpa. 25 gam.

Mr. Watethouse observed, ' that he had not yet been able

to satisfy himself as to the precise situation, in a systematic

classification, of the genera CUnodactylus and Helamyt, the

former from North and the latter from South Africa. Four
other genera are omitted in the above table for the same
reason ; they are Ofomyt* of Dr. 8mith, a genus found at

the Cape of Good Hope ; Akodon, Meyen, which inhabits

Peru ; Heteromyt, Desmerest, founded on the Mu» anoma-
hti ofThompson, an animal found in the island of Trinidad

:

and lastly, Satcomy* of F. Cuvier, which is supposed to be
from North America. These four genera in all probability

belong to the family Muridct.
• The genus Aplodontia is placed with Sciurida?, but It

must be observed that it differs much from the typical spe-

cies of that group, there being no pott-orbital process to

the skull, and the molar teeth being rootless.' (Zool.

I+oc.)

The student should further consult The Zoology of the

Voyage of H.M.8. Beagle, Nos. ii.. iii., iv. ofpart ii. {Mam-
mafias where many Rodents are described and figured,

and the characters of the Octodontid* (pp. 83, 84) clearly

pointed out
We have good reason for stating that besides the Lepo-

•ThMto a dottttAt geooa froea the Oteeiyi ef Gorier, wbha la Aryefci of

ricUe, which differ considerably from all other groups ef
Rodents, there are only a few genera which Mr. Waterhovse
has not yet sufficiently examined to determine satisfactorily

to himself how many families they form. These genera arc
the South American forms Capromys, Myopotammt , Bek$~
mys, Cercomye, Datyprocta, and Cartagenyi ; they are, in

his opinion, certainly very nearly allied to each other, and
may perhaps with propriety be collected into one family
under the name of Dasyproctidaf. There are moreover cer-

tain African genera which Mr. Waterhouse has not yet havd

an opportunity of thoroughly examining. Some observa-
tions by the same author on the families ChinckMidm anal

CaviidUe will be found in the Zoological Proceeding* for

18S9 (p. 61).

Brandt has admirably worked out the family AjsefrvcHaV,

in hisMammalium BxoHcorwn novorum, vel avtwaw riteeog-
nitorum. Mum Academic* Zooiogud DncripHanm el lam**.
#c (Pctropoli, 1835) 4to.

Fossil Rodbntia.
Dr. Lund, in bis view of the Fauna of Braxil, previosss so

the last geological revolution,* after noticing the living Ro-
dents inhabiting that district, proceeds to notice the 1

found in the limestone cavet there.

* There b a goo* tranalatkm of thla moat mlereattsc paper la the
•/ifsheW AisVy. New Serfca. 1*40.

"^
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He commences with the common Brazilian wood-rat,

Mus tasiurws* observing that he knows of very few caves

in which remains of this animal are not found, and that in

many they occur in such prodigious quantities as to excite

astonishment. He cites as an instance the numbers which
he found in a cavern near Caxoero do Campo, which is 120
feet long, from 6 to 9 feet wide, and from SO to 40 feet high.

Its floor for a distance of 20 feet from the entrance was
covered with a bed of earth perfectly identical with the soil

outside, and which had evidently been washed in by rain-

water. Farther in, this bed of earth disappeared, and was
replaced by a layer of very loose brownish or black mould,
about a loot thick, and completely full of small bones, more
abundant in some places than in others. Dr. Lund filled

a box, containing about half a cubic foot, with this mould ;

and counted in it about 2000 separate rami of the under-
jaw of Mus lasiurus and about 400 of Didelphis murinus,
besides a small number of the jaws of other animals. Most
of the bones were broken ; the smaller ones only, such as

those of the feet, the vertebra?, and the strongest long bones
being entire. All the skulls were fractured, so that a por-
tion of each was usually wanting : those which lay deepest
were brown, brittle, and adhered to the tongue; the uppermost
bones were all very fresh. Upon the surface of the earth
the eiytra and legs of beetles were scattered. Dr. Lund is

of opinion that the Strix perlata, which is met with
abundantly in the caverns, is the predatory animal which
collected these bones. The remains of the Paca and Gutia
are frequently found unconnected with the -heaps of bones
cast up by the owls.

Dr. Lund further observes that the most numerous genus
of the family of Rodents is the genus Mus, with six species

of which, indigenous to the district, he is acquainted, besides

two which have been introduced from Europe [Mas mus-
culus), the other, as he suspects, from Asia {Mus setosus,

Lund). The abundant remains of this genus collected by
him from the caverns prove its existence in the antient
world. The species, difficult to distinguish by external
characters, are, he remarks, still more so when fragments
only of their skeletons remain. He was however able to

make out two or perhaps three extinct species. In several

caverns he found remains of a fossil species of Echimys
which approaches very nearly to Echimys Apereo'ides, Lund.
He also found traces of a species belonging to the fossil

period which agree very closely with Echimys sulcidens. A
£t?antie Synetheres {Cercolabes, Brandt) belonged to the
antient Fauna of the district ; for the fragments in the pos-

sesion of Dr. Lund indicate a creature very little inferior in

bulk to the wild hog. The fossil species moreover presents,

be tells us, a nearer resemblance to the smaller existing

species {Syn. insidiosa) than to the larger (Syn. prehen-
tilts), so that, he observes, it would be classed, by those

lonlcgiste who make a generic division, between these two
species, under the genus Sphiggurus. He discovered a
small Rodent which did not agree with any of the genera
at present existing in that country. The fossil remains of
the genera Lepus and Anama were abundant in the caves,

and those of a species of Dasyprocta still more so : these

more or less closely resemble the recent species of their

respective genera. A second species of Dasyprocta was rare

and of extraordinary size, the long bones of the hinder ex-

tremities being almost as large as those of the roebuck. Dr.

Lund proposes the name of Dasyprocta Capreolus for this

fossil animal. Of the Caphar or Capybara two fossil species

were found ; one identical with that now in existence, the

other of great size. For this last Dr. Lund proposes the

name of Hydrochcerus sulcidens. It was nearly five feet in

length, so as to stand, as Dr. Lund observes, midway be-

tween the existing species of this genus and the South Ameri-
can Tapir. The remains of the genus &ica (Calogenys)
were found fossil in most of the Brazilian caves, and were

amassed to a great extent. Two extinct species are named
by Dr. Lund— Catlogenys laticeps and Ceelogenys rugi-

teps: a third, much larger, having been not inferior to the

living Capybara, is named by him C&logenys major.

Dr. Lund remarks that with reference to the numerical
relations of this order in the present and former periods,

we see that only one of the existing Brazilian genera is

absent from the list of fossil genera, namely, that of the

squirrels. Dr. Lund further observes that the total num-
ber of species at present existing in the district examined
by him is 18: but he only discovered 16 belonging to the

extinct Fauna. This however does not militate against his

opinion that the antient Fauna was numerically richer than
the modern in animal forms.

Notices of the fossil animals belonging to this order will
also be found under the articles which treat of the families
and genera.

RODERIC, the thirty-fourth and last of the Visigothic
line of kings who filled the throne of Spain from 411 to
711. The circumstances which attended the elevation and
fall of this prince are as doubtful as most events of that dark
period. He appears to have been the son of Theodofred,
duke of Cordova, and the grandson of Cbindaswind.
Having been entrusted by Witiza with the command
of the army, Roderic revolted against his sovereign -in
708, deprived him of the crown, and banished him to
Toledo. For some time ufter his usurpation, Roderic had
to contend against the sons and partisans of the de-
throned monarch, who had taken refuge in the northern
provinces of Spain. At last the sons of Witiza, perceiving
their inability to cope with the forcesof the usurper, crossed
over to Africa, where they were kindly received by Ilyan
(the Count Don Julian of Spanish chronicle), lord of Ceula
and Tangiers, and a friend of Witiza, who offered, if assisted
by the Arabs, whose tributary he was. to restore the princes
to the dominions of thoir father. Having communicated
his project to Musa Ibn Nosseyr, then governor of Africa for
the Khalifs of Damascus [Musa; Moors], that general,
who had long wished to carry his arms into Spain, gladly
embraced the opportunity offered to him, and promised his
powerful assistance. By his orders Tarlf Abu Zorah, with
four hundred Berbers, landed at Tartessus (since called
Tarifa, in commemoration of this event), and after ravag-
ing the adjoining country, returned to Africa laden with
plunder and captives. This happened in Raraadhan, a. h.
91 (Oct, aj>. 710). The success of the enterprise filled

the Arabian Amir with joy, and a second and more formi-
dable expedition was, the ensuing year, directed against
the shores of Spain, on Thursday the eighth of Rejeb, a.h.

92, answering to the 30th April, 711. Tarik Ibn Zeyyad, a
freedman of Musa Ibn Nosseyr, landed with eight thousand
men at the foot of the rock of Calpe, to which he gave his

own name, Jebal Tdrik (the mountain of Tarik), since cor-

rupted into Gibraltar. Soon after their landing, Tarik and
his followers were attacked by Theodomir, the governor of
Andalucia. The Goths however were unable to force the
positions taken up by Tarik, who, seeing his number daily

increase by fresh reinforcements from Africa, descended into
the plain, and advanced without opposition as far as Medina
Sidonia. He was there met by Roderic, who, at the head
of numerous but ill disciplined forces, hastened to repel the
invasion. After some sharp skiimishing, which lasted for

six consecutive days, the two armies came to a general en-

Sagement on the 5th of Shawwit, a.h. 92 (26th July, 711).

iccording to Ar-r&zi and other historians, this memorable
battle, which decided the fate of the Gothic monarchy, was
fought on the banks of the river Barbate, not on those
of the Guadalete, as the generality of the Christian histo-

rians have erroneously asserted. It was at first hardly con-
tested on both sides, until the defection of Oppas and other
partisans of Witiza, to whom Roderic had imprudeutly en-
trusted the command of the right wing of his army, gave
the victory to the Arabs. The rout then became general,

and the flower of Gothic chivalry fell by the sword of the
Arabs, Roderic himself being in the number of the slain.

This last fact has been brought into question by the gene-
rality of the Spanish historians, from Rodericus Toletanus
down to Masdeu, on the ground that Sebastianus Salmanli-
censis, a monk and chronicler of the tenth century (in

Flores, Esp. Sag., vol. xiii.), speaks of a tomb being dis-

covered in his time, at Viseo in Portugal, bearing this in-

scription, * Hie requiescit Rodericus ultimus RexGothorum ,*'

from which they conclude that Roderic escaped the field

of battle, and retired into Portugal, where he passed the
remainder of his days in penance and prayer. The state-

ment however is entitled to little credit ; for not only have
we the testimony to the contrary of the Arabian writers,

who universally agree that Roderic perished in the action,

though they are divided as to the manner of his death,

some asserting that he was slain by Tarik, and others that he
was drowned in attempting to cross the river; but the
assertion is further corroborated by Isidorus Pacensis, and
the anonymous continuator of the 'Chronicon Biclarense'

—

two contemporary Christian writers, who positively declare

that Roderic died in the action. Roderio's reiga had lasted
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nearly three years. There it a fabulous chronicle of this

king, or rather a romance of chivalry, in which the popular

traditions current among Moors and Christians respecting

the iuvasion and conquest of Spain, a* well as many ridicu-

lous fable* like that of Florinda, and the enchanted Tower
of Toledo, have been embodied by an anonymous writer of

the fourteenth century. It was printed for the first time at

Toledo, 1 549, and has since gone through several editions.

Another fabulous history of Roderic and the events in

which he was engaged, was written towards the middle of

the sixteenth century, by a converted Moor of the name of

Luna (Granada, 1592, 4to.). These, and other books of the

same stamp, have furnished ample materials for some of the

best works in English literature. (Scott, Southcy, and
Irving.)

(Almakkari's History qf the Mohammedan Dynasties in

Spain, vol. i., chaps. 1 and 2.)

RODNEY. ADMIRAL. LORD. George Brydois
Rodney was born at Walton-upon Thames, in the

county of Surrey, February 19, 1718. He was taken from

Hairow School, and sent to sea at twelve years of age. In

1739 he was made a lieutenant ; in 1742, a captain ; and in

1748 he was sent out as governor and commander-in-chief

on the Newfoundland station, with the rank of commo-
dore.

In October, 1752. Rodney returned to England, and was
elected member of parliament for the borough of Saltash.

He was appointed successively to the Fougueux, 64 guns;

the Prince George, 90 ; and the Dublin, 74. After twenty-

eight yea i* of active service, he was raised to the rank of

rear-admiral. May 19, 1769.

In 1761 Admiral Rodney was appointed commander-in-
chief at Barbadoes and the Leeward Islands. Having cap-

tured the islands of Martinique, Santa Lucia, and Granada,

he was recalled on the conclusion of peace in 1 763. Soon
after his return he was created a baronet, and by succes-

sive steps reached the rank of vice-admiral of the red. He
was also appointed governor of Greenwich Hospital ; but

resigned this office on being sent out, in 1771, as com-
mander-in-chief on the Jamaica staiion. In 1774 he was
recalled.

Under the pressure of pecuniary difficulties. Sir George
Rodney now retired to Paris, where he remained till May,
1778, when he was promoted to the rank of admiral of the

white, and in the autumn of 1779 was again appointed

commander-in-chief on the Barbadoes station, for which he

sailed December 29, 1779. His fleet consisted of 22 sail of

the line and 8 frigates. France and Spain were at this

tirno united against England. Before he had been ten

days at sea he had captured seven Spanish ships of war, aud
on the 16th of January, 1780, fell in with a Spanish fleet,

under Admiral Langara. near Cape St. Vincent, consisting

of 1 1 shins of the line, and 2 frigates. Of these Ave were

taken and two destroyed ; but the action being in the night,

and the weather tempestuous, the rest escaped.

On the 17th of April, 1780, Rodney came in sight of the

French fleet, under the Comte de Guichen. near Martinique.

Rodney intended to attack the enemy, which was a little su-

perior, with hi* fleet in close order; but the greater part

of his captains disobeyed, and kept at a cautious distance.

Only five or six ships supported lum, while in his own, the

Sandwich, he engaged a 74 and two 80-gun ships for an hour
and a half, and compelled them to bear away, and broke
through the enemy's line. In his dispatches Rodney cen-

sured the conduct of his captains, but ihe Admiralty sup-

pressed the passage, and only one of them was brought to

trial, who was dismissed from the service. The admiral
was rewarded with the thanks of the House of Commons,
and a pension of 2000/. a year, to be continued after his

death to his family in specified portions for their respective

lives. In 1 780. he was chosen, free of expense, to repre-

sent the city of Westminster, and was also made a Knight
of the Bath. Soon afterwards war was declared against the

states of Holland, and instructions were sent to Rodney to

attack their possessions in the West Indies. The Dutch
island of St. Eustati,us surrendered, without a shot having

,

been fired, Feb. 3, 1781; and in the course of the spring,

the Dutch colon ies of Demerara. Essequibo, and Berbice were
I

taken. Rodney, having returned to Europe in the autumn of

1781 for the recovery of his health, was received with uni-

versal enthusiasm, was created vice-admiral of England in

toe place of Admiral llawke, decease I, and was appointed to

the command of the whole of the West Indies. Both the

French and Spanish fleets were at this time in the West
Indies, and it was intended to form a junction, and attack
Jamaica and the other British possessions. The French
fleet was commanded by the Comte de Grasse.and consisted
of 33 or 34 sail of the line, besides frigates. Intelligent*
having been brought to Rodney, on the 8th of April. ITSi,
of their having sailed from Fort Royal Bay, Martinique,
he immediately followed them. A partial action took pUoe
on the 9th. when two of the Fiench ships of the line were
disabled, and a third was rendered useless by an accident in
the night of the 1 1th, thus reducing the French fleet to 30
or 31 ships of the line. The British fleet was rather more
in number, but much less in weight of metal. The general
action commenced on the 12th of April, 1782, at seven
o'clock in the morning, and lasted till half-past sax in the
evening. Rodney, in the Formidable, broke through the
French line, and engaged the Vi lie-de- Paris, De Grasses
flag-ship, and compelled her to strike. The result was,
that seven ships of the line and two frigates were taken by
the British.

About this time the Whigs had come into office, and
Rodney having been always opposed to them, an officer was
appointed to succeed him, who had only just sailed when
the news of this great victory reached England, and the
Admiralty immediately sent an express to overtake and
bring back the officer, but it was too late. Rodney reached
England, September 21, 1782. He was raised lo the peer-
age with the title of Baron Rodney, and received an add.-
lional pension of 2000/. a year. He lived chiefly in tbe
country, till May 23, 1792, when he died, in his 75th rear.
He was twice married, and left a numerous family". A
monument was erected to his memory in Si. Paul's cathe-
dral, London, at the national expense. His portrait by
Reynolds was in the royal collection at St. James's Palace.
but has since been sent to Greenwich Hospital.

(Gallery of Ihrtraits, vol. ii.; Mundy's Ltfe and Corres-
pondence qf Lord Rodney. London, 2 vols., Svo.)

RODOLPH. [Germany]
RODRIGUEZ, VENTURA, the most eminent Spanish

architect of the eighteenth century, was bom at Cienpoauelos,
July 14, 1717, and commenced bis first studies in bis pro-
fession under E^teban Marchand, who was then employed
on the works carrying on at Aranjuex. After the death of
Murchand, in 1733, he still continued at Aranjuez, until
J uvara engaged him as his assistant in making draw nipt
for the design of the new palace at Madrid ; and after the
death of J uvara, he was similarly engaged by bis suceeswor
Sachetti, with whom he was subsequently associated in
the execution of that vast pile, as aparejador, or principal
clerk of the works, 1741. In 1747 he was made honorary
member of the Academy of St. Luke at Rome ; and on that
of St. Fernando being established at Madrid, in 1 752, lie
was appointed chief director or professor of architecture in
it, an office for which lie "was peculiarly fitted, not only by
his talents, but by his zeal for his art, and his sotarr-

tude for the improvement of the pupils. Commission*
poured in upon him from every quarter; for there was
scarcely a work of any importance throughout the country
on which he was not either engaged or consulted. He was
employed on various cathedrals churches, colleges., hospital^
and other structures at Zaiogoza, Malaga, Toledo, Granada.
Valladolid, and numerous other places; and a mere li*t of
the works designed or executed by him would be one of coo*
siderable extent. We can here merelv point out, as bein*
among the more remarkable for their design, the sanctuary
at Cobadontta, the church of San Felipe Neri at Malaga,
that of the hospital at Oviedo, and the palace of the Duqua
de Liria at Madrid.
These multiplied engagements, and the frequent journeys

which they occasioned him, prevented his visiting haH ;

but he collected all works of engravings relative both to iia

antient and modern buildings. He also carefuUv studied
the various monuments of Roman, Moorish, and Goitue
architecture in his own country. He died at Madrid, 1 7*+*
in bis sixty-eighth year, and was buried in tbe church ot
San Marcos, the only one in that capital erected by himsetH
Rodriguez has been honoured with an Elogio bv tbe oeU
brated Jovellanos, to which we must refer those who wt*h fee
a more detailed notice of his character and works. Ha t*
also repeatedly mentioned with high commendation by Puna,
in his * Viage de Espaha;* and he doubtless deserves tb«
title he received from his contemporaries, of the Restorer of
Architecture in Spain

; yet whether his merit lay chiefly it*
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the reform of a puerile and vitious taste, and in purifying

Spanish architecture from the barbarisms that bad crept

inte it, or whether his works display any high degree of

positive talent, is what we ourselves have not the means of
jodsing.

ROEBUCK. [Deer, vol. viiL, p. 360.]

ROGATION DAYS. It was a general custom formerly,

says Bourne, and it is still observed in many country

parishes, to go round the bounds and limits of the parish

on one of the three days preceding Holy Thursday ; when
the minister, accompanied by his churchwardens and
parishioners, used to deprecate the vengeance of God, beg
a blessing on the fruits of the earth, and preserve the

rights aud properties of the parish. Spelman considers this

custom as an imitation of the Roman Terminalia. The
primitive custom used by Christians on this occasion was,

for the people to accompany the bishop or some of the

clergy into the fields, where Litanies were made, and the

mercy of God implored, that he would avert the evils of

plague and pestilence, that he would send them good and
seasonable weather, and give them in due season the

fruits of the earth. The Litanies or Rogations then used
gave the name of Rogation Week to this time. They occur
as early as ad. 550, when they were first observed by
Mamertius, bishop of Vienna, on account oftne frequent

earthquakes that happened, and the incursions of wild
beasts, which laid in ruins and depopulated the city.

(Walifred, Stral., c. 28, De Repub. Ecclesiast.) In the
canons of Cuthbert, archbishop of Canterbury, made at

Qoveshoo, in the year 747, it was ordered that Litanies, that

is Rogations, should be observed by the clergy and people,

with great reverence, on the seventh of the calends of May,
according to the rites of the church of Rome, which terms
this the Greater Litany, and also, according to the custom of
oar forefathers, on the three days before the Ascension of
our Lord, with fastings, &c. (Wilkins, Concil. Brit., p.

249 ; Spelm., Gloss., v. * Litania.') The continuance of this

eastern through later times is evidenced by old parish ac-

eompts, and by the various episcopal articles of inquiry. In
the injunctions issued in Queen Elizabeth's reign, it is or-

dered that the curate, at certain and convenient places, shall

admonish the people to give thanks to God, in the beholding
of God's benefits, for the increase and abundance of his fruits,

taring the 103rd Psalm, &c.; at which time the minister

hall inculcate these or such sentences, * Cursed be be
vbich translateth the" bounds and doles of his neighbours,"
or such orders of prayers as shall be hereafter.'

Rogation Week, in the northern parts of England, is called

Gang Week, from to gang, which in the north signifies to

go. Gang-puca, gang-week, occurs in the rubric to John,
c 17, in the Saxon Gospels; and Gang-toagay are noticed

in the laws both of Alfred and Athelstau.

(Brand's Papular Antiq., 4to. edit., vol. i., p. 168-178

;

Brady's Claris CaUndaria, 8vo.. 1812, vol. i., p. 321-326.)

ROGER OF HOVEDEN. [Hovedkn.]
ROGER OF SICILY. [Sicilies, Two -/fo/ory.]
ROGUE AND VAGABOND. [Vagrant.]
ROHAULT, JAMES, was the son of a merchant at

Amiens, where he was born in 1G20. He received the rudi-

ments of a scientific education in that city, and was after-

wards sent to Paris for the purpose of prosecuting his

studies in philosophy.

In that age the physical works of Aristotle had begun to

give place to those of Descartes, and most of the learned

men in France received with complacency the explanation

of the phenomena of Nature which were given in the
' Principal the ' Dioptrice,* and the ' Meteora ' of their

illustrious countryman. Among the persons alluded to,

Renault was one who diligently studied the writings of the

Greek philosopher and of his numerous commentators, but
who also applied himself with ardour to the productions of

the new school, of which he professed to be a zealous dis-

eipk. This circumstance appears to have brought him to

ihe notice of Clarselier, who, being himself a warm Car-

tesian, conceived so great a regard for the young philosopher,

that he gave him his daughter in marriage, and engaged
him to write a commentary on the works of the man who
va* the object of their common admiration. Rohault seems
to have executed the task assigned to him iu a manner
which gratified the wishes of his patron and father-in-law,

«nd in the spirit of an enthusiastic follower; for in the

preface to hi* 'Trail6 do Physique' he designates Descartes

u a man who, by his works, had shown that France was

P. a No. 1230,

capable'of forming philosophers as illustrious as those of
antient Greece. This work was translated into Latin by
Dr. Samuel Clarke, and published with notes, in which are
given explanations of the principal phenomena agreeably to
the philosophy of Newton, which, iu a very few years, had
entirely supplanted that of the French school.

After the above-mentioned work was finished, Rohault
appears to have been occupied for several years iu giving
instructions in mathematics, and the subjects of his lessons
were published after his death in two volumes. The course
comprehends geometry, both plane and practical ; trigono-
metry, plane and spherical; fortification, mechanics, per-
spective, and arithmetic.

Besides the * Traile* de Physique,' Rohault published also
a work entitled 'Entretiens sur la Philosophic' consisting of
a series of dialogues, in which the subjects are treated ac-
cording to the Cartesian principles. He died in 1G75.

ROHILCUND. [Hindustan, p. 218.]

ROLAND, MANON. Manon Philipon, for such was
her maiden name, was born in Paris in 1756. Her father
was an artist of moderate talent ; her mother was a woman of
superior understanding and of a singularly amiable temper.
Manon learned to read so early and so easily as not to be
able to recollect the process ; and, having once learned to

read, she read everything that came in her way. In her
father's house she enjoyed, to a certain extent, the means of
cultivating painting, music, and general literature. It is

probable that her early devotion to these pursuits tended to

exalt her imagination and to influence the whole of her
future career. Whilst yet a girl, she was, at her own earnest
request, placed for one year in a conventual school. At
this age her religious enthusiasm was extreme ; in after-

years it subsided, and her opinions, she confesses, went
through every change, until they rested in scepticism ; a re-

sult in some degree due to her perusal of the writings of
many celebrated authors. Her reading, under her father's

roof, was of a most miscellaneous description. The works
of the fathers and the free writings of the seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries were equally accessible to her, and
perused with equal avidity; but the most powerful and
lasting impression was made on her by an early familiarity

with Plutarch's 4 Lives of Illustrious Men.* From this^ time,

Greece and Rome were constantly present to her thoughts,
and when she was fourteen years old, she is said to have
wept to think that she was not a Roman or a Spartan
woman.
At the age of five and twenty, she became the wife of M.

Roland, a man twenty years ber senior, of laborious habits,

great ability and integrity, and manners described as of
antique severity. A daughter was the fruit of this marriage,

and Madame Roland's time became divided between the
care of her child's education, and giving assistance to her
husband, from whose knowledge she derived great advan-
tage in return. He held the office of Inspector of Manu-
factures, of which he fulfilled the duties in a liberal spirit

well according with the previous impressions of his enthu-
siastic partner. With nim Madame Roland visited Eng-
land, Switzerland, and other countries of Europe—every-
where industriously inquiring into the nature of the civil in-

stitutions, and manifesting the warmest sympathy with the

advocates of political liberty. On witnessing the comforts

enjoyed by the English cottagers, she is said to have ob-

served, that in this country a handful of wealth did not con-

stitute the nation, but that man, whatever his station, was
reckoned as something.
The intense interest with which such a woman regarded

the first movements of liberty in her own country, may
easily be conceived. Her husband being appointed to re-

present the city of Lyon in the National Convention, left

his residence near that city, and, accompanied by his wife,

proceeded to Paris, where the curiosity of Madame R< land
was gratified, and her zeal, if possible, increased, by the op-

portunity of observing some of the most distinguished actors

on the political stage—as Mirabeau, Cazal6s, Maury, Bar-
nave, and others of less note. To the cause espoused by
these notable persons Madame Roland and her husband
were warmly attached : and, during the ministry of the
party of the Gironde, Roland was appointed minister of the
interior, for which his information, his assiduity, and his

strict probity highly qualified him. It was, whilst holding
this office, that he appeared at court with a round hat and
strings to his shoes; and was regarded by the courtiers as a

symbol of a monarchy about to fall. His sincere language
Vol. XX.—K *
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Was as unwelcome to the court at his plain attire was div
pleasing to the courtiers. The talents of his wife were at

thi» time applied to assist him in the composition of public

Kapers. without pretending to direct him, she avowa her
elief that by mingling with the severer accents of patriot-

ism the expressions and feelings of a woman of fcensibtlily,

she rendered these documents more impressive and effectual.

The famous letter of M.Roland to Louis XVI. (May, 1799)
was drawn up by her: a letter designated, according to the
political feelings of the readers, as an enlightened although
a severe remonstrance, or as audacious and full of
evil prophecy. This production occasioned M. Roland's
dismissal by the court ; for which he was compensated by
the warm applauses of the Convention. He again became
a minister after the events of the 10th of August; but his

party had then passed the bounds prescribed by his judg-
ment, and entered upon extremes repugnant to his high-

minded and generous wife. Still tney were apparently
favoured by their party, to whom Roland's chaiacter and
popularity were necessary. Amidst the real and affected

grossness of dress, manners, and language of the republi-

cans, society preserved its respectability in the circle as-

sembled round the table of the minister of the interior.

The events of the reign of terror do not require to be de-

tailed. The frightful massacres in the prisons of Paris on
the 2nd and 3rd of September, were boldly denounced by
Roland in his capacity as minister; but the Convention,
which applauded him, wanted courage, or virtue, or power
to act upon his advice ; and from that hour his own doom and
that of nis wife became only more certain. Madame Roland
bad herself been already arraigned before that assembly, on
an absurd charge of treasonable correspondence with Eng-
land ; and by her presence of mind, her acuteness, and her
wit, had battled and mortified her accusers. The recollec-

tion of this defeat is said to have so haunted the minds of

Marat, Danton, and Robespierre, that in every subsequent
difficulty, and in every attack made upon their proceedings,

they imagined they recognised the boldness, sagacity, or

sarcasm of Madame Roland. She and her husband began
to receive warnings of their danger, and for a ahort time
consented to take the precaution of not sleeping at the
Hdtel of the Interior. The appearance of deception
was little agreeable to Madame Roland. '1 am ashamed,'
she said, ou an occasion on which she had almost consented
to leave her house in the dress of a peasant, 'of the part I

am made to play. I will neither disguise myself nor leave

the house. If they wish to assassinate me, it shall be in

my own home. This courageous exumple is due from me,
and I will afford it.' Her husband quitted Paris, and she
might have done so, but she declared that the care of evad-
ing injustice cost her more than it would do to suffer

from it.

The time arrived when the intellectual superiority

hitherto maintained in the Convention by M. Roland's
party, or the Girondists, was overcome by absolute force.

Forty thousand men were marched against the Convention,
by the Jacobins, on the 31st of May, 1793; and in the
evening of the same day Madame Roland was arrested and
thrown into the prison of the Abhaye. Here she displayed

her usual firmness, and continued to exercise towards the

poor and unfortunate a benevolence for which in her pros-

perous days she had been remarkable. Before her friends

she appeared cheerful ; she always maintained the lan-

guage of a patriot when speaking of the aspect of affairs,

flattering and fearing none; and she professed herself

capable of overcoming her ill-fortune. In solitude

the feelings of the wife and the mother overcame
her, and the attendants remarked that she passed many
hours in tears. Her sufferings were greatly aggravated by her
being one day unexpectedly liberated, as if the danger was
past. She drove home with extreme delight ; sprung out of

tie coach, as she says it had always been her habit to

do, but with more than usual vivacity ; and was running
gaily up stairs, when she was again arrested by an officer,

and at once taken to Sainte Pelagie, a prison of a lower

order than the Abbaye, where she was shut up with the

worst of her sex. In this second prison she remained until

her trial and execution. The only explanation given of

this circumstance was that her first arrest had been illegal.

The wretchedness of her situation at Sainte Pelagie was only

alleviated by her literary occupations, and by the kindness

of her gaolers or of their families, whom her fascinating

manners and behaviour converted into friends. Well

knowing that her life would be sacrificed, sbe devoted al
her hours to the composition of her Memoirs, wntintp full

of lively description, entertaining anecdote* of her contem-
poraries, and remarks indicative of penetration and habtUial
reflection. A letter to her daughter, written in the—
circumstances, is one of the moat affecting of farewell*. But
Madame Roland seldom gave way to melancholy emotion*
in her writings. Her pages detail the events of her child-

hood and youth with matchless BprigbtUness and grace, and,
excepting in certain passages wherein candour is carried to
an excess which modem delicacy would not permit to a
female writer, her Memoirs are models of that kind ofcom-
position.

As the narrative advances, events of a deeper interval

are related with great facility of expression, sometimes with
mournful pathos, generally with great judgment, net
always without satire, but always with ea»y eloqoenm.
From a very early age we may discern in this relation tbo
extraordinary decision of Iter character, her naturally com-
manding manners, her fervent but well-controlled tem-
perament, her indefatigable love of improvement* and ber
unswerving adherence to truth.

Several unhappy prisoners delivered themselves from
certain execution by taking poison ; and Madame Roland
had at one time resolved to do the same. But communs-
eating her resolution to a friend, who represented to brr
that a nobler course would be to wait for death, etvd

leave the memory of so great a sacrifice to the cease for
which she bad lived, she calmly determined to abide tbo
result.

It was in the month of October (1793) tbst the Girondist*
were destroyed. On the 31st of that month ahe was sent to
theConeiergerie. On the 10th of November sbe appeared be-
fore the Revolotionsry tribunal. She had declined the prof*
fered aid of M. Chauveau Lagarde, the great advocate of
the Girondists, of the unfortunate queen, and of Charlotte
Corday ; knowing that no talents could save her, since ber
innocence could not, and not wishing to expose him to nee-
less danger. Part of the night was occupied bj her m
writing her eloquent defence. Her courage did not de»oit
her during her trial or at her execution. She sustained the
insults of the unmanlv tribunal, not without womanly emu
tion. but also with a dignity worthy of the greatest emmm
of the times with which her early rea ling of Plutarch bed
made her familiar. To the last moment she preserved Isee

presence of mind, and even her gsiety. On the same dee
and at the same hour a man was also to be guillotined ; and
in such extremity, to die first being thought a privilege, el*
waived it in favour of her less courageous companion in
misfortune; overcoming the scruples of the executioner,
whose orders were to executo her first, by repressmine; te
him the impoliteness of refusing s woman's last request. It

is said that bending herself before the statue of Liberty.
close to this scene of desth, sbe exclaimed, • Oh I Liberty I

what crimes are committed in tby nsme !'

She had often been heard to say that her husband would
not survive her. As soon as he beard of her execution, be
took leave of two attached female friends in whose house, at
Rouen, he had found a refuge, and to whom his resolution
was known; walked in the evening of the Ifttb of Novam
ber as tar aa Baudouin, four leagues on the road to Parte

;

sat down by the side of a tree in an avenue leading to a
private house, and passed his cane-sword through has clseec
By his side was found a paper, in which these words qjqiq
written :

—
' Whoever you are who find me lying here, re»nee*

mv remains ; they are those of a man who devoted b«
whole life to being useful, and who died, as he bad Irted,
virtuous and honest/

These particulars are principally taken from a vary recent
edition of the * Memoirs of Madame Roland,' published in
Paris, in two volumes. 8vo., with abundant notes, by Mat.
Berville and Barriere.

ROLLB, MICHEL, a French mathematician, was born
st Ambert in Auvergne, in 1652. He appears to he to
possessed from nature a remarkable facility in solving pro-
positions relating to arithmetic and algebra, and to hare ne
nuired by practice a great proficiency in the calligraphic err.
After having served during several years as an attorney*a
clerk, he came, in 1675. to Paris, where ha obtained a eob-
«istanre as a writing-master, and where ha spent his Unwua
time in cultivating the mathematical sciences. An a#r>
dental circumstance procured for him the notice of M.
Colbert. Oxanam, who was himself a good analyst, han
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peniog to propose to mathematicians a problem of the kind
called indeterminate, which, he conceived, could be solved

only by a process involving very high numbers, Rolle was
so fortunate as to discover a neat solution ; and the minister,

being informed of it, was induced, iu 1685, to recommend
him for election as a member of the Academy of Sciences,

then recently formed.
From this time Rolle devoted himself to analytical pur-

suits; and in 1690 he published a treatise on algebra, in

4to. This work contains, among other methods for the

solution of equations, one which he calls the method of

facades, a name given to it because it consists in succes-

sively depressing the equation one degree lower at each

operation. It has some analogy to a method given by
Newton, in the * Arithmetic* Universalis ;' but its want of

generality has caused it ever since to be neglected. An
affectation of peculiar modes of expression prevails through-

out the whole work, which is otherwise very obscurely

written : the author was however particularly skilful in the

management of questions of the kind called diophantine,

and he published a treatise on that subject in 1699.

Rolle, unfortunately for his fame, entered the lists as an
opponent of the algebra of Descartes, and of the differential

calculus which had been then recently discovered by Newton
end Leibnitz; and he is accused of using towards those who
endeavoured to point out his mistakes a tone of anger
rrhkh is very unbecoming in a philosopher. He began in

1701 to attack the differential calculus, objecting both to its

pmciptes and its applications; and, with respect to the

latter, he endeavoured to show that in particular examples
the results are inconsistent with those which are brought
out by the antient processes. The new calculus, a3 it was
called, found however in France a zealous and temperate
advocate in Varignon, who, in replying to the objections of

Kotle, explained the true meaning of the differential sym-
bols, and pointed out that the supposed discrepancies in the

results of the examples arose entirely from the haste and
inadvertency of the objector.

This dispute agitated the French Academy of Sciences
r»r s long time. Rolle continuing to raise one objection after

another; and though they were answered by Varignon, the

former always pretended to have the victory. It is said

tint the Academy was then composed of men who had been
Inng accustomed to the antient analysis, and therefore saw
vith pleasure an opposition raised against methods to which
lUey were not yet reconciled. In 1705 however the Aca-
demy, without pronouncing a judgment on the subject, re-

rammended that Rolle, in moderating his language, should
> onform to the rules of the institution ; and the dispute

uss for a time terminated. This was twenty-nine years

before Bishop Berkeley attempted to revive the subject in

tl* ' Analyst.' [Robins.]
It appears that, subsequently, Rolle acknowledged his

error, and thus he mav be supposed to have deserved the

pardon of posterity. lie was admitted second geometrical

pensioner of the Academy in 1699, and he died on the 5th

of July. 1719, at sixty-seven years of age. •

ROLLER (Ornithology), the name of an insessorial or

perching bird, Corarias garrula, Linn.

Some difference of opinion has prevailed among ornitho-

bgists as to the place of the Rollers in the system.

Ltntiseus arranged the genus Coracias between Corvus
and Oriolus. Pennant (British Zoologv) gives it a position

between the Nut-cracker and the Oriole; M. Dumeril
placed it between the Birds of Paradise and the Crows

;

aid Me\er arranged it in his second order, Coraces, among
«hteh it stands in llliger's method. Cuvier placed the

lUler* {Coracias, Linn.) between the Crows (Cnrvus,
• Iran ) and the Birds of Paradise (Paradisea, Linn.), the

fosUKm assigned to them by Lacepede, and includes under

that title the Rollers projperly so called (Coracias garrula,

> Linn., &c), and the Rolles (Colaris).

|

M. Vieillot, like Meyer and Illiger, places the Rollers

among the Coraces.

\ M. Temmtnck gives them a position between Bombyci-
' tnra and Oriolus.

ML de Blainville's method presents them between t%e
' Trogons and Bee-eaters (Merops).

\
Mr. Vigors places them in his family Corvidce. [Cor-

i nt>m, vol Tin., p 67.]

M. Lesson's family Eurystomidee (Rolliers of Cuv.) con

wsta of the Rollers ( GaJgulus, Brisson, and Coracias, Linn.)

;

uV» genes Rolte (Euryitomus, Vieill. [Meropid.k, vol. xv.,

p. 118], Colaris, Cuv., and Coracias, Linn.); the genus
Mainatus (Eulabes, Cuv., Gracula, Linn.) ; and the genus
Mino, Less. M. Lesson rejects the term Coracias, because
many authors have so dismembered it, according to their
different views, that a confusion calculated to produce error
is the result.

In the system of Mr. Swainson, who retains the generic
name Coracias, the Rollers appear among the Meroptdce.
[Meropid^, vol. xv., p. 118.]

The Prince of Canino (C. L. Bonaparte) arranges the
genus Coracias, giving as an example the common Roller
(Coracias garrula, Linn.) in the family Ampelidce (Btrds of
Europe and North America).

In Mr. Gould's great work on 'The Birds of Europe,' the
Roller (Coracias garrula) comes between the Bee eater
(Merops Apiaster) and the Kingfisher (Alcedo aspida).
Mr. Yarrell (British Birds) arranges the Common Roller

under the family Meropidce.
Description.—Bill black towards the point, becoming

brown at the base with a few bristles ; irides of two circles

yellow and brown ; head, neck, breast, and belly various
shades of verditer blue changing to pale green ; shoulders
azure blue, back reddish brown, rump purple, wing-prima*
lies dark bluish black, edged lighter, tail-feathers pale
greenish blue, the outer ones tipped with black, those in

the middle also much darker in colour ; legs reddish brown

;

in old males the outer tail-feathers are somewhat elon-
gated.

Adult females differ but little from the males; young
birds do not attain their brilliant colour till the second
year. (Gould, Birds of Europe.) Length about 13
inches.

This is the Pica marina and Pica merdaria of the Ita-

lians : Rollier of the French ; BirkHeher, Blaue-Racke,
and Mandelkrahe of the Germans ; Sprattsk Kraka, Bla*
kraha, and Allekraka of the Swedes ; Ellekrage of Brun-
nich

; y Rholydd of the antient and Roller of the modern
British.

GeograpMcal Distribution.—This bird appears to have
a wide range. In Europe, it is found in Denmark, Sweden
(where it arrives with the Cuckoo), and the southern pro-

vinces of Russia; is more common in Germany than France,
where however it has been found in Provence ; and it has
been taken at Gibraltar. In Italy,-according to Prince C. L.
Bonaparte, it is rather common, arriving in the spring and
departing in September. In Malta and Sicily it is exposed
for sale in the shops of poulterers, and is said to have the

taste of a turtle-dove. In the Morea it is considered a deli-

cacy in the autumn, when it is fat with its summer fttod. It

has been captured at Aleppo, and at Trebizond and Erze-

roum. It visits the countries between the Black and the

Caspian seas ; and Dr. von Siebold and M. Burger include

it among the birds of Japan. In North Africa it is found
from Morocco to Egypt ; flocks were seen by Adanson at

Senegal, and he concluded that they passed the winter

there. Dr. Andrew Smith records it among the birds of

South Africa. In Great Britain it has been killed in Corn-
wall, in Suffolk and Norfolk, in Cambridgeshire, in York-
shire, Northumberland, Perthshire, the east of Scotland, *

and Orkney. We can find no account of its occurrence in

Ireland ; but that it is known in Wales is evident from one
of its names above given.

Habits, Food, $c.—Deep forests of oak and birch appear
to be the favourite haunts of the Roller. In the 'Annals of
Natural History* for 1839, it is stated by a traveller in Asia
Minor, that the Roller, which was most common throughout
tho south and west parts of the country wherever the mag-
pie was not found (for it was not seen in the same district

with that bird), was observed to fall through the air like a
Tumbler Pigeon. Terominck states that it makes its nest

in the holes of trees, where it lays from four to seven eggs
of a lustrous white. M. Vieillot states that in Malta, where
trees are scarce, the bird builds on the ground. In Barbary
it has been observed to form its nest in the banks of the

Sheliff, Booberak, and other rivers; and Pennant remarks
that where trees are wanting, it makes it in clayey banks.

These last modes of nidiflcat ion bring it very close to the

Bee-eaters and Kingfishers* whose eggs quite resemble

those of the Roller in colour and shape, and only vary in

size. The male takes his turn to siu The food is very

varied, according to Ternminek, who enumerates moles,

crickets, cockchafers, grasshoppers, millipedes, and other

insects, slugs and worms. Gould states that it feeds on
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worm*, slugs, and infects generally. Yarrell informt us

(list the food consists of worms, slugs, inseots in their va-

rious stages, and berries.

Bachstein observes that till lately he had thought that

the Roller was untameablo ; but Dr. Meyer of Offenbach
had convinced him to the contrary, having him>elf reared

them in his room by the following method :—The young
ones must be taken from the nest when only half grown,
and fed on little bits of cow's heart, or any other meat which
is lean and tender, tilt they can feed alone; small frogs

worms, and insects may then be added. Its mode of kill-

ing and swallowing insects is thus described:— it com-
mences by seizing and crushing tbem with its bill, and then
throws them into the air several times, in order to receive

them in its throat, which is very capacious. When the

morsel is too large, or the insect is still alive, the bird strikes

it hard against the ground, and begins again to throw it

into the air till it falls not across, but to as to thread the

throat, when it is easily swallowed. Bechstein says that he
had never seen the bird drink. The translator of Been-
stein's interesting little book states that he once saw a
Roller drink after having swallowed dry ants' eggs ; it then
ate greedily of lettuce and endive. * Another which I

kept, adds the translator, • liked the outside of lettuces and
spinach after having eaten insect*, especially beetles, which
are very heating. To judge from what I have observed, the

Roller is by nature wild and solitary ; it seldom changes its

situation, except to seek its food or to hide itself from
strangers. It is a good thing, whether kept in a cage or let

range, always to have a box in its way, in which it may
take refuge when frightened ; it will not fail to hide itself

there, and by this means will not be tempted to beat itself

violently, which it does when it cannot fly from the object

of its fright It knows its mistress very well, lets her take

it up, comes near her, and sits without any fear on her
knees for whole hours without stirring. This is as far as it

goes even when tamed. It is neither caressing nor fami-

liar ; when frightened it utters harsh cries, softer ones when
its food is brought, but crag, crag, craag. at the same time

raising its head, is the expression of its joy or triumph.'

Condaa farrnla.

The Mino Bird, tracula religiosa, Linn., B'eo and Mencho
of the Javanese, Teeong of tho Suraatrans, will And a more
appropriate place among the Sturrridct, according to Mr.

Swainson. Mr. G. R. Gray arranges it under the family

Corrida, in the subfamily Graculirue. Mr. Swainson

states that analysis has convinced him that neither the

Boilers nor the bird in question belong to the Corvida*

;

and he remarks that the little value that can be attached

to speculations on the rank of the present genera founded

upon mere synthesis, will best appear by looking to those

artificial arrangements that place the short-legged Rollers

close to the long-legged and powerfully constructed Grakle

(Gracula religiosa).

M. Lesson, as we have seen, places this bird next to the

Rollers, and among the EurystomiaUt, and though we are

by no means satisfied that this is its proper position, we
ehall, in the present state of opiniou, notice the form

B#T§*

The Gracula religiosa then, the type of Caviar** gvoeui
Eutabes, formed, says M. Lesson, the genus Matnaimm of
Brisson, and was placed by Lii.nems and Gmelin among the
Gracula*, next after the Orioles. M. Temrainek retained
the genus Gracula, reduced to the MmoB.rd alone, among
his omnivorous birds, and M. Vieillot kept it also, arranging
it in his family of Caronculis.

Generic Character.—Bill short, stout, not so long a* the
head; entirely compressed. Frontal feathers adtaocsne;
far upon the base, but not dividing the front. Golroea
gradually curved from the ba*e to the tip, which ie «Sa»v

tincily notched. Commissure but slightl) angulaied. Un-
der mandible with the base broad and dilated. NoatnU
basal, naked, round, sunk in a depression. Frontal feather*
short, velvety. Head with naked wattles. Wings av* in
fiistor. Tail short, even. Feet rather short, very stronjr.
Tarsus and middle toe equal ; hinder toe shorter; inner toe
almost equal to the outer toe. (Sw.)

Example, Gracula religiosa.

Description.—Deep velvet v black ; a white space in the
middle of the wing; bill and ftet)ellow; behind the eve
spring fleshy caruncles of a bright orange-colour, and extend
beyond the occiput.

Geographical Distribution.—Java, Sumatra, and tbe
great Eastern Islands.

Habits, Food, $c.—Insects and fruits form the food of in*
Mino- Bird, which is easily tamed, and learns to whistle end
talk with great facility. With the natives it is a great
favourite in consequence. Marsden says of it, that it has
the faculty of imitating human speech in greater perfection
than any other of the feathered tribe. Boniius, who term*
it Pica, seu patius Sturnus lndicus. heads the chapter w here
he figures and describes it with the following lines:

—

* PntUcus Eola cjaamvi* tibi mUcua ab oria

Juaaa. loqoax: nacii ma Slurnua garrulu* ladaa.'—

And tells the following story :—There was, when he vas in
Batavia, an old Javanese woman, the servant of a Chinee*
gardener, who kept one of these birds which was very loqua-
cious. Bontius was very anxious to buy it : but this the old
woman would not hear of. He then begged that she would
at least lend it to him that its picture might be taken, a re-
quest which was at last granted with no very good grace, the
antient Mohammedan dame being under great apjirenea-
&ion that Boniius would offer that abomination, pork, to ber
beloved bird. This he promised not to do, and had the loan
of the Mino, which kept continually saying Orang A'asartzai
Catjnr Macon Habi. This being interpreted, mean* •Cure-
tisn Dog, Eater of Pork :* and Bontius came to the conclu-
sion that the unwillingness of the old woman arose not only
from the fear of her bird being desecrated by an offer Jf
swine's flesh, but also from the apprehension that he or
his servants, irritated by its contumelies, would wring it*

neck. M. Lesson also saw one at Java which knew wbo3e
phrases of the Malay language.

The general opinion seems to be that there is hut
species of Mino Bird.

Gracula rtltgioM. (EuUbaa Jaraona, VltflL)

Cuvier however states that Linnaeus eooJbttaded
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i under the name of Gracula religiosa, viz. Eulabes

fmkeut and Eulabes Javanus.

M. Lesson, who states that only one species is known,
viz. the Magnate Religieux, Gracula religiosa, Linn., B'eo

and Mencho of the Javanese, remarks afterwards that there

i< «aid to be a smaller variety : this is probably the Eulabes
Indicus above noticed.

Eulabes I adieus.

The last-mentioned ornithologist applies the old Indian
ward Mino as a generic term for a very different bird, Mino
Dumontii, described by him in The Zoology of the Coquille,

and there figured at pi. 26. He is also of opinion that Gra-
cola caha, Linn., should be added to this genus.
R0LL1N, CHARLES, born at Paris, January 30, 1661,

a* the second son of a master cutlor, and was intended by
his father for the same trade. Attracting the notice of a
Benedictine monk, by the taste and aptitude for learning
which he showed at a very early age, he was rescued from
bit obscure destiny, and placed at the college of Plessis with
a pension. Here he pursued his studies with great zeal,

industry, and docility, was much noticed by the Principal of
the college, and was selected by the minister Lc Peletier
us the companion of bis two sons, with whom he had dis-

puted the prize of academic distinction in generous rival-

ship. After having been instructed in humanities and phi-
losophy, he devoted three years to tho study of theology at

the Sorbonne. At the age of twenty-two he had distin-

guished himself so much in the college of Plessis, that Her-
man, the professor of rhetoric there, pointed him out as his

own successor in the professorial chair, which he wished to

vacate, and Roll in, in spite of his own diffidence, was made
his assistant in 1683, and professor in his stead in 1667.
The next year be received the additional honour of the pro-

fessorship of eloquence in the Royal College. In both these

capacities he did not disappoint expectation. The orations
*hieh he delivered in public were very correct and elegant
Latin compositions; and the reforms and regulations intro-

duced by him into the discipline of the university deserve
much praise. He revived the study of Greek, which had
been greatly neglected, gave more prominence to the culti-

vation of the French language in the course of general in-

itraetbn, introduced the plan of learning by heart fine

passages of different authors, as an exercise of tasto and
memory, and substituted exercises in the room of the dra-
matic representations which the scholars had been in the
habit of performing. In 1694 he was appointed rector of
the university, in which office he continued two years, and
made himself remarkable not less for his constant attention
tu its internal management than for his zeal in maintaining
its privileges against all attempts to impair them.
At the expiration of the rectorship, he was engaged by

Cardinal Noailles to superintend the studies of his nephews,
having resigned all his public employments, except the pro-

fessorship of eloquence in the Royal College, in order that
be might have more leisure for his private literary labours.

Shortlj tiler he was dragged from his retirement, and un-

willingly persuaded to become coadjutor in the college of
Beaux ais. In this situation he passed fifteen years, devoting
himself with as much assiduity to the improvement of the
system of education there, as he had before done in the
college of Plessis. In consequence of the disputes between
the Jesuits and Jansenists, which latter party he was thought
to favour, and the intrigues thence arising in his college,
Rollin was compelled to quit his office at Beauvais. In
1715 be published his edition of Quintilian, in two
volumes, 12mo., with a preface and a popular outline of
rhetoric, short notes and summaries of the chapters. The
text was not published entire, but selections were made ac-
cording to the judgment of the editor.

In 1 720 he was again chosen rector of the university, but
in consequence of the religious feuds already mentioned, be
was displaced very shortly by a lettre-de-caohet, the uni-
versity being desired to choose a more moderate rector.
From this period till his death he seems to have withdrawn
from public life as much as possible, and devoted himself
to study, the fruit of which was given to the world in several
works. In 1 726 appeared his • Traill de la Maniere d'Etu
dier et d'Enseigner les Belles-Lettres,' a work which pre-
sents a popular view of such classical and French literature
as he considered suited for the instruction of the young, and
contains such a system of education as his own experience
in teaching had suggested. This treatise, though deficient
in philosophical principles, and inferior to subsequent writ-
ings of the same nature, was well adapted for the age in
which it was published, and contributed probably very
much to diffuse a general taste for literature throughout
France. It was translated into English, in 1735, under the
title of * Thoughts concerning Education, translated from
the French.' There is extant a letter from Bishop Atter-
hury to Rollin, in which he speaks in high terras of it. En-
couraged by the general approbation with which this publi-
cation was received, Rollin composed his * Histoire Ancienue/
an account of the chief nations of antiquity drawn from
profane authors, and terminating with the establishment of
the Roman empire under Augustus, in thirteen volumes,
which appeared successively in the interval between 173U
and 1738. His last work was a history of Rome, which
was afterwards continued by Crevier, from the end of the
republic to the time of Constantino, in completion of the
original plan.

Rollin s latter years were disturbed occasionally by the
religious troubles which agitated his country. His friend-
ship with many distinguished Jansenists drew upon him
from time to time the suspicions of the government, and
he was accused of joining in conspiracies, and his house
searched in consequence, though his enemies could not suc-
ceed in criminating him. He died 14th September, 1741,
having exceeded his eightieth year.

From the testimony of his contemporaries it appears that
Rollin's character was a model of piety and virtue. Ho
was remarkable for his liberality, modesty, integrity, and
single-heartedness. This last quality is shown not less in
the whole tenour of his actions than in his writings, which
please more from a certain simplicity than from any other
cause. The merits aud defects of his • Belles Le tires' are
of the same kind as those observable in his • Histoire An-
cienne.' There is the same want of profound thought, and
the same absence of critical judgment, the same easy style,

attractive to a young mind, and pleasing from its very caro-
lessness, while the want of critical judgment is compensated
by the love of truth and the morality which pervade tho
whole.

Great praise has been bestowed on Rollin by his contem-
porary admirers, among the most illustrious of whom were
the duke of Cumberland and Frederic the Great, who was
his frequent correspondent. Montesquieu styled him ' the
bee of France,' and Voltaire and Rosseau have confirmed
this eulogium.
Modern readers will perhaps think that Rollings merits

as an author have been overrated by the zeal of personal
friendship and esteem for his private character, and that his
works are chiefly valuable as having contributed to form
the taste and strengthen the moral feelings of his age. His
•Opuscules' were collected and published, 2 vols. 12mo.t

in 1771 ; they contain orations and poems, written in very
classical and graceful Latin, correspondence with Frederic
the Great, Rousseau, and other distinguished persons, and
other smaller compositions.

Extracts from his works, by M, l'Abb6 Lucet, were pub-
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lishfd in 8?o, Paris, 1780, under the title of • Pensces sur

plusieurs points importans de Iitt6rature, de Politique, et

de Religion.' He is snid to have written a * History of the

Arts and Sciences of the Antients,' London, 1768, 3 vols.

8vo. His • Histoire Aneienne' has frequently been re-

printed. A new edition of all his works was commenced at

Paris, 8?o., 1837. This history was edited by Emile Beres,

with new maps and plates.

The materials for a biography of Rolltn are contained in

the • Stage de M. RollhV written by M. de Boye, secretary of

the Academie des Inscriptions (of which Rollin was a mem-
ber), and read before this Society. 14th November, 1741.

It was printed, with additional matter in the form of notes,

in the edition of the •Opuscules/ in 1771, already referred

to. See also Chaufepie's * Dictionnaire Historique' and the

• Biographic Universelle.'

ROLLO. [Noriiandik.]

ROLLS. [Ricords.]
ROLLS-COURT, the Court of the Master of the Rolls,

of which there are two, one at Westminster in the new build-

ings adjoining the hall, the other in the Rolls Buildings in

Chancery Lane. The latter was originally a house or hos-

pital for the reception of Jewish converts : but when the

Jews were banished from England by King Edward I , there

was little use for an hospital of this kind : whereupon it was

assigned to the Master of the Rolls, who had thenceforth the

denomination of Magister Rotulorum* Recordorum, #c. f et

CumIm DomuM Convcrtorum. One or two converts were

maintained on a poor pittance in this house in the sixteenth

century.

ROLLS, MASTER OF THE. a very eminent officer of

the Court of Chancery, second only to the chancellor himself.

Originally he hail, as the name implies, the custody of the

rolls or recorded proceedings of that court, and, it seems also,

of any other documentary matter belonging to that court.

But the custody had long been merely nominal, the actual

care of them being rested in certain keepers, who were not

even appointed by the Master of the Rolls: the two chief

depositaries beintat the Tower, where the records previous

to the reign of Richard III., and at the Rolls Buildings,

where are kept those of the later period. But this state of

things was altered by the act 1 and 2 Victoria, chap. 94,

entitled an * Act for the better custody of the Public Re-
cords,' by which the custody is restored to the Master of the

Rolls for the time being, and very extensive powers are given

to him with respect to the custody and use of them. The
act further commits to him the records also of the Comraon-

Law Courts and of the Court of Exchequer.

By what means the Master of the Roils became divested

of the peculiar duties indicated by the name, is a point of

legal antiquariauisro which has not been satisfactorily eluci-

dated ; nor is it quite clear when or how he came to sit to

hear causes in equity. Now the chief duties of this officer

are judicial ; but from his decrees there is an appeal to the

chancellor. He signs all injunctions of the Court of Chan-
cery.

ROMA, COMARCA DI, is the name of a province of

the Papal state, in which the city of Rome is situated, and
which is under the same administrative authorities as the

metropolis itself. It consists of the Agro Romano, or ter-

ritory immediately around Rome, and of the districts of

Tivoli, Albano. and Subiaco. The province extends on both

banks of the Tiber, including Bracciano. Monte Rnsi, and
Monte 8ant* Oreste (the anticnt Soracte) on the west or

right bank of the river, and it extends as far as Magliauo on

the eastern or left bank, including Palombara, Tivoli, Vico-

varo, and the whole valley of the Anio, with Paleslrina, Fras-

cati, Albano Geninno, and Porto d'Anto and Nettunoon the

sea coast It is bounded on the north by the province of

Spoleto e Rieli. on the east by the kingdom of Naples, on
the south by the province of Frosinone, south west by the

Mediterranean, and west by the province of Viterbo. The
city of Velletri forms a separate government under the Car-

dinal Decs no. or senior cardinal, who is by custom legate of
Velletri and Ostia. For a description of the Comarca see

Campaona m Roma.
ROMAONA, ROMANDICLA, a name which was

givt*n in the middle ages to a tract of country north of the

Apennines, extending along the coast of the Adriatic, from
the river Foglta near Peaaro, which was the northern
boundary of the Picenum. or March of Ancona, to the

ScolUnna, or Panaro, which flows half way between Bologna

and Modene. This extent of territory corresponds to that

of the modern Papal legations, Bologna, Ravenna, F
and Forli. The Po was its boundary on the north, suui U*
Apennines of Tuscany on the south and we»L Raswr-A*
was the chief town. The name of Romagna, or rather R-r

mandiota, * Little Rome,* is said by Alberti to have been gi*«*

to it in consequence of the Exarchs having fixed their r ca-

dence at Ravenna, which thereby became a second Rmu
being the seat of the Imperial government in Italy. B*
the appellation came into common use later than the j*r **

of the Exarchs, for in their time the old adminnurm •*

names of the time of the empire, ' Flaminia* and ifimU,
were still in use. (Paulus Diaeon us, Hiit of the La**/?-.-

bar(U, ii. 19.) In the quarrels between the jKipee mod tat

Greek emperors on the subject of images, the pcopl* •
Ravenna and the neighbouring country took part wub ti»

former, and afterwards Pepin and Charlemagne bcsujwW
./Emilia, Flaminia, and Petitapolis on the see of Rooms. •%.

although the popes could not for a long time after eufrra
their political supremacy over the whole of that coast-*

[Papal State], still they considered it as their own. nxi

gave it the name of Roinandiola. Such is the account <J.

Gtunnone and other historians. During the middle i£o
several popes strove to maintain their authority ore? \t*

petty princes and towns among which the country •
divided. [Albornoz.] Alexander VI. commissioned h*

son Cesare Borgia to conquer the country, which he effect
in great measure, partly by force and partly by trearbm.
and the pope created him duke of Romandtola; but aft*

the death of Alexander VL, Julius tl. annexed it to tU
Papal state. The country was afterwards divided iau

administrative divisions styled legations, but the gene*
appellation of Romagna continued in use, being »ppi#e<

more especially to the eastern part of the countrr near ti»

Adriatic, between Rimini and Ravenna, the inltabi;anu *
which are called at Rome to this day * Romagnoli.* Tu
people of Bologna and Ferrara are not understood a* r
eluded in this denomination. The Roma^noli are live!} %i\

quick, but they have the character of being ba*t? ui
violent. Of late tears they, as well as their neighbour*.
Bologna, have shown themselves the most impatient >-

Papal control of all the populations of the Papal S;a;

The principal towns of Romagna are : Ceskna ; Fax*xi .

Forli : Imola ; Ravenna.
ROMAGNO'SI. G1AN DOME'NICO. born near P*

ceuza in 1761, studied first in the College Alberoui, mh*n
he had for a schoolfellow his countryman Gioia, who afe-
wards distinguished himself as a publicist and a politm
economist. [Gioia, Mblchiorre.J Romagnosi renting
his studies at Parma, where he took his degree of D^cUir J
Law in 1786. He afterwards practised as an advocate. It

1791 he published his *Genesi del Diivtlo PenaW beiu^ tc

investigation of the grounds on which the infliction .

punishment for offences is founded. Beccaria, Filantr**;
and other Italian jurists of that age had adopted the FrWl
theory of a social contract, by uhich each member o( n
cipient societies was supposed to have given up a port^ J
his original independence into the hands of tl»e colletm*
body, and to have thus bound himself and his descendant
Romagnosi rejected this hypothesis, and he derived wiui

be called the right of punishing from the principle of d#-

cessity and of self-defence, inasmuch as the whole of *ocw'j

is concerned in an injury which is done to any of iu mem-
bers. His work was well received in France and German*,
but it has been little noticed in Italy until of late )r*x\
where it has hern republished five or six lime*; and it a

now much studied, especially in Tuscany. Soon after iH#

publicatiun of the work, the prince bi*>hop of Trent nau^
him prSBtor, or chief magistrate, of that town, an office U*J
for one year, but in which RomagnoM was confirmed f.„

three consecutive years, after which the bishop named h*a
bis aulic councillor.

During the turmoil of the French revolution, Romagrx*
did not participate in the blind admiration of mam of bu
countrymen for what were called the new ideas, and be tried

to define the just meaning of liberty and equality in t»i
little works, ' Che Cosa e Epuagtiansa,' • Che Co&a e LiUerU,'
1 793. When the French invaded Italy in 1 796, Romagaw
remained in the Italian Tyrol, to whose population be vn
irreatlv attached : he said of them, among other things, Uu!
they did not know how to tell a lie. When the Fretir*
entered the Tyrol. Rom* Vnamed secretary of u*
Erovisional council in >V jfl which rj 1Art|i

e did all he coufd t W lurv^u im*^
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Wn«n the French were driven away in 1799, he was accused

by some Invidious person of disaffection to his legitimate

screwign. and was arrested and confined at Innsprfick; hut
he was soon released, and the emperor Francis himself de-

dared him innocent, and banished his accuser. In Decem-
ber, 1802, be was appointed professor of law in the uni-

versity of Parma, where he published his second professional

work. ' lntroduzione alio Studio del Diritto Pubblico Uni-
Ters&le,' a treatise on- general jurisprudence, or what has
been styled by Hobbes * civil philosophy/ and by Barbeyrac
and Burlamaqui, • droit naturel,' or ' law of nature.' Ro-
mtgnosi maintained that moral and political science is as

susceptible of demonstration as the natural and metaphysical
Rteoces. He took for the basis of his system the principle of
moral necessity, saying that man and society tend not only
to their preservation, but to their physical and moral im-
provement, in the quickest and at the same time safest

progression. This progression can only be effected by
raising the intellectual and moral powers. The under-
standing and the heart ought to be educated so as to create

onU wishes and habits consistent with the general welfare,

indsothat utility and justice shall coincide.

A second edition of Koraagnosi's work appeared at Milan
in 1625, with the addition of five letters fcy the author to

Professor Valeri of Siena, in which he develops and illus-

trates his principles.

In 1806 Romagnosi was requested by the government of
Ihe so-called kingdom of Italy, then under Napoleon, to

repair to Milan, in order to assist other distinguished jurists

in compiling a code of criminal procedure. Romagnosi
i! tended all the sittings of the Commission in which the
draught of the new code was discussed. He wished to

introduce the jury ; but Napoleon put his veto on it, saying
(hit be did not think that the state of Italy allowed of such
in institution. Some one proposed to introduce into Italy

the* lettrcs-de-cachet,* or royal orders for imprisoning indi-

nduaU for state reasons without trial, which existed in

Prance underNapoleon, as well as under the old monarchy

;

»»ot Romagnosi strenuously opposed the measure. Per-
Tiring much coldness among his colleagues on the subject,

he told them that the crosses and decorations which they
wore on their breasts produced on them the effect ofMedusa s

bead: finally he carried his point. He had also the merit
of introducing into the code the beads ' rehabilitation* and
•tension of trials.' The code, as revised by Romagnosi
and bis colleagues, was adopted, and published under the
following title, • Codice di Procedura Penale del Regno
dTtalra.* 8vo., Brescia, 1807. In France it was praised by
Urabaceres. The suggestions of Romagnosi during the
/H*u*sion of the code were published separately under the
tule * Ultime e pita necessarie Aggiunte e Riforme al Progetto
del Codice di Procedure Penale,' Milano, 1806.

Romagnosi was likewise employed in the compilation of
a penal code for the kingdom of Italy, which however never
became law. In consequence of the numerous revisions
to which it was subjected, and the dilatoriness of the Italian

minsters, the project had not reached Paris when Napoleon
wked for it. Finding that it was not ready, with his cha-
racteristic impatience he ordered the French penal code to

be forthwith translated purely and simply, and enforced in

Italy, to the great regret of the Italians, who complained of
the arbitrary and perverse character of many of the French
criminal laws, which are decidedly the worst portion of the
eujting law of France. [Codes, Les cinq.] The proposed
Italian code was conceived in a very different spirit: it was
printed, together with the discussions which it had elicited,

in six volumes, 8vo. : • Collezione dei Travagli sul Codice
Penale del Regno d'ltalia,' Brescia, 1 807. These particulars
we useful for enabling us to understand the history of those
baea and the true character of Napoleon'a legislation and
^ministration.

In 1807 Romagnosi was appointed professor of civil

law in the university of Pavia, and in 1809 he was recalled
to Milan to lecture on legislative science, in order to form
a kind of academy of advocates and magistrates. As part
of bta scheme, he published his * Discorso sul Soggetto ed
Inmortarrza dello Studio dell* alta Legistazion e,' Milan, 1812;
and also * Principii fundamental di Diritto Ammmistrativo,'
»814. From his lectures he compiled, in 18*20, his ' Assunto
primo della Scienza del Diritto Naturale/ which may be
wntidered as a continuation of his 'lntroduzione al Piritto

PtofcMico Universale' mentioned above. He demonstrates
ilatttcfetjr is the natural state of man, from which all his

rights and duties are derived; that agriculture, arts and
commerce, education and instruction, and religion, are
necessary to the social state ; and that knowledge, will, and
power are the three conditions required for its improvement.
On being appointed inspector of the schools of law in the
kingdom, he laid down the principle, that candidates for

professorships ought to be examined more especially on the
system of teaching which they propose to follow, even more
than on the subject-matter of their lessons ; he insisted, in

short, on the importance of pedagogical science and apti-

tude.

His ' Saggio filosofico-politico sull' Istruzione Pubblica
Legale/ Milan, 1807, belongs to this period. He had pre*
viously written a ' Progetto di Regolamento degli Studj
Politici Legali,* He also edited a 'Journal of Civil and
Administrative Jurisprudence.*

When Napoleon's power was overthrown in 1814, Ro-
magnosi lost his offices, but he continued to lecture on juris-

Srudence till September, 1817, when the special chairs at

lilan were suppressed. He continued however to teach
privately at Milan. In June, 1821, during the political

agitation of that period, he was summoned to Venice to be
tried on a charge of high treason, of which however he was
fully acquitted in December of tho same year, and the
emperor confirmed the sentence of the court in words most
honourable to Romagnosi.
He still continued to live at Milan, teaching, and writ-

ing for several journals, and especially for the ' Annali di

Statistical to which he was one of the chief contributors.

He wrote also on matters of law, especially on the impor-
tant subject of property in water, and water-ways and
channels for irrigation, questions of the utmost import-

ance to Lombardy : * Delia Condotta delle Acque secondo
le veerhie, intermedie, e vigenti Legislazioni dei diversi

Paesi d* Italia,' Milan, 1822-5, six volumes, with an appen-
dix in two volumes. This work was very well received, not

only in Italy, but also in Holland. A second work by
Romagnosi on the same subject is entitled ' Delia Ragione
Civile delle Acque nella RuraleEconomia,' two vols., Milan,

1829-30.

He also began a 'Dizionario Ragionato delle piu impor-

tant Parole Sella Giurisprudenza Romana, Francese, ed
Austriaca/ but the work was not continued. His work en-

titled ' Dell' Indole e dei Fat tori delP Incivilimento con

Esempio del suo Risorgimento in Italia,* contains a brief

sketch of the progress of human civilization through

different ages, a subject which Herder has more fully and
elaborately treated in his 'Philosophy of the History of

Mankind* (Ideen zur Philosophie der Geschichte der

Menschheit). Long before Romagnosi, the Neapolitan jurist

Gianbattista Vico, in his 'Principti di una Nuova Scienza,'

and Jacopo Stellini, a native of Friuli, in hip remarkable

work, ' De Ortu et Progressu Morum,' bad laboured in the

same field, but their works have scarcely been noticed.

Romagnosi had the merit of rendering their inquiries and
his own, on the vast subject of the progress of civilization,

familiar to the Italian readers.

The other works of Romagnosi are: 1, 'Che Cos' £ la

Mente SanaT Milan, 1827; 2, ' Delia SupremaEconomia dell'

Umano Sapere in relazione alia Mente Sana,' Milan, 1828;

3, ' Dell* Insignamento primitivo delle Matematiche;'

4, * L'antica Morale Filosofia ;• 5, ' Elogio storico di Melcbiorre

Gioia ;' 7, ' Elogio del Cardinale Alberoni;' 8, * Note, Sup-
plement^ ed Illustrazioni all' India Antica di Robertson.'

He left several works in MS., among others: 1, Delia vita

degli stati;' 2, 'Delia Civile Filosofia in relazione alia Vita

degli Stati ;' 3, ' Ricerche su la Validita dei Giudizii del Pub-
blico a discernere il Vero dal Falso.'

Romagnosi was no dreamer. In an age of confusion of

ideas, he retained his mental self-possession, and was not

led away by crude theories, nor was he entrammelled by

any superstitious veneration for irrational though antient

custom. He was an original thinker, and as such not

justly appreciated in his life-time; but be is now remem-

bered as an able supporter and expounder of sound political

principles. Some of the most distinguished living writers

of that countrv, Rossi, Cantd, and others, boast of having

been his disciples. Romagnosi was a member of the Italian

Academy, of the Academy of the Georgofili, of the French

Institute for the class of moral sciences, and of other learned

societies. He died at Mdan, in June, 1835. His funeral

was attended by more than two hundred of the most dis-

tinguished men of that capital, who felt the value of de-
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parted merit, and who subscribed on the snot to raise a

monument to his memory. {Notizia di G. D. Romagnosi,

stem da Cesare Cantu, Milan, 1835.)

ROMAINE, WILLIAM, was born at Hartlepool, in

Durham, on the 25th of September, 1714. His father was

one of the French Protestants who lied to England upon the

revocation of the Edict of Nantes, and a man of the strictest

piety and integrity. Mr. Romaine was his second son. He
was educated at the grammar-school of Houghtonle-Spring,

in the county of Durham, whence he proceeded to Oxford

in 1730 or 1731. and entered first at Hertford College, and

afterwards at Christchurch. He resided principally at

Oxford, devoting himself especially to the studv of the

Hebrew and Greek Scriptures, till he took his degree of

M.A. in 1737. He had received deacon's orders the year

before. His first cu;-acy was that of Loc Trenchard, in

Devon, which he served for six months. In 173S we find him
residing at Epsom, in Surrey, and about the same time

that ho received priest's orders from Dr. Hoadly, bishop of

Winchester, he became curate of the parishes of Banstead

and Horton, in Middlesex. At Banstead be became ac-

quainted with Sir Daniel Lambert, who, on his election to

the mayoralty of London in 1741, appointed Mr. Romaine
as his chaplain. In this capacity he preached a sermon at

St. Paul's, on Romans ii., 14, 15. This was the second

sermon he published, the first having been one which he
preached before the university of Oxford in 1739, entitled

•The Divine Legation of Moses demonstrated, from his

having made express mention of, and insisted so much on,

the Doctrine of a Future State ; whereby Mr. Warburton's

Attempt to prove the Divine Legation of Moses from the

Omission of a Future State is proved to be absurd and de-

structive of all Revelation.' At the end of the year 1741,

he returned to the attack on Warburton's theory, in asermon
preached at St. Mary's, Oxford, having in the mean time

been engaged in an epistolary controversy with Warburton.
The next seven years of his life were devoted to the prepa-

ration of a new edition of Calasio's Hebrew Concordance
and Lexicon, which was published in 1747. He discharged

his office as editor of this work most faithfully. He was
chosen lecturer of St George's, Botolph-lane, and St. Bo-
tolph's, Billingsgate, in the year 1748. In the following

year he was elected to two lectureships at St. Dunstan's in

the West, the duties of which he had discharged for some
time, when the rector thought fit to deny him the use of the

pulpit. The matter was referred to the Court of King's
Bench, which deprived Romaine of one of the lectureships,

but confirmed him in the other, with a salary of eighteen
pounds a year; but he was still refused the use of lights in

the church, and used to preach by the light of a single

candle held in his own hand, till this unseemly contest was
put an end to by the mediation of Dr. Terrick, the then
bishop of London. This lectureship was held by Romaine
till his death. In 1750 he was appointed assistant morning
preacher at St. George's, Hanover-square. He held thin

office till September, 1755, when he was removed from it,

his biographer tells us, on account of * the popularity and
plainness of his ministry.' About the time of his appoint-

ment to this lectureship, he was chosen professor of astro-

nomy in Greshara College. His views of natural science

were Hutchinsonian, and ho always expressed his opinions
with boldness, and not always without bigotry. Accordingly
he spoke of the Newtonian views as having 'a difference in

their demonstrations of no less than one hundred and
twenty-one millions of miles,* and of 'the modern divinity

as bringing you no nearer than one hundred and twenty one
millions of miles short of heaven.* It is not surprising that
lie gained little reputation from this office. He seems how-
ever to have regained his credit with the citizens by his

opposition to the bill for naturalizing the Jews in 1 753.

In February, 1755, he married Miss Price; and in the

following year he became curate and morning preacher at

St. Ol.ive a, Southwark, where he remained till 1759.

During this period he resided in a pleasant retroat in

Walnut-tree Walk, Lambeth, where he was in the habit of
inviting young clergymett to his early breakfasts, and many
have spoken with great gratitude of the instruction and en-
couragement thoy received from him.
R juiainc had ftcqurutl) preached before the university of

Oxford up to the) car 1757, uhuu he wn refused the uac of

the Umvoisity pulpit, in consequence of the offence which
wan taken at a sermon he delivered there on ' the Lord our
Righteousness.' This sermon he published in \ indication of
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his conduct. In the same year he published a trmrt, J
dressed to members of the Established Church, exhort*;

them to set apart one hour in every week for prayer oa m
half of the church and nation.

About this time he received pressing invitations to ^.

ministry of a church in Philadelphia, which Mr. Whhti.
strongly urged him to accept, but he preferred remaining ~

his own country.

In 1764 he was chosen to the rectory of St. Andrew .

the Wardrobe, and St. Ann's, Blackfriars. His elect.,

was disputed, but in 1766 it was confirmed by the Court

Chancerv. He spent the rest of his life in the faithful *:

.

zealous discharge of the duties of this office. He died Jf
26th. 1795, and was buried in the rectory vault of Blackfrj.*
Church, on the 3rd of August.
Romaine has been compared to a 'diamond, rough c&=.

but very pointed, and the more he was broken by yexrv *i

more he appeared to shine/ His firm attachmeal to vU
he esteemed truth was not always tempered with modemw
towards his opponents, and sometimes, if we are to be!*

anecdotes that are told of him, his bold impetuosity b»>

trayed him into acts of rudeness, for which however »
always apologised with Christian humility. His deports*;
in private life was mild and amiable, and he was most «i

eraplary in his domestic relations. He was especial!; re-

markable for the diligence and regularity with which b
improved his time. His religious seutiments were strot^
Calviuistic, and he spent his life in boldly maintaining tic=.

in an age when such a course was sure to excite violent im-

position and to shut out all hopes of preferment. Dur.^
his whole life he continued strongly attached to the Churr.

of England. His chief works, in addition to those alrec^

mentioned, are the following:— * Nine Sermous on tL

107th Psalm,' 1747; 'A seasonable Antidote agaza
Popery, in a Dialogue upon Justification,' 1757- *TwcCn
Sermons upon Solomon's Song,' 1759; 'Twelve Discour*
upon the Law and the Gospel? 1760; 'The Life of Faiti

1763; 'The Scriptural Doctrine of the Sacrament of it

Lord's Supper briefly stated/ 1765; 'The Walk of Fjl^.

2 vols, 1771; 'An Essay on Psalmody,* 1775; 'TbeTriuof;
of Faith,' 1795; and some Sermons and Letters. His won*
were published in 8 vols., in 1796, with a Life by the Hx
and Rev. William Bromley Cadogan, M.A., some accc*=:

of whom is contained in ' The Life and Times of the Connies
of Huntingdon,' vol. ii., chap. 49.

(The Life of Romaine, bv Cadogan and by Hawcis ; • Mt>

raoir' in the Evangelical Afagazine for November, I79ij
ROMAN ARCHITECTURE. Of the Grecian style r

account has been given under Civil Architnerval, :

which article we refer for such information as it nect**.-j*

for understanding the present one, which is to be consider?*

as supplementary to the other.

With regard merely to the orders, Roman architect-:?

presents chiefly a corruption of the Doric and Ionic, &r ;

may claim the Corinthian as almost entirely its own, A
Roman examples of that order being not only nonicr-:
and varied, but at the same time exceedingly differ*^

in character from the almost solitary specimen of one w*a
foliaged capitals which occurs in a Grecian building. EV
even as regards the application of the orders, there is a w^Jf

difference between the two styles; in the Roman they ar
frequently employed as mere decoration, the columns bejv
engaged or attached to the walls, or in tome cases (as tfu

of triumphal arches) though the columns are insulated tr-

advaneed from the structure, they are in a manner detach*
from it, inasmuch as they do not support its general «r*
blaturc, but merely projecting portions of it. Nor an
these the only differences, for betides the frequent employ
roent of pilasters as substitutes for columns—that it» as re-
stituting the order without columns—the practice of r*f*r
calumniation, or raising one order upon another, was by n

means uncommon ; a practice that waa indeed a matter >

'

necessity in such enormous edifices as the Colosseum, if e -

lumns were to be employed at all. From all this it aiU br

evideut that, as regard* tho orders alone, there U a ten
marked difference between Roman and Grecian architec-
ture

; yet such difference is by no means tho wbUt
tho two st)les being almost opposite* in nearly eter
respect. If there were no other distinction between tbro
that arising from the arch, and di\cr*e application* of it*

principle* to vaults anU * would be a very matcrtt
one; but we aUi w ^ty and complex u> p
Roman buildings * *i» those of Greet*.
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Th# only instance that ww are acquainted with in Grecian
architecture ofanvthing like grouping or combination of
building, is that of

1

the Krechthcion, or triple temple on the
Acropolis of Athene. With this exception, Greek templet
were merely simple parallelograms, differing from each other
ma to plan only in the number and disposition of the columns
around the oclla fCivil Abohtsctues, p. 921] ; conse-

quently, however beautiful when considered separately, a
very great moootoov prevailed in that class of buildings, at

l«*»t. in which the forms were so limited and fixed as to pre-

clude any fresh combinations, or anything approaching to

what is understood by composition.

By the adoption of the circular form in their plant, whe-
ther for the whole or parts of a building, the Romans intro-

duced aa important element of variety into architectural

design ; especially when we consider that to such shape in

the ground pUn is to be ascribed the origin of the thohu, or

concave dome, which barmoniics so beautifully with all the
rest, and renders the rotunda-shape at once the most pic

tureeque and the most complete for internal effect,—that in

which both unity and variety are thoroughly combined. The
Pantheon alone [Patctheon] would suffice to convince u»
that the Romans were not mere eopyuts, and that it as

such they deteriorated the Gieek orders, they also added
much to the art, and greatly extended us powers by new
appliances. As regards its eater lor, the Petitnoon presents

j

what is certainly a strikingly picturesque («nd what *e con-
sider to be also a consistent and appropriate, because a well

motived) combination, namely, of a rectangular mass pro-

ecting from a larger circular one. In that example the

y of the edifice, or rotunda itself, hat no columns exter-

nally ; but circular penatylar temples, or rotundas, whose
|

rolls was enclosed by an external colonnade, wete not un-
;

common. Of that kind Is the temple of the Sib) I, or, as it u
otherwise called, that of Vesta* at Ttvoli, an edifice of kin- i

gular beauty, and highly interesting aa a very peculiar and
j

unique example ofthe Corinthian order, the first application i

of which in any modern building was made by Soene, at (he

Bank of England. Rdtficee of this kind were covered with
hemispherical domes, or with smaller sections of a sphere,

which consequently did not show themselves much exter-

nally, as they were raised only over the catfu, and therefore

the lower part was concealeo by the colonnade projecting

around it. The dome of the Pantheon is hemispherical
within, but is of very low proportions and flattened farm
without, for its spring commences at about the level of the
first or lower cornice of the exterior cylinder, and is further

reduced by the base of the outer portion of the dome being
expanded and formed into separate cylindrical courses or

gradini. If the dome bad sprung immediately from the upper
cornice, so as to present a perfect hemisphere on the out-

side, the rotunda lUelf would have looked merely as a tarn-

bomr to it, and the effect would have been as preposterous as
if the cupola of 8t. Paul s and the colonnaded rotunda on
which it is raised wete placed immediately on the ground, in-

stead of being elevated upon a larger pile of building.

Polygonal forms of plan were sometimes employed, of
winch there is an instance m what is called the temple of
Minerva Medics at Rome, which is circular on the exterior,

but internally decagonal, with nine of its sides occupied by
s* many recesses, and the other by the dootway—a remark*
able peculiarity, it being very unusual to enclose a polygon
within a cylindrical structure, slthougb not the contrary, nor
to erect a cylinder upon a square or polygonal basement.
Octagon plans were by no means uncommon : such form
ws« frequently made use of for the saloons of public baths

;

and thvre is an instance of an octagonal temple, suppo»ed to

hate been dedicated to Jupiter, in one of the courts of Dio-

cletian's palace at Spalatro. Of hexagonal structures we
are acquainted with no example, but a court with six sides

occurs in the remains of the temple of Baalbec,not however
a regular hexagon, but of elongated figure, two of the sides

being 110, and the remaining four &8 feet each. In the

later period* of Roman architecture, circular and polygonal
structures became more frequent, and those of the flret-

mcuttoned kind deviated considerably from the original

simple rotundas and circular temples. An inner peristyle

of columns was introduced so as to make a spacious circular

or ring-shaped ambulatory around the centre, which was
much loftier than the colonnade, being covered by a dome
raised upon a cylindrical wall over the columns. What is now
•ailed San 8tcfano Rotundo, at Rome supposed by some to

have been originally a temple dedicated first to Faunus,end
P. CNft 1240.

afterwards to the emperor Claudius, and by others to have
been a public market, is a structure planned according to the
arrangement just mentioned, with a circular Ionic colonnade
of twenty columns and two piers. The Church of Santa
Costanxa, traditionally reported to have been a temple of
Bacchus, but now generally supposed to have been erected by
Constantino as a baptistery, and afterwards converted by him
into a funeral chapel to his daughter Constantia, is a re-
markable example, owing to the columns being not only
coupled, but unusually disposed, and to there being arches
springing from their entablature, that is, there are twenty-
four columns (with composite capitals) placed in pairs, on
the radii of the plan, or one behind the other, forming twelve
inter-columns and as many arches ; and as far as the mere
arrangement goes, this interior is strikingly picturesque;
but it would be an improvement, if- the dome were in such
case to spring immediately from the imposts of the arches,
and tbo latter to groin into it; or at least were it to spring
from the vertex of the arches.

The circular form was a favourite one with the Romans
for their sepulchral structures of a more protending class
than ordinary. It will be sufficient here merely to mention
those in honour of Augustus and Hadrian, an account of
which has been given under Mausoleum. The tomb of
Caseilia Metella is a low cylinder, the height being only 62
feet, while the diameter is 90 ; aud it may bo ron»idcred aa
nearly solid, the chamber or cells being uo more than 1»
foe I in diameter. This cylindrical mass is raiied upon a
squate substructure; which combination of the two form*
i» productive of agreeable contrast ; and it was accordingly
frequently resorted to. The tomb of Plsutius Sylvanus
near Tivoli consists also of a short cylindrical superstruc-
ture on a square basement, but is otherwise of peculiar de-
sign, one side of that stereohate being carried »ip so as to
form a sort of low screen or frontispiece, decorated with six
half-columns, and five upright tablets with inscriptions, be-
tween them. The tomb of Munatius PUncut, at Gacta,
is a simple circular structure, of low proportions, the height
not exceeding the diameter, and therefore hardly to be called
a tower, notwithstanding that it is now popularly called Ro-
land s or Orlaudo's Tower. Of quite differen t character and
dett^n from any of the preceding ones, istheantient Roman
ftepulcbral monument at St. Rami, which consists of three
stages; the flnt a square stereobate raised on gradini, and
enu i ely covered on each side with sculptures in relief; the
next is also square, with an attached: fluted Corinthian
angle, and an open arch on each tide ; and the uppermost
is a Corinthian rotunda, forming an open or munoptcrai
temple (i.e., without any ceUaMhe centre of which is occu-
pied by two statues.

At instance* of other combinations, we may briefly refer
to what is called the tomb of Virgil, near Naples, consist-
ing of a square substructure surmounted by a conical one

;

to the Roman monument at Constant ina, in Africa, con-
jectured to have been a cenotaph in honour of Constan-
tino, the lower portion of which is a cylindrical structure
surrounded by a peristyle of twenty* four Done columns,
and carried up as a lofty oone. in receding courses or
gradini, leaving at its summit a platform for an equestrian
statue.

These notices may serve to convey tome idea of the variety

aimed at by the Romans in the distribution of the plans
and general masses of their edifices, independently of deco-
ration. Their thernuw, or public baths, s cla*s of structures
remarkable for their *»a»t extent and magnificence, are moat
interesting studies ofcombinations of plan; as they were not
merely baths, but places of public resort and smuscineut,
and consisted of an assemblsge of courts, porticos, libraries

and spacious saloons and galleries, mo*t of which pre-

sented tome peculiarity of form and distribution. If there-

fore we estimate Roman architecture by the manifold re-

sources which it opened to the art, rather than by its debase-

ment of what it borrowed from that of Greece, we shall find

much in it both to admire and to imitate, as well as to cen-

sure and reprove. Its Greek rival has nothing that will bear
a parallel with it in this respect Judging from its remains,

we can see nothing in it that answers to the title of interior

architecture; whereas some of the Roman temples wire
striking on account both of the sue snd the magnificence

of their interiors. That of the Pantheon baa beeu already

referred to, and we shall now bestow some notice on two
very singular examples of a different kind. via. the Temple
of Peace, erected by Vespasian, and the double one of
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Venus and Roma, by Hadrian. Of neither of them how-

ever more than the mere ruin* now remain, owing to

which they have never been cited as example* of the

orders. What was the external design of the first-men-

tioned temple is now altogether doubtful, but its interior is

very remarkable, the plan being divided in its breadth into

three nearly equal portions, the centre one of which formed

a spacious nave, terminating in a large semicircular tribune,

or apsis, covered by a semi-dome. This nave was disposed

in three compartments, presenting as many arches of ex-

ceedingly wide proportions, opening into as many divisions of

the lateral portions of the plan, which did not constitute

continuous aisles along the navo, but small chapels or re-

cesses. Of these the centre one on each side terminated,

like the nave, in a semicircular tribune, of the same di-

mensions as that apsis, so as to form a transept, and give

the whole a marked cruciform appearance. The side divi-

Mons were covered by semicircular vaults, concentric with

tho arches opening into the nave; and this latter had a

vaulted roof, in three groins or compartments, the ribs of

which sprung from eight Corinthian columns, placed against

the piers of the arches. Besides other peculiarities, we have

bore an instance of the effect resulting from the application

of the semicircular form to plans in interiors, and of further

varieties of design arising out of it, for the semidomes of the

tribunes exhibit a rich specimen of coffering, being com-

posed of octagons and squares.

Assisted by the excavations made of late years in the

Roman Forum, M. Caristie, a French architect, has given

us a restoration of the temple of Venus and Roma, judg-

ing from which we may pronounce it to have been one

of the most splendid edifices in the city. According to

his plan of it, the temple stood in the centre of a quadrila-

teral enclosure, or perioolus, measuring 525 by 318 feet, and
was enclosed by double colonnades of the Corinthian order,

consisting altogether of 264 columns. The temple itself was

of the same order, upon a considerably larger scale, and its

dimensions about 350 by 16G feet. It was consequently

large iu proportion to the area within which it stood ; and

^ hen viewed in combination with the extended files of co-

lumns around it, must have produced a powerful effect,—

one in which harmony and regularity were blended with

contrast This main edifice was further remarkable as

Wing not only decastyle, but pseudo*dipteral also, that is,

the space between the columns and the walls of the cells

was equal to two intercolumns and a column ; accordingly

the width of the cella corresponded with six columns and
live intercolumns of the decastyle fronts. Each end eleva-

tion of the cella was therefore made a tetrastyle iu antis to

a pronaos or inner loggia ; and these pronai, being of greater

depth than the surrounding porticos, were vaulted hemi-

<*)lindricaliy iu a transverse direction, or from end to end,

whereas the othors were ceiled horizontally with beams and
Inounaria. The cella was divided internally into two dis-

tinct halls, placed back to back, each of which was of nearly

square proportions, but extended by a magnificent semi-

circular recess or tribune, containing a colossal sitting figure

of tho deity to which it was dedicated. Along each side

were five tabernacle niches, with pediments alternately an-

gular and segmental, and placed within the intercolumns of

a small order, with statues upon its entablature, over each
column. The coiling was a richly coffered hemicylindrical

vault, and the dome of the tribune was similarly decorated

with coffers of a lozenge-form pattern. If we have dwelt

somewhat at length upon this edifice, it is because we re-

gard it as a very important example of Roman, as eontra-

riitttnguished from Grecian architecture, and of that accumu-
lated richness and pomp, together with that diversity of plan,

which it affected. While they have noticed small and com-
mon-place temples, most writers have adverted but slightly,

if at all, to other circumstances than those relating to their

resnuettve orders, as if architectural design was confined te

or depended upon such matters alone, or as if they consti-

tuted the chief differences between the styles of Greece and
Rome, and their respective application. Bv no means are

uo insensible to the refined tasto displayedoy the former,

but neither are we to the grand composition* furnished us
by tho latter. Taking therefore tho above temple accord-

ing to Canstie's restoration of it, we agree with a writer

who has maid that it ' mutt have produced an effect perhaps
unrivalled in sublimity by any work in tho anticnt world ;'

for whether viewed from within the periboHis, or as seen
through and towering above tho open cokmnades whieh

formed that court, it must have been a varied sad
ficent architectural scene.

The Romans seem to have affected the practice) of _
ing buildings together as features in one general' sr

metrical plan. 1 heir temples and basilicas were foequeei.*

placed, as the principal architectural objects, at the extnsr
ity of a forum, or other regular area enclosed w/iih eaW
nades. The temple of Nerva stood at one end o£ m
partly projected into an enclosure (measuring about 36* m
160 feet), the entrance end of whieh had five open area**

and the sides were formed by screen walls, decorated fj
Corinthian pilasters, and columns immediately before ttea
over which the entablature formed breaks. Of Trajs •

forum, which was surrounded not only by eoJoaoade*. at
various stately edifices, nothing now remains except t*

celebrated triumphal column that occupied iu centra, a*
which, so placed as a principal object, must have beigbiet*
the splendour of the whole. Like that of Nerva* the tea?*
of Antoninus and Faustina was placed at one end of ecsunv
moderate dimensions, whose sides were adorned with eoue-in

columns placed immediately against the walls ; end oat? t^

portico part of the temple (a Corinthian bexastyle, tnr*»

style) [Portico] advanced into tho enclosed area in fresi

The forum of Caracalla was nearly a square, entirely sir

rounded by arcades, presenting thirteen arches on ear*
the longer and eleven on each of the shorter sides- In ii*

centre was a Corinthian temple very similar in plan to tat

Pantheon, with an hexastyle, triprostyle portico in frost, **

remarkable for having inner columns behind the sonar

from each angle, so that there was a double range of tbca

at each end. and the central space within the portico **>«

perfect square equal to three intercolumns. The n<*n»
we have incidentally made in regard to these temales o»i

not improperly be followed by some additional remark* up*

Roman edifices of that class. Unlike those of Greece. **

ripteral temples were of comparatively rare oeesrtear*

among the Romans : they were mostly prostyle, the sernr*

being attached only in continuation of the cella, whose wah
formed the flanks of the building, though the order of uV

portico was frequently continued along them either in hit'

columns or pilasters. Such is the plan of that oeWarafas

one at Nismes, known by the name of the liaison Quaxm
which is a Corinthian hexastyle, pseudo-peripteral. ihe«*~*
being ornamented with attached columns, thereby nmak.v
ten intercolumns on each flank, three of which are open. *
belong to the portico, whieh latter is accordingly any
ttyle. The Corinthian temple at Assist was similar in pUi
except that it was not pseudo-peripteral, the sides of tar

cella being plain. That of Fortuna Virilis at Rome was »
Ionic tetrastyle, di prostyle, and pseudo-peripteral. Bew4*«
contributing to variety, temples of this kind posams a c*r

tain variety of effect in themselves, owing to the depth *

the portico, end the contrast between that part and ti*

cella. The portico announced itself more decidedly as i±*

facade par excellence; particularly as such temples wen
generally raised upon astereobate continued as pedestal u>

enclose the steps leading up to them in front, and ebr.
sometimes, as in the temple of Nerva, and that of Aatso>
nus and Faustina, projected very considerably. As our ob-

ject is rather to direct attention to the modes of eoar*«*
tion affected by the Romans and the elements of
style, than to describe their chief architectural moo
either historically or according to their respective
and destination, we proceed now to consider tome of tW
individual peculiarities and features belonging to ttw-
bwildings.

In the application of sculpture, particularly of statum
they were prodigal ; but they employed the latter cfca*t«

as architectural accessories, frequently placing them ««r
columns, or on the summits of their edifices a» aereteru
to pediments, by way of gi% ing variety to the outline *
their buddings, and also of indicating at first sight thcu
Sirticulur appropriation—a practice almost unknown to ta*

rooks, there being only one instance ot it. In Italiss

buildings, on the contrary, the practice has been freqseeth
carried to a preposterous extent, rows of statues bevac

f
dared on the pedestals of balustrades, so as almost to knt
ike pinnacles, and to produce rather a stiff and formal eflcet

than one of richness ; whereas when they are introduced es
the angles and apex of a pediment, or wlien them is mere*
one in the latter sit nation, w ^ptony does not tea*
place, and additional in* * loftiness net at
given to that portion of V 4eaoraUo«. ' Tea
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ibundant use of statues led to the adoption of the niche

—

i failure unknown in Greek architecture—as a convenient
mode of inserting them within the surface of walls, and
thereby decorating them ; at the same time space was gained
in interiors, where, ifotherwise placed, they would have taken
up room. Niches frequently occur in Roman temples and
bathe; and, as wa have seen, from the account given of the

temple of Venus and Roma, were occasionally decorated

with a frontispiece of small columns, with their entabla-

tures and pediments, hut were generally left plain, and
were for the most part semicircular in plan, in which case

they usually terminated in an arch and semidome, after the
manner of a tribune or large recess, of which the niche was
in (act a miniature copy. Niches however were very fre-

quently rectangular in plan, as were also exhedrsa, or re*

cesses, in which case the latter formed arches vaulted

bemicylindrically

.

These various applications of curvilinear forms, both in

plan and elevation, undoubtedly furnished Roman architec-

ture with resources unknown to that of Greece. Nor can
it be denied that the arch itself is a very beautiful feature,

although it was employed by the Romans to such excess as

rather to occasion monotony than to contribute to variety of

design ; for if the general character of Greek temples was
invariably uniform, presenting in the exterior merely lines

of columns* the amphitheatres and similar works of the

Romans consisted only of continuous tiers of arches, which
constituted their more strongly marked features, the

columns placed against their tiers being merely ornamental
accessories, and comparatively of little effect, and even that

not of the very best kind. In either case—the Roman or

the Greek—a single compartment of an edifice, whether
arcaded or colonnaded, serves as a pattern for the whole

;

andalthough uniformity and continuity conduce to grandeur,
yet if precisely the same kind of uniformity recurs in every
budding of the same class, it becomes wearisome. In this

respect Gothic architecture is far more favourably consti-

tuted than either Grecian or Roman, for it admits of infi-

nite diversity of expression, where that of the general design

is nearly similar to other buildings. There was one class of

structures however, which though consisting uniformly of

arches and piers alone, were eminently impresssive and
picturesque, namely, the Roman aqueducts, works of ex-
traordinary grandeur, if estimated by^ their prodigious ex*
tent, and the colossal massiveness of their construction,

but not otherwise entitled to be termed magnificent, their

architecture being in the plainest and severest style. In
these there were sometimes two or even more tiers of arches,

at others only a single one, as in that at Metz on the

Moselle, which has exceedingly lofty arches, or, to speak
more correctly, arches on exceedingly lofty piers, divided by
onsets into three stages, the effect of which is no less advan-
tageous than it is uucommon.
We now come to consider a practice eventually adopted,

by means of which the arch and column became amalga-
mated as integral parts of the same ordinance, viz. that
of supporting arches upon columns, making them spring
either directly from their capitals or from an entablature-

shaped block over them. We are aware that this practice

is almost uniformly condemned as barbarous and absurd ;

yet in our opinion somewhat too hastily, and with more of

prejudice than of fair examination. That it was. introduced

daring the decline of the art, and that it was an innovation

subversive of former principles, is not to be denied. Yet if

it must be reprobated, it ought to be so for its own demerits,

not as an innovation ; for all invention is such. It appears
a very poor argument against it, to say that columns
vera originally designed to support horizontal archi-

traves:, we do not see how that circumstance, of necessity,

readers every other application inadmissible. At that rate

wa must censure as vitious a great deal of both Roman and
modern architecture, where attached columns are employed
aerely as ornaments, yet, as frequently as not, in such man-
ner as to produce a character of littleness and poverty, they

being so small in proportion to the rest as to appear insigni-

ecant, and at such intervals from each other that all the
beauty and harmony of a columnar ordinance is lost. Where
columns are employed to support, it certainly cannot be
alleged that they are idle unmeaning expletives ; nor that

tbey are. mutilated by being apparently partly embedded in

the wall behind them. * A pier,' it has been remarked by
so intelligent writer, 'is but a differently shaped and more
sssssiia column ;' which being granted, wbat impropriety can

there be in employing the latter as a substitute for the other,

provided it be done with judgment and discretion, and where
upon the whole it will prove an advantageous mode of treat-

ment ? It certainly is a barbarous mode to turn small arches
upon columns, which are not more than between two and
three diameters apart, of which we have examples in the
basilica of S. Paolo, and Santa Agnese fuor delle Mura, at

Rome. The intercolumns are such that they might easily

have been closed horizontally ; indeed the openings between
the columns have scarcely the appearance of being arches

;

but the whole looks as if the wall resting upon the columns
was scooped out into diminutive arches over the inter-

columns. In those instances too the arches themselves are

quite plain, without archivolt or mouldings of any kind, and
consequently all keeping is destroyed; the architectural

embellishment terminates with the capitals of the columns,
and so far the effect is similar to what would be produced
by placing a plain horizontal mass upon a range of columns,
instead of a moulded entablature. Although one ofan oppo-
site kind, it it equally a fault to make the arches spring

not immediately from the capitals of the columns, but from
square fragments of entablature over them (as, for example,
in the interior of St. Martin's, London) not only because
such fragments are unmeaning in themselves, and suggest

the idea of the columns having been found too short for

their intended purpose, but because they remind us quite

unnecessarily of the original application of the column to

the horizontal entablature. If entablature be admissible at

all, it is when the columns are coupled, as in the church of

Costanza already noticed ; for then some kind of architrave

at least becomes requisite, in order to connect the two ca-

pitals, as it were, together. One very great advantage at-

tending the combination of the arch with the column as its

support, is that it allows the openings to be considerably

wider than they otherwise could be, because such intervals as

would produce a poor and straggling effect in a colonnade,

become well proportioned and agreeable when spanned by
arches. Such columnar arcades have frequently been em-
ployed by the Italians with happy effect in cortili and places

of that kind, where piers of the usual kind would obstruct

the view too much, and where intercolumns of the same
proportions, between pillars supporting* a horizontal enta-

blature, would have a poor and disagreeable effect, parti-

cularly if, as is generally the case, other stories of

the building rested upon the porticos below. In fact,

ordinances composed of *arcbes and pillars constitute

the best specimens of Italian eolumnated architecture.

That in the cortile of the Palazzo Piccolomini at Siena, the

work of Francesco di Giorgio, is singularly beautiful in its

distribution, remarkable for the richness of its details,.and
also for the variety which it presents in perspective, as may
be judged from the view of it given in Grandjean and
Famin's 'Architecture Toscane.' We have already mentioned
the interior of St. Martin's as containing an example of

arches upon columns, and that of St. Bride's, London, fur-

nishes another, but neither is a favourable one. A move
satisfactory example may be found within the loggia of the

Strand portion of Somerset- house, where, though the

arches spring from entablatures over the columns, yet as

the latter are placed in pairs, those horizontal parts are

more than mere upright blocks over the capitals. The
quadrangle of the late Royal Exchange, London, had
arches springing immediately from the capitals of the

columns, but their breadth was excessive in proportion to

the height of the latter, and their elliptical form was a great

defect, and certainly did not at all contribute to beauty.

All that we contend for is the principle on which the prac-

tice is founded ; for as to the merits of the buildings irr

which it is adopted, that must, like everything else in archi-

tecture, depend upon the taste shown in the particular ap-

plication of it, which may be exceedingly good or alto-

gether the reverse. Hungerford-market affords a good ex-

ample of an ordinance composed of columns and arches,

and also an idea of the general character of a basilica,

though of course somewhat modified, and without any sort

of architectural luxury.

If we have dwelt somewhat at length upon this particular

point, it is becausewe consider it rat her an important one, were
it merely as showing how what was introduced barbarously

and ignorantly was afterwards refined into an ordinance or

mode of composition not without elegance, frequently com-
bining both that quality and picturesque effect in an
eminent degree. In regard to the orders, we shall, on tip

s-^ La t
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contrary, bo more concise than others, who have confined

their notice of Roman architecture almost to them alone.

Of the two Grecian orders, the Roman specimens usually

referred to, namely, the Doric of the theatre of Marcellus,

and the Ionic of that building and the temple of Fortuna

Virilis, are exceedingly poor and meagre, spiritless and

tasteless; while the Ionic of the temple of Concord may be

pronounced detestable. In this last example the volutes of

the capitals are turned diagonally, a mode afterwards adopted

by Scamozzi for that order, and also practised in what is

called the Composite. Both the Roman and Italian ex-

amples are ill composed and totally devoid of grace; yet

it does not therefore follow that such arrangement is radi-

cally defective and altogether inadmissible ; on the contrary,

we find it partially employed even in the Grecian Ionic,

namely, in the capitals at the angles of portico*, where the

volute is so turned, in order that there may be two adjoining

faces, instead of a baluster side showing itself externally;

and a similar disposition of the volutes throughout, giving

four faces to each capital, might be made, perhaps, (o pro-

duce an agreeable variety ; and ifauthority alone be required

to justify it, it may in fact be (bund in the Ionic order

of the temple of Apollo at Basso. [Column, p. 384.]

Even when comparatively pleasing in its contours, the

Roman Ionic capital is poor and devoid of expression, in

consequence of the smauness of the volutes, which is such

that thev almost cease to be characteristic features of the

order. To this defect may he added the meagreness arisiug

from the few revolutions made by the spirals, and the omis-

sion of intermediate ones ; and also the harshness occasioned

by the great projection of the ovalo, the narrowness of the

face of the capital above it, and by that part forming a

straight line, instead of the gracefully-flowing festoon-hem

which unites the volutes together in all the Athenian speci-

mens of the order. Perhaps it is unfortunate that any
Roman examples of it are to be found in buildings, because
that circumstance has led to their being regarded as au-

thorities, whereas many better specimens are to be met
with in single capitals and relics of'that kind, which, though
faulty in many respects, and evidently susceptible of im-
provement, are at least treated with more taste, and possess

a certain richness of character. Numerous studies of both
voluted and foliaged capitals may be seen in Piranesi's
' Magnificenza de' Roman

i
;' and the variety of composition

displayed in the latter very greatly exceeds what would be
imagined by those who are acquainted only with what are re-

ferred to as standard examples of that order. This last may
in fact be emphatically denominated the Roman order,

although such distinctive title is usually applied to what
is otherwise called the Composite, but which is only a variety

of the foliage-capitalled class, and by no means the most
striking as such, there being instances of compound capitals,

in which griffins, eagles, human figures, or masks, are

introduced above the foliage ; consequently, if the voluted
variety is to be received as a separate order, each of the
others is quite as much entitled to the same distinction.

How far the ordinary Corinthian capital differs from that in

which the small volutes, or cauliooli, at the angles of the
abacus are developed and enlarged to the size of those of
the Roman Ionic capital, may at once be seen by referring

to Columx, p. 386, where a half of each example is placed
in juxtaposition ; and at page 383 will be found a similar

comparison between the capitals of the Tivoli Corinthian and
that of the monument of Lysicrates, The contrast presented
by the two last is striking enough, there being no simi-

larity of character, but merely such degree of resemblance
as serves to make the differences the more obvious. And if

that Tivoli example be compared with the one shown in the
other cut, and which may be received as an average sample
of the order, it will be tolerably evident, even from such
comparison alone, that the foliaged capital was treated by
the Romans in a variety of modes and in a free artistical

spirit. Neither are such distinctions confined to the capitals

alone, for different examples present equal diversity in their

entablatures and cornices. That of the Tivoli temple is

remarkable throughout ; and has such a peculiar character
stomped upon it, that it almost deserves to be considered a
separate order—certainly much moro so than the Composite.
Among other examples that of the three columns of the
temple of Jupiter Suitor is the richest and roost elegant in

its cspital, and is beautifully composed throughout. The
Romans bestowed great diversity of character and exprcs-

lion upon this order, as the Greeks had dope upon their

Doric and Ionic; whereas, if they erred in nothing else.Us
Italian revivalists and their followers did so in parents*;*

directly opposite course, endeavouring to establish a iss*

and unalterable standard for each order, reducing them ti

merely so many architectural formulas, to be applied aifhsaf

any change, on every occasion.

for information respecting Roman buildings adapted u
particular purposes, the reader is referred to the attstlti

Arch, Triumphal ; Amphitheatre ; Aqueduct: Bans,
Forum; Mausoleum; Naumacbia; Pahtmeon; Tax*-
TRE * &C.
ROMAN CATHOLICS. [Catholic Chubcm; Rect

SANTS.]

ROMAN DB LA ROSE. [France—Latgume* mi
Literature.]

ROMAN HOUSE and VILLA. [House ; Aim
ROMAN LAW. [Rome.]
ROMAN LANGUAGE and LITERATURE. [Rosa
ROMAN MUSIC. [Music, p. *6.1

ROMAN SCHOOL OF PAINTING. That styleefm
which was eventually formed, or prevailed, at Rama sinner,

the golden age of fainting, in the beginning of the Ittt

century, is termed the Roman school, whether it was prac-

tised by subjects of the papal government, nativea of Us
city of Rome, or strangers resident there. Tha stash
fact however, of having practised the art of painUng r

Rome, does not constitute a disciple of that schawl. TW
works of Raphael exhibit this style in its full dnvsineawn
or roost perfect form, and he is accordingly the bead «
representative of the Roman school.

Tbe history of this school may be divided into thfw

periods: its origin or gradual formation from tha revival
«'

painting in Italy ; its development, which was accovaplaasi
in the works of Raphael ; and lastly, its decline, through a*

imitators and those of the great Florentine at Roane.
The art of the earlier period cannot be said to haves*

further connection with the subsequent style,which, throat*
its peculiar characteristics, became distinguished as one «f

the great schools of Italian painting, than that of hots;
been its basis; although the natural simplicity and dtgns?

of the earlier style characterised the latter throughout, is.

its purer form.

The immediate founder of the Roman school in its as
extended sense was Pietro Vannucci of Citta delta Pic*
commonly called II Perugino, from his baring obtained u*

citizenship of Perugia: although that which may be tern*
essentially the Roman school both commenced and soon
with Raphael, in the same manner as the Florentine sV.

with Miehael Angelo; for the styles of these two grs*
masters were rather destroyed than preserved by tatr

imitators.

L In retracing the progress of theRoman school, we mac
go back to that original and most antient school of Italsn

painting, which flourished in the 14th century in vans**
cities of the Roman states, within the limits of aatwst
Urabria ; in Gubbio, Fabriano, Maselica, Borgo & 3yfi4Tr"
Urbino, Assist, and other places.

But the influence of this school, which has bean tara*<4

the Umbrian, was not confined within these limits. It ex-

tended not only throughout Romagna, hut over many turn
of Tuscany ; arid although the term Umbrian school has bete
restricted to the works of the masters of the district allnswi
to, it might be applied with equal propriety and man
system to designate tha style of art which prevailed in tar

works of tbe revivers of painting in Italy generally, or *~

the antient masters (gli Antichi), whether Umbrian or Tet-
can, anterior to Masaceio ; in other words, previous to sot
acquaintance with or rather study of the works of anus*:
srt. Many of the Umbrian painters, and those of Isologa*
Aresso, and Perugia, and therefore also of Pisa, Siena, at*.

Florence, bsd common masters: and if we compare the d»
similarities of the individual styles of these masters with is*

dissimilarity of those styles compared with that of Masacov
we may declare them all to be similar. Tbe only different*
between what is termed the early Tuscan snd the Umbras
school, im, if sny thing, that the latter, with equal ainaphcto
ia somewhat less rigid than the former; and if they c-
not original© in the ssme source, they were at least boa
greatly influenced by tbe colonies of Greek artist* wb*
migrated from Constantinople to Italy, and settled in Veasn
and Pisa, in the llthand 12th oca tuiies.

Oderigi of Gubbio, one of **** okl prsctitioners of _
painung,sn art wlucki^ ^fAiinetialtalj,
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to be tbe most antient painter of this school whose period

is ascertained with any degree of certainty ; he died about
1300 a.d. Oderigi appears to have been an active reviver

of painting, and he was a roan of reputation in bis day.

He is mentioned honourably by Dante, who terms him
•l/onor d* Agobbio, e l'onor di quell* arte.'

Inere is mention also of three other antient painters of

Gabbio: Cecco and Puccio, who were employed in 1321 in

painting tbe dome of Orvieto ; and Guido Palmerucci, who
was employed about 1324, in the town-hall of his native

city.

A still more important name in the early history of ihe

Roman school is that of Pietro Cavallini, who is said to have
referred instruction from Giotto while at Rome. A Cruci-

fixion by this roaster, still extant at Assisi, is a remarkable
protection. The return of the papal government from
Avignon to Rome gave a new impulse to the arts; the most
skilnrl artists were sought throughout Italy to decorate the

temples and palaces of the luxurious pontiffs of Rome.
Of these the principal were Ottaviano Mart is, and Gentile

dt Ftbriano, a master of much greater merits. Fabriano
vu surnamed Magister Magistrorum, and practised his art

in many parts of Italy. In 1417 we find him engaged at

Orrfeto; be resided afterwards at Venice, where he obtained

lbs rank of patrician, and was the master of Giacopo Bel-

lini whose sons were the founders of the Venetiau school.

His style, which by Michel Angelo was pronounced to be,

like bis name. * Gentile/ somewhat resembled that of Fra
Angehco da Fiesole, though it was much inferior to it.

Piero della Francesca, or Piero Borghese, advanced the

art still further ; he was reckoned one of the best geome-
tricians of his time, and was the first Italian who had any
knowledge of the principles of perspective. He introduced

inoense improvements in the management of draperies, and
also greatly enlarged the manner of treating the naked figure.

Brareanto studied the works of Piero, who was fond of in-

troducing architectural backgrounds in his pictures, which
be executed in tolerable perspective. Additional improve-
ments were made by Bartolomeo Corradini of Urbino, called

Fra Carnevale, who gave great character to his heads, and
*as the first to introduce portraits into historical composi-
tions, in which practice he was afterwards followed by Ra-
ehtei, who paid great attention to the works of this painter
at tbe commencement of his career.

Nfccolo Alunn* of Foligno and Benedetto Bonfigli com-
plete the list of the considerable artists of this school previous
to and contemporary with Pietro Perugino, the master of
Raphael, and Giovanni Sansio of Urbino, his father. Al-
though, through the united efforts of the above masters,

painting had attained to many high and pleasing qualities,

true taste in design may be said to have totally failed them.
Theyhadnotyet discovered whatwas beautiful and what was
not, or what belonged to the individual and what to the
etas. Their art was not truly imitative, nor does it appear
that an appearance of reality was an object with these paint-

ers ; they seem to have considered that their end was suf-

ficiently accomplished in an intelligible indication of what-
ever they represented. The deficiency of this school could
only be supplied through the study of the antique, and to

supply it in a great degree was a distinction which fell to the
lot of Masaccio, who must be looked upon as tbe leader of
(he great painters of tbe 1 5th century, or the Quatrocentiati,

m the Italians have termed them, among whose works we
first perceive any distinctive characteristics of style.

ft cannot be denied that Perugino owed his great superiority

over bis predecessors to his visit to Florence, where, whether
he became the pupil ofVerocchio or not, which is a matter of
dispute, he was at least enabled to study the noble works of
Masaccio. His taste was however still dry and mean, his de-

uijn was meagre and feeble, though often correct, his dra-

peries were stiff and in a little manner, yet his colouring was
sometimes exceedingly rich, and for graceful delicacy of at-

titude and motion, and a softness and simplicity of expres-
sion, be surpassed all his contemporaries. But there is a
symmetrical repetition and similarity in the disposition of his

figures, which betray a total absence of anything like vigour
or truth of composition, and which place him at an immea-
surable distance from his great scholar. No pupils ever
ireilated their master so closely as, with the exception of

Raphael, did those of Perugino ; and many of their works
a>e reputed works of their master. His most celebrated

scholars were, Bernardino Pinturicchio ; Andrea Luigi of

Aattti, called Vlngegno on account of hi? great abilities,

who became blind when still young; Domenico and his son
Orazio di Paris Alfani ; Eusebio da S. Giorgio ; Giannicola
da Perugia ; Lo Spagna ; Berto di Giovanni ; Sinibaldo da
Perugia ; Adone Doni of Assisi ; and Palmerini of Urbino.
The works of nil these masters were more or less conspi-

cuous for symmetrical composition and a profuse application

of gold.

II. We now arrive at the pride of Perugino and the glory of

the Roman School, Raffaello Sanzio d Urbino, the first of
painters ; for moral force in allegory and history, unrivalled

;

for fidelity in portrait, unsurpassed ; who has never been ap-

proached in propriety of invention, composition, or expres-
sion ; who is almost without a rival in design ; and in sub-
limity and grandeur, inferior to Michel Angelo alone, whose
prophets and sibyls in the Capella Sistina are in these re-

spects unquestionably the triumphs of modern art
It must not be supposed that Raphael attained these great

qualities intuitively: they were the result of long and in-

tense application ; and in the works of no artist is the pro-

gress of improvement so apparent as in those of Raphael.
He painted in three styles : his first was that of Perugino.
His second was an enlargement of that style in the taste o*
Fra Bartolomeo, and is termed his Florentine. But this

change or improvement in style was not effected through an
acquaintance with that great painter alone, but also through
the impression made upon Raphael's mind by the works of
Masaccio, of Lionardo da Vinci, and also of Michel Angelo,
at Florence. His third style, which is the subject we have
now more particularly to consider, was peculiarly his own

;

although those magnificent works the Prophets and Sibyls

of Michel Angelo were the principal causes of its ultimate

fulness and grandeur. This third stylo, which is the proper
style of Raphael, constitutes the Roman school in its fujl

development, which is the least defective of all the schools

of painting.

To allow that the Roman school is principally indebted
for its grandeur to the works of the great Florentine on the

vault of the Sistine Chapel, is allowing no more than is just.

But to venture to the extent of asserting, as Sir Joshua
Reynolds has done in his fifteenth discourse, that ' the

artists of that age, even Raffaelle himself, seemed to bo
going on very contentedly in the dry manner of Pietro Peru-
gino, and, if Michel Angelo had never appeared, the art

might still have continued in the same style,' is not only

doing the highest injustice to Raphael, but also to Lionardo
da Vinci and to Fra Bartolomeo, whose styles were essen-

tially developed, and who were themselves considerably ad-

vanced in life, especially the former, before Michel Angelo
had executed a single great work in painting. When the

Cartoon of Pisa was exhibited in 150G, which work cannot

in any respect be compared with the vault of the Capella

Sistina, Bartolomeo was in his thirty-seventh and Da Vinci

in his fifty-fifth year. [Tuscan School.] How much
more to the purpose is the remark of Fuseli, who says that

Bartolomeo ' was the true master of Raphael, whom his tui-

tion weaned from the meanness of Perugino, and prepared

for the mighty style of Michel Angelo.' Whatever effects

the Cartoon of Pisa and the works of the Florentine school

had upon Raphael's style, must have been evinced in the

great picture of Theology, or the Dispute on the Sacrament,

as it is also called, in the Camera della Segnatura in the

Vatican, which was painted in 1508, and was his first great

work in Rome. But the picture of Philosophy, or the

School of Athens, which was painted opposite to it immedi-
ately afterwards, exhibits a great aggrandizement of style,

and in it the characteristics of Raphael's third style are

at least essentially if not completely developed. Now this

aggrandizement could not have proceeded from the works
of Michel Angelo, since the paiutings of the vault of the

Capella Sistina were not commenced until some time after

that great work was executed. It therefore proceeded from

other causes, from Raphaels own additional experience,

and from the study of the works of antient art in Rome, to

which Raphael was, in common with Michael Angelo,

principally indebted, and infinitely more so than to tbe

works of that truly great master. Even the Heliodorus

(which, although it was painted in the time of Julius II., if

not commenced, must at least have been finished after

Raphael had seen the vault of the Capella Sistina), does not

exhibit any remarkable superiority of style over the School

of Athens, although it is decidedly superior; but other

causes besides the works of Michael Angelo must have

contributed to produce this result. The work of Raphael
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in which tho imitation of the stylo of Michel Angelo is

most apparent, is the Incendio del Borgo, decidedly the

worst production of Raphael's maturer years ; indeed it is

even doubtful whether he had any hand in the execution

of that work.

In considering however the respective claims of these two
great masters to originality of style, it should be borne in mind
that Raphael's great works in the Camera della Segnatura

preceded those of Michel Angelo on the vault of the Ca-
pella Sistina, and that what has been generally con-

sidered to bo Michel Angelo's greatest work, the Last

Judgment, was first commenced in the pontificate of Paul

111., years after the pencil of Raphael h^d ceased its labours,

and was Jtot completed until twenty-one years after the

death of that groat painter. Therefore these two extraor-

dinary men may be safely said to have been indebted the

one to the other.

Raphael has had many critics, but of these perhaps

Mengs is the most discerning and the most just, although

that painter's extraordinary veneration for the works of an-

tieut art must not be forgotten while we consider his cri-

tique upon the works and genius of Raphael. The only

essential fault, in the opinion of Mengs, in Raphael's style, is

a deficiency of the ideal in almost every department. But

is it not by reason of this very deficiency, as Mengs views

it, that his style distinguishes him from and raises him

above all other painters ? Raphael was pre-eminently and

essentially natural ; idealize Ins style, and you immediately

degrade him to the level of Guide.
v His forms are neither so ideal, nor, in one sense, so perfect

as the Apollo or the Mercury, but they are equally grand,

and more natural. Such forms would be incompatible with

Raphael's style. They are supposed to represent beings

beyond the influence of the common emotions of mankind.

His design however is very little inferior if not equal to

the Discobolus, the Gladiator, or even the Laocoon ; but

it must decidedly yield in style to the Torso of Apol-

lonius, and in beauty and elegance to the Autinous.

There is a degree to which tho powers of imitation may
be combined with those of the imagination, which, when
regulated by a just refinement of feeling or taste, constitutes

the perfection of painting, and this decree, though not

attained, was in the aggregate approximated more nearly

by Raphael than by any other painter. He never designed

a figure which he did not inspire with appropriate senti-

ment; the affections of mankind were the sphere of his

genius ; from the calculating sage to the thoughtless infant,

his works are the history of the human heart, and deservedly

has he been entitled the 'painter of the passions.' The
elements of his style are nowhere more apparent thau

in the Cartoons at Hampton Court. To particularise

amidst so much excellence, and to single out tho works in

which Raphael has been most eminently successful, is rather

a delicate task ; yet perhaps the following examples may be

instanced as being more decidedly conspicuous for those

particular qualities which characterise his style:— for

grandeur of design, the Heliodorus ; for sublimity of cha-

racter and conception, the Madonna di San Sisto; for com-

position and expression, the Cartoons ; and perhaps for

invention and general technical excellence, the Transfigu-

ration, his last performance. [Raphael]
The style of Raphael has seldom been found congenial

to their taste by the lovers of colour, and certainly those

who consider the perfection of painting to consist in splen-

did colouring must not look for it in the works of the

Roman school, but in tho»e of Paul Veronese or of Rubens.

Many critics have regretted that Raphael did not colour

like Titian ; but colour was to Raphael a mean*, and not an

end, as it was with the majority of the Venetian painters

;

and its effect is to dassle and to obscure, rather than to

enhance the essential qualities of the grand style. For as

the painted face of a player harmonises with the accom-

panying spectacle and the tone of light around, and would

ns certainly be ridiculous if exposed to the light of day, so

the Venetian colouring, which is in such perfect harmony
with the subjects of that school and their general treat-

ment, would as certainly be in utter discordance with those

qualities which characterise the style of Raphael. Even
Ludovieo Caracci, the founder of the Eclectic school of

Bologna. d.*covercd that Venetian colouring was inapplica-

ble to the subjects which he clutoc for his own pencil. And
Raphael would nit have been the gn-at painter that he

proved himself to ba,bad he chosen any other thau the sombre

colour for which he is so conspicuous, and which* eo far i

being a defect in his style, is indeed an additional evid

of his profound genius. These remarks do not refer to ti*r

carnations particularly, which should always hmrmeezw
with the draperies, but to the composition of colours gear-

rally, to their choice and intensity, and also to the slua&as
materials of which the draperies are composed. Raphe*-
rarely if ever painted silks or satins: most of the Ver*^
tians seldom painted anything else. [Venetian School.]

Raphael had many scholars and many imitators ; of the

former, the principal were Giulio Romano, Gianfranoe**»
Penni (with Giulio, Raphael's principal heir), and Pern*
del Vaga: these painters completed, from Raphael's drasgn
the great works in the Vatican, which be had left at-

finisbed.

Giulio Pippi, called Giulio Romano, certainly the aee*

eminent of all Raphaels scholars and imitator** wea cuo-

, spicuous for the correct and powerful design of his raasta,

but in other respects he never approached him. Althoeei
he had great powers of invention, an unpleasing expreaw* i

and an evident absence of sentiment prevail throughout l«

works. He is also heavy both in design and colouring ; b%:

his particular employment under Raphael, that of d*»i

colouring aud preparing his works in oil, may have greet If

contributed to this effect. Giulio left Rome during v.

pontificate of Clement VII., shortly after the completion «J

the Constantino series in the Vatican, and, at the inrita.uci

of Federigo Gonzaga, repaired to Mantua, where be founc* .

a school and painted his famous works, the Fall of ti.

Giants, and the Loves of Cupid and Psyche. [Gin.to E^
MANO.]

Gianfrancesco Penni, with little less vigour than Giuk*.

was conspicuous for more of the grace of his master. Pkera >

Buonaccorsi, called Perino del Vaga, displayed nearly equl
powers. Other pupils aud assistants of Raphael in the) sta&sc

and the loguie of the Vatican, were—Giovanni da Udinr,
Polidoro Caldara da Caravaggio, celebrated for his muni-

tions of antient bassi-rilievi ; Pellegrino da Modeoa ; Bart*-

lomeo Ramenghi, called II Bagnacavallo; Vincensio di &
Gimignano; Timoteo della Vite; Raffaellino del Colle ; Bee-

venuto Tisi, called II Garofolo; and many others too numtr
ous to mention here.

HI. The accession of Adrian VI. to the papal chair has'

for a time paralysed the arts, but they were shortly insptrW

with new vigour by his successor Clement V1I„ Guilian <V

Medici, who continued the works that bad been interrupts
by Adrian. But a more serious interruption succeeded in tar

sack ofRome, in 1 527, by the soldiers of Bourbon. The v*»:

school of painters formed by Raphael was totally dispersal
it spread however the elements of his style all over ltaif.

although scarcely a single beauty of the original was to as;

extent preserved in the copies.

In the pontificate of Paul HI., the arts commenced agaj
to revive in Rome. Michel Angelo executed his great

work of the Last Judgment, the labour of eight year*. l»

the orders of this pontiff: it was completed in 1541. Tk*
effect however of this work was for a time fatal to painLzt*
hosts of copyists and mannerists arose, who, possessed with i

mania for representing the naked figure, and saenfim*
everything to anatomical display, imagined the perfect**
of design to consist in violent action and muscular protu-

berance; and in imitating the manner, they imagined th*?

had acquired the art of Michel Angelo.
This great painter, who in the time of J ulius IX hs«

himself been chiefly instrumental in raising painting neexrr
to perfection than it has ever attained in modern time*
lived also to see it degenerate, greatly through his evo
influence, into a mere handicraft in the time of Pius IV,
when a reference to nature was considered as an acknow-
ledgment of a want of genius.

The most distinguished mannerists of this school sod
period, whose style was a species of compound of those #f

Raphael and Michel Angelo, without the correctness vt

purity of the farmer, and with only the manner of the

latter, wero Taddeo and Fedorigo Zuccari. Tho formrr
died young. The latter executed vast works at Florence,
which were, however, remarkable for their vastness aJooe;
and he has left specimens of his pencil in the principal aim
of Italy. He succeeded Girolamo Muiiano as president of
the Academy of St. Luke at Rome, which had been lately

founded by Gregory XIII. -' *S instance of Muataoa.
Gregory' was elected in l-*

r

The following excep' Mentioned, a* being
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distinguished for their greater propriety of stylo, from the
general host of mannerists:—Girolomo Sicichinte of Ser-

moneta. Marcello Venusti, and Livio Agresti, all scholars

of Perino del Vaga ; also Scipione Pulzone, called Gaetano,
the scholar of Giacopo del Conte, both excellent in portrait.

Guiseppe Cesari d' Arpino succeeded Federigo Zuccaro
in public estimation at Rome ; but though without a rival in

that city until the appearance of Michel Angelo Amerighi, II

Caravaggio, he cannot be said to belong to the Roman school.

The heavy and vulgar nature of Caravaggio's style was in

direct opposition to the ideal mannerism of Cesari'*. They
both hail their partisans, who were termed respectively na-

turalisti and idealist! ; the latter prevailed. Annibale Ca-
racci also endeavoured in vain to reform taste in Rome;
the works of this great master in the Palazzo Farnese had
little or no effect upon the style of the Roman painters of

that period, and Cesari left a numerous school of imitators.

But these noble works, certainly inferior only to those of

Michel Angelo and Raphael in Rome, eventually had their

effect, and painting was again restored to something ap-

proaching it* former splendour ; and what the painters of
oologna had borrowed from the Romans in the pontificate

of Clement VII., the pupils of the Caracci returned with
interest in that of Urban VIII.
A better style was adopted by Federigo Baroccio of Ur-

bino, which might boast of a nearer approach to the cor-

rectness of form of the great founder of the Roman school,

but his colouring was generally artificial, and very different

from that of Raphael. Its tone is unpleasant, a cold violet

hue prevails throughout, and there is a striking deficiency

of yellow in his carnations, which in the lights are pink, in

the shadows grey. Baroccio had several imitators, but his

influence upon the general character of Roman art was in-

considerable. The Eclectic school of Bologna [Bolognese
School] seems to have had the principal share in reforming
the art in Rome. During the pontificates of Paul V.,

Gregory XV., and Urban VIII., the celebrated pupils of

tbe Caracci, Domenichino, Guido, Guercino, and Lanfranco,

were much employed by those pontiffs ; and the example
of these great masters, but more especially of Domenichino,
produced many good painters, of whom we may mention
the following:—Antonio Ricci, called Barbalun«a; Camassei

;

Gbvanni Carbone ; Francesco Cozza : Pietro del Po

;

Canini; Giambatista Passer; and Luigi Scaramuccia; and
there were many others of considerable merit. The school of

rhe Caracci seems to have had a more immediate influence

upon portrait painting, truth or fidelity of representation

being indispensably requisite to constitute excellence in

portraiture. The excessive mannerism of the painters of

the period had so generally incapacitated them for executing

anything excellent in that department, that it began to be
nearly a distinct profession, and the following masters dis-

tinguished themselves as excellent portrait painters, though
they did not confine themselves quite exclusively to por-

traits :— Antonio di Monti; Pietro Fachetti; Antonio
Scaivati; Graramatica; Ottavio Leoni; and Baldassare

Alloisi, called Galanino.
Upon the imitators of Domenichino followed the bold

style of Lanfranco, whose mo>t successful scholar was Gia-

rinto Brand! ; and contemporary with Lanfranco flourished

Atbano in Rome. Pier Francesco Mola was an imitator of

tus style.

From the studio of Albano came Andrea Sacchi, a painter

*bo drew well and coloured admirably, who never be-

taowed labour upon a trifle, and who was better versed

in the theory of art than any of his contemporaries or

immediate predecessors. There is a nobility and grandeur
ihuut his style, and a truth and breadth in his execution,

which distinguish him as one of the noblest disciples of the

Roman school, second only to Giulio Romano in invention,

and in all other respects inferior to its great founder alone.

Raphael was his model of nerfeotion, but he was no servile

imitator ; he could appreciate also the beauties of Titian

and of Correggio ; and he had recourse to tbe same sources

through which his great model attained to excellence— na-

ture and the antique, but be availed himself only so far of

the antique as it served to regulate his study of nature.

No inconsiderable ornament also of the arts of Rome of

th* period was Nicholas Poussin, for though a Frenchman
by birth, he was essentially a Roman painter ; he formed
his style from Raphael and the antique. He attended also

the academies of Domenichino and of Sacchi, being a great

•tourer of the works of those masters; he considered

Domenichino inferior to Raphael alone. His style was
however very peculiar, and had no influence upon ilio arts
in Rome ; his works have too much the appearance of
painted bassi-rilievi.

Pietro Berrettini, called also Pietro da Cortona, set him-
self up as the rival of Sacchi in Rome, and if the number of
imitators is a criterion of the degree of excellence, Pietro
da Cortona was certainly superior to Sacchi. The art of
Sacchi was not so easily imitated. The style of Cortona was
rich and attractive, but superficial and incorrect, and he
takes the lead in that class of painters termed machinists by
the Italians.

The scholars of these two masters formed two rival fac-

tions of art, which divided Rome : that of Sacchi was headed
by Carlo Maratta, supported by Ludovico Garzi : that of Cor-
tona, by Ciro Ferri, supported by Romanelli. Bernini, who
during the pontificates of Urban VIII. and Innocent X., in
matters of art was all-powerful in Rome, opposed, as was
to be expected, that party which was conspicuous for good
taste; and for a time the machinists prevailed. But the
school of Cortona was predominant only in fresco, for in oil

Maratta was unrivalled. In 1689 however Ciro died, and
Maratta stood alone ; and upon the accession of Innocent
XII., in 1691, he was appointed inspector of tbe stnnze of
the Vatican, and in 1702, by the orders of Clement XL, he
restored the works of Raphael in those apartments, which
had considerably suffered through time and neglect. He
had restored previously tho frescoes of Annibale Caracci in

the Palazzo Farnese. He died in 1713. His style was gene-
rally considerably less vigorous than that of Sacchi, and both
his colouring and his composition were occasionally artificial

;

his drawing was also sometimes incorrect ; his taste was upon
the whole very inferior to his master's, though his style nas
been termed moro graceful.

Maratta formed a most numerous school, but its chief

characteristics were the studied composition and affected

grace which are the blemishes of his osvn style.

Maratta has been termed the last of the Romans, and per-
haps he may be safely termed the last of the Romans who
has merited the name of a great painter ; for neither Pom-
peo Batoni nor Mengs can be said to dispute that claim with
him. though both are deservedly celebrated name3. The
former gave too much importance to high finish ; the

latter was too blindly devoted to the antique. Baton/
painted excellent port raits, and Mengs drew correctly, but he
was so eager after the ideal, that he lost nature in the search

of it ; in this respect Batoni has greatly the advantage over
Mengs. They were both eminently academic, and for mere
technical excellence have not often been equalled ; but there

is a palpable absence of the ' mens divinior ' and moral sen-

timent in their works, which are more than ordinarily con-

spicuous for that insipidity and monotony so generally atten-

dant upon the fastidious preciseness of academic art

( Vasari, Vile de
%

Pittori, &c. ; Bellori, Vite oV Pittori, &c.

;

Lanzi, Storia Pittorica; and Fiorillo, Geschichte der Mah-
ki'ey.

)

ROMAN WALL. [Britannia.]
ROMANCE originally signified any composition in the

Romance language, or dialects which superseded the Latin
after the fall of theWestern Empire. [Romance Language.]
As however, in course of time, the Trouveres of North
France composed a number of poems containing fictitious

narratives of war and love, and their lays became popular
all over France and in the neighbouring countries, the
name of Romance was more particularly applied to all com-
positions, whether in verse or prose, in any language, which
treated of marvellous or uncommon incidents, and the

name has been retained to this day in several European lan-

guages to signify a fictitious narrative. The Italians and
French call a novel • un romanzo,' • uu roman.' But the

French call an historical ballad ' une romance,' in the femi-

nine gender. The distinction between romance and the

modern novel is shown under Novel. The appellation

Romance in a narrower sense is applied to those composi-

tions which refer to the ages of chivalry, either real or sup-

posed. [Chivalry.]
The oldest romances in this latter sense appear to have

been legendary stories concerning Arthur and the Knights
of the Round Table, and they were of English origin; but
the original narratives, if they ever existed in writing, which
is doubtful, are lost. The earliest romantic legends which
have come down to us are of the twelfth century : Geoffrey

of Monmouth's Latin Chronicle of England; Turpin'a
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Latin Chronicle in France ; Waco's • Le Brut,* a metrical

romance concerning the fabulous history of England, in

Norman French; *Le Roman duRou,' by lhe same writer,

concerning Rolloand his successors ; and * I Reali di Francis,
1

in Italian prose. To these may be added the Latin romance

of Gualtieri, found in the Chronicle of La Novalesa, which

relates to the wars of Attila; next in order of date comes

Guido della Colonna's • War of Troy/ and Mathew Paris'*

account of the Round Table. [Geoffrey of Monmouth.]
The ' Roman de la Rose' was written under St. Louis of

France. At that time chivalry was established over all

Europe, and the writers of romance introduced the customs

and manners of chivalry into their narratives of events,

real or supposed, long antecedent to the existence of chi-

valry.

The vast subject of romantic literature, in its general and

more extended sense, may be divided into the following

branches:— 1, Romantic ballads and traditional songs, which

appears to be the oldest form, and which have existed among
most nations in their primitive slate. The songs of the

antient hards, and those concerning Arminius, which are

mentioned by Tacitus (Annal.. ii 88, and German., 2); the

German Niebelungen ; the poems of Antar, and others

before the mra of Mohammed; the song of Roland, men-
tioned by the chroniclers of Charlemagne; and the old

Spanish romantic ballads, all belong to this class. M. de

Tressan collected several fragments among the moun-
taineers of the Pyrenees, which seem to belong to Roland's

'Cantilena,' or war song. 2, The narrative romances of

chivalry concerning the deeds of Arthur and the peers of

the Round Table. 3, The romances concerning the sup-

posed wars of Charlemagne against the Saracens. 4. The
Spanish and Portuguese romances concerning the fabulous

exploits of Aroadis and Palmerin. [Amadis de Gaula.]
5, The classic romances concerning Jason, Hercules,

Alexander, those heroes having been transformed into

knights cf chivalry. 6, The epic romances of the Italians

in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. [Pulci.] 7,

The spiritual or religious romances concerning the

miracles of saints and the death of martyrs, such as the

'Contes dcvots'of the French, the 'Golden Legend,' &c.

8, The pastoral romance, which Cervantes ridiculed, and
which afterward* gave rise in the seventeenth century to

the interminable and dull romances of La Calprene'de,

Madame de Scudery, and others, in which perfection of

beauty and pure spiritual love are the chief ingredients.

9, The comic romances, which were written chiefly as

parodies of the heroic and chivalrous romances. Such were

those of Rabelais, Cervantes, Mendoza, and Scarron. 10,

The political romances, such as Tllemaque, Sethos, &c.

11, Lastly comes the modern novel, which forms a distinct

species, as it does not deal in the marvellous and super-

natural, but represents men conformably to the manners of

the ago in which they lived.

The library of romance is extremely numerous ; biblio-

graphical catalogues of those of a particular class and
nation have been published, such as Count Melzi's *Bi-

bliografia dei Romanii e Onere di Cavalier ia in ltaliano,'

Milan, 1938. The Spaniards have several collections of

their old romances: * Poesias escogidas de nuesiros Can-
cioneros y Romanceros antiguos,' Madrid, 1796; Depping,
' Cullecc ion de los mas celebres Romances antiguos Kspa-

iiulc*, historicos y caballerescos,' Londres, 1825; 'Roman-
cero del Cid Ruy Diaz, en lenguage antiguo, recopilado por

Juan de K»cober,* Madrid, 1818. Dr. Ferrario has pub-
lished a good work on the Italian romances of chivalry:

'Storia ed Analisi degli antichi Romanzi di Cavalleria, e
dci Poemi Romanzcschi d'ltalia, con Dissertazioni suit'

Origine, sugP Istituti, sulle Ceremonie dei Cavalicri, con

Figure tratte dai Monument! dell* Arte,' 4 vols. 8vc, Milan,

1828 9. A notico of Ferrarto'a work appeared in the
' Foreign Quarterly Review,' No. XII., October, 1830.

Pan ix*w in lhe first or introductory volume of his edition of

Boiardo, London, 1830, has elaborately investigated the

origin and history of the romances of chivalry. Turner, in

bis ' History of the Anglo-Saxons.* Ritson, in his ' Histori-

cal Rssay on National Songs,* Dunlop, in his 'History of

Romantic Fiction.' and others, have treated of the history

of romance in various countries.

ROMANCE LANGUAGE ('LangueRomane'or * Ro-
mande,' in French) is the name given to a kind of bastard

Latin, which came into common use in Western Europe
after the fall of the Roman Empire, among the populations

formerly subject to Rome, While the Northern conquovsn
the Goths, Franks, Burgundians, Langobards, &c_ spot*

their own language or dialects, which are called by cbw
clers of the times * lingua Teutonica' or * Teuttsea.* Tm
conquered people were called by the general name of Ra-

mans, from whence came the name of the language, van
was also called * vulgaris/ In course of time nowever is*

conquerors adopted the language of the conquered, wfc*

being more instructed, furnished most of lhe priests ax«

scholars of the age. But the language thus adopted by Uc.
the conquering and the conquered races, although essential
formed of Latin elements, differed according to tbe tsouo
localities and the greater or lesser degree of admixture if

the northern people with the Roman population. Fir

instance. King Dagobert in the seventh century publei**
a statute, styled ' Lex Alamannorum,' for the use of ti/

German tribes who had crossed the Rhine, tbe languafr *
which differs from that of the * Lex Ripuariorum,' which tm
same king published for the use of the people situate,

between the Lower Rhine and the Mosa, wbo were mu»*~i

of old Roman extraction. Tbe former employs tbe ta»

as an article before substantives, in imitation of the ankle
$a and der used by the Goths and Franks in their own tu
guage; but the Lex Ripuaria does not employ itie fur u*
same purpose. In the old charters of Italy and Spam s'

the eighth and ninth centuries, we find ille and tpme eo-

ployed likewise as articles, ijua eccletia, ilia alia, f7/a*ce*>i

ilia itrada, illo rio, &c. ; but these charters are not so »i
by a century or two as the Franco-Latin documents, i

which those pronouns are introduced for a similar porpoti
The oldest document in the ' Espana Sagrada' in whteb ri»

ille appears as an article is a.d. 775 ; and the oldest oftW
of Italy quoted by Muratori are of the years 713 aod 73*.

Of the various dialects thus formed, that of tbe eovik a*

France, called afterwards Langue d'Oc. became a rtind
language sooner than the others, and retained its supenunr*
from the tenth to the thirteenth century, when the Italic
Portuguese, and Spanish languages assumed a regular gna
matical and literary form, which they have retained ; ehi).

the Romance of the south of Frunce haa graduaUv fal«
into disuse, having given way to the Northern TFimn
Langue d'Oil or d'Oui. The latter appears to have or*
nally differed little from the Langue d'Oc, but it gradual*
changed its terminations and assumed other pecultam r*

of form, which have been retained by the modern Frcnc*
It is demonstrated by Raynouard that the inhabitant*
Northern France in the ninth century spoke the same Ut
guage as those of the south. The text of the oath lake? t:

Strasburg in the year 842, by Louis, called ibe German t

before the French people, would alone be a sufficient pn»
of this. The text of this curious document ia as follows :—
* Pro Deo amur et pro Christian poplo, et nostro comurn
salvament, dist di en avant, in quant Deussavir et podjr t»
dunat, si salvara jeo cist meou fradre Karlo, et in adjud^
et in cadhuna cosa, si cum om per dreit son fradre se^rs-

dist, in o quid il mi altro si faset, et ab Ludher nul past
nunquam prindrai, qui roeon vol cist meon fradre Karl* s-

damno sit.' ( Roquefort, Gloseaire de la Langue ftiiiwsii

Paris, 1808, 'Introduction.')

The gradual process by which the corrupt Latin spot

n

in the provinces of Western and Southern Europe in \u
sixth, seventh, and eighth centuries was transformed inb
the Romance languages of the ninth and tenth centuries, >

very clearly exhibited by Raynouard, in his * Etemcns dea
Grammaire de le Langue Romane avant Tan 100o.* 7W
Latin cases had become neglected or confused, and to sup?**
their place the prepositions de served to denote the gt-c,

tive and ad the dative. The next step was to cut oS <h*

Anal syllable of the noun, and so to make it indeclinable.
Thus tbe accusative abbatem became abbat ; majesuiea.
majestat; ardentem, ardent; amantem. amant; and m
forth. The accusatives in iunem were reduced to tbe. rel.

gionem, religion, &c When the suppression of the Laaa
termination left two harsh-sounding consonants at tbe er*l

of the word, a euphonic vowel was added, ' arbitr una,' * mt-

bitrV Tlie pronouns ille and ipse had been used iu the
corrupt Latin as auxiliary to substantives: *Duno illas vioea*
quomodo ille rivulus currit ;* ' Ilia medietate de ipsa pee-
cione/ &o. From ille so used originated the Romance arti-

cles el, /o, /a, and from ipee the demonstrative pronouns ts.

eo or m, and to, which the Sardinian dialect has retains*
to this day as an article. These articles were declined w«a
the prepositions de and a * Ego Hugo della Roca ;* *F»
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i de la vite;' ' Villain nostrum quo vocatur al la Cor-

baria/fcc These and other examples taken from docu-

ments of the ninth century show the introduction of articles

tven in the written language which affected to preserve in

tone degree the Latin form ; the change must have been

Dora rapid and complete in the spoken or popular idiom.

Other changes took "place in the pronouns and the verbs, for

which wo refer to Raynouard's Element, The use of the

auxiliary verb aver, ' habere/ already existed in the Latin,

in a certain form : • De Csesare satis hoc tempore dictum

babebo' (Cicero, Philip V.9 28) ; • Si habes jam statutum

nuod tibi agendum putes ' (Epist. ad Family iv. 2). The
Uim also used the auxiliary • esse ' in some tenses of the

passive. The Romance language only made the use of these

mxiliaries more general.

After a.d. 1000 the Romance language may be considered

u bating become fully formed, and the age of the Trouba-

dours began. William, count of Poictiers, is one of the

cirlieU whose works have been preserved. In the twelfth

century the institution of the Courts of Love was established.

That century was the brilliant age of Romance poetry, aud
id the same Wace wrote in North or Norman French his
• Roman du Rou. 1

In the thirteenth century the war and
mttfacre of the Albigenses, and the establishment of the

Inquisition, frightened away many of the adepts of 'lagaya

ciencia;' and afterwards several other events, such as the

accession of the house of Anjou or Provence to the throne

of Naples, and the encroachments of the northern French,

contributed to the decline of the Troubadour poetry, and at

the ame time of the Romance language. The Italian or

Tuscan rose upon its decay. When Dante appeared, the

decline had already begun, and it was completed during the

first part of the fourteenth century. (Raynouard, Choix de
Pates Originates des Troubadours ; Professor Diez, Leben
ufd JVerke der Troubadours, Zwickau, 1829.) In the

fifteenth century king Rene made some attempts at reviving

tk poetry of the Langue d'Oc, but the race of the Trouba-
dours was now extinct, and the only result of his endeavours
vat the collecting aud compiling the lives of the old Trou-
badours by the monk of the isles of Hyeres, ' Le Monge des

Iiles d'Or.' In Eastern Spain also the Inquisition destroyed

minyMSS. in the Limosin or Valencian language, as being
suspected of containing heresy. In 1434 the library of the

Marquis de Villena at Barcelona was burnt on suspicion of

containing sorcery. (Ferrario, Storia ed Analisi degli an-
iichi Romanzi't &c.)
Various political and social circumstances had contributed

to give to the Langue d'Oc that early refinement in an age
of comparative ignorance and barbarism which is still a
matter of surprise to philologists and historical inquirers.

The provinces of Southern France had not, like Italy and

(
lbe northern parts of France, been overrun by a succession

'of barbarians ; they had not been exposed to the ravages of
the Sclavonians, the Huns, and the Danes. The Burgun-
dians and the Visigoths, who had settled there nearly about
the same time, were more civilised than the other German
races ; they amalgamated themselves gradually and quietly

with the old inhabitants, and they applied to agricultural

pursuits, which a fertile soil and a happy climate rendered
pleasant and productive. The country suffered no subse-

^uent invasion from the northern tribes, and the victory of

barles Martel in the plains of Tours arrested the advance
of the Saracens from the west. Southern France was, it is

true, subjugated by the Franks, who had occupied the

countries north of the Loire, but the Franks had by that

time formed themselves into a regular monarchy under
Pepin and Charlemagne, and were no longer unruly barba-

rians. During the decline and imbecility of the later princes
of the Carlovingian dynasty, Southern France became a
separate and independent state, of which duke Bozon, an
active and vigorous man, became monarch, and the kingdom
of Aries or Provence extended over the whole south of

France. The descendants of Bozon retained their sove-

reignty for more than two hundred years ; and when the

toale line ended in 1092, in the person of Count Gillibert,

his states became' the dowry of his daughters, of whom the
elder. Douce, heiress of Provence, jras married in the year
Hi 2, to Raymond Berenger, count* of Barcelona, and her
sitter Stephanie married the count of Toulouse. A treaty,

concluded in 1125, between the counts of Barcelona and
Toulouse, fixed the division of the states of Gillibert be-

tween them. Another powerful baron, the count of Poitiers,

became duke of Aquitaiue or Guyenne, which afterwards
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came by marriage into the possession of Henry II. of Eng-
land. These three states, Barcelona, Toulouse, and Guienue
included the whole country in which the Langue d Oc was
spoken. The union of Provence with Catalonia introduced
into the former country a taste for poetry and chivalry, which
was fostered in Spain by the Moors. The maritime towns
of Catalonia and Provence carried on a lucrative trade, all
over the Mediterranean, and Catalonian armaments took an
active part in the Eastern wars between the Greeks, the
Normans, and the Saracens. All these circumstances con-
tributed to refine the manners of the people as well as their
language, and the singular institution of the Courts of Love
gave a peculiar turn to their poetry. [Troubadours.]
The Langue d'Oil, or Northern French, also called some-

times Norman French, having become the language of the
court and capital of the kingdom of France, gradually en-
croached upon the Langue d'Oc, as the various provinces
south of the Loire became incorporated with the monarchy.
From the 13th century downwards, the edicts and ordinances
of the French kings being issued in the Langue d'Oil, were
forwarded, either in the original or translated into Latin, to
the provinces of the south. The writers ofNorthern France,
the Trouvdres, refined their own language, and found encou-
ragement at court, which was not extended to the writers in
the langue d'Oc. Ronsard, who was a native of the south,
in his • Abrege* de VArt Poetique,' complains of this :

• Now
that our France is all subject to one king, we are obliged, if

we wish to attain honour or fame, to speak his language, else
our works, however honourable and perfect, would be thought
little of, or might perhaps be altogether despised and neg-
lected/ With the invention of printing, copies of the works
in the Langue d'Oil were speedily multiplied, while those of
the Troubadours remained mostly in MSS. confined to a few
libraries. In the 16th century it was enacted that all public
acts and deeds should be written in French. The Langue
d'Oc, being thus restricted to the mere purposes of a domestic
idiom, degenerated into various p&tois or dialects. Still

there appeared, here and there, in the seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries, several native poets who wrote with
spirit and humour in their respective patois, such as Lesage,
a Languedocian, whose burlesque and frequently licentious

poems were published at Montpelier : ' Les Folies de le Sage,'

1650; Ader, *Lou Gentilhomme Gascoun,' Toulouse, 1610,
and • Lou Catounet Gascon,' 16 1 1 ; a version of Homer's • Ba-
trachomyomachia,' in Gascon, 'La Granoul-Batromacbio,'
Toulouse, 1664; 4 La Pastourale (a comedy in 4 acts) deu
Paysan que cerque mesti6 a son hils,' in the dialect of Beam,
by Fondeville de Lescar, Pau, 1 767 ; ' L'Embarras de la

Fieiro de Beaucaire,' by Michel, Amsterdam, 1 700 ; • Actes
du Synode de la Sainte Reformation,' Montpellier, 1599, a
satire against the Calvinists, by Reboul, a witty but profligate

adventurer, who was at last executed at Rome, under Pope
Paul V., in September, 1611, in consequence of his undis
criminating satirical propensity ;

* Lou Banquet,' par Augie\
Gaillard, Paris, 1583; the *JardindeysMusos Provencales,'
Aix, 1628; &c.
In Spain the Latin language became corrupted, though

perhaps less rapidly and at a later date than in Italy

and France, which is proved by the fact that during the
eighth and ninth centuries masters were procured from the
Peninsula to teach that language in Italy. It is another evi-

dence ofthis, that till the beginning ofthe 1 2th century, Latiu,
though corrupt, was the only language used among the Chris-
tian population of the Peninsula, not only in the acts of the
cortes and councils, but also in the municipal fueros, the
public edicts, diplomas, testaments, and the writings of au-
thors. It was also the language of the tribunals, until Sau
Fernando, about the middle of the 13th century, caused the
* Liber Judicum' to be translated into the vulgar tongue.
The corrupt Latin of Spain gave rise to the Catalonian

and Valencian, the old Portuguese or Galician, and the
Castilian or modern Spanish. The last two, and espe-
cially the Castilian, received a considerable admixture of
Arabic words (said to be about 2000 in the Spanish lan-
guage), from which the Catalonian remained comparatively
free. The process of corruption of the Latin into Romance
was the same as in France and Italy, and may be traced even
in the writings of the clergy, who professed to use the lite-

rary language of the country. Elipando, bishop of Toledo,
a man of learning for the time, who strongly opposed the
introduction into Spain of the tenets of the supremacy and
infallibility of the Roman see, writes to Felix, bishop of
Urgel, in the following style * ' Domino Felice, sciente vos

Vol. XX.—
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reddo quia vestro scripto aocepi .... direxi vobis scriptum

parvum de fratre Militane , , . ego vero direxi epistolara

tuara ad Cordoba,* &o.
It U impossible to fix tbe epochs of tbe origin of the

various languages ofthe Spanish Peninsula. TheCatalonian

and Galician or old Portuguese appear to be the oldest.

Tbe Castilian, notwithstanding the assertion of Bouterwek

to tbe contrary, was not formed in the eleventh century ; its

oldest existing monument, the poem of • £1 Cid,' is not older

than the year 1200. Previous to the twelfth century tbe

GaUcian, or old Portuguese, appears to have prevailed in all

western Spain. An old MS. Canoioneiro in this dialect, be-

longing to tbe library of the Royal College of the Nobles at

Lisbon, of which Sir Charles Stuart obtained a copy, which

he communicated to Raynouard, speaks of the Galioian

dialeot as being spoken in Galicia and in Portugal, as far

south as Coirabra, in the tenth and eleventh centuries, after

which the Portuguese grew into a separate and polished

dialect, which was much in use for poetry among Galieians

and Castilians as well as Portuguese. (Raynouard, Gram-
matre Compare. * Disoours Preliminaire.')

In tbe 'ElucidacaodasPalavras, Termos,e Frasesquecra

Portugal antiguamente se usarao,' 2 vols, fbl., Lisbon, 1798,

are other specimens of old Portuguese or Galician oompo*

sitions. The original text of the • Amadis de Gaula,' by Vasoo

de Lobeira, which is lost, was written in the same language.

The Caialonian dialect became early a literary language,

and as such subject to fixed grammatical rules ; it has its

grammars and dictionaries, a great number of priuted books,

and a still greater number in MS. It had its historians

;

among others an anonymous historian of Catalonia, men*
tioned by Zurita in his ' Chronica* de Aragon;' Bernard de

Sclot, who lived in the thirteenth century, and wrote a his-

tory of tbe principality of Catalonia and of the Aragonese
kings subsequent to the junction of the two states ; and
King Ja> roe I. of Aragon, who wrote an account of his own
reign, which has been published under the following title

:

' Chronica o Commen tar i del gloriosissiro e inviciissim Ray
Jacme Rey d'Arag6 de Mallorques e de Valencia, Compte
de Barcelona e de Urgell, e de Muntpellier, escrita per

aquell en sa lingua natural, e treita del Archiu del molt
magnifich Rational de la insigue Ciutat de Valencia, bon
estava custodita,' Valencia, 1567. King Jayme also wrote a
book 'de la Saviesa' 'on wisdom,' quoted by Nioolaus An*
tonio, in his * Bibliotheca Vetus.' TheCatalonian is rich in

poetry, which was introduced into the Peninsula by the

troubadours of Provence and Languedoo. Alonso II. of

Aragon, in tbe twelfth century, is numbered among its poets,

as well as Guillermo de Berguedan, a Catalonian noble, who
lived ia the following century, and some of whose verses are

S
reserved in a MS. in the Vatican library. Mosen Pero
larch, Jacme March, Mosen Jorde, Mosen Febler, and

Ausias March of Valencia, rank also among tbe Catalonian,

Aragonese, and Valenoian troubadours. [Troubadours ]

The languages of Aragon and Valencia, in the time of

the Aragonese monarchy, may be considered as one and tbe

same with the Catalonian. It is worthy of remark, that at

the end of the 13th century, when the Castilian lauguage
had already gained the preponderance in a great part of

Spain, we find a controversial conference between the Jews
or Granada and some Christian missionaries from Castile,

carried on in tbe Catalonian language, which appears to

have been vernacular at Granada. (Afeatotrt qf the Royal
Academy qf Barcelona* i., p. 616.) In tbe same Memoirs
(p. 613) it is stated that the bishop of Orense, having been
requested to examine what analogy there might be between
the vulgar Galician and the Catalonian, answered, that

there were in both, not only nouns, verbs, and other parts

of speech quite identical, but also entire phrases. And
Terreros (in his ' Paleography*) and others have stated, that

the language of Astunas is the same as that of Galicia,

bating the difference of pronunciation.

The Catalonian, observes Raynouard, is the living language
which most resembles the old Romance of the troubadours,
and that of the Valdenses of Pignerol in Piedmont is the
next. The following are among the shsdes of difference be-
tween the Catalonian and the Romanoe:—1, The Romance
substantives and adjectives ending in an. en, in, and tut,

add in Catalonian the euphonic final vowel m; afuv, affamy%

eetran, eitrany, fitc The plural feminine in a* is changed
into e#. The Catalonian oflen changes the $ into an or; art,.

puts: it doubles the / at the beginning and at the end of'

words; aquell, Uoch,Uu*y: it sometimes changes the e into

an i* especially of the Romance participles in eni;

eervint. Jugint, premint : it adds a final u to sons*

tions of the verbs, &c. The Catalonian has retained tb*
of the Romance, of which the following arw

taken from the poems of Ausias March, the)

troubadour t—
Mottrs m la Ham *t *#f» wpetaafi.
Bo m rooitr* Deu lo mou qut vol flair.

Tot moo partar alt qua uo m aaran !*«•
No toUmeat lot lalgt <|«i I vaaea aaatrm-

The popular patois or dialects of the south of Frsnsm, aft*

being long neglected, have of late veers attracted tbe atu*
tion of philologists. Colomb de fiatines has given sua ar

count of tbe patois of Dauphin*; Sainte Beuve has itn****i

a notice in the • Revue des Deux Mondes," vol. x^ 1 »jr. *'

the poems of Jasmin, the barber poet of Agen ; a * Recu
de Poesies Bearnoises.' was published at Pau in 1 8*27. (T*.

Bearnese dialect is a Romanoe and not a Basque dlake
and resembles the Gascon.) Tbe dialect of Gaacornr fca*

been illustrated by the Visoount de Metivter :
• De 1*Agrm.

ture et du D6frionement des Landes,' Bordeaux, 1839 ; *ri

also by Du Mege : ' Statistique des Departeroene des F
renees. Tbe Languedocian boasts of two graodul por •

brothers :
* Poesias Patouesas de P. A. et Cyr. Rigao!

Mounpoye, 1806 ; 'Melanges sur les Longuea, Dialenca. «
Patoin,' Paris, 1831 ; Beronie, • Dictionnaire Patota,* TuT*
1820; the poems of Verdi6, a self-instructed artisan ««'

Bordeaux, who died in 1820—whose works, full of hwsra.*

and nature, are unknown beyond tbe precincts of his rmin
town ; an imitation of the fables of Lafontalne, in the dtatr-

of Limousin, by J. Fouoaud, 1836; Brunot, 'Notices et Ei

traits de quelques ouvrages ecrits en Patois du Midi de *

France,' Paris, 1840; Millin, ' Eisai sur la Langue et la L*

terature Provencale,' Paris, 1811; J. Champollton Fig«w
' Nouvelles Recherches sur les Patois ou ldiornes vulfsirw

de la France, et en particular sur ceux du D6partetnent a
I'lsere, suivies d'un Essai sur la Litterature Dauphinoisc, e*

d'un Appendix contenant des pieces en vers et en prose nr.

connues, et un Vocabulaire/ Paris, 1809; Grinct, % VoraW
laire Limousin,' a dialect which resembles those of Franc**

Comte and Western Switierland.

With regard to the anlient Langue d'Oc, or Larf*
Romano, the roost refined of all the southern dtaleets. U
which may be considered now as a dead language, it arms ills*

trated in the last century, in Italy, by Battero, *La Craan
Proveniale;' and in France, by L'Abb6 Miltot, *Ht»ttc<

Litt6raire des Troubadours,' who compiled his work rrom th

voluminous MS. folios of M. de Sainte Palayc In iw

present century, Ruynouard has been the most industro*
and most successful investigator of the Romance langxxr*

and literature.

In Italy, the dialect of the valleys of Pignerol. or of tfc

Valdenses, has most affinity to tbe old Romance. [Valm*
sbs.] The Piedmontese, which is a written language, »>.

is spoken by all elasses of people, bears also conssierat't

affinity to the modern Romance dialects of 8outbar
France, and we have heard it stated that natives of La*
guedoo can understand those of Piedmont with ea*
[Piedmont ] Dr. Pipino published a Piedmontese grsor

mar, Turin, 1783; and Ponia published, in 1817-8, a D^
tionary, Piedmontese and Italian. The language of K«
is also a corrupt dialect of the Langue d'Oc [Nick.J
With regard to the other North Italian or Loonban

dialects, they differ more or less from the old Romance hr-

guage, though they had a common and perhaps c«n
origin with it, and resemble it more than the Italia* <'

Tuscan. The Langue d'Oc, having been formed crnefr

from a corrupt and provincial Latin, as well as the dis?et>

of Italy, reduced its materials to a regular form sooner that

they : and having become a polished and literary lanrua^r.

the Italians in their turn oorrowed at second band f>oa
it Raynouard, in his ' Greraraaire Compare©, ' observes tbx:

the dm lee I of Ferrara is one of those which has retaicwJ

more completely the forms of the Romance aith tbe least *±
mixturo. That of Bergamo comes perhaps the neat it

affinity : it often changes the e into o ; for example, intirti

of el, del (Romance), it has msde o/, doL The dialecU H
Bologna and Mantua abound with contractione and sph»>
roses, which render them very harsh ; thejr have taken ***
the t of the Romanoe terminations in at, i /, ut. The Milan
ese has a broad pronunciation, and many double vtswah
changing into oo, ft, and mm, the Romance tortninstiooa is

a/, t/ and ut; cwrvloa, *#rt*'t, nv*mt &c. : it also ehanm n
into er ; i>oW#f.a#po/ciWr. fortURop ^aSs^jejioMr*
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The dialect* of tbe Venetian territory, with the exception

of that of Fnuli, are more remote from the Romance in their

formation, ** are likewise still more bo the dialect* south

of the Apennines, or of Southern Italy. We cannot here

enlarge upon the multifarious subject of the Italian dialects,

but must refer the inquisitive reader to their grammars, vo-

ctbularies, and other works," and also to an article iu the

Quarterly Journal of Education, No.x., in which are given

specimens of composition in each ; and also to an article in

the Foreign Quarterly Review, No. ix.» 1829, on the dialects

of Southern Italy.

The dialects of Western Switzerland, Vaud, Neuchatel,
Geneva, part of Freyburg, and Lower Valais, and also of

Savoy, nave retained to this day the name of patois Ro-
mano, or Langue Romande. Western Switzerland, as far as

tbe Aar, was occupied in the decline of the Roman empire
by the Burgundians, a less rude tribe than the Alemauni,
who settled in Eastern Switzerland. The Burgundians shared
tbe land with the native population ofRoman, Helvetian, or

Aliobrogic race : they applied themselves to agrioulture, and
won constituted themselves into a well regulated and or-

derly monarchy. They gradually adopted the provincial

latin which they found in use in the country, and from the

corruption of which several Romance dialects were formed,

wbich resembled those of tbe South of France that were
formed through a similar process. Some of the dialects of

Western Switzerland approximate in their inflexions to the

Northern French, or Langue d'Oili whilst others, like that

of Gruyere in the canton of Freyburg, bear more affinity

to the Romance of the south, and consequently to the

Italian. Specimens of both are contained in Stalder's

'Dudektologie,* and also in the collection of Ranz des

VacHes, both in German and Romanoe, ' Sammluug von
Schweizer Kuhreihen und Volksliedern,' Bern, 1818. To
this day, Switzerland is divided, by language, races, and
habits, into German and Romande, and the Germans call

the latter by the general name of Walschland.
In the country of the Grisons, or antient Rbsoti, one

half of the people speak a language called Rumonsch,
which is an Italian dialect of very antient formation, sup-

posed by some to be derived from the language of the

Etruscan*, who emigrated to those valleys about 600 years

B.C. ; but this is a mere conjecture. The Rumonsch is a writ-

ten language, and books have been published in it. MSS.
eight or nine centuries old existed at the end of the last

reutury. and perhaps some still exist in the convent of

Disentis. The dialect of the Engadina, or -valley of tbe

Ion. is called Ladiu : it has still greater affinity to tlie

Italian or Lombard dialects. Specimens of Rumonsch and
Lad in are found in the Appendix to Vieusseux's 'History of

Switzerland,' published by the Society for the Diffusion of

Useful Knowledge. Raynouard observes that the Rumonsch
has the affixes and other essential forms of the Romance
language, though it is disfigured by an admixture of North-

em or Teutonic orthography and pronunciation. It often

adds a g to the end of words ; filg, volg, haig, testamaing,

for the Romance ftl, vol, hai, testament*

Ifwe take the appellation of Romance language in its most
extended sense, all the languages and dialects of Western
Europe, that is to say, of Italy, Western Switzerland, the

Oisons, France, and Spain, may be called Romance, being

derived essentially from the Roman or Latin, and having

been formed after the fall of the Western Empire. The
Basque and the Armorican or language of Lower Britanny

belong to a different family. The Walloon of Liege and
tbe Valachian are also Romance languages. The Valachian

resembles the others, though less perhaps in its gramma-
tical forms than in the etymology ofthe words. Raynouard
skews the analogy existing between them all in their gram-
matical construction and etymology in his ' Gramroaire

Ccmparee des Langues de 1 Europe Latino.' But if we
take the word Romance in its more restricted sense, as

baring been especially applied to the language of the trou-

badour*, or Langue d Oc, we must consider it as confined to

the south of France, and tbe eastern provinces of Spain as

far a* Murcia ; and it is there that we find its legitimate off-

spring in the languages of Catalonia, Valencia, and Ma-
jorea, and in the Languedocian, Provencal, and Valdenses

dialects.

Raynouard at the conclusion of his ' Grammaire Cora-

pareV of the languages of Latin or Roman Europe, enu-

nmtes twenty-three special characteristics in the construc-

tisa of the Romance language, most of which occur also in

the other languages and dialects of Western and Southern
Europe, whioh he styles • Neo-Latin.' 1, The use of arti-

cles to determine the cases, instead of their being designated
by the termination of the word as in Latin. This charac-
teristic is found in all the modern languages derived from
the Latin* 2 and 3 relate to the terminations of words,
especially nouns, of which Raynouard gives comparative
tables in the various languages. 4 is peculiar to the old
Romance, hut existed also in the Northern French till the
fourteenth century. It consists in placing an a at the end
of substantives in the singular, when they stand as subjects

;

the absence of the s shows they were used in the objective

case. In the plural it was the reverse, the absence of the a
designated the nominative. The Northern French dropped
the s generally in the singular, and gave it to the plural
without distinction. 5 refers to other terminations em-
ployed by the old Romance, especially in proper names, to
distinguish the subject from the object. 6 concerns the
gender of the adjectives. 7 concerns the degrees of
comparison. 8 is on the Romance affixes representing
personal pronouns, otia, at, m % x% which are also met with
in the old French and old Spanish, and also in some
rustic dialects of France, in the Catalonian, and in some
north Italian dialects, 9, The pronoun altre as an ex-
pletive added to the personal pronoun. This ha* been adopted
by all the Neo-Latin languages of Europe ; vous autres, vos
otros, vos outros, voi altri, &c. 10, Relative pronouns <yt*t,

que, lo qtiaL 11, The indefinite pronoun om, derived from
the Latin Homo, which the French has retained in on.

The Spanish and Portuguese, which formerly employed
ome in the same sense, have since substituted se, and the
Italians si. 12 concerns the use in the conjugations of
the auxiliary verbs aver, ester, and estar, which have been
adopted, with some modifications, by all the other Romance
languages. 13 and 14 concern the formation of the future

and the conditional. 16 concerns the participles in ut, of
whioh the French has made u. 16 concerns the double
formation of participles of the same verb, such as rot and*
romput, defet and defendat, eleit and elegit, .&c. 17,

the compound passive formed of the auxiliary esser and the
participle past, which has been substituted in all cases for

the Latin simple passive form. 18 concerns the verbs used
impersonally. 19, The infinitive with the negative, Used as

an imperative. The Italian has retained it :
4 Non parlare:'

speak not. 20, The various uses of the conjunction que.

21, Formation of adverbs from the feminine adjective by
adding the affix ment, which has been adopted by all the

other languages derived from the Latin. 22, The expletives

pas, mica, gaire, &c, added to the negative particle to give

it greater emphasis. This form is retained by the French
in pas, and by the Italians in mica and guari* 23 concerns

the appellations Romans, Romance, Roumonch, Romanza,
whioh were used by the old French, Italian, Spanish, and
Portuguese writers to designate their respective idioms ; an
appellation which serves to show their common origin.

The following specimens of the Lord's Prayer, in the va-

rious dialects which are nearest to the old Romance, may con-

vey some notion of their respective shades of variation as

well as of their common origin :—

Old Provencal,from ' VArbre d'Amor? a.d. 1280, /

Paire nostre que iest el Cels

;

Ton nom tia sanotifioat;

A nos venga lo teu regnat

;

En la terra facha sia,

Quo el Cel, voluntat tia. •

La Pa nostre cotidia

Huei nos dona, Dieus, de ta ma;
Remet so que nos te deuem,
Que nos als autres remetem

;

De temptacio nos deffen

;

Ens delivra de mal.

Modern Provencal, from a Collection of Dialects published
at Paris, as quoted by Adelung.

Nouastre Paire que sia* oou Ciele ;
que vouastre noum

siegue santificat ; que vouastre rouyaoume nous arribe
; que

voustre voulounta siegue facbo su la term, coumo din lou

Ciele : dounas nou encui noustre pan de cade jou
;
par-

dounas noue noustrei ooufensos, coumo lei pardounan a
n'aquelei que nous an ooufensos ; e non leissez pa aucoumba
a la tentation : mai delivra nou* doou rnaou.
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Languedocian, from Adelung9

s ' Mithridates.'

Nostre Pero que tea au ciel, que vostre ndum siegue san-
tifiat, que vostre reyno nous arribe; que vostra voluntat
siegue facba, tant sur la terra que din lou Ciel ; donna nous
aujourd* ivi nostre pan quotidian ; perdonna nous nostras
ouffencas, couma naoutres las perdounan on d'aquelles que
nous an oufiencat. Nous losses pas suooumba a la tenta-

tion ; me delivra nous de maou.

Catalonian,from Bern. Aldrete* ' Del Origen de la Lengua
Castellana!

Pare nostro que estau en lo Cel, sanctificat sea el vostre
sant nom ; vinga en nos altres el vostre sant reine ; fasas la

vostra voluntat axi en la terra como se fa en lo Cel. £1 pa
nostre de cada die da nous lo gui : i perdonau nos nostrcs
culpes, axi com nos altres perdonam a nostras deudores; i

no permetau que nos altres caigam en la tentacio; aus
desl libra nos de qualsevol mal.

Balearic of Mallorca, from Adelung.

Pare nostro que estau en los Cels; sia santificat lo vostro
sant nom ; vingue a nos altres el vostro sant regno ; fases,

Sefior, la vostra voluntad aixi en la terra com se fa en lo Cel.
£1 nostro pa de cada dia daunolos, Scnor, en lo dia de vuy

;

y pcrdonaunos nostras culpas, aixi com nos altres perdonam
a nostros deudors, y dellivraunos, Senor, de tot mal.

Valencia^ from Hervas's Collection in Adelung.

Pare nostre que estas en lo Cel ; santificad siga el teu
nom ; venga a nos el teu reine ; fagas la teua voluntad
aicsi en la terra com en el Cel. £1 pa nostre do cada die
daunoste gui. Y pcrdonaunos les nostres deudes aicsi com
nos otros perdonam a nostres deudores

; y no nos deicses
caure en la tentacio ; mes lliuranos de mal.

Sardinian ofCagliari and other Towns, from Adelung.
Pare nostru qui istas in sob Quelos ; Siat sanctificadu su

Nomen teu; vengat a nois su regnu teu; fasase sa vo-
luntat tua axi comen su quelu gasi in terra. Lo pa nostru

• de dognia die da nos hoe; i dexia a nos altres sos deppitos
nostros comente nosateros dexiam als deppitores nostros; i

no nos induescas in sa tentatio; ma livra nos de male.

Sardinian Rustic.

Babbu nostra sugbale ses in sos Chelus, santufiada su
nomine tuo ; bengiad su rennu tuo ; faciadsi sa voluntade
tua, tomenti in Chelo gasi in terra. Su pane nostru de
ogn»e die da nos lu hoe; et lassa a nos ateros is deppidos
nostrus gasi comen te nos ateros lassaos a sos deppitores nos-
tros ; e non nos portis in sa tentassione ; impero libera nos
de su male.

Gallego or Galician, from Hervas's Collection, No. 295.

Padre nostro que estas no Ceo ; Santificado sea o tea
nome ; venja a nos outros o teu renjo ; fagase a tua volun-
tade asi na terra come no Ceo. O pan nostro de cada dia
danolo oje ; e perdonainos as nostras deudas, asi come nos
outros perdonaimos aos nostros deudores; e non nos deixes
cair na tentaxon ; mas libra nos de male.

Portuguese.

Padre nosso que stas nos Ceos, Sanctificado seja o teu
nome ; venha a nos o teu reino ; sea feita a tua vontade
assi nos Ceos come na terra. O pao nosso de cada dia da
nos oje ; e perdoa a nos, Senbor, a nossas dividas assi como
nos perdoamos aos nossos dividores ; e nao nos dexes cahir
in tentacao ; mas libra nos do mal.

Valdenses of the year 1 100, from Leger.
O tu lo noste Payre, local sies en li Cel ; lo tio Nom sia

tanctiaca; lo tio regne venga; la toa volunta sia fayta
en ayina illi es fayta al Cel, sia fayta en la terra; dona nos
la nostre pan quotidiau euchoy

; pardonna a nos li nostre
debit e pecca, coma nos perdonnen a li nostre debitors o
oflendadors ; non nos amenar en tentation ; ma delivra nos
del mal.

Modern Piedmontese. (This dialect has adopted in a great
degree the pronunciation of the northern or modern
French.)

Padre nost, ch't ses in Ciel ; Santific* sia V, to nom

;

vegna a noi 1* to regn ; s* fassa la tua volonta com in Ciel
Cosi

}
n
. ^.F* ; **mne °i*cue I' nust pan di tut i di

' ; perdona
a noi i mitt debit com noi perdonoma at nost debitor; lasne
nca caach6 en t* la tentasion ; ma librene dal mal.

Rumontsch of the Grieons.
Bap t.os cbi est n* ils tacbcls; fat tangt vegna teu nom;

teis reginom vegna nan proa; tia voellga dramfa s*«;
in tschel, usch6 eir in terra.; nos paun d' mtnehiadi da i

nus hoz, e perdunains nos debitts sco eir nos fls perdue;
als noss debittadurs ; en 'nus manar in provaxnamt ; a*
spendra ons dal mal
ROMA'NO, GITJ'LIO. [Giulio Romano.]
ROMANS, a town in the south of France, in the i*

partment of Drdme, 10 miles north-east of Valency oa t

cross road from that town to Grenoble, and 362 miles fr*
Paris by Lyon, Vienne, and Valence. The town owej i
origin to a monastery founded by St. Bernard, jl.d. %37 •

the sixteenth century it was the centre of a consider^*
trade in woollen cloth, which was exported even into A*;
but the religious wars of that period combined with ^
ravages of pestilence to diminish its prosperity. It » *:

however a place of considerable trade, and the aetm:
which prevails in it contrasts strongly with the doloev ,

the neighbouring town of Valence. Romans U inil
district on the right or north bank of the Isere, by whirl

.

is separated from the little town of Le Peage du Pixao?*
now called Le Bourg-du-Peage, which is virtually a suka-
of Romans, and is joined to it by a handsome bnip
Romans is surrounded with an antient wall flanked » .

towers and defended by a ditch: it is an ill-built town, 4e*
titute of any remarkable edifices, except the parish chnni
which was antiently the church of the monastery ftmrvf-
bySt Bernard. The population in 1831 was 7677 Ut l.

town, or 9285 for the whole commune ; that of Le Bocrt
du-Peage was 3095 for the town, or 3577 for the oommti.
making 10,772 for the two towns, or 12,862 for the go-
mune. The manufactures of Romans are silks, wool:
cloths, serges, and other woollen fabrics, worsted hose, c
leather: there are oil-presses for walnut-oil, and lime i-

plaster kilns. The trade of the place comprehends •*-
tow, hides, silk, nut-oil, liqueurs which are made in *i

district, excellent truffles, and wine. There are three fir
in the year. Hats and silk goods are made at Pev
where also are dye-houses for cotton and silk, tamar:.
ropewalks, and cartwrights' shops. Peage has four f_-
in the year. Romans has a high school and a tribune
commerce. It was tho native place of the untortus*
General Lalley. [Pondichkrry.] The celebrated Hff
mitage wines are grown near Romans.
ROMANS, EPISTLE TO THE. The Epistle to *

Romans has been almost universally admitted to be ib
work of St Paul. The only sects which hare dimfe
its genuineness are the Ebionites, the Encratites, and ±t
Cerinthians, and these purely on doctrinal grounds* um
much as the doctrines of this Epistle were adverse to ti»r
own opinions. (Stuart's Commen. on the Epie^ p. c
Some modern commentators however have supposed ti-
the Epistle properly ends with the fifteenth chapter, a im-
position which mav seem plausible from the want of «*r
nection between the last chapter and the rest of the Eptfix
But this want of connection may be accounted for eau-
enough, without any such hypothesis. (Stuart, Introd^ p. *
The verses 25-27 inclusive of this last chapter are .:

some MSS., as in the Codex Alexandrinus, made to folk*
ver. 23 of cap. xiv.,and Griesbach and others give them tl»
arrangement. But a doxology of so sublime a character i*

is contained in these verses does not seem a fit conclc**^
for a discussion about eating meats or abstaining from th*iz
and accordingly Hug and others agree with the recrru.
text in placing them at the close of the Epistle. Some fc»
MSS. omit them altogether. The words /, 7Vr*raca. &t
xvi. 22, imply that this chapter formed the end of ti*
Epistle, and that the Epistle is one. There are ho«c*tr
indications in the last chapter that the Epistle received «-
veral unimportant additions or insertions after it was in tt#
main completed, according as any afterthoughts occnmO
to the writer, before it was finally dispatched.
With respect to the date of the Epistle, various yeacsbarc

been assigned to it, from A.D, 55 to A.D. 58. Accordant "
the most probable opinion, it was written towards the c&i
of 57 or in the beginning of 58, when St Paul was at O
rinth, and on the point of setting out to Jerusalem vui
the 'contribution made by them of Macedonia and Acbs.i
for the poor saints which were at Jerusalem* and in Jwdas.
(Cap. xv., ver. 25, 26.)

Tho Epistle was dictated in Greek by the ApostV u>
Tertius, his amanuensis (xvi. 22), and conveyedto iht
church at Rome by Phmbe (xvi 1), a servant or d*aco*aw
ofthechuich at Cenchre®, a plaee not far from Connta
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Another proof of the Epistle having been written from
Corinth is given in xvi, 23, where St. Paul sends saluta-

tions from Gains, his host, and Erastus, the chamberlain of

the city of Corinth. (Comp. 2 Timoth., iv. 20, and 1 Cor. t

i 14.) The position of this Epistle in the New Testa-

ment does not depend upon its date, for it is the seventh

in order of time, and is placed first, either from being
the 'longest and most comprehensive ' of the Epistles of
St. Paul, or from the importance of the church to

which it was addressed. (Home's Introduce vol. iv.)

With respect to the origin of this church, we have no
certain information in the Scriptures. They do not tell

us when or by whom it was founded. The opinion that it

was founded by St. Peter does not appear to rest on any
satisfactory evidence: the chief authorities for it are,

lieosus (Adv. Hter., hi. 1) and Eusebius {Chron. an. 2
Claud.); but if he had indeed preached the Gospel at

Rome, such a circumstance would probably have been no-
ticed in the Acts of the Apostles, nor is it likely that St.

Paul would have made no allusion to it in this Epistle.

Perhaps the most reasonable opinion on the subject is, that
the Gospel was first preached at Rome by 'the strangers
from that city, the Jews and proselytes,' who were converted
by Peter's preaching at Jerusalem on the day of Pentecost
(Acts, ii. 10) ; so that, like many other churches, that at

&>me was at first composed of Jews, and gradually in-

creased by the admixture of Gentiles, till the whole
Christian community there became so large and important,
'that their faith was spoken of through the world.' The
fact of this combination and co-existence of Jews and Gen-
tiles as parts of one Christian church sufficiently explains to

a careful reader the occasion and object of the Epistle.
Prejudices and pretensions on one side would be met with
diidain or opposition on the other, (cap. ii. and xi.) The
Jews were attached to the Mosaic institutes and the Le-
vitical rites and distinctions between clean and unclean.
They were impatient of subordination to or equality with
tbc Gentiles, and wished to impose upon them a con-
formity to many points of the Mosaic ritual, especially

that of circumcision, before they were admitted to a par-
ticipation in the privileges of the Gospel. The Gentiles, on
the other hand, disregarded (perhaps too contemptuously)
the prejudices of the Jews, and were of course offended
at their pretensions to superiority, for which their fallen

position afforded in the eye of the Gentiles no justification.

They might not reflect with fairness on what the Jews con-
ceived themselves to have lost by the publication of the
Gospel. Such a position of parties, and such a state of
fading between them, would naturally give rise to the divi-

sions and offences which occasioned some of the admoni-
tions and cautions contained in the hortatory portion of the
Epistle, and the existence of it can scarcely fail to be
observed by a careful reader.
The argument of the Epistle is mainly directed against the

two great prejudices ofthe Jews, viz. (1), their trust in the works
of the law, and particularly in the rite of circumcision, as if

by these they were already justified, i.e. accounted righteous
in the sight of God ; an idea which led them to reject the
offers of the Gospel: (2), a trust in their privilege, as
the chosen seed of Abraham, which led them to consider
themselves as God's peculiar people, and to look down upon
the Gentiles as aliens.

The point which the Apostle endeavoured to establish in

the Epistle is briefly laid down in cap. i., ver. 10, where he
affirms, in opposition to the prejudices and pretensions of
the Jews, that ' the Gospel is the power of God unto salva-
tion to every one that believeth : to the Jew first, and also
to the Greek.'

Here two things, as Mr. Young remarks, are contained
in this affirmation :

—

1st. The perfect efficacy of the Gospel to salvation, for it

i* the power of God unto salvation, t. e. the means whereby
God brings about the salvation of men ; which indeed im-
plies the inefficacy of the law for that purpose, whether that
of Hoses or that of nature, by which the Gentiles were ' a
l*w to themselves.' (i., 19 ; ii., 14.)

2ndl>\The universalextent of this saving power is included
in the words, * to every one that believeth: to the Jew first,

•od also to the Greek.*
The Apostle therefore in* this Epistle does mainly theseW things :

—

I. He shows the xnefficacy of the law of Moses to salva-

tion, (iii, 26.)

2. He shows the perfect efficacy of the Gospel to the same.
(iii., 28.)

^
3. He destroys the exclusive claims of the Jew to the

benefits of this salvation, (iii., 29.)

4. He establishes the claims of the Gentiles to justifica-
tion, or acceptance with God, without their being under any
obligation to perform the law of Moses.
These four points are the chief topics of the three first

chapters, but the Epistle (or rather, the argumentative por-
tion of it) may further be broken up into three great divi-
sions :

—

1. Concerning justification: the first five chapters.
2. Concerning sanctification ; or the helps afforded under

the Christian dispensation to purity of heart and holiness
of life, (chapters 6, 7, and 8.)

3. Concerning the rejection of the Jews: the 9th, 10th,
and 11th chapters.

The remainder of the Epistle is chiefly taken up with ex-
hortations and precepts on various subjects.
The preceding arrangement and division is in accordance

with Young's • Synopsis of the Argument of St. Paul's
Epistle to the Romans ;* but perhaps the best idea of its

general character is given by Paley, who observes that the
• principal object of the argumentative part of it is to place
the Gentile convert upon a par with the Jewish, in respect of
his religious condition and rank in the divine favour. The
Epistle supports this point by a variety of arguments, such
as that no man of either description was justified bv the
works of the law, inasmuch as no man had performed them

;

and it became therefore necessary to appoint another me-
dium or condition of justification, in which the Jewish
peculiarity was merged and lost: that Abraham's own jus-
tification was antecedent to the law and independent of it:

that the Jewish converts were to consider the law as now
dead, and themselves as married to another: that what the
law could not do, in that it was weak through the flesh,

God had done by sending his Son : that God had rejected
the unbelieving Jews, and had substituted in their place a
society of believers in Christ, collected indifferently from
Jews and Gentiles.' A doctrine of this sort was not how-
ever likely to be acceptable to the Jewish members of the
Christian church ; and accordingly we find that St. Paul
makes every attempt to reconcile them to it ; and whenever
he says anything disparaging of them, invariably qualifies

or softens it by a subsequent observation. Instances of this

occur very frequently, and especially in the tenth and
eleventh chapters.

(Young; Home; Townshend; and Stuart. For exam-
ples of undesigned coincidence between this Epistle and the
Acts ofthe Apostles, the reader is referred to Paley.)

ROMA'NUS I., an Armenian by birth, served with dis-

tinction under Leo the Philosopher and his son Constantino
Porphyroffennetus, who made him great admiral. Romanus
gave his daughter Helena in marriage to the emperor, who
made him his colleague in the empire, a.d. 919. Romanus
became in fact the real emperor, the weak character of Con-
stantino not being equal to the cares of the state. His own
sons however, whom he had named Caesars, conspired against
him, and having seized him, they confined him to a convent
(a.d. 945), where he died in the year 948. His two sons did
not reap the fruit of their unnatural treachery ; they were
seized by order of Constan tine, and banished to a convent.

ROMA'NUS II., son of Constantine Porphyrogennetus,
and grandson, by his mother's side, of Romanus I., poisoned
his father, and succeeded bira, a.d. 959. He showed himself
as incapable as he was unworthy of the throne. After a
reign of little more than four years, he died in 963, it is said

by some of poison administered by his wife Theophana. His
widow became regent and guardian of her infant children,

and she soon after married Nickphorus Phocas.
ROMA'NUS III., of a patrician family and senator of

Constantinople, was chosen his successor by Constantine
IX., and the emperor gave him in marriage bis (laughter

Zoe. He succeeded Constantine, a.d. 1028. The beginning
of his reign was favourable, but he afterwards met with re-

verses, his armies having been defeated by the Saracens, and
he became stern, avaricious, and unpopular. His wife Zoe,
much younger than himself, having formed a guilty con-
nection with an obscure individual called Michael of Paph-
lagonia, caused her husband to be murdered in the year
1034, upon which she married Michael, and placed him on
the throne.

ROMA'NUS IV., DIOGENES, of a noble family, was a
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toldiei under the reign of Constantino Ducas. and after

that emperor's death was chosen by his widow Eudocia for

her husband and her partner on the throne, ad. 1068.

[Eudocia.] He passed with an army into Asia, and carried

on ft successful war against the Turks, whom he drove

beyond the Euphrates. Having afterwards entered Ar-

menia, he was defeated by Alp Arslan, sultan of the Turks,

and taken prisoner. He was kindly treated by his con-

?ueror, and obtained bis liberty by paying a heavy ransom,

n the meantime a revolution bad taken place at Constan-

tinople, where Michael, son of Constantino Ducas, had risen

against his mother, and shut her up in a convent. Romanus

on his way homewards was seised by order of Michael, was

deprived of his sight, and banished to the island of Prinkipos,

in the Sea of Marmara, where he soon after died, ad. 1071.

ROMANZOFK, or ROMANZOW. [Catharine II.]

ROMANZOFF.NICHOLAUS, COUNT, was the son of

the field-marshal Romanzoff who became celebrated by his

victories over the Turks under the reiijn of Catherine II.

He was born in 1753, and appointed Russian minister at

Frankfort on the Main in 1785. Under the emperor Alex-

ander lie was nominated minister of commerce. He intro-

duced many liberal measures into his department, and it

was owing to his exertions that the first Russian expedition

round the world, under Krusenstern and Lisir nski, was sent

out in 1803. In 1807 he was appointed minister for foreign

affairs, and soon afterwards chancellor of the empire.
1
* He

accompanied the emperor Alexander to the interview with

Napoleon at Erfurt in 1808, concluded the treaty of peace

with Sweden in 1809, and that of peace and alliance with

Spain in 1812, by which Russia formally acknowledged the

constitution of the Cortes of Cadiz. In 1814 lie left

public life, and devoted his time and fortune to the pro-

motion of literature, science, and education in his own
country. Many important works were published at his

expense, as for instance the diplomatic code of Russia

at Moscow ; the history of the Byzantine writer Leo Dia-

conus, edited by Professor Hase at Paris, and a Russian
translation at St. Petersburg; the history of the Mongols
and Tatars by Abulghazi, which was printed for the first

time in the original Tatar at Ktizan, 1825; and many
other important publications relating not only to the politi-

cal history of Russia, but also to that of its manners, cus-

toms, literature, and art. The scientific expedition round
the world by Captain Kotzebue in the years 1815-18 was
undertaken and the account of it was published at the

expense of Romanzoff. He established on his estate of

Homel in the government of Mohiloflf, under the direction

of an Englishman, Mr. Heard, the first Lancasterian and
industrial schools in Russia. This patriotic individual died

in 1826. He had never been married.

The Russian mode of writing his name is RumiancofT,

pronounced Roomiantsoff, but the form Romanzoff has been
adopted in all foreign works.

ROMBOUTS. THEODORE, a painter, was born at Ant-
werp in 1597, and stt died under Abraham Jansens until he
was twenty years of age, when he went to Rome, and was soon
known as one of the most promising young artists of his time.

He obtained from a nobleman in that city a commission to

execute a series of twelve pictures of subjects from the Old
Testament, which, when completed, added greatly to his

reputation. After residing at Rome a few years, and gain-

ing constant employment, he was invited to Florence by the

grand-duke of Tuscany, and executed for that prince

several large historical works for the palace. After an
absence of eight years, Rombouts returned to Flanders, and
established himself in his native city in 1625. He was soon
engaged to paint in the churches, and his pictures excited

universal admiration. He was thus induced to believe that

he could rival if not surpass Rubens, who was then in the full

exercise of his astonishing powers. Rombouts made the

trial, and though ho did not succeed, his failure was unat-

tended by disgrace. If his works do not possess the mag*
niflcenee of his great competitor in their conception, nor

his splendour and breadth of effect in their execution, they

must be admitted to show a readiness of invention, a correct-

ness of design, an animation of expression, a warmth and
brilliancy of colouring, and a surprising facility of touch,

which would have placed him, at another time and under
otlter circumstances, at the head of his profession. The works

• Tb# rhtbtfw'ilonhip U It* lti«H*«t cit 1 rank in Rwi*. and \hm phvrr U for

Ufa. It hm% aotiwuj iurummam •«* tu tyMMtmons dlxntiy la KngUndi Um
thm t«U«« uf Ku*U U U*» b#*d of tb«* forrifti drj>«na*+uL

which he executed in competition with Rubene vera %
Francis receiving the Stigmata; the Sacrifice of Aarm**;

in the Church of the Recolets; and Themis with Use Aa-
butes of Justice, in the town-house of Ghent. The Tafcx
Down from the Cross, in the cathedral of the same est?

a composition which proves that Rombouts possessed on
of the qualities of a great master. In order to g**R frm
he did not hesitate to naint familiar subjects, each esm
certs, assemblies, and merry-taakibga, which, thong* «&
cuted with taste and freedom, are far inferior to has oCf
works. He also painted decorations for theatre*. Hanr
amassed a considerable fortune, be commenced btuldiar ,

handsome mansion, but had not proceeded far when k
found bis means to be inadequate, and he pretended ti-

the grand-duke of Tuscany required his attendant* a

Florence, as an excuse for not proceeding with the e*A-
The mortification of this disappointment is supposed lohe>
hastened bis death, which took place at Antwerp in IIT
according to Houbraken, and according to Wevcrtnaa* e

1640.

{Biographie Univenelle; Bryan's Dictionary of Rmmh-
and Engraven.)
ROME. ROMA, the head town of the Papal State, sr.

formerly the capital of the whole Western world, is sttxusr.

in the wide plain of the Campagna, on the hanks «f i*

Tiber, 15 miles from the sea-coast, in 41° 54s N. laL and if

28' E. long. The Campagna about Rome is not a ptu
like the flats of Apulia or Lorobardy ; it is a kind of tabu-

land with a very undulating surface, crossed by groups m,
ridges of low hills, and it slopes towards the south-west %••£

a rapid descent to the alluvial marshy tract of the Marwnm,
which extends along the coast of the Maditemaec
[Campagna di Roma; Marrmma.] The descent from i*

dry table land of the Campagna to the maritime atss

occurs, as we follow the right bank of the Tiber, ahoat \m
miles below Rome, and two milea and a half above Gs-
due Rami, or the bifurcation of the Tiber. At that pest

the table-land is from 100 to 120 feet above the tea. U
the left or southern bank the descent is nearer the e<r>
cation, above the Marsh of Ostia. [Ostia.] Farther seat:-

east, the villages of Praties (the antient Lavinrum) tsd

Ardea stand on the edge of the slope.

The basin of the Lower Tiber, after the river etatrre
from the Sabine Hills on one side and Mount Soracare
the other, and enters the Campagna, partake* ef fa*

character both of the lowlands and the table-land, fa* im-

mediate banks of the river being considerably lowu nan
the surrounding country. The site of Rome consists per?
of several strips of low land on both banks of the Trber. u*
ordinary level of the river being there aboat 3d leaf as**
that of the sea, and partly of the table-land of the CejapejA
which rises on both sides from 150 to 200 feet above is*

river. The projections of this table-lend which advaact
towards the river have been, perhaps trnproperry. ealkt
hills ; and hence, the name ef the 8even Hills. After iW
enlargement of the city walla by Aureltaa, theaa hdh *»

projections were considerably more than seven. On the rut;
bank of the river, the Vatican and theJaniculus, wfaseb at
within the modern city, are a continuation of the rtdg* rf

Monte Mario, which is outside of the walls to the north, serf

is 450 feet above the sea, and of Monte Verde to the sorts.

On the left or eastern bank, the table-land of the Can*
pagna extends, within the walls of Rome, in a setntcmut*
shape, forming several projections to the west toward* tss

river. The low grounds between these projections end ue
river constitute the Campus Martiua, on which the greater
part of the modern town is built. Beginning from tW
north, the first projection of high lands within the town a
that called Monte Pincio (the antient Collis Hortalontm,;
farther qast, and partly separated from it by a riipn?salon v
ravine, is the Quirinal. and still farther south-east tfar

Esquiline. In a kind of recess between the QeiriwaJ ao4
(he Esquiline is a smaller projection, which haa resin 4
the name of Mount Vimtnahs, but which is now hardly esv
tinguishable from the other two. It rises above and aorta
of the church of San Lorenio Panisperna. The Qatrinai
Viminal, and Esquiline arejoined on the east, within the wattt
of Rome, by an extensive plateau, which is aboat Ida It*
above the ordinary level of the Tiber, and which slopes gentry
towards the country outside ofthe walls ofRome. Tbebtgbeu
points of the Esquiline and the Quirinal are nearly tee fc*t
above theTiber. Soetta of the Ksouitine, and separated trees
it by a depression or valley, is Mount Cwlius, which seesas
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to be more insulated than the other bills already mentioned,

s* il dope* eastwards towards the country outside of Porta

S. Giovaoni, and it also divided on tbo south from the

Aventine by the valley of the Aqua Crabra or Marrana.
Witbio the space that is enclosed between the table-land

and the Tiber, and in the middle of the antient city, there

are three small insulated hills, the Palatine, the Aventine
proper* and the Capitol, of which the Aventine is the most
touthern and the Capitol the most northern* The Capitol

rises between the south*west extremity of the Quirinal and
the left bank of the Trber, and nearly fills up the interme-
diate apace. The antient city of Rome, before the time of
AureJian, lay south and east of the Capitol, and along the
Palatine, Aventine, Ctelian, Bsquiline, and Quirinal hills

:

the main bulk of modem Rome lies north of the Capitol,

Tbe Tiber, on approaching Rome from the north, makes a
sweep to the east towards the base of Monte Pincio, reced-
ing from Monte Mario and tbe Vatican hill on its right
tank; but on reaching Ripetta within the city, the river

makes s bend to the westward, and flows along the north-

astern base of Mount Janiculus, after which it turns again
to tbe east as far as the base of the Capitol. It then turns
again to the south-west, sweeping past the base of the
Aventine, and along tbe southern extremity of the Janicu-
lua. It then assumes a course south by east. The level

tpece between the Vatican Mount, the north end of the

Jauicules, and the right bank of the river, is the Vatican
•field, which is a*bout a mile long from east to west. It con-

laias tbe Borgo or suburb of Rome, enclosed by the popes,

and St. Peter's church, the Vatican palace, and their appur-
tenaacea. The space between the long ridge of Mount
Jantcelus and tho right bank of the Tiber constitutes the
district of Transtevere, which is another suburb of Rome,
Tbe space on the left bank running north and south, and be-

tween die great westward bend of the river and the eastern

lulls, is tbe site of the modern city of Rome, properly speak-
ing, which extends also along the slope of the Pincian, Qui-
ntal, partof the Esq uiline, and the Capitol, forming a kind
>f triangle, of which the apex is to the north, at the Porta
del Popolo, and the base extends from Santa Maria Mag-
inure oq the east, to the Tiberine island on the west, a dis-

nix* of about a mile and a quarter, whilst from the Porta
il»l Popolo to the foot of the Palatine opposite Ponte Rotto,

the farthest southern point of modern Rome, tho distance
it rather more than a mile and a half. All to the south and
tMU of these limits, forming about two-thirds of the area
mth'iu (lie walls, is desolate, consisting ofruins, gardens, and
fu'lls vilh some churches, convents, and other scattered

habitations.

Tbe present line of walls of Rome proper on the left bank
of llie river is generally understood to be that traced by
Aarclian, restored by Ilonorius, and afterwards by Belisu-

nu*, and since repeatedly renewed by several popes. It

'Jfecnbesan irregular polygon, ofwhich the longest diameter
u three miles in length from north-west to south-east, from
tho Porta del Popolo to the Porta S. Sebastiano on the

Appian road. The whole circuit of the present walls, in-

cluding those of Transteyere and of the Borgo or Vatican,
is between fourteen and fifteen miles. The wall is made of

Lock mixed with stones and rubbish, and has been often re-

paired It varies in height, but in most places does not

etceed 15 feet It has no ditch, but is flanked by lowers

and bastions, which were last repaired by Pope Benedict

XIV. Rome has sixteen gates, some of which however are

called up. Beginning from the north is: 1. Porta del Po-
^oto, on tbe Flamin inn way, or high northern road, which
iivule* at a short distance from Rome, one branch
fading to Florence and the other to Ancona. 2. Farther

"«t, tbe next gate is Porta Pineiana. 3. Porta Salara or

SUaria, on the road to Rieti. 4. Porta Pia, on the north-
f**t, formerly Noraentana, the road from which joins the Via
SaWria. 5. Porta S. Lorenzo, facing the east, and leading to

Titali. 6. Porta Maggiore, leading to Palestrina : this is

'be handsomest of the gates of Rome, being originally part
of tbe aqueduct ofClaudius restored by Vespasian and Titus,

"hicli it attested by the triple inscription over it. It consists

^ a floe arch which crosses the high road, built ofTravertino

urTiburtine stone. 7. Porta S. Giovanni, which looks to the

tosuYeatt on the modern road to Albano and Naples. 8.

Purls Latins* the road from which joins the Naples road.
9 Porta S. 8ebastiano, on the antient Via Appia. 10.

Porta SL Paolo, on the road to Oatia. Crossing the Tiber,

v*ftao\ ll. Porta Portese, which leads to Fiumicino, the

present port of Rome. 12. Porta S. Pancrazio, on the sum-
mit of Mount Janiculus, which is nearly 300 feet above tbe
Tiber. Outside of this gate is the Villa Pamfili, with its

shady walks, its waterworks, and beautiful groves of lofty
umbrella pines. 13. Porta Cavalleggieri, south-west of St.
Peter's; it leads towards Civita Vecchia. 14. Porta Fab-
brica, on the same side, is now walled up. 15. Port* Ange-
lica, on the opposite or northern side of St. Peter's, on the
road leading to Monte Mario. 16. Porta Castello, which
opened from the Castle of S. Angelo northwards into the
country, and is now walled up. Besides these, there are two
internal gates, one called S. Spirito, leading from the Borgo
to the Lungara,and the other Porta Settiraiana, leading from
the Lungara to Transtevere. These districts, Borgo and
Lungara, have been consecutively annexed to the modern
city.

The course of the Tiber within Rome, including its wind-
ings, is about three miles ; the banks are not built up with
quays or walks, but in most places the river is bordered by
the backs of houses generally of an inferior sort ; in other
places there is a slip of sand or gravelly ground between
the houses and the river, which is frequently overflowed,
There are only two places where there is a sort of quay or
landing-place ; one in the northern part of the town, on the
left bank, above the bridge of S. Angelo, called Ripetta,
where the boats from the inland provinces on the upper
Tiber land wine, charcoal, and provisions; and the other
at the southern extremity of the town, on the right bank
near Porta Portese, called Ripa Grande, where sea-vessels

land their cargoes, and where there is a line of warehouses
and a custom-house. There are three bridges across the
Tiber within Rome ; the northernmost is Ponte Sant'Angelo,
the Pons iftlius, built by Hadrian, and restored by several

popes, and lastly by Clement IX., by whose order Bernini
constructed the present balustrade and the statues with
which it is decorated. It is about 300 feet long, but the
width of the bed of the river is not more than 200 feet

The Ponte Sisto, formerly Pons Janiculensis, built ori-

ginally by Marcus Aurelius, and rebuilt by Sixtus IV., is

about 300 feet long, tho bed of the river being 230 feet

wide. About half-a-mile lower down is the island of San
Bartolomeo, the antient Insula Tiberina. This island is of

an oblong shape, something like a ship, being about 1000
feet long, and 300 feet wide in the middle of its length. It is

joined to the mainland by two bridges ; one to the left bank
called Ponte San Bartolomeo; and the other to the right

bank, called Ponte Quatlro Capi, from a head of Janus
Quadrifrons which once decorated it. The two arms of tho

river together form a bed of about 200 feet in width. There
are also within Rome the remains of three antient bridges:

the Triuraphalis, called also Vaticanus, just below Sant*

Angelo, of which the piers have fallen into the bed of the

river and occasion a rapid ; the Pons Palatinus, now called

Ponte Rotto, of which three arches remain on the Trans-

tevere side ; and lastly, the Pons Sublicius, at the foot of the

Aventine, the first bridge built by the Romans, of which
there are very few vestiges.

Rome is divided into fourteen districts, called Riont,

which howeverdo not correspond in their boundaries to the

Regiones of the antient city. The modern Rioni are of very

unequal extent, their boundaries being determined with re-

ference to the population included within them. Thus the

inhabited part of the city contains eleven Rioni, namely: 1,

Carapo Marzo, near Porta del Popolo ; 2, Colonna ; and 3,

Trevi, along the slope of the Pincian and Quirinal; 4, Sant'

Eustachio; and 5, Pigna, in the middle of the lower town

,

6. Ponte; 7, Parione; and 8, Regola, near the left bank of

the Tiber ; 9, Sant' Angelo in Pescheria, between the Capitol

and the Tiber; and 10, Transtevere; and 11, Borgo, on the

right bank of the river. The whole of the antient or

southern city is comprised within three extensive Rioni.

namely: 12, Monti, on the north-east; 13, Campitelli, south-

east; and 14, Ripa, south-west.

The modern town of Rome may be conveniently divided,

for the sake of topographical description, into three great

divisions: 1, the lower part of the town between the eastern

hills, the Tiber, and the Capitol; 2, the upper town, which
extends along the eastern hills ; 3, the part of the town
which is on the right bank of tbe Tiber.

The lower town, which occupies the site of the ancient

Campus Martius and Campus Tiberinus, is the seat of all

the bustle and trade. It is crossed in its central part from

north by west to south by east by the street Del Corso,
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which is about one mile in length from the Piazza del Po-

polo, or great northern entrance of Rome, a handsome open

place with an obelisk in the middle, to the palace of Venice,

near the foot of the Capitol. Two other streets branch out

from the Piazza del Popolo, on the right and left of the Corso,

and at an acute angle with it. One leads south-east to the

fine open place called Piazza di Spagna, the great resort of

foreigners, at the foot of the Pincian Mount, after crossing

which, it continues in the same direction to the College of

Propaganda at the foot of the Quirinal. The other street,

called Ripetta, runs in a south direction, parallel to the

bank of the Tiber, and then, following the bend of the river,

leads, under a different name, to the bridge of Sant* Anjelo.

About the middle of the Corso is a square, called Piazza

Colouna, from the antieut pillar which stands in the middle

of it. [Antoninb Column.] Immediately to the west of

the Piazza Colonna is an irregular square, which crowns a

slight eminence called Monte Citorio, or Citatorio, a small

hill which rises in the middle of the Campus Martius. It

contains a fine building, called Curia Innocenziana, in which
the courts ofjustice sit: a handsome obelisk stands in front

of it. Returning to the Corso, and following it southwards,

we meet with a street on the left, which leads to the Fon-

tana di Trevi, the handsomest fountain in Rome, and then

we come to another street, leading to the ascent of the Qui*

rinal, or Monte Cavallo. Farther up the Corso, on the right,

is a wide street, called Strada del Gesi\, which leads to the

splendid church and convent of that name, the head-quarters

of the Order of the Jesuits, from whence, turning to the

left, is a street that leads to the foot of the Capitol. The
whole of this part of the city, in the neighbourhood of the

Corso, consists chiefly of regular and substantial buildings.

The most remarkable are : 1. the Palazzo Borghese, near

Ripetta, one of the largest and finest in Rome ; it contains

a choice collection of paintings, by Titian, Domenichino,
Albano, Annibale Caracci, Caravaggio, Parmigiano, and
other great masters. 2. Further north the old mausoleum
of Augustus has been transformed into an amphitheatre,

called Corrca, for bull-fights, fireworks, and other popular

diversions. 3. Palazzo Ruspoli, on the Corso, in a good
style of architecture, by Ammanato, has a much-admired
staircase, constructed by Martino Longhi, consisting of 115
steps, each of a single block of white marble. The extensive

ground- floor of the palace has been converted into a coffee-

house, which is the largest in Rome, and consists of
various rooms, where several ' cracehi,' or clubs of lawyers,

merchants, and other persons assemble, that of the contri-

butors to the * Giornale Arcadico,' the literary review of
Rome, among the rest. The club of the artists is held at

the Caffc del Greco, in the Piazza di Spagna ; that of the

antiquarians at the caffc of Foutana di Trevi ; the club of

professors and other men of letters meets at the Caffc" di

Monte Citorio. 4. Palazzo Ghigji, which forms the north
side of the Piazza Colonua, contains some choice paintings,

and a fine library rich iu curious MSS., among others an
incdited chronicle of the monastery of Mount Soracte ; a
copy of Dionysius of Halicarnassus, written in the eleventh
century; several letters of Mclancthon; one of Henry
VIII. of England, concerning Luther; about twenty
volumes of original documents relative to the treaty of
Westphalia; a handsome parchment volume, in folio,

containing French and Flemish music of the fifteenth

century, &c. 5. Palazzo Piombino, on the opposite or
south side of tho square. G. Palazzo Sciarra Colonna,

on tho Corso, has a rich collection of paintings and
a handsome Doric marble gate. 7. Palazzo Doria, a vast
building, designed by Borromino, also contains a gallery
of choice paintings. 8. The Palazzo Torlonia, formerly
Odcscalchi, or Bracciano, on the Piazza S Apostoli, has a
splendid marble gallery fitted up in tho modern tattc, and
home good modern paintings, y. On the opposite side, next
to the church of S. Apo>toh, is the Palazzo Colonna, with a
handsome court and gardens behind, which extend up the
slope of the Quirinal, and a gallery of paintings with some
Mtloudid portraits by Titian, Veronese, and Giorgione. 10.

The huge Palazzo ui Vcnczia, so called because it once be-
longed to that proud republic is now occupied by the Aus-
trian ambassador ; it looks like an old castle, with its massive
walU and battlements. 11. Opposite tho church of the
Gesd is the Palazzo Altieri. All these palaces are in the im-
mediate neighbourhood of the Corso. The principal churches
in the saute district are : 1. Santa Maria del Popolo, which,
'ike most churencs at Rome, contains some good paintings,

several remarkable sepulchral monuments, and a hsmWr
chapel belonging to the Ghigi family. 2. San Cars
Corso. 3. S. Lorenzo in Lucina, raised on the ruins «*

antieut temple. 4. S. Ignazio, which is rich in orasmm
adjoins the Gregorian or Roman College. *. Tbt k*a

some church del Gesft contains some goodand some radi§—

paintings, the splendid chapel of S. Ignatius, ennchet r:

lapis lazuli, silver, and gold, and the mausoleum of Bo.

mino, by Bernini. 6. Santi Apostoli, with the 6ne nx
leum of Pope Ganganelli, the work of Canova wbet
twenty-five years old (which has been so graptxi

described by Milizia in his letters), and a cenotapk
the same illustrious artist, to the memory of hts f.*

the engraver Volpato. In the adjoining cloisters a \i

tomb of Cardinal Bessarion. 7. S\ Marcello contasa *•

sepulchral monument of Cardinal Consarvi. & St.

Maria in Vialata, &c.
West of the Corso, and between it and the TOef. *

dense mass of irregular streets, a busy part of the towa, r-

taining market-places, shops, and inferior dwelling*, r
here and there a fine building. Towards the centre of I

district is the fine oval place called Piazza Naroaa (ti* u

tient Circus AgonalisX one of the largest in Rome, witi

fountains, by Bernini, its three churches, and the o*>-
palace Brascbi at one extremity of it. The university a.'*

La Sapienza is in the neighbourhood. Between it ati

:

Corso is the Rotunda [Pantheon], next tp which a
Palazzo Giustiniani, and on the other side of it is tb* br

church and Dominican convent of La Minerva, N«u\?
the river are: 1. the Palazzo della Can celleria, byBnoi--
2. The Palazzo Farnese, the best-built in Rome, **.

square before it, ornamented by two handsome fouct_
some of the apartments are painted by Caracci, Zu~ .-

Vasari, and others. Next to the Piazza Faroes* i» *

other square, called Campo di Fiore. 3. The Palazzo Sr-

with a collection of antient sculptures, among otben
supposed statue of Pompey, and some very fine bas»-
lievos, found at Santa Agnese without the walls, i.

'

handsome church of Santa Maria in Vallicella, belong >i.

the brothers of S. Filippo Neri, or Congregation of the I

toire [Neri, Filippo ; Oratorio], a roost gentlemaiifr. -

assuming, and useful body of clergymen. The library coc^
many valuable MSS., historical and ecclesiastical, i. T

church Santa Maria dcll'Anima has some good pairc.%

and the monuments of Pope Adrian VI. and of Lucas I.

stenius, a Protestant converted to Catholicism, wht '-

librarian of the Vatican. Holstenius was succeeded j£

office by Allatius, a native of Chios, and Allanus ws» *.

ceeded by J. Simonius Assemani, a Maronite. Tha
terogencous succession of librarians gave occasion ts .

following distich, in the caustic humour of modern Rosac -

* Prwfait lmrcticna; port hune Khitmaticiis { al mom
Turca pneott : Fein bibUotlicca, rale*

Near the left bank of the Tiber, and parallel to it, rv=
handsome regular street, called Strada Giulia, about ikr
quarters of a mile long, from Pontc Sisto to Ponte & .V

gelo. This district, though well built, is dull, when c*
pared with the Corso and the adjoining streets.

South of Ponte Sisto, along the left bank of the T^
and extending round the western base of the Caf*L
the foot of the Palatine, is the lowest, meanest, and dtr*
part of modern Rome. It is partly occupied by the Jet
who are cooped up to the number of 4000, in several r-.

row filthy alleys, in rows of tall old houses, near tbt r

side, between Ponte Sisto and Ponte 8. Bartolomea. T.
are not allowed to live outside of their district, called OU-
which is separated by a wall from the rest of ih« t-

*-

They are not otherwise molested. They have their R*
and a synagogue, a sort of municipal council, thctr »c^%
support their own poor, and follow their customary tv
tion of buying and selling. The lower sort arc area t

the streets of Rome, with their dingy bags, erring 'r
vecchi,' old clothes. Some of the higher claa* earn
trado with foreign countries, and are regular tnecchx*
It lias been observed that this district, low and dirty t*» .

is remarkably healthy. Facing the Ghetto is the island of ^
Bartoloroeo, with the church of that name, and an hw-
kept by the philanthropic congregation cornmoo)v ?a
the Ben Fratclli, from their motto, • Fate bene, tr*«
(• brethren, do good' to your fellow-men), which was fou&d
in Spain, about 153a, by S. Juan de Dios : th? bretbrea *

vote themselves to attend on and nurse gratuitously the *-
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poor. Proceeding farther south, along the left hank of the

river, is a succession of narrow streets, extending to the foot

of the Palatine, with some of the most antient churches in

Rume, especially Santa Maria in Cosmedin, built in the

third century of our sera, it is said, on the ruins of a temple,

or rather sacellum, dedicated to Pudicitia Pleheia by Vir-

ginia, daughter of the patrician Aulus, who, having married

tbe plebeian consul Volumnius, was excluded from the sa-

cellum of Pudicitia Patricia. The conduct of Virginia on
this occasion, as represented by Livy (x. 23), is full of in-

terest. The church of Santa Maria in Cosmedin is adorned

nth two rows of fine antient columns. It is also called

Boca della Verita, from a large stone mask with a large

ouuth which is seen in the portico of the church, and the

u*j of which is unknown. In the same neighbourhood are

tbe churches of S Giorgio in Velabro, Santa Anastasia,

Santa Maria Egiziaca, and of S. Teodoro, said to be on the

me of tbe temple of Romulus, on the Palatine, at the

southern extremity of the inhabited,part of modern Rome, on
tbe left bank of tbe Tiber. Beyond it, the Aventine, Pala-

tine, and Cselian hills stretch to tbe south and south-east.

Tber are occupied with fields and gardens, and contain seve-

ral churches, convents, and scattered ruins.. The most re-

markable churches are : Santa Sabina and S. Alessio, on the

Aventine, and S. Bonaventura and its adjoining solitary

ftMivent and garden, on the Palatine. The C»lian, an exten-

iiTehill,bassome interesting churches: 1. S. Gregorio, a fine

building on the west slope of the hill, has splendid frescoes

by Domenichino and Guido, representing the martyrdom
of St Andrew ; a painting of Pope St. Gregory by Annibale
Caracci ; and a statue of the same pope. Imperia, a kind of
modern Aspasia, rich, accomplished, and well informed,

vbo lived in the age of Leo X., and was the friend of Bero-

aldo, Sadoleto, Campani, and other learned men of that

period, was buried in this church, where her epitaph was
still seen in the last century, but has been since removed,
in consequence of repairs. 2. S. Stefano Rotondo is an
antient circular building, transformed into a church in the
fifib century, and is remarkable as exhibiting the various

changes in the history of the arts through the dark ages.

3. S. Giovanni e Paolo, belonging to the Order of Barna-
bites, in a fine situation, commanding a view of the Palatine

and Aventine. is much resorted to by persons religiously

inclined, who retire thither for a time, and board in the

convent, where they employ themselves in pious exercises,

md in quiet meditation, which the solitude of the spot

and the view of the majestic ruins before them are well

calculated to assist. A solitary palm-tree rises in the

garden of the convent ; there is another in the garden
of S. Bonaventura, on the Palatine. No one has better

described the scenery of this part of Rome and the im-
pression which it produces, than Madame do Stael, in

her ' Corinne.' The Villa Mattel occupies a considerable

space on the Ceclian hill. The group of buildings connected
*nh the Basilica of S. Giovanni, at tbe eastern end of tbe

Cclian, is described under Lateran. The Colosseum, tri-

umphal arches, and other antient remains are noticed here-

after. Between the Lateran and the Colosseum is the

remarkable antient church of S. Clemente.
South of the Aventine, aud between it, the Tiber, and

the walls, is a large space of low ground laid out in fields,

part of which are common, and go by the name of ' Prati

del Popolo Romano.' An artificial hill, called Mount
Testaccto, rises on one side of them : it is formed of a
quantity of broken earthenware (test®) and other rub-
bish which has been thrown and has accumulated here
from antient times, and over which a green turf has
formed. The modern Romans have excavated cellars in

the side of the hill, where they keep their wine cool, and
the place is resorted to on holidays by the people of Rome,
especially the lower orders, something like the tea-gardens

ouUide of London. On the other side, by the gate of S.

Paolo, is tbe Protestant burying-ground, and near it is the

pyramid of Caius Cestius.

The upper town, or eastern part of modern Rome,
stretches up the slope of the Pincian and Quirinal hills,

ind occupies also part of the plateau which unites all

the eastern hills of Rome. This part is not so densely
built as the lower town : it consists in great measure of
palaces and villas, of churches, convents, and other large

buddings, with spacious courts and gardens, and is inter-

acted by two fine long streets, which cross each other
U right angles on the summit of the Quirinal, forming

P.O. No. 1242.

there a small circus, wun a fountain at each bifurcation, from
which the place has received the name of • Le Quattro
Fontane.' We shall briefly describe this part of the town,
beginning from the north.

On the terrace or plateau of the Pincian Mount there is

the fine new promenade or public walk, laid out during
the French occupation. Next to it is the villa Medici,
now the Academy of French pensionary artists ; and the
church of La Trinita de' Monti, and the esplanade with the
obelisk in front of it, from which there is a splendid view
of modern Rome. From this esplanade a good street,
called Via Sistina, leads in a south-east direction to the
Piazza Barberini, which lies in the depression between the
Pincian and the Quirinal. The Palazzo Barberini, one of
the largest in Rome, is at the east end of the Piazza. It
contains a good collection of paintings, among others, the
celebrated portrait of La Cenci painted by Guido, who had
seen her on the scaffold at her execution. The library of
the Barberini palace has about 50,000 printed volumes, and
many valuable MSS., autograph letters, and other docu-
ments. [Barberini.] At the north end of the Piazza Bar-
berini is the church and convent of the Capuchins, with
its garden, which is kept in excellent condition, like all the
gardens of the convents of that order ; and adjoining them is

the vast and splendid patrician villa Piombino, called also
Ludovisi, from Cardinal Luigi Ludovisi, nephew of Gre
gory XIV. It has beautiful walks, and in the apartments
of the principal casino is a valuable collection of antient
sculptures, and also the fresco of Aurora by Guercino.
South of the Piazza Barberini rises the Quirinal

Mount, which bears on its summit the extensive pontifical

palace and gardens. At Rome it is commonly called Monte
Cavallo, from the two colossal statues of Castor and Pollux,
with their horses, which stand in the square before the palace.
On the east side of the square is the Palazzo della Consults,
and next to it the Palazzo Rospigliosi, which occupies an ex-
tensive area. In a detached gallery or summer house of the
latter is tbe celebrated Aurora of Guido, which is considered
the masterpiece of that great painter. A due street, about
a mile in length, leads from the souare of the pontifical palace
along the plateau of the Quirinal to Porta Pia, passing near
the Thermre of Diocletian. It is crossed at the Quattro Fon-
tane by another street, leading from the Piazza Barberini to
Santa Maria Maggiore, from whence several streets lead to

Porta Maggiore, Porta S. Lorenzo, and Porta S. Giovanni.
The magnificent church of Santa Maria Maggiore on the
Esquiline hill, which here joins the Quirinal, is the eastern

extremity of modern Rome. Beyond it, north, east, and
south, the whole expanse of the Esquiline is occupied by
gardens, villas, and fields, with some solitary churches.
The more interesting of these churches are: 1, S. Pietro
in Vincoli, built first by Eudoxia, wife of Valentinian III.,

and rebuilt by Pope Adrian I. : it contains the mausoleum
of Julius II., with the statue of Moses by Michel Aneelo.
2nd, The handsome church of S. Martino ai Monti, with its

antient oratory and vaults, its modern embellishments, and
the frescoes by Poussin, is woithy of notice.

Between the west slope of the Esquiline and the south
slope of the Quirinal are several streets inhabited chiefly by
the lower orders, which extend to the Campo Vaccino. Far-
ther north, at the foot of the Quirinal, and in the gap be-

tween it and the Capitoline Mount, is the piazza which con-

tains Trajan's column.
The Capitoline Mount and its buildings are described

under Capitol.
The third great division of modern Rome, which lies on

the right bank of the Tiber, consists of two distinct parts :

II Borgo, or Vatican, and Transtevere, properly so called,

which are divided from one another by an inner wall. The
Borgo, or Citta Leonina, extends from the bridge of St.

Angelo to the Place of St. Peter's. The group of build-

ings constituting St. Peter's and tbe Vatican palace are

described under Vatican. The other remarkable building

in the Borgo is the great charitable establishment of Santo
Spirito, the largest in Rome, situated close to the right

bank of the Tiber. It comprises an hospital for the sick,

which in the summer months contains from 1000 to 1200

patients at a time, a foundling hospital, and a lunatio

asylum.
Tbe castle Sant' Angelo (of which the massive circular

tower was built by Hadrian for his mausoleum, and the

fortifications around it, consisting of ramparts, ditches, and

bastions mounted with cannon, were begun by Pope Bom-
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free IX. and continual by successive pope*) is the citadel of

Rome, bat it it not capable of a regular defence. It serve*

at a state prison and alto at a house of correction.

The district called Transtevere lies south of the Borgo

and between the Janiculus and the Tiber, and commu-
nicates with the Borgo by the handsome gate of S.

8pirito. The Janiculns is a long straight ridge about a

mile and a half long from north to south, and it rises nearly

300 feet above the level of the river. In the northern half

of its length it rises almost immediately from the bank of

Tiber, leaving however sufficient level ground for a street,

which from its length i» called La Lungara. This street

contains some fine buildings, the Palazzo Salviati, the

Palazzo Corsini, one of the handsomest in Rome, once the

residence of Christina of Sweden, with a gallery of paintings,

a library, and delightful gardens which extend up the slope

of the Janiculus, and from which there is a splendid view

of Rome ; and lastly. La Farnesina, a house and gardens

built by the wealthy banker Ghigi in the time of Leo X.,

with some fine frescoes by Raphael. On the slope of the

Janiculus is the Villa Lante, the casino of which was painted

by Giulio Romano. Tho church and convent of 8.

Onofrio, likewise on the Janiculus, above La Lungara, is

worthy of notice, as having been the last asylum of Tasso,

where he died and was buried. Another Italian poet, Guidi,

is also buried at S. Onofrio.

Towards the southern end of the Lungara the hijl recedes

farther from the banks of the river, which here makes a
bend to the east, and it is within this bend that the great

bulk of the district called Transtevere is situated. Some of

the streets run up the Janiculus to the gate of S. Pan-
crazio, but the higher part of the lnll is chiefly unbuilt,

though it is enclosed within the walls. The villa Spada is

in this part, near the gate, outside of which is the villa Pam-
fili. a favourite promenade of the youth of Rome, with shady
walks, waterworks, and clusters of lofty umbrella pines.

Among the most remarkable buddings of Transtevere is the

church of S. Pietro in Moutorio, which contains some
fine paintings, and in the cloisters an elegant circular temple

by Bramanie. Above S. Pietro in Moutorio, in a com-
manding situation, is the fountain of L'Acqua Paola, the

largest in Rome, which appears at a distance like a triple

triumphal arch with streams of water rushing through : it

was constructed by Paul V. with the marble taken from a
temple of Minerva. Lower down, at the foot of the hill, if

the collegiate church of Santa Maria in Transtevere, a
vast and handsome structure, with granite and porphyry
columns, rich marbles, some good paintings, and an old

mosaic of the twelfth century. Near to it is the fine Bene-
dictine convent of S. Calisto, in the library of which is

a splendid Latin Bible of the ninth century, which is sup-
posed to have belonged to Charlemagne, but from the illu-

minations it appears more probable that it was written

for hit grandson Charles the Bald. A long street leads

from S. Caliato to the church and convent of S. Fran-
cesco a Ripa, once inhabited by Su Francis of Astisi. The
church is ornamented with paintings, sculptures, and rich

marbles, and has a chapel with vaults belonging to the
the Pallavicini family. Not far from S. Francesco is the
largo building of S. Michele a Ripa, near the Tiber,

facing the Aventine hill, which rises on the opposite bank.
S. Michele is one of the most useful and best conducted
charitable establishments of Rome, and is inhabited by above
seven hundred persons. It consists of a work-house or

house of industry for poor boys and girls, of a school of
the fine arta for those boys who have a taste for them, of

an asylum for the old and infirm of both sexes, and of a
bouse of correction for juvenile offenders. Tournon, Valery,

and other recent writers agree in praising the arrange-
ment, and regulation of this important establishment.

Along one sioe of this vast building is the handsome
quay and landing-place of Ripa Grande, where the vessels

which ascend the Tiber from the sea land their goods,

and annexed to which are warehouses. Below it is the

Porta Portcse, or gate leading to Ftumicino, which it the
southern extremity of Rome on the right bank of the Tiber.
There are above three hundred churches in Rome, most

of which are worthy of notice, either for their architecture or

for their paintings and other ornaments. We have men-
tioned a few of tne most interesting, and we refer to Vasu
Fee, and the other guide-books for further information. The
churches constitute one of the principal attractions of mo-
dern Rome,

The palaces of the nobility form another das* of snterec

ing objects. It has been said sneeringly, thai every ^
at Rome that has a ' porte coche're,' or carriage-gate, te ca-=.

a palace : this may seem very witty, but it is iievenh*. •

true that Rome contains many real palaces, buiidmp
princely magnitude and imposing style, containing ~tw
courts and long ranges of spacious apartment** and .: —
boast of a greater number of these than any other capci- .

the world. In point however of interior comfort, oeatncta.

splendour, most of them are sadly deficient. The wail* t_

ofTravertino or Tiburtine stone, the pillars and sxstrra-L

are frequently of marble and other costly materials ; U-; -
furniture is old, clumsy, and scanty ; the floor of the afx-

ment ii often of unvarnished brick, and the curtain* i

tapestry are dingy, and a general want of cleanliness » •>

queniiy observable. The men-servants are often aunur

.

in the hall, but they are dirty, laxy, and ill-paid. Pa* .

through the long suites of vast and lofty apartment*, jo* *

here and there marble tables, fine paintings, and U_-

gilt chairs, but nothing resembling the Parisian sak**

boudoir, or the English drawing-room. The ground ».

is either let as shop or used for coach-bouses, stabUs »

chens or other menial offices, and the windows are gva *

with a strong iron grating, without glass behind it, «:

gives to the lower part of the building the appearac <-

a prison. Several of the Roman palaces axe partly *. *

lodgers, and the owners occupy only one floor ox par »

floor ; the building being too large for any single uuu>>
live in, except such as a baronial family of the feudal ul
with its numerous dependants. The higher and m«*J.* -

Roman nobles however, the Borghese, Colonna, Dria, R»
pigliosi, and othert, still retain something of that Ac-
state, although they have lost their feudal jurisdiction.

The villas of the Roman nobility are more pleasant u*
their palaces. ' The modern villas, those splendid reside. .-

of the modern Romans, are like a connecting link bet* ^
them and their proud predecessors of the classical i_r-»

The modern Roman palace differs greatly from the an^
Roman house, but the villa resembles much what we r-
of the country-houses of the wealthy Romans of old. T;>

is in both the same taste of magnificent retirement- T
mansions of thej>e villas have generally their front tuww-
Rome, whose splendid horizon harmonises with the poa;
their architecture, and with the display of rich marble, suu.

.

pillars, and vases and fountains with which they are i-

rated. The gardens are mostly regularly laid out, th*.*,

not monotonous ; they are not made, like the English pu*
for the effect of scenery within, but to afford quiet •*•.

from which to enjoy the splendid scenery without. %\n
its solitary and often-neglected state, the Roman villa reu»

its antient classical character, and its melancholy appears
seems to add to its grandeur.' (Valery, Voyages en l^x

xv. 1.) Several of tne villas are within the walls of Rx^
such as Medici, Piombino, Mallei, Corsini, and others »'

have been mentioned ; others are outside of the walls, *«

as the Villa Pamfili, on the Janiculus; Villa Patxixi,out*&
Porta Pia; and the Villa Madama, upon Monte Mane, •

called from Margaret of Austria, a natural daughter oXCh*r--
V., who was married to Ottavio Farnese, duke ofParma T-

house was designed by Raphael, and executed by Giuho R
mano, who painted the loggia as a hall. The Villa Albsju i

though shamefully plundered by the French republican*
1798, on the plea that its then possessor was, naurs
enough, their political eueray, has still retained or rttotr
so much of its inexhaustible treasures as to be reckoned -
third museum of antiquities in Rome, and next to the 1

1

tican and the Capitol. In the time of its full splendou •

was Wmckelman's great study, which he illustrated i: i-

* Storia dell' Arte* and his ' Monumenti Inediti.* Tt* £?>•

boast of the Albani museum is that its collection ;» »

choice, while most other collections contain a great deal ir-

is bad. Cardinal Alessandro Albani, who created this o- 1

villa and its still nobler museum towards tho middle U t

last century, made it the business of his life ; he was a ej»

of taste and an enthusiast for antiquity and th« fine *'-

Among the finest sculptures arc, the rilievoof Antinout, ..

Thetis found in the villa of Antoninus Pius at Lanunu
the Minerva, the Jupiter, the Apollo Sauroctonca, Diogtw
in his tub, the two Caryatides representing Gnx*
basket-bearers, the basai-nliow of the triumph of M. Aurt
lius, and others.

The Villa Borghese, on the Pincian Mount, outside *

the wills* is well known for it* which are laid o*
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io the English style, its laurel and myrtle groves, its fine

sheet of water, its temple, and hippodrome. The fine mn-
»eum of antient sculptures was sold or given up for a con-

sideration by the late prince to Napoleon, his brother-in-law

;

but it has been partly replaced by new acquisitions. Of all

the enormous quantity of works of art carried away by the
French from Home, only a small part has been restored

;

much was purloined by private individuals and sold, much
was irreparably damaged in the removal. The Borghese
collection has remained in the Louvre, being a purchase

;

aud a splendid collection of coins and gems* taken from
Rome, was entirely exempted from the claim of restitution

by the treaty of Paris.

The numerous handsome fountains form another peculiar

ornament of modern Rome as works of art, independent of
their utility. Rome is better supplied with good water
than most continental towns, and was much more abundantly
supplied in antient times. Of the antient aqueducts, three

still continue to carry water into the town, having been
repaired by the popes. The first is that of the Acqua Ver-
gioe. the best in quality, which comes from near the antient

Collatia, fourteen miles north of Rome : it supplies a great

part of the lower town, and feeds thirteen public fountains,

of which those of Trevi, of La Barcaccia in Piaiza di Spagna,
of Piazza Navona, and Farnese, are the principal. The
second is the Acqua Felice, the antient Aqua Marcia and
Claudia, restored by Pope Sixtus V. (Felice da Montalto) :

it comes from the east, and supplies the upper or eastern

part of the town, and feeds twenty-seven public fountains,

of which that of Moses, near Porta Pia, that of Triton in

the Piazza Barberini, and that of Monte Cavallo, are the

principal. The third aqueduct, called Acqua Paola, the
antient Alsietina, enters Rome by Mount Janiculus, and
supplies both Transtevere and the Vatican, feeding the Fon-
tana Paolina, and the splendid fountains before St. Peter's

:

passing the Ponte Sisto by conduits, it supplies the adjoining

fountain and the neighbouring district of Strada Giulia.

Tournon observes that the supply of water thus carried into

Rome is much greater than that carried by the Canal de
rOurcq into Paris for the supply of a population six times

as large as that of Rome.
The obelisks which adorn most of the squares of Rome

are another peculiar feature of this city. An account of
them is given under Obelisk.
The streets of Rome are generally narrow, like those of

most old cities, but many of them are straight and regular,

and the great number of open spaces, such as squares,

places, gardens, large courts, &c, render the town gene-
rally airy. The pavement of the streets is made of
feelci, or small cubes of basaltic stone, not very agreeable to

pedestrians, especially as there are no footpaths except

along the Corso. The streets are lighted at night with oil

lamps. Rome possesses a great advantage over many con-

tinental towns, in being provided with a regular system of
sewers, partly antient and partly modern. [Cloacjb.]

The lower town is subject to occasional inundations from
the Tiber, which sometimes rises, in seasons of extraor-

dinary rains, from 25 to 30 feet above its ordinary level,

whilst a considerable part of the town is hardly 20 feet

ibove the level. In 1530 the river rose above 40 feet, and
the destruction which it caused is described by Baldi, in

his poem * La Nautica.'

The climate of the city of Rome has been of late years

the subject of much discussion. In the time of the republic

Rome was considered healthy when compared with the

surrounding country. Parts of Latium were unhealthy in

Cicero's time, and probably long before him ; and the un-
bealthiness was greatly increased by the depopulation of
the country, the consequence first of the wars between
Rome and its immediate neighbours, and afterwards of the

ciril wars in the last century of the republic Tillage

cultivation was abandoned, and the country became divided

among a few large proprietors, who turned fields into

pasture-grounds. * Propter avaritiam ex segetibus fecit

prata,' says Varro, speaking of one of these proprietors

;

and Pliny observes that 'JLatifundia perdidere Italiam.'

Now it is proved that tillage cultivation and a dense popu-
lation check the increase and spread of the malaria. The
dense population of antient Rome and the elevated position

of the old city, with the plentiful supply of wholesome water,

the convenience of sewers, and other circumstances contri-

buted to maintain a tolerable state of salubrity within the

sills,

Cicero remarks the good choice of those who built Rome
in the most favourable spot in the midst of a generally
unhealthy region. (De AejwbL, ii. 6.) Horace however
(Epiit. i. 7) complains of the fevers which prevailed in the
month of August. The improvements made by Augustus,
and the reconstruction of the town after the great fire in
Nero's time, seem to have had a good effect on the salu-
briousness of the city, and Frontinus (i. 18) observes that
the increased supply of water, by means of additional aque-
ducts had contributed to render the atmosphere purer than
it was in the old times. Alter the fall of the Empire, at*
the ravages committed by the barbarians, we read of the
complete desolation of the Campagna during the dark ages,
and of the abandonment of Porto, Ostia, Ardea, and other
neighbouring towns in consequence of the malaria. At tho
same time a gradual removal was taking place within the
walls; the population, which was much diminished, was
leaving the southern part of the city for the northern, the
hills for the plain of the Campus Martius.
As the southern hills, the Cmlian, Aventine, Palatine, and

Esquiline, became abandoned, they became also unhealthy,
for populousnesB and salubrity go together in the whole
Marenama region. In the eleventh century Petrus Dami-
anus (Epist., xix. f 'Ad Nicolaum II., Pontificem*), draws a
fearful picture of the epidemic fevers to which Rome was
subject. But still the unhealthiness of the old city was,
and is, much less in degree than that of the country
without the walls, and especially of the lowlands towards
the sea-coast. There are families and Whole religious
communities that live all the year round on the deso-
late hills of old Rome without any remarkable inconve-
nience, though no one would venture to spend the summer
months, at least from choice, outside of the walls be-
tween Rome and the sea. The miasmata which produce
the malaria, emanate from the volcanic soil of the Campagna
acted upon by the rays of a burning sun ; they seem to be
of a dense heavy nature, seldom rising very high above the
ground, unless wafted by the winds. Walls appear to stop
their advance, fire dispels them, house foundations and
pavements prevent their emanation. For an investigation of
this curious subject see Brocchi, ' Stato fisico del Suolo di
Roma ;' Tournon, ' Etudes Statistiques sur Rome/ and an
article on Tournon's book, in the ' Foreign Quarterly Re-
view,* xxi., January, 1833, and the article Campagna di
Roxa in this work.

It seems now proved that whenever the population has
decreased within Rome, from political and other causes, the
air has become less wholesome, and that the thinly inha-
bited districts are, independently of their situation, unwhole-
some in summer, when compared with the more populous
parts of the town. Thus the neighbourhood of the Corso
and the lower town in general, and even the low filthy

quarter of the Jews, are salubrious, whilst the eastern part
of the fine street of Porta Pia, the neighbourhood of Santa
Maria Maggiore, and that of the Lateran are considered
unhealthy in summer, although they are on comparatively
high ground. The parts of the Quirinal and the Pincian
which are built upon are the most desirable situations in
modern Rome for fresh air and health. On the other side
of the river, the thinly-built district of La Lungara and the
Vatican are considered unhealthy in summer, whilst the
densely peopled part of Transtevere is less complained of.

It has been stated by some writers, but not upon suffi-

cient grounds, that the malaria is encroaching upon the
nhabited part of Rome, so as to threaten in course of time
the depopulation of the whole city. Chdteauvieux, who, we
believe, Was the first to start this theory, mistook the effect

for the cause. He visited Rome at two different periods

;

first in 1791, when 'the city contained 166,000 inhabitants,
the streets Were thronged with sumptuous equipages and
liveries, and the splendid palaces were open to tne gaze of
strangers—everything in short had an appearance of opu-
lence and splendour.' But a few years afterwards came the
French invasion of 1798, with its wholesale spoliations,

forced contributions, and oppression of every sort, which no
one has more honestly condemned and deplored than Count
Tournon, after which the Papal State was reduced to one
half, and the poorer half, of its territory. After a few
years more of a precarious existence, the Papal Government
was again upset by Napoleon in 1809. and he cardinal
prelates, the foreign ministers, and a number of noblemen
and other persons were driven away from Rome ; numerous
families were deprived of their accustomed means of support,
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and the whole social system was violently overturned. The
population then dwindled apace, and in 1810 it was 123,000,

ofrwhich no less than 30,000 were on the poor-lists made out

hy the rectors of the respective parishes. (Tournon, vol

ii , p. 136.) It was under these circumstances that Cha-

teauvieux visited Rome a second time in 1813. '1 entered

the city by the same road as before (by the Corso), but in-

stead of equipages, I saw it filled with droves of cattle, goats,

and half wild horses, driven along by a number of Tartar-

looking herdsmen armed with long spears and covered with

dark capotes. The population is now reduced to J 00,000, and

of this number one-tenth part are vine-dressers, herdsmen, or

gardeners. The city presents everywhere the appearance

of ruin. As there are more houses than inhabitants (he

means families), the bouses are not repaired ; when they

get out of order, the occupiers remove to others. A
multitude of convents have assumed the appearance of

ruins ; a number of palaces, no longer inhabited, are left

without even a porter to take care of them.' (Lettret icrite*

a"Italic) And yet, though he had the recent history of

the country before his eyes, Ch&teauvieux attributed this de-

population and decay to the advance of the malaria. The
fact is, that wherever the population gets thin and misera-

ble, the malaria will gain ground ; it will take possession

of houses and gardens from which the warmth of the blazing

hearth, and the cheering breath of human life, and the

cares of domestic industry have disappeared. (See on this

subject an article 'On modern Books of Travels in Italy,' in

No. VIII. of the • Quarterly Journal of Education.') The
population of Rome has rapidly increased since the peace

of 1814; by the census of Easter, 1838, it amounted to

148,903 inhabitants, exclusive of 4500 Jews. (Serristori,

Statistica <fItalia.) An account of its distribution, social

occupations, habits, and other moral features comes under
another head of this article.

The temperature of Rome is generally mild and genial

;

frosts occur in January ; but the thermometer seldom de-

scends lower than 26° of Fahrenheit, and the midday sun
generally produces a thaw. The tramontane or north wind,

sometimes however blows cold and piercing for days together.

Snow falls at times, but it seldom remains on the ground for

more than a day. Orange-trees thrive in the open air, but
lemon-trees require covering during the winter months.
Rains are frequent and heavy in November and December,
but fogs are rare. In the summer months the heat is at

times oppressive, especially when the scirocco.or south wind,

blows. The hour which follows sunset is considered the

most unwholesome in summer, and people avoid exposure
to the open air.

The sky of Rome has been admired by most travellers for

its soft transparent light, its ultramarine blue tinge, and the

splendid colours of the sunset, which Claude has so well ren-

dered. The general scenery of the country, the purple hue
of the mountains, and the long waving lines of the plain of

the Campagna, are noticed under Alba Long a. Within the

walls of Rome there are many fine points of view. From
the tower of the Senatorial Palace on the Capitol, there

is a good panorama of Rome, embracing both the old and
new towns; from the terrace of La Trinita de' Monti is a

fine western view of modern Rome ; there is another view

from tho Janiculus, in an opposite or eastern direction ; and
lastly, from the gallery above St. Peter's dome is a splendid

and extensive panorama, embracing the whole town, the

Campagna, the distant mountains, and the long line of the

blue sea.

For the better understanding of the topography of Rome,
the large map of Nolli, the atlas which accompanies Bunsen's
' Betchreibuug der Stadt Rom,' or the small map by the

Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge, may be con-
sulted. The map in Brocchi's work above mentioned gives

a good idea of the surface of tho ground.

Tadlb or somi or the more remarkable modern
Buildings in Rome.

[Tlic dates are to be considered only as approximations to

the time when the respective structures were either com-
menced or in progress.]

!»•<• Uuiluluf. Archil**.

1376 NantaManaiopra la Minerva,
tho only Gothic church in

lloinn ....
iiuu Nmiu Murtn dull' Anima

i 4«i«l H Aiig-alo, restored

liiA HUhivU uf Hpuito Hanto

Date. BaHding. Aidutoet.

1440 S. Stefano Rotoudo restored

1450 S. Francesco , L B. Alberti.

1460 Palazzo di Venezia GiuL di Majano.
Santa Maria del Popolo Baccio Pintelli.

S. Pietro in Montorio
S. Pietro Rotonda in do. Bramante.
Hospital S. Spirito

Cloister SS. Apostoli

1468 S. Marco . • . Giul. di Majana
1494 Cancelleria Bramante,

Cloister Santa Maria delta

Pace Bramante.
1500 S. Pietro in Vincoli restored

1505 Palazzo Sora Bramante.
1506 St. Peter's begun Bramante.

Palazzo Giraud . • Bramante.
Palazzo Chigi . Bald. Peruzai.
Palazzo Palma . Ant. Sangallo.
Santa Maria di Loreto Ant. Sangallo.
Farneiina . . Bald. FeruaaL

1513 Palazzo CafFarelli . Raphael.
Palazzo Linotti . . Bald. Peruzxi.
Villa Madama • GiuL Romano.
Palazzo Strozzi .

1526 Palazzo Massimi begun Bald. Peruzai
Palazzo Cicciaporci • Giul. Romano.
Palazzo Cenci . Giul. Romano.
Palazzo Lanti Giul. Romano,
Madonna dell* Orto / Giul. Romano.
Palazzo Serlupi . . Giac delta Porta
Palazzo Niccolini . Ditto.

S. Spirito, fart !e . Mascherino.

Palazzo Farnese •
( Ant. Sangallo,

'
I M. A. Boonarrou

1550 Villa Giulia begun ( VasarL
" \ Vignola.

1556 Palazzo Ruspoli. . Ammanati.
11 Campidoglio M. A. Buonarrou

1560 Palazzo Lancellotti . Pirro Ligorio,
Palazzo Nari Vignola.

1564 Palazzo Spada .

Palazzo Negroni
. Mazzoni.

Ammanati.
Palazzo Mattei . Ammanati.
Santa Caterina de* Funari . Giac. della Porta.
Collegio Romano B. Ammanati.

1576 Collegio della Sapienza . Giac. della Porta
Villa Pia . P. Ligorio.

1580 Villa Negroni . . Dom. Fontana.
Capella Sestina, in Sant a

Maria Maggiore • Dom. Fontana.
Palazzo Altemps M. Lunghi
Palazzo Giustiniani Giov. Fontana.

1586 Obelisk in front of St. Peter s

erected by Dom. Fontana.
1595 S. Andrea della Valle. . Olivieri,

1595 San Michele in Sassia. i

1602 SS. Apostoli rebuilt . Rainaldi.
1603 Collegio Mattei . .

Palazzo Rospigliosi .

Villa Borgbese . . Bernini
Palazzo Sciarra . . Ponzio.

1608 Capella Borgbese (Sta. Maria
Maggtore)

Aqua Paolina .

. Ponzio.
1612
1614 St. Peter's facade completed C. Maderno.

Palazzo Verospi . • Onorio Lunghi.
Palazzo Propag. Fide . • Dom. Fontana.

1618 Palazzo Allien . • , Rossi.
Villa Ludovisi . . Bernini.
San Carlo . , Onor. Lunghi.
Collegio Nazareno •

S. Andrea del Noviziato . Bernini
S. Francesco di Paola .

1640

1642

Palazzo Barberini

Palazzo Mattei .

Palazzo Madama (di Governo)
Palazzo Para fill .

Santa Agncse

Curia Iunoeenziana •

( Maderno.
. < Bernini

( Borrominu
• Borroraini.

MarosceUi
G Rainaldu
r- Rainaldi.
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Deft.

1650

1667

1C6S

1725

1729

KM

1734

1741

1743

1740

1775

1780

IS01

1S05

lel-2

1S13

1*23

1825

1826

1638

Building.

Santa Maria, Via Lata

Palazzo Doria •

Colonnades of Piazza San

Pietro finished

Palazzo Altieri .

Palazzo Odelscalchi .

S. Giov. de* Fiorentini

Capella Corsini .

Palazzo Corsini .

Pal. Conaulta (now barracks)

Teatro Argentina
Lateran Church, facade

Fontana Trevi .

Palazzo Corsini restored

Santa Maria Maggiore, facade

Hospital S. Spirito enlarged

.

Villa Albani
Palazzo "Petronj .

Convent S. Agostino .

New Sacristy St. Peter's be-

gun •

Palazzo Brascbi

.

Museo Pio Clementino

Excavations of the Forum
commenced . • •

Arch of Constantino exca-

vated •

Temple of Venus and Roma
excavated > . •

The Pillar of Phocas dis-

covered . . • •

Basilica San Paolo fuor delle

Mura burnt, restored by .

New Buildings of the Piazza

del Popolo
S.Andrea delle Fratte, facade

Palazzo Ceccopicro

Post-office, Piazza Colonna .

Museo Gregoriano, Vatican,

opened.

Architect.

P. da Cortona.

Bernini.

Rossi.

Bernini.

A. Galilei.

A. Galilei.

Fuga.
Fuga.
Marq. Teodoli.

A. Galilei.

N. Salvi.

Fuga.
Fuga.
Fuga.

Fuga.
Vanvitelli.

Carlo Marchionni.

M. A. Simonetti.

Belli.

Gius. Valadier.

Luigi Poletti.

Thb principal Antient Roman Buildings of which

there are remains.

Baths.

Both* of Titus, hastily constructed near the Flavian

Amphitheatre, about a.d. 80, on the site of the gardens of

the srolden house of Nero. The ruins stand now m a vine-

yard called in Nolli's map Sinibaldi, on a spot circum-

scribed by the modern street of the Polveriera and the street

of the Colosseum ; they occupied a space of about 400 feet

by 600. The baths of Titus were however absorbed in

those of Trajan. . , ,. . .

Baths of Trajan, partly on the same site, and adjoining

tlioseof Titus, were commenced by Domitian and finished

byTraian: they were more extensive than those of Titus,

and extended towards the church of S. Pietro in Vineoli,

which they almost touched. They appear, from an inscrip-

tion, to have been embellished by Julius Felix Campanianus,

prefect of Rome. These are the baths of which Vasan

mentions the circumstance, in the Life of Giovanni da

Udine, of excavations being made near S. Pietro, and the

discovery of the pictures and stuccoes, which so much

pleased both Giovanni and Raphael that they imitated thena

in the arabesques of the Vatican. Palladio made a plan of

these baths. The plan of the baths of Trajan resembles

*ery much those of Diocletian : it occupies an area of about

11 00 feet by 800.
, . .

#
...

One of the great hemicycles near the northern angle still

amains. On the shorter sides, near the eastern and

^uthcrn angles, are the remains of two hemicycles with

n.ches for statues. The long side opposite the Colosseum

contains in the centre the remains of a great semicircular

There are few, and those few are unintelligible, remains

of the internal part of the building. Part of the

eoWen house of Nero remains under the baths of Arajan.

In the passages and chambers of this house there •«»*>"

>ome elegant arabesque decorations, the colours of which in

manv parts are still very vivid.

Baths of Constantine, were, according to Victor, in the

fourth region, or in that of the Quirinal. The remains, which

were extensive, appear to have stood on the boundary of the

Quirinal, on the ground now occupied by the palaces of the

Consulta and Rospigliosi. Buffalini, in his map (1551),

places them near the church of S. Silvestro, on the Monte
Cavallo.

" Some slight traces of these baths still exist in the

Villa Aldobrandini. They were erected probably about a.d.

326, and were repaired in the middle of the fifth century by

Petronius Perpenna and Magnus Quadratianus. In J 519

S3me of the ruins were still in existence, but they disap-

peared about 1527.

Palladio restored the plan, and in the reign of Clement

XII. an excavation was made on their site, when a mag-

nificent portico, with an ornamented ceiling, and walls

painted with historical subjects, were discovered.

Baths of Diocletian, situated on the Viminal, and

erected by Diocletian about a.d. 302. They were of vast

dimensions. The extensive and capacious rums were adapted

to the purposes of a monastery, and M. Angelo transformed

the antient tepidarium, the caldarium, and a part of the

frigidarium into a church with its ^pendencies The

church is called Santa Maria degh Angeli. The rest of

the ruins consist of large brick masses with arches of

enormous span; some of these masses still suppert parts of

the vaulted ceiling. On a part of the site of the baths M.

Aneelo constructed a spacious and elegant cloister.

Baths of Agrippa, were enclosed within the space cir-

cumslrfbed by^Vsquare of the Rotunda or Pantheon he

«™£to?th**£ called Valle, the street of the Stim

mate, and that of Gesu. They occupied a space about 500

feet from east to west, and 700 from north to south. Ac-

cording to Dion Cassius, they were constructed a.u.c. 729.

Tile temple called the Pantheon has been sometimes con-

sidered a part of these baths. .

Baths ^ Nero, aitualed on the ground which stretchy

froTeast to west between the square of the Pantbeor,
i
and

the square called Madama and from north to south

between the church of S. Eustachio and the stieet of

£e Coppelle. Eusebius fixes the date of the.r construc-

tion a d 65. They appear therefore to have been corn-

ed in the year" oAhe great fire o gome „ the mgn

of Nero, and during the consu ate of Quintus or Caius

Lecanius Bassus and Marcus LicimusCrassus Frugi One

hSycle alone of these baths exists in the inn of the Piaxza

^sS"/ Alexander. An anonymous author quoted by

Mabillon states that these baths stood to™***™**
Navona, the church of S. Eustachio and the Pantheon. They

were therefore contiguous to the baths of Agrippa. The baths

rAVeSe'were §uilt according to !Euseh,us. in the year

92Q ami according to Cassiodorus, in 227. iney appear

to have beeTan exfension of the baths of Nero, as
Jhose ol

Nero probably were an extension of those of Agnppa

Baths of Caraealla. Commenced about a.d. 212, ana

continued^by ElYgabalus and Alexander Severus. They are2 on I profongationof the Aventine."ot far front the

gate of S. Sebastian. They are perhaps the most exte n-

sive ruins in Rome; but.being stripped of their marbles,
8

cilumns?.tuccoes. and paintings, they consist only o vas

and lofty walls, corbels, and niches of br.ck and ,ule ^nd tor

the ordinary spectator possess in this dilapidated stale mile

nterest MEL-] At the extremity of the great platform

Knstructto™ a
J

re still tolerably perfect, as wel a. part of

the castellum in a neighbouring vineyard. The ruins stand

in three separate vineyards.

Temple*.

Temple of Romulus. Erected by Maxentius to the me-

mory ofhis son Romulus. These ruins, which are vulgarly

c^leVthe subles of the Circus of Caraealla, are situated .n

aTarge quadrilateral enclosure forming part of the villa of

Maxentius on the Appian way, and "^ «~ "g^S
the ttate of S. Sebastian. From two medals of Wm"t»s

we s^ this building as it appeared at two separate periods.

Tne medal represents the building with a dome, and w.th-

ou^>r?LTthe othen with the addition of a portico I

may have serVed both for a temple and a tomb. The lower

Zt or basement is purely sepulchral, with niches for tho

LpulchraTurns. The* ceiling is vaulted, and supported by a

hlB5 ,&*«. At what time first constructed i.

uncertain. The tetrastyle portico of ft trConnthian white
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marble columns is an addition, taken from some other

edifice, probably about the time of the Antonines. These

columns have been walled up, and form part of the modern

church to which the cella has been adapted. In the reign

of Urban VIII. a circular altar with a Greek inscription

was found in the subterranean part of this edifice, to the

left on entering. The internal part of the cell is adorned

with a stucco frieze representing military trophies; the

vaulting is adorned with sunk octagonal pannels; slight

traces of a bas-relief remain in the centre of the ceiling.

These ornaments are in a good style.

Temple, called that of the Divus Rediculus. Built in com-

memoration of Hannibal's retreat from Rome, and situated

in the same valley as the Nyraphmum of Egeria, about a

mile from Rome, and close to the little brook called Al-

mone. At what time it was constructed is unknown, and

the name of the temple of Redicolo is probably founded in

error, as the temple of this name stood two miles from

Rome on the Via Appia, and to the left on leaving the city.

It is a most beautiful construction of brick, elegantly

designed, and executed with great skill. The walls of the

cella externally are of yellow brick, the basement and pilas-

ters of red, and the moulded parts are carved, and the cor-

nice is enriched with modillions. On the southern side the

pilasters are changed for octagonal columns set in a sort of

niche. It appears that on this side there was a road, which

was the cause of a greater richness and of variation in the

design. The portico had originally four peperino columns,

of which however only part of one on the ground near the

temple remains. The interior was adorned with stuccoed

ornaments.
Temple qf Vesta.—One of the temples to Vesta, situated

in the Forum Boarium near the banks of the Tiber. Nibby
thinks that it was constructed in the time of the Antonines.

It is of a pure Greek style, and may have been rebuilt by

Vespasian, who probably commemorated it by striking a

coin, on the reverse of which this temple is represented.

Twenty Corinthian columns, of which nineteen remain, sur-

rounded the circular cella, which was formed of masonry in

the Greek taste. These columns are of Parian marble, and
fluted; they are raised on a series of steps, most of v'^h
have been destroyed or removed. The antient entab la are

and roof are wanting, and the latter is supplied by an ugly

tile covering.

Temple qf Ceres and Proserpine.—Rebuilt by Tiberius,

and now forming part of the church of Santa Maria in Cos-

raedin, called also the Bocca della Verita, is situated almost

opposite the circular temple of Vesta. A part of the cell

constructed with large masses of travertine, and eight co-

lumns of the peristyle, remain partly walled up in the church.

The tluted white marble columns are in a good style, and of

the Composite order.

Temple tf Fortuna Kiri/t*.—Originally built by Servius

Tullius on the banks of the Tiber. It was burnt and re-

built in the time of the republic. It is of an oblong figure,

constructed of travertine stone and tufa, and stuccoed with a

fine and hard marble stucco. The hexastyle portico of the

Ionic order has been walled up between the columns, and
an engaged intercoluroniation is continued on the walls of

the cella. The temple is placed on a high moulded base-

ment, and was ascended by a flight of stem. The columns
support an entablature, the cornice is bold, and the frieze is

decorated with festoons supported by infantine figures, and
intermixed with skulls of oxen and candelabra. These are

however ill preserved. The style of the architecture is

heavy ; still the basement is a grand feature.

Temple of Fbrtune, according to Nibby, but, in the opi-

nion of Bunsen, the temple of the Vespasiani, is situated in

the Forum Romanum, on the Clivu* Capitolinus. On the

entablature is the following inscription :

—

SRNATVS POPVLVSQVK BOMANVS
1NCKNDIO CONSVMPTVM REST1TVIT.

The edifice now consists of a rude Ionic hexastyle portico

of granite columns, two of which are returned on the flank,

and so badly restored from the ruins of the former temple,

that in one instance part of the shaft from the base is placed

under a capital. The ba»es, capitals, and the entablature

are of while marble. The internal part of the frieze is

ornamented, but this appears to have been some of the old

raojHjnry used in the rebuilding. The portico and temple
were placed on a high basement of travertine, which was
covered with a veuoer of marble, aud in front there was a
flight of steps

Temple of Jupiter Tonans% according to Nibby ; Ifeau

calls it the Temple qf Saturn. It is situated on thmO
Capitolinus. It was built by Augustus, and is mapptmmi
have been restored by Sept Severus and Caracalt* O
fragment of an inscription on the entablature ower Um up
columns of the angle, is read .... srrmm. Tbe par.

:

was hexastyle, of the Corinthian order, and of white L-=

marble. The columns are deeply fluted. In order to (
space, the steps are constructed between the column* a *

basement which supports them. The basement vm t»
with marble, and divided at intervals by small pttac«-

Upon the frieze are car/ed instruments of sacrifice, aat .

decorations which remain indicate that the basidan/ n
highly ornamented. Between this temple and xhmt cw
the Temple of Concord, are the ruins of a small aodirta.

which was discovered a votive altar sacred to Faoatxaa -

Younger. To the left of this temple are some chtiaUn 1

front of which was a portico of cipoUino marble ceHe.
of the Corinthian order ; the capitals are however ad*^-
with victories and trophies. From an inscription oc -j

entablature of the portico, these chambers appear to av
contained the statues of the Dii Consentea, replaced ?

Vettius Agorius, prefect of Rome, ad. 360. Nibby cje.

ders this building to have been originally constructs! *-

Hadrian. It was burnt in the reign of Commodes, and -

stored by Septimius Severus. Bunsen calls it * Port'-
Clivi et Schola Xantha.' (See the Plan qf the /bm. *

Bunsen.)
Temple of Concord, The site only of this temple rem**

near the temple of Jupiter Tonans. Of this famous K_*.

ing there remain only the ruins of the cella, which wms .-

ginally covered with giallo antico and pavoumzzetta. T«
pavement was formed of slabs of the same material &.

numerous fragments discovered in the late exeavit—*
prove that it was profusely enriched with ornamental ca-

ings and statues, and that it was also destroyed bv t-

Owing to the narrow site on which it was placed* the re-

was wider than the portico.
*

Temple ofAntoninus Pius is in the Forum of Antoncm
now the Piazza della Ptetra, and at a short distance t--z

the Column of M. Aurelius Antoninus. Eleven Urr
Corinthian columns, which are much injured, remain oa u-

nortn side, and support a white marble architrave ; the »
of the entablature, being much ruined, was restored v.
stucco. The columns have been walled together, and ixz

the front of the present Custom-house, in the court of wl
there are several fragments of vaulting adorned with •*:-

pannels. A representation of the portico with a peduar-:

belonging probably to this temple, appears on a large bra*
coin, from which it appears to have been decasfrta Ai

octastyle portico with a pediment appears on silver and bn»
coins of the same emperor, and most probably repress**

another temple belonging to the Autonine Forum.
Temple qfAntoninus and Faustina. Erected by the sreair

to the emperor and his wife in the Forum Romanum. T»
two sides of the cella of Peperino, once clothed with mart-
remain, as well as the magnificent marble entablature v-r

them. The hexastyle portico, with the return columns of ta?

Corinthian order, each of one single piece of Carrstna *

cipollino marble, still supports a considerable part ci :*

entablature. In the frieze are griffins, candelabra, t>
other ornaments, in a fine style of art The ascent to ti*

temple was antiently by a flight of twenty-one stem; v-
on the entablature of the portico is cut the dedicatory it

scription to Antoninus and Faustina. The columns, tbr.
were once partly buried, have been cleared of the surrooo^
ing earth. On the ruins of the cella has been erected &
church of San Lorenzo in Miranda. A representatioa «

this temple, with its steps, statues, and pediment, ts gnr*.

in a coin, published in Bunnell's ' Forum Romanum.'
Temple qfRomulus and Remus, called by Bunsen, ° J&t

Penatium.* A circular temple in the Forum Romanum, nr»
the temple of Antoninus and Faustina, erected, arcordic:
to Nibby, at a period when art was in its decline. Ii o
however probable that the circular building belongs to si

earlier period than he would assign to it. In the jeer by.
this building was used as a vestibule to the church of S>
Cosmo and Damiano, erected by Felix IV. Urban VI 11

applied the present Etruscan brotise door, found at Pr
rugia, and placed the two antique porphyry columns* wxi
their entablatures, in their present situations. This pm
of architecture stood originally a ' * to the left of u>

Bunsen *•*present entrance. in ni» pUn «f
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tvo cipollino columns, half buried, and standing near the
M&es Penatium ; one is without a capital, and the other
has a capital and part of an entablature showing a return,
as if they were decorative columns of an enclosure, like
that of the temple of Minerva in the Forum of Nerva.
Temple of Peace, called also the Basilica of Constantino,

was built by Maxentius, on the antient site of the Horrea
Rperatoria, and after his death dedicated by Constantino.
This edifice.Vbich consisted ofthree naves, has the northern-
most still in good preservation, and divided into three great
arches, embracing the whole length of the nave. The centre
arch, at a later period, was altered into the form of a
tribune. The vaultings of all three are decorated with
enormous sunk panneb and stuccoed ornaments, and the
vails with niches. The southernmost nave was similar, but
without a tribune. All except the indications of the piers
have disappeared, as well as the great centre nave, at the
extremity of which was the principal tribune, of which
there are only a few fragments of the vaulted ceiling on
the ground. High up in the piers there are still some
fragments of the great marble cornice, which was sup-
ported by eight marble columns, one of which, still stand-
ing in the time of Paul V., was removed to the piazza
of Santa Maria Maggiore. It is of white marble, of the
Corinthian order, and fluted, eighteen Roman feet in cir-

cumference and forty-eight high. Winding brick staircases

led up to the roof; one is still almost entire. The building
was 300 feet long and 220 feet wide. The principal facade
freed the Colosseum, and part of an external arcade remains
in this direction. The pavement was of giallo antico, pa-
vonazzetto, and cipollino. At a later period this building
was converted into a Christian church, at which time an
eutrance was formed towards the Palatine, on the Via
Sacra.

Temple of Venus and Rome. Designed and built by the
emperor Hadrian, who personally directed the construction.
It suffered from fire, and was restored by Maxentius. Of
this vast building the substructions of the surrounding
olonnade and the great niches at the division of the cell a,

with some fragments of granite columns, are all that re-

main. [Roman Architecture.]
Temple of Venus and Cupid, so called, stands in what is

supposed to be the antient Horti Variani, and close to the
hurch of Santa Croce in Gerusalemme. All that remains

uf this large edifice consists of an immense niche and two
lateral walls of brick, belonging perhaps either to a great
hall or basilica. Near these ruins is a fragment of the
Claudian aqueduct.
Temple called Minerva Medica. A circular domed temple

of brick, erected probably about the time of Diocletian. It is

thought by Nibby to have been a large hall, erected in the
Liciaian gardens, which he places here. The circumference
has nine niches for statues, seven of which have been found
among the ruins at different times. It appears to have been
lined with marble and painted with stucco, though only a
part of its bare walls and dome, with the buttresses to se-

cure it against a lateral thrust, now remain. In 1828, a
Urge portion of the dome, which had been propped up with
a wooden scaffolding, fell down.

Temple of Nerva, situated in the forum of Nerva, was
consecrated by Trajan to the memory of Nerva; it was one
of the most sumptuous edifices in Rome. Only three columns
and a pilaster, partly buried in the ground, on the south
M<ie, now remain. The ornaments were in the finest style,

and the proportions of the order form a correct model
for the moderns. (See Bunsen's plan for the general
design.)

Temple of the Sun, on the terrace of the Colonna
gardens on the Quirinal hill. This temple, said to have
ndtn erected by Elagabalus, was of gigantic dimensions, of
noble masses of masonry, and highly enriched, if we may
jadgefrom the two great masses that are left—a part of an
architrave and frieze, and the angle of the pediment. The
temple was probably Corinthian, and the style, though not
decidedly bad, shows plainly that art was on the decline.

Many fragments of sculpture dug up in the gardens have
been fixed in walls at the back of these two masses. The
aite was eminently calculated for a colossal temple, as the

entire height of the building would have been visible from
most parts of Rome.
Temple of Janus no longer exists, but the site is placed,

with every appearance of probability, by Bunsen, at the

junction of the four great forums, in the immediate vicinity

of the Mamertine prison, the arch of Septimius Severus,
and the Basilica Pauli.

A temple for a long time called the Temple of Jupiter
Stator, afterwards the Gr&costasis, and lately by Bunsen,
first the Temple of Castor and Pollux, and afterwards the
Temple ofMinerva Chalcidica. It is situated in the Forum
Romanum, next to the site of a temple of Castor and Pollux.
The ruin consists of three marble Corinthian fluted columns
on an isolated basement of travertine ; the columns support
a part of the highly enriched entablature, which is in toler-

able preservation. The proportions and execution of this
fragment are the very finest, and, since the restoration or
true architecture, it has served as the great model of the
Corinthian order.

Pantheon. [Pantheon.]

Gates.

Porta Asinaria stands near the Porta S. Giovanni, which
was built in its place by Gregory XIII., and to the left cf
it on going out of the city. The antient gate is closed, and .

forms, with the walls, a picturesque brick ruin.

Porta Nomentana led formerly to Nomentum, now La-
mentana ; it stands near the more modern gate called Porta
Pia. It was built by Honorius.
Porta Solaria, built by Honorius in his new walls, and

substituted for the Porta Collina of Servius, called Salaria
from the road to which it leads. Through this gate Alaric
entered Rome, a.d. 409.

Porta Capena stands at an angle of the C®lian bill, be-
low the Villa Mattei, within the antient walls of Servius
Tullius, and at a short distance from the Porta Latina. The
walls of Honorius make a bend inwards towards this gate.

Porta Latina, now closed, stands between the Porta
Capena and the gate of San Sebastian. The present gate
was constructed by Honorius, a.d. 402, and repaired under
Justinian, a,d. 550.

Porta Appia, or S, Sebastiano, situated on the Appian
way, and built by Honorius in his extension of the Roman
walls. This gate supplied the place of the antient Porta
Capena, which was then closed. The fine semicircular brick
towers were constructed either by Belisarius or Narses.

Porta Portese, on the banks of the Tiber, in Transtevere,
built by Urban VIII., and substituted for the antient
P. Portuensis.

Porta Pinciana, situated on the Pincian, and now closed

;

originally built by Honorius, and rebuilt by Belisarius.

Porta Pia, substituted by Pius IV., for that built by
Honorius, and called Nomentana, from leading to the Via
Nomentana.
Porta S. Lorenzo, built by Honorius, a.d. 402, called

also Tiburtina from its leading to Tivoli ; it also opened out
on the Via Collatina. This gate is attached to the monument
at the junction of the three aqueducts, the Aqua Marcia,
Tepula, and Julia, which bears an inscription alluding to

the repairs made by Caracalla. The aqueduct called Marcia
is commemorated by a coin of the March, which possibly

may represent the original monument.
Porta Maggiore, situated at a spot called the 'Spes

Vetus.' Here are the antient gates of the Via Labicana
and Via Praenestina, formed by the monument of the
Claudian aqueduct. The Porta Labicana was disfigured by
Honorius, but his barbarous construction has been lately

removed, on which occasion the tomb of Eurysaces was dis-

covered in Biviis formed by the Labican and Praenestine
roads ; and at the same time there were uncovered, towards
the open country, the magnificent Praenestine and Labican
gateways, as they stood before the additions of Honorius
disfigured them. The magnificence of these gateways was
owing, in a great measure perhaps, to the circumstance of
the Claudian aqueduct passing over them. The three great
inscriptions on the attic above the gateways show, first,

that Tiberius Claudius, the emperor, brought to Rome, the

Claudian waters composed of the Ccerulean and Curtian
streams, and also the Aniene Nova. The second indicates

the restoration by Vespasian ; and the third, that by Titus.

This magnificent facade consists of two great archways, and
three piers, each decorated with two rusticated columus of

the Corinthian order, placed on a rustic basement, and sup-

porting an entablature and pediment. Above these is the

lofty attic in which are the two water-channels. This attic

is surmounted with a cornice. Severe in character, this

structure is one of the best preserved, and one of the most
imposing architectural masses in Rome. From this gate
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TOtty i,e seen the four aqueducts, Julia, Tepula, Marcia, and

Aniene Vetus.

T*->rta S. Giovanni, substituted by Gregory XIII. for the

ant lent Porta Asinaria.

l\ifta S. Panh, substituted by.Honorius for the antient

crates of Servius called Trigeminy Minucia, Navalis, and

Z^a-vrrnalis. Being built on the Via Ostiensis, it was called

also Ostiensis. The present gate was rebuilt by Belisarius,

xvho constructed it on a new level, the antient being 26

palms lower. The internal gate is older than the time of

belisarius, and is formed with a double arch.

Porta del Popolo, the chief entrance into Rome, the

Flarninian Gate, was built by Honorius on a site a little

higher up than the present gate, towards the Pincian

hill, on a slight elevation; it was removed between the

sixth ani eighth centuries to its present situation. The
name of Porta del Popolo was given to it in the fifteenth

century. Aided by Vignola, Pius IV. decorated the ex-

ternal front, after" the design of M. Angelo ; notwith-

standing these great names, the facade is neither very strik-

ing nor in very good taste. The internal decoration of this

gateway is by Bernini.

Porta Cavalleggieri and Angelica, one on each side of the

Vatican, arc of modern construction. The former is con-

sidered to bo of the architecture of San Gallo; the latter

was built by Pius IV.

Tombs.

Sepulchre of Eurysaces the Baker.—The exact date of the

construction of this monument is doubtful; it was most
probably erected betweeen 580 and 803 a.u.c. It is situated

at the junction in Biviis of the Via Labicana and the Via
Praenestina, close to the monument of the Claudian aque-
duct, which formed the majestic entrance into Rome from
these two roads.

This singular monument was imbedded in the rude con-
struction of the gate built by Honorius in front of the Clau-
dian monument ; and the upper part of the tomb was in-

jured by the new constructions. The plan of this building
is an irregular trapezoid, formed by the roads and the con-
tracted site. The elevation is divided into three parts : the
lower, or basement, of Alban masonry, is divided from the
second by a band, on which is formed the second division.

The second division is constructed with the circular stone-
mortars (mortaria) for kneading the bread, which are placed
in a perpendicular position, with flat-face piers at the angles

;

above these is a continuous band, on each of the four faces
of which is repeated the inscription,

1ST HOC MONIMENTVM MARCBI VKRGILKl EURYSACIS
PISTORIS REDEMTOR1S APPARET.

On this is the third story, in which three rows of mortars
are placed horizontally, with their circular mouths towards
the spectator, having had originally a ball of stone carved
in them to represent the dough. This story is bounded by
Pilasters at the angles with a capital in the Greek style,
he pilasters support a frieze, and there was a cornice with

a blocking course all round, and a pulvinuson two sides:
above and between the extremities of the pulvinus was a
band carved with a representation of circular loaves ; from
this band sprang a pyramidal roof, terminated with the
representation of a wicker-basket used to carry bread in. In
the principal front was a marble bas-relief representing
Eurysaces and his wife Atistia, and underneath a sarcopha-
gus with the inscription,

FV1T ATISTIA VXOR MIHEI
FEMINA OPITVMA VKIXSIT
QVOtVS CORPORIS RELIQVIAX
QVOD SVPERAXT SVNT IN

HOC PANARIO.
Within this scarcophagus was a representation of a pana-

riura, or wicker-basket, in which the ashes were deposited.
Such part of the frieze of this singular monument as
remains has the daily employment of the baker and the
business of the bakehouse sculptured upon it
Tomb of C. PMcivs Bibulus, stood originally without

the walls of Servius Tullius, at the angle formed by two
streets close to the antient Porta Ratumena.

This ruin, which is small, is of two stories, but the lower
is buried by the accumulation of soil. It stands now at the
extremity of the Corso and forms part of the external wall
of a house in the Via Marforio, and at present appears to
consist of the upper story only, decorated with four diminish-
ing pilasters, two of which are imperfect, and part of the

architrave and enriched frieze. Two tn>»l"t

scriptions are placed in the wall between iv
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loth of the figures of Victory had slaves hound underneath
them
Mausoleum ofAugustus,constructed byAugustus, between

the Via Flaminia and the banks of the Tiber, during his
sixth consulate. When it first became ruined is unknown,
but being turned into a fortress, and becoming eventually the
property of the Colonna family, it was destroyed in 1 1 67 in
a popular tumult, and became a shapeless ruin.

The building was of a circular form, 220 ancient Roman
feet in diameter, and was probably domed. Round the inner
circumference were thirteen sepulchral chambers and an
ample chamber in the centre, of which there only remains
the basement of reticulated work in tufa. In the latter part
of the last century the remains of this edifice were turned
into an amphitheatre for bull-fights and fire-works.

Two obelisks without hieroglyphics, which formerly stood
it the entrance of the Mausoleum, now adorn the piazza of
Ssota Maria Maggiore and the Quirinal.

Mausoleum of Hadrian, now called Castle of S. Angelo,
erected by Hadrian on the right bank of the Tiber, within the
gardens of Domitia. This building consists of a circular

tower whoee present diameter is 188 feet, placed on a quadri-
lateral basement, each side of which is 253 feet. It was
once highlv decorated, but no vestiges of the decorative part

remain. Procopius, who described it in the sixth century,
before it was injured, says it was built of Parian marble,
and adorned wiih statues, both of men and horses, of the
same material. (Goth., lib. i ) Between the time of the re-

building of the walls of Rome by Honorius and the Gothic
w, it appears to have been already turned into a fortress,

but without injury to the decorations. During the wars with
the Goths, the Romans, being shut up in the building, were
reduced to the necessity of throwing down the statues on
tlieir besiegers. In the tenth century it was fortified by a
certain Crescenzio, and afterwards increased in extent and
strengthened by the popes Nicholas V., Alexander VI., and
Urban VIII., the last assisted by Bernini. The antient
doorway, recently opened, is situated immediately in front

ul the bridge ; at the same time the antient spiral-way

which led to the sepulchral chambers was discovered. This
rose with a gentle inclination to the summit of the build-
ing

; part of the white mosaic floor with which the way was
paved is still remaining.

Columbaria. m
Between the temple of Minerva Medica and the Porta

Maggiore are two columbaria, or tombs. The first, to the

memory of Lucius Arruntius, consul under Augustus (ad. 7),

consists of two small chambers, in one of which are some
small cinerary urns; and in the other, some pictures on the
ceding, and some small figures and ornaments of stucco.

The second consists of one chamber.
Columbarium in the Villa Doria Pamfili. This colum-

barium, the general plan of which was tolerably well pre-

served in 1829, consisted of several small chambers irregu-

larly disposed. It has however been lately destroyed. 1 he
plan measured by W. B. Clarke, architect, was published in

the 'Libiary ofEntertainingKnowledge—Townley Marbles.'

Columbarium ofCneiusBtmponius Hylas andofPomponia
Vitalina stands in the same vineyard which contains the

tomb of Scipio. The small urns and tablets in their several

niches appear to belong to a period from the age of Augustus
to the time of the Antonines. This columbarium is filled

with niches with their ollae and lapidary inscriptions, and is

partially decorated with arabesques.

Tomb in the Vigna di Luzzano, at a short distance from
the Porta Pia, and without the walls. The date is uncertain.

Tbe square chamber of fine travertine masonry surmounted
with a cornice it in high preservation, and also the three

i»arble sarcophagi of the interior, which are highly enriched
with bas reliefs, and contain skeletons. The upper part,

*bich was probably circular, has entirely disappeared, and
tbe preservation of its base was entirely owing to its having
been buried.

Bridges,

Bms Aeltus, now Ponte S. Angelo, crosses the Tiber
•mmediateiy oppose the Mausoleum of Hadrian, now the

Castle of 8. Angelo. It was constructed by Hadrian as an
entrance to his mausoleum and the gardens of Domitia,
ebieh were much frequented by him, and in which he also

boilt bts circus. The whole of this bridge is ancient except
tat parapets, some trifling restorations of masonry, and a
null arch on the side of the Castle of S. Angelo. The

P. C, No. 1243.

bridge consists of three large arches and twa small arches,
with buttresses attached to the piers and starlings pro-
jecting beyond them. It was restored bv Nicholas V. in
1450, and the Clements VII. and IX. decorated it with
modern statues. Clement IX. added the parapet.

Pons Milvius, now Ponte Molle, on the Flarainian way,
rather more than a mile from the city. It was antientty
called not only Milvius, but Mulvius and Molvius. The
construction is attributed to iEmilius Scaurua. about the
middle of the seventh century of Rome. According to Livy
(xxvii., c. 51 ), there must have been a bridge here at least a
century earlier. A part only of the bridge is antient ; Ni-
cholas V. restored it in the middle of the fifteenth century
up to which period the extremities consisted of wooden
drawbridges.

Pons Sublicius, or Sublician Bridge, first erected by
Ancus Marcius, of wood, wa3 destroyed by an inundation in
the time of Augustus, and rebuilt of stone by M. iEmilius
Lepidus, the censor, an event which is commemorated in a
coin of the jEmilii. From this circumstance it took the
name of /Emilion. It was restored by Antoninus Pius,
and in little more than six centuries after was destroyed by
a great inundation of the 'liber during the reign of Pope
Adrian I. What remained of it after this was removed, in

1454, to make cannon balls, and nothing but the rubble
basements of the piers are visible u hen the water is low.

From the coin it appears to have consisted of three arches,

and was adorned with an equestrian statue of the censor.

Pons Fabricius, built by Fabricius, the Curator Viorum,
A.u.c. 690 ; connects the city with the Isola Tiiurtina, and
is the best preserved of the antient Roman bridges.

Pons Gratianus is a continuation of the Pons Fabricius,

connecting the Isola Tiburlina with Transtevere. It was
constructed about a.d. 367, during the reigns of the empe-
rors Valeutinian and Gratian, from whom it derives its name.
Jbns Janiculensis, now Ponte Sisio, connecting Trans-

tevere with the city above the Fabrician bridge. It appears
to have been called Janiculensis under the emperors, and
to have been restored by one of them. It was ruined in the

middle ages, and reconstructed under Sixtus IV. in 1774 by
Baccio Pintelli.

Pons Palatums or Senatorius, now called Ponte Rotto,

was below the Fabrician and Gratian bridges, and above
the Sublician; only three arches of it remain, on the Trans-
tevere side. It was first built by P. Cornelius Scipio Afri-

canus, and was repaired by Augustus. It was a very

handsome bridge, and had a roof supported by marble
columns. Being carried off by a great flood, it was rebuilt

by Pope Pius HI., and again by Gregory XIII. in 1575;
after which it broke down, and has not been repaired since.

T\ms Triumphalis, called also Pints Vaticanus, was con-

structed in a bend of the river near the Vatican. It is con-

jectured^ to have been built by Caligula or Nero as a means
of easy access to their gardens on the Vatican. It appears

to have been ruined about the fifih century : some remains
of the rubble piers of this bridge may be seen when the

water is low.

Theatres and Amphitheatres.
Theatre of Pumpey, built by and named after Pompey

the Great, occupied the space circumscribed by the palace

called Pio, the Campo di Fiore, and the streets called

Chiavari and Giupponari. Under tbe palace there are some
ruins of this edifice.

Theatre of Marcellus, built by Augustus, and dedicated

to Marcellus, son of Oct aria, his sister, in honour of whom
he named the portico attached to this theatre. This was
the second solid theatre conducted in Rome, and consisted

of three orders, the upper of which is entirely lost. The
remains of this building are in the Piazza Montanara, and
a small part near the entrance to the Palazzo Orsini. A
small portion of the curved part of the theatre shows the

remains of two orders of architectuie, the Doric and Ionic,

both in a bad state of preservation. The highest order

above the Ionic is supplied by the upper story of the mo-
dern dwellings, which are formed in the antient curved front

of the theatre. The style of the architecture is much su-

perior to that of the Colosseum, and was the Palladian

model of the Roman Doric and Ionic orders.

Flavian Amphitheatre, or Colosseum, commenced by
Vespasian, in the last year of his life, on the site of the

great pond formed by Nero within the extent of his Domus
Aurea. [Amphitbeatre.J
~ Amphitheatre called Castrensii, a small brick araplu-
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theatre, at what time erected is unknown, but probably, if

we may judge from the style of brickwork, in the first

century of the Christian ssra. It originally stood without

the walls of 8ervius Tullius, but during the reign of Ho-
norius it was employed to form part of the new enclosure,

and the arches were filled up. On the inside the form of a

semi-ellipse on its greaiest axis is all that can be discerned

;

but externally the engaged Corinthian columns of the lower

order, with their brick capitals, are well preserved ; of the

upper order there only remain a pilaster and part of an
arch. During some excavations made here, an Egvptiao

statue, and some pieces of marble with which the ainphi*

theatre was decorated, were discovered.

Arches.

Arch of Titus stands near the ruins of the temple of

Venus and Rome. On the side facing the Colosseum is a

finely cut inscription on the attic

:

9ENATVS . POPVLVSQV1 BOMANTS.
DIVO . TITO . D1VI . VESPAS1 ANI . F

VE9PA8IANO. AVG.
Erected by Domitian, in honour of Titus, and to com-

memorate t lie great event of the conquest of Jerusalem.

It is of Pentelic marble, and of an elegant design, but with

only one arch. On each side were fluted columas of the

composite order, of which only two on each side, and these

imperfect, are antique; the rest of the arch was restored

by Pius VII. On the sides of the piers under the arch,

which is highly decorated, are two very fine bas-reliefs,

illustrating the victory of Titus over the' Jews. In one of

them is represented the golden table, the trumpets and
horns of silver, and the golden candlestick with its branches.

The triumph of Titus is represented also on the frieie on
the outside of the arch.

Arch of Septimius Sepsrus, erected a.d. 205, by the se-

nate and Roman people, in honour of Septimius Severus,

and his sons Caracal la and Gel a, for their victories over the

Parthians, the Arabsythe Adiaueni, and other oriental na-

tions. In the long inscription on the attic may be recog-

nised the erasure made by Caracalla when he changed the

expression, et . p . septimio . l . f . qmtm . nob . cmsARi, for

p.p.opTiMis .FORTisstMis.QVK. PRtNCtPtBVs. The arch

is of IVntelic marble, with archways and transverse arch-

ways through the piers of the centre arch. Each front is

decorated with four fluted columns, and a series of bas-

reliefs, which, though not of a high order, are highly inte-

resting as a picture of the modes ofwarfare and the com-
missariat of a Roman army. From a medal of Severus
and Caracalla, it appears that the attic of the arch was deco-
rated wilh a chariot drawn by six horses, and in the chariot

was placed the emperor between his two sons : on each side

of the car was a soldier on foot and a soldier on horseback.

The whole of the mouldings and the vaulting are highly

enriched with carved ornaments. An accumulation of earth

had half buried this monument when it was first excavated
bv Pius VII.. and afterwards by Leo XII., Pius VII., and
Giegory XIV.

Arch of Constantino, erected in commemoration of bis

great victory over Maxentius, stands near the Mela Sudans,
and fronting the Colosseum. Formed with three archways,
adorned with four beautiful columns of giallo antico on
each side, and enriched with many fine bas-reliefs and statues,

as well a* with specimens of art of indifferent workmanship,
it shows the decline of art at that period. The fine parts

are supposed to Iwive been taken from a triumphal arch
erected to Trajan, the situation of which is unknown. It is

also possible that some might have been taken from the forum
of Trajan. The statues of the Dacian prisoners are probably
taken from an arch of Trajan. Above the attic was a
triumphal quadriga. The arch remained partially buried
until it was excavated by Pius VII., who enclosed the base-
ment within a circular wall. During the reigns of bis sue-

sors lite whole of the surrounding earth has been removed,
so that the roadway now passes under it.

Arch of DoiadeUa. This single arch of travertine was
constructed ad. 19, by the consuls Publius Cornelius Dola-
bella in id Caius Junius 8 1Ian us. It stands near the church
of S. Giovanni and Paolo, and is thought to have been the en-
trance to the Campus Martialis, where the Equina, or eques-
trian game* in honour of Mars, were celebrated, when the

Cainpu* Martius was inundated by the Tiber. This cam-

ru»
stands immediately to the left after passing theopeniug.

t is Hanked on the west by a magnificent substruction of

large niches belonging to the Nympbstom of Nat* and

Temple of Claudius. Nero took advantage of tbe arch of

Dolabel la, and passed his aqueduct over it, tlte arch of

which is still extant.

Arch of Gallienus, upon the site of the R»qud>ne> g»ie.

dedicated to Gal lienus and 8alonina, by Marcos Aureln.*
Victor. The gate is formed of a single arch, adorned » iih

four pilasters, and flanked with two buttresses, a pari <J

one of which remains on the aide towards the cburrh <A

Santa Maria Maggiore. The structure is formed of btrc*

blocks of travertine, and is of a plain snd simple but not a

bad style of architecture

Arch of Drusus, erected across the Appian wav, clot* H
the gate of St. Sebastian, by the senate, to Claudius Nctw
Drusus, father of the emperor Claudius. It oomnats of on*
arch only, adorned on each side with twe marble column* •{

the composite order ; above the entablature are tbe retaauw
of a pediment, and there was also an attic Cararalla u**d
the arch as part of the line of his aqueduct for Ins 7 bertnm
An extant coin gi%es a faithful representation of lbs* arch

when perfect. Excavations have lately been made ro*f*d

this building. The arch appears to have been v**ie*red

with marblo ; but tbe cornices were formed of solid blocks

of thst material.

Arch of Janus Quadrifrons, situated in the VsUsron

:

the exact date of its erection is unknown, but from its de-

based style and want of simplicity, it may be attributed to a
period after Sept imius Severus. The form is square; J»4
palms on each face, with a large arch in each front, forming
an open vaulted space. In each of the piers supporting the
srch are twelve niches in two rows, between which sen
small columns as a decoration forming a double order. Tbe
construction is formed of large blocks of while marble. Taw
upper part is ruined, and it was held by the Frangipnm as a

fortres* during the civil wsrs.

Arch of Sbjttimtus Severn*, commonly called tbe Arab uf

the Goldsmiths, is situated also in tbe Velabrum. and de»e
to the arch of J«nus. This small structore. in a asiie

which shows the decadence of art, is highly ettrtchsd. and
consists of a single opening, square in form, and supported
on broad pilasters filled with ornament. The following in-

scription shows it to have been erected by the bankers a*d
dealers of the Forum Boarium, in honour of Seftisnias

Severus, Julia Dorona, his wife, and Caracalla :—
IMP. CAES. J.. SEPTIMIO. SKVERO . PIO . PERT INACL A*C
ARABIC ADIABKNIC. PARTH1C. MAX. FORTISSIMO . Fill-

CISS1MO.
PONT. MAX. TRIB. POTEST. XII. IMP. XI. COS. III. PATSX

PATRIAE . ET.

IMP. CAES. M. AVRELtO . ANTONINO . PIO . FEX1CI . AT&.
TRIB. POTEST. VII. COS. 111.

FORTISSIMO . FELICtSStMOQUE . PRINC1P1 . P. P. PROCOS. RT-

IVLIAE. AVG. MATRI. AVG. N. ET. CASTRORVM . ET . Sl~

NATV8. ET . PATRIAE . ET . IMP. CAES.
M. AVRELIt . ANTON1M . Pll . FEL1CIS . AVG
PARTHICI. MAXIMI. BR1TANNIC1. MAX1MI.
ARGENTAR1I . ET . NEGOTIANTS* . BOAR!! . HVIVS . LOO .

QVI. INVBHBNT . DEVOTI . KVM1NI . RORVM.
The name of Geta was originally in the dedication* U»t

his name was erased after his death.

Coiuwms.

Column of M. Aureiius Antoninus, in tbe PiassnCoUana
[Antoninb Column.]
Cotunm of Antoninns Pius was discovered on the M*««t

Citorio, in the house of the Mission, in 17*9. It was of a
single piece of red granite, and had a white marble pede»uL
now in the Vatican, representing a)to»reItefc, with tbe m-
senption:

DIVO ANTONINO AVOVSTO PtO
ANTONINVS AVGVSTVS IT
VERVS AVGVSTVS F1LII.

The shaft was fS Roman palms long, and was used te

restore the obelisks erected by Pius VI. This culamo,
which is represented on the coins of Antoninus Prus* was
enclosed with a fence, and most probably stood within the
forum of Antoninus Pius, adjoining that of Auralina, as dd
also the temple called the Temple of Antoninus Pins.
Column of Trajan, formed of 34 pieces of waste aeeresst

situated in the forum of Trajan, and erected by that ens-
pen r as a decoration to ate great forum. The height issii
seats the height of the Qunrinal cut away and rasnoved mm
the level ekwof his foram, and it stated in the
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tfBNATVS . POPVLVSQVB ROMAftVS.

IMP. CAESAR! . DIVI . NKRVAB . F NKRVAE
TRAJANO .AVO. GERM. DACICO PONTIF.

MAXIMO. TRIE. POT. XVII. IMP VI. COS. VI. PP.

AD . DBCLARANDVM . QVAHTAE . ALTITVDINIS.
MOWS. BT . LOCVS . TANTIS OPBRIBVS

SIT *A'9TTS.
This column, admirable both for its proportion and for

the design and execution of the bas-reliefs and ornaments,
wh«h are in the best taste, was the receptacle for the ashes

of Trajan. The spiral bas-reliefs do not destroy the line of

the shaft by their projection, as in the column of Marcus
*Aurehtis, called the Antonine column. The Trajan column
n with few exceptions, in a high state of preservation. A
tittae of 8t Peter is placed on the pedestal at its summit,
sod it is ascended by a spiral staircase.

Coktmn nf Phocas, erected in the Forum Romanum by the

Btarch Smaragdus to the emperor Phocas, a.d. 608, according

to an inscription on the pedestal.

The erasure of the name of Phocas, made by Heraclius, is

discernible on the pedestal of the fluted Corinthian column,
which is of a much earlier date, probubly of the time of the

Antonine*. On the top of the capital there was a gilt statue

of the emperor. The pedestal is placed on a flight of steps

of a bad construction, from which it is, evident that the

column warn taken from some other structure.

Forums,

Forum qf Nerva, situated near the Forum Romauum,
wnrmeneed by Domitian, and dedicated to Pallas. It was
however terminated by Nerva. It received the names of

Trtntitorium and Pervium, from its being a passage-way to

other flora. Two fluted columns of the Corinthian order,

half buried in the ground, with a rich entablature and attic

mer them, adorned with a bas-relief of Pallas or Home,
furmed part of the internal decoration of the inclosure of the

temple of Minerva. A large part of an irregular line of wall

belonging to this forum is remarkable for its height and
massive masonry of Travertino, set without cement. It is

highly probable that the wall is much more antient than the

due of the formation of the forum by Domitian and Nerva.
Through this wall there is an antient archway with the

matonry cut diagonally. See the plan of the Forum, by
tfunsen. for the extent and position of this forum.

Forum of Trajan, adjoining the forum of Nerva. (See

Bunjen'i Plan.) Of this extensive forum only the Oochlide

culiimn and port of the Basilica Ulpia can be seen ; the rest

of the site is buried under the adjacent streets and houses.

The earth round the pedestal of the column was excavated

in 1590, during the pontificate of Sixtus V. ; and Pius VII.

in 1813 and 1813 caused the present area to be formed by the

removal of the houses arid excavation of the site of part of

the Basilica. The columns are of grey granite, ana have
been replaced in their respective situations. The site of the

steps and pedestals at their entrance may be distinguished,

and numerous fragments of marble capitals, entablatures,

and ornaments are ranged round the area.

Miscellaneous.

Mamertine and Tullian Piisons, situated near the

Capitol, close to the forum, built prior to the reign of Servius

Tulhus, and enlarged by him. Part of the front, forty- five

feet long and eighteen high, is constructed with large blocks

of tufa without cement ; a part is also buried in the earth.

C. V1B1VS. C. F. RVFINVS M. COCCKIVS .. . lffcRVA. COS. IX.

s. c repaired this edifice in the reign of Tiberius, a. p. 22.

The prison was divided into two floors, and the round hole

through which criminals were dropped into the lower prison

still exists.

Tubulariwn and Mrarivm Sanctius, place for the public

archives and treasure, constructed on the side of the Capitol,

by Quintus Lutatius Catulus. The inscription referred to

by Nardini after Potrgio is :—
Q. LTTATIVS . Q. F. Q. N. CATVLVS . COS.

STBSTRVCTIOtfEM . ET . TABVLARtVM . S. S.

FACIENDVM . COERAVIT.
(See Pian of Rome, by Bunsen.)

SrptitolivyTu commonly called the Sette 8ale, Is near the

baths of tltus. enlarged by Trajan. It is a large brick ruin,

sod tear be classed among the Piscinss, or reservoirs. It is

thought to be older than the time of Titus, though it was
applied to the use of his baths. It consists of two floors, the

bnrerof which is buried in the ground ; the upper is divided

fttotrme chambers, with the opening from one to the other

ft adiagonal hue. The construction is very solid. .

Cloaca Maxima, said to have been constructed by Tar*
quinius Priscus. Two parts of this cloaca only are visible,

one near the arch of Janus Quadrifrons and the other on
the Tiber near the temple of Vesta. [Cloaca]

Praetorian Camp, built by Sejunus, in the reign of Ti-
berius, without the walls of Servius, to the north-east of
Rome, and dismantled by Constantine the Great. Three
sides of the walled enclosure of a rectangular figure were
joined by Hooorius to his new walls, and form a large rec*
tangled recess on the plan of Rome. The appearance of the
leading features of the camp may be collected from a gold
coin of Claudius.

Meta Sudan*, a fountain placed at the point of junction
of four antient regions, the second, third, sixth, and tenth,
and within a short distance of the Colosseum. It appears
to have been at least as old as the time of Nero, and was
reconstructed by Domitian in the form of a cone, in the
centre of a circular basin 80 Roman feet in diameter. This
brick rim has been entirely divested of its marble covering
and ornaments; the water came out in a jet from the top;
a representation of it appears on the coins bearing the im-
press of the Flavian amphitheatre. In the coin there are
two large figures : one may probably represent the colossal

statue removed here first by Vespasian and afterwards re-
moved by Hadrian. The gladiators of the amphitheatre
are said to have washed themselves at this fountain.

Pbrtico of Oetavia, built by Augustus, near the theatre
of Marcell us, as a place of refuge for the spectators in the
theatre from a storm. The portico, which was burnt, pro-
bably in the reign of Titus, was restored by the emperors
Septimius Severus and Caracalla.

The ruin consists of one of the principal entrances only,
which had two fronts similar in design and proportion ; each
front was adorned with four fluted Corinthian columns of
white marble and two pilasters, supporting an entablature
and pediment. Several columns of Cipolmo and Carystian
marble are walled into the houses of the fish-market, which
is its present destination.

The restoration by Septimius Severus may easily be dis-

tinguished. A large brick arch and brick piers have been
constructed to support the entablature ruined by the fire;

some other remains of brick arches clearly indicate, from the
difference in construction, the restoration. The style of the
original building is bold, simple, and worthy of the Augustan
age. A part of the portico is now used as a church.

Palace of the Ctesars, commenced by Augustus C»sar,
on the site of the house of Hortensius, the orator, and
of Catiline. Augustus added to the original dwelling
of Hortensius a temple dedicated to Apollo, with a portico

of Numidian columns, and also a library. This palace, w ith

its posterior additions, was distinguished by the name of
• Domus Augustana.' It was extended by Tiberius, towards
the Velabrum, to the extremity of the hill. This part, in

contradistinction to the Domus Augustana, was called
• Domus Tiberiana.' It was increased towards the forum
by Caligula, and united to the Capitol bya bridge, which
was afterwards destroyed by Claudius. The Palatine not
being sufficient for Nero, he extended the palace of the

Cttsars over the whole of the plain between it, the Ceclius,

and the Esquiline, and a part even of the Esquiline itself,

thus uniting the palace with the gardens of Maecenas.
This extensive palace having been destroyed by the great

fire of Rome in the reign of Nero, it was rebuilt by him
in a sumptuous style, and called the Domus Aurea. After
having suffered many changes and mutilations during the
reigns of successive emperors, it was much injured at the

sacking of Rome by the Vandals. Yet Heraclius inhabi;ed

it in the seventh century, and in the time of Pope Con
stan tine, in the beginning of the eighth century, the greater

part of it was standing. Extensive remains of the sub-

structions and some of the corridors still exist, especially

towards the Circus Maximus. A rude colou/ed drawing
in the print room of the British Museum, among the folios

of original drawings, represents a portion of a triple- storied

colonnade, as it stood in the seventeenth century. The
ruins of the palace of the Ca?sars stood in what is now
called the Orti Famesiani, and here may be recognised tho

position of apart of the palace of Augustus, of that of Tibe-

rius, of Caligula, and of Nero. The most extensive parts

of the ruins are the foundations and basements which sus-

tained the external porticos, and the basements of the oihv r

parts of the palace, which from time to time was enlnrur \

Ou the higher part of the bill may be seen considerable re
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mains of tlie famous Palatini library, built by Augustus,

and tho magnificent temple of Apollo connected with it, and
built after the victory of Actiuro. Towards the Circus

Maximus are the foundations of the theatre built by Cali-

gula, in the palace which he joined on to the front of the

house of Augustus. Near the temple of Apollo, but below

it, thero are two small chambers, called the baths of Livia,

which are very woll preserved, and the painting and gilding

are in good taste.

Villa qfihe Quinttlii, extensive ruins, at the distance of

five miles from Rome, on the Via Latina, hitherto called

'Ruins of the Pagus Lemonius.* This villa was built by

the Quint ilii, who were destroyed by Commodus. The
inscription on the leaden pipes dug up in the villa contains

tho name of the Quintilii. Among the ruins, which apnear

to have been enlarged or restored about the close of the

third or beginning of the fourth century, may be distin-

guished an amphitheatre, two magnificent bathing-halls, an
aqueduct, and a fountain.

Fountain of Egeria, erroneously so called, is a chamber,
situated in a valley about a mile from the Porta Latina,

and at a short distance from the Via Latina. It appears

from its construction to be a combination of reticulated with

lateral work, and to be about the ape of Vespasian. It is a

chamber which contains eleven niches. The pavement was
of serpentine ; the lower part of the walls was once adorned

with verde antique, and the niches were lined with white

marble, with margins of rosso antico. All these embellish-

ments are gone, and there is only a mutilated recumbent
statue at the extremity of the chamber. A small spring of

water still oozes from this building.

Curia Hostilia, on the southern side of the Forum.
Thiee walls only of this building remain ; they were ori-

ginally covered with marble, and the facade was probably

decorated with columns.
Milliarium Aureum. close to the arch of Septimius Seve-

rus, in the Forum Romauum. On the left, looking towards

the Capitol, is a circular terminal, placed on a circular base-

ment lined with marble.

Circus Maximus, situated in the valley at the south side

of the Palatine hill, was founded by Taiquinius Priscus,

and restored and enlarged by Julius Cscsar. Augustus
erected the obelisk of the spina. It was.burnt in the great

fire of Rome under Nero. Vespasian restored and perhaps
enlarged it. Trajan embellished it, and under Constantino
the Great it was again repaired and beautified, and his son
Constantius erected the second obelisk. Of this vast edifice

the general form only is distinguishable in the vineyard iu

which it now stands.

Circus ofRomulus, commonly called the circus ofCaracalla

[Circus], is adjoining to the temple of Romulus, and is of
the same style of brick construction. This circus was con-
secrated by Maxentius, ad. 311, according to the inscrip-

tion upon it

Topography of Antient Rome.

It is universally admitted that the part of Rome which
was said to have been built by Romulus, occupied the Pala-
tine hill on the eastern side of the Tiber. This town on the
hill was, according to the custom of the Latins (Goitling,

Geschichte der Rom. Staatsverfassung% p. 17), built in a
squaro form, whence it is called Roma Quadrata (Fest., s.

v.; Dionys. Hal., i. 8fc): it was intersected by two main
streets, one running from north to south, the other from
east to west. The point at which these streets intersected

each other was called gruma, or groma (from which perhaps
the name Roma was formed), and sometimes mundus.
This spot, which itself formed a square, existed till a very-

late period, and was surrounded by a wall. This original

Roma is generally supposed to have bad three gates: 1,

Porte Mucionis, or Mugonta, at the northern extremity of
the hill, which looked towards the northern part of the

Forum Romanum; 2, Porta Romanul a, or Romans; and
3, the Porta Janualis. The Pomerium, that is, the precincts

within which auguria could be taken, ran, according to

Gellius (xiii. 14, 2) round the foot of the hill; but it seems
to have been extended even before the union of Rome
with aiiy of the neighbouring places, for, according to the
description of Tacitus (Anna!., xii. 24), the Pomerium em-
braced not only the sides of the lull, but a considerable por-

tion of the adjoining plain. It ran from the Forum
Boarium through tho valley of the Circus Maxim us, in-

cluding the Aja Maxima, to toe Ara Const, along the foot

of the Palatine as far as the Curia? Veteres,
the Therm© Tiajani. From thence it proceeded along to

top of the Velia to the chapel of the Lares, subaeqaenily *•

Arch of Titus; it then crossed the valley between Use Ce
lius, the Carinso, and the Velia. The space from thus Ik.

mentioned place to the point from which it commenrsd. *>*>

bequently the Forum Romanum, through which do ban
mentioned, was then a lake or swamp. (Kiebukr, BuL •

Rome, i. 288.) The town itself which had about tbe sss*

extent as the Pomerium, was probably surrounded b« i

wall and a narrow ditch. Towards the Capitoiine and m
Aventine respectively it was surrounded by swwaeas u
ponds. Between the Palatine and Calius the valley eat t
so deep, and it contained a long traet of elevated gun.
called the Velia, on which aide the town, being ear I

access, required fortifications.

As early as the time of Romulus, Etruscan eettleas
existed on the Calian hill, and extended over Mod* Coeu
and Oppius, which are parts of the Esquiline. Wim -

these Etruscans lived in open villages or fortified pkun .

unknown ; but we learn from Varro that tbey were rr=

polled by the Romans to abandon their seats on the u
and to descend into the plains between the Cselius aa*

1

a.

Esquiline, whence the Vicus Tuscus in thai datati *

rived its name. The principal of these Etruscan Mo-
ments was, according to the well-known hyposhes*
Niebuhr; called Lucerum.
The three hills north of the Palatine, that is. the Qv

nal, Viroinol, and Capitoiine, were occupied by Ssaen.

and tbe last of these hills was their citadel. Their tow* r

the Quirinal was, according to Niebuhr* called Qu^*
When the Latin and Sabine towns became united, tke n
leys between the hills must have been drained, aoi >
cloaca) by which this was effected belong to the est*
architectural remains of Rome. (Niebuhr, i. 391, ct -a
The valley between the Palatine and Capitoiine wa* »
apart as the place of meeting for the two naUooa <C*»
tium and Forum Romanum), and the boundary bctm
the territories of tbe two towns was probably marked fci -j

Via Sacra, which came down from tbe top of tbe Yeba -
between the Quirinal and the Palatine, and then makut*
bend proceeded between the latter hill and the Csp^- -

as far as the temple of Vesta, whence it turned right scy-

the Comitium towards the gate of tbe Palatine.
The Seven Hills inhabited by these three different uu*-

were united into one town, and surrounded by asii »

king Servius Tullius. Tho Pomerium had been exwi-
with the increase of the ci'y, but the Aventine, i\< c
included in the new wall, did not lie within the I\jn*rc
and it continued to be chiefly inhabited by plebeians Ha
it is not mentioned among the districts of the city by Vs.-.

who calls them Palatiuro, Velia, Cerinalus, CsbIws, J/

gutal, Oppius, and Cispius. All these were w/itiun the :«*

Pomerium. Ccrmalus was tbe spot at the foot of tbe rV>
tine, where the Lupercal and tho Fieus Runiinabs »rv
and where in early times, when the waters were lnca»i>
ground was flooded from the Velabrum. Tbe Fagur*!**
according to Niebuhr, the wide plain between tbe Fife**
and the Cselius-Septisonium and the Colosseum. TV**
fortification consisted in some places of a wall, probaUv **

tower* at certain intervals ; in other places the steep w^*
the hills rendered artificial fortifications unnecessary t-~

instance, on the western side of the Capitoiine. Tbe t*r?
eastern part from the Collino to the Esouiline gate, art**

eighths of a mile in length, was fortified by a wall, or tatW
mound. From the border of a moat 100 feet broad sc-J

feet deep, was raised a wall 50 feet wide and above (a b^t
faced towards tbe moat with flagstones, and tlankrd •

towers. (Niebuhr, L, p. 394, &c.) Traces of this Re-
work are still visible. From the Colline gate the wmil r-

in a south-west direction along the skirts of the Qo»ni—
then turned off to the western side of the Capitoiine. *=

proceeded along this hill through the low grounds bvt»tu
tbe Palatine and the river towards the northern noun *

the Aventine. It then ran along the western and seu.hm
sides of the Aventine, crossed the valley between this W-
and Monte San Balbina, part ofwhich was enclosed tow* *

the southern skirts of Caelius, and after running *i* *

them, it proceeded in a northern direction towards the E-
quiline gate at the southern extremity of the great moer-
The gates of this wall, as far as they can be eacertauvv
were :— 1 , Porta Salutaris. 2, Porta Sangualts : both led fees

the Campus lieruua to the QuirinaL On tbe ***** **k
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lay ifoWbly—3» Porta Fontinalis, from which, in the time

of Urn Republic, an arcade led to the altar of Mars in the

Gunput Martius. 4, Porta Ratumena, probably on the

Dorthern tide of the Capitolme, and likewise leading to the

Campus-Martius. 5, Porta Carmentalis, on the southern side

of the Capitoline, and near the present Vicolo della Bufala.

This gate, together with tlie—6, Porta Triumphal is, and
7, Rwta Fiumentana, lay in the line of the wall which ran

serosa the low ground from the Capitoline to the Aventine,

sod not, as has generally been supposed, in a straight line

from the southern end of the Capitoline to the river, which
luppustiMxi has suggested an entirely false direction of the

wall of Servius hi this part The Porta Flumentana was
near to or on the spot of the Janus Quadrifrons, and the

Porta Triumphalis at the north-western entrance of the
Circus Maxim us. Near this gate, or perhaps connected
with it, were the so-called— 8, Duodecim Port®, which Pliny
reckons as one gate. 9, PortaTrigemina, a little below the

CHnu Sublieiua, leading up the Aventine from the Forum
Booturn. On the stoop 6ide of this hill towards the river

tlicrw was no gate. The next was the— 10, Porta Navalis,

which, in early times, probably led to Ostia. The district

before it was called Regio Navalis; it was the ship-wharf
sod maritime arsenal of the city, and a great number of
magazines were built in this plain. Between the Porta
Navalis and the Porta Capena, on the Cffilius, we have three

gates— 11, Porta Naevia; 12, Porta Raudusculana ; and

—

13, Porta Lavernalis. The first of these three lay probably
m the valley between the Aventine and Monte San Balbina

;

tae second on the hill of San Balbina, and the third in the
Taller between this hill and the Cselius, that is, south of the

Porta Capena. The Porta Raudusculana must have been
the point at which the road to Ardea commenced. 14,

Porta Capena was probably at the foot of the Cselian hill.

The exact course of the wall from this gate towards the
east, and then north towards the Esquiline gate, cannot be
clearly ascertained, though we know that the Lateran was
oot mehided. 15, Porta Cselimontana must have been
towards the Esquiline. 16, Porta Esquilina was at the
southern end of the great north-eastern wall, near the arch
of Galbeuus ; from it issued tho Via Prmnestina and Labi-
rana. 1 7, Porta Querculana was probably in the valley be-

tween the Caolius and Esquiline. The great wall commenc-
ing at tho Esquiline gate, in its whole extent from south to

north, had two gates besides the Esquiline, viz. 18, Porta
Vmunalia, which lay about the middle of the wall; and
19, Porta Collina, which must have been ou the spot where
the Via Salaria and Nomentana meet The sites of the
Porta Catularia and Piacularis are entirely unknown.
The whole circumference of the walls of Servius Tullius

was about six miles. They iucluded considerable tracts of
land which were not occupied by buildings, but were either

pasture-grounds or covered with wood or thickets, such as
great parts of the Esquiline and Viminal. Accordingly in

umes of war the people of the surrounding districts took
refuge within the walls of the city, where they found suf-

ficient space and food for their cattle. It was however prin-

cipally tho inner space near the wall itself which was not

occupied by buildings until a very late period. Servius Tullius

divided the whole city within the walls into four regions,

which coincided with the four city tribes into which he
divided the commonalty. The Capitoline, which was the

city of the gods, and the town on the Aventine, were not

iackded in these regions. Their names were: 1, Regio
Snbunma, comprehending the Cselius, the Carina?, and the

talley between them (afterwards the site of the Colosseum),

tae Via Sacra, and the Subura ; 2, Regio Esquilina, com-
prising the whole of the Ewjuiliai, as fur as they were in-

cluded within the wall ; 3, Regio Collina, extending over

tae Viminal and Quiriual ; and 4, Regio Palatini, which
comprehended the whole of the Palatine.

Each of these regions was again subdivided into six dis-

tricts, which derived their names from the Sacella Argaeo-
rora, which probably stood wherever two streets crossed each

other, so that these subdivisions appear to have been com-
pact masses of houses, such as were subsequently called

virus. Their number is stated by Varro to have been twenty-

ssven : twenty-four belonging to the four regions, and the

three remaining ones probably to the Capitoline.

Many great buildings were erected at Rome during the

Jungly period. The great temple of Jupiter was on the

Capitol The prison of Tullius, called Career Tullianus, or

Mwntrtimity was at the eastern foot of the Capitoline. It is

uncertain whether the remains are genuine which aw
generally considered to belong to this prison. The Circus
Maximus was between the Palatine and Aventine, of
which there are probably no remains. The Forum Ro-
manum was between the Palatine and Capitoline. The
Cloaca Maxima carried the waters of the Velabrum and
the Forum Roman urn into the Tiber, and was a stupendous
work. The wall of the elder Tarquin formed an embank-
ment on the east side of the river: the remains are still

visible to some extent. Of the wall of Servius Tullius few
traces remain; but it existed in the eighth century of
Rome, as appears from the description of Pliny (iii. 5), and
from Dionysius of Halicarnassus (ix., p. 624).

During the early part of the Republic, we find no mention
of such great architectural works as those which were built
during the period of the kings ; but, with the increase of
the population, many of the uncultivated and uninhabited
districts must have gradually become covered with houses.
About 120 years after the establishment of the republic,
when the city was taken by the Gauls, the whole was con-
sumed by (ire, with the exception of the Capitol, a few houses
on the Palatine, and some of the works above enumerated,
the magnitude of which saved them from destruction. The
hasty mode in which the city was rebuilt explains the fact

that down to the time of Nero the streets of Rome were
narrow, irregular, and crooked, and, in point of beauty and
regularity, Rome was far inferior to most of the other great
towns in Italy. After this restoration, a long time probably
passed before any new ground was built upon. Down to

the fifth century of the city, private houses were generally
covered with shingles, and there continued to be a number
of groves within the walls of the city. But towards the
end of the period which is comprised between the Gallic

conflagration and the end of the second Punic war, Rome
began to be embellished with temples, which however, both
as to material and architecture, were far inferior to the tem-
ples of Greece. High roads and aqueducts also began to be
built. The streets of the city itself were not paved, though
we have no reason to suppose that they were neglected.

At a somewhat later period we find public places, streets,

and walks under the porticos, commonly paved with large

square blocks of tuflfo or of travertino. In the year 176 B.C.,

the censors ordered the streets of the city to be paved with
blocks of basalt, which were laid on a stratum of gravel,

such as is still visible in a part of the Via Appia. At the

time of the war with Hannibal, the district near the river,

between the Capitoline and Aveutine, was almost entirely

covered with buildings, and it was called Extra Portam
Flumentanam.
The private houses had from the earliest times been very

simple in structure ; but after the conquest of Greece, and
more especially of Asia, individuals began to build their

dwellings in a magnificent style, and the taste for splendid

mansions and palaces increased so rapidly, that a bouse like

that of Crassus, which at first was universally admired for

its splendour and magnificence, in the course of a few years

was lost among superior buildings. Public edifices how-
ever still remained the chief objects of the pride of the
Romans. Theatres, a class of buildings which had once
been scarcely tolerated, were erected in several parts of

Rome during the last century of the republic, especially

after the time of Sulla. During the civil wars between
Marius and Sulla we find that the number of houses hud
increased to such a degree, that the walls of Servius Tul-
lius in several parts lay within the city itself, and Niebuhr
thinks it not improbable that at this time a suburb already

existed in the plain west of the Tiber, which was afterwards

called the Regio Transtiberina. At the beginning of the

eighth century of the city, another suburb is mentioned,
In iEmilianis, between the Circus Flaminius and the Qui-
rinal. A third arose south of the Ctelius, a mile from the

Porta Capena, and was called Ad Martis.

Of all the splendid buildings which were raised during

the latter part of the republic, scarcely any traces exist,

and the only remains which can with any probability be

reckoned among them, are the substructions of three an-

tient temples below the church of San Nicola in Carcere
;

the so-called temple of Fortuna Virilis, not far from the

theatre of Marcellus; and perhaps also the three columns of

the so-called temple of Castor and Pollux, near the Forum.
Augustus might well say that he had changed Rome from

a city of bricks into one of marble, for the roads, aqueducts,

and public buildings of every descript unf temples, arcades.
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tod theatres, which were raised during his long and peace-

ful reign* were almost innumerable. The whole plain be-

tween the Quirinal and the river became a new town, which
in splendour and magnificence far surpassed the city of the

bills: this new town was one mass of temples, arcades,

theatres, and public places of amusement, not interrupted

by any private habitations. Aqueducts for the purpose of

supplying the city with water had been built as early as the

year 313 B.C., and the first (Aqua Claudia) was begun by
Appius Claudius. It ran almost entirely under ground, and
conveyed the water from a distance of about eight miles in

the direction of the Porta Capena into the city. Other
aqueducts (Anio vetus, 273 b.c. ; Aqua March, 145 B.C.;

Tef.ula, 127 B.C.; Julia. 35 B.C.) were constructed, but it

was not until the Imperial period that this kind of architec-

ture reached perfection, and most of the remains which are

still extant belong to the period of the Empire. They were
mostly built upon arches, which had an easy inclination, so

that the water ran gently from its source towards the city.

Augustus built two new aqueducts (Aqua Ahietina or

Augusta, and Aqua V.irga). and increased the Marcia.

Subsequent emperors added the Aqua Claudia, Anio
novus (both in a.d. 50) ; Aqua Trajava, a.d. Ill); Antoni-

niana(k.t>. 212); Al'xandtinu (ad 230): and Jovia (a.d.

3U0). (Frontinus, De Anu&ductibu* Urbi* Romte ; Platner,

Raschreibung der Stoat Rom,\,p. 195,&c.) The division

into four regions, made by ServiusTullius, had remained un-
altered ; but Augustus, for the convenience ofadministration,

divided the whole city, both within and without the walls of

Servius, into fourteen new regions, a division which continued

to the eighth century, when it be^an gradually to give way to

the Ecclesiastical division into seven regions. Each of the

Augustan regions, according to a survey taken in the reign

of Vespasian, contained nineteen, or, according to a later

account, twenty-two vici, with as many sacclla in places

where two streets crossed each other (in compitis). Each
vicus seems, on an average, to have contained about 230
dwelling-houses, so that every region' contained rather more
than 3000. About one twenty-fifth part of this number of

bouses were domus, that is, habitations of the rich (palazzi),

with a portico in front and an extensive inner court (atrium).

The remaining twenty-four twenty-fifths consisted of in-

$ula*% that is, habitations for citizens of the middle and
lower classes ; they had no portico in front, but mostly an
open space which served as a shop or workshop. In the in-

terior they may have had a court, but of smaller extent
than the atrium of a domus. The number of these insula?

was about 44,000. All Roman houses were very high.

Augustus fixed 70, and Trajan 60 feet as the height, above
which uone were allowed to be built; and the uppr story

was generally of wood. It was a law of the Twelve Tables
which also occurs in the Roman legislation of later tiroes, that

no two houses, whether domus or insula), should be built

closely together; but that an open space of five feet should
be left between them. The fourteen regions of Augustus are

:

— 1, Porta Capena. to the south of the gate of this name.
2, Cmlimoniiuin, which embraced the whole of the Cwlian
hill. 3, Isis et Serapts, the valley betweeu the Cachiis,

Palatine, and Esquihne. 4, Via Sacra, or Tcmplum Pacis.

5, Regio Bsquilina. 6, Alta Semita. 7, Via Lata. 8. Fo-

rum Romanum. 9, Circus Flamimus. 10, Palatium. 11.

Circus Maxitnus. 12, Piscina Publica. 13, Aventiuu*.

14, Regie Transtibetina.

Tiberius, besides completing many of the buildings of his

predecessor, began the Praetorian camp on the north east

side of the city, in the Campus Vimiualis. and surrounded
it with high walls* The wealthy Romans at this time had
their palaces principally in the district from the Porta
Collins to the Porta Csslimontana ; they did however not

form streets, but lay in gardens within the fields between
the high roads which issued from the city : and hence they

are generally called Horii. as Horn Msecenatis, Pallantiani.

&paphroditi, &c All that had been done for the embel-
lishment of the city previous to the reiun of Nero wan
eclipsed by the magnificent buildings of this emperor; but

the greater part of these works, together with those of

former day*, perished in the conttaxraiion which took place

in his reign. His plan of restoring Rome was gigaoue, and
proved to be impracticable : he proposed to make Rome a

port, and to connect u with the see by long walls from the

Capitol to Oitia. Hut alt that he could do, notwithstanding
bia profusion, was to raptor* those parts of tlie city which
bad been destroyed. The free of too new city however

assumed a totally different aspect On the raias «J

temples and the imperial palace on the Palalio* tea* ilt

called Golden House of Nero, which occupied sv *fia*a & .

to a large town. The greatest care was taken tw taaata

new streets wide and straight, and that the buildings eat

not exceed a reasonable height. In order to render paa*.

the execution of the regular plan, the severs! quango
the city were measured, and the heaps of ruins were
and conveyed in ships \o Ostia to fill up the
vic.^ity. All the new buildings were massive* sum -

structed of the fire-proof peperino, without tbeol4 *»«.

upper story. The width of the new streets rendered a i«

cessary to extend the city beyond its former limit*. Sm
tim^ afterwards, in the reign of Vespasian, a meatus <«

of the circumference of Rome was taken* according U •*.

it amounted to 13J Roman miles. The subset) ur**t cay -

continued to increase and embellish the city; but «*.-

Comroodus a great part was again consumed b> a fiaa.*

destroyed all the buildings on the Palatine. Sc^at .

Severus exerted himself to restore the parts which boa -»-

burnt, and to ornament the city, and some of bia b* *-*»

are still extant. But the grandeur and niagnificcssee * -

thermae of Caracal la, south of the Porta Capena, **rs»—
all the works of his predecessors. Almost ell the cm
buildings, or their remains, which still exist at Room b*.

to the period between Nero and Constantino.

The most extensive woik of this latter period mW j

mense wall, with its numerous towers, with which Aus.
surrounded the city. The work, which wee compters
the reign of Probus (a.d. *276 ), does not however omasa »
form a correct estimate of the real extent of the oiy m -

objects of the fortification may have rendered it nereis
enclose parts which were not covered with buildings '

Janiculus, which seems to have been fortified fit* -

earliest times of the republic, was now for the first isk -

eluded within the city walls, together with the Ross* In*
tiberina. On the north it embraced the whole of the tax.--*-

Martius, together with a considerable part of law t-«

Hortulorum, or Mons Pincius; and on the south, tea bV

Testaceus and a considerable portion of the Vie A ata *•

Latiua. On the eastern side it enclosed the AmpfanWar •

Castrense. and then proceeded northward to the Ptx-t.
camp. Most of the gates in this new wall were d«u-r»-
by and named after the great roads which conamroa; -

the £f.tea in the Servian wall. The walls of modern R*--

a» well as the gates, differ in many parts from thoac b.

by Aurelian. The names of the gates of the Aurohan »

beginning on the north and proceeding to the eaet and **-

are: Puna Flaminia, Pinciana, Salana, Nomantans. T»
Una, Collatina, Prnncstina, Labicana, Asmara. Man
Latina, Appia, and Ostiensis. Seven bridges eonoanea l-

eastern and western sides of the river. Tlie wbola ami
ference of these new fortifications was about 21 meat.
the time of Honorius some parts o'f this wall were dew
and others had become useless on account of tbe a—
quantity of rubbish which had accumulated neat it*-r

but they were restored by this empemr. (Plainer, Jsn-%

reibung der Stadt Rom, i., p. 616.) Though tbe prr*.

walls, as already observed (p. 87), do not much exracd e
height of fifeen or twenty feet on tbe inside, ovio? u >
accumulation of rubbish, they are in many place* as -"
as fif>y feet high on the outside.

The Pretorian camp, south of the Porta Noineataaa. »

tersected the Aurelian wall : but Constantino doatroyad v
western side of tbe camp, which faced the city* end a»-
the three remaining sides serve as continuation* vt >
Aurelian wall. Some remains of these forU&celioo* a*

still visible.

After the time of Constantino, when the ensperms sc

the Roman nobles had adopted tbe Christian relepao. a>

decay and destruction of the antient edifices nonnetana
Th« building of numerous churches was the iouawsU
cause of this destruction. Neither the court nor pm** r
dividuals possessed sufficient wealth to raise batldtncecaai
inform or material to those of ibeiranoe^<rs,aawia* eeaiaa
temples could not always he converted into Chnstai
churches, they were generally pulled down and the malata*

u*ed for other pnrpones. Numerous column* ware Ibus nsaaat

from their place*, and tbe remaining parta of ibe odtficea a*«
carried away and used by any parson arhochoso to take taasi.

During the fifth century of our rvra great calamine* «*rv r.

Itictad upon Rome by tlie ravages of ihe northern barbsnas*
though it is a mistake to suppo* ^nthebmikuj^pioisksae
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offered much Injury from the invaders, for they could have
do interest in destroying anything, and all historians agree
m slating that it was their principal otyect to cany away
gold, silver, and other costly things. The few buildings
wuieb were destroyed at the capture of the cily by Alaric
(410) were near the Porta Salaria, where the enomy entered.
Time are in this part still some remains of the house
of Sellust which was destroyed on that occasion. A harder
fete befell the city in 455, when it was taken by the Vandals,
though even then, and notwithstanding the sack of fourteen
dtys. the buildings seem to have suffered little ; the precious
iwtaU were the main object of the cupidity of the barbarians.

Toeodorie and his immediate successors not only took the
greatest care to preserve what remained, but even exerted
themselves to restore the public buildings which had suffered

or were beginning to decay. The population however ra-

pidly decreased during ihe fifth century, and bocamo im-
poverished, so that towards the end of the century the su
burbe around Rome seem to have no longer existed, with the
exception of that which had arisen between the northern
tfttremity of the Janiculu* and the Vatican. Homo was
thus confined to the walls of Aurelian and their resto-

ration by Honoriuf, and even within its precincts extensive

district* were uninhabited. The most remarkable buildings
of former days indeed still existed, but after the reign of
Deodatus they were entirely neglected, and thus one after

another they fell into decay and ruin.

The antient writers who furnish information respecting

the typography of antient Rome are : Varro, Livy, Pliny,

Festua, two little works commonly ascribed to Xurelius
Victor and Rufus, the 'Notitia,* the 'Curiosum Urbis
Rotaae,' Strabo, Dionysi us, and Dion Cassius. The prin-

cipal modern works on the topography of Rome are : Fla-
vius Blondost 'Roma Instaurata,' Florentiae, 1742. The
sothor of this work lived about the middle of the fifteenth

otatary. Bartholomsus Marlianns, 'Uibis Romae Topo-
graphia,' Rome, 1534, reprinted in 1588, though the author
had published an improved edition in 1644, fol. Onupbrius
Paavmius, * Cummentariorum Rei publicae Romanae,' libb.

uu; the first book contains, ' Antkiiiae Urbis Imago,* Venice,
15JS. fc»o. Ouido Pancirollus, * Urbis Rumae Descriptio et

de XIV Urbis RegionibusCommentari us,' Venice. 1593, fol.

Geurgiu* Fabricius. * Romanarum Antiquitatum Lbri Duo,
ex acre, marmoribus, saxis, membranis vetenbus collect!.'

The first edition appeared at Basel, without date, in 3vo. ; a
*«cond appeared in 1567. It is reprinted with the work of
Panviniu* and others in the 4th vol. of ' Graevii Tliesaurus.'

Alexander Dona t us, * Roma Vetus ac Recens,' Rome, 1638,

4to. This work has often been reprinted. Famiano Nar-
dim, ' Roma Antica, cum Fig una,' Rom«, 1666. 4to. This
nvrk, wbieb gained tery great eelehrity, has often been re-

printed, and was translated into Latin by Joe. Tothus (in the

Thesaurus of Graevius). An improved edition, with nu-

merous additions, maps, plans, &c, appeared in 1818 at

Rone, by Nibby, in 4 vols. 8vo.

Olaas Borrbiehins, ' De Antique Urbis Romae Facie,'

Usfmaa. 1687. T. P. Bellorius, * Fragment a Vestinu ve

teria Romae ex Lapidibus Farnesianis. nunc prim urn in

lucent edita, cum notis,' Rome, 1673, fol. A new edition

of tbta work, with notes, and plates of the Capitol, was made
by Job- Christoph. Araadozzi, Horns 1764, tbl. An tome
Deagodetz, * Lea Edifices Antiques de Rome, oaesures et des-

iines.' Paris, 1682, fol. J. Chr. Adler, • Ausfuhrliehe Be
sebretbung der StadtRom, roil Kup fern,' A Fiona, 178), 4to.

Rkloi&no Venuti, *Aecurata e succinta Descrizione topo-

traiiem dolle AntiebiUk di Roma,' Rome, 1 763. This work
has been edited by F. A. Visconti, wt 1803, and by Stef.

Kale in 18*24, 2 vols. 4 to. Gius. Antonio Guattani, * Roma
deaeritta ed tltostraU,' 2nd edition, Rome, U06, 2 vols. 4to.

D. Carlo Fern, * Deseriaione di Ream/ Rome, 1822, 3 vols.

Anion. Nibby, ' Viaggie antiquario ne' ContornidiRoma,' in

2 re**,, with plates, Rome, 1819. Burton's ( Antiquities of

Rosso,' have been translated into German and greatly im-

proved by F. U L. 8ickler, Weimar, 1823, 8vo. The last

and saeat important work on the topography and antiquities

of Rome is, ' Besebreibung der Stadt Rom, 1

by Platner,

Bansea, Gerhard, and RbsteR, 3 vols. 8vo., with numerous
maps and plans, Stuttgart and Tubingen, 1830. The pre-

face to Ibis work (p. xtii-lvi.) contains a critical account of

the whole literature of Roman topography.

History of Antiknt Rome.

Vechalk ran fine ourselves in ibis ankle to a brief antkae

of the external history of Rome, and endeavour to trace the
gradual development of the Roman constitution, so far as
this has not already been done in other articles. Taking
moreover for granted that the reader is acquainted with the
legend* of the early history of Rome, we shall only give
the results of the latest investigations on the subject,
and refer our readers for further information to the best
modern works, of which we subjoin a list. Each of the
Roman kings and emperors is treated of in a separate
article, and a chronological list of their names is given here.

Period J. :—From the building of the city to the establish-
ment of the Republic, from 753 510 B.C.—-Romulus, 753-
714; Numa Porapilius, 715 673; Tullus Hostiliu.% 673-641

;

Ancus Marcius, 641-616; L. Tarquinius Priscus, 61G-578;
Servius Tullius, 578 534; Tarquinius Superbus, 534 510.
Rome, or at least that portion of the city which ulti-

mately gave its name to the whole, was a Latin colony from
Alba Longa, csiablished on the Palatine hill, on (he left

bank of the river Tiber. Alba, which for several centuries
before and at the time of the foundation of Rome was at
the head of the confederacy of Latin cities, was now, like
the other Latin towns, governed by an annual dictator, who
however was probably under the control of a senate. Alba
had previously been governed by kings. The legends of
Romulus seem to suggest that in his time Alba was dis-

tracted by internal dissensions, which, in all probability,

induced a number of the citizens, who Were discontented
with the form of government, to see"k a home elsewhere,
and thus led to the foundation of Rome. The time of this

event is involved in great obscurity, for all the chronological
statements which we possess are founded upon calculations
made at a time when most of the authentic documents had
perished in the capture of the ci:y by the Gauls, and Upon
such numerical combinations as seemed best to agree with
certain symbolical theories which were familiar to the Ro-
mans. But for the sake of expediency we shall follow the
Varronian ©ra, which has been adopted by most modern
writers, according to which the foundation of Rome is re-

ferred to the year 753 B.C. Tradition had even handed
down the day on which Rome was founded, and in comme-
moration of the event the festival of the Palilia Was cele-

brated on the 2 1st of April. If, according to our supposition,

Rome was founded by a portion of the Alban population
who left their home because they were dissatisfied with the
dictatorial government, we see why the colony adopted the

old kingly rule, which, though abolished in the metropolis,

conttnueu to exist in the colony for nearly two centuries

and a half. It is another proof that the colony was not
founded under ordinary circumstances, but by a secession,

that until the time of the third king we do not read of any
intermarriages having taken placo between the colony and

"
*

"
* " _ * of the i

the Sabine women.
the other Latin towns ; and hence the legend < • rape of

The constitution of the colony on the Palatine was a
limited monarchy, for in the reign of Romulus, whom the

legends call the first king of Rome, it is said that there

existed a senate consisting of one hundred members, which,

like that of the Latin towns, bad criminal jurisdiction, and
the preparation of new measures, which were to be laid be-

fore the assembly of the people, who might either accept or

reject them. How long this Latin colony stood alone and
unconnected with any of the towns on the neighbouring

hills, cannot be historically ascertained. There existed

on the Csclius and the Esquiline an Etruscan settle-

ment, which was said to have been founded by Caelius

Vibeima, who seems to have come with a band of malcon-
tents from Vukinii, and who is said to hare joined his forces

to those of Romulus in the war against the Sabines. This
seems to show that the Etruscan settlement in these parts

was older than that of the Sabines. The Etruscan town,

which Niebuhr calls Lucerum, seems to have fallen into a

state of dependence upon the town on the Palatine (Roma),
as may be inferred from the story that the Etruscans were

compelled to leave their fortified places on the hills, and to

descend info the plnin. (Vicus Tuscus ; Varro, De Ling.

Lul<> iv., p. 14, ed. Bip.) The Etruscan colony seems from
time to time to have received new settlers from the mother-

country, and the last accession of this kind may have been
those Etruscans who, after the war with Porsenna, remained
behind and inhabited the Vicus Tuscus.

The Latins on the Palatine had made the Capilolinc hill

I their citadel (Acropolis), but a band of Sabines, ,ed by T.
I Tattae, who settled on the QmrimtV am! Vtmrnol (this settt*
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raent it called Quiriura by Niebuhr), appear to have been '

hostile to the Latin colony, and to have taken from them
the Capitoline. A short time afterwards however the three

different cities or tribes appear reconciled to one another,

and united into one state, with a new poraerium, which in-

cluded the three original cities. The Latin and Sabine

parts of the new state enjoyed equal rights, and each of

them was at first governed by its own king and senate of

one hundred members. The gods of these two were the

Dii Majorurn Gentium. The Etruscans, on the other hand,

were in a state of dependence, had no king of their own,
and did not obtain equality of rights until the time of

Tarquinius Priscus. Their gods were the Dii Minorura
Gentium.
Rome was thus, in its origin, a state consisting of three

distinct elements, which together formed the Populus Ro-
manus, and each of whicli exercised a certain influence

upon the whole, an influence which is discernible in various

ways down to the end of the republic. Each of them also

seems in some particular departments to have given the tone

to the rest. The Latins appear to have had the superiority

in political wisdom, and accordingly their influence in this

respect prevailed over the two other tribes, while all those

political institutions, the introduction of which is ascribed

to the Etruscans, consist of little more than mere ceremo-

nies and formalities. As regards religion, each of the three

tribes retained its own peculiar worship and rites, though
the influence of the Sabines seems to have prevailed in

many points. In all matters relating to the military con-

stitution, the influence of the Etruscans and Sabines appears

to have predominated ; and the Roman armies, down to the

time of Camillus, were drawn up in the Etruscan manner.
This original diversity however was, in the course of time,

effaced by the overwhelming influence of the Latins, and
the various elements of the Roman state appear united into

one organised body, the constitution and vital energy of

which have attracted the attention of political inquirers in

all ages and countries.

Alter the death of T. Tatius, the king of the Sabines.

Romulus governed alono, and it was determined that in

future there should only be one king, chosen alternately

from the Latins and Sabines. Romulus is said to have
now divided each of the three tribes, Ra nines (the Latins),

Tities (the Sabines), and Luceres (the Etruscans), into ten

curiae, and each curia into ten decurics, so that each tribe

contained 100 decuries, whence they were sometimes also

called centurim. The decuries were not identical with the

gentes, but were a subdivision made for the purpose of re-

presenting the curis, as each decury in early times had to

appoint one senator and one eques. (Gottling, p. 62, &c.

;

Liv., i. 36; Festus, v. Centuriata Comitia.) Tribunes,
curionot, and decuriones were at the head of these respec-

tive divisions, which they represented in political, religious,

oud military affairs. Each tribe also consisted of 100

gentes or houses, so that on tho whole there were 300
Routes. These gentes did not necessarily indeed consist of

families connected bv blood, but their relation was such
that the member* or each gens had one common name,
generally ending in tut (nomen gentilicium), had the

light to inherit the property of a gentilis who died without

aguati, and had their common sacred rites (sacra gentilicia)

it ud sacred places (sacella). Each gens contained a number
of fumilics. To belong to a gens was a characteristic inse-

Iiarablo from a Roman citixen. Hence every citizen had,

>e»ides his personal name, another which was derived from
that of his gens, of which Cams Julius Cesar is an example.
Cuius being the name of the individual, and Julius that of
his gens.

Besides the Roman citizens, or burghers, contained in the
tribes, curue, and gentes, we find from the earliest times a
class of dependents called clients (rl'entes), who were
under the patronage of the burghers. What they originally

were is not quite certain, though it seems probable that they

partly consisted of poor emigrants who had accompanied the

first settlors on thc*e hills, and partly of other poor and
oppreskod strangers who flocked toRome as an asylum from
various neighbouring pluces, and settled there under the
protection of the established colonies. In subsequent times
their number was increased by frcedmen, who, on being
manumitted, had a relation to their former masters similar
to that of the clients. The relation of clients to their patrons
is one of the noblest features in the history of the Romans.
Tho clients were indeed citizens, but they could not vote in

the comitia curiata, or receive the honores ; tbey either t&
the lands or tended the flocks of their patrons, or *»(»<
the various trades which the burghers were xsol aU***** I

carry on. Numa Pompilius is said to bare ili Mi I i

clients into two classes, those of the city and tboee «rf -

country. The former were again subdivided into una* *.|

leges or crafts, while the latter were subdivided isste> fm »i

husbandmen. Scrvius Tullius gave to some clients -

right of voting in the comitia centuriata, and ineorp«
them into his four city tribes (tribus urbanw). Uiosaea <~

continued in the same relation to their patron* aa M-
By the legislation of the Decemvirs the clientele was 1**

abolished, and the clients appear almost on a footis* -

equality with the plebeians, and consequently Usey *<***

the comitia tribute. But practically the clientele coate*.

to exist.

A new element was introduced into the nopnlaxjor

Rome by the third king, Tullus Hostilius, which »«*
larged by his successor Ancus Marcius. This was tbm »*

of plebeians. Under Tullus Hostilius. Alba Ijoafi m
destroyed by the Romans, and the greater part of the *.*

bitants were transplanted to Rome, where they setUtt t

the CcBlius, as far as this hill was not occupied at :*

Luceres. In the reign of Ancus Marcius many other Lt

towns were conquered, and the inhabitants* being seaw •

to Rome, had the Aventine and the valley between n i

the Palatine assigned for their residence. (Gouling, &*~.

<L Rom. StaaUverf, p. 221, &c.) Some of these newsea*-
were probably incorporated into the existing tribe*, act fr

bulk of them formed the class which is henceforth et»-

Plebes, and which in numbers far exceeded the
eluded in the tribes, who are from this time disti

the name of patricians (patricii or patresX Aa thepkfat**

were not included either in the tribes, curies, or gentev c»

did not enjoy the full rights ofcitizens (non Optimojsiecw
They had also no connubium with the patricseae, thai *

a marriage between patricians and plebeians was not a kev

Roman marriage, and consequently the children of *--

marriage had not the privileges of those children who *r

sprung from persons who could contract a legal Re*
marriage, or, to use the legal phrase, had coonubiam
was a consequence of a marriage where there was eonoske
that the children were in the power of their father, eo*w
Roman citizens. This restriction as to marriage was »*fa»

quently sanctioned by the laws of the Twelve Tables, »

was strictly observed till the year 445 B.C., when it w*»»>
away with by the Lex Canuleia. The plebeians ea&r-

from the clients, inasmuch as tbey had their own sacra. **.

were regulated by the pontiffs, their own auspicia. son* *.»

their own gentes, the independent possession of landedp
perty, and did not require the protection of a patron T»

old burghers, in contradistinction to the plebeians, saJ -

their relations to them, formed a real aristocracy, «r b»<

of nobiles, a character which they had Dot po ssessed etsm
unless we apply that name to the relation in which ur*

stood to their clients. In the armies the plebeians fcrsw-

a distinct body, and in the infantry they always formtduv
majority. Hence Tullus Hostilius increased the onfus
number of three centuries of equites, each decury hm*n
formerly appointed one eques, to six, so that each eestsr>

now appointed two equites instead of one. The two ordr\

patricians and plebeians, stood opposed to each other. ws>
out their mutual relations being accurately defined; new
the plebeians themselves appear to have formed a cense*

body with a regular internal organisation. This we* »
evil, which Tarquinius Priscus first endeavoured to reave
in some measure by admitting the noblest plebeian saaiUv

into the old tribes, each of which thus consisted of a •»
jority of the old burghers and a number of noble pl»Wie»
(matores gentes, and minores gentes : Cia, De Rep* u. lv>

The number of the equestrian centuries was new »r>*
doubled, and the six new centuries were formed of toe geaie

minores, so that out of the 1200 equites, 600 were eaU4
eecundi or poeteriore*. to distinguish them from the see «tt

patrician equites (Gottling, 1. c, p. 229.) It was probaki

owing to the opposition of the patrician gentes that Tsr
quinius Priscus did not place the plebeians on a foatiaf 4
equality with the patricians, at least in the main pea*
and it was reserved to bis successor, Servius TuUies, »
organise the body of the plebeians and to fix their na-
tions to the patricians. This king divided the plebes ioa

thirty local tribes, four for »v (tribus urbanwi, set

twenty-six for the eou^' nicw). Far
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psrticiiltrs respecting bis new constitution sec the article

Swtmrs Tullius. His successor, Tarquinius Supcrbus,
the last king of Rome, not only undid what his predecessor
had done lor the plebeians, but his oppression was equally
felt by both orders. This led, in 510 B.C., to the abolition
uf tbe kingly power and the establishment of the Republic.
Tbe constitution of Rome during the kingly period was

an elective monarchy, with a king, a senate, and an assembly
of the people (populus). At the head of it was the king, as
chief magistrate, high-priest, and commander of the army.
On tbe demise of a king, the assembly of the curiae (comitia
euhata) for the election of a successor was held under the
presidency of an interrex. The king received the potestas
a* well as the imperium from the populus, and was inau-
ffuiated by the augurs or the college of pontiffs All other
officers were appointed either by the particular bodies or di-

ttstons of the people, whose affairs they managed, or by the
king, but always from among those in whom the people '

themselves had already shown their confidence. The
ptpulus thus in reality possessed the supreme power, and
eren if it be true, as stated by Livy (i. 8), that the king had
tbe power of electing senators from the tribes and curiae,

still they were always elected from those who were equites,

or bad held one of the great offices to which they had been
appointed by the populus.
The senato of the Ramnes on the Palatine consisted of

one hundred members. This number was increased by a
hundred members when the Sabino tribe became united
with the Latin ; and when at last the Etruscans also ob-
tained equal rights, the senate was increased to the number
of three hundred, each tribe being represented by one hun-
drwt This number seems to have remained unaltered down
to the time of the Gracchi. (Dionys., v. 55, 60 ; Liv., Epit. t

hb. 60.) The senate was convoked by the king, who also

proposed the subjects for discussion. The majority of votes,

which was either ascertained by counting or by a division

t«ce*sio), was decisive (Senatus auctoritas, decretum, or
cansulturo). But the decrees of the senate did not become
lav until they obtained the sanction of the populus (jussura
arscttam populi). [Sbnatus.]
The assembly (comitiatus or comitia curiata) consisted of

the burghers only. These assemblies met either to decide on
matters concerning the gentes, or concerning public affairs.

In tbe former the pontiffs presided. The latter related either to

matters connected with the constitution, or to religion, or to

military affairs. They were assembled by the king or his

vicegerent. In these assemblies the chief magistrates were
elected, and the measures prepared by the senate were laid

before the populus, who might either accept or reject them.
In the former case the measure became law, lex regia, or
mbunitia, according as it had been passed unHer the pre-

sidency of the king or of the tribunus celerum. The decision

a* to war or peace, after the subject had been proposed by
'be senate, was likewise made by the assembled populus.
By virtue of the Imperium, which the populus in its assembly
gave to the king, he became the supreme judge, but he was
allowed to transfer this power to deputies (qucestores.or the

assembly ofthe populus), but there was no appeal from his sen-

tence, in the constitution of Servius Tullius, the plebeians,

being contained in his five classes, were admitted to the na-
tional assemblies of the centuries, which were distinct from
the comitia of the curiae, which still continued to be held.

[Sektius Tullius.] The plebeians did not obtain the pri-

vilege of meeting as a body independent of and unconnected
wiin the patricians before the year 491 uc. (comitia tri-

bute).

At the dose of the kingly period we find Rome mistress
of nearly all the tribes of Latium and of a part of the
Sabine territory. In the territory of the Volsci, the first

two Roman colonies* Signia and Circeii, were founded,
though Ostia, founded by Ancus Marcius, is also sometimes
railed a Roman colony. On the Etruscan side of the Tiber,

Rome was in possession of the Janiculus, which was pro-

bably fortified, as a contest with Etruria was to be expected
sooner or later. From the first treaty of Rome with Car-
thage, which was concluded in the first year of the republic,

we must conclude that the Romans had already formed
important mercantile connections with foreign nations.

(Polyb, iii. 2*2.)

Beriod If:—From the establishment of the Republic to the

Btcta£nr*hip of Sulla, from 510 to 82 b c—The abolition

of tbe kingly power and the establishment of the re-

pefetiedtd oot produce any other material change in the

P.C., N o. 1244.

constitution of Rome. The plebeians derived scarcely any
benefit from it, but the patricians extended their power,
inasmuch as they appointed, in the place of a king, two
magistrates, originally called Praetors and afterwards Con-
suls who were proposed by the senate and appointed in the
comitia centuriata. Patricians only were eligible to this
and the other great offices of the state. With the excep
tion of the office of high-priest (pontifex maximus), which
was transferred to the rex sacriflculus, the consuls possessed
all the rights and privileges as well as most of the insignia
of- the former kings; but their office was only annual, and
upon its expiration they might be called to account for their
conduct. On the termination of their office, they returned
indeed to a private station, but as members of the senate
they still retained some influence in the administration of
the republic. The number of senator*, which had been
greaily diminished by the last king, was completed to 300
by admitting some plebeian equites into the senate (Dionys.,
v. 13; Festus, v., qui i aires, qui conscripti), and these
new plebeian senators were called conscripti or adlecti, and
hence the phrase patres cortscripti, i.e. patres et consenptf.
Valerius Publicola, to whom this completion of the senate
is ascribed, and who according to some accounts was the
successor of Tarquinius Collalin us, gave to the new republic
a somewhat more definite and regulated constitution, by
a series of laws called Leges Valeriae. [Publicola.]
The banishment of the Tarquins involved the Romans in

a war with the Etruscans, in which the Romans, and espe-
cially the plebeian order, suffered very severely ; but t he
Romans soon recovered their strength. [Porsena.] The
patricians gained a considerable addition to their power
when the Sabine Claudii with their 5000 clients emigrated
to Rome, and were received among the patricii, of which
body they subsequently formed a distinguished gens. The
plebeians, who had never recovered some of the rights con-
ferred upon them by the constitution of Servius Tullius,
began to show their discontent ; but the patricians, who had
gained new strength by the accession of the haughty
Claudii, endeavoured to quell the aspiring spirit of the
plebeians. Accordingly in 500 B.C., when the plebeians
refused to rake up arms against the revolted Latin towns.
Titus Lartius was made dictator (pr&tor maximus, or ma-
gister populi) with uuliraited power both within and with-
out the city, so that during his rule the Valerian laws, hy
which the plebeians were in some degree protected, were
suspended. The war with the Latins lasted till 496 b c.

and the battle of the Lake Regillus, when the Romans again
became masters of Latium. This successful event em-
boldened the patricians still more, and they no longer
feared the plebeians. The latter had by their service in iho
armies been obliged to neglect the cultivation of their fields,

and in the war against Porsena they had lost a considerable

portion of their lands. Receiving no compensation for

their losses, they had been compelled through want to be-

come the debtors of the patricians, who, when the lime of

payment came, exacted their money with the most merciless

cruelty, and in cases of insolvency made their debtors their

prisoners, and, in a certain sense, their slaves {addicli,

nexi ; see Niebuhr. Hist, of Rome, i., p. 57 1", &c. ; Gott-

ling, p. 283, &c). The most conspicuous among the oppres-

sors was the Sabine Appius Claudius, who in 495 B.C. was
consul with P. Servilius Priscus. The indignation of the

plebeians now rose to such a height, that when a war
against the Volscians broke out, they again refused to bear
arms. But a promise that their condition should be con-

sidered and their wishes satisfied, induced them to follow

their patrician general. The Volscian city of Suessa Porae-

tia was taken, but the plebeian debtors on their return from
the campaign were again thrown into the dungeons of the

rich. This incensed the plebeians to such a degree, that

nothing could prevent an insurrection but the iron rule of

a dictator, M. Valerius, who, with an army of 40,000

plebeians, defeated the Volscians, Aeqnians, and Sabines.

feeing again deceived, the plebeians seceded from Rome,
and took up a fortified and threatening position on a neigh-

bouring hill (Mons Sacer). The senate in great alarm
granted the demands of the plebeians, the exact nature of

which is unknown. Some important advantages however
were gained: two, or, according to others, five plebeian tri-

bunes (tribuni plebei) were created to protect their order,

and two other plebeian magistrates, called aediles. The
most impoilant concession however was that which the

plebeians shortly afterwards obtained, the right of sum*
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hioning beforo their own comitia (comitia tributa) any one
who violated the r ghts of their order. (Gottling, p. 300.)

The \ear after the secession of the plebeians to tne Mons
Sacer (403 u.c.)» the consul Spurius Cassius renewed the
offensive and defensive alliance with the Latins, by whicb
both nations seem to have been placed on a footing of

equality : conquered lands were to bo divided, the chief com-
mander of the allied army was to be alternately a Roman
and a Latin, and the laws made on the days of meeting were
to be binding on both stales. Rome however giadually be-

came more assuming and arrogant, until, in 3^8 B.c , the

Latin league was dissolved. But soon after the renewal of

the alliance with the latins (489 B.C.), both nations had
hard struggles with the Volscians and Acquians, who pro-

bably took possession of some of the Latin towns. [Corio
lanus] In 486 B.C. the Romans admitted the Hernicans
as a third party to the Latin league, in oider to strengthen
themselves. In the same year the first attempt was mudp
by Sp. Cassius Viscellinus to assign to the plebeians in

full ownership a portion of the public lands [Agrarian
Laws]; but tne attempt cost him nis life.

For a series of years (485-479 B.C.) one of the consuls
was always a member of the Fabian house, a circumstance
which at last raised a suspicion that the Fabii secretly aimed
at subverting the republican institutions. The Fabii emi-
grated with 4000 clients toEtruria, where a few years after-

wards they were all cut to pieces by the Etruscansi
The three allied nations, the Romans, Latins, and Her-

nicans, now carried on a series of wars against the Etruscans,
Volscians, and Aequians, in which the allies, especially the

Romans, were often near the verge of destruction. The
Etruscans made peace in 474 bc, while t|ie Volscians and
Aequians continued their hostilities, and would in the end
have probably destroyed the whole Roman army, if the dic-

tator L. Quinctius Cincinnatus had not delivered the consul
L Minucius and his forces at the moment when they were
surrounded by the enemy (458 n.c). The Aequians how-
ever still continued to infest the Roman and Latin terri-

tories, until 446 B.C., when they were defeated near Corbio,
and remained quiet tor a long time.

Until the year 472 B.C. the plebeian magistrates, the tri-

bunes, and the plebeian aediles had been elected by the
comitia tributa and confirmed by the curiae; but in the
year 471 b.c. the tribune Publdius Voleio succeeded in

procuring for the plebeians the right to elect their own
magistrates without any interference on the part of the
patricians, to deliberate and make laws in their own
comitia (plcbiscita), which indeed were not binding as
le^es, but stiil must have had a considerable influence, being
the declared will of the commonalty. From this time the
Roman republic was divided into two opposite classes or
parlies. On the one hand there were purely patrician assem-
blies (comitia curiata), in which all the patrician magistrates
and certain classes of priests were appointed, ana which
were the supreme court of justice for tne patrician order;
the comitia tributa on the other hand were purely plebeian
assemblies, w ith the right of appointing the plebeian magi-
strates, of making plebiscita, and of summoning before
their-tribunal those who infringe! the lights of the ple-

beians. The tribunes and the senate were in a kiua of
opposition to one another, similar to that of the patricians
and plebeians. The comitia centuriata, in which both orders
met, were a feeble bond of union. Tiiis anomalous condi-
tion of the stale, and the constant disturbances arising from
it, necessarily produced a conviction that a reform in the
constitution could not be avoided. The tribune C. Teren-
tilius Arsa theiefore, in 462 BC, proposed that ten men
should be appointed to make a code of laws, by winch it

was chiefly intended to limit the po ver of the consuls. But
this piojx»al met with the strongest oppoMtion from the
pair cians. and it was not earned into effect for a number
of >ear*, during which the commonalty continually gamed
strength, especially by the increase of the number of t:i-

bunes to ten, 457 b.c , and by the assignment of the Avcn-
tine to the plebeians (436 bc >. At lengih preparations for

a new code of laws were made, and in 45 1 B.C. ten patricians
were appointed for the purpose; all other magistiate* were
suspended until the business should be completed, 'i he
result was that in the first \ear ten tables were produced,
with which b<ith parties were satisfied. In the second \ear,
when the patri«ians had secured the deceinviral power to

themsehes, two other tables were added. When the
task was completed, the decemvirs were unwilling to

lay down their power, to which however they were mt Utt
compelled by the people. The usual mngistiate* «eie thj-w

again elected, both orders became reconciled, and in -U*
B.C. the laws of Valerius and Horatiu* declared that pie-

biscita should be leges and binding on the whole nation
(Liv., iii. 55) ; and that there should be no magistrate fru«n

whoso sentence an appeal might not be made to the people.

Various oilier measures were at the same time takea
to secure the plebeians in the possession of (heir u*wl;
acquired rights. Bui they still continued to be a kl-oi-k
body, for the whole adminis: ration remained in the b*i>il*

of the patricians, and no connubium yet existed betweeu u^c
two estates. The connubium however was obtained in *,*
B.C., by the tribune Can uleius {rngatione* Canulcit\% »bj
also made an attempt to divide the consulship between :ii»

two estates But the latter of these ro^atiuus was e%a*i*4
by the patricians, who agreed that, instead of two cons-aU.
six m litary tribunes with consular power should bc elect«d
indifferently from both orders. iNiebuhr, it, p 33b. fee ;

Gottling, p. 326, &c.) This evasive concession was m*d«
because the patricians were determined not to give to tW
plebeians the censorial power with which \)\e consul* h*4
been invested; and jn order to retain this, the p*trte*«b«
created two censors, a new curule dignity, which bclocigvd
to their order exclusively, until the year 351 B.C., wbeo it-*

plebeians participated in this dignity also.

After tnesc arrangements, though frequently violated hj
the patricians, Rome enjoyed a short period of internal ixa&
quillity ; but abroad her arms were kept in constant armnj

I

by the wars with Fidcnac, which was destroyed in 4i6 a c-

I

with the Acquians, who were defeated, in 4 id b.c-, at the £.*<;

,
of Mount Algidus, by the dictator A. Servilius Priscua. »*4
with the Veu. The war with Veil lasted for several ><*<-.
and in 396 b.c this wealthy cilv was taken by M. Funu* 1 -i

millus. Two years after, the Fallscan* surrendered to R^iu^
This success of the Roman arms was partly owing to U-e * in-

vasion of Etruria by the Gauls, who however, in 390 »c .

completely defeated- a Roman army on the smatl river AlU
The Gauls then advanced towards Rome, took and burred

; the city, and laid siege to the Capitol. The whole narnaijv*
of this event in the anlicnl historians is distorted by ficimtw
The simple truth is related by Poljbius (ii. )&). who %*\*
that after the Gauls had taken possesion of Rome, |i**»

were induced, by an inroad of tne Vtueti into ilivir o«i.
tcrritoiy, to quit Rome and return home; though the n.»
was indeed son rebuilt, its weakness eneouim_gv«l a.*
Aequians, Volscians, and Etruscans to renew their but.. *

ties ; hut they were conquered by Camillas, and two Roman
colonies, Sutrium and Nepete, were founded ii| Eiiur.j*. a,
a barrier against the enemies. The Hemicaui and L*i n«
also endeavoured to shake off the yoke of their alliapc* wiiu
Rome, and renewed the contest for their liberty. Tb«
former, after a series of campaigns and reverses, were com
pletely subdued in 3uG B.C. ; while the Latins, induced U» th*
repeated incursion* of the Gauls, soon renewed their alis*Jb<v
with Rome.
The oppression of the patricians, together with the buea*

rous and wearisome campaigns, and the invasion uf ii,«

Gauls, had reduced the plebeians \o a condition which w*»
little better than it was before the first secession. T»u
noble plebeians, L. Licinius Stolo and L. Se&tium, u^w
determined to keep the oligarchical | arty in bound*, end t*
procuie for their own order a share in the consulship. J*
376 B.C. both of them were tribunes, and in this raptntt
proposed four rogations to the following effect:— I, That n*

' more consular tribunes should be appointed, but two ova
suls instead, one of whom should always be a plrbcsao ; i
that no citizen should possess above 500 jugera of the pi^bi*-
domain, and should not keep above a certain nuoiWr W
cattle upon them ; 3, that the amount of interest pead by
debtors to that day. should be deducted from the cwpiL*a,

I
which was to be paid off in three annual instalment*; -t

that instead of the duumvirs who kept the Sibylhoe book*.
decernMrs should be elected, live of whom should few p*«
beians. The ensuing contest was carried on with th«
greatest determination and bitterness. The patricians coo-
trived to get the veto of the other tribunes, but Licinuie mnd
Sextius prevented the elections of the higher magistrate*, eo
that from 375 till 371 B.C. Rome was in a M;»e of ootuplrie
anarchy. The two tribunes Licinius and Sextius Isuawrr
retained their office from year to year; and in then tctaii*
tribuueship, they ftist carried their fourth rogutioa, en4

|
soon after the senate felt obliged to agree to the ntheea
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The excitement at Rome had been tremeridous, and the me-
diation of Cainillus. who had just relumed from a vie to ty
ove.' the Gauls, was necessary to allay the fury of party-
spirit. Lucius Sextius Lateranus was the first plebeian con-
sul* 368 B.C., and a temple was erected to Concordia as a
monument of the happy reconciliation of the two orders.
But iu sharing the consulate with the plebeians, ihe patri-

cians, being determined to retain all that they could, cur-
Uiled the consular dignity of one important part of its

rights, and reserved to themselves exclusively the jurisdic-
tion or judicial (iu the modern sense) authority. Accord-
ingly they created the offices of praetor and of eurule
allies. However, it was a consequence of the advantages
uow gained by the plebeians, that all the other great civil

and religious offices were gradually thrown open to them

:

first the dictatorship in 356 b.c ; the censorship in 3jl
M.C.; the prsetorship in 336 B.C.; and at last, in 3UU B.C., by
the Ogulnian law, the offices of pontiff and augur. The
uld distinction between patricians and plebeians thus gra-
dually disappeared in all matters of real importance, and
Rome, internally strengthened, united, and consolidated,
teetned now enabled to direct her whole energy against
externa] enemies. But this internal harmony was at first

more apparent than real, for the patricians made many
attempts to evade the Licinian laws, and they contrived for
a number df years to keep the consulship to themselves, or
at least they kept the plebeians away from it by electing

either a dictator or au interrex. The law respecting the
interest of money was likewise not always observed, and the
rigorous manner of exacting payment of debts gave rise in

many cases to complaint. The beneficial working of the
new constitution did not fully manifest itself uutil after the
>ear 339 B.C.

The first plebeian dictator, C. Marcius Rutilus, carried on
a war against the Faliscans and Tarquinienses (365 B.C.),

which was terminated by a peace. Caere obtained a truce
for one hundred years by giving up to Rume half of its ter-

niory (353 B.C.). The last war against the Gauls, who had
ai intervals renewed their attacks on the Romans, was suc-
cessfully terminated (349 b.c.) by L Furius Camillus. The
treaty with Carthage was renewed in 348 B.C., probably on
accjuut of the Greek pirates, who about this time infested

ibe coasts of Lalium, and against whom the Romans were
unable to protect themselves. (Livy, vii. 27 ) The great
power which the Romans had gradually acquired and shown
in the various contests with their immediate neighbours,
now be^an to be displayed in the war against the Saranites,
which soon brought them into contact with all the nations
of Italy. This war however was preceded by a victory over
the VoUciaus and Aurunci, which opened to ihe Romans the
v*ay into Campania. The Saranite war lasted from 343
to 341 B.C., and ended iu a treaty with Rome, whose power
uow began to raise apprehension throughout Italy. [Sam-
xites.] The Latins were the first who showed this feeling,

and they demanded to be put on an equality with Rome,
that one of the consuls and half of the senators should be
L-ttms. The consequence was a war with the Latins, and a
continuation of that against Samnium, for which the Latins

had interceded. The Romans were successful against both,

und iu 338 b.c. all Latium was subdued. Some of the towns
retained the Roman franchise with or without the sufiYa-

gium, others lost their fortifications and part of their terri-

tories; the Latin confederacy was dissolved, and the cora-

uiercium and eonnubiura, which hitherto existed among
many of the Latin states, was abolishel.

The establishment of a Roman colony at Fregellac and its

fortification led to a second war with the Samnites, who were
allied with Palaeopolis and Neapolis, two Greek colonies,

wbJeh, relyiug upon this alliance, ventured to insult the Ro-
mans. A Roman army marched into Campania, and Palae-

o;olis fell, in 326 B.C., by treason. Neapolis opened its gates

to die enemy. In the year following, the war with the Sara-

uiies commenced, and lasted till 315 B.C. Appulia submitted
to Rome iu 318 b.c The Etruscans, Urabrians, and Gauls
now ruse successively against Rome, and the Marsiaus, Pe-

ltgnians, Aequians, and Hernicans made common cause with

tlwrm. But as these enemies did not rise at the same time,

ind as they were not all actuated by the same sjnrit, the

Romans subdued them all, and the Aequians were annihi-

lated. The Samnites in the meanwhile entered into an

alliance with the Etruscans, Umbrians, and Gauls, against

Soma, and thus commenced their third war, which lasted

frori ft9A to 290 B.C., when they were compelled by M.
|

Curius Den talus to make peace. All Latium, Etruria, Cam-
pania, Samnium, a great part of Appulia, and several other
Italian nations now submitted to the overwhelming power
of Rome.
The internal state of the republic during these wars was

tolerably quiet, as the plebeians had gradually acquired the
same rights as the patricians. Appius Claudius Csecus dis-
tributed, in 312 B.C., the libertini (freed men), who as aerarii

were not included in the tribes or classes, among all the
tribes; but this arrangement lasted only till 304 b.c, when
Fabius Rullianus threw all the libertini into the four city
tribes. The last secession of the plebeians. 286 B.C.. a<ose
from a renewal of the attacks on the personal liberty of a
debtor ; but the law of the dictator Hortensiux pacified them
by securing to the plebeians their rights, and by giving to
the plebiscita the full effect of leges.

In 284 b.c. the Tarentines in southern Italy secretly in-
duced the Etruscans and Boians to revolt ; the Samnites
also again took up arms, and the Lucanians and Bruuians
laid siege to Thurii, where they were defeated by the consul
Kahricius Luscinus, who left a Roman garrison at Thurii.
The Gauls destroyed one Roman army, but the Boians were
defeated in 283 n.c. The Tarentines insulted a Roman
licet which had been driven into their port by a storm, and
at the same time took Thurii, drove away the Roman gar-
rison, and plundered the town. But being pressed by a Ro-
man army under Acmilius Barhula, Tarenturn sought and
obtained "the aid of Pyrrbus. [Pyrrhus.] The war with
Pyrrhus and the Tarentines tasted from 281 to 275 b.c, and
three years afterwards Tarenturn surrendered to the Ro-
mans, and Rhenium also soon fell into their hands. The
war with Tarenturn made the Romans masters of the whole
of the southern peninsula; and all Italy, from the Sicilian

Straits to the river Macra in the north of Etruria, now re-

cognised the supremacy of Rome (265 B.C.). Colonies,
chiefly Latin, that is, colonies which had inferior rights to

the Roman colonies, were established in various parts to en-
sure the submission of the conquered nations, and the Ita-

lian states and towns either received new constitutions or
retained their old ones, modified according to the circum-
stances under which they had submitted to Rome. Some
towns however, such as Capua, seem to have remained al-

most independent states.

The Roman constitution had now gained its perfection,

and out of an exclusive aristocracy a moderate democracy
had gradually been developed, in which all classes exercised

their proper influence with the power to counterbalance each
other. This constitution lasted without any important
change for a considerable time, and Polybius, who saw it

in operation towards the end of the Punic Wars, looked upon
it with high admiration. (Polyb.iv. 2.)

Two conquering republics cannot easily exist as peaceful

neighbours. After the conquest of Italy, Rome was as desi-

rous to take Sicily, as Carthage was jealous of the gigantic

strides which Rome had made. The immediate causes

which led to the first Punic war, together with its progress

from 2G4 till 241 B.C., are described in the article Punic
Wars. The result of this war was that Rome gained pos-

se . sion of Sicily and the adjacent islands ; and Sicily be
came the first Roman province. [Provincia.] Syracuse
however, Punormus, Segesta, and some other Sicilian towns
retained their independence. The immense loss of men
which Rome had sustained was scarcely felt, and the way for

new conquests was prepared. In 23S b.c the Romans took

possession of Saidinia, wheic the lcbellious Carthaginian

mercenaries sought the protection of Rome against the na-

tives. Notwithstanding the hard struggles of the Sardinians

as well as theCorsicans for their independence, the Romans
in the end made themselves masters of both islands, and the

Carthaginians, who, after the conclusion of a war against the

mercenaries in their own country, attempted to reduce their

armies in Sardinia and Corsica to obedience, were compelled

to evacuate the islands and to pay to Rome 1200 talents.

In the meantime a war broke out with the Ligurians (238

B.C.), who were probably instigated by the mjuied Carthagi-

nians. The Insubnans also formed extensive connections whh
other Gallic tribes, and when, in 232 B.C., C Flaminius car-

ried a plebiscitum to the effect that the country of the

Senones, between Sena Gallica and the Rubicon, should he
assigned to the plebeians, the Boians, who had most to fear,

united with many of the neighbouring tribes, and even with

some of the Transalpine Gauls, and marched southward as

far as Cluiium, where they were completely defeated by tiro
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consul* L. Aerailius and C. Atilius (225 B.C.). The Romans
now advanced towards the north, gained a second victory

over the Gaul* at Clastidiura. and took possession of Me-
diolanum (222 bc). The Gauls in Gallia Cisal pina, despair-

ing of success, submitted to Rome, which strengthened its

power in these parts by two new colonies, Cremona and
Placen tia. A year after this event Istria was added to the

Roman republic. While the Gallic war was carried on, II-

lyrian piratcagave rise to the first war with Illyricum, which

lusted from 230 till 228 bc The Illyrian queen Teuta was
compelled to give a part of her dominions to Rome, to pay

tribute, and to stop the piracy of her subjects ; some Greek
towns, which had been subject to her, were declared free.

The Romans thus came in contact with Greece. (Polyb. ap.

Zonai as. viii. 9 ) A second war with the Ulyrians, in 219

n.c, made the Romans masters of the whole coast of Illy-

ncum.
While Rome was thus engaged, the second Punic war was

paused by the operations of the Carthaginians in Spain. It

lasted from 218 till 202 B.C. [Punic Wars.] Great as the

sufferings were to which Italy was exposed during the pre-

sence of the Carthaginian armies, and although the majority

of the Italians had sided with the enemy, st ill the Romans soon

recovered their losses, and established their power more firmly

by new colonies in Italy. Spain was added to their former pos-

sessions, and when the navy of Carthage was destroyed,

Rome was mistress of the sea. But the republic had gone be-

yond its natural limits, and with their extensive conquests the

Romans lost the simple and manly character for which their

forefathers had been distinguished : demoralization and cor-

ruption began to manifest themselves in their public as well

as in their private life.

Philip III., king of Macedonia, after the battle of Cannae,
had concluded a treaty with Hannibal. The Romans, into

whose hands the treaty fell, sent a fleet to Illyricum, which
compelled the king to a shameful flight. This was the

prelude to the first Macedonian war, which lasted from 214
till 205 u.c, and was carried on with little vigour. A peace

wan at last concluded, which was not honestly meant by
either party. Accordingly, five years later, when Athens
implored the assistance of Rome against Philip and the
Acainanians, a second war with Macedonia commenced,
which lasted from 200 till 197 b.c, and was terminated by the

battle of C) noscephalae. gained by Quinctius Flamininus,
by which the power of Macedonia was broken. Philip was
confined to his own kingdom, and became a vassal of Rome.
Flamininus proclaimed the liberty of Greece, but neverthe-

less he remained several years in Peloponnesus to watch tho

movoments of Antiochusthe Great and the Aetolians, toar-

rango the affairs of Greece, and to foster dissension among the

Greeks. There were many occasions on which the Romans
might have attacked Autiochus, but their wars in Spain
and the north of Italy caused the outbreak of the war to be
deferred until 192 B.C. Autiochus, invited by the Aetolians,

landed in Greece. The Aetolians obtained a truce for

themselves, but the war against Antiochus, who fled to

A*ia, was continued ; the battle of Magnesia decided the vic-

tory, and the power of Syria was broken. Eumenes of
Pergamus and the Rhodians were richly rewarded for their

servility towards Rome, and acted the same part towards
Antiochus as Masniuissa acted towards Carthage. The
Aetolians afterwards concluded a peace with Rome, but on
very hard conditions. The Galatians in Asia, and Ariarathes,

both allies of Autiochus, sued for peace and obtained it

Asia was now reduced to such a state that it only required
one more blow to effect its complete submission.
But the Romans had to contend in northern Italy, from

20U till 191 bc, and in Spain from 197 bc, with more de-

termined enemies. In Spain, peace was not restored until

179 u.c, when Tib. Setuprun ius Gracchus, the father of the
celebrated tribunes, by his humanity conciliated the Celti-

beriaus. The Istrians, Sardinians, and Corsicana likewise

made a fruitless attempt to shake off tho Roman yoke.

The corruption of the Romans, after they had become ac-

quainted with the luxuries of Greece and Asia, had rapidly

increased. As one instance out of many, we many mention
the manner in which the Bacchanalia were celebrated at

Rome. (Livy, xxxtx. 8-17.)

Perseus the successor of Philip III. tu Macedonia, who
had inherited his father's hatred of tho Romans, declared war
against them in 171 uc This war win at first very un-
fiituuate fur tho Romans, but in 168 b.c. L. Acmihus
Paulas decidod tho fata of Macedonia in tho battle of

Pydna. Gen this, king of the Ulyrians, bad ben a

ally of Perseus, and this circumstance led to \ht *

Illyric war, which ended in a division of the roontr*. .

that of Macedonia. In Epirus, Aemilius Paultn x:/ .

soldiers behaved with a cruelty which has perhsai -*~

been equalled in the history of the Roman repabhe. L

xlv. 34.) Eumenes and the Rhodians, who bad drm
themselves the suspicions of the Romans in the vtr aci

Perseus, were now humbled. Others, such as the «-

Prusias of Bithynia, Massinissa in Nuraidia, Seleoc-»r

lopator of Syria, and the kings of Egypt ackno«W^
supremacy of Rome, which by cunning and fraud pii-

acquired the means of completely reducing them wt*-

inclination prompted.
The first blow was directed against Carthage, wfcei c

long endured the insults of Massinissa, the all* «?

Romans ; and when at last she attempted to mamtw -

rights, the Romans razed Carthage to the ground (U« u
and her territory became a Roman province under the--

of Africa. [Punic Wars.] In Macedonia two pre!*

had risen against Rome, the consequence of which •»*_

Macedonia was reduced to the form of a prorint ..

same was the fate of Greece after the /all o( Or

(146 b.c).

Some years before these events (153 B.C.) a new *n t

broken out in Spain, as the inhabitants of Segedi 6 -

strictly observe the conditions on which peace h*3 S-

granted to them. The war was carried on for mm* <.

with varying success, and the cruelty of the Romiw

contributed to make the exasperation of the Spa^

more general. Viriathus [Viriathus], who had pl***f

self at their head, carried on tho war from 148 itJl I"'

After his death, Brutus penetrated indeed as hx *

western coast, and in 132 B.C. returned to Roa* a
*

umph ; but the natives nevertheless did not submit >

mantia offered the most determined resistance, strf •

totally destroyed, 133 B.C. After these bloody wan Sr-

was apparently quiet, and Roman commissioners trr.

the affairs of the country.
#

During this period Italy appears to have enjoyed p^"

tranquillity, and its wealth and population increj*c •

Max., iv. 1, 11), but a formidable insurrection broke f
Sicily. In this island the extensive estates of wealthy &c

were cultivated by numerous slaves, who, being »H tul

by their masters, rose under Eunus and Cleon, and »

^
deduction all over the island. In 131 BC t

th(f
;

-

defeated by P. Rupilius at Enna. Attalus. the last l«<

Pergamus, left, in 133 b c, his kingdom as an inber *•

|

to Rome ; the disputes arising out of this gift led tu •<

duction of Asia into the form of a province 0- »

! Phrygia was given to Mithridates V. as a reward fc

assistance to the Romans.
How completely the old distinction between p»&*-

and plebeians had now disappeared, may be infenri

:

the fact, that in 172 b.c both consuls, and in 131 »f

^

censors, were plebeians. Ever since the wars of H» *' *

the number of plebeian senators had exceeded ihif

«

patricians. The only distinction which now had any"

was that between nobilet or illuxtres, and obscun.

laws which were made during this period had Hub «

relation to the constitution, but were for the most P*
11

^
tended to counteract the growing love of luxuries (Iff?1

*-

tuarict), to fix the age at which persons might «ct*n
|

different offices of tbe state (leges annates), to prey*01

extortion of tbe governors of provinces {de /h****"'
^

tundis), &c After the reduction of Macedonia <1W *

the treasury (aerariura) of the Roman republic was *>
•

stocked, that the head-tax (tribtttum) whicb the n-*

citixens had hitherto paid, was abolished. Hut during

apparent indifference in regard to constitutional ®a
*

a stato of things had gradually been developed, which bt

out like a volcano, and gave the first example of cnru*i

An active and thriving middle class did not exist st l^ r

Tho citisens were either exorbitantly rich or in sbj"

poverty. The illustrious families had almost tnonojw^;

the lucrative offices of the republic, and the small !«£

owners, on account of the constant wars, had betn fl
'

,

polled to neglect their fields, and in numerous cnscslw**

them to the nobles. Such reduced persons wandered w^"

homeless, with their wives and children, and lived to e
'

treme poverty. (Plot, Tib. Gracchus, c. 9.) Tbe
«*'

remedy was to provide this multitude of destitute ri^fr

with lands, and to rats* thsm to thr "flfto iH4top»**
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middle class. This was undertaken by the two brothers,
Tiberius and Caius Gracchus. Who they were, what mea-
sure* ihey proposed, and how they ended, is related in the
articles Gracchus and Agrarian Laws. The aristocratic

party gained the victory in this contest, hut it was gained
by crime and bloodshed. Several regulations of the agrarian
law were abolished, the nobles left off paying the rent which
was due for the public domain that they occupied, extended
(as before) their possessions by purchasing the smaller por-

tions of the poor, and expelled the impoverished peasantry
from their paternal roof. (Appian., Civil., i. 27.)

A frightful example of the demoralised condition of all

classes of Roman citizens was exhibited in the war against
the usurper Jugurtha [Juqurtha ; Mrtbllus. Q. C^eci-

uus; Marius, C. ; Sulla], who, in 106 B.C., was brought
to Rome in triumph. During this war there appeared on
the northern frontiers of Italy hosts of barbarians, Cimbri
and Teutones (113 ac). Several Roman armies which
were sent against them were defeated ; but C. Marius, in

102 bc, annihilated the whole body of the Teutoncs near
Aqua? Sextiao, aud in the following year the Cimbri in the

Csmni Raudii. The few barbarians who survived were
made slaves or fled into Gaul, where Caesar saw the rem-
nants of them. (Bell. Gall, ii. 29.)

In Italy several petty rebellions of the slaves in Campania
saowed what might be expected, and Sicily became the
iccne of a second insurrection of the slave?, who carried on
a fearful and destructive war with Rome (103-99 n.c). The
proconsul M. Aquilius succeeded in subduing the insur-

gents, after their last leader Athenion had fallen. In 96
b.c the kingdom of Cyrenaica was given to the Romans by
the will of the last king.

At Rome, where peace had only been restored by violence,

a fresh attempt was made to introduce an Agrarian law,

but the mover, L. Apuleins Satuminus, a man of no prin-

ciple, who acted merely from selfish motives, was put to

death with his associates (99 B.C.). (See Cic. pro Rabir., c. 9.)

It was about this time that two other important subjects

began to attract general attention: first, the Judicia, which
v«re in the hands of the equites, and grossly abused. In
91 blc. the tribune Livius Urusus endeavoured to remedy
the evil by adding 300 equites to the senate of 300, and by
giving to this new senate of 600 all judicial powers in matters

affecting a person's caput or civil condition. This attempt
however had not the desired effect. The second question

nas, whether the Roman franchise should be given to the

lulitn subjects and allies of Rome. Many sensible Ro-
mans saw the necessity of such a measure; but the powerful

party at Rome could not prevail on themselves to come to

any definite conclusion. The Italians however persisted in

their demand, which, in 91 B.C., led to the bloody and
destructive Social or Marsian war. The Italians, seeing

that there was no hope of gaining their object, intended

nothing less than to destroy Rome, to establish a new Italian

republic, with a senate of 500 members and two consuls,

and to make Corfinium, under the name of Italica, its centre

and capital. The Latins and Umbrians remained faithful

to Rome, and obtained, together with some other places in

Etruria, the Roman franchise by a Lex Julia. (Gottling,

p 448, &c) In the first campaign the Romans were un-

successful, but Cn. Pompeius Strabo defeated the Italian

allies at Asculum, which he took and destroyed (89 B.C.).

The Italians gradually submitted, and received the franohise,

and thus the great mass of the inhabitants of the peninsula

l>ecame Roman citizens. The dangerous designs of Marius
and Sulla induced the senate to promise the franchise to all

those who were still in arms, on condition that they should

lay them down. But the Samnites resolutely continued the

wc, and in the ensuing civil contest they joined the party

of Marius. The new citizens were, according to some
writers, divided into 15 new tribes; according to others, into

I v ; and according to Velleius Paterculus, they were distri-

buted into 8 of the old tribes. This last account is the most
probable. But Italy had lost the tlower of her population,

anal many once flourishing towns had been destroyed and
raxed to the ground. The number of tribes which, at the

time of the war with Porsena, had been considerably re-

duced, was afterwards gradually increased to 35, a number
which remained till the latest times. The province of Gallia

Trmnspadana received in the same year, by the Lex Pompeia,
Use Jos Lain, that is, those political rights which the Latins

bad Possessed previous to receiving the full franchise, and

«U& were expressed by the term commercium. In the

dictatorship of Julias Ctosar tbeTranspadani were placed on
an equality with the rest of Italy, and obtained the Roman
franchise. The circumstance of Rome giving the franchise
to all the Italians without altering its constitution accord-
ingly, was a great mistake, and the first step towards tho
dissolution of the republic.

For the war against Mithridates, which now followed, and
the civil war between Marius and Sulla, see the articles

Mithridates, Sulla, and Marius. The first Mithridatio
war lasted from 87 till 84 bc. After its conclusion, Sulla
returned to Italy, forced his way to Rome, and after having
been made perpetual dictator (82 b.c), he endeavoured to

restore peace and save the republic by a new but ill-judged
constitution [Sulla], according to which the aristocracy
were to form the basis of the republic, just as the Gracchi
had endeavoured to base it on an independent middle
class.

Period III .—From the Constitution of Sulla to Augustus,
from 81 till 30 b.c—In the year 83 B.C. the second Mithri-
datic war broke out, in which the Romans were defeated,
and, in 81 b.c, they concluded a peace with him. Afier the
death of Sulla, in 78 b.c,M. iEmiiius Lepidus attempted to

repeal all the leges of Sulla, but he was defeated in a battle
by Lutatius Catulus,and tied to Sardinia, where he died. The
tribunes also exerted their utmost power to recover the posi-
tion which they had lost by the constitution of Sulla. After
many fruitless attempts, their object was attained in 70 b.c,
in the consulship of Pompey and Crassus, when, by the Lex
Amelia, the senate was deprived of the exclusive possession
of the Judicia, which Sulla had given to it. The judicial

power was now divided among the senate, the equites, and
the tribuni aerarii. Thus the constitution of Sulla was abo-
lished after it had been in force for about ten years.

The history of Rome from this time forward is little more
than the history of the leading men. See the articles Pom-
pey, Cjesar, Cicero, Sertorius, Antony, &c. In 74
bc. Mithridates commenced the third war against the
Romans, which led to the complete subjugation of all Asia
Minor, Syria, and Phoenicia. Other Roman generals in the
mean time advanced into Mcesia as far as the Danube, and
on the northern coast of the Euxine as far as the river Don
and the Palus Maeotis or Sea of Azof. In 63 b.c Rome
was saved by the watchful care of Cicero from the destruc-

tion with which the conspiracy of Catiline threatened it.

[Cicero; Catiline.] Tho suppression of this conspiracy
could not prevent the republic from hastening towards its

ruin. Between the years 58 and 50 B.C., Caesar completed
the conquest of Gaul ; and in 56 B.C., by the treaty of Lucca,
the Roman world was divided among Caesar, Crassus, and
Pompey (first triumvirate); and when Pompey, as sole

consul, b.c 52, placed himself at the head of the republic,

the civil war between him and Csesar broke out, which was
decided, in 48 B.C., by the battle of Pharsalus. Caesar, who
had now become dictator, defeated the remains of the Pora-
peian party, and then endeavoured to restore order in Italy

;

but he was assassinated in 44 b.c His opponents, whose
republican spirit had survived the republic, were unable to

restore it; and in the following year a second triumvirate

was formed by Octavian, Antony, and Lepidus, whose object

was the total destruction of the republican party. This ob-

ject they pursued by proscriptions and a series of despotic

and cruel measures, until they began to quarrel with one
another. Their quarrels led to a new civil war, which ended
in the battle of Actium, and placet! Octatian (Augustus)

at the head of the Roman world. Thus ended the Roman
republic.

From the time when the constitution of Sulla was abo-

lished, no thorough reform of the republic was attempted.

All that we read of are isolated measures, some of which
were calculated to promote the democratical interests, such
as the laws of Clodius, by which the power of the magistrates

was limited; while others, more in an aristocrat ical spirit,

were intended to introduce gradual improvement, and to

preserve as much of the old forms as possible. The nume
rous innovations of Caesar, in all departments of administra-

tion, are the most important changes that were wrought

during this period. Most of them were useful, but they

paved the way to the monarchical government, to which the

republic submitted the more readily, as for many years it

had been accustomed to the almost absolute rule of indivi-

duals, who, being only concerned about their own aggran-

dizement, had brought indescribable sufferings upon the

nation. On* man at the head of the state, without a rival,
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was the only remedy for ihe public eviU. A longer con- I

tiuuatbn of that state of affair* which had existed for the

last au years would probably have broken up the Roman
empire, and made Italy a scene of bloodshed and misery.

The Roman republic, at the time of its dissolution, com-

prehended the following countries, which were for the most

part administered as Roman provinces:—Italy and all the

island* by which it was surrounded : all Gaul as far as the

Rhine, nearly all Spain, lllyricum, Pannonia, Dalmatia,

Greece with all the islands of the ;Ku;ean, Thrace, Mcesia

(the Danube here formed the boundary); in Asia all the

countries between the Caspian Sea, the Parthian empire, the

Persian and Arabian gulfs, the Mediterranean and the

Caucasus, that is, Colchis, Iberia, Armenia, Syria, Palestine,

Phoenicia, nearly the whole of Asia Minor, the whole of

the northern coast of Africa, Mauritania, Nuraidia, the

territory of Carthage, Cyrenaica, and Egypt. In some of

these countries however the power of Rome was not firmly

established until ihe Imperial period.

Period IV :—The Empire to it$ Downfall, from 30 B.C.

till 476 a.d.—The spirit of antient Rome and its moral

greatness were gone, and freedom, which can only be based

on virtue, had perished. The wise therefore, as well as the

many who loved peace as the means of securing sensual

enjoyments, and who were unconcerned about the conse-

quences to future generations, preferred the mild rule of

one man to the late turbulent and convulsed condition of

the lepublic.

As the history of all the Roman emperors it given in

separate articles, wo shall only make a few general obser-

vations on the administration of the empire, and subjoin a

chronological list of the Roman emperors down to the time

of Justinian.

Augustus gradually concentrated in his own person all

the great offices of the republic, though the officers them-
selves, mere hhadows of former days, still continued to be

appointed. He thus in effect acquired the sovereign power,

being free from all responsibility. He had the right to raise

armies, to impose taxes, to decide on peace and war; he had
the command of alt the legions, and the power of life and
death over all Roman citizens, both within and without

the city. The senate, oiler the removal of those whom
Augustus had reason to fear, was filled up with individuals

who were his mere creatures. Tiberius indeed restored to

the senate part of its former power, but the more the in-

fluence of the soldiers increased, the more that of the senate

declined, which body, as a compensation for this loss, was
made a high court of justice, which took cognizance of

offences committed by senators, crimes against the state or

the person of the emperor, and of the maladministration of

provincial magistrates. The relation between the emperors
and the senate was very indefinite, and it varied accotdiiig

to the more or less despotic disposition of the head of the

state. No provision was made for a regular succession ; the

first five emperors all belonged to the Julian and Claudian
families. (Tacit., //it/., i. 17.) The succession depended
upon the will of the actual imperator, who appointed hit

successor, either by adoption, or by giving him one of the

titles, Ccesar, and Princeps Juventutis; or by making him
his colleague in the quality of tribune or proconsul. In
cases where no person was designated, the senate exercised

the right of election. But this privilege was soon assumed
by the soldiers, who proclaimed the emperors, and the sanc-

tion of the senate became a mere form. The numerous
body-guards of the emperors (praetorians), who, in their

stronghold (prrotorian camp) formed as it were a new Capitol,

in effect possessed the sovereign power ; and on some occa-

sions they sold the empire to the best bidder. The nu-
merous legions in the provinces however soon became
acquainted with this secret of despotism, and availed them-
selves of it.

The election of magistrates was restored to the people

by Augustus, but in most cases he recommended or oven

elected the candidates. Tiberius invested the senate with

the power of election, still reserving a preference to those

candidates who were recommended by himself, and the

comitia merely received information of the election when
it had taken place. In the third century however we find

that the emperor alone exercised the right of election.

The aerarium was at first nominally under the control of
the scnaie. Augustus formed a separate aerarium for mili-

tary purposes. The fiscus was the name for the property of

the emperor as such, which must be distinguished both from

the aerarium and the private property of the emperor. But
gradually the emperors took the whole administration oi

the finances to themselves, and the term fiscus then be-
came equivalent to aerarium in the republican period. la
order to keep the magistrates both of the city and the p*o-

vinces in better subordination, they were paid by alsne*.
With respect to legislation, we find that in the reign of

Augustus various leges were passed (Lea Julia et Papas Pee~
paea, De Adulteriia, Sec), biit after his death we scarcely boar
of any leges, and sentttus consults were now made upon ibe

proposition or the recommendation of the emperor. Tbe
Edicts of the prators gradually lost their importance, aae
their place was supplied by the Constitution** pnoctpeca.
The emperor himself of course possessed supreme jurisdic-

tion, and for the decision of extraordinary matters, as m caaea

of appeal, he appointed an especial council, which fcexnaa la

have been distinct from his privy council for the avdmio»~
tration of the empire. (8part. Hadr„ 18.)

The Judicia Publica were usually held by the senate, bat
civil causes were, as before, tried by judices wltom tbc prae-

tor appointed. The adminiftiatioii of the city epgajtvd a

great deal of the attention of Augustus and his succeaoor*
as the monarchy depended much more on the peace eud
order of the capital than the republic. Respecting the
division and administration of the provinces, see the art*rU
Provincia. In the reign of Caraealla all subjects of tb*

empire were made Reman citizens by a constitution of thai

emperor.
In this state the government of the Roman empire re-

mained, with a few and not very important alteratiuna, eU*«u
to the time of Diocletian. The measures of this canpciur

and Constantino produced a complete chance in the form of

government. [Diocletian ; Constant!me.] The despotsua
of the prstorian soldiers ceased, and to it sucreeled tba

government of the court, with its ministers and innumerable
officers. The maintenance of these functionaries and of lb*

numerous armies reudeied heavy taxes necessary, and the
misery, wretchedness, and degradation of the nations sabteri
to the empire, which had been increasing during the \mm
two centuries previous to its overthrow, at last rearban1

a

pitch which it is almost impossible to describe.

The Roman empire, notwithstanding its vast extent at

the end of the republic, still continued to increase. Viesd**
licia, Rhoetia, Noricum, Pannonia, and Mossia were coca
pletely subdued and made parts of the empire. The D»>neb*
was made the boundary in these parts, to secure the eApoi
against the incursions of the barbarians. The subjugatm*
of Spain was completed by the submission of the emriik*
Cantabrians. In Germany conquests were also made, bet
more with a view to secure Gaul than to acquire any o*e
possessions in that country, and the Rhine may be con-
sidered as the frontier on that side of the empire. In tn*
reiijn of Trajan the empire attained its greatest extern;
Dae ia, Assyria, Mesopotamia, Armenia, and Arabia vera
made Roman provinces; but some of these conqtiesta wet*
soon given up, and the Danube and the Euphrates baxaia*
the boundaries of the empire. Biitain and the sombero
part of Scotland had been made a province in the reiarn v4
Nero. But the internal weakness, resulting from the im-
perfect union of so many countries and nations, rendered it

impossible to repel the incursions of the batbanaeo by
whom the empire was harassed from about the close oi" -be
fourth century. During this period one country vats hamk
after another, and Italy itself was invaded by the Hone
under Attila (452 a.d.>. In the year 476 a.d. Odoacer, enact
of the Scvrri and Herttli, at the head of a number of Gv*»
manic tribes, invaded Italy, dethroned the last emperor Ro-
mulus Augustutus, and was saluted by his army kiiaag of
Rome. The Roman senate implored bis protection. ««M
Zeno, the emperor of the East, raised him to the rank of «
Roman patricius. Thus ended the Roman eaamra iaa the
West.
Long before this event the necessity of dividinas; ahr

unwieldy mass of the empire had been felt, and, *a»*
the time of Diocletian, had frequently barn made for ifco

Kurpose of facilitating the administration, rnnatuntimiaala
ad become the capital of the Eastern part of the empire** trot

it was not until after the death of the elder Tneo4e*«o»
(395 a.d.) that the division into the Eastern and W*-»**- „
empires became permanent : the two parte however o *- «
intended to form one whole. The line of dentarvta r *««
between the two empires was the Danube, from a ass tie
two Pesth, down to where it receive* the Drau, tW*
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the small river Drinus (Drino), and a line drawn past
the town of Scutari towards the great Syrtis, near the
•oast of CyrqnaWa. All the countries east of this line

belonged 10 the Eastern empire, and those west of it to

the Western empire. The capitals, Rome and Constan-
tinople, bad each its senate, with equal privileges; but the
bond of union between the two empires was weakened by
the course of events, and they soon began to feel jealous of
each other. The emperors of the East contrived to avert

the invasions of the barbarians, and to turn their attention to

the West, which, being also more exposed to such invasions,

was destined to fall first; the Eastern empire,' which had
the advantage of a more favourable position for its capital,

and had also greater means and better armies, prolonged its

existence for many centuries. And even after it had lost

ill its provinces, and was confined to a very narrow space, it

nevertheless maintained itself in this wretched condition
until the year 1453 ad., when Constantinople was taken by
ibe Turks under Mohammed II.

A Chronological ^w* of the Roman Emperor*,

Augustus. . , from
Tiberius ....
Caligula ....
Tib. Claudius •

Nero . .

Galba, Otho, Vilnius
Vespasian
Titus ....
8omitian
erva .

Trajan ....
Hadrian ....
Antoninus Pius
Marcus Antoninus • •

Commodus
Pcrtinax f

Jtlltanus .

L. Septimus Severt)s .

Caracal la . .

Opil. Macrinus
Elagabalus
Alexander Severus .

C. Julius Maximinus
Gordianus
Philippus

C. Messius Decius
Trebonianus Gallus .

P. Licinius Valerianus and
Gallienus

Gallieuus (Macrianus, Va-
lens,CalpurniusPiso,Aure-
olus) and Odenathus

M. Aurelius Claudius
L. Domitius Aurclianus

Claudius Tacitus .

Annius Florianus

M. Aurelius Pfobus .

Cams (Carin us and Nume-
rianus)

Diocletian and Maximianus
Constantius (Galerius)

Constant ine (Galerius, Seve-

rus, Licinius, or Maximi-
nus, Maxentius, Maximi-
anus, Consfantinus, Con-
stantius, Const ans, Dalma-
tros. Annibalianus from
335) .

Constantius (Constant in us,

Constans, Magnentius) .

Julian us
Flav. Jovianus .

Ffav. Valentinianus, Valens
(Proconius),Gratianus,and

Valentinianus theYounger
Theodosius (Gratianus till

363, Valentinianus the

Younger till 392, Magnus
Clemens Maximus, Arca-
dius from 383) . . 378 395

30 B.C. to 14 AD.
14 A.D. to 37 A D.

38 41

41 54
54 G8

68 70

70 79

79 81

81 96

% 98
98 117

117
*

138

138 161

161 180
180 192

193

193

193 211

211 217

218 2-22

222 235
235 238
238 243
243 249
249 251
251 253

253

306

364

260

261 268
268 270
270 275
275 276
276
276 282

28fi 284
284 305
305 306

337

337 361

361 363
363 364

378

Western Empire, Eastern Empire.
A D. A.D. A.D. A.D.

Honorius . . 395 to 423 Arcadius . . . 3U5 to 408
Joannes . . 424 425 Theodosius II. . 408 450
Valentinianus , 425 455 Pulcheria and
Maxim us . . 455 Maicianus . 450 457
Avitus . . . 455 456 Leo I. . . . . 457 47
Majorianus . . 457 461 Leo theYounger 474
Libius Severus . 461 465 Zeno .... 474 49
Procopius An- Anastasius 1. .491 51

tliemius . . 467 472 Just in us I. . .518 527
Glycerius. . . 473 474 Justinian I. . . 527 565
Nepos. . . . 474 475
Romulus Augus

tulus . , . 475 476

The following is a list of the most important works on
Roman History:—
The antient authorities on which the history of Rome is

chiefly based are the works of Livy (with Freinsheim's
' Supplements'), Dionysius of Halicarnassus, Polybius, Dio-
dorus Siculus, Appian, Dion Cassius, Varro, Cicero, Sallust,

Ca>:ar, Velleius, Tacitus, Plutarch, Suetonius, Florus,
Eutropius, Aurelius Victor, Corn. Nepos, Orosius, 'Scrip-,

tores Hist. August©/ Ammianus Marcellinus, Procopius,
Zonaras, 'Xiphilinus, Laurentius Lydus and many oilier

antient authors, who, though not professing to write the

history of Rome, yet incidentally furnish much valuable
information.

Among the modern works on the history and constitution

of Rome, We may first mention the valuable monographs of

Sigonius (contained in Graevii 'Thesaurus Antiquitatum
Romanarum/ Lud£. Bat., 1694, &c., J 2 vols, fol.), namely,
'Do Antiquo Jure Civium Romanorum;' * De Antiquo
Jure Italia) ;* ' Dc Jure Antiquo Provinciarum :' of Peri-

zonius, • Animadversiones Historic®'; Wolfg. Laz., * Reip.

Rom. in extern Provinciis hello Constitute Comment.
Libri All.,' Basel. 1 55 J, and Frankfort 1598 ; Cuspinianus,
• De Consulibus Romanorum Commentarii/ Base), 1553,
* Genealogicum Rom. de Familiis Prcecipuis Regura, Prin-

cipum, Csosarum Rom.,* Frankfort, 1589; and others.

PiGjhius, 'Annales Romanorum, rec. auxit et illustr. A.
Schotus,' Antwerp, 1615, 3 vols. fol. ; P. Relandus, 'Fasti

Consulares/ Traject, Bat., 1715; Ch. Rollin, 'Histoire

Roroaine, depuis la Fondation de Rume jusqu' a la Bataille

d'Actium/ Paris, 1738, 16 vols. l'2mo., or 8 vols. 4to. This
work has often been reprinted, and has been continued and
completed, in Rollin's spirit, by J. B. L- Crevier, 'His-
toire des Empereurs Romains, depuis Auguste jusqu' a

Constautin,' 12 vols., Paris, 1 749. This work of Crevier has

likewise often been reprinted. L. de Beaufort, 'La Rcpub-
lique Romaine. ou Plan General del'Ancien Gouveineraent
de Rome,' La Have, 1766, 2 vols. 4to. ; by the same author,

'Sur Tlncertitude des Cinq Premiers Siecles de l'HU-
toire Romaine,' Utrecht, 1738, reprinted at La Haye, 1750,

2 vols. 8vo. ; Montesquieu, 'Considerations sur les Causes
da la Grandeur des Romains et de leur Decadence/ Paris,

1734, often reprinted; Adam Ferguson, 'The History of

the Progress and Termination of the Roman Republic,'

London, 1 783, 3 vols. ; Hook, ' History of Rome/ London ;

P. Ch. Levesque, 'Histoire Critique de la Republique Ro-
maine/ Paris, 1807, 3 vols. 8vo. ; ' Die Geschichte der Romer
zur ErklSrung ihrer classischen Scbriftsteller/ 2 vols.,

Leipzig, 1787-90; G. A.Ruperti, 'Grundriss der Geschichte,

Erd- und Alterthumskunde, Literatur und Kunst der Ro-
mer/ Gottingen, 1794; a second edition appeared in 1811 ;

Chr. F. Schulze, 'Kampf der Demokratie und Aristo-

kratie in Rom/ &c, Altenhurg und Erfurt, 1802; Micali,

'Italia avanti il Dominio de* Romani/ Firenzc, 1810,4 vols.

8vo., with an atlas; B. G. Niebuhr, ' Romische Geschichte/

2 vols., Berlin, 1811. The first volume of the second

edition, which was much altered, appeared at Berlin, 1827;

and a third edition of the same volume in 1828; the

second edition of the second volume appeared in 1831 ; the

third volume was edited, after Niebuhr's death, by Dr.

Classen, Berlin, 1832. The whole work only brings the

history down to the end of the first Punic war. The first

two volumes have been translated into English by J. C.

Hare and C. Thirlwall. The whole work has been translated

into French by P. A. de Golbery, Paris, 1829- 1840. Cora-

pare the reviews of the first edition of Niebuhr's work
by A. W. von Schlegel, in the ' Heidelberger Jahrhiicher.

1817, and by W. Waehsmuth, in his ' Die altere Geschichte

des Romischen Staates/ Halle, 1819 ; Fr. Buchholz, ' Phi
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losophische Untersuchungen iiber dio Romer,' 3 vols., Ber-

lin, 1819: K. L. Blum, 'Einleitung in Roms alte Ge-

srhichte,' Berlin, l&2tf : Eisendecher, 'UeberdieEntstehung,
Entwickelung, und Ausbildung dos Biirgerrechts im alien

Rom/ Hamburg, 1829 ; K. D. Hiillinann, * RomUche Grund-
vcrfassung.' Bonn, 1832; and by the same author, 'Ur
spriinge der Romischen Verfassung, durch Ver»lcichungen

erlautert,' Bonn, 1833 ; W. Druroann, 'Gescbichte Roms in

seinera Uebergange von der Republikanischen zur Monar-
ch ischen Verfassung/ &c 4 vols. 8vo., Konigsberg, 1834-

36: II. Maiden, 'History of Rome,' vol. i., London, 1830; H.
C. Reiff,

4 Gcschichte der Rum. Burgerkriege/ &c, Berlin,

1825, 4 vols. 8vo. ; Dr. Tb. Arnold, * History of Rome/ 2

vols., London, 1838-1840; J. Rubino, 'Untersuchungen
iiber Romische Verfassung und Gescbichte,' vol. i., Cassel,

1839 ; Dr. Fr. Fiedler, 'Geschichto des Romischen Staates

und Volkes/ Leipzig, 1839; C. Guttling, * Gescbichte der

Romischen Staats verfussung/ Halle, 1840.

The history of the Empire has been written byTillemont,
' Histoire des Empereurs et dea autros Princes qui ont

regn6 clans lea Six Premiers Siceles dc l'Eglise/ Paris,

1700, 4 vols. 4to., reprinted at Brussels, in 1707,5 vols.

8vo. ; Crevier's continuation of Rollin, mentioned above;
* Les Feinmes de Douze Cesars, avec des Notes Hist, et Crit./

par M. de Scrvics, Arasterdum, 1722, 2 vols. 8vo. ; Gibbon,
' The History of the Decline and Fall of the Roman Em-
pire/ London, 1776-82, 4 vols. 4to. ; this masterly work has
often been reprinted. D. G. H. Hiibler, ' Gescbichte der

Ruraer unter den Imperatoren, wie auch der Gleichzeitigen

Volker/ 3 vols., Freiberg, 1803.

The 'Thesauri' of Graevius and Sallcngre contain many
good works on Roman antiquities; but, besides these, we
may mention, Job. Rosini, 'Roroanarum Antiquitatum Cor-

pus absolutissiraum, cum Notis Dempsteri, Trajcct. ad

Hhen., 1701 ; Samuel Pitiscus. 'Lexicon Antiquitatum
Romunarum/ 2 vols, fol., Leovanltae, 1713 ; Dr. A. Adams,
•Roman Antiquities,' London, 1791, often reprinted; Friedr.

Creuzer, 'Abriss der Romischon Antiquiuitcn,' Leipzig

und Darmstadt, 1824.

The private life and manners of the Romans are described

in C. Meiners, 'Geschichte des Verfalls der Sitten und der

Staatsverfassung der Rumor/ Leipzig, 1 782 : J. H. L.

Meierotto, • Ueber Sitten uud Lebcn»art der Romer in ver-

schiedeuen Zeiten der Republik/ second edition, Berlin, 1802,

2 vols. 8vo. ; \V. A. Becker, ' Gallua, oder Romische Scenen
aus der Zeit des Augustus,' Leipzig, 1838, 2 vols. 8vo. ; Otto
von Mirbach, * Romische Briefe aus den letzten Zeiten der
Republik.' 2 vols., Milan, 1835 ; M. Roulez, 'Observations

sur divers points obscurs de THistoire de la Civilisation de
Ancienne Rome/ Bruxelles, 1836.

Works on the Roman finances: P. Burraann, ' Vecti^alia

ponuli Romani/ Lugd. Bat., 1734, 4 to. ; D. H. HcgewUch,
' Versuch iiber die Romischen Finanzen/ Altona, 1804,

8vo. ; R. Bosse, ' Gruudziige dea Finauzwcsens im Romi-
schen Staat,' Braunschweig, 1803. 2 vols. 8vo.

Works on military affairs: Guischard, 'Memoires Mili-

tates des Grecs et des Romania/ La Haye, 1758, 2 vols.

4to„ and Rast, ' Romische Kricgsaltcrthumer.'
As chronological tables of the history of Rome: C. J.

Zumpt, 'Annales veterum Regnoru in ct Populorum, in-

pnmis Romanorum/ Berulini, 1819, 4to. ; a second edition

appeared in 1838. Zander, 'Tabcllcn der Romischen
Gescbichtc/ second edition, Guttingen, 1829, 4to. ; F. Fied-
ler, • Zeittafeln der Romisch. Gesch./ &c, Wesel, 1827,
4 to. ; Fischer, ' Gricchische und Romische Zeittafeln/ Al-
tona, 1840, 4to. ; Clinton's * Fasti Helleuici/
The works on particular points of the Roman constitution

or particular events in Roman history, are too numerous to

be mentioned here.

Roman Language and Literature.

It is intended in the following paragraphs to present merely
an outline of the history of the language and literature of
autient Rome, as a separate notice is given in this work to

every writer of importance.
The language of the Romans is usually called Latin ; for

though Rome and Latium were originally distinct commu-
nities, their language appears to have been always the same.
Any inquiry into the origin of the Latin language must in-

volve an inquiry into the languages spoken by the autient
inhabitants of Italy; and our information on this subject,
notwithstanding the investigations of Micali, Grotefend,
K.O Muller, and other distinguished scholars, is at present

very imperfect. So much however appears certain, that the
Latin language was different from the Etruscan and Oacan,
of which the former was spoken by the inhabitant* of tho
northern and the latter by those of the central and soutbern
parts of Italy. The Latins appear to have originally forasod
part of that great race which overspread both Greece and
Italy under the name of Pelasgians. Their language formed
a branch of that extensive family of languages which arc
known to modern scholars bv the name of Inno-Germanic ;

and it is probable that the Pelasgians who settled in Italy
originally spoke the same language as the Pclasgiana wU
settled in Greece. There is consequently a great ream-
blance between the Latin and Greek languages; though
each possesses an element which the other doe* not. N ut

only does the Latin language possess many words which it

has not in common with tho Greek, but also in some pant
of its grammatical inflection, as for instance in that of ih«

fassive voice it differs considerably from the Greek bo^ua;c.
t therefore becomes a question, what that clement U, which

the Latin language has not in common with the Greek ; ai*>l

here we must attain some further knowledge of the language*
of autient Italy before we can answer this question satisfac-
torily. The Etruscan, so far as our imperfect knowledge U
it will enable us to form an opinion on the subject, appcan
to have exercised little influence upon the formation oF ih«
Latin language; but the Oscan or Opican language, oo \l<
contrary, seems to have united with the Pelasgian m fora
ing the Latin language. N iebuhr (Hist, of Rome, vol t,

p. 82) has remarked that the words which relate to agri-
culture and domestic life agree in Greek and Latin, as> dj-
mus, ager, aratrum, vinum, oleum, lac, bos, sua. et*%
&c; while those relating to arms and war, as dueUuta*
ensis, hasta, sagitta, &c, are different from the Greet.
But this remark is to betaken with considerable Iim italic**,
for there are many exceptions both ways; indeed so mat**
as to render the position itself at least doubtful, and all i-'

fcrences derived from it consequently inconclusive Tfc*
words relating to arms and war may have been Oscan ; and
it has therefore been supposed by Dr. Arnold < Hist. '/
Rome, vol. i., p. 22) not only that the Latins were a m xrd
people, partly Pelasgiau and partly Oscan, but also that tWi
arose out of a conquest of the Pelasgians by the Oscan* ; w
that the latter were the ruling class of the united uau^
and the former its subjects.

We have very few specimens of the Latin language y nt-
vious to the time of Ennuis and Plautus, when it Lad be-
come nearly developed and was substantially the earn* &*
in the later times of the republic. The specimens «^f t\<
autient language which have come down to us principally
consist of fragments of antient laws preserved by Festua*
Cicero, and other writers, and of a few inscriptions. T'-e
former, as might have been expected, appear to have Im-A
considerably altered ; and the latter are unfortunately ti*j

few to give us much assistance in tracing the rise and pro-
gress of the language. Of the*e however one of the nu*
important was the antient song of the Fratres Artalcx
which was discovered in the year 1T77, and which appear*
to have been the same as was sung in the most eorlv tuot-s
though tho inscription was not cut till a.d. 218. tVc sab-
join a copy of it with a few remarks on some of the anttc&i
forms which it contains:—

1. E nos, Lascs, iuvate.

2. Neve lucrve, Marmar, sins incurrere in pleor?*:
3. Satur furere. Mars, litnen sali, sla berber :

4. Semunis alteruei advocapit conctos.

5. E nos, Marmor, juvato:
6. Triumpe, triumpe, triumpe, triumpe, tnurnpe.
1. Loses is instead of Lares. All Latiu words which are

now written with r, had an s originally. Thus Quuttiltan
says (Inst. Oral., i. 4, } 13j that Valerius. Fvrttu. ar4s. r.

tabor, vapor, clamor, and lares were originally »i~ui cq
Valesius, Fusius, arbos, vapos, clamos, and totes. AccuH
ing to Pomponius the letter r was invented by Appiua Clau-
dius. (Dig., i„ tit. 2, s. 2, i 36.)

2. Luerve is instead of luervem or luerem, which is eqt.

valent to luem. The omission of m at the end of wurvU t»
common in Latin. Thus all the ad\erbs,ending in o *eera
to have lost an m, as quo, eo, && [See the article XI ] M
is also omitted in the same way in the accusative singular
of most nouns of the third declension iu Greek, ami t^,^*
not appear, if we may judge from the elision in poetry +4
all syllables ending in m before words beginning mith *
vowel, to have beeu usually pronounced in Latin. Lmrr
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er lutrem instead of luem corresponds to the antient forms

I

of nucerem, boverem % suerem, instead of nucem, bovem,
swern, and also to the common accusative cinerem from
finis.

Marmar is a name of Mars, who was called Mamers in

the Oscan language. Sins is instead of sinas. Pieoris is

the older form ofpeures. The root of this word is pie, as

we *ae in ple-nus and im-ple-o; and the comparative is

formed by adding tor or or. Pieores afterwards became
plans, in the same way as reversus or reorsus was shortened
into rursus.

3. Satur furere is to be understood in the same sense as

the longo satiate ludo of Horace (Carm., i. 2, 37), and
hmen tali in the sense of pede putsa limen. Sta appears
here to signify cease. Berber is an old form offervere, b
being interchangeable with / in the same way as ppiueiv
ixd/remere. rubeo and rufus, &c.

4. Semunis is instead of Semones. The Oscan language
b*< frequently a where o is found in common Latin, as pust
fen fort. Velhtne for Veuona, &c. Advocapit instead of
otkocabite, the e being omitted as in die, due, fuc, fer.
The future is here used in the sense of an imperative. P
was frequently used in the old language where b occurs
in the Irter forms, as poplicus, Poplicola, scapres (scabies),

and the Oscan pruhipia, pruhipust, which are connected
with prohibere.

Two of the earliest specimens of Latintty which have
come down to us are the inscription on the Columna Ros-
tra ii, erected in the Forum to commemorate the victory of
C Duiliusover the Carthaginians, b.c. 260 (Plin., Hist. Nat.,
miv. 11), and the Senatus-Consultum de Bacchanalibus,
which was passed b.c. 18G. (See Orelli, Corpus Inscrip.,

No. 549 ; Drakenborch's Livy, vol. vii., p. 97, &c.J» In both
of these, many of the grammatical forms differ widely from
ihoMj which were afterwards in use, and approximate closely
to the specimens of the Oscan which are still extant. Thus
all the ablative caecs in these inscriptions end in ed or d, as

yr<ncnt-ea\ dictator-ed, navale-d, prceda-d, in alto-d
mm-a\ senatud, &c, which correspond to the Oscan
factud,dolu-d,malu-a\cumpreivatu-d, touta-d, prcesenti-d,

&?. A similar resemblance is seen in the third person sin-

gular of the imperative mood: where, instead of esto, weM in old Latin estod, and in Oscan estud. The Latinity of
theSenatus Consultura de Bacchanalibus differs in so many
respects from that of Plautus, who lived at the time at

«hivh this measure was passed, as to make it probable that
many of the ancient forms in Plautus must have been
altered in subsequent times.

The history of Latin literature may be divided into three
periods: the 6rst extending from the time of Livius An-
dronicus, B.C. 240, to the death of Augustus, a.d. 14; the
second from the death of Augustus to the death of Marcus
Aurelius, a.d. 1 80 ; and the third from the death of Marcus
Aurelius to the time of Cassiodorus, a.d. 539.

Mr*/ Period •

—

From the time of Livius Andronicus, B.c.
-W, to the death ofAugustus, a.d. 14.—The Romans may
be said to have possessed no literature for upwards of 500
tears from the foundation of the city; and when they at
length began to pay some attention to it, they did little

fcure than translate or imitate the works of the Greeks.
The tragedies and comedies of Livius An(Ironicus, who was
the first writer of whom we have any account, appear to have
b*n taken entirely from the Greek ; and the same was the
ease with Cn. Neovins, who was contemporary with Livius
Andronicus. The first prose writers were Quintus Fabius
Pictor and Lucius Cineius Alimentus, who lived in the
t;ne of the second Punic war, and wrote the history of
Rome from its foundation to their own times, in imitation
of the pontifical annals. Cineius however appears to have
written his history in Greek; but both his history and that
of Fabius, as well as those of the succeeding annalists, ap-

r*ar, like the pontifical annals which they imitated, to have
k*en very meagre, containing only memorials of the tiroes,

tf Uicn. of places and events, without any ornament; and
ttfuTided that their meaning was intelligible, they thought,

«ygQcero(D<? Orat., ii. 12), that the only excellence of
iule was brevity.

Ennius however, who was born B.C. 239, may be regarded
m the founder of Latin literature. Though a Greek by
to'tb, ne was the first who taught the Romans to write
'heir own language with ease and elegance, and he was
Hiiefly instrumental in introducing among the Romans a
k"« of literature. He lived on intimate terras with some

P.CX, No. 1245.

of the most eminent members of the Roman aristocracy,
who began at length to study the Greek language. Cato
himself learnt Greek from Ennius ; and Scipio Africanus,
his son Scipio Nasica, and M. Fulvius Nobilior delighted
in his society. At the same time, the later comedy of the
Athenians was most successfully imitated by Plautus, whose
comedies must have had some influence in improving the
taste of the people and even of the aristocracy, though the
latter do not appear to have shown him any patronage.

In the year B.C. 155, the study of the Greek philosophy
was introduced among the Romans, by the embassy which
the Athenians sent to Rome, consisting of three of the most
eminent philosophers of the age, namely, Carneades of the
Academy, Diogenes the Stoic, and Critolaus the Peripatetic;
and though the study was condemned by Cato and many
of the old school, it soon made great progress among the
Roman nobles. The study of the Greek language and
literature was still further promoted by the conquest of
Achaaa, and by the influence of the distinguished Achsean
prisoners, who were distributed among the towns of Italy.
Among these was Polybius, who attracted the attention of
Paullusi£milius, and was appointed by him instructor of bis
two sons, Fabius and Scipio. Though Polybius did not write
in Latin, he produced a great influence upon Roman litera-
ture. He showed the Romans how the history of their own
state ought to be treated; and by his intimacy with Scipio
and the most distinguished Romans of the time, he produced
a great impression upon the literary character of the age.
From this time it became the fashion for all well educated
Romans to read. Bpeak, and even write the Greek language;
and Greek rhetoricians and philosophers found abundant
employment in Rome. Literature however was chiefly pro-
secuted by the great and noble; the body of the people
appear to have remained uneducated.
From the preceding account it will be seen that Roman

literature only arose and spread in connection with the study
of the Greek literature ; and the consequence was not only
that the Roman writers made the Greeks their models, but
that they rarely attempted any original work. One excep.
tion however must be made in favour of the Roman satire,

which was essentially home-born, and had nothing similar
to it in the Greek language. This species of composition
appears to have arisen from the practice, which has pre-
vailed in Italy from the earliest times to the present day, of
the country-people making rude extempore verses in ridi-

cule of one another. Lucilius, who was the contemporary
of Scipio Africanus and of Lrolius, with whom he lived on
the most intimate terms of friendship, was the first writer
who constructed Roman satires on those principles of art
which were considered in the time of Horace as essential

requisites in a satiric poem. (Hor., Sat., ii. 1, 61.)

The first century before the Christian cera was the most
brilliant epoch of Roman literature. The various writings
of Cicero had brought the Roman language to perfection;

and almost every species of literature was cultivated with
success. In didactic poetry, Lucretius rivalled, and we may
say surpassed, all the Greek didactic poets, in his great phi-

losophical poem, which, for vigour of conception and splen-
dour of diction, will bear comparison with the best efforts

of the poets of any age and country. In lyric poetry, Ca-
tullus and Horace made the first attempts to introduce this

species of composition among the Romans ; while Tibullus,

Propertius, and Ovid produced the most beautiful elogiac

poems. During this period also, the epic poem of Virgil

appeared ; but there was no great dramatic poet. In prose,

we possess the histories of Sallust, Caesar, and Livy; the
agricultural and antiquarian treatises of Varro; and the
orations, letters, and philosophical and historical works of
Cicero. The chief characteristic of the literature of this

age originated in the leading feature of the Roman cha-
racter. The Romans were a practical and not a speculative

people; and consequently pure speculation found little

favour and encouragement among them. No new system

of philosophy sprung up amongst them ; they received the

different systems of Grecian philosophy without any modifi-

cation or alteration ; and even those who, like Cicero, studied

this subject most successfully, appear only to have regarded

it in a practical point of view, as a solace in adversity, or

as an important auxiliary to the study of oratory. The
latter subject, at least under the republic, was more studied

than any other branch of literature, since it opened the way
to the highest dignities in the state; and the influence of

this study may be traced^ in almost all the works of the
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A.U.C
8*1-870

A.D.

98-U7

953-983 200-250

C. Cornelius Tacitus.

C. Plinius Secundus Caecilius.

8. Julius Frontinus.
Javolenus.

Q. Suetonius Tranquillus.

L. Annseus Florus.

iulius Obsequens.
alius Longus.

Terentianus Maurus.
t>. Junius Juvenalis.

884 131 Sajvius Julianus.

Csecilius Afrjcanus.

$91-914 138-161 S.Pomponius.
Gaius.
Yolusius Mscianus.
Cervidius Sccevola.

Ulpius Marcel 1 us.

Aulus Gellius.

Calpurnius Flaccus.

Jugtinus.

Q. Curtius?

914-933 161-180 M. Aurelius Antoninuf (Greek),
Cornelius Fronto.
L. Appulejus.

Julius Solinus,

Nonius Marcellus.
Tertullianus.

Petronius.

Dionysius Cato.

Papinianus.

Ulpianus.
Paul us.

Modestinus.
Gargilius Martialis.

Apicius.

Censorinus.

Minucius Felix.

1037 284 M. Aurelius Olympius Nemesianus.
Julius Calpurnius.
Marius Maximus.
Csecilius Cyprianus.
Trebellius Pollio.

Julius Capitolin us.

Flavius Vopiscus.
Julius Ruftnianus.
Arnobius.
Lactantius.

Firmicus Maternu*.
/Blius Donatus.
Victorinus.

Aurelius Victor.

Mamertinus.
Eutropius,

Rufus.
L. Ampelius.

1123 370 Jlieronymus.

Anibrosin s.

Anicius Paulinus,

Ausonius.
Aramianua Marceljinus.

Vegetius.
Priscianus.

Marcellus Empiricus.
Faltonia Proba.

114| 395 Aurelius Symmacbus.
Claud ianus.

Pompeius Festus.

Servius Maurus.
iErailius Probus.
Augustinus.
Aurelius Prudentius.
Sulpicius Severus.

1J63 410 Macrobius.
Claudius Rutilius Numatianus,
Rufus Festus Avienus,
Charisius.

Dioraedes.

Coelius Aurelianus.
Paulus Orosius.

1SP3 4^0 Salvianus.

Apollinaris (Sicjowus,

Capella.

1059

1113

306

360

A.U.C. A.D.

Arusianus Messius,
1253-1392 (00-539 Boethius.

Priscianus.

Fulgentius.

Tribonianus.
Cassiodorus.

In the preceding list the principal Roman jurists are in-
serted, but a complete list of them, with the relative pro-
portions, which they have contributed to the 'Digest,' is given
under Justinian's Legislation, p. 164.

Works on the Roman Language and Literature.—The
following list of works, though far from complete, may be
useful to those who are studying the language and litera-

ture of antient Rome. It is hardly necessary to premise
that the works here enumerated have very different degrees
of merit, and that some are merely mentioned as the best
or only works of the kind, or as the best known to the
Writer.

Literature.—Fabricius, 'Bibliotheca Latina/ edited by
Krnesti, 3 vols. 8vo., Lips., 1 773-1774 jHarles, 'Introductio
in Notit Litt. Romano,* 2 vols. 8vo., Norimb., 1794 ; 'Bre-
vior Notitia Litt. Romance,' with supplements, 5 vols. 8vo.,

1789-1819 ; Dunlop, 'History of Roman Literature,' 3 vols.

8vo., Lond. ; Bahr, ' Geschichte der Romischen Litera-

ture 8vo., Carls., 1832, &c. ; 'Abriss der Romischen Lite-
raturgeschichte,' 8vo., Heidelb., 1 833 ; Bernhardy, ' Grun-
driss der Romischen Literatur/ 8vo., Halle, 1630, a use-
ful work ; F. A. Wolf, • Vorlesuneen fiber die Geschichte
der Romischen Literature 8voM Leipz., 1831 ; F. Passow,
* Uebersicht der Romischen und Griechischen Literatur,

4to., Berlin, 1815; * Grundziige der Griech. und Rom. Lit-

teratur und Kunstgeschichte,' 4to.
v

Berlin, 1829; Gyral-
dus, 'Historia Poetarum tarn Graocorum quam Latinorum/
Basel, 1545 ; Crinitus, • De Poetis Latinis/ Flor., 1505 ; Vos-
sius, * De Vet. Poetarum Temporibus,' Arast., 1654 ; Crusius,

•Lives of the Latin Poets/ Lond., 1726; Rambach, 'De
Poetarum Lyricorum inter Roraanos Paucitate,' 4to., Qued
ljnb., 1769; Le*v6e, 'Th&ltre complet des Latins,* Paris,

1822, 8to. ; Donatus, 'Pe TragcediaetComoedia/J. C. Sca-
liger, ' DeComo3diaetTrago3aia/ in Gronovius's 'Thesaurus
Ant. Gr.,' vol. viii. ; Sagittarius, 'De Vitaet Scriptis Livii

Andronici, Nami, Ennii, Ccecilii, Statii, Pacuvii, &c.' 8vo.,

Altenb., 1672; A, W. Schlegel, 'Vorlesungen iiber Dra-
matische Kunst und Litteratur,' 3 vols. 8vo., Heidelb., 1817,
translated into French, 3 vols. 8vo., Paris, 1814, and into

English, 2 vols. 8vo. ; the article Drama in this work;
Casaubon, 'De Satyrica Graec. Poesi et Romanorura Satira/

Par., 1605, Hal, 1774, ed. Rambach; Kbnig, 'De Satira

Romana/ Oldenb., 8vo., 1796; Manso, 'Ueber die Romis-
chen Satiriker,* in Sulzer's ' Allgem. Theorie der Schonen
Kiiuste/ vol. 4 ; Ruperti, ' De Satira Romanorum et de Sa-
tiricis Romanorum Poetis,' prefixed to his edition of Ju-
venal; Vossius, 'De Historicis Latinis,' Lugd. Bat., 1651.

A list of the principal editions of the Latin writers, with

the best modern works upon each writer, is given in Wag-
ner's 'Grundriss der Classichen Bibliographic/ Breslau,

1840.

Language.—Folieta, • De Ling. Lat. Usu et Prsestantia,'

ed. Mosheim, Hamb., 1723, 8vo. ; Facciolati, 'De Ortu,
Interitu, et Instauratione Lingua) Latinos/ reprinted at

Lips., 1725;Tursellinus, 'De Particulis Latinse Orationis/

often reprinted; Allen, 'Doctrina Copularum Linguse La-
tin©/ l2mo., Lond., 1830, with a notice of the same work in

the * Journal of Education/ No. 8 ; Doderlein, • Lateinische

Synonyrae und Etymologieen/ 6 vols. 8vo., Leipz., 1826-

1838 ; Struve, 'Ueber die Lateinische Declination und Con-
jugation/ 8vo., Konigs., 1823; Schneider, ' Elementarlehre
der Lateinischen Sprache/ and ' Formenlehre der Lateinis

chen Sprache,' Berlin, 1819, 1821, a valuable work for the

archaeology of the language ; Allen, ' Etymological Analysis

of Latin Verbs/ 12rao. Lond., 1836;Scheller, ' AusfTirhliche

Lateinische Sprachlehre/ 8vo., Leipz., 1803, translated into

English by Walker; Grotefend, * Ausfurhliche Grammatik
der Lateinischen Sprache/ 2 vols. 8vo., Hannov., 1829-30

;

Zurapt, ' Lateinische Grammatik,' 8vo., Berlin, 6th edition,

1828, and frequently reprinted, translated into English by
Kenrick, with a notice of the same work in the 'Quarterly

Journal of Education,' No. 1 *. this grammar is far superior

in the syntactical part to any other. The student will also

derive considerable information from those works which
treat of the comparative grammar of the Indo-Germanic
Languages, as Bopp's * Vergleichende Grammatik des Sans-
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lent, Zend, Griecbischen, Lateinischen, &c./ of which the

first port was published at Berlin, 1833, with a notice of the

same work in the 'Journal of Education,* No. 16, by the

late Dr. Rosen ; and Pott's
4 Etymologische Forscbungen

auf dem Gebiete der lndo-Germanichen Sprachen,' 2 vols.

8vo.v Lcmgo, 1833-36, with two notices of the same in the

'Journal of Education/ Nos. 18, 20, also by Dr. Rosen.

Dictionaries.—Stepban i, * Thesaurus Lingua? Latins;'

Facciolati and Forcellini, 'Totius Latinitatis Lexicon,'

4 vols, fol., Padua, 1771, which is superior to all other Latin

dictionaries, and the recent edition of the same work en-

larged by Furlanetto, 4 vols. 4to , Padua ; Adam, ' Dic-

tionary of the Latin Tongue,' 8vo.. Edinburgh, 1814, 2nd
edition, a superior work to that of Ainsworth : Scheller,

•Ausiiibrliches und Moglichst Vollstandiges Lateinisch-

Deutsches und Deutsch-LateinUches Lexicon,' 5 vols. 8vo.,

Leipz., 1804-6, translated into English by Riddle, who has

also published a Latin dictionary in one volume, 8vo.;

Frcund, ' Worterbuch der Lateinischen Sprache,' which is to

be completed in 4 vols. 8vo., but three only have yet ap-

peared ; Schwenck, ' Etymologisches Worterbuch der Latein.

Sprache mit Vergleichung der Griechischen und Deuts-

chen.' 8vo , Francf., 1827 ; Nizolii, ' Lexicon Cieeronianum,'

edited by Facciolati, reprinted in London, 3 vols. 8vo.,

1820.

Roman Law.

The historical origin of the Roman Law is unknown, and
its fundamental principles, some of which even survived

the legislation of Justinian, are older than the oldest

records of Italian history. The foundation of the strict

rules of the Roman law as to fam ilia, agnatio, marriage,

testaments, succession to intestates, and ownership, was

no doubt custom, which, being recognised by the sovereign

power, became law. As in many other states of antiquity,

the connection of the civil with the ecclesiastical or sacred

law was most intimate; or rather, we may consider the

law of religion as originally comprehending all other law,

and its interpretation as belonging to the priests and the

king exclusively. There was however direct legislation

even in the period of the kings. These laws, which are

mentioned under the name of Leges Regiae, were propsed

by the king, with the approbation of the senate, and, con-

firmed by the populusin the Comitia Curiata, and, after the

constitution of Servius Tullius, in the Comitia Centuriata.

That there were remains of this antient legislation existing

even in the Imperial period, is certain, as appears from the

notice of the Jus Civile Papirianura or Papisianum, which
the Pontifex Maxim us Papirius is said to have compiled
from these sources, about or immediately after the expulsion

of Tarquinius Superbus (Dig., i., tit. 2), and from the dis-

tinct references to these Leges made by late writers. Still

there is great uncertainty as to tho exact date of the com-
pilation of Papui us, and its real character. Even bis name
is not quite certain, as he is variously called Caius, Sextus,

and Publius. (Dion. Hal., iii. 36 ; Dig., i., tit 2.)

But the earliest legislation of which we have any important
remains is the compilation of the code called the Twelve
Tables. The original bronze tables indeed are said to have
perished in the conflagration of the city alter its capture

by the Gauls, but thev were satisfactorily restoied from copies

and from memory, for no antient writer who cites them
ever expresses a doubt as to the genuineness of their con-

tents. It is the tradition that a commission was sent to

Athens and the Greek states of Italy, for the purpose of
examining into and collecting what was most useful in their

codes; and it is also said that Hermodorus of Ephesus,
then an exile iu Rome, gave his assistance in the compila-
tion of tho code. There is nothing improbable in this story,

and yet it is undeniable that the laws of the Tables
were based on Roman and not on Greek or Athenian law.

Their object was to confirm and define perhaps rather

than to eidarge or alter the Roman law, and it is pro-

bable that the laws of Solon and those of other Greek
states, if they had any effect on the legislation of the De-
cemviri, served rather as models of form than as sources
of positive rules.

Ten tables were completed and made public by the De-
ocraviri, in n.c. 451, and in the following year two other
table* were added. This compilation is quoted by the
antient writers by various titles: Lex XII. Tabularum,
jtages XII., sometimes XII. simply (Cic , Legg.> ii. 23), Lex
Decemviralis, and others. The rules contained in these

tables long continued to be the foundation of Roman law,

and they were never formally repealed. The laws them-
selves were considered as a text-book, and they were com-
mented on by the Jurists as late as the age of the Anto-
nines, when Gaius wrote a commentary on them in six

books ('Ad Legem XII. Tabularum*). Tho actions of tho oU
Roman law, called Legitimae, or Legis Act.ones, «cr*
founded on the provisions of the Twelve Table*, and tL*

demand of tbe complainant could only be made in lb*

precise terms which were used in the Tables. (Gaiua* it

11.) The rights of action were consequently very limited,

and they were only subsequently extended by the Edicts
of the Praetors. The brevity and obscurity of this antictU

legislation rendered interpretation necessary in order to g}*€
the laws any application ; and both the interpretation at tn*
laws and the framing of the proper forms of action belonged
to the College of Pontifices, who yearly appointed a membt*
of their own body to decide in all doubtful case*. "Un-

civil law was thus still inseparably connected with that of

religion (Jus Pontificium), and its interpretation and tbe

knowledge of the forms of procedure were ttill the excluauc
possession of the patricians.

The scanty fragments of the Twelve Tables hardly enable
us to form a judgment of their character or a proper e»Um*t<
of the commendation bestowed on them by Cicero {D* Or^
i. 43). It seems to have been the object of the compaler*

to make a complete set of rules both as to religious ana ci\ .1

matters; and they did not confine themselves to what the

Romans called private law, but they comprised also public

law. (' Fons publici privatique juris,' Liv., iii. 34.) Tbr*
contained provisions as to testaments, successions to inies-

tates, the care of persons of unsound mind, theft, homi-
cide, interments, &c.
They also comprised enactments which affected a man't

status, as for instance the law contained in one of tbe i*w
last Tables, which did not allow to a marriage contracted
between a patrician and a plebeian the character of a leg*
Roman marriage, or, in other words, declared thai betwort
patricians and plebeians there could be no Connubturn

Though great changes were made in the Jus 1'ubLcum
by the various enactments which gave to the plebeians thr

same rights as the patricians, and by those which cuueexnei
public administration, tbe fundamental principles of the Jw*
Privatum, which were contained in the Tables, remaiuci
unchanged, and are referred to by jurists as late aa the tintr

of Ulpian.
Tbe old Leges Regiae, which were collected into one bwd«

by Papirius, were commented on by Gran ius Flaccus in tt4-

time of Julius Caesar {Dig., 50, tit. 16, s. 144), and ibut
they were probably preserved. The fragments of thc^e U« i

have been often collected, but the best essay upon tbctn it

by Dirksen, ' Versuchen zur Kritik und Auslegung <L r

Quellen des Romischen Rechts,' Leipzig, 1823. I be fig-
ments of the Twelve Tables also have been often colleetcti.

The best work on the subject is that by James Godefioy (Ja-
Gothofredus), which, with the more recent work of Dirk-
sen, ' Uebersicbt der bisherigen Versuche zur Krmk uoi
Herstellung des Testes der Zwolf-Tafel-Fragmented Leip*i-.
1824, seems to have exhausted the subject.

For about one hundred years after the Legislation of the
Decemviri, the patricians retained their exclusive pos*c9MK»a
of the forms of procedure. Appius Claudius Csecus dr«*
up a book of the forms of actions, which it is said %LmI
his clerk Cnaeus Flavius stole and published ; tbe fact </

the theft may be doubted, though that of the publication of
the forms of procedure, and of a list of the Dies Fasti and
Nefasti, rests on sufficient evidence. The book thus tn±c*
public by Flavius was called Jus Civile Flavianurn ; tut
like that of Papirius it was only a compilation. The pub-
lication of these forms must have had a great effect on lb*
practice of the law: it was in reality equivalent to an exten-
sion of the privileges of the plebeians. Subsequently Sex-
tus Aelius published another work, called ' Jus Aclianum*'
which was more complete than that of Flavius. This work,
which was extant in the time of Pomponius (Dig.. L, ut. 2,

s. 2, } 39), was also called ' Tripertita,' from the circum>4ant«
of its containing the laws of the Twelve Tables* a oomnaec-
tary upon them (interpretation and the Legit Actiooc*.
This work of Aelius appears to have been considered ra
later times as one of the chief sources of tbe civil lav
(veluti cunabula juris) ; and he received from bis <

porary Ennius the name of * wise:'

* JZgMfl* Cortktui homo C«lai AsUss Stasav'
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Sexto* Aelius was Curule Aedile, d.c. 200, and Consul, b.c.

199.

In the Republican period new laws (leges) were enacted

both in the Comitia Centuriata and in the Comitia Tributa.

The Leges Curiatae, which were enacted by the curiae,

were limited to cases of adrogation and the conferring of

the imperium. The Comitia Centuriata were made inde-

pendent nf the senate by the Lex Publilia (Liv., viii. 12),

which declared that the leges passed in these Comitia
should not require the confirmation of the senate. The
leges passed in the Comitia Tributa were properly called

Leges Tributae or Plebiscita, and originally they were
merely proposals for a law which were laid before the senate

and confirmed by the curiae. But the Lex Publilia (b.c.

336), and subsequently the Lex Hortensia (b.c. 286), gave
to the Plebiscita the full force of leges without the con-

sent of the senate (Liv., viii. 12 ; Gaius, i. 3; Gell., xv. 27);

and a Plebiscitum was accordingly sometimes called a lex.

The leges generally took their name from the gentile name
of the magistrate who proposed them (rogavit), or, if he was
a consul, from the name of both consuls, as Lex Aeliaor Aelia

Sentia, Papia or Papia Poppaea. If the proposer of the law
was a dictator, praetor, or tribune, the Lex, or Plebiscitum,

as the case might be, took its name from the proposer only,

as Lex Hortensia. Sometimes the object of the lex was in-

dicated by a descriptive term, as Lex Cincia de donis et mu-
neribus.

The Senatus Consulta also formed a source of law under
the republic That a senatus consultum in the time of Gaius

(i. 4) should have the force of law (vicem legis optinet),

may be easily admitted ; but Gaius in this passage appears

to be referring not only to such senatus consulta as had

been pasbed under the empire, but to the senatus consulta

generally as a source of law. It appears that the senate

gradually came to be considered as the representative of the

curiae, and that its consulta, in many matters relating to

administration, the care of religion, the aerarium, and the

administration of the provinces, had the full effect of laws.

It does not seem as if the Romans themselves had a very

clear notion of the way in which the senate came to exerci&e

the power of legislation ; but they imagined that it arose of

necessity with the increasing population of the state

and the increase of public business. The senate thus

became an active administrating body, and, as an easy con-

sequence, that which it enacted (constituit) was observed,

and this new source of law was termed Senatus Consultum
{Dig., i., lit. 2). It seems probable that the senate began
to exercise the power of making senatus consulta after the

passing of the Hortensia Lex, though it is not pretended

that the Hortensia Lex or any other Lex gave this power to

the senate, No senatus consulta are recorded as designated

by the names of magistrates, till the time of Augustus, a cir-

cumstance which seems to show that whatever binding au-

thority senatus consulta might have acquired under the

Republic, they were not then viewed as laws properly so

called, or as having the full effect of leges. But from the

time of Augustus, the titles of senatus consulta frequently

occur ; their names, like those of the leges, were derived

from the consuls, as S. C. Velleianum, Pegasianura, Trebel-

lianum, &c, or of the emperor who proposed them, as S. C.

Claudianum, Neronianum, &e, or they were said to be made
1
auctore Principe/ or • ex auctoritate Principis.' The expres-

sion applied to the senate, so enacting, was * censere/ (Gaius,

l. 47.) Special consulta were sometimes passed for the pur-

pose of explaining or rendering effectual previous leges.

A new source of law was supplied by the Edicta of those

magistrates who had the Jus Edicendi, but mainly by the

praetors, the praetor urbanus and the praetor peregrin us.

The edicts of the praetor urbanus were the most important.

The body of law which was formed by the Edicta is accord-

ingly sometimes called Jus Praetorium, which term how-

ever might be limited to the Edicta of the praetors, as

opposed to those of the curule aediles, the tribunes, cen-

sors, and pontifices. The name Jus Honorarium, as opposed

to Jus Civile, comprehends the whole body of edictal law;

and the name Honorarium was given to it, apparently be-

cause the Jus Edicendi was exercised only by those magis-

trate who had the Honores. Jus Civile in its larger sense

comprehended all the law of any given natiofi ; but the

Jus Civile Romanorum, as opposed to the Honorarium,

consisted of Leges, Plebiscita. Senatus Consulta, to which,

under the empire, were added the Decreta Principum
and the Auctoritas Prudentium, The Honorarium Jus was

introduced for the purpose of aiding, supplying, and cor
recting the defects of the Jus Civile Romanorum in its

limited sense. (Dig., i., tit. 1, s. 7.)

The historical origin of the edictal power is not known,
but in the time of Cicero it had been so long exercised, and
the Edicta had been so far formed into a regular system,
that the study of the edictal law was a main part of the
systematic study of the Roman law, and had taken the
place of the Twelve Tables as an elementary branch of in-

struction. (Cic, Legg., ii. 4, 23 ; i. 5.) Servius Sulpicius,

a distinguished jurist and a friend of Cicero, wrote two
small books on the Edict, which were followed by a work of
Ofllius, also on the Edict. Though the history of the
edictal law, as already observed, cannot be traced, it thus
appears that it had assumed a systematic form in the time
of Cicero. •

An Edictum was a rule promulgated by a magistratus
when he entered on his office. It was committed to writing
and put up in a public place. Its object was to declare by
what rules the praetor would be governed in the administra-
tion of justice during the year of his office ; and hence the
Edictum was sometimes called Perpetuum or Annua Lex.
An Edictum Repentinum applied only to the particular occa-
sion on which it was made. All offices being annual, the
rules of one magistratus were not binding on his successor,

but his successor might adopt them into his own Edictum,
and such adopted Edictum then became an Edictum Tralati-

tium. In this way numerous Edicta were adopted by one
magistratus from the Edicta of his predecessors, and thus
gradually a body of rules was formed and established, which
experience had proved to be useful. Those Edicta which
were of great importance are often referred to under the
name of the magistratus who promulgated them, as the
Edictum Carbonianum and others.

The general character of the Edict has been already
stated. It is described in other words as • viva vox juris

civilis,' as a mode by which the rigid rules of the civil law
were altered and extended to suit the altered circumstances
of the times. The changes introduced by positive enact-
ments into the Jus Privatum of the Roman law seem to

have been very unimportant. It was not consistent with
Roman notions to alter or change fundamental principles,

and most of the legislation of the republican period had
reference to the disputes between the two estates of the
patricians and plebeians, and to other parts of the J us Pub-
licum. Accordingly it was left to the magistratus gradually
to introduce the necessary changes into the Jus Privatum

;

but the process of doing this was in strict conformity to the
principles of the old law. The Edict did not affect to make
new law, but to adopt as law what custom had sanctioned,

provided it was not against the Jus Civile ; to give an action

when a bona* fide right existed, if the old law gave none ; to

protect a man in bona* fide possession of property, without

affecting to give him ownership, which the law alone could

give him by virtue of usucapion ; to aid parties by fictions,

which however were always of such a kind that the thing

which the fiction supposed, was that which would have
given a strictly legal right. A great part of the efficacy of
the Edict consisted in extending the remedies by action

;

and after the abolition of the Legis Actiones (with the excep-

tion of the Actio Damni Infecti, and of matters which be-

longed to the cognizance of the Centumviri) by the Lex
Aebutia and two Leges Juliae, the mode of proceeding in

actions was settled by the formulae of the Edicta. Still

even here it seems probable that the praetors followed the

analogy of the Legis Aotiones and framed their formula)

accordingly. The Actiones given by the Edict were named
after their author, as Publiciana, &c. The commentators
on the Edicts were numerous under the early emperors.
Labeo wrote at least four books on the Edictum of the
Prwtor Urbanus. CcBlius Sabinus commented on the
Edict of the Curule Aediles. In the time of Hadrian,
Salvius Julianus, who had himself been praetor, compiled a
work on the Edict, which was called Edictum Perpetuum.
Nothing is known of the detail of this work, but it appears
probable that it was designed to be a systematic exhibition

of the whole body of edictal law, and as such it must
have had considerable influence on the subsequent condition
of jurisprudence. At what time the Edicta ceased tobe made
by the magistratus is a disputed point. The edictal power
certainly existed under the empire, and even after the com-
pilation of the Edictum Perpetuum of Julianus, but it must
have been comparatively little exercised, as the practice ol
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making new laws by Senatus Consulta prevailed under the

Caesars after the time of Augustus, and the Imperial Con-
stitutions are mentioned as one of the recognised sources of

law in the time of the Antoniues. (Gaius, 1. 5.)

With the establishment of the Imperial Constitution

begins a new epoch in the Roman law. The leges of

Augustus and those of his predecessor had some influence

on the Jus Privatum* though they did not affect the

fundamental principles of the Roman law. A Lex Julia

came into operation, n.c. 13, hut it is better known as

the Lex Julia et Papia Ppppaea, owing to the circumstance

of another lex of the same import, but less severe in its

provisions, being passed as a kind of supplement to it in the

consulship of M. Papius Mutilus and Q. Poppaeus Secun-
dus, a.d. 9. Tins law hud for its object the encouragement
of marriage, but it contained a great variety of provisions:

it is not known whether it was pasted at the Corailia Cent u-
riata or Tributa. A Lex Julia de Adulteriis, which also

contained a chapter on the dos, is of uncertain date, but was
probably passed before the former Lex Julia came into

operation. Several Leges Juliae Judiciarise are also men-
tioned, which related both to Judicia Publica and Privata,

and some of which may probably belong to the time of the

dictator Caesar.

The development of the Roman law in the Imperial
period was little affected by direct legislation. New laws

were made by Senatus Consulta, and subsequently by the

Constitutions Principura ; but that which gives to this

period its striking characteristic is the effect produced by
the Responsa and the writings of the Roman jurists.

So long as tho law of religion or the Jus Pontificium was
blended with the Jus Civile, and the knowledge of both was
confined to the patricians, jurisprudence was not a profes-

sion. But with the gradual separation of the Jus Civile and
Pontificium, which was partly owing to the political changes
by which the estate of the plebeians was put on a level with
that of the patricians, there arose a class of persons who
are designated as Jurisperiti, Jurisconsult!, Prudentes, and
by other equivalent names. Of these jurisconsulti the ear-

liest on record is Tiberius Coruncanius, a plebeian pontifex
maxim us, and consul B.C. 281 : be is said to have been the
first who professed to expound the law to any person who
wanted his assistance (publice profiten) ; he left no writings,
but many of his Responsa were recorded. Tiberius Corun-
xanius had a long series of successors who cultivated the
law, and whose responsa and writings were acknowledged
and received as a part of the Jus Civile. The opinions of
the jurisconsulti, whether given upon questions referred
to them at their own houses, or with reference to matters in

litigation, were accepted as the safest rule by which a judex
or an arbiter could be guided. Accordingly, the mode of
proceeding, as it is described by Pomponius, is perfectly
simple; the judices in difficult cases took the opinion of
the jurisconsulti, who gave it either orally or in writing.

Augustus, it is said, gave the responsa of the jurists a dif-

ferent character. Before his time, their response, as such,
could have no binding force, and they only indirectly ob-

tained the character of law by being adopted by those who
were empowered to pronounce a sentence. Augustus gave
to certain jurists the respondendi jus, and declared that
thoy should give their responsa *ex ejus auctoritate.' In
the time of Gaius (i., 7) the Responsa Prudentium had be-
come a recognised source of law ; but he observes that the
responsa of those only were to be so considered who had
received permission to make law (jura condere) ; and he adds
that if tney all agreed, their opinion was to be considered
as law; if they disagreed, the judex might follow which
opinion he pleased. The matter is thus left in some ob-
scurity, and, for want of more precise information, we can
only conjecture what was tho precise way in which the**
lirensed jurists under the empire were empowered to de-
clare the law. It is however clear, both from the nature of
the case and the statement of Gaius, that their functions
were limited to exposition, or to the declaration of what was
law in a given case, and that they had no power to make
new rules of law as such ; further, the licensed jurists must
have formed a body or college, for otherwise it is not possi-
ble to conceive how the opinions of the majority could be
ascertained on any given occasion.

The commencement of a more systematic exposition of
law under the empire is indicated by the fact of the exist-
ence of two distinct sects or schools (scholae) of jurists.
These schools originated under Augustus, and the beads of

each were respectively two distinguished jurists. Asv« t

Labeo and Atcius Capito. But the schools took tbetr uu.

from other jurists. The followers of Capito's school cv
Sabiniani, derived their name from Ma*»uno» S*t^»

pupil of Capito, who lived under Tiberius and •* U_»,

the time of Nero: sometimes they were called Ctv.

from C. Cassius Longinus, another distinguished fu
Capito. The other school was called Proculiani, froo\ PV.

Ins, a follower of Labeo. If we may take the aaii>r

Pomponius, the characteristic difference of the tvor.

was this : Capito adhered to what was transmitted, U.

he looked out for positive rules sanctioned by time ; L»W ..

more learning and a greater variety of knowledge, i*

.

cordingly be was ready to make innovations, for L -

more confidence in himself; in other words, he tw i t

losophical more than an historical jurist Gaijh
was himself a Sabinian, often refers to discrete

opinion between the two schools, but it is not easy tac -

from the instances which he mentions, what ougti*

considered as their characteristic difference*.
The jurisprudentes were not only authorised expc*

of law, but they were most voluminous writers. Mi**-

Sabinus wrote three hooks Juris Civilia, which btati

.

model of subsequent writers. The commentators *
Edict were also very numerous, and among tbeto u i

names of Pomponius, Gaius, Ulpian, and Psului U-

wrote an elementary work, which furnished the Bvi

the Institutes of Justinian. Commentaries were tho ir-

on various Leges, and on the Senatus Consults of \bt ^

perial period ; and finally, the writings of the earixrj/

themselves were commented on by their auccessorv
*

long series of writers to whom the name of chmicsJ j—
has been given, ends, about the time of Alexander Stu

with Modestin us, who was a pupil of Ulpian. Soot

may be formed of tho vast mass of their wrttinp foe-

titles of their works as preserved in the ' Digest,' tni •

the' Iudex Florentinus ;' but with the exception o( tUH
raents which were selected by the compilers of that wt-
great mass ofjuristical literature is nearly lo>L [Jcsti^

Among the sources of law in the Imperial period v -

Imperial Constitutions. A Constitutio Pnncipis it <J»i*

by Gaius (i. 5) to be ' that which the impcrator hi* a*-

tuted by Pecreturo, Kdictuin, or E pistola; nor hat u <

been doubled that such constitutio hus the force vt»

As tho emperor ultimately possessed all the sovereign j**-

he became the sole source of law. Under Augustm »-

Leges were passed, as already observed ; and under U »

cessors there were numerous Senatus Consults. In uV -»

of the Antoniues there were both Senatus Consult* iw«

perial constitutions, and the latter are referred to bj Ou

as being of equally binding force with Senatus Cu*-»

After the time of Gains, Constitutions becsme nxx* c *

mon, and few Senatus Consulta were passed. The D*** 11

of the emperor was a decision made in a matter of <!***

which came before him either originally or by way ofqf-

The Edict, or Leges Edictales, were formed by »at<

to the Edicta of the magistrates, and were in eflect Lqp

Rescriptum was a general term which comprehend** l>

toUeand Subscriptiones. The Rescripts were the sssvc

the emperor, made either to public functionaries or fc> •*

viduals who consulted him. Sometimes Constitsuo **

Rescriptum are used as equivalent. (Gaius, ii. !**• ,:

Decreta and Rescripta, being decisions in particular or

could not by their form have the force of leges; th*'

when the determination made in a particular *****

capable of a general application, it gradually obwato :

force of law.

With the decline of Roman jurisprudence ^E*8/
period of compilations, or codes, as they were termed. **

earliest wero the Codex Gregorianus and Hermofjea*;
1'

which are only known from fragments. Tho Cod" "*

gorianus, so far as we know it, began with coostitttW01
'

Sept. Sevorus, and ended with those of Diocletian *

Maximian. Tho Codex Hermogenianus, so for a*
J

1 '

known, containod constitutions also of Diocletian and »**

mian, and perhaps some of a later dale. Though u*

codes weio mere private collections, they apparent)''**

to be considered as authority, and the codes of Th******

and Justrsian were formed on their model.
The oode of Theodosius was compiled under the $»&**

of Theodosius 11., emperor of the Ea>t. It was P"*^
gated as law in the Eastern "* - £4). 438; sad **

*
samo year it was confirmed -

'Western a»f" *
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Valentinitn HI. and the Roman senate. This code con-

situ of sixteen books, the greater part of which, as well as

of the Novell®, subsequently promulgated by Theodosius

II., are extant in their original form. The commission who
compiled it were instructed to collect all the Edicta and

Lege* Generates from the time of Constantino, and to follow

the Codex Gregorianus and Hermogenianus as their model.

Though the arrangement of the subsequent code of Justi-

nian differs considerably from that of Theodosius, it is clear

from a comparison of them that the compilers of Justinian's

code were greatly aided by that of his Imperial predecessor.

Tbe Ytluable edition of the Theodosian Code, by J. Gotho-

fredus (6 vols, fol., Lugd., 1665), re-edited by Ritter, Leipzig,

17361745, contains the first Ave books and the beginning

of the sixth, only as they are epitomized in the Brcviarium

;

aud this if also the case with the edition of the ' Jus Civile

Antejustinianeum,' published at Berlin in 1815. But recent

discoveries have greatly contributed to improve the first five

books. The most recent edition of the ' Jus Civile Antejus-

tinaneura' is that of Bonn, 1835 and 1837.

The legislation of Justinian is treated of under JUS-
TINIAN'S LEGISLATION.
There are numerous Works on tjie history of the Roman

It*, but it will be sufficient to mention a few of the more
recent, as they contain references to all the earlier works *

Lekrimck der Geschichte des Romisclien Rechts, by Hugo,
of which there are numerous editions; Geschichte des R'6-

nitchen Privatrechts, by Zimmern; Geschichte des R'6-

mtchen Rechts, by F.Walter, 1840; and for the later his-

tory of the Roman law, Geschichte des Romischen Rechts im
MtttekUen by Savigny.

History of Modern Rome.

Period L :—Rome under the Gothic Kings.—After the
death of Valentinian III., a.d. 455, the foreign mercenary
guards disposed of the crown of the West. A rapid suc-
cession of puppet emperors followed each other on the
slippery throne. At last Odoacer, an officer of the Imperial
guards, of Gothic birth, some say of the tribe of the Heruli,
revolted against Orestes, another barbarian officer who had
assumed the supreme power in the name of his son Ro-
mulus, a mere youth, whose mother was a Roman by birth,

and whom he caused to be proclaimed Augustus. The
appellation of Romulus Augustulus was given him in de-
nsion. Odoacer defeated Orestes, took him prisoner, and
put him to death. Romulus was deposed, and banished
to Campania or Apulia, with a suitable allowance for his
support, a.d. 476. Odoacer fixed his residence at Ravenna,
u his predecessors had done. He styled himself ' Patrician/
and professed to govern Italy in the name of Zeno, emperor
of the Bast. He did not assume the purple or other im*
penal insignia, although historians style him ' Rex.* There
ve no coins struck in his name; nor did he make any new
constitutions or enactments. The form of administration
continued as before. Rome had its senate, its praefectus
Pretoria, and prefectus urbi. The consuls had been ap-
pointed, ever since the,time of Arcadius and Honorius, sepa-
rately, one in the East and the other in the West. In the
frit year after Odoacer's assumption of power, there was no
consul named for the West. Zeno refused to appoint one,
in order that he might not countenance the usurpation of
Odoacer; and Odoacer did not appoint one himself, not
tuning to irritate Zeno. At last, in the year 480, on the
representation of the senate, Odoacer named Basilius,
junior, consul for the West, and he continued to appoint a
£H»»d every following year. In the year 483, Simplicius,
™hop of Rome, having died, the clergy assembled to elect
toauccessor, in the presence of the praefect of the prss-
tojum, who signified to the assembly, in the name of
Woacer, that no election of the bishop of Rome should be
»sde m future without the sanction of the prrofect. Felix
*tsthen declared to be elected. In the same year Theo-
toric, a chief of the Ostrogoths, of the tribe of the Amali,
ijoni which circumstance he is called Theodoric Amalus, to
distinguish him from another Theodoric, his contemporary,
Me peace with the emperor Zeno, who appointed him
general of his guards, bestowed upon him part of Dacia
jnj Miesia, and named him consul for the East for the
following year. In the year 487 Odoacer defeated and took
Pnsonar Fava or Feba, a chief of the Rugi, who had
Possessed himself of part of Noricum. Frederic, son of
r»va, appealed to Theodoric, who was residing at Novaa in
"tota, and who «m ielated to him, and this was the origin

or the pretext of the quarrel between Theodoric and Odoacer*
It appears that Zeno bad entered into a secret agreement
with Theodoric to the effect that Theodoric should take
Italy from Odoacer, probably however on the condition of
acknowledging the emperor of the East as his suzerain. In
the year 489 Theodoric moved towards Italy with the whole
tribe of Ostrogoths, his subjects carrying along with them in

carts their wives, children, cattle, corn, and other provisions,

and even their hand-mills. Odoacer met the invaders on
the banks of the Isonao ; but being defeated, he retreated

to Verona; and after n second defeat he shut himself up in

Ravenna. Theodoric advanced to Milan and Pavia; but
having met with some reverses, ho was obliged to keep
himself within Pavia. In the following year, 490, Odoacer
advanced against him, assisted by some troops sent him by
Alaric, king of theVisigoths of Gaul and Spain. A battle took
place, in which Odoacer being again defeated, he withdrew to

Ravenna,whither Theodoric followed him, and fixed his camp
in the neighbouring pineta,or pine-forest. The siege lasted

more than two years, during which all the rest of Italy sub-
mitted to Theodoric. At last Odoacer surrendered through
famine, in February, 493. Theodoric made his entrance
into Ravenna, and was received by the archbishop at the
head of his clergy. At first he treated Odoacer with kind-

ness, but he afterwards caused him to be put to death.

Theodoric sent to Constantinople Festus, princeps or pre-

sident of the Roman senate, to request of the emperor
Anastasius, who had succeeded Zeno, the royal robe, or, in

other words, the investiture of the kingdom of Italy, which
Anastasius granted, and Theodoric assumed the title of king.

He fixed his residence at Ravenna, and did not visit Rome
for several years after his accession. In the year 498 Anas-
tasius II., bishop of Rome, having died, great disturbances

took place on the occasion of electing his successor. The
majority of the clergy elected Symmachus, but another
parly named a certain Lauren tius. The two parties came
to blows, many persons were killed, aud anarchy prevailed

in Rome for a long time. Theodoric, who was an Arian,

did not, perhaps through policy, interfere in tbe quarrel.

At last, both parties, being tired of dissension and disorder,

appealed to him, when he summoned the two claimants to

Ravenna, and declared Symmachus to be duly elected by a
majority of votes. In the year 500 Theodoric visited Rome,
where he was received by Symmachus, and by the senate

and the people, with great pomp. He visited the Vatican
Basilica and the Senate-hall ; and lastly he addressed the

people in a place called Palma, promising to maintain the

existing constitutions enacted by the former emperors. An
old chronicler quoted by Muratori, who has written the life

of St Fulgentius, and who was present at the ceremony,

speaks in high terms of the decorum, splendour, and order

which prevailed, and of the applauses of the people. Theo-
doric gave public games in the Circus for the amusement of

the people, and an annual donation of twenty thousand

measures of corn. He assigned also two hundred pounds
of gold annually out of the revenue of the duty on wine for

repairing the imperial palace and the city walls. He named
Liberius prefect of the prmtorium ; and after having pub-
lished several edicts, and caused the solemn promise that

he had made to the people to be engraved on a brass tablet,

which was fixed up in a public place, he returned to Ra-
venna.
The long reign of Theodoric was for Rome and all Itaiy a

period of peace and prosperity. He himself carried on war in

Gaul and in Spain, and added part of those countries to his

dominions. He gave in marriage his only legitimate child

Araalasonta to Eutaric, a noble Goth, who was appointed

consul and colleague of the emperor Justinus in the con-

sulship, a.d. 519. Justinus himself sent to Eutaric the con-

sular toga. Eutaric made his sole nn entrance into Rome
on" the first day of the year, and was received with great

pomp by the senate amidst the applause of the people. The
usual gifts were distributed among the people, both Romans
and Goths ;

public games were given, among others fights

of wild beasts, which had not been seen for a long time

;

the beasts were sent from Africa as a present by Trasmund
king of the Vandals. The magnificence displayed by the

Romans on this occasion is said to have surprised even
the ambassador from the emperor Justinus, who had
come to treat of a reconciliation between the Eastern
and Western churches, after the schism occasioned by
Acacius. The report of this ambassador, on his return to

Constantinople, of what he had seen a' Rome, seems to havt
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excited tbo jealousy and emulation of the Eastern court,

and when, two years after (a.d. 521), Justinian was made
consul in the East, he strove to rival Eutaric in the splen-

dour of the public games, and the sums which he distributed

among the people of Constantinople.

Under Theodoric more particulars are given of his long

and important reign ; here we confine ourselves to those

which concern more especially the city ofRome. That pru-

dent king strove to win the affection of the people of Rome
by his liberality, his respect for their municipal customs and
privileges, his deference towards the senate, which was the

supreme court of justice in his dominions, and his protec-

tion of the Roman church and clergy. The works of Cas-

siodorus, and the panegyric of Theodoric by Ennodius,

bishop of Pavia, are evidence of this. Illiterate himself,

Theoaoric encouraged literature and science, and it appears,

from one of the letters written in his name by Cassiodorus,

that a great number of students from distant countries

repaired to Rome. Theodoric enacted that the students

should not leave Rome till they dad completed a certain

course of studies according to their respective pursuits,

which was probably ascertained by an examination, and
this may have led, in course of time, to the establishment of

academical degrees. Towards the end of his life Theodoric
became suspicious, because he perceived, that notwithstand-

ing all he had done for Italy, there was still in the hearts of

the native Italians a dislike of foreign domination. It was
then that the patrician Severinus Boethius, being accused of

treason, was tried and condemned to death by the senate of

Rome, a sentence which was at first commuted by Theo-
doric into perpetual imprisonment, but after a time Boethius
was put to death, and shortly after Theodoric put to death
also the patrician Symmachus, the father-in-law of Boethius.

John I., bishop of Rome, on his return from Constanti-

nople, whither Theodoric had sent him on a mission to

Justin us, was imprisoned by his order, probably on sus-

picion of treasonable intelligence with the Byzantine court,

and he died in prison at Ravenna, a.d. 526. The clergy of
Rome having assembled to elect a successor, dissensions

arose which threatened a renewal of the disorders that had
taken place at the former election of Symmachus. Theodoric
wrote to the senate of Rome suggesting Felix, aman of great

merit, as a fit candidate, and his suggestion, which was like

a command, was complied with. This was one of the last

acts of Theodoric. He died at Ravenna, of a violent dysen-
tery, in August of the same year. Before he died, he sent
for his grandson Athalaric, then 10 years of age (Eutharic
had died before him), and causing his chief officers, both
civil and military, to swear allegiance to him, he exhorted
them to maintain a good understanding with the emperor
of the East, and to cherish the Roman senate and the Ro-
man people.

One of the first acts of Athalaric or rather of his mother,
Amalasonta, and her minister Cassiodorus in his name, was
to signify his accession to the senate and the people of Rome.
A letter was afterwards written to the senate expressing
satisfaction that in choosing Felix for their bishop the Ro-
mans had conformed to the desue of his grandfather, which
had been expressed with a view to the public good by recom-
mending to them a person well deserving of the pastoral

dignity. Some years after, when Boniface II. died, lie in-

dicated in his will a certain Vigilius as his successor in the
sec of Rome. This however was resented by the clergy
and people as an improper interference, and being set aside,

John II. was elected, a.d. 532. But a3 much bribery and cor-

ruption bad been employed by the rival parties at the elec-

tion, the scuate passed a consultum forbidding under severe
penalties any bribe or promise for the purpose of obtaining
a see, which was declaied to be a sacrilegious offence. All
such promises were also declared to bo void. Election
disputes were to be decided by the senate or other judi-

cial courts, but the expenses of the suit were not to exceed
the sum of three thousand solidi, if it concerned the sec of
Rome, and of two thousand if it concerned other metropoli-

tan sees. This decree, with the sanction of Athalaric, was
engraved on marble and placed in the front of the Vatican
Basilica. Athalaric left to the clergy and the peoplo of
Rome the right of electing their bishop, but reserved to

himself that of c mflrming the election.

Amalasonta had bc^uit her regency with great wisdom
;

she h;id been carefully brought up, by her father's directions,

and she rausvd lit sou to be educated, after the manner of

ihe Romans, in the liberal arts. It seems however that the
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pillage and slaughter a.d. 539. In the year 540, Vitiges,

disheartened by the disaffection of his troops, surrendered
himself *i Ravenna to Belisarius, and was sent to Constan-
tinople, where be was treated with considerable leniency.

The Goths however chose another king in the person of

Tot tin, a brave officer, who soon recovered the greater part

of Italy, while Belisarius was absent in the East. Rome and
Ravenna however remained in the possession of the imperial

forces. In 545 Belisarius returned to Italy, but with an in-

sufficient force. Tutila laid siege to Rome, and in the fol-

lowing year entered it by the treachery of some L»aurian

sentries, who opened the Porta Asinaria to him in the

night. He exerted himself to save the inhabitants, of whom
comparatively few were killed by his soldiers. He then went
to visit St. Peter's church, where he was received by the

deacon Pelagius, who pleaded the cause of his countrymen.
Toula, having assembled the senate, reproached them with

their ingratitude for the protection and kindness thai they

bd experienced at the hands of Theodoric and Alhalanc,
whom they had deserted for the Greeks, who had treated

them much worse than the Goths. He however forgave

them, and lived with the Romans, so say Anastasius and
the writer of the * Historia Miscella,' ' as a father in the
midst of his children.' Some reverses which his troops sus-

tained in Lucania inducing him to quit Rome, he partly de-

stroyed the walls, but he spared the public buildings.

Taking along with him the senators and other principal

citizens, be proceeded towards Campania; and Belisarius,

reentering Rome, immediately set about repairing the

walLas well as he could, iu the expectation of Totila return-

ing as he did iu the following year, 547, but was repulsed
Woie the city. In 54^ Belisarius was again recalled, and in

J49 Toula laid siege to Rome, which he again entered
thr ugh the treachery ofsume Isaurian sentries, who opened
Uit* Pona Gipeno. The Greek garrison were taken pri-

soners, except 400 men, who shut themselves up in the

Mausoleum of Hadrian, determined to sell their lives dear;
but Totila having offered them honourable terms, they ac-

•vpted his conditions, and most of them entered his service.

Toula recalled the senators and other principal citizens

from Campania, treated them kindly, ana gave them the

amuseiiient of the equestrian games. He fortified the
Mausoleum of Hadrian, and made a kind of citadel of it, as
the city uas too large to be effectually defended.

In 552 Narses was sent to Italy by Justinian. Totila

advanced from Rome to meet him, and a battle was fought at

Tagina iu Urabria, in which Totila was defeated and killed.

Ntrxi to Theodoric, he was the bravest, ablest, and most
humane of the Gothic kings of Italy. Narses entered Rome
Without difficulty, and the garrison of the citadel surren-

'

dered. The Goths now elected at Pavia one of their

pencral$, named Teias, for their king. Teias collected an
army and marched to the south. The Roman hostages who
had been taken by Totila along with him, were put io death
by Teias, to the number of 300 ; but those Roman citizens

*ho bad settled in Campania returned home, and Rome,
which bad become nearly deserted, began to fill again with
inhabitants. Narses having attacked Cumse, then a strong

fortress, in which Totila had placed his treasure, Teias
marched to its relief. The two armies engaged near Nocera
id Campania, and Teias fell in the battle. With him
ended the kingdom of the Goths in Italy. [Narsks.]
Under the wise administration of Narses, Rome recovered
from the long calamities that it bad suffered during the

Gothic war. Narses, though not constantly resident in

Rome, often visited the city. Rome escaped the devastating

incursion of a large party of Franks and Alamanni, who
overran Italy to its southern extremity, but were defeated
with great slaughter by Narses on the banks of the river

Volturn us, after which Narses returned in triumph to

Rome with an immense booty. It appears however that the

Romans complained of the avarice of Narses to Justinus II.,

the successor of Justinian us, and thai this contributed to

the deposition of Narses from his governorship, in which he
*u superseded by Longiuus, who was named Exarch of

Italy. The Romans seem to have felt some compunction
for their ingratitude towards the veteran commander, who
had retired to Naples, and sent their bishop John to invite

him back to Rome. Narses accepted the invitation, and
died quietly at Rome, a.d. 668, being then above ninety
years of age.

Period II.:—Rome under the Exarchs.—The Exarchs,
having fixed their residence at Ravenna, made a consider-

i\L. No. 1246

able change in the administration of Italy. The annuai
consulship, an institution which, though greatly shorn of its

former honours and authority, had been perpetuated, at least

in form, with some few interruptions, from the time of the
antient republic, fell into disuse after the year 541. During
the Gothic war, Basilius was the last consul appointed.

Still it was customary at Rome, in Italy, and in the West
in general, to date the years from the consulship of Basilius,

junior, and this custom prevailed till nearly the end of the

6th century, as is proved by the epitaph of a noble matron
called Cesaria, who died at Aries, a.d. 587, preserved by
Baron i us, in which it is said that she died in the forty-sixth

year after the consulship of Basilius junior, and the
twelfth of king Childebert. But the distribution and the
names of the provinces had remained the same as under
Constantine, and they were administered by consulares and
pi resides. Longiuus however abolished these magistrates,

and instead of them sent an officer called Dux to each
town or district, who was changed every year. Rome was
not in this respect more privileged than the rest; it had its

duke, or patrician, as he is sometimes called, who was sent

from Ravenna. Hence the name of Duchy of Rome,
which is often mentioned in the chronicles, but the limits

of which are not closely ascertained, and perhaps varied at

different times in the dark ages. We find Amelia, Orta,

Sutri, and Bleda mentioned as belonging to iu Rome
however retained its internal municipal administration ana
laws, and the clergy and bishop of Rome began to exercise

a greater influence in temporal matters than they had done
under the Gothic kings. Every new bishop of Rome was
elected by the joint votes of the clergy, the senate, and the

people, but was not consecrated till he received the appro-

bation of the Exarch, or. through him, of the Eastern em-
peror. [Papal State- Modern History.

]

The Lonuobards occupied a great part of Italy, but they

never took Rome, although they threatened and besieged it

several times during the two centuries that their power
lasted. This reraa< kable fact may be partly explained by
the circumstance of Rome being doublv protected by the

presence of her bishop, who was highly venerated iu all the

West, and by the temporal jurisdiction exercised over it by
the Greek emperor. The Longobards never formed a com
pact kingdom; they did uot possess all Italy, as the Goths
had; the Eastern emperors rerained a considerable part of »he

country, and their power, though distant, was still considered

formidable. [Longobards.]
The Romans however did not always live on the best

terms with the Byzantine Exarchs and their delegated

dukes, for we read of several instances in which the dukes
committed acts of violence against the clergy, and even
against the bishop of Rome [Martin 1.] ; we read of revolts

in Rome against the Exarch, sometimes encouraged by the

Byzantine delegates; we, find in the year 638, the treasury

of the Basilica, or church of the LatertHi, broken into by

the imperial garrison, and the contents partly used fof the

payment of the troops and partly remitted to the emperor
at Constantinople, an act of violence which, Muraton ob-

serves, the Longobards never perpetrated in the countries

subject to them. The removal of the treasures, it is said,

took eight days. The emperor Constans II. visited Rome
about a.d. 660, and was received with great honours by pope

Vital ianus, but on his departure he took away a quantity of

bronzes and other valuable ornaments, among the rest the

bronze plates which covered the roof of the Pantheon.

(Paulus Diaconus, v. 1 1 .) Occasional disputes between the see

of Rome and that of Constantinople, about points of doirma

or discipline, served to alienate the Romans still more from

their allegiance to the emperors. Lastly came, in the early

part of the eighth century, the great schism of the Icono

machi, or Iconoclasts, which led to the total separation of

Rome from the Eastern empire. [Leo. III., Isaurictts.]

The people of Rome, those of Ravenna, of the Veuetia,

and of Italy in general, refused to obey the orders sent by
the emperor Leo to remove the images from the churches

Pope Gregory II. condemned the Iconomachi as heretics

Leo, being irritated, laid a capitation tax upon his Italian

subjects, but the pope opposed this measure. Duke Basi

lius, Marinus Spatharius, military commandant, Jordanus

Carthularius, treasurer, and other imperial officers at

Rome, conspired against the life of the pope, being encour

aged, it is said, by the Exarch Paulus ; but the people of

Rome rose in defence of their pontiff, kilted Jordanus and
another of the conspirators, and obliged Basilius to becomo

Vol.. XX.—
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a monk in order to save hit life. The 'Exarch tent troops

from Ravenna against Rome, but they were met on their

way by the Longobards of the duchy of S poleto, and obliged

to retire. Luitprand, king of the Longobards, thought of

availing himself of these dissensions to extend his own
dominion and drive the Byzantines from Italy, and he took

the part of the pope. The pope however does not seem, as

Theophanes (Ryzant. Hut ) has insinuated, to have en-

eoui aged any open revolt against the emperor, and he is

said e\en to have prevented the imperial troops which were

ataiioned at Ravenna and in the Venelia. from proclaiming

another emperor. (Paulus Daconu-, vi. 49.) Luitprand

however besieged Ravenna, and took it, hut it was soon

after retaken by the B>zantines, with the assistance of a

Venetian squadron (ad. 729). Peace being concluded be-

tween Luitprand and the Exarch Eutychius, they both pro-

ceeded to Rome, in order to restore that city and duchy,

which were in a state of revolt, to the imperial allegiance,

which was effected without much opposition, the pope acting

as mediator.

Gregory III., who succeeded Gregory II. in 731, con-

tinued to maintain the use of images, m opposition to the

emperor, who seems not to have had the means of en-

forcing his orders in Italy, as he bad done in the East.

The dispute therefore became merely one of words, and
Rome remained quiet, and owned, at least nominally, the

emperor as her soveieign. About the year 739, Tra-imund,
duke of Spoleto, having revolted against king Luitpiand,

the latter inarched to Spoleto, and Tiasiraund escaped to

Rome. Luitprand demanded the person of the fugitive,

but the pope and the imperial governor, according to Ana-
stasius, in his 'Historia Ecclesiastical refused to give him
up, and, some time after, Trasimuud, with the assistance of

the duke of Benevento and of the Romans, recovered his

duchy. This brought on a rupture between Luitprand and
tho Romans, and the devastation by the Longobards of part

of the Roman duchy, which induced pope Gregory to think

of applying for support to Charles Martel, whose fame was

great in the West, especially after his defeat of tho Sara-

cens at Poictiers. Gregory sent an embassy to Charles

Martel, about the year 740, with presents and the keys

of the sepulchre of St. Peter, and wiih an offer of trans-

ferring the allegiance of the duchy of Rome from the em-
peror to him, provided Charles would protect Rome against

the Longobards. It does not appear that Charles inter-

fered actively in this business, but he sent an embassy to

the pope with rich presents. This however was the beginning

of the connection of the popes with iho kings «»f France. Oa
the death of Gregory, his successor, Zacharias, adopted a

different course of policy, and, instead ot applying for assist-

ance from beyond the Alps, sent an embassy to king Luit-

prand, to beg of him to let the duchy of Kome have peace,

and to propo>e at the same time to unite the forces of the

Romans wiih his against the duke of Spoleto. It appears

that the citizens of Rome, independently of the imperial

garrison sent from Raxenna, had their own militia,

which must have been of some importance, as we hear

repeatedly of it> acting in the field, either against or

with both Longobards and Greek*. Much confusion how-
ever arises through Paulus Diaconus and other old

chroniclers applying indiscriminately the word Romans to

all the subjects of the emperor m Italy, as well as to his

soldiers, lor the Eastern empire was still called Roman.
Thus we hear of the Romans defeating the solders of

Luiipiaud near Ariminuro and Fa.tura, which probably re-

fers to the imperial tioops under the exarchs of Ravenna.
Luitprand accep ed the offer of Zuchsrias. and the united

Longobard and R >man forces compelled Trasimund to sub-

mit. Luitprand obliged him to take clerical orders, and
appointed his nephew duke of Spoleto.

rope Zacbariat had an interview with Luitprand at Orta,

when the king received him with great honours, and restored

all the prisoners made in the preceding war, not only those

belonging to the duchy of Rome, hut also those belonging
to Ravenna and its territory. At the same time Luit-

prand restored several towns and domains belonging to the

duchy of Rome, which he had occupied, but he gave them
in writing as a donation to St. Peter, and not to the

duchy or the empire. The duke of Chiusi and other
personages of his court wero sent to escort the pope back to

Rome.
In the following year, 742, the Exarch of Ravenna, with

whom Luitprand was still at war, unable to resist the

Longobards, appealed to the pope to mediate beti
and Zacharias repaired with some difficulty to Paws, ibeti
he prevailed on Luitprand to make a truce with tl«

Exarch, and to restore some districts belonging to Ra-
venna, and two-thirds of the territory of Cesena; the king
was to retain the other third until the re urn of t be am-
bassadors whom he bad sent to Constantinople.

Luitprand died about 743. He was one of the ablest iM
wisest kings that the Longobards ever had. His turret**
Ratehis, at the recommendation of the pope, concluded, ta

744, a truce of twenty years with the Eastern einperur. Fne
years afterwards however Raichis, for realms which arc

not known, broke the truce, invaded the Pen ts poll*, and
besieged Perusi a, Zacharias wiih part of his clergy re-

paired to his camp, and there prevailed on the king to restore

peace. Soon after Ratchis abdicated the crown, and reived
to Monte Cassino, where he became a monk. His brother
Astolphus succeeded him, and peace was maintained aa long
as Pope Zacharias lived. His successor Stephen IIL was
either not so conciliating or not so successful, for soon after

his accession (ad. 753, according to others 752). war br^k<
out again in Italy. Astolphus became master of Ravenaa.

and threatened Rome, demanding her submission and s

capitation tax from all the inhabitants of the duchv. Aftrr

some fruitless negotiations. Pope Stephen repaired to Pavu
with John Silentiarius,an imperial commissioner, but Astol-

phus was deaf to their remonstrances. The pope then went
to France, where he crowned Pepin, the son of Charles
Martel, king, declaring him and his two sons Charles an4
Carloman patricians of Rome. [Pepin le Beef.] P«pt
Stephen at the same time pleaded his cause with Peria
against the Longobards, and it was resolved in a council of

the Prankish nobles to make war against Astolphus. Pepia
entered Italy with a large army, and Astolphus shut himWf
up in Pavia. After a short siege, a trealv was concluded,
by which Astolphus promised to leave Rome in peace, mzA
to restore the towns of the duchv which he had seised Pey «c
whose forces were led by turbulent nobles, was obliged to us-

eross the Alps, and Astolphus broke his promise, and a
the year 755 he besieged Rome and devastated its territory

The pope despatched by sea messengers with an aurogra;^
letter addressed to Pepin, his sons, and the whole Frank »»
nation, requesting them in the name of St. Peter to d* fetid

Rome ana the church. Pepin again crossed the Alp.
Astolphus retired to Pavia, and soon after concluded a n*w
treuty. by which he engaged to pay a large sum of moo«t.
and not only to restore all that belonged to the durhy U
Rome, but also Ravenna and the Exarchate to the m* *J

St Peter. In the mean time Constantino, emperor of 'b*

East, bad sent ambassadors to the Franks, who, on anr**^
at Marseille, were surprised and grieved to And thai Ptpa
had already crossed the Alps. One of them, called Gregory
overtook Pepin near Pavia, and urged the restoration U tU
Ex.irchate to hi* master. Pepin replied that he had alreadt
given it to St. Peter. and dismissed the ambajoador. Tbr ac:

of donation of the Exarchate, the Pentapoli*. and th« to* a

of Comacchio was made by Pepin. [Papal State] In tl*
following year, 757, Astolphus died, and De&i ienus.duL* d
Istria. was proclaim -d king of the Lmgobads. De*idrr--*
refused to observe the stipulations of Astolphus. and relax r f

several towns of the Exarchate: he aUo refused to re**<.rc

the domains of the church situated in his kingdom. wh**a
went by the name of * J ostitis© beati Petri/ A convceooa
however was entered into between Desiderius and the p«-f*
about the year 760. and a letier of thanks was sent to Prpu
in the name of the senate and the people of Rome foe L»
effectual protection.

In the year 767, after the death of Pope Paul I, a dis-

graceful scene took place in Rome Toto, duke or governor
of Nepi, entering Rome with a body of men. mmpeKcd
several bishops to ordain and consecrate his brother Cow-
stan tine, a layman, and he put him in possession of the L*-
teran. Others of the clergy escaped, and applied i« tk<
Longobard duke of Spoleto, who in the next year tent a
party of armed men. who defeated and killed Toto. Tbe
clergy then elected Stephen IV., and the mob tore to pec«e
Constan tine and his adherents.

In the year 768 Pepin died, and was succeeded by hit tTr«

sons, Charlemagne and Carloman, but tbe latter kx*j
af.er dying, Charlemagne remained sole king of the Fran*. *h
monarchy. A fresh quarrel broke out between I>r»vicriu*

and Pope Adrian L, and Desiderius advanced with an *

as far as Otriculuro. Tbe pope sent three bishops to \
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him with excommunication if he violated the territory of the

duchy ofRome, and Desiderius returned to Pavia. Adrian

bad applied fir assistance to Charlemagne, who passed the

Alps and besieged Desiderius within Pavia. Desiderius

surendered in 774. and the kingdom of Italy pasted under

the dominion of the Franks.

Period III, .—/tome under the Emperort of the Carlo-

Pinion Dynasty, a.d. 774-888. -Charlemagne, having

unuioed the iron crown of Lorabardy, confirmed Pepin's

donation to the pope, who acknowledged him as patri-

cian of Rome and his temporal superior. In the year

8uu the sovereignly of Charlemagne over Rome Was
confirmed by Pope Leo III., who crowned him at Rome
emperor of ihe West, with the title of Carolus I., Cseear

Augustus, a title which was acknowledged by Nicephorus,

emperor of the East, who defined the limits between the two
empires. [Charlemagne] Those limits in Italy were the

old boundary between the Longobard duchy of Benevento
and the Bviantine provinces of Apulia and Magna Grscia.

Rome and Ravenna were included within the limits of the

new Western empire, of which Rome was still the nominal
capital. From that time the popes assumed a temporal au-

thority over the city and duchy of Rome, subordinate how-
erer to the emperor of the West as their suzerain ; and they

bepn to coin money with the name of the pope on one side

tod that of the emperor on the other. The pope was in fact

a great vassal of the empire, hut his authority was also

limited by that of the senate and the general assemblies of
the people and clergy. The name of Roman republic was
even occasionally revived. Like other great vassals, the
popes made subinfeudations to numerous nobles or barons in

the duchy of Rome and the Romagna. [Romagna.] The
period of the Carlovingian supremacy was upon the whole
prosperous tor Rome. The Western emperors made ample
donations to the papal see, and the papacy being the highest

object of ambition in those times, ana the fountain-head of
clerical dignities, Rome became the resort of numerous ap-

plicants, and again assumed the appearance and bustle of a
great capital But the public peace was often disturbed at

Romebr /actions, especially among the clergy, in which how-
em the lay population took an active part. Instances of
the violence and atrocities committed on those occasions are
given under Leo 111.

Under Louis the Pious, successor of Charlemagne, Lo-
tbanus, his colleague in the empire, came to Rome for the
express purpose of reforming many abuses. In doing this

be acted in concert with Pope Eugenius II. He restored
much property to its lawful owners, which had been unjustly
appropriated by the papal fiscus under the preceding pope,
Paschal L, who was also accused of having caused several of
the clergy to be put to death without a regular trial ; he dis-

missed and banished those Roman judges who had been
guilty of great extortion, and in lieu of them lie appointed
judges 'ex latere imperatoria,' who were to hold office as
long as the emperor should think proper. Lotharius
made several constitutions regulating the privileges of
the city and duchy of Rome, and also calculated to pre-
sent the disorder, violence, and robberies which generally
(ouk place during the election of a new pope, imperial
aitti, orcommissioners, were directed to be sent every year
to bear complaints against the judges, dukes, and officers of
(he government, and report first to the pope, who was to

«s justice done and then report to the emperor. They were
^o to ask the senate and people of Rome by what laws
tJwy would be judged, whether by the Roman, the Longo-
brd, the 8alic, or the Ripuarian, which were all in force in
Italy tt the time, owing to the admixture of various nations
vho had settled in the country. Several nobles having ta-

k*Q possession of church property on the pretence that it

*a* giren to them by former popes, Lotharius ordered its

immediate restitution. Lastly, and this is not the least

curious feature of the times. Lotharius enjoined the inha-
bitants of the duchy of Rome from committing depredations
on the borders of the neighbouring provinces of the king-
dom of Italy. Lotharius called into his pre:*enae the
duke*, judge*, and other magistrates who were in Rome, and
registered their names and offices; he instructed them on
their duties, and enjoined them to pay proper respect to the

W*. if they valued the favour of the emperor. According
to i be conunuator of Paulus Diaconus, Lotharius, before be
left Rome, required of the clergy and people a solemn oath
tf fidelity to Ludovicus and Lotharius, emperors, in which
fart was aiao a protest against any future election of a

pope which should not be according to the canonical forms,
and a promise not to cause the pope elect to be consecrated
until he had taken the oath of fidelity to the imperial com-
missioner. All these reforms, promises, and pruieMatiuns
were however forgotten during the subsequent weakness
and decline of the Carlovingian dynasty, and the old system
of misrule prevailed at Rome more than ever.

Louis II., son of Lotharius, being appointed by his father
king of Italy about the year 844, repaired to Rome, where he
was crowned, whilst the French soldiers whom lie had
brought along with him remained outside of the walls plun-
dering the country. In the following year an armament of
Saracens or Moors came to the coast of Rome, ascended the
Tiber, and plundered the churches of St. Peterand of St. Paul
outside of the walls. It was in consequence of this that Pope
Leo IV. determined to enclose the Vatican Basilica and its

adjoining suburb by a wall ; and Lotharius and his bro-
thers sent money for the purpose, besides which a tax was
laid on the duchy of Rome. The line took four years to

complete it. Under the year 856 is registered a dreadful
inundation of the Tiber, followed by a pestilence which de-
stroyed a great part of the inhabitants of Rome.

Louis II., son of Lotharius, who had assumed the imperial
crown, as well as that of Italy, after the death of his father,

and who must not be confounded with his cousin Louis II.

of France, called 'Le Begue,' or the stammerer, son of

Charles the Bald, and grandson of Louis the Pious [Louis
II. of France], resided in Italy, continually waging war against
his great vassals, the dukes of Spoleto and Betievenio, and
also against the Greeks and the Saracens. He was a good-
natured and well-intentioned but weak prince. Under his
reign the usual disturbances took place at Rome during the
elections of new popes.

Adrian II. being elected pope in 867, without the know-
ledge of the imperial commissioners, who protesed against
his consecration, Lambert, duke of Spoleto. entered Rome
with a party of soldiers, and, upon the pretem-e that the
people were rebels against the emperor, he plundered the town,
broke into churches and monasteries, and carried off many
young women. Lambert however was punished by the em-
peror, being deprived of his duchy, and the election of
Adrian was confirmed. Adrian was married befbre he took
priest's orders, and his wife Stephania was still living sepa-
rate from her husband with a daughter, who was betrothed'

to a noble Roman. Eleutherius, brother of Anastasius,
rector of S. MurcelluB, and bibliothecarius of the Roman
see, carried off the girl and married her clandestinely. It

seems that the pope undertook to separate them, when
Eleutherius, a viulent man, went to Stephania's house and
killed both mother and daughter. Adrian demanded a trial

of the murderer by the imperial commissioners: Eleu-
therius was condemned to death, and his brother Anastasius
was excommunicated by a council.

The emperor Louis II. died a.d. 875, and his succession

was disputed between Louis, king of Germany, and his bro-

ther Charles the Bald, king of France. A period of con-
fusion followed, in which the imperial authority in Italy

became almost extinct. Charles was proclaimed emperor,
but died soon after, a d. 877 ; then Carloman, son of Louis of
Germany, caused himself to be proclaimed king of Italy by
the nobles of Lombardy ; and lastly, after his death. Charles
the Fat, Carloman's brother, was crowned emperor at Rome,
by Pope John VIIL, a.d. 880. In 885, after the death of

Pope Adrian III., the territory of Rome was ravaged by
swarms of locusts from Africa. Stephen V., Adrian's suc-
cessor, found the people famishing, the granaries empty, and
the Lateran palace and the Basilic® stripped of their trea-

sures in the interregnum between the late pope's death and
the installation of his successor. The new pope sold h^ patri-

monial property to relieve the poor. He ordered holy
water to be sprinkled over the country in order to destroy the

locusts, but finding this insufficient, he promised a reward
for every measure of dead locusts brought in by the peasants.

In the year 887 Charles the Fat was solemnly deposed
as unworthy of the crown, and in him ended the imperial

dynasty of the Carlovingians. Arnulfus, a natural son of

Carloman, was elected in Germany ; Eudes, count of Paris,

was proclaimed in France ; and Berengarius, duke of Frioli,

of Frankish race, was elected king of Italy by the nobles.

Period IV.:- Rome during the disputed succession to the

kingdom of Italy, 888-961.—Berengaiius had for a com-
petitor Guy, duke of Spoleto, who collected a large force and
defeated Berengarius on the banks of the Trebbie. Gov
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wis crowned king of Italy, at Pavia, by a council of bishops,

and afterwards repaired to Rome, where be was crowned

emperor by pope Stephen VI., in February, 891. Pope
Stephen soon died, and a double election followed, one part

of the clergy and people of Rome choosing a deacon named
Sergius, and another electing Formosus, bishop of Porto.

Formosus remained master of the field, and Sergius tied to

Tuscany. In 894 Arnulfus came to Italy from Germany
wiih a large army, being invited both by pope Formosus

and by Berengarius. He took Brescia and Bergamo, the

latter by storm* his German soldiers committed the greatest

atrocities, which so frightened the other towns of Lombardy,

that they opened their gates. On the death of Guy, his son

Lambert remained to dispute the crown against both Be-

rengarius and Arnulf. In 895 Arnulf repaired to Rome,
drove away the partizans of Lambert, who had occupied

the Leonine or Vatican suburb, and was received at the

Milvian bridge with great honour by pope Formosus and
the Roman senate. He was crowned emperor by Formosus,

and received the oath of allegiance of the city of Rome.
Retreating to the north, he crossed the Alps into Germany,
his troops being harassed on their march by the revolted

populuti.n of Lombardy. The history of Italy during the

Uiier part of the ninth and the first part of the tenth cen-

time- is extremely obscure and confuted, and it is hardly

possible to ascertain dates and fact* accurately. In the year

807, pope Stephen VII, who had disinterred the body of

his predecessor Formosus, and thrown it into the Tiber,

was seized bv the revolted Romans, cast into prison, and
strangled, f

Formosus.] John IX., in a council held at

Rome, annulled the election of Arnulf. and confirmed that

of La nbert as lawful emperor. In the same council it was

auuin decreed that no pope elect should be consecrated with-

out the Imperial sanction; and it was likewise forbidden,

under pain of canonical censure, and of the Imperial dis-

pleasure, to strip the pontifical palace at the death of a pope,

a practice which was become customary on the part of the

relatives of the deceased, not only in Rome, but in other

Italiun sees.

Pope John then proceeded to Ravenna, where he met
Lambert, and held another council of seventy-four bishops,

in which, among other things, it was decreed that every

Rnnun should b« at liberty to appeal to the Imperial court.

Lauiber , on Ins p»irt, confirmed the pope in the possession

of he lordship of Rome, the Exarchate, and the Pentapolis.

In the following year Lumbert was killed while hunting, and
Berenga«ius was ackuowledged by most towns as sovereign

of Italy

In the vear 899 the Hungarians entered Northern Italy,

committed dreadful ravages, and defeated Berengarius. In

the same year Ludovic. or Louis, king of Provence, came
into Italy, was proclaimed king at Pavia. and in the follow-

ing year was crowned emperor at Rome by Benedict IV.,

where he also administered justice to those who resorted to

him.
In the year 902 Berengarius re-appeared in the field, de-

feated Ludovic at Verona, and took him prisoner, but

allowed htm to return to Provence. After the death of

Benedict lVn at Rome, the usual disorders took place on
the election of his successor Leo V., who, after two months,
was deposed and imprisoned by Christopher, bis chaplain,

who, in 904, was also driven away by another faction, and
Sergius III. was elected pope. Sergius completely restored

the Basilica of the Lateran, which had fallen to ruin. The
Saracens from Sicily were now devastating Southern Italy

;

the Spanish Moors, having formed a settlement at Frassi-

neto on the coast of Liguria, overran the neighbouring
valleys of Piedmont; and the Hungarians also crossed the
Alps to devastate the plains of Lombardy. It was then that

Bert*ngariu* permitted the towns to fortify themselves with
walls, ramparts, and ditches. At Rome, Theodora, a woman
of liMise charac er, and her daughter Marozia, wife of Alberic.

puincian, were exercising considerable influence in municipal
and also in ecclesiastical affairs and they brought about
the election of John 1C said to be Theodora s lover. [John
X ] This pope crowned Berengarius emperor in the Va-
tican, with great pomp, ad. 916. About the same time the
Saracens were completely routed and destroyed on the
banks of the Liris, by the united troops of Berengarius, and
of the dukes of Beneveil to. of Naples, and of Gacla.

In the year 921 several Italian nobles and the archbishop
of Milan conspired against Berengarius, and called to the
throne Rudolf 1L, king of Burgundy. After much fighting,

Berengarius was assassinated at Verona, in Maxrh. 92

1

He was by all accounts a good, just, and humaue pnncr. m
an a^e of barbarism. Hugh, duke of Provence, being ca M
by a strong party, came into Italy, dro*e away Rud. if, m\4

was crowned king at Milan, a.d. 9*26. During this pei ted of

confusion Rome was left to itself and its factions. Msmzj
and her second husband, Guy. duke of Tuscany, soppor ri

by armed partisans, and having possession of the castle of S\

Angelo, ruled by force. The pope, John 3C who had al-

ready quarrelled with the marquts A 1bene, Marozia'* fi it

husband, was also in opposition to Guy. A part? of M»-

rozia's satellites entered the Lateran palace, murdered Peur,

the pope's brother, and dragged the pope to a dun-euc,

where he soon after died •. it was said that he was smotheml
His successor Leo VI. died in a few months, and beivi
was murdered, according to report. Of Leo's succes* r.

Stephen VII., nothing is known. To 8u?pben suceenicil

John XI., son of Marozia. Duke Guy being now dead, L>
brother Lambert succeeded him as duke of Tuscany ; ki
king Hugh, his half-brother, being jealous of him, sej*U
him, deprived him of his sight, and substituted his broths
Boson in the duchy. Hugh, who wished to have Rum* u
his possession and to be crowned emperor, proposed io

many Marozia, who accepted the offer. Hugh cam* io

Rome, ad 931, was received by his bride in the ca»iW S

Angelo. having left his armed bands outside of the »*iU
He is said, by Luitprand, to have behaved insolently toward
the Roman nobles, and to have given a blow in the tare r.>

Alberic, Marozia's son, while the latter, by his mothc'i
desire, was handing him a ewer and basin to wash lu
hands. Alberic conspired with the nobles against Htfti
and besieged him in the castle, from which Hugh e*rc;<4

by being lowered down the wall by a rope, and repairing t

.

his camp, quitted the duchy of Rome. Alberic placed fo«

mother in confinement, and let bis half-brother J ohu XI
attend to his duties as pope, but be allowed him no »ba/e J
temporal power, and watched him closely.

Alberic assumed the title of prince and senator of all tbr

Romans, * Dei gratia humilis princeps atque omnium R.-

manorum senator.* It is conjectured by some, that tl*

senate of Rome consisted at that time of a cvrtain nurnSp-
ot* counts, each of whom presided over a region, and itui

the 'princeps senatus,' or president, was also the bead ma-
gistrate of the whole city. (Conrigius Curt ius, De S*+<^m
Romano post Tempus Reipublicce Libera.) Alberic si rue &

money in his name, with the legend * Albericus P.* He
governed Rome till his death, which bap | ened about :t*

year 954, and he appears to have administered it wisely : h»

reformed many abuses, and above all checked the bcra-

tiousness of the clergy and convents. King Hugh iw «
marched against Rome, and devastated its territory, but Ik

could not enter the city. At last Hugh, through fc*

tyranny and debauchery, became odious to tbe Italian*, wb*
called to their deliverance Berengarius, marquis of Km.
who had taken refuse in Germany. Berengarius am*rd
with some troops, and entered Milan, where many Italaa
nobles and prelates joined him. Hugh, who had retired i*

Pavia, sent his son Lotharius to Milan, proposing to iianwVr
the crown to that youth. The modest demeanour of L^
tharius so pleased the assembled people, that they una- 1-

mously proclaimed him king, but Berengarius exeresed a-
the authority in his name, a.d. 946. Hugh returned to

Provence, where he died. In the year 949 or 950 I»ih*rw%
died, not without suspicion of poison administered by Be-
rengarius, who was proclaimed king, with his son Adalbert
as his colleague, and both where crowned at Pavia. Brrra-
ganus wished his son to marry Adelaide, the widow of Lo-
tharius, who was only twenty vears of age and on her re u*.*J

he shut her up in prison, her sufferings have been *ur-r
in Latin verse by a contemporary nun called Rowida. A
priest found access to Adelaide's prison, and led her oui -
disguise to Adhelard, bUhop of Reggio, who gate bc-r r

charge to Azzo, lord of Canossa, the great-grandfather .

the famous Countess Matilda. Otho of Saxooy. kmgof t:<
Germans, being informed of all this, came to Italy with n
armed force, in the year 951. defeated Berengarius a: i

married Adelaide at Pavia, and in the following tear »-

turned to Germany. He however allowed Bcreugsitc* t.»

retain the crown of Italy as his vassal, after sweat tng fide' *

to Otho in the presence of the court and army. e\ce^ - ±
Friuli and the March of Treviso, which weie kej'i by L> : o
under his immediate dominion. Otho himself b*n4r*l
to Berengarius a sceptre of gold, in token a/ invest**
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From this transaction arose the claims of tne kings of Ger-
mauy upon the kingdom of Italy. Berengarius however
soon forgot the lesson that he had received : he laid siege to

Caoossa, intending to revenge himself upon Azzo, but Otho
came again from Germany, defeated and deposed Beien-
garius, and was himself elected king of Italy, and crowned
ui the church of S. Ambrose at Milan, with the antient
crown and other insignia of the Longobard kings. [Otho I.]

Meantime, prince Alberic having died at Rome, his sou
Octavianus, a mere youth, assumed the title of prince of
Rome, and on the dealh of pope Agapetus II., a.d. 956, he
ras also elected pope, by the name of John XII. He was
tiie first who changed his name on being made pope.
Whilst Rome and its duchy had become in fact independent
of the kingdom of Italy, the kings of Italy, on their side,

nad taken possession of the Exarchate, and Adalbert, son
sod colleague of Berengarius, had his residence at Ravenna,
till he was deposed by Oiho.

Period V.

:

—Rome under allegiance, real or nominal, to

the kings of Germany and of Italy, 96 1 -1 278.— Otho, after

his coronation at Milan, repaired to Rome, where pope
John XII. crowned him emperor. He swore to respect the
tuthority of the Roman see, and not to encroach upon its

.emporal rights and possessions. He was acknowledged
emperor, and his sou as king of the Romans, but the pope
remained lord of the Roman duchy as a great imperial

feudatory, as in the time of the Cailoviugians. It has been
observed by some writers that the imperial dignity was thus
restored to the French kings, as the name of Francia was
then given also to Germany, and Constantine Porphyro-
genneius iDe Administrando Imperio) calls Oiho king of
Saxony and Francia.

la the year 963 Otho returned to Rome, oeing called

there by numerous complains against pope John, who, it

was said, had transformed the Lateran Palace into a
bruthe1. and also by information which he received of
intrigues between tiie pope and Adalbert, son of Beren-
suius, who had still a party in Italy. John escaped, and
Oiho assembled a council in the Vatican, which, having
beard the charges against John, deposed him. and elected

Leo VIII. The clergy, senate, and other orders, styled

Piimates Roman© civitatia, sanctioned his deposition, and
swore not to proceed in future to elect a pope without the
emperor's consent. In the following year, after Otho's de-

parture from Rome, John re-entered the town, called

together another council, which declared the election of
Leo VIII. unlawful, and put to death or mutilated many of
those who had taken part in the former council :

* Multa
cede pnmorura in urbe debacchatus,' are the words of the

chronicler Gerbert. [John XII.] Upon hearing this, Otho
marched against Rome, but pope John dying, his faction

elected Benedict V., whilst Leo remained with the emperor.
Oiho then besieged Rome, and reduced it by famine. Bene-
dict was deposed, and exiled to Germany, and Leo was rein-

stated. Both Leo and Benedict however died soon after, and
Otho having sent the bishops of Speyer and of Cremona as

his rommissioners to be present at the election, John, bishop
of Narni, was elected by the clergy and people, a.d. 965.

John, styled XIII., however, having incurred the dislike of

the nobles by his haughtiness and harshness, was seized by
the prefect of Rome, and taken prisoner to a castle in Cam-
pania, where he remained ten months, after which, through
fear of Otho. he was liberated and restored to Rome. Otho
came to Rome, and hanged thirteen of the principal people,

styled by some, tribunes, who had taken part in those pro-

ceedings ; the prefect however escaped.

Rome remained tolerably quiet during the remainder of

Otho's reign: but after his death, a.d. 973, it again fell a
prey to disorder. A faction, at the head of which were
a cardinal called Francone and a certain Crescentius,

seized pope Benedict VI., and strangled him. Francone
took possession of the papal chair, but he was soon driven

away, though not before he had plundered the Vatican
Basilica. Benedict VII. was then elected with the appro-

bation of Otho IIn a.d. 974. Nothing particular seems to

have occurred at Rome till Oiho ll.'s death, which took
place in that city in the year 983.

During the long minority of Otho III. there was anarchy
at Rome. Cardinal Francone, who styled himself Boniface
VUL, having returned to Rome, put to death pope John
XIV., and again usurped the papal chair ; but he died sud-
denly in the year 985, and his body was dragged through
the itreets by the populace. John XV. was elected his

|
successor, out Crescentius, who is styled senartr of Rome,
probably the chief senator, and by others consul, quarrelled
with the pope, took possession of Hadrian's mausoleum, and

\

obliged John to run away. Crescentius however soon after

j

recalled him, and went with the senate in a body to ask his
' forgiveness. The chronicler Romuaidus of Salerno says that
I
the nobles, ' Roman i Capitanei,' had usurped the authority
in Rome. In the year 989 the empress regent Theophania,
young Otho's mother, came to Italy, and visited Rome, from

J

whence she issued several placita and diplomas. We are
I told that there were at that time within Rome no less than
40 convents of men and 20 of nuns, chiefly Benedictines,
besides a vast number of regular canons.

In the year 996 Otho III. came to Ravenna with a nu-
merous army. Pope John XVI. having died about that
time, Otho sent to Rome his relative Bruno with the arch-
bishop of Mainz and the bishop of Utrecht, and the Romans
elected Bruno by the name of Gregory V. Oiho was
crowned emperor at Rome. He cited before him Cres-
centius for his conduct to the late pope John, condemned
him to exile, but forgave him at the intercession of the
actual pope. But after Otho's departure, Crescentius quar-
relled with the new pope, and drove him out of Rome.
Gregory repaired to Pavia, where he assembled a council,
and excommunicated Crescentius. Crescentius however
kept up a correspondence with the Byzantine court, and his
design was to place the duchy of Home again under the
allegiance of the Eastern empire. He arrested the legates
of Gregory, and caused John, bishop of Piacenza, a Greek
by birth, to be elected pope, but he was generally considered
as an intruder. In the year 998 Otho came to Italy, and
having collected an army, he marched to Rome, taking with
him pope Gregory. The Romans in alarm seized the anti

pope John, pulled out his eyes, cut off his nose and tongue,
and threw him into a dungeon. When the emperor entered
Rome, he was entreated by a certain holy abbot called Nilus
to give up to him the person of that unfortunate man, and
the emperor was inclined to release him, but pope Gregory
insisted upon his being dragged ignominiously through the
whole town, for which Nilus threatened him with the ven-
geance of God. Crescentius, who had shut himself up in

the castle of S. Angelo, was taken, but some say that ho
capitulated ; he and twelve of his partisans were beheaded
by order of the emperor, and their bodies hung on the castle

battlements. In the following year pope Gregory died, and
Gerbert, archbishop of Ravenna, who had been Otho's pre-

ceptor, was chosen pope by the name of Sylvester II. In
the year 1001 a quarrel broke out between the Romans and
the people of Tibur, which was the beginning of a long and
bitter animosity between the two cities. The emperor took

the part of the Romans, and Tibur was besieged and obliged

to surrender. In the following year Otho died of fever at

Paterno in the territory of Perugia. The story of his hav-

ing been poisoned by the widow of Crescentius does not

seem authentic.

The line of Otho the Great, to whom the Italians had
sworn allegiance, having become extinct with Otho III., the

Italians considered themselves at liberty to elect another

king, and they chose Hardouin, or Haidwig, marquis of

Ivrea, who was crowned at Pavia, in February, 1002. Har-
douin was violent and overbearing; he maltreated several

nobles and bishops, who applied to Henry II., king of Ger-
many, offering him the crown of Italy. Henry came in

1004, by way of Trent; but finding the 'Chiuse' or defile cf

the Adige well guarded by Hardouin's forces, he followed

another route by the sources of the Brent a, and arriving at

Verona, was received by the great feudatories of Italy, who
had mostly forsaken Hardouin. He was crowned at Pavia.

Unfortunately a quarrel broke out between the Italians and
the German troops, much blood was spilt, and part of Pavia

was burnt. Henry soon after returned to Germany, and
Hardouin recovered Pavia and part of Lombardy, but Milan,

Piacenza, Cremona, and other towns remained faithful to

Henry, and the two parties continued at war for several

years. This was the origin of the great rivalry between the

Lombard cities, and especially between Milan and Pavia.

At Rome, pope Sergius IV. having died in 1012, Benedict

VIII. was chosen for his successor; but another party elected

a certain Gregory, who obliged Benedict to leave Rome and
to take refuge at king Henry's court in Germany. In 1013

Henry came to Italy with his wife Cunegunda and a large

army, and all Italy submitted to him. He then proceeded

to Rome, where pope Benedict anointed and crowned him
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in 1014. Tlit chronicler Ditmar says that twelve senators,

six of whom wore their heard* and the other six were shaven,

escorted the emperor to church with wands in their hands.

At the $ate of the Vatican Basilica. Henry was asked whe-
ther he would be the defender of the Roman church, to

whieb he replied in the affirmative. An affray however

took place between the populace of Rome and the German
soldiers, excited, it is laid, by John, the son of Crescent i us,

in which many were killed. Henry returned to the North,

Hardouin having Withdrawn to a convent, where he died.

In Rome all civil affairs were decided by the aenate, but

the more important political questions weie referred to the

pope or his vicar, and to the emperor, or bis vicar the prefect

of the city (the office having been restored by Olho 1.), wtio

acted also as supreme judge in criminal matters, having re-

ceived the investiture of the sword from the emperor for

that purpose.

Conrad II. of Germany, Henry's successor, was crowned
king at Milan and emperor at Rome in 1027. On this oc-

casion another affray took place between the Romans and
the German soldiers, and many were killed on both Hides.

The Romans however were obliged on the following day to

send to the emperor to beg his pardon : the members of the

deputation were barefooted, the freemen with swords hang-

ing at their neck, the serfs with halters. Conrad forgave

them. In 1038 Conrad came again to Rome to restore pope
Benedict-IX., who had been driven away by a faction.

Henry III.. Conrad's successor in Germany, was acknow-
ledged king of Italy, but did not come to be crowned in the

latter country for some years. In the mean time nope Be-

nedict IX. bad become so odious through his misconduct, and

the robberies and cruelties committed by his adherents, that

the people of Rome drove him away, and elected for his suc-

cessor John, bishop of 8abina, who styled himself Sylvester

III. After six months Benedict returned with a strong

support, and expelled bis rival. But continuing in his evil

courses, and seeing the general indignation roused against

him, he sold the papal chair to John, or Grananus, who as-

sumed the name of Gregory VI., a.d. 1044. [Benedict IX.l

Gregory, who is reckoned among the lawful popes, found

Rome, on his accession, in a deplorable state. The property

of the see of Rome had been plundered and alienated, so that

he had hardly enough left for mere subsistence ; the roads

were infested by robbers, and no one could travel to Rome
except with a large armed party, and the offerings made to

the churches were seised by the factions. Gregory, after

trying exhortations and excommunications withoutany effect,

collected a force of both foot and horse, with which he
hunted down the robbers. The people of Rome, accustomed

to anarchy, called the pope a sanguinary man, and unfit to

celebrate the sacred offices. At last Henry 111* came to

Italy in 1047, was crowned at Milan, and then proceeding

southwards, arrived at Sutri, where he convoked a council, to

which Gregory VI. was invited. There were then no less

than three popes; Benedict IX., Sylvester IL, and Gregory
VI. The council deposed them all, and Gregory VI., on
rising from his chair, laid aside of his own accord the pon-

tifical robes. Henry entered Rome, and the clergy and the

fathers of the council chose Suidger, bishop ofBam berg, who
assumed the name of Clement II v and was consecrated on
Christmas day : at the same time Henry was proclaimed em-
peror, after which great feasts were given in the Laieran palare.

During the remainder of Henrv's reign Rome enjo>e I com-
parative tranquillity. His son, Henry IV., yet an infant, suc-

ceeded his father in 1056, under the guardianship of his mo-
ther Agnes. His minority was a troubled period for Rome.
After the death of pope Stephen IX, in 105s, John, bishop of

Velletri. an illiterate man, was tumultously elected by the

name of Benedict X. Piutro Damiano, bishop of Ostia, and
otber cardinals, protested against the election as illegal, but

they were obliged to run away for their lives. The eropre>-s

Agnes sent to Italy the monk Hildebrand, whose reputation

for learning and piety stood very bigh, charging him to act

in concert with Godfrey, duke of Tuscany, in order to adjust

the controversy. A council was held at 8iena, in which
Gberardus, bishop of Florence, was elected pope under the

name of Nicholas II. In the following year Nicholas pro-

ceeded to Rome, and Benediet of bis own accord resigned

his claim. Shortly after began at Milan the schism con-

cerning the marriage of the clergy ; those of Mdau followed

the example of the Eastern church, which does not require

celibacy of its presbyters. A deacon of the name of Analdua
formed a party against the married clergy, and excited the

people against them. Guido, archbishop of Milan, i

the married priests, and excommunicated Arialdu*. Nichols*
sent two legates to Milan> who induced iheaiclibishop io de-
sist, and the marriage of the priests was forbidden. But this

arrangement wa» ouly precarious, and the schism la»ted mite*
longer. Arnulphus and Landulpbus Senior have civfo «o
account of this famous coniroversv. (Muratori, Rer. lud
ScHptoret, vol. iv.) In 1059 pope Nicholas u»ued a device
limiting the right of election to the cardinals, leaving bow-
ever to the rest of the clergy of Rome the right of eppruttng
of the election. For the origin of and alterations effected m
thi* institution see Cardinal.

Nicholas died in 1061, and much contention erase
about the election of a successor. One party, with Hud*-
brand at their head, contended for a free election, wubuvt
waning for the emperor's consent ; another party sent to

Germany to ask Henry's approbation. At last Hildebiaad
prevailed, and Anselm us, bishop of Lucca, was elected and
consecrated pope, under the name of Alexander II. Tnu*
the Romans asserted the right of free election, and the
imperial confirmation was no longer considered nerwary
for the consecration of the pope elect. The nrn^isn
of Henry, irritated at the conduct of the Romans, retuasd
to acknowledge Alexander, and at the same lime tbe
Lombard bishops, especially those who were fatovraaee
to the marriage of the priests, had, with the support of tbw
imperial court, elected Cadalous, bishop of Parma, a prelate
wealthy, but of loose principles, who assumed the nanse el
Honorius II. Cadalous, having raised with his msari a*
armed force, marched in the following year to Rome, wbexv
be had many partisans, among others a certain Ptetre di
Leone, or Pierleone, a converted Jew, very wealthy, but das-

liked by the people as a usurer. Cadalous defeated the par-
tisans of Alexander, but Godfrey, duke of Tuscany, hating
come to bis assistance, Cadalous was obliged to retire. He
returned the following year, entered the Leonine town os
suburb, and took possession of the castle of 8. Angela, bmt
the people rising in arms, be was unable to enter the Vatwaa
Basilica, and he shut himself up in the castle, where ne re-

mained blockaded for nearly two years, and at last escaped
by paying a large ransom. Alexander was then universal.

j

acknowledged nope. He died in 1073, and was auct eeoVd
by Hildebrano, who assumed the name of Gregoiy VII,
by which he is known in history. Soon after the fame**
quarrel of the investitures broke out between the enure*
and the empire. The events of Gregory's busy pontificate

are related under Gregory VII. Rome was entered
by force by the emperor Henry, in the year 1084, sod
Guibert, archbishop of Ravenna, was consecrated pop*
by the name of Clement III., and he afterwards ciowntd
Henry emperor in the Vatican. On the approach «d
Robert Guiscard, with his Normans, Henry withdrew and
Robert entered the city, but it seems that his soldiers, ard
especially the Saracen bands in his service, committed all

sorts of atrocities, and that a part of Rome extending frcen

the Lateran to the Colosseum was set on fire. When Robert
retired from Rome to his dominions, Gregory, not thinking
himself safe, withdrew to Salerno, where he died, aj> losv
His successor, Victor III., was opposed by toe sntinope
Guibert, and the imperial party, who had possession of the
Vatican and of the Capitol, until the countess Matilda came
with her troops,wben Victor entered Rome and took posaevsion

of the city, which however he was soon afier obliged tokr*t«
a^ain. He died at Monte Cassino. and his successor, L'rbaa
II., finally drove away Guibert. Urban died in 1099. and
was succeeded by Paschal II. During his pontificate Henry
V. visited Rome to be crowned, a.d Die, and a artm of

outrage followed, which is related under Paschal IL
In 1116 we find Pieiro di Leone applying to Patched te

use his influence to have one of his sous appointed prefect •/

Rome. The people of Rome, who di&liked Pierleuoe and
his family, elected the son of the late prelect, a sa*.e he*.

and presented him to the pope for bis confirmation. Pas-
chal refused, and an affray followed during the holy w%ek
between the populace, led by Tolomeo, bioiberof the laie

prelect, and the pope's aimed men. The country around rose

in arms and Pas« hal withdrew to St-sae. The n* b sarktd
and destroyed the houses of Pierleone and Ins femily.

In the following year Henry V. came again to Rome, and
was crowned by the archbishop of Braga. Paschal hamax
tied to Betievenlo, which had become a favourite pUc* m
residence of the popes. Henry won the hearts of ibe chief

Roman uobles by gifts and promisee, and even gave one of ass
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daughters in marriage to one of the Tolomei, a noble family

of that tiiuo. Af.er Henry's departure from Rome, Pas-
chal came with hU troops to Anagni, where be fell ill: he
however advanced to the gates of the Vatican, which was
occupied by the Imperial party, and while the military en-
gines were being disposed for the attack, Paschal expired,

4.0. 1118. He was buried without any opposition in the

Basilica of the Lateran, and three days after the cardinals

elected Giovanni Gaeiano, cardinal chancellor of the Roman
church, who took the name of Gelasius II. Cencio Fran-
gipane, a partisan of the emperor, disapproving of the elec-

tion, broke open the gates of the Lateran Basilica, seized

the pope elect, an old man, by the neck, and kicked him and
dragged him to his own house, where he kept him in prison.

But the prefect of Rome, many of the nobles, and the people

of Transtevere rose against Frangipane and his adherents,

and obliged him to release the pope, who was carried in

Irromph back to the Lateran. Henry however returned to

Rome with armed men, and the pope, alarmed, fled by night

to Ardea, from whence he went to Gaeta. Henry then
caused an antipope to be elected, who assumed the name of

Gregory VIII. After a time Gelasius returned to Rome,
and a battle ensued between his partisans on one side, and
the opposite faction, led by the Frangipani. Gelasius de-

clared that he would remove his residence far from Rome,
which he called a new Babel, where everybody wanted to

rule. He embarked for France, leaving the bishop of Porto

ts his vicar at Rome, a Norman, named Stephen, as

gonfatoniere, and confirming the son of Pierleone as pre*

feet of the city. He died in the monastery of Cluny, in

January, #119. His successor, Calixtus II., was elected in

France by the few cardinals who were there, and his election

was approved by the cardinals and clergy of Rome as a mat-
ter of necessity, circumstances preventing the election being

held at Rome according to custom, as the antipope Gre-
gory had still possession of the city. In 1 120 Calixtus came
to Italy, and in the following year, with the assistance of

the Normans, he entered Rome, and having taken the anti-

pope prisoner, shut him up in a fortress. In 1122 the dis-

pute of the investitures was settled between Calixtus and
Henry V. Calixtus died in 1 123. and the cardinals elected

Lambert, bishop of Ostia, who assumed the name of Ho
norms II., but a body of bishops assembled in the church of

S. Paocratius elected Theobald, surnamed 'Bocca di pe-

cora,* cardinal of Santa Anastasia. The powerful family of

Frangipani supporting Honorius, Theobald was induced

.to resign his claim, and Honorius submitted to a second

election by the clergy and people, who confirmed him. This

serves to show that notwithstanding the alleged decree of

Nicholas II., the cardinals had not yet monopolised the ex-

clusive right of electing the popes. Honorius granted to

Count Roger of Sicily the investiture as duke of Apulia

and Calabria. On the occasion of the disputed succession

to the crown of Germany, between Lotharius and Conrad of

Suabia, Honorius excommunicated Conrad, and acknow-

ledged Lotharius. Honorius died at Ostia in 1130. Several

of the cardinals elected cardinal Gregory, a man universally

esteemed, who assumed the name of Innocent II. ; but an-

other, and, it is said, a more numerous party, chose Peter,

ane of the sons of the said Pierleone, who assumed the

name of Anacletus II. ; and, being the strongest, they took

possession of the Vatican. The Frangipani declared in

favour of Innocent, whom they received in their palace, or

rather in their buildings, for this family seem to have bad
^nsseasion of a whole district, which they had fortified.

Anacletus. with the treasures found in the Vatiean and

6i her churches, enlisted a number of mercenaries, attacked

the quarter of the Frangipani, and obliged Innocent to

escape to Pisa, leaving the bishop of Sabiua at Rome as his

vicar. Innocent repaired to France, where he was recognised

legitimate pope; and at Liege he crowned Lotharius king of

Germany and Italy, who promised to assist Innocent in

recovering his see. Anacletus was acknowledged by the

Milanese, and by Roger of Sicily, whom he caused to be

crowned king by bis legate at Palermo, in 1130. In 1133

Lotharios and pope Innocent advanced to Rome, and being

received by the prefect and several nobles, entered the city.

Innocent took possession of the Lateran, Lotharius fixed

his residence on the Aventine, and Anacletus shut himself

up in the castle of S. Angelo. from whence he sent re-

peatedly messengers to Lotharius, asking for a canonical

inquiry into bis election and thai of his competitor Inno-

cent. Lotharius refused this apparently reasonable demand,

but as he was not strong enough to drive out Anacletus,
whose party occupied the Vatican, it was resolved to crown
Lotharius in the Lateran ; after which the emperor re-

turned to the north, and Innocent soon after followed. In-
nocent had a powerful support in St. Bernard, the celebrated
abbot of Clairvaux, who induced the kings of France and
England, and the people of Milan a*nd other Lombard towns,
to acknowledge him as pope. [Bernard, St.]

Lotharius, in 1 137, after an expedition into Apulia against
Roger of Sicily, returned northwards by way of Rome,
when Innocent again took possession of the Lateran

;

Lotharius however did not stay at Rome, but moved on
towards Germany, and died at Trent the same year. St.

Bernard advised both Innocent and Anacletus to take Roger
of Sicily for their umpire, and each to send three cardinals

to Salerno. Roger, after listening for four days to the two
parties, could not come to a decision, but desired one car-

dinal on each side to accompany him to Sicily, where he
would assemble a council of the bishops and abbots of that

kingdom.
Anacletus dying (a.d.1138), his party elected in his place

Cardinal Gregory, who assumed the name of Victor IV.

;

but St. Bernard by his eloquence persuaded him to renounce
in favour of Innocent The sons of Pierleone also made
their submission, kneeling at the feet of Innocent, and
swearing allegiance to him, and all Rome acknowledged him
as pope. Thus ended (St. Bernard, EpisL, 328) this schism,
which is one of the most intricate as a question of right in

the whole history of the papacy.
The cardinal of Aragon, in his ' Life of Innocent II.,

observes that, through the exertions of Innocent and of St.

Bernard, ' a profound peace reigned at Rome, such as was
not remembered for a long period.' Innocent led his troops
against Roger of Sicily, but was defeated and taken pri-

soner near St. Germano. Roger treated him with great

honour, and obtained of him the confirmation of his title of
king, and that of his son as duke of Apulia, ad. 1 1 39. In-
nocent returned to Rome, where the people bore impatiently
the temporal power which was exercised by him with a
firm hand, and a war with their neighbours of Tibur, which
broke out in 1141, led to a total change of affairs. The
people of Tibur, having surrendered in 1142 to Pope Inno-
cent, gave up themselves and their county or territory, which
embraced the valley of the Upper Anio, * to Pope Innocent
and his successors. This excited the jealousy of the Ro
mans, who requested the pope to raze Tibur to the ground,
and to disperse the inhabitants. Innocent refused, and th«

people, in 1 1 53, ran to the Capitol, restored the Roman
senate, of which nothing is heard for a long period pre-

vious, as a sovereign council, and declared war again in the

name of the senate and people of Rome against Tibur.

This insurrection of the Romans is partly attributed to the

spread of the republican doctrines preached by Arnaldo of

Brescia, who had been banished from Italy by Innocent
some years before. [Arnaldo da Brescia.] Innocent,

unable to put down the revult, fell ill, and died in Septem-
ber. 1 143. He was a remarkable pontiff for his abilities and
determination. His successor Celestine II. died after a few
months, and Lucius 11., who succeeded Celestine, found
himself controlled at Rome by the senate, which sat in

the Capitol and exercised sove reign power. As for the no-

minal Imperial authority, it was utterly obliterated, the

crown of Germany being then contested between Conrad of

Suabia and Henry Guelph. In 1144 the Romans elected

as princeps senatus, and patrician of Rome, Giordano,

another son or grandson of Pierleone; as Alberic had been
elected two centuries before. In 1 145 Lucius at terained to

force the Capitol at the head of some armea men. but the

senators and the people threw showers of stones upon htm,

one of which mortally wounded the pope. The cardi-

nals elected Bernard of Pisa, a disciple of St. Bernard,

who assumed the name of Eugenius III. The senate

however refused to permit his consecration unless he

acknowledged their sovereign power, and Eugenius withdrew

by night into Sabina with some cardinals, and was conse-

crated in the monastery af Farfa. About this time Ar-

naldo da Brescia came to Rome, and added to the popular

excitement by his preaching in public on politics. He ex-

horted the Romans to restore the equestrian order and the

other instituiions of the antient republic. The mob, who
cared little for the equestrian order, or any order whatever,

ran to the houses of the cardinals and nobles who were sus-

pected of belonging to the papal party, and sacked and de*
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stroyed thero. They abolished the office of prefect of Rome,
and obliged all the nobles to swear allegiance to the patrician

Giordano. Eugenius excommunicated Giordano, and in the

following year, being supported by the people of Tibur, he
returned to Rome dv virtue of a convention in which he
recognised the senate as a legislative body, and the Romans
ugreed to dismiss the patrician, restore the prefectship, and
acknowledge the pope as their sovereign, cut this concord
was precarious, and in 1146 Eugenius was obliged to quit

Rome. He returned again in 1149, but was soon obliged
to leave it, and take refuge in Campania. St. Bernard, in

his book * De Consideratione,' which he addressed to Eu-
genius in his exile, observed that the perverseness of the
Romans had been notorious for centuries, that they were ' a
people unused to peace, fond of tumults, intractable and
remorseless, not knowing how to obey unless they could no
longer oppose resistance.' In 1152 Eugenius returned to

Rome under a convention, the terms of which are not
known ; and he applied himself to gain the affection of the
lower orders by his liberality, and * he would have succeeded,'

says a contemporary chronicler, 'in upsetting, the senate,

had not death cut him short in the same year.' Before his

death he is said to have concluded a convention with the

new king of the Germans, Frederic I., by which the latter

bound himself not to enter into any agreement with the

people or senate of Rome, nor with Roger of Sicily, with-

out the pariicipation of Eugenius or his successors, and to

defend the rights of St. Peter; and tho pope on his part
promised to crown him emperor. (Viiale, Storia Diploma-
ttca dot Senatori di Roma.) Of Anastasius IV., who suc-
ceeded Eugenius, little or nothing is known. He died in

1154, and was succeeded by Nicholas Breakspea re, bishop
of Albano, an Englishman, who assumed the name of
Adrian IV. The senate was then in tne plenitude of its

power; money was struck with the heads of St. Peter and
St. Paul on one side, and the legend ' Senat. P. Q. R.' on the
ot her ; all acts were done in its name,and the years were dated
from the restoration of the senate, 'Anno . . . Seuatus.'
It appears that the senators were fifty-six in number, an-

nually renewed or confirmed, they were elected by a body
composed of delegates, ten from each region of the city.

The president of the senate was styled * Dei Gratia Summus
Senator ;' it appears also that there were consuls chosen from
among the senators.

An aOray which took place in Rome soon after Adrian's
election, and in which a cardinal was mortally wounded, in-

duced the new pope to leave Rome, which city he placed
under an interdict, forbidding divine service to be celebrated

within its walls. This novelty, which had never occurred
at Rome, made a great impression on the minds of the peo-

ple, who sent away Arnaldo, and invited the pope to return

and remove the interdict In 1155 Frederic I. came to

Rome to be crowned, accompanied by an army. Before he
entered the city, he gave orders that Arnaldo, who had
taken refuge in Campania, should be tried as a heretic.

The count of Campania gave him up to the prelect of
Rjine, by who*c sentence he was hanged, his body burnt,

and the ashes scattered to the wind. The circumstances
attending Frederic's coronation are given under Adrian
IV. Frederic spoke to the Romans as their master, but he
could not subdue them; his soldiers took possession of the

Vatican, but the people of Rome kept aloof from the

ceremony of his coronation: they even assailed and killed

a great number of the German soldiers, and both Frederic

and the pope hastened away to Ttbur.
The wars of Lombard) prevented Frederic from attending

to the affairs of Rome, and Adrian, having quarrelled with

hi in on some points of jurisdiction, had no support to

expect from him. Adrian during the rest of his pontifi-

cate was generally absent from Rome, where probably his

temporal authority was not great. He died at Anagni in

] 159. His successor Alexander III., although duly elected

by the majority, found a competitor in cardinal Ocfavianus,

who, having had some votes in his favour, and being

secretly encouraged by Frederic's missi at Rome, assumed
the pontifical robes, and took the name of Victor IV. The
Fran^ipani and the people took tho part of Alexander, who
however was obliged to quit Rome, and was consecrated at

N i ufe. The antipope was consecrated by some bishops

of his purty at Farfa in Sabmt. Alexander returned to

Rome in 1161, but finding that the antipope, supported

by the emperor and by many of the Roman nobles and

senators, was master of the field
;
he went to Franco, He

left however a cardinal as his vicar at Rome, who took >a

session of the Vatican. The antinope died at L**rr«

1164, but a successor was appointed through the rtfl- .

of Frederic, by the name of Paschal HI- In 116- ?|

Alexander returned to Rome, and was received U
i

united senate, clergy, and people with great *H--
Alexander was then" at open vaiiance wish Freder*.

i

the Romans, who disliked that emperor ever sine** Lj .i

visit, made common cause with the pope. In 116" Ft-
i

marched against Rome, but on his way he laM *-=.
i

Ancona, which had joined the Ua^ue of the Lombard r
i

against him, and which made a long resistance The R -
attacked Tusculum and Alba, which towns were -z *_

of the Imperial party. The count of Tusculum ejrai •
I

Raynaldus, archbishop of Cologne, and Chn»Uar^ t

bishop of Mainz, who commanded the emperor** t^ —
central Italy, and a battle took place near Tu-^.-i
which the Roman militia, to the number, it is sauL uf

*

were completely routed by the Imperial troops and ul*
Tusculum, and their loss has been, by the exag^ci at*c* .

conlemporaiy chroniclers, compared with that of C-. .

Soon after, Frederic came in person, accompa^*.
the antipope Paschal ; he forced the walls of ihe \ *

but found the Basilica strongly defended by the *m*^-'
of St. Peter's, that is to say, a body of militia rsix*

the domains of the Roman see. Alter a week's sitj^ -

German soldiers set lire to a tower close to the Baaiicx ~

the little garrison capitulated. Frederic beginduu -

trigue with the leaders of the Romans, Alexander t*~
it prudent to quit the city. The Pisan galleys ako *
up the Tiber as auxiliaries to Frederic and the Rx—
then came to terms. Frederic confirmed the aeoair -

tho municipal franchises of the city, and the Rcca*.-

their part, with the exception of the Frantripant. tike ?•

leoni, and some other nobles, acknowledged Frvfir . -

emperor and king of the Romans. In the oaih tcudm
the occasion no mention appears of cither pope or an ;

The summer brought disease into the emperor's camf ^

he withdiew to the north, leaving a prefect at Ruo<
the following year the Romans destro)ed Alba ; and c
attacked Tusculum, which, in order to save it*eiC ^
dered to the pope, who was then at BenevenWx 1-

pope Alexander made his peace with the emperor. ao-i t

as mediator at Venice between him and the Lombard -

A truce for six years was agreed upon, which led aftrv.
to the famous peace of Constance (1183). The \r* -

Rome, seeing a gcod understanding restored Letweu
pope and the emperor, thought it prudent to ci>mc ox
11 ni live arrangement with the former, and sent a d*p<. *

to invite him to return to Rome. Alexander seut thn* .-.

nals to confer with the senators on the subject, when i

agreed, after long debate, that the senate should cav.
that on the renewal of that body, at the next Srpfec
kalends, they should take the oath of allegiance lo t~*

and the Roman church, and should swear to do notbiu
trary to the papal dignity. The Vatican was re>u*vd t

pope, with all the rights of St. Peter. Alexander m*i
entrance into Rome, a.d. 1 179, amidst popular acclan*;.
In the year 1181, A lexander died ; a pontiff dis>iingut?br*
his great qualities, and the events and length of his r*-

catc. He was succeeded by Lucius 111., a weak ma , -

whose accession the Romans proposed to re es:abli>hO* <
of Patrician as head of the senate, and as the first a-:

trato and chief of the admiuisuation of the city. indcp<-:

of the pope. Lucius opposed this measure* and was vi ,

lo leave Rome, and the Patiieian was appointed. L-
dicd at Verona, in Ilb5. His succc»sor. Urban 111. •

elected and consecrated at Verona, and he dud in t
*' •

Fertara. without, it seems, having visited Rome. Hi* *

cessor, Gregory VIII., died at Pisa in the following r»
and the successor of Gregory was ntyled Clement 111. -

came to an arrangement with the Romans ; one of to* r

ditions of which was that the senate ahould be cent;-
but that the senators elect were to rere.vo the invt*t*

-'

' per mantum* from the hands of the pope. Vuali gm<*
text of this convention, which i* st)leA •Concordia, i* *

the year 44 of the senate, with the names of all the see**?
who' signed it. The number of senators having b*r *
much increased by the ambition of belonging t© thai K
Cclestine III., who succeeded Clement in ll;j| % d„.,
that in future they shou*-

1 "' exceed lifts »ix. H« *i

same time solemnly " ^d determined the |*mv
uvea of the senate >h is frund ^ jj^^
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(Antiqu. Hal. Disiert., 45). During Creatine's pontificate

however the Romans became tired, it is not very clear

why, of their senate, and they elected only one senator,

whom they made the head of their militia, and their first ju-

dicial magistrate; the senatorial palace in the Capitol was
his residence. The first senator thus appointed was Bene-
detto C^tissimo, who, after two years, was succeeded by Gio-

vanni Capoccio. The Romans obliged the towns of Sabina
and the Campagna to receive in future their magistrates

from Rome. Innocent III., who succeeded Celestine in 1 1 98,

was not a man to forego an opportunity of asserting and ex-

tending his authority. He contrived by his influence to have
the senator elected from among his friends, and he dictated

the form of the oath which that magistrate was to take to

him. The senator bound himself to maintain the pontiff

in possession of the rights which belong to St. Peters see

;

not to conspire against him, but to reveal to him all con-

spiracies which might come to his knowledge ; and lastly,

to pwide for the safety of the cardinals and their house-
hold within the jurisdiction of the city of Rome. (Vitali,

Sforia Diplomatica.) At the same time, Innocent, under
the pretence that the empire was then vacant, and the suc-

cession to the German crown dubious, obliged the prefect

of the city, who had been till then appointed by the em-
peror, to receive a fresh investiture from himself, and pay
allegiance to him; and he also removed the judges and
podustas of tho towns of the Campagna, who had been ap-

pointed by the senate in the name of the Roman republic,

and he appointed others in their places. The authority of
the senate and that of the emperor over the city of Rome
were thus virtually at an end. [Innocent III.]

Under the pontificates of Innocent and his successors

Donorius III. and Gregory IX., Rome remained in quiet
subjection to the papal authority. After the death of Gre-
goty jLD. 1241, Frederic II., who had long been at va-
riance with the pope, devastated the territory of Rome ; and
ta was favoured by the powerful baronial family of Co-
Una, who were of the Guideline party. The cardinals ran
mv from Rome ; and it was not till 1243 that they assem-
bled at Anagni, and elected pope Sinibaldo dei Fieschi,

who assumed the name of Innocent IV. He was haughty
and determined ; he showed himself bitterly hostile to

Frederic; and the papal troops, commanded by Cardinal
Octuian, conquered the whole Romagna in 1 248. Frede-
ric II. died in December, 1250. Innocent was long absent
in France and other places, and when he returned to Rome,
about 1253, be found his capital in a state of anarchy. The
turbulent barons, emboldened by the absence of the pope,
and the dissensions between him and the emperor, had
resumed their old habits of plunder and civil warfare. They
had fortified themselves in the massive antient monuments,
and had also raised lofty towers, in which they kept a num-
ber of armed retainers, and from thenco sallied to attack
their weaker neighbours. The citizens of Rome elected for

their senator Brancaleone of Bologna, who for several years
bunted down the refractory nobles, razed their towers, and at
last restored order. He died in 1258, and his relative Cas-
Mlano was elected senator in his place. [Brancaleone d'

Andalo.]

Alexander IV., who succeeded Innocent IV. in 1254,
and who died in 1261, was succeeded by Urban IV., a
Frenchman, who determined on the ruin of Manfred, the
fo&t scion of the bouse of Suabia. For this purpose, he
offered the crown of Sicily to Charles of Anjou, and made
him likewise senator of Rome, the people having conceived
the with of having a powerful prince for their chief magis-
trate. Urban however died in 1264; but his successor
Clement IV., another Frenchman, pursued the same policy,

and Charles of Anjou embarked at Marseille, and arrived at

Rome, where he collected his troops for the invasion of
Naples. The battle of Benevento and the death of Man-
fred followed. In 1268, young Conradin came to Italy upon
bu chivalric errand of recovering his paternal kingdom.
He entered Rome, where he was received with applause by
the Guibeline patty, which was strong in that city ; but he
*u soon after debated at Tagliacozzo, taken prisoner, and
beheaded at Naples. Gregory X., Clement's successor,
entered Rome with King Charles of Naples, who swore
allegiance as a feudatory of the holy see. Nothing particu-
lar occurred at Rome during that and several following pon-
tificates; but Cardinal Orsini, being elected in 1277 by the
name of Nicholas III., applied to Rudolph of Habsburg,
king of Germany, to define by a charter the States of the

P C, No. 1247.

Church, and separate them for ever from those dependent on
the Empire. He sent him at the same time copies of the
former charters of donation, real or supposed, of his impe-
rial predecessors. Rudolph, engrossed with German affairs,

and little acquainted with those of Italy, wishing also to
oblige the pope, from whom he expected the Imperial crown,
defined by letters patent, dated May, 1278, the States of the .

Church as extending from Raclicofuni to Ceprano on the
frontiers of Naples, and from the Mediterranean to tho
Adriatic, including the former duchy of Spoleto, the March
of Ancona, and the Romagna. He released the people of
all those places from their oath of allegiance to the' Empire,
giving up all rights over them which might still be settled in
the Imperial crown, and acknowledging the sovereignty of
the same to belong to the see of Rome. This important
document, which is found in Raynaldus {Annates), was con-
firmed by the electors and princes of the Empire. Thus
ended tho former Imperial authority over Rome and its

territory.

Period VL

:

—Rome under the sovereignty of the Ibpes.—
Nicholas, having thus freed himself from all dependence on
the emperor, determined to shake off also the importunate
interference of his powerful vassal, Charles of Naples, who,
in his quality of senator of Rome, exercised a sort of abso-
lute sway over that city and territory. With much diffi-

culty he prevailed upon Charles to renounce his office, and
by a constitution he then forbade the election as senator
of Rome of any emperor, king, prince, duke, marquis, or
other powerful personage. In apparent contradiction to
this constitution, he caused himself to be appointed per-
petual senator of Rome, and he named as his vicar his
nephew Orso. Nicholas embellished Rome with several
new buildings; he began the Vatican Palace; but he also
enriched his nephews, and the system of nepotism may be
said to have begun with him, as well as the rivalry between
the Orsini and Colonna parties. He died near Viterbo,
in 1281.

After the death of Nicholas a party rose against his nephew
Orso, and it was agreed that two senators should be elected,

"

one of the Orsini family and the other of the Annibaldeschi.
After an interregnum of six months, a French cardinal
was elected through the influence of Charles of Naples, and
was styled Martin IV., who declared himself perpetual
senator, and appointed King Charles as his substitute. No-
thing very particular seems to have occurred at Rome till

1293, when, during the interregnum after the death of
Nicholas IV., great disorders broke out, accompanied by
robberies, murders, and fires. Rome was without a sena-
tor for six months, and at last two were appointed, one from
each of tho two rival parties. The cardinals elected Celestine
V., who however soon after resigned on the score of incapacity,
and Cardinal Gaetani was elected, by the name of Boniface
VIII., a.d. 1295. His was a most stormy pontificate. He
quarrelled wiih Philip le Bel of France, with Frederic of
of Sicily, and with the Colonna. Two cardinals of the great
baronial family of Colonna had opposed his election, and
they refused to admit a papal garrison into their patrimonial
towns and castles which they had in the Campagna. They
were also accused of holding intelligence with Frederic,
king of Sicily, who had been excommunicated by the pope.
Boniface excommunicated the cardiuals Colonna and all

their adherents. The Orsini family, rivals of the Colonna,
supported the pope. The Colonna fortified themselves in

their castles, protested against the election of Boniface as

illegal, and appealed to a future general council of the
church. Upon this Boniface ordered their palace at Rome
to be pulled down, and sent troops to attack their towns and
castles in the country. In 1298 he took Palestrina by
treachery, and razed it to the ground. [Palestrina.] He
took likewise Zagarolo and La Colonna, fiefs of the same
family. The cardinals Colonna escaped to France. Their
uncle, Sciarra Colonna, went to sea, was seized by pirates,

and, after a course of romantic adventures, found his way
back to Italy, where he had his revenge, and caused the
death of the pope, in 1303. [Boniface VIII.] In 1300
Boniface celebrated the first Jubilee at Rome, and thus
a new source of attraction and wealth was opened to that

city. [Pilgrimage.]
Benedict XI. succeeded Boniface. By the assistance of

Charles II. of Naples, he restored peace to Rome and its

territory; he absolved the Colonna and their adherents
from the canonical censures, except those who had lifted up
their hands against the late pontiff. In the following year*

Vol. XX.—
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1304, however, finding that the factions were still active in

Rome, and many crimes were committed with impunity, ho
repaired to Perugia, where he died, and, as it was reported,

by poison. The interregnum lasted eleven mouths, the

eardinuU being divided between those who wished fur an
Italian pope, und those who, being in favour of Philip of

France and Charles of Naples, wished for a French pone.

The people of Perugia, tired of delay, kept the cardinals

in arrest in the Conclave Hall, and threatened to starve

them if they did not come to a decision. Tho French party

prevailed, and Hertrand, archbishop of Bordeaux, was
elected. It is said that he had promised to Philip lo Bel to

restore the Colonna cardinals to their dignities and posses-

sions, to allow the king to dispose of the tithes for five

years, to appoint a certain number of cardinals according to

his pleasure, and, lastly, lo remove the papal residence to

France. Bcrtrand, who assumed the nami? of Clement V.,

did not go to Rome; he was consecrated at Lyon, and,

having summoned the cardinals to France, fixed his resi-

dence at Avignon, a.d. 1305. For .seventy years after this

the popes resided at Avignon; and this period was styled

by some Italian writers the Babylonian captivity.

Period VIL .—-The Papal See at Avignon, 1305-1376.—
During this period Rome and its territory were administered,

in quiet limes, by the popes' legates: the great families Co-
lonna, Orsini, and others held the chief authority in their

hands, and the city was often a prey to fact ions and civil war.

Two senators were elected annually by tho pope from among
the great families, but in turbulent times they were chosen
by the people. In 1311, Henry of Luxemburg, king of
Germany, commissioned Stefano Colonna to uphold the
Imperial or Guibelinc party at Rome, preparatory lo his

going there to be crowned emperor. The opposite party, or

uuclphs, led by the Orsini, and supported by Robert, king
of Naples, had taken possession of S. Angelo, Borgo, the
Vatican, and all Transtevcre, and also of the Capitol, and
of the tower of the market, which was then at the foot

of the Capitol. [Orsini.] Tho Colonna party fortified the
Pantheon, the Colosseum, the Aventine, and the tower of
Milizia, which was afterwards enclosed within the monas-
tery of Santa Catarina da Siena.

The streets were barricaded, and the whole town was in

arms. At last Henry came, with a considerable force of

inen and horse, and partial combats took place between
his troops and those of king Robert, but Henry, being
unable to take the Vatican, was crowned emperor in the
Lat/jran, by the papal legate, soon after which he left

Rome.
When Louis of Bavaria camo to bo crowned at Rome,

accompanied by Castruccio Castracani, in January, 1328,
the ceremony passed off more quietly. Louis, supported
by Sciarra Colonna, took possession of the Vatican. From
the Capitol he harangued the people, who elected him sena-
tor and captain of the city for one year. Louis was crowned
in the Vatican by two bishops, who however had no papal
commission for the purpose, and one of whom was even
under an interdict. Tho emperor appointed Castruccio
senator and imperial vicar, and afterwards convoked a
• parlamcnto,' or assembly of the people, in the square
before St. Peter's, in which he summoned John XXII., who
Mas at Avignon, by the name of Jean de Caliors, or any one
to answer for him ; but no one appearing, a syndic of the
clergy demanded that tho accused should be tried en con-
tumacy as guilty of heresy artd high treason, and the em-
peror pronounced him guilty, and a new pope or an ti pope was
elected by the name of Nicholas V. [John XX II.] It was
also decreed by the omperor.with the hearty approbation of the
people, that every future pope should reside at Homo; and
if absent for more than three months, should be considered
as deposed. Louis however left Rome, Castruccio died,
Nicholas renounced bis claim to the papacy, and pope John
recovered the ascendancy at Rome, although he continued
to reside at Avignon. It was soon after this that the elec-
tors of Germany passed a resolution declaring that in future
the king of Germany elect should be considered emperor
and king of the Romans, without the sanction or consecra-
tion of the pope.
When Peter of Limoges was elected pope by tho name of

Clement VI., in 1342, the Romans sent him ambassadors,
one of whom was Cola di Rienzo, or Nicola*, the son of Lo-
icnzo,a tavern-keeper, to beg the restoration of the papal sec
to Koine. Petraua, who v.;s at that line reading at Rome,
where he had received the p-ieiiml rp>\vn in the Cpitol

from the hands of one of the senators, also uosarctsUotlf
exerted himself to induce the pope to return to that ejjmj
[Petrarca.]

In 1347 began the insurrection of Cola di Rtcnio. Ram*,

in the protracted absence of the popes, was led i prti k
its factions, each of whom chose one of the twoteaatun;

and it may be easily imagined that little harmony soWd
between those two head magistrates. Cola was i men d
warm imagination, imbued with vague and confuted n>jti*t

of the former glory of Rome, and endowed with muni
eloquence. He began to declaim in public against tb* un-

orders of the nobles and the tyranny of factions. Thepe^i-
named him by acclamation their tribune. Hewmitsu,
Capitol, drove away the senators, and assumed the ti<l< J

* Nicholas, severe and clement, liberator of Rome, ical^
for the weal of Italy, friend of the world, tribune »uc„*t

He appointed various magistrates, mostly deterring ou^
and put to death several factious leaders who were oust # J
of heinous crimes, and obliged the rest to swear obed v .

to him, under pain of banishment. He also sent atnba*u

dors to various towns and princes, for the purpose of fort-. ^
a union of all Italy. Perugia, Arezxo, and other ni*«

submitted to him ; and he threatened with war Va*tk
which refused allegiance. Ho summoned Clement VI

with the cardinals to return to Rome; and he alw ma
moned Louis of Bavaria, C ha lies, king of Bohemia, ami Pr-

electors of Germany, to state their reasons for preteti..

:

to elect the emperor. To the papal \icar at Rome, iba re-

monstrated with Cola upon his presumption, be atuseird

that ho was inspired by the Holy Ghost, and that be fol-

lowed its dictates. Ho arrested the heads of the bo*l .i

Savelli, Orsini, Colonna, and others, and threaten*) tbra

with death; but ho only banished them. The e&iV* ef-

fected and armed their feudal dependants, and marrhei

against Rome; but the people, led by Cola, issued out f

Porta S. Lorenzo, defeated them, and killed several of *b*

Colonna. In the following year however. Cola having a»t

with a check at the siege of the castle of Manna, *L"i

belonged to the Colonna, his enemies, stirred by the parai

legate, excited a revolt against him. CoU's soldier* wt
overcome, and he withdrew into the castle S. Angela, f «a

which he escaped, disguised as a monk, into the Abrur-

The Colonna re-entered Rome; and Stefan uccio, or S:tfv

ncllo Colonna, restored the city to the papal alley. iitrr.

annulled all tho acts of the tribune, and appointed two wt-

tors, one of the Orsini and one of the Colonna. CuU I

Rienzo, being taken, was confined in a prison at A>^n,i

In 1348 Queen Joan I. of Naples sold Aviguon and it* tcrr.

tory to the papal gee for 30,000 golden tfonns.

In 1353 a tumult broke out at Rome, in comequene* of

»

scarcity ; and one of the two senators, Bertoldo dcgli Oror.

was killed by tho mob. Stefanello Colonna eacaptl I*

tho same year Pope Innocent VI. gent Cardinal Gil A!***

noz, his legate, to Italy, to restore the papal authority. H'

took with him Cola di Rienzo, to assist hira in qjiet' <l

Rome. Cola repaired to Rome iu I3.j I, being appo -nt-i

senator by the pope. Cola took possesion of Rom* sn-

out to death Fra Moriale, a famous enndotue re, *ho ^t

been guilty of much violence and extortion. The Col '-^

however were still his inveterate enemies, and Cola In li

rashness ruined himself. Ho laid a fiesh duty upoa^'W.
ho caused Pandolfuccio di Guidu, a man much beta*! S
tho people, to be beheaded on slight grounds ; he becv»
suspicious and cruel; and the people, disgusted with fc*

rose in September, 1354, burnt his house, attacked h.m a

the Capitol, and having caught him as he was cam

f

,ri$ *

disguise, stabbed him to death. Tho acts of Cola di R**»
constitute a very interesting episode in the history of wcAat

Rome. His life, written in the Romane^co, or dialect of t*

lower classes of Rome, is inserted in Muratori'i great cor

lection.

The papal authority was now re-established m K o*

and in !3oS it was decided that there should be onh *"

senator yearly appointed by tho pope, and ihit he was tj I

a stranger, and unconnected with any of tho falrictaa fcs

lies of Rome. But for many years after, Rome betog fre-

quently disturbed by insurrections, the pope* hod seh^n n
oppot tuiiity of appointing the senator, and the people t*»*

the appointment in their own hands. In 13S? Uib»a t

came to Rome, where Albornoz had prepared «««rfth*.i;

for his reception. [Alborno*.] The pope found Hone •

a sad state, full of ruins, half deserted, and exhibttinc < !

'

the traces of half a century of anarchy. In IJTOt'r^ 0
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left Rome to return to France, induced, as Potrarch says

uj his epistles* by the advice of the French cardinals, who
rerrctted the easy and loo»o life which they used to live at

Avignon. His successor, Gregory XL, in 1376, came to

Rome, and finally fixed the papal residence there again,

vheieu has continued ever since with some trifling inter-

ruptions. But Gregory found the Romans rather restive.

The twelve caporioni, or heads of districts, would not give

uj> their command, and retained the salaried armed com-

mie* called ' banderesi.' At the same time the pope's

u$»te in Romagna gave up Cesena to his mercenary bands

k pillage, when 4000 people were murdered, and the young
women violated. In the meantime Gregory was busy ro-

sknng the churches of Rome, which had become, according

tu the expression of some historians, the haunts of owls and
i»u. He died in 1378.

Period VIII.

:

—Rome qfler the Restoration of the Papal
See.—After the death of Gregory XI., in March, 1378, the

French cardinals, who formed the most numerous part of

the conclave, wished to elect a French pope, who should

transfer the papal see back to Avignon ; but the people of

Rv>me assembled tumultously in the streets, and called for

in Italian, or rather a Roman pope ; and the magistrates of

the city in alarm sent a message to the conclave to the same
effect At last Cardinal Prignano, archbishop of Bari, a
Neapolitan, was chosen. The people, being still dissatisfied,

broke into the conclave hall, and most of the cardinals

ma away. The magistrates however restored peace, and
Prignano was cousecrated under the name of Urban VI.
Tbe French cardinals however, supported by Queen Joan
ui Naples, who disliked and feared Prignano for his harsh
imperious temper, assembled at Fondi, protested against the

(lection of Prignano as having been compulsory, aud chose
Robert, cardinal of Geneva, who assumed the name of Cle-

ment VII. Thus began a schism which lasted nearly half
a century, and which has been called the great Western
xkm, France, the duke of Savoy, and Queen Joanna of

Naples acknowledged Clement; Germany, England, and
*veral Italian states acknowledged Urban. The history of
ilut contest forms part of the history of the church. Its

tiled* upon Rome were most lamentable ; for although
Uiban and his successors were acknowledged there, and
i.iie been since considered by the church as legitimate

pojics, yet Clement and his successors, who resided chiefly

m France, had a strong party among the Roman nobles,

aul this gave rise to civil commotions in the city, from
"Inch the pope was repeatedly driven away. The
turbulent career of Urban is noticed under Urban VI.
H.6 successor, Boniface IX., 1389-1404, had also a most
*Umy pontificate. He was driven three or four times from
Rjuw by ihc Colonna and other factions, and as often re-

tw*red it by force. His return was generally attended by
bltwlibed and executions. Innocent VII., who succeeded
Buuifece, was a man of a milder ternper; but the Colonna,
SatelU, and other factious barons, encouraged by Ladislaus
»f Naples, who availed himself of these dissensions to ex-
tend hig power over Rome and its territory, besieged the
pape in the Vatican. One of Innocent's relatives hav-
ing committed an act of treachery by seizing the deputies
of the people who had come to a conference with the pope,
killing them on the spot, and throwing their bodies into the
Tiber, tbe people became furious, hunted down and killed

the adherents of the pope, among others many lawyers, and
plundered their houses. Innocent escaped to Viterbo, and
^ people plundered the pontifical palace. Ladislaus
*Dt bis troops to take possession of Rome, but the people
&ut too gates against them. After a time the pope re-

lumed to Rome, the people submitted, and Ladislaus also

made his peace through the mediation of Paolo Orsino, a«d.

1406.

Innocent was succeeded by Gregory XII., who
vuhed to have a conference with his rival, Benedict XIII

,

•ho was then in France, in order to put an end to the
*bum, [Benedict, Antipope] A tumult however
broke out at Rome to prevent his departure. The Colonna
entered tbe city through a breach in the wall, but were de-
bated by Paolo Orsino ut the head of the papal militia; and
several of their party, being taken, were beheaded. The
pope then left Rome, and repaired to Lucca, for the purpose
of the conference, which however did not take place. In
&* meantime Ladislaus, with the connivance of Paolo Or-
*&o, took posssesion of Rome, drove away the papal vicar,

i&d established now magistrates. He likewise invaded

Rieti, Terni, Todi, Perugia, and other papal territories. In
1409 a council assembled at Pisa, deposed both Gregory
and Benedict, and elected a new pope by the name of Alex-
ander V. But neither Gregory nor Benedict submitted to

the decision of the council, and Gregory escaped to Naples,
where he placed himself under the protection -of Ladislaus,

to whom, according to Sozomenus, he sold Rome and the
other states ofthe church for a sum of gold. Louis of Anjou,
who had claims on the throne of Naples, being supported

by the new pope Alexander V., whose legate, Cardinal Cossa,

accompanied him, marched upon Rome, and took posses-

sion of the Vatican and Castle of S. Angelo ; but he could

not cuter the city, which was defended by the troops of La-
dislaus and the Colonna party. Louis and the legate retired,

leaving Paolo Orsino with a body of troops under the walls.

After a time Orsino, assisted by people within, entered Rome
by night, and drove away the soldiers of Ladislaus, who only
retained possession of two gates, Porta Maggiore and Porta
S. Lorenzo.

Rome was now, nominally at least, subject to Pope Alex-
ander V., to whom the keys of the city were sent with a depu-
tation from the people, urging him to come and fix his resi-

dence there. Alexander however died at Bologna in May of

the following year, 1410, and the legate Cossa was elected in

his place by the name of John XXIII. The new pope visited

Rome in the following year, together with Louis of Anjou,
who afterwards moved on towards Naples with a large force,

under the command of Paolo Orsino, Sforza Attendolo,

Braccio da Montone, and other celebrated condottieri, and
defeated Ladislaus near Roccasecca; but Louis, through
waut of money and provisions, was unable to follow up his

success, and was obliged to return to Provence.

In the following year, 1412, the great condottiere Sforza

Attendolo, whom the pope had made Count of Cotignola,

having had some differences with Paolo Orsino, abandoned
the pope and the Anjou party, and entered into the service

of Ladislaus. The pope now thought it prudent to make
peace with Ladislaus, to whom it was said that he paid down
1 00,000 florins. But in 1 4 1 3 Ladislaus broke tbe peace, and
sent an array under Sforza to invade the March of Ancona,
while another body under the condottiere Tartaglia, entered

Rome by a breach in the wall : the pope ran awuy to

Viterbo, pursued by the Neapolitans, who killed and plun-

dered several of his retinue. The pope had displeased the

people ofRome, by levying heavy taxes, especially upon wine.

Ladislaus came to Rome, took the Castle of S. Angelo, occu-

pied the whole Roman state, and afterwards advanced to-

wards Tuscany, threatening Florence, and indeed all the

rest of Italy, when he was attacked in his camp near Narni
by a contagious disease, of which he soon after died at

Naples, a.d. 1414. Upon his death the papal authorities,

supported by the nobles and people, recovered possession

of Rome. [John XXIII.]
The general council, having assembled at Constance, de-

posed John XXII I, as well as his two competitors Bene-

dict and Gregory, and named Cardinal Colonna, by the

name of Martin V., a.d. 1417.

Rome was in the power of John's legate, when Braccio

da Montone, a celebrated condottiere, attacked it, and being

introduced by some partisans, assumed the title of defender

of the city, saying that he would keep it for the future

pope who should be elected. He appointed a new senator,

and besieged the castle, in which the legate had shut him-

self up. The legate applied for assistance to Joan II., who
had succeeded Ladislaus on the throne of Naples. Joan
sent Sforza, who entered Rome, defeated the troops of

Braccio (who retired to Perugia), changed the authorities,

arrested Cardinal Stefanacci, who had taken the part or.

Braccio, and confined him in S. Angelo, where he was
probably put to death, being heard of no more. In the next

year, 1417, Sforza returned to Naples, leaving a garrison in

Rome for Queen Joan. In 14 IB, the new pope Martin V.

came to Rome, Queen Joan having made an alliance with

him. During his pontificate, he strove, and in some mea-

sure succeeded in restoring order to Rome, and in recover-

ing most of the territories of the church. Martin died in

1431, and was succeeded by Eugenius IV., who did not

imitate the wise conduct of his predecessor. Eugenius had

been supported in his election by the Orsini party, and he
began his pontificate by persecuting the lival family of

Colonna. at the head of which were the nephews of the late

pope, and he put to death more than 200 of Martin's agents

and adherents. Cardinal Colonna left Reire, and his rela-
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fives, having collected their feudal retainers, assailed the

city ; but they could not enter it, and all their houses and

those of their friends in the town were plundered by the mob.

In 1433, Fortebraccio, a captain of the pope, revolted, seized

Tivoli, and threatened Rome; and in the following year

Francesco Sforza, the son of Attendolo, pretending to act in

the name of the council of Basle, which was at open va-

riance with the pope, occupied the whole of Umbria, as far as

Otricoli. Upon this Eugenius sent his secretary Biondo, the

historian, to treat with Sforza, and agreed to make him
vicar for life of the March of Ancona, and gonfalonicre of

the Roman Church.
Another condottiere however, Piccinino of Perugia, urged

secretly by Filippo Maria Visconti, who aimed at enlarging

his dominions at the expense of the pope, joined Forte-

braccio with a body of horse, and advanced to the walls of

Rome. The people, excited by the Colonna, and weary of

the oppression of the papal officers, ran to arms, arrested

Cardinal Condulmero, the pope's nephew, and invested the

pontifical palace, from which Eugenius had just time to

escape, disguised as a monk, to Ostia, where he embarked
for Tuscany. Fortebraccio and his bands entered Rome,
and gave themselves up to plunder and bloodshed, and all

torts of violence. The Romans, being weary of this dis-

order, sent two bishops to the pope, to beg his return ; but

the pope remained absent, delegating his authority to the

Cardinal Vitelleschi, a bold unscrupulous man, who by
means of the sword and the halter, restored peace to Rome
and its territory, ad. 1437. He reconquered Foligno and
other towns for the pope, but at last he became suspected

of a secret correspondence with the duke of Milan and
with Piccinino, and the pope ordered his arrest. Vitel-

leschi was mortally wounded in defending himself, and
being taken into the Castle S. Angelo, died there, a.d. 1440.

In 1443, Eugenius returned to Rome, where he opened a
council in the Lateran. He formed an alliance with king
Alfonso of Naples against Sforza and the Florentines, and
thus contributed to keep all Italy in a state of confusion for

several years longer. Eugenius died in 1447. His long
contention with the council of Basle, and with the antipope
Felix, and his other transactions as head of the church, are

noticed under Eugenius IV. He was the last pope that

has been expelled from Rome by an insurrection of the
people. He restored many churches and other buildings in

that city.

His successor, Nicholas V., is one of the most illustrious

in the long series of popes. He restored peace to Rome and
to all Italy, ended the schism with the antipope Felix,

embellished Rome with useful buildings, restored the
walls and the Basilicte, and began the Vatican library

:

ho may be considered as having begun a new mra for

Rome, in which the city recovered from the distractions

and calamities of past ages, and became again a seat

of learning, of the arts, and of polished society. [Nicholas
V.] In 1452, Frederic III. of Germany came to Rome,
where he was crowned bv the pope, with great pomp, first

as king of Lorabardy and afterwards as emperor. He was
the last emperor who was crowned at Rome, and the people
were greatly rejoiced and almost astonished to see the coro-
nation of a German emperor pass off without tumult and
bloodshed.

The last years of Nicholas's pontificate were disturbed by
the news of the taking of Constantinople by the Turks,
1453, and also by the conspiracy of Sterano Porcari, a Ro-
man noble and demagogue, which some writers have
chosen to look upon as a patriotic effort to restore liberty
to Rome, while others have considered it as the last struggle
of the expiring factions led by ambitious nobles, who, flat-

tering the populace by empty words of liberty and a re-

public, had so often brought Rome to the brink of destruc-
tion. Porcari had once made an attempt at insurrection in

the Piazza Navona,and the pope had treated bim leniently,

merely exiling him to Bologna. Here he kept up a corre-
spondence with other exiles and malcontents, and appointed
a meeting at his house at R>roe, in January, 1453. Escapiog
from Bologna, he repaired to Rome, attended by several hun-
dred men, with whom he was to attack the Capitol, seize the
pope, re-establish the senate, and renew in short the scenes
of Crcsccnzio, Analdo da Breacia, and of Cola di Rienzo.
Cardinal Besmarion, legate of Bologna, however, having dis-

covered the flight of Porcari, had sent information to the
pope. The conspirators were seized in the midst of their

Uocturnal meeting, with their arms and other evidence of I

their guilt, and Porcari and nine of his
on the battlements of the Castle of S. Angela.

Nicholas V. died in March, 1455. He left tite »
power firmly established at Rome. He entrusted *.V

ministration chiefly to churchmen, and thia sjstea J :

archical government has continued to the present £*}
senator remained a lay magistrate, appointed by xsk

The senator must not be a native of Rome. H *

diction has gradually dwindled to almost mrft „

the governor of the city, who is a prelate, has the *

police under his control, and the senator u -

president of a court of premiere instance for civil t_
which is composed of himself and three conaero
lay judges, generally noblemen, who are appointed
pope, and renewed every six months, and of the pr -

caporioni, or head of the head-borough* of the I
-

districts of Rome. This court, called Trijuuaie A. -
pidoglio, takes also cognizance of petty offences u'

:

demeanours. The senator has also the superintee^-
the markets, of the annual horseraces, and f"*
great processions and other public cercmon ie*.

The successors of Nicholas V., during the revja-*.

the fifteenth century, consolidated the papal power vl .

and Alexander VI. and Julius IL, at the bcgineia:.
following century, extended it to the rest of the <fcc j

of the See of Rome. [Papal State.]
Nicholas V. was succeeded by Calixtus III., wfcw

tificate does not exhibit any important feature. 7^ -

tory of the city of Rome henceforth becomes &r 4

wilh that of the pones, and may be traced, in order ^ .

under the heads of Pius II. ; Paul II. ; Sixtus H
nocbnt VIII. ; Alexander VI. ; and his nepfce* a*
(Cksarr); Julius II.; LkoX.; and Clement VII
Under Clement VII., Rome was stormed, in Mt>

by an array of mercenary and disorderly German*/ *
the Constable ofBourbon, who was in the service cf C^> <

V„ but who led his freebooting bands against Rm *

out any commission from the emperor, aud with r.<

object than to pay his troops their arrears by jn*u{ --

the plunder of Rome. [Bourbon, Charlks dk.] TV.
*

the last storming and pillage of Rome, btit it vn t»
of the most cruel. From 1527 till 1798 Rome va n
tered by onv hostile army, nor exposed to any pola*& *

lution. Of the popes who sat in the papal chair —
this period of nearly three centuries, the moat mrxv
are: Paul III., Paul IV„ Pius V., Gregory X1U.S* i

V.. Clement VIII., Paul V„ Urban VIII , I<v»ecn-
Alexander VII., Clement IX., Clement X, 1^
XI.. Innocent XII., Clement XL, Benedict Xiil
nedict XIV„ Clement XIII., Clement XIV, a*4 7

VI. Under Pius VI. Rome was occupied without any ^
ance by the armies of the French executive Directory.*
though not actually pillaged by the soldiery, it was ti*

fully plundered in a more systematic manner >
generals, commissaries, and other agents of the LV^
In 1799 it was occupied by the Neapolitans, vac
made it pay dear for what they called its deliveraoct

'

the French.
In 1800 the new pope. Pius VII., recovered |«im

of Rome, and the memorable events of his U* * i

troubled pontificate are noticed under Piua VIL v - 1

the restoration of 1814 there has been no material c?*-<

in the political condition of Rome. The popes eh. i '

done roost for improving and embellishing Rone r«

Nicholas V. ; Paul II., who built the Palace of Veori
part of the Corso; Julius II.; Leo X„ who began Si

*

ter's church; Gregory XIII., who founded the Room'
lege ; Sixtus V„ who raised most of the obelisks ; P»c
(Borghese), who built the splondid church of Santa V*
Maggiore, the palace Borghese, and other structures; <*

gory XV., who founded the Propaganda ; Inner**'. >

who embellished the Piaixa Navona; Alexander VII,

»

raised the present building of the University; Ina»»
XII., who built the palace for the courts of javi^r
Monte Cilorio ; Clement XI., Benedict XIV.. and V
though not least, Pius VI., who created the Vanes* V
scum. Besides the popes, many cardinals of the A vi
Bor^hoc, Harberini, ramose, and other families a>

greatly contributed to the erobelliahment of modern R**
during the last three ' >. The French admm-:^
tion during its sec ^,of Rome, 141<M< a>
contributed mater ^tflpsttand
the city. TT
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Modern Rome (continued),

A sketch of the actual papal administration, its judicial

system, its finances, the manufactures and trade of the

country, and other statistical details, are given under Papal
State.

With regard to popular education, Rome has adopted no

general and uniform system. The rectors of some parishes,

tided by charitable individuals, have established parish

ichool, in which poor boys, from five to twelve, are in-

structed gratis. Other schools are kept by the Scolupj, the

fcthers of the Christian doctrine, the Ignorantelli, and other

clerical congregations, in which boys are taught, either gra-

tuitously or for a tritliug fee, writing, arithmetic, grammar.

All the children of each parish are required to attend at

the parish church every Sunday afternoon to hear the

catechism explained, and to be questioned by the rector on

jxjtnti of religion and morality. Besides this, the curate

(Sotto Curato) of the parish generally keeps a private school,

in which he teaches, for a trifling remuneration, writing and

the rudiments of Latin. There are also sixty schools, culled

rcgionarie, kept by private teachers, in which about 2000

boys of the middle classes, by paying from half a dollar to

i dollar a month, are taught reading, writing, arithmetic,

tod the elements of Latin and French. These schools are

subject to the inspection of a deputation of clergymen, who
report to the Cardinal Vicario. Several charitable institu-

tions, such as the Orphans' Asylum, that known by the

name of Tata Giovanni, the foundling hospital, that of S.

Michele already mentioned, supply elementary instruction

to their inmates. Females are instructed in some convents,

and in the Conservatory wheie a number of poor girls are

lodged, boarded, and instructed, and partly defray, by the

produce of their labour, the expenses of the institution, the

remainder being made up by legacies and subscriptions.

Some evening schools for the children of the working
classes have of late years been opened at Rome by benevo-

lent individuals.

For scientific education there is the university called

Archiginnasio della Sapienza, which is attended by nearly

1000 students, and has a library, a cabinet of naturalnistory,

and other collections : next comes the Gregorian or Roman
eoDege, which is now again in the hands of the Jesuits

;

it has a collection of antiquities and an observatory ; and the

colleges Nazareno and Clemen ti no, for boarders chiefly of

the higher class. An account of the Gregorian college is

given in No. I. of the * Quarterly Journal of Education.'

Several public libraries are daily opened at Rome; the

principal are those of the Dominican convent of La Mi-
nerva, and that of the Augustine convent, called Angelica.

Charitable establishments are more numerous at Rome
than in any other Italian city. The principal hospitals

are those of S. Spirito and S. Michele, already noticed

in the first part of this article; the fever hospital of the

lateran ; the hospital of La Consolazione, at the foot of the

Capitol, for surgical cases; that of San Gallicano, for cuta-

neous diseases ; that of the Incurabili, or S. Giacomo, near
theCorso; the lying-in hospital of S. Rocco: the hospital of

SantaTrinita dei Pellegrini, for poor convalescents ; and that

of the Ben Fratelli, in the island of the Tiber, already men-
tioned. The Orphan Asylum, the Foundling Hospital of

S. Spirito, and the house for the insane, must also be
reckoned. The whole annual revenue of these establishments

amounts to 840,000 dollars, of which about one-half is de-

rived from endowments, and the remainder is supplied by
the papal treasury. The pope distributes yearly out of his

own private purse from 30,000 to 40,000 dollars among the

Poor. A commission of subsidies distributes about 172,000

wlars more among poor families. There is also a society

&r portioning poor girls on their marriage, which expends
*bout 132,000 dollars yearly for that purpose. It is reckoned
taat about 1000 girls arc yearly portioned in this way.

'Serristori, StatUtica; Morichini, Su gli Stabilimenli di

PuMca Beneficenza in Roma.) See also Tournon, b. iv. , c 7

.

The lower orders at Rome live generally very poorly,

&tir means of support being scanty and precarious. They
depend much on charity, and when years of scarcity or

political convulsions occur, the amount of suffering is very

great, as was the case when the French overthrew the
papal government in 1809. A great part of the population

depend, either directly or indirectly, for their subsistance on
Iheoapal court, the cardinals and prelates, the nobility,

the foreign ministers, and foreigners in general.

The clergy of the city of Rome consisted, in 1838, of 54

rectors of parishes, 1439 priests non-incumbent, 2012 monks
or friars, besides 31 prelates, with the rank of bishops, be-
longing to the papal court. The numbers of nuns was
145G. The whole population consisted of 148,903 indivi-
duals, besides 4500 Jews.
The police in Rome is maintained by the Carabineers, a

well selected and well equipped military body, resembling
the French gendarmes. They are under the orders of the
governor of Rome, who is a prelate.

Rome has an insurance company, a bank, and a savings'
bank; these institutions have all been established within a
few years. The Monte di Pietn is a much older foundation.
[Mont de Piktk ]

Rome had no municipal council when the French took
possession of it in 1809, its financial administration being in
the hands of the home department. Count Tournon esta-
blished a municipal council, consisting of the principal
nobles and citizens. Its revenues, derived from various
taxes and rent of buildings, amounted to 2,800,000 francs,
which was found sufficient for the expenditure. We are not
acquainted with the alterations that have been made since
the restoration of 1814, except that we find in the Motu-
proprio of Leo XII., 1824, under the head of the 'Organi-
zation of the Communes,' that * with regard to the city of
Rome, the rights of the senator and conservatory and of
the Roman people, are maintained in their present state,'

which seems to mean the state in which they were before
the French occupation.
The population of modern Rome consists of a very mixed

race, and the admixture is yearly renewed. The deaths at
Rome exceed the births, which is owing in a great degree
to the number of people who live in a state of celibacy, not
only in consequence of their religious vows, but also from
choice. The population is yearly recruited from the pro-
vinces ; a number of young men come to the capital in
quest of employment or to pursue their studies, and many
of them settle there. Tournon justly observes that it is out
of the question to look at Rome for any descendants
of the antient Romans, even among the Transteverini, who
by tradition claim that descent. It is in the elevated counlr/
near Rome, among the Sabine, Alban, and Cimini mountains,
that we may expect to find the descendants of the antient
inhabitants of those districts. The men in the city of Rome
are not generally favoured by nature, with the exception of
the Transteverini, who are usually well made : the women
are far superior with regard to form, but after the first

period of youth, they become lusty and large, owing pro-
bably to their sedentary habits; their busts however are
generally handsome.
With regard to their moral qualities, the people of Rome

may be said generally to be remarkably keen in their per-

ceptions, disposed to criticism and satire, and yet guarded in

the utterance of their sentiments, serious and rather pom-
pous, but withal warm-hearted. Revenge and jealousy are
still a source of crimes among the lower orders. ' The mo-
dern Romans,' says Tournon, ' are full of intelligence ; they
have a strong feeling of self-respect, and although prone to

anger under provocation, they are, in the common relations

of life, gentle, benevolent, and warm-hearted, and particu-

larly expressive of their gratitude. In the manifold relations

which 1 have had with all classes of the Roman people— in

the meetings for the drawing of the conscription, so obnoxious
to a country to which war and its stern necessities had been
strangers for ages; in the midst of the popular festivals; in

the fairs and markets—nowhere have 1 seen traces of that

turbulence and ferocity which travellers have been pleased
to ascribe to the modern Romans. I have found, among the
inhabitants of the most secluded districts of the Campagna, a
remarkable mildness of manners, not unmixed with a certain

degree of natural politeness ; when often alone among them,
or in the midst of the formidable Transteverini, my confi-

dence in the good disposition of the people has never been
betrayed for a moment, and my own experience, to which I

may add that of every other Frenchman in an official situa-

tion like myself, has given me a full conviction that it de-

pends entirely upon the government to make these people
as orderly and peaceful as those of any country in Europe.'
(Etudes sur Rome* vol. ii., p. 104.)

The amusements of the people of Rome are chiefly con-
nected with religious festivals. The principal' are those of
the Holy Week, when the evening service and Miserere at

the Sixtine Chapel are celebrated, at which however only a
privileged few can be admitted ; but then there is the cross
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of fire suspended above the Confession in St. Peter's church,
whither thousands resort, and the aisles of that vast temple
become a sort of fashionable promenade. Ou Easter Sunday
the pope officiates with great solemnity in St. Peter's church,
after which he ascends the balcony in front of the building,

and gives his benediction ' urbi et orbi.' Then comes the

great procession of the Corpus Domini, the Thursday after

Trinity Sunday, when the pope and all the clergy walk round
the colonnade of St. Peter's. Next comes the festival of St.

Peter, on the 29th of June, when, in the evening after the
ceremonies of the day, the whole exterior of that magnificent
building, with its swelling dome, lantern, and cross, is lighted

up first by paper lanterns, which give a soft ethereal light, and
then, at a given signal, another set of thousands of bright

lamps are suddenly ignited, as if by magic, spreading like a
blaze of fire alon^ that vast structure. Then follows the
Oirandola, or fireworks on the castle of St. Angelo, which
are far superior to any other fireworks in the world. The
Christmas festivals are also splendid. All these have been
described by most travellers who have visited Rntne, and
some of them most beautifully by Ma-lame de Stael in her
•Corinne.'

The profane amusements are those of the Carnival, with
its horse-races in the Corso and the masks in the streets

;

the inundation of Piazza Navona twice a week, in the mouth
of August; the bull-fighisand fireworks during the summer
season; and the vignate, or country excursions in the
autumn. There are generally two if not three theatres

open at Rome, one for the Opera Seria, and another for the
Buffa, but although the people are very fond of music, yet
their rulers, through regard for their profession, abstain from
attending plays, and this renders the amusement less na-
tional than at Naples or Milan. The fashionable carriage-

drives are along the Corso, and outside of the Porta del

Popolo, and along the road to Porta Pia.

We must refer for other particulars concerning the habits
and pastimes of the modern Romans to books of travels, and
c>*pecially to that under the name of Stendhal, • Rome,
Florence, ot Naples,' and also the ' Promenades dans
Rome,' by the same author, and Miss Waldie's ' Rome in

the Nineteenth Century.'
The language of Rome is good Italian, but the lower

orders, like those of every other country, fall into gramma-
tical inaccuracies, wrong inflections, &c, and have moreover
a drawling way of speaking, which is peculiar to them, and
is easily recognised. The popular dialect thus disfigured,
though much more intelligible than that of most other
countries of Italy, is called Romanesco, and there arc bur-
lesque poems written in it. One of these is entitled * Meo Pa-
tacca,' the name of a bravo or leader of the lower class of
Rome, who, hearing of the siege of Vienna by the Turks,
proposes to march to its relief, but after many delays and
episodes, tho whole troop vent their courage upon the poor
Jews of Rome, whose district they take by storm. The fol-

lowing is a sample of the style :

' Era quell* on ch* i riaicaroli
C«o U paniche a$giuitano ic teunt
lutMiirl alk» lor mostre, o i FrutUtroH,
K ot,'uuu cite robba iut%xnaUccia venne

;

IVrclw p* U tcrYixio a i Nttaroli,
f 1 c»klo iutopporMbile *> icunr,
B allora il Sol, so non ci ton ripati,

ScaiU !• robbe, e lootU i Botla^ari.'

There is another poem, called 'Maggio Romanesco,' by
Peresio, which is founded upon the history of Cola di Ricnzo.
But most of the popular poems, songs, and ballads of Rome
ure in good Italian. The ' Ritornello' is a favorite com-
position of the lower classes, and consists of asonante rhymes,
such as follows *

* Flora tW Papa,
K qoftole me 110 dit« emeoe fate,

E ch k> re TogUo beuo non to eradato.'

A collection of popular Roman songs was published by
the Cavaliero Visconti :

* Saggio di Canti Popolari della

Provincial Manttima e Campagna,' Roma, 1830. The fol-

lowing is a specimen

:

* P^lomb* ch* p«T P nria va a vols re,

K<-rm», cha vaglto riirUdna parol «•,

Voc'U cwk una t**nu.i n \» tuealc,
Vi^lio *cr»v- una kttra al mio amore,
Tutta dl ».in|f<te In vogl.o «tnmpar«,
IVr »«si)lo lc ni««ito \o mio core;
K Unit* An •crire e »igiU»r»,
Palumba, |>otiare1)a a lo mio a

KmIo troTl tn Ictto a ripmaro,
O Palomba ripOMti tu aocota.'

The satirical humour for which the modern Romans ban
been long celebrated, has been noticed under Pasqcis.
The upper class at Rome consists of two distinct order*:

the hierarchy or clerical dignitaries, cardinal* and prelate*!

who constitute the court and cabinet of the pope, and tho
have in their hands the government, and fill the pnncpil
offices in the administration ; and the lay nobility, with tbt

titles of princes, dukes, marquises, and counts, who lire op*
the revenue of their estates, and have little or nt Inltoenr*

in political affairs. In the middle class, 'mezzo ceto.* ibe

lawyers form an important order ; they are divided Into— t,

avvocati concistoriali, who alone can plead before lbs

sovereign in concistoro, or panal privy council ; J, srn>
cati rotali, who plead before tne other court* ; 3, cariah,

or patroeinatori, who are tho same as the Engltah Mlidtor*;

4, notaries, who form a corporation under the prefect <J

the archives. In the early part of the present century, tat

advocates Bart'qlucci, Bontadossi, Angelotti. Lasagai, vert

distinguished among the members of their profeutoa,

Am >ng the physicians and surgeons, Bombs, Egidi, Giotto-

nelli, Trasmondi, Savetti, had a considerable reputition.

Hie artists form another important body at Rome. M*or
of them are foreigners, but they generally live on n*l
terms, and there is a sort of professional fellow.feebaj

among them all. The life which the artists lead at Root,

their studies, and their meetings, have been described U
Stendhal and other travellers. The Academia of S. Loca, ci

the fine arts, is tho connecting bond of all the artbtsit

Rome. France and other countries have their sejsru*

academies, or ' pensionats,' where a certain number of art^u

of their respective nation are boarded and pensioned fcj

their government for a certain period. The antiquiram

have also their academy. Among these the name* of Va-

conti, Fea, Nibby, R6, and others are well known.
The mercanti di Campagna, or great farmers, trbo not

the vast estates into which the Campagna is divided, be-

longing to the nobility, or to various churches, content*,

charitable institutions, or corporations, are a wealthy dm;
they live in a good style at Rome, have their counting

houses, and employ numerous agents, clerks, messengca

and servants. The smallest of these farms require* i

capital of 2000/., and the largest of above 20,000/. Ah**
tho whole of tho Roman lowlands, from Corneto to far

racina, aro in the hands of about 150 of these farmer*,

of whom one- third, and those the wealthiest, reside at Root
Both Chiteauvieux and Tournon give animated destripuoat

of the farm of Camporoorto, which is among the large*!

Rome is well supplied with provisions ; butchers' meat. ftsk.

game, and vegetables are good and abundant; the comoos

country wine is small and light, but the Romans are gene-

rally a sober people. Cheese, butter, ricotla, and otatr

produce of the dairy, is plentiful and varied.

In conclusion, there is much that is interesting and mac*

that is good in modern Rome, both materially and moralW

;

but it ought to be borne in mind that the state of ***tj

is totally different from what it is in England, Praam,

or France. English travellers have not sufficiently attended

to this ; tl\ey have judged of Roman society after the Eng-

lish standard : they have contrasted its stationary but ordedj

condition, with the prodigious octhitv, excitement, and per-

petual agitation of the population of Britain. But the bo-

man race can accommodate itself to various condition* ; it

can thrive and be content under very different insututtoa*.

It is neither possible nor perhaps desirable to make **

once a complete revolution in the habits and ideas of tfl

the nations of the earth ; that must be the slow work <4

time, of education, and of spreading intercourse. Tht* n**

been the great mistake of tne so-called republicans of ou
age ; they have considered man as a plastic being, vboa

they could remodel at will, without any consider*two fcc

his moral feelings, habits of thought, and earlv impres-

sions, which will not easily bend themselves to tne sill of

another.

The great mass of the population of the city of Rome b*
shown, of late years, that it is, generally speakinc, n»

tolerable harmony with the form or government »( ***

government would but take care to accommodate it*"

gradually to the very slow change which must be ta*J*f

i.lace even iu the minds of the people of Rome, that vouM

be sufficient at present for the purposes of peace, welfare,

and good government, without any violent and sudoea

change in tne established form of society. Some rrauiU

on this subject which wc» elicited by tne abortive io*e>
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rtetion of the northern papal provinces, in 1831, in which
movement Rome end the southern provinces did not parti-

cipate, may be found at the end of an article upon * Home
and the Papal Government/ in No. xxi. of the ' Foreign
Quarterly Review/ January, 1833.

ROMER, OLAUS, a Danish astronomer, was born at

Arhusen in Jutland, in 1644, of parents who, though not
in affluent circumstances, were able to give their son the
benefits of a scientific education by sending him to the uni-
versity of Copenhagen, where he applied himself diligently

to the study of astronomy under Erasmus Bartholinus.
He was brought into notice by Picard, who, in 1671, was

tent from Prance by Louis XIV. to make celestial observa-
tions in the north, and to verify the position of Uraniburg,
once the residence of Tycho Brahe\ The French astrono-
mer eoneeived to great an esteem for the talents of the
young Dane, that he engaged him to visit Paris, and when
there procured for him the honour of being presented to

the king. In consequence of this introduction, Rbmer was
ippointed to instruct the Dauphin in mathematics, a pen-
non was settled on him, and the next year the Royal Aca-
demy of Sciences made him a member of their body.
While in France, Romer was employed, together with

MM. Ctssini and Picard, in performing geodetical opera-
tions for the survey of the kingdom ; he also assisted at
the Royal Observatory at Paris, and from the observations
which be had occasion to make on the immersions and
emersions of Jupiter's first satellite, he was led to the dis-

covery of certain inequalities in the times of the occurrence
of these phenomena, which had not before been noticed.
It was then first remarked, that between the times of the
opposition of Jupiter to the sun and the next following
conjunction, the emersions of the satellite from the shadow
of the planet took place always later than the times indi-
cated by calculation, and that the difference between the
observed and the calculated times when the planet was
near the points of opposition and conjunction was about
fourteen minutes. A contrary circumstance was observed
from the time of a conjunction of Jupiter with the sun to

the next following opposition ; for the immersions appeared
totakoplaco more early than the calculated times, the dif-

ference of the times, when near the points of conjunction
and opposition, being also about fourteen minutes.
There appears however to be some uncertainty whether

Romer or Cassini (J. D.) is the astronomer to whom the
honour of being the first to perceive the inequality belongs,
srvl Montucla asserts not only that the latter made the
discovery, but that he gave an explanation of its cause. He
talcs that Cassini published, in 1075, a paper in which it is

thoira that the phenomena result from the difference be-
iff^en the times during which the particles of light are
letting from the satellite to the earth (the planet being,
*hcn in opposition, nearer to the earth than when in con-
junction, by the whole diameter of the earth's orbit) and in
which it is inferred that the velocity of light must conse-
quently be such as to allow it to pass from the sun to the
earth in about eight or ten minutes. On the other hand, it

ttwdl known that Cassini at first objected to the transmis-
sion of light through a part of space in a ccrtnin time as a
<*aiueof the tibscrved inequality, on the ground that similar
inequalities were not observed in the immersions or erner-

wonsof the other satellites. Now it is more probable thnt the
Freneh astronomer should have made objections to the hypo-
thesis of another man, than that he should have abandoned
one which himself had formed; and even if such abandon-
ment had taken place, Romer ought in justice to be consi-
dered as the real discoverer of this important element in

astronomical *ciencc, since it is admitted that he took up
the subject and gave a precise explanation of the circum-
stance*. The reason why the like retardation or accelera-
tion of the times was not, then, observed in the second and
the remaining satellites is, that the theory of the motions
of thte.i bodies was in that ago so imperfect, that the times
jfihe phenomena could not be determined by computation
tnthin the number of minutes to which the optical inequa-
lity amounts. It is now well known that the latter takes
place similarly in the phenomena of all the satellites.

Romer was as good a mechanician as an astronomer. It
is to him we owe the application of the epicycloidal curve iu

fhe formation of the teeth of wheels, by which the movement
u rendered uniform; and an account of the invention was
*wtl to the Academy of Sciences in 1675. Do la Hire
afterwards claimed the honour of hawng first discovered

the advantage of teeth so formed; but Leibnitz, iu a leltet
to John Bernoulli, states that Romer had communicated
the invention to bim twenty years before the date of Do la
Hire's publication. Romer is said to have designed several
machines for representing the motions of the planets, and
particularly one which exhibited the revolutions of Jupiter's
satellites; by this machine it is said that tho immersions
and the emersions might be determined with great pre-
cision.

Having remained ten years in France, Romer returned to
Copenhagen, where the king, Christian V , made him pro-
fessor of astronomy. He was at the same time employed in
reforming the coin, in regulating the weights and mea-
sures, and in making or repairing the public roads. Having
acquitted himself in the performance of these scientific
commissions to the satisfaction of his sovereign, he was
named chancellor of the Danish exchequer, and assessor oi
the supreme tribunal of justice. At length, under Frederic
IV., he became burgomaster of Copenhagen, in which city
he died, September 19, 170fi, having suffered at intervals
from the stone during the three last years of his life.

Peter Horrebow, one of his pupils and his successor in
the chair of astronomy, published (1736), under the title ot
' Basis AstronomiaV the series of celestial observations
made by Romer, with a description of the observatory at
Copenhagen, and an account of the manner in which the
instruments were used.

In determining the apparent places of celestial bodies, it

had, previously to the time of Romer, been the practice to
observe their altitudes and azimuths, and also their dis-
tances from one another or from some body whose place
was already found. The trouble of computing the right-
ascensions and declinations from these elements was con-
siderable, and the Danish astronomer made an important
change in the practice of observing, by which this trouble
was avoided. He used what is called a transit telescope,
with a clock, and also a mural quadrant; with these he ob-
served directly the differences between the right-ascensions
(in time) and between tho declinations of the sun and the
planets or the fixed stars. It is right to remark however that
Picard had somewhat earlier fixed in the plane of the me-
ridian a telescope, by which he could, it is said, obtain alti-

tudes between 56° and 61°. Now a space equal in extent
to five degrees cannot be seen at once in a telescope, and
therefore it is probable that this was moveable in altitude to

that extent ; and if Romer was at any time a witness to
the performance of the instrument, he may have taken
from it the idea of making a telescope turn on a horizontal
axis through 360 decrees in the plane of the meridian.
It appears also that De la Hire contended with Romer lor

the honour of having been the first to fix a quadrantal in-

strument in that plane.

ROMFORD. [Essex.]
ROMILLY, SIR SAMUEL, was born in London, on

the 1st of March, 1757. His grandfather, a French Pro-
testant, was entitled by inheritance to a considerable landed
estate at Montpellicr, but he quitted France in consequence
of the persecutions which succeeded tho revocation of the
Edict of Nantes, and established himself in tho business of
a wax-bleacher, in the neighbourhood of London. His
youngest son, Peter, the father of Sir Samuel Romilly,
was brought up to the trade of a jeweller, in which he be-
came successful and eminent. Of tho numerous family of
Peter Romilly, two sons and a daughter alone survived their
infancy, of whom Samuel was the youngest. The early
education of Samuel Romilly was extremely defective. He
was sent with his brother io a day-school, frequented by
the children of the French refugees in London, the master
of which was ignorant and tyrannical, and incompetent to

instruct his pupils in anything beyond reading, writing, and
the rudiments of the French language. The elder brother

being intended Tor his father's trade, it was attempted to lead

Samuel's inclination to the business of a solicitor; but
a disgust implanted in his mind by a view of the dis-

couraging apparatus of an attorney's office in the city,

caused the abandonment of this scheme. It was then pro-

posed to place him in the commercial house of the Fludyers,
who were near relations of his family, and one of whom,
Sir Samuel Fludyer, was his godfather. With a view to

this employment he received instruction in book-keeping
and mercantile accounts, but the death of both the part-

ners in the house of Fludyer put an end to this pro-
mising project, and Ins father, having failed in several
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other schemes respecting him, eventually employed him
in his own trade, at first simply for the purpose of furnishing

him with occupation, and afterwards wiih the intention

that the two brothers should succeed to the business in

partnership upon their father's retirement.

During the intervals of leisure which were abundantly

afforded him for several years after he left school, at the

age of fourteen, Samuel Romilly applied himself assidu-

ously to literary studies, which were more suitable to his

serious and somewhat melancholy disposition than the

usual exercises and amusements of youth. Antient history,

English poetry, and works of criticism were at this period

his favourite objects of pursuit. When he was between

fifteen and sixteen years of age, he determined to become

acquainted with the Latin language, and by means of hard

study, and with the assistance of a master, he acquired so

much proficiency as enabled him, in the course of three or

four years, to read through almost all the classical writers of

Rome. He also applied himself to Greek, but, discouraged

by the difficulties of self-instruction, he abandoned the

attempt, and contented himself with studying the Greek

authors by means of Latin versions. In addition to

classical studies, he read travels, and acquired a competent

knowledge of geography, and some acquaintance with

natural history; and he also attended private lectures on

natural philosophy, and the lectures on painting, architec-

ture, and anatomy delivered at the Royal Academy. Thus,

though he had not the opportunity of becoming a scholar

in the academical sense of the term, he contrived by his

f>ersoverance aud unaided efforts to refine his taste, and to

ay up in his mind a store of elegant and useful know-

ledge which enabled him to proceed in the exalted walk

of life to which bis fortunes subsequently led him, with-

out experiencing those impediments and mortifications which

usually arise from an imperfect education.

It is not surprising that a devotion to such pursuits as

these should excite aspirations for an occupation more con-

genial to them than the trade of a jeweller ; and his in-

dulgent father, whose pecuniary means had been about

this time increased by considerable legacies to his family,

and among them a bequest of 2000/. to Samuel Romilly,

readily yielded to his son's wishes in this respect, and articled

him for five years to one of the sworn clerks in chancery.

The mechanical duties of this oft*ice, though in some
decree enlivened by his master's practice as a solicitor,

were scarcely more attractive to Romilly than his attend-

ance upon nis father's business; but he devoted bis fre-

queot leisure at this period to literary studies, and in par-

ticular to strenuous exercises in prose composition. The
object of serving a clerkship of this kind was the purchase

of a seat in the Six Clerks* Office at the expiration of his

articles, and the intended retirement of bis master was
likely to offer a favourable opportunity for the attainment

of this object; but Romilly's dislike to the business, and
his disinclination to embarrass his father by withdrawing

from his hands the amount of the bequest above men-
tioned, which would have been necessary in order to pur-

chase the seat, determined him to renounce his prospects in

the Six Clerks' Office entirely, and to qualify himself for

the bar. Accordingly, in May, 1778, having served his

clerkship, and completed his twenty-first year, he en-

tered himself at Gray's Inn, placed himself in the cham-
bers of an equity draughtsman, and commenced with

great ardour tbo study of the law. He still, however, pur-

sued bis literary studies and exercises, employing much of

his time in reading and translating the Latin historians and
orators, occasionally writing political essays for the news-
papers, and sometimes attending the houses of parliament

for the purpose of exorcising his own powers of abstraction,

argument, and expression, by composing imaginary answers

to the speeches which he had heard there.

Not long after ho commenced his legal reading, he was
attacked by serious illucss, which, aggravated and pro-

tracted as it appears to have been by his constitutional dis-

position to despondency, compelled him to lay aside all

severe studies, and threatened wholly to interrupt his pro-

fessional prospects. Fortunately a family incident induced

him to undertake a journey to Switzerland, where he re-

mained w\eral weeks in the society of his brother-in-law

and moat ultimate trieml ihe Rev. John Roget, and, return-

ing by way of I'an*, he became acquainted in that capital

with D'Alcmbert and Diderot, and formed intimate friend-

ships with several of the most eminent political philosophers

of that day, whose conversation and oiii fsnourj ileama rw

duced a marked effect upon his character and eon -i

He arrived in London after an absence of severe* wmmJt
with his health entirely restored.

In Easter term, 1783, Romilly was called to tn* W
but his entrance upon the practice of the poseewasje »i

postponed for several months in conseqaenee of • •*»-
\

journey to Switzerland, which he undertook for like navy 4

of attending his sister to England, upon the death of *•
|

Roget. In Michaelmas term, 1783, however, be begae .\

attendance upon tlie courts, and opened his ptactsee «*
very inconsiderable amount of employment in 4n*

j

chancery pleadings. In the following spring he.
Midland circuit ; but being unknown and without
tions of any kind, no encouraging prospect of

*

peared for several years. Success at sessions
to employment on the circuit ; and though bis
by no means rapid, we have his own authority
that when the extent of his practice in the Oar.
Chancery compelled him to restrict himself Co L*~*
he had attained to a larger amount of leading awa »v
business than was possessed by any other counsel epn ••

circuit. {Memoirs of Sir Samuel Romilly, vol. L, p U
In the year after that in which he was called to t*w *

Romilly, through his connections in Paris,beeafneaco«aw«
with Mirabeau. By his means he was iutrodecad * t«

late Marquis of Lansdowne, who had become
his acquaintance upon learning that he was taw w~ •

of an anonymous tract, entitled 'A Fragment on taeL*
stitutional Power and Duties of Juries ; and who, km v

from the first conceived a high opinion of Romitry stek»
continued to beJbr many years his steady friend andpsra
Lord Lansdowmvs estimate of his character, and ksn
cipation of his eventual success, are evinced by the net, ss

in the first years of their acquaintance, and before Ur j
of Romilly's professional fortunes had begun so aW *

was twice offered a seat in parliament by thai noasu
which be declined from a feeling of independence T*

early introduction cf Romilly to the confidence and feat-:

friendship of many persons of the highest disttertae *

their station and talents, both in France and E^m
must be considered as an unquestionable proof *4 a
eminent merit. A young man barely twenty-six yesn .

age, the son of a jeweller, unkuown at any pubh* *i-
or university, and a barrister of only a year's **#r-
could have been indebted to nothing but hts own pew
character for his admission into such society, and fcr '

esteem and respect with which he was regarded by he «*>

riors in rank, age, and reputation, at the very eomsw
ment of his active life.

Soon after bis first introduction to Lord Lansdowna, as /

tention was directed by that nobleman to Madan's 'Tsv^j
on Executive Justice,' a tract now forgotten, but which si uc

time excited much notice, and is said to have liad con*4crei-

in fluenee with thejudges in enforcing the execution ofen

;

punishment. The author of A.Sis tract relied upon the *^

known principle, that as the object of judicial puamav
is to deter from crime, the effect of penal laws aiaifr
measure lost unless execution follows the sontaaci *J
certainty. The principle is true in the abstract ; bat u >
absurd to atteafpt to apply it in practice to laws so wr*
as at that time existed in England. In answer to If***
tract, Romilly published some sensible observations a t

anonymous pamphlet, hts composition of which was j**»
bly the first occasion on which he was induced to eeev*
with attention the principles of criminal law.

Romilly's practice, both on the circuVand in theCt^
of Chancery, within ten years after he was called to »
bar, became considerable. The precise period at wh*a *
quitted the circuit is not mentioned in any published
of his life; but it roust have been subsequent to I TV
which year he successfully defended at Warwick a .

of the London Corresponding Society, prosecuted sr i

government for sedition (Howelf* Slant 7W*/#, wl. vn
p. 595), and was probably previous to Ihe summer of :»

year 1800, when he was made king's counsel. It it set it-

probable that upon his marriage, which took place at ->

commencement of 1798, he may have formed the dcti~

ruination to confine h.s practice to the Court of Cnaixen
Afier obtaining rank in the profession as kingVcwunv

his business in the Court of Chancery rapidly irttreawJ,
and in 1806, we learn from his own evidence, •that ef as
barristers who attended the Court of Chancery, he was eke
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to the most practice/ (Memoirs, vol. ii.» p. 11 1.) About
(his time the Bishop of Durham gave him the office of
Chancellor of the County Palatine of Durham, which he
held for many years. In the autumn of the year 1805 he
vasoffcred a seat in parliament by the Prince of Wales (after-

wards George IV.)* who at that time adhered to the Whig
party, and whose attention had been particularly drawn to

Rotoilly from the circumstance of his being about that time
retained in a cause in rhanceiy, in which the prince was
much interested. This offer was declined from the same inde-

pendent feeling which had induced him to decline two offers

of a similar kind previously made by Lord Lansdowne.
Rumilly's early association with some of the most distin-

guished persons interested in the French revolution, and,
above all, perhaps his intimacy with Mirabeau, had given
him in the outset of life a decided bias towards what are

termed popular or liberal opinions in politics. In con-

sistency with bis general principles he became a decided
adherent of the Whigs, and, long before he obtained a seat

in the House of Commons, was in the habit of confidential

communication with the leaders of that parly. On the form-

at too of the Grenville administration at the commencement of

the year 18(16, lie received the appointment of solicitor-gene-

ral, and the honour of knighthood, and was brought into par-

liament by the government for the borough of Queenborough.
He was appointed one of the managers for the Commons, on
the trial aiid impeachment of Lord Melville, and summed
up the evidence in support of the charge. He states in his

diary that he spoke on this occasion for three hours and
twenty minutes (Memoirs, vol. ii., p. 139) ; but from the re-

port of bis speech in the printed accounts of the trial, it does
Dot appear to have been by any means the most successful

of his forensic or parliamentary performances. In truth, the

occasion was most unfortunate ; and he undertook the task

not as a matter of inclination, but of duty, conceiving that

in his position with respect to the government and the party

under which he had taken office, he could not with pro-

{>risty decline it. In the course of his first session in par-

iameot he introduced a bill for the amendment of the

bankrupt laws (46 Geo. III., c. 135), which passed both
bouses with very little objection or observation, and consti-

tuted a material improvement of that which was then an ex-

tremely defective branch of the law of England After the

dissolution of parliament, which took place at the close of the

year 1806, he was re-elected for the government borough of

Queenborough : and in the early part of 1 807, and while in

office as solicitor-general, he introduced a bill for the purpose
of making real property in all cases assets for the payment
of simple contract debts. This just and reasonable mea-
sure, although approved by Lord Ellenborough, was strongly

opposed in the House of Commons by the Master of the

Rolls, Sir William Grant, and rejected by a considerable

majority. The opposition offered to this measure by the

Master of the Rolls was personally resented by Sir Samuel
Romilly with a degree of acrimony scarcely justified by the

occasion. A measure founded opon a more limited application

of thf ranvp principle, by confining it to the freehold pro-

perty pf traders, was, during the next session of parlia-

ment, proposed by Romilly, and carried (stat. 47 Geo. III.,

c 74). At subsequent periods he made several attempts to

carry bis proposition into execution to its full extent, but

without success. His reply to the Master of the Rolls in

the Arst debate on this bill, and his speech about the same
time in favour of the abolition of the slave- trade, estab-

lished bis reputation as a parliamentary speaker of the

highest character.

In Macao, 1807, the Whig ministers were displaced, and
with their removal ended the short official employment of

Rocadly. He retained, however, his seat in parliament, and
-Hfrtiaiifd until the end of his life a zealous and leading

aaaabw of the opposition party. On the dissolution of

parliament, which took place after the change of ministers,

ae purchased his return for the borough of Horsham from
the duke of Norfolk— a mode of entering the House of

Commons which be characterised as ' detestable* (Memoirs,

votiL* p. 201), but which he justified in his own case as

Wing at that time the only mode by which he could hope to

abtaio & seat in parliament consistently with that entire in-

dependence of action which alone made it valuable to him.

Is the session of 1807 he opposed the several harsh raea-

asres which were pa sed for tho suppression of disturbances

is Ireland, and warmly supported Mr. Whitbread's bill for

•slabUsbing parochial schools; and besides the measures re-

?. C , No. 1248.

specting the freehold estates of traders above alluded to, ho
introduced an important practical improvement in the ad-
ministration of justice, by abolishing an unfair and useless
privilege of members of the House of Commons as defen-
dants in equity.

In the early part of the session of 1808, Sir Samuel
Romilly lost his seat in parliament for Horsham upon a
petition ; but after the interval of about a month, he was
returned for the borough of Warehara, having purchased
his election for 3000/.

In the autumn vacation of 1807, Romilly had applied
himself to the consideration of the criminal law of England,
with a view to remove some of its glaring evils and defects.
His attention had been called to the subject at an earlier
period, when he composed his observations on Madan's trea-
tise

; and he now found himself in a situation, with respect
to influence and authority, which justified the hope that be
might be enabled to carry into practical operation the doc-
trines which experience and reflection, together with his ac-
quaintance with foreign laws and tho writings of foreign
i'urists, had long before impressed upon his mind. The
English penal law is founded upon no general principles of

jurisprudence, and is arranged upon no system, but consists
for the most partofa vast number of positive and disconnected
provisions, made at different periods of time, andin totally dif-
ferent states of society, so that the harsh and rugged enact-
ments of a barbarous time have been carried on into a period
of civilization, to the manners and institutions of which
they are wholly unsuited. Unfortunately too, until very
lately, it was the practice of the legislature, in making new
provisions for particular exigencies, rather to attempt to
equalize punishments, by imitating the severity of the an-
tient laws, than to render them just and consistent by
a general revision of the whole system. It was from this
cause that, at the time when Sir Samuel Romilly began to
apply his mind to the subjeet, the penal laws of England
were far more severe than those of any other European
country—nearly 300 crimes of various degrees and qualities

of moral guilt being then indiscriminately punishable wijh
death. The necessary consequence was a great uncertainty in

the execution of criminal justice, proportionately impairing
its effectiveness ; for, as Lord Coke long ago observed, ' too
severe laws are never duly executed' (3 Inst, 163). To
the removal or mitigation of this great evil Sir Samuel
Romilly devoted himself with uncommon energy and perse-
verance during the last ten years of his life. At first his
views of practical improvement were limited, and the
only measures which he originally contemplated were,
first, a provision by which acquitted criminals should
be allowed compensation out of some public fund; and,
secondly, an enactment raising the amount of the value of

Property to the stealing of which capital punishment should
c annexed. The first of these measures, though just in

principle, was liable to many serious difficulties in its appli-

cation to practice, and being strongly opposed in the House
of Commons, was early abandoned, and never afterwaids
resumed ; and the second was modified at the recommenda-
tion of the present Lord Abinger, then Mr. Scarlett, who
suggested to Romilly, as a much more effectual improve-
ment of the law, the total repeal of all statutes which
punish with death mere thefts unaccompanied by any act

of violence or other circumstances of aggravation. Though
Romilly readily adopted this suggestion, he thought that

a proposition for the simultaneous repeal of so large a
number of statutes stood no chance of success in parlia-

ment, and for that reason he resolved to propose, in de-

tail, the repeal of individual laws, by which punish-
ments of disproportionate severity were enacted, and thus
gradually to expunge the whole from the statute book.
Accordingly immediately after he had taken his seat for

Wareham, in 1808, ho brought in a bill to repeal the
slat. 8 Eliz., c. 4, which made it a capital offence to steal

privately from the person of another ; and this measure,
after some objection and discussion in the House of Cora-

roena, was eventually passed (48 Geo. HI., c. 129). His next
step towards the attainment of his object was taken in the

early part of the session of 1810, when he introduced three

bills to repeal several statutes which punished with death
the crimes of stealing privately in a shop goods of the

value of five shillings, and of stealing to the amount of

forty shillings in dwelling-houses or iii vessels on naviga-

ble rivers; and in order that his views on the subject might
be generally understood, he published the substance of the

Vol. XX.-T
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speech delivered by him on his first proposal of the bill*,

together with some further arguments, in the form of a

pamphlet, entitled 'Observations on the Criminal Law as

it relates to Capital Punishments, and on the Mode in

which it is administered.' One of the bills introduced by

him on this occasion was thrown out in the House of Com-
mons by a majority of two voices, in a very thin house; a

second reached the Houso of Lords, and was there thrown

out by a large majority—the lord chancellor (Eldon) and

I^ord Ellenborough using reasons against it which at the

present day cannot be perused without astonishment; and

the third bill was withdrawn by Romilly. after having in vain

attempted to make a house in order to have it read a third

time. Notwithstanding this failure, his confidence in the

justice of his principles, added to his characteristic firmness

und perseverance enabled him, in spile of all the discourage-

ments arising from the apathy of friends, and the ignorance,

prejudices, and party-spirit of enemies, to renew his endea-

vours to pass these measures in each succeeding session

during the remainder of his life; but although several

severe laws of a local and special nature were repealed, and

although a considerable effect was produced on public

opinion by tho repeated discusions of the subject, it was not

until several years after his death that any substantial im-

provement of the criminal law was effected.

In the anticipation of a dissolution of parliament on

occasion of tho king's illiiess, at the latter part of 181 1, Sir

Samuel Romilly was invited to allow himself to be put in

nomination to represent the city of Bristol. Having accepted

this invitation, he went down to Bristol upon the dissolu-

tion of parliament at the close of the year 1812, with the

most encouraging prospect of success ; but an opposition was

excited in favour of a merchant of Bristol, whose personal

influence and local connections gave him a much more eth-

cicut intercut among the numerous constituency of that

city than that which Romilly had acquired by means of

his public character. The consequence wan, that aftci a

few days* struggle, he abandoned the coutest as hopeLss.

Upon this failure, he was returned by the duke of Noinrk
for his borough of Arundel ; and Sir Samuel considered

that the objections which he had entertained in early life

against accepting a seal in parliament from the pioprietor

of a borough no longer applied, inasmuch as his public cha-

racter was now so fully established, that he could never be

bithpocted of intending to speak or vote merely at the dicta-

tion of his patron ; and because, since the law had declarod

the former practice of selling seats to be illegal, there was
no other means of entering the House of Commons than by
the nomination of a patron or a popular election.

In the interval between the dissolution of the former

parliament and the meeting of the new one in 1813, he
published a small pamphlet, entitled 'Objections to the

Project of creating a Vice-chancellor of England. 1

This
unsatisfactory plan of reforming the evils of the Court of,

Chancery he in all its stages strenuously though unsuccess-

fully opposed.

It would exceed the proper limits of the present article to

relate in detail the circumstances of the parliamentary career

uf Sir Samuel Romilly during the last five years of his life.

In addition to his proposals for tl.e improvement of the

criminal law, he took an active part in mil the political ques-

tions of the time, generally acting in zealous opposition to

the ministers. He supported Mr. Whilhrcad's resolution

iigaiust declaring war with Fiance upon the return of Napo-
leon ftom Elba in 15 1 5: he opposed the bills. tor suppressing

iri^U insurrections, and for the suspension of the Habeas
Corpus Act in 1817, and moved resolutions condemning
Lord Sidinouth's circular to magistrates respecting the pro-

secution of seditious libels. He also spoke and voted against

the Alien Act, and in favour of an exteusion of the elective

franchise, and of Roman Catholic emancipation.

In the summer of 1818 a dissolution of parliament took

place, and Romilly, heme solicited to appear as a candidate

for the representation of Westmluster, was returned at the

head of the poll, though he declined to take any part in the

canvass, and did not appear upon tho hustings until the

termination of the election. He died however before the

meeting of parliament Lady Romilly, to whom he was
devotedly attached, and whose health had been for some
months declining, died at Cowes in the Isle of Wight, on
the iUth of October, 1818; and this event occurring to a

mind already dangerously excited by recent exertions and
anxiety, prod iced a delirium* under the influence of which

he put an end to his existence on the Sod of Nofemhea,
1818.

In his profession Sir Samuel Romilly attained to grcaiar

success than has been enjoyed bv any advocate since it*

time of Sir Edward Coke. Nor did his professional recusa-

tion at all exceed his merits. He had a familiar knowledge
of the principles of English law as administered uot onh ui

courts of equity, but in common-law tribunals, an udim^sI

perspicacity of thought and expression, strong power of rea-

soning, great earnestness in enforcing his arguments* cutj*
devotion to the interests of his client, and singular prudence

in the management of a cause. To these auahtic* were

united a deep sonorous voice, and unequalled imprcseivc-

ncss of manner. On the other hand, he is related to h*>e
been stern in his deportment to juniors, and unnecesaaxuy

severe in forensic altercation. This may have arisen Gruca

that contempt for the members of his own pru freii :a»

which, it appears from his diary, was a prevailing sentiment

in his mind, and which he expresses in some instance*

without sufficient reason. Being himself far in advaca. *J

the opinions of his profession, aud feeling in his own mod
with the certainty of demonstration the truth of those prin-

ciples upon which he founded his projected improvement*
of the law, he was too much inclined to treat the ignorance

and bigolry which ofien opposed them with an undue

f

proportion of personal acrimony. Although in hi* cerly

eticrs Romilly occasionally expressed in strung terms ha
aversion to his profession, declaring that he 'every daj frit

more unGt for it, and disliked it tho more the more be met
with success in it' (>/*moirr, vol. i., p. 454.), these feeling

do not appear to have been the confirmed sentiments of b*
mind, ana were probably excited by the irksomencee of the

mechanical business with which the practice of a rUanct ty
barrister commences. At a later period, when the neloni

of his practice was different, we do not meet with sun***
expressions of discontent; and it is hardly pom hie it

suppose that his exalted positiou in the Court ofChawerry
during the latter years of his life, should uot have ban a

source ofjust prido and gratification to him. At all cieee*
the tradition of the profession ascribes to him much eeeper-

ness, both in acquiring and retaining bis practice.

As a politician, Romilly was inlicxibly consistent in all he
general views, and uniformly acted up to his principles. Ha
displayed however more of the mere spirit of party thee

might have been expected from his enlarged mind and
otherwise independent character. In some instances* espe-

cially in the case of Mr. Perceval, ho suffered the

of party to interfere with the friendships of pnvale Lie;
with a species of bigotry hardly credible, seemed to con
it morally wrong that he should associate cordially ernh je»
who differed from him in political opinion. The seme n^el
attachment to party induced a degree of intolerance m **ms-

formly ascribing to corrupt or interested motives the occa-

sional desertion of individuals from the Whig standard ; sad
sometimes, as in the case of his persons! attack upon. **d
Melville in the debate on Mr. Braud's motion in lb*?, led

him into expressions of rudeness which his own eiecttre*

taste afterwards strongly condemned.
His public speaking was perhaps more dceplv icnftf«ft*v«f

than that of any speaker of modern limes, lie exptoeed
himself with great readiness and ilueucy. Without aid fc»a»

artificial means, and without the use of figurativ* L*ne^*ee
or ornament of any kind, his simple, correct, aud nex**e*
style, supported by his serious aud dignified deportment «eel

fiiie voire, often produced an effect equally surptuisig t* tee
speaker and his hearers. Romilly mentions in his ImiiJ
au instance of this kind, which occurred in ma
speech to the electors of Bristol, in 1812: 'There
thing,' says he, * in this speech at all calculated to

passions, and 1 know not to what cause is to be ascribed she
effect it produced ; but it is ceitain that before 1 get te the
conclusion, 1 saw the tears streaming down the cheehe cf
many of my hearers.* (Memuir*9 voL iu, p. 61-2-) The
writer of this article was present on the occasion bete amucVei
to, and well remembers the |K>werful impression produced If
the few simple sentences uttered by Sir Samuel Ronully.

Romilly s style in writing displays the seme
bis manner of speaking,—clear, easy, forcible, a
unadorned. In very early life, he acquired the

reading with care and reflection, and of thinking clearly eat
closely ; and hence arose the faculties of accurate tee

and of distinct and powerful expression, for which
singularly remarkable.
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ROMNEY and ROMNEY MARSH. [Kbnt.]
ROMNEY, GEORGE, born at Dalton in Lancashire,

December 15, 1734, was the son of John Romney, a wealthy
cabinet-maker of that town. As he showed a mechanical
turn at a very early age, he was taken away from school in

his eleventh year, and placed in his father's workshop. A
watchmaker of the name of Williamson, an eccentric man,
who was devoted to alchemy, exercised an influence over
the mind of young Romney which seems to have left a
tasting impression ; he endeavoured to initiate him in the
mysteries of his favourite pin-suits, and our young painter
was not an unwilling disciple. How Romney first mani-
fested a talent for the art in which he subsequently attained
such distinction, is not satisfactorily shown by his several
biographers. His son the Rev. John Romney states that
he met with Lionardo da Vinci's treatise on painting, em-
bellished with various illustrations, at a very early age.
According to Hayley, he appears to have had a passion for

sketching people and taking likenesses, which he exercised
by drawing his fellow-workmen in various attitudes upon the
deals and boards in his father's workshop. His first effort

that attracted any notice was a drawing of Mrs. Gardiner,
which induced his father, encouraged by the persuasion of
teverml friends, to nlace him with a portrait-painter of the
name of 8teele, who painted heads at Kendal, to whom he
was bound for four years, at the age of nineteen.
At Kendal, in 1756, Romney contracted an early mar-

riage with Mary Abbot of Kirkland, by which he displeased
b» parents; and according to Hayley, although his son
denies the fact, he himself shortly afterwards repented of his
precipitate step. The result however proved that his choice
wis eminently worthy of his affections. Having cancelled the
indenture with his master, Romney, at the age of twenty-
three, commenced painting on his own account. His first pro-
dnen'on was a hana holding a' letter for the post-office win-
dow at Kendal, which continued there for many years. His
ftrit portraits were two half lengths of Walter Strickland of
Soergh. and his lady, at whose house he saw a portrait of
En-Walter Strickland, by Lely,and two portraits, by Rigaud,
the only pictures by other masters that he had any oppor-
tunity of studying previous to his arrival in London. His
industry was indefatigable, and nature alone being his guide,
he gradually f>rraed for himself a simple and natural style,

Unblemished by those artificial or adventitious qualities

which are so easily acquired from the schools. Through the
influence of his friend Mr. Strickland, ho obtained consider-
tbie employment from the gentlemen of Westmoreland, in

tome of whose portraits he introduced dogs, painted with
rreat spirit and truth. Besides portraits he painted many
ianev pieces, twenty of which he exhibited in the town-hall
of Kendal, and disposed of afterwards by lottery, for which
he issued eighty tickets at half-aguinea each. After exer-
cising his talents for about five years in the north, his am-
bition directed his views towards the capital ; and in the
spring of 1762, he set out alone for London, leaving his
wife and two young children in Kendal, who, according to

the painter's son, weie to join him when he had established

himself in the metropolis ; but the sequel casts a shade over
the moral character of Romney. He rose rapidly to fame
and fortune, and, with Reynolds and Gainsborough, divided
the patronage of the great and the wealthy ; but his young
tfe was never called to share the fortunes of her husband

;

ha concealed his marriage from his friends, and only re-

turned to the neglected mother of his children when he was
«W and feeble, and required a nurse to administer to his

wants and bear with his weaknesses.
Romney commenced his metropolitan career by painting

toads for four guineas in the city. In 1 763 he obtained the
-leuuud prise of fifty guineas from the Society of Arts for a
Jjetwreof the Death of Wolfe, but through the influence of
tfeeynoflds the decision was revised and reversed in favour of
Mottnaer, for his picture of Edward the Confessor seizing

*1frt Treasures of his Mother. Romney received a present
of twamty-five guineas. This circumstance is supposed by
•wno to have been the principal cause of the enmity which
titer after subsisted between Romney and Reynolds.
* Romney seems to have met with considerable and early

Oent. He soon moved from the city to the west
^M; *bd raised his price for a head to five guineas. At this

jwyjw paid a short visit to Paris, where he was much struck
*wfl!i%k* great Maryde' Medici series of pictures by Rubens,
in tbe Luxembourg. Upon his return he painted the por-

trait of 8ir Joseph Yates, one of the judges of the court of

I king's bench, a picture which procured him a valuable con-
I nection amongst lawyers. Shortly afterwards he obtained a
fifty-guinea premium from the Society of Arts for a picture
of the Death of King Edmund.
In 1767, in consequence of his rapidly increasing prac-

tice, he removed to Great Newport Street, within a few doors
of the former residence of Reynolds. Hore he added greatly
to his reputation by a portrait of Sir George Warren and his
Lady, with a little girl caressing a bullfinch. He now not
only ranked with the first painters of fancy subjects, but he
bid fair to rival the President in portrait

Romney's intercourse with men of taste and learning was
now such as to make him feel the necessity of an acquaint-
ance with the great works of art upon the Continent. He
accordingly set out for Italy in 1773, with a letter of intro-
duction to the pope from that great patron of the arts the
duke of Richmond. In Rome he paid particular attention
to the works of Michel Angelo and Raphael; and during
his stay there produced one of his most beautiful pictures,
the Wood Nymph, representing a naked female reposing
upon the ground with her back towards the spectator.
From Rome he went to Venice, where he painted the

portrait of Wortley Montagu in a Turkish dress. He re-
turned to London in the summer of 1775, greatly im
proved in every respect by his continental tour.

Shortly after his return to London, he took a house in

Cavendish Square, and, under the auspices of tho duke
of Richmond, recommenced his career as a portrait-

painter, charging 15 guineas for a head, 30 for a half-

length, and -GO for a whole-length ; the president's price
being at that time 35 guineas for a head. But Romney
soon found it necessary to raise his prices, for sitters of all

ranks crowded to his studio; and, notwithstanding they
were still comparatively low, in a few years he realised an
income of nearly four thousand a year by portraits alone.

He subsequently raised his prices considerably : in 1787,
to 25 guineas; in 1789, to 30; and in 1793, to 35 guineas
for a head, which continued to be his charge duriug the re-

mainder of his life, the other sizes being charged in pro-
portion.

Romney was now the acknowledged rival of the Presi-
dent in portrait. Reynolds's admirer and biographer,
Norlhcote, says, * Certain it is, that Sir Joshua was not
much employed in portraits after Romney grew into fashion.'

Lord Thurlow is also reported to have said, • Reynolds and
Romney divide the town ; I am of the Romney faction.'

To characterise these two factions technically, we should
term them the factions of form and colour, the former being
that of Romney. Romney's great success seems to huvo
excited an active jealousy upon the part of Sir Joshua, who,
when he spoke of him, used to term him 'the man in

Cavendish Square ;' and, from a passage in Northcote's
• Life of Reynolds,' we may infer that the President occa-

sionally spoke disparagingly of the works of Romney.
Northcote represents Garrick as saying of Cumberland the
dramatist, ' He hates you, Sir Joshua, because you do not
admire the painter whom he considers as a second Cor-
reggio.' 'Who is that?' said Reynolds. 'Why, his Cor-
reggio/ answered Garrick, • is Romney the painter.'

Notwithstanding Romney s great employment in por-

traiture, he found abundant leisure to lay tn fancy pieces,

many of which however were left unfinished. The most re-

markable of those of the earlier part of his career were, The
Tempest; Tragedy and Comedy nursing Shakspere; the

Infant Shakspere attended by the Passions; the Alupe;
Children in a Boat drifted out to Sea ; Shepherd Boy asleep,

watched by his Dog, at the approach of a Thunder-storm ;

Nature unveiling herself to Shakspere, &c. Romuey is

said to have been the originator of Boy dell's 'Shakspere
Gallery.' The Tempest and the Infant Shakspere attended

by the Passions were painted for that collection. He made
sketches also for five other subjects, but they were never

executed ; the Banquet and the Cavern Scene in ' Macbeth ;'

Mrs. Ford and Mrs. Page ; Bolingbroke and Margery Jour-
dain conjuring up the Fiend ; and the Maid of Orleans.

Romney was an enthusiastic admirer of the celebrated

Lady Hamilton, then the beautiful Emma Lyon. Accord-
ing to his son, he made no less than twenty-three pictures

from her, some of which however were never finished. She
was painted in various characters, as Iphigenia, St. Cecilia,

Sensibility, a Bacchante, Alope, the Spinstress, Cassandra,
Calypso, Magdalene, Joan of Arc, and Pythian Priestess.

_ Romney's ambition appears to have increased with his
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year*, and in bis later days he devoted himself more

ardently to fancy subjects than ever. Milton and his

Daughters, and Newton making Experiments with the

Prism, as a companion to it, were the most popular of these

later productions. He sent 100/. to Flaxman, then study-

ins in Rome, to purchase casts from the antique for him,

who sent him • the cream of the finest things m Rome.

The jrroup of the Laocoon,the Niobe, the Apollo BeWidere,

the Apollo Sauroctonos, groups of the Castor and Pollux,

and Cupid and Psyche, the relief on the Borehese vase,

several busts, and the best fragments of legs and arms that

could be found. These splendid monuments of antient

genius tended only still further to excite the emulation and

ambition of Romney ; he conceived grand designs of paint-

ing « the seven ages,' ' the visions of Adam with the angel,

• the flood, and the opening: of the ark/ and many from

Milton, some of Adam and Eve, and others having Satan

as their hero. _.,«u
This constant excitement seems to have been too much

for the painter's nerves, and his mind was gradually giving

way under it. His observations called forth by the melan-

choly fate of his friend Cowper seem to have been almost

foreboding of the similar fate that awaited himself :
If there

is a situation more deplorable than any other in nature, it

is tho horrible decline of reason, and the derangement or

that power we have been blest with/ The health of his

faculties was now rapidly declining, but the return of his

friend Flaxman from Rome, of whose talents he had a very

high opinion, cheered him for a season. He shortly how-

ever became possessed with an idea that his house in Caven-

dish Square was not sufficiently spacious to admit of the

execution of the magnificent designs he had in contempla-

tion, and he accordingly had a house and gallery constructed

at Hampstead. upon his own plans ana under his own

direction. He left Cavendish Square in 1797, after a resi-

dence there of twenty-one years, and repaired to his new

studio at Hampstead, but not to revel in the dreams of his

wild genius, for he was soon oppressed with a degree of

nervous dejection that deprived him of all energy. After

one or two efforts upon the canvass, he complained of

a swimming in the head, and a paralytic numbness in his

right hand, and then renounced the pencil for ever.

In the summer of 1799 he was seized with a sudden im-

pulse, and started abruptly for the north, where, in Kendal,

his amiable wife still resided, surviving the cold neglect

and long estrangement of her husband, and in whom he

found an attentive and affectionate nurse, • who had never

been irritated to an act of unkindness or an expression of

reproach' by thirty-seven vears of absence and neglect,

diiriiiff which long interval he had paid but two visits to

the north. The kind attentions of this exemplary woman

awakened feelings of intense gratitude in the heart of Rom-

ney, and he once again enjoyed real happiness, to which in

the long years of his prosperity he had been a total stranger.

He gave orders for the sale of his property at Hampstead,

and purchased a house at Kendal, where he had resolved to

remain. But this bsfcht period was of short duration, for

upon the return of his brother, Colonel Romney, from

India, which was little more than a year after his arrival at

Kendal, he suddenly fell into a state of utter imbecility, and

ho lingered on for nearly two years, unconscious of existence,

until the 15th of November, 1802, when he died, in the

sixty-eighth year of his age. He was buried at Dalton, tho

place of his birth.

In person Romney was tall and strong, l.s features

were broad and manly, his hair dark, his eyes large, quick,

and discerning.*

Romnev attained to greater eminence in two branches of

art. hiatory and portrait, than it is the lot of most men to

attain in one. According to Flaxman, he surpassed all

British painters in poetic dignity of eonception; and in por-

trait he was the acknowledged rival of Sir Joshua Reynolds.

His productions in poetic and historic art, finished and un-

finished, are extraordinarily numerous, comprising every

variety of subjeel from the illustration of the most simple

historical fact, to the ondeavour to embody tho wildest

fictions of tho poets. Some of these designs were presented

in 1817, by the painter's son, to the university of Cambridge,

to be deposited in the Fitzw*1ltam Museum; and tho Car-

toons, so much admired by Flaxman, were by the same

gentleman presented, in lfc'23, to the Royal Institution of

Liverpool They consist of eight from the story of Cupid

and IV die, two from that of Orpheus and Eur) dice, and

one from each of tho following subjects

chained, Descent of Odiu, Medea, Birth of

fant Shakspere, Death of Cordelia, Ghost or

Atossa's Dream. ^^
The following examples will serve to snow

sively Romney was patronised in Pftr»^v^
i> -^

Richmond, the Duke of Portland, the Poke <* Qet»i
Lord Chancellor Thurlow, Warren Hasting*. \£"JTl j

IXs*

of Chatham, William Pitt, Gibbon, **vii J****? 1

Hyde Parker, Lord Melville, Lord Ellenborotigh, tboJH
bishops of Canterbury, York, and ^^'JTy
Paley, John Wesley. Thomas Paine, Mr*. Fitthery. * I

Jordan, and Flaxman modelling the bust ofm?y
j-

Romney was not a member of the Royal Aeadew *

he never sent any of his works to its exhibitions. H*

had several biographers: Cumberland, trie dramatist *-

a short account of him ; his friend Hayley. the peec w

lished an elaborate life, for which Flaxman wrote *• »

racter of his works ; another was afterwards written s»

son the Rev. John Romney; and there » an ru»
memoir of him in Allan Cunningham s Lrves *

British Painters/ &c.
%

The following arc extracts from Flaxman s

the works and genius of Romney:—•When
began to paint, he had seen no gallery of picture*.

fine productions of antient sculpture: but then wv
children were his statues, and all objects under tb»*7

heaven formed his school of painting.' * His (P*"****
strong resemblance to tho scenes he was born in : tt» *

it partook of the grand and beautiful; and "• ™* *

the bright sunshine and enchanting prospects of ha *--

were occasionally overspread with mist and gloom.

painters have left so many examples in their works o*

tender and delicate affections; and several of pisscst*

breathe a kindred spirit with the Sigisroonda ofOnwr
His Cartoons, some of which have unfortunately sew
were examples of the sublime and terrible ; at that _.

perfectly new in English art.' • His compositions, hi* i»

of tho antient pictures and basso-relievos, told the* •

by a single group of figures in the front ; whilst thr *
ground is made the simplest possible, rejecting all era*-

^

sary episode and trivial ornament, either of secondary r*<

or architectural subdivision. In his compositions iV •

holder was forcibly struck by the sentiment at tat t

Slance; the gradations and varieties of which be tr

[trough several characters, all conceived in an eir—

1

spirit of dignity and beauty, wilh a lively express

nature in all the parts. His heads were varum ; is* *uuiuio iii »»» iu« !»«••*»• --— - -

were decided and grand ; the female lovely ; hu _

sembled the antique ; the limbs were elegant sea t-

formed ; his drapery was well understood. • Few a--

since the fifteenth century have been able to do so sne

so many different branches.'

ROMORANT1N. [Loir kt Chkr.]
ROMSEY. [Hampshire.]
RO'MULUS. The numerous legends about Rtw*

the founder of Rome, may be distributed into two fr*

classes. One of these represents him as closely eorr-

with the royal family of Alba, and may be consider* .

native legend which probably originated among tbcIU»

themselves, and was almost universally bettered V>

Romans. The second, which connects Romulus within

and the Trojans, is manifestly of Greek origin, and frc

become current until a comparatively late period *

history of Rome. According to the latter story. R«* <

was sometimes described as the son of Aeneas, sotl *•

times as his grandson ; and while somo writers tsr

Romulus alone, others represent him as having a br*+

(Remus), or several brothers. (See the various nWJ
lions of this legend, or rather Greek fabrication, is T*
$. v. * Roma;' Plutn Romul'., 2 ; and Dionys, HaL, i. 73; r

Niebuhr, i- p. 210, &c.) This story leaves a racmiia u

history of Rome, which amounts to about three e«r;

and a half, that is, from the return of the heroes nsiaT

till the middle of the eighth century before Chn*. i

various means were devised by antient writers, such » -

building of a second, and even of a third Rome, to f
up this gap. But this story, notwithstanding its is**?, >

ities, has sometimes been adopted even by Ronm wr.^

such as Sallust.who states that Rome was founds* h >
jans, under the guidance of Aeneas. The senates &«*-

legend made Romulus and Remus the twin-«ons ef &•*

daughter of the Alban king Proca*. The royal beast sfA>
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was in later times represented as descended from Aeneas,
while others, preserving the legend more in its original

purity, made no mention of its Trojan descent. The main
features of the Roman legend which are preserved in Livy
(13, flte.; Cio., De Repuol^ ii. 5; conrp. Plut, Romul.t 3,

kc.; Dionys. Hal„ L, p. 61, &c), are these:

—

When Procas, king of Alba, died, lie left two sons, Nu-
mitor and Amulius. The latter wrested the government
from his elder brother, who yielded without a struggle, and
lived as a private person in quiet retirement. But Amulius,
(earing that the descendants of his brother might punish
him for his usurpation, had the son of Numitor murdered,
tnd made his daughter Silvia a priestess of Vesta, an office

which obliged her to perpetual celibacy. One day however
when Silvia went into the sacred grove to draw water from
the well for the service of Vesta, an eclipse of the sun took
place, and the maid, frightened by the appearance of a wolf,

tied into a cave. Here she was overpowered by Mars, who
promised her a glorious offspring. She was delivered of

twins, but the god apparently forsook her, for she was con-

demned and put to death by Amulius, and it was deter-

mined that the two children should be drowned in the
river Anio. But the river carried the cradle, with the
children in it, into the Tiber, which at the time had over-

flowed its banks. The cradle was driven into shallow
water to a wild fig-tree (Ficus Ruminalis) at the foot of the

Palatine hilL A she-wolf, which came to the water to drink,

heard the cries of the children, and suckled them, whilst a
woodpecker* which was, like the wolf, an animal sacred to

Mara, brought them other food whenever they wanted it.

This marvellous spectacle was observed by Faustulus, the

herdsman of the (locks of kins Amulius, and he took tho

children and carried them tonis wife Acca Laurentia or

Laps. Thus they grew up in the shepherd's straw huts on
the Palatine ; that in which Romulus was said to have lived

was kept up to the time of the emperor Nero. The two
youths became the stoutest and bravest amontr their com-
rades, with whom they shared their booty. Hie followers

of Romulus were called Quinctilii, and those of Remus,
Fabiu A quarrel one day broke out between the two
brothers ana the shepherds of the wealthy Numitor. Remus
was taken by a stratagem, and led to Alba before Numitor,
who, struck by his appearance and the circumstance of the

age of the two brothers, ordered Romulus likewise to be
brought before him, Faustulus now disclosed to the young
men the secret of their birth, and with the assistance of the

faithful comrades who had accompanied them to Alba, they

slew Amulius, and their grandfather Numitor was restoied

to the government of Alba.
The love of their humble home however drew the youths

back to the banks of the Tiber, to found a new city. The
district assigned to them for this purpose by Numitor ex-

tended in the direction of Alba as far as the sixth milestone,

which was the frontier of the original Ager Romanus, and
where, down to a very late period, the Ambarvalia were
solemnised. A dispute arising between the brothers as to

the site and name of the new city, it was agreed that it

should be decided by augury. Romulus took his station on
the Palatine, and Remus on the Aventine. Remus had
the first augury, and saw six vultures, but Romulus saw
twelve. Considering that his double number was a signal

proof of tho favour of tho gods, Romulus and his party

claimed the victory. In observance of the rites customary
among the Etruscans in the building of towns, Romulus
yoked a bullock and a heifer to a plough and drew a furrow

round the foot of the Palatine hill to mark the course of the

walls and of the pomcrium. Over the parts where he in-

tended to build the gates (porta?), he carried (portare) the

plough. The new city thus built on the Palatine was
railed Roma. Remus, who felt indignant at the wrong
which he had suffered, in order to show his contempt of the

rode and simple fortifications, leaped over them ; and Ro-
mulus punished his brother's insolence by putting him to

death.

The population of the new city being very small, the

gates were thrown open to strangers. Exiles, robbers, run-

away slaves, and criminals flocked to the city as an asylum,

and found a welcome reception. The only thing they now
wanted was women ; but none of the neighbouring people

were willing to form matrimonial connections with the new
settlers* Romulus therefore had recourse to a stratagem

;

he nroclaimed that festive solemnities and games should be

held in the city, and he invited his neighbours the Latins

and Sabines to attend them with their daughters. In the
midst of the solemnities the females were forcibly carried
off: the number thus taken was said to have been thirty.

The three nearest Latin towns, Antemnss, Cmnina, and
Crustumeriura, now took up arms against Rome, but Ro-
mulus defeated them successively, and having slain Acron,
king of Csenina, he dedicated the first spolia opima to
Jupiter Feretrius. The Sabines, under their king Titus
Tatius, likewise made war upon Rome, and the treachery of
Tarpeia, a Roman woman, opened to them the gates of
the fortress on the Capitol. The Sabines attempted to

storm the city, and Romulus in this emergency vowed a
temple to Jupiter Stator, in order to inspire his men with
courage and to prevent them from flying before the enemy.
The war was continued with doubtful success, and finally

terminated by the Sabine women throwing themselves be-
tween the combatants, and thus restoring peace between
their fathers and husbands. Romulus rewarded the women
of Rome for their services by the grant of various privileges,

and the thirty curia? were called after the names of the
thirty Sabine women. The two nations, the Romans on the
Palatine, and the Sabines on the Capitoline and the Qui-
rinal, were united as one nation, though each continued to

have its own king.

The two kings and the citizens of the two states met in
the valley between the Capitoline and Palatine (comitium)
whenever it was necessary to transact business which was
of importance to both nations. This union however did not
last long, for Tatius was killed during a national sacrifice at

Lavinium, and Romulus henceforth ruled alone over the
two nations.

During the period that Romulus was sole king, he is saia

to have carried on two wars, one against Fidenae, and an-
other against Veii. Fidenro commenced the war from fear

of the growing strength of its neighbour ; but Romulus got
a victory over them by stratagem, and took possession of
their town. The war against Veii rose out of that against

Fidenra, for both were Etruscan towns. Veii was likewise

humbled, but it obtained a truce of one hundred years, after

surrendering part of its territory to Rome.
Such are the fortunes and achievements which the old

Roman legend ascribed to the founder of the city. Respect-
ing his political institutions, see the article Rome. He is

said to have died after a reign of thirty-seven years (716

B.C.). His death is represented in as marvellous a light as

his birth. On the nones of Quinctilis, or outhe Quirinalia,

the king, while reviewing his people near the marsh of
Capra, was taken up by his father Mars, and carried to

heaven. The people in terror fled from the spot; but
Romulus soon afterwards appeared as a glorified hero to

Proculus Julius, and bade him inform his people that in

future he would watch over them as the god Quirinus.

Such are the main features of the story of the founder o

Rome, which was handed down by tradition, and comme-
morated in national songs to the time of Dionysius. (Dionvs.
Hal., i., p. 66.) Writers both antient and modern have
attempted to elicit historical truth from this beautiful and
in most parts truly poetical legend, or have struck out some
parts of the narrative as altogether fabulous, and retained

others which are more in accordance with the events of real

history. The mischievous results of such perverse criticism

have been clearly shown by Niebuhr (i., p. 235, &c). The
acts and institutions attributed to Romulus which are of
any importance to the historian, and which from their

connection with events of a more historical age, or with the
general state of the nations of Italy, may be considered as

history, are given in the article Rome.
RONCESVALLES (French, Roncevaux) is the name

of a valley formed by the Pyrenees of Navarre between
Pampeluna and St. Jean Pie" de Port, on the French fron-

tier. It is also the name of a small village in that valley,

remarkable only for an antient abbey (Nuestra Senora do
Roncesvalles), where the tomb of Don Sancho el Fuerte

(the strong), king of Navarre, is shown, as well as several

antient relics bearing the name of Roland. According to

tradition, this hero, and many others of Charlemagne's

peers, who had invaded Spain in 778, whilst attempting

to regain France, were surrounded bv the Navarrese, com-
manded by Bernardo del Carpio, and put to death. This
event however, which forms the subject of many Spanish
romances and chivalrous chronicles, is far from being sup-

ported by historical evidence.

RON DA, a city in the south of Spain, formerly belonging
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to the province of Malaga, is now the capital of a province

so called since the late division of the Spanish territory.

It is generally supposed, though erroneously, to occupy the

site of the anticnt Arunda(PlinM iii. 1), which stood some
miles to the south-west. It is an ascertained fact that it

was entirely built bv the Moors, with the remains of Aci-

nippo, or Ronda la Viejn (old Honda), which is two leagues

to the north, nnd where the ruins of an amphitheatre, a

temple, aqueduct, and extensive walls are still standing.

Ronda is situated in the midst of the lofty mountains of the

Sierra de Ronda, and is fourteen leagues from Gibraltar,

twenty from Cadiz, and about the same distance from Seville.

It is considerably elevated above the sea, being built on a

bill, w.hich terminates abruptly just below it to the west.

The city is separated into two parts by a very narrow ravine

of great depth, called El Tojo (the cut), through which flows

the river Guadiaro. Though divided by nature, the city has

been united by means of a bridge of most stupendous dimen-
sions, springing from the banks of the river on massive stone

piers, and at the height of nearly 400 feet above the bed of

the river.

The eity of Ronda has a population of about 20,000 inha-

bitants. The streets are narrow, but clean. There is a
public walk, called Alameda, well shaded wilh trees and
shrubs; and a Plaza de Toros (bull-ring), built entirely of

stone, and capable of holding eight or nine thousand per-

sons. The Alcazar, or Moorish castle, one of the most ex-

tensive and best built in all Andalusia, is now a mass of

ruins, having boen blown up by the French on their eva-

cuation of Ronda during the Peninsular war. It was con-

sidered impregnable as long as the Moors held it, and re-

sisted several sieges, until it was finally reduced bv Ferdi-

nand in 1 485, towards the clo>c of the Moorish war. [Moors.]
With the exception of a few tan-yards, which are not in a
very prosperous condition, Ror.da has no trade whatever;
the inhabitants occupy themselves chiefly in farming and
raising fruits and vegetables for the consumption of Gibral-

tar. An annual fair, originally instituted for the sale of

horses, but which now is not confined to that traffic, is he'd

at Ronda. It is attended by merchants from almost every
part of bouthem Spain.

RONDEAU (Fr.). or RONDO (It.), a kind of air con-
sisting of two or more strains, in which, after finishing the
second strain, the first is repeated, and again after the thiid,

&c, always returning to and concluding with the first.

(Rousseau.)

RON DELETIA. a genus of plants of the natural family

of Rubiacesp, named alter Rondelct, a French botanist of

the sixteenth century. It is characterised by having a
calyx with a subglobular tube. Corel superior, funnel-

shaped, ventricote at the throat. Segments four to five,

ovate, obtuse, spreading. Anthers four to five, sessile within

the corol. Ovary two-celled. St) le filiform. Stigma bifid.

Capsule round, crowned with the limb of the calyx. Seeds
minute, numerous, or few when abortive. The genus, as

formerly constituted, included many shrubby trees which
occur in India (Roxb., Fl In licit), but these have been re-

ferred by modern botanists to Adcnosacmc, Greenia, and
Wendlaudia. The present genus Rondeletia occurs chiefly

in America and the Wcit Indies.

RONGEB1RGE. [Germany.]
RONSA'RD.l'lERRE DE. born in 1524, in the dis-

trict of old France called Vendomois, was the son of a

ma!lre-d' hotel of Francis I., who made him a knight.

Pierre studied for a short time in the college of Navarre at

Paris, but soon after he entered the scrviro of the duke of
Orleans, son of Francis I., in the quality of page. He after-

wards attended, in the same capacity, James Stuart, kiiig of
Scotland, who had come to Paris to marry Marie de Lor-
raine, and he accompanied James on his return to Scotland,

where he remained three years. On his return to France
he resumed his post wilh the duke of Orleans, who scut him
on several missions to Scotland, Ireland, and other countries,

lie was afterwards sent by Francis I. on a mission to Pied-
mont In these several joumovs he suffered much, in con*
sequence of which be became deaf. On withdrawing from
active life ho retired to the college of Coqucrct, where he
studied the classics under Turnebe, became a good
Greek scholar, and took orders as a priest, lie also began
writing French poems, and was crowned in the iloral games
at Toulouse. [Clemknck, Isaurk.] He was considered as

the successor of Marot,and the chief ot the French poets of
the time. [Ma rot/] Montaigne, Do Thou, Scahger, Murct,

Pasquier, and others commended him highly ; but modrra
critics have judged him more severely. Boileau sara that

Ronsard's language was a heterogeneous compound of va-

rious languages and dialects, and that his muse spoke Greek
and Latin in French verses. Malherbo and La Brujera

have spoken of him in the same strain. Charles IX- tw-

stowed on Ronsard an abbacy and other benefices. Ii

»

moral conduct however is said not to have been »tr:rtlr cle-

rical. He died in 1 585, in one of his livings near Tumi*
and a solemn funeral service was celebrated in honour U
him at Paris, in the chapel of the college of Boncour. Roo-
sard had certainly poetical genius, but he was deficient m
taste. He was in this respect m France what the *e*oes>-

tisti of the following century were in Italy and Spain. Hts
poetical works are numerous; they consist of ode*, hymns,
eclogues, &c. :

' Mascarades, Combats, et Cartels fails i Pan*
etau Carnaval de Fontainebleau.' He also began a poem.* La
Franciade,' which he left unfinished. His works arv now
nearly forgotten. The most complete edition of them is that

by Richelet, 2 vols, fol., Paris, 1623.

ROOD, the quarter of an acre. [Acre.]
ROOF, the covering of a house or other budding. TV

name, in its most extended sense, embraces the external

covering itself, and the framework by which it is supported;

but, as a term in carpentry, it is limited to the carcajs roof

or framing.

The importance of this part of a building can hardly t*

overrated, since on its right construction depend* not ©n!j

the comfort of those for whose shelter it is designed, but ai«*

the safety and durability of the edifice itself. For tW
former of these purposes it is desirablo that a n»f thvuld

exclude extremes of heat and cold, and be imperriou* to

rain or snow. For the latter, the exclusion of wa'cr a
equally necessary, and it is essential that the framework be
so disposed as to throw the least possible strain on the walK
By a judicious arrangement in this particular, a roof may not

only be prevented from pressing on the walls in an mju
rious manner, but may be made to contribute greatly to the

stability of the whole structure. In otder to the due com-
bination of the requisite qualities, an intimate acquaint-

ance with the principles of mechanical philosophy is uult>-

pensable ; and a correct knowledge of the strength of

different materials, when exposed to various kinds \A

strain, is necessary to the economical adjustment of the

dimensions of the several parts of a roof. A roof of larga

span forms, indeed, one of the most interesting appli-

cations ot the science of carpentry, theoretical or con-

structive.

In order to cover in a building ir .Uilrh the sprre to U
spanned is greater than can be coved by single block* nf

stone extending from one point of support to another, il a
necessary either to have recourse to W-o principle of t-*r

arch, as in vaults and domes of stone or brick, or to fbro *

framework of timber to support the covering. The forme

c

plan is objectionable in the case of ordinary buildings frviu

its expense and weight, and from the great solidity repaired
in the walls, where they have to be uacd as the abutmenlt
of an arch. The principles on which such co\ering* of au
sonry are formed aro explained under Arch and Dokb, at>l

in this article the more usual kind of rovf, that &u- a*urd
by a wooden framing, will be described. Such sliuci:**
occasionally partake of the character of an anh or dua»e,

but more usually cousist of fiat planes variously di*f*aoi
Roofs formed ol one level plane, which are exten>he!j u*cd

in eastern countries, are not adapted for buildings in ah*-
a large space has to be spanned over, nor to rcsi&t the pene-

tration of water; and are therefore unsuitable for rlira^c*

in which rain and snow arc common. A simple induicd
piano is well adapted to resist injury from went her. but. as

it is scarcely more favourable to an economical «LapuMlieu
of the timbers than a tiaJ roof, it is only suite 1 for soul',

buildings, and is seldom «ised except as a lean-to. Another
objection to its use on a targe scale is the dt»proport»oaic
height it requires in one aide of the building. The bast

figure for a simple roof is that formed of two inclined | lanes,

rising from ihe two oppessite walls that apprvarh uearest fe

each other, and meeting over the centre o! tie e ^fice. m a»

to form a ridge. By tins form, suppling tbo same stoic l«

be maintained, one half of the height ol the tingle inclined
plane is avoided; and, the length of the timbers bamr
diminished one half, their scantling may be considerably
reduced. Ftg. I represents a plan, with side and end views
of such a roof, which is a lied a common or gaNe-ende 1 its/
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Frequently four inclined planes arc used, disposed as shown
in Jig. 2, representing a hipped roqf, which takes its name
from the hips, or inclined ridges formed by the meeting of

Fig. 2.

the sides and ends. Where a hipped roof covers a perfectly
wjuare building, the faces all meet in a point, and form a
pyramid ; but when, as in the diagram, the plan of the roof
is oblong, the planes rising from the nearest opposite walls
meet in a ridge. Sometimes the inclined faces are not con-
tinued upwards till they meet, but the roof is completed by
a horizontal plane. Such a roof is called a truncated,
Urrtice, or cut roof, and may have two, three, or four in-

dined faces. Fig. 3 represents a truncated roof hipped at
one end, and terminating at the other in a vertical wall,
like the gable-ended roof.

Fig. 3.

This arrangement is useful in diminishing the height of a
roof, ihe level platform being covered with lead to compen-
sate for the want of slope. It should be observed however
that even this part is not perfectly level, the centre being
slightly elevated to throw off water. A similar saving of
height is frequently obtained by means of a roof in which
each sloping face consists of two planes of different degrees of
inclination. This form, which is denominated a curb roof
(or, from its inventor, a Mansarde roqf) f is very common in

London, because it affords more space for the formation of
tadroorns in the roof than the simpler forms. A curb roof
may be hipped or not, according to circumstances. Fig. 4
represents it hipped at one end only, as the last figure, show-
ing, like the previous diagrams, the plan, and side and end
elevations.

Fig. 4.

Such are the principal forms of roof used in covering

simple lectangular buildings, but they require many modi-

fications to suit irregularities of shape, or combinations of

rectangular forms. Thus in Figs. 6 and 6, which represent

U*; junction of different roofs or portions of roofing at right

angles with each other, the lines aaa indicate valleys,

F'X. 5. Fig. 6.

lit,
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or the junction of two planes iu such a manner as to

form hollows the reverse of hips. When two faces of a

roofjoin so as to form an angle similar to a valley, but in an

horizontal instead of an inclined position, the term gutter is

applied instead of valley.

A further distinction, which it maybe well to mention he-

ft** entering upon the details of construction, is that be-

tween roofs with dripping eaves, and those in which the
water is collected in gutters. In the former case the roof

projects several inches, or even feet, beyond the walls, and
the water running from the roof either drops at once on the

ground, or is collected in troughs fixed under the margin of
the eaves, and conducted by them to descending pipes.

This arrangement has a clumsy appearance, and is perhaps
unnecessary where a sufficient projection is given to the

eaves, though it is essential to the dryness of the walls when
they aro of the diminutive size often adopted by modern
builders. In gutter roofs the timbers do not extend to the

outside of the walls, which are carried up as parapets, of a
reduced thickness, to such a height as to conceal the roof

either wholly or partially. The gutters, which are troughs
of wood covered with lead or other metal, are laid at the

bottom of the slopes, just within the parapets, and have a
gentle inclination (usually about an inch in ten feet), to

cause water to run freely towards the pipes. In extensive

roofs it is well to use two or more falls instead of one, that

the elevated end of the gutter may cover as little of the roof

as need be. Similar troughs are often used in the valleys.

Gutters are generally made wide enough for a man to walk
along them, and should be sufficiently capacious to avoid all

risk of overflowing during a sudden heavy fall of rain.

The degree of slope given to the inclined faces of a roof

varies according to the covering material employed, as weH
as to the climate. The antient Grecian temples had very

low, or pediment roofs, varying from about 12 to about 16 ,

the height being from one-ninth to one-seventh of the span.

In Roman buildings the inclination is somewhat greater,

being usually 23° or 24°, or from one-fifth to two-ninths of

the span. The general introduction of the pointed style of

architecture led to the use of very high-pitched roofs, a very

common proportion being that in which the length of the

rafters is the same as the span, so that they formed an equi-

lateral triangle. In comparatively modern domestic archi-

tecture in this country, it has been considered desirable for

the length of the rafters to be three-fourths that of the span,

and an angle of 45° is still considered by some to be the best

pitch when plain tiles are used. As builders can, in the

present day, obtain excellent covering materials, the pitch

may be ma<le of any required degree, down to the low

Grecian pediment, and it therefore depends on the style of

architecture and the taste of the builder ; the most common
height being from one-fourth to one-third of the span.

High roofs discharge rain the most rapidly, and do not re-

tain snow so much as those of low pitch ; but where they

have gutters they are liable to become choked by snow
sliding into them, and to overflow from water running into

them faster than the pipes can convey it away. Steep roofs

may be covered with small slates, and are less likely to bo

stripped by violent winds. Low roofs, in consequence of

their superior lightness, are less expensive, the timbers not

only being shorter, but of proportionately smaller scantling,

and they press le*s injuriously on the walls. The following

table, extracted from Tredgold's 'Elementary Principles or

Carpentry/ shows the proper angle for roofs covered with

the materials specified in the first column, the last column in-

dicating i he comparative weight of each kind of covering :—

-

Height ofruof Weight u]>on a

Covering.
lDcltualion to

ibe horifton.
in parts of

the sj<au.

square of

Copper or lead . .

.

3° 50' I

18

t copper 1 00

I lead... 700

Slates, large 22°

1

1120

Ditto, ordinary . .

.

26° 33' 900 to 600

Stone slate 29° 41'

i

2380

Plain tiles 29° 41' 178Q

Pan-tiles ........ 24° i 660

Thatch of straw,

reeds* or heath .

.

45° * . .

In describing the timber-work of an ordinary roof, each of

the planes of which it is composed may be considered to be

bounded by a frame, the parts of which have the general

name of bordering pieces. Those which join the wall are the

wall^plates ; that at the meeting of two faces, parallel to the

wall-plates, is the ridge-piece ; and the inclined bars extend-

ing from the wall-plates to the ridec piece are rafters, those

which form the salient angles in hipped roofs being distin-

guished as hip-rafters. The support necessary for the ex-

ternal covering is given by a series of rafters or inclined bars,

extending from the wall-plates to the ridge-piece, and placed

• A equate of rooftug contains 100 squan feet.
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parallel with each other at equal distances. In a hipped

100C the rafters near the ends, being parallel with the others,

are necessarily diminished in lengtn, extending from the

wall- plate to the hip-rafter instead of the ridge- piece. All

such pieces, being shorter than the length between the wall-

plate and the ridge- piece, are called jack rafters.

It is not usual to vary the scantling, or transverse dimen-
sions of rafters, in auy considerable degree, on account of

their various lengths ; nearly the same scantling being used

in all buildings, and the required strength being obtained

by introducing intermediate supports between the wall-

plates and ridge-piece where the size of the roof renders

such necessary. This additional support is supplied by
horizontal rectangular bars called purlins, placed under the

rafters in such a manner as to divide their length into two

or more equal parts, the ends of the purlins being fixed to

the sides of the bordering frame. Like the rafters, the

purlins are not much varied in thickness according to the

strain upon them, but they are in turn supported by a series

of bars placed equidistant from each other, and parallel

with the rafters, out with their upper face in the same
plane as the lower face of the purlins. These are called

principal rafters, or, for brevity, principals, to distinguish

them from the first described, or common rafters. Where
it is desirable to save room by reducing the thickness of a

roof, the purlins may, as shown in fig. 1 5. he notched ante

the principals and common rafters, but this practice it out

to be recommended, as it weakens the timbers. Where
principals are used, their lower ends are mortised into int-

ends of a tie-beam, which stretches across the building?. end
rests upon the wall-plates. This beam keeps the lower ex-

tremities of the principals from separating, and discharges

the weight of the roof on the walls in a vertical directv*v
relieving them entirely from the lateral thrust of the

rafters. The triangular frame formed by the two prtncspalt

and a tie-beam, with any bars it may comprise for additional

strength, is called a truss, and such frames being placed st

regular intervals, the timber-work between any two of

them is called a bay of roofing. The lower extremities of

the common rafters, being elevated by this arrangement
above the wall-plates, are supported by pole plates* or piece*

of timber parallel to the wall plates, resting on the ends of

the tie-beams. The supporting frame-work altogether i*

called a carcass-roof.

Fig. 7, which represents a small carcass-roof supported

by four trusses, and having one purlin only between the

wall-plate and ridge piece, may assist the reader in cotn-

prehen cling the arrangement of the parts enumerated ; an<i

their names will be found more distinctly by referring ic

the representation of a more complicated truas at fig. 1 1.

In this figure the common rafters are represented on one
half of the roof only, that the trusses may be more dis-

tinctly seen ; and the end walls are omitted for the same
reason.

The proper construction of the trusses of a roof, with re-

ference to the size of the building and the weight of the
covering, is a matter requiring much scientific knowledge.
For the want of this it is not unusual to encumber trusses
with much more timber than is necessary or useful; and
the disadvantage of this is not confined to the increased
weight and cost of the roof, as superabundant timbers fre-

quently occasion injurious strains, and the increased num-
ber of joints adds to the risk of derangement by the shrink-
ing and warping common to all timber constructions. The
general principles to be acted upon may be illustrated by a
few diagrams; but in the limited spaco devoted to this

article no attempt can be made to describe all the modi-
fications required by the ever- varying forms of buildings ; in

the. design of which it is too common, instead of assigning
its due importance to the roof, to treat it as an unsightly
feature, to be concealed as much as possible from view.

In a roof formed as shown iny^. 8, consisting simply of
two inclined planes abutting on the walls, it is evident that
the weight of the rafters ab and be, as well as that of the
covering sustained by them, will have a tendency to thrust
out the walls. This tendency ordinary walls have not the

strength to resist, and therefore it becomes necessary to add
the beam at {fig. 9), which, by receiving the outward thrust

of the rafters, relieves the walls of lateral strain. If tsw
tension of the tie-beam ac be sufficient to resist the extend-
ing force of the rafters without sensible elongation, theonh
efleet that such a roof can have upon the walls is a vertirx:
pressure on each, equal to half its weight : and it cannot
fall without the tie-beam, which acts the part of a eoid or
chain, being pulled asunder, or the rafters being crusbid.
If the materials were perfectly rigid, no additional pent
would be required ; but as they are not so in practice, &
becomes necessary, when the timbers are of considcraU*
length, to provide means for counteracting their tendctxn to

sinking, or sagging. By adding a bar shaped like bd <>r.
10), the centre ofthe tie-beam may be suspended from tie
crown of the roof. This piece is called a king post, but tie

b

name is perhaps not a $ood one, as, though it appears hie
a post to support the ridge or crown of the roof, it u u
reality a tie, supported by it, and sustaining, instead ui

resting upon, the centre of the tie-beam. Bv cuitis*

the king-post out of a piece of wood of larger scantling that

the shank of the post itself, projections of the stupe nwt-

cated in the cut may be formed at its ends. These are called

joggles, and those at the upper end form a wedge between
the heads of the rafters, like the kev-stone of an arch. It

»

evident that a weight pressing on the projecting jonies at

the base of the king-post will be by it tranamittedto the
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rrown of the roof. These therefore form fixed points, from
which support may be obtained, by means of struts or

braces, e and f, for the centre of each rafter. Where pur-
has are added, they rest on those points of the principal
niters that are thus supported by struts, as may be seen by
reference to fig. 7. It may be observed that this truss con-
sists of two pieces (the tie-beam and king-post) in a state of
tension, and four (the two rafters and the two struts) in a
state of compression; and that in every well-contrived
trass, however the number of its component parts may be
increased, every bar is in one or other of these states. Those
\ui\s which are in a state of tension, acting merely as cords
to bind the truss together, may bo and sometimes are

F/>.11.

formed of slender rods of wrought-iron ; but the others,
needing stiffness as well as cohesion, require bars of con-
siderable substance, and are therefore mostly formed of
wood or cast-iron. Sometimes the king-post is dispensed
with, and its office performed by two similar posts, called

ren-posts, at equal distances from the centre of the truss,
order to keep these in their right position, a short hori-

zontal beam, called a collar-beam* is inserted between their
upper extremties, and another, termed a straining-sill,
between their lower ends. This arrangement is explained
by fig. 1 1, which also shows the position of other parts of
a truss. One side is represented as a gutter-roof, and the
other with eaves.

a a, Wall-plates. 5. Tie-beam, e e. Principal rafters, dddd, Purlins, ee, Pole-plates. //, Common rafters, a. King post.
A, Collar-beam, t i. Queen-posts. A, Straining-siU. //. Struts or braces, m m. Auxiliary rafters, a, ltidge-j kte.

The auxiliary or cushion rafters, m, m, are pieces occa-

sionally added, in large roofs, to strengthen the principals

;

and they, with the collar-beam, &c., form a complete truss

within them. The trusses of truncated roofs are formed in

this manner, the collar-beam forming, as it were, the key-
stone of the arch, and being surmounted by a camber-team,
the upper edge of which is formed into two slightly inclined

planes, to give the necessary slope to the lead covering. In
such a roof, pieces of wood resembling ridge-pieces are in-

serted at the angles formed by the meeting of the rafters

with the horizontal bars that support the flat.

The following representation of a very simple truss, from
Nicholson's ' Carpenter and Joiner's Companion,' illustrates

the use of slender king-posts and queen-posts of wrought-
iron, and shows how the stress of every part of the roof may
be brought to bear on the ridge. The lower ends of the struts

rest in stirrups attached to the vertical rods, and the weight

f%r- 12.

^a

K
<b ^vsP ^^
»^Nv ^^

I^V nr
K

... . ?..r.j

bearing on the strut a is imparted, through b and c, to the

kins-post. The tie-beam is suspended by bolts from each
of the vertical rods, and the ends of the rafters are secured
to the tie-beam by iron straps passing round them, and
bolted to the beam at a\ d. Trusses on the same principle

may be made of timber only.

In curb roofs the upper rows of rafters are called curb-

rafters, and the horizontal bars that receive the upper ends
of the lower rafters, and the feet of the curb-rafters, are

known as curb-plates. The proper position of equilibrium

for the rafters of a curb-roof may be ascertained by very

simple means, within the reach of persons not possessed of

sufficient mathematical knowledge for determining it by
calculation. If the rafters are to be equally loaded* as in a
roof entirely covered with one material, this position will be
exactly the reverse of that which they would take by gravity,

were they suspended in a chain or festoon, the joints being

flexible. If they are framed together in this position of

equilibrium, they will balance each other like the stones of

an arch ; and the tie-beams, posts, and braces will have no
ether office to perform than that of resisting such irregular

strains as might tend to alter their arrangement The
rafters thus suspended would full into the position abede,
/g. 13, a line drawn through the angles being a catenarian

P. C, No. 1249.

curve; and a'ftVdV, in the same figure, represents the
corresponding position in which they should be placed in
an equally loaded roof. If the rafters AV and e'ef are to

bear a greater weight than a' bf and rfV, they will, if pro-
portionately loaded when suspended in a curve, fall in such
a way as to increase the angles abc and cde, and diminish
b cd% thereby indicating their proper position in the roof.

When the roof is to be loaded unequally, and more on one
side of the ridge than the other, as it would be if bf

c* were
to be covered with lead, and the other planes with slates, a
corresponding weight added to the centre of gravity of b c
will cause the bars to arrange themselves as abcde,fig. 14,

the angles of which, being transferred to the roof, give the
position of equilibrium af bf c,dl

e'. This practical method
of finding the proper angles of a curb-roof may be applied
under all circumstances, the dimensions of the experimental
bars being proportionate to those of the rafters, and their

centres oigravity being loaded according to the pressure to

be sustained by each plane of the roof. The great advan-
tage of curb-roofs consists in the space they afford for cham-
bers in the roof, such chambers being lighted by dormer
windows in the lower inclined faces. When the trusses of
the roof form partitions between the bed-rooms, their posts

and braces are so arranged as to leave one or more uoor-
ways for communication between them.

In roofs of very large span it is often desirable, in order

to avoid running up to a great height, to form two or more
ridges. When intermediate support can be obtained from
partition walls, such constructions may be regarded as com-
binations of two or more distinct roofs placed side by side.

Fig. 15 is an example of a roof of large span without any
intermediate support, and having a large available space

between the tie and collar beams. It represents the fown
of the trusses, which were placed fifteen feet apart, of a roof

of eighty feet span, erected over Drury-Lane Theatre in

1793.

It is sometimes necessary, in order to obtain additional

height inside a building, to raise the tie-beam above tha
Vol. XX.—

U
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le?el of the top of the walls. In small spans this may
fee done by the simple arrangement called the carpenter's

b(\ut (A, Fig. 16), in which a firm union is effected between
the beam and the rafters without the use of nails or pins.

Such a roof can only press injuriously on the walls by the
rafters sinking into a concave form, which however their

lower ends are very liable to do. In such a case additional

strength may be obtained by inserting a longitudinal truss,

as in B, Fig. 16, where c represents the end of the truss,

which should be firmly built into the gables, d and e are
side views of two longitudinal trusses suitable for such a
situation, the first being stiffened by an arch of iron notched
into the short vertical pieces, and the second formed of tim-

ber only. Similar trusses are occasionally introduced under
the purlins. Roofs without ties may be greatly strength-

ened by the use of parabolic curves of iron, notched into

the rafters of each inclined face, and abutting on the wall-

51ates, which in such a case are firmly bolted together,

'he timbers of such a roof may be framed together in

planes, each having a distinct ridge-piece, and the ridges

being screwed or otherwise firmly connected together. The
curves may be cast in short segments, as they are com-
pressed when in use, it being merely necessary to provide

that the joints should always abut on a rafter. Tredgold,
in his 'Elementary Principles of Carpentry,' recommends
the use of similar curves, of either wood or iron, in the
trusses of an ordinary roof, by which the derangement often
arising from the shrinking of the king-post* and queen posts

may be avoided. In this case the curves take the place of the
principal rafters, and, if made of wood, may be constructed
of short straight pieces, arranged as shown in Fig. 17, and
held together by bolts or wooden keys. When curved tim-

ber can be obtained it is to be preferred, as it reduces the

number of joints. For small roofs timbers may be bent

iuto the required form, as it is found that a piece of wood
the thickness of which does not exceed T|*th part of its

length, may bo bent into a curve rising one-eighth of its

span without impairing its elasticity. Two such pieces

may be laid together, and bent by twisting a rope attached

to their ends, as is done in tightening the frame of a bow
or pit saw ; and. being bolted together while curved, they

will spring back but little when the rope is relaxed. An-
other mode of forming such a rib is to take a piece of wood
whose thickness is about one-sixtieth of its length, and
cutting along the middle with a thin saw from each end,

leaving about eight feet in the centre solid. The beam may
then be bent, and bolted or pinned together as before de-

scribed. In either case the rib should be bent about one-

fourth more than it is intended to remain, to allow for

springing back. A parabolic curve is the form most re-

commended ; but a circular arc, rising half the height of

the roof, will answer the purpose. Fig. 16 represents the

truss of a truncated roof strengthened by a curved rib, the

suspending pieces being, when the rib is formed in the man-
ner first described, placed at each joint, and each consist*

ins of two pieces, one on each side of the rib, notched to it

ana the beam, and fastened by bolts and straps.

One of the advantages of this mode of construction n
that the tie-beams may be suspended from any number of
points, which is important in large spans, where the beams
have to bo formed of several pieces scarfed together.

[Scarfing.] Diagonal braces, though unnecessary with
parabolic curves, may be added to meet accidental strains,

as shown by the dotted lines in the cut. This principle of

construction, with an arc composed of several pieces of tim
ber, was followed in one of the largest roofs ever built, that

erected in 1791 over a riding-house at Moscow. The span
of this roof, which has been said to be the most extensor
in the world, is stated by Tredgold at 235 feet, the slop*

being about 19°, and the external dimensions of the build-
ing 1920 by 310 feet. He states that it had sunk so murh
that it was proposed to add a second curve for additional
strength.

A simple and economical roof, invented by If r. A. II.

Holdsworth, and rewarded by the Society of Arts in I *:><>.

is supported by curved ribs of timber applied in a dinViri.i

manner. A detailed description is given in the 38th volume
of the Society's 4 Transactions/ but Fig. 19 *il! sufficiently

explain the principle of its construction* a is a beam

serving as a tie-beam, and also to support tho upper floor of
the building ; b b are curved ribs, formed in a similar man-
ner to those just described, the lower ends of ubich are
firmly secured to the tie-beam a. The principal rafters re*t

on these ribs, and their lower ends bear upon short Umbers
resting on the walls, these pieces being fastened by strong
iron straps to the curved ribs, to counteract the *outward
thrust of the rafters. By this arrangement the whole of the
interior of the roof, which is usually encumbered with king-
posts, queen-posts, braces, &c, is rendered available for use-
ful purposes, in addition to which it effects a considerate
saving of timber.

Wrought-iron straps of various forms are very useful
when judiciously applied, in strengthening the joints of a

roof. They should be fixed with regard to the unavoidable
tendency of tho timbers to shrinking, so that while the;
may, in some cases, counteract or lessen its effect, they may
so far yield to it as to prevent a strain which should oouk
upon a timber, being entirely thrown, by it* altera;**© J
form, ujton the strap. Tie-beams are often suspended u
the trussing-posts by means of straps, so arranged as u
allow the beam to be keyed up to its true petition in caa*

of the roof sinking. When this is not the case, the lies arc

sometimes drawn up into a slightly convex or cambered
form, to meet the same contingency. Height osay U
gained inside a building by disposing the timbers as in /f
20, the want of a continuous tie-beam being compcnsaJcd

for by an iron strap to unite the ties to the bottom of
king-post at a; but it is evident that the safety of the

'

must depend wholly on the straps, which alone eoua<
the outward thrust of the rafters.
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In roofing a church with a nave and side aisles, the con-

tinuity of the tie-beams may be dispensed with, interme-
diate support being obtained from columns. It is however
necessary to guard carefully against any lateral strain to

the columns.
Many of the high-pitched roofs of old Gothic churches

and halls are very ingeniously contrived, but they often

throw great pressure on the walls, owing to the absence or

elevated position of the ties ; thereby rendering very solid

walls and buttresses necessary. The Norman roof is an
ingenious contrivance for the construction of roofs of large

span villi small pieces of wood. Fig. 21 shows this arrange-

ment, in which all the rafters abut on joggled king-posts,

of which there are several, their relative position being
maintained by diagonal braces. The umbers of this kind

of roof are often left visible, being so carved as to have an
•ornamental effect Such a roof may be made to exert very

little injurious pressure on the walls.

When the space covered in is of an irregular shape, it is

best to arrange the inclined planes of the roof in a similar

manner to those of a rectangular building, leaving a level

platform in the centre, corresponding to the plan of the in-

closed space. Where the space covered is circular, ellipti-

cal, or polygonal, although the construction of the roof may
appear more complicated to the eye, it is, in fact, simpler

and easier than that of a quadrangular building, the strain

of the roof being more equally distributed. The nearer a

roof approaches to a circle in plan, the stronger it will be,

the parts deriving that mutual support from each other which

forms the distinguishing character of the dome. Domes of

wood, of great size, have been made without trussing,

simply by forming the timbers into curved ribs abutting on

the wall- plates, which then form a circle, and kept in their

proper positions by horizontal circles framed with them at

intervals. As the ribs approach the upper part of the dome,
the intervals between them diminish in width, to allow for

which every second or third rib is discontinued at intervals,

the ends of the ribs thus discontinued being received by the

horizontal circles, which may be compared to purlins, the

ribs taking the place of rafters. The wooden dome formerly

existing at the Halle aux B16s, at Paris, was a remarkably

bold example of this kind, being 200 feet in diameter, and
having a large opening in the centre. It was built at the

suggestion of M. Moulineau, and, having been destroyed by

fire, has been replaced by a similar structure of iron, but of

smaller dimensions.

When the roof approaches the circular form, but not

sufficiently to have the character of a dome, it may be con-

sidered as consisting of several trusses resembling those of

an ordinary roof, but so contrived as to intersect each other

in the centre; the king-post being common to all the

trusses. Fig. 22, representing a design for a polygonal

rc*jf, from Nicholson, may illustrate this, and exemplify

also some of the applications of iron straps : a shows the

form of the strap by which the ties are secured to the king-

post; the post having as many faces, and the strap as

many arms, as there are trusses in the roof.

works on carpentry, allusion can here be made to only one
other. It is an admirably simple plan for making a very
flat roof, described in the 37th volume of the 'Transactions'
of the Society of Arts, in a communication "from the in-
ventor, Mr. Smart. The beams or rafters are cut, with a
circular saw, as shown at a, Jig. 23, while b represents their
form when in use, a wedge being inserted between the ends
of the parts that are elevated into a sloping position. These
maybe raised to an angle of 10° or 12°, and will bear a great

a

nr T ;

Though the number of contrivances for the construction

of roofs is very great, as may be seen bv reference to various

weight, as they cannot be depressed without thrusting off
the ends of the beam, or breaking the lower part of it by
tension. This is called, by the inventor, the bow and string
rafter, and was used by him to support a roof at the Ord-
nance Wharf, Westminster Bridge. Strong laths were
nailed upon the rafters, and on these a platform of bricks
was laid in cement, the whole being covered with tiles also
bedded and pointed with cement, and twice coated with hot
linseed- oil. The cost of this roof is stated to be not more
than half that of lead. For a further notice of the experi-
ments of the inventor of this simple truss, see Trussing.
In the valuable practical works of Nicholson, Tredgold,

&c. the methods of calculating the strength necessary in
the various parts of a roof may be found; and in the ' Prin-
ciples of Carpentry,' by the latter author, tables are given
of the dimensions suitable for different spans. The table
here quoted refers to a roof similar to fig. 7 ; the trusses
being not more than ten feet apart, ana the pitch at an
angle of about 27° with the horizon, for a covering of slates.

The scantlings are suited for yellow nr, and must be some
what increased for timber of inferior quality.

Spau. Tie-beam. Kingpost. Principal Braces.
l

Purlins. Commoi
Rafters. Ralteis.

Feet. Inches. inches. Inches. Inches. Inches. Inches.

20 9JX4 4X3 4X4 3$X2 8 X4J 3$X2
22 9^X5 5X3 5X3 3fX2J 8JX5 3}X2
24 10^X5 5X3$ 5X3$ 4 X2$ 8$X5 4 X2
26 11*X5 5X4 5X4* 4iX2$ 8iX5 41X2
28 )l£X6 6X4 6X3$ 4$X2| 8JX5J 4$X2
30 12£x6 6X4£ 6X4 4^X3 9 X5$ 4}X2

For the strength of different materials, under various cir-

cumstances, the reader may consult Materials, Strength
of, vol. xv., p. 8. As a general remark, it may be observed
that oak, when exposed to tension, is weaker than fir, and
is therefore less adapted for ties. Being however less com-
pressible, it is usually preferred for rafters, straining pieces,

and struts; but Tredgold observes that its greater tendency
to warping in summer renders it less fit for rafters and
purlins than foreign fir. Cast-iron is not much used, except
in fire-proof roofs, and each piece requires to be well tested.

Wrought- iron is very useful for straps and fastenings, and
also for ties and trussing-posts ; but care is always necessary
to guard against imperfections, which are more likely to

pass unobserved than in wood. Wherever iron is applied,

provision should be made for its expansion and contraction,
and it is desirable to protect it from oxidation by painting.
Though iron is far stronger for its size than any kind of
timber, it is neither so strong nor so cheap as yellow fir,

weightfor weight.

The joints in the frame-work of a timber roof are of va-
rious kinds, according to the nature of the strain they have
to resist. They should be formed with great care, and with
due regard to such probable changes of form as all construc-

tions of timbers are liable to from shrinking and warping.

Cocking or cogging is the name given to that kind of join-

ing in which one piece of timber, in a state of tension, is

so attached to another that it cannot be drawn away without

one piece breaking. Figs. 24 and 25 represent two methods
of cocking the ends of tie-beams on the wall -plates,
giving a plan and elevation of each. In both figures a
represents the beam, and b the wall-plate. In the first

plan, which was formerly much practised, the contraction
of the dove-tailed end of the beam would allow it to be
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Fig. 24. Fig. 25.

drawn considerably out of its place, and would therefore

permit the walls to spread; but in the second the amount

of contraction is diminished, owing to the small width of

the rectangular tongue that enters the tie-beam, while its

position is such as to prevent the beam being drawn out of

its place beyond the actual extent of the contraction of the

tongue. The shrinking of the joggles of king-potts and

queen-posts is often productive of serious derangement, a

circumstance greatly in favour of the substitution of iron for

wood for such parts, especially in large roofs. This inconve-

nience is sometimes avoided by making the upper ends of

the principal rafters abut immediately upon each other, as

represented in fig. 12. A similar arrangement is made, in

some cases, where wooden king-posts are used, the king-

post and rafters being strapped together with iron. The
sinking of a roof, particularly if it be of low pitch, is very

injurious to the mortise-and-tenon joints of the struts and
rafters, by throwing the strain on the shoulders of the

tenons in sucji a way as to break off the tenons or splinter

the wood. To guard against such injuries, it has been pro-

posed by M. Perronet, a French engineer, instead of making
the tenons and joggles square, to form them into circular arcs,

the centres being at the opposite end of the strut or rafter.

This plan appears worthy of general adoption, as it allows

the joints to accommodate themselves to changes of form

without injury. All the timbers of a roof are usually fitted

and framed together on the ground, and takeu to pieces

again before being elevated to the building.

Allusion has been made in a previous column to the

various materials used for the covering of roofs, with refer-

ence to the different degrees of inclination suitable for

them. Thatched roofs have been considered by some to

maintain the most equable temperature in the buildings

covered by them, keeping out alike the extreme heat of

summer and cold of winter. They are objectionable on
account of their harbouring vermin, being easily damaged
by wind, and dangerously combustible. The frequent re-

parrs required make thatch also an expensive material.

Besides straw, reeds and heath are sometimes used for

thatching, and possess the advantage of greater durability.

Tiles admit heat and moisture more than good slates. Pan-
tiles, having no holes for nailing through, are simply hung,
by ledges, upon laths nailed to the rafters. Plain tiles, laid

in mortar, and over-lapping, so as to be double thickness

everywhere, make a very good though heavy covering.

Tiles of a peculiar form, called hip-tiles, are used for cover-

ing salient angles; and gutter tiles, which are similar to

them, but placed with the concave side upwards in the

valleys or receding angles. Slates are laid in various ways.

They are sometimes nailed down on a close boarding; or, if

largo, on battent, or pieces of wood from two and a half to

three inches wide, and three quarters of an inch to an inch

thick, which are nailed to the rafters at intervals regulated

by the length of the slates. Lozenge-shaped slating is occa-

sionally used, and has an ornamental appearance, 'but is

easily injured, as there is but one nail through each slate.

It i* always laid on boarding. For what is called patent
slating the best large slates are selected, and fixed without
either boarding or battening, the common rafters being
placed at such a width as to come under the joints. The
slates are screwed down, the courses over-lapping about two

inches. The meeting joints are covered by fillets of slate

about three inches wide, set in putty, and screwed down

;

and the hips and ridges are sometimes covered in the same
manner, though it is best in all such cases to use lead.

Patent slating, when well executed, is water-tight with as

low a slope as one in six. In some districts lamina? of stone

are used in lieu of slates or tiles. Shingles, which are like

slates, but made of wood, were formoily much used in cover-

ing pyramidal steeples, and in roofs of steep pitch. Thcv are

still used in the United States, and are usually laid on
boarding, in a similar manner to common slates.

Sheets of metal arc very convenient for covering domes,

and curved or angular surfaces generally; and also kr }

roofs, or such as have too little slope for slating. L*i

the most common material for such purposes. tLoa»t
.|

per, iron, tinned iron, and recently xinc, are aV* >-|

Lead terraces or flats are commonly laid ou boa tL*._
|

plaster. The joints are sometimes soldered, but ib< r_

approved method is to roll or wrap the ed^es ir \. ..

other, making allowance for expansion and cvutrac.*.*.

fall of a quarter of an inch in a foot is sufficient for ±*~-*

covered with sheet metal.

Cements of various kinds have been applied to £
mation of roofs, and in some cases with suoecsx u ,

they have often been found to crack, and thereby l-

permeable to water. Mixtures of tar with lime. sand. ,.-

ashes, &c, have been recommended ; and asphalie hi-

applied to this purpose, apparently with great adw. .

Compositions of tar, resin, and similar substance*. *

.

upon sheets of coarse paper, have also been used.
(Nicholson's Architectural Dictionary, Practi^ &=.

&c, &c. ; Tredgold's Principles of Carpentry ; R* j.

Mechanical Philosophy.)

ROOK {Coitusfrugilegus9 lAnn.\ This well -kite*- -

garious and familiar bird (for it seems to affect the rw^*.

hood of man, and even not to be scared by xbt

atmosphere of great towns) is the Cornacchia neraz? .

nacchione of the Italians ; Grave, Grolle% Freux. as; }

onne of the French ; Corneilfe Moissonewse of Br-
Schwartze Kr'dhc of the Germans; Roha of the S*
Rook of the modern British, and Yd/ran of tb* t^
British.

Belon and Cains, the latter of whom name* ;b- Z

Spermologus, spu Frugilcga, appear to be of opinion .

it is the oirtppo\6yoc of Aristotle (Hist. Atrim^ vin. Zi

doubtless, as Pennant observes, the Corvus of V' tr^
has happily described a flock of them

' £ i>;istu decedcui nomine magno.* (de&rg^ Ub. L. * . 3§i. t

Geographical Distribution.—The Rook is spread on- .

greater part of Europe; but nowhere does it seam t «

more abundant than in Great Britaiu and Ireland. 1#\

and cultivated districts are its favourite haunts. The fcul

north the observer goes in Scotland, the fewer rookie.

»

see. In Orkney and Shetland there are none, nor *«*
any in Guernsey and Jersey. They do not appear to fc*

-

mcrous in Denmark, nor in the southern districts of S»* *

nor in Russia and northern Asia, though they may fc*

there. In Italy the rook is common and pornoarum
it appears to be migratory over a part of the OoaUu^
Europe. In France it is also common, and tb* 1Ui-~

quatrain appears under the cut of it in the &xrtmto f
seaux:

' Jamais to Frwix n« hante Ic rirmfc,

Kt no to puirtque dm grain* el da* ver*«
II e*l oytfraii rommuu, sr.»t rt pervert.
Qui vote en tiu«i|ipo, rt eric k l'ftYantof*.*

It occurs between the Black and Caspian seas; ui

'

Von Siebold and M. Burger note it among the Ewr^c
birds seen by them in Japan.

Food, Habits, $c.—Grain, and insects especially, foro

food of the Rook, and there can be no doubt that u i-
repays the farmer for the seed which it take*, by its**.

ity in clearing his land of wire-worms and the Xattw *'

cork- chaffer (Melnlontha vulgaris). These last are <n"

Rook-worms in many places, and the birds may be see
lowing the plough tail to gather them up as the shtrri

poses them. In the end of Ma) and beginning of K
when the young are able to fly and go abroad with t:

{mrents, they may often be seen among the bright r '

eaves of the horse-chestnut and other trees brothre i

branches with their weight as they assemble to pick of i

cock-chaffers in the winged state. Where these turd* b-i

been inconsiderately destroyed, on account of the supf^rl

damage which they had done, a total failure of the ctvr* -

made the farmer glad to try to gel ihem back again. 7 \

stick-built nest contains four or five pale greent&h *cj
blotched with dark greenish brown ; these are som«t r \

palmed upon the undiscerning for Plover s egi?% bi-t 1

1

easily distinguished from them. Not that a rook's cggt>
any means bad; though far inferior in every respect u» i

other. The male is most attentive to the female mhil* *
i

is setting, and feeds her assiduously ; both arc very ml.*
trious in supplying their v^mg, and tho skin under I

tongue may at this sear *** seen dilated into s I..

I

of pouch b) the colic ^ng the building «.*> i
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they have great squabbles among themselves about their

nests. An account of one of their battles with the Herons
for the possession of a disputed territory is alluded to in the
article Herons [vol.xii. p. 167]. They frequently visit their

next trees in the autumn on their wav to roost in some dis-

tant wood, and come to them for the purpose of repairing

their nest, and setting about the business of incubation early

in March.
The Rook is not without the power of mimicry granted

so largely to the greater part of the true crows, is docile,

capable of learning amusing tricks, and becomes much
attached to the kind hand that feeds it. It has been heard
to imitate the note of a jackdaw (Hewitson) and the bark-

ing of dogs so perfectly that if the mimic had been out of

eight, no ear could have discovered the deception. (Macgil-
li?ray.)

Varieties.—White, pied, and cream-coloured. ' A gen-
tleman/ says the charming author of the History o/Selborne,
'had two milk-white rooks in one nest. A booby of a carter,

finding them before they were able to fly, threw them down
and destroyed them, to the regret of the owner, who would
have been glad to have preserved such a curiosity in the
rookery. I saw the birds myself nailed against the end of a
barn, and was surprised to find that their bills, legs, feet, and
claws were milk-white.' These perhaps were perfect albinos,

and might so have continued ; but instances are not wanting
where the original light colour deepens into the usual sable

with age. Mr. Yarrell quotes Mr. Hunt of Norwich, who
states that a gentleman of his acquaintance had in 18 10

a young rook of a light ash-colour, roost beautifully mottled
al! over with black, and the quill and tail feathers elegantly

barred; but when the bird moulted it became a jet-black

rook, and in this state was suffered to join its sable brethren
in the fields. Mr. Yarrell remarks that this agrees with his

own observations, and he adds that accidental varieties will

generally be found to be comparatively small and weak
birds ; as these young birds increase in age and gain con-

stitutional power, the secretions, he observes, become per-

fect, and the plumage assumes its natural colours, whilst the

assumption of white feathers, by old birds, is probably the

effect of tbe converse operation of the physiological law.

KBritish Birds.)

IT end and Foot of Rook.

It has been, and indeed still is with some, a question

whether the loss of the feathers at the base of the beak in

tbe young rook upon the first moult, is or is not a specific

distinction, or merely the result of denudation from plung-
ing the bill into the ground in search of prey. It must be
Wne in mind that some foreign birds resemble the rook in

this particular. Mr. John Blackwall's observations (Re-

searches in Zoology) touching this matter are full of inte-

rest. He refers to a rook preserved in the Manchester
Museum, which has its mandibles crossed near their extre-

mities, but so slightly that the malformation could not have
interfered materially with the mode of procuring food usually

resorted to by rooks, as is clearly shown by the denuded

state of the nostrils and anterior part of the head, both of
which are entirely destitute of feathers. But he notices an-
other specimen, in the possession of Mr. R. Wood of Man-
chester, which has the mandibles greatly elongated and
much curved. ' Now,' says Mr. Blackwall, ' it is evident
that the bird possessing a bill thus formed could not thrust
it into the ground in search of worms and larva) of insects,

as the rook is known to do habitually ; and accordingly the
plumage at the base of the bill of this individual, and the
bristly feathers which cover its nostrils, are very conspi-
cuous, not having sustained the slightest injury. The opinion
entertained by many persons that the naked condition of
the nostrils and anterior part of the head is an original pe-
culiarity in the rook, is thus satisfactorily proved to be incor-

rect; indeed, the fact that young rooks exhibit no deficiency
in these particulars, is sufficiently conclusive on this point

;

but the possibility of an entire species being endowed with
an instinct destructive of a usual portion of its organization
was probably never contemplated by these observers ; it is

not surprising therefore that the inference deduced from a
partial view of the subject should be erroneous.'

ROOKE, SIR GEORGE, ADMIRAL, the eldest son
of Sir William Rooke, was born at his father's seat, the
priory of St. Lawrence near Canterbury, in the year 1650.

He entered the navy as a volunteer, and at the age of thirty

had attained the rank of post-captain. In 16S9 he was sent

out as commodore with a squadron to the coast of Ireland,

where his services were such as to induce William III. to

promote him to the rank of rear-admiral of the red. Ho
soon afterwards bore a part in the indecisive action between
the earl of Torrington's fleet and that of the French admiral
Tourville, off Beachy Head.

In 1692 Rooke was advanced to the rank of vice-admiral

of the blue, and greatly distinguished himself in the battle

off Cape La Hpgue (properly La Hague) between the

French fleet and the combined English and Dutch fleets

under admiral Russell, May 19, 1692 ; but a part of the

French fleet having escaped into La Hogue, and being hauled
up so high that the English ships of the line could not reach

them, Rooke volunteered on the following day to attack

them with the boats of his squadron. This service he per-

formed at night under cover of a fire from his frigates and
smaller vessels ; and so well was his plan contrived, and so

unexpectedly and suddenlyexecuted, that though six French
three-deckers were burnt that night and seven other ships

of the line on the following morning, the loss of the English
only amounted to ten men. For this exploit Rooke was re-

warded with the rank of vice-admiral of the red, a pension

of 1000/. a year, and the honour of knighthood.

After the peace of Ryswick in 1697, Sir George Rooke
was elected member of parliament for Portsmouth; and
though he was attached to the Tory party, then in opposition

to the government, queen Anne, on her accession in 1 702,

appointed him * vice-admiral and lieutenant of the admi-

ralty, and also lieutenant of the fleets and seas of this king-

dom,' having previously constituted her royal consort prince

George of Denmark generalissimo of her forces by land and
sea.

The war of the succession had now commenced, and an
attack upon Cadiz was resolved upon, the land-forces being

under the command of the duke of Ormond, and the com-
bined English and Dutch fleets under Rooke. The attack

was begun, but, in consequence of the opposition of the

prince of Hesse, was not persevered in. Having received

intelligence however that the Plate fleet, under convoy of a

French squadron, had taken shelter in the port of Vigo, the

duke and Sir George resolved to proceed there. The duke
stormed the town with 3000 men, while the fleet took and
destroyed seventeen ships; six galleons being taken by the

English and five by the Dutch, who burnt five othprs. The
value of the specie and goods taken was estimated at five

millions of dollars.

Sir George Rooke having been joined by Sir Cloudesley

Shovel, with a large reinforcement from England, they re-

solved to make an attack upon Gibraltar. On the 2 1st of

July, 1704, the prince of Hesse, with 1800 marines, was
landed on the isthmus, while the ships commenced a can-

nonade upon the fortress, which, having been kept up for

about six hours, the Spaniards began to fly from the bat-

teries. The boats were then manned and armed, and the

seamen succeeded in making themselves masters of the

great platform, which they retained till the following day,

when a reinforcement of seamen enabled them to cany tin-
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other strong battery, which put them in possession of most

of the enemy's cannon. The governor then accepted the

offered terms of capitulation, and the fortress surrendered.

On the 9th of August, 1 704. Rooke fell in with the French
fleet under the Comte de Toulouse, who had recently put to

sea from Toulon, with fifty-two ships of the line and twenty-

four galleys. The French admiral endeavoured to get

away, though, according to Rooke's statement, be had a

superiority of 600 guns, but on the 13th of August Rooke
brought him to action off Malaga. The battle began in the

forenoon, and ended with the day, when the French went
off to leeward, and, the weather being hazy, escaped. This
was a hard-fought battle. The French lost upwards of 3000
men, and the English upwards of 2000.

Sir George Rooke on his return to England was received

by queen Anne at Windsor with great distinction, but find*

ing thai the government was hostile to him, he resigned his

employments, gave up his seat in parliament, and passed the

rest or his life at his seat of St. Lawrence, where ne died on
the 24th of January, 1709, aged fifty-eight, and was buried

iu the cathedral of Canterbury. He was thrice married.

(Campbell's Lives of the Admirals; Locker's Gallery of
Greenwich Hosjfital.)

ROOKER, MICHAEL ANGELO, an artist of con
siderable merit as a landscape-painter and engraver, was
born in London about the year 1743. His father, Edward
Rooke r, also a skilful designer and engraver, who excelled

in landscapes and architectural views, appears to have been
a singular character, having for some time acted as a harle-

quin at Dmry-Lane Theatre. Michael Angelo was taught
engraving by his father, and executed the head-pieces to the
' Oxford Almanack ' for several years, from his own draw-
ings. In landscape-drawing, which is said to havo been his

favourite occupation, he was instructed by Paul Sandby,
whose style he imitated. His manner is not powerful, but
his drawings display much taste and feeling. For several

years Rooker painted the scenes for the Haymarket Theatre.

He was one of the earliest associates of the Royal Academy,
and died on the last day of February, 1801, at the age of
fifty-seven or flftv-oight.

ROOS, PHILIP PETER, a painter commonly called

Rosa da Tivoli, from his long residence at that place, was
born at Frankfort in 1655. He was instructed in art by
his father, who was in the service of the landgrave of Hesse,
by which prince Philip was sent to Italy, and allowed a pen-
sion during the perioa of his study. On arriving at Rome,
he applied himself assiduously to painting, and acquired a
most astonishing facility of hand; indeed, such was his ra-

pidity of execution, that C. le Blond, who was at the same
time at Rome, declares that Roos copied in chalk the arch
of Titus within half an hour, and that with a considerable
degree of finish. He devoted his talents chiefly to painting
animals, which he designed mostly from nature. To facili-

tate his studies he established himself at Tivoli, where he
kept a kind of menagerie for the purpose of drawing from
the life with correctness such animals as he required for his

pictures. His other subjects generally represent pastoral

scenes with herdsmen and cattle, and works of a similar
nature, some of which are executed as large as life. His
groups are composed with great judgment ; and the land-
scapes in his backgrounds, his skies and distances, are
treated with surpassing truth, and executed in a masterly
style. Yet, although he painted with great facility, his

productions betray no appearance of negligence or inatten-
tion ; they are free, without being deficient in finish. His
pirtures, according to Lanzi, are to be found in the galleries

of Vienna, Dresden, and other capital cities of Germany,
besides an immense number in Italy and many in England,
though we have no specimen by his hand in the National
Gallery. He was a member of most of the principal aca-

demies of Europe. He is said by Huber to have etched a
few plates of pastoral subjects, which are very scarce. M.
Pe'ries, in the * Biographic Universelle,* mentions three pic-

tures by this master which were in the Musee Napoleon,
but which were returned to Vienna, whence they had been
takon, in 1815. These are a view of the Cascade of Tivoli,

a picture of animals, and a wolf devouring a sheep, the
.andscape in which latter work was painted by Tempcsta.
(Pilkington's Dictionary, by Fuseli ; Lanzi, Storia Pttiorica,
ii. 174; Biographic Universelle.)

ROOT. The mathematical use of this term has gradu-
ally been extended, until it may be defined as follows:

•very value of an unknown quantity which satisfies a given

equation u called a root of that equation. Thus, 2. I, 14-

V( - 3) and 1 — ij ( -3) are the roots, and all the rmX*, of

the equation

a^Sx3-^*1+16* -8,
since they are the only algebraical formula) and arithmeti-
cal numbers which satisfy it. On this general use of tb*
term root, see Thbory of Equations and lwvoi mo*.
The more common use of the term root is as follows : the

seventh root of b is the incommensurable fraction wboK
seventh power is 8, or the solution of the equation *'=?.
There are altogether seven such solutions, one oul) arithme-
tical, the others of the form a+W(-l); the n&ethc«l of

obtaining the arithmetics! solution has already been disroot**!

in the article Involution ; the importance of the Sqcari
Root will justify its consideration in an article apart. We
reserve for the present article the method of finding ani
using any root (in the common sense) of any algebraical

quantity, a necessary completion of the article Nxovnn
and Impossible Quantities.
Every algebraical result is of the form a+b*J ( — 1) as

widest, or may be reduced to that form. Here a and © are

meant to be real algebraical quantities, that is, redueibU
to positive or negative whole numbers or fractions, com-
mensurable or incommensurable. Thus, if ObO, wo bane lb*

simple real quantity a; if a=0, we have the simple impo-
sible quantity bij (— 1). It is indifferent, as to too prc*c?a
article, in what light the impossible quantity V( - I > ** con-

sidered; whether, as in Negatiye and Impossible Quan-
tities, upon that extended system of definition* wLm
makes it explicable and rational, or upon the more oomn»-«.
system in which it is used without such explanation : £ r

we are now merely considering all algebraic formula* **

results, subject to certain laws by which their use at to be

regulated, and without any reference to iuterprexattiML

When we desire to consider only the arithmetical root of a*
arithmetical quantity, we shall use the symbols V. \! . t/. &*-,
but the exponential fractions $, J, i, &c. will denote iri
one of the algebraical roots of a formula. Thus t/lS tneenj

simply 4; but(16)3 is an ambiguous symbol standing {.<

either +4 or —4. And when we have an equation whicL
presents an ambiguous formula equated to an unamb*gou«j
one, we mean that the unambiguous side of the equation u

one of the values of the ambiguous one : in this sense i 1
*=

i (— 1 + *J (— 3) ). When we use the simple aniLmeurai
symbol ij before an algebraical quantity, as in *J( — 3). »c

merely mean to signify that the two values of ( - 3/ arc di*-

tinguished into + $J (— 3) and — *J ( - 3).

Let us now take a quantity of the form a+oV( — 1

Assume r cos. 0=a, r sin. 0=6* which gives

b
r= ± V (fr'+a*) tan. 0=-.

A
Let us choose for r, which is called the modulus of ti*

expression, the positive value ij {b*+a*h We can th>s
always make the angle 0 give the equation

a+&V(-l) =rcos. 0+rsin0 V(-l) (1)
identically true. If a and b be both positive, 0 must :»
between 0 and a right angle, or between 0 and + [A>cu"
if a be positive and b negative, 0 must lie between {«- ir,' :

2ir: if 6 be positive and a negative, 0 must lie between \r
and x: and if both be negative, 9 must lie between «• and »r
Thus reducing angles to degrees and minutes,

2+3V(-l)=Vl3(coe.5«0 19'+ sin. 46° 19\ V < — 1

1

-2+3V(-l)=Vl3{cos.l23°4l'+Bin.l23*4r V <-*»,'

2-3V(-l)=Vl3{eoa.303o
41 /+sin.303°4r */ < — i

,

,

-2-3V(— l)=Vl3{cos.236°19'+8in.236° I!/ Vt-1„
Generally, if a and b be positive* and i£ returning to tlm
theoretical mode of measuring angles, 0 be that aog*
which lies between 0 and 4.* and has b:a for it* tangc-cL,
we must use 0 for a+6 v<— 1), w— 0 for -a+6V<— l »,

2ir-0 fora-oV(-l), and ir+0 for -a-W(— D-
Again, since 0+2At has the same sine and ooaine as e,

when k is any whole number, positive or negative, it »«
take 0 so as to satisfy (1), we find that the following t* mim
satisfied

:

a+oV (- 1) =r {cot. (0+2Aw) + sin. <0+2Jhr) . V (- I )

»

...(2)
for all integer values of k positive or negative; but doc fc*
any fractional value of k whatsoever. This and various afWi
results of common trigonometry should be familiar to er^rj
studeut who attempts the present subject
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Common multiplication makes it obvious that

{cos. rr-fsin. x. V(-D} {cos. y+sin. y V(-l)} =
cos, (x+y) + sin. (ar-f-y) V(— 1)

for all real values of x and y ; so that if we represent

cos. 2+sin. x. V(— 1) by ifj? we have ij:rXijy=if(:r-r-y).

Now in Binomial Theorem it is proved that this equation

cannot be universally true without giving as a consequence

(ifXprritfnx), for all values of fi, whole or fractional, positive

or negative. We have then

(oos-r-f sin. x V(— l)} w=cos. nx+s\n. nx . V(-l)...(3)
an equation which goes by the name ofDo Moivre's Theorem.
It is the key of the present subject.

Let * now be required to raise the nth power of a+
b %/(— 1>. ft being integer or fractional, positive or negative

:

ibis includes every case of raising a power, extracting a root,

performing both operations, and taking the reciprocal of any

result* Reduce a+bV(— I) to its equivalent form nj(0+
2Ax), or

r {cos. (e+2for) + s»n. (0+2Air) . V(-l)},
whence {a+6VT-l)}»i8 {rr,(0+2kir)}* or r*ti{ne+2nkv\

or(a-rW(-l)}»
=r*{co&.(n6+2nkir)+*in.(a0+2nkir).s'(-l)},

in which r" is found by purely arithmetical operation, and
toi.{ne+2nkir) and sin. (n0+2nkir) by aid of the trigono-

metrical tables. So many distinct values as the variation

of k enables us to give to n0+2nkic, so many values do we
tind of {a+b V(— 1 ) }*• Two angles are distinct when they

are unequal, and do not differ by 2ir or a multiple of 2*\

Firstly, let n be a whole number, positive or negative,

then 2nk is always an integer even number, and there is

only one value, namely,

{a+£V(-l)}"=r»{cos. we+sin. nB . V(-D}.
Vest, let n be a fraction in its lowest terms, and, choosing

4
an example, say ft=T» Let us examine all the values of k,

from A= — 5 to ft = +5, making A
k
=nG+2nkw.

4 4 32 A
4 24

A-5=£ e - 8?r
' A-^J^T*' A-3=^—T> A-2=

4 16 4 8 . 4 . 4 , 8

1
9~T W9 A-l" a*"?* A0= l

9
>
Al= 5*+5 *' A2=

4 16 4 24 4 32 . 4^^ A8
=-e+71r. A4

=
5
-*+F ir, A5

=
3
e+8x.

Here it would seem as if from this set of the possible

Mines of ft, we get eleven distinct values of the fifth root of

th© fourth power of a+b*/(-\). But a moment's inspec-

tion shows that A_
5

, A
0

, A., are not distinct angles, since

they differ by multiples of 2ic : neither are A_
4
and Aj,

nor A_
3
and A2 . nor A__

2
and A3, nor A_

x
and A4. Also

it will be found that for every value of ft

AA±5. AA± 10 , AAi 16
,&a,

ire all angles which differ, each from its predecessor, by 2*

;

eo that there are but five distinct angles in the whole series,

which may be found by taking A^, A^p A
ft+2. AA+3,

andAj^ with any value of ft positive or negative. And

generally, if n be a fraction whose denominator (when the

Traction is reduced to its lowest terms) is q, it will be found

that there are q distinct values of {a-h&V(-U}" ana no

more.

The moat important cases are those in which r= 1. or a9+
4»=I, in which cot. 6 + sin. 6V(-D may represent the

expression. And of this particular case, the most important

more particular cases are

0=0 cos. e+§in. 0V(-U=1
0=ir cos. 0+sin. 9V(- 1)3= - 1

6=Jir cos. 0+sin. eV(~D=* V(-D
e=|w cos. e+sin. 0 V(- 1 )= - V(- 1)

Of these, again, the two first are the most important.

La n=l : q, and let the question be to find the q qth

roots >f 1. Putting unity in the form cos. 2ftir+sin.

2fcr. V(-l), all these roots are the distinct values of

2ftir . 2ftw 1 2tt 2k I*
co«. fcsm.— V(-D or jcos. hsin.— v(- l)J •

2w . 2ir 2ir 2*
Let cos. h «tn«— • V(-D=«. cos.— - sin. —

V(-l)=/3.

Then a/3 = l, as will be found by multiplication, and

a*=/3~*: aW±'=/3-*±* since a»=l. Consequently,
since the series of powers of a, positive and negative, are
successions of qth roots of 1, the series of powers of p will
be the same ; and we may therefore select these roots at
convenience from either series, or partly from one and partly
from the other. Thus, if we would have the ten tenth roots
of unity we may form them in pairs, as follows:

—

2.0tt
. .

2.07T
a° and /3<> give cos. -j—± sin. -j^-V(~l)both=l

2ir
a 1 and /5

1 or a8
. . cos.— ± sin.

2?r ,

a8 and /3* or a8
. . cos. — ± sin.

4ir ,

6tt
a8 and j8* or a7 . . cos. — =fc sin.

6ir ,

Sv
a4 and /3

4 or a8 . . cos.— ± sin.
8t ,

10* 10t
a4 and /3

d or a* . . cos.—± sin. — V(-l)both=-l

Of these twelve forms, ten only are distinct, giving the
ten tenth roots required. In this way the following theorems
may be easily demonstrated.

1. The (2m)th roots of unity are +1, 1, and the
2*n~2 quantities contained in

2At
, . 2kx

,cos.— ±sin.—V(-l)

for all values of A from £=1 to ^=m-l, both inclusive.

2. The (2m-H)th roots of unity are 1 and 2m quantities

contained in

2kx
, . 2k* .

C08-2"^ :t8in
-2^H V(" 1)

for all values of k, from ^=1 to A=m, both inclusive.

3. If fi be one of the qth roots of unity, ft
a
, /4

1
, .... are also

oth roots, but do not contain all the q roots, unless ft be made
from a value of k which is prime to q. Thus, if9= 12, and
A=l, we get

2t . 2t .

a=cos.— + sin.— V(- 1)

the list of roots is complete in 1, a, a*, a3
, ... . a 11

, and aia is

1, a13 is a, &c.
But if we make #=8, or take a6 for ft, we have

fi»=a,6=ia4
, M»=a

a4=l, j4«=a":=a8
, fi*=a

40=a4
, &c,

so that we get no roots from this series but a8
, a\ 1, which

are only the three cube roots of 1 (cube roots are among
twelfth roots). But choose a5 (5 is prime to 12) and its suc-

cessive powers are a*, a10
, a15 or a3, aw or a8

, a8* or a, a30 or

ac
, a35 or a11

, a40 or a5
, a49 or a9 , aw or a8

, a55 or a7, a80 or

1, after which the series recurs in the same order.

4. If 77* be any factor of q, all the mth roots of unity are

among the qth roots. Thus, if q:m=v, and if a be the

first of the series of qth roots, the iwth roots are avt a*vt ....

amv or 1. For (a»)m=atm=a?=l, &c. All those powers
of a which have exponents prime to q$ may be called primi-

tive qth roots of unity : thus the primitive 12th roots are a,

a4 , a7
, a 11

.

5. The qlh roots of unity exist in pairs of the form
cos. ^>±sin. 4> V(— 1). These pairs are are a and ai—\ a 1

and an—8
, &c, or a and a~ !

, a3 and a—8
, &c.

Let the question now be to find the 9th roots of — 1. If we
now take

-1 =cos. (T-T-2/nr) + sin.(T+2*T). V(-D
we have all the qth roots in the distinct values of the

formula
1

(-D
(2*-r-l)w + sin.

(2*+1)t
V(-l).

Let a=cos. - -r- sin.

quired are a, a\ a5,

— V(— D. lnen th° 9th roots re-

.. a8?—1
, beginning with £=0, and

ending with k=q— 1. Thus, if ft be- any one root, al. the

odd powers of n (positive or negative) are also roots, but do

not contain among them all the roots unless the value of

2£-f- 1 , from which /x is derived, be prime to q. Thus if 9= 15

and if f*=o9, we have (since a30= 1 >
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'M*=a»=at u»=tt
a= - 1, uJ=a«=za>, /**=a»=afl

, /i
n= 1

a">=<*;
j

so that we only get, from the powers of a9, the distinct roots

a*, a , — 1. a*. a* 1
, which are also the fifth roots of —1.

But if 2A-f 1 be prime to q, all the oth roots of — 1 may be

obtained from p. And as before, ii m be auy factor of q,

all the mth roots of — 1 are among the gth roots. Also
these oth roots occur in pairs of the furm cos. </> i
sin. 0v(— 1), the pairs being a and a2q—\ a3 and a2q *,

&c, or a and a— 1
,
«* and a- 3

, &c.
Every 9th root of —1 is one of the (2<y)th roots of +1.

and tho(29)th roots of -f-1 consist of all the 91b roots of —1
and all tho 9th roots of +1.
The followiug equations will also bo easily proved:

—

{V(-D} = cos. 2— + 8in.— V(-D;
1

,* (2k+])v
,

. (2A+J)*
{-V(-D} =cos.

—

-^— + sin. -p— V(-D.

As it is not our object here to write on the applications

of these formula, but only to supply an article of reference

for those who may have forgotien or iuipeifcctly learnt

the groundwork of this very important branch of analysis,

we finish here, referring to Series for such applications as

lull within the plan of this work.

ROOT is that part of a plant which is sent downwards
into the earth, at the same time that the stem is sent up-

wards into the air. Every part of tho plant which exists

underground is not root, as large portions of the stem itself

may remain under the surface of the earth ; and large buds,

called bulbs, also exist underground. These parts have

been often confounded with the root The creeping root,

and some forms of the tuberous and bulbous roots of older

botanical writers, are only so many different forms of the

stem. [Stem.]
The root is distinguished by certain structural peculiarities,

by which it may be easily known from the stem. First, its

ramifications are irregular, not having the symmetrical form

of branches, nor are they developed like branches from
buds. Secondly, roots generally produce no leaf-buds.

When they do appear, which occasionally occurs, they are

called adventitious buds. Thirdly, roots never have leaves,

scales, or other appendages developed upon their, surface

;

and fourthly, the cuticle of roots is never found to possess

stomatcs, which are frequently very numerous on various

parts of the stem.

The smaller divisions of roots are called fibrils, which
consist of a little bundle of ducts or spiral vessels, sur-

rounded by woodv fibres, lying in a mass of cellular tissue.

At the apex of the fibril the cellular tissue is loose and
devoid of cuticle, from which cause it absorbs more rapidly

tho fluid by which it is surrounded than the other parts,of

the root. Although the terminations of the roots cannot be

considered as special organs, they have been named by De
Candolle spongeIels or spongioles, in reference to their ab-

sorbing power.

The relation between the size and extent of the roots and
that of the branches varies very much. In some tribes, as

the Conifers? and Palraacese, the roots are very insignificant

compared with the size of the stem. In other plants the

roois are much the longest, as in the luccrn, &c. In the

greater proportion of trees the roots extend wider than the

branches, but do not penetrate so deep as the stem is

high.

The internal structure of the root roscrrrolcs that of the

stem, but in Exogens the roots do not possess a central pith.

The cellular tissue of many roots is exceedingly abundant,

and on this account they are used as articles of diet. Their

nutritive property depends on the saccharine and other

secretions which are deposited in the cells of the cellular

tissue. Many of these roots, by attention to their culture,

may be increased in size; and the growth of esculent roots

is an object ?: importance in the kitchen garden. The prin-

cipal esculent roots are: the Jerusalem artichoke (Helian-

thus tuber osus); turnip (Brassica Rapa)\ cai rot (Daucus
Cwro/ci); parsnip (Ihstinaca saliva); red-beet {Beta vul-

garis) ; skirret (Sium Sisarurn) ; scoixoncra, or vipcr's-grass

{Srorzonera hispanica); salsafy, or purple goal's-bcaid

{Trazojyogrm pnrripulius)\ radish {Raphanus sativus).

Besides these, which are commonly cultivated, there are

marv of our uativc pUutb uli.cli possess roots tieidug u

nutritive matter, and are occasionally used as articles of diet.

The arrow-head, common arum, bitter vetch or mouve-poaA.
earth-nut, meadowsweet, pilewort, sago, silver-weed, SoV^-

mon's seal, and common comfrey, are recorded as ) ictding

edible roots. (Cyclopedia 0/ Gardening, p. 682.)

During dry seasons and in dry situations the roots «/
many plants swell and become tuberous, which seem* to be
a provision for supplying nutriment to the stein ami it* ap-
pendages.

Roots are called annual, biennial, or perennial, aerordlr*
to their duration. When a root perUhes after its firs* jc-r «

herbage and flowering, it is* annual ; if after the *c-x*»i

year's herbage and first year of flowering, it is bituuial. If

a root endures for many years, although its herbage may
perish e\ery year, it is perennial.

There are various forms of roots distinguished by botanists.

The/ibrous root possesses a multitude of small diviswn* U
the fibrillar as is seen in the Poa annua and man* i*ih*r

grasses. The nodulose root piesents occasional dilatatumv
as in the Phlcum nodosum. A prcemorse root is one »a

which the extremity of the primary axis has perbbevL ur

its development has been prevented by the extension ut

fibrillar from its sides, as in the Devil's- bit Scabious <&-i-
biosa succisa). Thefusiform root is seen in the cam>t *~A
turnip; such plants are also called tap-rooted. The term
tubercules is applied by some to the roots of the orchi* »ih1

dahlia; the former are palmated or lobed, the Utter j ;=

fasciculated.

Although most if not all the higher plants possess rvcu.
amongst many of the lowest forms they are not to be dis-

tinguished. The lower plants which float about in ntct,
as the Oscillatoria, Diatoma, &c, and which consist of Lule
more than simple cells, possess no appendages which can >;

called roots. In many of the Conferva? a downward de-

velopment of the cells of cellular tissue, attaching them Lj

the objects on which they grow, has been observed. Sorr e

of the Lichens, as the L. esculentus of Pallas, and the lower
forms of Fungi, as the Tremellas, &c, possess no root*.

Many of the floating water-plants, as the Aldrovanda vesi-

culosa, do not develop roots, and derive their nourishnun: I

from the medium in which they live by the direct cont&t: <i

the cellular tissue. In fact we' find that the simple cvlL* <4

cellular tissue in the lower plants perform all those func-
tions which, as we ascend in the scale of organization, ar«

performed by particular parts of the plant. In the Charu
and the Marcnautia, the roots become more evidently de-

veloped, and the downward growth of the cells is mcr«
observable than in the Conferva*. On the lower surtax* uJ

the Marchantia, prolongations of the cellular tissue art

observed, which Meycu calls root-hairs or capillary fibrils

In the Equisctacce and Ferns the roots become more per
fectly developed, and their surface is almost entirely cuveTeJ
with capillary fibrils. These fibrils are developed on aJa*c*i
all roots, and perform the function of absorption. Thci
are only seen on recently-formed roots, as with the increasing
age of the root they dropoff; and in old roots none at sC

are found. They are not so numerous in the roots of tin

higher plants as in those of the lower, but their ournU;
varies exceedingly according to the circumstances in wh*c2
a plant is placed. The number of these root-hair» j
greatest in those plants which derive their nutriment frje
the earth, and accordingly they may be looked uroo a
a provision for extending the absorbing surface. Tb*<
attain sometimes the length of a quarter and the third <-

an inch.

In many plants the roots, instead of being covend wi'l
the capillary fibrils, present a condensed membrane, wbri
also encloses the roots as in a sheath, and extends to lb
point of the root where the fibrils commence their grcranl
This structure occurs in most water-plants, and in the n> <

of those plants which are accidentally projected into w*iet
and in some land-plants. It drops off with increasing *f*

j
in the same manner as the root- hairs. Me*en con*#d«<r 1

j

this sheath a modification of the root-hairs, uud hence infe;
that it performs the same function «. (Meyco, X'ue* 5y»tn

,

der Pflutizen Physiologic, band ii.)

i

What the absorbent vessels are to the animal, the ro*
1
are to the plant, and a difference between plants and ir
mals has been pointed out as dependent on the rc!ati%* f<r*

I

ation of their organs of absorption. The animal <Ic.ive» *j

I
nutriment, by means of its absorbent*, fcum an mtfTj

j

reservoir, the stomach ; whilst the plnnt dei ivc* iisnurruovr
\
from an external reservoir, the caith. The ftpongieJcj oT tl
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roots, as wo Lave already stated, are the active agents in
the absorption of nutritious matter from the soil. By some
bulanists it is supposed that no other part of the root ab-

sorbs except the spongiole ; but from the observations of
Meyen and others it appears that the capillary fibrils and
the epidermis of the root have also the power of absorbing
fluid, though not in so high a degree as the delicate point
of newly developed tissue situated at the extremity of the
fibriHa. The power of absorbing by the spongioles is sup-
posed by De Candolle to be due to the capillarity and hy-
groscopic!ty of the cellular tissue of which they are com-
)>osed. Dutrochet explains the absorption of fluids by
plants on his theory of endosraose. But whatever theory
is brought forward to explain the process, it cannot be con-
not be considered as merely mechanical, as the process
ceases immediately on the death of the plant, and is un-
doubtedly connected with those more complicated relations

of matter whose result we terra vitality.

Roots do not absorb everything that is presented to them.
It was long ago ascertained by Davy that plants did not
absorb particles of charcoal and other substances that he
diffused through water. Experiments also by Meyen, Link,
and others, prove that the colouring matter of various infu-

sions is not taken up by the roots, and that when this has
been supposed to have taken place, it has arisen from mistak-
ing a deposition of the colouring matter on the outside of the
tisMie for an absorption into it.

When the roots of plants are placed in solutions of gum,
sugar, starch, &c, they thrive if the solutions are thin ; but
ifthick solutions ofthese substances be prepared, the plants

die in them. Experiments of this kind were performed by
Sir H. Davy, who attributed the non -absorption of the thick

solution, and the death of the plant, to the Uocking-up of
the pores of the vegetable tissue by the thick matter. But
the theory of endosraose and exosmose gives a far better

explanation of these facts. [Endosmose]
When plants are submitted to solutions of various poi-

sonous agents, they take up very varying proportions. De
Saussure instituted a series of very careful experiments for

the purpose of ascertaining the quantities of earthy and
alkatine salts taken up by the roots of plants. For this

purpose he prepared solutions of the hydrochlorides, nitrates,

sulphates, and acetates ofsoda, potassa, and copper, and hav-
ing submitted plants of Polygonum and Bidens to them, he
found that the plants constantly absorbed a larger propor-

tion of the water than of the salt, and that the salts were
taken op in different proportions. The salts were not ab-

sorbed in proportion to their innocuous qualities, as the

sulphate of copper, which was the most poisonous, wa* ab-

sorbed in largest quantity. De Saussure concludes that it

was not the properties of the salts that determined their

relative absorption, but that it depended upon the relative

consistence of the solutions. Plants absorb poisons much
more quickly when their roots are injured by being torn or

cut, and do not suffer much by exposure to weak solutions

of poisonous matters. Tliis is a point of some practical

importance, and will explain how it is that vegetation does

not suffer when exposed to poisonous solutions.

Another function which has been attributed to the roots

b that of excretion. Du Hamel first called the attention of

botanists to this subject ; he found that the roots of plants

grown in water gave out a brackish secretion, and looked

upon it as a secretion from the fluids of the plant. Brug-
mans followed up this point, and, in conjunction with

Coulon, came to the conclusion, from the experiments they

made, that the secretion given out from the roots of plant's

was a process of a similar nature to the rejection of the ex-

crements in animals, and that these secretions acted bene-

ficially in the nutrition of some plants, and injuriously in

others. At the suggestion of De Candolle, M. Macaire

prosecuted some researches on this subject, which were
published in 1832 (Mtmoires de la Societc de Geneve, tome
v*. p. 287). He confirmed the views of Brugmans and
Coulon, and examined more attentively the nature of the

different excretions given out by plants of different orders.

Thus he found that the Legurainosa) gave out a gum and

carbonate oflime ; Graminaceso deposited a matter containing

hjrdrocblorates and carbonates of alkalis and earths, and
containing but little gum ; Cichoraceo?, an abundant brown
matter analogous to opium ; Euphorbiaceaj, a gum-resinous

matter. It was inferred that these excretions were matters

injurious to tne plant, which were thus thrown off from the

sysJem. This inference seemed to be confirmed by an ex-

fc.O, No. 1250.

periment of Macaire**, in which, having divided the roots of
a plant of Mercurialis annua into two parcels, he plunged
the one into a glass wiih solution of acetate of lead, and
the other into a glass of pure water; in a short time it

was found that the acetate of lead had not only been
taken up by the roots from the one glass, but that it

had been excreted by them into the other.
These researches have been considered to offer a satis-

factory explanation of the practice of rotation of crops in
agriculture; the rotation being required on account of the
excretions of a plant being iujunous to itself, and bene-
ficial, as the excretion of one plant is the food of another
[Rotation.]
The experiments and conclusions of Macaire and De

Candolle have however been called in question by some
German botanists. Meyen and Unger object to the em-
ployment of a plant like the Mercurialis for determin-
ing the absorption and excretion of poison in water, as in
the first place its roots must be injured by removal from the
soil, and in the second place water is not its natural medium
of growth. They employed water plants, and, having
placed them in various solutions, could not detect, by tho
most delicate re agents, the rejection of any of the absorbed
agents. Meyen considers the excreted matters examined
by Macaire to be merely secretions resembling those which
are found on various other parts of the plant. He gives
numerous instances of plants secreting various matters on
the surface of their stems, leaves, &c, when they have been
grown in soils which are overcharged with the same sub-
stance as that which the plant has secreted. The chalk in-

crustations ofChara, and those of various Saxifrages, with the
crystals of salt that occur on the plants on salt-plains, are
given as examples. (Meyen, loc. cit., p. 530.)

This is a subject of practical importance, and worthy fur-

ther investigation. In the late • Report on Organic Chemis-
try,' by Professor Liebig, the views of De Candolle and
Macaire are adopted. (Liebig's Organic Chemistry, p. 1 b'5.)

Besides the functions of absorption and excretion, the
roots serve other purposes in thej economy of the plant.

It is by means of the roots that a plant maintains its

position in the earth ; and if for the increasing nourishment
of the plant an increase of the absorbing surface is required,

it is no less necessary that, for the purpose of maintaining its

stem eiect and firm, an extension of its holdfasts should
take place. In many instances the root appears to serve
merely the purpose of holding the plant in the ground, as
in the mosses, and many of the plants belonging to the
orders Crassulacece and Cactacero. By means of the roots the
temperature of plants is kept below that of the atmosphere in

summer, and above it in winter. This arises from the roots

absorbing fluids from some depth below the surface of the
earth, where its temperature is not much affected by the
changes in the atmosphere. It is thus that the inhabitants

of tropical climates are supplied with fruits whose delicious

juices, pumped up from the earth, are much cooler than the.
atmosphere, and thus afford the most refreshing articles of
diet.

ROOTSTOCK. [Stem.]

ROPE, a combination of fibres of hemp, or other material,

so arranged as to form a flexible and tenacious cord or band

;

retaining, as far as possible, their collective strength. The
name Rope is generally confined to the larger descriptions

of cordage, such as exceed an inch in circumference, though
the principles of formation are much the same for cordage
of every size.

If the fibres used by the ropemaker were of sufficient

length, the most effectual way of obtaining their united
strength would be to lay them side by side, fastened to-

gether at each end, so as to form a bundle or skein ; but, as

the fibres of hemp do not, on an average, exceed the length

of three feet ana a half, it becomes necessary, in order to

obtain a rope of greater length, so to twine them together

that the strength of any single fibre shall be insufficient to

overcome the resistance caused by the friction of those sur-

rounding and compressing it ; so that it will sooner break

than be drawn out from the mass. This requisite entangle-

ment is produced by twisting, which causes the fibres to

compress each other ; and it not only enables the rope-

maker to produce cordage of any required length, but also, by
making the rope hard and compact, increases its durability,

and enables it to resist the penetration of water, which would
rapidly impair its strength. While however some degree of

twist is absolutely essential to the cohesion of a rope, any twist
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beyond that which simply prevents the fibres being drawn out

without breaking, is injurious. A skein of fibres, or a rope,

may be twisted so hard that any further attempt at twisting

would break it, and such a skein or rope will evidently have

no power to support a weight, each fibre being already

strained to the utmost extent that it will bear. In fact,

whatever force is exerted by any fibre in compressing the

rest, may be considered the same as a weight hanging on

that fibre, and must be subtracted from its absolute strength

befo^ its useful effect can be ascertained ; the available

strength of a rope being the remainder of the absolute

strength of its component fibres, after deducting the force

exerted in twisting them.

Were a rope to be formed by simply twisting together, in

one direction, the whole of the fibres of which it is com-

posed, there would be nothing to prevent its untwisting as

soon as left to itself. It is therefore necessary to twist the

fibres in comparatirely small portions, and so to combine

these into a rope that the tendency to untwist in one part

may counteract the like tendency in another. Thus the

same force which would cause the component parts, if se-

parate, to become loose or untwisted, is employed, when
they are combined into a rope, to keep the whole firm and

compact.
The first process in rope-making consists in twisting the

hemp into thick threads, called rope-yarns. This process,

which resembles ordinary spinning, is performed with

various kinds of machinery. The common mode of spinning

rope-yarns by hand is performed in the rope-ground, or

rope-walk, an enclosed slip of level ground six hundred

feet or more in length. As many of the operations of a

ropery are impeded by wet weather, and by the unchecked

heat of the sun, it is not unusual to cover the walk with a

slight roof. At one end of this ground a spinning-wheel

is set up, which gives motion by a band to several small

rollers or whirls. Each whirl has a small hook formed on

the end of its axis next the walk. Each of the spinners is

provided with a bundle of dressed hemp, laid round his

waist, with the bight or double in front, and the ends pass-

ing each other at his back, from which he draws out a suf-

ficient number of fibres to form a rope-yarn of the required

size; and, after slightly twisting them together with

his fingers, he attaches them to the hook of a whirl. The
whirl being now set in motion by turning the wheel, the

skein is twisted into a rope-yarn, the spinner walking back-

wards down the rope-walk, supporting the yarn with one
hand, which is protected by a wetted piece of coarse cloth or

flannel, while with the other he regulates the quantity of

fibres drawn from the bundle of hemp by the revolution of

the yarn. The degree of twist depends on the velocity with

which the wheel is turned, combined with the retrograde

pace of the spinner. Great care is necessary in this opera-

tion to make the yarn of uniform thickness, and to supply

the hemp equally from both sides of the bundle ; because,

if a considerable body of hemp be supplied to a yarn that is

becoming too thin, it will not combine perfectly with it, but

form a loosely connected wrapper ; and any irregularity in

the last-mentioned particular will cause the fibres to bear

the strain unequally. The best mode of supplying the hemp
is in the form of a thin flat skein. When the spinner has
traversed the whole length of the rope-walk (or sooner, if

the yarns are not required to be so long), he calls out, and
another spinner detaches the yarn from the whirl, and gives

it to a person who carries it aside to a reel, while the second
spinner attaches his own hemp to the whirl-book. The
hemp, being dry and elastic, would instantly untwist if the

yarn were now set at liberty. The first spinner therefore

keeps fast hold of it all the while that the reeler winds it

up, walking slowly up the walk, so as to keep the yarn
equally tight all the way. When it is all wound up, the

spinner holds it until another is ready to follow it on the

reel. Sometimes, instead of being wound on a reel as they

are made, the yarns are bid together in large hooks attached

to posts at the side of the walk until about four hundred
are collected together, when they are coiled up in a haul or

skein, in which state they are ready for tarring.

Attempts have been made to introduce machine-spun
yarns, in order to avoid the irregularities and defects of

those formed by hand, and the recent improvements effected

by Mr. Lang, of Greenock, in the spinning of yarns by ma-
chinery, aro said to succeed very completely. By his pro-

ce-» the hemp is more completely heckled, or divided

into fibre*, than in the ooGamon mode of proceeding ; and

the advantage of each fibre being laid at ful Wng£.
the yarn, instead of being doubled, as in hand-ef ias-

is ensured. By a modification of the usual process

fibres of hand-spun yarns may be laid in at full kr. _

instead of being doubled, as when they enter the >*--

their bight; but experiment has not shown art) (

advantage from such a mode of spinning. Thai •

improvement in this operation was needful, maj be site?

from the result of a comparison between Mr. Lan^** ru* x.

spun yarns and those of equal grist spun by baivi

result showing the strength of the former to cxo«^
latter by fifty-five per cent. This improved pieces

been adopteu by some of the principal rope -manuiacx_^

of Great Britain.

The common size of rope-yarns is from one-tw*;:\

rather more than one-ninth of an inch diameter ; 1 64 fcii _

of white or untarred yarn weighing from two and a fe-

mur pounds.

The next process is warping the yarns, or stretching : z

to a given length, in order that they may, when fcci&ci

.

a strand, bear the strain equally. When the rope a -

tarred, that operation is usually performed upon the y
immediately after their being warped; as the apphra^.
tar to the yarns previous to their combination is oec^-
to the complete penetration of the whole substance a .

rope. The most common method of tarring the yam *

draw them in hauls or skeins through the tar-ke£t* t

capstan ; but sometimes the yarns are passed singly ur^
the tar, being wound off one reel on to another, *i; -

superfluous tar being taken off by passing the yarn tL^v
a nolo surrounded with spongy oakum. Great en
required in this process that the tar may boil nettle ..

fast nor too slow, the common heat being from 212* w —
Fahrenheit In Huddart's patent of l»0O. the covers
the tar-kettle is recommended, to prevent the eacap* * -

evaporated matter, which would make the tar to« £.-

The degree of impregnation necessary depends on ti* w-

of cordage; cables and water-ropes needing a conut£x*
quantity of tar, while for standing and running riggaf .

sufficient that the yarns be well covered.

In making large cordage, it is not usual to twist tcfr^
at once, as many yarns as would suffice to form a row

the required thickness; a suitable number of yarn, r

quently from fifteen to twenty-five, are formed o^
strand, and three or more such strands are aftem*
combined into a rope. The twist of the strand » t

.

opposite direction to that of the yarns of which it »cr
posed, in order that, as before mentioned, the tender-
untwist in the individual yarns may be counteracted. *
taken advantage of to prevent the untwisting of the **»
In closing or laying the rope, three strands, or sota*^
four, in which case a small central strand, or bear* «

added, are stretched at length along the walk, and aux~>
at one end to separate but contiguous hooks* and a; -

other to a single hook ; and they are twisted tog*tl*r

turning the single hook in a direction contrary to tis

the other three, a piece of wood called a top, in the if
of a truncated cone, being placed between tbe strands, i-

kept during the whole operation gently forced mu s

angle formed by the strands, where they are united tn ..

closing or twisting of the rope. As the rope aborts**

closing, one end only of the apparatus is fixed, the *->

being on a moveable sledge, whose motion up the rope-n
is capable of regulation by suitable tackle attached to *..

by loading it with weights. The top also is mounted %t

sledge, for closing large cordage, ana its rate of tnottox c
be retarded, in order to give greater firmness to the te»
the rope. The art of the rope-maker, in this opera: -

consists in so regulating the various movementa tbu -
strands may receive separately at one end just as o~»

twist as is taken out of them at the opposite end, bj v>"

twisting the contrary way in the process of combinatK-a
Such is the method, more or less modified by the kiai <

machinery employed, of forming a shroud Uud at iUr
lead rope, and such appears to have been the whole pt*~<

of rope-making until cordage of very large b>a% was «.-•

for by the progress of navigation. In making aucb u «
not found advisable to increase the number of yarns .a

strand, it being difficult, when their number is very gm
to throw an equal strain upon each and thereby obtain u*
aggregate strength. To or N§ inconvenience, c*L*
or such large ropes as

- -oU* Uid, are (orv
by the combination listed rouad u*

Digitized byGoog le
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rommoD axis, just as shroud-laid ropes are composed of
strands twisted round their common axis. As cahle-laid

ropes are harder and more compact than others, this mode
of formation is adopted for ropes to be exposed to the
action of water, even though their thickness may not be very
great.

Ropes formed by plaiting instead of twisting are made use
of for some purposes in which pliability is especially needed,
they being more supple and less liable to entanglement
than those of the ordinary make. Such ropes are preferred

for sash-lines, clock-lines, &c., and generally where the

rope has to pass over pulleys of small diameter.

Towards the latter end of the last century much attention

was directed to the improvement of the rope manufacture,
between twenty and thirty patents having been taken out
on this subject from 1783 to 1807. The application of ma-
chinery, instead of manual labour, to its various departments,
bas been attended with much benefit The reader may find

a detailed account of many of the ingenious and complicated
contrivances for the purpose, in Chapman's Treatise on the

Progressive Endeavours to Improve the Manufacture and
Duration of Cordage, 1 808.

Originally all the yarns composing a strand were of

the tame length, an arrangement extremely defective, as

it is evident that when a number of yarns are stretched

at length in a cylindrical mass, they will lie at differ-

ent distances from the centre of the cylinder; so that,

when twisted together, as all the yarns must form spirals

of the same number of turns, those which are near the

uatsMe, forming spirals of large diameter, will be stretched

to their full extent ; while those near the centre, forming
spirals of smaller diameter, will be less shortened by the

process of twisting, and must therefore be more or less

puckered up, according to their proximity to the centre of

the mass. The first successful attempt to remedy this defect

by varying the length of the yarns according to their posi-

tion in the strand, was that under Captain Huddart's patent

of 1793. since which time many further improvements have
been effected in this essential point

Flat ropes, which are much used for mining purposes, are

either formed of two or more small ropes placed side by side,

and united by sewing, lapping, or interlacing with thread or

smaller ropes ; or of a number of strands of shroud-laid

rope similarly united. In either case it is necessary that

the component ropes orstrands be alternately of a right-hand

and left-hand twist, that the rope may remain in a quiescent

Male. The ratter method of making flat ropes was patented
by Mr. Chapman, in 1807; and he considered it to afford

the strongest possible combination of rope-yarns, his belts

or flat ropes appearing to be even stronger than salvages

(which are skeins of rope-yarns without any twist) of the

fame number of yarns. This seeming inconsistency is occa-

sioned by the imperfection of hand- spun yarns, because if

each yarn bears its own strain unaided, it will break at its

weakest part, while, if combined, the mean strength of each
will be rendered available.

From the experiments ofReaumur, recorded in the Memoirs
of the French Academy of Science for 171 1, it appears that a
u ell-made small hempen cord broke in different places with

o*, 63, 67, and 72 lbs., its mean breaking weight being 65
lb*. ; while the three strands of which it was composed bore

'.'9J, 33^, and 35 lbs. respectively ; so that the united abso-

lute strength of the strands was 98 lbs., although the

average real strength of the rope waa only 65 lbs., showing
a loss of strength from twisting equal to 33 lbs. It appears

that the cord used by Rlaumur was of very unequal quality,

as another portion of it broke with 72 lbs., while its strands

bore separately 26, 28, and 30 lbs. ; which shows the dimi-

nution of strength from twisting to have been from 84 to

72 lbsv, the loss being in this instance only 12 lbs.

The more recent experiments of Sir Charles Knowles in-

dicate a diminution of strength nearly equal in amount to

the first-mentioned of Reaumur. He found a white or

untarred rope of 3| inches in circumference break, on an
average of several trials, with 4552 lbs. ; while the aggre-

gate strength of its yarns, which were 72 in number, and
ore on an average 90 lbs. each, was 6480 lbs.; the loss

being equal to 1928 lbs., or about 30 per cent*

Duhamel, who tried many important experiments in the

dockyards of France, about the middle of the last century,

endeavoured to ascertain what degree of twist would pro-

dace the most useful effect. He caused some ropes to be

made so that only one-fourth of the length of the yarns was

absorbed in twisting, instead of the usual proportion of one-
third. These ropes were tried in shipping, and found to be
lighter, thinner, and more pliant than those of the ordinary
make. The following statement shows the comparative
strength of ropes formed of the same hemp, and the same
weight per fathom, but twisted respectively to two- thirds,
three-fourths, and four- fifths of the length of their com-
ponent yarns :

—

Degree of twut Weight borne in two experiment!.

] 4098 lbs. 4250 lbs.

| 4850 6753

J 6205 7397
The result of these experiments led Duhamel to try the

practicability of making ropes without any twist, the yarns
being wrapped round to keep them together. These had
great strength, but very little durability, the outer covering
soon wearing off, or opening at bendings, so as to admit
water, and occasion the rope to rot. But while such un-
twisted skeins of rope-yarns, or salvages, are unfit for most
of the purposes to which cordage is applied, they are used
with advantage for the tackle of great guns and some other
purposes for which the greatest strength and pliancy are
required.

It has already been intimated that the usual reduction
of length by twisting is one-third. This applies to shroud
or hawser-laid ropes, those which are cable-laid being further

shortened, so that 200 fathoms of yarn are required to make
120 fathoms of cable.

Ropes formed in the most common manner, with three
strands, do not require a heart, or central strand, because
the angles formed by the union of the three cylindrical

strands are so obtuse that the pressure of the operation of

laying or closing the rope causes the strands to fill them up
completely ; but when the number of strands exceeds three,

a heart is essential to keep them equidistant from the axis

of the rope, and to fill up the vacuity that would otherwise

be left by their not meeting in the centre. The heart can
however add very little to the strength of the rope, as its fibres

lie much straighter than those of the outer strands, and, not
being able to extend with them when the rope is stretched,

are soon pulled asunder.

The following simple* rule for calculating the strength of
ropes is given by Robison :—Multiply the circumference of
the rope in inches by itself, and the fifth part of the product
will express the number of tons the rope will carry. For
example, if the rope be six inches in circumference, 6X6 =
36, the fifth of which is 7J, the number of tons which suob
a rope will sustain.

The following rules for calculating the weight of cordage
may also prove useful :

—

To find the weight of shroud or hawser-laid rope, multiply

the circumference in inches by itself, then multiply the pro-

duct by the length of the rope iu fathoms, and divide by
420, the product will be the weight in cwts. Example:
to find the weight of a six-inch hawser-laid rope, 120 fathoms
long, 6 X 6 = 36 X 120 = 4320, which, divided by 420
gives the weight of the rope, 10 cwt. 1 qr. 4 lbs.

To find the weight of cable-laid cordage, multiply its cir-

cumference in inches by itself, and divide by 4. The pro-

duct will be the weight, in cwts., of a cable 120 fathoms
long ; from which the weight of any other length may be
readily deduced. Example : required the weight of a twelve-

inch cable, 120 fathoms long; 12 X 12= 144, divide by 4,

and the product, 36, is the weight in cwts.

Much attention has been devoted to the discovery of the
best method of preserving ropes from decay, especially when
exposed to the action of water. The operation of tarring,

which has been almost universally practised for this purpose,

effects it very imperfectly, and materially diminishes the
strength of the cordage. Taking the mean of several expe-
riments by Duhamel, it seems that untarred ropes bore a
greater weight, by nearly 30 per cent., than those to which
the tarring process had been applied ; and he states that it

is decided by experience that white cordage in continual

service is one-third more durable than tarred, that it retains

its force much longer when kept in store, and that it resists

the ordinary injuries of the weather one-fourth longer. Not-
withstanding these facts, it is found that for cables and
ground-tackle, whioh are much exposed to, the alternate

action of water and air, tarring is a valuable preservative;

though cordage that is only superficially tarred is said to De
stronger than such as is tarred throughout, and better able

to bear the alternations of wet and dry.
tizedby VjCxtiQ
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Not 3.

1803. Portion of original
CM. strength reUloiiL

19
735 33i

12*35 43

ngth ret

33 0>
43-8 J

per cent.

The removal of the defects and bad qualities of common
tar was the object of a patent taken out in 1802 by Mr.
Chapman. Unsuccessful attempts had been made to sub-

stitute oils and various fat substances, which would be inso-

luble in water, for tar; but they had been found to impede
the operation of twisting. Chapman improved the ordinary

tar, first, 'by boiling the tar in water one or more times, each
of which extracts a portion of its superabundant acid, and its

mucilage, which contains a disengaged acid ;* and, secondly,
' by continuing these processes until the tar has thrown off

a larger portion of its essential oil, and becomes more
pitchy than usual ; and, finally, by restoring the requisite

phist icily through the addition of substances less injurious

and less volatile, and therefore more continuous, viz. by the

addition of 6uet, tallow, animal oils, or suitable expressed
oils.' Of the advantages attending this process, an idea may
be formed from the subjoined statement of the relative

strength of the cordage without any tar, with common tar,

and with Chapman's purified tar. The rope was made on
the 10th of August, 1802, and contained twelve yarns in

each strand; part was tried immediately, and the rest

steeped in water for about three months, then removed to

o foundry stove for three months, and finally kept at the
ropery till November 3, 1803, the date of the second expe-
riment:

Aajj. 10.

Description of rope. 1802.

Cwt.

While . . . 33*4

Common tarred . . 2*2*2

Tarred with purified tar 29* 1

Satisfactory as these experiments appear, Mr. Chapman's
process has not been brought into general use.

Sir Joseph Banks had some ropes tarred with teak tar,

by way of experiment, and found them to be one- third

stronger than those done with common tar. Tanning has
been tried for the preservation of ropes, but apparently

without realizing any decided advantage. The same may,
if tbo writer be not misinformed, he stated of Kyan's pro-

cess for the prevention of dry-rot. A solution of caoutchouc,
iu lieu of tar, has beeu used with success.

Several other kinds of vegetable fibre have been made
use of in the manufacture of cordage, and some appear
greatly to exceed hemp in strength. In a comparative trial

made at Paris between ropes made of hemp and of the
aloe from Algiers, the latter was found to bear 2000 kilo-

grammes, while the former, of equal size, bore only 400.

Ropes have been formed also of loug wool, but they are
only about one-third as strong as the best hempen cordage
of the same size. Ropes composed of fibres of hemp inter-

mixed with threads of caoutchouc are very valuable for

some purposes, owing to their superior strength and elas-

ticity. Their power of bearing sudden jerks without in-

jury is a highly important property. It may be mentioned
that such a rope has been used with the grapnel or anchor
of the great Nassau balloon, and found to arrest the balloon
without any unpleasant check when the grapnel catches.

Ropes made of thongs of ox-hide twisted together, are used
in the rope-bridges of Peru, and for some other purposes.

Ropes formed of iron wire have been, within the fast few
years, introduced to a considerable extent, and have been
found to effect a great saving of expense from their durability

and superior lightness. From a paper communicated by Count
Breunner to the British Association for the Advancement of
Science, in 1838, it appears that such ropes had been intro-

duced about seven years before, in the silver mines of the
JIarz Mountain*, and had been found so advantageous as
almost entirely to supersede flat and rouud ropes of hemp
in the mines of Hungary, and most of those in the Austrian
dominions. Tbe count observes that these iron ropes are
nearly equal in strength to solid bars of the same diameter,
and equal to hempen ropes of four times their weight One
of them had been in use for upwards of two years without
any perceptible wear, though a common flat rope perform-
ing the same work would not have lasted much more than
one year. The diameter of the largest rope in ordinary use
is stated to be one inch and a half, and it is composed of

three strands, each containing flvo wires of two lines in

diameter. Great care is observed in the manufacture of these
ropes, that the ends of tho wires may be set deep in the in-
terior of the rope, and that two ends may not occur near the
same part In use, it is necessary that the ropes be wound
ou a *) Under of not less than eight feet diameter, aud bo

kept well coated with tar, to prevent uxkhnco. Is

case mentioned by Count Breunner, to great a ttr<

power was effected, that four horses were doing m :

work with a wire rope as six with a flat hempen rope.

Prior to the date of this memoir, patents had btr

tained in this country for the manufacture of vir? -

and they have since been improved and partial^ i

upon. The ropes of Mr. Andrew Smith, who app«n

most in the introduction of wire ropes in this county.

been used in mines and shipping for some yeirt; sad

being adopted for other purposes, having undergone i <

factory trial for several months on the Londoo vti 2

wall railway, where the trains are drawn by »i :

engines and ropes. They are formed in varioui tv

cording to their intended use. For standing rigging o
untwisted wires are employed, bound round vna <H
small hempen cordage saturated with a solution tf a

chouc, asphaltum, or other preservative from na
ropes may likewise be made of straight wires, ic^r

or wrapped with hempen yarn, or sewed between an
&c. ; but the patentee prefers using them wiib 1 1;

twist. Other ropes are formed much in the mam
those of hemp, the wires taking the place of rope ra:
being twisted into strands, and combined into rop* *

hawser-laid and cable-laid. The twisting should tf *

hard as in hempen cordage; and all the wires nicjite^

tected by an anti-corrosive composition, or by cottar '*

tin, zinc, &c. In the patent obtained by Mr. N<«*

Dundee, for improvements in wire ropes, costtaf t£ s

following mixture is recommended:—Tar, six pam;>
oil, two parts ; and tallow, one part : the whole beuf r

•

together, and applied while hot. In this patent t '*>:

posed to twist wires round a core, either of wire, h«?*

spun yarn, or other material, to form a strand; o4

such strands round a similar core when there srets*t-*J

three strands in a rope. For joining the wire*. *=

Smith and Newall both recommended twisting i*"*

together for a few inches ; and the latter also sup*

possibility, in some cases, of welding them. VVtn

may be very conveniently and firmly secured at iberr

passing them through the small end of a conical n^' 1

doubling up, or upsetting, the ends of the wire* r

may then be welded into a solid mass, or secuird |f
*

ning melted brass or solder among them. TbecolU"

then be attached, in various ways, to anything with »v

is desired to connect the rope ; or they may,
Newall s patent, be screwed together, so as

lengths of rope.

Iron is the material usually employed for

copper and other metals may also oe used.

The annexed table, showing the comparatto »*<

weight per fathom for equal strength, gives tbe r»->

experiments with the wire ropes of Mr. Andrew SsH^l

may serve to show their great superiority to tbo* » *

which they surpass even in flexibility:

—

ling wits **

y, ss sup^M
is toaniteri

or wirew?^

Heap Rope,
Site. Weight per fathom.

Inchea. lba. OI.

3 2 4

4 3 15
5 6 0

6 9 0
7 12 3
8 14 3
9 19 6
10 25 0

11 30 0

12 36 8

Pnteot Wire Rope. If"*

u*H

Site. Weight per Ufbcm

Inches. Jba. of.

't
l ^

li I 9

If 1 14

2 2 2

2J 2 9

2* 4 1

3 5 4

3* 7 1

4 116
4} 15 1*

RCjRASS. [TRONDHEtM.]
RORQUAL. [Whales]
ROSA (from the Latin Rosa, through

of the French Rose ; the Latin • Rosa ' and t^ Gw^

are evidently the same), the name of the »""

sally admired and cultivated genus of plant* fortt^

type of the natural order Rosacea*. ^
The rose was known in early times, and wis **^

favourite among the nations of antiquity ss it » ^ ^
times. The rose is found generally in **m(*\f!TLj I

of the northern hemisphere, both In the ^*}Jl"y
World; from Sweden to the north or Africa; i*V|

tchatka to Bengal, and from Hudson's B*y t» t»^

tains of Mexico. It is not found in South *Ty|
in Australia. All the species are included btt**0

J

3
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19* N. lat It is found more generally on dry and free soils

than on those which are wet and tenacious. In the north

of Europe it occurs with single flowers, but in Italy, Greece,

sad Spain more frequently double.

The characters of the genus Rosa are—calyx five-parted,

tube fleshy, urceolate; petals five; stamens numerous,
attached -to the calyx and corolla; ovaries attached to the

inner surface of the tube of the calyx ; style long, stigma

projecting beyond the mouth of the calyx ; achenia nu-

merous, hard. They are mostly shrubs with alternate pinnate

leaves and beautiful odoriferous flowers. There are few

belter marked genera amongst plants than this, but as of all

plants it has been the greatest favourite, and thus surrounded

by the greatest variety of external influences, its species and
varieties are the most difficult to distinguish. The best ar-

rangement ofthis genus is that ofDr. Lindley, in his Rosarum
Mmographia, published in 1820. He arranges the species

under eleven divisions, the first of which, including but one
specie*, has since been made into the genus Lowea. We
shall here give the remaining divisions, and point out the

pecies which, on account of their ornamental flowers or

uses, are most frequently cultivated.

1. P&roces, with branches permanently tomentose and
naked fruit. They are generally low shrubs, remarkable
for thick hoary branches clothed with numerous prickles

;

and hence their name. There are only three species belong-

ing to this division, of which Rosa ferox, the hedgehog
rose, is most common. It is a beautiful plant, with fine

showy crimson blossoms appearing early in the season.

2. BractbatjB. The species of this division have not only

their branches, but also their fruit clothed with a persistent

tomenturn. They have mostly bright green leaves, and
their organs of fructification are in the highest state of

development of any "of the genus. They belong to the class

of evergreen roses. R. braeteaia, the Macartney rose, is a

native of China, and was introduced into this country by

Lord Macartney. It has upright branches, 5-9 leallets,

itout prickles, with large white terminal solitary flowers,

and large globose orange-red fruit. It is a handsome plant,

Hovering abundantly late in the season. It is however

tender, and is best grown against a wall. R. microphylla,

small-leaved rose, resembles R. bracteata, but differs in

being smaller, and having prickly fruit and ovate obtuse

leaves.

3. CiNNAMOMSiE, distinguished by their long lanceolate

leaflets, without glands, bracteated flowers, and delicate disk,

but little thickened. The shoots are either with or without

set©. There are several species in this division, but com-
paratively few are known out of the herbarium. R. lucida,

the bright-leaved rose, is not uncommon in gardens, pro-

ducing its fine red flowers in the latter months of the sum-
mer and in autumn. R. laxa, loose or spreading Carolina

rose, is frequently found cultivated. R. Carolina, the true

Carolina rose, is a native of the marshes of North America,
and is often found enlivening our shrubberies by its beau-

tiful crimson blossoms when few other flowers are to be
seen. It is known by its narrow convoluted stipular lan-

ceolate leaflets and entire spreading sepals. It attains a

height of about six feet, bearing numerous flowers on short

peduncles.

4. PiMPWELLiFOLtiB, branches eithef crowded with

nearly equal prickles or unarmed ; leaflets ovate or oblong

;

bracts absent; sepals connivent and persistent. Although
this division approaches the last in artificial characters, it is

essentially different in habit. R. spinosissima, the Scotch
rose* is a dwarf, compact, green bush, with creeping roots ;

it has unequal prickles, flat, glabrous, simple serrated leaf-

lets, and small, solitary, white, or bluish-coloured flowers.

It is found native in the mountainous districts and sea-coasts

of M Europe, and also in the Caucasus. It was the only

rose found by Sir W. Hooker in Iceland. A great number of

varieties are found in the gardens of Britain, produced from

the wild plant found in the North of England and Scotland.

They produce an abundance of seed from which varieties

niny be easily raised. The seeds should be sown in pots in

October, when they will produce plants in the spring, which

blossom the next season. Rosa sulphurea, the double yellow

rose, is one of the most splendid plants in the genus. It

has never been known to produce single flowers. Its native

country is still unknown; it was procured by Clusius from
some of his correspondents in the East, of whom he made
inquiry concerning this plant, after having seen a model of

it to some little paper gardens sent from Constantinople.

It has linear divaricating stipules, dilated at the apex, glau*
cous leaflets, and a hemispherical tube. This plant requires
some care in culture; it only flowers in open airy situations,
and requires to be freely watered whilst in flower. It is

grown in greater perfection in Italy than in this country.
As its flowers are double, it never produces seeds. Rosa
alpina, the Boursalt rose, is a native of the Alps of Austria,
the South of France, SHesia, and Bohemia. It is destitute

of prickles or seta?, has pendulous elongated fruit, h«»pid
peduncles, and solitary, erect, blush-coloured flowers. It at-

tains a height of seven or eight feet, and is well adapted
for a pillar rose.

5. Centifoli-b, clothed with bristles and prickles; flowers

bracieatc; leaflets oblong or ovate, rugous, disk thickened,
closing the throat; sepals compound. This division com-
prehends those species which have ever been most inte-

resting to the florist, as also probably those that were earliest

known. Although the garden varieties of this division would
probably amount to several hundred, there are only three

,

species.

Rosa centifolia, the hundred-leaved cabbage or Provence
rose, is known by its large unequal prickles, glandulous
leaflets, pendulous flowers, and oblong fruit. This rose has
been said to be a native of France, but this is doubtful. It

has been found wild in thickets on the eastern side of the
Caucasus. It is the same plant as the R. provincialit of
Miller, under which, name most of the varieties in our gar-
dens have been propagated. Seventy or eighty varieties of

this rose have been named. They are all characterised by
their large pendulous fragrant flowers, seated on slender

footstalks, which, when in bloom, have a peculiar graceful

appearance. A botanical variety of this species, the R. cen-

tifolia muscosa, is the parent of the beautiful family of moss-
roses. When this variety was produced or discovered is not
known, but that it is nothing more than a variety of R.
centifolia is proved by the fact that plain and moss roses are

often seen on the same buBh. When moss-roses are removed
from our northern climate to Italy, the mossiness disappears.

They are universal favourites, ani between twenty and thirty

garden varieties are enumerated. They are of almost all

colours, from white to a dark rich crimson. They flower best

in a light soil. The white varieties ought to be grown on a
stock of the common dog rose. They are all adapted for

standards. If a succession of blossoms be required through-
out the summer, they should be pruned in October and
May.
Rosa Gallica, the French rose, has equal small prickles,

erect flowers, ovate sepals, and globose fruit. It is found
wild about Montalbanum, Walzcnberg, and Geneva, also

in Austria, Piedmont, and the Caucasus. This is supposed
to be the species to which Pliny refers (Hist. Nat. % xxi.,

18, 25, 72, 73). The R. pumila of Jacquin is a variety of

this species. Upwards of one hundred varieties of this

rose are found cultivated in gardens. They have stiff erect

shoots, with brilliant-coloured flowers seated on short erect

flower-stalks. The spotted, striped, and marbled roses be-
long to this species. The York and Lancaster rose is a
variety possessing white and red coloured flowers. In the
garden they will flourish as bushes on their own roots, or

they may be grafted or budded on short stems, or grown as

standards. In winter pruning, the stray shoots should be

shortened to within six or eight buds of the bottom, those

that are weak to within two or three buds.

A great number of varieties of roses found in gardens
are hybrids between R. Gallica and R. centifolia. They
mostly combine the long graceful shoots of the last with the
rich crimson hues of the first. Hybrids are also produced
between R. Gallica and R. Indica, but differ from the last in

not being perpetual. They have a pleasing glossy sub-

evergreen foliage. Of these varieties that known by the

name of George the Fourth is one of the finest

Rosa Damascena, the Damask ro*c, has unequal prickles

;

the larger ones falcate, sepals re flexed, fruit elongated.

This plant is supposed to have been originally brought from
Damascus, and to be a native of Syria. It is much culti-

vated in gardens, and ha#not fewer varieties than the two
last. The monthly blush, blush damask, red and white

monthly, and four seasons, are among the handsomest and
best known varieties. The blossoms are exceedingly fra-

grant. Immense quantities of them in pots are sold weekly
in the flower-markets of Paris.

6. VillosjE. Root-shoots erect ; prickles nearly straight;

leaflets ovate or oblong, with diverging serratures, sepals
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persistent, oonnivent; disk thickened, closing the fauces.

The best known species of this division is the R. alba, white

rose ; it has rugose glaucous leaves, with simple serratures

and acicular unequal prickles, by which it may be distin-

guished from both R. tomtntosa and R. canina, with which

it is liable to be confounded. It is a native of Piedmont,

Cochin China, Denmark, France, and Saxony. Its flowers

are very large, exhaling a delicious fragrance. A number of

handsome varieties are found in gardens, as the maiden's

blush, double, semi-double, single blush, white, &c.

In the garden the varieties of this species, varying in

the colour of their flowers from pure white to vivid rose,

contrast well with beds of darker varieties. They make
good standards, bear close pruning, and blossom abundantly.

R Hibemica, the Irish rose, belongs to this division, and is

interesting to the botanist as being entirely confined to

Ireland.

7. Rubioinosjb, unequal and sometimes bristly prickles,

ovate or oblong leaflets, with glands and diverging serra-

tures, persistent sepals, thickened disk, and arched root-

shoots. To this division belongs the eglantine, or sweet

briar (Rosa rubiginosa). It is common in Britain in bushy
places on a dry gravelly soil. From its extensive diffusion

t has been subjected to a variety of changes in external

character, and as a consequence of this has received a great

variety of names. It is characterised by hooked spines,

opaque rugous leaflets, and hairy peduncles and calyces.

The Austrian briar (Ro$a lutea) is nearly allied to the latter,

but is known by its foliage existing only at the extremity of

the branches, prickles under the stipulte, and leaflets hol-

low. The most brilliant yellow roses are produced from
this species. Tbey require a moist soil and dry pure air,

and will do without severe pruning.

8. Caninjb, with equal hooked prickles ; oval eglandulose

leaflets, with connivent serratures, deciduous sepals, and
thickened disk closing the throat To this division belong
many of the varieties called autumnal or perpetual roses,

on account of their blooming late in the season and con-
tinuing in flower a long time. Most of the perpetual roses

are highly fragrant, and more so in the latter than the early

months of the year. The soil in which they are grown can-
not be too rich. In order to secure full blossoms in the
autumn, all the flower-buds should be cut off in June, the
shoots shortened, and the plants well watered and manured.
They should never be planted on dry lawns, and wherever
placed they should be manured every year. By retarding
and forcing them, these roses may be made to blossom
eight months in the year. Of the roses in this group that

have afforded varieties for the garden, the R. Indica* Chinese
rose, stands first It is known by its whitish green or purple
stem, stout falcate distant prickles, stamens bent inwards,
and semi-double usually red flowers. It is found wild in

China about Canton. It blossoms six or eight months in

the year. The varieties of this plant are quite hardy ; their

colour varies from a delicate blush to a most brilliant red.

There is a hybrid variety between this species and the R.
odorata, which is well known in gardens under the name of
tea-scented China rose (Rota Indica odorata). This rose
is the parent of a great number of sorts in gardens. They
are the roses which are most commonly sold in Paris in little

bouquets wrapped round with coloured paper. Most of the
varieties of this plant are French, and only a few will grow
in this country ; they are fleeting in duration, and will not
bear the cold well. They blossom best in August and Sep-
tember. When grown on their own roots in moist soils and
situations, they must have a raised border in some warm
and sheltered place: the border should be a compost of
rotten manure or leaves, light loam, and sand, in equal
parts, and raised about eighteen inches above the surface.

When grown as low standards, they should bo taken up in

November.
The Bourbon rose (R.Bourboniana) it a natural hybrid

netween R. Indica and a variety called red four-seasons.

This hybrid was found amongst a number of the latter

plants in a hedge iu the Isle of Bourbon. It was brought
to Paris, and has since produce 'many beautiful varieties.

The flowers of this rose are very handsome, pendulous,
with fine colours, and a roost delicious fragrance. The va-
rieties are not >ot much known to English cultivators.

They form a pretty addition to clumps of roses, or may be
grown in beds as standards and as pillars. Mr. River's, in

bis 'Rose-Amateur's Guide/ says, 'I consider the culture
of these roses only in its infancy ; we shall ultimately have

the richest hue? combined with perfection of tbrm. tai

complete plenitude of their flower.*

The Noisette rose was grown from seeds produced *>

R. moschata impregnated with R. Indica. It »u !

reared in America. In many of the sorts the co-
habit "and peculiar fragrance of the musk-rose prr.

whilst in others the perfume and magnificent ftoren <•/.

scented roses are apparent. Tbey form an elegim *r

of flowers for the rosarium, producing sometimes a* r.

as seventy or eighty flowers in a corymb. They are u
hardy.

Rosa Lawranceana, the miniature or Lavrtsn ;

named after Miss Lawrance, who published a coTjc.

drawings of roses, belongs to this division. It v*j

brought from China, ana is probably only a dwufrr

of R. Indica or R. semper/toren*, which it closely nvt
in structure. All the varieties are known by their <» z

tive size ; some of these little * fairy roses
4

produce b!.«*-

when they ore not more than six inches high. In -

tion they will not bear moisture, requiring in m* >

very dry warm raised border. They form elegant crtc

for the drawing-room. R. canina* the dog-rose, a x-

the most common species of the division in thu ri.

and from its varying characters has given origin la i .

number of names supposed to represent species, Tb >

species used for making conserve of roses.

9. Systyla, styles cohering in an elongated aiz

stipules adnate. The habit of the plants of this fc

is nearly the same as that of the last. R. arrennt, ti

or white dog-rose, belongs to this group. It is nay
mon plant in many parts of England, adorning tbey,

with its elegant snowy blossoms. It has cord -like t

unequal falcated prickles, leaflets glaucous benesii

verging stipules, and ovate crim*on fruit. The nnr*

this and allied species, as R. multi/hra and R. sewpt' \ r

produce the climbing roses of the garden, of whict v
are a great number now to be had. Tbey can be rn*: •

underwood, and nothing would add more to the bestf

shrubbery than the introduction of the undergrovtl «.

varieties of these roses. They grow with most ri^c; *

prostrate ; but can bo earried up f* ames, which may b< r

into various shapes for the purpose of effect

R. moschata, the musk-rose, is one of the oWetf pl-

ants of our gardens. It is found native in the N r

Africa, and in the temperate and warm provinces rf * *

It has slender recurved prickles, the surfaces of iu W-

of different colours; acute narrow stipules, with tzz*

white fragrant flowers. It is an autumnal rose, snJ •>'

generally cultivated on account of the beautiful nm>t •

of its flowers. It is a tender plant, and our wiofer*
•

generally too severe for it. Its bunches of flowen t^
quently very large, requiring props for their support. *-

musky odour is most powerful at night It is WPP8**

be the famous rose of Persia, in the branches of wbrj

poets of that country delight to describe the bulbilWi
nightingale) pouring forth her music.

10. Banksian.c, nearly free subulate stipules, c*J-

deciduous; ternate shining leaflets and climbing e'r

This is the last division of the species of roses. Tb*

'

remarkable species in this group is the Rote B&**

Banksian rose, named after Lady Banks. It ii * &f
China, and has very numerous double sweet-^ceotw

ding flowers, which are arranged in umbel-like tay^

It is one of the roost elegant plants of the genus; itfj

well in the open air, but is tender, and requires lo\*r
r

against a wall or in a sheltered situation. It ft™"'
blossoms better in a dry than in a moist situation.

branches should never be shortened, as it prtren*3 '

producing flowers. The seeds are not pertectw m
j

country, but are in Spain and Italy.

The rose is more frequently cultivated as an <)n*"\.

than for its applications to medicine or the arts «'"

however astringent and tonic properties #k |ehre°.,'

useful in medicine. In tho Bast it is extensW
<**

fur the purpose of procuring, in a variety of *??V,
volatile oil which gives it its delicious fragrance. '*,
purposes the species that are mostly cultivated are *

^

chata, centtfolia, and damascene from all of f
'^^i *r

"

butler, essence, or oil of roses may be proco'•"JJV,*
siderable quantities. [Attar.] The attar of re** W"^
object of considerable commercial importance oo to*

of Barbary, in Syria, Persia, India, and various psr»;
^

East Many other perfumes are made from if**1"
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consumed in large quantities, as rose-water, vinegar of roses,

spirit of roses, honey of roses, &c.
For those who would wish to know more of this favourite

genus of plants, we append the names ef some of the
best works that have been exclusively devoted to its his*

tory and illustration :— Lindley, 'Monographia Rosarum,'
1820; 'A collection of Roses from Nature,' by Miss Law-
rance. 1 799 ; *Les Roses,' by Redoute and Thory ; ' L'His-
toire Naturelle de la Rose/ by Guilleman, 1 800 ;

' Prodrome
de la Monographic du Genro Rosier,' by Thory, 1820;
'Rose-Amateur's Guide, with descriptive catalogue of
Roses,* by T. Rivers of Sawbridgeworth, 1836 (a very ex-
cellent account of the garden varieties and their cultivation)

;

the article 'Rosa,' in Rees's ' Cyclopsedia,' by Sir J. B.
Smith ; ' Genus Rosa,' in Miller's • Gardener's Dictionary,'

by Don.
|

ROSA, Medical Properties of. Of the numerous
species or varieties of this genus, three only are indicated in

the 'Pharmacopoeia' as the sources of the officinal articles;

but a very considerable number of them contribute tbe dif-

ferent materials. Those indicated in the * Pharmacopoeia

'

are: the Rosa canina, or common dog-rose; Rosa gallica,

tbe French or red rose ; and Rosa centi folia, the hundred-
leaved or cabbage rose. Of the first, the so-called fruit

(hips) is the officinal part This is truly the enlarged per-

sistent calyx, enclosing the real fruits, which are numerous
small achenia, clothed, as well as the inside of the calyx,

with silky hairs. Tbe hairs and achenia are to be carefully

removed, and the fleshy calyx beaten into a pulp, to which
gradually thrice their own weight of white sugar is to be
added. The employment of heat in the preparation of this

conserve, though directed by the * Pharmacopoeia,' is better

omitted. The pulp consists chiefly of malic and citric

acids, in combination mostly with some salts, tannin,

resins, a small quantity of volatile and fixed oils, fibre, and
a large quantity of sugar. The action on the stomach is

slightly refrigerant and aperient, its sweetness recom-
mending it to children, and as a vehicle for other medicines.

It is apt to candy or concrete by keeping. The fresh hips,

freed from the fruits and hairs, bruised, and having a little

sugar added, yield, by pouring warm water upon them, a
cooling mildly astringen drink, which would be grateful

to tbe poor suffering from autumnal fevers.

The petals of both the Rosa gallica and R. damascena are

supplied to herbalists for medical and chemical purposes.

The latter is most extensively cultivated at Mitcharo for the

London market. The buds are collected before they expand,
and the calyx and lower part of the petals, termed claws,

being cut off, they are quickly dried. If this last process be
conducted slowly, it impairs both their astringenoy and fine

Modena colour. Their astringency and odour are greatest

when collected before the process ofan thesis, or bursting of

the anthers. About 2000 flowers yield 100 lbs. of fresh pe-

tals, which when dry weigh only 10 lbs. After drying the

odour is faint, the taste bitter and astringent. As by expo-
sure to the light and air they lose their fine colour, and soon
become mouldy or worm-eaten, they must be carefully pre-

served in weil-stopped bottles or canisters.

According to tbe analysis of Cartier, they consist of vola-

tile oil, colouriug matter, fatty matter, gallic acid, tannin,

albumen, soluble salts of potasli, insoluble salts of lime,

silica, and oxide of iron. The tannic and gallic acids are

the cause of the aRtringency, and also of the dark colour,

which results on adding a solution of any salt of iron to an
infuiion of roses, and of a slight precipitate when a solu-

tion of gelatine is added to the infusion. Tbe property of

forming a black compound with iron is taken advantage of
by beating the petals with cloves and other spices in an
iron mortar, till a thick black paste is formed, which
hardens on exposure to the air, and is then polished or

turned, so as to form the perfumed beads for necklaces or

rosaries. The petals of R. centifolia are often preferred.

Tbe exact nature of the colouring principle has not been
ascertained, but it is not owing to oxide of iron, as the

quantity of iron is much greater in white than red roses,

Cartier having obtained from 1000 grains of white roses 99
grains of ashes, containing 12*4 of iron, while a similar quan-
tity of red roses yielded only 50 grains of ashes, containing
onhr 4 grains of iron.

The petals of tbe Roj^damascena are the most laxative,

except perhaps tho Rjjpmperflorens, but it is seldom that

they are used as aperients, though the petals of the R.
gallica are formed into a confection which has the advan-.

tage over that of the R. canina, inasmuch as it neither
candies nor becomes mouldy. In forming this or the other
preparations, a stone (not an iron) mortar must be used.
The chief employment of the conserve of the Gallic rose
is as a vehicle for other medicines and as the basis of blue
pill.

The infusion of roses is made by pouring boiling distilled
water on the petals, and adding dilute sulphuric acid, which
are allowed to macerate for six hours, and when strained,
refined sugar is to be added. The vessel in which this pro-
cess is conducted should not be glazed with lead. By this
means is obtained an elegant, fragrant, and mildly astrin-
gent tonic and refrigerant liquid, which is of great' utility,

either alone, especially to check the wasting perspirations of
consumption, or as a vehicle for most salts which are
formed with sulphuric acid. It is likewise employed as a
gargle, alone, or with various adjuncts, one of the best of
which is the mel rosarum, or honey of roses, made with
the petals of this kind of rose. A syrup is sometimes made
with them, which is only used to sweeten and colour other
medicines.

The Rosa centifolia, hundred-leaved rose, especially the
variety of it termed the Provence or cabbage rose, is culti-

vated both on account of its exquisite perfume and the uses
to which it, with its products, can be applied. The petals
are the officinal article. .They are directed to be collected
when the flower is full blown ; and to be plucked off, not
allowed to fall off. It is better to collect them before the
flower is fully expanded, as the odour rapidly diminishes as
the antbesis proceeds ; 100 parts dry into 18 only. They are
to be dried in the open air, and not in an oven, as desicca-
tion impairs their fragrance, white it heightens that of the
R. gallica. When dried, they are of a pale red, with a
faint rose odour and an astringent taste. They easily

part with their colour, and are therefore to be protected
from air and light: if salted, they may be preserved un-
impaired for years. With the addition of salt, pepper,
and cloves, they are used to form the rose-pots which
adorn the apartments of the rich, but which may equally
be made to contribute to the enjoyment of the poor, as
the expense of this perpetual feast is so small as not to
be felt by the poorest occupier of a room. The colouring
matter extracted by alcohol furnishes a most delicate test

for the presence of alkalis.

A syrup is also made of this sort, but the chief use of
it in England and France is to yield by distillation rose-

water, the medical properties of which are too slight to

merit further notice here. In hot countries a large quan-
tity of volatile oil is elaborated by the flowers of this and
several other species, such as the rosa moschata, rosa damas-
cena, and in Italy the rosa sempervirens, which constitutes

the athar, other, attar\ utter, or otto of roses. Ai'ar o
roses is said by Donald Monro to be procured by merely
macerating the petals in water. The failure of Trommsdorf
to procure it by this means is not conclusive against its ac-

curacy, since less oil is found in cold countries, and it is less

easily separated. But most writers describe it as being the
result of distillation, and this is tho mode generally fol-

lowed. The quantity obtained varies with the season and
the care observed in the process. Bishop Heber observes,

20,000 pounds of rose-leaves yield attar equal in weight to

a rupee. Jackson states that from one lac of roses it is

generally calculated that 180 grains, or one tolah, of attar can
be procured. Polier states that to procure something less

than three drachms of attar from 100 lbs. of rose-leaves,

the season must be very favourable and the operation care-

fully performed. The same authors tates that 4366 pounds
of rose-leaves yield by repeated distillations 8 ounces of
attar. The oil concretes and floats on the surface of the
distilled water when cold. Even in England a crystalline

volatile oil with a faint odour of attar (English attar of
roses) is frequently obtained when distilling rose-water

from the petals of R. centifolia. The high estimation

in which this perfume is held, and the price which it

bears, offer great temptations to increase the quantity

of oil. In some parts of India this is done by mixing
the freshly plucked rose-leaves with the seeds called

Geuzely, and also those of a sort of Digitalis termed
Sisama, in successive layers, allowing them to remain
ten or twelve days, and then placing the seeds in contact

with fresh rose-leaves; and after repeating this process

eight or ten times, the. seeds are subjected to pressure. A
dirty oil results, which ou standing for some time forms
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several distinct layers, the upper one of which is sold as

rose-oil. The Chinese adopt a similar expedient.. Genuine
attar of roses at all temperatures below 80° Fahr. is a crys-

talline solid, and generally colourless. At 90* Fahr. its

specific gravity is 0832. It consists of two volatile prin-

ciples, one solid, the other liquid, at ordinary temperatures,

in the proportion of one part of the first to two of the

latter. The first is a stearopten, the last an eleopten. The
entire oil, according to Gobel, consists of carbon 6966, hy-

drogen 16*06, and oxvgen 14*28 ; but the analyses of Saus-

sure and Blanchet ao not correspond with this : Saussuie

says it contains nitrogen also. This proves the variable

nature of the article sold as attar, which is almost con-

stantly adulterated. When mixed with any csseutial oil,

such as that of an Indian gross (Andropogon, Acorus Cala-

mus), or of sandal-wood, or of rhodium (from Convolvulus

Scoparius), the sophistication is not easy of detection, but

if with fixed oils, blotting-paper will reveal their presence.

Alcohol is no criterion of the purity ; for when castor-oil has

been used to adulterate the attar, it is as soluble as the rose-

oil iu alcohol of sp.gr. 0*815. Attar of roses is chiefly

brought from Constantinople and Smyrna. It is subject to

a duty of U. Ad. per lb. In 1838, 973 lbs. and in 1839, 754

lbs. paid the duty.

(Pereira's Materia Medica.)

ROSA SALVA'TOR was born at Renella or Arenclla, a

village in the environs of Naples, on the 20th of June, 1615,

and ho was originally intended for the church. Whilst
yet a boy he manifested a strong propensity for drawing,

and in order to cure him his parents procured his admission

as a student in the college of the congregation of Somasca
in Naples: but before the expiration of the usual period of

residence, he was either expelled or voluntarily quitted

the college. On bis return to Renella he devoted his time

to the study of music, and cultivated his talent for poetry,

and on the marriage of his eldest sister with Francesco

Fraucanzani, a disciple of the Spagnuoletto school, he at-

tended the studio of that artist. He also studied from
nature in oil-colour, and in 1633 went from Naples on a

tour through the wild scenery of La Basilicata, La Puglia,

and Calabria. During his absence he associated with ban-
ditti. At this period Salvator seeuis to have fostered

and matured his taste for romantic scenery, and the studies

which he made of groups and single figures whilst with
the bandits served him as valuable materials for his

future works. Soon after his arrival at Renella his fa-

ttier died, leaving the family dependent upon Salvator,

who was then certainly not more than eighteen years of
•go, for their support. To perform this duty, ho executed
with great rapidity subjects on primed paper, his poverty

not enabling him to purchase canvas, and sold them to the

dealers who keep the stalls in the Strada dellaCarila in

Naples. One of these, representing the story of Hagar and
Ishmael, was seen aud purchased by Giovanni Lan franco,

who was then in the city decorating the church of Gesu
Nuovo for the Jesuits. The admiration of that painter was
valuable to Salvator, for his works rose in price accordingly,

but at the same time it laid him open to the malice aud
envy of other Neapolitan artists. They ridiculed the efforts

of a man who had been obliged to seek the patronage of

mean dealers, and he retorted upon them in epigrams, and
satirical verses which he set to music and sang. He how-
ever obtained the friendship of A niello Falcone, an eminent
painter of battles, the first and best of the pupils of
Spagnuoletto, who gave him instruction, and after a time in-

troduced him to the notice of that great painter, from whose
advice and practice he derived great benefit.

On the invitation of his former friend, who was in the es-

tablishment of the Cardinal Brancaccio, he repaired to

Romo. Hero he cnjo>ed the patronage of the cardinal, \»ho

took him to the bishopric of Viterbo, where ho painted an
altar-piece representing the incredulity of St. Thomas, for

the Chiesa delta Morte. and other works. In 1G39 he
went again to Rome. The reputation of Salvator was
now at its height ; he was esteemed as a painter, a poet,

a musinan, aud an actor, for the plays which ho per-

formed were writteti by him, the music composed by bis

hand, and the principal character represented by himself.

As an artist, he was roost extensively patronised, and at very

high price*. In 1647, on the breaking out of the revolt of

Masa niello at Naples, Salvator Rosa returned to that city,

and became a member of the band. On the suppression of
the revolt, ho made his escape from Naples in the train of the

Prince Carlo Giovanni de' Medici, with whoa la «^

Florence, where he was employed by the griikU.4

paint in the Pitti Palace. Here he auocawt
the literati and the principal nobility. After mi
several years at Florence* he returned to Rorr.

was again extensively employed. In 1663 he n-
three pictures for the exhibition of San Giovanni; n
Pythagoras on the sea-shore, the second was the uat

losopher recounting his visit to the infernal re?*u

the third the Prophet Jeremiah thrown into a pit fcr

»

Erophcsied the fall of Jerusalem ; and soon after h« j-t-j

is most celebrated picture, the Catiline ConspnaT

1668, at the annual exhibition of the Feast of Sin G.

Decollato, ho placed his Saul and the Witch of 1:

4

competition with the works then shown of the e&r u
He did not execute many important works iftrr tu

died of an attack of the dropsy, on the 15th of Mini
1

He was buried in the vestibule of the churrii U 1

Maria degli Angioli, which was erected over tb r_i

the baths of Diocletian, by M ichel Angelo. Sslnw
I

left one son, by Lucresia, a mistress, who accompli

from Florence, and to whom he was married stan- <

his death.

Rosa possessed great invention, and had a wooded I

lity of execution. He is superior when he conflow u» . 1

to works of the easel size, and his figures are u*s* 1

in drawing and spirited in design. Such is the ax

picture of Atilius Regulus, formerly in the PihnH 1

at Rome, aud now in the possession of the earl J IH

Of his landscapes, it may be observed, that he it 1

jected the simplicity and amenity cultivated by Ci.s
i

by Poussin, and indulged in gloomy effect* and r&
forms ; nor are his sea-pieces less forcible ; in tl*c j i

presents the desolate shores of Calabria*- and n^ -I

quently adds interest to his works by the terror '
1

wreck. According to Sir Joshua Reynold*. U r

peculiar cast of nature, which, though void J .
1

elegance, and simplicity, though it has nothing -*

'

vation and dignity which belong to the grand * V(
1

yet that sort of dignity which belongs to savajreift -

'

tivated nature ; and Fuseli says, that though SoJu ;
1

was without choice of form in design or much \t&>

conception, and though his talent was belter sdi

J

smaller dimensions, he could fill a large canvas **» l1

effects, of which the Conspiracy of Catiline, form*. '

Casa Martelli, and now at the frtti Palace at Fl°' ,: " '

Powerful instance. The subject of the Witch of E: ]

een by some persons extravagantly praised, tut "
|

named acute critic has observed that the loads, b*u •

tons, and other accessories are vainly accumulated t«; :

the want of dignity and pathos in Saul, and of ubi

the apparition. He however admits that m l*B<k' l• ,

vator was a genius.

There are a great number of his pictures ink

several of which are in the collection* oC the M* '•

Westminster, Lord Francis Egerton, the Dale u.

shire, the Earl of Darnley, the Duke of Bucking
others. The Finding of Moses, at Stowc, ai*^^
from the Orleans collection for 2000/. His etching

of about ninety in number, executed in a *r
tr ^*|

masterly style. The chiaro-'scuro is admirably a^-j

and tho heads of the figures are full of express- r

monogram is composed of an S and an R cvtn^

former letter drawn over the straight line of the !5i u
[

Some of the music-books of Salvator Rosa «***• l *
*

other musical manuscripts, purchased by Dr. a*

Rome, and amongst many airs and cantata bj *

masters there were eight entire cantatas, written.
M *

transcribed by the painter himself. From the *t**
(

his talents for music there given, there scetni to I* *•'
(

that he had a truer genius for this science, in p**"* l

(

lody, than any of his predecessors or contemF^j
there is a strength of expression in his verses sU-f^-^

always place him above the middle rank of F**., .1

other accomplishments he added architect"'*** *

,

cording to Pascoli, he understood perfectly, snob* ^ ^

as a comic actor, an improvisatorc, and a perform^oD *
.j

musical instruments. {Biographie Universal* ! -

^

Timet of Salvator Rosa, by Lady Morgan; BO*1

Strutt's Dictionary. Etc.)

ROSA DA TPVOLI. [Roo#
ROSA'CEA. (Malacology.) {bi
ROSA'CE-H, a natural order of
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with 4- or 5-lobed calyx ; 4 or 5 regular petals ; indefinite

perigynous stamens; exalbuminous seeds; and alternate

stipulate leaves. The plants of this order are allied to

Chrysobalanace®, from which they may be distinguished by
their styles proceeding from the side of the ovarium near the
apex* and not from the base, and by their regular petals

and stamens. They are distinguished from Fabacem (Le-
guminosoB) by their regular petals and stamens, and espe-
cially by the odd segment of the calyx being posterior, and
not anterior, as in that order. The genera of this order may
be arranged under four groups. or suborders, the prin-

cipal distinctions of which will be seen in the following
analysis :

—

Carpels numerous.
Ovaries superior. Rosacea (proper).

Ovaries inferior. Pomba.
Carpels solitary.

Fruit a drupe. Amygdalbjk.
Fruit a nut. Sanguisorbe.k.

Rosacese proper include the true Roses (Rose®), the
Cinquefoils ( Potent illeee), the Spiroas (Spirce©), and the
Keuradas (Neuradees). They are herbaceous plants or
ihrubs. This family includes about 570 species and 20
genera, principally inhabitants of the temperate and cold
xones of the northern hemisphere ofthe New and Old World

;

a very few are found on high land within the tropics, and a
small number in the southern hemisphere. None of the
plants of this section of the order are unwholesome; they
are characterised by the presence of an astringent principle,

which has led to the use of many of them in medicine.
Pomese are known by the adhesion of their ovaries to the

sides of the calyx, forming the fruit called a pome. Their
ovola are always in pairs. The tendency of the flowers of
this family to revert to their normal state frequently affords
instructive examples of morphological changes. The fruit

of many of the species contains a considerable quantity of
malic acid, which gives to the fruit its peculiar flavour. The
apple, pear, medlar, quince, service-tree, and mountain-ash
belong to this family. They are inhabitants of Europe,
Northern Asia, the mountains of India, and North Ame-
rica.

Amygdalem have but a single carpel, which,*when ripe,

is a drupe ; but they are also distinguished amongst Rosacea?
by their leaves containing hydrocyanic acid, and their
bark yielding gum. They are natives exclusively of the
northern hemisphere, where they are found in cold or tem-
perate climates. Many of the species are poisonous, on ac-
couut of the hydrocyanic acid they contain. They yield

however some of our most valued fruits, as the peach, nec-
tarine, plum, apricot, cherry, and almond, which last is

the seed of the Amygdalus communis.

(Spirea argeutea.)

a. Flower, •bowing the perigynous arraugoment of the stamens; b, fruit,

«howing iti apocarpous structure ; c, ouc of the follicles separate from the
iroiu

Sanguisorbeao are not only known by their solitary car-

pels, but they are destitute of petals, ana have a hard thick-

P.C., No. 1251.

ened calyx. They are found wild in heaths, hedges, and
exposed places in Europe, Noxlh and South America be-
yond the tropics, and the Cape of Good Hope. Their prin-

cipal property is astringency, and some of the species may
be used as fodder.

ROSACIC ACID, a name given by Prout to a peculiar
acid which he imagined to exist in the lateritious sediment
deposited in urine during fever. Dr. Prout is of opinion
that it contains some purpurate of ammonia, and conse-
quently, ifthis opinion be correct, no such substance as the
rosacic aeid exists.

ROSALl'NA. [Foraminifera, vol. x , p. 348.1

ROSAMOND, FAIR. [Henry II.]

ROSARIO. [Mexican States.]
ROSARY. [Beads.]
ROSAS, a small seaport town of Spain, in the province

of Gerona in Catalonia, not far from Cape Creus, on the
north side of a gulf in the Mediterranean known as the
Gulf of Rosas ; in 42° 1 5' N. lat and 3° 1 1' E. long. Rosas
was founded by a colony of Rhodians, who called it Rhodope.
(Strabo, p. 160.) But the reading in this passage of Strabo
is evidently corrupt, and should be Rhode. The town is

mentioned under the name of Rhode by Stephanus Byzan-
tinus {v. *P6£ij), by Livy (34, c. 8), and by Mela (2, c. 6).

It has a good and capacious harbour, which was formerly

defended by a strong fort and batteries. The town itself is

surrounded by a very thick wall and towers built by the

Arabs. The fort however was blown up by the French on
their evacuation of the Peninsula. During the sixteenth

and seventeenth centuries the port of Rosas carried on a

brisk trade with the Spanish colonies. It is now reduced
to a mere fishing-town, the population of which, according

to Minano (vol. vii., p. 566), did not exceed 2200 inhabit-

ants in 1830.

RO'SCIUS, QUINTUS, a celebrated Roman actor, was
born near Lanuvium (Cic, De Div.9 i. 36), but at what
period is uncertain. He is frequently mentioned in the

writings of Cicero, who was his friend and warm admirer.

His talents also obtained for him the friendship of Sulla,

who, during his dictatorship, presented htm with a gold

ring, the mark of equestrian rank (Macrob., Sat., ii. 10),

which honour was the more remarkable, as many passages

in the Roman writers prove that the histriones were gene-

rally held in great contempt So perfect however was
Roscius in his art, that his name became almost synonymous
with excellence in any other branch, and thus when an orator

produced a great impression on his audience, it was cus-

tomary to say a Roscius is on the stage.' (Cic, De Orat.,

i. 28 ; Brut., 84.) Actors frequently received instruction

from Roscius, who used to say however that he had never

had any pupil with whom he was satisfied. (De Orat., i. 28.)

Macrobius relates (/. c.) that Cicero and Roscius used to

try which of the two could more frequently express the

same thought, the one by his eloquence, the other by his

gestures ; and that Roscius derived from this exercise such

a high opinion of his own art, that he wrote a work, in

which he compared eloquence with the art of acting. Ma-
crobius also states that Roscius received about a 1000 denarii

a day for his acting (upwards of 35/.)* He died about

B.C. 61 ; since Cicero, in his oration for Archias, which was
delivered in that year, speaks of his death as quite recent

(c. 8). There is an extant oration of Cicero, though con-

siderably mutilated, in defence of Roscius. The subject of

the oration is a claim of 50,000 sesterces against Roscius, by

C. Fannius Chaerea (Ueber die Rede des Cicero fur Q.

Roscius, Zeitschrift, i., p. 248).

ROSCOE, WILLIAM, born in 1753, near Liverpool,

received a common school education till he was twelve years

of age, after which he continued to improve himself by

reading. When in his sixteenth year he was apprenticed

to an attorney in Liverpool, and in 1774 he was admitted an

attorney of the Court of King's Bench, and began to practice

as such. In the meantime he wrote some poems, among
others one on the origin of the art of engraving, which made
him known to Sir Joshua Reynolds, Fuseli, and other dis-

tinguished artists. In 1784 he was elected honorary mem-
ber of the Manchester Literary and Philosophical Society.

He also turned his attention to the subject of the slave-

trade, and wrote several pamphlets recommending its sup-

pression. When the French revolution first began, Roscoe

was one of its warmest partisans in this country. He wrote
' Strictures' on Burke's 'Two Letters addressed to a Mem-
ber of the present Parliament/ reflecting in severe terms

Vol. XX.—
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upon what Roscoe considered as an tpostacy in Burke's

political conduct. In 1796 Roscoe published the * Life of

Lorenzo do' Medici, called the Magnificent,' a work which

established his literary reputation. The subject was hap-

pily chosen, and the author treated it well. The work went

through several editions, and was translated into Italian,

German, and French. It was generally well received on

the Continent, but its spiiit was criticised by two classes of

writers : one of them, of which Sismondi may be considered

as the representative, see nothing but perfection in a repub-

lican government, and cannot forgive Lorenzo for having

controlled and curbed the Florentine democracy. Sismondi

charged Roscoe with having deceived himself and others

with regard to the character of his hero, who in Sismondi's

eye was an insidious and crafty tyrant. It is curious to see

Roscoe, who at one time was the advocate of the French
revolution, accused of being the panegyrist of the tyranny of

the Medici. The grounds of this controversy are adverted

to in Florence, History of, and Medici, House of.

Another class of critics was angry with Roscoe for having

exposed the part which Pope Sixtus IV. took in the con-

spiracy of the Pazzi, which led to the murder of Giuliano,

Lorenzo's brother, and also for having spoken unfavour-

ably of Cardinal Barbo, afterwards Paul II. On the

subject of the Pazzi, Sismondi joined the papal advocates

in representing that conspiracy as a laudable deed, justifi-

able under the circumstances in which it took place. After

many years Roscoe replied to his various critics in pointed

though temperate language in his ' Illustrations, Historical

and Critical, of the Life of Lorenzo de' Medici,' 4 to., London,
1822. He inserted in the appendix, among other docu-

ments, an important letter written to Sixtus IV. by the

signoria, or executive, of Florence after the failure of the

Pazzi conspiracy, which letter was discovered in the

archives of Florence by the Rev. F. H. Egerton, and printed

at Paris in 1814.

Tho second historical work of Roscoe is his ' Life and
Pontificate of Leo X.' In this also the author has been
charged with undue partiality for his subject. He has re-

flected with much severity upon the great reformers of the

sixteenth century, because, while they struggled against

the overgrown absolutism of papal Rome, they could not

divest themselves at once of the habit of intolerance which
they had derived from early education. Count Bossi trans-

lated the ' Life of Leo* into Italian, adding notes in which
he rebutted several of the charges brought against Roscoe's

former work concerning Lorenzo: 'Vita e Poutificato di

Leone X., di Guglielmo Roscoe, tradotta e corredata di anno-
tazioni ed altri documenti inediti, dal Conte Luigi Bossi,

Milanese,' Milan, 1817.

Considered as works of erudition and of general interest,

the lives of Lorenzo and Leo by Roscoe stand deservedly

high. They introduce the reader to a splendid period of mo-
dern history, among a chosen society of scholars, poets, states-

men, and artists, who gathered round the hospitable board

of Lorenzo, and afterwards in the more pompous court of

his son Leo. Numerous anecdotes and other particulars

concerning those individuals make the reader familiar with

their persons ; and poetical extracts and valuable historical

documents add to the value of the work. The style is re-

markably pleasing and fluent. These merits of Roscoe's

biographies have been universally acknowledged, even by
those who have censured the general spirit of his works.

Roscoe contributed greatly to encourage among his coun-
trymen a taste for Italian literature and the fine arts. In his

own town of Liverpool, the Royal Institution owes its forma-
tion to Roscoe's exertions.

Roscoe was returned to parliament for Liverpool in the
Whig interest. In the latter part of his life he became
partner in a banking-house, in which however he was not

successful. He died at Liverpool, in June, 1831. A biogra-

phical notice of him is appended to a new edition of his

Life of Lorenzo, by his son.

ROSCOEA, a handsome genus of the highly ornamental
family of Scitarainemor Zingiberaceaa, which was named by
Sir J. E. Smith, in honour of tho historian of the Medici,

who elucidated the plants and remodelled the genera of the

Scitaroinese in his beautiful work on that family. The spe-

cies have been figured by Smith, Wallich, and Royle.
The genus consists of only a few species, which are con-

fined to the Himalaya Mountains, and is characterised by
having spathaceous flowers, a single-leafed tubular calyx,

corol ringent, limb double, the outer tripartite, with the up-

per segment erect and arched. Inner limb two-lipoed.

ovary inferior, style enclosed in the furrow of the anthrr.

which is two-lobed, incurved, surrounding the style with &a

appendage split at the base.

The species of Roseoea, belonging to to tropical a family s*

the Sc itamine©, are generally accounted showy store plant*

:

but they are found only on the slopes of the H imalaya* dunnc
the rainy season, when there is moisture with uniformity of

temperature, and a much leas degree of heat than ts usuaUt
thought necessary is found to be sufficient for the growth

of tropic-like plants, and therefore less would suffice for

the cultivation of these plants than is generally supposed

;

indeed Roseoea purpurea has been flowered in a drawing-

room in London, under a glass case, and without anw artifi-

cial heat. Dr. Graham mentions its springing up in the

open air every year in the Edinburgh Botanic Garden. Bat
the genus Roseoea is that, of all the Scitaminese, which a
found at the greatest elevations. R. alpina is found at u
great an elevation as 9000 feet above the level of the sea.

and on places whence the snow had just melted, like \hr

snowdrop in early spring in European countries. (Rojk«
Himal. Botn p. 357.)

ROSCOMMON, an inland countv in the province of

Connaught in Ireland, bounded on the north and north-

east by the county of Leitrim, on the east by that of Lottc-

ford, and on the south-east by those of Westuwath am)

King's, from all which it is separated by the river Sbanocm*
except iust on the north side; on the south-veU u »
bounded by the county of Galway, on the west by that U
Mayo, and on the north-west by that of Sligo. The nv«r

Suck, a tributary of the Shannon, separates it along the

greater part of the border from the county of Galway ; and

the Curlew mountains for a short distance from that «/

Sligo. The form of the county is irregular ; the greatest

length is nearly from north to south, from the border of to*

county of Leitrim west of Lough Allen to the junction </

the Suck with the Shannon, 60 miles; the greatest breadth,

at right angles to the length, is from the junction of the

three counties of Galway, Mayo, and Roscommon to the

bank of Lough Forbes near Tarmonbarry, 40 miles. The
area is estimated by MacCulloch (Statistical Account <tf Ik*

British Emjrire) at 962 square miles, or 609,405 English

acres, of which 453,555 are in cultivation, 131.0C3 units

proved mountain or bog, and 24,787 lakes. In the return

of the population for 1831, the area is stated to be 5^7, 1 u

acres. We believe MacCulloch*s statement, which is takes

from a table furnished by Mr. Griffith, the engineer, to the

Lords* Committee on Tithe, to be the most exact. 1 he

population in 1831 was 249,613, giving 262 inhabitants to

a square mile. In area it is rather below the average of

the Irish counties, but in amount and density of popuUstno
rather above the average. Roscommon, the capital, is **

English miles in a direct line west by north of Dublin, or 5 S

English miles by the road through Mullingar, Longford, and
Lanesborough, or by Mullingar, Ballymahon, and Laoev-
borough.

Surface, Geology, Hydrography, Communication*.—The
surface of the county is partly undulating, but along the

banks of the Shannon and the Suck, and in other parts, it w
very flat. There are some mountains. The principal group*
are the Braulieve, or Braughlieve, and Slieth Curfcs* b

mountains (estimated at 1000 or 1200 feet high), wbirb
enter from the counties of Leitrim and Sligo on the north-
west, and extend a little way into the county west of Loo*b
Allen ; the Curlew mountains, on the borders of Sligo ncit

Boyle ; the Slievh Bawn mountains, 839 feet in the norther-
part, and 857 feet high in the southern, parallel to the Shan-
non, and not far distant from it, on the east side of \h*

county ; the hills between the Shannon and the Suck in the

south ; and Slievh Aelwyn, between Castlerea and Balhn-
lough in the west. The Braughlieve and Slievh Curkagb
have steep rugged acclivities and broad perpendicular face*

of rock near their summits. The eastern side of the Shcib
Bawn mountains slopes gradually down to the bogs m tic

valley of the Shannon at their base ; the western side is

more broken ; the district at the foot is varied with wood.
The level parts of the county are for the most part occu-

pied by. the formations belonging to the great carboniferous
limestone district of central Ireland. The impure argillace-

ous limestone, or ' calp,' the black shale, and the sandstone,
which form one of the subdivisions of the limestone group,
and the lower limestone, which constitutes another subdi-
vision, subjacent to the calp, are found in this county. The
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hills west of Castlerea are composed of the yellow sand-

stone which is the lowest member of the limestone group.

The Braughlicve and Slievh Curkagh mountains are com-
posed of shales and sandstones, with three beds of coal

resting on beds of the millstone-grit series, from which good
ironstone is obtained. The coal of this district is not exten-

sively diffused ; it forms two fields partly or wholly in this

county, separated from each other by the river Arigna, which
Hows between Braughlieve and Slievh Curkagh. There are

some other coal-fields in other adjacent* counties round
Lough Allen. The coal answers well for smelting iron, and
is used in the Arigna iron-works (the only iron-works in

Ireland) in this county. Cast-iron of the best quality is

produced at these works at a moderate expense. The com-
pany by which they are worked are in possession of the

most extensive and valuable coal-fields of the neighbour-

hood.

The Curlew mountains and the Slievh Bawn mountains
consist of rocks of the old red-sandstone formation. (Grif-

fiths, *On the Geological Structure of Ireland,' in Appendix
to Second Report of Irish Railway Commissioners ; Par-
liamentary Papers for 1837-8, vol. xxxv.) Good limestone

is quarried for building. Potters'-clay and pipe-clay are

found in various parts of the county.

The county belongs to the basin of the Shannon, except a
very small portion at the western extremity, which is drained

by the Moy, which Hows into Killala Bay. Lough Allen,

which the Shannon enters about five miles from its source,

and through which it flows, is on the north-eastern boundary
of the county. From the southern extremity of this lough

the Shannon flows along the eastern boundary of the county

to Carnck-on-Shannon, where it receives a stream from
Lnigh Gara and Lough Key. From Carriek the Shannon
pursues its course along the border, passing through Lough
lorry, Lough Boderig, or Bodarg, Lough Boffin, and Lough
Forbes to Lanesborough, below which it enters Lough Ree.

It quits the southern extremity of Lough Ree just above
Athlone, and runs southward to the junction of the Suck,
where it quits the county, after a course along its eastern

side, including the loughs through which it passes, of about

75 miles. The fall in this distance is very trifling. Lough
Allen is only 160 feet above the level of the sea, and the fall

between Lough Allen and the lower end of Lough Dcrg,

which is above 40 miles below the junction of the Suck, is

not more than about 62 feet, or about six inches to a mile.

The Suck, the only important tributary of the Shannon,
rises just within the county of Mayo, but its course is almost

entirely within or upon the boundary of Roscommon ; its

length may be estimated at more than 60 miles.

rJoth the Shannon and the Suck are navigable. The
navigation of the Shannon commences in Lough Allen,

from whence to Battle Bridge, about seven miles and a

half below the Lough, a canal is cut for the purpose of

avoiding the difficulties of the natural channel. Other short

canals are cut to avoid rapids or other difficulties in the

lower part of the course. Agricultural produce, turf, coal,

timber, bricks, flags, stone, slates, sand, and manure are

the chief articles conveyed by the river. The navigation

through Lough Ree is difficult, owing to its shoals and sunk
rocks, notwithstanding which a great number of pleasure-

boats are kept on it. The Royal Canal opens into the

Shannon opposite Tarmonbarry in this county ; the Grand
Canal, just below the junction of the Suck. The traffic on

the canals consists chiefly of corn and butter sent to Dublin,

and English manufactures and general goods sent in return.

Tot navigation of the Suck commences at Ballinasloc

(county of Galway) for light flat-bottomed boats; small

row-boats ascend higher. But a canal is cut parallel to it

on the Galway side of the river, from Ballinasloe to the

Shannon. Both the Suck and the Shannon abound with

fish, especially eels, of which great quantities are taken in

weirs and sent to Dublin. Those of the Suck are peculiarly

fine.

The principal roads are the mail roads from Dublin to

Sligo and to Galway. The Sligo road just crosses a corner

of the county between Drumsna and Jamestown, re-enters

at Carrick, and passes north-west through Boyle. . The
Galway road enters the county at Athlone, and crosses it

in a south-west direction to Ballinasloe in Galway. The
roads arc excellent. Another road to Sligo, which branches

off from the mail road at Longford in Longford county,

passes through Tarmonbarry, Strokestown, and Elphin, and

rejoins the mail road at Boyle. The road from Dublin to

Roscommon (whether by Ballymahon or Longford) enters
the county at Lanesborough, and runs south-west nearly
eleven miles to Roscommon. Generally speaking the roads
of the hilly district in the northern part of the county are
inferior to those in the more level districts of the centre and
south.

The principal lakes are Lough Allen (8 miles long from
north to south, and 3 miles broad) ; Lough Bodarg, or Bode-
rig, and Lough Boffin (forming one sheet of water of intri-

cate form, 5 miles from the northern extremity to the south-
eastern, and 7 miles to the south-western) ; Lough Forbes
and Lough Ree (17 miles long from north to south, and 7

miles broad), all on the Shannon; Lough Gara (5 miles
long from north to south, and 5 miles broad) ; Lough Key
(otherwise Rockingham Lough) ; and Lough Oakport, all

communicating with the Shannon by a stream called the
Boyle Water ; Lough Skean and Lough Meelagh, also com-
municating with the Shannon, and situate, as well as those
just mentioned, in the northern part of the county; Lough
Glin or Glynn, Lough Cloonagh, and Lough Aeluyn, all

small, in the western part; Lough Funcheon and Lough
Ballyneeny, in the southern part ; and several others in the
central and eastern part. The line of lakes on the Boyle
Water, Lough Glynn, and Lough Meelagh are surrounded
by picturesque and beatiful scenery. Besides these there
are a number of ' turlougbs,' or temporary lakes, formed
in the hollows of the limestone tracts. They usually dis-

appear in summer, but not always ; and when dry early in

the season, such as have grassy bottoms produce abundant
crops. The water is drained off by fissures and passages in
the limestone rock, which get choked by the vegetable matter
washed into them by the first winter floods, and arc cleared
next summer by the decay of this obstruction. The size of
these ' turioughs ' varies with the season : some of them are
of considerable extent.

The soil in the limestone district is commonly fertile

;

there is however a large extent of bog or other waste. The
amount of pasture land is considerable : the natural pastures,

which are esteemed to be some of the best ground in the
county, are in the limestone districts, especially between
Tulsk, Castlerea, and Boyle. Rich deep loams are met with

;

and there are, especially along the limestone ridges between
the Shannon and the Suck, extensive tracts of light shallow
soil, so shallow indeed that in some parts the plough cannot
be used. These tracts are commonly used for sheep-feeding.
The surface of the mountains is commonly wet and boggy,
but there are intervening spots of dry ground covered with
heath. Some of the soil in the sandstone districts, as in

the Curlew Mountains, near Boyle, is very poor, but is capable
of great improvement from the admixture of lime, or rather
of a compost of lime and bog earth, which is to be had
readily. Much may be done in this way, as well as by
draining cold wet lands, whenever capital comes to be
employed more extensively than at present in agricultural

improvement.
The extent of the unimproved mountains and bogs has

been estimated at above 130,000 English acres, the bogs
being dispersed over the face of the country in patches of
various size and in almost every variety of situation : they
are found on the tops of the highest mountains, on the banks
of the loughs and rivers, and in the bottoms of the valleys.

Several of those on the uplands are comparatively dry, and
afford in their natural state coarse pasturage for young and
hardy cattle. Something has been done by spirited indivi-

duals towards reclaiming some portions of this large amount
of waste land, but nothing has been done upon a large scale

or upon any plan of co-operation.

Many of the estates in the county are large, some be-
longing to resident landlords, others to absentees. Rents
vary; on farms of several hundred acres, 20*. and 25*. per
acre are usual, but, sometimes 30*. and 35*. are given, and,
in the immediate neighbourhood of towns, as much as 60*.

and 80*. Tillage has been much extended of late years, and
the quantity of food raised is probably greater than at any
former period ; but, excepting on the land held by a few
wealthy individuals, the state of agriculture is very wretched,
especially on the smaller farms. ' To say nothing of the

deficiency of produce attributable to bad ploughing, un-
skilful sowing, want of manures, and an utter inattenlion

to the alternation of green crops with those of corn, potatoes

alone excepted, the loss upon what the land actually does
yield is considerable, from bad and careless stacking, and
the general want of barns. The stacks are commonly made
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yery small, resting upon the earth ; for in a country so bare

of timber and hedgerows, boughs and bushes are scarce

articles. If wet weathir comes on and continues long, much
of what lies below, next to the earth, perishes by attracting

moisture : from the want of a broad and firm basis, the frail

structure is liable likewise to be swayed by the wind; and

the. tops and sides losing their original form, and being no
louger capable of throwing off the rain, still more damage
ensues. To such losses are likewise to be added the depre-

dations from vermin, rats, mice, and small birds,' whilst the

corn remains out of doors.
* As for barns, in the English and Continental acceptation

of the term, they are literally unknown. The floor of some
outhouse, or perhaps even that of the family room, may
bo used for threshing ; but a vast proportion of the grain is

beaten out in the open air, very commonly near the road

side, where there happens to bo a dry spot. These obser-

vations, it must be understood, apply to the small holdings;

but upon such is raised a considerable quantity of the corn

which is thrown into the market from the county of Ros-

common.' (Weld's Statistical Survey of the County of
Roscommon, 8vo., Dublin, 1832.)

The common ploughs of the small farms are very wretched:

whether the instrument works well or ill is a matter of

chance, and the plough is commonly followed bv a man
with a spade, or rather a 'loy,* to turn back the earth, which
would else, after the plough had passed, revert to its former
bed. However, on the lands of the principal gentry ex-

amples may be found of excellent tillage, witn Scotch
ploughs of the most approved construction, drawn by a pair

of horses and driven by the ploughman. The • loy * men-
tioned above is a sort of curved spade or shovel, of clumsy
form, and with a handle of unusual length, far inferior to

the spade in general utility, but not ill adapted for use in

turning up a light shallow soil in rocky districts, where the

plough cannot be used. In certain districts of the county
where spade labour is common, the labourers unite in com-
panies, and work for each other in rotation. This is the

case especially in busy times, such as potato planting or

digging, and lightens their toil by the cheerfulness which
prevails.

•Wheat is commonly sown immediately after the crop of
potatoes has been dug out. After the wheat, two or three

crops of oats are taken, all for the one manuring for the
potatoes ; and then the ground is sometimes laid down with
grass seeds, in a state unquestionably too poor for the pur-
pose ; sometimes " let out," in the phrase of the country,

that is; left to nature to be clothed with grass of spontaneous
growth, a process which is sure in time to be accomplished,
though always more tardily than if the seeds were sown.'

(Weld, Statistical Survey of the County of Roscommon.)
This practice of ' letting out' is very injurious; and it is

supposed that by the introduction of stall-feeding, and the
cultivation of the artificial grasses and other green crops,

the productiveness of the soil mieht be increased two-
fold.

The extensive grazing-farms of the county contrast

favourably with the tillage land ; yet, even in these, much
improvement is needed. Thistles are allowed not only to

remain, but to spread; so that it is no unfrequent circum-
stance for sheep to be pricked in the eve and blinded by
thorn. The highest quality of pasture land consists com-
monly of natural grass. The favourite breed of oxen seems
to bo the long-horned Leicester. The principal graziers
supply themselves at fairs for summer feeding: they raise

only a few head themselves, and those of some superior
breed. It is common also to have brood-mares on the large
grazing-farms, and several fine horses of good blood are
bred. There are no dairies on a large scale, but butter is

made more or less in every part of the county. The sheep
are considered to be far better than those reared in the ad-
jacent counties, a result attributable partly to the superior
skill and intelligence of the sheep- farmers, and partlyto the
dry and wholesome nature of their sheep-walks. The fa-

vourite breed is a cross between the old Connaught sheep
and the Leicester, * which produces an animal little inferior

in size to the former, with a greater disposition to fatten in

a short space, and with less waste or offal on the carcass.'

(Weld, Statistical Survey of the County of Roscommon.)
The • con-acre' system is general, but in some parts of

the county is not carried to any great extent. The con-
solidation of the small farms into large has not been much
practised ; in some instances where it has taken place the

tenants who were dispossessed were assisted to emigrate.

Bmigration has taken place in most parts of the county,

but not to any great extent : the emigrants hare been frotn

various classes. They have gone chiefly to Ca/tada or to

the United States, but a few have gone to Australia. (Ap-
pendix to First Report of Commissionersfor inquiring inio

the State of the Irish JW.)
The condition of the peasantry, or ' cottiers,* is very mise-

rable. In some places they occupy cabins without P*7m^
any rent ; but more commonly they pay for a cabin, witboat
land, a yearly rent varying with the locality, frequently
rising to 1/., in some cases to 1/. I Of., and in (he town of

Boyle, as high as 2/. 10*.; with land, tho yearly rent rise*

occasionally to 3/. and 3/. 10*. The rent is paid sometime*
in money, sometimes in labour, in which cases the rare of
wages is about 6d. a-day, and occasionally &L or 9dL The
cabins are wretched hovels, built of mud or sods ; or, where
stone is abundant, with stone walls, either dry or with mortar,

and thatched with straw or potato -stalks. The furniture is of
the most miserable description, made up of a table, three or

four stools, a box, and a pot or two. Bedsteads are compara-
tively rare ; and the bedding consists of straw, having a blan-

ket, perhaps only a sack, with the addition of the sleeper'.

day-clothes for a covering. In some parts of the county it m
common for two families, or even more, to reside in use of

these wretched habitations. The condition of the peasantry
has very generally deteriorated since 1815, partly m conse-

quence of the linen manufacture having declined. Distur-

bances have been frequent in many places, white in others

the people have been very peaceable. There are a few chari-

table loan societies, some of them established from the

funds raised in England for the relief of the Irish in I *23.

Illicit distillation is prevalent, especially when corn is si a

low price. Employment is scarce, and only a small portxm
of the peasantry have constant work. Wages are common Ij
Sd. or sometimes lOd. a-day without diet; or 6d. with diet,

in summer; and 6c/. a-day without diet in winter. In bu»y
times, and in the neighbourhood of the towns, higher wage*
are paid. The average yearly gains of a labourer are va-

riously estimated, but commonly from 7/. or &L to \QL a
year. Women and children get little employment, except
at busy seasons, such as potato setting and digging, and m
harvest, when they earn 4d, or bd , or even 6d. a-day with-

out diet. Herdsmen are usually better off On a (arm of
fifty acres, they get a cabin, an acre of potato or cabbage
garden, and grass for a cow ; on a farm of a hundred acres,

two acres of garden, and the grass of two cows, with the

opportunity besides of keeping a pig or a few geese. The
diet of the peasantry consists of potatoes, with the additxm.
in some cases, of milk, or buttermilk, red herring*, and
oatmeal for gruel. Their clothing is commonly of the mou
wretched character.

Divisions, Towns, $c.—The county is divided into sax

baronies, or halt-baronies, as follows :

—

Situation. Pop. IS3L
Athlone S. . 5fc,s65

Ballintobbcr* W. . 7u,597
Ballymoe (half barony) . S W. . 7 , J 53
Boyle. . . . N.&N.W. 66,105
Moycarne or Moycarnon (half-barony) S. . 7,34 J
Roscommon . . • Central . 41,45*

There are, in the county, the assize and market town of
Roscommon ; the market and post towns of Boyle, Castletva.
Elphin, Frenchnark, and Strokestown ; and the pot* towns
of Athleague, Keadue, and Mount-Talbot. Portions of tbo
borough of Athlone [Athlone], and of the towns of Balh-
nasloe [Ballixa9LOeJ, Carrick-on-Shannon, and Jamestown
[Lkitrim, County of], and Lanesborough [Long rosin,

County of], are also within the border. The principal
villages are Lough-Glynn, Ruskey, Knockcroghery. Tar-
menbarry, and Castle Plunket.
Roscommon is in one of the detachod portions of the

barony of Ballintobber. It appears to have deri\cd rt*

origin and its name (Ros-Coman, 'the pleasant place of
Coman') from an abbey founded about aj>. 550, by St.
Coman or Comanus. A nother abbey of greater magnificence
was founded here for tho order of Preaching Friars, about
a.d. 1257, by O'Conor, king or prince of Connaught; and a
few years after, a strong castle was built by Sir Robert de
Uflford, one of the early English adventurers. Of these last

• Tho principal part of the barony of Bailiotobbvr W ©O th# wtmt **i» W tka
eoonty ; but there aro two other large pottiucn quit*
tauki of the Shannon and Lough Km.
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two edifices there are considerable remains; the castle is on
the north side of the town, and the abbey on the south side.

Both are on level ground, while the town occupies the

eastern and southern slopes of an intervening eminence.
The castle is an oblong quadrangle, with a tower at each
angle, and two additional towers to defend the gateway,

which is on the eastern side. The town consists of three

or four streets irregularly laid out, having in the centre

an open space opposite the old gaol, a building situated

on the summit of the eminence on which the town
stands, but now disused as a prison from want of suf-

ficient space. Near this is the old court-house, now con-

verted into a Catholic chapel. A new court-house, a sub-

stantial and commodious building, but deficient in archi-

tectural correctness and effect, and a new gaol, have been
built, and near them are some good new houses ; but with the

exception of these, the town presents an appearance of

wretchedness and decay; four-fifths of the houses are mere
cabins. There is a neat church with a square tower. The
town i* ill supplied with water. There is a county infirmary

near the new court-house, a plain brick building. The
ruins of the Abbey church are of various dates ; they con-

tain a tomb, said to be that of O'Conor, founder of the

abbey, with a mutilated effigy recumbent on it, and effigies

of Irish gallow-glasses (antient light* infantry) sculptured

in relief on the perpendicular sides of the tomb. The in-

terior of the church is still used as a burial-ground.

The parish extends into the barony of Athlone ; the en-

tire population in 1831 was 8374, of whom 3306 were in the

town. The shops are numerous, but business does not

Appear to thrive as in some other towns in the county.

Coarse pottery is manufactured near the town. There is

a weekly market on Saturdays, well attended, at which corn,

the materials of clothing, and articles of clothing made
up, are sold to a considerable extent. There is no direct

communication with Dublin ; but there are cars to Athlone

and to Killashee on the Royal Canal. Mendicity and pro-

stitution prevail to a frightful extent. There is a barrack

not far from the town.

The assizes for the county are held here ; and also the

Epiphany and Midsummer quarter-sessions for the division,

which comprises the baronies of Athlone, Ballymoe, Moy-
carne, and part of Ballintobber, and petty sessions for the

district. The town was formerly a parliamentary borough,

but was disfranchised at the Union, since which time the cor-

poration has become extinct. There were in 1835 six schools

connected with the Kildare-place Society, the London Hiber-

nian Society, the London Ladies' Hibernian Society, or sup-

ported by endowment or contribution; a classical school,

and eleven hedge-schools : in all, eighteen schools.

Boyle is about 108 miles from Dublin, on the mail-road

to Sligo, and on the stream (the Boyle Water) which Hows
from Lough Gara into Lough Key. The town appears to

have risen under the protection of a Bernardino abbey,

which was transferred to Boyle, a.d. 1161, and attained great

wealth. The ruins exist on the left or north bank of the

Boyle Water, about a quarter of a mile below the town

bridge ; they are tolerably extensive, and include the re-

mains of the church and of some of the monastic buildings,

now enclosed in a private garden. Some of the arches were

walled up after the suppression, when the abbey was for a

time occupied as a military post. The older part of the

town stands on the northern side of the river; the more
improved part on the southern. The newer houses are in this

part ; they are built of limestone or sandstone. Of about

five hundred houses, three-fifths are miserable thatched

cabins, and half the remainder are little better. The town
is inconveniently laid out. The bridge over the river is a

handsome structure, 100 feet long and 42 feet wide, of

three arches, and lately built in place of an older bridge,

which had five low narrow arches. A new bridge of one

arch has been thrown over the river a little below the town

bndge, and just above the ruins of the abbey; and a third

bridge lower down. The church is capacious, but the archi-

tecture is not in good tasto. There are two Roman Ca-

tholic chapels, one or two dissenting places of worship, a new
sessions-house, a bridewell, and a barrack ; the last was for-

merly a nobleman's mansion. The old sessions-house has

been pulled down, and a building for religious and charita-

ble purposes erected on its site.

The population of the town, in 1831, was 3433 ; of the

whole parish, 12,597. The town is fairly provided with shops,

and is the mart of the surrounding district. Corn, and but-

ter, which is sold in firkins for exportation, are the staple
articles of trade. The butter-market is on Monday ; but the
principal market, at which a considerable quantity of linen
Yarn is sold, is on Saturday. Heavy goods are chiefly

Drought from Sligo, lighter ones from Dirolin. There are
six fairs in the year.

Boyle was formerly a parliamentary borough, but the
privilege of returning members was lost by the Union ; and
the corporation has been dissolved by the late Irish Muni-
cipal Reform Act There were in the parish, in 1835,
seventeen day-schools, including two private boarding-
schools, two national schools, one school supported by the
Baptist Society, four schools partly supported by subscrip-
tion, four private day-schools, and four hedge-schools.
There were beside four Sunday-schools. A weekly news-
paper is published at Boyle.

The quarter-sessions are held here twice in the year, for

the division which comprises the baronies of Boyle and Ros-
common andpart ofthebaronyofBallintobber; petty-sessions

are also held. There is a barrack for the county constabulary,
of whom a body are stationed here. There are a charitable

loan society, and two dispensaries, one maintained by Lord
Lorton, whose beautiful mansion and demesne of Rocking-
ham are on the banks of Lough Key near the town.

Castlerea is in Kilkeevan parish, in the barony of Bal-
lintobber, 17 miles north-west of Roscommon, on the
river Suck, which runs through the town, and divides it

into two parts ; a small stream, a feeder of the Suck, also

runs through the town, and joins the river just below. The
town consists principally of one long street, the continuity of
which is interrupted by two bridges over the Suck and its

feeder. Many of the houses are new, nearly one-half ofthe
southern side of the street has been rebuilt, and new cot-

tages for the peasantry are springing up on every part of the
estate of Lord Mountsandford, whose demesne and residence

are close to the town. The population of the town, in 1831,
was 1 172 ; that of the whole parish, 10,867. Of about 1 70
houses, nearly 70 were mere cabins, and about 25 were
thatched houses of two stories ; but the cabins are better

than in most other towns in the county, and some of them
are remarkably neat. There are several neat cottages with
gardens in the neighbourhood.
The market is on Wednesday for corn, and on Saturday

for provisions. There are a malthouse, a distillery, and a
tan-yard, and a number of small shops. There is a market-
place, with convenient shambles. There are four fairs in

the year. The Easter quarter-sessions for the Boyle division

of the county are held here. The sessions-house stands near

the market-place ; and there is a bridewell. Petty sessions

are also held. The parish church of Kilkeevan is close to

the town, and there is a Catholic chapel.

The parish had, in 1835, twenty-three day schools, inclu-

ding two national schools, one school chiefly supported from
Erasmus Smith's fund, nine supported by Lord Mount-
sandford, one supported by the Catholic clergy of the parish,

a classical school, and nine hedge-schools. There are a loan

fund and a dispensary.

Elphin is in the barony of Roscommon, 11 miles south

by east of Boyle. The town extends along the summit of

a ridge, and runs nearly east and west : more than two-

thirds of the houses are mere cabins, many of them of the

most wretched character ; there are scarcely anv slated

houses. The cathedral stands at the eastern end of the

town, and the Catholic chapel at the western. The cathedral,

a modern building, of barn-like appearance, about 80 feet

long and 28 broad, with a slated roof, is little in harmony
with the tall dilapidated square tower with which it is

united. It is used as the parish church, and is neat in its

internal appearance. The bishop's palace is a spacious and
comfortable country-house, with a lawn in front The Ca-

tholic chapel is commodious, but not elegant.

The population of the town, in 1831, was 1507; of the

whole parish, 6643. The shops are small and ill-supplied.

A market has been established within the last few years by

the bishop. There is a dispensary. There were, in 1835,

three day-schools, supported, one by the clergy and the So-

ciety for Discouraging Vice, and two by the lindon Ladies'

Hibernian Society, and nine hedge-schools. The diocesan

school, founded by Bishop Hodson, a.d. 1685, is not noticed

in the Parliamentary Returns. There are two yearly fairs

at Elphin.

French-park is in the barony of Boyle, 9 miles south

south-west of Boyle. It is a small place, containing about
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a hundred houses, most of them mere cabins, at the junction

of four roads. There are a Catholic chapel, a school house,

and a sessions-house ; and a market-house has been erected

within the last fow years. Thd mansion and demesne of

French-park, the seat of the French family, are close to the

town ; and about half a mile distant, on the verge of a bog,

are the ruins of Clonshanvill Abbey. The ruins consist of the

walls of the church, with its steeple, two detached chapels

in the burial-ground, and the remains of a square build-

ing belonging apparently to the habitable port of the abbey.

The ruins, from their situation in a flat open country, form

a striking object at a distance, but are neither very pic-

turesque nor of much antiquarian interest when viewed

nearer. In the burial-grouna, which is still used, is a lofty

cross. The population of the town, in 1831, was 447 ; that

of the parish of Tybohan orTaughboyne, in which it stands,

was 16,4G0. Butter, yarn, and pigs arc sold in the market,

which is held on Thursday. • There are three yearly fairs.

Good sandstone is quarried in the immediate neighbour-

hood, and limestone in the town itself. Petty sessions are

held here. French-park has a dispensary.

Strokcstown is in the barony of Roscommon, between
Elphin and Lanesborough. It contained, in 1831, about two
hundred and sixty houses and 1547 inhabitants. The town
consists of two streets crossing at right angles ; the one which
runs cast and west is nearly 150 feet wide, and has Lord Hart-
land's demesne and mansion at one end, and a new church
at the other. Three-fifths of the houses are mere cabins,

and more than another fifth are thatched cottages, little bet-

ter than cabins. The rest are built of limestone or sand-

stone, both of which are procured near the town, and are

roofed with Welsh slates, imported into Sligo, and brought
from thence by land carriage. Trade is prosperous, and the

market is well attended ; a considerable quantity of wheat,
for the growth of which the soil round the town is parti-

cularly favourable, is sold ; and the country-people bring in

linen, linen yarn, tow, woollen stockings, flannels, and a pe-
culiar kind of woollen stuffwhich is dyed and dressed in the
town. The market is also well supplied with lake and river fish,

and some sea-fish, and goods of all kinds are sold in stalls.

There are four yearly fairs. There are a sessions-house and
bridewell, and the quarter-sessions for the Boyle division of
the county are held here once in the year. There is also a
dispensary. The old mansion-house of Lord Hartland has
been modernised : in the grounds, at a short distance from
the house, are the roofless walls of an old church, used as the
family burial-place. Races are held at Ballynafad, three or

four miles south of the town.
Athleague is a small place, containing, in 1831, eighty-

seven houses and 488 inhabitants : there is a long bridge, or

rather series of bridges connected by a long causeway, car-

ried obliquely across the river Suck, which here flows in a
divided channel. Athleague.is a dull place, with little trade;
there is a flour-mill. Four .fairs are held in the'year. The
church is an old building in bad repair; there is a Catholic
chapel in the town. Keadue is in Boyle barony, ten or
eleven miles north-north-west of Carrick-on-Shannon ; it

consisted, in 1831, of about forty houses, chiefly cabins. A
market-house was then building ; and the place was increas-

ing in prosperity from the neighbourhood of the Arigna
iron-works. There are ten yearly fairs. Keadue has a dis-

pensary. Mount-Talbot is in Athlone barony, on the banks
of the Suck, and takes its name from the demesne of the
Talbot family, which is close to the village. It is a small
place, pleasantly situated. Mount-Talbot has four fairs

in the year. Petty sessions are held both here and at

Keadue.
Lough-Glynn bad, in 1831, about fifty houses, chiefly ca-

bins, but superior to those commonly met with; there were
a Catholic chapel and a dispensary near the village, and a
parish church at some distance : the population was 254.

Kuskey or Rooskey is in Ballintobber hundred, and on the
Shannon, over which is a bridge of nine arches ; the vil-

lage extends across the river into Leitrim and Longford
counties. The church of the parish of Tarmonbarry is in

the village ; also a Catholic chapel. Knockcroghery (pro-

nounced Nocrohery) is in the barony of Athlone, about 5

miles south-east of Roscommon, not far from Lough Ree.
It has a new church and new school-houses. A considera-

ble manufactory of tobacco-pipes is carried on ; and there
ore two yearly fairs, one of them a large one. Tarmonbarry
is in Athlone barony, on the right bank of the Shannon,
which is here divided into two anas, over each of which

there is s^hwdge : these bridges are connected by a cause-

way over the intervening islanfl. The Royal Canal termi-

nates in the Shannon at Richmond harbour opposite Tar-

monbarry : there are extensive basins, docks, and warehouses

on the Longford side of the river. Castle- PIunket u a

miserable place of about forty miserable cabins. Loogh-
Glynn and Tarmonbarry have each four fairs in the year

;

Castle-Plunket has three.

Divisions for Ecclesiastical and Legal Purpose*.—Tkm
number of parishes in the county is differently stated; ««
believe the correct number to be fifty-six. These, mith *otne

of the adjacent parishes in the next counties, make up

thirty-one benefices; of which twenty-seven are in thed**
ccse of Elphin, one in that of Clonfert, one in Ardacn,
and two in Tuara. All these dioceses were in the ocrle-

siastical province ofTuam, except Ardagh, which was in lb*

province of Armagh; but by the late alterations in th*

Irish church, all are now in the province of Armagh.
The county is included in the Connaught circuit: the

assizes are held at Roscommon, where is the county jre*>L

The county is divided into two parts for the session* Um
ness : the division of Athlone comprehends the barooic* or

half-baronies of Athlone, Ballymoe, Moycarne, and pait t*f

Ballintobber; the division of Boyle comprehends the baro-

nies of Boyle, Roscommon, and the rest of BalLntobbrr

the sessions for the first are held alternately at Athlone and

Roscommon; those of the second, twice in the jear st

Boyle, once at Castlerea, and once at Strokestown. Tb*
county gaol is at Roscommon, and there are bridewells st

Athlone, Boyle, Castlerca, and Strokestown. The discipin*

of the county-gaol is very defective; the great object* <-f

prison discipline are altogether lo?t sight of; nor U the »iie

of the gaol or the number of the cells sufficient. The bride-

wells of Athlone and Boyle are clean and well orArred.

Those of Castlerea and Strokesiown are for the teiuporan

lodgment of prisoners. The constabulary force, on 1st Janu-

ary, 1838, amounted to 244, viz. I subinspector, 6 ctnef coo-

stables, 7 head-constables, 43 constables, and 1 5*7 subcoo

stables.

There is a county infirmary at Roscommon, and dispensa-

ries at Athlone, Boyle, Castlerea, Elphin, French-park.
Strokestown, Keadue, Lough-Glynn, Croghan, TuUk. **i

Fallylcaguc. The county is included in the district of tU
Connaught lunatic asylum, which is at Ballinasloe.

Two members are returned for the county, who are elected

at Roscommon. Athlone, which is partly in this county. i»

the only parliamentary borough. 1 he number of voters oa

the register for the county in 1834-5 was 1864 ; foe the bo-

rough of Athlone 274.

The amount of grand-jury presentments in the rear 1*3;

was 27,051/. \8s. 3d. t viz. : for new roads, bridges, &c iie^.
3*. 6$</.; for repairing roads, bridges, &c, 7884/. is. I ijd.

for building or repairing gaols, bridewells, and bouses d"

correction, 41/. 10*.; for prison and bridewell expense*.

1915/. 15*. ; for the police and expenses of witnesses. 4!W
0*. \0{d. ; for salaries of county officers, not included in tfcr

foregoing heads, 3376/. 18*.; for public chanties, UW-
1 7s. 2d. ; for the repayment of government advances, 5l**£
6*. 10£</. ; and for miscellaneous expenses, 572/. 3#. 1(k£

History, Antiquities, <£c.—In the earliest historical pe-

riod this county appears to have been partly or wholly is

possession of the Autcri, a people mentioned by Ptolesat.

and supposed by Sir James Ware (Hist, of Ireland* vt>L iL
ch. vi.) to have inhabited some part of the counties of Gsl-
way and Roscommon. At a later period it was occupied by

the septs or clans ofO'Conor Ruadh (red), Rough, or Rem.
and O Conor Dhunne (brown) Dunn, or Don, whose terri-

tories comprehended respectively tbe baronies of Rascoe*-
mon and Ballintobber ; and by the sept of the MardernHfe.
whose territories now constitute the barony of Boyle ; tfae

parts bordering on Galway were occasionally encrcachrd
upon by the 6'Dalys and the O*Kellys of Galway. TT.e

territories of the two tribes of the O'Conors were called

Hy-Onach; those of the Macdermots were called M«)Lax;
or Moylurg ; and those of the O Dalys and O'KcIIt*," H»-
Maine or Mainech. Part of the county was included, with
a portion of Galway, in Clanckonow, the tcrritonr of tt«

Bourks: the most northern part was included in Cwcsx-b-
rann, the territory of the O'Hanlys and O'Broenans: be-

tween the Suck and the Shannon was the district of Dealers
Nuadhat; Hy-Briun Sinna was another district along the

bank of the Shannon ; and a district called Kierrsgss-t:.

afterwards Clan-Kethern, was included in the county, tot
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in what part is not specified. (Ware, Hist. ofIte?«ndt c\ia\).

TJi., sec. 1.)

Of the earliest period there are few memorials, the raths

(hill-forts or earth-works) are the principal. Of these there

are more than four hundred and seventy. They are always

upon natural eminences. They contained within their ram-
parts the dwelling-places of the chieftain and his family,

commonly constructed of earth and hurdles, hut having
sometimes wooden walls upon a foundation of earth. At
Oran, between Roscommon and Castlerea, is one of the

round towers whose use and origin are so uncertain. It is

only about twelve feet high, and bears the appearance of

never having been finished, rather than of having been
thrown down. Its interior diameter is 1 1 feet 3 inches

;

and the thickness of the walls 4 feet 6 inches. It is built

of limestone; the stones are well cut, fit closely, and are
Ian} in even courses.

Seven years after the English invasion of Ireland, the
county was attacked by Milo or Miles de Cogan, one of the
mo* I active and warlike of the English adventurers. Ros-
common formed at that time part of the kingdom of Con-
naught, and was governed by Roderic O'Conor, recognised
as sovereign of Ireland. Do Cogan advanced with 40
knights, 200 other horsemen, and 300 archers to the town
of Roscommon, where he was joined by Murfough, son of
Roderic, at the head of a body of malcontents. Tne natives

Iwwever, by driving away their cattle and laying waste their

country, reduced De Cogan and his army to great danger
from famine, and obliged them to retreat. In 1204 the
county was again ravaged by William Bourke (or de Burgo)
Fui-Aldelm, lord of Limerick and the neighbouring
country : in 1216, the castle of Athlone, on the frontier, was
erected to secure a ford of the Shannon, and in 1268 that of
Roscommon was built to secure the quietness of the county,

at that time assumed to be subject to the English, and in-

cluded in a grant of Connaught, made by Henry III. to the
family of De Burgo, or De Burgh, who held also the earl-

dom of Ulster. The native princes of the country, though
recognising the supremacy of the English crown, were not
disposed to submit to such wholesale spoliation, and the

cattle of Roscommon was twice taken by them, A.n. 1 272 and
li!76. This part of Ireland appears to have been long in a
state of anarchy, the Irish septs struggling for independence
wah ibe De Burgos, their Anglo-Norman masters. In a.d.

1.115, Richard de Burgo, earl of Ulster, and Pedlim or

Pbclim O'Conor, Irish prince of Connaught, advanced in

<\>nj unction from Roscommon, to repel the invasion of the

Scotch under Edward Bruce; but O'Conor, seduced by
the offers of Bruce, entered into a secret treaty with him

;

and returned home to guard his own inheritance against his

kin»man Roderic, who sought to usurp it. Fedlim, whose
treaty with Bruce was not known, was supported by the
English, and by their aid he defeated Roderic, who fell in

the battle. He now avowed his alliance with the Scots, but
was entirely defeated by the English under William de
Burgo, brother of Earl Richard, and Sir John Bermingham,
at Athenry in Galway, a.d. 1316. The victory utterly broke
the power of the O'Conors, who split into clans or septs,

of which two have been noticed as occupying portions of

Roscommon. These two septs became rivals, and wasted
their strength in mutual hostilities. Meanwhile, the inhe-

ritance of the De Burgos came by marriage to Lionel, duke
of Clarence, son of Edward III., whose descendants after-

wards came to the throne in the person of Edward IV., ex-

cept such of the territories of the family in Connaught as

were usurped by some of the younger branches.

Of this troubled period there are several memorials, in

the ruined castles and monastic buildings which exist

Roscommon Castle, and Roscommon,Boyle, andClonshanvill

abbeys, the last near French-park, have been noticed. Be-

tween Roscommon and Castlerea are the ruins of Ballin-

tobber Castle, the antient stronghold of the O'Conor
Dhunne or Don. The walls enclose a quadrangle 270 feet

by 237 feet, and are strengthened bypolygonal towers resem-

bling those of Caernarvon Castle. The walls and the towers

are tolerably complete externally; but the towers are little

more than shells. There are the walls of the church and of

*ome of the dependent buildings of Tulsk Abbey standing.

There was formerly a strong castle at Tulsk, and there was

one at Ballynafad near Strokestown, of which the ruins are

still visible: it was the stronghold of O'Conor Ruadh. Avery
remarkable ruined fort of unknown antiquity is to be seen

near Lough Glynn. The keep of Athlone Castle, which is

|
yetstanding, is a decagon, and is in the RoscQmraon part
of the town. There are several remains of small castles,
especially of one on Castle Island in Lough Key, but none
of them deserving particular description. There are con-
siderable ruins of Coote Hall, a fortified mansion of the
middle ages, between Lough Key and the 8hannon.
In the reign of Elizabeth, Connaught was formed into

counties, and the county of Roscommon divided into baro-
nies. This measure is ascribed by some to the earl of Sussex
lord-lieutenant (a.d. 1562-64); by others to his successor,
Sir Henry Sidney, lord deputy (a.d. 1665-67); while Mr.
Weld (Statistical Survey of the County of Roscommon)
ascribes it to Sir John Perrot, lord deputy, whose adminis-
tration was considerably later (a.d. 1584 88).

In the rebellion in Elizabeth's reign, the O'Conors re-

mained faithful to the English. Boyle Abbey was besieged
by the Ulster insurgents in the war of 1641. The county
fell into their hands, and the O'Conor Dhunne now took
part with them : some severe encounters took place, especi-
ally in 1642, when Callaugh O'Conor was defeated by the
English. The insurgents long retained possession of the
county, but on the termination of the war their chiefs were
deprived of their estates, which were confiscated, and divided
among English and Scotch adventurers. At the Restora-
tion O'Conor Dhunne or Don obtained the greater part of
his property again, and his descendants are among the few
native Irish families who have retained their lands. In the
war of the Revolution, the principal events connected with
this county were the first ineffectual siege of Athlone by
a body of William's army, under General Douglas (a.d.

1690), and the subsequent siege and capture of that city
(a.d. 1691) by the main body of William's troops, then under
General Ginkell. [Athlone.] This was followed by the
decisive battle of Aghrim [Aghbim], fought in the adjacent
county of Galway. Roscommon gives the title of earl to
the noble family of Dillon.

(Weld's Statistical Survey of Roscommon; Ware's,
Cox's, Gordon's, and Moore's Hist, ofIreland; Parliamentary
Rtpers ; Lewis's Tovographicol Dictionary of Ireland.)
ROSCOMMON, WENTWORTH DILLON. EARL

OF, was born in Ireland about 1633. He was the son of
James Dillon, third earl of Roscommon, and Elizabeth
Wentworth, sister to the earl of Strafford, who was godfather
to his nephew, and gave him his own family name. Upon
the breaking out of disturbances in Ireland, Strafford sent
for him, and placed him at his own seat in Yorkshire, where
he had him instructed in Latin, which Dillon is said to have
learned so as to write it with purity and elegance, though he
was never able to retain the rules of grammar. When tho
storm had overtaken Strafford, Dillon was sent to Caen,
where he prosecuted his studies under Bochart. He after-

wards travelled into Italy, where he examined with care the
most valuable remains of classical antiquity, and he acquired
uncommon skill in the knowledge of medals. He returned
to England at the Restoration, and was made captain of the
band of pensioners, a preferment which led him into the
habit of gaming and the loss of much of his fortune, lie
was subsequently appointed master of the horse to the
duchess of York, and he married the Lady Frances, daughter
of the earl of Burlington, and widow of Colonel Courtney.
Wood says of Roscommon that he 'was educated from his

youth in all kind of polite learning,' and that he • was ac-

counted most excellent in the art of poetry.' He was nomi-
nated at Oxford to be created LL.D., May 23rd, 1683, but
did not appear at the time appointed. Whether he had
previously been connected with the University is uncertain.
He formed the intention of escaping apprehended evils at

home by retiring to Rome, but he was delayed by the gout,
which, through improper medical treatment, occasioned his

death. At the moment in which he expired, he uttered, with
an energy of voice that expressed the most fervent devotion,

two lines of his own version of • Dies Irae
:'

' My God, my Father, and ray Friend,
Do not forsake mc in my end.'

He died in 1684, and was buried with great pomp in

Westminster Abbey.
Roscommon wrote the following works : 1, ' An Essay on

translated Verse,' London, 1680, 4to.; 2, 'Prologues and
Epilogues to Plays,' &c, collected 1684, 8vo. ; 3, Horace's
• Art of Poetry,' translated into English blank verse, 1680,
4to. ; 4, • Dr. Wm. Sherlock's case of Resistance of Supreme
Powers,' translated into French, Svo. A short time before

his death, Roscommon, among other literary projects, formed
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the plan of a society for refining the English language and
fixing its standard, and he is said to have been assisted in

the design by John Dryden ; but no particulars upon this

subject are recorded.

(Wood's Fasti Oxonienses ; Johnson's Lives of the Poets

;

Walpole's Royal and Noble Authors, Park's edition.)

ROSE. [Rosa]
ROSE-COLOURED OUZEL. [Sturnidje.]
ROSE-ENGINE TURNING. [Turning.]
ROSEMARY. [Rosmarinus.]
ROSEN, FREDERIC AUGUSTUS, was born on the

2nd of September, 1805, at Hanover, and died in London on
the 12th of September, 1837. He received his earliest

education from his father, who still lives at Detmold in

Westphalia, where he holds a high official situation in the

government of the prince of Lippe Detmold. He afterwards

went to the gymnasium at Gottineen. In the year 1822
Rosen went to the university of Leipzig, and two years

afierwards to Berlin. The energy with which he applied
himself to ail branches of science and literature, and his

great powers for acquiring knowledge, encouraged his

friends to form the highest expectations of his future career.

At an early period he had become distinguished for his

classical attainments and his knowledge of the ^Semitic

languages ; but it was not until the year 1824 that he turned
his attention to the Sanscrit, a language which at that time
was almost unknown in Germany, although its importance
in all questions connected with the early history of civiliza-

tion had been pointed out by the two Schlogels, Creuzer,
and William von Humboldt. During a short visit which
he paid to his family, he made himself acquainted, with his

father's assistance, with the antient language of the Brah-
mans, in which he received further instruction at Berlin

from Professor Bopp, who had Just returned from London,
and been appointed professor of Sanscrit at the university

of Berlin. William von Humboldt, who devoted his time
to the same pursuits, also encouraged him to proceed iu his

Sanscrit studies. The total want of all useful aids towards ob-
taining a knowledge of this difficult language, suggested to

Rosen the idea of supplying the deficiency, which his acqui-

sitions rendered him well able to do. Accordingly, in 1826,
when he took his degree of doctor of philosophy, he pub-
lished his 'Corporfe Radicum Sanscritarum Prolusio,'

which was only the forerunner of his larger work • Radices
Sanscrit©,' Berlin, 1827. This work, which abounds in

learning and sound criticism, has contributed more than
any other to recommend and facilitate the study of the
Sanscrit language in Germany. It is now out of print, and
the author had prepared a second edition, in which he had
remodelled his original plan, in order to adapt his work to

the then advanced state of Sanscrit literature. Rosen also

had applied himself, with the greatest success, to tbo study
of Arabic and Persian ; and he had prepared for publication

several large episodes of the ' Shah Nahmah, the great

epic poem of the Persians. This intense application

to the literature and the languages of the East gave birth

to a strong desire to visit Asia. A favourable opportunity
presented itself, and he was appointed attache to the Prus-
sian embassy at Constantinople. Shortly before be started

however he received a tlattering invitation to become Pro-
fessor of Oriental Languages in the University of London
(now University College) then just established. He accepted
the offer, hoping to find in this country a wide field for his

literary labours. Before going to London, he visited Paris,

in order to become acquainted with De Sacy, Rerausat,
nud De Chezy ; and after a short stay in that city he
came to London. But his expectations of honour and
profit were greatly disappointed; for though he bad a few
pupils in Sanscrit, Arabic, and Persian, it soon became
evident that a teacher of the Hindustani language was
more wanted at the London University than a professor of
Oriental languages as the term is understood in Germany.
His energy did not however fail him; and seeing that he
could be useful in a secondary capacity, he applied himself
for several months with great industry to the Hindustani, in

order thnt he might qualify himself to teach the lan-

guage. Some years afterwards he resigned his professor-

ship of Oriental language* ; but subsequently accepted
the Sanscrit professorship in University College. The
high opinion which the College entertained of his services

may bo cdUitctcd from the Annual Report of the College for

the year 1837-38, which was mado after his death.
lie derived more satisfaction from his occupation as ho-

norary foreign secretary of the Royal Astatie Ston ,

as secretary to the Oriental Translation Commits
just established. This brought him into comm --

with that great Oriental scholar Colcbrooke.fori: -.

entertained the highest admiration. Bt ColebroakeS 1

1

he published, under the sanction of the TnotUu s
j

mittee, the Arabic text of the ' Algebra of Mohacn
|

Musa,' with an English translation, accompany * *
|

cellent notes [Musa] ; he also prepared for troblim :
|

great 'Biographical Dictionary* of Ibn Khalliktn, K'
|

as well as another work, in which he intended *

.
j

comprehensive view of the system of Indian jurii;:i.

was never completed.
Amidst these various occupations he had notU

of a higher and more arduous task, in which he »^.

concentrate all his attainments. Having discorr

the character of the Indian literature ana lar.gu;

only be completely understood by tracing them b*i

earliest periods to which the ' Vedas* belong, bed**

remove the obscurity by which they are sur.

In 1 830 he published his * Rig Vedae Specimen'

!

London, and from that time his principal iuti

directed to this great object. In order to undtr*.

obsolete language of these antient writings, he hii:

the oldest of the grammatical works of tbe Hindui I

done this, he applied himself to the Commentim* T

a full knowledge of which the texts are quite umti

All this was done under very disadvantageous circ^:

and it is a matter of great regret thathewtsr
in a situation which would have made other hU
cessary.

Among his various literary labours at this perwJ t.

revision of the 'Dictionary, Bengali, Sanscrit, %rd I

published by Sir Graves Houghton, London, UY *

also made tne 'Catalogus Codtcum Manuscriptcrtc

corum et Carshunicorum in Museo Britannic©/ »-
been published, since his death, under the care of tj

Mr. Forshall, who in his address to the reader &.-

attributed to Dr. Rosen all the merit of this ol

Unfortunately Dr. Rosen's name does not appear t.:-*

the title-page of this catalogue, nor after the prs>ut. *•

he wrote, and which is printed at the head of tbecu

To qualify himself for this labour, Rosen tank •

master of the Syriac language, with which be ww*

imperfectly acquainted. At Colebrooke's request t*

took the collection of his 'Miscellaneous Essays.' ts*

added an excellent index, 2 vols., London, 1827. £
wrote all the articles relating to Oriental liters?^

work, from the article •Abbasides/ to the article'
£"

Language,' both included, 'together with several ir-

Eastern Geography, such as ' Arabia' and ' Armenia :

vised the work on the Hindus, which was pubtaW-"

' Library of Entertaining Knowledge;' the chir'rf
'

literature is entirely by his hand. For tbe *J^~*

Education' he wrote a review of Bopp's 'Verg^
Grammatik,' &c (vol. viii.), and two review d

'

'Etymologische Forschungen' (vols. 9, 10). Hem**:'

a constant correspondence with almost all tbe dUt'v

scholars on the Continent, and for the last ten y«n

materials. His worth was fully appreciated on &J
linen t, and a desire was often expressed that b*

l- ;

return to his native country; but being anxioos tori

plish his design of publishing the • Vedaa,' and cor-"

that he was placed in a wider sphere of utility in 64 ^

he preferred remaining in London, where he fimn- *

valuable treasures of Oriental literature.

In the year 1836 he began to print the collecticc
^

hymns of the ' Rig Veda,' giving the Sanscrit tell tU

translation, and explanatory notes. In the autumn *

he had advanced so far that he intended to publ^ ; '

volume, when his sudden death, in tbo prime of l^ 1

tbo full vigour of his intellectual powers, intern^

undertaking for which no man in Europe was w 1(

lified or prepared as himself. The Tmnslation C*-*J

published the book after his death, as for at it ** '

pletod, under the title * Rig Veda Sanluta Lib*' '
|

Sanscrite et Latine,' London, 1S38, 4lo. Those >
hereafter profit by the study of this work, *^u '*

at what price it has been obtained; it is only s f«*

H

but it contains the energy of a w»-1* Jjfc. Rosen'* \*>
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moos papers and collections have been confided for publica-

tion to the able bands of Professor Lassen of Bonn.
Although Rosen had acquired so honourable a rank as

an Oriental scholar, his position in society was no less dis-

tinguished. The highest admiration for his talents and at-

tainments was accompanied with universal respect for his

virtue*. The simplicity of his pure and elevated mind, the
gentleness pf his manners, and, above all, the genuine
kindness of heart which formed the striking feature of his

character, secured for him, in an eminent degree, the affec-

tion of all who knew him. His readiness on all occasions

to aid and advise his literary friends, at any cost of labour,

ii well known to many who will read this notice.

The loss of such a man will always be severely felt by
til, but especially by those who were intimately acquainted
with him. His numerous friends, both Euglish and Ger-
many, have presented bis father with a marble bust of his

son, by Richard Westroacott, as a mark of their esteem for

his character and regret for his loss, and have erected a
monument to his memory in the cemetery at Kensall Green
Dear London, where he is interred.

ROSENMULLER, JOHN GEORGE, was appointed
ProfesAor of Divinity in the University of Leipzig, and
superintendent in the Lutheran church at the same place

in 1785, and died in 1815. His chief works are : 1, * Historia

Interpretations Librorum Sanctorum in Ecclesia Chris-

tians, ab Apostolorum Aetats ad Literarum Instaurationem,'

5 parts, 8vo., 1795-1814; and 2, 'Scholia in Novum Testa-

meotum,' 5 vols. 8vo. The latter is a useful work/especially

for young students, but the author cannot be placed in tbe
first rank of commentators. His labours were more directed

to tbe explanation of particular words and phrases than to the

general comprehension of the sacred writings. He seldom
gnres a satisfactory solution of any formidable difficulty.

ROSENMULLER, ERNEST FREDERIC CHARLES,
son of the preceding, was born in 1 768, and died on the
1 7th of September, 1 835, after having for many years held
the office of professor of oriental languages in the Univer-
sity of Leipzig. His chief works are : 1, • Scholia in Vet us

Tcstsmentum, 23 vols. 8vo„ which is a philological and
exegeueal commentary on the Pentateuch, Isaiah, tbe

P*alms, Job, Ezekiel, the minor prophets, Jeremiah, the

writings of Solomon, Daniel, Joshua, Judges, and Ruth.
The first edition was published 1795-1826, the second 1823-

34. In the second edition several Rationalistic interpreta-

tions which appeared in the first are greatly modified.

Rosenmtiller's profound oriental learning and untiring

industry have made this work one of the very best com-
mentaries upon the Old Testament. In some cases he
leans too much to tho interpretations of the Jewish Rabbis.
A 'Compendium of the Scholia,' in 5 vols. 8vo., containing
tbe Pentateuch, Isaiah, the Psalms, Job, Ezekiel, and the
minor prophets, has been executed by Dr. J. C. S. Lechner,
under the author's superintendence. Rosen miiHer did not
Irve to complete his larger work. 2, ' Handbuch der Bibli-

srhen Alterthumskunde,' 4 vols. 8vo., 1823 31. This work
was also left incomplete at the author's death. The volumes
published are, three on the geography and one on the natural

otstory of the Bible. Translations of parts of this work are

published in the • Biblical Cabinet,' namely, 'The Geography
of Central Asia,' 2 vols., and 'The Mineralogy and Botany of
tbe Bible,* I vol. 3, * Institutiones Linguae Arabicae,' the

best manual of Arabic grammar, chiefly founded upon De
Sacy's'GrammaireArabe.' 4, 'Analecta Arabica.* 5, 'Voca-
butsrium Veteris Testamenti.' 6, ' Das Alto und das Neue
Morgenland,' 6 vols. 8vo.

ROSETTA, or EL RASCHID, a town of Lower Egypt,
in situated in 31° 25' N. lat. and 30° 28' E. long., on
tbe left or west bank of one of the principal branches of the
Nile, and about four miles from its mouth. It is said to

hare been built by the son of the celebrated Haroun-al-
Rasehid, about a.d. 875 ; but it did not become a place of
any note till the decline of Damietta, owing to the increase
of the bar at the

1

mouth of the Nile, which prevents large
vessels from entering the river.

Rosetta. at tbe present day is not so large as Damietta : its

population amounts to about 9000, among whom are several

Greeks and Copts. The country around Rosetta is a com-
plete garden, but the town itself does not deserve the
Awaises which have been bestowed upon it by some travcl-

jlera, It contains several large mosques; the streets,

l ^which are exceedingly narrow, not more than two yards
1

P. C, No. 1262.

wide, lie parallel to each other in a line with the river, and
are irregularly intersected by others which are shorter. Be-
tween the houses and the Nile there is a wide apace, which is

the promenade of Rosetta. The houses, which are built of
a dingy red brick, are two or three stories high ; the basaars
are narrow, dirty, and dark. Rosetta carries on a consider-

able trade both with Europe and the Levant; but tho

passage of the bar at the mouth of the Nile is always at-

tended with some danger, as the sands are constantly shift-

ing, and the surf is high.

ROSETTA STONE is the name given to a stone in the

British Museum, which was originally found by the French
among the ruins of Fort St. Julien, which is near the Rosetta
mouth of the Nile. It was delivered up to the British on
the capitulation of Alexandria, and was brought to Eng-
land in the year 1802. This stone, which is a piece of black

basalt, contains parts of three distinct inscriptions: the

highest on the stone is in what we generally call hierogly-

phics; the second is in that character commonly called tho
• enchorial,' or ' the characters of the country ;' and the third,

which is in Greek, declares, at tbe end, that the decree
which this stone contains was cut in three different charac-

ters, the ' sacred characters,' ' those of the country* or the
* enchorial,* and the ' Greek.' In its present state the stone

is much mutilated, chiefly at the top and at the right side.

Its greatest length, in its present condition, is about three

feet, measured on the flat surface which contains the

writing ; its breadth, which in some parts is entire, is about
two feet five inches. A large part of the hieroglyphic

inscription is broken off, but it probably contained in its

entire state about twenty or at the utmost twenty-one lines;

the enchorial or second inscription consists of thirty-two

lines, but tbe beginning of the first fifteen lines are wanting,

and the Greek text contained, when entire, fifty-four lines,

but tbe end of it is at prevent mutilated. We learn from
the Greek text that the Rosetta stone was erected in the

reign of Ptolemy V., Epiphanes, andprobably about b.c. 193.

Epiphanes succeeded to the throne on the death of his

father Philopator, B.C. 205, when he was a child only four

or five years old. In this monument the acts done during

the prince's minority are attributed to him, and ho is com-
mended for his piety, his liberality to the temples, bis remis-

sion of the arrears of taxes and diminution of the imposts,

his victories over the rebels, and his protection of the lands

by dams against the inundations of the Nile.

The discovery of this stone with the triple inscription up-

on it excited hopes that we should be able by means of it to

decipher the numerous monuments of antient Egypt. Dr.

Young, in the article * Egypt,' in the supplement to the ' En
cyclopaedia Britannica,' was the first who deciphered several

proper names in the enchorial and hieroglyphic inscriptions,

and he was followed in his investigations by Champollu.n.
This triple inscription however is not of so much value u •

it appears at first sight, since it is almost certain thai \\w

enchorial text is not faithfully represented by the Greek
It is, on the contrary, more probable that the Greek is not a

translation either of the hieroglyphic or enchorial text, but
expresses only generally the same substantial meaning.
The preceding account has been taken from the ' Egyp-

tian Antiquities' of the British Museum, in the Library oj

Entertaining Knowledge, vol. ii., chap. 10, in which the

whole subject is fully investigated. Compare also the articles

Champollion and Hieroglyphics in this work.
ROSHE1M. [Rhin, Bas.]
ROS1CRU&ANS is the name of a secret society whose

existence became first known to tbe public in the 17th

century, by means of several publications which have been
attributed to John Valentine Andrea?, a German scholar,

born at Herrenberg, in the duchy of Wiirtornberg, in 1586,

who, after studying at Tubingen, became a minister of the

Lutheran church, and in course of lime was made almoner
of the duke of Wurtemberg and abbot of Adelberg. An
drern died in 1654. He was a man of a mystical turn of

mind, who had conceived tbe idea of effecting a general

reform of mankind. He wrote many works, chiefly on
mystic subjects. It is doubtful however whether those par
ticular works which would establish his connection w«th

the Rosicrucian Society are really his. The following

are the titles of three of these works:— 1, • Elucidarius
Major, ueber die Reformation der gansen weiten Welt, F.

C. R. auss ihren chymischen Hochzeit,' 1617, in which
there is a mixture of precepts of alchemy with maxims of

ethics. 2, ' Fania Fraternitatis des lbbhchen Ordens dee
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Rosenkreur.es/ Frankfort, 1617, in which there is a story of

a certain Christian Rosenkreus, a German noble of the

fourteenth century, wlio, after travelling long in the East,

returned to Germany; and there established a fraternity,

or secret society, of a few adepts, under certain regulations,

living together in a building which he raised under the

name of Sanoti Spintus. where he died, at 106 vears

of age. The place of his burial was kept a profound

secret by the adepts, and the Society renewed itself by the

admission of successive new members in silence and ob-

scurity, according to the lost injunction of its founder, who
directed the following inscription to be placed on a door of

Sanoti Spiritual— * Post CXX. annos patebo.' 3, ' Confessio

Fraternitatis Rosea? Crucis ad Eruditos Europe*,' which is

appended to the preceding, and in which it is stated that

the Order does not interfere with the religion or polity of

states, but only seeks for the true philosophy ; that many
absurd fables have been told of the fraternity, either by its

enemies or by fantastic people. It states also that once a

year the members are to meet at appointed places to con-

verse together upon secret matters, and that new members
are to be admitted to supply the place of those who are de-

ceased, and to work for the common purpose of the Order,

giving no clue however for discovering what that purpose

was. In fact the secret, if secret there was, has been effec-

tually kept to the present day. This appearance of myste-

riousness has given rise to various surmises. Some have

ascribed to the Rosicrucians the same hostile plans against

all established churches and monarchies which have been

also attributed to the llluminati. Freemasons, Carbonari,

and other secret societies. (Barruel, Memoire* pour tervir

d CHistoir* du Jacobinisme.) Others say that the order of

Hosicruoians is identical with that of Freemasons, one
of whose degress or dignities is called in some countries the

degree of the Red Cross. The Rosicrucians have not been
heard of as a separate order for nearly a century past, but

some have thought that they continued to exist under the

name of the llluminati, who were much talked of in Ger-

many and France in the latter part of the eighteenth cen-

tury. Barruel, after describing the ceremonies with which
candidates were admitted to the degree of Red Cross in

some Freemasons' lodges, which however, be says, vary in

different countries, observes that these ceremonies, which
were apparently allusive to the Passion of Jesus Christ, were
differently interpreted, according to the dispositions of the

candidates ; that some saw in it a memento of the Passion,

others an introduction to the arcana of alchemy and magio,
and others at last a blasphemous invective against the
(bunder of Christianity, which the Rosicrucians had derived

from the Templars of old. This assertion however has been
contradicted by others. The reader who wishes to investi-

gate this obscure subject may consult F. Nicolai, • On the

Crimes ascribed to the Templars;
1

Chr. Murr, 'On the

True Origin of the Rosicrucians,' 1803; and J. O. Buhle,
Ueber den Ursprung und die vornehmsten Schicksale der

Orden der Rosenk reuser und Freymaurer,' Gottingen, 1804.

Buhle seems to thinks that the Rosicrucians are but a
branch or affiliation of the Freemasons. The impostor Cag-
hostro pretended that he was a Rosicrucian. [Caoliostro.]
ROSIN. [Turpentine.]
ROSMARINUS, a genus of plants belonging to the

natural order Lamiacess. It is one of the genera be-

longing to this order that are perennial and possess the
character of shrubs. It is known by the following charac-
ters :—calyx ovate, campanulate, with two lips, the upper of
which is entire, and the lower two-parted ; corolla not
ringed in the inside, the throat slightly inflated with
two lips, equal, the upper one emarginate, the lower two-
partM, the middle lobe very large and hanging down ; sta-

mens two ; filaments slightly toothed at the base ; style

with the upper lota very short.

Rotmartnus qfldnaiu, the common Rosemary, is an
inhabitant of the southern parts of France, 8pain, and
Italy, the basin of the Mediterranean, and some parts of
Asia Minor. It is a very leafy shrub, growing to the height
of three or four feet; the leaves are sessile, linear, quite en
tire, revolute at the edge, and covered with white hairs be-
neath ; the flowers are few, and in abort axillary racemes

;

the corolla has a dull leaden blue or white colour, with the
tube protruding a little beyond the calyx , the flower-leave*
or bracts are shorter than the calyx. The cultivated and
garden plants differ very much in tho shape and number of
their leaves, en wb«h eeeouot Miller described them aa two

species, the R. anguttifolia and the R, laiifolia. The sia*

of the leaves varies according to the soil and aituation b
which the plant grows. It is generally observed thai iU
broader and longer the leaves, the more vigorous is u*

Slant The rosemary is a very desirable plant fur the car

eu, both on account of its evergreen character ana **

flowers, which appear from January to April. There art

three \arieties known in gardens, the green or peel rasa,

the gold-striped, and the silver-striped, which are dnita-

guisTied principally by the colour of their leaves. The grata

variety is the hardiest, and is most generally used. It as*
be propagated by seeds, or slips or cuttings of the) feting

shoots. The striped varieties may be best propagated ay

layers of the young wood. They should be planted m s

warm situation, as they are much more tenner than ib»

green. They are only cultivated as ornamental plants ea

account of their variegated leaves. The rosemary aboandft

in the district of Narbonne in France, where it ia used u.

form hedges for gardens, Sec It is supposed to be ih»

aroma of this plant gathered by the bees thai gives to tfct

honey of this district its peculiarly fine flavour.

Rosemary was formerly held in high estimation, espe-

cially on the Continent. In the songs of the tJvubmsVwn
it is frequently mentioned as an emblem of constancy sarf

devotion to the fair sex. It was thought to be a comforter <*f

the brain, and a strengthener of the memory ; and on ta*

latter account used as a sign of fidelity amongst lover*.

Sbakspere makes Ophelia say,

—

%• There's ro*em*ry Cor foo; that'f tor ttMBbnic*.'

In some parte of Germany rosemary is grown in serf*

quantities in pots for the purpose of selling small sprigs a/ a

when in blossom, in winter and early spring, foe van—
religious purposes.

ROSMARINUS OFFICINALIS, isoaraaarw. enfled

also Anthos, a term which is apt to lead to the confounding*/
Rosemary with the Ledum palustre or wild roarsh-rue—mj.
which has very different and even dangerous propernrs.

Genuine Rosemary is a shrub, a native of the sonth of

Europe, Asia Minor, and China. The officinal part is tnt

tops or upper part of the twigs. The leaves are ahont aa

inch lone, linear, slightly revolute at the margins, dart

green and reticulate on the upper surface, hoary and watte

on the under. The leaves and calyces of the flowers hew
a strong, penetrating, aromatic odour, which is rundue*

stronger by bruising them ; and a bitter, burning, canipear-

like taste. They owe this to the presence of tannic sod.

bitter matter, perhaps resin, and especially to a volaide «e\

of which one drachm may, by distillation, be obtained frees

one pound of the leaves.

Od of Rosemary (Oleum Rorismarini, or OL Anthos) m
chiefly prepared in Spain and the south of France, by a*>

tillation of the leaves and flowers. At first it ia nearH

transparent and very limpid, but by time it becomes bote

yellowish and thicker. It possesses the strong penetrans*;

odour of rosemary, with a camphor-like intermixture, sad

a burning taste. It has an acid re-action. The spard*

gravity varies with the purity and age of the specimen; u
is commonly 0*91, but by rectification with alcohol tf *
brought to 0*69 or 085. It mixes with alcohol of-al a
every proportion. By evaporation or by shak ing with potass* o

deposits a stearopten, or rosemarv-carophor. HydreaJen*
acid gas blackens it, but does not form an artificial nasa sm
With iodine it partially explodes.

The oil of rosemary of commerce is an artificial piapsra

tion of oil of turpentine distilled with rosemary; U » eta*

adulterated with spike oil. obtained from the Levas»«fl*>

Spica. This may always be distinguished from rise
|

by not reddening litmus-paper
Rosemary possesses valuable stimulant and

properties ; but it is chiefly employed as a perfume, entente
into the composition of the Queen of Hungary a Water.

Eau de Cologne, and aromatic vinegar. It is also seed *
promote the growth of hair and present baldness*
ROSS and CROMARTY SHIRES, twn $c*4iew*»

ties, intimately connected both locallv and oihersraaa IU*
comprehends a considerable area on the mainland a/ &W
Una, together with the large island of Lewis* otw el is*

Hebrides ; and Cromarty is composed of a number ef a>

tached portions, cither interspersed among the inland r*'
(

of Ross or lying along its border The mainland pass*

of the two counties approximates tn figure to a ima*V
having its vertex (Tarbet Nee*) towards the nast* ««* ***

facing the north, extending from Tarbet Kens to Ler
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Inard, 59 miles in a direct line between it* extremities;

another tide, fronting the south-east, extending from Tarbet
Ness to the narrow strait which separates Skye from the

mainland, 83 miles ; and the base or third side, fronting

ine wast, 62 or 63 miles. The northern side is for the most
part eooterminous with Sutherlandshire, the south-eastern

side with Inverness-shire ; but towards Tarbet Ness* Ross
and Cromarty shires are separated from Sutherlandshire by
Dornoch Frith ; and from Inverness-shire, and also from
Nairn and Rlgin shires, by the Moray or Murray Frith.

The Frith of Cromarty, between these two, penetrates 10

Biles inland, forming a long narrow inlet, little more than
two mileswide in the broadest part, and communicating with
the open eea by a passage of scarcely more than half a mile.

The third side is formed by the coast of the Atlantic, and is

characterised by bold headlands separated from each other

by deep but generally narrow inlets or lochs. There are

several small islands, the Summer Islands, Martin, Bilan-

CHearacb, Longs, the Croulin Islands, &o„ off this coast.

The island of Lewis is to the north-west of the mainland
part of the county : the distance between the nearest point

of the island and the nesrest point of the mainland, across

the Mineh, or intervening channel, is about 25 miles. Lewis
if not, strictly speaking, an island of itself; it forms the

northern and by far the larger portion of the principal

Maud of the Hebrides, sometimes, though rarely, called the

Long Island ; the southern portion, called Harris, belongs
to Inverness-shire. Lewis is 39 miles long from north to

south, from the northern promontory, called the Butt of the

Lewie, to the border of Harris, and 31 miles broad from
east to west : its coast-line is as irregular as that of the

mainland. The islands of Bernera and Scarpa lie close to

Lew* on the western side. The Shiant Isles are a group
of small islands or rocks between Lewis and the main, but

maeh nearer Lewis.

The area of the two counties is given by Dr. Playfair (De-

scription of Scotland) thus:—Ross-shire, 2070 square miles,

or |,334,8O0aeres; Cromartyshire, 10* square miles, or 67,200

•tree ; Lewis (including the fresh-water lakes), So 7 square

milc*» or 356,480 acres : total, 2732 square miles, or 1,748,480

arm. • Mr. MacCiilloeh's estimate (Statistical Account of
fa British Empire) is as follows:— Ross-shire, 2069 square

miles, or 1.324,160 acre* of land; 60 square miles, or 38,400

»rree of lakes: together, 2.129 square miles, or 1,362,560

teres. Cromartyshire, 266 square miles, or 163,840 acres

of land ; 10 square miles, or 6400 acres of water: together,

166 square miles, or 1 70,240 acres. The isles belonging to

Rots and Cromarty :— 560 square miles, or 358,400 acn*s of

fond; 20 square miles, or 12,800 acres of lakes: together,

S8t square miles, or 371,200 acres. The total is 28S6
square miles, or 1,846,400 acres of land ; 90 square miles,

or ST,606 acres of lakes: together, 2975 square miles, or

1,904,006 acres. The population, in 1821, was 68.828; in

1631 ft was 74,820, showing an increase in ten years of

9 per cent, and giving, on Mr. MacCulloch's statement of

the area of the land (vis. 2895 square miles), nearly 26 in-

hsbttanta to a square mile. The shires taken together

eiceed in area all the counties of Scotland except Inverness

end Argylesbire : in amount of population they are ninth

to order, standing next below Inverness, and next above

Damfries ; in density of population they are exceeded by all

(be counties of Scotland, except Inverness and Sutherland.

Tain, the county town of Ross, is near the southern shore

of Dornoch Frith, in 67° 48' N. lat. snd 4° 3' W. long., 134

miles in a direct line north by west of Edinburgh, or 201

miles by the road by Queensferry, Kinross, Perth, Dunkeld,

Khrir-Atboi, the valleys of the Garry and the Spey, to In-

\ernese, and from thence by Beauley, Dingwall, and In-

Ttfgovoon.
'Hie district of Ferrintosh, whieh is a portion of Nairn*

sktre, is included in the boundaries we have given, but not

ui the statements of srea and population.

Surface ; CowttHne ; Wands*—A general description of

this district Is given elsewhere [Great Britain, vol. xi.,

p. 402. col. 2], where it is described as * the country south of

a line joining Loch Broom and the Frith of Dornoch.'

It is sufficient here to notice that, excepting the two penin-

selee formed by the three friths Dornoch, Cromarty, and

Moray, and the psrts immediately adjacent to them, it con-

stats of mountains irregularly grouped, with deep intervening

glens or ravines. Ben Wyvis is 3720 feet above the level

of Use sea; KeaCloch, near Little Loch Broom, 3600 feet

:

Ben Bwngk one of the Ben More hills* near the head ot

Loch Broom, 3551 feet; Ben Lair, near Loch Maree, 3000
feet ; Ben Attow, on the border of Ross-shire and Inver-
ness-shire, is said to be nearly 4000 feet.

The three friths just mentioned are three branches of that
great bay which penetrates Scotland from the north east,

between Duncansby Head, the north-east point of Scotland,
and Kinnaird's Head in Aberdeenshire. Dornooh Frith,
the most northern of the three, extends about 24 or 25
miles inland to Bonar Bridge, on the road from Inverness
to Wick and Thurso. It is about 10 miles across at its

entrance between Tarbet Ness and Brora. Moray Frith
extends about as far inland as Dornoch Frith, but is 14

miles across at its entrance between Tarbet Ness and Burg
Head. Cromarty Frith is an inlet of Moray Frith. Loch
Beauley is an extension of Moray Frith inland : we know
not exactly where the line separating the loch from the
frith is drawn, but there is a sheet of water extending 16
or 17 miles inland from Fort George, where Moray Frith
is contracted to a narrow strait, and three or four miles
broad at the widest part. There are cliffs on each side of
the entrance of Cromarty Frith, and again at Tarbet Ness
and some miles south of it.

The principal inlets on the western or Atlantic coast are
Loch Enard, at the north-west extremity of the two counties •

Loch Broom, Little Loch Broom, Loch Greinord, Loch Ewe,
Loch Gairloch, Loch Torridon, Loch Carron, with Loch
Kishorn, which is a branch of it ; and Loch Alsh, with its

branches, Loch Ling and Loch Duish or Duich. They occur
in the order in which we have enumerated them from north
to south. Loch Broom and Loch Carron extend about 1 6 miles
inland, but are both narrow. Lochs Enard, Greinord, Ewe,
Gairloch, snd Torridon are not so long, but are wider. Loch
Greinord is about four miles across at the mouth. There
are cliffs on the* shore of Loch Enard and at the headland
of Ru-mone or Ru-more, at its western side, and on part of
the shores of Loch Broom and Loch Carron. The islands

along this coast a*re small. The western coast ofCromarty
and Ross is described at considerable length in the se-

cond volume of MacCulloch's ' Highlands and Western '

Isles.
1

The prinoipal inlets on the coast of Lewis are Loch Car-:*

Iowa, Loch Bernera, Loch Roig, Uig Bay, and Loch Resort,
'

on the west side, occurring in the order in which we have
enumerated them from north to south ; and Loch Tua, Loch
Gremishader, Loch Luerbost, Loch Hourn, Loch Shell,

Loch Brolum, Loch Valiums, Loch Clay, and Loch Seaforth,

occurring in the same order, on the eastern side. The three

lochs Carlowa, Bernera, and Roig are three branches of one
great inlet, about nine miles across at the entrance, and ex-

tending about nine miles inland: in the middle of it is

the island of Bernera, five miles long from east to west and
three miles wide, and a number of smaller islands. The
boundary between Lewis and Harris is drawn across the

island from the head of Loch Resort to the shore of Loch
8eaforth, but not at the head of the Loch. There are cliffs at

the nori hern extremity, and on a great part of the eastern and
some part of the western coast of Lewis. It will be observed
that these 'lochs' are not, as the name would seem to imply,

lakes, but inlets ofthe sea. The headlands ofLewis are the Butt

of Lewis at the northern extremity; Tolsta Head, near it;

and Tiompan Head, at the extremity of the peninsula which
forms the southern and eastern sides of Loch Tua, on the
eastern side of the island ; and GalIan Head, at the south
side of the entrance to Loch Roig, on the western side.

Lewis is as mountainous as the mainland, though the peaks
are not so lofty : the mountains form a range extending
north and south, with lateral branches. The Barvas Hills,

near the centre of the island, are 780 feet high ; and Su-
aneval, on the western side, between Loch Roig and Loch
Resort, 2700 feet

Hydrography and Communication*.—The two counties

have no very large rivers. The Oikel rises at the foot of

Ben Mohr in Sutherlandshire, just on the border of Ross-

shire, and Mows for twenty-six miles along the border of the

two counties till it unites with a stream from Loch Shin in

Sutherlandshire. It then expands into a narrow lake fivo

miles long, called the Kyle, which opens into Dornoch Frith.

The Repath Water ami Carron Water are one stream twenty-

three or twenty-four miles long, which joins the Kyle at its

lower end. A number of streams flowing eastward unite

above Dingwall, just below which they fall into Cromarty
Frith. The longest of these streams rises in the western

pert of the county, and has a course of forty miles to Ding*
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trail, watering Strath Bran, and passing through several

lakes, among which is Loch Luichart, nearly five miles long

by one broad. Loch Fannich, eight miles Ion? and a mile

broad, is drained by another of these streams: it is near

the centre of the counties. Loch Monar, five miles long by

one mite broad, is drained by a stream which belongs to

Inverness-shire; Loch Glass, five miles long, and many
other lakes, most of them very small, are drained bv streams

flowing into the friths of the eastern/coast All the above-

mentioned lakes have their greatest extension from east to

west.

The streams on the western coast have a shorter course

than those on the eastern. There are several lochs in this

part. Loch Maree, the largest fresh-water lake in the

counties, extending twelve miles in length, and two miles

or two miles and a half across in the broadest part, is

drained by the Ewe, which flows into Loch Ewe. Loch
Na Shallag, three miles long ; Loch Fair or Fuir, three

miles long and above a mile wide; Loch Dambh or DamfF,
four miles lone; Loch Lundie, three miles long; and Loch
Clunie, partly in Inverness-shire, nearly four miles long, are

drained by streams which flow into the sea on the west
coast.

Lewis abounds in lakes; but they are all small, except Loch
Langavat, which extends in length nearly ten miles from
north to south, between Loch Seaforth and Loch Resort.

The streams in Lewis have all a very short course.

The two counties have very few roads. The greater part

of them, including those of chief importance, are on the

east side, and lead to different places farther north. One
leads near the coast from Inverness, by Fortrose, Cromarty,
and Tain, to Dornoch, Wick, and Thurso, the communica-
tion being made in several places by ferries over the lochs

and friths. Another road from Inverness, to Wick and
Thurso runs more inland, passing round the heads of Loch
Beauley and the Frith of Cromarty, and through the town
of Dingwall, which is at the head of Cromarty Frith : it

crosses into Sutherlaudshire by Bonar Bridge, which is
* thrown over the Kyle at the head of Dornoch Frith. There
are several roads communicating between these two. A
road from Dingwall leads across the country through Strath

Bran to Loch Carron, a distance of 49 miles, sending off

branches on the right to Ullapool on Loch Broom, to the
heads of Loch Gairloch and Loch Ewe, by the side of Loch
Maree, and to Loch Tomdon. The road from Inverness to

the Isle of Skye, with a branch to Loch Alsh and Loch
Carron, runs through Rhiabuie and Glen Sbiel, in the

southern parts of the county of Ross; and that from Dor-
noch and the east coast to Loch Assynt just passes through
the northern part of the same county. The greater part if

not the whole of these roads are under the direction of the
commissioners of Highland roads and bridges.'

Soil ; Agriculture.—The arable land of the two counties

is almost entirely confined to the eastern part, comprehend*
ing the two peninsulas, 'An Oilean Dubh,' or the Black
Isle, between Loch Beauley and Cromarty Firth ; and Easter
Ross, between tho Cromarty and Dornoch friths, together
with the comparatively low and level tract immediately ad-

jacent to these. The central and western parts are • wild,

rugged, and mountainous, interpersed with lakes and nar-
row glens that afford pasture for sheep and black cattle.'

(MacCulloch, Statist. Aect. of Brit. Empire.) Since the

commencement of the present century, agriculture has im-
proved in a most extraordinary manner. * The fields were
formerly detached pieces of land, ploughed irregularly, as

the ground with the least labour suited. The carts generally
used were of the poorest description, with a kind of tum-
bler or solid wheel, and wicker conical baskets ; little or no
lime was used for agricultural purposes.' ' 1 succeeded to

a farm in this country about thirty years ago (says Major
Gilchrist, of Opisdale, Sutherlandshire), when the working
strength consisted of sixteen oxen and twenty-four small
horses called garrons; this farm is now laboured by three pair

of horses.' (Appendix to Fourteenth Report ofCommissioners
of Highland Roads and Bridges; Pari. Papers for 1828,

vol. ix.) The individual who introduced the ploughing of
laud in regular ridges, and the division of fields into any-
thing like systematic arrangement, was living in the em-
ploy of Major Gilchrist at the period of the above Report.
•The total amount of wheat then (viz., at the commence-
ment of the present century) raised in the county was not
equal to what is now produced on many single farms. It

was not until 1813 that the first barley-mill north of the

Cromarty Frith was erected, and in 1821 the first AW nul
(at Drummond, on the estate of Fowlis) by the same io4h
vidua). To such an extent however bas cultivation «f^
been carried, that the growth ofwheat alone is now (viz. 1**)
estimated at 20,000 quarters annually ; and the exportation!
grain to London, Leith, Liverpool, &c during the last ystr
amounted to upwards of 10,000 quarters; besides tbesafait
of the extensive and populous pastoral districts of ths
county (of Ross), and the towns of Dingwall, Tain, lav*,
ness, &c, to which places 1 am credibly informed upesidi
of 10,000 bolls of flour are now annuallr sent for ti» con-
sumption of the inhabitants. Among other exports may W
mentioned the produce of various extensive wtusktv imi^
leries, situated in different parts of the county, and a na*
siderable quantity of salted pork from the ports of Crooaity
and Invergordon. {Appendix to Report, unborn)
The soil in the peninsula ofthe Black Isle is various,ud

much of it poor. The cultivated portion consists obWfl? ol

clayey loam, good black mould, and sandy loam. In KwUr
Ross there is a considerable extent of clayey loam and Ifbi

sandy soil. Around Dingwall the soil is clayey. Then* us
more than the usual number of gentlemen's seats and plia-

tations in the cultivated part of the two counties. Tbe
usual fenoes are hedges and ditches, sometimes Loam
stone fences are employed. There is some good timber ia

the hedgerows. Turnips are grown equal to those of own
southern counties. The crops are clean, and for lbs art
part rich. The bouses of the principal farmers are nest sat

commodious, and the cottages of the peasantry have nock
improved of late years, Many of the mansion-house! an
well situated, and surrounded by ornamental plaatafiooi,

shrubberies, or fine timber-trees. Many of them hart «-
eellent gardens ; and a spirit of horticultural itoproveiDtnt

is very general. The gardens of the farmers, though nail
are well stocked ; and the cottagers are fond of baring *

garden, whenever they have a suitable piece of groaad.

Much, very much of the improvement in agriculture a

to be ascribed to the improved communications formed soa

maintained by the government commission for HvjbUtU
roads and bridges. In some parts indeed, ignorance, or pre-

judice, or perhaps poverty, has induced an adbereoct t*

antient practices and a sturdy rejection of improved tat*

thods.

'A marked improvement in domestic animals of evert oV
scription has taken place in the northern counties sines tbc

improved communication with the south. I need kardlr

allude to the introduction of the Cheviot sheep, to the pso*

taken in improving the breed of cattle by the important!

of the most improved sorts from the West Highlands sod

of cows from Ayrshire. Considerable attention bas Uta
recently paid to the breed of horses, both for the purpose*

of agriculture and draught ; and, in some instances, taste if

the finest description have been successfully reared. N*
has the breed of pigs been neglected; several ralasW*

species, both pure and crosses, having been iotrodeeei'

(Appendix to Report, as above.) The original native bresi

of cattle is hardy and compact, adapted to the chaste-

Cattle were formerly more numerous than at present, ss4

were much employed in agricultural labour, but the ast d
them is now almost entirely given up. The dimiouiisa d
their number is ascribed to the greater attention pud *»

sheep-farming.

The western side of the county, where it has not bets

thrown into large sheep-farms, is occupied by a peer dm
of tenants. They have some arable land, in which potafc*

barley, and oats are raised ; but the number of seres as**

cultivation is not great, nor has planting been earned *
any extent. Tbe greater part of the country » an op*
waste. The houses of many of the peasantry, including tW

small tenantry and the cotters, are very poor; soma arr

built of turf, others with stone, with or without mortar, sad

have a roof of turf with heather or fern above it. They at

commonly destitute of chimneys ; the Are is kindled by uV

wall, or a stone in the centre of the room ; the smoke escapes

as it can, by roof, door, or windows, which last are rio*4

at will with wooden shutters. Hie floor is made of mo** *
clay. In many houses tbe cattle dwell under the saav

roof, and even enter at the same door with the family, fa*
which they are separated bv a partition of boards, siaoa

or watiles, having a door in the middle. Some of the peop*»

are getting into the way of building separate sheds lor uW
cattle. The food of the peasantry consists of potatoes, bee*

rings, and oatmeal gruel. Those in better areun
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have, in addition, butter, cheese, oatcake; and in winter

and spring, have broth and mutton, in place of herrings.

Peat ts the common fuel, but the better class of farmers

have coal. There has been much improvement in agricul-

tural implements. Iron ploughs, drawn by two horses, and
directed by the ploughman without a driver, are now in use,

instead of the old plough with four horses, a ploughman, a

driver, and two other persons to keep down the plough in

the ground and level the rigs. The crooked spade is still

used ithere there is but little pasture for horses or where
the ground is too rough and rocky for the plough. Along
the coast the peasantry are to a considerable extent engaged
in the herring fishery. Smuggling and illicit distillation

were at one time common, but are now given up in most
places. Poaching is comparatively rare. Deer are tolerably

numerous in some places, not in others ; roes arid hares are

not numerous. The fox, badger, polecat, weasel, marten,

mole, rat, and mouse are common ; as are the eagle, raven,

and a variety of hawks and owls. Plovers are frequently

met with; grouse are perhaps diminishing. The smaller

tenants usually possess a considerable extent of grazing-

ground, sometimes near their arable land, sometimes remote
from it ; they occupy the straths or valleys.

There are stone-quarries in some parts of the two counties,

but these mineral productions are comparatively unimportant
They have limestone, but no coal.

The herring fishery is carried on along the eastern and
western shores ; but this branch of industry has declined on
the western side. The salmon fishery is carried on in the

rivers and actuaries of the eastern coast.

Division*, Towns, $c.—The two counties are divided into

thirty-three parishes, two of which extend into the adjacent

counties, viz. TJrquhart, a portion of which (the district of

Ferrintosh) constitutes a detached part of Nairnshire, sur-

rounded on every side by Ross-shire; and Urray, of which
a small portion is in Inverness- shire. The parishes are all

large, as compared with the average extent of English

parishes ; but those on the eastern and more cultivated side

are not by any means so large as the Highland parishes of

the west, which have in some cases an extent of twenty,

thirty, or even forty miles. There are four royal burghs,

vix. Tain, Cromarty, Dingwall, and Fortrose, and one

burgh of barony, viz. Stornoway, in the isle of Lewis.

Tain is on ine shore of Dornoch Frith, in the north-east

part of \\ « county. The parish extends nine or ten miles in

length from north-east to south-west, and above four miles

in breadth. Tain appears to have been incorporated very

early, it is said by Malcolm Canmore; but the earliest

charter*extant is ofJames VI., a.d. 1 587. It was early cele-

brated for a chapel of St. Duthus, bishop of Ross, which

had right of sanctuary. The sanctuary was violated and
the chapel burnt, a.d. 1427 or 1429, by a Highland chieftain

from Sutherland: the chapel was never rebuilt. The town is

situated on a ridge or terrace chiefly composed of a stratum

of red clay overlying the sandstone which forms the higher

ground of the parish, and overlooking a low plain which

extends from the foot of the terrace on which the town

stands, to the present shore, a quarter of a mile distant This

low plain consists of a bed of peat, in which are observed

the trunks of trees, chiefly oaks, the remains of a forest, the

decay of which has formed the peat-bed ; over which ex-

tends a bed of sand and shells, and over that a cultivable

alluvial soil, on which the sea is gradually encroaching, and

which is in some parts already converted into waste by the

sea sand with which it has been overblown. One or two

brooks rise near the town and flow through the plain into

the sea, and on the east side of the town another stream, the
4
Tain,' larger than these, flows also into the sea. Tain is ill

paved, and is irregularly built, but has much improved of

late years, the streets having been somewhat straightened

and the more unsightly building? removed. The houses are

chiefly built of a fine white sandstone quarried in the upper

part of the parish : the quarries are the common property of

the burghem. There are a large substantial church, built

in 1815, at the east end of the town ; a handsome manse, or

parsonage-house; an academy erected and endowed by sub-

scription in 1813, one of the most tasteful edifices in the

north x>f Scotland; a handsome town and county house; and

a prison, serving for part of the county, but under the direc-

tion of the burgh magistrates.

There are the ruins of St. Duthus's or St. Duthac's

chape*, or the low plain east of the town, near the little river

Tain ; tbey are composed of granite cemented with lime,

and are remarkable for the strength and simplicity of their
architecture : a church dedicated to St. Duthus, and now
deserted, stands in the centre of the town; it is a large
Gothic building, and was erected, a.d. 1471, forty years after
the destmciion of the chapel. There are the ruins of an old
prison tower with five spires, once the roost conspicuous
edifice in the town, but destroyed by fire some years
ago.

The population of the parish, in 1831, was 3078, about
one-sixth agricultural; a subsequent enumeration (New
Statistical Acoount of Scotland, 1837) makes them amount
to no more than 2915, of whom 1725 were in the town, 151
in the village of Inver, a fishing station in the eastern part
of the parish, and 1039 in the country. The principal
trade of the town consists in the supply of the surrounding
parts of Ross, Cromarty, and Sutherland shires. There are
an iron-foundry, a brewery, a saw-mill, a flour-mill, a card-
ing-mill, and a dyeing-mill. Fishing, chiefly for haddocks
and flounders, is carried on at Inver. The salmon-fishing
and mussel- fishing are carried on by strangers, who purchase
the right to them from the corporation. There are two
weekly markets on Tuesday and Friday, and three fairs in
the year, held at Lammas, Midsummer, and Michaelmas.
The chief fuel is English coal and peat, which are frequently
used together.

There are the parochial school, the academy, two female
boarding and day schools, one of them supported by the
burgh funds, two private English schools, and a private
* class ' for young children of both sexes in the town, and a
Gaelic Society school in or near the village of Inver, in the
parish: the whole number taught in these schools, in 1837,
was 302 boys and 184 girls; together 486. There is a library

attached to the academy, and there is a public reading and
news room. The Northern Missionary Society, which em-
braces in its operations the counties of Inverness, Ross, and
Sutherland, has its seat at Tain ; the yearly meeting of the
Easter Ross Ladies' Missionary and Bible Society is also

held here; and there are a society for the relief of the des-

titute sick, and three friendly or benefit societies. There are
two coaches daily, the mail and another, to and from Inver-
ness, and a mail-gig to Bonar Bridge.
The council of the burgh consists of a provost, two

bailies, a dean of guild, a treasurer, and ten counsellors; in

all, fifteen members. The burgh unites with Kirkwall,
Wick, Dornoch, Dingwall, and Cromarty in returning a
member to parliament.
Cromarty is on the south side of Cromarty Frith, near the

entrance, on the peninsula of the Black Isle. The parish
is from five to seven miles long, and from two to three broad.

The eastern side of the parish is the highest, and it presents
to the Moray Frith, by which it is bounded on that side, a
range of lofty cliffs, in one part 300 feet high, composed of
granitic gneiss, veined with white quartz rock, and lined

with blocks of hornblende. Towards the centre and western
parts of the parish these primitive rocks are overlaid with
sandstones and other secondary formations, the latest being
towards the west East of the town is a large accumulation
of peat, with trunks of trees embedded.
The name of Cromarty occurs early : Macbeth was thane

of it. The town was peopled by lowlanders, who. from their

advanced position, were exposed to frequent hostilities from
the neighbouring highland clans, by a combination of which,
early in the reign of James IV., it was plundered. It is

likeiy that the admirable position of the town near the en-
trance of the Frith, which forms a secure and land-locked
harbour, had caused it to be selected as a place of settle-

ment by lowland merchants, and that the townsmen had
early carried on trade with Flanders and France. After the
union of the crowns it declined, but revived after the Revo-
lution by means of the herring fishery. It appears to have
again suffered after the Union, but since this depression has
again revived.

The town stands on a low alluvial tongue of land jutting

out into the Frith. 'It is irregularly built, exhibiting in

its more antient streets and lanes that homely Flemish

style of architecture characteristic of all our older towns of

the north/ (New Statistical Account.) There arc a plain

church, a Gaelic chapel, and a town-house ; the last a sub-

stantial building with a hall in the upper story and a prison

in the lower, and surmounted by a dome or clock-tower.

The harbour, formed by a pier, is near the extremity of the
point on which the town stands. Vessels of 400 tons can
come up to the quay.
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The population, in 1831, was 2901, about one-fourth agri

eulturai : the population of the town itself was 2215, that of
the country part of the parish 666. There are a hempen-
cloth manufactory which employs in all six hundred persons,

two hundred of them in the factory itself, and a brewery. A
considerable trado is carried on with England in sr.lt pro-

visions; and in 1831, about fifty men were engaged in the

herring or white fishery. There are a branch bank and a
post-office. Communication is maintained by an omnibus
with Inverness, and by steam-boats with Leitb and London.
Some ship-building is carried on. There are a market on
Friday and one yearly fair.

Cromarty was antiently a royal burgh, but was disfran-

chised at the request of the burghers* a.d. 1672, and was
accounted only a burgh of barony. Its privileges as a royal

burgh have been restored by the Scotch Burgh Reform Act,

but the magistrates can effect little from tho want of fundi

;

the antient property of the burgh having been alienated

before its disfranchisement. It unites with Kirkwall, Wick,
Dornoch, Tain, and Dingwall to return a member to par-

liament.

Dingwall is at the south-western extremity of Cromarty
Frith. 23 miles from Inverness by a circuitous road, and
1 78 miles (according to Chambers's Gazetteer of Scotland )

from Edinburgh. The parish comprehends an area of above
ton square miles, three-fifths of it moorland or upland pas-

ture, and the remainder cultivated. Dingwall was probably
a Danish settlement: it was erected into a royal burgh by
Alexander II., a.d. 1227, and, by pavements and other
traces of buildings which have been found, appears to

have been more extensive thau it is now. It was the prin-

cipal residence of the powerful earls of Ross, and appears to

hare declined after the extinction of that earldom. Some
traces of the antient castle of these earls, comprehending the
earthworks and a small portion of the massive walls, may be
seen on the north-east side of the town. In the early part
of the last century Dingwall was in a deplorable condition
from poverty and neglect, and the public tranquillity was
repeatedly broken by the frays of hostile clans. Subse-
quently to the suppression of the rebellion of 1 745 great
improvements took place, and the town has especially im-
proved of late years. It consists at present of one main
street running east and west, and one or two smaller ones
branching from it ; the streets are paved, but either not

lighted or very imperfectly so; and the police is too imper-
fect to enforce cleanliness, so that even in the main street

dunghills are sometimes seen in the front of the houses.

Cleanliness is however gaining ground, and there are some
good houses and shops. The kirk is a neat and commo-
dious building, just out of the town : near it is a pyramidal
obelisk fifty-seven feet high and six feet square at the base,

erected on a large artificial mound, by a former earl of Cro-
marty, to mark out the burial-place of himself and his

family: the town-house, a curious old building with spire

and clock, is near the centre of the town ; ana there is a
small and wretched gaol and an episcopal chapel.
The population of the parish, in 1 83 1 , was 2 139 : about one-

fifth agricultural. There are good roadt, and a short canal
from the frith enables vessels with coals and other merchan-
dise to come quite up to the town. There is a coach communi-
cation daily with Inverness, and steam-boats weekly from
Edinburgh, and every second week from London, touch at

Invergordon, distant fourteen miles. There are a weekly
market (on Friday) and three yearly fairs.

The burgh council consists of fifteen members, including
a provost, two bailies, a dean of guild, and a treasurer ; the
burgh unites with Kirkwall, Wick, Dornoch, Tain, and
Cromarty in returning a member to parliament.
There were, in 1837, a parochial school, an infant-school

supported by subscription, and three other daily schools in

the parish; also one large Sunday-school.
Fortrose is in the parish of Rosemarkie, and on the shore

of Moray Frith, just within the narrow passage by which
that frith is contracted opposite Fort George. It was an-
tiently the cathedral town of the bishoprio of Rosa, and is

still sometimes called Canonry or Chanonry of Ross ; it was
erected into a royal burgh by James II., a.d. 1444, and an-
nexed to the previously existing and adjacent burgh of
Rosemarkie. The present burgh consists of the two thus
united. Fortrose is a small town, with little manufacture
and very little trade ; and Rosemarkie is an insignificant

ffcrhing-village ; the two places are about three-quarters of
u mile distant from each other. There are some remains of

the antient cathedral at Fortrose, comprehending an aisle

or chapel which was an appendage to toe main part of the
church ; «n antient building, probably a vestry, with aa
arched vault beneath ; some tombs in niches in the walls,

with effigies of the bishops, caned in stone, and much de-

faced ; and an antient bell, now hung in a spire of modem
erection. There are an episcopal chapel and a prison. TU
parish church is at Rosemarkie. For a long period tbeclusl
employment of the poor of Fortrose has been shoe- making

;

of Rosemarkie, weaving: the inhabitants are engaged a.**

in fUhing. There in a ropewalk at Rosemarkie, and a JUiilkty

at Fortrose. There is communication with Fort Gcuxge ey
a ferry ; and with Aberdeen, Dundee, Leith, and London
by trading vessels.

The population of Rosemarkie parish, in 1831, was 1799.

The burgh council consists of a provost, three badt«e, a
dean of guild, a treasurer, and nine other members;
fifteen in all. Tho burgh unites with Inverness, Nairn,
and Forres to return a member to parliament
S tormoway, the only town in the isle of Lewis, is situtod

at the head of a bay on the cast side of the island. Ths
parish is extensive, extending sixteen miles in one direct**
and ten in another; with a population, in 1631, of 5422, ef
whom three-fifths were in the town or its immediate vtcuuiy.

Stornoway consists of several streets. The houses aie m
general good, with slate roofs, and many not onlr well swt
even elegantly furnished. There is a handsome kirk, bo.lt

in 1 794, and lately repaired ; there are a neat custom ho***,
a town-house, ana an assembly-room. The houses in tike

country parts of the parish are in general miserable and le-

de^cribably filthy habitations. The principal employami
of the inhabitants of the parish is fishing. 'The leasiiii m
divided between fishing, farming, and kelptng, and ssost
families have a share of a boat and a lot of land.' {Sew
Statist. Account of Scotland.) Cod and ling are caught
and cured, and shipped for Ireland or the manu/actune*
district round Glasgow. Haddocks are caught and cuwm
for home consumption ; and flounders, hakes, soles, tusks.

and conger-eels, and occasionally whales, g tarnpuses, *mi
porpoises, are taken.

Stornoway was founded by James VI. of Scotland *-U
I. of England, for the purpose of introducing etviltssiio*

into the Highlands. The harbour ia good and muck fre-

quented. Sixty-seven vessels, with an aggregate tonnage «t
3059 tons, and fifteen hundred boats, belong to the port and as
district. There are acorn-mill, a saw-mill, and a wool-card-
ing mill, aropewalk.andalarge distillery. Kelp-making and
the manufacture of coarse pottery are carried on. Tber* a
a well -frequented yearly fair for cattle. Sheriff and com-
missary courts, bailie, excise, and justice of peace courts, an
held regularly. There are thirteen schools in the parak

,

vis. the parochial school, seven supported by the charity 4
societies or individuals, two 'supported by the country
people,' and three without any extraneous support. The**
are a circulating library and two friendly societies.

Divisions for Ecclesiastical and Legal Purposes; Stast

of Crime, and Education.—TUe thirty-three p*r^i^*
in the two counties are comprehended in the five presr

byteries of Tain, Dingwall, Chanonry (t.*. Fortreavt
Lochcarron, and Lewis. The presbytery of Tain coenare-
hends nine parishes, in or adjacent to the peninsula of rTr-T
Ross ; that of Dingwall, seven parishes in and round Dtag-
wall ; that of Chanonry, six parishes, in the peniaaaria ef
the Black Isle ; that of Lochcarron, seven parishes, on tee

west coast (beside the parish of Glenelg, in Iuvernes*-*Jur*>;
and that of Lewis, four parishes, in the island of Lrvuw Tee
presbyteries of Tain, Dingwall, and Chanonry awe m ike

synod of Ross ; those of Lochcarron and Lewis, in the ay aed
of Glenelg.

Sheriff courts are held at Tain and Dingwall, in tbe eaaie-

land of Ross-shire; in Stornoway, in Lewis; and at C*e»
marty in Cromartyshire. The two counties are under oae
sheriff. There are four prisons, vis. Tain, DingvalU Feet-
rose, and Cromarty ; they are all bad. Crime t» not fre-

quent in the two counties, and has diminished roniirUfaMj
within the last seventy or eighty years. Highway robbery
and cattle-stealing, which were common for scene siaae

after the rebellion of 1746, have entirely djaaapasu «*

and violent assaults and child-murder, which continued w
be common till a much later period, have bocoaoo rare
Sheep-stealing still goes on ; but tbe moat common nflse*

'

are minor assaults, committed under the influence of saw
key, and petty thefts. The diminution of crime is aecruW
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to the improved condition of the people, the spread of edu-

cation, and the more efficient administration of justice. The
0o*t serious offences are usually committed by hawkers,

tinkers, and other vagrants. The police, though improved,

• yhll inefficient ; and there is still.a good deal of pauperism

and mendicity. {Inspector* of Prisons Second and Fourth
Reports, 1836 and 1838; see Pari. Pipers for 1837, vol.

xxwu and 1839, *xii.)

Ross-shire and Cromartyshire unite to return one mem-
ber to parliament. The number of voters registered in

1834-5, was 594; in 1835-6, 621. Dingwall, Tain, and
Cromarty unite with Kirkwall, Wick, and Dornoch to re-

turn a member ; the number of electors registered for the

district, in 1834-5. was 571. Fortrose unites with Inver-

ness, Forres, and Nairn ; the number of registered voters,

in 1834-5, was 699, exclusive of those for Nairn, of whom
no return had been received. {Parliamentary Papers for

1837, vol. xlix.)

Education has been greatly extended and improved of

late years. In 1833-4 there were thirty-three parochial

schools, with as many teachers, and one hundred and
twenty-four schools not parochial, with one hundred and
twenty-nine teachers ; total, one hundred and fifty-seven

schools and one hundred and sixty two teachers. The
greatest number of scholars in these schools dur-

ing the year was 5118 boys and 2880 girls, together

7998 children ; the least number, 1958 boys and 1043 girls,

together 3001 children, the number of children under

fifteen who could read or were learning to do so was 9718 ;

the number who could write or were learning to do so, 3021.

(Ar/. Bipers% 1837, vol. xlvii.) The schools established

daring the last few years, by the General Assembly, are in

particular reported as working well. In these schools the

improved system of teaching introduced among the poorer

classes by Mr. Wood, of Edinburgh, is, it is said, generally

adopted ; so that the children, instead of being stuffed with

^quantity of crude, indigestible matter, as heretofore, are

now led to analyze and clearly understand all they are

taught. Small libraries too are often appended to these

schools. Tain appears to he distinguished for the increased

attention paid to education. In addition to the regular

parochial school, a public academy has been opened during

the last few years, in which an education of a superior kind

h given. A great many of the adult population are unable

to read easily, or indeed to read in any way. On the western

Side of the county it is difficult to find a person forty

years of age (of course, excepting the richer classes) who is

able to read. Uuder these circumstances it is not surpris-

ing that there is in fact but little reading among the people

at present, although the taste is on the increase. The only

library for the labouring classes is a. small one at Loch-

abb, supported partly by the subscriptions of the members
and partly by donations. {Second Report of the Inspectors

of Prisons.)

History and Antiquities.—At the earliest historical period

this country appears to have been inhabited—the western

part by the Creones, the eastern part by the Can tea

{X&rrat), and the centre by the Caledonii (KaXqftoVcot) of

Ptolemy ; but it is impossible to assign the limits of their

respective territories. The Bay Volsas (OyoXoac k6\voo of

the same geographer may be identified with Loch Broom.

The actuary {ti<xxv<rte) of Varar {Ovdpap), or Varase, as it is

in some editions of Ptolemy, which is mentioned also by

Richard of Cirencester, was probably the Moray Frith. The
Ars Allium Imperii Romani of Richard may perhaps be fixed

on the ness or promontory ofTarbet, and the Abona actuary

of the same writer may be identified with Dornoch Frith.

Of this early period Ross-shire contains several remains.

In Kincardine and Fearn parishes are some Druidical

curies ; and on the eastern shore of Loch Roig, in Lewis,

are the very entire remains of a Druidical circle, the stones

of which, some of them very large, stand on end, at a dis-

tance of five or six yards from each other, and are in a rough

stale as when taken from the shore. There are cairns in

different places on the summits of hills. The Druidical

origin of the circles is disputed by Dr. M'Culloch ('High-

tanUa. fcc of Scotland/ vol. iii., p. 22d, seq.). To the long

period of darkness which extends over this part of the

t»land after the departure of the Romans, may be assigned

the duns, or dounes, or Picts* houses, as they are termed,

vhich some suppose to be Danish forts, though some n scribe

them to an earlier period than that of the Danish ravages.

Stoas doflnsi vitrified ruins* stone obelisks* on or ntar the

eastern coast, and the traces of habitations in the caves of
the western coast, belong to early but unascertained periods.

At a subsequent period Ross became an earldom, which
was united with the lordship of the isles {i.e. the Western
Isles) by the marriage of Donald M'Donald, the lord of the
isles, with the daughter of the earl of Ross. These honours
were held, about the middle of the fifteenth century, by
^arl John, who allied himself with Edward IV. of England
(a.d. 1401), rebelled against the government of Scot-
laud during the minority of the king James III., and pro-
claimed himself king of Ross and the Hebrides. He was
supported by Donald Balioch, lord of Isla, and by the earl

of Douglas, now in banishment. The rebellion was attended
by the most dreadful atrocities; but Ross was assassinated
in the course of it, in the castle of Inverness, and the re:

hellion came to an end without its chiefs having attained
their object.

The succeeding earl appears to have inherited the tur-

bulence of Earl John. He was involved in hostilities with
the earl of Huntley, another powerful Highland chieftain,

and, adhering to his predecessor's English alliance, re-

belled against James ill. But the extent of the king's
preparations induced him to submit to the royal clemency
(a.d. 1476). He was deprived of the earldom of Ross, the
lands of Knapdale and Kin tyre [Aroylb, vol. ii., p. 3131
and the hereditary shrievalty of Inverness and Nairn, which
were all annexed to tho crown. He was in return created
a peer of parliament with the title of John de Isla, lord of
the isles. During this period Ross gave title to a bishopric,

erected by David 1., king of Scotland ; the cathedral was
at Fortrose.

There are several remains of antient castles in Ross-
shire. Lochlin Castle is on an eminence six miles east of
Tain; it consists of two square towers sixty feet high,
united at one corner of each, with a staircase at the
point of junction, and large turrets raised upon the towers.

Craighouse Castle, on the southern shore of Cromarty Frith,

is an antient tower of five stories ; the castles of Killcoy
and Redcastle are on tho shore of Moray Frith, or rather of
Loch Beauley. There are some ruins of Cadbole Castle on
the east coast, between Cromarty and Moray friths, and of

Donan Castle, on the shore of Loch Alsh, on the west coast.

There are also some ecclesiastical ruins. Lochlin Abbey
(or Fearn Abbey) is near the castle of that name, east of
Tain ; and there are the ruins of a number of antient

chapels in Lewis, especially of St. Mulvay's chapel, in the
north part of the island.

In 1649 the M'Kenzies of Ross broke out into rebellion,

to revenge the execution of Charles I., but were defeated.

The last battle fought by the gallant Marquis of Mont-
rose was in this county, at Craigchenichan {i.e. the rock
of lamentation), in Kincardine parish, just on the northern
border of the county, where he was defeated by Colonel
Strachan; he swam over the Kyle into Sutherlandshire,
was apprehended in Assynt, in that county, and afterwards

executed at Edinburgh (a.d. 1650). The earl of Seaforth
having forfeited his estates, which lay in the west side of the

county, by his share in the rebellion of 1715, and the mili-

tary not being able to penetrate into so inaccessible a dis-

trict and levy the rents for the crown, the faithful clansmen
regularly paid theirs to an agent, who transmitted them to

the earl, then in exile. In 1718, Donan Castle was seized

by the earl of Seaforth and one or two other Jacobite noble-

men, who arrived on the coast in two Spanish frigates,

with a small body of Spanish troops; a few Highlanders
took arms and joined them, but they were defeated in

Glenshiel by the government troops, and the leaders com-
pelled to make their escape. * Rob Roy' was engaged among
the insurgents in this conflict.

{New Statistical Account of Scotland ; Piay fair's Descrip-

tion of Scotland ; Forsyth's Beauties of Scotland ; Cham-
bers's Gazetteer of Scotland ; Ty tier's aud Scott's Histories

of Scotland : Parliamentary Papers.)

ROSS. [Herefordshire.]
ROSTELLA'RIA. [Strombida.]
ROSTELLUM, a botanical term applied occasionally to

very different parts: 1, it is most frequently used as a dimi-

nutive of rostrum, to express any smalt beak-shaped process

;

2, it is applied to the short beak-shaped process round on the

stigma of many violets, as Viola hirta, V. odorata, and V. ca-

rina, &c. ; and Orchidacea?, as Orchis, Spiranthes% Listera,

&c. ; 3, some writers have also used this term to indicate

the radicle or deactnding element of the embryo of the seed*
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ROSTOCK, the largest town in tbo grand-duchy of

Mecklenburg-Schwerin, is situated in 54° 5' N. lat and
12* 20' E. long. It stands on an eminence, in a flat and
very fertile country, on the bank of the river Warnow, which

is there 2400 feet broad, and forms the harbour. The War-
now falls into the Baltic at Warnemunde,nine miles below
the town.

Rostock consists of three parts, the old, the middle, and
the new town, besides the suburbs, and it is surrounded
with antient fortifications. A great part of the city is built

in the old fashion of the free German cities, with the gable

ends toward the street, but it has been very much improved
within the last twenty-five years by the erection of many
large and elegant houses. Most of the streets are straight

and pretty broad, and well paved. On the whole the old

town is the most irregular, the middle town the handsomest,

and the new town the most regularly built. The principal

public buildings are the grand-ducal palace, more remark-
able however for its extent and its admirable situation than

for the style of its architecture ; the university, a very ex-

tensive building; the court of justice, and the town-hall,

both modern edifices; the theatre, and the churches of

St. Mary and St. Peter. The church of St. Mary is

300 feet long, 240 broad, and 96 feet high up to the cupola.

It has one of the finest organ** in Northern Germany. This
church contains the tomb of Grotius. St. Peter's church,
which was founded at the end of the twelfth century, is

chiefly remarkable for its fine steeple, which, with the very

lofty conical spire, is 420 feet in height. The university

was founded in 1419. It has 23 professors, but only about
1 10 students. The library consists of above 80,000 volumes,
including many very rare and valuable works, and has been
much increased by the collection of Professor Tychsen, espe-

cially in Oriental and Spanish literature; likewise a cabinet

of medals, a museum of natural history, a botanical garden,
and an anatomical theatre. There are also a theological

seminary, a Bible Society, and other useful institutions.

The number of inhabitants is 18,200.

Rostock was a town of the Wends, or Vandals; it was taken
in 1 161, by Waldemar, king of Denmark, and burnt, with its

celebrated idol. In 1323 it was annexed to Mecklenburg,
joined the Hanseatic League in 1630, and was for a long
time the next city in rank in the Baltic after Lubeck.
Great privileges were granted it by the dukes of Mecklen-
burg, many of which it still retains, such as the right of

choosing its own magistrates, the right of taxing itself, of
coining money, the jurisdiction over all its inhabitants, and
their estates in the country. Though its commerce is not

so' considerable as in the time of the Hansa, it is still the
principal trading port of Mecklenburg: it has about 150
ships, which sail under its own flag, and the number of ships

that arrive every year is about GOO, the foreign vessels being
mostly English, Russian.Swedish, and Danish. The exports
are chiefly corn and wool. The imports are colonial produce,
wine, and bay salL There are manufactures ofcanvas, linen,

baixe, ships' anchors, soap and vinegar, and some breweries,

distilleries, and sugar refineries.

(Caunabich, Handbuch ; Stein's Lexicon ; Stein's Hand"
buck, by Horschelmann ; Hempel's Mecklenburg.)
ROSTOU. [Yaraslow.]
ROSTRUM, or, more properly, ROSTRA, was a plat-

form or elevated space of ground in the Roman forum, from
which the orators used to address the people, and which
derived its name from the circumstance that after the con-
quest of Latium the beaks (rostra) of the Antiatian ships

were affixed to the front of it. (Liv., viii. 14.) The rostra

was between the Comitium, or place of assembly for the
Curia?, and the Forum, properly so called, or place of as-

sembly for the Com ilia Tributa. Bunsen, in his work on the

Roman Forum, quoted by Arnold (History o/ Rome, vol. ii. f

p. 165), judging from the views of the rostra given on two
coins in his possession, supposes that it was a circular build-

ing, raised on arches with a stand or platform on the top,

bordered by a parapet, the access to it being by two flights

of steps, one on each side. It pointed towards the Comitium,
and the rostra were affixed to the front of it, just under the

arches. Its form has been, in all the main points, preserved

in the ambones, or circular pulpits, of tne most antient

churches, which also had two flights of steps leading up to

them, one on the east side, by which the preacher ascended,
and another on the west 6idc, fur his descent. Speci-

mens of these old pulpits are still to be seen at Rome, in

the churches of S. Clement and S. Lorenzo fuori le Mure.

The orators appear to have walked im and down th#
rostra in addressing the people, and did not, like modVn
speakers, remain standing in one spot. Down to the tin*

of Caius Gracchus even the tribunes in speaking uk4
to front the Comitium ; but he turned his back to it, and
spoke with his face towards the Forum. (Niebuhr./fitfory

of Rome, vol. i., note 990; vol. iii., note 268. )

ROSTRUM, a botanical term applied to any rigid pr>
longation of remarkable length, or to any additional pn>»

cess at the end of any of the parts of a plant Under the
term are included most processes ana long points of in

irregular character, as the thin apices upon the opereolsB
of the sporangium of many mosses, the lengthened tube of

the calyx upon the achenia of Scabiosa, Tragonogon. L*r>

tuca, and many other Composite, also of Scandix and An*
thriscus, the remaining and often enlarged »tyle upon ma try

fruits, as of Brassica, Sinapris, Saxifraga, and menv other

prolonged points, as those upon the utriculate indavie of

Carese flava and C. ampullacea. The term cornu ta ofw*
applied to parts similar to rostrum.

ROT, DRY. [Dry-Rot]
ROTA'LIA. [Foraminifbra, vol. x., p. 348.1

ROTATE, a botanical term applied to either the carrier
corolla, when the tube is very small or entirely wantin& and
the petals or sepals are united and spreading. Exampto
aro seen in the genera Anagallis, Lysimachia, Bongo* Sols-

num, Verbascum, Galium, and Rubia.
ROTATION (Rota, a wheel). The popular concept**

of a body in rotation is vague, except only in the cast &a

which the rotation is made about an immoveable axis.

This subject has accordingly been usually treated by mathe-
matical methods; and mathematicians, content with their

results, and with their power of interpreting them, did

nothing towards the improvement of the manner of pre-

senting the elementary view of rotation. Within Use lass

seven years however, a French philosopher of a tnriy re-

markable genius for simplifying the elements of meehenir*
M. Poinsot,* has presented the subject in a point of vew
which would excite wonder that ideas so simple should
never have occurred to any one before, if it had not beta
so often seen that simplicity is not a fruit of the first growth
In this article it is to be remembered that we confine oanefrn
to notions connected with motion, independently of its pro-

ducing force, reserving the latter for Theory of Cotm.cs -

an arrangement dictated rather by our desire to keep in oat

article what may be accessible to the general reader. th*n
by its own intrinsic propriety. For the mathematical pan
of the subject, so far as we enter into it, see Vibtusa Ve-
locities.

There is this parallel between the conception we ten
of the simple motion of a point and that of a solid bo&r.

namely, that each has a case of peculiar simplicity, by wfaiea

others are rendered more easy to describe. A potnt m>?
move in a straight line, or may preserve it* direction ua-
altered ; a body may revolve round a fixed axis, or cst^
point may preserve its circle of revolution unaltered. Bet,

owing to the comparative simplicity of the motion ef a

point, it is easy [Direction] to carry with us, when it move*
in a curve, the idea of its still having a different direction at

every point of the motion, namely, that of the taxcdtt %i

the curve. It is not so easy to see that whenever a t*Ay
moves about a fixed point, no matter how irregularly. Umt*
is always, at every instant of the motion, some one ax-»

which is, for that instant, at rest. This notion of an in-

stantaneous axis of repose, not continuing to be audi far

any finite time—answering to that of an instantaneous ext-

raction in curvilinear motion, which does not continue £ar

any finite time to represent the direction—must be first dis-

tinctly formed, before any satisfactory account of the rota-

tion of a body can be given.

Let us suppose a uniform sphere, with a fixed centre
but otherwise free to move in any way. Let a succession «f
forces act upon it, gradual or not, in such a manner that a
will never move round one axis for any finite time dun**
the continuance of their action. At a certain moment, let all

the forces cease entirely, leaving the sphere to itself Is m
easy enough to see that from and after the moment of ds»*

continuance, the sphere will move round an axis whir*
remains unaltered ; or, if this be not perfectly percept ftfe.

the geometrical considerations presently to be given, will

• to ft Memoir read to \h» Academy of fteirnc**. Mat I*, lttt. mt wt*4 ««J*
ftu •itnu-t, «xpUiaia* geo«r&) foaitlwiUoti> *o4 nmb*. fc» Wv» t

Pftrb, UocheUVr, 1*3.
^^ '
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make it so. There must then, at the very moment of dis-

continuance of the forces, have been an axis which was for

that moment at rest, namely, the axis on which the motion

t> to continue after the forces cease. In this way, knowing
that curvilinear motion would become rectilinear the mo-
ment that the constraining forces are removed, we might
form an idea, if we had not one otherwise, of the tangent

of a curve, the line of direction for the time being, and which
would continue to be the line of direction if the forces were
removed.
Now let the sphere, the centre being fixed, have moved

from any one position (P) into any other (Q), but not round
one axis. If a point were to move from A to B, however
curvilinear the intermediate path might be, it might have
moved from A to B in a straight line, the chord of the curve.

Similarly, it may be shown that however unaxical the

manner in which the sphere moves from position (P) to

portion (Q), it might have been changed from the one to

the other by a motion of simple revolution. To show this,

remember that, the centre being fixed, the positions of any
two points of the sphere, not opposite, give the position of

the sphere, so that, if any two such points chosen in the

]>ositK>ti tP) can be transferred to their places in (Q) by a

sample revolution of the sphere round an axis, the whole
iphere is transferred by that same revolution. Suppose

that AB, an arc in the position (P), comes to ab in the position

(Q). Bisect ha and Bo, and let great circles drawn through
the points of bisection meet in O. Then it is easily proved
that OA = Oa, OB = Ob, whence AOB, aOb, are triangles

with the sides of one severally equal to those of the other.

Hence the angles AOB, aOb, are equal, whence the angles
AOa and BOb are also equal. If then the sphere should
revolve round an axis passing through O and the centre, A
would be brought to a at the same moment at which B is

brought to b; whence the change from (P) to (Q) can be
effected, as asserted, by a simple axical revolution.

If then we suppose ab ever so near to AB in position, the
same thing is still possible, and by placing ab infinitely

near to ABV or finding the limit of the point O during a
motion of the sphere which is diminished ad infinitum, the
position of the instantaneous axis of repose may be deter-

mined at any point of the motion of the sphere. And if we
suppose this sphere to be merely cut for convenience out of
any solid body, with the fixed point of that body for its

centre, the instantaneous axis of repose of the body may be
found, being always that of the sphere.

One of M. Poinsot's remarkable propositions is the follow-

ing:—Any motion of a system round a fixed point may be
attained by cutting a cone (in the most general sense of the
word) out of the body, with the fixed point for a vertex, and
fixing in space another cone for it to roll upon, also with the
fixed point for a vertex.

Thus, if in the adjoining diagram, the cone A be made
to roll upon the cone B, both being supposed destitute of
impenetrability, so that the contact of the curves of A and

B can always be made, and if the system out of which A is

eut be then restored (also without impeneti ability), there

will be a complete geometrical representation of one pos-

fible motion of the system about C. Moreover, there is no
[ossible motion which might not be represented in the
same manner by properly choosing the cones A and B, and

j

the axis of repose for the instant is the line in which the
two cones touch.

P. C. No. 1253.

If wo suppose no fixed point in the system, so that motion
of translation, as well as of rotation, is possible, M. Poinsot
has given another equally instinct notion of the state of the
motion during an infinitely small time. The most simple
notion which we can form of a combined translation and
rotation is the screw-like motion, in which a uniform mo-
tion of translation is accompanied by a uniform motion of
rotation round a line parallel to the "motion of translation.

M. Poinsot has shown that every motion of a system must
be, at any one instant, either a simple motion of translation,

or one of rotation, or the screw-like motion above described.

That is to say, at every point of time in the motion of a
system there exists a line (whether internal or external to

the material system matters not, as long as they are immove-
ably connected) along which the system is at that instant

dropping, while all the rest of the motion at that instant is

simple rotation about that slipping axis. There will per-

haps be some difficulty in the first reception of these ideas
;

but when they are once understood, the precision they will

give to the conception formed of the motion of a system will

be found highly valuable.

In every solid system, whether regular or not, can be de-
scribed an ellipsoid [Surfaces of the Second Degree]
which is called by M. Poinsot the central ellipsoid. Its

centre is the centre of gravity of the system ; its three prin-

cipal diameters have their squares inversely proportional to

the Moments of Inertia about these diameters as axes
;

and the position of these three diameters depends upon the
distribution of the masses of which the system is composed.
If the centre be fixed, these diameters are the only axes
upon which the system can permanently revolve without the
axis being also fixed; and they are called the principal

axes of the system. When these diameters all differ in

length, the revolution about the greatest and least axis is

stable [Stability], and about the mean axis unstable. The
conception of the effect of given forces upon a system is

much facilitated by the use of this ellipsoid. [Theory of
Couples.]
Let us now suppose a system to receive at the same time

two motions, round two different axes of repose : that is to

say, given two different motions, required the motion which
will result from the sufficient causes of the two motions
being impressed on the system at once. There will be at

the first instant an instantaneous axis of repose, which it is

required to find. First let the two axes pass through the
same point A, and choose the angle BAG out of the four

angles made by the two axes, in such manner that points of

the system lying in the angle BAC would be elevated by
the rotation round BA, and depressed by that round CA

B D

or vice versa. On the axes take AB and AC, lines pro-

portional to the angular velocities about those axes, com-
plete the parallelogram AD, and draw the diagonal AD.
Then AD is the axis of repose at starting (which however
it may not continue to be), and AD represents the angular
velocity round that axis at starting, in the same manner as

AB and AC represent the impressed angular velocities

about AB and AC. [Composition.]
Next let the axes be parallel to one another, say perpen-

dicular to the plane of the paper, passing through A and B.
If the rotations are such that A and B would both rise, or
both fall, on the paper, each by the rotation about the other,

take a point C in AB continued, nearest to the axis about
which the angular velocity is greatest (say that of A), and
such that CA is to CB as the angular velocity about B to

the-angular velocity about A. Then the axis of repose at

starting is a line passing through C parallel to the former axes,

and the angular velocity is the difference of the angular velo-

cities about A and B, and in the direction of the greater. In
this case the directions of the rotations about A and B [Di-

rection of Motion] are different. There is one remarkable
case, namely, when the rotations about A and B are equal. In
this case the rule would lead us to a rotation equal to nothing

Vol. XX.— 2 A
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made about a point at an infinite distance—one of those ex-

treme conclusions which require interpretation. The fact

is that these two rotations give only a simple motion of

translation = AB X Angular Velocity per second, and such

as to make the system move upwards or downwards on the

paper according as the separate rotations would make the

points A and B move upwards or downwards. This parti-

cular case will be more intelligible when looked at with the

help of the Theory of Couples.
But if the rotations be in the same direction, so that A

will be lowered and B raised, or vice versd, each by the

rotation about the other:—Take a point D, dividing AB so

that AD is to DB as the angular velocity about B is to that

about A. Then will the axis of repose at starting be a
parallel drawn through D to the axes parsing through A
and B, and the angular velocity will be the sum of the an-

gular velocities about A and B, its direction being that which
lowers A on the paper and raises B, or vice versa, according
us is done by the given angular velocities.

Lastly, let the axes be neither parallel nor intersecting,

asABand CD:—Through the point in which CD meets the
i common perpendicular draw EF parallel to AB, and at the

instant at which tbe rotations round AB and CD commence*
give a couple of equal and contrary rotations about EF,
each equal to that about AB. This last parr produces no
effect, so that the composition of the four rotations gives the
same result as that of the two. Now, as above stated, tbe
rotation round AB, and its equal and contrary round EF,
produce nothing but a motion of translation, while the re-

maining rotation about EF, compounded by the first rule

with that about AB, gives what would be an axis of repose,

if it were not for that translation. The whole result then
is, that the system begins to move about an axis, which axis

' begins to undergo a translation in space.

There is no work to which we can refer the reader for a
simple demonstration of these rules, apart from higher con-
siderations. But the student of mechanics who does not
pay attention to the simple phenomena of translation and
rotation, will rarely find himself able to attain a complete
comprehension of the equations by which these phenomena
are applied in phvsics.

ROTATION OF CROPS. It has been observed in a
former article [Arablr Land] that a repetition of the same
crops in succession has a peculiar effect on the soil, so that
if grain of the same nature be sown year after year in the
same giound, it will not produce the same return of the seed,
even when abundantly manured. The reason of this is not
satisfactorily explained, but the experiments which have
been made by men of science lead us to conclude that the
real cause will be gradually discovered ; and considerable
advances have been made towards a rational solution of the
Question. It has been observed that it is the formation of
the seed which principally causes the deterioration of the
soil ; for if the crop be fed off in a green state, or mown
before the seed is formed, the same may be safely repeated,
and no diminution of the plants is apparent. Thus grasses
in a meadow which are mown before the blossom is faded or
the seed formed, will spring up again vigorously ; but if the
seed is allowed to ripen, the roots die away, and the best
grasses gradually disappear. It in thus that when a meadow
is mown year after year for hay, and the earliest grasses are
allowed to ripen their seed, the crop will be later and later,

and all the earliest grasses will disappear. Irrigation pre-
vents this, and seems to restore to the land whatever the
erasse* require for their continuance. Feeding of the mea-
dows docs the same; and this leuds to the conclusion that
water restores the power of production; aid that, the
gra^a not being permitted to run to seed, the deteriorating
effect is not produced.

If it had been a mere exhaustion of the nutritious par-
ticles in the soil which caused the deterioration of the sub-
sequent cruris, some kind of manure might restore the fer-

tility; but this is not the case. However jod icionaly the

laud may be manured, it is not practicable to raise a crop ef

wheat or clover, or of many other r lants, on a sod which has

shown that, as the farmers say, it is tired of that crop ; Vw
clover grows well after wheat, and wheat altar ehnrer. m
that the same effect is not produced in the soil by these t*t

crops. Experiments have oeen made by eminent ebeoitrts*

Sarticularly by Macaire ofGeneva, at tbe request of De Caa-

olle, which lead one to suppose that, in tbe format»o*i of tbs

seed or other nutritious parts of plants, the sap is digested,

that it takes up certain elements and deposits others, which

are the residue of the process : and these being no longer ne-

cessary to the formation of the seed, are rejected by the vital

action of the plant, and exude by the roots. Thus rertata

inferior animals, which in many respects have some aneJofy
with vegetables in their growth, as the polypi, take in noon»b-
mentby the same openings or pores by which theexcreMtrts
are voided after digestion ; and the different coosurauen of

different animals enables one class to feed on the exrreaewet*

of another ; whereat no animal in a healthy state can dams
nourishment from that which it has already digested sat*

voided. Our ignorance of the functions of vegetable Ub
prevents us from foreseeing the effects produced on tbe see

oy the expansion of the blossom or the ripening of tbe seed

;

hut experience leads us to perceive that certain pUon
thrive best after certain others ; and that in this rase tbet

are always of distinct and different natures. A plant mh*i
has fibrous roots, and throws up a seed-stem with few leave*.

thrives best after one which has a fleshy root and many
succulent leaves on a branching stem. Thus, wheat thmei
after beans, vetches, or clover ; barley and oats after t%r»

nips, carrots, or potatoes. Independently of the manure
which may be put into the ground, tbe crops will be better

where the proper succession is attended to. than where
plants of a similar kind are made to follow each other. To
ascertain the cause of this, Mr. Macaire and some other
scientific men observed the change which took place m fhe

water in which wheat had been made to grow. They found
a deposit in the water of the nature of a bitter extract; and
this they concluded to be excrementitious. Whether the*
experiments were conclusive or not, they found that beaas
grew well in the water in which wheat had deposited tan
supposed excrement; and, on the other band, wheat throve

in the water in which beans bad grown. This confirmed the

well-known fact that heavy soils of a rich qualify and wrf
manured will bear alternate crops of wheat and bcaaw
without the intervention of a fallow for a long series of yean
as is practised in some parts of Kent. The effect of fcBow-
ing land is explained on the same principle ; the excreaaas
is washed out by the rains, or is decomposed by the liA
and ah* to which it is exposed by the repeated "plongta^
Thus the land is said to be streetened, an expreesxm very

common among those farmers who adhere to the ra&re-

ing system.

If the chemical nature of the excrement of each plant

cultivated could be accurately ascertained, artificial mesas
might be discovered, by which the same effect might be ex-

peditiously produced, which now requires a whole season <&

fallowing. But experience and observation have antjo*

pated science, as is often the case ; and a judicious rotrrjoa

of crops has been found to prevent the bad effects of tbt

change in the constitution of the soil which is caused by tbt

growth of particular classes of plants ; whether it be thai

they deprive it of peculiar salts, as some will have it, or de-

posit deleterious particles, according to others. Rowerer
interesting it may be to the curious inquirer to ascertain tbt

real cause, it is sufficient for the practical farmer to learn b?

experience what crops succeed best after each other, sad
how soon the same kind of seed may again be sown in the

same ground with a reasonable prospect of its producing *

good crop; and this after all can only be learned from actus)

experiment and observation.

In all countries where peculiar attention has been paid la

agriculture, the most advantageous succession of crop* a
generally known ; and if any deviation takes place, it is a* ta
exception to the rule, and is not looked upon as a model far

imitation, but rather as an experiment of a doubtful result
Certain general principles are commonly admitted as ftJit

established; the chief of these is. that a plant with a naked
stem and farinaceous seed should follow cue with a branch-
ing stem and a fleshy root, which has been taken froan lb*
ground by mowing or feeding before the seed was ripe; or J
all these conditions cannot be obtained, that some of f*
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at leaet should be complied with. Wheat sowp after clover,

which isallowed to be the best succession on light soils, fulfils

all the conditions ; when it is sown after beans, the condition
of the preceding crop not ripening its seed is given up ; and
consequently this succession is inferior to the other. Potatoes,

at first sight, appear to fulfil all the necessary conditions;
but alxhough they do not often ripen the seed above ground,
the bulbs of the roots contain so much farina, jhat in the
formation of these the soil is notoriously deteriorated ; and
Burners well know that, except in peculiar cases which form
exceptions, wheat never thrives so well after potatoes as it

does after clover, even when the ground has been so richly

manured as to contain more organic matter in a soluble
slate than there is in the roots of the clover.

A knowledge of the different plants which may succeed
each other on the same land is of great importance in form-
ing a judicious rotation, so as to obtain the most valuable
produce from any given soil, in as quick recurrence as possi-

ble without the risk of failure. In the triennial system,
which could only be profitable where much of the land
remained in a state of pasture, two crops of corn were taken
in succession after a complete fallow. But even here it

was found advisable to have different kinds of grain, and
not to repeat the same crop without a fallow intervening.

In very rich soils wheat and barley were the usual crops
after the fallow ; and the manure was obtained by means of
cattle or sheep kept on the pastures in summer and on hay
and straw in winter. Repeated ploughing* were indis-

pensable ; and the farmer who stirred his land the most was
the most certain of good crops. But when pastures were
broken up, this system soon exhausted the soil for want of
manure, and it became indispensable to devote some portion
nf the land to raise food for the animals whose dung is

required to keep up the fertility, Jlence the introduction

of roots and artificial grasses. It was soon observed that

the crops of corn were much better on the land which had
borne these roots and grasses, even with less manure, than
afier crops of grain ; and a rotation was adopted in which
green crops were raised between every two crops of corn. In
process of time the fallows were found to be superfluous

wherever green crops could be raised with advantage ; and
the land was kept clean by careful weeding and hoeing.

The effect of a judicious rotation on the produce raised in a
given tfme was so evidently advantageous, that it gave rise

to a notion that in this alone consisted the whole art of the

farmer, even to tlie neglect of manure; and clauses were
introduced in leases prescribing the rotation to be strictly

adhered to, often with detriment to the land and loss to the

tenant, when the circumstances required a deviation from
the rule.

In order to find the crops which may advantageously

succeed each other in rotation, many circumstances must
be taken into consideration. First of all the quality of the

soil, and its fitness for particular crops ; next the wants of

the farmer and his family, and the maintenance of the

stock required to produce a sufficient supply of manure. It

is unreasonable to expect poor light land to produce wheat
and beans, although by high cultivation these crops may bo
(breed. Rye, oats, and roots may give the farmer a better

profit, by being raised at a less expense than more valuable

crops, which must be forced with manure, and at Vest are

precarious in soils not adapted to their growth. In moderate

loams wheat may recnr every fourth or fifth year, whereas
in very rich compact loams it may recur every third, and
even every alternate year. Clover and many artificial

grasses do not succeed well if they recur oftener than every

sixth year, or with even a longer interval. Rape, flax,

and potatoes require a still more distant recurrence on the

same ground. All these considerations lead the farmer

to the selection of the most advantageous rotation for

the soil of his farm ; and where the land in a considerable

district is nearly of an uniform quality, experience soon

establishes a course which no one finds it prudent to de-

viate from. It happens frequently however that a great

variety of soils, very different in their nature and fertility,

are intermixed ; and then, unless the farmer can apply the

true principles of rotations, he may greatly err by following

the course, which may be very judicious for the prevailing

•of! of the district, but not at all suited to some of his fields.

Here the old advice to a young farmer, to 'look over his

neighbour's hedge,' may not be a prudent one to follow

;

find even if there were no difference in the nature of the

soil, or in the stato of fertility in which ft is at the moment,

a blind adherence to the practice of others will never lead
to any improvement: for such improvement can only be
effected by some knowledge of the reasons on which any
practice is founded. Hence a knowledge of the crops suited
to any particular soil, and the order in which these crops
should succeed each other, is indispensable to the advan-
tageous cultivation of a farm.

That which forms the food of man is always the principal
object in the cultivation; and, excepting rice, which only
grows in warm climates, there is no food more universally
used than that which is made from wheat Rye, barley,
oats, and pulse are only substitutes where wheat cannot be
raised in sufficient quantities. Next to grain comes meat,
chiefly beef, mutton, and port, of which the consumption
increases wit)} the wealth of a nation and the advance of its

agriculture. Wheat and fat cattle are therefore primary
objects with every good farmer; apd he who can raise most
wheat and fatten most oxen or sheep or pigs will realise the
greatest profit.

Many circumstances may indicate a deviation from the
course which, as a general rule, is most advantageous. The
facility of purchasing manure from neighbouring towns
may allow of more frequent crops pf corn, and of nutritious

roots which require much manure, sucn as potatoes, and
which give no return to the land in the sjiape of dung, fiut

we must lay down rules for those who are to rely on their own
resources to recruit the land with manure, so that it may
give the greatest produce without diminishing in fertility

;

and this can only be done by a judicious feeding of live-

stock.

The simple rotation of wheaj; and beans alternately wouh}
be by far the most profitable in rich clay soil, as both these
crops always obtain a good price in the market; but if a
whole farm were so cropped, nearly all the manure must be
purchased ; for, after a few crops, the wheat-straw and bean
halm would not produce half the manure required for the
land. Hay and oats must bo purchased for the horses re

quired for the tillage, which might not be procured so rea-

dily or so cheap as they may be raised on the farm. On very

light sands wheat or beans cannot be raised, except by a
very expensive mode of cultivation ; but rye, oats, peas,

buckwheat, and roots for cattle must be substituted. On
chalky loams the principal crops are barley and artificial

grasses for sheep. In short, no particular rotation can be
prescribed without a complete knowledge of the soil, the
locality, and every circumstance connected with any parti-

cular farm. As the most universal rule, it may be laid down
that every alternate crop should be consumed by animals on
the farm, and that, as much as Dossible, the plants which
succeed each other should be or different natural botanic

families. Experience has generally shown the time that

should be allowed to intervene between the recurrence of
tfie same kind of erop, and we have only to form our plans
accordingly.

In order to prove that the principles we have here laid

down are not formed on mere theory, we have only to show
that experience and observation have led to the same prac-
tical results, and that those rotations which have stood the
test of the longest experience have been gradually brought
to a considerable perfection in consequence of the failures

which generally followed any great deviation from the true

rational course.

Of the old triennial course (fallow, wheat, barley or oats)

ft must be observed that the two corn-crops so rapidly dete-

riorate the soil, that a complete year of fallow is required to

puriry it, and a good manuring to keep the land in heart,
and that all the industry of the farmer cannot keep up the
fertility of the land without extraneous help, either from tbe

manure made in towns, or in tbe farm-yard by cattle bred
and kept in commons or pasture-grounds. This system,
which prevailed so long, cannot be called a rotation ; and no
real improvement was introduced into agriculture until the

notion of its perfection was exploded, and tenants were per-

mitted to deviate from it The rotations adopted in the

place of this old system necessarily partook at first of its

main defects. Green crops were introduced of necessity to

supply the loss of the commons and pastures, which, as tne
population increased, were gradually cultivated as arable

land : but the two white crops remained in succession, and
even now, such is the force of habit and early impression,

that one of the most difficult points to be gained with mere
practical farmers is to make them have patience when their

land is in a good state, and to prevent their sowing a white
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crop, which is immediately profitable and obtained at little

or no expense, instead of a green crop, which will keep the

laud in heart and improve it for future crops, but which

does not figure in the account of sales. Yet it can be

clearly shown, that in most cases the second corn-crop is

dearly purchased by the expense required to restore the

land to the state in which it was when the seed was sown

a second time; manure alone will not do this ; fallowing and

repeated ploughing can alone effect it: and whether you

plough several times before a crop, or are forced to do

so after it, there is no difference in the expense of labour,

although there may be much in the value of the subsequent

crops.

The Norfolk course (turnips, barley, clover, wheat), which

is so well known and deservedly in repute for light sands,

has only one defect, which is the too frequent recurrence of

clover. Rye grass, the usual substitute in sandy soils, un-

less it be fed off young, is far inferior to clover as a prepara-

tion for wheat, and this accords with the theory ; for wheat

and rye grass are both of the natural family of the grami-

neee* Tares or vetches are a good substitute in heavy soils,

as well as beans, both of which are leguminosa, but not

well suited to light sandy soils. Peas are sometimes intro-

duced; but they are apt to encourage weeds, unless the

crop be very heavy, and then they exhaust the soil, and

leave little vegetable matter behind them in their roots.

In many countries there are other vegetsbW y+
(

which are required for the food of the inhabitant*. <* k\

the raw materials ofmanufactures : these must be id , a
i

into the rotations, according to their effect oo u* i

the cultivation they require. Indian corn, or our
French beans, for their seed, are cultivated in more u

I

climates as field crops. Potatoes are now an eon*
duct in some districts, and one which, after mane, p i

the greatest quantity of food for man from a gives pr .

land. But potatoes require much manure, and canto-

1

ably be cultivated to a very great extent as a fan pr
i

nor repeated on the same land, for any length of tint i

than once in eight or ten years; they should howe\r n
enter into the rotation in that portion of the latd t

i

to be much worked, cleaned, and manured after in
corn. Flax, colsa, hemp, and many other pl&nu sr. J

vated in various districts. By a little management o
variety of produce may be introduced with mom itr-

1

and, as a specimen, we will give a rotation which i»p- -I

adopted in the neighbourhood of Lille in France** \

noticed in the 'Journal of the Royal Agricultural v'
I

England/ vol. i., part hi., page 292.

The quantity of land is 15 bonmert (about Mr
acres). Each bonnier is divided into 16 cents; acti

consequently one-fourth of an acre.

Rotation of Crops for Four Tear*.

Pint Ywr.
»

Sceood Year. 1 TtixdYoar. Fourth Y«r.

Bod. Cent. Boo. Cent. Bon. Cent. Bon. Cent.

0

0

1 2 Colsa plants

6 Turnips }
1 8 Oats {J

0 Clover
8 Flax .

0 6 Cow-cabbage
1 0 Tares . 1

0

0

8 Rye . . 1

8 Winter barley
J

2 8 Colsa . 4 8 Wheat

0 8 Clover . J

<
°

1 0

4 Potatoes . )

4 8 Wheat 2 Beet-root . > 0 8 Beans
0 2 Carrots . \ t

0

0

12 Colsa plants |

6 Turnips . > 1 8 Oats . {J
0
g

Clover .
]

Flax .

.0 6 Cow-cabbage J

1 0 Clover
8 Flax . 1 f

( Tares, 8cc. (as] 2 8 Colsa .

0
\ 4 8 Wheat u 8< in the second > 0 8 Beans . !

I 2
0

8 Colsa .

8 Beans J 1 I year) J I 8 Oats

1 8 Oats . !i
0 Clover
8 Flax .

1 0 Rye and tares
1 f

|

" Tares, fcc (»

0
0

8 Rye .

8 Winter barley
2 8 Colsa . . „

4 8 Wheat 4 8, in teeosi

and UsH
0
0

8 Clover
4 Potatoes

I 1 yean)

0 2 Beet-root .
\

0 8 Beans

0 2 Carrots 1 -

15 0 15 0 15 0 15 0
The tares, rye, winter barley, and clovei are mostly cut green for fodder. —

-

In this rotation there are a great many different crops, >

but the chief is wheat, which occupies 18 acres in 60, am*

thus recurs nearly every third year on the same ground. It

invariably follows clover, flax, colsa, and beans, all plants cf

different families from the gramine<v. After the wheat,

various green crops follow, and, excepting a very small por-

tion of winter barley and rye, which are generally cut green

for the cattle, all these are likewise of different families from

wheat Then come colsa, beans, and oats, all but.the last

of different families from the two preceding ; and it must be

observed that the colsa plants raised to be transplanted are

followed by beans, and the turnips and cow-cabbage by oats,

while the colsa for seed comes after tares, rye, winter

oarley, and clover. This rotation is not a theoretical one,

but actually and strictly adhered to by all those who are

considered good farmers in the district where it has been the

rule for a century and more. It is not the result of physio-

logical theories, but it is most probably the parent of the

theory which is now almost universally adopted by all scien-

tific agriculturists.

Mr* Black ie, who may be considered as very good authority

in modern British farming, was requested, waft »'

to recommend a course of cropping or a rotation *

the northern portion of France. Probably *^*
knowledge of what was actually the practice io ij**''

he composed a table of crops, which he considers **

to a very rich soil in a very genial climate ; and if

^
pare this with the foregoing rotation, we shall W **•

to find how nearly they agree in principle. It *^
published in the ' Gardeners* Magazine,' voL iu«*

"

lished in a paper by Mr. Towers in the second^ *

i. of the • Journal of the Roy. Agr. Soc of BarU*-

as it is an interesting agricultural document a? 3*

in the following page.

It will be remarked in perusing this rotat**.*

true principles are strictly adhered to:—*•*•{ '.

clover, vetches, beans, and potatoes; and afttf i* 1 '

we have roots and green crops. The oalyft**4

^,
strikes a practical farmer is that ten acres of s****^

ceeded by potatoes, and these by wheat a**»a. I*

very little land in Great Britain which mil b*£*
cropping, without much more manure than s m**
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Mr. Thomas Blackie's scheme ofRotation upon a Farm of 100 Acrei, as proposed to the French government.

Flr»t Year.

30 wheat \

I

15 clover •

5 turnips

5 cabbages
2+ beet .

i?| carrots

10 oats

5 barley •

10 potatoes

3 vetches
2 beans .

10 lucern .

Second Year.
Acres.

5 turnips

5 cabbages

2£ field beet

}

l\ carrots

10 potatoes

3 vetches

2 beans .

15 wheat

10 oats .

5 barley

15 clover

15 wheat

10 lucern

Thiid Year.
Acres.

10 oats . .

5 barley .

15 wheat .

10 potatoes

3 vetches

2 beans .

15 clover .

15 wheat . <

5 turnips . 1

5 cabbages J

2£ beet . \

2J carrot • J

10 lucern .

Fourth Yeer.
Acres.

15 clover .

5 turnips •

5 cabbages

2$ beet .

2J carrot .

30 wheat

10 potatoes

3 vetches

2 beans

10 oats . .

5 barley .

10 lucern .

Filth Yev.
Acres.

15 wheat .

10 oats . .

5 barley .

5 turnips .

5 cabbages

24 beet

24 carrot .

10 potatoes

3 vetches

2 beans

15 wheat .

15 clover

10 lucern

Sixth Year.
Acre*.

10 potatoes

3 vetches

2 beans .

15 clover

10 oats .

5 barley

15 wheat

:}

5 turnips .

5 cabbages

24 beet

2j carrots .

15 wheat .

10 lucern .

Seventh rem;
Acres.

*(To be ploughed up after seven years, and followed by wheat.)

30 wheat

15 clover

10 oats

5 barley

5 turnips

5 cabbages
24 beet

2j carrots

10 lucern*

teres can afford for a tenth part of it* but this is very

easily modified by substituting a green crop for a portion

(jterhaps one-half) of the potatoes, and letting the potatoes be
succeeded by barley or oats instead of wheat. The rotation

Kill then be less scourging, and better adapted to land of

moderate fertility, where extraneous manure cannot be

depended upon. We give it as an example of the applica-

tion of the true theory of rotations, ana it is remarkable
haw nearly it accords with that which was the result of

practice alone without theory. We have ourselves for

many years adopted a rotation without being tied down to

any positive rule, which has been suggested by circum-

stances, and in some measure regulated by our conviction of

the truth of the theory we have attempted to elucidate. In
a clayey loam on an impervious subsoil, but mostly com-
pletely drained, we have had turnips and Swedes on high
ridges, tares, mangel-wurzel, potatoes, and a portion of

ne to cut up green; succeeded by barley and oats sown
with clover, rye-grass, and other biennial grass seeds.

These were mown for bay the first year, and sometimes the

fecund also, but generally depastured one year at least;

then followed beans, and after these wheat. The green
crops were put in after repeated and deep tillage, and with

an ample allowance of manure. The whole of the layer

was top-dressed with peat or coal ashes in the first year,

and what manure could be got or spared was put on the

second year before winter, when it was ploughed up. All the

oirn crops were put in upon one shallow ploughing. We
.. »ve had no reason to repent of pursuing this course : but

«e allow that one year only in clover would probably be

Jih/re profitable. The land is not sufficiently fertile by
ijtfure to bear wheat after the first year of clover, instead of

Ceding or making it into hay. This would bring it to some
of the rotations adopted in rich alluvial soils. It is a rule

»iuch should never be transgressed, that after every crop

reaped there should be a remnant of manure sufficient to

insure a good crop the next year; and that this should

always be in the land, and considered as stock in trade or

capital invested at good interest. By means of judicious

rotations and tillage a much greater Quantity of produce

may be raised at a certain expense of labour and capital,

1 ban by any desultory and experimental mode of cropping.

The farmer should find it his own interest to cultivate his

hud according to the most approved principles, and the

landlord should impose only such restriction as will prevent

the tenant from injuring himself by diminishing the pro-

duce of bis farm.

ROTATION, INTERCELLULAR. [Sap.]

ROTATORIA. One section of the Infusorial animals is

<hu* termed by M. Ehrenberg. It is arranged in the diplo-

neurose division of the animal kingdom by Dr. Grant, a
view which has been many times suggested to original ob-
servers, from the figure, division, and movements of the
body. Ehrenbeig's classification of these minute but often
highly organised creatures is formed upon the same general
model as that of the Polygastrica, there being in these the
same double series of analogous nude and loricated forms.

General Character.—Swimming invertebral animals,
apodal, often caudate, capable of executing rotatory move-
ments by the aid of peculiar ciliated organs. No true heart,
but a dorsal vessel, and transparent vessels in which no
movements appear. No distinct branch iro. Many nervous
pharyngial ganglia (cerebral) ; in general a cervical nervous
ring and an abdominal nerve. Very often eyes coloured red.

Alimentary canal distinct and simple ; sometimes a stomach,
in other cases ccecal appendages; pharynx almost always
armed with jaws, which often carry teeth. Sexual organs
distinct, hermaphroditic ; reproduction oviparous and vivi-

parous, never fissiparous, as among Polygastrica.

Order 1. Rotatoria nuda. Order 2. Rotatoria loricata.

Section I. Monotrocha.

Ciliary Circle simple and entire, and not variable.

Monotrocha nuda. Monotrocha loricata.

1st Fam. Ichthydina.

A, No eyes.

a, Body smooth.
* Tail simple, trun-

cated, and flexible.

Gen. Ptygura.
** Tail bifurcate and

very short.

Gren. Ichthydiunu

aa, Dorsal part of thebody
hairy.

Gen. Chostonotus.

B, Two eyes.

Gen. Glenophora.

Section II. Schixotrocha.

Ciliary circle simple, divided in parcels.

Schizopoda nuda. Schizopoda loricata.

1st Fam. Megalotrocha. 1st Fam. Floscularia.

A, One e\e. A, No eyes. The envelope
" Gen. Microdon. of the body gelatinous.

B, Two eyes, which are effaced a, Rotatory organs bilo-

with age. bate or quadnlobate.

Gen. Megalotrocha. • Gen. Lactnularia.
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aa, Rotatory organ multi-

fid.

* Rotatory organ quin-
quefid, mandibles
dentate.

Gen. Stephanocera*.
** Rotatory organ with

6-8 divisions, mandi-
bles edentate.

Gen. Flotcularia.

B,Two eyes, which are ef-

faced with age. Envelope
of the body membranous
and granular. Rotatory
organ bilobate or quadri-

lobate.

Gen. Meliarta.

Section III. Polytrocha.

Several small ciliary circles.

Polytrocha nuda. Polytrocha loricata

1st Fam. Hydatina.

Ai No eves.

a, Mandibles dentate.

Gen. Hydatina,
aa, Mandibles edentate.
* Mouth direct, terminal.

Gen. Euteroplea.
** Mouth oblique, inferior.

Gen. Pteurotrocha.

B, A single eye.

6, Eye frontal, tail bifur-

cate.

Gen. Furcularia.
bb. Eye dorsal.
* Tail simple, hairy.

Gen. Monocercd.
••Tail bifurcate,

t Frontal cilia) similar.

Gen. Notommata.
r+ Frontal cilia dissimilar.

} With cilia* and styles.

Gen. Synchata.

ft With cilia) and hooks.
Gen. Scandium.

C, Two eyes.

c. Eyes frontal.
* Tail bifurcate.

Gen. Diglena.
** Tail simple, front with

two cirri.

Gen. Triarthra.
cc% Eyes dorsal.
* Tail simple.

Gen. Ratttdus.
•• TaH bifurcate.

Gen. Distemma.
D, Three eyes.

rf,One eye dorsal, and
two frontal.

Gen. Eosphora*
dd. Three dorsal eyes.

Gen. Norops.
E, Several eyes.

e. Eyes in a circle on the
neck.

Gen. Cycloglena,
ee, Eyes in two cervical

groups.

Gen. T/ieorus.

Zygotrocha.

Two small ciliary corona*

Zygotrocha nuda.
1st Fam. Ptulodin<Ba.

A, No eyes. A, No eyes.

1st Kara. Euchlanidota.
A, No eyes.

a, Cuirass depressed.

Tail bifurcate.

Gen. Lejyadella.

aa, Cuirass compressed.
* Tail simple.

Gen. Monura.
** Tail bifurcate.

Gen. Colurus.
B, One eye.

b, Cuirass depressed.
* Tail simple.

Gen. Monostyla.
** Tail bifurcate.

Gen. Euchlanis.
bb, Cuirass swollen or

angular.
* Tail hairy and simple.

Gen. Ma&tigocera.
** Tail bifurcate or tri-

furcate.

tNo cornicle.

Gen. Salpina.
ttCorniculated.

Gen. Dinochari*.
C, Two eyes (frontal).

c, Head nude.
Gen. Metopidia.

cc, Head hooded.
Gen. Stephanop$.

D, Four frontal eyes.

Gen. Squamelia.

Zygotrocha loricata.

1st Fam. Brachionma.

a, Tail bifurcate and cor-
niculate (a frontal pro-
boscis).

Gen. Calltdina,

Gen. Noteus.

aa, Tfia bifurcate, not cor- B, One ere.
_:_.l*~

£. No tail

Gen. Amurma.
bb. Tail bifurcate, dea&ftt

Gen. BracfooH.

C, Two eyes (frontal).

Gen. Pterodima

nioulate

* Rotatory organs, sup-
ported on frontal pedi-

cles of great length
(no frontal proboscis).

Gen. Hydrias.
* * Rotatory organs sessile

and lateral (no frontal

prolongation).

Gen. Typhlina.

B, Two eyes.

b. Eyes frontal.
* Tail bifurcate, and with
two pairs of horns
(thus becoming six-

Cted); a frontal pro-
is.

Gen. Rotifer.
** Tail trifid, and with a

single pair of horns
(thus becoming five-

pointed) ; a frontal

proboscis.

Gen. Actinurus.
••* Tad bifurcate, and

without horns ; no
frontal prolongation.

Gen. Monolabii.
bb, fyc* dorsal.

(Tail bifurcate, and
with ten pair of cor-

nicles ; a frontal pro
longation.)

Gen. Philodina.

In illustration of this classification, we
ings of—
Notommata centrum, as an example or nude Polynw

chous Rotatoria ; and of—

Notomm«u eentroa. Thm bnucfaUl araratm (b. c o) omktot cm
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Braehfonus urceolaris, as an example of loricate Zygotro-
cbus Rotatoria.

e*-

Brafictrionas urceolaris.

«• cfljat rotatoria*, p, pharynx, 0, stomach, a p, appendages to stomach.
•ftvottrtam. «iey«. 01, motcles. f, tail. A 5, internal branchia. etf.bran-

ROTR, a musical instrument of former time6, mentioned
by the early French writers of Romance, and by Chaucer,
as well as others among our early poets : it seems to have
been similar to what the French call a vielle, and the Eng-
lish a hurdy-gurdy.
ROTELLA, a genus belonging to the Turbinacfo of

Lamarck. JTrochidje.]
ROTHER. [Sussex; Yorkshire.]
ROTHERHAM, a parish and market-town in the south-

western part of the West Jliding of Yorkshire, 6 miles
trom&heffield, 1 2 from Barnsley, 1 2 from Don caster, 1 60 from
London by the road, and 171 by railway. The Don, after re-

ceiving the Rother at the eastern extremity of the town, takes
a westerly direction, and Rotherham occupies an elevated
situation which rises from the northern bank of the river.

On the western side of the town the river bends to the
north-west. The parish comprises an area of 12,810 acres

(nearly 10 square miles), and consists of the townships of

Roiherbam, Kimberworth, Brinsworth, Catcliffe, and Dat-
um, and the chapelries of Tinaley and Greasbrough. The
populous suburb of Masbrough is on the left bank of the
Don, but is comprised in the township of Rotherham, with
which it is united by a handsome stone bridge of five

arches.

About a mile south of the town, on the south bank of the

Don, there are some Roman remains, which consist of a
rectangular encampment called Temple Brough; and, at a
distance of 300 yards higher up the river, there is an earth-

work, which it is conjectured formed part of a larger work.
Roman coins, bricks, and pottery have been found on both
these sites. The station 'Ad Fines/ on the great road from
Little Chester to Castleford, is fixed at Temple Brough by
the best authorities. There is however nothing to give

Rotherham a claim to a Roman origin, but it probably

originated very early in the Saxon period. The church at

Rotherham was in that period the only ecclesiastical edifice

in an extensive district, and tithe was paid to it from lands
now forming the parishes of Ecclesneld, Sheffield, Hands-
worth, Treeton, and Whiston, in addition to those which are

comprised within the parish at the present time. (Hunter's
South Yorkshire.) A weekly market and annual fair were
held before the Conquest; the Saxon lord of the manor had
hia corn miU ; and these were sufficient, with its eccle-

siastical superiority, to render Rotherham a vil of some im-
portance. The Saxon possessor of the manor being dis-

placed at the Conquest, Nigel Fossard\ a Norman, was
subinfeuded under the earl of Morton. In the reign of

Henry III. (13th century), the manor and church were

granted to the monks of Rufford Abbey, in Nottingham-
shire, with the rights which had been exercised by the

former feudal possessors, such as regulating weights and
~— , the assise of bread and beer, punishment of crimi-

nals, for which purpose they had a pillory, tumbrel, and
gallows. In 1307, Edward I. granted the town another
market and a second fair. The parish church was built in
the reign of Edward IV. (15th century), and is one of the
handsomest in the diocese. Thomas Rotherham, arch-
bishop of York, a native of the place, born in 1423, lent

his assistance towards rendering it a model of ecclesiastical

architecture. There are several good engravings of the
church. The living is a vicarage, and the average net income
in 1829-30-31 was 1 70/. An old font, supposed to have be-
longed to the Saxon church, at present stands in the church-
yard. To Archbishop Rotherham also his native town was
indebted for the foundation of a college, the remains of which
still exist, and are used as an inn. This college was founded
in 1 482 for a provost, three fellows, and *ix scholars, who were
lodged at the college, and accommodation was at the same
time provided for the several priests officiating in the different

chantries in the church. Grammar, poetry, rhetoric, music,
singing, writing, and arithmetic were taught in this college,

which was suppressed in the reign of Edward VI. The
bridge-chapel on the Don, which does not appear to have
been endowed, is now used as the town gaol. The old road
from London to Carlisle passed through Rotherham. Charles
I. during the civil war passed a ni^ht in the town : to one
of the inhabitants, who held the stirrup while he mounted
his horse, he gave as a memorial a coin of Richard I., which
is still in possession of the family of Clarke residing in Ro-
therham.
There is no single constituted authority for the purposes

of municipal government. The ' feoffees of the common
lands of Rotherham' are, the most important local body.
They consist of twelve inhabitants elected for life by the
freeholders and rate-payers of the township, and they have
the management of certain lands bought by the inhabit-
ants of Queen Elizabeth. The total income at their disposal
is at present about 600/. a year, a considerable proportion of
which is expended in the improvement of the town and in
other objects of public utility. Mr. Hunter states (South
Yorkshire) that he has inquired in vain for the decree or pa-
tent under which the feoffees act. The town is lighted under
a local act obtained in 1801. A gas-company was established

in 1833, but is not incorporated, nor is the water-company,
which was formed in 1827. The police is regulated by a
general local act (3 and 4 Wm. IV., c. 90), and consists of a
day and night watch, forwhich the township only is rated. The
county magistrates sit in petty sessions every Monday, and
offenders are committed temporarily to the town gaol. The
Midsummer quarter-sessions for the West Riding are held at

Rotherham. A court of requests was established in 1839,
and its jurisdiction extends to places in the vicinity. Ro-
therham is the centre of a union under the Poor-Law
Amendment Act. The expenditure for the relief of the
poor averaged 2806/. for the parish, before the union, and in

1838 the expenditure was 1790/.

Great improvements have recently taken place in the

general appearance of the town. Streets have been
widened, old houses pulled down, and many good build-
dings erected. The materials for building are abun-
dant, the town itself standing upon a mass of the old red-

sandstone. Besides the parish church, there is a chapel at

Tinsley, a small antient edifice ; a church at Greasbrough,
built in' 1826, with the aid afforded by the Church-Building
Commissioners and voluntary contributions; a new church
at Thorpe ; and a new church at Kimberworth will be com-
pleted in 1842. The oldest chapel for Protestant dissenters

was built by the Presbyterians in 1705, and is now used by
the Unitarians ; it was repaired and enlarged in 1 840. The
Independent chapel, situated in Masbrough, was built

towards the end of the last century, and has been once
enlarged. The Wesleyan Methodist chapel, built in 1805,

has been twice enlarged. A Primitive Methodist chapel has
been opened since 1820. In 1836, a handsome Baptist

chapel was erected; and within the last three years the ser-

vice of the Roman Catholic church has been performed in

a building formerly occupied as a theatre. The courthouse,
in which the Midsummer quarter-sessions are held, was
built by the county in 1827, and is the most convenient iii

the Riding. The library, news-room, and dispensary occupy
a plain substantial building erected in 1828. The dispensary

was established in 1806, and affords medical aid to between
500 and 600 patients yearly. Almshouses for four poor
unmarried women were founded in 1780 by Mrs. Mary
Bellamy.
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Rotherbam possesses many important advantages cal-

culated to encourage manufactures. Extensive beds of

coal, of a quality suitable to manufacturing processes,

exist in nearly every part of the parish, and iron-ore is

also abundant. Leland notices, in the sixteenth cen-

tury, that a mile from Rotherbam 'be veri good pittes

of coal;* and also that in the town 'be veri good smithes

for all cutting-tools ;' but it was not until about a cen-

tury ago that any extensive manufacturing operations

began to be carried on. In 1746, the Walkers established

a work for the manufacture of cast-iron goods of all kinds

;

and at the large establishments which originated in their

enterprise, great part of the cannon used in the navy during

the American aud French wars was cast, and for a consi-

derable period nearly the whole country was supplied by

them with cast-iron goods. The iron bridges at Sunder-

land, Yarm, Staines, and the Southwark-bridge over the

Thames were cast at their works. After a period of inacti-

vity which followed the close of the war, the various branches

of the iron-manufacture are again carried on with great

vigour, many new establishments have been commenced,
and a greater variety of articles is produced. Stoves,

fenders, engineering and millwork, and many kinds of

hardware goods are now made. Glass, earthenware, starch,

soap, naphtha, pyroligneous acid, are manufactured atRoth-

erhara. There are two extensive ale and porter breweries,

and vessels of 50 tons burthen are occasionally built in

yards adjoining the Don. A flax-mill has been carried on

for several years. The markets for corn and cattle are

held on Monday: both are of great importance; but

every alternate Monday the cattle-market is one of the

largest in the county, and is attended by buyers from Man-
chester and otber towns at a great distance. There is a

covered stone building in the market-place for the accommo-
dation of the dealers in butter, poultry, and eggs ; and the

feoffees are intending to render it more convenient by en-

closing one of the sides. The shambles occupy the north-

ern sides of the market, and were built by the feoffees. The
fairs are for horses and cattle chiefly, and in November there

is a statute fair for hiring servants.

Besides the various natural advantages which the. manufac-

turers of Rotherbam enjoy, there are few places possessing

such extensive facilities for traffic. The Don was made na-

vigable from Doncaster to Tinsley (the latter place situated

between Rotherbam and Sheffield) in 1 720 ; and in 1820 the

navigation was extended from Tinsley to Sheffield by a

canal. The Don gives to the town the means of exporting

and importing commodities by water to and from all the great

manufacturing towns of Yorkshire and Lancashire, and it

communicates with the Trent by the Stainforth and Keadby
canal. The Sheffield and Rotherbam railway was opened in

1338. It commences in West-gate, Rotherham, where a

handsome station is building, is carried across the Don by a

wooden bridge, receives a branch from the Greasbrough col-

lieries, and another from the North Midland Railway, and
terminates in the Wicker, Sheffield. Trains depart from each

terminus every hour during the day ; and the distance be-

tween the two towns, which is 5$ miles, is performed in

about fifteen minutes : the lowest fare is sixpence. Upwards
of a million of passengers had been conveyed along the

line in the two years ending October 1840. The Rotherham
station on the North Midland Railway is one of the most
important on the line, being used by Sheffield on the one

hand, and by Rotherham and an extensive district east-

waid: it is a handsome stone edifice with a spacious waiting-

room and offices. This railway, which connects Leeda,

York, and Hull, and the counties ofDurham and Northum-
berland, with the midland and western counties and the

metropolis, passes through a considerable portion of the

parish, and has greatly increased the value of property

adjacent to it At the lckles, a hamlet in the parish, it is

earned over the Don and the Sheffield road by a fine via-

duct of twenty-five arches. The communication between
London and Rotherham is effected in about 84 hours.

The population of the parish and township at the four

periods when the census was taken, was as follows:

—

1801. 1811. 1821. 1831.

Township . 3070 2950 3548 4083
Total of parish 8418 8071 9G23 10,387

The population of the parish is at present estimated at

12,000, and that of the township, at 5000: in the latter the
rent of houses is rising, though manv new houses have been
lately built The population of the differeut divisions of the

TvarUb, in 1831, was as follows :—Rotherham (a* Mors
stated), 4083; Kimberwortb, 4031 ; Greaftbrough, ]**;
Tinsley, 368; Brinswortb, 2'29; Catcliffe, 196; Dillon, it:;

Orgreave, 35.

The establishments for education at Rotherhsrn are:-!,

The Independent academy, situated in Masbrough, at vhxk
25 young men are educated for the Independent minittrr, un-

der a tutor in theology and a tutor in classics : tot ia*uu-

tion is supported by voluntary contributions. S,Tbegrsaiiav-

school, founded in 1584 : the classics are taught gratuiic^i

to the boys of the town. The master has a house rent-free, *v:

the total endowment is about 30/. per annum, to which tie

feoffees, who are the trustees, add a gratuity. The ichcUri

have a claim to a fellowship and two scholarships in Emm*
nuel College, Cambridge, in case the same are notoeeupiri

from the free-school at Normanton; and there uifeHoi-

ship at Lincoln College, Oxford. 3, Hollis's School, fcundaj

in 1663, by Thomas Hoi I is, a Nonconformist, for the «k
cation of thirty children. 4, The Feoffees' school : 28 b* t

and 20 girls are educated and instructed io reading, wrtUf.

and arithmetic. 5, A school on the Lancasterian system, d:

200 boys and 200 girls. 6, Boarding, common day, indent

schools. 7, Sunday-schools. We have no accurate inform*^,,

respecting the two latter classes ofschools. Lending lib;in*.

are attached to the Sunday-schools of nearly each dcioo

nation. The public library was established io 1 775, ut
contains about 3000 volumes, including the publication* .

the • Record Commission.* There are nearly 90 annus! **\

scribers. Rotherhamwas one ofthe earliest towns idoliblin-

ing a subscription library, but there is neither a mechano

institute, mechanics* library, nor savings*-bank in tbetoTT.

There is a small library of theology in the church, for li*

purchase of which the sum of 100/. was left a centorr »fu

ROTHERHITHE. [Surrey.]
ROTHESAY, or ROTHSAY, a burgh in Scolltni n

the island of Bute, chief town of the county of Bute, i:

miles from Glasgow, or 19 from Greenock ; in 55° M'N Ui

and 5° 1' W. long.

Rothesay owes its origin to a cattle erected bere *!*::

a.d. 1098, by Magnus, king of Norway, to secure thr

Western isles of Scotland, which he then held. Under ti#

protection of this castle a village was formed. and, uoiffti*

patronage of the Stuart family, to whom it belong*! ra*

to importance. Robert III. raised it from bcin^ a borfb J

barony to the rank of a royal burgh, and Jtmef V).

a.d. 1535, further augmented its municipal priviltfn. li

suffered much in the wars of the middle ages, smlm
repeatedly taken and plundered by the English, ibt N*r*t

gians, and the Lords of the Isles. It was seised by tbe DtL*

of Argyle in his invasion, a.d. 1695. - In the early put '

the last century many of the inhabitants left it, in order t»

settle at Campbelltown, and the town appeared likeadoeA

but since then it has much revived.

The town stands on tbe east side of tbe island, at u*M
torn of a small bay. It consists ofseveral streets and hue*

and has been enlarged along the shore on each side of it*

old part of the town, by the addition of villas and lodgm;

houses for the accommodation of the bathers who re**t ben

in the summer from Glasgow, and to whom the pUet »

recommended by its mild aud healthy climate and plmsci

situation.

Rothesay Castle, a tall heavy-looking ruin, cjnsistiDg »'

»

circular enclosure with massive walls flanked with n*^*

towers built of red stone, stands in tbe middle e/ '*

town. The town-hall and county buildings, a tuad^u
castellated structure with an elegant tower, and tbe pnuc*

for the county, are adjacent to the castle. The kirl »

*

modern building about a mile from the town. Tb«v v*

two chapels-ofease, one of them Gaelic; a third chapei^*

ease, of elegant architecture, has been built by tbe Msn^
of Bute in the northern part of tbe parish. There are Ujw
or four dissenting places of wor»hip in the parish. Clow *>

the parish church are the ruins of tbe antient charcb of Sl

Mary, once tbe cathedral of the bishopric of tbe l»les: ibe

walls of the choir, and one or two antient moaumeaU. w
standing.

The population returns of 1831 were as follows:—

Inhabit home*. F-ariiW*. f«w
Burgh . . 549 1MB *»l*

Rest of parish . 208 242 1^<

757 1390 la*4
*

About one-third of the population of the part of tbe peas*
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not included in the burgh is agricultural. By a subsequent
account carefully taken in 1837, the population was given at

4924 for the burgh, and 1165 for the rest of the parish;
total 6089.

There are a cotton mill and a power-loom factory, a tan-

yard, two boat-building yards, ana several cooperages. The
herring fishery is carried on. There are three banks,
branches of the Greenock, the Renfrewshire, and the

Royal Bank. The harbour was formed a.d. 1822, and has
a slip and building dock, either now finished or in course of
construction, adjacent to it. The exports are cotton yarn
and cotton goods, herrings, fresh fish, barley, turnips, pota-

toes, rye-grass seeds, small timber, and leather ; the imports
are raw cotton, cotton yarn, hides, wheat, oats, Hour, beans,

bone-dust, lime, freestone, coals, salt, and barrel slaves.

There were, in 1837, 58 vessels belonging to the port, of from
)5 to 300 tons, total registered tonnage 2950 : men 255, em-
ployed in the coasting trade, foreign trade, or fishery. There
is a communication by steam-boats with Glasgow. There is

a weekly market, and there are three fairs of little import-

ance. Port Bannatyne, a village in the parish, with a popu-
lation of about 300 persons, has 25 small vessels engaged in

the herring fishery.

The parish is in the presbytery of Donoon, in the synod of
Argyle. There were, in 1840, fifteen schools in the parish,

including one parochial school with three assistant teachers,

two schools endowed by the Marquis of Bute, and three

others which are partially assisted. The number of scholars

in these schools, in the spring of 1840, was 921, nearly one-

sixth of the whole population. The management of the

schools is considered to be very good, and there is scarcely a
young person brought up in the parish who cannot read and
write. There are in the parish six public libraries and two
public reading-rooms. A periodical publication, ' The Bute
Record of Rural Affairs,' has lately been established: it is

useful to agriculturalists. There are several friendly socie-

ties, and a savings' bank.
The burgh is governed by a provost, two bailies, a dean

of guild, a treasurer, and twelve councillors. Burgh courts,

sheriff and justice of the peace courts, and county meet-
ings are held here. The burgh formerly united with Ayr,

Irvine, Campbelltown, and Inverary in returning a member
to parliament. By the Scottish Reform Act it was disfran-

chised as a parliamentary burgh, and added to the county of

Bute ; but by way of compensation, that county, which had
previously returned a member alternately with Caithness,

was allowed to return one constantly. (New Statistical

Accnunt of Scotland; Parliamentary Papers.)

ROTTBOELLA, a genus of the tribe Rottboelliacea, of

the very natural and extensive family of grasses, named by

Mr. Brown in honour of C F. Rottboll, a Professor of

Botany at Copenhagen, who died in 1797, and who pub-
lished several works, one in particular on exotic species

of Gramine® and Cyperaceea. The genus is distributed

throughout Asia, especially India, New Holland, and the

tropical islands, and extends also to Egypt. The species

are usually tall, erect, and fiat-leaved, with the spikes round
and jointed; spikelets two in each joint, pressed close to or

sunk into a hollow in the rhacbis ; of these one is sessile, the

other stalked. The species are not relished by cattle, with the

exception of R. glabra, of which they are said to be fond in

India.

ROTTEN-STONE occurs massive. Fracture uneven.

Colour greyish, reddish, or blackish brown. Dull, earthy,

and opaque. Soft, soils the fingers, and is fetid when
rubbed or scraped. Found near Bakewell, Derbyshire, in

Wales, and at Albany in the state of New York.
It is employed in polishing metals, &c.
Analysis by R. Phillips :

—

Alumina • . . .86
Silica . ... 4

Carbonaceous matter . .JO

100

ROTTENHAMER, JOHN, was born at Munich in

1564, and received instruction in the rudiments of painting

from an obscure artist named Donhaur or Donower. Early

in life he went to Rome, and became known for small his-

torical compositions painted on copper in a style of most
minute finishing. Emboldened by success, he undertook

to paint for one of the cnurches of Rome a large altar-

piece, representing several saints and a glory of angels, a

work which, when completed, excited astonishment at the

P. C, No. 1254.

extent and versatility of his talents. This work he after-
wards repeated for the church of Santa Croce at Mantua.
He visited Venice, and studied the colouring of Tintoretto,
whose style he imitated with great exactness. Whilst at
Venice, he painted some pictures for the public edifices, two
of which are mentioned by Lanzi, namely, a Santa Crist ina
at the Ineurabili, and an Annunciation at San Bartolom-
meo ; but that writer speaks in slighting terms of these works,
and generally so of the talent of the painter. During his stay
in Italy, which lasted several years, he was patronised by
Ferdinand, duke of Milan, for whom he painted, amongst
numerous works, a picture of Nymphs dancing, which was
much admired.
He returned to his native country, and established him-

self at Augsburg, where he was much employed. For the
emperor Rudolph II. he painted a fine picture of the Feast
of the Gods, a composition of many figures, gracefully de-
signed, and coloured with the splendour of the Venetian
school. Many of his backgrounds were painted by John
Breughel, and some by Paul Bril. He was partial to the
introduction of gaudy accessories into his pictures, which
he frequently enlivened by naked figures designed with
taste and coloured with delicacy. His heads are expres-
sive, but present too much sameness of appearance, and
his design, though tolerably correct, is generally formal
and mannered. There were eight of his important pictures
in the gallery of the Louvre, which were removed in 1815,
and relumed to Prussia, Holland, and Austria, whence
they had been taken. Though greatly employed, Rotten-
hamer died in poverty, and was buried by subscription at

Augsburg, where he died in 1G04, or, according to Bryan,
in 1G0G. Lanzi says that he visited England, and that he
died here, but this appears to be a mistake, as we find no
mention of him in the ' Anecdotes of Painting/ and it is

very improbable that so industrious an investigator as Mr.
Vertue would have omitted in his memoranda any mention
of an artist so generally known, if he had resided in this

country.

(Bryan's Diet. ; Biographie Universelle; Lanzi, Storia
Pittorica, Hi. 123.)

ROTTERDAM, the capital of the province of South
Holland, ill the kingdom of the Netherlands, is situated in
51° 55' N. lat. and 4

s 29' E. long., on the north bank of the

river Maas, about twenty miles from the mouth of that river,

which here resembles an arm of the sea. It is in the form
of a triangle, the base of which, about a mile and a half in

length, extends along the bank of the Maas; it makes a
very striking appearance, especially when it is approached
by water from Dordrecht. Jt derives its name from the

little river Rotte, which runs through the middle of the city,

and falls into the Maas. The town is not fortified, but is

surrounded by a moat, and has six gates towards the land

and four towards the water. The part called the Binnensiad

(i.e. the inner town) has many narrow streets, and is sepa-

rated by the High-street from the outer town (Buitenslad),

which contains the fine houses of the rich merchants, and is

intersected by numerous canals connected with the river, on
which the largest merchantmen can come up and unload at

the very doors of the warehouses. Along the Maas are many
fine quays, the handsomest of which, called the Boomtjes
(from the rows of trees with which it is planted), consists of

a long row of stately houses facing the river, with a broad

and deep canal in the rear, parallel to the river. A canal

from Helvoetsluys to Rotterdam was made in the years 1827

'to 1830. The iron railway, already completed between
Amsterdam and Haarlem, is to be prolonged to Rotterdam.

The great church of St. Lawrence contains the tombs

of admirals De Witte, Kortenaar, Brukel, De Liefae, and
others, most of whom fell in the wars with England and
France, between 1660 and 1674. Besides this church there

are many churches and chapels of the Dutch and Scotch

Calvinists, French Protestants, English Episcopalians, Pres-

byterians, Baptists, Roman Catholics, a Jews' synagogue,

&c. The Exchange is larger and handsomer than that of

Amsterdam. The other principal buildings are the town-

house, a very antient edifice, the Admiralty, the Academy,

the Dutch theatre, the magazines of the East India Com-
pany, and some manufactories. The commerce of Rotter-

dam extends to all parts of the world, and embraces almost

every kind of produce and manufacture. In the year 1840

the number of ships that entered inwards was 1671, of which

1543 were with cargoes amounting to 321,308 tons, and 128

(of 8276 tons) in ballast. The number that cleared outwards
Vol. XX.—2 B
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was 1835, in all 354,334 tons, of which 1394 were with car-

goes to the amount of 279,517 tons.

Rotterdam contains many valuable collections of works of

art, an academy of sciences, a public library, and other use-

ful institutions. Rotterdam is the birth-place of several cele-

brated men, among whom are the great painter Adrian van

der Werf, and the learned Erasmus, a bronze statue of

whom, ten feet high, stands in the great market-place.

The population of Rotterdam has much increased of late

vears; in 1840 it amounted to 78,098, of whom 51,765 were
Protestants, 23,295 Roman Catholics, and about 2800 Jews.

(Stein ; Hassel ; Horschelmann ; Dutch Official Journal.)

ROTTERDAM, NEW, is one of the islands which con-

stitute the group of the Friendly or Tonga Islands, and is

situated in 20° 15' S. lat. and 174° 48' W. long. This island

was discovered by Tasman (1643), and named New Rotter-

dam, b at it is now bettor known as Annamooka, or Namooca,
as Mariner writes it, which is the name given to it by the in-

habitants. The bland is about twelve miles in circumfe-

rence, and in the middle there is a lagoon which is a mile

and a half across. The island is low, and surrounded by a
eea with regular soundings. At a distance of from two to

three miles from the shore, the depth varies between 25 and
30 fathoms. On the north-western side there is a roadstead

called Van der Luvs by Tasman, on which Cook anchored in

1773 and 1777. As to its productions and inhabitants see

Friendly Islands. (Cook's Voyage ; Mariner's Account

qf the Natives of the Tonga Islands; Krusenstern's

Atlas de tOcean Pacifique.)

ROTTI. [Timor.]
ROTTLE'RA, a genus of plants named in honour of Dr.

Rottler, a native of Denmark, who was sent out to India by
the Church Missionary Society, and was distinguished there

for his labours as a missionary for the space of nearly 60 years,

as well as for his acquaintance with the Tatnul language, on a
dictionary of which he was long engaged, as also for the at-

tention he paid to botany, having formed one of the knot of

early botanists at Tranquebar, who, with Koenig, were the

first since the time of Kheede to study that science in the

peninsula of India. Dr. Rottler's extensive Indian Her-
barium is deposited in the museum of King's College,

London.
The genus belongs to the natural family of Euphorbiacess,

but the same name was applied by Vahl to one of the Cyr-
trandacen. It is characterised by having male and female
flowers upon different plants. Male:-—Calyx 3-5 partite.

Corol nono. Stamens 30 to 40, inserted into the convex
receptacle. Filaments free or united at the base. Female :

—

Ovary 2-3*4 celled, each one-seeded. Style deeply, 2-3-4

partite, laciniated. Capsule 2, 3, or 4 coccous, each one-

seeded. The genus, which is found in the tropical parts of
Asia and throughout India, contains handsome moderate-
sized trees. R. tetracocca grows in Silbet, and yields

a hard and valuable timber. The capsules of R. tinctoria,

a native of the Coromandel coast, and extending to the

forests of Northern India, are covered with short stiff hairs,

which, when rubbed off, have the appearance of a powder
of a fine red colour, which is employed in India in dyeing
silk of a scarlet colour, and therefore forms an article of
commerce in that country. Dr. Royle, 'Illustr. Himal.
BotV p. 329, states that this strigose pubescence is also em-
ployed in India as an anthelmintic in the same way that

cowhage is, and, like it, probably acts mechanically in ex-
pelling intestinal worms.
ROTUNDA, a term applied to buildings which are cir-

cular in their plan both externally and internally, or else to

halls and other apartments of that shape, included within
and forming merely a portion of the edifice containing them.
The technical application of the term is however restricted

to circular buildings whose height does not much exceed
their diameter, for we should not describe a lofty cylindrical

edifice, such as a round tower, by the term rotunda ; while
on the contrary it is frequently employed to designate poly-

gonal buildings which approach in their general form to the
circle : for instance, the Colosseum in the Regent's Park,
London, might without any great impropriety be classed
among rotundas, it being a polygon of sixteen sides, which
accordingly form very obtuse angles.

We reed not here repeat what has been said on the sub-
ject of cl "ular plans in the article Roman Architecture,
and therefore proceed to remark, that notwithstanding their

beauty, there are very few instances indeed of what can
strictly be tewed rotundas. In fact, such shape is utterly

unsuited to buildings in general, whatever their particular

purpose may be, unless it be one for which nothing m< rt*

than a single spacious hall or area is required ititcrnaili

.

It does not admit of being divided within into reffuUr-

shaped rooms, without very great loss of space, and therefore

although plans of the kind have occasionally Keen attrtupirti

upon paper, they are to be looked upon chiefly as injrentfju*

architectural exercises and experiments. We have howeter
an instance of a plan of the kind being carried into execu-

tion at the Marquis of Bristol's seat at Ickworth. near Bury
St. Edmund's, the body ofthe mansion (115 feet by 1 00) being
an elliptical and therefore a round structure, though not

perfectly circular; but striking as the external effect cer-

tainly is, too much is sacrificed to it. In the Rue de PigmUe,
Paris, is a rotunda-house, about 50 feet in diameter, bailt by

the architect Henry, in 1 788. Even among public building*

there are very few for which the circle can with propne.v
be adopted as the figure of the entire plan : accordingly

instances of it are very rare. It is applicable only where
a large space is to be provided as a place of public ren-

dezvous or assemblage, where it is desirable to have com-
pactness and an area unobstructed by columns, which in a

square one of the same superficial extent would be inuW
pensable in order to support the roof. Therefore though a
is well adapted for an Exchange, a market-ball, or similar

places, and can hardly be made available for any other*,

it is nevertheless very rarely resorted to even for them. The
Halle des Bles, or Corn-Exchange, at Paris, is almost the ooi^

example of the kind that occurs to us.

In ecclesiastical architecture circular and polygonal sin*:

tures were by no means uncommon among the early Chris-

tians, especially for baptisteries and sepulchral chapels. The
tomb of Theodoric, or what is now called Santa Maria Ro-
tunda, at Ravenna, is a singular example, having a ftautsb

or segmental dome (about 34 feet in diameter) cut oat of s

single block of stone. Of San Stefano Rotundo and Sana
Costanza mention has been made under Roman Archi-
tecture, and to them may be here added the Rotunda or

Church of Santa Maria Maggiore at Nocera, a work of about
tbe same period. While it greatly resembles Santa Cos-
tanza in plan, having coupled columns placed on the radiat-

ing lines from the centre, and with arches springing from
them, it differs altogether in section from fcoth those ex-
amples, there being no cylindrical wall or tambour sWte
the colonnade, but tbe dome springs immediately from uV
columns, and the arches groining into it. Consequently tfcw

proportions are much lower, the diameter of the space en-

closed by the columns being 39 feet, and the height to the top

of the dome 42,—proportions differing very htUe from the**

of the Pantheon. The extreme internal diameter is 7$ free

Tbe earlier edifices of this class are, for tbe moat part, d
moderate dimensions, but others were afterwards erected

on a larger scale, and among them is the celebrated Baptis-

tery at Pisa [Baptistery], which is externally about I2»

feet in diameter, and 100 in height, exclusively of uSs

dome. Besides being remarkable on account of its stjk.

this edifice presents other architectural peeuliaritiee, oa* of

which is that the central area is covered by a conical reel

the upper part of which is carried up so as to pierce the ex-

ternal dome, and, except that it has no openings, to appear

like a lantern placed upon it. Woods therefore conjeetam
that the interior cone originall) formed a spire, and tint

the external dome was an after addition to the structure.

[Baptistery.]
The rotunda became afterwards in a manner incorporated

with or added to the cruciform plan, being raised aloft and
placed over that part of it where the transepts intersect ibt

body of the edifice. Nearly all modern cupolas easy fc*

described as rotundas elevated above the rest of tbe buiW-
ing and viewed by looking up into them from below. Thut
supposing there was a floor at the level of the whisperinc
gallery at St. Paul's, the dome and space beneath it aooJd
form a perfect and well proportioned rotunda, wboae height
and diameter would very nearly be the same.

In itself alone the rotunda form does not accommodat*
itself to the purposes ofa church ; it does not afford space for

the processions and occasional ceremonies required by ib*

Roman Catholic worship ; nor is it better fitted for the

Protestant service, since besides that nearly all its beaaty
would be destroyed by the floor being covered with pews, *t

requires an amphitheatrical arrangement of seats in eon-
centric curves. Neither is it a form that can be eolaifed
to any required capacity, for 140 feet if almost tbe i
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of diameter that can be adopted for a space to be covered
by a dome. Even the Pantheon at Rome, which may be
taken as that maximum, is but of moderate size—an area
scarcely at all exceeding the core of St Peter's, the
Duorao at Florence, &c, that is, merely the central part

beneath the cupola. Rotundas are accordingly rare even
in Roman Catholic churches, yet although such structures

•re necessarily limited by their form to a moderate size,

they derive from it also a grandeur which would not be
produced by the same scale according to any other plan.

Neither grandeur nor beauty however results as matter of
course from the plan alone, because whatever charm that

possesses may be nullified by other circumstances. There
is, for instance, nothing of the one and not very much more
of the other in the rotunda interior of St. Peter-le-Poor's,

London, the only instance we are acquainted with of such
plan being adopted for a Protestant church. The arrange-

ment of the pews and seats in parallel rows, strikes as a
disagreeable contradiction to the shape of the building ; be-

tides which the vaulted dome, which is almost essential to

such plan, is wanting, a cove and lantern with windows
being substituted for it ; owing to which the character of
the whole becomes something different. A better example
of a rotunda may be seen in that of the Bank of England.
Of late years one or two structures of the kind have been

erected, viz. the church designed and built by Canova at

hi* own expense at Possagno ; that of San Francesco di

Paola, by Bianchi, at Naples ; the Madre di Iddio, Turin

;

and the new Catholic church at Darmstadt, by Moller.

The first mentioned of these, the first stone of which was
laid in July, 1819, ranks high among the few architec-

tural works of importance which Italy has produced within

tbe present century, and is remarkable for its portico being
almost the only instance of the application of the Athenian
Doric in that country, certainly the only one upon so large

a scale. As a plan of the portico is shown in Portico, fig.
'2, all that we need mention in regard to that feature is, that

the columns are 35 feet in height; the entire height from
the ground to the apex of the pediment, 79; and the

breadth of tbe portico, 90 ; therefore the dimensions of the

order are very nearly equal to those of the Parthenon, the

difference in the height of the columns being only 10 inches.

The rotunda itself is about 45 feet less in its internal diame-
ter than the Pantheon, but is still sufficiently ample to be
imposing. In its proportions, and in its coffered dome, the

centre of which has a glazed opening to light the whole
interior, it resembles the Roman structure ; not so how-
ever in design, for the architecture errs as much in being too

plain and cold, as that of the other building does in being
broken into too many parts, and too much cut up by heavy
ornament. Like the Pantheon, the plan is divided into eight

compartments, all of which form as many arched recesses;

that within which is placed the door, and the opposite one
< forming a deep sanctuary for the high altar), being rather

loftier than the rest. The arches themselves are quite plain,

without either keystones or archivolts, and, except the taber-

nacles or altars within the recesses, the only decoration is that

poduced by the panels filled with sculpture, in the spaces

between the arches. Nevertheless, taken altogether, it is a

noble monument, especially when it is considered that it

was raised by a private individual.

Instead of attempting to describe other examples of ro-

tundas in a similar manner, we shall put our notices rela-

tive to them into a condensed form, and for convenience

sake shall include those already mentioned, as their relative

sizes can thereby be more readily compared.

Pantheon, Rome. External diameter 188 feet, internal

1 4i. internal height 142. [Pantheon.]
Temple of Minerva Medica. External diameter 110

feet. Interior a decagon 78 feet in diameter and 105 high.

Santa Costanza, Rome. Extreme internal diameter 140

feet ; diameter of rotunda within the peristyle and beneath
dome 70, height of dome 130.

Nocera, Santa Maria. Extreme internal diameter 78

feet, diameter of dome and peristyle 39, height 42.

Rotunda, Forum Caracalla. Exterior diameter about

J 00 feet. Corinthian portico hexastvle, triprostyle. In-

terior diameter 80 feet, height of order 48, entire height

90.

Rotonda at S. Pietro in Montorio, Rome. (Bramante.)

Exterior enclosed by a Doric peristyle of 16 columns. In-

ternal diameter 22 feet, height 48. This edifice is generally

admired as a classical piece of architecture, but it has many

striking defects, and the balustrade (without pedestals) over
the peristyle is intolerable.

Madonna di Campagna, Verona. (Sanmicheli.) Ex-
terior 74 feet in diameter, nearly surrounded by a low Doric
peristyle of 28 columns, making the entire diameter below
118 feet. Interior an octagon 64 feet in diameter and 101
high.

Cayella PeUigrini, Verona. (Sanmicheli.) Elegant in
§lan, but enormously disproportioned in section. External
iameter 40 feet, internal 30. Two orders within. Height

to spring of dome 46 feet, entire height 64.

La Maddelina, Venice. (Temanza.) Internal diameter
55£ feet, height to spring of dome 36, entire height 63, or

7£ more than diameter. Arrangement hexagonal, i.e. six
arched compartments.

Halle det Bits, Paris. (De Mezieres.) External diame-
ter 228 feet, interior diameter of the rotunda beneath the
dome 127, height to spring of dome 42£, to summit 105.

Ibssagno. (Canova.) External diameter 116 feet;

width of portico 90, projection of portico 55, height of stylo-

bate 10£, internal diameter 90, height 90.

Madre di Iddio, Turin. (Buonsignore.) A rotunda
about 130 feet in diameter, with hexastyle, diprostyle,

Corinthian portico. Internal diameter 74 feet, height 100;
plan four semicircular tribunes, with two Corinthian columns
in front of each, bearing the entablature continued over
those spaces. Attic with a long panel over each of the four
recesses.

Museum of the Vatican, Rotunda. (Simonetti.) Divided
into ten recessed compartments: diameter 50 feet.

Berlin Museum, Central Hall. (Schinkel.) Diameter
67 feet, height of gallery supported by a peristyle of twenty
Corinthian columns, around the lower part 21; height to

spring of dome 42 feet, entire height 70.

Catholic Church, Darmstadt. (Moller.) Extreme in-

ternal diameter 135 feet, peristyle of twenty-eight Corin-
thian columns supporting dome; diameter of dome and
peristyle 102 feet, height to spring of dome 48 feet, to sum-
mit 102.

Radcliffe Library, Oxford. (Gibbs.) Basement a poly-

gon of i6 sides, and 104 feet in diameter. Extreme exterior
height 140 feet, interior diameter 88, interior diameter of
central space and dome 52, height 90.

ROUBAIX, a town in France, in the department of Nord,
about 6 miles north-east of Lille, and 146 north-north-
east of Paris. It is of no historical interest; it owes its

prosperity to its manufactures, which were introduced under
the ministry of Colbert. The town stands about midway
between the Escaut or Schelde and the Lys, but at a con-
siderable distance from both. It communicates however
with the Lys by means of the canal of Roubaix, which
opens into the Deule canal. [Nord.] The town con-

sists of large, neat, and well-built houses. The population
in 1831 was 12,443 for the town, or 18,187 for the whole
commune. The staple business of the place is the cotton-

manufacture, which is carried on in all its branches with
considerable activity. Some woollens are also manufactured.
Archil (or litmus), and azure (or finely powdered smalt), and
machinery of various kinds are made; and dyeing and tan-

ning are carried on. There are twenty-five fairs in the year.

The manufactures of Roubaix render it a place of great re-

sort for merchants, both of France and other countries.

There are a chamber of manufactures and an hospital. The
town long laboured under a want of water, but the defi-

ciency has been supplied of late years by means of Artesian
wells. Tbe manufactures of Roubaix are exported to the

French colonies and to South America.
ROUBILIAC, LOUIS FRANQOIS, an eminent sculp-

tor, born at Lyon in France, but long resident in England,
where all the works by which he gained his reputation were
executed. It is not known at what period Roubiliac came
to this country. The earliest notice of him as an artist is

that he was recommended by Sir Edward Walpole to exe-

cute several busts for Trinity College, Dublin. He was
afterwards employed, through the same interest, on the

monument of John, duke of Argyle, in which he was so

successful, that his claims to the highest honours of his

profession were at once admitted, and, as he became the

fashion, his practice was soon greater than that of the most
popular artists of the day. Rysbrach, who also was settled

in England, and who, till Roubiliac and Scheemacker ap-

peared, was employed in all important works in sculpture,

was neglected, and his merits forgotten in the desire to
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do honour to the new favourite. Roubiliac's chief works

are the above-mentioned monument of the Duke of Argyle,

that of Sir Peter Warren, and of the Nightingale family,

all in Westminster Abbey ; those of the Duke and Duchess

of Montague, in Northamptonshire ; and one in memory of

Bishop Hough, in Worcester cathedral. His principal sta-

tues are of George I., at Cambridge; of George II., in

Golden Square, London; of Handel, the corapostr, in

Westminster Abbey ; and those of the Duke of Somerset

and Sir Isaac Newton, both at Cambridge. His busts are

very numerous.
Of the high merit of Roubiliac there can be no doubt.

The monuments of Mr. Nightingale and his lady, the

statue of Eloquence in the Argyle monument, the draped

figure in Bishop Hough's monument, and the statue of

Newton, are proofs of great power both in invention and ex-

pression, and are remarkable also for minute and careful

execution. At the same time they are deficient in the re-

pose, simplicity, unity, and breadth which are found to

characterize the finest works in sculpture, and which alone

can ensure the lasting reputation of productions in this art

when the interest that may have been felt in the individual

subjects, the fashion of the day, and the popularity of the

artist, have passed away. In the absence of these principles

we find sufficient reason for the (comparatively) low esti-

mation in which the sculpture of the Kysbrach and Rou-
biliac schools is now held by all real judges of art.

The most striking defect in the Nightingale monument
(to illustrate criticism by reference to a well-known work)

is, that the limits which separate poetry and imitative art are

transgressed, and the result is confusion and incongruity.

The sentiment of a husband endeavouring to shield a beloved

wife from the approach of death is just; it appeals to our

sympathies, and the mind at once comprehends it; but the

attempt to give form to this idea by representing a common-
life figure, in modern dress, warding off a palpable and ma-
terial dart about to be hurled by a grim skeleton—making
that an agent which is the result or consequence of disso-

lution—is so obviously wanting in truth and keeping, that

it is only necessary to refer to it to show its impropriety.

The statue of Newton, though possessing great merits, is

open to objections of another kind. The attitude is in-

tended to express thought and calculation, and the action

of the hands is finely conceived and perfectly in harmony
with this feeling; but the impression is weakened by the

general air of the figure, which, critics have justly observed,

is not that of a grave philosopher ; and the drapery, though
executed with great mechanical skill, and with minute at-

tention to correctness of costume, is equally wanting in the

repose appropriate to the subject The sacrifice of sim-

plicity to attitude and flutter, and the ambition to display

skill in mere execution—the sure indication of the decline

of pure taste—also detract from the general merits of the

statues referred to in the monuments of the Duke of Argyle
and Bishop Hough. Roubiliac's faults are however the

faults of the age ; and artists, unfortunately, are too often

tempted or driven, against their better judgment, to adopt
tho mode, however opposed to pure taste or sound prin-

ciples, by which alone they can expect to gain public notice.

Roubiliac died on the 11th of January, 1762, and was
buried in the parish of St. Martin's.

ROUEN, capital of the department of Seine Inf6rieure,

65 miles in a direct line north-west of Paris, 76 miles by St.

Denis, Pontoise, and Magny, or 83 miles by Meulan, Mantes,
and Vernon ; in 49° 27rN. lat. and 1° 5* E. long.

The first mention of this town is by Ptolemy, who speaks
of it as the capital of the Vcliocasscs, a Celtic people. The
name is variously written : Rotoroagus, Rothomagus, Rato-
magus (in the Antonine Itinerary, probably by a tran-

scriber*! error, Latomagus); in the Peutinger 1 able, Rat-
tumagus; and in Ammianus Marcellinus in the plural

form, RotomagL This name remained when most other

capitals had their own proper designation superseded
by that of the people to wnich they respectively be-

longed, and was in subsequent tiroes shortened into

Rotomum or Rodomura, whence the modem Rouen. Under
the Romans it was the chief town of the province of Lug-
dunensis Secunda. Some Roman antiquities, but of little

importance, have been discovered at various times. In the
early history of France. Rouen appears as the scene of some
of the cruelties of Predegonde. It suffered much from the
incursions of the Northmen or Normans, whose capital it

became, when, by virtue of the treaty betwoen Hollo and

Charles tho Simple (a.d. 911 or 912), they settled r.

:

part of France. [Normandib.] Under tbadukac.''

mandie, it increased on the south side, where grrci.

building was obtained by contracting the bed U tW

Louis d'Outreraer, king of France, visited Roues, *;

during the minority of Richard I. of Normand*. »'

.

he claimed to be guardian. In a subsequent depute u

captured and imprisoned at Rouen, a.d. 945-6 In i_

being at war with Richard, he attacked it, but a

Guillaume, or William the Conqueror, died at Rouen,

-

to it, a.d. 1067." In the year 1204 it was seool * .

rest of the duchy, by Philippe II. Augustc, king of r
The townsmen offered an obstinate resistance toil*!

but were at last obliged to open the gates; and itt

mission determined that of the other towns and k j

duchy. [Normandib.]
From this time till 1419 it continued subject tod .

of Franpe, under whom it was enlarged on the tr

west sides. It was at Rouen that Charles le Msuu. .

of Navarre, was seized by John II , king of Frt&z

1355. In 1418-19 it was besieged by the EagU-.

Henry V. [Henry V.] The town was defended tt.,

rison of 4000 men, who were resolutely sustained

townsmen, under their gallant commander Alu L

chard. As the town militia mustered 15,000 mea,u«; .

tion of Rouen at the time may be estimated at not fc» .

50,000 or 60,000. Famine at last compelled the px*

surrender, and Henry tarnished the fame of his*r.

the execution of the gallant 131anchard. Two otter .

who had been excluded from the benefit of tbeoji-.

escaped punishment by payment of money.
Roueu remained for many years in the posses*-

o

English. In 1431 Jeanne d Arc was burned to fait

Jeanne d'] at Rouen. The Duke of Bedford, nr

France for the English party, died here, aj>. Utt

ford, John, Duke of.J In 1449 the atywis ra-

by the French, under the king, Charles VII- *a r
[Charles VII.]; the town was taken in three 4r»

castle or citadel held out a fortnight longer, it:

capitulated. In 1465 Rouen revolted from Lhiu XI •

took an oath of allegiance to his brother the Duke of Ec

whom the duchy of Normandie was formally ceded *«-j

year by the peace of Conllans ; but it was recorereJ ~

year by Louis, who severely punished some of half

chief adherents. In 1562 the Huguenot party mm?
seizing the town, almost without resistance, and cos:

great excesses. They were almost immediately be*,

the Royalists, under the Duke of Aumale, whom i*

pulsed; but the siege was soon renewed by tbewji.**

at first under Antoine de Bourbon, king of N«<vn.*

was mortally wounded, and then under the Dukeo

who took the town the same year, and tave it op W
for eight days. [Charles IX.] The massacre of Si -

tholomew extended to this town, but the bumsnit f

governor somewhat checked the excesses. Is '** '

townsmen who had embraced the party of the lx*?y -1

besieged by Henri IV., but were relieved by ibe itf*-

of the Duke of Parma, with a Spanish army, from ii* -

Countries, They did not recognise Hcnrf* l&h
!

J

crown till after his conversion. Since that prU '•

has few historical events connected with it. rannw

some troubles in 1789, and the Revolution gtu r

others in 1792, 1793, and 1795; but Rouen iufff * 1

from the excesses of that period than many other w*-

The city stands on the right or north bank of tk*

Its form approximates to an oval, defined br u* •

vards, which form a line of street adorned * lti
"|

and occupying the site of the antient walls, eiorft

side of the river, where the city is bounded bj • -

quavs. The boulevards are far less frequented U»a

of Paris, and * resemble in appearance, as well si efl^

public walks of Cambridge, except that the ***'

females in the fanciful Norman costume, and the^
the fine prospect beyond, and Mount Su Cathtrias^"' •

it a new interest.' (Dawson Turner** Tour w •v"*["j

Separated from the city by the boulevards, arc the fcsW

or suburbs, vix., the Faubourg Cauchotsc, on the *s»t. *•

reuil, oil the north-west; Beauvui&tne, on ll* "** \
Hilaire, on the north-east ; Martainvillconlbs**^
Euuplct, on the southeast. South of th« city, ft"*0 *

j

it is separated by the Seine, U the Faubourg St. &"<
*

most important of the suburbs. Opposite the c*oUt'

i£-
the city the channel of tho river u clear; ud jft n* 00*
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in this part by a floating bridge, supported by nineteen large
boats or barges, so as to rise and fall with the tide; but it is

now taken away. Just below this may be seen, at low- water,
the ruins of a stone bridge, erected in the twelfth century by
the empress Matilda or Maud, daughter of Henry I. of Eng-
land, and carried away by a flood, a.d 1564. Opposite to the
upper and lower parts of the city and suburbs are two lonz
islands: the upper called * Ilede laCroixordelaMoucquep
the lower, the *Ile du Petit Gay.' At the western or lower
end of the He de la Croix, a stone bridge crosses the river;

it is divided into two parts by the point of the island, resembling
in this respect the Font Neuf at Paris. Each part has three
arches, the centre one of more than 100 feet span, the side

arches of 85 feet On the point of the island between the
two parts of the bridge is a circular area adorned with a
column. This bridge was begun by Napoleon, but has been
finished since his reign. Two small rivers, the Robec and
the Aubette or Prcfontaine, flowing from the east-north-
east, traverse the eastern part of the suburbs and city by
artificial channels, formed by the Cardinal Georges d'Am-
boise, archbishop of Rouen, and flow into the Seine, the
Aubette above and the Robec just below the stone bridge.

Another little stream flows from the north in a covered
channel, and falls into the Seine some distance lower down.
Ou the east side of the city, just above the bank of the Seine,
between that river and the Aubette, rises the hill or mount
of St. Catherine, a bold eminence 380 feet high, which pre-

sents to the city a steep side of bare chalk, except where
spotted with patches of vegetation or with cottages. On the
south bank of the Seine, along which it extends for about a
m.le eastward of the bridges, is the principal public walk,
*Lo Grand Cours,' planted with four rows of fine elms.
The interior of the city is very disagreeable, more parti-

cularly in the eastern part. An English traveller thus de-
scribes it in 1818: 'The filth is extreme; villanous smells
overcome you in every quarter and from every quarter.
The streeis are gloomy, narrow, and crooked; and the
booses at once mean and lofty. Even on the quay, where
nil the activity of commerce is visible, and where the out-
ward si>:ns of opulence might be expected, there is uothing
!•» fulfil the expectation. Here is width and space, but no
truiloir; and the buildings are as incongruous as can well
bo imagined, whether as to height, colour, projection, or
m aerial. Most of them, and indeed most in the city, are

merely of lath and plaster, the timbers uncovered and
painted red or black, the plaster frequently coated with
s:nall grey slates laid one over another like the weather-
tiles in Sussex Their general form is very tall, and very
narrow, which adds to the singularity of their appearance;
but mixed with these are others of white brick or stone, and
really handsome, or it might be said elegant. The contrast

however which they form only makes their neighbours
look the more shabby, while they themselves derive from
their association an air of meanness.' (Dawson Turner's
Tour.) The frequent rains, by cleansing the streets, render
the town less unhealthy than it would be; and beneficial

changes introduced of late years have contributed to the

same result But the lank figures and pale faces of the in-

habitants of the eastern part of the city show that much re-

mains to be done. On the western side of the city and
suburb* are some handsome straight streets lined with good
stone houses. The squares and other open spaces are

numerous, but for the most part very irregularly laid out

;

the * Champ de Mars,' adjacent to the eastern boulevards, and
the 'Place du Boulingrin,' used for the cattle and horse

market, adjacent to the northern boulevards, are of more
regular form. The Place St. Ouen, or Place de l'HOtel de
Ville. is large, and planted with trees.

The cathedral, the most remarkable building in Rouen,
is a noble and spacious edifice, superior perhaps as a whole
to most or all of the French cathedrals. It is a cruciform

building, with two towers at the extremities of the west

front, and a lofty tower and spire from the intersection of

the nave and the transepts. The dimensions are given in

French feet as follows:—length of the interior, 408 feet;

width of ditto, 83; length of nave, 210 ; width of ditto, 27
;

width of aisles, IS; length of choir, 110; width of ditto, 35£;
length of transept, 164 ; width of ditto, 254 ; length of Lady-
chapel, 88; width of ditto, 28; height of spire, 380; ditto

of western towers, 230 ; ditto of nave, 84 ; ditto of aisles and

chapels, 42 ; ditto of interior of central tower, 1 5? ; depth of

chapels, 10. (The French foot is to the English in the pro-

portion of 65 to 61, or nearly as 16 to 15.)

The general character of the architecture is what is termed
by Hickman * Early English.' The changes which mark
the different epochs in the progress of Gothic architecture

were introduced into Normandie earlier than into Englanck
The west front, which opens upon a spacious close, is about
170 feet wide; the towers by which it is flanked are
of dissimilar architecture, though of nearly equal height.

The spire which surmounts the central tower, and appears
over the centre of the west front, is of bold and light con-
struction. The summit of the west front is crowned by a
range of open screens, with the lightest and most elegant
tracery. There are three doorways 'deep in retiring mould-
ings:' the central one, which is by far the largest, 'projects

like a porch before the others, and is surmounted by a
gorgeous pyramidal canopy of open stone-work, in whose
centre is a great dial, the top of which partly conceals the
rose window behind. This porch is adorned with numerous
statues in niches, and was begun by the archbishop Georges
d'Amboise, a.d. 1509. The side doorways are obtusely
pointed, and are much older. The western towers flank the
church so as to leave three sides free, and thus conduce to

the great extension of the west front. The northernmost of
these towers, called the tower of St. Romain or Roman us, is

one of the oldest portions of the church ; it has circular win-
dows looking into the cloister court (the cloisters are nearly all

destroyed), which are perhaps of the eleventh century. The
southernmost of the towers is of very rich pointed architec-

ture, and was built at a much later period by archbishop
Georges d'Amboise. A great bell, 33,000 lbs. weight, cast
by order of the same prelate and named after him, hung in
this tower; it was of very inferior tone, and, after being
cracked in 1786, was melted down at the time of the Revo-
lution, and cast into cannon. The doorway in the northern
transept, called the • Portal of St. Romain,* is adorned wilh
an endless variety of fanciful sculptures. The end of the
northern transept is flanked by towers, and in the centre is

a magnificent rose window. Ihe southern transept bears a
general resemblance to the northern, but has suffered more
from the violence of the Huguenots and the Revolutionists.

The central tower is of the year 1200 ; it is low and compa-
ratively plain ; the spire, the fourth . by which it has been
surmounted, was erected in 1824, in place of the former one
destroyed by lightning: it is described as being much more
elegant than its predecessor, which, though not elegant, was
remarkable for the boldness of its' architecture. The first

spire was of stone, the second and third, and, we believe, tho

present one, of wood. The Lady-chapel and the roof of the
choir were finished in the sixteenth century.

The interior of the cathedral contains twenty-five chapels
and many interesting monuments, including those of Rollo
and his son Guillaume or William I. (Longue Ep6e), dukes
of Normandie ; but the effigies of these princes arc of later

date than their time. The tombs or cenotaphs of Henry
the younger, son of Henry II. ; of his brother Richard
Coeur de Lion (whose heart was buried here) ; of Charles
V. of France; of John, duke of Bedford; and others of in-

terest, have been destroyed, partly by the religious and poli-

tical troubles of subsequent ages, partly to make way for

repairs and alterations in the building. The library was
plundered during the Revolution; the staircase of the room
which contained it is remarkable for its delicacy and beauty.

The extensive palace of the archbishop, adjoining the cathe-

dral, contains some good paintings.

The abbey church of St. Ouen is the noblest edifice in

the pointed Gothic style in the city, and perhaps in France.
Its beauty caused it to be preserved in the general destruc-

tion of the conventual churches at the Revolution, though
•it did not escape being plundered and desecrated. It had
suffered much from tlie hands of the Huguenots in 1562.

The abbey to which it was attached was founded in the sixth

century, if not earlier; and the first church was dedicated

to the twelve apostles, but afterwards transferred to the
patronage of St Ouen. The church was rebuilt in the

twelfth century, but a fire having destroyed it and the rest

of the abbey, except one tower, attached still to the present

church, it was again rebuilt in the fourteenth and following

centuries. It is a cruciform building, with a central tower,

and two western towers, which iut out diagonally from the
angles of the western front, and were intended to be con-
nected by a porch of three arches, extending along the

lower story of the western front: the towers have been
raised only to about fifty feet, and are imperfect. The light-

ness and purity of the architecture ; the flying buttresses,
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with crocketed pinnacles and unusually lofty shafts ; the

beautiful south porch ; the large rose or circular windows

;

the balustrade of varied quatrefoils round both the body of

the church and the aisles; the painted windows, the whole
of which have been preserved ; and the rich central tower,

terminated by a smaller octagonal tower, entitle this church
to the highest admiration. Its dimensions are as follows:

they are little inferior to those of the cathedral itself, and in

some respects surpass it:—Length of the church, 416 French
feet ; of the nave, 234 ; of the choir, 108 ; of the Lady-chapel,

66 ; of the transept, 1 30 ; width of the transept, 34 ; of nave
without aisle?, 34; of nave with aisles, 78; height of roof,

100; of tower, 240.

The church of St, Maclou is next in beauty to the cathe-

dral and the church of St. Ouen. The churches of St. Paul
and St. Gervais, insignificant in themselves, show some re-

mains of the Norman style. Those of St. Patrice and St.

Godard are in a vitiated intermediate stylo between Gothic

and Roman. There are in all fourteen Catholic (six of them
parish) churches, several of Roman architecture. There are

also a Protestant consistorial church and a Jews' syna
gogue.

The Palais de Justice, or court-house, built in the 1 5th or

16th century for the parliament of Rouen, forms three sides

of a quadrangle, of which the fourth side consists of an em-
battled wall and a gateway of elaborate architecture. It is,

notwithstanding many faults, a fine specimen of Gothic
architecture of a late period, in a style approximating to

what in England is sometimes called the Tudor style. Se-

veral of the apartments are admirable for their noble dimen-
sions, just proportions, or carved and ornamented walls and
roofs. In the Place de la Pucellc is a house, l'H6tel Folle-

ville, of similar architecture to the Palais de Justice, but far

richer. It is ornamented with bas-reliefs or tablets, one
scries representing the interview of Henry VIII. and Fran-
cois I. in the Fieldof the Cloth of Gold. There are a town-
nail, formerly an abbey, a clock-tower, and several other
Gothic buildings of less interest and importance : there are

some remains of the antient castle, and a very few frag-

ments of the town wall. The Caserne Martainville, or bar-

rack of Martainville, in the square of the Champ de Mars,
has an imposing front; the Hotel Dieu, or great hospital, is

spacious and airy ; and the * Halles,' or covered markets, are

considered to be among the finest in France. They sur-

round on three sides one of the public squares, and form
several conveniently arranged and extensive apartments.

The Mercery Hall, or Halle des Rouennerics, is 272
French or 290 English feet long by 50 French or 53
English feet wide; the corn-market is 300 French or 320
English feet long. A considerable number of fountains are

distributed through the streets and squares of the city, two
are Gothic, and of better architecture than the rest; the

fountain of La Croix de Pierre resembles the crosses erected

by our own Edward I. to the memory of his queen Eleanor;
that of La Crosse is of smaller size and more recent date.

The fountain of La Place dc la Pucelle consists of a plain tri-

angular pedestal, with dolphins at the base, surmounted
by a statue of Jeanne d'Arc in military costume; it marks
the place of her execution. There are mineral springs in

two places: those of La Marquerie are resorted to by a

number of people; they are chalybeate. La Bourse, or the
Exchange, sometimes called La Bourso-acouvcrt, from its

being used only in unfavourable weather, the merchants at

other times meeting in an uncovered enclosure adjacent to

it, is a fine building on the quay.
The population of Rouen, in 1826, was estimated at

90,000; in 1831 it was 88,086; in 1836, 92,083. Rouen
ranks next to Lyon among the manufacturing towns of
France ; it is the principal scat of their cotton-manufacture.
Cjt ton-yarn is spun, but not tho finest sorts. In fact, the

manufactures of Rouen ore chiefly designed to meet the

wants of the middling and humbler classes. The spinning-

machines are worked by manual labour, by horses, by water,

or by steam. Weaving is actively carried on, and one class

of the productions of the town is known by the name of
Bouenncries, or Rouen t;oorls; it comprehends chiefly

checked and striped cottons for women s dresses, distin-

guishable usually by certain predominant colours, violet,

lilac, rose, and more commonly red. Since 1810 the manu
factu re of nankeens ha> been introduced and carried to a
great extent. Dupin, in 18.' 7, estimated the quantity mado
veaily at 600,000 pieces, of l\ metres, or about j\ardseach.
i'hey are carefully made up in imitate the India nankeens,

under which character they are sold. Kerseymere* are

manufactured from dyed wool mingled with white cctiuo,

so as to produce the shade of colour required. Dyeing cot-

tons with Turkey and Indian red, dyeing woollens, calico-

printing, and bleaching by chemical processes are earned on
to a considerable extent. To the above manufactures may
be added dimities, muslins, lace, bed-ticking, woolIra
hosiery, silk and cotton velvet, fabrics of mingled silk and
cotton. From the increasing demand for labour, many of

the Rouen manufacturers have been induced to send ther
raw materials into the departments of Somme, Pas de Cola*,
Aisne, and Nord, to be manufactured there. The products

of the looms of Rouen are sent chiefly to the centra] parts of

France. Paris, Lyon, Limoges, Bordeaux, Toulou»c. and
Marseille are the principal marts to which they are trans-

mitted : from Lyon, Toulouse, and Marseille they are ex-

ported to Germany, Italy, and the Levant.
Besides the woven fabrics, confectionary of high repete,

especially apple-sugar and apple-jelly, cards, pasteboard,

paper-hangings, toys, hats, pottery, cards and combs, leather,

glue, catgut, colours, chemical products, neatVfoot and **\ I

oils, soap, brass wire, copper sheathing, small shot, sbert
lead, and pitch are made. The western part of the city h th*

mercantile part ; the centre is chiefly occupied by retjj
traders ; and the eastern part is inhabited by the manufac-
turing population. The Faubourg St. Sever is also occupied
by persons engaged in manufacture. In the northern port

of the town, and in the Faubourg Cauchoise, on the western
side, the gentry and persons not engaged in business chiefly

reside. Ship-building is carried on along the bank of the

Seine.

The river forms a commodious port, divided by the stooe
bridge into two parts ; the upper aevoted to the large boaci
which convey goods to Paris and other places higher up the

river, the lower part to sea-borne vessels. The direct dis-

tance of Rouen from the sea is about forty-five miles, but the
length ofthe navigation is almost twice that distance. Th*
influence of the tide is sensibly felt at Rouen; and vessel*

of 250 or 300 tons can get up to the town. The ready com-
munication of Rouen with the capital and with other town*,
either by the navigation of the Seine, or by the roads, which
are very good, has made it a place of considerable trade, in-

dependently of its manufacturing industry. The articles of

trade are wine, brandy, cider, corn, fruits, &c. There art

six fairs in the year, two of them of fifteen days each.
Rouen, besides being the capital of the department, and of

an arrondissement, is the seat of an archbishopric, of a

Cour Royale, ofan Academic Universitaire, and of the head-
quarters of the fourteenth military division. The archbtahup-
ric is of great antiquity : the diocese comprehends the depart-
ment of Seine Interieurc ; the archbisliop has for his suffra-

gans the bishops of Bayeux, Evreux, See*, and Couta&re*.
whose dioceses comprehend the departments formed out of

the antient province of Normandie. The Cour Royale and
the Academie Universitaire have jurisdiction over the de-

partments of Euro and Seine lnferteure, and the fouttecotU
military division includes the departments ofSeine In(thru re,

Eure, Manche, Calvados, and Orue. Government offices, id-
ministrative, fiscal, or judicial, are numerous; they include,
with others, a Cour Royale, a tribunal of commerce, aiuWr-
dinate justiciary court, a mint, and a custom house. The
churches and other places of worship have been enumerate V
There are two seminaries for the priesthood, a faculty'*
theology, a school of medicine, a royal college or school, wul.
cabinets or museums of natural history and natural phi-

losophy, schools of drawing, painting, and navigation, *nl
forty elementary schools. There are two public libraries, ou«*

of them, which is deposited in the town-hall, was estimav*i
several years since to contain 70,000 vols, and M>0 MSS.

;

a gallery of paintings, some of them very good, al» > es-

tablished in the town-hall; on excellent botanical r*«"
den, with much admired hothouses ; a rtnal academy
of science, literature, and art ; societies of commerce,
agriculture, medicine, pharmacy, a central society of
agriculture, and a commission of antiquities. Among the
charitable institutions are four hospitals, including one for

the imane, and one for foundlings ; a savings-batik, and a
Protestant Bible Society. There are, beside* these tr.stitu-

tions, a prison (the Bicfctre), comprehending three depart-
ments; three ranges of barrack*, well kept public Uaib%
and two theatres.

Rouen was the birth-place of Cornell le, his brother
Thomas Corneille, Fontenelle, the Jesuit Sanadon, Pi>-
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chart, Jacques Basnage, the painter Jouvenet, and the ar-
chitect Blondel.
The arrondissement of Rouen has an area of 502 square

miles, and comprehends 155 communes; it is divided into

fifteen cantons or districts, each under a justice of the peace.

The population in 1831 was 225,996; in 1836 it was 238,805.
ROUERGUE, a province in France, forming the eastern

extremity of the military government of Guienne: it was
bounded on the north hy Auvergne ; on the north-east hy
Gevaudan, a portion of Languedoc ; on the east hy the dis-

trict of the Clvennes, also in Languedoc ; on the south-
east, south, and south-west by other portions of Lan-
guedoc ; and on the west by Quercy, which, like Rouergue,
was a part of Guienne. It was of considerable size, extend-
ing about ninety miles from theCe'vennes in the east, to the
town of St. Antonin on the Aveyron in the west ; and seventy-
eight or eighty miles from north to south. Its capital was
Rhodes [Rhodez], pop. in 1831, 8249; in 1836, 9685;
and the other chief towns were Milhaud or Milhau
[Milhau], pop. in 1831, 9806; St. Affrique [Aveyron],
pop. in 1831, 6336 ; in 1836,6421 ; and Villefranche [Ville-
franche], pop. in 1831, 9540 ; in 1836, 8738. The popu-
lation given is for the whole commune. The department of
Aveyron comprehends nearly the whole of the province of
Rouergue ; the physical features are described in the article

Aveyron. Rouergue was subdivided into Le Comte (de
Rhodez?) in the north, chief town Rhodez ; La Haute
Marche in the east and south, chief town Milhaud ; and
La Basse Marche in the west, chief town Villefranche.

Rouergue derives its name from the Ruteni, a Celtic

people who inhabited it. A few Celtic or Roman towns
are known to have been within its limits : as Segodunum,
afterwards Ruteni, now Rhodez ; Carentomqgus, near
Villefranche ; and Condatomagus, somewhere on the south-
eastern border, near the Cevennes. On the downfal of the
Roman empire this part of France underwent various

changes, the possession of it being contested by the Visigoths,

Pranks, and the Ostrogoths of Italy, under their king Theo-
donc. It was afterwards incorporated with the duchy of
Aquitaine. [Guyenne.] From the time of Charlemagne it

was governed by counts of its own, who were a branch of
the same family as the counts of Toulouse ; their power was
very considerable. The county was afterwards united to the
dominions of the counts of Toulouse. [Languedoc.] The
county of Rodez, which comprehended about a third part of
Rouergue, was held by a line of nobles, vassals of the counts
of Toulouse ; it was united early in the fourteenth century
lo the county of Armagnac. It was seized by Louis XL,
and reunited to the crown about a.d. 1470.

ROUFFACH. [Rhin, Haut.]
ROULERS, or ROUSSELAER, is situated in the pro-

vince of West Flanders, in the kingdom of Belgium, on the
Mandel, a small river which falls into the Lys. The chief
occupation of the inhabitants is the linen manufacture and
bleaching of linen: there are some sugar-refineries, and
many persons are employed in the cultivation of tiax in the
adjacent country. The pasture- land in the vicinity is rich,

and the breed of cattle is very fine. A considerable quan-
tity of butter is exported. The number of inhabitants is

about 9000. Roulers is eighteen miles south of Bruges.
(Horschelmann; Uassel; Stein.)

ROULOUL, the name of a bird whose position in the
system has occasioned some difference of opinion among
ornithologists.

Gmelin placed it among the pigeons, Sparrman among
the pheasants, and Latham (the female) among the Tetra-
onts. The form has been elevated to the rank of a genus
under the names of Cryptonyx, Temm., and Liponyx,
VieilL

Cuvier arranges it between the pheasants and the great
genus Tetrao, Linn.

Mr. Vigors observes that the groups which compose the
Tetraoniaee are chiefly distinguished in modern systems
from those, of the Phasianidce by their more simple appear-
ance; by the absence, in fact, of those ornaments to the
phimage, and those naked or carunculated appendages to

the cheeks and head, so conspicuous in the latter family,
but which are reduced in the Tetraonidce to the mere space
lbat encircles the eye. The still weaker conformation of the
bind toe, he remarks, tends further to separate them. In
tbe Tetraonidce this member becomes shorter and gradually
weaker, until it is completely lost in some of the groups.
Ia this point of view he considers that the Tetraonidcn hold

an intermediate station between the Phasianidce, where the
hind toe, although articulated high on the tarsus, is yet
comparatively strong, and the Struthionidce, where it" is

generally if not always deficient; and he is of opinion
that the groups which compose the Tetraonidce, correspond-
ing with those which form the genus Tetrao ofLinnaeus, seem
to be immediately united to the preceding family (Phasia-
nidce) by means of Cryptonyx, which resembles them in the
similar appendage to the plumage of the head. This group, he
adds, leads directly to Coturnix, Briss., and the true Perdix,
where it has indeed been generally arranged, and from
which it has been chiefly separated by the defalcation of a
nail to the hinder toe. (On the Natural Affinities that con-
nect the Orders and Families of Birds, in Linn. Trans.,
vol. xiv.)

M. Lesson arranges the form as the first genus of the

family Tetraonidce, a position which it occupies in Mr.
Swainson's method.
Mr. G. R. Gray (List of the Genera of Birds) places it in

the subfamily Perdicince, between the genera Ptilopachus,
Sw., and Ortyx, Stephens.

Generic Character.—Bi\\ strong, stout, compressed, con-
vex above, curved towards the point ; nostrils longitudinal,

placed in the middle of the bill, and covered by a naked
membrane ; orbits and lore naked ; hind toe without any
nail, not touching the ground ; wings short ; third, fourth,

and fifth quills longest.

Geographical Distribution of the Genus.—India and its

islands.

M. Lesson states that only one species is known ; but Mr.
Swainson says that three or four species have been recently

described— Cryptonyx niger, for instance.

Example, Cryptonyx cristatus (Cryptonyx coronatus,

Temm.).
This is the Rouloul de Malacca of Sonnerat. According

to Mr. T. C. Eyton, the Malay native name is Bestum.
(Catalogue ofa Collection of Birds from Malaya, &c, in

Zool. Proc, 1839.)

Description.—Male.—On the front a few long and floating

hair-like appendages. A thick crest directed backwards
covers the occiput: at its origin it is pure white, and then
becomes fire-red. Forehead and upper parts of the neck
blackish-blue, on which the red patch round the eye and
that of the commissure of the bill are well defined. Upper
part of the body emerald-green, lower part rich azure-blue

;

wings ruddy-brown ; bill lead-colour; and feet flesh-colour.

Tail short and but little visible, its feathers black. Length
about ten inches.

Female.—No crest, but only the isolated hair-like appen-
dages of the forehead. Head and neck deep brown : the

whole body uniform grass-green. Wings ruddy-brown,
waved with brown.

Locality and Habits.—These beautiful birds haunt the

great forests of Malaya, Sumatra, and Java. Wild and
shy, they avoid the face of man, and are kept in captivity

with great difficulty.

Cryptonyx cristatus. Male in the front ; female behind.

ROUND 'rotundus, from rota, a wheel) is a term which is
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indiscriminately applied in common language to everything

which has no very bharp corners. A cylinder and a sphere,

a wheel and a ball, are equally styled round. In geometry the

sphere, cylinder, and cone, are Fomelimes denominated the

three round bodies, and it would certainly add much to many
persons* power of describing shapes if they would learn the

meaning of the terms circular, cylindrical, conical, spherical,

spheroidal, and annular, for all of which the term round is

employed without any distinction.

HOUND, a short vocal composition in three or more
parts, in the performance of which the first voice begins

alone, singing to the end of the first part, then passes on to

the second, and afterwards to the third, &c.v the other
voices following successively the same routine, till all are

joined together, the round ending at the mark of a pause

(
/TS

) or at a signal agreed on. This is frequently, but
most erroneously, called a catch, and sometimes not less

incorrectly, a ' Canon in the unison.*

ROUND TOWER. Numerous lofty towers, tapering

from the base to a conical cap or roof, which crowns the

summit, are found in Ireland, and are almost peculiar to

that country. That they are of great antiquity appears

from their having been considered antient even in the

twelfth century, when the British connection with Ireland

began. Had they been then in actual use, it is not pro-

bable that so accurate a writer as Giraldus Cambrensis,
who had been in Ireland, and circumstantially describes

them, should not also have mentioned to what purpose they

were -applied.

There ate 107 of these towers, or of the sites where they

once stood, now known, and there is reason to believe they

were formerly more numerous. Some of them are still

perfect, and preserve their conical roofs; but only one, the

tower of Devenish, possesses the singular ornament of an
obtuse crescent rising from the cone, and somewhat re-

sembling what is called the trident of Seeva.

Ardruore tower, near Watcrford, had also, within the

memory of man, this finishing ornament. In the other

towers, the conical caps aro either more or less injured, or

have altogether vanished. Some few are topped by battle-

ments, but all these appear to be of more modern construc-

tion than the towers, except Kilree, in the county of Kil-

kenny, which seems to have been built originally with a
battlement ; but as the stone roof is completely destroyed,

there can be no certainty upon this point.

The battlement ou Tullsherin tower, in the same county,

as well as the uppermost fifteen feet of the tower, is built

in the early dove-tail style of masonry, of which the com-
paratively modern church in the same churchyard is built,

and with precisely the same pattern of battlement, while

the remaiuder of the tower is constructed of hammered
stone, in the most perfect manner, each stone being an ac-

curate segment of the circular courses of the building.

This low-browed church of Tullsherin was built by St.

Kieran, early in the sixth century, at which time the ma-
sonic art was in a very degraded state, when compared with
that which is shown in the erection of the tower. Kildare
tower also terminates in a battlement, but that we know
was added to it in the eighteenth century, as was the battle-

ment on Cloyne tower in 1749.

Though most of these round towers were evidently divided

into stories, yet Cashel tower is smooth, and even polished

on the inside from top to bottom. That at Ardmore was
Slastercd with a very fine white and durable cement. The
ivisions are usually formed by projecting ledges for the

flooring joists, which however in some instances were in-

serted in square holes in the wall, where the ends were
still visible not many years ago.

On each floor there is one very small window, and imme-
diately below the conical cap four windows may be traced

in the greater number of towers; in one there are five and
in a few six windows ; and so many as eight appear in one
or two of the towers, but this is the largest number hitherto

observed. In three or four of these buildings no windows
appear in the upper story— onlv one small loop-hole—a con-

vincing proof that they could not have been intended for

campanili. In most of the towers the doors are at a consider-

able height above the ground, in one even twenty-four feet,

in several fourteen, and in others only eight, seven, or six

feet, but in none of them are there any traces to assist con-
jecture as to the mode of reaching those doors, except in

those where the door it on the ground, or raised from it by
a oouple of steps.

The height of these towers varies greatly, one bttnc
only thirty-five feet, while the loftiest is one hundred ana
twenty, but the common range is between eighty and »
hundred feet Some stand on circular bases, which faros
one or two deep steps round the tower. Thus Donoufb-
more has a two-step base, each step or plinth being ruao-
posed of very large blocks of stone. The basement of
Kell's tower is square, and the stones are of great site.

Kilree and Aghaviller, both in the county of Kilkenny,
have circular plinths fourteen inches deep, projecting six
inches, and resting upon a square base formed of great
blocks of stone.

The tower of Clondalkin, about five miles from Dcbtm,
stands on massive stone-work ; and St. Column's tower, at
Londonderry, rises from a vaulted crypt. So also doe*
that at Oughterard, in the county of Kilkenny.

In external character all the towers may be said to agree,
since there is only one which does not taper, and in that rm*
the tower is cylindrical throughout its entire height. It i*

nicely faced, inside and out, with coggle-stonos, and fi!l«d

up with rubble.

Though all bear to each other the strongest family like-

ness, there are many striking differences in the mason-work
and in the minor details.

The stones in some are truly chiselled, and closet* ai<d

beautifully laid in fine cement. Some are only coanety
hammered, others merely faced, and of various shapes and
sizes, but still well fitted to each other. Some towers arc
built of round coggle-stones. In all the mortar is as bard
as the imbedded stones.

The above and various other little diversities prove tkat
these remarkable structures were erected by various werfc-

men and at divers times, and, as Giraldus Cambrenu* say*,
• according to the manner of the country ;' but this eleeriy

implies that the ®ra of their erection must have pre-
vailed through a very long period.

Their situation on hill or dale is equally variable, nor does
any one circumstance respecting their situations eeetn to he
common to all, except their immediate vicinity to a small
and veiy antieut church, though in some instance* thts

antient building has been replaced by a more modern
fabric.

It is a well known fact that the early missionaries usmlW
chose the sites of Pagan places of worship for their charches*
but it is not equally well known that the undoubted reiirt

of Pagan places of worship remain in close assoctaiioa wii*

these towers, and even in the same churchyard ; tbe pdlai
stone of witness the tapering sun-stone, the crombsc, tbe
fire-house, and the holy spring of sacred water necessary ta

the mystic rites, all these are found along with the lower,

and the little antient church within the same narrow boun-
dary.

The speculations of antiquaries as to the objects of rear-

ing these mysterious towers have indeed been manifold

—

penitentiaries, the abode of anchorites, beacon-towers, alarm-
posts, places of safety for goods, sepulchral stela*. heli-

towers, &c. All these theories have been nearly set at

rest, and opinion seems now to vibrate between their seiftr

trumpet-towers, from whence, by means of tbe great taws**
trumpet, the people were invited to worship ; or fire-to«en.
where the sacred fires of Bel or Baal, who was undoubted*/
worshipped in Ireland and Scotland, were kept alive, tbe
tower itself being an emblem of the sun-beam or ray ei

heavenly fire.

A third idea indeed has been lately suggested by Orient*!
scholars, that they are Buddhic in their origin, and sepulrbr*!
in their immediate application, and that they have bee*
erected over the bones or relics of saints.

Before closing this article, it should be mentioned tint
though the»e towers are almost peculiar to Ireland, there
are two in Scotland, but in that district which, in tbe very
early ages, was in close and constant connection with Ire-
land.

In other parts of the world, as Andalusia, tbe Camas**,
Persia, and part of India, towers of all sites and shape*. and
in various situations, have been discovered. As in all I

there are some points of resemblance, they may all
[

prove to be successive links of that long chain of evidea
by which these mysterious buildings may be traced r
wards from their origin to the pagau rites of tbe Seeu or
Irish.

ROUNDHEADS, a name given to tbe republicans m
England, at tbe end of tbe reign of Charles Land duns*; tfce
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Commonwealth. The name seems to hare been first ap-

plied to the Puritans because they wore their hair cut close,

but to have been afterwards extended to the whole repub-

lican party. The Cavaliers, or royal party, wore their hair

in long ringlets. [Cavalier.]
ROUSSEAU. JEAN BAPTISTE, was born in Paris,

April 6, 1670. His father, who was a shoemaker, furnished

him with a liberal education. In 1688 be attended the

French ambassador to the court of Denmark, and afterwards

came to England with Marshal Tallard. On his return to

Para be devoted himself to poetry. His first productions

consisted chiefly of satirical epigrams, most of which were
pointed against contemporary writers. He thus created a

number of enemies, and laid the foundation of that spirit

of persecution which afterwards drove him from his native

Uod. In 1694 his first comedy, ' Le Cafe,' was performed,

with little success. This was followed, in 1696, by the opera

uf* Jason, ou la To ison d'Or,' and, in 1697, by that of
* V'enas and Adonis,* both of which were even more unsuc-
cessful than his first comedy. His next dramatic effort was
the comedy of * Le Flatteur,' which was brought out at the

Theatre Francais, and was received with considerable ap-

plause, but did not command more than ten representations.

It was then in prose, but he afterwards put it into verse,

lie finished his dramatic career about four years afterwards

ttiih the comedy of • Le Capricieux,' which met with an
unequivocal condemnation, while Danchet's opera of * He-
s.ooe,' which was brought out at the same time, was bril-

liantly successful. For some time-previous to this, the Cafe"

Laurent, in the Rue Daupbine, had been and still continued

to be frequented by La Motte, Saurin (Joseph), T. Corneille.

( ,-ebino, Boindin, Rousseau, and other literary men ; and
Rjusscau, who seems to have thought that a cabal had been

funned among them to ruin his piece and exalt the other,

gave vent to his disappointed feelings in a satirical parody

uf some couplets of the prologue to * Hesione.' The parody

consisted of five couplets, confessedly by Rousseau, but they

vtre followed by others still more calumnious, which were

aimed at the frequenters of the Cafe Laurent, and these

were also attributed to bim by La Motte, Saurin, and
ohers, who belonged to an opposite literary party. To this

rhiree he made no other reply than that of stating to his

fr;ends that tbey were not written by him ; but withdrew

himself from the meetings at the Cafe" ; and there, for the

present, the matter ended.

In 1703 we find Rousseau living in Paris with M. Rouille,

director of the finances, by whom he was taken to court, and
introduced to the first society. About this time he began to

write his ' Sacred Odes,' in accordance with the solemn piety,

real or affected, which Louis XIV. had rendered fashion-

able at bis court during the latter years of his reign. He
is charged with composing licentious epigrams at the same
time, to suit the taste of another class of his acquaintance.

He was said to be
' Petrone k la rtllr,

David a U cour.*

In 1710 the place left vacant by T. Corneille in the Aca-
(U nie Franchise was contended for by La Motte and Rous-
seau, and obtained by the former. The approaching death

of Boileau however was expected soon to occasion another

vacancy, and also to leave at the disposal of the court the

peusion which he had enjoyed, and which could only be be-

llowed upon an academician. Rousseau expected to fill

the vacancy, and also aspired to the pension ; La Motte,

huwever, prepared to contend with him for the latter. Such
vis the state of the two literary parties which then divided

Paris, La Motte and Saurin being leaders of the one, and
R/jusseau of the other, when a new series of couplets made
their appearance, more calumnious and indecent than the

firmer, in which the frequenters of the Cafe* Laurent, and
especially La Motte, were attacked. These couplets were
immediately attributed to Rousseau by his enemies ; but he
indignantly disavowed them; and having discovered the

man who dropped them about the streets, and drawn from

him a confession that they were given to him by Saurin, he
charged that gentleman oefore a court of law with having
written them, but failed in establishing his charge by legal

proof. Finding that he was now placed in a dangerous
situation, he withdrew to Switzerland ; and on the 7th of

April, 1712, an arrfit of parliament, given • par contumace,'

condemned bim to perpetual banishment from France.

Rousseau denied to the last that he had anything to do with

these couplets ; and Boindin, to whom they were addressed,

P C, No. 1255.

and who was much abused in them, always refused fo be-

lieve that they were Rousseau's and left a memoir, which
was published after his death (Brussels, 1752, 12rao.), in

which he accuses Saurin, La Motte, and a jeweller of Paris,

of being the authors of them.
From this time Rousseau's life was passed in various

countries of Europe. The Comte de Luc, the French am-
bassador to Switzerland, received him under his protection,

and admitted him to an intimacy which was only terminated
by the death of that nobleman in 1740. Rousseau accom-
panied De Luc to Baden in 1714, where he became known
to Prince Eugene, who also took him under his patronage ;

and in 1715, when the Comte was appointed ambassador to

Vienna, Rousseau went with him to that city, where be re-

mained three years.

Rousseau had left powerful friends in Paris, among whom
the Baron de Breteutl exerted himself with so much success

as to obtain for him letters of recall, which were forwarded
to him in February, 1716 ; but Rousseau refused to avail

himself of them, on the ground that they were granted to

him as an act of grace, whereas he required a public ac-

knowledgment of the injustice of his sentence. In 1 720 he
went to Brussels, where he became acquainted with Vol-
taire, and they were very friendly for some time, but after-

wards became bitter enemies. In 1721 he came to England,
where he published a new edition of his works (1723, 2 vols.

4 to.) which produced him about 2000/. This sum he un-
fortunately invested with the Ostend Company, which
failed, and he again became dependent on his friends for

support. He now returned to Brussels, and was received

under the protection of the Duke d'Aremberg, who, when
he quitted Brussels in 1733, settled a pension upon him.

Iu 1736 Rousseau became desirous, of returning to

France, and made interest to procure the same letters of

recall which, more than twenty years before, he had indig-

nantly rejected, but he could not obtain them. He however
ventured to visit Paris incognito ; but though the autho-
rities shut their eyes to this infraction of the law, they gave
him no hope of beiag recalled. After remaining a few
mouths in Paris, he returned to Brussels, where he died,

March 17, 1741.

The first collected edition of his works was published by
himself, after his banishment, at Soleure, in Switzerland

;

the next was that of London, 2 vols. 4to., 1723, which was
reprinted at Paris in 1743, and was again reprinted at Paris
in 1757, with a 5th volume, containing the licentious epi-

grams, many of which were no doubt properly ascribed to

him, and also the notorious couplets, engraved in imitation

of the hand in which they were written. The most complete
edition of his works (not including the licentious epigrams)
was published at Brussels in 1743, under the superintend-

ence of M. Scguy, 3 vols, large 4to., with the author's last

corrections. It consists of his poems, his dramatic pieces,

and a collection of his letters. There is a beautiful edition

of his works, 5 vols. 8vo., Paris, Lefdvre, 1820. There are

several other editions.

Jean Baptiste Rousseau stands indisputably at the head
of the lyric poets of France. His poems consist of

—

4 Odes
Sacrces,' 1 book ;

• Odes,'. 3 books ;
* Cantates,' 1 book ;

' Epttres,' 2 books; • Allegories,' 2 books; * Epigrammes,'
3 books ; and • Poesies Diverses,' ! book. Rousseau's dra-

matic pieces, as may be inferred from the manner in which
they were received by the public, are of little value. His
epistles, allegories, and miscellaneous poems are perhaps

not much inferior to Boileau in strong sense and elegance

of versification, but are inferior to him in wit. His epi-

grams are neat and sparkling, and the satire is directed to

its mark with an aim that seldom fails. His fame however
rests upon his odes and his cantatas. His sacred odes are

free imitations of the Psalms of David, not so close as trans-

lation nor so wide as paraphrase. Too many of his other

odes are addressed to kings, ministers, and generals, and
relate to events of temporary interest. His best odes how-

ever are distinguished by boldness and justness of thought

;

by simplicity of expression, by fullness and distinctness of

imagery, without being overloaded with it; by an earnest-

ness and enthusiasm which seem to spring spontaneously

from the feelings of the poet ; and by a splendour and
harmonious richness of diction in which he seems to have

no rival among French poets. His cantatas are a species

of ode of which part is adapted for recitation and part for

singing. They are beautiful compositions. Some of them
may be said to approach the sublime, if they do not reach it

;

Vol. XX.—2 C
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tod others, which are of a lighter character, are exceedingly

graceful.

{Biographic Univertelle ; Dictionrurire de la Conversa-

tion ; Auger, Essai Biographique et Critique.)

ROUSSEA'U, JEAN JACQUES, born at GeneTa in

*. 712, was the son of a watchmaker. While Yet a child he

lost his mother, and his father having married again, voung

Rousseau was removed from his paternal roof, and after

remaining for some time at a village school in the neigh-

bourhood of Geneva, was apprenticed to an engraver, a

coarse man, whose brutal treatment tended to sour a temper

naturally irritable and morose. The boy became addicted

to idle habits, and to lying and pilfering. At last, through

fear of punishment for some act of misconduct, he ran away

from his master, and wandered into Savoy, where, finding

himself destitute, he applied to the bishop of Annecy,on the

plea of wishing to become a convert to Catholicism. The

bishop recommended him to Madame de Warens, a Swiss

lady, who, being herself a convert to Catholicism, had set-

tled at Annecy. Through her kind assistance he obtained

the moans of proceeding to Turin, where he entered the

college of the Catechuraeni, and after going through a pre-

paratory course of religious instruction, be abjured the Re-

formed religion and became a Roman Catholic. But as he

refused to lake orders, he was dismissed from the establish-

ment, and left to his own resources. Accordingly he be-

came a domestic servant, but his want of discretion and

self-control rendering him unfit for his situation, he left

Turin and recrossed the Alps. He found Madame de Warens

residing at a country-house near Chambery, who received

him kindly, and afforded him support and protection in her

own house during the next ten years. Of his foolish, pro-

fligate, and ungrateful conduct during a great part of this

period he has given an account in his * Confessions/ After

many absences and many returns, he quitted her finally in

1 740, with letters of introduction for some persons at Lyon.

He acted in succession as preceptor, musician, and private

secretary to the French envoy to Venice, whom he followed

to that city. From Venice he came to Paris, in 1 745. On
alighting at an inn, he became acquainted with a servant

girl, Therese Levasseur, with whom he formed a connection

which lasted for the rest of his life. He attempted to com-

pote music for the stage, but he did not succeed in selling it.

His next employment was as a clerk in the office of M.
Dupin, fermier-gen6ral, where however he did not remain

long. In 1748 he became acquainted with Madame
d'Epinay.who proved one of his steadiest and truest friends.

At iter bouse he formed the acquaintance of D'Alembert,

Diderot, and Condillac, and by them he was engaged to write

articles for the • Encyclopedic'

One day he read in an advertisement that a prize was

offered by the Academy of Dyon for the best essay on the

question—• Whether the progress of science and of the arts

has been favourable to the morals of mankind V Rousseau
determined to support the negative, and Diderot encou-

raged, but did not originate, his determination. He sup-

ported bis position in a style of impassioned eloquence, and
obtained the prise. His success confirmed him in his bias

for paradox and exaggeration, and henceforth he seemed to

I have adopted as a general principle that the extreme oppo-

I site to wrong must of necessity be right. His opera. ' Le
Devin du Village/ was played before Louis XV., at the

Court Theatre of Fontainebleau. Rousseau was in one of

the boxes with a gentleman of the court. The king, being

pl*a*cd with the opera, expressed a desire to see the author,

which being signified to Rousseau, his shyness took alarm,

and he actually ran away out of the house, and did not stop

till he reached Paris. He had neither easy manners nor

facility of address, and his own acute feeling of these de-

ficiencies tormented him throughout life, and tended to per-

petuate and increase his natural awkwardness. In order to

tide these imperfections, he affected disregard of manners,

and put on the appearance of a misanthropist, which he in

reality was not. He lived chiefly by copying music, and
several persons who knew his straitened circumstances

sent him work, for which they offered him three or (bur

times (ne usual remuneration, but he never would accept

anyth ng beyond the accustomed price.

Ir. 1 763 he wrote his * Lcttre sur la Musioue Franchise,'

which sorely wounded the national vanity. His next pub-
lication, a letter to D'Alembert, • Sur lea Spectacles,' gave
rise to a controversy between tbem. He wrote also a * Dis-

cours tor 1 Origin* de l'lnatfalite parmi lea Homme*,' which

was admired for its eloquence ; but his usual paradoxical

vein runs through the whole composition. Rousseau asserts

that man is not intended for a social state ; that he lias s

bias for a solitary existence, and that the condition of the

savage in his native wilds is a true state of freedom, and lie

natural state of man, and that every system of society b an

infraction of man's rights. He also maintains that all men
are born equal, in spite of the daily evidence which we bare

of the inequalities, physical and moral, observable even in

childhood. This idea of the equal rights of men, derived

not from reason or religion, but from his favourite theory of

man's equality in a state of nature, Rousseau afterward*

developed more fully in his ' Contrat Social,' a work wbirh.

after leading astray a number of people, and causing c^cj

siderable mischief, is now regarded by all sound thinkers a*

a superficial essay. [Romagnosi.I It is a curious fact that

Rousseau, after reading the works of Bernard in de Sl

Pierre, had observed that in all the projects of society mi
government of that writer there was the fundamental error

of * supposing that men in general and in all cases will raa-

duct themselves according to the dictates of reason sad

justice, rather than according to the impulse of their ova
passions or wayward judgment.'
In 1756 Rousseau, at the invitation ofMadame d'Epinav,

took up his residence at her country-house called TRcr-
mitage, in the pretty valley of Montmorency near Pans.

Here he be^an to write his celebrated novel, "Julie, oc h,

Nouvelle HeloYsc,' which he finished in 1 759. It is of litUe

value as a work of imagination or invention, but as a spe-

cimen of impassioned eloquence it will always be a'lmhid
Rousseau, while he wrote it, was under the influence of i

violent attachment for Madame d'Houdetot, sister in-U* r

Madame d'Epinay ; and this passion, absurd and hopele^
though it was, served to inspire him during the progTe* '

his work.
'La Nouvelle HeloTse' has been censured as tending t»

render vice an object of interest and sympathy. The rU.-

racter of the hero is culpable, for he forgets the obligate .*

of hospitality, and betrays the confidence reposed in hita

But here we again perceive the influence of Rousseau i

favourite paradox ; for, in a state of nature, such as Ro-
seau fancied it, the relative position of St. Preux, his pujL.

and her parents would not have been the same as in iu
novel, for they would have all been savages together, ui
the intimacy of St, Preux with Julie would have benrr *

matter of course. Rousseau however, by the chant* r-

which he has drawn of Julie after she becomes a wife. I a*

paid a just homage to the sacredness of the marriage bozi

and to the importance of conjugal duties, which coostitj*/

the foundation of all society. Rousseau admired nnw
and felt its value, though he did not always follow iu rule*.

He says of himself, that after much reflection, perccir.tj

nothing but error among philosophers, and oppression *tri

misery in the social state, he fancied, in the delusion of i»
pride, that he was born to dissipate all prejudice*. But thra

he saw that, in order to have his advice listened to, bis rev-

duct ought to correspond to his principles. It was probe** t

in compliance with this growing sense of moral duty tfc**.

at last he married the woman whom he had so long b*m
living with, who had then attained the age of forty-err*?,

and who, as he himself savs, did not possess either nurot^
or personal attractions, and had nothing to recommend b«r

except her atteution to him, especially in his fits of i\\;**>

or despondency. He also repented in the latter yean *t

his life of having sent his illegitimate children to the foroi
ling hospital.

Rousseau's 'Emile,' which appeared in 175 2, c*e»

tained a new system of education. Ho gives many m4
precepts, especially in the first part of Uie book, *k«*
was productive of a beneficial change in the early tru.1 -

ment of children in France: it induced mothers of t>
higher orders to nurse their children themselves ; it cavu*<
the discontinuance of the absurd practice of tw*c-

dling infants like mummies ; it taught parents to aprval x-

the reelings of children, and to develop their rational Safe-

ties rather than frighten them into submission by hLi»*

or threats, or terrify them by absurd stories. In tb*«
respects Rousseau was a benefactor to children, but a* I*

proceeded in his plan for older boys, he becamo involved n
speculations about Teligion and morality, wbieh gaveofecw
both to Roman Catholics and Protestants. The parliiuarst

of Paris condemned the book. The archbishop lames' a
• mandement ' against it The States-General of Hottaa*
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proscribed it ; and the council of Geneva had it burnt by
ihc hand of the executioner. The publication of his 'Con-
trtt Social,' which took place soon after, added to the out-
cry against him, in consequence of which Rousseau left

Parts and repaired first to Yverdun, but the senate of Bern
ordered him to quit the territory of the republic. He then
went to Xeucb&tel, of which Marshal Keith was governor
for the king of Prussia. Keith received him kindly, and
Rousseau took up his residence at Motiers in the Val de
Travers, whence be wrote a reply to the archbishop of
Paris, and a letter to the magistrates of Geneva, in which
he renounced his citizenship. In his retirement he wrote
the ' Lettres ecrites de la Montagne,' being a series of stric-

tures on the political and ecclesiastical government of
Geneva as it then was. This work increased the irritation

against the author, a feeling which spread even among the
villagers of Motiers, who annoyed their eccentric visitor in

various ways, which however the suspicious temper of Rous-
seau probably exaggerated. He removed to the little island

of St. Pierre in the Lake of Bienne, where he assumed,
no one knows why, the Armenian costume. Being sent
away from thence by an order from the senate of Bern, he
accepted the kind invitation of David Hume, who offered

liim a quiet asylum in England. Rousseau arrived in Lon-
don in January, 1766, and the following March went to

Wwttoa in Derbyshire, where Hume had procured him a
private residence in the house of Mr. Davenport. It was
not long however before Rousseau quarrelled both with
Hume and Davenport, and suddenly returned to France. A
leiier had appeared in the newspapers bearing the name of
Frederic of Prussia, and reflecting severely upon Rous-
seau's moral infirmities. Rousseau accused Hume of be-

ing tite author or planner of the pretended communication.
In vain did Hume protest that he knew nothing of the
matter. At last Horace Walpole acknowledged himself the

author of the offensive letter. Rousseau however would
not be pacified, and he continued to charge Hume with the
blackest designs against him. The correspondence that

passed between the parties has been published in the com-
plete editions of Rousseau's works. Rousseau afterwards

appeared to have acknowledged that during his residence in

England he had been subject to fits of insanity.

After his return to France, Rousseau led an unsettled life,

often changing his place of residence, till 1770. He pub-
lished in the mean time a ' Diction naire de Musique,' which
aas considered to be both imperfect and obscure. He then
returned to Paris, and took lodgings in the Rue PlStriere,

which has since been called Rue J. J. Rousseau. He was
left undisturbed by the authorities, but he was cautioned,
as there was still a prosecution pending against him on ac-

count of his 'Erode,' not to make himseli conspicuous in

public, an advice which seemed to produce the contrary
effect upon his wayward temper. He now fell into a real or

affected slate of misanthropy, fancying that everybody was
conspiring against him, and he complained at the same lime
of acute menial suffering. Byron, who in his mental bias

had some points of resemblance with Rousseau, thus de-

scribes him *

' fltv Hub was one Vang war with self-sought foes.

Or (heads by himself banlshtd; fur his mind
Had growu suspicion's sauctnury, ami cliose

For its own cruel sacrifice, Uie kind,

'Gaimt whom he raged with fury strange and blind.

But he wns phrecxied—wherefore, who may know ?

Since cause might be which skill could never And;
But he was phrenzied by disease or woe,

To ihat worst pitch of all, which wears a reasoning show.

For then he was inspired, and from hi in came,<As from the Pythian mystic care of yore.

Those crudes which set the * orld in flame.

Not ceaaed to bum till kingdoms were uo more.'

(JCk&tU Harold, CMtoiii.)

One of Rousseau's grievances was that he thought
the French ministers had imposed restrictions upon his

writing. One of his friends applied to the duke of Choi-
scul on the subject. The duke's answer, dated 1772, is as

follow*' 'If ever I have advised M. Rousseau not to pub-
Ixah amy thing without my previous knowledge, of which faot

1 have no remembrance, it could only have been with a
view to save aim from fresh squabbles and annoyances. As
bow bowsvir* I bave no longer the power of protecting him
(the dukeiad just resigned his premiership), I fully acquit

\

nan ofan| engagement of the suit/

A* Rousseau grew old and infirm, the labour of copying
too irksome, and all his income consisted ofanbevaotoi

annuity of 1450 livres, not quite 60 pounds sterling. His
wife was also in bad health, and provisions were very dear,

and he found that he could not remain in Paris. The Mar*
quis de Gimrdin, being informed of this, kindly offered Rous-
seau a permanent habitation at his chateau of Erraenon-
ville near Chantilly. Rousseau accepted for his residence
a detached cottage near the family mansion, whither he
removed in May, 1778. In this new abode he appeared for

once contented. He used to botanise in the neighbourhood
with one of the sons of the marquis. On the first of July
he went out as usual for the purpose, but returned home
fatigued and ill. The next morning after breakfast he
went to his room to dress, as he intended to pay a visit to

Madame de Girardin, but he felt exhausted, and his wife

coming in gave the alarm. Madame de Girardin came at

once to see him ; but Rousseau, whilst thanking her for

all her kindness, begged of her to return to her house,
and leave him for the present. Having requested his

wife to sit by him, he begged her forgiveness for any pain
that he might have caused her, and said that he died in

peace with all the world, and that he trusted in the mercy
of God. He asked her to open the window, that he might
once more behold the lovely verdure of the fields.' * How
pure and beautiful is the sky,' observed be: 'there is not a
cloud on it. I hope the Almighty will receive me there.*

So saying, he fell with his face to the ground, and when he
was raised, life was extinct. His death was purely natural,

and not in consequence of suicide, as was said by some. He
was buried, according to his request, in an island shaded by
poplars, in the little lake of the park of Ermenonville, and
a plain marble monument was raised to his memory.
He had begun to write his autobiography when he was in

England, under the title of his ' Confessions. This work
contains many exceptionable passapo- it ought to be ob-

served however that he did not iiucuu. it for publication

until the year 1800, judging that the persons mentioned in

it would then be dead ; but through an abuse of confidence

on the part of the depositaries of his MS., it was published
in 1788. Rousseau cannot be called a ban man. He did

f
not, like Voltaire, sneer at religion and morality. He was
sceptical, but bad no fanatical hatred of Christianity ; on I

the contrary, he admired and praised the morality of the
gospel. ( I acknowledge,' he says in the 'Emile,' 'that the

majesty of the Scriptures astonishes me, that the holiness of
the gospel speaks to my heart. Look at the books of the

philosophers ; with all their pomp, how little they appear by
the side of that one book ! Can a book so simple and yet so

sublime be the work of men? How prejudiced, how blind

that roan must be, who can compare the son of Sophro-
niscus (Socrates) with the son of Mary !' With such senti-

ments Rousseau could not long agree with Diderot, Helve-
tius, D'Holbach, and their coterie. They ridiculed him as a
bigot. Voltaire, on his part, coarsely abused him on many
occasions, it is believed from literary jealousy ; but Rous-
seau never retorted. 'I have spent my life,' says Rousseau,
' amongst infidels, without being seduced by them : 1 es-

teemed and loved several of them personally, and yet their

doctrines were insufferable to me. 1 told them repeatedly
that I could not believe them I leave to my
friends the task of constructing tfce world by chance. I find

in the very architects of this new-fangled world, in spite of
themselves and their arguments, a fresh proof of a God,
Creator of all.'

Through his deficient education, and his infirmities of
judgment and temper, Rousseau was totally unfit to be a
political writer. He set a pernicious example to r*iany

others, who were still less qualified by proper study to con-
sider themselves as legislators and reformers. Rousseau by

|

his eloquence misled the understanding: Voltaire by his |

sneers and ribaldry destroyed all moral feeling. Both wri-

ters exerted a great influence on the generation which they

saw grow up, and which afterwards effected the great

French revolution; and yet Rousseau might well disclaim

all intention to contribute to such a catastrophe. While
Hervetius maintained the principle that ' any action be-

comes lawful and virtuous in the furtherance of the pub-
lic weal,' Rousseau says that ' the public weal is nothing 1

-

unless all the individuals of society are safe and pro- •

tected.' And elsewhere he says that if the attainment of

liberty should cost the life of a single man, it would be
too dearly bought. He also said, speaking of his ' Coitrut
Social,' that it was not written for men, but for angels. M.
Angar one day introduced his son to RrOusseau, saying that
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he had been educated according to the principles of tbo
• Ernile:' when Rousseau gruffly replied, 'So much the

worse for you and for your son too !' All these circumstances

serve to show the real character of Rousseau's mind.
Rousseau set to music about one hundred French ' Ro-

mances,' some of them very pretty, which he published under

the title of 'Consolations des mi?eres de ma vie.' He was
passionately fond of music, though ho seems not to have at-

tained a profound knowledge of the subject.

There have been several editions of Rousseau's works

:

those of Lcfcvre, 22 vols. 8vo., 1819-20, and of Lequieu,

21 vols. 8vo., 1821-2, are considered the best.

The town of Geneva has raided a bronze statue to his

memory in tho little island where the Rhdue issues from
the lake, which is a favourite promenade of the citizens.

ROUSSILLON, a province of Franco, coinciding with

the department of Pyr6nees Orientates, under which it is

described. It obtained its name from the town called by
the Romans Ruseino, and afterwards Rosciliona. now Tour
de Roussillon, near Perpignan. It was subdivided into

Roussillon, properly so called, chief town Perpignan ; Le
Valcspir, chief town Prats de Mollo ; Le Contlent, chief

town Villefi anche ; Le Capsir, chief town Puyvalador ; La
Ccrdagne Franchise, chief town Mont Louis ; and La Vallee

de Carol, chief place Carol. [Pyrenees Orientales]
Its condition under the Romans is mentioned elsewhere.

[Pyrenees Orientales.] The country came afterwards

into the hands of the Visigoths, the Saracens, and the

Franks. In the ninth and tenth centuries it was united
with tho county of Ampurias in Spain; but towards the

close of the tenth century they were separated. In 1173
this comity was bequeathed, by its count G6rard or Guinard
II., to Alphonso, kii)£ of Aragon. It was ceded by John
II. of Aragon to Louis XL of France, in pledge for the re-

payment of money borrowed ; but restored by Charles VIII.
to Ferdinand the Catholic. In the reign of Philip IV.
of Spain, the inhabitants of this province joined the

Catalans in their resistance to the Count-Duke Olivarez.

The French, who had early fomented the rebellion, after-

wards openly took part in it, and ultimately obtained pos-

session of Roussillon, which by the treaty of the Pyrenees,
a.d. 1659. was ceded to them.
ROUT. [Riot.]

ROVERE'DO. [Tyrol.]
ROV1GNO. [Illyria; Istria.]

ROVI'GO, the Province of, in the Lombardo-Venetian
kingdom, is bounded on the north by the province of Padua,
from which it is divided by the Adige; east by that of
Venice, west by the provinces of Verona and Mantova, and
south by the papal province of Fcrrara, from which it is

separated by the Po. The length of the province of Ro-
vigo is 35 miles from cast to west, and its greatest breadth
is about 15 miles. The surface is flat, and is crossed by
various canals, which communicate with the Po and the
Adige.

The principal towns of the province are:— I, Rovigo, the
capital of the province, a bustling modem town, with about
7u00 inhabitants, a collegiate church, the Palauo del Po-
desta, or £overiimcnt-hou«e, and church dedicated to the

Virgin, with some good namtings. Luigi Celio Richeno,
who took the surname of Rhodiginos, a learned man of the

sixteenth century, and author of the * Anttquse Lectiones,'

was a native of Rovigo. 2, Adria. 3, Badia, a small towu,

with a manufactory of fine pottery.

The province of Kovigo produces abundance of corn, hay,

hemp, pulse, and fruits. Its population amounted to

135.000, by the census of 1833. (Serristori, Slattilica.)

ROWAN-TREE, or ROAN-TREE, isaspecies of /Vu#.
known also under the names of the Fowler's service-tree and
mountain a»h. Its Latin name, P. aucuparta, and its various

modem designations, have been given to it on account of the

general use made of its fruit for the purpose ofdecoying birds

into traps. It is much cultivated, both on account of its valu-

able wood and rapid growth. It is known from the other
species of Pyrus by its slightly glabrous serrated leaflets and
iu globose fruit. It is found in most parts of Europe, in

the north -west of Asia, in Nova Scotia, and other regions

of the northern parts of North America, and in the
island of Jupan. It docs not however attain equal magni-
tude in all climates. In its most northern localities and
alpine situations it is a low shrubby bush ; wbiUt in southern

districts it forms a handsome true, gruwing to the height of

twenty or thirty feet. The finest trees in this bland are

found in the Western Highlands and on the west coast of

Scotland. This tree has enjoyed from remote times a dis-

tinguished reputation. A belief in its power against witrh-

craft and evil spirits of all kinds seems to have been
prevalent at a very early date ; and, according to Lightfuot,

in his ' Flora Scotica,' it was till a late period held in high
reputatiou in Scotland as a charm against evil influence.

It is through a hoop of this wood that sheep are made to

pass night and morning as a preservative against e\d
spirit*.

The rowan-tree is a graceful tree, with an erect stem aod
orbicular bead. It grows very rapidly for the first thre*

or four years of its existence, and, on this account, it is well

adapted for planting with young oaks, which it protects tilt

they grow above it, when it is destroyed by their shade. It

also forms excellent coppice-wood, the shoots being adapted
for poles and for making hoops. The bark is used by tan-

ners. The leaves, when dried, have been sometimes used

in the north of Europe as a substitute for wheat in times of

scarcity. It is prized next to yew for making the bow. la

Wales it is as religiously planted in churchyards as the

yew is in England.
The rowan-tree will grow in almost any situation, being

found on the sea-shore and the tops of mountains. Henoe
it is a valuable plant for growing in places exposed to

the sea or in very open situations. It flourishes best in a

free soil, near water, and in open airy spots, especially in a

moist climate.

ROWE, NICHOLAS, an English dramatic poet, was
born at Little Bcckford in Bedfordshire, in 1673. His father

was John Rowe, of an old Devonshire family, and a serjeant-

at-law of some eminence in his day. The son was educated
at Westminster under Busby, and chosen one of the king"*

scholars. At the age of sixteen he was removed from
school by his father, and entered as a student of the Middle
Temple. He studied law foT about three years, when, bong
left his own roaster by his father's death, he began to txxrr

his attention to poetry, and withdrew himself from the leu

attractive reading of his profession. When he was twco:y-

five years of age he produced a tragedy, called 4 The Ambi-
tious Step-Mother,' which was very well received ; and m
1702 appeared * Tamerlane,' in which play, according to tbo

taste of the time, Louis XIV. and William HI. are repra

sented respectively by Bajazet and Tamerlane.
This tragedy obtained great popularity, from its connec-

tion with the politics of the day. In 1703 was published

'The Fair Penitent;' and in the interval between this date

and his death he wrote ' Ulysses,' * The Royal Convert.' a

comedy called 'The Biter,' which proved a failure, 'Jane
Shore, written professedly in the style of Shaksrxre, though
with little of Shakspere's manner, and lastly * Lady Jane
Grey.' In the mean time he had other avocations be»ide»

poetry: we find him in the office of under secretary tut

three years when the duke of Newcastle was secretary of

state, aud after having been made poet-laureate at the

accession of George I., be was appointed one of the land-

surveyors of the customs of the port of London. He was
also clerk of the council to the prince of Wales, and wa»
made secretary of the presentations by Lord CbanccW
Parker, afterwards Lord Macclesfield. Rowe died Decem-
ber 6, 1718, aged forty- five, and was buried in Wcstrmrwrer
Abbey. He was twice married, and had issue by both
wives. Besides the plays enumerated, he wrote short poems
a translation of Lucan, and of Quillet's 'Callipsedia.* He
published an edition of Shakspere, in which there art. ac-

cording to Johnson {Life of Rowe), some happy restorations

of his author's text. In the composition of his dramas,
Rowe sliowa little depth or refined art in the partra} tng

of character, but he writes with the easy grace of a « Hi-

educated man of fashion, undisturbed by the carea of utedy
authorship, or the ambition of witting himself into noiara

at the expense of good taste. HisNersiflcation is haim»
nious, and the language of his character* natural in the dia-

logues. 4 The Fair Penitent' contains scTO** P**sage* whurh
are well wrought and show great powe\°/. i«n»^matw«.
His translation of Lucan has been much rtf*****

**? J**0^
son for preserving the spirit of the originalV*IOUv;k u ¥*n
comparison it will often be found feebly diflusY ** ik ot "r

poems aie not of sufficient importance 'to requiC a K'p* r*'*

notice.

(Johnson's Live* ff the Jhets, uho quote*
Life written by Dr. Welwood, aud prefixed to tl
lions of his works.)

a fx-nicr

t early oL
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ROWLEY, WILLIAM, an English dramatic writer, of

whose life hardly anything is known. He flourished during
the reign of James I., and helonged to the royal company of
players, and as an actor excelled most in comedy. The
* Maister Rowley, once a rare scholar of Pembroke Hall, in

Cambridge/ mentioned by Meres (2nd part of * Wit's Com-
monwealth,' 1598) is probably some earlier author. Rowley
wrote many plays, ofwhich the following are the best known

:

*A new Wonder, a Woman never vext,' a comedy, 4to.,

1632. A tragedy, called 'All's lost for Lust,' 4to., 1633.

*A Match at Midnight,' a comedy, 4to., 1633. A Shoo-
raaker a Gentleman,' a comedy, 4to., 1638. * The Witch of

Edmonton,' a tragi-comedy (in this he was assisted by Tho-
mas Deckar, John Ford, &c), 4to., 1658. * The Birth of

Merlin/ 4to., 1662. Shakspere is said to have aided him in

ibis play. The titles of others of his plays may be found in

Wait's •Bibliolheca Britannica,' and the 'Catalogue of the
Library of the British Museum.' Rowley is a somewhat un-
uolished writer, hardly deserving a less obscure fate than be
nas met with. Hazlitt, * Lectures on the Dramatic Lite-

rature of the age of Elisabeth,' says ofhim, • Rowley appears
lo have excelled in describing a certain amiable quietness of
disposition and disinterested tone of morality, carried almost
to a paradoxical excess, as in the comedy of the "Woman
never vexed," which is written, in many parts, with a pleasing
simplicity and naivete equal to the novelty of the conception.'

(p. 78.)

Several of his plays are printed in Dodsley's collection.

He is the author of a rare tract, noticed with extracts in the
1
British Bibliographer,' iv., entitled, *A search for Money; or,

the lamentable complaint for the losse of the wandering
knight Monsieur l'Argent; or, Come along with me,
I know thou lovest money : dedicated to all those that lack

money, by William Rowley,' London, 1609, 4to. ; a com-
position full of the ribaldry and low wit of his time.

For notices of his life, see a copy of Langbaine's ' Dra-
matic Poets,' with MS. notes, in the British Museum, and
same statements in Collier's * Dramatic History.' Two ex-

tracts from his plays are given in Lamb's • Specimens of

English Dramatic Poets.'

ROXA'NA was the daughter of Oxyartes, a Bactrian

prince, who fell into the power of Alexander (B.C. 327), on
his conquest of a strong natural fortress in Sogdiana, where
Oxyartes had placed bis wife and daughters. Roxana was
pronounced by the followers of Alexander to be the hand-
somest woman they had seen in Asia after the wife of
Dariut, and her beauty made such an impression on Alex-
ander, that he resolved to share his throne with her. Rox-
ana, who was with child at the death of Alexander, subse-

quently bore a son, to whom the name of Alexander was
given, and who was acknowledged as partner of Arrhidmus
Philip in the empire. Statira, the other wife of Alexander,
nas also supposed to be pregnant ; and accordingly, Roxana
fearing lest Statira's child should become a rival of her own
*uii, invited her and her sister Drypetis to Babylon, where
they were put to death with the concurrence of Perdiccas.

Roxana and her son subsequently fell into the hands of

Cttssander, who kept them in close confinement in Mace-
donia, In the treaty of B c. 31 1, made between the principal

generals of Alexander, it was agreed that Cassander should
continue military governor (mparriyoc) of Europe, till the

son of Roxana came of age. Cassander however, to remove
this obstacle to the throne, put to death the young king and
his mother in the following year.

(Diod. Sic, xxL 105 ; Droysen, Geschichteder Nachfolger
Alexander*}
ROXBURGH. [Roxburghshire.]
ROXBURGH, WILLIAM, M.D.. a native of Scotland,

who proceeded to India in the medical service of the East
Iudia Company, and distinguished himself by his attention

to the botany of that country. In the early part of his

career his attention was confined to the peninsula, as he was
stationed at Samulcottah from the year 1781, where he paid

particular attention to the cultivation of pepper. Into

the plantations established for this purpose he introduced the

•MfTee, cinnamon, nutmeg, annotto, bread-fruit tree, sappan-

\rood tree, and mulberry. He atsu endeavoured to introduce

the culture of silk, as well as to improve the manufacture of

sugar, and was remarkable throughout for the great atten-

l.on which he always paid to the improvement of the re-

source* of the country. He knew and corresponded with

KiEtug, a pupil of Linnaous, who first gave an impulse to

h icnlific botany in India. Dr. Roxburgh made largo col-

lections of plants in the Carnatic, but he had the misfortune
to lose them all, with his books and papers, in an inunda-
tion at Injeram. He however recommenced making a fresh
collection, and the Court of Directors sent him out a pre-
sent of botanical books.

In the autumn of 1793, from his great merits, he was re-
moved to Calcutta, where he was appointed superintendent
of the botanic garden which had beeu established by Colonel
Kyd. During his superintendence, which extended to

1814, few men have laboured with greater zeal, assiduity,
and success, though he had very indifferent health; having
been obliged to make three separate voyages for its re-esta-
blishment, once to the Cape and twice to Europe, on the
latter of which occasions he died, in 1815. On one of these
occasions Dr. Carey, the celebrated missionary and Orien-
talist, took charge of the garden, and published, at Seram-
pore, Dr. Roxburgh's catalogue of the contents of the
botanic garden at Calcutta. From Dr. Carey's preface to
this catalogue we learn that the number of described spe-
cies then in the garden amounted to 3500, of which 1510
were named and described by Dr. Roxburgh, besides 453
which, though described, had not then been introduced.
Besides describing, he had been iu the habit of having
splendid drawings made of the various plants that he disco-
vered ; these, to the amount of 2000, were sent to the Court
of Directors. At their request, Sir Joseph Banks undertook
the general superintendence of the publication of a work in
which a preference was given to subjects connected with me-
dicine, the arts, and manufactures, and which is now well
known as Roxburgh's ' Coromandel Plants,' in 3 vols, fof., with
300 coloured engravings. Dr. Roxburgh's general descriptive
work ofthe plants of India, called ' Flora Indica,' was not pub-
lished for many years after his death. An edition was com-
menced, to be published at Serampore, by Dr. Carey, with
additious by Dr. Wallich, the first volume in 1820, and the
second in 1824. A complete edition, in 3 vols., was published
by Dr. Roxburgh's sons, in 1 832.

ROXBU'RGHIA, a genus of plants named in honour of
Dr. Roxburgh. The genus was first published in his own
' Coromandel Plants,' and hence a French author has chosen
to say that Roxburgh is the only botanist who has named a
plant after himself, but the preface to the work would have
informed him that Dr. Roxburgh's MSS. and drawings,
having been sent by him from India to the Court of Di-
rectors of the East India Company, were published by them
under the superintendence of Sir Joseph Banks, and by
him and Mr. Dryander this genus was named Roxburghia.
Being considered peculiar in many points, it was thought by
Dr. Wallich to be typical of a new order, and called Rox-
hurghiacem, but it is accounted allied to and a tribe of Smi-
lacem. The genus is characterised by having an eight-leaved
corol-like perianth, of which the outer leaflets are broad
and spreading, the inner ones elliptical, acuminate, and erect.

Anthers four, ovary sessile, capsule one-celled, two valvcrl,

many seeded. There are only two species of the genus, R.
gloriosoides, a native of the moist valleys of the Indian
peninsula; and R. viridi flora, discovered in theChiltagong
district by Dr. Hamilton, and said to have long trailing

stems, sometimes one hundred fathoms in length. The
same species seems to be found also in Siam, Cochin- China,
and the Moluccas.
ROXBURGHSHIRE, a Scotch county situated on the

south-eastern border, is bounded on the north by Berwick-
shire; on the east and south-east by the English county of

Northumberland; on the south by the English county of
Cumberland; on the south-west by Dumfriesshire; on the
west by Selkirkshire ; and on the north-west by Edinburgh-
shire. Its form is very irregular: the greatest length is

from north-north-east to south-south-west, from the banks
of the Tweed between Kelso and Coldstream, to the banks
of the Liddel Water at the junctiou of Dumfriesshire and
Roxburghshire, 43 miles; the greatest breadth at right

angles to the length is from the junction of Edinburghshire,

Berwickshire, and Roxburghshire, to the Cheviot Hills on
the Northumberland border, 30 miles. Its area is variously

estimated; by Chalmers (Caledonia* vol. ii., table facing p.

26), at 696 square miles; by Piayfair (Description of Scot-

land), at about 700 square miles; and by M'Culloch (Statis-

tical Account of the British Empire), at 715 square miles,

or, including the area of its lochs, 715J miles. Roxburgh-
shire lies between 35° 5' and 5j° 42' N. Int., and betwecu
2
U

li' and 3° 8' W. Ion*.

The population, in 1801, vas 33,GS2; in 181 1, 37,230;
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in 1891, <0,892; and in 1831, 43,663, showing an increase

in the last ten years of about 7 per cent. : there were, in

1631, 61 inhabitants to a square mile. In respect of size it

is the thirteenth of the Scotch counties; in respect of

amount of population, the sixteenth; and in respect of

density of population, the twentieth (Ross and Cromarty

being taken as one county). Jedburgh, the shire town, is

on the Jed Water, a small brook flowing into the Teviot,

about 333 miles from the General Post-office, London, by
Stamford, Doncaster, Boroughbridge, Durham, and New-
castle, and 45 miles from Edinburgh by Dalkeith and

Lauder.
Surface, Geology, Hydrography, and Communications.—

The whole surface of the county is undulating; but in the

northern and central parts the hills are of less elevation

than along the English and Dumfriesshire borders. A
range of lofty hills extends from the eastern extremity of

the shire south-west along the border of Northumberland,

to which the general designation of Cheviot Hills, properly

applicable only to a part of the range, is sometimes given.

Arkhope Cairn, Cock Law, Windygate Hill, BlackhallHiJl,

Musey Law, Fairwood Fell, Carter Fell (2020 feet), and
Tronting Crag form part of this range, which separates the

basin of the Tweed from the basins of the Coquet and the

Tyne. From the head of the Jed Water the range of hills

turns westward and runs through the county into Dum-
friesshire, separating the basin of theTweed from that of the

Eden. From each side of the range, hills irregularly

grouped overspread a wild pastoral district drained by the

upper waters of the Teviot on the one side and the Liddel

on the other. In the separating range are Need's Law,

Fanna Hill, Windborough or Windburgh Hill (2000 feet),

the Maiden Paps, Greatmoor Hill, Caldcleugh Hill, Tudbope
Hill (1830 feet). Wisp Hill (1830 feet), and Pikethaw Hill.

In the hills of Lidisdale, or Liddesdale (the country drained

bv the Liddel), are Peel Fell, the Lauriston Hills, White
Know, Tinnis Hill, Loch Know, and the Mellingwood or

Mildenwood Hills, (about 2000 feet). In the northern part

of the county, rising on the south bank of the Tweed near

Melrose, are theEildon Hills (1364 feet); and on the banks
of the Teviot near the centre of the county are Rubers
Law (1419 feet) and Dunian (1120 feet) on the south side,

and the Minto Crags (721 feet) and Minto Kame on the

other. The altitudes are from Chalmers's Caledonia ; Play-

fair's Description of Scotland; and the New Statistical

Account of Scotland.

The eastern side of the county is chiefly occupied by the

formations of the red-marl or new red-sandstone group;

the western side by the grauwacke rocks ; the Cheviot or

border hills are chiefly of trap formations; and Liddesdale

is occupied by the coal-measures. The red-marl formations

extend westward along the valleys of the Tweed and the

Teviot as far as a line drawn from the neighbourhood of
Lauder in Berwickshire southward toHobkirk on the Rule,
and then east and north-east by Soutbdean, Old Jedburhg,
Oxnam, and Yetholm to the border of the county; de-

tached portions are found beyond this limit. The predo-
minant if not the only rock of this formation is a sand-

stone, commonly red but sometimes white. It frequently

occurs in strata of considerable thickness, and is employed
as a good building-stone ; for which purpose both the red

and white varieties are quarried. It more commonly however
occurs in thin horizontal bed*, soft, brittle, and easily decom-
posing. Some of the beds have been supposed to be of the old

red sandstone formation. A small portion of the Northum-
berland coalfield extends into the county near the head of
t lie Jed and the Kail waters, and overspreads the whole of
Liddesdale. Scarcely any coal is dug in the county, except
perhaps a little iff Liddesdale. The western side of the
county, from the boundary of the red-sandstone, is occupied

by the grauwacke, which constitutes the mass of the hills

separating Teviotdale and Liddesdale. on the southern slope

of which hills the coal-measures rest. From Hobkirk the grau-

wacko occupies a narrow tract of country extending north-

eastward, being covered by the red sandstone on the north

and west, and interrupted by the trap rocks on the south
and east. The strata of the grauwacke are generally vertical,

occasionally however varying from a vertical position by an
angle of 30*. The whole of the district which this rock
occupies i* hilly; but some of the higher peaks are of trap

o. jHirplyry.

The trap and porpbyritic formations of the border hills

comprehend greenstone, basalt, trap tuff, amygdaloid, and

especially a felspar porphyry of reddish-brown colour

In the red-sandstone district trap rocks, in dikes cr otbar

modes of occurrence, are frequent
Limestone is procured in some parts of the county ; in

Liddesdale it is abundant.
The county belongs almost entirely to the basin of the

Tweed. Liddesdale alone belongs to that of the Eden.
The Tweed itself first touches the border of the county at

the junction of the Ettrick Water; it flows eastward, some-
times within and sometimes upon the border, passing Ab-
botsford, Melrose, St. Boswell's, Makerston, Kelso, and
Sprouston, between which village and the town of Cold-

stream (Berwickshire) it quits the county; that part of its

course which belongs to Roxburghshire may be estimated

at 27 or 28 miles.

The principal affluent of the Tweed is the Teviot, which
flows through the county in nearly its whole extent,

giving to the greater portion of it the name of Teviotdale.

The Teviot rises in the hills on the south-western border

toward Dumfriesshire, and flows with a verv direct course to

the north-east, past Hawick and Denholm, to Eckford,

where it turns northward and joins the Tweed at Kelso; its

whole course may be estimated at from 36 to 38 miles. It

drains nearly the whole county, receiving the Allan, the

Slitrijj, the Rule, the Jed, and the Kail from the Northum-
brian border, or from the range which separates Liddesdale

from the rest of the county, and the Bortnwick and the Ale
from the border of Selkirkshire. The Ettrick, the Gala,

the Leader, the Eden, and other small affluents of the
Tweed have part of their course in this county. Liddesdale
is drained by the Liddel and the Hermitage, a tributary of

the Liddel, with some smaller streams, all of which belong
to the basin of the Cumbrian Eden. The Liddel receives

all the other streams of Liddesdale, and joins the E»k,
which falls into the same eestuary as the Eden.
'The immediate banks of the Tweed are generally pre-

cipitous, on one side at least, sometimes on both, so that

the river, flowing in a deep bed, is frequently invisible from
the public roads, and many of its striking beauties are

known therefore only to those who are familiar with the dis-

trict. Everywhere however from the higher grounds, tbe

views of the river, and of a richly wooded and highly culti-

vated country, arc exceedingly fine.' (New Statistical Ac-
count of Scotland.) The whole course of the Teriot is

beautiful ; it flows in the bottom of a spacious open vallt ?,

the sides of which often rise to a considerable height ; the

banks are adorned with beautiful seats, and tbe strrara i*

generally visible from the public roads. Above Hawick the

valley is narrower, and becomes pastoral rather than agri-

cultural.

None of the streams are navigable, except for fern -b^ati

or other very light boats.

The roads are generally very good. Those in the wt>li r

districts of the country, which have been raorereccntU idj V.
are perhaps the best, from the greater skill and know;, d^
displayed in choosing their line and directing their < in-

struction. Several roads from London to Edinburgh p*v»

through this county. One, through Newcastle, Moipvib.
and Wooler, just crosses the north-eastern part ibr.i^h
Kelso; another, branching from this at Morpeth, p-*sv*
through Jedburgh and St. Boswell's; and a third, tbr <> %h
Penrith and Carlisle, crosses the western side of the tvurm
through Dryden and Hawick to Selkirk in the adjoii^i;
county of Selkirk. A road from Hawick follows tbe \aiVy
of the Teviot, and then of the Tweed, through Kel*o iu

Berwick in Berwickshire. There is coach commuuicaUMQ
along the Edinburgh roads, and also along the road fiuta

Hawick to Berwick.

Soil and Agriculture.—The soil in the western parts of
the county, where the predominant rock is grauwacke, ta

generally a thin cold wet clay; capable, in some cases,
where it has been intermingled with the ingredients of oihe*-
rocks, and improved by underdrawing, of producing goi^d
though late white crops. A poor sandy soil, intermixed in
the higher grounds with peaty matter, usuallycharacten***
the districts occupied by the coal- measures. The red sand-
stone district, where the sandstone is finer grained, sod
more clayey and adhesive, is marked by a deep rich red wd
producing its harvest rather early ; but whore the &aud>t«me
is more siliceous and loose, the surfaceV roverrd m*ih a
barren sand. Tim trap and porphyry district is imud>
eo\cred by a loose. \\»\n, wurui. und dry soil, except in tbe
bottoms, where there is usually a deport of rich strong clfy
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loom. The highest porta of the trap district afford the finest

sheep pasture in the county.
About one-third of the county is under tillage ; of the re-

mainder a small part is raoor-land, and another small por-
tion wood-land ; hut by far the greater part is occupied as
sheep walks. It is supposed that the quantity of arable land
has increased one-third within the last forty years. At the
commencement of the present century, the arable land, ex-
cept in the immediate vicinity of the rivers, was scattered
in irregular patches, and was altogether unenclosed. But
the great improvements which have taken place since that
period by the introduction of the drill turnip husbandry ; the
use of lime, bone dust, and other foreign manures ; a better

system of draining, and the intermixture of the feeding and
erasing of live stock with tillage, have immensely increased
the productiveness of the soil, as well as induced the exten-
sion of cultivation. On the larger farms, the enclosures
generally contain from twenty to forty acres ; the fences on
the older farms are usually quick hedges with trees inter-

spersed, but in the newer farms they are commonly dry
stone dykes or walls. A very common rotation is as follows

:

—1st year, turnips or potatoes ; 2nd, barley, oats, or wheat

;

3rd, grass; 4th, oats. Sometimes this 'four-year shift' is

exchanged for one of five years, by giving two successive
years to grass ; and at other times peas or beans, drilled, are
substituted for potatoes or turnips. The number of sheep
is supposed to have increased one-third since the beginning
of the century ; and considerable attention has been shown
of late years to the breeding both of cattle and sheep. The
favourite breeds of sheep are the Cheviot for the hill pas-
tures, and the Leicester or long-woolled for the lower
grounds. A cross between these two is found to answer very
well. The most common sort of stock is the Teesdale or
short-horned, but the Ayrshire and the Highland kyloe are
also kept; and the small farmers and married farm-servants
have sometimes a mixed breed of milch cows, produced by
crossing the Teesdale with the Ayrshire, or the Galloway
with the Highland.
On the tops of the border hills heath is still found, but

the quantity of it has been diminished by the extension of
sheep-feeding. Some parts, where the soil is wet, are
covered with coarse bent grass, which is used occasionally

as fodder for cattle or sheep.

During the first American war, an attempt was made to

introduce the cultivation of tobacco. The first trial was
made in Melrose parish, and was successful even beyond
expectation. The profit was very great, and the cultivation

was beginning to extend, when it was put down by Act of
Parliament The plants grew best in a dry light soil well

manured. (Beauties 0/ Scotland.)

Swine are reared by cottagers, farm servants, tradesmen,
and others, in considerable number ; but they are not kept
to any extent by the farmers. The pork is cured at Berwick,
and sent up to the London market. Poultry are kept by
the same classes of persons as pigs. There are some very pro-

ductive orchards in the neighbourhood of Jedburgh, Kelso,
and Melrose.
The rents of farms have increased during the present

century from 30 to 50 per, cent., and in some cases even
more. Tillage-farms average from 400 to 600 acres ; sheep-

farms from 1000 to 3000; and farms partly arable and
partly pastoral, from COO to 1400. Leases are usually for

fourteen or twenty-one years. The chief landowners are

the dukes of Roxburgh and Buccleugh, the marquises of
Lothian and Tweeddale, the earl of Minto, and the families

of Ker, Si»t, Elliot, Douglas, Pringle, Rutherford, Don, &c.
Many of the farmers are enterprising and intelligent ; and
improved methods of cultivation are extending among them,
though by no means so rapidly as is desirable. Farm ser-

vants very commonly reside in little cottages grouped to-

gether so as to form a hamlet in the neighbourhood of the
farm-house and offices. Of these cottages, such as have
been built of late years have been made much better than
similar buildings were previously made ; but the older ones
are wretched hovels, worse than the sheds or houses appro-

priated to the cattle.

Divisions, Towns, fyc.—The county is divided into four

districts, as follows:—Castletown-Melrese district, in the
north-west part of the county (except Castletown parish,

which is in the south), containing six parishes and part of

another (Galashiels, with Lindean, chiefly in Selkirkshire)

;

Hawick district, in the west, containing four parishes and
parts of three others (Ashkirk, Robertown, and Selkirk* all

partly in Selkirkshire); Jedburgh district, central, con-
taining eight parishes ; and Kelso district, including eleven
parishes and part of a twelfth (Stitchel, partly in Berwick-
shire), which constitute the eastern portion of the county,
making in all twenty-nine parishes wholly, and five partly
in Roxburghshire. Of the five parishes which are only
partly in this county, Stitchel, Robertown, and Ashkirk
may be considered as belonging to Roxburghshire, the
greater part of their population being within it.

There are five market-towns, namely, Jedburgh (the shire
town, also a royal burgh), Kelso, Hawick, Melrose, and
Castletown.

Jedburgh (colloquially Jeddart or Jethart) is on the Jed
Water, which flows into the Teviot. The parish consists of
two detached parts, the one in which the town is situated
being near the centre of the county, the other on the
Northumberland border : the whole area is about 38 square
miles; and the population, in 1831, was 5647, of whom
8617 were in the town. The name of the parish was
antiently written Gedworde, Jedworlh, Jedwooa, and Jed-
burgh : the first syllable, Ged or Jed, the name of the stream
on which the town stands, has been supposed to embody the
element of the name Gadeni (Ta^voi in the Greek geo-
graphers), by which the nation who inhabited this part of
the kingdom were distinguished. The parish was celebrated
in antient times for its woodland fastnesses, its castles and
fortified dwellings, and the magnificence of its ecclesiastical

establishments.

At Old Jedworth, four miles from the town, are the
slight ruins of a chapel, with its grave-yard; and on the

south side of the present town are the more promi-
nent remains of Jedburgh Abbey. This abbey (of canons
regular, imported from Beauvais in France) appears to

have been founded in the first half of the twelfth century,

but the year is doubtful. Some persons suppose its foun-

dation to have been much earlier. It suffered much during
the wars with the English, was pillaged and burned by the

earl of Surrey at the storming of Jedburgh in 1 523, and
again injured by the earl of Hertford (afterwards duke of
Somerset) in a.d. 1545. The church alone remains: it is

230 feet long. The choir is much dilapidated, and the

south transept has disappeared ; but the nave, north tran-

sept, and central tower, 100 feet high, are in better preser-

vation. The western part of the nave has been fitted up,

and is used as the parish kirk. The western end is a lofty

gable, with a beautiful Norman door; and there is another
beautiful Norman door, which once was the entrance from
the cloisters. The architecture appears to be Norman, in-

termingled with Early English. On the south side of the

choir is a chapel, formerly used for the grammar-school.
Foundations of the monastic buildings are found extending
to a considerable distance from the church, and the burial-

ground is very spacious.

The town stands in a narrow valley on the left bank of

the Jed. It consists of several streets, converging in the

market-place in the centre of the town. There are several

houses on the right bank of the river, forming a kind of

suburb. There are three bridges over the Jed ; and other;)

over one or two small burns or brooks running into it, all

in or near the town. The principal streets tfre sufficiently

spacious ; and though the houses have generally an i.r of

antiquity, many of them are very good ; and in the out-

skirts of the town are many pleasant villas. The county

hall is near the market-place ; and close to the southern

end of the town, on an elevated site, is the county prison

(including a gaol, bridewell, and debtors' prison, with a house

for the governor), on a better construction than the gene-

rality of Scotch prisons. As it occupies the site of the

antient castle of Jedburgh, it has retained the name of The
Castle. There are three dissenting places of worship, two of

them tolerably spacious. The dissenting interest is strong

in and about Jedburgh.
The principal manufactures of the town are of woollens,

such as blankets, flannels, tartans, shawls, shepherds* plaid-

ings, hosiery, lamb's-wool yarn, and carpets : these branches

give employment to between three and four hundred per-

sons. There are an iron and brass foundry, and a factory

for patent printing-presses. There are quarries of red and
white sandstone in the parish and several corn-mills.

Bread is made for the supply of the surrounding villages,

and a great quantity is sent into the north of England.

There are two branch banks. The markets are on Tuesday
and Saturday ; the Tuesday market is a well attended corn-
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market There it a monthly cattle-market, and the** are

four horse and cattle fairs held in the year, besides a large

sheep and wool fair at Rink, in a remote part of the parish.

There is a post-office, and there is communication by coach

daily with Edinburgh and Newcastle, and twice or three

times a week with Hawick and Kelso.

Jedburgh is the seat of a presbytery, of the circuit court

of Justiciary, and of Justice of Peace, Sheriff, and Small-

Debt Courts. The corporate body of the burgh consists of

a provost, four bailies, dean of guild, and eighteen councillors,

four of whom are choson from the deacons of the eight in-

corporated trades. The royalty or jurisdiction extends only

oyer a part of the parish : it was somewhat enlarged for

parliamentary purposes by the Reform Act. The burgh

unites with Haddington, North Berwick, Dunbar, and Lau-

der to return a member. The business of the burgh courts

is decreasing : the corporation have the management of part

of the county prison.

There were, in 1834, fourteen day or evening schools in

the parish, attended by 950 scholars, about one in six of the

population ; of these, 1 70 were attending the parochial

school, with which the English school had been united.

There are several excellent public libraries, one of them
comprehending a valuable and extensive collection of books.

There are two public reading-rooms and a reading society.

There are a dispensary (for which the marquis of Lothian,

in 1822, erected a commodious house, with baths and other

accommodations), a savings-bank, and some religious and
charitable societies.

The neighbourhood is celebrated for the growth of apples

and pears, an advantage which it owes to the excellence of

the soil, and the care and intelligence of the monks of a
former age. There are traces of a Roman camp, and of

some other antient camps, of a Roman road, and some
remains of the castles and towers of the middle ages, espe-

cially of Fernichurst or Firnihirst Castle on the Jed, about
two miles above Jedburgh, the antient seat of the Kers,

ancestors of the marquis of Lothian.

Kelso is 1 1 miles north-north-east of Jedburgh, on the

north bank of the Tweed, which receives the Teviot just

opposite the town : the Tweed is at their junction about
.440 feet wide, the Teviot 200 feet. The parish had, in 1831,

a population of 4939, about one-tenth agricultural: it

comprehends what antiently constituted three parishes, or

Carts of three parishes, and includes a portion of the antient

urgh of Roxburgh, with the ruins of Roxburgh Castle,

for some time the residence of the Scottish kings, and
before which James II. of Scotland was killed, a.d. 14G0.

Kelso was famous for its abbey of Tironensis (a class of

Benedictines), founded by King David I. early in the twelfth

century. The abbey was repeatedly burnt or otherwise much
injured, especially in the English invasions of 1523 and
1545, led by Lord Surrey and the Earl of Hertford (after-

wards duke of Somerset) respectively. The town, which
was originally little more than a suburb of Roxburgh,
acquired greater importance from the foundation of the

abbey, and rose rapidly after the decay of Roxburgh; but
it was nearly destroyed in Hertford's invasion in 1545.

The town consists of several streets converging in an
open square, and extends for about half a mile along the

river Tweed, to which the principal street is parallel. The
old houses, with gables to the street, have very generally

given way to more modern buildings of freestone, roofed

with slate, giving to the town a very handsome appearance,

which is improved by the picturesque scenery of the sur-

rounding country.

The ruins of the Kelso Abbey church are of mingled
architecture: the predominant character however is Nor-
man, more or less decorated, with some portions of early

English intermingled. The building was in the form of a
cross 99 feet long (the nave being shorter than the choir), with

a transept 71 feet longand 23 feet broad, with a central tower

9 1 feet high. The ruins are considerable, and have been in

the course ofthe present century cleared from some incongru-

ous additions made to them in order to adapt the nave to the

purpose ofa modern church, for which it was used until late in

the last century.

There are two modem churches : the one lately erected

on the north side of the town is one of the most chaste

and beautiful on the border; it is in the Elizabethan style,

with a tower 70 feet high. There are five places of worship
for dissenters. There' is a bridge over the Tweed 494 feet

long, uilu Ave elliptical arches of ?2 feet span; the piers

are 14 feet wide: it was designed by the late Mr. Rcnnw.
[Rrnnik.] The town-house is a neat modern building o%

the east side of the square.

The manufactures of Kelso are not important ; leather,

linens, stockings, hats, woollen cloth, and tobacco art ma-
nufactured ; but all these branches giro employment to m
more than 1 50 men. There are four branch bank* sod

numerous good shops. There are a daily market for provtsMM*

a weekly corn-market, and a monthly cattle and the*?

market, besides five yearly fairs, including tliat of St Jassn.

one of the best-attended on the border. Professional wer.

are tolerably numerous. There are races at Kelto: «ui

rural sports of various kiuds are much practiced in tk*

neighbourhood.
Kelso is a burgh of barony with a peculiar commutton ,

the baron bailie has jurisdiction in small matters, cjtJ *i»1

criminal. There is a small prison or lock-up-house. Tbs
police of the town is inefficient, especially as the populaiun

has been deteriorated by an influx of gipsies from the ne^n
bouring parish of Yetholm, and by the settlement of seine

Irish. Ihere is a good deal of petty crime.

There is a post-office at Kelso ; and communication »
maintained by coaches with Newcastle and Edinburgh
daily, and with Berwick, Jedburgh, and Hawick t«tce or

three times a week.
There were, in 1834, ten day-schools, two of them psro*

chial, namely, an English and a grammar school, three wp-
ported by private charity, and five private schools. The

number of scholars, in 1836, was 664; it had been dimtnoo-
ing for the previous three or four years. There were slto

six Sunday-schools. There are three joint-stock hbrancs
of 5000, 2000, and 1500 volumes respectively; and setrnl

other libraries, a book-club, a Physical and Antiquarian So-

ciety, and two news-rooms. Two newspapers are publi*fc*<?

in the town.
There are a dispensary, with a house for receiving pattern*,

furnished with baths, &c; and a savings'- bank. Jr*aupen*a

has much increased at Kelso.

Hawick is about 10 miles south west of Jedburgh, on

the right or south-east bank of the Teviot, at the junction \/

the Slitrig, Slitterick, or Slitridge, which (lows through tirf

town. The parish contains about 24 square miles, and b»i

in 1831, a population of 4970. Hawick suffered much to

the border warfare of former days; and both in the to*

u

and the rural parts of the parish are several towers or bou*rt

whose strength shows they were designed for furttficatiotH.

Among these, on the left bank of the Teviot. three roilr*

above Hawick, isBranxholm, rebuilt by Scott of BuctWu^U.
its owner, after being almost entirely destroyed by the En-

glish under the earl of Sussex, a.d. 1570 : the buddins tu*

been so altered and repaired as to have lost much of it» ir-

tient appearance, but it is of interest as occupying the kw of

the Branxholm. or Branksomc, of.Sir Walter Scott's *L»t

of the Last Minstrel.* The town consists chiefly of one Lou;

spacious street along the bank of the Teviot, which u hen
crossed by a stone bridge. There are two bridges over tt*

Slitridge, one of them very antient. There are in the »W.-
parish eight bridges. The streets are well paved, and ligtvol

with gas. The general appearance of the town has been ourft

altered of late years by the laying out of new streets tul

the substitution of better dwelling-nouses and shops f rtW
previously existing. The parish-church was built in u»-

middle of the last century; it is destitute of architecture

beauty, but in a good situation. There are four dissent;
meeting-houses, a town-hall, and a suite of rooms usedoc

casionally for public meetings.

The manufactures are ch efly of woollen yarns, fLmatk
and other woollen under-clothing, plaiding, shawls, taruxs

druggets, woollen-cloths of various descriptions. Manic*,
and lambVwool hosiery. In these branches, in 1&3S. l>*
workpeople were employed in and round the town ; aod tU
annual consumption of wool was estimated at 108,000 siooc*

there were 11 extensive factories, 1209 stocking-frames, aad

226 weaving- looms. A number of females were emplojcJ

in sewing stockings. Machinery, candles, and glove* weir

also manufactured, and the tanning of leather and the dree-

ing of sheep-skins were also carried on. There u a po*;-

ofiice. Mails to and from Loudon and Edinburgh, hy «ai

of Carlisle, pass through the town ; there are coarb»« w
Edinburgh three times a week, and to Jedburgh and k#l«J

twice or three times. There is a weekly market on 7V.uk
day, and there are four yearly fairs for norses,C3tUc, si*«i\

and hiring servants, general:;* wdl attended.
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There were in the pariah, in 1839, a parochial school with

a amall additional endowment ; a second parochial school at

the village of Newmill ; and ten private schools ; besides
twenty-four Sabbath-schools on the local system, connected
with the establishment, and four Sabbath-schools managed
by dissenters. The number of children in the day-schools
was 802, viz. 427 boys and 375 girls ; there is scarcely any per-

son a native of the parish who is not able to read and write.

There are a public library of 3500 volumes, a trades' library

of 1200 volumes, three juvenile libraries, and a school of arts.

There are a savings'-bank, and several religious and charita-

ble institutions. The police of the town is very inefficient

;

Ktly thefts, embezzlements, and petty assaults are frequent
Luperism has increased of late years with more than ordi-

nary rapidity. Hawick is a burgh of barony ; civil causes
to any extent and criminal cases of minor description are

tried before the burgh justices. There is a wretched prison

of only one room.
Melrose is on the south bank of the Tweed, 1 1 miles

north-west from Jedburgh. The parish has an area of 45
square miles, and had, in 1831, a population of 4339, rather
less than one-third agricultural. This parish appears to have
been the seat of a religions community in the time of the
Saxon heptarchy ; but the establishment was destroyed
when the Scots obtained the district from the Northum-
brian Saxons. Some monks afterwards made it the place
of their temporary residence; and, in aj>. 1136, David I. of
Scotland founded here aCistertian abbey, the ruins ofwhich
yet remain. The original Saxon monastery was on a site

Dearly surrounded by the Tweed, three miles to the east of
the ruins of the later abbey. These ruins are well known
from the description in Sir Walter Scott's * Lay of the Lost
Minstrel/ They are chiefly of the abbey church, which was
in the form of a cross ; the length of the nave and choir was
258 feet, the breadth 79 feet ; the length of the ohoir alone
about 50 feet ; the length of the transept was 130 feet, the
breadth 44 feet. The walls of the nave, choir, and transept

are standing, and part of the central tower. There are traces

of the cloisters and of the monastic buildings. The beauty
and finish of the architectural decorations, and the majestic

appearance of the ruins, altogether render Melrose an object

of great attraction. There are a few other antiquities in the

parish ; the shaft of an antient cross in the centre of the vil-

lage is surmounted by the crest of the earls of Haddington

;

there is a large barrow on the Eildon Hills, and a stone with
in antient Latin inscription, evidently Roman, has been
foond.

The town of Melrose consists of a central triangular

space with streets diverging from it, aud contains about 700
inhabitants, chiefly retail shopkeepers, handicraftsmen, or
labourers, with their families. Tbe place has an air of an-
tiquity ; and some of the houses have in their walls stones

with inscriptions derived from Catholic times. Some good
modern bouses have been built. The church is on an emi-
nence a short distance west of the town ; it is a plain modern
building with aspire. There are two stone bridges over the

Tweed in the parph, but neither of them near the town,
and asuspension-bridge for foot-passengers and single horses.

There are two dissenting meeting-houses, one in the town.

There is a small prison or lock-up-bouse, consisting of a
single cell, secure, dry, and tolerably well ventilated.

There is no manufacture but that of woollens. Some of

the establishments connected with the manufacturing dis-

trict of Galashiels extend into the western part of the pa-

rish. The linen and cotton manufactures, which flourished

for awhile, have become extinct, and the fisheries have
dwindled to nothing, but agriculture is conducted with

spirit and skill. The farms are large, and the farm build-

ings commodious and substantial. There are three yearly

fairs for cattle and sheep. There is a post-office, but no
coaches through the town. The Edinburgh and Jedburgh
road passes near it.

There are several schools in tbe parish ; the parochial school,

with 70 or 80 scholars, being in Melrose itself, the others in

the surrounding villages and hamlets. Education is gene-

rally diffused, and is much valued. There is a subscription

library at Melrose, and there are small religious libraries

in the surrounding villages. There are a savings'-bank,

three friendly societies, and two missionary societies. Mel-
rose is a burgh of barony, but the powers conferred by

tbe charter have never been exercised. The superior of
the burgh (the duke of Buccleugh) nominates a baron

bailie, whose deputy exercises a jurisdiction in trilling

P. O, No. 1256.

matters as a magistrate. Abbotsford, the residence of the
late Sir Waiter Scott, is in the parish of Melrose, two or
three miles west of the town.

Castletown is in the southern part of the county. The
parish is the most extensive in the south of Scotland, and
comprehends a large part of Liddesdale. It is separated
from the rest of tbe county by a range of hills, the ramifica-
tions of which, separated by narrow valleys, extend over the
whole parish. The population in 1831 was 2227, about
half agricultural. There are a number of antiquities;
several circular enclosures, or antient British forts or camps,
called ' Picts' works,' a druidical circle, several cairns, a
stone cross, and the castle of Hermitage, with the ruins of
the chapel near it. The castle is a massive border tower or
fortress, nearly 100 feet square. The walls are entire, and
have been lately put into complete repair. The town of
Castletown consists of two long streets parallel to each other,
lined with neat new houses, on the right bank ofthe Liddel,
and contains a population of above 1000. The town was
commenced in 1 793, and has superseded the old village of
Castletown (so called from a border fortress now demolished)
higher up the vale. There are a weekly market established
in the last two or three years, two yearly sheep- fairs, and
three hiring-days. The parish church is at the junction
of the Hermitage with the Liddel, above a mile from the
town, and will contain 700 or 800 people. There is a dis-

senting meeting-house in the parish. There are four paro-
chial schools, one principal and three auxiliary, besides two
private schools, and a public subscription library. No pub-
lic conveyance passes through any part of the parish.

The village of Yetholm, in the eastern part of tbe county,
is remarkable as the usual abode of a gipsy colony, of
which an account is given in ' Blackwood's Magazine,' vol.

i., pp. 154-161. St. Boswell's, near Melrose, is celebrated
for a great sheep-fair, the greatest in the county, held in
July.

Divisionsfor Ecclesiastical andLegal Purposes,—Of the
thirty-four parishes wholly or partly in Roxburghshire, nine
in the north-east are in the presbytery of Kelso, nine along
the north-western border are in the presbytery of Selkirk, one
in the north (Smailholm or Sroallholm) is in the presbytery
of Lauder, and one on the south (Castletown) in the pres-

bytery of Langholm. The remaining fourteen central
parishes are in the presbytery ofJedburgh. The presbyteries
of Kelso, Selkirk, Lauder, aud Jedburgh are in the synod
of Merse and Teviotdale ; the presbytery of Langholm is in
the synod of Dumfries.
The circuit court of justiciary and tbe sheriff-court are

held at Jedburgh, where the county gaol is. There are six

Srisotis in the county, viz. : the burgh and county prison ac

edburgh, and a small lock-up-house; and small prisons or
lock-up-houses at Kelso, Hawick, Melrose, and New Castle-

town. * There appears to be a good deal of crime in this

county in proportion to tbe population. The offences con-
sist chiefly of thefts (particularly sheep-stealing and em-
bezzlement) and assaults .... The offenders as a class

are said to be of drunken habits, and to be much below
others in the same rank of life in education and intelli-

gence. Many of the younger offenders have learned no
honest means of getting a livelihood ; and, as might be
expected, their parents are themselves either positively bad,

or at least very negligent of their children. The offences

are chiefly committed by resident inhabitants ; many how-
ever are by strangers. The police of Roxburghshire has
been lately organised and greatly improved ; but the pro-

curator-fiscal is of opinion that about one-third part even ot

the offences which are of sufficient importance to be referred

to the sheriff, are still committed without any clue being
obtained to the parties concerned, or without sufficient evi-

dence being obtained to warrant a prosecution.' {Inspectors

of Prisons* Third Report, 1837.)

The county returns one member to parliament. Jed-

burgh is the principal place of election. The same burgh
is united for the return of a member with Haddington,

North Berwick, Dunbar, and Lauder. The constituency of

the county amounted in 1834-5 to 1674, in 1835-6 to 1863,

that of the burgh district in 1834-5 to 601.

History and Antiquities.—In the earliest period of au-

thentic history the county seems to have been compre-
hended in the territories of two antient British nations, tbe

Gaden i in the west, and the Otadeni in the east. Of these

Celtic nations the cairns and barrows or tumuli, and other

sepulchral antiquities which have been found, are supposed
Vol. XX.-2 D
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to be relies. Druidical stones, some of tbem arranged in

circled, are found; and the Eildon Hills and other emi-

nences are crowned with forts. On the conquest of this

part of the island by the Romans, the county was compre-

hended in the province of Valentia, and Roman roads were

carried across it, and Roman stations established within it.

Some of these stations were formed by occupying theantient

forts or hill'campa of the natives, and strengthening and

adapting them by Roman skill and labour. The camp on

the Eildon Hills was thus occupied. A chain of Roman
p »sts may be traced by their existing remains, and there are

traces of Roman roads. One, which was a continuation of

Watlir.g-street, may be traced from the Northumbrian bor-

der across the county near Jedburgh and Melrose, in the

direction of Lauder. Coins, vessels of copper and brass

and other Roman antiquities have been discovered. The
Trimontium of Ptolemy and Richard of Cirencester is

fixed by some antiquaries at the camp on the Eildons near

Melrose; but Chalmers places Trimontium at Birrenswork

Hill in Annandale, Dumfriesshire, and makes the Eildon

camp to be the Ad Fines of Richard of Cirencester, which

others fix at Chew Green. Gadanica, mentioned by Rich-

ard, is fixed by some at Hawick. (See Map of Antieut

Britain, published by the Society for the Diffusion of Useful

Knowledge.)
On the departure of the Romans this countv was exposed

to the attacks of the Angles, who founded the Northum-
brian kingdom. The natives struggled long and gallantly,

and it is to this period that Chalmers ascribes the construc-

tion of the Cat rail, a vast ditch at least twenty-six feet

broad, with a rampart eight or ten feet high on each side of

it, formed of the earth thrown out of the ditch, extending

from near Galashiels in Selkirkshire to Peel Fell on the

border of Northumberland, fortv-five miles, of which
eighteen are in Roxburghshire, but the Angles gained

ground, and before the end of the sixth century occupied

Teviotdale, which became part of the kingdom of Northum-
bria. [Northumberland.] In the tenth century it was
relinquished by the Anglo-Saxons to the king of Scotland,

together with tho rest of the Scoto- Northumbrian terri-

tory comprehended under the general name of Lothian.

From this time the county was gradually strengthened by
castles and towers against that hostility to which its situa-

tion on the border peculiarly exposed it. Jedburgh Castle

was erected in the time of David I., in the earlier part of

the twelfth century, and is the earliest in the county of

which any distinct account can be given. Roxburgh Castle

was perhaps of as early date, and at one time of greater im-
portance. Hermitage Castle was built during the reign of

Alexander II. (ad. 1214-49); and in following years, but
especially after the aggressions of Edward I. had embittered

the hostility of the two nations, rose the various castles,

towers, and peels, of which many ruins exist, and some of

which havo been brought into notice by the * Minstrelsy of
the Scottish Border,' and the poems of Sir Walter Scott.

Of Roxburgh Castle, now in Kelso parish ; of Clintwood
Castle, in Castletown parish ; of Gossford Castle, in Eikford
parish ; and of Halieaean or Holydean Castle, in Bowden
parish, the remains are very scanty. Of Delphiston Tower,
in Oxnam parish, and Minto Tower, in Minto parish, there
are rather more remains, also of Goldielands Castle near
Hawick ; but none of these call for particular notice. The
ecclesiastical ruins, Kelso, Jedburgh, and Melrose abbeys,

have been noticed already. There arc remarkable caves at

Jedburgh, Roxburgh, and Ancrum, which appear to have
been used as habitations, probably as temporary retreats

during the border wars. There are pome remarkable
remains of walls in Ancrum parish, forming a quadrangle,
enclosing an eminence above which they rose; they are
called the Maltan wall, and arc supposed to be the remains
of a building belonging to the Knights of Malta. Small-
holm Tower is so conspicuous as to form a landmark for
seamen entering Berwick harbour.

Roxburghshire appears to have been early established as
a shire. Mention of the sheriff occurs in the reigns of
Alexander 1.(1107-1124) and David I. (a.d. U24-U53).
The chiof fortresses in tho shire were ceded to the English
by William tho Lion, to redeem himself from captivity,

a.d. 1174. but restored a.d. 1 1 HO by Richard I. When
Edward I. scircd Scotland into his own hands, ho placed
this county under a mihtarv administration ; but the suc-
cesses of Robert Bruce and Ins supporter Douglas, the latter

*>fwhom took Roxburgh Ca?tlc, a d. 1313, restored the for-

mer mode of administration by a sheriff. The county
was still however claimed, and at times successfully, by the

kings of England, Who occasionally appointed the sheriff,

while in the intervals of English weakness and decline the

Scottish princes exercised the right of appointment. In
1342 Roxburgh Castle, then in tho hands of the English,

was taken by Sir Alexander Ramsay of Dalwolsy, who was
appointed by the Scottish king, David II., sheriff of the

county. This appointment roused the jealousy of the great

Douglas family, one of whom, Sir William Douglas of Lid-

desdale, seized the sheriff, and carrying him off to his castle

of Hermitage, there starved him to death, a.d. 1343. In the

interval between a.d. 1 346 and 1384, in which year the Scotch
again possessed themselves of the county, except the castles

of Jedburgh and Roxburgh, Roxburghshire was in the

power of tne English. It was chiefly by the valour of the

Douglas family that it was recovered* and the sheriffs were
commonly chosen from that family, who came to regard it as

their right, so that the appointment of Sir David Fleming of

Biggar to the office, in a.d. 1405, led to his assassination by
James Douglas of Balveny. The office of sheriff then be-

came hereditary in the Douglas family, and continued s»o

until the final abolition of hereditary jurisdictions. Rox-
burgh Castle was taken from the English, ad. 1460, by Maxr
of Gueldres, widow of king James II., who had fallen

during the siege; Jedburgh Castle had been recovered long

before.

The calamities of war led to the ruin of the town of
Roxburgh, which had, in the reign of David I , been the
royal residence and the county town. On its downfall Jed-
burgh became, and has continued to be, the countv town.
The sheriffs appointed by the English made Hawick their

residence. Liddesdale was possessed by various branches of
the Douglas family, and passed by exchange, in 1 492, to the
carls cf Bothwell. It was held by the notorious earl of
Queen Mary's time, and she visited him when he lay

wounded in his castle at Hermitage, in a.d. 1566. In the

commencement of this unfortunate queen's reign, a.d. I54j,

an English array, which had invaded the country under Sir

Ralph Evers and Sir Bryan Lay ton, was here defeated with

considerable loss by the earls of Arran and Angus. The
county suffered materially in the succeeding; invasions of
the Earl of Hertford, afterwards duke of Somerset, a.d.

1545-1547 ; of Lord Gray, a.d. 1548 ; and of the Earl of
Sussex, ad. 1570.

{New Statistical Account of Scotland; Chalmers's Cale-

donia: Forsyth's Beauties of Scotland; Chambers's Gazet-
teer of Sentland ; Rirliamentary Pitpers.)

ROYAL ACADEMY OF ARTS IN LONDON. At
the accession of George III., painting, sculpture, and archi-

tecture, notwithstanding there were eminent artists in all

these branches, were in a lower state in Great Britain than
in most parts of Europe. Foreign critics did not hen tale

to assert, that the ungenial climate or the physical defects of
the English presented insuperable obstacles to the attain-

ment of excellence in the arts. Whether these opmioas
induced the young king to turn his attention to the sub-

ject, and endeavour to remove this national stigma, cannot
now be known, but it is certain that he soon began to

show a strong disposition to encourage the arts. The study
of architecture under Mr. (afterwards Sir William) Cham-
bers became his favourite recreation, and we have beard
that his patriotic wish to advance the taste and refinement
of the nation was strengthened by the representations and
advice of Drummond, then archbishop of York. This pre-

late introduced to his notice Benjamin West, a young
American artist just returned from his studies in Italy, to

whom the king thenceforward allowed a liberal pension.

An institution which had been formed in 1754. called 'A
Society for the Encouragement of Arts, Manufactures, and
Commerce in Great Britain/ was the first which included
among its objects the offering of rewards to the fine arts.

Attempts were made about the same time by the principal

artists to form a permanent academy for the cultivation of
painting, sculpture, and architecture, which failed. In
1760 however, with tho assistance of the above-mentioned
Society, who liberally allowed the use of their great room for

the purpose, the artists were enabled to open the first public
exhibition, which though not entirely satisfactory to the
promoters, attracted great attention, and was for scleral
seasons successfully followed by a -'tnilar display of their
talents. They were in conseqi" >d to apply to the
king for a charter, which thf •% and in 1 765
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tbcy were constituted a body corporate under the title of
'The Incorporated Society of Artists.' The way was thus
paved for the institution of the Royal Academy; hut its

immediate cause was a schism which took place in the ' So-

ciety' soon after their incorporation. According to Edwards
(whose ' Anecdotes* of Painting' furnish the best accounts
of the state of art at this period), ' Unfortunately they were
scarcely collected when discussions arose which, in the
course of three years, caused an irreparable breach, and in

the end a total dissolution of the incorporated Society.' This
event he attributes ' to the loose and unguarded manner in

which the charter was composed: for it did not provide

against the admission of those who were distinguished

neither by their talents as artists nor their good conduct as

men/ The number of members already amounted to a

hundred and forty-one, of whom a large portion were artists

of very inferior merits. 'It was now seen,' says another
writer well acquainted with the facts, • that no society of

this kind could be lasting, unless it were more limited in

its numbers and select in the choice of its members, and
that it could have no national dignity without the avowed
and immediate patronage of the sovereign.' Accordingly
the principal artists withdrew, and endeavoured to obtain

the protection and patronage of the king. W. Chambers,
F. Coates, G. M. Moscr, and B. "West presented to him a

memorial signed by twenty-two artists, the purport of which
was to show the probability that with his royal sanction and
encouragement, and by means of an annual exhibition of

their works, they would soon be able to raise sufficient

funds for the support of a gratuitous national school of art.

The memorial stated, 'The two principal objects which we
have in view are the establishing a well-regulated school or

academy of design, and an annual exhibition open to all

artists of distinguished merit ; we apprehending that the

p roli is arising from the last of these institutions will fully

answer all the expenses of the first; we even flatter our-

selves that they will be more than necessary for that pur-

pose, and that we shall be enabled annually to distribute

somewhat in useful charities.' The proposal was graciously

received. The plan of a constitution was draw up by Mr.
Chambers, and laid before the king, which he approved,

and signed on the 10th of December, 1768. Thus was
founded * The Royal Academy of Arts in London, for the

purpose of cultivating and improving the arts of painting,

sculpture, and architecture.'

The artists who signed this memorial were: Benjamin
West, Francesco Zuccarelli, Nathaniel Dance, Richard

Wilson, George Michael Moser, Samuel Wale, J. Baptist

Cipriani, Jeremiah Meyer, Angelica KaufTman, Charles

Cotton, Francesco Barlolozzi, Francis Cotes, Edward Penny,
George Barrett, Paul Sandby, Richard Yeo, Mary Moser,

Agostino Carl in i„ William Chambers, Joseph Wilton,

Francis Milner Newton, Francis Hayman. These, with

John Baker, Mason Charaberlin, John Gwynn, Thomas
Gainsborough, Dominick Serres, Peter Toms, Nathaniel

Hone, Joshua Reynolds, John Richards, Thomas Sandby,

George Dance, Francis Hayman, William Hoare of Bath,

and Johan Zoffani, composed the original thirty-six acade-

micians. The number forty was not completed till 1780

—

by the addition of Edward Burch, Richard Cosway, Joseph

Nollekens, and James Barry. Their first meeting was held

on the 14th of December, when the following officers were
elected, vix. : J. Reynolds, President; G. M. Moser, Keeper;
F. M. Newton, Secretary; K.Penny, Professor of Paint-

tng; T. Sandby, Professor of Architecture ; J. Wall, Pro-

fessor of Perspective; Dr. William Hunter, Professor of
Anatomy. The king appointed William Chambers Trea-

surer, and R. Wilson Librarian.

This list of the founders of the Royal Academy evidently

includes the great mass of talent existing at that period in

London.
The other academies of Europe which have been es-

tablished for the advancement of the fine arts and the

promotion of public taste, are supported entirely at the ex-

pense of their respective governments as national objects,

and are usually under the control of some person of dis-

tinction. Such is the Royal Academy of Paris, founded

just a century before. The Royal Academy of London is

essentially different from these, inasmuch as it originated

10 the private munificence of the reigning king, and, since

the first years of its existence, has been entirely maintained

by the exertions of the artists themselves, unaided by a

tingle national grant or public subscription.

The king's adoption ofthe artists was immediately followed
by the most liberal and effective support He caused apart-
ments for the schools to be fitted up in his own palace of
Somerset House, supplied the Society with rooms in Pall
Mall for their exhibitions, and for several years made up
every deficiency in their expenditure from his privy purse;
with true and considerate benevolence he allowed them at
the same time to reserve a hundred pounds a year to form
a fund for necessitous members or their widows, and twice
that sum to administer occasional relief to artists in distress,

whether they were members of the Society or not
George III. constituted himself the heaa of the Academy,

and showed a personal interest in its success ; he gave fre-

quent audiences to its officers, confirmed its proceedings
when his sanction was necessary, and attended to all its

concerns as if it were part of his household. When Old
Somerset House was purchased by the nation as a site for a
number of public offices, the king took care to reserve a
portion of the new building for his Academy.

In 1 776 the plans of a new site were submitted to the ap-
proval of the president and council, and the apartments
devoted to this purpose were fitted up with a degree of mag-
nificence worthy of a royal palace, the talentsof many of
the principal members having been employed in its decora-
tion. In July, 1780, the preparations being completed, the
Royal Academy obtained possession of their new residence,
by an order from the Treasury to the surveyor-general of the
works, and their first exhibition in Somerset House took
place in the following year. This friendly superintendence
of its affairs and anxious desire to promote the welfare
and utility of the Society continued till the year 1800, when
the health of the king unfortunately became so much
impaired as to prevent any further interviews between the
Academy and its patron. But the institution had now
acquired stability, and though its acts for some time re-

mained unconfirmed, it continued to exercise its functions

;

and when the government was placed in the hands of the
Prince Regent, he took the Academy under his protection,
and approved of their proceedings. On his accession to the
throne, in 1820, the position of the Academy had become
somewhat changed. A gradual augmentation in the re-
ceipts of the annual exhibitions, aided by a judicious eco-
nomy, had enabled the members to support the schools on
an increased scale of expenditure, ana to provide for the
continuance of the establishment from its own resources,
without the assistance of the king. On the death of George
III., the Academy solicited his successor to honour them
with the same patronage which they had received from
his predecessor. George IV. readily consented to adopt the
Royal* Academy, and, in furtherance of the views of its

founder, placed himself at the head of the institution, and
thenceforward gave the sanction of his signature to such of
their proceedings as required it

Though the Society did not derive any pecuniary assist-

ance from George IV., they were on many occasions in-

debted to his munificent patronage. He honoured the
president with a distinctive badge, a gold medal and chain,
to be worn on all public occasions. He presented them
with a magnificent lamp for their principal room, and greatly
forwarded the utility of the schools by giving them a large

and highly valuable collection of casts from the finest

antiques, which were procured from Rome by the interven-
tion of Canova.
On the death of George IV., his successor, William IV.,

immediately extended his patronage to the Royal Academy.
He entered cordially into the views of his royal father, re-

ceived the officers with promptness, and attended with great
kindness to their wishes on all occasions.

In 1834, a proposal having been made by Lord Grey and
the existing ministry to transfer the establishment from
Somerset House to Trafalgar Square, where an edifice was
proposed to be raised which would be large enough for a
national gallery of paintings, and at the same time offer

better accommodations to the Royal Academy, the king
was appealed to on the subject. At first he seemed rather

adverse to the removal of the Society from apartments which
he considered to be his own, where they had been planted
by their founder, and where they had carried on their ope-
rations with success for above half a century, but on being
informed that it would probably conduce to the advantage
of the arts that the Society should have better exhibition-

rooms, particularly for works of sculpture, he consented,
though with some reluctance, to the exchauge proposed.p 2D2|
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Plans of the new building were accordingly laid before

the president and council, and the accommodation of the

Academy was consulted as far, we may suppose, as circum-

stances would permit, but it appears that some incon-

veniences of a very serious kind could not be overcome.

The apartments were put into their possession in 1836, in a

Tery unfinished state, and wholly devoid of such decoration

as might have been expected in an academy of the arts.

The removal has been attended with great expense to the

Society, and in many respects they have been disappointed

in their expectation of improved accommodation.

Upon the accession of Her present Majesty, and a repre-

sentation of the position of the Academy with relation to her

royal predecessors, the queen adopted the Royal Academy,

consented to become its head, to grant the same privileges

of a private audience to its officers, and to sign such of their

proceedings as require the royal sanction.

The Royal Academy consists of forty academicians,

painters, sculptors, and architects. There is a second order

of members, styled associates, twenty in number, from

whom alone the vacancies that occur among the academi-

cians are supplied. The body of academicians elect, but the

approbation and signature of Her Majesty are necessary to

moke this election valid.

There are also six associate engravers. Associates are

elected by the body of academicians, from a list of exhibitors

who declare themselves candidates for this honour.

There are a treasurer and a librarian. A bye-law of the

Academy requires that they shall be academicians. These
offices are filled by Her Majesty's nomination.

There are also a keeper and a secretary. These offices

are filled by election, with the approbation of Her Majesty.

There are four professors, academicians, elected by the

general assembly, and approved by the queen, who read

lectures on painting, sculpture, architecture, and perspective.

There is a professor of anatomy, elected by the academi

ciaus, with the approbation of Her Majesty.

There are three schools : a school for study from casts

from celebrated works of antiquity ; a school for study from

living models ; and a painting school. The first is under
the care and direction of the keeper; and the other two
are under the care of visitors, annually appointed.

The council consists of nine members, including the

president, and has the management of all the concerns

of the Society. All bye-laws of the Academy must origi

nate in the council, and have the approbation of the ge
neral assembly, and the sanction of Her Majesty's signature

to give them effect.

The president, council, and visitors are annually elected,

and confirmed by Her Majesty's signature.

There are also several honorary members of the Royal
Academy, namely, a professor of antient literature, a pro-

fessor of antient history, a chaplain of high rank in the
church, an antiquary, and a secretary for foreign corre-

spondence, elected by the general assembly and approved by
the queen.
Among the honorary members are the names of Samuel

Johnson. Goldsmith, Franklin the translator of Sophocles,
Gibbon, Mitford the historian of Greece, Barretti, Bennett
Langton, Dr. C. Burney, Walter Scott, and others.

All persons are admissible as students of the Academy.
Nothing but indication of talent and a respectable character
are required from them. Their names remain unknown till

judgment is passed on the specimens which they send in,

and when admitted they receive a gratuitous education from
the best masters.

All painters, sculptors, or architects, whose works show
sufficient merit, are allowed to exhibit with the Academy,
and, being admitted exhibitors, they are immediately eligible

as associates. Many young artists whose great abilities

have promised to contribute to the credit and support of the
institution, have been chosen associates, and soon afterwards
academicians, though they bad scarcely left the schools.

The executive government of the Academy passes in

rotation to all the academicians, and half the council retires,

and is renewed annually.
The operations of the Academy are continued in regular

succession throughout the year, excepting vacations of a
month in September and a fortnight at Christmas. Unfor-
tunately the nccebsity of giving up the only room fit for an
antique academy to the annual exhibition of sculpture,
renders the cessation of that school during the exhibition
still unavoidable.

The schools of drawing, painting, and modelling are open
daily from ten to three and from six to eight, under the direc-

tion of the keeper and visitors. A practical course of lectures

on perspective is given during the spring. The lectures on
anatomy are delivered before the Christmas recess ; those

on painting, sculpture, and architecture, are given twice a

week, from January to the end of March. The library U
open three times a week.

Prizes are annually given to encourage meritorious stu-

dents, and those who have gained the biennial gold medal
have from time to time an opportunity of being sent abroad

to study for three years at the expense of the Academy.
Among the chief improvements in the practical working

of the Academy, besides the professorship of sculpture,

may be reckoned the institution of a school of painting,

which is under the superintendence of a special officer. It

is attended twice a week by visitors, who are appointed

from among the academicians for that purpose, and pre-

miums are annually awarded to the successful students.

This school is from time to time favoured with the loan

of some of the finest pictures from the royal collections,

from the Dulwich Gallery, and from all the principal col-

lections of the metropolis, which are during the greater part

of the year placed before the students. For the furtherance

of this object the Academy have purchased the finest copy

extant of Leonardo da Vinci's celebrated Last Supper.

The library of the Academy is continually improving,

and it now contains all the best works on art, besides a con-

siderable number of modern prints and a valuable collection

of engravings of the Italian school from the earliest period,

formed by George Cumberland, for which they paid 600L
On the death of Sir Thomas Lawrence the Academy pur-
chased his collection of architectural casts for 250/. (although

their apartments could not accommodate them), and pre-

sented them to the British Museum, where they are well

arranged for the benefit of students.

The question has often been raised, whether academies
are calculated to advance the arts ; but these institutions

vary so much in their plan and character, that any answer
to this question must depend on the precise meaning at-

tached to the word. Academic education will probably be
less effective than the education obtained under a master of
eminence who is daily teaching his pupil by precept and
example in his own studio ; but an academy, considered as a
school of art, is just as likely to stimulate genius as a pri-

vate school, if it is well conducted. The great men who
have been brought up in private schools would not have
been less eminent if they had been reared in an academy,
which term properly means a place of instruction, a school

which offers every opportunity of study. If such schools can-
not create genius, they have no tendency to stifle it. Sir J.
Reynolds always regretted that he had riot had a more aca-

demic education. The school of the Caracci sent out a
number of well-trained and excellent artists, though they
had not the good fortune to produce a Raffaello. The fact

is, that the true school of any country is in the mass of
talent existing in it, and not in the studio of any particular

artist

It is only the elementary education that can be acquired
in a school of any kind, but this is precisely the kind of
education which a well-constituted academy can give better

than any private master. The utility of such an establish-

ment as the Royal Academy cannot therefore be doubted ;

and it must be from want of diligence or capacity, or both,
if, with such numerous aids and advantages, the students do
not acquire sufficient preparatory knowledge to enable thsjfc

fairly to commence their profession.

If we look back to the general condition of painting,

sculpture, and architecture when the Royal Academy of
Arts was established in 1 768, they will be found to hav*
made at least as great a progress here as they have made in
any other country in an equal period. In many respects the
English may vie with any modern school of painting ; in
colour and effect it confessedly stands alone, ana has become*
a model to the rest of Europe. It is characterised by origi-

nality and a great variety of styles, and it has produced many
works of first-rate excellence. In portraiture, familiar sub-
jects, animals, and landscape it is unrivalled. In historical
painting alone, from the want of national encouragement, it

has not been so successful. This branch of art can only be>

kept alive by public encouragement, and by the decoration
of churches, palaces, and »'her public buildings, a subject to
which the governm*' ** country have hitherto paid
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little orno attention. About two thousand students have

been reared under the tuition and auspices of the Royal

Academv. Among these the well-known names of Bankes,

Flaxraan, Nollekens, Deare, Bacon, Rossi, in sculpture;

Soane, J. Wyatt, Wyatville, in architecture ; Northcote,

Opie. Hoppner, Lawrence,Westall, Stothard,and Hilton, in

painting, aTe conspicuous. Some of these artists are en-

titled to be ranked with the best of any period of art, and

others gave proof of powers which, if they had been em-

ployed in national works, might have raised English art to

t still higher elevation. This list might be much enlarged

if we could with propriety include in the enumeration the

names of living artists. Tfanara^s wi living «•»»». The creation of so large a number

of well-trained students has tended to diffuse a love for the

»rts throughout the country, and given rise to institutions

for tbeir cultivation in many parts of the empire. Thus the

public taste has been improved, and those branches of our

manufacturing industry which require the aid of the art of

design, have been indirectly encouraged by the establish-

ment of the Royal Academy.
Among the benefits derived from the institution of the

Royal Academy may be mentioned the various lectures and

discourses which have been delivered there. The discourses

of Reynolds are highly appreciated both at home and

lbroad ; and the lectures of Fuseli, Flaxman, and other

professors have established the theories of their respective

arts on a sure basis.

The attention which the Royal Academy has uniformly

shown to unfortunate artists in general, and the liberal as-

sistance they have bestowed to such out of their funds,

should not be omitted. It appeared in evidence before a

committee of the House of Commons, in 1836, that the

gross sum that they have expended in pensions to distressed

members amounted to 11,106/., and the donations to artists,

not members, and their families, to 19,249/. With this

generosity the Academy has combined a prudent degree of

economy in the management of their funds, both for the

purpose of providing against casualties and for the gradual

improvement of the establishment. This is shown by the

fact that they have already .expended 240,000/. in carrving

out the objects for which they were associated, and have

still reserved for exigencies a sura of 47,000/. stock.

It will appear from what has been stated, that the Royal

Academy owes its corporate existence entirely to the crown,

and is neither supported nor aided by any public funds. It

has also been shown in what manner it has become en-

titled to accommodation in the National Gallery. Though

the exertions of the Academy have been directed to a public

object— the improvement of the arts— it differs in no respect

from any other body incorporated for literary or scientific

purposes, such as the Astronomical Society for instance, and

others, which support themselves by their own funds. Ac-

cordingly it is not easy to see on what grounds the House of

Commons claim the right of inquiring into the receipts, ex-

penditure, and general management of the Academy. The

committee of the House ofCommons on Arts and Manufac-

tures, in 1836, did however inquire into the affairs of the

Academy, and the printed evidence reported by the com-

mittee shows that every information was readily given to

them. The result of the inquiry was in every way creditable

to the institution, and the administration was proved to be

strictly conformable to the purposes for which the Academy

was instituted.

In the year 1834 the House of Commons had addressed

the king, requesting him to direct the Royal Academy to

furnish them with certain returns explanatory of the con-

sutution of the body and its proceedings.

This was the first attempt to withdraw the Royal Acade-

my from its immediate connection with the crown and to

bring it under the control of the House of Commons. On
this occasion tho Academy, having first asked the permis-

sion of.the king, William IV., gave the House all the in-

formation that was desired. But in 1839 an order was

made to furnish theHouse with similar returns in continua-

tion, as well as with the particulars of their domestic ex-

penditure. These returns were not made, and a petition

was presented to the House, in which the position and

claims of the Royal Academy were fully and clearly ex-

plained. The petition produced its effect, and the order was

rescinded. , r ,

We have - purposely abstained from any notice or the

various attacks made on the Royal Academy. Its consti-

tution and administration are now so well known, that it is

not very difficult to form a right judgment of what is said

either for or against it. Those who find fault with its con-
stitution, should show how it can be improved, and those
who would deny that it has done service to the arts, must
be prepared to dispute the truth of a large part of the peti-

tion just referred to. The administration of the finances of
this body deserves unqualified praise. It has itself produced
all the funds necessary for its support, and by a rare com-
bination of liberality and economy it has expended large

sums on proper objects, and yet is far from being poor.

There are few public bodies of which the same can be said.

ROYAL EXCHANGE. Although there is no such
building actually existing at present, we insert here some
account of the one destroyed by fire in 1338, which was the
second structure he original one having met with a simi-

lar fate in the Great Fire of London in 1666. The first

edifice, which was a brick building, was erected by Sir

Thomas Greshara, for the accommodation of the merchants,
entirely at his own expense. [Gresham.] Notwithstand-
ing the general confusion and trouble occasioned by the

calamitous conflagration, the new Exchange was com-
menced at the end of the following year, and was so far ad-

vanced in 1669, as to be publicly opened for business, on
September 28: a rather curious circumstance, when it is

considered that more than the same time has elapsed since

the last fire, and the future Exchange can hardly be said as

yet (March, 1841) to be actually begun.
The design of the late Royal Exchange had always been

attributed to Wren, until Mr. Brayley claimed it for Mr.
Edward Jerman, who was one of the city surveyors at that

time, and who, it appears, was employed by the committee
to conduct the works, which, however, is no proof whatever
that he was the author of the design. On the contrary, as

that point is left doubtful, the more plausible conjecture is

that he was not ; because, had he been so, his name would
in all likelihood have been less obscure, if only on account

of that single production, for it was certainly looked upon at

one time as a splendid structure. It is for such reason alone

that we call in question Jerman's title to be considered the

real architect, since we are not at all solicitous to claim that

honour for Wren, being of opinion that it was in many
respects not a little barbarous in taste, and that Ponz
[Ponz], certainly not the most fastidious of critics, did not

do it any very great injustice when he spoke of it, in his

account of his tour in England, as being totally devoid of

elegance in its decorations. The large order of four Corin-

thian columns, in the centre of the Cornhill front, was so

managed as to disturb the whole design, for instead of its

architrave being upon the same level as that of the smaller

order on each side over the arcades, it was lower down

;

consequently, besides the disagreeable irregularity so occa-

sioned, that portion appeared depressed, although made
actually loftier than the rest by the attic and tower. An-
other very siugular solecism was, that over the intercolumn

on each side of the large central archway there was a seg-

mental pediment most unmeaning in purpose and insigni-

ficant in effect, or rather, the only effect was to make us

sensible of the omission of a central pediment in the design.

Over the archway or middle compartment the clock-tower

was carried up in three receding and diminishing stories or

stages, in each of which was an arched window, and at the

angles a Corinthian half-column grouped with a semi-pilas-

ter on each side, similar to the small order over the arcades

m the lateral divisions of the front ; and so far there was
some uniformity kept up between those portions of the

design and the tower. There were also at one time two

ugly octagonal lanterns with ogee domes, not at the extre-

mities of the front, but over the extreme compartments

where the arcades projected beyond the general plan. When
those turrets were removed we have not been able to ascer-

tain ; but the larger tower was taken down, and a new one

erected, about 1821, by Mr. George Smith, architect to the

Mercers' Company, at which time other alterations were

made in the upper part of the central compartment, and

among them was that of substituting balustrades, with

statues on their pedestals, for the two small pediments

above mentioned. Immediately behind these balustrades

rose an attic, containing a large pannel with bas-relief, flank-

ing the loftier stylobate or lower story of the tower, to which

succeeded a low octagonal base, with clock dials on its faces,

supporting a circular Corinthian peristyle of eight columns,

crowned by a dome. This arrangement seems to us much
better than that of the first tower, with its three square
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chest-like stories dwindling upwards into insignificance.

Still there were two circumstances which detracted consider-

ably from the merit of the second or circular story of the

last lower: one, the absurdity of introducing balustrades

between the shafts of the columns when there was no pass-

age behind them ; the other, the introducing stumpy arched

windows squeezed into all the intercolumns.

The chief merit of the inner quadrangle was, that it

afforded a spacious sheltered ambulatory (23 feet wide)

round the open area: in point of architecture it was poor,

and in some of its features very offensive. The lower and
much better half consisted of seven arches on each of the

longer sides, and five on each of the shorter sides of the open
area, springing immediately from the capitals of the Doric

columns ; those at the angles of the plan had clustered

shafts. But the beauty of such a combined ordinance was
materially injured by the great span of the arches in compari-

son with the height of the columns. This scantiness of the

coluraniatiou, and consequent apparent fragility of the lower

part, was rendered more offensive by the heavy superstruc-

ture over it. This last was of barbarous design, in proof of

which it is sufficient to observe that the architrave was
cut through by ugly little oval windows, just at the vertex

of each arched compartment, where, if anything, there

ought to have been some kind of keystone.*

These remarks have been more minute than may seem
consistent with an article of this kind; yet the subject

derives from circumstances far more interest just now than
it would else possess. We shall not say anything with

respect to the competitions for the new Exchange, except
that the last, to which only six architects had been invited,

was confined to Mr. Cockerell and Mr. Tite, and that the

design by the latter was selected for execution. It would
be altogether premature however to attempt any description

of what will probably undergo considerable modifications in

many parts, for it is said that the western portico (a Corin-

thian octastyle) is now to be extended so as to be diprostyle,

instead of monoprostyle. [Portico.] It is singular that the
opportunity should not now be taken of covering in the
area where the merchants assemble, instead of forming, as

before, a mere court with colonnades around it, where the

open area at least must be exposed to the weather. Every
edifice of the kind erected within the last century is covered
in : the Royal Exchange, Dublin, the Bourse at Paris, the
Exchange at Hamburg, that at New York (since destroyed
by fire), and the Birzha or Exchange at St. Petersburg.
Though small, the first of these is singularly elegant in its

plan, the interior forming a rotunda within a square, having
a circular peristyle of twelve Corinthian columns support-
ing a dome over the central part of the area below. For
some account of the Bourse in that capital we refer to Paris.
The Birzha at St. Petersburg, on the contrary, calls for some
little u oi ice here: it is an insulated edifice surrounded by
a Doric peristyle, forming nine intercolumns at each end
and thirteen on each of the longer sides. As the cella, or
body of the edifice enclosed by the colonnades* is carried up
rather higher than these last, there are no pediments over
the ends or fronts, though the ends of the cella terminate
in a pediment outline, and have a large semicircular arch
serving to light the interior or salle, which has also a lan-

tern in the centre of its semicylindrical roof.

We here subjoin the dimensions of the late Royal Ex-
change, with those of the intended structure, &c.

Old Royal Exchange. Extreme external dimensions
210 by 175 feet. Interior quadrangle 155 by 11$ feet, or
1 8,2'JO square feet. Open area of quadrangle 99 by 75 feet,

or 7425 square feet.

Plan qf New Exchange. (By Mr. T.te.)
' Extreme

length from cast to west, including portico, 293 feet ; breadth
at east end 175 feet ; interior quadrangle 170 by 113 feet,

or 19,210 square feet; open area of quadrangle 114 by 57
feet, or 639b square feet.

Exchange, SL Petersburg. Built 1804-10. Exterior 330
by 246 feet. Salle 190 by 90 feet, or 17,100 square feet.

Bourse, Biris. Exterior 234 by 164 feet Salio or in-

terior covered area 1 0b by 59 feet, exclusive of galleries, or
6372 square feef.

• TluU va do oot borrow oar Opinion from Ralph, who b ftaprralljr quoted
a* an urarl* oo the building* uf Loik1<iQ. U •%UWot, fur It* aay* lU*t the quad*
ran ((Ir >• * laid out In a r*ry I"***! fttyl*. abd OnUhcd witlt grtat propnrfy vf
dfatmUi*.' Ao**h*f wrtu»r a**uie« ua * Ibera ara assay brautfe* in th« arrhf-

larimv. and bnt (•« dwfrria, Thefomr ordrrt (l)ot il* quadrangle ara nafuiA-
r*ot. and rkhly dacuralrd wild tl»a IwoudU (?). arvhe* of Um walks. tl>«

•a or»r tta*<a,ntrha* t •Uto*a, pillar*, rimilar window*. aoUbtature, \kAU
i. and ha liMtmd'. «0 Hi atrr§H prcfrtkm and arrnftfcawaf.*

ROYAL SOCIETY (ofLondon), consists of a numb** of

persons associated together for the purpose of promoting

mathematical and physical science. At its formation the

more particular object of tbe members was to assist each

other in extending their knowledge of natural and experi-

mental philosophy.

Philosophical societies for the cultivation or advancement
of particular branches of human knowledge existed, both on

the Continent and in this country, before the end of tbe

sixteenth century. In Italy, the Florentine Academy and
the Academia dellaCrusca had been founded with the view

of improving the language and literature of that couutry.

France had its Academy of Painting and Sculpture, and its

Royal Academy of Inscriptions; and the Antiquarian Society

in England was founded in 1572. With the exception of

the persons connected with these institutions, who were en-

gaged in the pursuit of letters, the fine arts, and antiquities,

the learned world was in that and the preceding sees

chiefly occupied with scholastic philosophy. But the dis-

coveries of Galileo in astronomy and mechanics hating

opened a field for research in those sciences, men of learn-

ing began to turn to pursuits which, while they seemed to

constitute a worthy exercise of human intellect, promised

to lead to results of great practical utility.

England appears to have led the way to tbe formation of

a body of men who sought by mutual co-operation to ad\ance
the new philosophy, as it was called ; for Dr. Wall is, in an
account of his own life, relates that in 1645, which must
therefore have been while the civil war was raging in the

country, several persons who then resided in London, at

the suggestion of a Mr. Haak, a native of Germany, joined

themselves into a club, in which, purposely excluding politics

and theology, they agreed to communicate to each other

the results of their researches in chemistry, medicine, geo-

metry, astronomy, mechanics, magnetism, navigation, and
experimental philosophy in general. Among those who
first met for this worthy purpose, were Drs. Wilkins, Wallia,

Goddard, Ent, and Glisson, and Messrs. Haak and Forster

(tbe professor of astronomy at Graham College) ; and the

place of their meeting was generally at Dr. Goddard's lodg-

ings, but they occasionally assembled in Gresham College or

in its neighbourhood. This is supposed to be the club which
Mr. Boyle, in a letter (1646), designates the invisible or

philosophical society.

Before the year 1651, Drs. Wilkins, Wallis, and Goddard,

having obtained appointments at Oxford, went to reside ia

that city, where, being joined by Drs. Seth Ward, Bat hurst,
Petty, and Willis (the last an eminent physician), and
Mr. Rooke, they constituted themselves a society similar to

that which they bad left in London. They met at first at

Dr. Pelty's lodgings, which were in the house of tfn apothe-

cary, where thev bad access to such drugs as they wished
to examine ; and as often as any of the members bad occa-

sion to visit the metropolis, they did not fail to attend the

meetings of their former associates. When Dr. Petty went
to Ireland in 1652, the meetings at Oxford appear to hate
been for a time suspended,; for that gentleman, writing

from Dublin to Mr. Boyle, in the beginning of 1659, ex-

presses his gratification that the club was revived ; and in

the same year the members met either at the apartments of
Dr. Wilkins inWadham College, or at the lodgings of Mr.
Boyle. It appears however that, in the beginning of 1659,
all of them except the latter gentleman, who continued U»

reside at Oxford till 1668, came to London, where they re-

joined the friends who had remained there, and where the

united clubs were almost immediately strengthened by the

accession of several new members. At that time tbe lec-

tures on astronomy and geometry in Gresham College were
delivered, tbe former by Mr. Christopher Wren, on every
Wednesday, and the latter by Mr. Rook© (who had keen
appointed in 1652), on every Thursday; and these gentle-

men, together with Lord Viscount Brouncker, Mr. Brereton
(afterwards Lord Brereton), Sir Paul Neile, Mr. John Evelyn,
Mr. Balle, Dr. Croone, and others, besides the Oxford mem-
bers, used after the lectures to assemble for philosophical

conversation in an adjoining room. This state of things did
not however continue long, for during the same year, ia

consequence of the troubles which ensued on the resigna-
tion of the Protectorship by Richard Cromwell, the apart*
raents which had been occupied for scientific purpose* were
converted into quarters for soldiers, and the members of
the society were obliged to disr

We learn also from Dr.
** m the restoration
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14 1660. the meetings were revived; and on the 28th of
November in that year, the members came to a resolution

that they would assemble during term-time in Mr. Rooke'B
chambers at Gresham College, and during the vacation at

Mr. Balle's chambers in the Temple. It was further resolved

that the members should constitute themselves a society

fur promoting physico-mathematical learning, similar to the
voluntary associations of men for other branches of know-
ledge in foreign countries. At this time also a series of
re*olutions relating to the objects proposed by the society

were drawn up, and of these the following is a brief outline:

—It was agreed that records should be made of all the
works of nature and art of which any account could be ob-

tained ; so that the present age and posterity might be able

to mark the errors which have been strengthened by long
prescription, to restore truths which have long been ne-

glected, and to extend the uses of those already known

;

thus making the way easier to those which are yet unknown.
It was also resolved to admit men of different religions,

professions, and nations, in order that the knowledge of na-

ture might be freed from the prejudices of sects, and from
a bias in favour of any particular branch of learning, and
that all mankind might as much as possible be engaged in

the pursuit of philosophy, which it was proposed to reform,

not by laws and ceremonies, but by practice and example.
It was further resolved that the Society should not be a
school where some might teach and others be taught, but
rather a sort of laboratory where all persons might operate

independently of one another. Lastly, it was resolved that

each member should subscribe his name to an agreement
that he would constantly attend the Society's meetings, if

not prevented by illness or some indispensable business;

that he should pay ten shillings on his admission, and that

he should subscribe one shilling weekly while he continued
to belong to the Society ; but from this obligation he was to

be freed if he chose to withdraw. At the same time Dr.
Wilkins was chosen chairman, Mr. Balle, treasurer, and Dr.
Croone, registrar. It was agreed to meet every Wednesday,
from 3 to 6 o'clock in the afternoon.

The revenue thus raised from the members was intended
to enable the Society to accomplish the various objects for

which it was instituted, and particularly to defray the ex-

penses of the philosophical experiments which it was pro-

posed to make. The intention was, that persons should be
sent to travel abroad, for the purpose of collecting informa-

tion, while others should remain in London, and present the

results of their researches at the weekly meetings. It was
determined that the members should be formed into com-
mittees for the consideration of the subjects which were to

be illustrated by experiments, and that the performance of

the latter should be assigned to persons who, by their parti-

cular talents, were best qualified for the duty. Some of the

members also were to be appointed to examine all works on
the natural history of foreign countries, that out of them they

might prepare directions as a guide in making inquiries

concerning the phenomena of the atmosphere and the cur-

rents of the sea, and in performing experiments on light,

magnetism, &c. It was proposed to bring the results of

the researches into one common stock, and to consign them
in public registers for the benefit of future generations,

without regard to any order in the arrangement; it being

considered, that if subjects of a like nature were brought

together, persons might be tempted too early to form gene-

ral systems, which might be detrimental to the progress of

philosophy. (Dr. Sprat, History of the Royal Society.)

Such were the plan and constitution of the infant Society,

which was destined, in its maturity, to hold so distinguished

a place in the annals of science. Its first recorded steps,

ftbtch took place Dec. 5, 1660, consisted in appointing Mr.
Wren, at the next weekly meeting, to perform an experi-

ment on the vibrations of pendulums, and Lord Brouncker
to bring in a series of instructions for conducting some ex-

periments ( relating to the temperature, moisture, &c. of

the air), the performance of which on the Peak of Teneriffe

it was intended to procure.

A week afterwards it was resolved that persons desiring

to be admitted should be recommended by some member,
and that the election should take place by ballot No one

below the rank of a baron was to be admitted without a

scrutiny ; and the number of members was to be limited to

fifty-five, of whom twenty-one, were to be a quorum for elec-

tions and nine for other matters. It was agreed also that

the fellows of the Royal College of Physicians and the pro-

fessors of mathematics and natural philosophy in both uni-
versities should, if they desired, be admitted as supernume-
raries on paying the fees and lending their assistance when
convenient. Tne restriction respecting the number of
members was however soon afterwards taken off**; and, at
this time, candidates who were proposed on one evening
were often admitted at the next, or at the second following

meeting, though the practice respecting the interval between
the application and the admission seems to have been very
variable. The president or chairman held his post some-
times during the evening only, sometimes he was appointed
for a month, and he was occasionally re-elected. Two per-

sons were appointed to superintend the arrangements for

performing the proposed experiments, and one of the mem-
bers acted as a reporter at the meetings. An amanuensis
for copying minutes, and an operator under the superin-

tendents, were engaged as servants, and received salaries.

In that age, the constitution and qualities of material

bodies being very imperfectly known, suggestions founded
on ill-observed phenomena, and the marvellous relations of

credulous travellers, were often thought deserving of consi-

deration from the bare possibility that they might lead to the

discovery of useful truths; and this circumstance may serve

to account for the apparently absurd inquiries and experi-

ments which appear in the notices of the Society's first

labours. Thus, in 1661, Mr. Boyle was requested to ascertain

the name of the place in Brazil where there was said to have
been a kind of wood which attracts fishes ; he was also de-

sired to inquire into the truth of the circumstance mentioned
by Schotter—that a fish suspended by a thread would turn

towards the wind. And in the sameyear, the opinion that

a spider could not get out of a space enclosed within a circle

formed of powdered unicorn's horn was actually made the

subject of an experiment. The philosopher will however
forget these early occupations of the Society when he medi-
tates on the works of a Newton and a Davy, which are also

recorded in the pages of its hist 017.

The Society Having presented an address to the king

(Charles II.) on his restoration, his majesty expressed much
satisfaction that the institution had originated in his rejgn,

and promised to support it with his influence. And, in

1662, by the Concurrence, it is said, of Lord Clarendon, the

chancellor, Sir Geoftry Palmer, the attorney-general, and
Sir Heneage Finch, the solicitor-general, he granted a
charter, by which the members were incorporated into a So-

ciety consisting of a president, council, and fellows, under
the name of the Royal Society. In this they were declared

capable of holding lands, tenements, &c. in perpetuity or

otherwise, and of suing or defending in any court of law; a

coat of arms was given them, and they were allowed to have

a common seal for their use. William Viscount Brouncker
was appointed president, and twenty -one persons were ap-

pointed by name to form a council. It was further regulated

that the president should be elected annually on St. Andrew's

day, and that ten of the council should, at the same time,

be replaced by ten other persons chosen from among the

fellows. (Birch, History of the Royal Society, vol. i.) This

charter being found not sufficiently explicit, in the follow-

ing year another was obtained, in which the president and
fellows are designated the President of the Council and tho

Fellows of the Royal Society of London for promoting

natural knowledge; and in which, after declaring that tho

Society might hold lands, &c, there is added 'Statuto de

alienatione in manum moriuam non obstante.' (Birch, ut

sup.) Between 1661 and 1664, the king made several visits

to the Society, and on those occasions experiments were

exhibited, for the preparation of which committees of tho

members were appointed. In 1663 his majesty bestowed a

mace on the Society, and in 1664 he signed himself, in the

Charter-book, its founder ; at the same time the duke of

York (afterwards James II.) signed himself a fellow.

The Royal Society of London may now be said to have

been completely formed, and it must be considered as the

oldest of its kind in Europe, if we except the Academy of

the Lyncei at Rome. The Acad6mie Francaise, which, in

1635, had been established by Richelieu, had for its object

only the improvement of the French language ; and though,

in 1657, a number of learned men, among whom were

Descartes, Gassendi, and Roberval, were accustomed to as-

semble at the apartments of Pere Mersenne in Paris, for

the purpose of making philosophical experiments, and of

reading the solutions of such mathematical problems as, ac-

cording to the general practice of that age, had been proposed
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to them, yet it was Dot till 1666 that Louis XIV„ at the sup- '

pest ion of M. Colbert, founded what was then called the

Royal Academy of Sciences for purposes similar to those

which engaged the attention of the Royal Society. To the

latter therefore belongs the honour of having preceded the

former in time, and probably that of having in some mea-

sure led to its formation. It must also be considered as

having be^n the parent of the numerous scientific institu-

tions which have since been formed in the British Isles as

well as on the Continent.

It is observed by Hume, that its patent was all that the

Society obtained from the king, who, though a lover of the

sciences, animated them by his example alone, not by his

bounty ; and the historian contrasts the conduct of the Eng-
lith king with that of his contemporary Louis XIV., who
fell short of Charles in genius and knowledge, while he ex-

ceeded him in liberality. There may be truth in this, but

it ought to be remembered that, in 1667, the Society received

from the crown a free gift of what was then called Chelsea
|

College, which it afterwards sold for its benefit.

From the time of the charter being granted, the business

of the Society assumed more importance, and in 1664 Mr.

Hooke was appointed curator, with a salary of 80/. per an-

num. The west gallery of Gresham College was appointed

as a repository for the instruments which were under his

charge, and for a museum of natural curiosities which had

been given by Mr. Colwal, one of the members. Sir John
Cutler also settled on Mr. Hooke 50/. per annum, in consi-

deration of his delivering a course of lectures on the History

of Nature and Art, under the regulation of the Society

;

and the latter, in the same year, formed itself into seven

committees for the purpose ofconsidering the different sub-

jects of which it was cognizaut. These were mechanics,

astronomy and optics, anatomy, chemistry, agriculture, the

history of trade, natural phenomena ; and there was, besides,

a committee to manage the correspondence. The Royal
Society early received many tokens of approbation from
foreign nations, as well as from the nobility and the learned

in this country. It corresponded frequently with the scien-

tific men iu France, and it was invited by Prince Leopold,

the brother of the graud-duke of Tuscany, to keep up a

mutual communication with the philosophers of Florence.

The Germans published in their books favourable testi-

monials of its labours, and foreigners of distinction often

attended its weekly meetings.

The first portion, or number, of the ' Philosophical Trans-

actions,* as the work which the Society published was de-

signated, appeared on Monday, March 6, 1665. It contained

sixteen quarto pages, with an introduction by the secretary

of the Society, Mr. Oldenburg, who was considered as the

editor; and it was intended that one such number should

be published on the first Monday of every month. After

the fifth number came out (June, 1665), the public meetings

of the members were discontinued on account of the plague
which then raged ; but it appears from a letter written by
Mr. Boyle, at Oxford, to Oldenburg, who remained in Lon-
don, that several of the members were then in the former

city, and that they met and made experiments at his lodg-

ings. From these experiments and the communications
made by some of the members, there were formed three more
numbers of the • Transactions;' these were published at

Oxford ; but the ninth and all the succeeding numbers came
out in London. The title of the work was changed in 1679

to that of 'Philosophical Collections,' when Dr. Hooke be-

came the editor; but the former title was restored in Janu-
ary, 1G83, with No. 143, which was published by Dr. Plot,

who was then the secretary.

The council met again in Gresham College, in February,
1666, but tho public meetings of the Society did not take

place till June in that year. In the same year the great

fire, which laid netily all London in ashes, having compelled

the authorities of the city to take possession of the rooms
hitherto occupied by the Society, the latter gratefully ac-

cepted the offer of apartments in Arundel IIou»e, and it met
there for the first time in January, 1667. The munificent

owner of the mansion, Mr. Henry Howard of Norfolk (after-

wards earl marshal of England), at the same time presented

the Society with the library which had been purchased by

his grandfather, Thomas, earl of Arundel, and which had
formerly belonged to Matthew Commit, king of Hungary.

JJlia valuable library, ooiuuling of several thousand printed
' unes and numerous manuscripts, thus became the pro-

;y of the Society, which immediately took measures to
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put it under the care of its own officers, and it hssbeen sub-

sequently greatly increased by donations and purchases.

Being probably anxious to trespass as little as possible on

the hospitality of the noble family to whom the mansion be-

longed, the Society proposed (November, 1667) to raise, by

subscription among its members, money to build a college

for itself; and by May in the following year \000l west
subscribed. Mr. Howard at the same time generously pro-

mised to give the ground for the purpose. The same gentle*

roan also offered a design for the building, and both Dr.

Christopher Wren and Mr. Hooke gave plans ; but it does

not appear that the project was carried any further. In Oc-
tober, 1674, at the invitation of the Gresham professors, the

Society returned to its former apartments in that college,

which had now the name of the Royal Exchange. The wast
gallery was cleared out for the Society as a repository, and
the long eallery as a library for the reception of the books,

which had till then remained at Arundel House.
Soon after this time the prosperity of tho Society seems

to have suffered some diminution. In 1667, when Dr.
Sprat's * History' was published, there were nearly 2*0
members; in 1673. it appears that the number was oi»1t

146, and of these, 79 were persons who had long neglected

to pay their subscriptions. This great number of de-

faulters gave much uneasiness to those who wished well

to the Society; and the latter, besides making pressing

applications for the arrears, seriously contemplated an
attempt to enforce payment by legal processes. It does

not appear that this last measure was ever put in prac-

tice, and the council adopted a more effectual means of

promoting the welfare of the Society in charging them-
selves with the duty of delivering lectures on philosophical

subjects, and in providing a number of good experiments.

The first lecture, iu pursuance of this plan, appears to hate
been delivered in 1674, by Sir William Petty, and it was
ordered to be printed. Tbe president (Lord Brouncker)
also proposed, in 1668, that a silver medal, worth about

twenty shillings, should be given to any fellow, not a

curator, who should make before the Society any particu-

larly meritorious experiment.

Dame Lady Sadleir, the relict of Dr. Croone, one of tbe

earliest members, left by her will, in 1 706, a sum of money
for the purpose of fouuding a lecture/or the advancement o/
natural knowledge* to be read before the Royal Society

;

this did not however come into operation till 1738, when
the first was delivered by Dr. Stuart. The Bakerian lecture

on electro-chemistry was founded in 1774, and the first was
delivered in 1775, by Mr. Peter Woulfe.

In the infancy of the Society a due attention to the cha-

racters of the persons admitted as fellows does not appear
to have been always given ; and, in consequence, many
joined who neither paid the fees nor contributed any in-

formation at the meetings, and, at the same time, tbe num-
ber of those who were excused the payments was found to

bear too great a proportion to the whole. In order to

remedy these evils, in 1682, the president, Sir Christopher
Wren, brought in the draught of a statute in which it was
provided that any person proposing a candidate for admis-
sion should give his name to some member of the council;
at tbe next or at some following meeting of the council, it

was to be considered whether the proposed candidate mat
likely to be useful to the Society or not ; if the members
were satisfied on this head, the candidate was to be formally
proposed at the next meeting, and afterwards balloted for

as usual. On his election he was to sign the statute book,

and on or before beiug admitted, be was to pay tbe prescribed
fees. In the same year it was agreed that none except
foreigners should be exempted from the payments It is to

be presumed that the persons who were excused tbe pay-

ment of the admission- fees or the weekly subscriptions

were such as, from the pressure of thoir circumstances, were
unable to incur the expense, or such as. from the services

which they rendered to the Society, might justly claim tbe
exemption ; but it roust be regretted that, among those who
petitioned to be excused on the former ground, is to be
round the name of Newton. This great man, who was
elected in January, 1672, though he was not admitted tifl

February 1676 (probably on account or his residence beii^r,

at Cambridge), cannot certainly be considered as one whose
income did not enable him to make an anuuai payment of
fifty-two shillings.

It was proposed, in October, 1674, to refuse to strangers
the permission, which had hr s« granted, to be prw-
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sent at the meetings of the Society, from an opinion that
members might be unwilling to bring forward their com-
munications in the presence of such persons. And at the
same time it was proposed that the members should bind
themselves not to divulge what passed in their meetings, it

being thought prejudicial to the interests of the Society that
the particulars of the experiments and communications
should be made known before they appeared iu the printed
Transactions.' We lead that, on one occasion only, a lady
was permitted to be picsentat the meetings of the Society;
thus was in 1667, when the duchess of Newcastle, having
expressed a wish to that effect, it was agreed to invite her
srace, and some experiments, which had been prepared for

the purpose, were repeated in her presence.
Iu 1667 Dr. Sprat (afterwards bishop of Rochester) pub-

lished the first edition of his ' History of the Royal Society
;'

tad in that work, while the object of the Society is dis-

tinctly declared to be the promotion of philosophy by expe-
riment and by the observation of natural phenomena, an
effort is made to remove the misapprehensions respecting
the tendency of its ptoceedings, which appear to have been
generally entertained. It was objected that the mem-
bers of the Society neglected the wiser and more discerning
tntients, and sought the guidance of their own unassisted
judgments; and that, by admitting among them men of all

countries and all religions, they endangered the stability of
the established church. It was urged moreover that a phi-

losophy founded on experiment was likely to lead to an
overthrow of the Christian religion, and even to a denial of
the existence of a Deity. Among these bigots were Henry
Stubbe, a physician, at Warwick, and the Rev. Robert
Crosse, of Somersetshire ; both these persons wrote
pamphlets, in which they attacked the Society wilh great
virulence and scurrility of language, charging the members
with bringing contempt on antieut and solid learning, wilh

undermining the universities, destroying Protestantism, and
introducing popery in its stead. In his apology for the
Society, Dr. Sprat asserts that it in reality reverences the
footsteps of the antients, and that it willingly subscribes to

their opinion in matters purely probable; but he claims

for it the privilege of judging from facts, and he justifies

tin* liberty by the practice of the Greeks, who, he observes,

readily received the learning of the Egyptians, while they
entirely rejected their superstitions. He further adds that

the conversation of the learned men who first met at Oxford
served to form a race of young students whose minds be-

came imbued with a taste for natural knowledge ; and that,

by their influence, the discipline of the university was pre-

ferred from the spiritual frenzy which then prevailed in the
kingdom. The Society also found an able apologist in Mr.
Glanville, who, in 166S, published a pamphlet, entitled
' Plus Ultra, or the Progress of Knowledge since the days
of Aristotle.'

By the death of Dr. Wilkins (then bishop of Chester),
one of the earliest members, the Society obtained a legacy
of 400/., which, in January, 1675, was laid out in the pur-

chase of an annual income of 24/., from certain fee farm
rents at Lewes in Sussex; and in January, 1682, the
college and lands in Chelsea, which had been granted to

the Society, were sold to the king for 1300/. ; this sum was
soon afterwards vested in African and East Indian stock

;

and from that time the Society began to possess a permanent
revenue. Till the year 1668 no fixed salary was allowed to

the secretary, but Mr. Oldenburg, who had long held that

post, received 50/. occasionally ; and in that year it was
agreed to allow him 40/. per annum. After his death
(1677) two secretaries were appointed, with salaries; but
in 1685. Mr. Aston and Mr. Robinson declining on a sudden
to serve the Society, the council resolved, in order to avoid
the inconvenience of being so deserted in future, to have
t^o honorary secretaries ; it was agreed also to have a secre-

tary with a fixed salary to transact the business, and the

'luuhfications required in the person who should fill the
I itter post are stated at length in Birch's * History,' vol. iv.

Of the former, Sir John Hoskyns and Dr. Gale were the

two first; and in January, 1686, Mr. Edmund Halley was
appointed the paid secretary, at 50/. per annum.

In 1701 the Society, which till this time had continued
to hold its meetings in Gresham College, removed to a
spacious house which it purchased in Crane Court, Fleet

Street. It had long been felt that the college was too remote
from the dwellings of many of the members; and. as early as

1666, it had been proposed to obtain a house in Westminster.

P.C., No. 1257,

The house in Crane Court afforded room for the meetings,
for the library, and for the museum of curiosities; and
here the reading of papers and the exhibition of experiments
took place, as before, till the year 1782, when the govern-
ment assigned to the Society the apartments which it now
occupies in Somerset House. On removing to the latter

place, it became necessary to dispose of the museum for

want of room; but this inconvenience has siuce been ob-
viated, as in 1826 the rooms formerly used by the commis-
sioners of the lottery were given up to the Society. The
library is now very extensive, and a catalogue of the
scientific books, lately made at a great expense, forms a thick
octavo volume.
In 1703 Sir Isaac Newton was appointed president of

the Society, and this honourable post was held by the »

greatest of philosophers till his death, which happened in

1727. The experiments of Newton on telescopes and on
light and colours were amongst the first subjects which
gave a value to the ' Transactions' of the Society ; and
the latter showed its sense of the honour which it derived
from being able to number him among its fellows, by
publishing, at its own expense, in 1686, the first edition of
the ' Principia ;* though its pecuniary circumstances could
not then have been nourishing, since at the end of the
following year it had incurred debts, for the payment of

which it was obliged to sell part of its East India stock.

The service rendered to the cause of science from the

beginning of the eighteenth century has earned for the
Society the respect and gratitude of every man to whom
the advancement of the human intellect is an object of
high consideration. The Society numbers among those

who are and who have been its members, some of the

brightest ornaments of philosophy and human nature;
and it may be said that most of the discoveries by which
the face of science has been changed have been made
known to the world through the papers published in the

volumes of its 'Transactions.' In proof of this we may
refer to Dr. Thomson's 'History of the Royal Society,'

in which the subjects of the papers are reduced under the

heads of natural history, mathematics, mechanical philo-

sophy, and chemistry, besides some miscellaneous matters

;

also to the volumes of the ' Transactions' which have been
published since 1800, when the above-mentioned 'History'

terminates, and which contain, among others of great value,

the papers of Sir Humphry Davy, with those of Faraday,

Young, Kater, and VVollaston.

It has been said above that the ' PhilosophicalTransactions'

were at first published in monthly numbers: these were
afterwards collected into volumes, and, from the commence-
ment in 1665 to the year 1800, the work consisted of 90

volumes. From that time a volume has come out annually,

and. up to the present year (1841), 131 volumes have been
published. It appears that, till the 47th volume was pub-

lished, the printing of the Transactions was entirely the act

of the several secretaries, the Society never interesting itself

further in that matter than by occasionally recommending
the revival of the publication, when from any circumstance

it appeared to be suspended. But in 1752 a committee was
appointed to consider the papers which were read before the

Society, and to select such as should be judged most proper

to appear in the future Transactions; and this practice has

ever since been followed. The Society however constantly

declares that it never, as a body, gives its opinion on any
subject, whether of nature or art, which comes before it ; the

facts and reasonings stated in their papers resting entirely

on the credit and judgment of their respective authors.

Honorary recompenses have been liberally bestowed by
the Society on persons distinguished by their discoveries in

pure science or in philosophy. The first occasion on which
the Society became possessed of the means of so rewarding

merit arose from a bequest of Sir Godfrey Copley, one of

its members ; this gentleman, at his death in 1 709. left 1 0u/.,

the interest of which, or five pounds, was to be given annually

to the person who, in the course of the preceding year, had
written the best paper on any subject relating to experimental

philosophy. The donation has since been put in the more
liberal form of a gold medal, and it is awarded indifferently

either to foreigners or Englishmen, for the sake of encou-

raging an honourable competition among the philosophers

of all countries

In 1796 Sir Benjamin Thomson (Count Rumford) pre-
sented to the Society 1000/. in the 3 per cent, stock, for the

purpose of forming, with the interest for two years (60/.), a
Vol. XX.—2 E
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biennial prise to be given for the most important discovery or

the most useful improvement made during the two preceding

years on heat or on light. The prize is given in the form

of a gold and a silver medal, both of which are struck in the

same die. During several of the biennial periods no oppor-

tunity occurred of awarding the prize, and at these times

the interest was added to the principal sum. The interest

of this additional sum is always given with the two medals

;

and the first who received the prize was Count Rumford
himself, in 1800; and the second was Professor Leslie

(1804). In 1825 his majesty George IV., for the pur-

pose of further promoting the objects and progress of sci-

ence, made to tne Society an annual grant of 100 guineas

in order to establish two prize medals, which are to be
presented to the persons who during the year shall make the

most important discovery in science or art; and in 1826

the medals were awarded to Mr. John Dalton and Mr.
James Ivory.

On delivering to a gentleman the medal which had been
awarded to him for his discoveries in science. Sir John
Priugle, who held the office of president from 1772 to 1778,

made it a rule to deliver a speech, in which, after touching

on the history of that branch of philosophy to which the

discovery or communication referred, he stated the particu-

lar points in which the individual had distinguished him-
self. Tho first of these speeches was made on presenting

to Dr. Priestley the gold medal for his paper entitled ' Ob-
servations on the different kinds of Air/ which had been
read before the Society, in March, 1772. Five other speeches

were delivered by the same president on similar occasions

;

and all the six are considered elegant compositions, as

well as learned and critical dissertations. This liberal prac-

tice, by which the value of the testimonial to the receiver is

so much enhanced, is still continued ; and it is also become
customary, at every anniversary meeting, to notice, in an
appropriate speech, the principal circumstances in the life

of any distinguished member who may have died during
the year. When the council, in 1826, had awarded the

royal medals to Mr. Dalton of Manchester and to Mr. Ivory,

the President, Sir Humphry Davy, took occasion to state

that the first was for the development of the chemical
theory of definite proportions, commonly called the atomic
theory, and for various other labours in chemical and phy-
sical science. He further observed that Dalton's discovery

had laid the foundation for future researches respecting the
sublime and transcendental part of corpuscular action ; and
he compared the merits of the discoverer, in this respect, to

those of Kepler in astronomy. The president also stated

that the second medal was awarded to Mr. Ivory for his

papers on the laws regulating the forms of planets, on astro-

nomical refractions, and for other mathematical illustra-

tions of important points in astronomy ; and he paid at the
samo time some high compliments to Mr. Ivory for his dis-

interested pursuit of objects of science which have ne> im-
mediate popularity. One of the Copley medals had been
on the preceding year awarded to M. Arapo.and another to

Mr. Barlow, for their discoveries in magnetism. On the same
occasion the president mentioned with particular notice,

among the foreign members deceased, Scarpa, the cele-

brated anatomist of Pavia, and Piazzi, the astronomer, who
discovered the planet Ceres ; and, among the home mem-
bers, Mr. Taylor Combe and Sir Stamford Raffle*.

The nobleman who now occupies the chair of the Royal
Societv, following the example of his illustrious predeces-

sors, delivered at the last anniversary meeting (November
30, 1840) an eloquent address which has been printed at

the request of the Fellows. On this occasion the royal

medals were presented to 8ir John F. W. Herschel for nis

discoveries in optics and chemistry, and to ProfessorWheat-
stone for his solution of the phenomena of double vision.

One of the Copley medals was presented to Professor Liebig
for his researches in chemistry, and another to M. Sturm
for bis mathematical labours ; and lastly the Rumford medal
was presented to M. Btot for his researches on light.

It is perhaps impossible that, in a large body of men
engaged in similar pursuits, differences should notarise ; and
the Royal Society has not been entirely free from the evils

attending disagreements among its members. In 1778 a
dispute about the comparative advantages of blunt and
pointed conductors for protecting buildings from the effects

of lightning arose to such a height that the president. Sir

John Pi ingle, felt hironelf compelled to resign. [Pringle,
Jon.v] At a later period 8irJoseph Bankswas accused of par-

tiality in the disposal of the medals and even in the election of

members; and, under the impression that his governmentwm
arbitrary, scientific men were deterred from making commu-
nications to the Society. Even the awards of the medals te

Dalton and Ivory by Sir Humphry Davy were made sub-

jects of arrimadversion, on the ground that the discoveries)

of the former bad been indicated by another person, and
that the researches of the latter were not immediately use-

ful to man. In the first instance mentioned above, the pre-

sident may have erred in putting himself at the head of a

party in the Society ; but it is probable that moat of the
grievances subsequently complained of originated only in

the disappointed expectations of ambitious individuals. II

at any time however the complaints have not been without
foundation, the elevated character of the papers which
within the last twenty years have been published in the
'Transactions,* shows that the interests of science have been
generously placed above every private consideration.

According to the present statutes of the 8ociety, every

candidate for admission must be recommended by a certi-

ficate in writing signed by six or more Fellows, of whom
three at least must certify that the recommendation is front

personal knowledge ; and the name, qualifications, fee. of

the candidate must remain in the meeting-room of the

Society during five ordinary meetings before he can be put
to the vote. The votes are taken by ballot, and the person

cannot be elected unless two-thirds of the number present

vote in his favour. The person elected must appear for admis-
sion on or before the fourth ordinary meeting of the 8ociet*

after his election ; and previously to such appearance he
must pay the sum of 101. for admission money* be must
also pay 4/. per annum as long as be continues a fellow of

the Society; but the annual payments may be compounded
for by paying at once the sum of 60/. Fellows are entitled

gratis to a copy of the • Philosophical Transactions.' com-
mencing with that volume which is published next after

their admission. Any Fellow disobeying the statutes or
orders of the Society or council, or defaming the Society

by speaking, writing, or printing, or doing anything de-
trimental or dishonourable to the Society, will be ejected

from it.

A prince of the blood, a peer of the United Kingdom,
a member of the Privy Council, any foreign sovereign prince,

or the son of such prince, may be proposed at one of the

ordinary meetings of the Society, and voted for on the sama
day ; notice having been given of such proposal at the pre-

ceding meeting of the Society. Foreign membets are
exempted from the obligations which ordinary fellows are

enjoined to perform ; but their number is not to exceed fifty.

The council and officers for the ensuing year are elected
on the 30th November; the latter consist of the president,

treasurer, principal secretaries, and foreign secretary. The
new council consists of eleven members of the existing coun-
cil and of ten fellows who are not so. These are nominated
previously to the anniversary meeting.
The president presides at the meetings, and regulates the

debates of the 8ociety, the council, and the committees ; be
states questions, calls for reports and accounts, checks irre-

gularities, and observes that the Btatutes of the Society an
executed. The treasurer receives all money due to the

Society and disburses all sums payable by it ; he also keeps
accounts of the receipts and payments. He has charge of
the title-deeds of the Society's estates, the policies of Utter-

ance, fee. The secretaries attend all meetings of the So-
ciety, the council, and the committees of papers ; on such
occasions, when the president has taken the chair, the
senior secretary reads the minutes of the preceding meet*
ing, and afterwards takes minutes of the business en.*

orders of the present meeting; these are to be entered by
the assistant-secretary in the books to which they relate.

They have also charge (under the directions of the com-
mittee of papers) ofprinting the ' Philosophical Transactions/
The assistant-secretary is not a fellow of the Society, and
is paid for his services. He enters all minutes in the
journal-books, and makes an index to each ; he has the eits>

tody of the charter-book, statute-book, fee, and of ali

papers and writings belonging to the Society. The librarian

attends at the library every Monday and Thursday, from tl

am. to 4 P.H* for theaccommodation ofsuch fellows as couee
to read the books and MSS.
The ordinary meetings of the Society are held ones a

week, from November (ill tho end ^* Truiity term, at ball*

past 8 p.m., io the apartments »" ^toose.
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In the introduction to Dr. Thomson's 'History of the

Royal Society,' there is given a list of all the presidents,

from Lord Brouncker, who was appointed in 1663, to Sir
Joseph Banks, who was elected in 1778, and who held the
chair till his death (1820). The succeeding presidents

were:

—

Sir Humphry Davy, elected in 1820,

Mr. Davies Gilbert, . . „ 1827,

H. It H. the Duke of Sussex, . ,, 1830,

The Marquis of Northampton (who continues) 1 838.

The offices of principal Secretaries have been successively

filled, since 1807, by Sir H. Davy, Dr. Wollaston, Mr.
Combe, Mr. Brande, Sir John Herschel, Mr. Children, Major
fobme, Dr. Roget, and Mr. Christie : the two last named of

whom are the present Secretaries. Mr. Daniell is the pre-

sent Foreign Secretary.

During many years the Royal Society may be said to have
been the depository of nearly all the science of the country

;

but that science became at length too extensive to be ade-

quately cultivated by one body of men, and then separate

and independent societies formed themselves, each having

m view the promotion of one particular branch of the phi-

losophy of nature or one branch of the arts. The labours

already accomplished by these associations are such, that

the Royal Society may be justly proud of them as the works
of her children ; and the high place which she continues

to hold, in the promotion of the sciences generally, cannot
fail to inspire the societies themselves with reverence for

the body from whence they diverged.

The important part which the Royal Society has per-

formed in advancing the objects of the British Association

ia the present expedition to the antarctic regions of the

earth for scientific objects, deserves to be particularly men-
tioned in this place. The lords commissioners of the Ad-
miralty having requested the president and council of the

Society to communicate for their information any suggestions

Concerning the subjects to which they might wish the attention

of Captain James Ross to be directed, the council formed
itself into five distinct committees, consisting of members
particularly conversant with the several branches of science

comprehended in the observations and experiments pro-

posed to pe Blade during the voyage. The result of their

labour* if a series of reports on the several objects of scien-

hKfnquiry in physics, meteorology, geology and minera-

logy, botany ana zoology : and the report on physics and
meteorology, which t^as been printed, contains a course of

instruction relating to toe use of the instruments to be em-
ployed, and to the manner of making the necessary obser-

vations for terrestrial magnetism, the figure of the earth,

the tides, meteorology, the distribution of temperature in

the sea and on land, currents, the depth of the sea, variable

stars, refraction, and eclipses. It may be objected that the

details of all the subjects of inquiry are too numerous to be
accomplished in the time allowed for the voyage, but it

ought to be observed that the instructions profess to have
been drawn up not only as a guide for the persons era-

ployed on the present expedition, but also to enable scientific

persons in general to co-operate in promoting foe same
otrieefe

The Royal Society of JGfottingen was established by

George I. in 1751, anf! it has p^ished several volumes of

Transactions.

The Royal Society of JJdinbur^h was incorporated by a

charter in 1783; though, under the name of the Philoso-

phical Society of Edinburgh, the association had existed

since 1739, in which year it was formed by the influence of

Mr. Maclaurin and other learned men in the metropolis of

6ettiand. In 1811 the Society obtained a new charter, by

which it was impowered to form a library and a museum.
A volume of its 'Transactions' comes out as often as the

number of papers which are thought worthy of being printed

are sufficient to make one; and up to the present year

(1841) fourteen volumes have been published. A medal of

the value of 60/., arising from a part of the interest on 1000/.

which had been left by Mr. Alexander Keith, in 1819, for

advancing the sciences and arts of Scotland, is awarded as

a biennial prize for the most important scientific discoveries

which may be communicated to the 8ociety and published in

its •Transactions/ This Keith medal was adjudged, for the

first time, to Dr. (Sir David) Brewster in 1828.

ROYALTY. The French words rot and royal corre-

spond to the Latin words rex and regalis ; and from royal has

formed royaiti (now royauii); whence has been bor-

rowed the English word royalty. The corresponding Latin
word is regalitas, which occurs in the Latin of the middle
ages. (Ducange, in v.)

Royalty properly denotes the condition or status of a
person of royal rank, such as a king or queen, or reigning

prince or duke, or any of their kindred. [King.] The
possession of the royal status or condition does not indicate

that the possessor of it is invested with any determinate
political powers; and therefore royalty is not equivalent to

monarchy or sovereignty. A royal person is not necessarily

a monarch ; or, in other words, does not necessarily possess

the entire sovereign power. The powers possessed by persons
of royal dignity have been very different in different times and
places ; and have varied from the performance of some merely
honorary functions to the exercise of the entire sovereignty.

The kings {dvaKTiQ, /3a<nAi/*c) of the Homeric age were
properly a governing class of nobles. (See Miiller, Hist, of
Liter, of Greece, ch. 4, $ I .) Thus Telemachus says that

there are many kings in Ithaca, both old and young, besides

himself (Od., i. 394) ; and Alcinons says that he rules over
the Phseacians, with twelve other kings (Od. t viii. 390). As
popular institutions were developed in Greece, the office of
king became, in several states, merely honorary, and was
particularly connected with the performance of certain

antient religious rites. Thus, at Athens, the king-archon
(apx<*>v fiatrtkivg) was an annual officer, who had the super-

intendence of religious affairs ; his wife was called, during
the year of office, fiaai\i<jaa y or queen. (Compare Hermann,
Gr. Ant, $ 56.) Rome likewise retained, after the expulsion

of its kings, a high sacerdotal officer, named the king of the

sacrifices (rex sacrificulus), who performed the sacred rites

which had formerly been performed by the kings. In like

manner the Teutonic kings were ouly the chiefs of the mili-

tary and sacerdotal aristocracy of the tribe, and did not
possess the entire sovereign power (' nee regibus infinita ac

libera potestas,' says Tacitus, Germ^ 7. See Grimm, Deut-
sche Rechtsalterlhumer, p. 229-65). In more modern times,

the kings of England, France (since 1815), Holland, Bel-

gium, Bavaria, Saxony, Wirtemburg, Spain, and Portugal
(since the late revolutions) have possessed only a share of

the sovereign power.
0n the other hand many kiugs have possessed the entire

sovereign power, and have therefore been monarchs pro-

perly so called. Such were the kings of antient Persia,

and the kings of France and Spain in the seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries, and such are the kings of Prussia.

From the preceding observations it results that the name
of king or the possession of the royal status does not de-

termine the political powers of the person indicated (as

would be the case if he were called monarch or sovereign)

;

but that king is a title of honour which may be borne by
persons having very different amounts and sorts of political

power. • Titles of office,' says Mr. Bentham, * are aggre-

gates of dissimilar parts, which cannot be compared until wo
know the nature of their constituent elements. If these

elements were determined, they would form the basis of a
universal political language. But as it is, how can the

powers of the officers of a government be described except
with reference to the actual institutions ofsome given state?

What relation is there between the First Consul of France
and the consuls of Rome, or the consuls of trade ? between
the king of England, the king of Sweden, and the king of

Prussia ? between the emperor of Germany and the emperor
of Russia? between the antient due et pair of France, the

English duke, the grand-duke of Russia, the grand-duke of

Tuscany? between the mayor of Bordeaux and the mayor of

London ? A volume would not suffice to state all these dis-

crepancies.' ( Traitcs de Legislation* torn. L, p. 309.)

In popular discourse royalty is made equivalent to mon-
archy or sovereignty ; and a king is called monarch or

sovereign without any reference to the fact whether he pro-

Besses the entire sovereign power or only a portion of it

The principal causes of this confusion are stated in Mon-
archy. The confusion is attended with important con*

sequences both in speculative and practical politics.

It may be added, that the attribute of royalty is some-

tiraeB transferred metaphorically to certain animals or spe-

cies of animals,. in order to denote pre-eminence. Thus the

principal bee in the hive is called the queen-bee [Beb, vol.

iv., p. 1 51] (called the king-bee by the Romans : Virg., George
iv., 68, 75, 95, 106, 212); the lion is known (particularly in

fables) as the king of animals ; and a species of tiger ia

styled the royal tiger. [Tiobr.] Compare Sovereign nr
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ROYDSIA, an Indian genus of plants allied to the na-

tural family of Capnaridcoo, named by Dr. Roxburgh in

compliment to Sir J. Royds, one of the judges of the supreme

court of Bengal, whom he describes as an eminent benefactor

to the science of botany. The genus consists of a single

species indigenous in the forests of Silhet. where, with a

stout stem and numerous branches, it climbs over the trees

to a great extent, and flowers in the month of March, dif-

fusing a strong but pleasant odour from its numerous blos-

soms, arranged in axillary racemes or terminal panicles.

The leaves are alternate, oblong, coriaceous, smooth on

both sides, and without stipules. The calyx is six-partite

and of a pale yellow colour. Corel none. Stamens nu-

merous, with the filaments inserted on the apex of a short

column. Ovary pedicel led, three celled, with two rows of

ovules in each, attached to the axis. Drupe berried, of the

size of a large olive, orange-coloured. Pulp abundant and
yellow. Nut oblong, single-celled and three-valved. Seed

solitary, conformable to the nut The plant is figured in

Roxburgh's ' Coromandel Plants,' p. 289, and is well suited

to the hothouses of this country.
|

ROYE. [Somms.]
|

RO'YLEA, a Himalayan genus of plants, of the natural

family of Labist cd and tribe Balloteoe, named by Dr. Walliih

in compliment to Dr. Royle, author of the 'Illustrations of

the Botany of the Himalayan Mountains ond of Cashmere,*
who first found it on the Sirmore Mountains. The plant

forms a handsome shrub, with many branches and an
ubuudance of pale green glaucous leaves. It is charac-

terised by having the calyx ovate, tubular, 10-nerved, and
>eroi quinquefid ; corol shorter than the calyx, two-lipped,

lips unequal ; stamens 4, did) namous, ascending under the

upper lip ; anthers bilocular ; style bifid.

/?. eUgans, the only species known, is called putkuroo by
the natives of the mountains, where it is indigenous, and
is employed by them as a febrifuge. It it suited to the
shrubberies of this country.

ROY8TON. [Hertfordshire]
ROYSTON CROW, the common English name foe

the Hooded Crow, Corvus Comix, Liun.
Description.—Male.—Head and the whole bodv flue

jjioy ash colour; throat, wings, and rounded tail black with

browned reflections; bill and feet black; iris brown. Length
about 22 inches.

Female,—Less than the male; the black on the throat

not so extensive in front as it is in him; reflections of the

wings and tail less vivid ; and the grey of the body more
clouded with rusty hue.

The young assume the colour of their parents at an earl)

period.

This is the Mulacchia, Munacchia, Cornacchia, and Corvc
palumbino of the Italians ; Corneille satwage and Corneilh
mantelie of the French ; Kraka of the Swedes ; Grau-kratu
and Nebel krahe of the Germans ; and Branyr JwerddOn ol

the antient British.

Habits, Food, <£c.—The sea-shore and the banks of tidal

rivers are the favourite haunts of this species, though the)

are frequently found far inland, and animal substances arc

preferred by them as food. Sand-worms, shellfish, crus-

taceans, and other animal matters left by the retiring tide

seem to be most welcome to them. They appear to be botti

knowing and affectionate. Mr. Selby repeatedly observed

one of these birds to soar up to a considerable height in the

air with a cockle or muscle in its bill, and then drop it upor
the rock in order to obtain the included fish. Pennant telh

a painful story of its affection. ' One,' says he, 'which had
been shot and hung by its legs on a tree adjacent to th<

nest, was discovered by its companion on returning from
forage. It perched over the dead body aud surveyed ii

attentively, as if in expectation of its revival ; at length, or

a windy day, the corpse being put in motion, the survivor

deceived by it, descended, fluttering round for a considerabh
time, endeavouring to release its mate and uttering a me
lanclioly scream ; at last, finding its efforts to be in vain, i

retired without ever returning to its usual haunts.' Thi
same author however gives the species a very bad cbaractei

for mischief, worse even than that of the Carrion Crow, am
savs that they pick out the eyes of lambs, aud even of horse:

when bogged; whence they are proscribed in many places
and a price set upon their heads. He adds that for want oi

other food they will eat cranberries and other mountain-
berries.

The nest is generally built in trees; but in their absence,

among rocks and deep chasms in hill sides. Mr. Salrr.ftn,

who found it in the last-mentioned localities in Orkney, de-

scribes the outside of the nest as composed of wiihcmf
heather and large roots or stalks, and the lining as being of

wool and hair: the three young in one nest which he looked
into, were of the same colours as the parents. The erg*.
four or five in number, are greenish mottled with dark
brown.
The Hooded Crow is said to be more docile in learning to

sneak than the Carrion Crow. In the fartraits d'Oytraiix
the following quatrain appears under a very fair cut of this

species :

—

' Cette Corneille estdite rmmantele*.
Qui MOlrment en \*y?mt— pent voir.

Sa euoirur eat cendrce »»ec le noir,

Comma un mauteau; dout ellc etl appellee.

Geographical Distribution.—Extensive. In Europe it is

widely spread. Denmark, Swedeu, Norway, Germany, Hol-
land, our own islands, Italy (where it is permanent Devolv-
ing to the Prince of Canino), and France possess it. It ts

found at Iceland, in Russia, and Siberia, but not be} ond also

Lena. It is common in Sm> ma, according to Mr. Sttrrk-
. \~~a on... n—.:.».. i^ki^i... «.~._n_n.. -^-... ^. .. __j ..
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a:,d A tAttfl time returned with a fresh mate; she was not
however again successful, but was shot, and is now pre-

vencd in the Scarborough Museum. The young birds

varied, some resembling the Hooded and others the Carrion
Crovr in their plumage.' (Zoo/. Proc, 1836.) Mr. Selby
lias noticed such a union at Fowherry. (Address to the Ber-

hottere Naturalists9
Club, 1834.) The same ornitholo-

gist mentions that SirW. Jardine observed a similar pairing

u\ Dumfriesshire. Temminck also observes that a mixed
1 reed between the Hooded Crow and Carrion Crow some-
times occurs in the northern countries, where the latter is

scarce.

* For four successive years,* says a correspondent in the

Field Naturalist, 'I had opportunities of witnessing the

iiairtog of the Carrion Crow and the Hooded Crow in some
large beech-trees which surround my house in Forfarshire.

They never occupied the old nest, nor did they always build

their itest on the same tree ; nor was I positively certain that

it was the same individuals who returned every year to these

trtes, though it is probable they were, for they were never
molested. Knowing the predatory propensities of the Car-
non Crow on hen's eggs, young ducks, and even Turkey
jtoulta* I would have shot them had they been a pair of
I^rrtoo Crows ; but I was anxious to mark the result of
ttliat appeared to me at the time to be a remarkable union.

Judging from the manners of the two birds, the almost con-

naut incubation, and carefulness exhibited, I should say

tint the Hooded Crow was the female, though the Carrion

Crov did frequently sit upon the eggs. After the young of
toe first year took wing* I perceived that the one was a

CtHTton and the other a Hooded Crow ; and this distinctive

rtacaoter was maintained in the young which were hatched
tvery-year as long as I remained in the country. I shot the

frst young pair, and ascertained that the Hooded one was
tbe female, and the Carrion was the male, which confirmed
ine in my conjectures of the sexes of the parents. Ever
after young and old were unmolested by me; but notwith-

standing the increase of number every year after the first

one, only one pair came annually to build on these beech-
trees. In Atkinson's Compendium of the Ornithology of
Great Britain, the pairing of a male Hooded Crow with a
female Ctftfion Crow at Aroquhar on Loch Long is re-

rurdedVV $betr nest, whirh was like that of a Carrion Crow,
tt&s Sfiflt in the fork of a tall pine, and the union lasted for

three or four years.

RUBEFACIENTS are external agents which cause

redness of the part to which they are applied. If long
continued, they may. according to their nature, produce
inflammation and some of its consequences. In such cir*

cuinstance* they are termed Blisters, or Escharotics.
It is however a degree of action short of what entitles them
to these appellations which is now contemplated. Thus
friction "With the bend or warm cloths often relieves spas-

modic or neuralgic pains ; and a hot poultice or warm
fomentations lessen inflammation of superficial or even
deep seated parts. Embrocations, when of a stimulating

kinJ, aet as rubefacients ; and blisters kept in contact with
the surface for a short time only, cause redness of the part,

and some remote secondary effects, of a very beneficial kind.

Many cases of fever in the sinking stage may be recovered
by a succession of flying blisters, as these temporary appli-

cations aye termed, placed on different parts of the body,

particularly over parts where the skin is thin. Their action

may be expedited by previously rubbing the part with proof

spirit or oil of turpentine, or by using a portion of linen

steeped in the acetum cantharidis instead of the common
blister. By diligent employment of such means many
vtraabte lives may be saved. (See Dr. Graves, in John-
son's • Medico Chirurg. Review/ for Oct. 1835, p. 529.)

Rubefacients are also very usefully applied to the spine

io manv nervous diseases.

RU8RLLITE. [Tourmju.ine.]

RUBENS, PETER PAUL, the most celebrated painter

of the Flemish school, was born at Cologne, on the 29th of

June, 1577. His father, John Rubens, who was one of the

eelievinsof Antwerp, had taken refuge at Cologne with his

family, in consequence of the disturbances prevailing in the

Netherlands. In that city he died, in the year 1587. His
widow shortly afterwards took advantage of the restoration

of Flanders to the Roman Catholic faith by the victories of

the Duke of Parma, aud returned to Antwerp. In his 16th

Cir Peter Paul Rubens was placed as a page in the houso-

Id-oX the Countess of Lalaing, but the life did not suit

him, and he soon returned home. At his own desire he became
the pupil, first of Tobias Verhaeijt, a landscape painter, and
then of Adrian van Oort, who was celebrated as a colourist.

His next master was Otho van Veen, or, as he is commonly
called, Otho Vcnius, court painter to the Infanta Isabella
and the Archduke Albert. In the year 1600, when Rubens
was 23 years old, he was advised by his master to visit Italy.

He was already thoroughly conversant with all the technical
and general knowledge which would enable him to reap the
full benefit from such a journey, and he had executed some
considerable pictures. He proceeded first to Venice, and
tbence to Mantua, where his letters of recommendation
from the Archduke Albert secured him the favour of the
Duke Vincenzio Gonzaga. At his court Rubens accepted
the place of gentleman of the chamber, and availed him-
self of the opportunity thus afforded him of studying the
frescoes of Giulio Romano and the other works of art then
belonging to the family of Gonzaga. In 1601 he went to
Rome for a short time, and after returning to Mantua,
visited Venice, and devoted himself to the study of the
pictures of Titian and Paul Veronese. The works of
these two masters probably exercised the strongest influ-

ence in the full development of his natural genius for

colour. The Archduke Albert commissioned Rubens to paint
three pictures for the church of Santa Croce in Geru-
salemme, at Rome, and he returned thither for that pur-
pose, and with the object of copying some celebrated pic-

tures for the Duke of Mantua, and he probably visited

Florence in his way back. In 1605 the Duke Vincenzio
Gonzaga sent him on a special mission to Spain with a pre-
sent for Philip III. That king received him most gra-
ciously, and after painting a large number of portraits of
persons connected with the court of Madrid, he returned to

Mantua. He paid a third visit to Rome, where he was
joined by his elder brother Philip, and in 1607 went through
Milan to Genoa. In the latter city he executed many works,
and a great number of his pictures still remain there. In
1608 he received news of his mother's illness, and returned
immediately to Antwerp, where however he arrived too late

to find her alive.

The wishes of Albert and Isabella induced Rubens to
abandon his project of returning to Italy ; and in 1609 he
married his first wife, Elizabeth Brant, and settled at Ant-
werp. The beautiful picture in the Munich gallery, repre-
senting himself and his wife seated in a garden, was proba-
bly painted shortly after his marriage. The outline is more
precise and the style more true and homely than in most
of his works. The best account of its characteristic merits
is to be found in a note of Mrs. Jameson's to Dr. Waagen's
'Life of Rubens* (Translation, p. 21). In the vear 1620
Rubens was commissioned to paint the series of pictures
now in the Louvre which represent the principal events in

the life of Maria de' Medici. He went to Paris* and received
his instructions for these works, but the pictures themselves
were executed at Antwerp, for the most part by the hands
of his numerous pupils. In fact, as they were placed in the
Luxembourg in 1625, it was physically impossible that he
should have painted them himself. The original sketches,
now in the Munich gallery, are very far superior to the
finished pictures. During his last residence at Paris, Rubens
became acquainted with the Duke of Buckingham, who pur-
chased his collection of statues and other works of art for

60,000 florins, or according to De Piles, for 100,000. In
1626 Rubens lost his wife, aud he shortly afterwards made
a journey, in which he visited the principal Dutch painters

of that time.

Rubens had been highly esteemed by the Archduke
Albert, and after the death of that prince he continued in

the favour of his widow the Infanta. On her return from
the siege of Breda, in company with Spinola, in 1625, she
visited Rubens's house ; and in 1627, when Charles I. de-
clared war against France, Rubens was entrusted with some
negociations with Gerbier, Charles's agent at the Hague.
In the autumn of the same year he was dispatched to

Madrid. During his stay in Spain he executed several very
fine pictures, and gained tho favour of Philip IV. and the
Count-Duke of Olivarez. In 1629 Rubens was sent by
the Infanta as ambassador to England. The painter suc-

ceeded as a diplomatist, and his merits in procuring Charles's
acquiescence in the peace were recognised by the court of
Spain. Whilst in England, he stood high in the favour of
Charles I., whose feeling for the fine arts seems to have
been of the strongest kind. The allegory of War and Peace,
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now in the National Gallery, was painted as a suitable

present to the king, on the occasion of these negotiations.

After the breaking up of Charles's matchless collection, this

picture was transferred to Genoa, hut was purchased during

the French revolution from the Doria family, and thus re-

stored to this country, fhe ceiling of Whitehall was sketched

during Rubens's stay in England, but painted at Antwerp
at a later period. For the latter work he is said to have re-

ceived 3000/. In 1631 Rubens married his second wife,

Helena Forman, a beautiful girl of sixteen. Her portrait

often recurs in bis pictures. He was ogain employed on a

mission to Holland in 1633; and in December of that year,

his patroness, the Infanta Isabella, died.

Rubens's fame now stood very high, and the commissions

he received could only be executed by the aid of his nu-

merous and able pupils. In 1635 he became subject to

gout in the hands, which disabled him from painting with

ease on a large scale. At the request of the authorities of

Antwerp, he executed sketches for the decoration of the

arches to be erected on the entry of the Cardinal Infant,

Don Ferdinand, the new regent of the Low Countries. In

1540 the disease under which he had suffered caused bis

death. Ho expired in the 63rd year of bis age, and was
buried in the church of St. James at Antwerp.

Rubens's personal appearance was prepossessing, and his

manner and conduct such as to make him generally beloved.

Towards other artists he acted with the greatest generosity,

and he is said to have relieved the poverty of Vandyck by
purchasing all the pictures which that artist had in bis

•tudio.

His own character and merits as a painter have been the

subject of much controversy, and will probably always fur-

nish matter for discussion.

In all questions of literature and art, we are never satis-

fied without constantly comparing things which are in them-

selves utterly dissimilar. The source of pleasure from works

of art is obscure, and the nature of the pleasure itself is

little capable of definition, but men think to obtain greater

Erecision, and to arrive at the reason why they are pleased,

y this process of comparison. To a certain extent perhaps

we may succeed, but in general such comparisons have a

tendency to narrow our field of enjoyment, and to lead us

to dogmatise on what cannot be reduced to Axed rules. A
man may derive greater satisfaction from the works of Pe-

rugino or Francesco Francia than from those of Rubens or

Teniers ; he may feel the beauty of the Parthenon more
than that of Strasburg cathedral ; but he is not therefore

justified in saying that Rubens was a bad painter, or that

Erwin of Steinbach was an indifferent architect.

The principal sources of pleasure in painting appear to

be form, composition, colour, and, the highest of all, thj

expression of human character and aetion. The subdi-

visions of this last branoh are of course infinite, and com-
prise the higher and holier feelings, as well as those which
are more properly a portion of our animal nature. In those

parts of his art which act immediately on the senses, Rubens
was without doubt a great master. He understood the

perfect management of light and shade, of composi-

tion, and of colour. If bis merits are disputed, it is with

reference to the subjects which he painted and to his

mode of treating them, not to his technical skill. Before

his visit to Italy he had acquired an individual cha-

racter as an artist. The fruit of his labours there was
not a crude mass of detached imitations, but, whilst he
carefulhr studied the great masters at Venice and else-

where, his vigorous genius assimilated and appropriated to

itself all that it took up or borrowed. The excess of indivi-

dual peculiarity in Rubens certainly amounts to manner in

the narrower sense of the word. That peculiarity of feeling

too did not dwell on the forms which are best fitted for ex-

pressing the tranquil and devotional sentiments which pre-

vail in early Christian art, but still, such as it was, it was
eminently characteristic of a great painter. Sculpture ex-

oeeds painting in its power of expressing form, and equals

it in that of portraying fixed character ; but painting only

san express the tumult and energy of human action in full

power and motion. In this Rubens excelled, and it is

surely no mean excellence. We are ready to grant that his

Madonnas are, for the most part, clumsy and undignified;

that their forms are unfitted for the being whom they repre-

sent; and that exaggeration sometimes disfigures scenes

where quiet and holy feelings would be more in place.

Notwithstanding all this, the stronger human passions and

actions have an intense interest for mankind. The anima.

energy and the sensual characteristics of man ore a part of

that complex whole which we call human nature, although

they are not the most elevated part. If art is to represent

man as he is, these elements cannot be wholly overlooked.

The Greek drama displayed them too glaringly in the oldca

comedy, and Greek sculpture embodied them in its fawns

and satyrs. An acute sense of beauty indeed generally

softened the more disgusting features, and we might wiih

that Rubens had been oftener touched with similar scruples

We must take him however as he is; with all his technical

excellence, and with all the incomparable energy and hearti-

ness which animates his* best works. In them there is none

of that idle filling up of vacant corners, or that insertion of

cold academic figures wholly unconcerned with the scenes

portrayed, which we find in works of the same kind

by other masters. If we look at Rubens's Village Flic,

in the Louvre, the ring of peasants wheel round in the

dance with a drunken merriment which seems in actual

motion before us. The smaller picture of the Last Judgment,

at Munich, is just as wonderful for this quality of move-

ment, as for its glorious colour and execution. His Battle

of the Aroaions, in the same collection, conveys, in a most

wonderful degree, the struggle and energy of a combaL
Action and life he never foiled to represent as no other

painter has done before or since, and this alone, in our

opinion, entitles bim to a place in the very foremost rank

of artists.

In landscape, Rubens's facility of execution and gorgeous

colour produce a marvellous effect His hunting-piece* and

portraits are equally celebrated. The picture commonly
referred to as the chef-d'oeuvre of Rubens is the Descent

from the Cross, at Antwerp. The best of his works are in

the Munich gallery (principally derived from the Dutseldorf

collection) and at Blenheim and Vienna. Many fine Pic-

tures by him remain in Spain, and many of course at An-
twerp.

His principal pupils were Vandyck, Jordaens, Van Thul-

den, Krayer, Diepenbeck, and Quellin, hut most of them
imitated the outward characteristics of their master without

catching his fire and energy. The engravers of his school,

such as Pontius and Bolswert, succeeded admirably in con-

veying the general character of those pictures which it would

seem most difficult to translate into mere black and white.

We may conclude by saying that Rubens did that for

his country which has rarely if ever been accomplished
for any other land. At the time of John and Hubert van

Eyck, the school of Flanders had obtained the highest pitch

of excellence. Those artists united a diligent and minute
observation of nature to the finest technical skill and the

most successful delineation of character and feeling. At a

later period this excellence had vanished, and given way to

the crude and affected imitation of the Italian masters

which we find in Mabuse and Van Orlay. Rubens however
a second time placed the Low Countries in the first rank, and
by his own genius restored to them a reputation different

indeed in kind, but perhaps equal in degree to that which
they had formerly enjoyed.

( Peter Ihul Rubens, his Life and Genius, translated from

the German of Dr. Waagen, by Robert R. Noel, edited by

Mrs. Jameson, London, 1840, whence the greater part of the

information contained in this article is taken ; Edinburgh
Review, No. 146.)

RU'BIA. a genus containing about forty species, found
both in Europe and Asia. It belongs to the very large

natural family of RubiaceD, to which it gives the name
which it itself derives from ruber (red), in allusion to the

red colour yielded by many of the species. This goons is

characterised by flowers monopetalous, superior; ube of

the calyx ovate globose, limb scarcely any ; corol sub-cam-
panulate, rotate, 5-parlite ; stamens 4-5, shorL; styles two,

short; berries two, one-seeded. Amongst the numerous
species several are employed in medicine and in the axis

;

in the latter for the sake of the colouring matter, which is

contained in the roots. R. tinctoruro. madder, has been km*
known, and was employed in medicine even in the time of

Hippocrates, but is valued chiefly as a dye. It is a native

of Europe and Asia Minor, but u now extensively cultivated

in Holland and France: the culture has likewise been
attempted, and successfully, in this country, but the Bee-
lish madder could not be sold so cheap as the foreign ; it Is

therefore still largely imported, chiefly from Holland,
France, Italy, Turkey, though since cochineal has I
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cheaper, it is much used for the same purposes. It is era-

F

loved by dyers and calico-printers as a red and scarlet dye.

t has also the singular properly of turning red the bones
and secretions of fowls aud other animals fed on it.

&. cordtfuha {Munjista), the Munjeet of India, a native of
Nepaul, &c~ possesses very similar properties, and is im-
ported into England from Calcutta. The root is used as a
substitute for thai of R. tinctorum; it is known in com-
merce under the name of East Indian madder, and is also

employed in medicine. Like madder, munjeet was pro-

bably known from very early times, as rodeen is given as
the Greek name in Persian works on Materia Medica. R
chilensis and R. Relbun, both natives of South America,
are alao esteemed there as dyes.

RU'BICON. [C*sar. C.J.j
RUBLE. [Money.]
RUBRIC (from the Latin ruber, red), a name given to

the titles of chapters in certain antient law-books; and
more especially to the rules and directions laid down in our
Liturgy for regulating the order of the service. These, in

both instances, were formerly written or printed, as the
case might be, for distinction's sake in red characters, and
bare retained the name though now printed iu black.

rtUBUS (the Latin rubus, a bramble), a genus of plants

belonging to the natural order Rosacea), and to the section

Potent illeao of the suborder Rosacea) prooer. This genus,
like that of Rosa, has proved a source of difficulty and differ-

ence amongst botanists. Some writers on the British Flora
have described upwards of twenty-five species, whilst others
have reduced them to four or live, or even two.

The following excellent description of this genus from
Hooker^ ' Britisn Flora ' lias been drawn up by Mr. Borrer,

who has investigated the British species with more success
than any other botanist :

—

' Shrub-like plants or herbs, with perennial roots. The
latter offer nothing very peculiar. In some species of the

orraer the stem is upright, or merely curved at the top ; but
uthe greater number it is either prostrate, ar, as is more
reoerauy the case, assurgent, arched, and decurved ; and
lie ends of the shoot and of the side branches, if it produce
iiiy, unless prevented by circumstances from reaching the
;round, take root in the latter part of the year. Iu the

nnter the shoot is partially destroyed, the part next to the

•ngioal root surviving to produce flowering branches dur-
og the ensuing summer, and usually dying after the fruit

losbeen perfected
;
young shoots meanwhile springing up by

:s side. The rooted ends also become distinct plants at

arious distances from the parent root, often many yards,

rhis mode of growth adds much to the difficulties in the
Itscrimination of the species; since an acquaintance with
•oth the leafy shoot and the floriferous stem, formed in the

econd year from its remains, is necessary. The best cha-

acters are found in the figure, the arras, and the leaves of
he former. The leaves iu all the British species of this

Uvision are, occasionally at least, quinute, and, with one
\ception, digitate, or somewhat pedate from a partial junc-
oti of the stalks of the two lateral pairs of leaflets ; the

ttrgins serrated, for the most part unequally and irregu-

irly; the prickles on the leaf-stalks more curved than

oan those of the stem. In some species the inflorescence

> remarkable, but in general the panicle varies so much as
i afford no good distinction, nor can the arms of the calyx
or the form of its segment be depended on. The petals

1 all are delicate and crumpled, and in several species very

msfderahlo in size and width. There are some differences

i the fruit, but they are rarely discriminative. In ex-

caininz the figure of the leaves, the central leaflet is to be
yarded ; the lateral ones are always smaller and of a nar-

>wer proportion. In several species the leaves occasionally

jrvive a mild winter, and are found the next season sub-

nding flowering branches. The leaves of these branches
re of less determinate figure ; the number of their leaflets

reduced as they approach the inflorescence, and their

lace is supplied in the upper part of the panicle by first

I fid and then simple braeteas, formed by the coalescence

f the stipules. These last are usually long and narrow,

itire, or sometimes toothed or jagged, and issue from the

ctiole, for the most part, a little above its base. They
(ford no distinguishing characters.

1 This description ap-

liea equally to the foreign species as to those of Britain,

he essential characters of the genus1 are:—calyx 5-cleft;

rala 5. Fruit superior, of several single-seeded juicy

rapes, placed upon a protuberant spongy receptacle. The

species are universally diffused over the mountainous and
temperate regions of the Old and New World.
As a group of plants this genus is more interesting to

the botanist than the horticulturist, but at the same time
several species are cultivated both as ornaments and on ac-
count of their agreeable, acid, and astringent fruit.

One hundred and forty-seven species of this genus are enu-
merated by Don, in Miller's ' Dictionary,' which are divided
according to the character of their leaves. The first division
is known by the plants having pinnate leaves and from
three to seven leaflets. The most remarkable of these is

the Rubus Idceus, Common Raspberry, or Mount Ida bram-
ble, well known for its crimson edible fruit. [Raspberry.]
The whole plant is villose, stem round, with slender recurved
prickles ; leaves pinnate, with 5 or 3 ovate serrated leaflets,

tomentose beneath; flowers drooping; petals obovate,
wedge-shaped, entire, conniving shorter than the calyx

;

carpels numerous, tomentose. It is a native of woods in
Europe, from Norway and Sweden to Spain and Greece.
It is found also in Asia on the Himalaya, in the North of
Africa, and in America from Canada to Pennsylvania. It

is found abundantly in almost every part of Great Britain
and Ireland. The fruits are called raspberries, and are very
generally eaten. They enter into the composition of dif-

ferent syrups, jams, jellies, ratafias, and ices, and are pre-

served either alone or with currants. Raspberry-wine is

much used in Poland. Raspberries are sometimes dried in

ovens for winter use. Raspberry-vinegar is not only an
agreeable beverage, but is said to act as a febrifuge. They
are amongst the most agreeable of garden fruits when pro-
perly cultivated, and when ripe may be eaten in almost any
quantity with impunity.
Rubus suberectus, Upright Bramble, is known by its nearly

upright, not rooting, obsoletely angular stem, uniform few
and small prickles, lower pair of leaflets sessile or nearly
so, and panicle nearly simple. The stems are between three
and four feet high. The fruit consists of a number of small
dark-red aggregated carpels, which have something the
flavour of the raspberry, and hence recommended for culti-

vation. It is a British species, and grows on boggy heaths,
by the sides of streams, &c, chiefly in mountainous dis-

tricts of the North.
Rubus micranthus. Small-flowered Bramble, has an up-

right, round, branched stem, pinnate leaves, with 5-7 oblong,
ovate, doubly serrate, tomentose beneath, and green above
leaflets, with small reddish-purple flowers arranged in co-

rymbs, and black fruit. It is a native of Nepaul, and one of
the most gigantic of the genus, attaining a height of eight
or nine feet. It is easily distinguished by its nearly erect,

strong, smooth, dark mahogany-coloured shoots, and very
long pinnate leaves. The shoots sometimes attain a length
of 20 feet There are two other species, R. distans and
R. asper, found with this in Nepal, which have been grown
in this country.

R. occidentalism the Western Bramble, is a native of Ca-
nada and the West Indies, and was introduced into this

country in 1696. It has umbellate flowers, and fruit like

the raspberry, but black, and grows to the height of 4 or
6 feet.

The second division is known by the plants having digi-

tate leaves, with from three to five leaflets.

The Grey Bramble, or Dewberry {Rubus c&sius), is known
by the following characters :—Stem trailing, round or nearly
so, glaucous; prickles straight, unequal, passing insensibly

into setae, the length of the largest rarely equalling the
diameter of the stem ; leaves digitate, of 3 or more rarely

5 ovate leaflets, the outermost sessile ; calyx embracing the
fruit. It is a native of Europe and the North-East of

Asia, in woods and hedges. Many of the species described

by botanists maybe referred to this; the most important
of these are R. Sprengelii, R. dumelorum, R.foholosus,
/?. jlageUaris, R. corylijbrus. The last, the Hazel-leaved

Bramble, is admitted as a species by most British botanists.

It is known by its stem being decurved and roundish,

prickles straight, passing into seta> ; leaves digitate, with 5

ovate leaflets ; fruit spreading or reflexed. It is generally

a much larger and stronger plant than R. ccesitis. Dr
Lindley refers several of the speciesof the German botanists

Weihe and Nces, to the R. coryliflorus, which ho admits as

a genuine species.

Rubus spectabilis. Showy Bramble, is one of the hand-
somest of the genus. It has a glabrous stem, not bearing

prickles } leaf of three ovate, acute, doubly and unequally
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serrated leaflets, downy beneath ; flowers of an agreeable

purplish colour, on terminal peduncles. It is an elegant

shrub, growing to the height of four or five feet. It flowers

in April and May, and has a largo dark yellow fruit, of an

acid and astringent taste. It was brought from the banks
of the Columbia river, in North America, by Mr. Douglas,

in 1827, and is very deserving of cultivation.

Rubusfruticosus, Shrubby Bramble, or Common Black-

berry, is one of the most common species of the genu's. It

has a 5-angled erect stem, rather tomentose, bearing re-

curved prickles, 3 5 leaflets, each on a secondary petiole;

rose-coloured or white flowers arranged on a panicle ; re-

flexed sepals, almost without prickles; purplish black fruit.

It is a native of almost all Europe, in hedges, thickets, and
woods. There are not less than ten generally admitted

varieties of this species, and some botanists make many
more. The fruit of this species and its varieties are well

known as blackberries, or bumblekitcs, and also scald -ber-

ries, from their supposed power of giving scald-head to chil-

dren. Wherever they grow, they are picked by the children of

the district on account of their agreeable acid flavour. Some-
times they are employed in making an inferior wine, and also

for the distillation of a spirit. They are frequently used by
the inhabitants of rural districts for making tarts. The red

muscat of Toulon is coloured by their juice. Medical pro-

perties have been attributed to them, but they are not now
used. Both the fruit and leaves are employed in the arts,

for colouring and dyeing. The R.fruticosus is a good plant

for growing on loose dry ground for the purpose of fixing

it previous to planting forest-trees. The shoots are used by
t hatchers for binding their straw, and also for making bee-

hives. It is sometimes cultivated in order to produce a

picturesque effect in eardening.

One of the most diminutive plants of the genus is the

P. arcticus, the Arctic Bramble. It has three glabrous ob-

tusely-serrated leaflets, no runners, stem bearing only one
flower, and without prickles, the petals notched. It is a

native of the mountainous and colder regions of Europe.
Its stem never attains a greater height than six inches, and
is furnished with from three to four leaves, with a single

large deep rose-coloured flower, which is succeeded by a
purplish red fruit highly prized for its flavour among the

Swedes.
A third division of the brambles have their leaves singly

lobed, not digitate or pinnate. A well known species of
this division is R. odoratus, the Sweet-scented Bramble. It

has an upright stem, with largo showy red flowers, nume-
rous ovate velvety carpels, and red fruit. It is a native of

North America, in the woods of Canada, and the Allcg-

hanios. It grows to the height of four or five feet, and is

tailed odoratus on account of the fragrance of its foliage.

Another American species, resembling the last, is the R.

nntkanu*, the Nootka-Sound Bramble. It flowers from
May to October. Its flowers are white, succeeded by large

red berries.

Rubut cham&morw, the Cloud-berry, is known by its

dioecious flowers, simple-lobed leaves, and herbaceous single-

flowered stem without prickles. It crows in great abun-
dance on the Scotch Highlands, and, under the name of

roebuck-berries and knot-berries, the fruit is gathered in

great quantities by the inhabitants of those districts. They
have an agreeable flavour, and form a useful article of dier

where they grow in sufficient number to be worth gathering.

This plant is one of the smallest of the genus, never grow-

ing more than eight or ten inches high. It is the badge of

the clan of M'Harlane.
Further information on the genus Rubus is contained in

Hooker's * British Flora ;' Lindley's * Synopsis of the British

Flora;' Don's * Millers Dictionary;' Weihe and Nees'
• Rubi Germanici ;' and Loudon's • Arboretum.'
RUBY. [CouuNDru]
RUD or RED EVE. [Lutciscus]
RUDBE'CKIA, a genus of plants dedicated by Linnaeus

to the memory of his prede<t»ssois the Rudbccks, father

and son, in the botanical chair at Upsal. It belongs to the

natural order Cumpoii©, and possesses many species.

Some of these are well known in gardens. They arc her-

baceous, bicunial, and perennial. All the sorts may be
raised from seeds, which should be sown in April, and when
the plants are two or three inches high they may be pricked

out into nursery-rows till autumn, when they' should be
planted out where they are to remain. Tbey may also be
increased by offset*.'

RUDDER. [Ship.)

RUDDIMAN. THOMAS, was born in October, 1«7£
at Raggcl, in the parish of Boyndie and county of Be>id£

Scotland. He was instructed in Latin in the parish school
of Boyndie, where he made a rapid progress. At the age of
sixteen he obtained, at King's College, Aberdeen, the fine

exhibition or bursary of the year, on account of his superior

knowledge of Latin. Here he studied four years, and tbe*
took his degree of master of arts, at which time he was mcfl

read in the Roman classics. Soon after this ho engaged
himself as tutor in a private family, and in the course of
another year he became schoolmaster of the pariah of
Lawrence Kirk. He remained here three years and a balf,

and then, through the interest of Dr. Pitcairne, be was ap-
pointed assistant*keeper of the advocates' library at Edin-
burgh. 1 n this office, though he bad good opportunities of
becoming known, and of reading and teaching for his further

improvement, yet his pecuniary advantages were so small
that he was obliged, in 1707, to commence auctioneer. In

the same year he published an edition of Volusenus's • Dta
logue on Tranquillity of Mind,' with a Life of Volusemi*, o.

Wilson. prefixed. In 1709 he published Johnston's Lai

m

1 Poetical Paraphrase of Solomon's Song* and Johnston**
1 Cantica.' He was next invited by the magistrates of Dun-
dee to be rector of the grammar-school there, but he deebfurd

the offer. In 1713 his friend Dr. Pitcairne died, and Rod-
dim an, being still an auctioneer, managed the sale of bu
library, whicn was purchased by Peter the Great, emperor
of Russia. In 1714 he published his 'Rudiments of the

Latin Tongue,' a book which is well known, and is still used
in most of the schools in Scotland. In 1715 he pubhstxH
an edition of Buchanan's works, in two volumes, folio, and tn

the same year he commenced printer, in partnership with a
brother who had been brought up to the business ; and sow©
years afterwards he was appointed printer to the Uniter-sii/

of Edinburgh. He published, in 1725, the first part of bi
'Grammatical Latin© Institutions/ which 'treats of etymo-
logy ; and in 1732, the second part, which treats of svntax.

He also wrote a copious treatise on prosody, but published
only an abridgement of it. After this time he was mails
principal keeper of the advocates' library. In 1739 be
published Anderson's * Diplomats et N urnismate BcotM*

"

During the latter part of his life he was engaged very
much in controversy with different persons. However to

1701 he found time to put forth an edition of Livy. m
four vols, l'imo, which Dr. Harwood pronounces one of
the most accurate editions ever published. About tins

time he resigned his post of keeper of the advocetes*
library, and was succeeded by David Hume.
Ruddiman died at Edinburgh, January 19, 1757, in the

eighty-third year of his age. He was author or editor cf
some other publications, besides those above mentioned,
and among them 'The Caledonian Mercury/ from wh^eH
he is said to have derived more profit than reputation. A
Life of Ruddiman was published by Mr. George Chalmer*.
1794. 8vo.

(Chalmers's Biographical Dictionary ; Biographic Urn*
versefie.)

RUDGELEY. fSTAFKORDSHlRK.]
RUD1NG, ROGERS, was born at Leicester, Anjroat %

1751. He was the second son of Rogers Ruding, E*4j., »t
West cotes, a member of a highly respectable family, of wuwfe
notices maybe found in Nichols's 'Leicestershire' Ttom
gentleman was receiver- general for the county, and a* such
came to London to pay the identical money that be re*

ceived into the Treasury. A friend, to whom Ruding men-
tioned this circumstance, suggests the possibility that tbrn

primitivo modeof transactiugbusinessmay have contributed
in some degree to direct the mind of his ton fo the sMbje* t

cf money transactions. The subject of this article a s» edu-
cated at Mcrton College. Oxford, of which he was some ttspe

Fellow, and by which he was presented, in 1793, to ibo
vicarage of Maldon and Cbes*ington. two small adjoining
parishes in Surrev. which arc always held together, if rn*
legally united. He took the decree* of B.A., 177 1 ; M A,
1775; and B.D., 1782. Mr. Ruding married a cousin ef
the same name, and bv her had three >ons, none of whom
survived huu, and two daughters.

Rudin^'s attention appears to have been early direriru
to the defects or our monetary system, and in ITffs h%
published a pamphlet, entitled 'A Proposal for re*1erieg

the anttent Constitution of the Mint, *> far as relate*

to the expense of Coinage: toge her wnb a pbn to
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tbe improvement of Money, and for increasing the diffi-

culty of Counterfeiting.' In 1812 he issued proposals for

his great work, which was published in 1817, in four quarto
volumes, under the name of ' Annals of the Coinage of Bri-

tain and its dependencies, from the earliest period of au-

thentic history to the end of the fiftieth year of his present

majesty King George III.* The whole of the first edition

fcmg sold within six months, it was shortly followed by
another, in octavo, which brought down the history to the

middle of the year 1818; the additional matter being also

printed in the form of a supplement to the first edition.

This important work, on the compilation of which Mr, Eli-

ding bestowed no ordinary amount of laborious research,

contains a chronological history of the monetary affairs of

this country, the constitution of the Mint, the process of
coinage, and the numerous and often ineffectual measures
adopted to prevent the deterioration and counterfeiting of

the money. It also embraces an account, geographically ar-

ranged, of all the Mints and Exchanges formerly existing in

various parts of the kingdom ; and a description of the coins,

illustrated by a series of more than a hundred plates, inclu-

ding those previously published as tables of English gold
and silver coins, by Martin Folkes, Esq., which were lent

lajr the Society of Antiquaries for the purpose.

Viewed simply as an historical work, Ruding's ' Annals of

tbe Coinage' is a book of great value and interest, embra-
cing a* it does the result of the author's diligent investiga-

tion of a subject to which very few could devote sufficient

ittention ; but the work had another object, which may be
explained by an extract from the author's preface. He ob-

serves, 'Had these materials been collected for no other

purpose than the amusement of antiquarian curiosity, I

should have held myself blameable for the misapplication of

much precious time. But this work is given to the world
with a higher and more important view. Its object is to

show, from the experience of ages, the inadequacy of

punishment, however severe, to prevent tbe commission of

tbe crime of counterfeiting the money, whilst the tempta-

tion to it remains so powerful, and the execution of it so

tasy. The long succession of penal statutes, and the innu-

merable lives which have been forfeited to them, seem to

prove that the system is radically defective, and that the

crime can be prevented only by counteracting and weaken-
ing the force of tbe temptation.' Ruding considered his

theory to be supported by the great re-coinage of 1816 and
1817, at which time the weight of the coins was so far dimi-

nished as to remove the temptation to melting them down,
while the coarseness of the workmanship afforded such fa-

cility to imitation, that the real coins and the counterfeits

*ere ready for delivery almost at the same instant. A new
edition of thin important work, extended to the commence-
ment of the reign of Victoria, has lately been published by
Mr. Hearne, in three volumes, quarto. It is edited by J.

Y. Akerman, Esq., aided by other numismatists ; and, while

the text of Ruding is preserved unaltered, it is enriched

with many additional notes and tables, and upwards of forty

new plates of coins.

Mr. Ruding communicated many papers on coins, &c to

the * Gentleman's Magazine,' and memoirs on tbe trial of

the pix and the office of cuneator (which were, in fact, little

more than chapters of his larger work, perhaps put forth in

that form to excite interest on the subject) to the 1 7th and

Utl»volumes of the 4A rcheeologia' of the Society ofAntiqua-

ries, of which he was a fellow. He was also an honorary

member of the Antiquarian Society of Newcastle-upon-

Tyne. He died at Maldoti, on the 16th of February, 1820,

in his sixty-ninth year.

RUDOLPH of HABSBURG. [Habsburo, House of.]

RUDOLPH1NE TABLES. [Kkplbr.]

RUDOLPHUS, Schumacher's name for the Monocfos
ofauthors. [Entomostoiiata, vol. ix* p. 458.]

RUDOLSTADT. [Schwarzburg.]
RUE'LLI A, a genus of plants of the natural family of

Acanthacese, which was so named by Linnseus in compli-

ment to J. Ruelle, physician of Francis 1., who wrote com-

mentaries on Dioscorides, as well as some other botanical

works. The genus, as formerly constituted, embraced a

greU ninny Indian species, which are now distributed among
tome other genera, as Adenosraa, Hygrophila, Dyschoriste,

Ctaeueanthus, Petalidium, Calophanes, Buterma, Strobi-

Uaihe*, vBcbmanthera, Goldfussia, Asystasia, Leptocanthus,

JUbeUetna- The genus is distributed through the tropical 1

parts of Asia, including the tropical and subtropical parts of j

r. C, No. 1258.

New Holland. It includes many highly ornamental plants,

as are also those which have now been excluded from it

;

all are easily cultivated, and often to be seen in our hot-
houses. Some of the species which have now been removed
to other genera are found at considerable elevations on the
sides of the Himalayan Mountains; of these tho most re-

markable is jEchmanthera, formerly Ruellia gossypina,
which has its stems covered with a thick coating of white
tomentum, which probably enables it to withstand a greater
degree of cold than most others of the family.

RUFl'NUS, also called TORANUS, a priest ofAquileia,
and, according to some writers, a native of that place, was
born about the middle of the fourth century. He embraced a
monastic life, and lived at first in a monastery at Aquileia,
where he devoted himself to the study of tbe Scriptures and
of the Qreek and Latin fathers. During this time he be-
came acquainted with St. Jerome, who was for a long time
most sincerely attached to him. Rufinus subsequently
visited Egypt, where he formed the friendship of St. Me-
lania, who was celebrated in tbe church for her works of
charity and love. He afterwards went to Palestine, where
he encountered the opposition of the Arians, who banished
him to the most desolate part of the country. He was ran-
somed however by Melania, and returned with her to Jeru-
salem, where he built a monastery on Mount Olivet, and
lived for many years. During his stay at Jerusalem he
translated some of Origen's works, by which he offended his

former friend Jerome, who attacked him in his • Apology.'
To this work Rufinus replied, iu which he maintained his

own orthodoxy and defended himself by appealing to the
example ofJerome, who had formerly praised and also trans-

lated some of Origen's works. This controversy excited a
great stir at the time, as both writers were of high reputa-
tion and had many partisans. The Western church how-
ever was generally opposed to Rufinus, and on his return to

Aquileia he was cited by Anastasius, the bishop of Rome, to

appear before him ; and on his not doing so, his writings

were condemned, and he was deprived of his rank as pres-

byter at Aquileia. He subsequently retired to Sicily, where
he died about the year 410.

Rufinus translated into Latin the works of Josephus; tho
4 Ecclesiastical History ' of Eusebius, to which he added two
books continuing the history to the death of Theodosius;
the books of Recognitions attributed to Clement, several of
Origen's works, with the first book ofPamphilus's • Apology'
for Origen, the ' Orations ' of St. Gregory Nazianzen, tbe
ascetical rules of St. Basil, and a few other smaller treatises

of the Greek fathers. The translations of Rufinus are
rather paraphrases than strict and literal versions. Besides

these translations, Rufinus wrote two books in reply to St.

Jerome, which have been already mentioned ; an 'Apology'
to Anastasius, bishop of Rome ; an ' Explanation of Jacob's
Blessing,' a ' Commentary upon Hosea, Joel, and Amos ;'

and an ' Explanation of the Apostle's Creed,' a work which
is considered by modern theologians of considerable im-
portance, as it contains a complete catalogue of the books of
the Old and New Testament.
The opinion of Du Pin upon the literary and theological

merits of Rufinus is just and impartial :
' It roust be ac-

knowledged that Rufinus, though very ill used by St.

Jerome, was one of the ablest men of his time. Perhaps he
had not so much learning as St. Jerome, but his temper was
better and less violent. He doth not write such good Latin,

but his style is more even. It cannot be denied that the Latin
church is indebted to him for the knowledge of the most
considerable among the Greek authors, and particularly of
church history. Though he was accused of divers errors,

yet he was convicted of none, and he justified himself suf-

ficiently from the reproachful objections made against
him.'

The works of Rufinus were published by Sonnius, in one
volume folio, Paris, 1580.

(Du Pin, A New History of Ecclesiastical Writers, vol.

iii., pp. 107-111, trans1. ; Lardner, Credibility qfthe Gospel

History, vol. iv., p. 482, Lond., 1831, and tho references

there given.)

RUFUS, or RUPHUS (Povfoc), commonly called Rufus
Epbesius, from the place of bis birth, is said by Abulfaraj

(Hist. Dynast., p. 59) to have lived in the time of Plato,

about four hundred years before Christ ; John Tzetzes calls

him the physician to Cleopatra, who died B.C. 30 (Chil. % vi.

;

Hist., 44, v. 300, p. 104) ; but Sprengel (Hist, de la Med.
and most modern authors follow Suidas in placing him in

Volv XX.—2F
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the reign 01 Trajan, about (he beginning of the second cen-

tury after Christ. Ho is sometimes confounded with Menius
Rufus, the inventor of several compound medicines, who
however must have lived long before the reign of Trajan, as

he is quoted by Androraachus (Galen, De Compos. Medicam.
sec. Loca% lib. vii., torn, xiii., cap. v., p. 92), who was archiater

to the emperor Nero. Nothing is known of the events of his

life, except that he wrote several works, of which the titles

are preserved by Galen and Suidas, and three are still

extant.

The first consists of three or four books,* entitled vtpl

bvo^iarriaQ rwv rov &v9pvroy uopiutv, 'De Appcllationibus
Parlium Corporis Humani,' which are chiefly valuable for

the information they impart concerning the state of anato-
mical science before the time of Galen. His principal ob-
ject in this work was to give a general idea of anatomy, and
particularly to prevent the medical students of his time from
making mistakes in reading the antient authors, who do not
always call the same parts of the body by the same name.
From what Rufus says in this book (p. 33), we find that all

the anatomical demonstrations were made upon beasts.

(Compare Theophilus, ' De Corp. Hum. Fabr.,' lib. v., cap.

ii., who says. ' cnoose an ape for dissection, if you have
one ; if not, take a bear ; and if you have not a bear, take
any animal you can get.') He considered the spleen to

be absolutely useless, (p. 59.) We find also in the same
book, that the nerves now called recurrent were then quite
recently discovered. ' The antienta,' said Rufus (p. 42),
called the arteries of the neck capwrt'&c, or capwrurot, because
they believed that when they were pressed hard, the animal
became sleepy and lost its voice ; but in our age it has been
discovered that this accident does not proceed from pressing
upon these arteries, but upon the nerves contiguous to

them.' He shows that tho nerves proceed from the brain,
and he divides them into two classes, those of sensibility

and those of motion (p. 36), though, like Celsus (De Medic,
lib. vii., cap. 18, p. 413, ed. Argent), he reckons (p. 41

;

compare p. 43) among them tho cremaster muscle. (Julius
Pollux, himself a contemporary of Galen, gives also the
name of vtvpa to the ligaments which unite the bones : Ono-
tnast., lib. ii., can. 5, segm. 234, p. 265.) According to

Sprengel (Hist, de la Me<L) % he was the first to describe,
though very imperfectly, the commissure of the optic nerves
at the height of the infundibulum, and the fibres which
they receive from that part of the brain, (p. 54.) He clearly
describes the capsule of the crystalline lens by the term
v/iijv taKOH&fa lenticular membrane, (p. 37.) He con-
sidered the heart to be the seat of life, and noticed that the
left ventricle is smaller and thicker than the right, (p. 37.)
This work was first published in a Latin translation, by J. P.
Craasua, with AretsBus, VeneU 1552, 4to.
The next work of his that remains is a valuable little

treatise, *tpl r*v iv vi*po<c gal *for« *a0£v, * De Renum
Vesicaque Morbis,' in which however there is nothing that
requires particular notice here. The third is a fragment,
vipi r£v fappfavv taOapruAv, * De Medicamentis Purgan-
tibus.'

These three works were first published in Greek, by J.
Goupyl, Paris, 8vo., 1554. There is an edition by Clinch,
Greek and Latin, Lond* 1 7 26, 4to., which is not ofmuch value.
The most complete is that by Matthsi, Mosq., 1806, 8vo.,

Grasce, in which he hat supplied, from a manuscript at Mos-
cow, several fragments that had never before been published.
A Latin translation of Rufus is inserted in the ' Mediae Art is

Principea,' by II. Stephens, Paris, 1567, fol. Some Greek
fragments are to be found in the fourth volume (pp. 198-
200) of the collection of * Classki Auctores d Vatican is Co-
dicibus ediu? pubImbed by Angelo Mai, Romsa. 8vo„ 1831.
C G. Kuhn published. Lips., 1831, • Rufi Ephesii de Me-
dicam, Purgant, Fragm. e Cod. Paris. deschpL;' and F.
Osann wrote a dissertation. * De Loco Rufi Ephes. Med. ap.
Oribasium servato, aive de Peste Lib.,' Gis*., 1 833. There are
also several fragments preserved by Oribasius and Aetius
and among the rest tho formula tor the composition of a
celebrated medicine called Hiera (Oribas., Synops., lib. iii.,

pp. 191, 122), which appears to have been a common name
araonjr, the antienU, for what may be called patent medicines,
as Aetius has inserted in his compilation (Tetrab. L, semi.
3, cap. 114) the formula of one called, after the celebrated
Archijrenes, * Hiera Archigenis.'

H slier it inclined to attribute to Rufus (Bibkoth. Baton-*

• Thvr* «r* In fa>t only tkrm books, ** ihe vwoori \m n «ott of •tU+prtmmi.

torn, i , p. 108) an anonymous fragment of one hundred and
ninety Greek hexameter verses, »epl fioravwv, • De Virions
Herbarum,' which was first published in the Aldine edition

of Dioscoridcs, Venet., 1518, 4to., p. ¥31, &c, end which tf

inserted by Fabricius, with Greek scholia and a Latin trans-

lation and notes, by J. Rentorf, in his 'Bibliotheca Graves*
torn, ii., pp. 629-661 (old edit). Fabricius and others have
also been of the same opinion* Hermann, on metrical

erounds (Orphica, Lips., 1805, 8vo., pp. 717, 750, 761. fee),

determines the writer to have lived some time between Ma-
netho, the author of the &Tort\t<jpariK<i t and Nonnu*. the
author of the • Dionysiaca

;
' but this date is sufficiently

vague. Rufus certainly composed a poem in Greek hexa-
meters, rtpl Porav&v, in four books, which are mentioned
by Galen (De Facult. Simplic Medic, lib. vi., Prsafat., torn,

xi., p. 796, ed. Kuhn), and of which be quotes a few line*

(De Compos, Medic sec Locat lib. i„ cap. 1, torn, xiL. p.

425); but this is supposed byCboulant iHandtmch der #•-
cherkunde Jur die Aeltere Medicin, 8vo., Leipsig, 1828) u
have been quite a different work from the fragment now »pokcn
of, chiefly on the ground that so scientific and sensible a phy-

sician as Rufus would not have written anything so full m
popular superstitions and absurdities. The fragment treats

of thirteen different plants in as many chapters, in which,

savs Haller, ' Medicarum virium adest farrago verarum d
falsarum.'

RUGBY. [Warwickshire.]

ROgEN is the largest of all the islands belonging to Ger-
many, and, together with several small adjacent island*,

forms the circle of Bergen in the government of Stralsund. of

the province of Pomerania. This island has an area of 340
square miles and was formerly much larger: a part of it,

probably above one half, was swallowed up in the middle
ages by the sea. It is separated from the continent, with

which it is supposed to have been formerly joined, b\ an
arm of the sea at least a mile broad. Its shape is very irre-

gular, being deeply indented by the sea in various directions

so as to look like a number of peninsulas un ted by a com*
paratively small nucleus in the centre. On the east side \Yt

peninsula of Jasmund is connected with the mainland U
the steep ridge called Prora, and by a long, narrow, and hi&n
wall of flint, granite, and porphyry boulders. In this penin-

sula is the Stubbenits. a considerable beech-forest, coolair-
ing the Berg or Black Lake, an oval spot surrounded with a
high wall, which is believed to be the place where the god-
dess Hertha was worshipped. (Tacitus, Germ^ c. 40.) The
whole island abounds in grotesque and romantic scenery.
On the west it is level, but rises in the interior, and the

northern coasts consist in general of rugged steep chalk
cliffs. One of the most considerable eminences in the
island is Mount Rugard, on which the residence of the

Srinces formerly stood. On the north point ofJasmund is the
tubbenkammer, a lofty chalk cliff, which rises perpend.-

culariy from the sea in the most irregular forma. Tho high-
est point, 565 feet (some say 543 feet) above the sea, U called

the Konigstuhl (the king's chair, or King Frederic William s

chair), from which a flight of 600 steps cut in the rock leads

down to the strand. Jasmund is connected by a narrow stnp
of alluvial soil with the peninsula of Wittow, a level trad
with a rich soil, terminating in the promontory of Arkocu,
the most northern point of German?. Arkona contained a
very strong fortress, which was taken in 116a by Waloe-
mar I., king of Denmark, who destroyed the chief temple of
the god Swantewic, who was highly revered by the heathen*
of the north. Large tumuli (called Hunengraber), are seen
in several parts. The whole island, especially the ponin*
sulas of Wittow and Jasmund, it much more fertile than
the continental part of the government of Stralsund, and
produces much corn. The number of cattle is considerable;
and the fisheries productive. The inhabitants amount te

29,000 ; they are very industrious, expert sailors and (Uh«r>
men, and very hospitable. The nobility arc very numerous.
Bergen, the capital of the island, has 8600 inhabitant*.
Riigen is much frequented by travellers on account of its

beautiful soenery, and for the benefit of the sea-bathing
This island was ceded to Prussia in 1&1&, as a part of
Swedish Pomerania.

(Hasecl's Gsogrxspky, vol. iii. ; Conversation* Lexicon;
Stein ; Cannabtoh, &&)
RU'HNKEN, DAVID, was born in 172a, at 8tolpe ha

Pomerania. His parents, who were in good circumstance*,
soon discovered the promuing talents of the boy, and. afar
a course of elementary instruction, they sent him to tL»
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jrymnasium of Konigsberg (Collegium Fridericianum, or
Fried rich*-Co llegium). Here he commenced his acquain-
tance with the classical wi iters of antiquity, and conceived
that love for them which distinguished his whole life. He
also made great progress in the fine aits, particularly in

anisic and drowiug. After finishing his studies at the gym-
nasium. it was the wish of his parents that he should become
a student of theology; but this was contrary to his own in-

clination, and he obtained permission to go to Got tingen,
where be anticipated great benefit from the instruction of
J. M. Gesner. On bis journey thither he passed through
Wittenberg, and the kindness and hospitable reception which
be experienced in the houses of two distinguished profes-
iot» of that university, fierger and Ritter, induced him to

stay at Wittenberg, where he remained for two years, and
applied most indemtirably to the study of antient literature,

history, and jurisprudence. On the occasion of taking his

degree, he published his inaugural dissertation, ' De Galla
Placidia Augusta* (Wittenb., 1743), a work which raised the
greatest expectations of the young scholar. Ernesti, who
happened to be at Wittenberg at the time, advised Ruhnken
to go to Leyden, and finish his studies under the auspices
of the great Hemsterhuis. This advice coincided with
Ruhnken's own wishes ; and having provided himself with
letters of introduction, be went to Leyden. To Hemsterhuis
he had no introduction, but he nevertheless, immediately
after bis arrival, paid a visit to this renowned scholar, who
received him with the utmost kindness. Ruhnken now
began his studies afresh, following the suggestions and
advise of his great master, and continued his studies under
him for six years, during which he read almost all the

Greek writers with the greatest care and attention. But not-

withstanding his severe application, he was fond of amuse-
ments : musical entertainments, the conversation of ladies,

and hunting, were now, and remained during his whole
life, his favourite recreations; and often, after returning
from hunting, he would sit down all night at his writing-

table, and make up for the time spent on his amusements.
Ilemsterhuis had from his first acquaintance with him dis-

covered tho great abilities of his pupil, and was anxious to

keep him at Leyden ; but as there was at the time no pro-

spect of a professorship becoming vacant in the university,

he advised him to resume his former study of the Roman
hw. Ruhnken, who was accustomed to follow the advice
of Hemsterhuis like that of a father, complied with his

request, and soon made such progress as to gain a consider-

able reputation as a jurist. But he did not neglect his

favourite pursuits, and made preparations for a new edition

of Plato. With this view he collected the scholia on Plato,

and published a very valuable edition of Timaeus, 'Lexicon
Vocum Platonicarum,' with a commentary, Leyden, 1754. (A
new and much improved edition appeared in 1789.) But
as be had no appointment in Holland, his friends in Ger-
many urged him to return and apply for a professorship in

some university in his own country. His attachment how-
ever to his friend and master, and his love of the mode of

life at Leyden. induced him to wait there until a vacancy
should occur. In 1755 he went to Paris,where he spent a whole
year in examining theMSS. of the Royal Library and those

of Ihe library at St. Germain. About the time when he was
preparing to set out for Spain, he received the intelligence

that Hemsterhuis had succeeded in gaining for him the ap-

pointment of lector (reader) in the university of Leyden. In

this capacity he was tho assistant and colleague of his for-

mer master. Ruhnken returned to Holland, and, in Octo-

ber, 1757, he opened his course of lectures by a discourse,

'De Oraecia Artium et Doetrinarum Inventrice' (printed

at Leyden in 1767, 4to.). Ruhnken filled this place for four

years, and his zeal, his success, and his erudition soon

gained him the reputation of being one of the most eminent
scholars of Holland.

In 1 76 1 Oudendorp died, and Ruhnken was appointed

his successor as professor of eloquence and history. In

the same year J. M. Gesner of Gftttingen died, and

Ruhnken was invited to take his chair; but he refused

this honourable offer, and recommended Heynein his stead.

This proof of his attachment to the university of Leyden

was rewarded by a considerable increase of his salary. At
the age of forty Ruhnken married a beautiful and accom-

plished young lady, with whom he lived very happily;

out in the year 1 769 his wife began to suffer from apoplexy,

which first deprived her of speech, and afterwards also of

sight, and in this deplorable state she survived her hus-

band. In 1767, two years before this calamity, Henk
sterhuis had died, and Ruhnken, then rector of the univer-
sity, delivered a noble eulogium on his late friend and
patron. This eulogy is known under the name of * Elogium
Tiberii Hemsterhusii,' priuted at Leyden in 1768, in 8vo.

;

a second edition, accompanied by two letters of R. Bentley to
Homsterhuis, appeared in 1 789. About this time Ruhnken
conceived the plan of making a new and complete edition
of the great works of Fabricius, the Bibliotheca Graeca and
Lai ina, but this plan has never been realized, and other
works, of which we subjoin a list, occupied almost all his
attention. In 1774 Ruhnken succeeded Gronovius in the
office of librarian to the university, in which capacity he
enriched the library with a great many valuable books
and MSS.
The life of Ruhnken henceforward presents scarcely any

incidents : his time was divided between the discharge of his
official duties and his literary occupations, by which he' ac-
quired a reputation equal to that of his'master Hemsterhuis.
To his suffering wife he always, showed the greatest affec-

tion, and all the leisure hours which he could spare he de-
voted to her. The only thing which in some degree inter-

rupted his quiet pursuits were the disturbances which
broke out in Holland in the year 1787. He died on tho
14th of May, 1798, leaving two daughters, the younger of
whom had from her childhood always been in bad health.
The city of Leyden purchased his valuable library, and
granted to his widow an annual pension of 500 florins.

Ruhnken was one of the most eminent scholars and critics

of the 18th century. With a refined taste and great acule-
ness, he combined an extraordinary memory and immense
erudition. His critical sagacity and his grammatical know-
ledge were not inferior to those of any modern philologist;

and his works are still an inexhaustible source of informa-
tion, though it has, perhaps not unjustly, been observed,
that Ruhnken, as a critic, is more refined and elegant thnn
profound. As a Latin writer Ruhnken has scarcely been
excelled by any modern author. In teaching he was very
successful; the most distinguished among his pupils was
Daniel Wyttenbach, to whom we are indebted tor an elo-

quent Life of his master (Leyden, 1799, 8vo.). This Life was
reprinted at Leipzig in 18*22, and edited by Lindemann, to-

gether with the Elogium Hemsterhusii, under the title

* Vitae duum VirorumTib. Hemsterhusii et D. Ruhnkenii.'
Besides his edition of the Lexicon of Timaeus, Ruhnken

wrote, in 1754, a commentary on the title in the Digest and
Code, ' De Postulando, sive de Advocatis et Procuratoribus.'
He also edited the second volume of Alberti's Hesychius,
with notes and emendations, Leyden, 1766, fol.; Rutilius
Lupus, ' De Figuris Sententiarura et Elocutionis,' Leyden,
1768 (a new edition of this work was published at Leipzig
in 1831 by Frotscher); Velleius Paterculus, 2 vols., Ley-
den, 1779 (a separate edition of Ruhnken's commentary
was published at Hanover, in 1815, by Cludius); 'Homeri
Hymnus in Cererem,' with a Latin translation and com-
mentary, 1780 (a second edition appeared in 1782, in which
a fragment until then unknown, was added); 'Mureti
Opera,

1

4 vols. 8vo., Leyden, 1789. Besides these editions

of antient authors by Ruhnken himself, he communi-
cated to Ernesti his remarks on Callimaohus (Leipzig,

1761), and on Xenophons 'Memorabilia' (Leipzig, 1773),

and to Schweighauser those on Polybius and Appian.
Besides his three original compositions already mentioned
(viz. on ' Galla Placidia Augusta,' ' De Graecia Art. et Doctr.

Inventr.,' and the ' Elogium Hemsterhusii '), Ruhnken
wrote 'Epistolae Criticae: prima iu Homeridarum Hym-
nos et Hesiodum' (Leyden, 1749) ; 'seounda in Callimaehurn
et ApolIonium Rhodium' (Leyden, 1751 ); 'Oratio de Doctore
Umbratico,' 1753, 4to; 'Dissertatio de Vita et Scriptis Lon-
gini,' 1766, 4to. (reprinted in Toup's edition of Longinus).

These discourses and essays were collected and published

by Ruhnken himself in 1 797, in 2 vols., under the title

• Ruhnkenii Opuscule Oratoria, Philologies, Critica, nunc
primum conjunctim edita.' A new edition, with some ad-

ditional dissertations, was edited by Bergmanu, in 2 vols.,

Leyden, 1 823. Some parts of the correspondence ofRuhnken
with his learned friends have likewise been published. J.

A. H. Tittmann has edited • Ruhnkenii, Valckenarii, et

aliorum ad J. A. Ernesti Epistolae; acoedunt Ruhnkenii
Observationes in Callimachum,' &c, Leipzig, 1812. Mahne
has edited 'Ruhnkenii et Valckenarii Epistolae mutuae,'

Vltessingen, 1832, and ' Ruhnkenii Epistolae ad D:versos,'

Vliessingen, 1834.
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RULE, RULER. In a mechanical sense these words

are boih used for a straight piece of wood, brass, or ivory,

from which a straight line is drawn on paper by guiding a
pen or pencil along the edge. These rules or rulers are

anvenient for the laying down of scales, on which point see

Scale; Sector; Sliding-Rulk.
The word rule, in its more common sense, means a set of

directions for the attainment of any required object, and
various rules will be found in this work, scattered under
many heads. The word rule is generally dropped ; thus we
do not speak of the rule of addition, or the rule of subtrac-

tion, but simply of addition or subtraction. In some iso-

lated cases the word rule is most usually retained, as in the
rule of three [Three, Rule of] and the rule of false.

[False Position.]
A rule diners from an algebraical formula only in the

language employed ; both the former and the latter indi-

cate processes to the mind. The rule describes its data at

length, and requires many more signs than the formula,
which however is much more intelligible than the rule, as

soon as its symbols are well understood. For example,
when it is known that a, bf c are tho units in the sides of a
right-angled triangle, the formula for determining c is—

e = V(a« + o»>:

tho rule is—To And tho hypothenuse of a right-angled
triangle, multiply the number of units in each side by itself,

add the products, and extract tho square root of the sum

:

this square root is the number of units in the hypothenuse
required. It might perhaps be thought that the preceding
rule might have been expressed more briefly, but the prac-
tice of abbreviating the language of rules is almost sure to

destroy the sort of advantage which, in one point of view,
they possess over a formula. A rule should embody a de-
scription of the object .'o be gained, and the process by which
it is to be gained ; it should also point out the step at which
it is gained, and everything necessary to describe tho result.

It should even specify the case in which the rule is to be
used, or that in which it becomes necessary rather thau any
other ; and should be so complete in itself, that any reader
of that class to whom the book is addressed might learn all

it teaches (that is, everything but the demonstration) by
reading only what comes between the word Rule and the
full stop at the end of it Thus though we have described
the preceding rule in words which some persons may think
too many, we should say that they are not too many for the
student who is somewhat of a mathematician, and too few
for the beginner. For the latter we should state as follows

:

—To find the hypothenuse of a right-angled triangle of
vhich the two sides are given, reduce the two sides to the
same denomination if necessary (feet and decimals of a
foot, inches and decimals of an inch, &c, as most conve-
nient), multiply the units in each side by itself, add the
results, and extract the square root of the sura : this square
root is the number of such units in the hypothenuse as were
used in the expression of the sides.

If however many rules are to be learned, it would in all

probability be found more easy to learn the symbols of
algebra, that is, to learn to read an algebraic expression,
and to use formulas, than to recur frequently to rules.

RULE OF THREE. [These, Rule of]
RULE (in Law) is an order of one of the three superior

courts of Common Law. Rules are either general or par-
ticular.

General rules are such orders relating to matters
of practice as are laid down and promulgated by the court
for the general guidance of the suitors. They are a decla-
ration of what the court will do, or require to be done, in
all matters falling within the terms of the rule, and they
resemble in some respects the Roman edict. The power of
issuing rules for regulating the practice of each court is

considered to be incident to the jurisdiction of the court. Bv a
recent and very important act of parliament (3 & 4 WilL IV.,
c. 42), the judges were authorised within five years from the
date of it (1833) to make rules of a more comprehensive na-
ture, relating especially to pleading in civil actions. These
rules, alter being laid before both houses of parliament
within certain times mentioned in the act, were to have ' the
like force and effect as if the provisions contained therein bad
been expressly enacted by parliament.* In exercise of this au-
thority, a number of rules, generally called 'The New Rules,
' have been promulgated,which have introduced very material
changes in the mode of pleading. [Pleading.] (Stephens
on PUading ; Chitty on Pleading ; Jenris on the New Rule*)

\

Formerly each court of common law issued its own gpne-
ral rules, without much consideration as to what is* the
practice in other courts. Of late the object has been Xm

assimilate the practice in all the courts of commoo lav.

Rules not general are such as are confined to the particu-

lar case in reference to which they have been gianted. Of
these, some, which are said to be ' of course,' are drawn op
by the proper officers on the authority of the mere signature

of counsel, without any formal application to the court ; or

in some instances, as upon a judges fiat or allowance by the

master, &c. without any signature by counsel ; others re-

quire to be handed in as well as signed by counsel. Rules
which are not of course, are grantable on the application* or.

as it is technically termed, 'the motion,* either of the party

actually interested or of his counsel. Where the ground*
of the motion are required to be particularised, the tacts ne-

cessary to support it must be stated in an affidavit by com-
petent witnesses. After the motion is heard, the court

either grants or refuses the rule. A rule, when granted.
may, according to the circumstances, be either * to show
cause/ or it may be * absolute in the first instance/ 7 be
term ' rule to show cause,' also called a ' rule nisi,' mean*
that unless the party against whom it has been obtained
shows sufficient cause to the contrary, the rule, which a vet

conditional, will become absolute. After a rule ntsi ha*
been obtained, it is drawn up in form by the proper officer,

and served by the party obtaining it upon the party agaimt
whom it has been obtained, and: notice is given him so ap-
pear in court on a certain day and show cause against it. He
may do this either bv showing that the facts already dis-

closed do not justify the granting of the application, or he
may contradict those facts by further affidavits. The couu*sC
who obtained the rule is then heard in reply. If the coun
think proper to grant the application, or if no one appears
to oppose it, the rule is said to be made ' absolute.' If tho
refuse the application, the rule is said to be ' discharged.*

Rules may be moved for either in reference to an> matter
already pending before the court, as for a change of venue
in an action already commenced, or for a new trial, &c;
or in respect of matters not pending before the court, as

for a criminal information, a mandamus, &c
A copy of a rule obtained from the proper officer it legal

proof of the existence of such a rule. (Tidd's Practice;
Arobhold's Practice.)

RULE in SHELLEY'S CASE. [RBMAiWDEm.]
RUM, a spirit distilled from the sugar-cane, tie! is,

' from cane-juice, or the scummings of the juice from the
boiling-house, or from the treacle, or molasses, or from
' dunder,' the lees of former distillations.' (Edwards s H'eU
Indite, vol. ii., p. 279.) As the entire juice of the can* is

not necessary for making rum, the distillation is carried an
in conjunction with the manufacture of sugar. The beet rum
is made from the unerystallized syrup called moliteca
[Molasses.] The proportion of molasses made in crystal-
lizing a cwt. of sugar varies from 50 to 90 gallons, and de-
pends both upon the climate and the season, being lowest
in the Leeward Islands, which have a dry climate, and high
est in Demerara and Trinidad, and it is in the latter that a
fine seasons the proportion reaches 90 gallons per cwt.
Nearly one gallon of proof rum may be made from one cat-
Ion of molasses. The value of the raw material for a gslkMi
of rum has recently been as high as 1*. lOd in the Wast
Indies ; the cost of distillation averages about &+d per gal-
lon; and for an additional B{a\ for freight and other
charge the spirit may be brought into the English marfcet.
where, since June, 1830, it has been subject to a duly of
9s. per gallon. This is U. fid higher than the duty on
English spirits, the distillers of the latter claiming to be
protected on account of the corn-laws raising the raw mate-
rial above its natural price. On the other hand rum is

protected by heavy duties on foreign spirits ; and mm tW
produce of the West Indies has hitherto been protected
against East India rum by a different rate, the duty on tfce

latter being 1 5#. per gallon.

The rum consumed in the United Kingdom is entirely
the produce of the West Indies, and to a great extent of the
island of Jamaica, which is of a superior quality. For many
years the home demand has not taken off the whole supply,
and the surplus, which consists chiefly of tho Leeward
Islands rum, and other kinds of inferior quality, u ex*
ported. The consumption of rum in this country has been
long declining, and the imports and cxjprj* have both faDew
off. In 1839 the number of gallon^ ^4^*fefel» fett
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was paid in England was 2,739,363 ; Scotland, 75,337; Ire-

land, 15.663: total, 2,830,363 gallons. In 1840 the quan-
tity consumed was 2,510,668 gallons. In 1826 there were
5,051,966 gallons ofrum in bond ; 3,585,386 gallons in 1836

;

2,573,627 gallons in 1838; and 3,007,563 in 1839, of which
nther more than one-half was bonded in London, and the

remainder at the outports. The proportion of rum consumed
is now less than one-tenth of the total consumption of spi-

rits in the United Kingdom, but in 1820 the proportion was
about one-fifth. British spirits are said to be extensively

sold for rum, the flavour being imitated by the rectifier.

At the present time (April, 1841) a Bill, introduced by
the Government, has passed through the Commons, the ob-

ject of which is to equalize the duty on East and West India
rum by reducing the former. Rum made from the date or
jwlra-Uee, as well as from the sugar-cane, will be included
in this measure, but not if made from any other material.

The equalization of theduties on Ea3t and West India sugar,
by 6 Wm. IV. c. 26, rendered it expedient to give a practical

equality to all the products of the sugar-cane, without which
the cultivation of sugar-plantations in India could not have
been so profitably extended, as the molasses would have
been comparatively wasted. The Government measure
equalizes the import duty on rum in the colonies as well as

iathe United Kingdom. Great improvement in East India
rum is anticipated from its admission to the English mar-
ket. In December, 1836, th* Lords of the Admiralty
rescinded an order which confined the navy contracts to

West India rum. The imports of East India rum in 1837
amounted to 67,761 gallons; in 1838, to 45,212 gallons; in

1839, to 170,380 gallons; but none of it was entered for

home consumption, in consequence of the high duty.

1. Average quantities of rum annually imported from the

West Indies, and Demerara and Be rbice, from 1821 to 1838
inclusive, for periods of six years each :

—

19911826. 1827-1832.

G.1U.
18331838.

O.Ik. Gall*

Jamaica 2*76,468 3,154,866 2,510,728

Demerara 996,500 1,616,944 1,500,808

Betbice 44,904 173,000 92,968

Trinidad 14,688 21,415 4,875

Tobago 355,188 393,070 297,045
Grenada 264,136 300,247 216,717
Sl Vincent's 91,734 163,224 144,254

Barbadoea 862 5,853 1,123

St. Lucia 3,544 17,985 4,659

Dominica 15,160 31,129 18,014

Antigua
St. KiU'a

42,233 90,773 35,909
61,409 153,023 51,387

Nevis 16,229 ,47,213 15,020

Montaerrat 24,327 33,113 14.707

Tortola 3,113 96 3,716

To'al 4,147,659 6,351,957 4,933.164

2. Average quantities of rum annually imported into the

United Kingdom, reexported, consumed, and used as ships'

stores and in the navy, in two periods, from 1827 to 1839

inclusive :

—

AoooaI Import*!. Reexported. Consumed.
Ship.'
Stores.

Nary.
Arera^f. GalU. GalU. Gall*. r;alU. Galls.

1*27-33 7.182.188
5.066,800

4.756,478 3,581,257
3.316,498

377,654 320,691

1SJ4-3J 1,448,024 366,994 308,^93

3. Quantities of rum imported into the United Kingdom,
distinguishing the imports from the Briiish West Indies,

also the quantities consumed and re exported, in each year

from 1&33 to 1839:—

' Imported. Paid Doty

Yean.
Total (from
oil places').

From ihe
Brit. W. Ind.

for

Consumption.
Re-exported.

Galls. Galls. GalU. . Galls.

1833 5,146,877 5,109,975 3,492,133 1,834,206

1*M 5,158,489 5,112,399 3,345,177 1,642,282

. 1835 5,540,170 5,453,317 3,416,966 1,678,374

{ 1836 4,993,942 4,868,168 3,324,749 1,279,845

I
1837 4,613,095 4,418,350 3,184,255 1,174,273

i
1838 4,912,227 4,641,212 3,135,651 1,134,436

t
1839 5,477,669 • 4,021,821

1

2,830,263 1,155,753

Id addition to the above, the quantity of rum delivered for

the use of the navy and for ship's stores averaged 743,305

gallons annually, all of which (with the exception of 3978
fallons in 1838. and 87,998 gallons in 1839, from the East
ndies, admitted into the navy contracts) was the produce of

the West Indies.

The duty on rum averaged 1,593,685/. for the years
1831-2-3; for the years 1834-5-6 it amounted to 1,399,912/.;.

and for 1837-8-9 it was 1,372,540/. In 1840 the gross receipt

was 1,154,544/.

The exports of rum are chiefly to Germany, Prussia, Hol-
land, Italy, and the Australian colonies.

RUM, Island. [Argylbshire.]
RUMEX, the name of a genus of plants, from rumex, a

sort of spike, spear, or halberd, which the shape of its leaves

resembles. It belongs to the natural order Polygonacea?.
Most of the species of this genus are well known as trouble-

some weeds to the agriculturist, under the name of ducks
and sorrels. Some of them have been used in medicine,
but their incomplete flowers and inelegant appearance have
caused their almost entire neglect in the garden. The
essential characters of the genus are: Calyx with six sepals,

the outer three slightly coherent, the inner ones enlarged

after flowering; stamens six; styles three, reflexed ; stigmata
three and cleft; fruit a three-cornered nut, with a lateral

embryo and superior radicle. In the descriptions of this

genus by botanists, the three inner sepals are often de-

signated as corolla, but it is more consistent with what we
know of the general structure of the order Polygonacea) to

refer it to the apetalous or incomplete subclass of Exogens,
and thus to consider the flower of Rumex as destitute of

corolla. Rumex is nearly allied to Rheum, but may be
distinguished from that genus by its three-cornered carpels

not having wings, and by the embryo of the seed being
lateral, not central as in Rheum. The wings that are ob-

served upon the fruit of some species of Rumex are pro-

duced by the calyx.

The species of Rumex that have been chiefly used in

medicine are the R. acetosa and hydrolapathum. R.
acetosa, common Sorrel, is known by its granular valves,

dicecious flowers, oblong awl-shaped leaves, with converging
(often notched) lobes. It is indigenous in this country, and
it is also common in meadows and grassy pastures through-
out Europe, from Lapland to Greece. It flowers early in

June. i?. hydrolapathum* Great Water-Dock, is distin-

guished from other species, and the foregoing, by the fol-

lowing characters: Sepals petaloid, nearly entire, unequally
tuberculated ; lanceolate leaves acute at each end ; almost
leafless whorls. It is found growing in marsh-land ditches,

stagnant waters, and the margins of great rivers throughout
Europe, as well as in North America from Pennsylvania to

Virginia. It is by far the largest and most conspicuous of our
indigenous docks ; flowering from July to August. Thisseems
to have been the plant known under the name of Herba Bri-
tannica to Pliny (xxv., c. 3. 8), Galen, and others, and which
was employed, on account of its astringent properties, in vari-

ous diseases in which those remedies are indicated. (Martin-

gius, De vera Antiquorum Herba Britannica% Amst., 1681.)

RUMFORD, BENJAMIN, COUNT, was born at Wo
burn, New England, in 1752. His family name wasThomp-
son. By his marriage he was raised above the necessity of

acting as a teacher, in which capacity he had employed
himself, and when the Revolution commenced he was a

major of militia, and for his services to the king's cause

obtained an appointment in the Foreign Office. During
the contest he returned to New York, and raised a regi-

ment of dragoons, of which he was appointed colonel. In

1784 he returned to England, was knighted, and is said for

some time to have acted as one of the under-secretaries of

state. It was subsequently, while in the service of the king
of Bavaria, that he prosecuted his most useful labours;

amongst which were plans for the suppression of mendicity

and for relieving poverty and elevating the poor, besides

various civil and military reforms, for which several orders

of knighthood were conferred upon him, and he was made
a lieutenant-general and created a count. Towards the

close of the century he once more came to England, and
devoted his time to experiments on the nature and econo-

mical application of beat, and assisted in founding the Royal
Institution. In 1802 he went to reside at Paris, and married

the widow of Lavoisier, the chemist, but soon afterwards

separated from her. He then retired to Auteuil, a village

near Paris, and having a handsome pension from the king

of Bavaria, devoted his time to rural pursuits and to chemis-

try and natural philosophy. He died in August, 1814.
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The plans of Count Rumford for improving the arts and

conveniences of domestic life have rendered his name
well known in England. An account of these will be
found in his * Essays. Political, Economical, and Philoso-

phical/ Several of these essays were published separately,

and effected much good at a time when the amelioration of

the condition of the poor was attracting great attention.

His views are enlightened as well as benevolent, and on the

whole he appears to have been in advance of his time. Two
volumes of the * Essays' were collected and published in

1798, and a third in 1802. In the lutteryear also was pub-

lished a volume of ' Papers on Natural Philosophy and
Mechanics.' Some of these had been read before the

Royal Society, in whose ' Transactions ' they are also

printed.

RUM-ILl', a large division of European Turkey, which
comprehends the central part of it, namely, the countries of

Albania, Macedonia, Thessaly, and part of Mscsia It is

bounded on the north by the eyalets of Silistria and
of Bosnia ; on the east partly by the province of Gallipoli,

which belongs to the eyalet of Jesayr, and partly by
tho AJgwan Sea ; on the south by the kingdom of Greece,

and on the west by the Adriatic. Rura-tli is an eyalet,

or general government under a beglerbeg, who ranks
above all other pashas of Europe, and who has under him
the following livas or pashaliks :— 1, Monastir, which is in

general the residence of the beglerbeg himself; this pro-

vince includes the western and southern parts of Macedonia.
The capital, Monastir, called also Bitolia, near the site of

the anticnt Hcraclea, not far from the banks of the river

Erigonus, an affluent of the Axius, and on the borders of

Albania, is a considerable town, with about 1 5,000 inha

bitauts ; 2,- Salonichi, which occupies the eastern pass of
Macedonia [Thessalonica] ; 3, Gbiustendil, which embraces
the northern part of Macedonia, as far at the sources of the

Strymon. It has tome rich copper-mines and some copper-

works. 4, Uskub, which corresponds to the antient Paxmia.
The head town, called Uskub, or Scopia, on the Axius, is

the seat of a Greek arohbisbop ; it has some leather manu-
factories, and about 10,000 inhabitants. 5, Prisrend, or

Perzerin, north of Mount Scardus. 6, Krukovatz, or Aladja
His*ar, north of Prisrend, as far as the borders of Servia,

embracing a part of the former Roman province of Mania
Superior. 7, Scutari, or Eskanderie, in North Albania.

8. Ochrida, south east of Scutari. 9, Avlona, in Central
Albania. 10, Yauina, or Joannina. ll.Delvine, along
the southern coast of Albania, opposite Corfu. 12,Trikhala,

which embraces the whole of antient Thessaly.

A general description of the whole region is given under
Turkey. For particular accounts of its great divisions, see

Albania, Macedonia, and Thessaly.
RUMINANTS, Ruminantia, Cuviers name for his

eighth order of Mammtfhree, the Pecoba of Linn©us.

Cuvier remarks that this is perhaps the most natural and
the best defined of the class ; for these animals have the air

of being nearly all constructed on the same model ; and the

cat. iel• alone present some small exceptions to the common
choraeters. [Camel; Llama.]
The first of these characters, observes the great French

zoologist, is the possession of inci-or teeth in the lower jaw
only, and these are nearly always eight iu number. They
are replaced above by a callous rim (bourrelet). Between
the incisors and the molars is a wide space, where are found,
in ono or two genera only, one or two canines. The molars,
nearly always six in number on euch side of the upper and
lower jaws, have their crown marked* with two double cres-

cents, the convexity of which is turned inwards in the
upper and outwards in tho lower teeth.

The four feet aro terminated by two toes and two hoofs,

which oppose to each other a flattened surface, so that they
have the appearance of a single hoof which has been split;

whence these quadrupeds have obtained the name of ani-

mals with divided or bifurcate hoofs, &c
Behind the hoof there are sometimes tao small processes

or spurs, the vestiges of the lateral fingers. The two bones
of the metacarpus and the metatarsus are united into a
single one, the cannon bone, but in some species there are
also vestiges of the lateral metatarsians and meUcarpiane.
The namo Ruminant* indicates the singular faculty pos-

sessed by these animals of masticating a second time their
food, which they return into the mouth after a previous de-
glutition, a power which is the result of tho structure of
their stomachs* four of which they always have. Of these

stomachs the three first are so disposed that the aliment earn

enter at the will of the animal into any one of the three, be-

cause the oesophagus terminates at the point of communi-
cation.

The first stomach or paunch (rumen, pernio* mtitmm
venter\ ingluvtee—la jxuue of the French) is much the

largest in the adult animal; but not so in the recently bora

calf or lamb. It is divided outwardly into two bag like ap-

pendages at its extremity, and it is slightly separated tote

four parts on the inside. The internal coat of this stomach
is beset with innumerable flattened papilla. Here are re-

ceived the masses of herbage rudely broken op by the first

mastication, and here it is (though they sometimes, but sel-

dom, occur in the second) that the morbid concretions of a
globular or elongated, but rounded, figure are generally
found. These concretions are composed of three sorts of
substances—of hairs, of the fibrous parts of plants, or of

stony matter. The first of these are formed, particularly am

the cow, by the animal's own hair, or that of another row or

ox licked off and gradually accumulated in the stomach.
Sometimes these are hairy externally, but generally they

are covered with a dark polished coat. The Jigegrvvil*
found in the Chamois consist of vegetable macerated fibres.

The stony concretions have received the name of Bezmr
ttones. [Bezoars.]
The herbage in the state above noticed is transmitted rato

the second stomach, honey-comb bag, bonnet, or kingV
hood (reticulum, ollula— bonnet of the French), the walls of

which are furnished with lamina somewhat resembling taw

cells of bees : this, which is small and globular, uia) be con-
sidered as an appendage of the first stomach or paunch, bat
is distinguished from that by the elegantly arranged poly-

gonal and acute-angled cells, forming superficial cavities em
Us internal coat. Here the herbage is arrested, imbibed,
and compressed into small masses or balls, which are theoee
returned successively into the mouth for remastrcstioa.
During this operation, the animals remain in a stale W
repose,

* Sowe nuninUlng lie,*

until all the herbage swallowed has undergone the action o
the molar teeth a second time. The aliment tbua reanast*
cated is transmitted into the third or smallest stomach, the
manyplue (manyplies)— (echinus, conclave, cenitprik*
omasut, pealtertum—feuillet of the French). This stomach
is distinguished from (he two former, both by its form, which
has been faneied to resemble a hedgehog rolled up twhence
the name echinus), and its internal structure, the looguu*
dinal laminm of its walls resembling in some degree the
leaves of a hook (whence the name feuillet). These nu-
merous and broad duplicaturea of its internal coat be
lengthwise and vary in breadth in regular alternate order,
amounting to some forty in the sheep, and about a hundred
in the eow.
From the third stomach the food is transmitted into tee

fourth, the red (abcma$u4,faliscu$, cetttriculuM mtocJmofo—
caillette of the French), which is next in size to the firrt

stomach or paunch, of an elongated pyrifbrm shape, and
with an internal villous coat similar to that of the human
stomach, with large longitudinal wrinkles. This last is, se
to speak, the true organ of digestion, analogous to the simp*?
stomach of ordinary animals.
We will now proceed to inquire how this complicated ma-

chine is connected together, and bow it acts.

Blumenbach observes that the three first stomachs are
connected with each other, and with a groove-)ike continu-
ation of the oesophagus, in a vory remarkable way. The
latter tube enters just where the paunch and the second and
third stomachs approach each other; it is then continued
with the groove, which ends in the third stomach Thai
groove is therefore open to the first stomachs, which bo te
iU right and left. But the thick prominent lips which fursa
the margin of. the groove admit of being drawn together to
as to form a complete canal which then constitutes a direct
continuation of the oesophagus into the third stomach. The
functions of this very singular part will vary according as
we consider it in the state of a groove or of a closed cansi.
In the first case, the grass, file, is passed, after a very altfbt
degree of mastication, into the paunch as into a reservoir.
Thence it goes in small portions into the second slosnarh,
from which, after a further maceration, it is propelled, by «
kind of antiperistaltic motion, into the meophagua, and than
returns into the mouth. It is here itr- H and j
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swallowed, when the groove is shut, and the morsel of food,

after this second mastication, it thereby conducted directly

into the third stomach. During the short time which it

probably stars in this situation between the folds of the in-

ternal coat, it is still further prepared for digestion, which
process is completed in the fourth or true digestive stomach.
(Lawrence's Blumenbach.) In notes to the same work it is

slated that the shutting of the groove when the food is again
swallowed after rumination supposes a power of voluntary

motion in this part, and indeed, it is added, the influence of
the will in the whole affair of rumination is incontestable.

It is not confined to any particular time, since the animal
can delay it according to circumstances when the paunch
is quite full. It has been expressly stated of some men,
who have had the power of ruminating (instances of which
are net very rare), that it was quite voluntary with them.
*I have known,' continues Blumenbach, ' two men who ru-

minated their vegetable food : both assured roe that they

bad a real enjoyment in doing this, which has also been ob-

served of others; and one of them had the power of doing
tt or leaving it alone according to circumstances.'

Whilst the Ruminants remain at the teat and live upon
nothing but milk, the fourth stomach is the largest of all.

The first stomach or paunch only develops itself into its

enormous volume in proportion as it receives supplies of
herbage.

The intestinal canal of these animals is very long, but
little enlarged or sacculated in the great intestines. The
eacum is moderately long and smooth.
In the museum of the Royal College of Surgeons the

following preparations in the physiological series will be
found highly illustrative of the function of the machinery
above noticed:—No. 555 consists of the stomach and small

intestines of a total calf (Bos Taurus, Linn.) ; and No. 556,

of portion* of the four cavities of the stomach of a calf. The
description of these two preparations will be found in the

article Ox (vol. xvii., p. 75]. No. 557 is the stomach of a

&*l(Capra Hireus, Linn.). The greater portions of the

rumen, reticulum, and abomasus have been removed ; but

the psalterium left entire, showing the different characters

of their inner surfaces, and their several communications
with each other and with the oesophagus. The inner sur-

face of the rumen is beset with elongated villi, spatulate at

the extremity ; these become shorter as they approach the

reticulum, and gradually blend with the alveoli of that

cavity. The communication of these two cavities is so free

as to lead to the belief that food, when first swallowed,

paseea into both cavities. The muscular sphincter bounding
the canal which conducts the re-masticated food from the

oesophagus to the psalterium is also clearly shown in this

preparation, and the necessary result of its contraction in

shutting out the rumen and reticulum from the oesophagus

may be as readily understood. A bristle is placed across the

commencement of the abomasus, showing the width of the

orifice leading from the psalterium. No. 558 is a portion

of the rumen of a sheep (Oeis Aries, Linn.). The villi are

flattened and dilated towards the extremity. No. 559 and
669 are noticed in the article Ox (loc. citl). No. 56 1 is a
small portion of the rumen of a reindeer (Cervus Tarandut,

Linn.), showing the form of the villi, which are longitudi-

nally plicated. No. 562 is a small portion of the rumen of

a sheep. A part of the cuticle with which this cavity is

lined is turned down ; and the stomach has been injected, to

show the vascularity of the subjacent mucous membrane.
No. 563 shows, a portion of the rumen and reticulum, unin-

fected, of a sheep, with part of the cuticular lining reflected.

No. 563 A is a portion of the reticulum of a reindeer, with

the eutteular lining partially removed. The cells remarkably

shallow. No, 564 is a portion of the reticulum of a goat,

with the cuticular lining partially reflected. The cellB par*

ttally divided into smaller cells. ' The descriptions of Nos.

564 A and 564 B will be found in the article Ox (loc «*.).

No. 566 is a portion of the reticulum and psalterium, in-

jected, of a lamb. The latter cavity has been divided trans-

vereely, showing the longitudinal disposition of the lamina),

and how nearly they occupy the whole cavity. Their dif-

ferent sites and relative proportions are also well shown by

this section. Bristles are inserted in the interspaces of the

different lamina. No. 566 is the remainder of the psal-

terium and the abomasus of the same stomach. The chief

characteristic of the fourth cavity, viz. its vascular villous

liatug membrane, is well shown in this preparation. This

tank* ii thrum mto large oblique ruga, at what may be

termed ihe cardiac end. The pylorus is protected by a
valvular protuberance. In its shape and function this

cavity resembles the stomach of carnivorous quadrupeds.
No. 566 A is the stomach of a wapiti fawn (Cervus Cana-
densis, Briss.) six days old. At this period the food, con-
sisting of milk only, is conveyed directly to the fourth
stomach to be digested: as it requires no preparation in the
preceding cavities, they are accordingly collapsed, and of
comparatively very small size. The descriptions of Nos.
566 B, 566 C, 566 D, and 566 E, will be found in the article

Llama [vol. xiv., pp. 69, 70]; and those of Nos. 567,
566, and 569, in the article Cambl [vol. vi., p. 189]. No.
569 A is a portion of the psalterium and abomasus of a
llama, showing the same structure as exists in the camel,
but on a somewhat smaller scale. A comparison of this

preparation with No. 566 B shows that the lamin© charac-
terising the psalterium are not developed in the festal

stomach of the llama. In the ox, the lamin© of the psal-
terium preserve the same proportions in the foetal as in the
adult state (No. 555). No. 569 B exhibits the pyloric end
of the abomasus and the commencement of the duodenum
of a llama. This preparation was made for the purpose of

showing the form, position, and structure of the valvular
protuberance at the pylorus. It has been divided by a lon-

gitudinal incision, and seems principally composed of an
accumulation of the sub-mucous cellular texture, the cells

of which are large, and, being filled with fluid, must render
the part elastic. No glandular follicles are perceptible, nor
any conspicuous orifices in the mucous membrane covering
the protuberance ; yet it has been called glandular. (Homo's
Comparative Anatomy, i., p. 173.) Daubenton however
terms it simply * boursutture,' without hinting at its use.

Its office seems to be merely mechanical: if pressed on by
any mass of undigested matter, iWwould shut up the pylorus,
and prevent the passage of such matter into the duodenum

;

while substances sufficiently comminuted and digested
would pass beneath the protuberance, through the semilunar
pylorus, into the duodenum. This gut forms at its com*
mencement a capacious reservoir, a small part of which only
is preserved in this preparation. No. 723 B is part of the
small intestines of a wapiti fawn injected, dried, and put
into oil of turpentine. It shows the limited extent of the
convolutions of the intestines arising from the shortness of
the mesentery, and the mesenteric artery forming in con-
sequence only a single series of arches. No. 735 is a portion
of the intestinal canal of a small deer (Moschus), showing
similar concentric folds of the colon. This disposition occurs
in all the Ruminants. (Cat., vol. i.)

Pallas describes and figures, in his 'SpicilegiaZoologica,'

the third stomach, with its manyplies, of Moschus mot-
chiferus.

The fat of the Ruminants, when cold, after death, becomes
harder than that of other animals, and even brittle : it is

called tallow and suet (suifoi the French). The maromm
of this order are situated between the thighs. The general

osseous structure may be seen in the articles Bison, Deer,
Moschida, and Ox. There is a fine series of skeletons of
Ruminants in the museum of the College of Surgeons ; and
among the skulls of oxen, a remarkable pug-nosed variety

which is now wild on the pampas of Buenos Ayres.

The foetus of the Ruminants is developed by the aid of a

placenta, divided into numerous detached lobes or cotyledons,

the various forms of which are shown in the preparations,

numbered from 3481 to 3528 inclusive, in the physiological

series of the Hunterian Collection. The camel tribe how-
ever here again deviate from the true Ruminants, having no
cotyledons, but only a general villous condition of the

chorion, as in the mare.
The genera placed by Linnaeus under his order Pbcora

will be found under that head.

Cuvier makes the Ruminants consist of two divisions :

—

1st, those without horns; 2nd, those with horns.

The 1st division embraces the camels (Camelus, Linn.),

or the Camels properly so called, and the Llamas; and the

Chevrotains (Moschus, Linn.). 2nd. All the rest of the

Ruminants, of the male sex at least, have two horns or

prominences, more or less long, projecting from the frontal

bones, which ta not found in any other family of mammals.
In some these prominences are covered with a ca-e of

elastic substance, composed, as it were, of agglutinated

hairs, which grows in layers, and during the whole life of

the animal. The name horn (corne) is particularly applied

to the substance of this case, which is termed a hollow hnrn.
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The bony prominence or core which this case envelope,

*rro\VH, like it, during the whole life of the animal, and it

never shed. Such are the horns of oxen, sheep, goats, and
antelopes* (See the several articles.) •

In others the prominences are invested only with a hairy

skin, which is continued from that of the head, and is never
destroyed during life. These prominences are never shed.

Such is the modification of horn possessed by the Giraffe,
the sole genus of this subdivision.

Finally, in the great genus Cervus, Linn. [Deer], the

prominences covered during a certain period with a hairy

or velvety skin resembling that of the rest of the head, have
at their base a ring of bony tubercles, which, as it increases,

compresses and obliterates the nutrient vessels of that skin,

which, when the horn is complete, dries and is removed.
The naked bony prominence separates in due time from the
skull, to which it grew, falls, and the animal becomes de-

fenceless. But new horns soon begin to bud, ordinarily,

and while the animal is in the vigour of life, larger than the

preceding ones, and destined to fall in their turn. These
horns, purely osseous and subjected to periodical changes,
are termed by the French bois, and are known in England
by the name of antlers.

Mr. G. R. Gray makes bis fifth order consist of the Un-
gufata of Ray (Hruta, Pecora, and Bellua, Linn.). Of this

order, his first family, Bovidce, comprises the whole of the
ruminating animals. [Ox, vol. xvii., p. 89.]

Col. Hamilton Smith, whose researches and method form
the groundwork of most of the treatises on ruminating
animals since the appearance of hia work,* which should
be carefully perused by every zoologist, is followed so closely

by Mr. Swainson, that the arrangement of the latter is in

fact, with slight change of position, the arrangement of the
former. Mr. Swainson indeed places the Camels as the
ruminating form among the Sohpedes ; but still they stand
between the Camelopards and the Horse. He makes the
Bov ids*, or Oxen, the typical family ; but adopts the names
given by the Colonel to that and the other families, with the
exception of the Antelopida?, which are equal to the Ca-
pridce of Smith ; Mr. Swainson making the Antelopes the
typical form.

Air. Swainson's fourth order, Ungulate^ is divided into

the following five tribes : Pachydermes, Anoplotheres, Eden-
tates, and Solipedes.

The Ruminantes are thus arranged :—
) . Sub-typical group.—Horns sheathing ; form gracile,

slender.

Fam. Antilopidaa, (Sw. Caprida, Smith.)
Genera,—Dieranocerus, Sm.; Aigocerus, Sm. ; Oryx,

Sm. ; Gazella, Sm. ; Antilope, Sm. ; Redunca, Sm. ; Ira-
gulu*,Sm.; Raphicerus, Sm.; Tetraeerus, Leach ; Cepka-
tophus, Sm.; Neotragus, Sm. ; Tragelaphus. Sm. ; A>-
morfi<edus, Sm. ; Rupicapra. Ant., Sin.; Aplqeerut, Sm.

;

Capra, Auct. ; Ovis. Auct. ; Damalis, Sm. ; Acronotus, Sm.

;

R**elaphus, Sm. ; Strepsicerus, Sm. ; Jhrtax, Sm.
2. Typical.—Horns sheathing ; form heavy, robust

Fam. Bovidce, Sm.
TOx, vol. xvii., p. 89.]

Gtmer* aod SUkgttterm.

1. Alee, Sm. (Subgenera,
Rangifer, Sm. ; Dama,
Sm.)

2. Cervus, Lin., Sw.
(Subgenera, Rata,
Sm.; Axis, Sm.)

3. Capreolue, Sm. (Sub-
genus, Mazama, Sm.)

4. Subulo, Sm.
5. Stylocerus, Sm.

3 Aberrant , ,

Horns solid,

deciduous.

Cetvida*,$m.,

Cervus, Linn.

ranting;]Horns <

forelegs short-

1

er than thell.
hinder. Mo I

sthidce, Sw. j

Horns very

short, covered
with a skin.

Camelopards
Sw.

Moschus, Linn.

. Camelopardulis, An-
tiq.

Tho tribe Solipedes, which immediately follows the Ca-
• SrcarUBtk't'CuTier.'

melopards. consists of the genera Cameiu** Auckeme, us*
Equus. Thus the Camels and Llamas, with which Colotel

Smith, following Cuvier, commences the Rutninaau, u»
placed by Mr. Swainson at the conclusion. With the ex-

ception of this and a few other modifications, the two amagr-
ments are similar.

Mr. Ogilby, in bis interesting paper, written with a rirt

of pointing out the characters to which the most imports tat

should be attached in establishing generic d»*»»nrtiw»

among the Ruminantia, read before the Zoological Soottj,

in December, 1836, commenced by observing that n **»

been justly remarked by Professor Pallas, that if the geaenc

characters of the Ruminantia were to be founded opm uV
modifications of dentition, in accordance with the rale so

generally applicable to other groups of Manuask, U*
greater part of the order would necessarily be cotasnsed m
a single genus ; since the number, form, and arrangesaeat of

the teeth being the same in all, except the Cans** tai

Llamas, these organs consequently afford no groaadi of

definite or general distinctions. Hence, Mr. Ogilby ob-

serves, naturalists have resorted to other principle* it

regulating the distribution of ruminating animals, sad tk
form, curvature, and the direction of the horns, selectedU
this purpose at a period when an extremely limited kart

ledge of species permitted the practical application of nth

arbitrary and artificial characters without any very glansf

violation of natural affinities, still continue to be the rtW

adopted by zoologists in this department of roamnulon
But Illiger, he remarked, forma a solitary but boaeartile

exception ; for he first introduced the considcratioo of u»

mussle and lachrymal sinus into the definitions of ik

Senera Antilope, Capra, and Bos : hia labours however as*

isregarded by subsequent writers, or his principles sal*

applied to the genus Antilope. ' It is obvious,' coauasW
Mr. Ogilby, ' that as the knowledge of new (ones &ai

species became more and more extensive, the prevaibag giv

tuitoua rule above mentioned, founded as it is upon parti!

arbitrary characters which have no necessary relatioa to u»

habits and economy, or even to the general external famd
the animals themselves, would eventually involve ta ess-

fusion and inconsistency the different groups whickiert

founded upon its application ; and such has long been its

acknowledged effect The genua Antilope in partruir

has become a kind of zoological refuse for the dettitele.ssd

forms an incongruous assemblage of all the bollow-beraei

Ruminants, without distinction of form or character. wbtei

the mere shape of the horns excluded from the genera &*.

Ovis, and Capra ; it has thus come to contain nearly to
times as many species as all the rest of the holloe-ben**

1

Ruminants together ; so diversified are its forms, sad »
incongruous its materials, that it presents not a single cht

racter which will either apply to all its species or taaVr

to differentiate it from conterminous genera.
' To meet this obvious evil, MM. Lichtenstein, De BW

ville, Desmarest, and Hamilton Smith have applies* la-

ger's principles to subdivide the artificial genus Aekbf*
into something more nearly approaching to natural pwf».
the reform thus effected however was but partial is si

operation ; the root of the evil still remained untouched,**

none of these eminent zoologists appear to have bees arf-

ficiently aware of the extremely arbitrary and attuVsslcas

racter of the principal group itself, which they ceatestri

themselves with breaking up into subgenera, nor of ta*

actual importance and extensive application of the cetn*

ters which they employed for that purpose. By mixaw at

those characters moreover with others ofa secondary and let

important nature, the benefit which might have beta <**

pected from their labours has been in a neat measure eer

tralized ; and even the subdivisions which they have iatre

duced into the so-called genus Antilope are lass detail*

and comprehensive than they might otherwise have bets

made.
'The truth is however that the presence or abeeaesrf

horns in one or both sexes; the substance and natait d
these organs, whether solid or concave, permanent or eeo-

duary ; the form of the upper lip, whether thin and atitae-

ated, aa in the Goat, or terminating in a broad, heavy, aasei

muzzle, as in the Ox; and the existence of tsefcrjsts.

Binuses, and interdigital pores, sre the characters •s*±»

really influence the habits and economy of ruoMosusc

animals, snd upon which, consequently, their genetic ex-

tinctions mainly depend. These, with the assistance, »» *

very few iustauces, of such necessary characters as tat ta-
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perorbital and maxillary glands, the number of teats, and
tho existence of inguinal pores, are sufficient in all cases to

define and characterise the genera with the strictest refer-

ence to logical precision and zoological simplicity.'

Waiving the discussion of the value of these characters, or
a statement of the reasons which iuduced him to adopt thera

in preference to those more generally employed in this de-
partment of mammalogy, Mr. Ogilby contents himself with
observing, • that the presence or absence of horns in the
females regulates, in a great measure, the social intercourse
of the sexes; that upon the form of the lips and muzzle, the
only organs of touch and prehension among the Ruminantia,
depend the nature of the food and habitat, making the
animal a grazer or a browser, as the case may be ; and that

the existence or non-existence of interdigital glands, the use
of which appears to be to lubricate the hoofs, has a very ex-
tensive influence upon the geographical distribution of the
species, confining tnem to the rich savannah and the moist
forest, or enabling them to roam over the arid mountain,
the parched karoo, and the burning desert.'

Mr. Ogilby then arranges the Ruminants under the fol-

lowing families: 1, CamelicUe (observing that they form
what if r. MacLeay would call an aberrant group). 2, Cer-
vidm (comprising the genera Camelopardalis, Tarandus,
Alee*, Cervus, Caprea (type, Roebuck), and Prox (type,

Muntjnk). 3, Mosehidee [Moschidje, vol. xv„ p. 430].

4, CapriaUt [Goat, vol. xi., pp. 285, 286], 5, Bovidee [Ox,
vol. xvii., p. 89].

There is no order of animals that ministers so freely to the
wants end comforts of man as the Ruminants. They form
the great staple of the food and clothing of civilised and
generally of savage life. Their milk, their flesh, their wool,

I beh- leather, their tallow, their horns, in short almost every
portion of these quadrupeds is made available ; and many
of tnem are of high utility as beasts of burthen.

Fossil Ruminants.
Ruminants, Oxen and Deer especially, occur in a fossil

state m the tertiary series of strata, and most abundantly
ro (he third and fourth divisions of the fresh- water deposits

(Pliocene period of Lyell). Bones of the Ox have indeed
been found in the second or Miocene system of deposits, as
at Georgensgemund in Bavaria ; but in the Pliocene period
the Ruminant remains are to be numerously traced, with ex-
tinet species of existing genera of Paehydermata, viz. Ele-
phant, Rhinoceros, Hippopotamus, and Horse, together with
the extinct genus Mastodon. The bone-caverns and the

osseous breccia in the limestone fissures contain them
plentifully ; and they are widely spread over the face of the
globe. A more detailed account will be found under the
different articles which treat of the several families and
genera of this order.

Dr. Lund, in bis View of the Fauna of Brazil, &c,
remarks, that of Ruminants there is only one genus in

Brazil, that of Cervus, which contains five species, whereof
one, of the size of the musk, is undescribed. This animal,

he observes, does not penetrate into the limestone caverns

;

hot when their entrances form a spacious chamber, its slot

may be frequently seen there. Only in Lappa Nova de Ma-
iiuioe did Dr. Lund discover the remains of a single indivi-

dual of that genus (Cervus rufits). He had since observed,

in many caves that lav near to the habitations of men, the

uninjured skeletons of several domestic animals, especially

cnten and goats, the examination of which clearly explained
to him the cause of their introduction; namely, that those

creatures, whose footsteps he had often traced in the mouth
e€ caverns, bad undoubtedly visited them for the purpose of
faeking the saltpetre, crystals of which cover the surface of

the floor; and that they had lost themselves in the labyrin-

thtee passages.

The poverty of genera in the family of Ruminants did not
characterise the antient fauna of Brazil ; for besides the

genus Cervu*, Dr. Lund had discovered two others belonging

to that period. He refers them to two species, of which one
is muoat the size of Cervu* *implicomis, 111., the other

nearer to Cervu* campestris. The genus Antilope had left

remains of one species, Ant. Maquinensis, as large as a buck,
wtth short bow-shaped horns curved backwards. It was
gregarious, like its congener, which is now confined to the

Old World.
Of the genus Comeht* Dr. Lund possesses the remains of

ttsospecies; oneexceeding a horse in size [Macrauchbnia 7],

tne other* tittle less. To which of the two subgroups of
tfcnsvgenus the fossils belong, that is, whether to the modern

P. C.9 No. 1259.

inhabitant of the warm regions of the Old World, Comelu*
III., or to that now found in the chain of the Andes, Aw
chenia, 111., Dr. Lund's insufficient means of comparison
would not allow him to decide.

Dr. Lund concludes his account of the Ruminants with a
small group that does not exactly coincide with any of its

existing genera. This genus, he tells us, which in the light-

ness of its form rivals the most agile of the Antelope tribe,

departs far from that group in the details of its structure, as
also from the goat, sheep, ox, and camel. In some isolated

points it approaches the genus Cervus, while in others it

differs from it more than do any ruminants from each other.

He proposes tho name of Leptotherium for this extinct
genus, of which he possesses the remains of two species, one
less than the roe, the other bigger than the stag.

• If now,' continues Dr. Lund, *we take a comparative
view of the genera and species of this family, in the former
and present periods, we must remark, in the first place, the
much greater abundance of generic forms that distinguished
the ancient creation, inasmuch as their numbers are in the
proportion of four to one : of these four, Leptotherium is en-
tirety extinct ; with regard to the genus CameIns, I have
already observed that the insufficiency of my means cf com-
parison prevents me from deciding whether the fossil species

belong to those of the Old World, or to the sub-group of
this continent ; but if I might be allowed to venture a spe-

culation on this subject, 1 should declare for the latter opi-

nion, on the strength of a rule which we shall, in the sequel,

see confirmed by many examples, namely, that the animal
species of the antient world exceeded in sise the correspond-
ing species of the existing races ; and we have seen that the

fossil species of Camelus are considerably inferior to those of
the old continent, while they somewhat surpass those of the

New World.
• In regard to the genus Antiiope, it is well known that,

in our times, the warmer portions of Africa and Asia con-
stitute its dwelling-place. At the same time 1 must observe,

that one of the latest travellers in Chili, M. Gay, believes

that he has recognised a species of Antelope in tho descrip-

tions given to him of an animal that inhabits the inacces-

sible regions of the Andes.* Should this supposition prove
correct (at which we should not be surprised, when we re-

member that other animals, more likely to attract man's
attention, such as the tapir and the bear, had escaped the
observation of naturalists in those very same mountains,
until a very recent period), we are then brought back to

this remarkable result, that two genera, which are at pre-

sent restricted to the highest chain of the South American
coast, were in the age of our fossil remains extended over
its plains.

'The discovery of an animal form, now usually consi-

dered as peculiar to the Old World, among the purely
American forms, such as the extinct fauna of this quarter
has hitherto produced, being a fact of great importance,
I thought it right to allude to this novel information,
while I reserve myself from giving any positive judgment
until further inquiries shall have enabled M. Gay to verify

or disprove this report.

'But not only the number of genera, but also the total

amount of species was greater in those days than now.
There are now five species (all, as before mentioned, belong-
ing to the genus Cervus) that inhabit this district, while I
already reckon seven species of the four fossil genera. The
great number of species which the genus Cervus now con-
tains within this region inclines us to suspect that our
knowledge of the fossil species is very far from being com-
plete. The circumstance of these animals living solitary,

or at most in small herds, together with their rapidity of
flight, secures them from the attacks of predatory beasts,

much more than animals that either live in large societies,

like the cloven-footed generally, or which are bad runners,

as the Tardigrada, and this accounts for our finding their

remains so seldom in the caves of wild beasts, in comparison
with those of the other classes. Therefore, as the main
result of our inquiry respecting this family, we see that of
the four genera of which it was composed in that former
period, only one still continues to exist in this same dis-

trict, two must be sought for in the higher chain of the
Andes (or perhaps only in the warmer tones of the Old
World), and finally, oue has entirely disappeared from tho
surface of the earth.' {Transail. Magazine of Nat. Hist.,

New Series, 1840.)

RUMINATION. [Ruminants; Stom\ch.]
Vol. XX.-2 G
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RU'MPHIA, a genus named by Linncous in honour of

George Eberbard Kumph, who was born at Hanau, and
went us physician to Amboyno, whore lie subsequently be-

came chief magistrate and president of the mercantile asso-

ciation, and died there in 1706. He paid great attention to

the natural products, especially the plants, of the 8pice Is*

lands. Many of these are figured in his * Herbarium Am-
boinense,' in 696 plates, each with often two plants, pub-

lished by Burmann, in six volumes, from 1741 to 1761, with

a supplemental one in 1757. The genus whioh has been
named after him is only known from a figure of Rheede,
published in his'Hortus Malabaricus, vol. iv., U 11, who
describes it as being found in Parabaroo and other provinces

of Malabar. It has not been seen by any modern botanist.

It is usually referred to the natural family of Terebtnthacesd

und to the suborder Burserem. It has a tubular trifid calyx,

three oblong petals of the corol ; stamens three, equal to the

potals, and exserted. The ovary is Mingle, three-cornered.

Style one. Drupe coriaceous, turbinate, three-furrowed,

with the nut three-celled, three-seeded. But Messrs.

Wight and Arnott remark, that as each apparent stamen
may be composed of several filaments, this doubtful genus
would be brought near Byttnoriacem.

RU'MPHIUS. [Rumphia.]
RUNCORN. [Cheshire.]
RUNIC LETTERS is the name given to an antient

alphabet peculiar to the Teutonic nation*, especially the

Scandinavians and Germans. The time when this alpha-

bet began to be used, is only matter of conjecture, and while

some, notwithstanding the stateraont of Tacitus (Germ., e.

19: * literarum secrets viri punter ac famine) ignorant'),

have advanced the opinion that the Runic characters were
used by the Germanic nations long before the commence-
ment of the Christian mra, others suppose that they were
an invention of a much later age. The alphabet consisted

only of sixteen letters, most of which bear a great similarity

to the Greek and Roman characters. This similarity seems
to support the opinion of Fr. Schlegel {Lecture* on Antieut
and Modern Literature) and others, that the alphabet was
originally introduced among the inhabitants of the coasts of

the Baltic by Plnenioian merchants, and that, with some
modifications, it was kept a secret by their priests, and ap
plied to various magic purposes, so that Tacitus would have
been perfectly justified in saying that writing was unknown
to the Germans.
The earliest Runic characters are found cut on stones,

which were either sepulchral monuments or land marks.
Such stones are found in Norway, Sweden. Denmark,
Northern Germany, and in some parts of France and Spain,
in short in almost all countries where nations of the Teu-
tonic race took up their abodes during the fourth and fifth

centuries of our sera.

All Runic letters have been divided into three great

classes: 1, the Northern or Scandinavian; 2» the German
(in the limited sense of the word); and 3, the Anglo-Saxon
Runes. Grimm is of opinion that the German Runic cha-
mbers are only a late modification of the Scandinavian
Runes, as the Anglo-Saxon are of the German. In Scan-
dinavia however the Runos seem to have been in use longer
than in any other country, and we find that they were
written there down to the middle of the fifteenth century,
although the common alphabet was known there long before
that time. Several Scandinavian MSS. are written in Runic
letters, but none of them appear to be older than the thir-

teenth century, and the most recent were written before the
rear 1450. The number of stones covered with Runic in-

scriptions which have been discovered in Sweden and Den-
nark, is very great. The characters consist almost invaria-

bly of straight lines, in the shape of little sticks either singly
or put together. 8uch sticks were in early times used by
the Germans for the purpose of ascertaining future events.

The sticks were shaken up, and from the figures that they
formed a kind of divination was derived. Hence the mys-
terious character of the Runes (Runs itself signified secret

or rnv *tery ), and hence also the wqrd buchsiabe, the German
name for letter, which signifies a stick of a beech- tree. In
their seal for discovering stones with Runic characters,

antiquarians have frequently been deceived, and led to con-
sider figures on stones as Runes which were never made
by human hands, but were produced by natural circum-
stances. (Klemm, Germanieehe Alterthumshumde, p. 194,

&c.) The word Runes is derived by some from the verb
runen, to slit or scratch ; by others from roatnt*, to whisper.

(For further information the reader may consult AtV
lung, Aelteste Geechichte der Dmi*chen% p. 373, fee.; Br>a-

julf. Periculum Runolagicum, Copenhagen, 1621; Lett*

Fundsruben dee alien Wardens, Leipzig, 1829 ; lujeftea,
Run-Lara, Stockholm, 183ft, with plates; BchmitlbeaetT.

Kurzes Deutsche* tVorterbuch, under • Rune ;' and nest

especially W. C. Grimm's work, Ueber Deutsche Runem, Qet-

tingen, 1821, 8vo.)

RUNN. [Hindustan, pp. 213, 214.)
RUNNER. [Stem.]
RUNNYMBAD. [John.]
RUPBLLA'RIA. [Lithophaoidj*, vol. xiv„ pp. «J, «.]

RUPHRT, PRINCE ROBERT, of Bavaria, better

known by the title of Prince Rupert, was born is 1611.

His mother, Elisabeth, the eldest daughter of Janet I. ef

England, married Frederic V., elector palatine, was was

banished and deprived of bjs estates in oonseqoenos of be

unsuccessful attempt to seat himself upon the throat ef

Bohemia. Rupert, an exile from his youth, received Utile

education; his disposition was active; he had a tests far

military pursuits, and as the civil ware in England pfstsotod

an opportunity for employment, he offered his services is

Charles I., who put him in command of a regiment ef

cavalry. He took Cirencester, Hereford* and Liehlsii

and waa engaged in the battles of Worcester, Kdgebill, ssi

Chalgrove Field ; but he was remarkable rather tor his ns*

courage and impetuosity than for prudenceor military kaov*

ledge. He gave strength however to the king's canst: ha

resolute vigour compensated in part for his want of jea>
meitt as a leader, and the king continued to employ b».
endeavouring to ensure a continuance of hit services by eit-

ating him a 1Cnight of the Garter and Duke of Cumbensai
He took Bristol, dispersed the parliamentary araj at

Newark, and was afterwards successful in the north; bet

at Marston Moor his indiscretion ruined the king's boast:

his want of concert with the marquis of Newcastle sod U»
hasty withdrawal of his troops from the field of hauls sri

gravely censured by Lord Clarendon. Had Prince Rupert

* stayed with the army be marched away with, at any reason-

able distance, it would have been long before the jesloasMs

and breaclies whioh were between the English and Scotek

armies, would have been enough composed to have agreed

upon the renewing the siege.* As it was, in two days sAcr

the battle they returned to the posts they bad oseaptei

before it took place. (Hist. Rebel..vol iv., a 12.) Thtkiafi

confidence in him however did not diminish : oo the contra?).

Rupert, who had been commander only of the horse, ess

soon after appointed general of all the king's forces, wiib

which he forced Sir Robert Pye to surrender Lsieester, saer

a gallant defence. He gave the first chnrgo in the baths of

Nascby. and repulsed the troops with which he was caiaasd

AAer the day was lost, he accompanied the king sua sen*

iemnants of their forces to Hereford, the king hoping to jots

Gerrard, who had a body of royalist troops in South YYsle*

und thus to muster a new army. At Hereford, before it was

agreed what should be done next, Rupert left the king, awl

went hastily to Bristol that he might put thateity in ooadiUui*

to resist an attack, which there was reason to expect «ov^

soon be made upon it. The reverses thai the king b*4

lately sustained rendered his continuing in possession «f

Bristol a point of the most vital consequence. Rupert ertft

so confidently of his operations, that the king mercbtd i«

Chepstow with the intention of joining him. He was d»-

suaded however ; fortunately, as it proved, for aAcr a »fon

defence, Rupert surrendered the city to the partaauotsr?

army. This pusillanimity justly disappointed and irrustei

the king, who signified his pleasure to the lords of lbs

council that they should require Prince Rupert to bah***

bis commission into their hands. He likewise wrost tks

following letter to him, depriving him of his command:--
* Nephew,—Though the loss of Bristol be a greet bkm te

me, yet your surrendering it as you did is of so much ss%a>

tion to me, that it makes me nut only forget the considers-

tion of that place, but is likewise the greatest trial ef mj
constancy that hath yet befallen me; for what is to be das*

after one that is so near me as you are, both in blood sad

friendship, submits himself to to mean an action? (1 I****
the easiest term) such I have so much to say, that 1 v«j

say no more of it: only, lest rashness of judgment beW
to my charge, I must remember jou of your letter of lbs

1 2th of August, whereby you assured me that, if no "oust

happened, you would keep Bristol fur four months, tm
yon keep it four days? Was there anything like a M**?'
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More question* might be asked; but now, I eon few, (o little

purpose*: my conclusion is to desire you to seek your sub-

sistence, until it shall phase God to determine of my condi-

tion, somewhere beyond the seas; to which end I send you
herewith a pass; and 1 pray God to make you sensible of
your present condition, and give you means to redeem what
ran have lost ; for I shall hate no greater joy iri a victory

than a just occasion, without blushing, to assure you of my
being your loving uncle and most faithful friend, G. R.'

•Hereford, September, 16407
(Clarendon, Slat* Papers i and Oxford edit, of Claren-

don's Hist Rebell)
Rupert rendered an account of his conduct before the

kitig at Belveir Castle, and removed the imputation of dis-

loyalty and treason; but not that of indiscretion. He was
unpopular throughout the country, and had the misfortune,

says Lord Clarendon, *to be no better beloved by the king's

party than he Was by the parliament.' He did not resume
his military command ; nevertheless the king could not long
do without him. He sought the appointment of commander
Of that portion of the fleet which still adhered to the king,

and as there was no other persott to Whom the king could

readily confide the charge, Rupert obtained the post (1048).

His services were immediately required on the Irish

coast. Lord Ormond and the Royalist pdrty in Ireland

seeded assistance, and Rupert, in order to give them aid,

anchored in the harbour of Kinsale. Here Blake, with the

Parliamentary squadron, blockaded him* until (October,

1649) he resolved to force his wav out. Which he did, with
the lo*s of two or three ships, and steered for Lisbon. He
was pursued by Blake, who demanded the surrender of his

fleet in the namo of the Commonwealth, but the king of
Portugal, who was in alliance with Charles I., not only pro-

tected the king's fleet, but fitted out a squadron to assist

Prince Rupert, and so induced Blake to withdraw hli fleet

Rupert now sailed to Carthagena, and again* 81skti pur-

sued him, and requested that the prime's ships tfiigbt be
given up to him, but the king of ftpaifti being itl amity with

England, a refusal was glvert OH Imlilar giotthds to those

alleged by the king of Pbrtugal. From Carthagena he sailed

to * Malaga, where he was SO ill-advised as to sink and capture

frome English merchantmen. Informed of this transaction,

Blake immediately followed him, and in January, 1651,

attacked Rupert's squadron* without reference to the Spanish

authorities* burnt and destroyed ail but four or five ships, with

which the prince escaped to the West Indies, where he sup-

ported himself by capturing English and Spanish merchant-

men. Prince Maurice, Who ftPcottitfanied his brother, was
cast away, and Rupert contrived, With two or three ships, to

return to France, where he Sold ibfem, on behalf of Charles

II.. to the French government.

On the restoration of Char1§§ It., Rupert left France and

returned to England, where he Was tnade a privy counsellor,

and received other honours. By this time the impetuosity

of bis youth had diminished, and he judged with more
consideration and calmness. When therefore there was a

commencement of hostilities with the Dutch, the appoint-

ment of Rupert to serve under the duke of York was looked

on without dissatisfaction. During the expedition he

acquitted himself with credit, which was in no way dimi-

nished when* in the following year* he commanded the

British fleet in conjunction with Lord Albemarle. In IB 73

he was again charged with the command of the fleet,

which was actively engaged with the Dutch ; but he found

ihts squadron so ill-equipped, and, what was worse) so

weakly manned, that he returned home. The king ex-

pressed some coolness at the manner in which he con-

ducted seme of his latter engagements. He had noW
finished the active part of his life; he was governor of

Windsor Castle, and there spent a great portion of his

time, occupied for the most part with mechanical and

chemical experiments, with painting and engraving ; in the

latter art he was an adept, though not the inventor of

mezxolinte, as has often been erroneously Stated. [Mksso-
Ttsrto.] He died at his house in Spring Gardens, on the

SWth of November, 1682. His collection of pictures was

•eld after his death, and his jewels, which Were of con-

siderable value. He had illegitimate children* but was

never married.

Rupert was endowed with good natural abilities, had a

qattk perception, was vigorous, aotire* and energetic; he

could readily change employments and pursuits, acquiring

if«lrkly such a knowledge of that which he undertook as

to prevent miscarriage. He was impetuous, rash, impaticn*
of control a'hd advice, and wanting in most qualities whicn
constitute a great man. His conduct wiih the king's troops
in Yorkshire, at Marston Moor, and at Bristol, and his
piracies in the West Indies, have been very justly censurea.

(Clarendon, Hist. Rebel. ; Ludlow's Memoirs ; White-
lock's Mem. ; Mhnoires de Grammont ; Campbell's Lives of
the Admirals ; Biqg. Univer., &c.)
RU'PlCOLA. RUPICOLINiE. Rupicola is also used

by M. Fl. de Bellevue to designate a bivalve shell. M. de
Blainville divides the Anatince [Pyloridians, vol, xix.* p.
1 42* 1 43] info three sections :

—

A. Inequivalve species.

Example, Anatina myalts.

B. Equivalve, regular species.

Example, Anatina subrostrata. [Pyloridians, vol.
xix., p. 143.]

C. Equivalve, terebrating species.

Example, Anatina Rupicola, Lam. (genus Rupicola.
Fl.de Belv.).

^
RUPlCOLI'NiE, a subfamily of Insessorial Birds allied

to the Manakins and generally arranged under the family
Pipridte. Mr. Swninson places both Calyptomena and
Rupicola in the subfamily Ampeiinte, or Typical Chatterers;
and Rupicola, in his arrangement, immediately precedes
the subfamily Piprince. Manakins, which he considers as
subtypical. Mr. G. R. Gray {Genera of Birds) places
Rupicola and Calyptomena at the head of the Ampelitia?,
the fourth subfamily of the Ampelida* in his method.

Rupicola, Briss. (Cock of the Rock.)
Generic Character.— Bill moderate, robust, rather

vaulted and curved at the point* upper mandible as wide as
it iS high, Compressed at the base and notched at the point,
lower mandible shorter, straight, and sharp ; nostrils oval,

lateral And hidden by the feathers of the elevated crest
which covers the

1

head. Feet large, strong, tarsi partially
clothed with feathers, feet syndactyle, outer toe connected
wiih the middle toe beyoHd the first joint, hallux very strong
and artned with a Crooked hail. Wings short, rounded;
fourth and ttfth minis longest.

Geographical i)ftto"tortt>«;—Central and South America.
Examples, Riiptdotu aurahUa, Vieill., and itoptco/a Peru-

viana, Duirtont.

Rupicola aUrdHtfti.

Rupicola aurfttitia.

Description.—Male.—Sise about that of a Ring Pigeon

(Columba Paktmbus\ very bright orange-yellow ; a crest,

which is compressed and elevated, rises From the head with

a helmet-like air, and is varied at the summit with brown

and bright yellow ; there is some white at the bend and on

the middle of the wing, which is filiform at the first quill

;

the tail-feathers are j-hort, reddish-black bordered with

yellow ; bill and feet rosy-white.

Female rather smaller* and with a less elevated crest;

colour entirely dirty bistre-brown.
a '* a
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This it the Pipra Rupieola of Linn»us, Rupicola Cay-

ana of Swainson, Rupicola elegant of Stephens, and Rock

Manakin and Cock of the Rock of English ornithologists.

Locality

4

—This beautiful bird inhabits Guiana, especially

about the rocks which border the small river Oyapock, and

is becoming daily more rare.

Habits, <$<?.—The Cock of the Rock flies swiftly and is

a very shy bird. The nest is made of twigs and dry herb-

age; and there the female lays two while eggs about the

size of those of a pigeon. The food consists of the smaller

wild fruits.

Mr. Swainson considers this bird to be the Rasorial type

of the true Chatterers.

Rupieola Peruviana.
Description.—Male.—Bright orange, like the preceding,

but the quills and tail-feathers are deep-black and the

middle wing-coverts are bright grey ash. The crest is of

a uniform colour, wanting the deeper coloured semicircular

line, and not of a helmet-like contour. The tail-feathers

are long.

Tho Peruvian Cock of the Rock was for some lime con-

sidered to be a mere variety of Rupicola aurantia, but it

differs in being of larger size, in colour, in the length of

the tail-feathers, in the absence of the filiform wing-

feathers, and in the crest, which is not circular as in the

preceding species.

This is the Chiachia lacca of the Mexicans.

Locality.—Supposed to be the interior of Peru and

Mexico: has been brought to Europe from lima.

at the base, deeply cleft, and hooked at the point. Nostrils

oval, at the base of the bill, and concealed by the filiform

feathers that project over them. The eyes are rather Urge;

the irides bluish. Legs bluish-black ; a few feathers come
down over the upper part of the tarsi. Feet gressorial

;

outer toe not much shorter than the middle one, with which

it is united as far as the last joint. The female doee not

differ in appearance from the male.' (Raffles.) This m
the Burong Tampo Pinang of the Malays.

Locality.—Singapore and the interior of 8umatrm.

Habits, Pooa\ #r.—Sir Stamford Raffles states thai this

species is found in the retired parte of forests, and as it u
of the colour of the leaves, and perches high, it is not easily

procured. He further tells us that the stomach contained

nothing but vegetable substances, chiefly wild grains.

Dr. Horsfield observes that the bill greatly resembles

that of the genera Rupicola, Pipra, Phtbalura, Rtrdadotus.

Ptatyrhynchus, and Procnias. % All these birds,* continues

Dr. Horsfield, • have further a natural resemblance in the

structure of their feet, which consists in a union of tbe

toes, particularly of the outer and middle toe, existing iu

different degrees, but perhaps roost strongly in Calfito-

mena. The genera above mentioned are arranged, nearly

in succession, by the celebrated Temminck, in his extensive

order of Jnsectivores : it remains therefore still to be deter-

mined by future inquiries, whether, when more accurate)*

known, they will not be found to constitute a distinct

family among the Passeraux of Cuvier, connecting the

family of Dentirostres with that of SyndactyUs.' {Zoolo-

gical Researches in Java.)

Rupicola PemTMom.

Calyptomena, Raffles. {Rupicola\ Temm.)

Generic Character.—Bill depressed and wide at the base,

curved or hooked at the point, and nearly hidden by the

feathers ot the erect and compressed crest. Wings large

and very broad, first quill shortest, third longest, lesser

quills notched at their tips. Tail and/*** very short, hind-

toe as long as tarsus, outer and middle toe connected up to

the second joint.

Example, Calyptomena viridU.

Description.—'Tins very singular and beautiful bird is

about six inches and a half in length. Its colour is a bril-

liant green like that of the Parrots. Tho head is rather

large, and its feathers are directed forwards from each side,

in such a manner as nearly to conceal the bill, giving tho

face a very peculiar appearance. A little above and before

the eyes, the feathers are of a deep velvet-black at their

base, and only tipped with green, but crossed on tbe coverts

by three velvet-black bands; the primary feathers, as well

as the whole under side of the wings, are dusky, approach-

ing to black, with tho exception of the outer margins of

some which sre edged with green. The tail is short,

rounded, composed o? ten feathers, which are green ahove
and bluish black below. The whole of the under parts

are green : this colour is lightest on the sides of the neck
tod round the eyes, The bill is short, wide, much depressed

Calyptomena vtiidli.

RUPPE'LUA, the name given by M. Milne Edwards
to a genus of Cancerians (Canceriens Arquts) established
on the Cancer tenax of the German zoologist and tra-

veller Riippell, and considered by M. Edwards as the type
of the small group which leads to the genera Ozrus and
Eriphia.

Generic Character.—Form of the Carapace approximat-
ing closely to that of Xantho and Ozius; dorsal buckler
slightly curved, and about once and a half as wide aa it is

long. Front much wider than the buccal frame, but not
occupying, with the orbits inclusive, half of the transversal
diameter of the carapace. Latero-anterior borders of tbe
carapace shorter than its latere-posterior borders, with which
they are continued without forming any remarkable angle;
they terminate towards the edge of tbe penttal region, and
are armed with large but not greatly projecting teeth. The
orbits are nearly circular, and are directed upwards and
forwards ; their lower border is united to the external an-
gle of the front, so as only to leave at this point a simple
fissure, and not a considerable space, as in other caneenana.
The result of this disposition is, that the external antenna?
are completely excluded from the orbits; their basilarvjoint.
which is large and placed obliquely, reaches, nevertWkn.
near the external canthus of tho eyes; it is soldered to tbe
front by its superior border, which is very wide, and nnieh
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carries, towards its middle, the moveable stem of these ap-
pendages, which is extremely small. The internal antenna
bend back directly outwards, as in Xantho, &c. The pre-
labisl space is conalioulated, as in Ozius, and the third
joint of the jaw-feet leaves, between its anterior border,
which is very oblique, and the border ofthe buccal frame, a
space which corresponds to the extremity of the efferent

canal of the respiratory apparatus. (M. £.')

M. Milne Edwards remarks that, in the rest of their or-

ganization, these Cancerians do not much differ from Xantho
and Ozius.
Example, Ruppellia tenaX, Cancer tenax, Riippell.

Description,—TJpper border of the orbit marked by two
fiisures separated by a small tooth ; there is a fissure at its

external angle, and two teeth at its lower borders. The
carapace is embossed and slightly granulous forwards, but
smooth and slightly convex backwards. Front armed with
six rounded and nearly equidistant teeth : of these the ex-
ternal ones are less projecting than the others, and occupy
the angle of the superior border. The iatero-anterior
borders of the carapace are armed with 4 or 5 flattened teeth,

which are very wide but hardly projecting. The anterior
border of the third joint of the external jaw- feet is notched
in the middle. The anterior feet are stout, and very un-
equal in the two sexes; the hands are granulous, and the
pincers like those of Carpilius. Length about two inches.
(M.R.)
Locality.—The Red Sea.

Ruppellia tennx.

a, abdomen of male; b, abdomen of female; e, pedipalpt.

Two other species, Ruppelliee annulipee and venosa (lo-

cality unknown), are also recorded by M. Milne Edwards,
who thinks .that Cancer Calypso of Herbst ought perhaps
to be referred to this genus, which is placed by M.Edwards
between Pilumnus and Pirimela.
RU'PPIA, a genus of plants belonging to the natural

order AlismacesB. This genus was named by Liuneeus after

Henry Ruppius of Giessen, an active botanist and author of
" Flora Jenensis.' There is only one species belonging to

this remarkable genus, and that is a native of Great Britain.

Ruppia maritima, Sea Ruppia, is found in salt-water pools

and ditches; it has a slender filiform leafy stem, with linear

leaves, which are furnished with sheaths sometimes narrow
and small, at other times inflated. Its flowers, which are

two in number, and green, are seated one above another on
opposite sides of a short spadix, which is included in a sheath

orspathe; it has large sessile anthers 1 -celled: the ovaries

are four minute grains seated in the centre between tho

stamens, which are sessile and two in number. When the

plant has flowered, the spadix lengthens to the height of

five or six inches or more, and becomes spirally twisted, as

if to bring the fruit to the level of the water, in which the

flowers are always immersed. After this the ovaries begin

to swell and their base is elongated into a footstalk, as the

fruit ripens, one or two inches long. When tho fruit is per-

fectly ripe, it becomes an ovate acuminated drupe. Some-
times the drupe is more beaked than at others, and the
leaf-sheaths are a little dilated, when the plant answers to
the description of the R. rostellata of Rocn and Reichen-
bach.

RUPPIN, NEW, the capital of a district in the province
of Brandenburg and government of Potsdam, in the king-
dom of Prussia, is situated in 52° 56' N. lat. and 12° 55
E. long., on the west side of the great lake of Ruppin, which
receives the Klappgriiben, that comes from the Katerbow
lake, and flows through the town. By means of the Rhino,
the Ruppin canal, and some lakes, it has a communication
with the Havel, and so with the Elbe. The town is sur-

rounded by walls, and has five gates. It was nearly de-
stroyed by fire in 1814, but is now a regularly-built and
cheerful place: the streets intersect each other at right
angles, and there are four handsome squares. Among the
public buildings are two churches, two hospitals, a very
large building for exercising the troops, the Frederic-Wil-
liam gymnasium, a lunatic asylum, the barracks, the cus-
tom-house, and the council-house. There are very,consi-

derable manufactories of woollen cloth, flannel, tobacco and
snuff, and household furniture; likewise tanneries, breweries,
and distilleries. The inhabitants are also partly engaged in
agricultural pursuits and in the fisheries, and have some
trade. The population is about 8000, besides the garrison,
which consists of three battalions of infantry.

(Von Schlieben, Neuestes Gemalde der Preussischen Mo-
narchic, Miiller, Geog.-Stat, Topog. Worterbuch dee
Preussischen Stoates.)

RUPTURE. [Hernia.]
RURAL DEAN. TDean.]
RUREMONDE (otherwise Roermonde) is the capital

of a district in the province of Limburg, in the kingdom
of the Netherlands. It is situated in 51° 12' N. lat. and
in 6° E. long., on the right bank of the Maas, which flows
past the town in a westerly direction, and is here joined by
the Roer or Ruhr, which comes from the north. It is sur-
rounded with a rampart and ditch. The inhabitants, about
5000 in number, have woollen and other manufactories, and
carry on a considerable trade. This town is tolerably well
built, and has a spacious public square. A productive toll

on the Maas is levied here. Ruremonde was the birth-
place of tho geographer Gerard Mercator, who died in 1594.
(Hassel ; Slein; Cannabich.)
RUSCUS, the name of a genus of plants belonging to the

natural order Smilacese, known by the common name of
Butcher's Broom. The species of this genus aro evergreen,
and on this account aro frequently introduced for under-
growth in shrubberies. The genus is known by its dioeci-

ous flowers, of which the barren flowers have a perianth
of 6 single leaves, 3-6 anthers with the filaments combined
at the base; in the fertile flowers the same perianth with a
tubular nectary, single style, fruit superior, 3-celled, cells

2-seeded. One of the species, Ruscus aculeatus, common
butcher's broom, is found wild in Britain.

RUSH, the common name of the species of Juncus, a
genus of plants belonging to the natural order Juncaceae.
This genus is distinguished by its inferior perianth, composed
of 6 glumaceous leaves ; its 3-celled 3-valved capsules, the
seed-bearing dissepiments of the valves being in their
middle. The species are numerous, and are found mostly
in moist boggy situations, in the colder parts of the world

:

several are however inhabitants of tropical regions. The
Juncus effusus, the soft rush, and the Juncus conglomerate,
the common rush, are used in many parts of the country
for plaiting into mats, chair-bottoms, and for constructing
small toy-baskets. The wicks also of the candles known
as rush-candles are made from the pith, or, more properly
speaking, the soft inner portion of the stem of the same
species, which is chiefly composed of cellular tissue.

Rushes of various kinds form frequently very trouble-
some weeds in agriculture. They grow best on rich land
that is wet and cold. They may be destroyed by covering
them over with dry materials of various kinds, as ashes,

lime, and drift from roads. But tho best mode of getting
rid of them is to. fork them up by the roots in the summer,
and after letting them lie for a fortnight or three weeks to

dry, to burn them. This however will be found only a
temporary mode of getting rid of them, unless the ground
on which they grow is well lraine.1.

RUSH, BENJAMIN, was born in the neighbourhood
of Philadelphia, in December, 1745. His ancestors had
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fbllowcil William Pentt to America in 1G83. His father

and his grandfather each combined the business of a farm

with the occupation of a gunsmith. Losing his father early,

ho was indebted to the care of an excellent mother for his

early education ; and he passed five years in the grammar-
school of his maternal uncle, the Rev. Dr. Finlev, afterwards

president of the college of Princeton* to which college

Rush was removed at the age of fourteen. Here he became
distinguished by his application, his acquirements, and the

possession of a fluency of expression for which he was ever

afier remarkable. At fifteen he obtained the degree of

bachelor of arts; and commenced his medical education

with Dr. Redman, then an eminent practitioner in Phila-

delphia. His early attachment to the writings of Hippo-

crates, as well as bis classical acquirements, were evinced,

when he was only seventeen, by his translating the apho-

risms from the Greek into English, a task which Dr. Hosack,
one ofhis biographers, justly supposes to have influenced the

habits of bis mind and the character of his subsequent
writings. Even at this early period his diligence and
method were such, that his notes of the yellow-fever at

that time prevalent in Philadelphia contain records of con-

siderable value. At the age of twenty-one he repaired to

Europe, and studied two years at Edinburgh, where Monro,
Gregory, Cullen, and Black then held chairs. His inaugu-

ral dissertation, on taking his degree in 1768, is entitled

"De Coctione Ciborum in Vontriculo,* and contains an ac-

count of several experiments made on himself, and some
by a fellow-student, to prove the acid changes undergone by
the food in the process of digestion. After passing some
time in attendance on the London hospitals and lectures,

and paying a visit to Paris, Dr. Rush returned to Phila-

delphia, in the spring of 1769, and commenced the practice

of physic, for which he appears to have been eminently

aualificd hot only by the liberal plan of his previous stu-

ica, but by his gentleness of disposition and by great hu-
manity. His punctual industry was such, that he is said

never to have omitted his duties at the hospital, or those of

his private practice, even for a single day, except in the

case of illness : and it is added that his love of order was
exemplified by his never being ten minutes behind the

time when he was expected, tie was very soon elected

professor of chemist rv ; and in 1 789 he succeeded Dr. Mor-
gan in the chair of the theory and practice of physic. The
College of Philadelphia and the University of Pennsyhania
becoming united iu 1 79 1, he was appointed professor of the
institutes of medicine and clinical practice; and from the

year 1805 to the end of his life he held the united chairs of
the theory and practice of medicine and of clinical prac-

tice. His popularity as a lecturer was evinced by the num-
ber and the attachment of his pi piIs and the celebrity

which his reputation mainly imparted to the medical school

of Philadelphia. At a late period of his life he still warmly
expressed the pleasure he had derived from 'studwng,
teaching, and practising medicine.* But the times in which
he lived were too full of events to permit him to pay that

undivided attention to medical science which he subse-

7ueutly regretted had ever been impeded by public events,

n the Congress of 1776 he held a seat as a representative of
the state of Pennsylvania; and he subscribed the declara-

tion of independence. He was appointed physician-general

of the military hospital of the middle department iu 17 77

;

and chosen a member of the state convention for the adop-
tion of the federal constitution ten years afterwards. A
few years later, in 1794, he describes himself as having
'lately become a mere spectator of alj public events;* from
which period he seems to have devoted himself almost ex-
clusively to medical studuss and pursuits: he held however
the office of treasurer of the United States Mint during
the last fourteen years of his life. On different occasions

be received medals from the king of Prussia and the queen
of Etruria, for information communicated to them in answer
to inquiries concerning the yellow-fever; and in 1811 the

emperor of Russiu pent him a diamond ring as a testimony

of respect for his medical character. His u^ful life was
terminated, afler a short illness, on the 19th of April, 1813.

The character of Di. Rush exhibits a combination of

nearly every quality appropriate to a physician; industry,

temperance, benevolence, uprightness, public independence,
piety, were in him united with learning and general know-
ledge, and a profound acquaintance with almost every

brunch of medical science. By habits of early rising, and a
wis* economy of time, he was enabled* in the mUUt ofard*

ous and continual duties, <o treasure up and to communis***
a variety of observations peculiarly stamped with utility;

and all his exertions were animated by a philanthropy
which caused him to devote one-seventh of his receipt* to

purposes of charity, and dictated his memorable last in-

junction to his son, * Be indulgent to the t>oor.* In the vesu

1793, when Philadelphia was ravaged to an unexampled ex-

tent by the yellow- fever, his services were so much in re»

quest that his exertions nearly cost him his life. Bis bouso
was filled at all hours with applicants for relief, and bis car-

riage beset in the streets.

The lire of physicians actively engaged In the study and
practice of their profession seldom offers much of Driraie

interest. Dr. Rush's life may be said to have been devoted
to mankind; and his history is that of his public duties bis

professional toils, and his Writings. He married, in 1776,
Miss Julia Stockton, daughter of Judge Stockton, who t»

described as a lady of amiable disposition and cultivated

mind. Dr. Rush was survived by nine of thirteen children,

the fruits of this marriage.
The number of Dr. Rush's works is considerable ;}h*y

include a history of the yellow-fever as it appeared in Phila-

delphia in 1793, and of other epidemics or different yearv
One of his latest works was a 'Treatise upon the Diseases

of the Mind/ His last was a letter to Dr. Hosack on tbe sub-

ject bf hydrophobia, which terrible disease he considered

to be principally seated in the blood-vessels. In 1787 he
published an ' Inquiry into the Effects of Public Punish-
ments upon Criminals and upon Society,' to which the miti-

gation of the Pennsylvanian code is attributed. He also

edited tbe works of Sydenham, Cleghorn, Pringle, and
Hillary.

The principal papers published at various times by Dr.
Rush are collected and comprised in two volume* of • Me-
dical Inquiries and Observations.' The first of these was
published at Philadelphia in 1788 ; the second in 1 793. Of
these volumes, four editions appear to have been published
in four years. Their contents consist of abotit thirty separate

essays, all on subjects of medical interest; each distin-

guished by the* philosophical character of the author, and
not a few interesting to general readers, to moralists, and to

statesmen, 'the essays 'On the State of Medicine among
the Indians;* 'On the Influence of the Military and Politi-

cal Events Of the American Revolution upon the Human
Body;' 'On the Influence of Physical Causes upon the

Moral Faculty;* and 4On the State of the Mind and Body
in Old Age,' are strongly indicative of the observing and re-

flecting habits of the author. The account of the climate of

Pennsylvania presents a model of*medical topography, a sub-

ject at that time little cultivated. Several of the essays on
separate diseases, as the Scarlatina An^inosa, the Cholera of

Infants, the Influenza, &c, are distinguished by accuracy
of remark and a well exercised judgment. The essay * On
the Effects of Spirituous Liquors on the Human Body'
contains the strongest original arguments that could be em-
ployed by the most zealous advocate of temperance ; and in

the * Inquiry concerning the Causes and Cure of Cooiurap
tiou ' we recognise the doctrine of the general or con-

stitutional origin of that fatal disorder, subsequently
supported by Dr. Beddoes, but more recently and more
distinctly and ably illustrated by Sir Jainc* Clark.

The celebrated doctrine so often and so eloquently ex-

pounded by the late Mr. Abcrnethy, of the 'Constitutional

Origin of many Local Diseases' is very perspicuously an-

nounced in Dr. Rush's 'Inquiry into the Causes and Cure
of Sore Less.' There are indeed few volumes in medical
literature which will better repay the perusal of the student
than those of Dr. Rush. Large and enlightened views of

the causes of disease, minute observations of its phenomena,
and sagacious principles of cure, are contained in alt the
writings of this distinguished physician, combined with in-

dications of his having possessed all the virtues that eouM
animate and adorn the profe Sion to which he belonged.

(Thomson's Anna/* <rf Philosophy, Vol. 1. ; ffwryc/oyHrsffu
Americana, vol. ii.; Dis$. Phy*. Inaug % D* Coctiotw CV6o»
rttrn, Stc, Edin.. 1768: Amer. Med. and Phito*. Rcgitier,
vol. iv.; Chalmers, Biog. Dict^ vol. xxtl.; Dtcf. d& Set-
enret Medicate* ; Bio#. Med. % vol. vii.)

RUSH-BEARING, another name in some parts of
England for the country wake. It appears that in amtanf
tiutes the parishioners brought rushes at the Feast of Dedi-
cation, wherewith to strew tbe church, and from thai <*•
camstance the festivity itself obtained the nemS of T
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bearing. The country wake occurs by this name in tho
glossary of the Lancashire dialect, and Rush-bearing is still

the common name in many villages in Lancashire for this

annual festivity. In the parish accqraptsof St. Margaret's,
Westminster, is this item, under the year 1544:—'Paid for

rushes against the Dedication Day, which is always the first

Sunday of October, U. 5d.' Notices of the custom of Rush-
bearing, as still used in various parts of Derbyshire, will be
found in Glover's 'History ana Gazetteer1 of that county,
vol i., pp. 259, 260. (Brands flmular Antiq., vol. i., p. 436 ;

Nares's Glossary.)
RUSHES are well-known plants which appear in all

soils, especially those which are fertile, when the water
which caopot be evaporated remains in a stagnant state

under the surface. They are most common on moist mea-
dows with a retentive subsoil ; and as they not only occupy
a space which might produce good herbage, but also greatly

deteriorate the hay with which they are mixed, every means
to destroy them are employed by industrious farmers. For-
merly in this, as in most other instances of defect in the soil,

only atemporary remedy was generally thought of. The rushes
weremown down atparticular times ofthe year, alkaline ashes
and salt were spread over them, and, in some cases, they were
destroyed by pouring boiling; water on the roots. But all these

only killed the individual rushes, without removing the

immediate cause of them, or correcting the stagnation of

water which invariably reproduced them. The only efiec*

tuai cure for rushy grounds is a complete system of drain-

ing. The truth of this assertion is so generally admitted,

that it is unnecessary to dwell upon it. Wherever the land

can be effectually under-drained, rushes will generally disap-

pear as by magic. If they are strongly established in the soil,

it may take some time before they completely die away, even
after drainage, at least in pastures which are not broken up

;

but if the land is ploughed and has a proper tillage, they

will not survive the first year. In rich old meadows, which
it would not be prudent to plough up, they may be destroyed

by mowing them when they are in bloom, and immediately

spreading ashes or salt over the place where they grew. This
repeated twice will clear the ground entirely, and the drain-

ing will prevent their reappearing.

In heavy grounds which have been laid up in high stitches

without thoroughly draining the land, and sown with

grass-seeds to remain in pasture two or three years, it

i* not uncommon to see every interval between the

bitches filled with rushes, especially if the laud be re-

duced in fertility by overcropping. This indicates a wet
subsoil, and suggests under-draining ; but the rushes are

oft«n caused by the very roundness of the stitches, which
is supposed to keep the land dry, but which accumulates
the water in the furrows. If the land had been laid quite

ti.it, it might have been too wet to produce good crops of

wheat, but rushes would not have appeared. In very flat

meadows rushes are only found where the land lies very

low, with an impervious subsoil, or a want of inclination in

the surface to carry off the superfluous water. What might
at first sight be considered as an anomaly, is yet perfectly

true—no rushes are found in the best water meadows,
although they are for a considerable portion of the year en-

tirely soaked in water; but the water is never allowed to

stagnate for a moment, and is always kept running on and
off,

The great advantage which has boen obtained by the

system of thoroughly draining compact soils, or those which

rest on impervious subsoils, has induced proprietors and
farmers of land to employ their capital in this most certain

of all improvements, and the consequence will be, that in

a few years the question as to the mode of destroying

rushes will no longer be heard ; and they will only be seen

in those low and unprofitable spots from which the water

cannot be drawn off by drains, and where they will supply

some small resource to the maker of mats and the repairer

of rush-bottomed chairs.

RUSHWORTH, JOHN, is said by Anthony Wood
to have been born in Northumberland about 1607, of a good

family, and to have studied for a short time at Oxford,

where however he u*id not remain long enough to be matri-

culated. Coming up to London, he entered himself of Lin-

coln's Inn, and was called to the bar; but it does not appear

thai be ever practised. So early at least as the year 1630, he

befgmn, according to his own account (in the preface to the

fir«t volume of his Historical Collections) to attend in the

Star Chamber, the Court of Honour, ihe Exchequer cham-

ber, th,e council, and other places, whenever any matter of
importance was in question, and to take notes of the pro-
ceedings; and in this way his time seems to have been
wholly occupied. When the first parliament of 1640 as-
sembled, he eagerly embraced the opportunity of being pre-
sent at the debates and conferences of the two houses; and
after its dissolution he proceeded to the north, the scene of
the Scottish invasion, where he witnessed the fight of New-
burn, and afterwards found admission to the meetings of the
great council at York and of the commissioners at Rippon.
When the Long Parliament met, in November, Rushworth
was appointed assistant to Henry Elsynge, Esq., clerk to
the house of commons; and by the opportunities which he
enjoyed in this situation, he was enabled to make ample
collections relating to all the most interesting public trans-
actions of the time. It appears to have been his practice tq
take down in a species of short-hand whatever Was said in
the house which he thought worth preserving. Thus, he
tells us himself, that on the evening of the day on which the
king made his attempt to seize the five members, • his ma-
jesty sent for Mr. Rushworth, the clerk, whom he observed
to take bis speech in characters, requiring a copy of it; who
pleading in excuse how Mr. Neville was committed to the
Tower for telling his majesty what was spoken in the house,
he smartly replied, " I ask you not to tell me what was said
by any member, but what 1 said myself;" upon which a
copy being transcribed, it came out in print next morning,
by the king's order.'

But besides his services as clerk and reporter, after the
king had left London, Rushworth (being, it would appear, a
good horseman) was the person usually employed to carry
addresses and other communications from the house to his
majesty ; and Wood records that on those occasions he was
wont to perforin the journey to York in twenty-four hours.
At a somewhat later date he appears to have been in like
manner entrusted to convey the messages of the house to
their general, E«sc^. On the 14th of June, 1643, the house
ordered * That the mare and young horse belonging to Mr.
Endymion Porter, lately brought up from Enfield to Lon-
don, be forthwith delivered to Mr. John Rushwortb, to be
employed in the service of the parliament in sending
messages between this house and the Lord-General/
On a subsequent day it was further resolved that he
should be recommended to the committee of the house for
excise, and to the treasurers and commissioners, to be em*
ployed in some office or place suitable to his condition and
the recommendation of the house, ' towards a recompense of
the several services he hath done for the kingdom. It is

not known however that he derived any substantial benefit
from this vote.

In 1643 he took the covenant with most of his party. In
1645, when the command of the parliamentary forces was
given to Sir Thomas Fairfax, who was his near relation,

Rushworth was appointed his secretary; and from this time
he was principally with the army, till Fairfax's resignation
of his command in 1650. Being at Oxford in Fairfax s suite

in 1649, he received from the university the degree of M.A.
Having returned to London and taken up his residence in
Lincoln's Inn, he was, in 1652, appointed one of the com-
mittee for the reform of the common law. The next time
we hear of him is as one of the members for Berwick in

Cromwell's last parliament, which met in January, 1658;
and he again sat for the same borough in that which re-

stored Charles II., in April, 1660. The overthrow of the
Protectorate however was fatal to Rushworth's rising for-

tunes. We have seen the zeal with which he served the
republican party ; and there can be no doubt that this was
the side to which he was heart and soul attached ; he had
submitted the first volume of bis * Historical Collections,'

in manuscript, to Oliver Cromwell ; and when it appeared in

print it was ushered in by a dedication in very high-flown
terms to the new Protector Richard. When the king came
back, Rushworth withdrew this unlucky dedication ; and
he also made a modest attempt to conciliate Charles by pre-

senting to him some registers of the Privy Council which
had falleti into his hands. Thanks were formally returned
to him in the king's name for the books, but be received no
encouragement to expect any further evidence of the royal

favour.

Rushwerth had not, like many of his party, taken advan-
tage of his opportunities and of the appointments he had
held, to secure a fortune to himself out of the misfortunes
of his country, and he was now probably in rather straight-
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•ned circumstances. When Sir Orlando Bridgeman was
made lord keeper however, in 1677, he appointed Rush-
worth his secretary ; and wo find him bitting again for Ber-

wick, both in the parliament which met in March, 1679, and
also ai that which met at Oxford in 1681. But after this, it

is stated, ho lived in retirement and obscurity ; till, in 1684,

he was arretted for debt and sent to the Kiug's Bench
prison, where he remained till he died, on the 12th of May,
1690. lie had latterly taken to drinking to drown care,

and his mind and memory were nearly gone for some time

before he died.

Rushworth left several daughters,' virtuous women,' says

Anthony Wood, 'of which one was married to Sir Franc.

Vane, of the North.*

The flrBt part, in one volume folio, of Rushworth's ' His-
torical Collections of Private Passages of State, Weighty
Matters in Law, and Remarkable Proceedings in Parlia-

ment,' embraces the space from 1618 to 1629, and was pub-

lished in 1669. It was reprinted clandestinely in 1675, and
also again in 1682. Part second, in two volumes, extending
from 1629 to 1640, appeared in 1680; and that same year
Rushworth also published, in one volume folio, bis account
of the Trial of the Earl of Strafford, which is now consi-

dered aa forming the eighth volume of his * Historical Col-

lections.' Tho remaining parts of that work were left ready

for the press at his death; and part third, in two volumes,
extending from 1640 to 1645, appeared in 1692 ; part fourth,

also iu two volumes, and coming down to 1648, in 1701. All

the seven volumes, together with Strafford's Trial, were re-

printed in 1721. Rushworth's intentiou, as he states in the

preface to his second volume, had been to bring down tho

work to the dissolution of the Long Parliament in 1653.

Of the importance of this active and industrious com-
piler's labours, and of the value of what he has bequeathed
to us, there can be no doubt His collection contains an
immeuse number of papers and notices now nowhere else

to be found, and many which never were to be found else-

where. And it may also be admitted ihat the promise of

perfect impartiality with which he seu out, is upon the

whole as well kept as we have any right to expect that it

should be. Tho book however was loudly cried out against

for its unfairness, its positive falsehoods and inventions, as

well as its omissions and suppressions, by the high church
and Tory party on the appearance of tho first volume. An
elaborate exposition of the grounds of these charges (which
hawevor'are very unsatisfactorily made out after all) may
be found in the long introduction to Nalson's ' Impartial
Collection of the Great Affairs of State from the beginning
of the Scotch Rebellion in the year 1639;' which indeed
was professedly published * by his majesty's special com-
mand,' in opposition to Rushworth's work, but of which, al-

though it was intended to come down to the death of Charles
I., no more than two volumes ever appeared, the first in

1662, the second in 1683, carrying the history no farther
than to January, 1642.

RUSSELL, LORD WILLIAM, was born iu Septem-
ber, 1639 : his ancestors were early possessed of lauded pro-
perty in Dorsetshire. We find John Russell in 1221 the
constable of Corfe Castle, and his descendants subsequently
filling honorable situations: one of them. Sir John Russell,
was Speaker of the House of Commons iu the second and
tenth year of Henry VI. A fortunate occurrence raised
this fainilv to wealth and honour : in 1506 Philip, arcli-

duke of Austria, having been driven by a storm into the
port of Weymouth, was liospitably eutertained by Sir Tho-
mas Trenchard, a neighbouring country gentleman* and
Sir Thomas, knowing that the then head of the Russell
family had travelled aud was a good linguist, invited him to

meet bis unexpected guest. During this vuit Mr. Russell
so pleased the archduke that he recommended him to the
king, by whom he was appointed one of the gentlemen of
the Privy Chamber. ' He afterward* attended Henry VIII.
in his expedition in France, and was present at the taking
of TherouenneandTournay. In 15-2 he was knighted by
the carl of Surrey for his services at the taking of Morlaix
in Breta^ue, and was created Lord Russell in 1639.' The
lands of the abbey at Tavistock and of the dissolved monas-
tery at Woburu were afterwards conferred upon him, and
he was made carl of Bedford. (Lift tf Lord Jtussell, by his

descendant Lord John Russell, from whose work the prin-
cipal part of this article is derived.)

lie died iu 13j$, and was succeeded by Francis, the se-

toud earl, * bo left no issue. The title uoW passed to the

only son of Sir William Russell, by name Francis, vbo ii

known among other things for his drainage of the lees sf

Lincolnshire by the Bedford level. He died in 1641, and

was succeeded by William Russell, who married Ladr

Anne Carr, daughter of the countess of Somerset, knotn

for her participation in Sir Thomas Overburye murder, and

had issue, three daughters and seven sons, of whom Lord

Russell, the subject of this memoir, was the third. Ik
eldest died an infant, and the second in 1678.

Russell was educated at Cambridge, afterwards retidai

at Augsburg, spent a considerable time in different parti of

the Continent, returned to England at the Restoration, tod

was elected member for Tavistock. He married, io ltil,

Rachel Wriothesly, second daughter of the earl of Soots-

ampton, and widow of Lord Vaughan, the eldest son of

Lord Carberry, a woman distinguished for ardent sad

tender affection, pious, reflecting, firm, and courage)**;

alike exemplary in prosperity and adversity, when obtntd
by multitudes or hiddeu in retirement.

In the company of his excellent wife Russell would airt

continued to enioy without interruption all the happioeMa

a private life, had the government been conducted vah

security and honour. But his indignation and fears Wis*

awakened by the hypocrisy and shameless ?enalitv «
Charles II., and the avowed desire of the Duke of York to

restore the Roman Catholic religion, he entered the lab of

political contention, ranging himself with the defenders of

Protestantism and the opponents of the king's defies*. Ut

gave great strength to the popular cause ; * I nerer tact,'

says Burnet, ' any man have so entire credit with the nan*

as he had. He quickly got out of some of tho disadsn

into which the court had drawn him, and ever after thalks

life was unblemished in all respects. He bad from h»int

education an inclination to favour the nonconformists, sad

wished the laws could have been made easier to them,

«

they more pliant to the law. He was a slow roan sad U
little discourse; but he bad a true judgment when b« con-

sidered things at bis own leisure. His understanding •»

not defective, but his virtues were so eminent that thej

would have more than balanced real defects if any bad 1ms

found in the other.' Lord Cavendish, Sir W. Coveauy,

Colonel Birch, Mr. Powle, and Mr. Littleton were the pna

cipal members of the party with which he acted, and wkai

by proceeding at first with moderation, gained so gntf

an influence in the country, that the king suddenly pro-

rogued the parliament, and when it re-assembled, toad

his opponents so strong that it was hopeless to stumji

the continuance of the Dutch war. Thus the alb-

ance with France was dissolved, and the troops by vines

Charles had wished to make himself absolute vert d»*

persed ; the Cabal ministry was broken up, and Buckinf-

ham and Shaftesbury were converted into popular leaden.

JTbe king's intrigues with France were speedily reneovi

and engagements entered into, for the performance of wa*s

he was again to receive a stipulated sum of money. Tbe*

intrigues were further opposed by Russell; the rouutr?

party recommended war with France, promoted tbt im-

peachment of the king's minister and favourite Lord Dw^
and voted the exclusion of the Duke of York from tl* re-

cession to the throne. These were violent measures, bet u*y

were justified by the condition of the country, tl* km*»

baseness, and the fear of despotism and the r*e*UbU^-

meut of the Roman Catholic religion. The struggle augon**

a second civil war, and had Charles, like his successor, at-

tacked the church as directly as lie did the constitutioo. u i

immediate civil war would have been the probable rssaU;
j

as it was, the foundation of a future revolution was laid.

Some of the principal Whigs were accused of having «*-

spired to take the king s life, to raise a rebellion is u*

country, and to establish the Duke of Monmouth, the kiap

illegitimate son, upon the throne. This was called u*

• Rye-house Plot,' from the name of a (arm near N***

market, at which it was said that the conspirators sgrtcd u

meet, in order to attack and dispose of the nine as at it-

turned from Newmarket races. There had doubtless sees

many meetings of disaffected persons. * Of this plot,* entst

Mr. Fox (Introductory chapter to HuLtfJas** llV***!
be said, much more truly than the Popish, that then «» *

it some truth mixed with much falsehood; and t^segs

many circumstances in Kealing's (one of the iufstBSftjy

count are nearly as absurd and ridiculous as tbettitMM*>
it i»cems probable that there was among some tt4

"'

eused a notion of assassinating the king; btftl
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notion was ever ripened into what may be called a design,

and much more whether it was ever evinced by such an
overt act as the law requires for conviction, is very doubtful.

In regard to the conspirators of higher ranks, from whom all

suspicion of participation has been long since done away,
there is unquestionably reason to believe that they had often

met and consulted, as well for the purpose of ascertaining

the means they actually possessed, as for that of devising

others for delivering their country from the dreadful ser-

vitude into which it had fallen ; and thus far their conduct
appears clearly to have been laudable.' The court ascribed

the king's safety to his return from Newmarket somewhat
earlier than was expected, and prepared to take advantage
of the opening which now offered for the annihilation of
their political adversaries. Russell, Essex, Sidney, and a
number of less important persons were immediately com-
mitted to the Tower. Some were convicted and executed
before Russell was brought to the bar. On the 1 3th of
July, 1683, he took his trial at the Old Bailey for high trea-

son. He was indicted * for conspiring the death of the king,

and consulting and agreeing to stir up insurrection ; and
to that end to seize the guards for the preservation of the

king's person.' A full account of the proceedings is given

by Lord John Russell (Life. p. 184), and in Phillips's State

trial*. We believe that the extent of his error was having
attended a meeting where a general rising was spoken of,

and where there was some discourse of the feasibleness of

setting the king's guard. It was not shown that he consented
to either of these schemes, which were never matured or

determined on. An illegal construction was put on the

26th of Edward III., the statute under which he was in-

dicted. The evidence against him was contradictory and
insufficient; no one charge in the indictment was proved:

but in the nomination of the panel, the sheriffs, who were
creatures of the court, had secured his conviction. He was
found guilty and sentenced to death.

From the time that the sentence was passed till the day
of his execution, he manifested great piety, and main-
tained a dignified calmness. He was accompanied to the

scaffold by Bishop Burnet and Dean Tillotson. Burnet,

who likewise attended him during his imprisonment, has

written an account of his latter days. He delivered to the

sheriffs at the time that he was beheaded in Lincoln's Inn
Fields, on the 2 1st ofJuly, 1683, a paper containing an expla-

nation and statement of his conduct. Speaking of those who
dwd for this plot, Mr. Fox says, ' that which is most certain in

iht» affair, is, that they bad committed no overt act indicating

the imagining the king's death, even according to the most
strained construction of the statute of Edward III , much
less was any such act legally proved against them ; and the

conspiring to levy war was not treason, except by a recent

statute of Charles II., the prosecutions upon which were
expressly limited to a certain time, which in these cases

bad elapsed ; so that it is impossible not to assent to the

opinion of those who have ever stigmatised the condemna-
tion and execution of Russell as a most flagrant violation of

law and justice.' The firm and noble conduct of Lady Rus-
sell, who attended her husband during his trial to take

notes and give him assistance, deserves the greatest admira-
tion. The bitterness of their parting is described in the

toust pathetic terms, and a lasting grief is shown in her

subsequent correspondence. She died at Southampton
House, in Sept. 1723, at the advanced age of eighty-six.

We have not mentioned the charge made against Lord
Rti»*ell, in common with Algernon Sidney, and many others

u( le*a repute, of having received bribes from the French
government. We believe it to be groundless, as far as the

iiu persons mentioned are concerned, but we must refer

throe who would inquire into the subject to the more
lei*g Jhoned biographies. Lord Russell's character is wholly

at \ finance with such an act. -As a politician, he appears

umiormly disinterested; he was zealous and energetic,

though not conspicuous for ability, the high public estimation

in which he was held being founded upon his sense, his judg-

ment, and his iutegrity. To a severity of public principle

he united the mildness of domestic affection; ho was be-

( ,ved by his wife and children with sincerity and earnest-

ness. Lord Russell's son was created duke of Bedford, one
of his daughters was married to the duke of Devonshire,

and another to the duke of Rutland. An act for annulling

hm attainder, which passed in the first year of William and
Mary, recites that * be was by undue and illegal return of

jurors, having been refused his lawful challenge to the said

P. C., No. '260.

jurors for want of freehold, and, by partial and unjust con-
structions of low, wrongfully convicted, attainted, and ex-
ecuted for high treason.' After the executions which fol-

lowed the Rye-house Plot, the country party had little influ-

ence during the remainder of Charles's reign.

(Lord John Russell's life of Lord Russell, from which
this article is compiled ; Life and Letters of Rachel, Lady
Russell; Burnet's Own times; Hallara's Const. Hist.;
Fox's Life of James 11.; Hume; Riog. Univer., &c.)
RUSSELL, ALEXANDER, was a native of Edinburgh,

where he received his medical education. Having finished

his studies in the university of that city, he came to London,
and in the year 1740 was appointed physician to the English
factory at Aleppo. Having made himself master of the Arabic
language, he soon obtained a pre-eminence over all the
practitioners in the place, and was honoured by the particu-

lar friendship of the pasha. On his return to England, in

1754, he published his 'Natural History of Aleppo,' a valu-

able and interesting work. It contains a description of the
city and principal natural productions in its neighbourhood;
together with an account of the climate, inhabitants, and
diseases, and a diary of the progress of the plague in

1742-3-4. Four years after the publication of this work a
vacancy occurring in St. Thomas s Hospital, he was elected

physician to that institution, which office be retained till bis

death in 1 768.

He was a man of great abilities, industry, and humanity.
He presented several contributions to the Royal and
Medical Societies. A second edition of his ' Natural His-
tory of Aleppo,' revised, enlarged, and illustrated with notes,

by Patrick Russell, has been translated into several Euro-
pean languages.

RUSSELL, PATRICK, brother of Dr. Alexander Rus-
sell, was born in Scotland, in the year 1726. His father

was a lawyer of great eminence in the city of Edinburgh,
and of seven sons whom he brought up, it is reported that

not one ever gave him a moment's disquietude. We possess

no record of the early history of the subject of the present
memoir. It appears however that he completed his me-
dical studies in the University of Edinburgh, and some
time afterwards we find him at Aleppo, residing with his

brother Dr. Alexander Russell. On the return of the last-

named physician to England, Dr. Patrick Russell succ> eded
him as physician to the British factory at Aleppo. It was
during his residence in this capital that the great plague of
1 760 and the two following years broke out in Syria, and
the opportunities which it afforded him of studying this dis-

ease in all its varieties, were not thrown away on a man of
his abilities. His quarto work on the plague, which was
published some years after his return to England, is justly

esteemed one of the best and most complete that ever has
been written on the subject. It contains an historical and
medical account of the disease, and treats fully the sub-
jects of quarantine, lazarettos, and the police to be adopted
in times of pestilence. He also gave to the public a new
and very enlarged edition of his brother's work on Aleppo

;

and in 1796 published an account of the Indian serpents

collected on the coast ofCoromandel, containing descriptions
and drawings of each species, together with experiments
and remarks on their several poisons. He died in the year

1805, and his name will be found among the contributors to

the Royal Society and some others.

RUSSIAN EMPIRE, THE, extends over the north-
eastern part of Europe, over the whole of Northern Asia,

and the north-western coast of North America. It consists

of Russia in Europe ; Georgia, or Caucasia, Siberia, and
Kamtchatka in Asia ; and some settlements on the north-
west coast of North America. [North-West Territory.]
Excluding the last-mentioned country, the area of the
whole empire, accordiug to a very rough estimate, is

7,700,000 square miles, of which 2,110,000 belong to Eu-
rope, nearly 5,400,000 are included in Siberia, about 100,000
in Georgia, and 86,000 in the peninsula of Kamtchatka.
European Russia comprehends the north-eastern

portion of that continent, extending from 43° to 71°

N. lat. and from 20° to 63° E. long. It is divided
from Asia by the Ural Mountains, which begin on the
peninsula which lies opposite the island of Nova Zom-
bi a, east of the Strait of Waigatz, and extend in a
southern direction to 54° N. lat., where they divide into

three ranges. [Ural Mountains.] From this point,
the river Ural, which rises between the two most eastern
ranges, is considered to form the boundary-line until it falls
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into the Caspian Sea. It is however to be observed that

the political division of Rusbia dues not in its whole extent

coincide with this boundary which has been adopted by
geographers, and that a portion of the two governments of

Perm and Orenburg extend to the east of this line, and
may therefore be considered as l)ing in Asia. From the

mouth of the river Ural the boundary runs along the north-

western shore of the Caspian 8ea to the embouchure of the

river Kooma. At this point begins the southern boundary

-

line, which runs along the course of that river to 46° E.

long., and then nearly north to the river Manytch, whose
course it follows to 41° 30' E. long., whence it continues nearly

due west to the Sea of Azof, and chiefly along the course of

the river Ieia. By this line Caucasia, or the two governments
of Caucasus and Grusia or Georgia, are separated from
Russia in Europe. The remainder of the southern boun-
dary is formed by the Sea of Azof, the Straits of Yemkale,
and the Black Sea. Near its western boundary Russia ex-

tends to tho banks of the Danube, which forms the boun-
dary between it and Turkey as far as the mouth of the river

Pruth (near 28° E. long.). The Pruth divides Russia and
Turkey nearly to its source in the Carpathian Mountains.
Russia then begins to border on the kingdom of Galicia, a

portion of the Austrian empire, from which it is not sepa-

rated by any natural boundary. Where it touches the

kingdom of Poland, which at present is to be considered as

an appendage of Russia, the rivers Bug and Niemen con-

stitute the boundary-line, but between them there is a tract

in which the boundary is indicated partly by the river

Narew, an affluent of the Vistula, and partly by an imaginary
line. North of the river Niemen, Russia borders on Prussia,

from which it is separated by an imaginary line. Farther
north it comes up to the Baltic, surrounding tho Gulfs of

Riga and Finland, and stretching along that of Bothnia to

its northern extremity (66° N. lat.). Farther north it

borders on Sweden and Norway. It is separated from
Sweden by the lower course of the river Tornea,and farthei

north by its affluent the Muonio. The boundary between
Russia and Norway is partly formed by the watershed be-

tween the Gulf of Bothnia, and partly by the course of the

river Tana. A small part of Norway extends east of the
river Tana. On the north, Russia is washed by the Arctic

Ocean, which here forms the extensive gulf called the
White Sea. The countries included within this boundary-
line, according to a very rough estimate, occupy an area of

2,1 10,000 square miles.

Surface.—The whole surface of Russia may with
i
ro-

orlet y be considered one extensive plain. If the Ural

Mountains, which extend along its eastern border, and a

mountain tract in the peninsula of the Crimea [Crimka] are

excepted, there is not in this immense extent of country an
eminence which rues more than 500 feet above it base* or

more than 1 1 00 feet above tho sea-level. The watershed
which divides the rivers that flow to the Arctic Ocean,
the Baltic, the Black Sea, and the Caspian Sea, is not

formed, as in Western Europe, by mountains, but by tracts

of elevated ground, the summits of which extend in wide
and nearly level plains, and whose declivities form long and
generally imperceptible slopes. The plains themselves are

covered either with bogs and swamps or with forests, and in

other parts they are dry and woodless tracts called ster<r>es.

In tracing this watershed, we begin on the west. Almost
on the banks of the river Buj, which separates Poland
from Russia, between 51° 30' and 53° N. lat. there is a

plain which is flat, and the rivers and watercourses have so

little fall as to tender them unfit to carry off the accumu-
lated water. The wltole plain therefore is nearly a continu-

ous swamp, coveted wiih trees, especially firs. It contains

the sourceH of several affluents of the Dnieper and Vistula.

On both sides of or N. lat. it extends from 24° to 30°

E. long., a distance of 240 miles, and renders the countrv on
both sides of the river Pripec almost impassable. This
portion of the watershed is called the Swamps of Pinsk
and Ratnor. The swampy ground extendi farther north,

between the affluent* of the Niemen and Dnieper, to 55° 30'

N. lat., and terminates on the batiks of the Duna between
PoloUk and Drooya. In these parts however the swamps
are only from 100 to 50 miles in width, and are frequently

interrupted by tracts ofdrier and more elevated land. On the
east of the northern extremity of these swamps, between
54* 30' and 5/»° 3u'N. lat., there is a more elevated country
with a very broken surface, and containing numerous rocky
hills, between which many lakes occur. The south-

,

eastern edge of this tract seems to lie close to the com
of the river Dnieper, from its source till it turns wuibwird
at the town Of Or»na. From this elevated tract, which ite-
rates the upper courses of the rivers Dnieper and Duo*, ii*

watershed extends northward over the eastern poriiuo* «{

the governments of Vitepsk and Pskow, where it dvsctmh
in low ridges to the lakes of Pei'pus and 1 linen. The n*i
elevated part of this tract probabl) attains 1000 feet »ta<
the sea, as the town of Mojaibk on the Moskva i« aw,
than 700 feet above it. The watershed hitherto twi>rtd

divides the rivers that flow into the Baltic from those itub
run into the Black Sea. At this point however it dnwi«,

and forms two watersheds, of which one runs north tut

between the watercourses that fall into the While Set so4

those which run into the Caspian Sea, and the otbe ruu
south-east between the rivers which flow to the Catpa&saa
those which fall into the Black Sea.

The northeastern watershed begins in the hilly rtguooJ

Valdai, which contains the source of the Volga, the Ur$o»

river of Europe. It lies contiguous to the region juusV
scribed, beginning on the west between the sources of Um
river Pola, which falls into the lake of 11men, and tiUodu*
north-east to the river Msta. In this duectiou it ocrupn

hardly more than 9o miles, but extends from northwest to

south east, between Novgorod and Vishnei Volotsbok, not*

than 120 miles. The country rises from the north «eu*t4

south-east with a gradual slope, and at the luwn of Vu<k
attains an elevation of about 870 feet. On the most elttsut

portion of it there are steep and rocky hills, which hswc
do not attain a great elevation above their bast, at tk

highest of them, the Popowa Gora, according to Humboii.

does not exceed 934 feet above the sea-level. As lb* tag**

was formerly covered with a continuous forest, U*iU>
known by the name of the forest of Volkbontk. From U*

banks of the river Msta the watershed extends noriavuJ

towards the isthmus which divides the great lakes of l*ko
and Onega, but it does not reach it, as it turn* again tsttc

north east, and remains about 20 or 25 miles (too tb

southern extremity of lake Onega, running beteeso iu

banks and the lake called Bielo Osero (White Lake). Hit

ing passed between these lakes, it suddeuly turns tut*

south, and approaches the banks of the Volga (40* B. leaf t

within about 60 miles Between the river Msta sad u 1

E long, the watershed seems to be much lower than en u«

hilly region of Valdai, as is proved by ihe iactlit) »*»*

which canals have been made across it to unite the men
which fall into the lake of Onega or into the D«ma with i*

affluents of the Volga. The more elevated tract, •<-

its very gradual slopes, does not seem to exceed 30 nuk* a

width, and is entirely covered with forests. From *«* E-

long., or from between the towns of Vologda on the a#u
and Yarohlav on the south, the watershed extends eestwsrt

near 59° N. lat, between the atttuenta of the Dwiaa si*

those of the Volga, to 50° E. long., whence ii decline* t* <*»'

north-east and reaches the Ural Mountains near W" fc-U*

and 61° 30' N. lat., between the sources of ihe riven P*

shora and Kolva ; the latter is a branch of the Kama, an *&*

ent of the Volga. East of 40' E long, no hilly region torn*

to occur on the more elevated part of it ; bui the «afc**Ar*

rises from south and north with a very gentle slope fonsoi t>
1

broad-backed ridges, which extend between the watemm**
until they sink gradually to the level plains which cix^
along the large rivers. The whole region however * «0
imperfectly known, being covered with interminable i*t*-»

of pines and firs, and nearly uninhabited. Tbtslatgs «*'•

of country is now called by geographers larW/i.
The south-eastern watershed begin* likewise in lb* erf

vated hilly region whit h separate* the upper course* uf ****

Duna and Dnieper, and runs for some di»iance dose to it*

banks of the last-mentinned river, so that ihe n\erM*»s«*
which originates in these parts, runs eastward to the U«j

an affluent of the Volga, it continues in a nvarU south* -

course from 55° to 52° 30', and up to 63" 30 r seen* U# c-
sisl of a broad-barked swell, which is covered with far**

Between 53° 3o' and 52° 30' it expand* an wide and dm- '

level plains, which occupy perhaps too mile* in breadth. & -

extend over the central provinces of Ruswsa eastward up

tlte banks of the river Volga, between 6S* and 53* St/ N .
U -

in an eastern direction. These plains do not probmWi rw
more than 800 feet above the sea- level, and axe caws'

'

woodless, though in some of the numeruit* depfswaaoea tien

i the waitiluent. Where water***-:of stunted growth are freque

approaches the banks of the Volga, in the enalbsfft d»uv»
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of the gorernment of Simbirsk, it forms an elevated ridge,

but small in width, which runs eastward, and compels the

river to make a bend at Samara (near 53° N. lat.). On the

eastern bank of the river a similar ridge rises, which en-

closes the river Sock, and continues in an eastern direction

until it joins the Obstshei Sirt, or western branch of the Ural
Mountains, near 56° E. long., not far from the place where
the Bialaya, an affluent of the Kama, turns northward.

That portion of the ridge which lies east of the Volga con-

sists of sandy hills almost without vegetation, and partakes

largely of the nature of the steppes which lie south of it.

This watershed encloses the wide basin of the upper course

of the Volga on the south, and divides it from the rivers

which run southward and unite with the Dnieper and the

Don.

Besides these two lines of watershed which cross Russia
from west to east, there is in the southern provinces an ele-

vated tract, the base of which is granite, and which traverses

it m the same direction, but does not form a watershed, be-

ing broken through by several large rivers. At its western

extremity it is connected with the eastern offsets of the

Carpathian Mountains, which extend over the northwestern
portion of the government of Kithineff, or Bessarabia, and
advance as far south as the town of Ktstiineff. From these

ridges the elevated tract extends eastward, occupying on the

(tanks of the river Dniester the whole space between Yam-
pol and Dubossary, and rendering this part of the river

unfit for navigation by forming rapids and falls. Farther

east, on the banks of the Bug, it occurs near Olviopol, and
on those of the Ingool, an affluent of the Bug, between
Yelisaretgrad and Bobrinetz. It continues eastward to the

Dnieper, which is compelled by it to make the great bend
eastward between 47°and49°N. lat., and in which it produces

the Poroges, or twelve waterfalls of Ekaterinoslaw. From
this place it declines more to the south, and extending along

the banks of the Konskaya, an affluent of the Dnieper, it ap-

proaches the Sea of Azof, where it terminates, according to

Pallas, on the banks of the river Berda. But it is supposed

that it continues from Ekaterinoslaw in a more eastern

direction, and fills up the great eastern bend of the river

Don which occurs between 48° and 50° N. lat.

Soil. —Russia has a much greater variety of soil than any
other country of Europe. Some very extensive tracts are

hardly more adapted for agriculture than the great African

desert ; while others in fertility may be compared with those

countries without the tropics which are most favoured by

nature. In taking this survey of Russia, we begin from
the north east.

Between the northern portion of the Ural Mountains on

the east and the river Mezen on the west, is the region of

the tundras, which extend from the coast to 64° N. lat.

Climate and soil render this region unfit for cultivation. It

i$ mostly a plain covered with moss, which, for eight or nine

months, is frozen, and, the remainder of the year, is so

saturated with water as to be rendered impassable. In some
places bushes occur, which bear berries. The few inhabi-

tants live on fish, which is very plentiful in the rivers, and
clothe tlteroselves with the skins of the wild animals which

haunt those regions. The skins also supply an article of

traffic, for which they obtain small quantities of corn, which

is brought from the countries south of the uwalli by the

nver Pechora.

To the south and west of the tundra* extends the largest

forest in Europe, if not on the whole globe. This region

occupies the country on both sides of the upper course of

the Pechora, and all those which lie within the basin of the

Dwina and its great branches the Sukhona and Vychegda.
According to official statements, the forests cover 150,000

square miles. They consist almost exclusively of different

kinds of pines, especially Pinus picea and Pinus sylves-

trii; and of firs, larch, and birch. Only a few sj>ots

in this country are cultivated, and produce rye, barley,

oats, and peas, as well as hemp and Max. But as the sum-
mer is very short, and, during this season, the weather very

unsettled, fogs and rain being very frequent, the crops fre-

quently fail, and they only yield from three to five times

the seed. Hard frost continues from the end of October
to the end of April. The scanty population is mostly oc-

cupied in bringing the produco of the forests to market,

especially to Arkhangel. This region extends westward to

the river Onega, and southward to the uwalli, the northern

declivity of which, chiefly occupied by swamps, but well

wooded, belongs to it. It comprehends the western portion

of the government of Arkhangel and the whole of Vo-
logda.

West of the river Onega begins the region of rocks and
lakes. It extends over the immense tract which lies between
the gulfs of Finland and of Bothnia on the west and south,
and the White Sea on the north-east, and which is called
by modern geographers the Isthmus of Finland. A line
drawn from the mouth of the river Neva across the southern
portion of the lake of Ladoga, and the southern shores of
that of Onega to the lake of Latsha, indicates the southern
boundary of this region; and another, drawn from the town
of Uleaborg, on the shores of the Gulf of Bothnia, to the in-
nermost recess of the Gulfof Kandalaskaya, separates it from
Russian Lapland. This region extends from east to west
about 500 miles, and from south to north more than 400
miles, and considerably exceeds the British Islands in extent.
It has a much more broken surface than any other portion
of Russia of equal extent The northern portion, as far as
65° 30', is level ; at least it does not contain any continuous
ridge of hills, and here the watershed is found to rise gradu-
ally, but not to a great elevation. Near 65° 30' N. lit. and
30° E. long, a ridge of hills rises, which runs south to 64°

N. lat., where it divides into two ridges, of which that
which runs east divides the waters that fall into the White
Sea from those that run to the lakes of Ladoga and Onega.
After having passed the last-mentioned lake at a short d.s-
tance, it approaches the banks of the Onega river, and then
turns to the south-west, and terminates in that direction
not far from the south-eastern shores of the lake. It is

called the Mountains of Masielka (girdle), and, properly
speaking, is only a huge swell of elevated ground with a
broad-backed summit. It consists chiefly of sand-hills ; but
in some parts granite appears, and in such places the de-
clivity is steep. The ridge which runs westward is mainly
composed of granite, but it is of inconsiderable elevation, and
grows lower as it approaches the Gulf of Bothnia, sinking
down to the level ground at a considerable distance from the
shores. The country surrounded by these two ridges,
the gulfs of Bothnia and Finland, the river Neva, the lake
of Ladoga, the river Swir, and the like of Onega, has a
rocky subsoil ; and in many places the rocks rise above the
surface, and constitute hills. They never form an extensive
mass, but only low and narrow ridges, which alternate with
wide and deep depressions, the greater part of which are
filled up with lakes. It is supposed that one-fourth of the
surface is covered with water. The general surface of the
country appears to be lowest towards the east, north of the
lake of Ladoga, where it probably does not attain 200 feet
above the sea- level, and is less interspersed with rocks and
lakes. But in approaching 30° E. long, it rises considerably.
The lake of Saima, which lies towards the southern extre-
mity of this rocky region, and is only divided by an isthmus,
somewhat more than 20 miles wide, from the Gulf of Finland,
is said to be 300 feet above the sea-level ; and the numerous
cataracts of the river Voxa, or Vuoxen, by which its waters
are carried to the lake of Ladoga, support this assertion. If
we consider that the lake of Saima receives the waters of
numerous other lakes of various size, which extend in a line
northward to 63° 30' N. lat., a distance of 180 miles, and
that the channels by which they send their waters down-
ward have a very rapid course, and in some places form
cataracts, it is not improbable that the general level of the
country that surrounds the lake of Pielisyarvi, which is the
most northern of them, may be 600 or 700 feet above the
sea-level. The system of lakes which follows next to the
westward is called, from the largest of them, that of PaTana.
The country along the shores of this lake is called Tavaa-
teland, and is considered the most elevated portion of Fin-
land; its general level is estimated to be 400 feet above
the sea, even towards the south, where the river Kymnene,
which issues from the lake of Paiana, descends with nu-
merous cataracts to the Gulf of Finland. The country
seems not to be lower east of 24° E. long., until it approaches
the Gulf of Bothnia within about 40 miles, to which it

gradually descends in a rather gentle slope. The rocky
elevations which divide the lakes from one another occupy
only a small space, as level tracts, usually of considerable
extent, lie between their declivities and the water-edge.
The hills rise to different elevations, from 200 to 600
or 800 feet above their base, and frequently take the most
fantastical shapes. Many of their declivities are covered
with trees. All the northern shores of the Gulf of Finland,
and the eastern shore of the Gulf of Bothnia, as far north
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as 64* N. lat., are high and rocky, especially tho former.

They are also lined with numerous rocks and small Ulands,

which render the navigation difficult and dangerous; but
good harboursand anchorage are found about these islands.

Though the country rises as we proceed from east to west,

the climate improves in the same degree, and vegetation

and cultivation aUo. In the country surrounding the lake

of Onega the winters are nearly an severe as on the Dwina
in those districts where the Sukhona and Vychegda unite,

and the soil principally consists of a mixture of clay and
sand, in which the latter predominates. The cold and wet
season is long, and renders the crops very uncertain ; and
owing to the poverty of the soil, agriculture is very limited.

Rye, buckwheat, oats, and barley are cultivated in some
plures, and also hemp and tiax, but by fat the greatest part is

still in a natural state. Pine-forests still cover more than

nine- tenths of the country, perhaps not less than 30,000

square miles. There are few cattle in these districts, owing
to the want of meadows, and the difficulty of maintaining
them through a winter which lasts eight or nine months. But
the more rocky country farther west contains extensive

meadows along the banks of the lakes, and the rearing of

cattle and the management of the dairy form the principal

branches of rural economy. Agriculture is also much more at-

tended to ; and in addition to the grains which are cultivated

farther east, some wheat is produced. Many tracts which
are covered with bogs preserve the ice under their surface

late in summer, and are the cause of night-frosts being felt

to the end of May or the beginning of June. The climate

is extremely wet, and much snow falls during the winter.

A sudden thaw frequently fills the basins of the lakes to

such a degree that the water rises several feet above the

adjacent country, damages the winter crops, and renders

the fields incapable of being cultivated for summer crops.

With all these disadvantages, the western portion of this

rocky country, Tavasteland, exports annually a considerable

Suantity of grain. Though the winter generally lasts from
tetober to May, and the thermometer descends to 24°

below zero, fruits, especially cherries, apples, and pears, suc-

ceed along the coast of the Gulf of Finland, and on that

of Bothnia as far north as 64° N. lat. At Abo the mean
annual temperature is 40°, that of the winter 24°, of the

spring 40°, of the summer 504°, and of the autumn 42°

;

but at the northern extremity of this region, at Uleaborg,

the mean annual temperature is only 33°. The Quantity

of rain which annually falls is 24 inches. Spring does not

appear before the end of May, when the birch comes into

leaf, and the ice of the rivers breaks. In the middle of
August, and sometimes at the end of July, night-frosts

occur. Barley and some rye however are cultivated : they

are sown and cut in the space of six or seven weeks. There
are still extensive forests in this region, which chiefly cover

the declivities of the rocky masses: they chiefly consist

of pines and firs. The timber cannot be brought to

market, on account of the cataracts which occur in all the

rivers ; but a great quantity of tar is annually made in these

forests.

That portion of Russia which lies north of a line drawn
from Uleaborg to the extremity of the Gulf of Kandalas-
kaya comprehends Lapland as far as it belongs to Russia.

The surface is mostly a level, on which some sand-hills ri-e

a few hundred feet above their base. There are numerous
depressions on this plain, but most of them are of little

depth, and form only extensive bogs; the deeper depres-

sions are permanent lakes, of which some, as that of
Enara, are of great extent. The sandy soil, being well

saturated with moisture by the melting of the snow, affords

pasture for a few months to a breed of small cattle, but
especially to the numerous herd* of reindeer. In the
southern districts there are considerable forests of high
growth ; but towards the north they are less frequent, and
the trees are of diminutive sire. Some level and more
fertile tracts occur along the banks of the lakes, on which
rye and barley are cultivated, which commonly ripen in

spite of the severity of the climate and the length of the

winter. Even along the southern coast of the peninsula of
Kola, the interior of which is rocky, but mostly level, though
the shores are high and precipitous, rye and bailey are
cultivated. The early night-frosts indeed frequently destroy
the crops; but when that is not the case, the labour of the
husbandman is richly recompensed by a crop which pro-

duces twentyfold its seed. We have a set of meteorological
observations made at Enontekis (68° 30' N. lat.) in 1802-

1805, according to which the mean annual temperature of

that
J
lace did not exceed 27", lhat of the winter wa» V , U

the spring 24°, of the summer 55°, and ot the autumn tt|*

On the southern coast of the Gulf of Finland, taw

shores are composed of limestone, and rise abruptly frees

the sea like a wall to an elevation of 60 to 180 feet. From
this elevated coast, the country extends in a level pkom
from 30 to 40 miles southward, and then descends to tW
plain of Livonia by a gradual slope. The surface of Ike

plain is covered with a layer of mould of indifferent ferufett.

producing moderate crops of rye and barley. A part of Uj«

plain is covered with woods, consisting commonly of btrck

but frequently intermixed with poplar* and lime-trees ; the

last-mentioned trees constitute, in some places, exttswhv
forests. The plain is furrowed by watercourses, which I*
many yards below tho surface, and the rivers which flow iq

them have a very rapid course, so as to be unfit for namo-
tion, at least in several places. There are no swamps to th»
region.

Though both the northern and southern shores of tWo

Gulf of Finland are elevated and rocky, the eooun?
that surround* its innermost recess on both sides of ta#

river Neva forms a depression which extends rowod
the southern shores of the lake of Ladoga, and continue)

to the southern extremity of that of Onega. Towards
the south it reaches, near 59° N. lat, the billy tracts that

branch off from the table-land of Valdai. A moderated
thin layer of mould covers a subsoil of rock. The surisc*

is level and very swampy, and though the soil is not

devoid of fertility, it can only be successfully cultivated

with great labour. Though situated in tho immedw+v
vicinity of one of the largest and most populous towns o.

Europe, only a very small proportion of the surface of tfen

region is under cultivation, and about 20 miles from Peters-

burg the forests commence, which occupy nearly the wbeer
of the country. The forests consist almost solely of fir and
birch ; pine does not occur except in a few spots which art

somewhat more elevated and have a dry soil. lmuKo«
boulders of granite are dispersed through these forest*.

The mean annual temperature of Petersburg is lower than
that of Abo, being only 37* : that of the winter is 16*, of the
spring 32J°, of the summer 50°, and of the autumn J7f
The mean annual quantity of rain which falls in that nri
is between 17 and 18 inches.

The table-land of Valdai and the elevated tract wbiea
extends from the river Msta to the lake BieJo Oct*
(both which countries surround the plain just noticed oa

the south and south-east) were formerly covered with e%
tensive forests, but the greater part of them have been cleared

away, and certainly they do not now occupy one third sed
perhaps not one-fourth of the surface. They chiefly eonsM
of elms, birch, and poplar. The surface is undulating, sod
the rocky eminences which rise on it only attain a heigfet

of 100 to 200 feet above their base. Though grain succeub
very well, and the crops are rather abundant, the greater

part is used for the maintenance of horses, which are m
great request, as several well-frequented roads and tlrrrr

lines of canals traverse this region. The elevated sod

broken region which is contiguous to the table-fend of

Valdai on the west, and occupies the greater part of tl«

governments of Pakour and Vitepsk, appears to be similar n

its natural features, but the surface exhibits greater varirrt,

lakes being very numerous, and probably their effects «o

agriculture arc as hurtful here as in Finland. But this tract

is imperfectly known, as it is not traversed by any great

line of road.

A ridge of elevated ground of considerable width con-
raences on the banks of the river Duna near Dunaburg. not

far from which town the last rapids in the river occur. It

extends northward on both sides of 27° E. lone and termi-
nates on the banks of lake Peipus south of Dorpat. It

appears that its average elevation is about 600 feet abort
the sea-level, at least the small lake near the town of Maries-
burg, which lies nearly in the middle of this ridge, ha*
this elevation. But in some places there are hills which sir

from 300 to 500 feet higher. This sandy and sterile nA&
separates the elevated table-land of Vitepsk and Pskow frrm
the low plains of Livonia, which extend westward rn*n rt

to the shores of the Gulfof Riga. The eastern portion of tan
plain, east of 26° E. long., is in general undulating, bat m
many places contains hills 400 or 500 feet htfb. 1 a

this tract the soil is chiefly loamy, and has a comideraMc
degree of fertility. In the forests the birch prevails. T>
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the west of 26° E. long., the country is nearly a level,

with the exception of the southern districts between the
Dun* mild the river Aa, where there are some hills. The
Weseoberg, near the town of Wenden, attains 1200 feet

above the sea- level The soil of the level portion of the plain

i> much less fertile, the greater part of it consisting of sand,
which, by being saturated with moisture by the melting of
the snow* becomes fit for maintaining vegetation, and for

producing grain, hemp, and flax. The forests consist mostly
of pine* and occupy a considerable portion of the level ground.
U terminates on the sea with a low, flat, and sandy shore.

The immense tract of country which extends from the
toutbern banks of the Duna southwards, having the swampy
regiou on the east, and terminating in the great swamps of
Piusk and Ratnor, is traversed from north to south by a
series of table-lauds, which occupy extensive tracts between
the Duna and Vilia (an affluent of the Nicmen), the Vilia
and the Nieraen, and the last-mentioned rivers and the Bug,
sod extend eastward to the swamps. The tops spread out
in Urge plains, the borders of which however are not well de-

termined, as they lower imperceptibly towards the rivers with
loog and gradual slopes. The more elevated portions of
these table-lands are from 400 to 800 feet above the sea-level,

and as the soil is sandy and dry, but well penetrated by
the water from the melting of the snow, they are covered
with pine-forests, which supply the best pine-timber in

Europe. This timber is floated down the affluents of the
Niemen, and is sent from Memel to England. On the
most southern table-land, between the Niemen and Bug,
near the sources of the river Narew, and contiguous to the
swamps of Pinsk and Ratnor (between 52° 29' and 52°

5l' N. laU, and 23Q 40' and 24° 30' E. long.), is the forest of
Ruiovux, which occupies more than 700 square miles, or

about the extent of Westmoreland, and contains oak, fir,

and pines of immense size. It is said that no person has
ever penetrated through this wilderness, as the interior

is filled up with immense trunks of fallen trees. It is the

only place where the urus is still found. [Bison.] The
lower countries along the banks of the rivers have a tolera-

bly fertile soil, consisting of loam and sand, intermixed
wuh alluvial mould, the deposit of the inundations of the

rivers. They produce wheat, rye, barley, oats, buckwheat,
mod millet. Cattle are not abundant, owing to the want of

meadows. Horses are numerous, but of small size. The
climate of this region is much colder than that of the

countries along the Baltic under the same parallel. Even
in the southe u districts the mean annual temperature does

not exceed 42°. The winter is long and severe; the spring

abort and late. The summer is extremely variable; the dif-

ference between two days frequently amounting to 20° and
more. The heat is sometimes insupportable, but is soon

fulluwed by a cold wind. Fogs are very frequent in this

season. Autumn is the roost agreeable season, when the

days are dry ani warm ; but the nights are chilly.

We pass to the survey of the basin of the river Volga,
which occupies 650,000 square miles, and is equal in extent

to three times the area of France, and five and a half times

tliat of the British Islauds. It constitutes the most im-

portant, and, generally speaking, the most fertile portion of

the whole empire. The upper basin of the Volga compre-

hends the governments of Twer, Yaroslaw, and Kostroma.

TImj source of the river is 910 feet, the town of Twer 390

feet, and the town of Nishnei Novgorod, at the lower ex-

tremity of this part of the basin, 230 feet above the level of

the sea. To this region belongs a great part of the southern

declivity of the uwalli, or northern watershed. Between
Yaroslaw and Kos ronia, the declivity of the uwalli ter-

minates about ten or twelve miles from the Volga, but

farthor east at a greater distance. Between it and the

river there is a level plain. This declivity is much less

wooded than the northern towards the confluents of

the Dtriua. The forests, which consist mostly of pines,

occupy less than half its sin face. The remainder is

parity covered with morasses and moors, and partly with

heaths, here and there interspersed with tracts of sand. It

i* only along the watercourses that cultivable tracts of rao-

lerale cxteut and moderate fertility occur. The plains

•long the hanks of the Volga above and below Twer are

tnuflcrately fertile, and give tolerable crops of wheat, rye,

bulcy. oats, hemp, and llax: the forests which lie within

lliem and on their borders consist of oak, birch, ash, alder,

|H>plar, fir. and pine. Farther down the land is less fertile,

and as the climate seems to bo more severe and less favour-

able to the growth of grain, hemp and flax, especially the
latter, constitute the principal objects of agriculture. Ex-
tensive fields aro entirely covered with llax. Rye and barley
are cultivated with tolerable success, but wheat, oats, and
peas do not succeed so well, and are little grown. A con-
siderable portion of the flax and hemp grown in this

country is consumed in the numerous manufactures which
exist in the towns and eveu in the villages. Forests, chiefly

ofpine, are rather numerous. West of Kostroma however,
where the plains increase in width, the soil is almost exclu-
sively covered with sand, which produces few trees, and
is onl/ partially cultivated. In a few depressions there are
meadows, but it is in general a very poor tract.

South of this portion of the basin of the Volga lies that
of its affluent the Oka, which in some places extends to 52°

N. lat, and is on an average 260 miles from north to south
Not far from the banks of the Volga, the country south of
it rises to an elevation of from 50 to 100 feet, "generally

with a steep ascent, but in several places with a long gentle
slope. The country which hence extends southward is an
undulating plain interspersed with a few hills of moderate
elevation and gradual declivities. The general level of the
surface rises very slowly, as the town of Moscow is only 4 1

6

feet above the sea, or only 26 feet higher than Twer, and no
part of the intervening country much exceeds 600 feet ; but
towards the west it rises higher, as the town of Mojaisk is

700 feet. It rises probably also much higher towards the
sources of the Oka (north of 52° N. lat.), but we are not
acquainted with the amount of this rise. The soil, which
near the Volga is of indifferent quality, improves as we pro*

ceed both south and east. In the government of Moscow it

is fertile, but still more so in those of Kaluga and Tula, and
a part of Orel. But on approaching the watershed in Orel, the
soil, though clayey, is very dry, and partakes of the naturo of
the steppes which lie towards the Black Sea. The country
to the west of Moscow has also a less fertile soil, and though
a part of it is under cultivation, the crops are less abundant,
and the forests, which occupy extensive tracts, consist only
of scrub oaks. In proceeding east of Moscow through the

governments of Vladimir, Riasan, and the northern districts

of Tambow, the soil improves still more than it does towards
the south. The rivers which intersect this extensive region,

and generally with a northern and eastern course, run in

narrow valleys from 50 to 100 feet below the surface

of the plain. The river bottoms are chiefly covered with
sand, and are uttorly sterile : in a few places only there are

meadows. The heights which enclose these valleys are

steep. Forests are rare in the countries south of Moscow,
but in the eastern districts they occur at certain intervals

between the well cultivated fields, and consist of birch and
fir, among which there are many tall oaks. Though Moscow
is not situated in the very centre of this region, but rather

towards its northern boundary, the climate may be con-
sidered as representing that of the whole country, as the

districts farther south are more elevated. The mean annual
temperature is 39°, that of the winter 13°, that of the spring

39j°, that of the summer 62°, and that of the autumn 40°.

The mean annual temperature of the summer is one degree
higher than at London, whilst in that of the winter there is

a difference of 26°. In spring the difference is 15°, but in

autumn only 4°. The number of rainy days is 205 in the

year, but still the quantity of rain is small.

The middle basin of the Volga extends from the mouth
of the Oka downwards to the ridge of Samara, and compre-
hends the four governments of Nishnei Novgorod, Pensa,

Casan, and Simbirsk. It contains the most fertile part of

the basin of the Volga, and perhaps of all Russia. Pallas re-

peatedly asserts that this region is the granary of the

empire. The most fertile portion of it lies on the west of

the river. Along its banks there is an acclivity from 300
to. 500 feet above its lowest level; and the country at the

back of this acclivity does not descend, but stretches out on
an undulating level, here and there rising into hills covered

with excellent soil. It produces abundance of wheat, rye,

spelt, barley, buckwheat, and millet. Horses and cattle are

numerous, but of small size. Sheep are very abundant,

especially the broad- tailed kind. Oak is the most common
kind of wood; birch and lime trees are also numerous, but
the few forests of fir which occur in this rich loamy soil con-

sist only of stunted and crooked trees covered with branches

from the bottom to the top, and they cannot be used as

timber. The region east of the river is not quite so fertile,

but still it supplies rich crops, and is remarkabW for the
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extensive forests of oak which occupy the higher grounds.

These higher grounds are divided from the banks of the

river by a low tract from four to six or even eight miles in

width, which is parth covered with swamps, but partly sup-

plies good pasture. t*he mean annual temperature of Casan

is nearly equal to that of Moscow, being 37f°, but the

autumn and winter are much colder. The mean tempera-

ture of the autumn is only 33
w
, and that of the winter 10°,

while the mean temperature of the summer is 65°, or four

degrees higher than thai of London, and that of the spring

is 42°.

To the north and east of this portion of the basin of the

Volga extends that of its largest affluent, the Kama, whi h

is slated to comprehend an area of more than 200,000

square miles, or to be equal to that of all France. It

contains the government of Viatka, the greatest part of

that of Perm, and the northern portion of Orenburg. As
this extensive region lies contiguous to the central and

southern portion of the Ural Mountains [Ural Moun-
tains], the country adjacent to the range is mountainous
being traversed by a few offsets of lhat chain. But the

country lowers rapidly as we proceed westward. The town

of Perm, hardly seventy miles distant from the great range

in a straight line, is only 576 feet above the sea-level. Along
ihe rivers there are valleys, or rather depressions, from ten

to twenty miles wide, and between these depressions there

is a swell of elevated ground from 200 to 400 feet above the

valleys, the highest part of which is a level or undulating

plain, equal in width to the adjacent depressions. Near
the Ural both the valleys and ridges run parallel to the

principal range of the mountain-system, but farther west

they extend south east and north-west. The higher por-

tions of the country are entirely covered with forests, which

towards the north consist of pine-trees, but towards the

south the forests are intermingled with oak and lime trees.

A great part of the lower country is also wooded, but

extensive tracts have been appropriated to the cultiva-

tion of rye, barley, and oats. In a few places wheat is cul-

tivated. In the most northern districts drained by the

Kama there are extensive swamps, which render cultivation

precarious, but still it extends north of the parallel of 59°.

The southern portion of this region, on both *>ides of the

Bialaya and Ufa, is very imperfectly known. In many parts

it appears to resemble the woodless steppes farther south,

but in others cultivation alternates with forests of deciduous

trees, especially oak. The basin of the Kama contains the

richest mines of iron and copper in Russia, and immense
quantities of salt are extracted from salt-springs. In this

region platinum has been found.

The lower course of the Volga traverses an immense
steppe or desert, which not only extends over the whole of
the lower basin of the river, but stretches out eastward to

the banks of the river Ural, along the course of which it

extends from its mouth to the place where it issues from the

valleys of the Ural Mountains. This river constitutes the
boundary of Russia towards the Kirghis Cossacks, whose
country does not differ much in natural features from the
great steppe which extends over the south-east of Russia. On
the shores of the Caspian Sea the steppe extends from the

embouchure of the river Ural to that of the river Kooraa,
which, with the Manytch river, constitutes the boundary of
Russia in Europe. But the greater part of the country be-

tween the river Kooraa and the upper course of the Manytch
on the north, and the base of the Caucasus on the south, is

a steppe of the same kind. The western border of this im-
mense desert lies close to the right bank of the Volga.
About 52° 30' N. lat., or where the ridge of the hills of
Samara is broken through by the Volga, there begins on
its right bauk an elevated tract, rising in general 300 feet,

but sometimes 500 feet above the lowest level. This elevated
ground continues without interruption to the plate where
the Volga turns to the south-east (4b° 30'), and prevents all

the rivers that originate west of its course from joining it,

and compels them to run to the Don. The elevated ground
docs not cease at the bend of the Volga, but continues to

advance southward along the left bank of the river Sarpa,
an affluent of the Volga, which runs from south to uorth.
Near the piuce where the Sarpa originates, the elevated
ground, which has ihe form of alow mountain-ridge, between
51° und 40°. is gradually lost in the plain which extends
north of the ruer Manytch. The steppe thus confined, as
far as it belongs to Russia, coniaius, according to a rough
estimate, an area of 336,000 square miles, or more than

once and a half the area of all France. Though the whole

of this region is unfit for cultivation, and supplies oat?

scanty pasture for the herds of the wandering tribes ward
inhabit it, some parts are less and, and have bailer

pasture-grounds. That part of the steppe which l«
west of the course of the Volga is called the Kooaamas
steppe. This portion of the great steppe is not s le»K

but the surface consists of gentle swells of a roundish fora,

so that the view seldom extends over many mile*. TU
soil consists almost entirely of a yellow clay, tod nrdj
of sand ; it is impregnated with salt, and pits, or »oafl

salt-lakes, are common. Vegetation is confined to s few

plants. The most frequent are a low-growing worm »ooi,

some species of sal sola, and a coarse grass which gro*»

in tufts several feet from one another; between the*

tufts the yellow soil is without any vegetation. Id o
place does the grass cover the whole surface to si to

form a turf, except in some of the deeper depress on*,

and in these the vegetation chiefly consists of salt heHnfi

only for camels. The shore of the Caspian Sea beivet-

the mouths of the Volga and those of the Kootsa U ten kt
to a distance varying between 20 and 40 miles from the wt
It is inundated by the waters of that great lakewheoaftrjo{

south-easterly wind happens to blow for some time, tu*

vessels are sometimes driven on the sand-hills which n*^n
the west of this level tract. These low hills appear t* tot?

been produced by the accumulation of the sand throvn J
by the lake. At the back of these hills there are extea* <r

salt-lakes, which once evidently formed part of the Ca*pti-.

before the sand- hills existed. Among these salt-lake* Uw
called Solenoe Khaki are very remarkable. They oecup »

depression fiom twelve to fifteen miles in width, whack tu

a very swampy surface, over whicti the salt-lakes art L*
persed. Iu this tract the river Manytch originate ;

.'

runs nearly due west for about sixty or seventy miles, «b*t

having passed the elevated ground which separate* t r

Sarpa from the Don, it enters an arid plain of modmf
width which extends westward to the mouth of the Dor. i:«i

Sea of Azof, and is enclosed on the south and north v

more elevated land. This level tract contained, at a r*m '*

period, according to Pallas, the strait by which the Black &«

was connected with the Caspian. The source of the Mam '>t

is divided from the low lands alon<£ the lu«. mentioned **

and those which lie along the lower bank* of ihe nver Kv.bu,

by small hills, entirely consisting of sand, between which rt-

mcrous salt pits occur. In Strabo there occurs a [i^?
which indicates lhat such a comm umeat ion once ei is! ed. A*

the Caspian Sea, nccordiug to :!;e latest measurement, i*il< ^

100 feet below the level of the Black Sea, it U iu|>t**%

that, before this communication was stopped, the turf**

must have been higher by at least 100 feet, and that \U

waters then covered the whole steppe, not ouly t«: *

Russia, on both sides of the Volga, but also that of il*

Kirghis Cossacks, far beyond the shores of the Ses of An'

Pallas, who first adopted this opinion, supports it by »'*t.*

that the innumerable shells which are scattered oter t!*w

deserts exactly resemble those of the Caspian, and do &
'

occur in the rivers; that the soil of this vast regoo & '

great uniformity, consisting, except the quick«and*, mcrr'i

of yellow clay or sand combined with marine mud, »i r. j

bed of clay at a considerable depth ; and that this "* j

impregnated more or less with saline matter, which in nu .

places forms salt pits and salt lakes. The western ifK^
manian steppe however is the best part of the wbok *

least of that which belongs to Russia. The numl*:-'

Cahnucks who find pasture for their numerous herd*, re-

sisting of camels, black cattle, horses, sheep, sod j&»'*

is estimated at 20,000 tents or families, besides aromdr'

able number of Cossacks, who possess portions of it It

winter, when the grass of the plains is entirely destined,

their herds find abundant pasture on the swampy tn:u

along the banks of the river Sarpa, on the low ahorra of *

Caspian, and on the more level ground of the rucr Koai
above Kislar. The wild animals, which abound in the »trpf*-

are horses, saiga-antelopes [Antelope* vol. iu p. "Jj f- va -

uolves, and the dipus jerboa [Murid.*, vol. xv., p. Jo*)

The bed of the river Volga is from 40 to 60 feet bek>» tl*

level of the steppe. The river flows from the Kend a:

Sarepta (4b° 30' N. lat.) in a valley from 20 to 30 a**
wide, the surface of which is not much above the eotta-a

level of the river. It consists of alluvial so 1, and uV r;nr

has accordingly formed on it numerous channels, eh*-

frequently unite and separate again. Thus many atlas**
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•re fonMd, most of which, as well as the low tracts along
ths* nw, are annually inundated for about two month*,
and though they are thus rendered unfit for cultivation,

tbey are used am meadow* and pasture-ground. Some of
tbe larger islands however, being above tbe reach of the
inundation*, allow tbe cultivation of different kind* of
grain ; and these are the only tract* in thi* region where
gram i* grown.
The larger portion of the steppe is situated on the east of

the Volga ; and it i* called by the Calmucks Gahsen, that
m. tbe desert This name however apples only to the
southern and more sterile part, wlio*e northern boundary is

formed by the ml^e of the Obsubei Sirt. This ridge of ele-

vated ground is connected at its eastern extremity with tbe
tno»t western range* of the Ural Mountain*, near 52° N. lat.,

whence it extend* westward, and at first parallel with the
middle cour>e of the river Ural, to the place where the river

turn* southward. The elevated ground continue* westward
until it reaches The Volga opposite Kamy»hin, between 51°

and 52* N. lal The Obstshei Sirt rises with a gentle
dcehuty about 500 feet above the steppe, which extend*
along iu southern side, and is considered by Pallas to be the

an I lent coast- line of the sea, when the waters of the Caspian
Sea covered the whole plain south of it. It differs con-
siderably from the steppe it -elf, the sod containing a con-
siderable portion <>f black mould and being covered with
gnu*. The northern part of the steppe is reached by a short

descent on iu northern side. This country is several feet

above tbe level of the Black Sea, while the southern por-
tion is considered to l>e between 50 and 100 feet below it.

It* surface i* al«o a level, iu winch the watercourse* have
made deep furrow*. Tlie upper level constats of a more
fertile soil than that of the steppe, and i* chiefly covered
w ith a tolerably good turf, but is without trees or bushes. No
part of it is cultivated, and it does not appear to be fit for

cultivation. On tbo bottom* of the rivers however there

are wild cherry and almond tree* and other shrubs, and
between them meadow*. In some places these bottoms are

partially cultivated.

Near the western extremity of the Obstshei Sirt, not far

from the town of Kamyshin, begins the Naryn, an elevated
tract of sand, which ruin in a south-east direction through
the great steppe, south of the ObsUhei Sirt, and terminates
not far from the shores of the Canptan Sea It* length is

ahove 300 mile*, and it varies in width from .10 to 100
tn.le*. The surface is covered with hills vaning from 12

to 30 feet in height; thoy lie generally in groups close

together, but sometime* (lie groups are separated from one
another by large level tract*. The hills consist of fine white
*and intermixed with broken shell* and decompOM?d lime,

and are quite destitute of vegetation ; but it is remarkable
that a few feet below the surface spring-water is always
f>und among these hills, and in some of tlie depressions

many rare plants grow. On the we>t of the Naryn extends
the worst part of the steppe. It appears that a great depres-

sion occurs here, which contains numerous salt lakes, which
begin on the north with the lake of Elton, about 70 miles

south-west of Kamyshin, and extend parallel to the Naryn,
•outh eastward to the snores of the Caspian. The lakes

are separated from one another by level tracts, consisting

of yellow clay, without any vegetation, except in a few
isolated spots of small extent In some parts there are

hills covered with gypsum, and consisting of great masses
of rock salt. The roost southern of these nills of rock salt,

Solenoia Gore, or Tshaptshatshu, is about 100 miles north

of the town of Astrakhan. No use is made of the im-

mense masses of rock-salt which occur in this tract, as that

commodity can be obtained with le*<* expense from the lake*.

Formerly tbe fine and pure salt which crystallites along

the banks of the lake of Bogdoin Debossu, wnt collected,

out it has been discontinued since 1807, on account of the

expense of transport. This lake, which is 10 miles long

and 6 wide, is about 25 miles from tbe Volga, near 48* N.
tat Immense quantities of salt are obtained from the lake

of Elton, or. as it is called by the Calmuck*. Altun, which
tie* near 49* N. lat. and 46* 40' B. long., and is 12 miles

l ng. with a width of nearly 10 miles. The surface of the

lake is covered with a thick layer of salt, like ice. It has

a brownish-grey and redduh colour, and though not quite

pure, is used in mint parts of Russia. The government
maintains on the sterile banks of the lake an establishment

of about one thousand person*. The layer of salt is broken

with poles and eolleeted eo the shores of the lake, whence

it is transported to the great salt depot at Saratow, which,
according to Erdman. contained some years ago thirty million
pood* of salt, a quantity which wft* estimated sufficient for
the consumption of the whole empire for more than a year.
Between the series of salt lakes which have been already
noticed, and the banks of the Volga, is a tract of sandy hills
similar to the Naryn. but of less extent. Though the \ egeta-
tion of this tract is very scanty, it is much superior to that of
the depression in which the salt lakes occur, and there are
some spots which supply pasture. There are no permanent
watercourses in this region, nor even temporary one* of any
considerable extent.

That part of tbe steppe which lies east of the Naryn
appears to be less sterile than the country just described.
Here the soil consists chiefly of yellow cla\, but is more in-
termixed with sand, and more fit for supporting vegetation.
But tbe soil is also impregnated with salt, though much less
so than the western part of the steppe, and some saline
plants, with the short wormwood, on which tbe saiga-ante-
lopes feed, are the vegetation most frequently met with.
Three river* traverse it from north-west to south east; two
of them are called Usen (the Lesser and the Greater), and
rail into the salt lake Kamysh Samara, which sometimes
discharges iu waters into the river Ural by a small channel,
but generally, like all the lakes of this region, has no outlet.
The third river is called Kushum, and fulls into the lake of
Zagsn, or Zs^anNor. The two rivers U»en run in a bed
from 15 to 36 feet below the surface of the steppe, which is a
dead level, and the bottoms along their banks are from half
a mile to two mile* wide. Tbey are covered with poplars,
willows wild olive trees, and tamarisk shrubs, and constitute
the only wooded tract* in the whole extent of the steppe;
for the bottom* along the Ural river, which are from half a
mile to a mile and a half wide, are subject to long annual
inundations.

Though the Ural river is considered as the boundary-
line between Russia and tlie country inhabited by the inde-
pendent tribes of the KirghU Co-sacks, from the place
where it turns w «tward, or from the redoubt of OresknTa,
the Russians consider two localities on the south and west
of the river ns belonging to them, the rock-salt mines of
Ilek and the *altlako of Inderskoe. The first are about
80 mile* we«t of the town of Orenburg, near tlie place where
the small river llek falls into the Ural. They sre the only

mines of rock-salt which are worked iu Russia. Grva't

quantities of sail were formerly obtained from them, but in

modern tiroes they have not been worked to any treat

extent. The salt lake of Indcr*koc, which is near 4'J* N.
lat., about eight miles from the eastern banks of the Ural
river, i<* about 55 mile* in circumference. Its surface

is covered with such a thick layer of salt, that, according to

Pallas, it may be crossed by a man, like a sheet of ice.

Only the Cossacks who are stationed on tbe Ural river take
from it as much salt as i* required to cure the fish which
are caught in the river. [Ural. River.]

No country on the globe is subject to a greater diversity

of heat and cold than this steppe, especially the eastern

part. The Ural, notwithstanding its rapid current in its

upper course, is covered with ice at the end of October or

the beginning of November, and it does not break up before

the middle of April. During this season the frost is con-

tinuous and intense. The thermometer general!) sinks 15*

below xero, and continues so for several weeks together, and
sometime* it descends to 30* and 35*. During this time a
considerable quantity of snow falls, but it does not cover the
ground, being carried over the plain by violent whirl-

winds, which cause it to accumulate in certain places. The
spring is very short. In the middle of May the heat begins
to be oppressive in the day-time. In June and July the

thermometer rises to 100°, and at Orenburg it sometime*
attains 110°. The heat \% generally attended with a total

want of rain and a southern wind which dries upthe water

of the lakes and converts them into swamps. The nights

however are cool. In 8eptcmt>er the heat decreases ra-

pidly, and soon afterward* night-frost* become frequent. Iu

this season rain is rather common Tims the lunaVunts
of this region experience in winter a degree of cold which is

not infenor to that felt on tie banks of the Mackenzie
river near the polar circle; while in *ummer they are op-

pressed by a heat which may be compared with that of the

hottest month on the Amazon**, under the equator.

As no mountain* mtcrwuc between this sicppe and the

westsrn countries of Europe, the effects of this extraordinary
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climate are felt as far west as Great Britain. When the

wind blows from the east between October ami May, it is

extremely cold, and mote disagreeable than that from the

north. Though the wind has paused over extensive regions

before it reaches our coast, it has not entirely changed its

character. On the contrary, when we experience an easterly

wind between Mav and October, it is attended with a greater

degree of warmth than the southern Minds. In summer
the thermometer rises in Great Britain highest when east-

erly and southeasterly winds blow.

That portion of southern Russia which lies west of the

lower basin of the river Volga extends along the coast of

the Black Sea as far west as the Danube and Pruth. It

terminates on the south with the peninsula of the Crimea,

which contains a mountainous and very fertile and also a

level region; the latler exactly resembles the great steppe

lying west of the lower course of the Volga. [Crimea, vol.

viii., p. 1 58.] The country which extends from the shores of

the Putrid Sea northward between the Dnieper on the west

and the river Moloshnya on the east, as far north as 47°

N. lat., is likewise a salt steppe ; the waters of the lakes as

well as those of the small rivers being slightly impregnated
with salt. It is not however level, but the surface consists

of an alternate succession of elevations and depressions.

The higher land has a soil consisting of a reddish clay,

which is very barren. In the lower tracts the soil is an in-

termixture of black mould and sand, and mostly covered

with grass, which supplies tolerable pasture. The most
western portion, extending between the Gulf of Perecop and
the Dnieper to the Liraan or restuary of the last-mentioned

river, is a sandy waste, which is entirely barren and
uninhabited.

North of this country there is a steppe of somewhat dif-

ferent character. It comprehends the whole country south
of the granite tract which traverses Russia from east to

west, from the banks of the Don and the llawla (its confluent,

which joins it at its most eastern bend) to the river Pruth,with
a width varying between 80 and 120 miles. This tract also

maybe included within the steppe, being similar in soil and
climate, and only differing from it in the form of its sur-

face, which is more hilly. Towards its eastern extremity,

near 40° E. long., between the town of Voronez and the

Manytch river, the width of this region is near 300 miles;
but towards the west it grows narrower, and from 33° E. long,

westward it does not exceed 150 miles. Its length from
cast to west is 900 miles, and the area is about 180,000
square miles, exceeding that of the British Islauds by more
than 60,000 square miles. Want of wood and of water are

its characteristic features. It is considerably more elevated
than the low steppes near the Caspian Sea, and not im-
trcgnated with salt, except between the mouths of the rivers

Dniester and Danube, where a low marshy tract extends
some distance from the sea, and where salt-marshes of some
extent occur. Towards the south and east the surface is

mostly a dead level, with the exception of narrow tracts

along the watercourses, which are enclosed by steep accli-

vities that form the boundaries of these bottoms. The hot-
toms have a fertile soil consisting of a black mould, and
yield good crops; but they are too narrow to admit cultiva-

tion to a great extent. The higher and level grounds have
an extremely hard clayey soil, which, for want of sufficient

moisture, is unfit for cultivation ; but they are not a desert.

In spring they are covered with a fine turf, and supply good
pasture for cattle and horses. Much grass is also cut for

fodder. The want of fuel is a great inconvenience, but a cer-

tain weed called burin is used for fuel. In other places dried
duog is substituted for it. Within the granitic tract the surface
ofthe country is more broken, especially west ofthe Dnieper,
and in these parts the narrow valleys between the low hills

are chiefly covered with bushes, and contain many tracts At
for agricultural purposes. The summer is dry and hot.

Rain is rare, and of short duration, and the thermometer
rises from 90° to 100°. In autumn and winter whirlwinds
are frequent ; and tnough a considerable quantity of snow
falls, it is swept by the winds from the extensive plains,

and accumulated in particular spots, so that the country de-

rives very little advantage from it. From December to

February, the thermometer frequently sinks to 25° and 30°

below sero. The spring and autumn ure of short duration.

The country north of this extensive steppe may be divided
in'o two regions. The western lies on both sides of the

middle course of the river Dnieper. On the west of the

nvcr, it extends from the northern border of the steppe

(between 48° and 49° N. lat.) to the great swamps of Pu>»k

and Ratnor (near 52°), and comprehends the government!

of Podolia, Volhynia, and Kiew. On the east of the Dnieper,

it comprehends the government of Pultava, the gn»j<r

part of that of Tchernigow, and the western parts of Charie*

and Kursk. It is designated by the general name of ti»

Ukraine. The surface of this legion is chiefly undulating

but in many places it extends in level plains. The Mi
mostly consists of a black mould, here and there lotersptrwsl

with sandy tracts. The fertility in general is con&ideriUe,

and in some parts, where loam is mixed with the mould, s

is very great. In fact it vies in fertility with the couatry w
the middle course of the Volga. Here the forests pnooptlh

consist of oak, but they are much less extensive than id Lb*

neighbourhood of Casan. The eastern portion of the regies

lies within the basin of the river Don, between iU upfcr

affluents, and comprehends the eastern portions of Charkoe,

Kursk, and Orel, the whole of Vorotiesh, and portion* U
Tambow and Saratov. It appears to be more elevated ibn

the western region, and partakes more of the nature of iU

steppe, as wood and water in many parts are scares. The

surface is also more undulating, and in many parts it ran

into hills of moderate elevation with rather steep dtdiuLo.

The soil consists of a mixture of clay and sand, sod is sot

without a certain degree of fertility, though on tbe higbcr

f

tarts there are considerable tracts of sterile land. On t*f

ower ground however cultivation in general, and the abetf

which is grown here is of excellent quality. The wheat a

sent to the town of Taganrok, whence a great quantity u Ma-

nually exported. Though the difference of the tempenusn

in summer and winter is considerable, it is much lest thso

in the steppe farther south. Here also the rains art mud
more abundant, especially in the western region. Tbe

scarcity of rain in summer in the eastern region is one *l

the causes to which its smaller degree of fertility u •*-

cribod.

In conclusion, if we view Russia as an agricullmsl

country, it appears that the most fertile region travtrm

nearly the central part of it, extending from between

48° 30' and 52° on the west, north-eastward to betwero ii'

and 56° N. lat. on the east. It lies between 25° and 50° K. k*g

The central part of this region, that about the antieotcsptui

and in the basin of the river Oka, is the least fertile, but u*

most eastern and western parts may be enumerated sow*

the most productive countries in Europe. On both sido

of this central region the fertility decreases, but less npnty

towards the north than towards the south. On the souU\ u

lies partly contiguous to the steppes of Southern R"*^1

and those of the river Volga, but on the north the •»*«

basin of the Upper Volga and the wooded region onboti

sides of the uwalli separate it from the swampy denrti

which extend along the shores of the Arctic Sea.

Rivers and Lakes.—The principal rivers are noticed n

the articles Dwina, Volga, Duna, Nisms*. Dstitw*.

Dniester, Danube, Don, and Ural. As R°*,tt

*J
level country, the rivers present a greater line of ibum

navigation than those of most other countries. But sll uw

rivers are not equally fit for navigation. Those which Wj

into the Gulf of Finland, or into the lakes of Ladoga sad

Onega, from the north, though they bring down a fw
volume of water, are unfit for navigation, owing to uw

numerous rapids and cataracts. Tbe rivers which jow »**

gulf and the lakes from the south generally pr*8*** **
impediments to navigation in their upper course, watca t»

also the case with the Diina, which Calls into the But*.

while the Niemen is navigable in all its extent, near!) to »

source. In the Dwina there is no impediment to wVI**"

tion ; and the principal river and all its branches ^ *

ascended to a short distance from the plsces where taq

originate. The Volga has the longest line of n*1^*1*00*

"

it Hows more than 2000 miles, and in this course baw
cataracts, rapids, nor whirlpools. It becomes °*]^j*
sbout twenty miles from its source in lake ScUgber. '

northern affluents are navigable to an equal extent, but

southern much less so, on account of the smsll <

j

uft
f

nl

|

1^ .

water which they bring down. The rivers which W J *
,

the Black Sea are much less adapted for the ^^T *

merchandise. Besides their comparatively smsll v«u

of water, owing to the scarcity ol rain and sous'. *iw

shallowness of their beds, their course is intcrfupUrf
£

rapids and cataracts, where they break through the Re-

tract which traverses Southern Rumio.
Lakes are very numerous in certain ports of the cop
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especially in the north-west and south east. Almost all the
lakes which occur in the salt steppes that surround the

Caspian on the north, as well as in those of the Crimea and
the Nogay steppe, which lies north of the peninsula, are
salt lakes, and salt might be obtained from all of them. The
lakes from which salt is actually obtained have been noticed

before, namely the lakes of Elton, Bogdoin-Dabossu, and
Inderskoe. There are very few lakes in the interior ofRussia,
and they are all small ; but those of the countries surround-
ing the Gulf of Finland are very numerous. To the south
of that gulf a very great number of lakes is dispersed over
the country, between 56° and 60° N. lat., and between 27°

and 30° E. long., especially over the southern districts. The
largest is the lake of Peipus or Pskow, which is nearly 90
miles long, and in its northern part nearly 30 miles wide.

The area is about 1500 square miles, or more than the
county of Sussex. It is 10 fathoms deep in the centre, and
greatly facilitates the communication between the countries
along its shore ; but it is less favourable to the communica-
tion with the gulf, for its outlet, the river Narowa, though
deep, has a very rapid course, and forms, a short distance

above the town of Narva, a cataract 18 feet high, by which
the navigation is entirely interrupted.

In the country north of the 6ulf of Finland there are
several systems of lakes, of which it is difficult to give any
description. The deep depressions between the rocks are

tiled with water, which sometimes expands to four or five

mites in width, and in other places contracts to a channel
hardly 30 or even 20 fathoms across, which however soon
widens again to the dimensions of a lake. The wider parts

•f these extraordinary pieces of water are dotted with rocks
or rocky islets. The most extensive of these systems of lakes

if that which terminates on the south with the lake of Saima.
The most northern watersheds belonging to it lie between
S30 30' N. lat., north of the town of Kiiopio, and from thence
the series of lakes connected with one another by short and
rapid channels extends in a south -south-west direction to

Nysdott (south of 62°), above which place it receives the
waters of another series of lakes, which begin on the north
atso, near 63° 30' N. lat. with the lake of Pielisyarvi, and
extend southward. South of Nyslott the lakes lie from
north-east to south-west, and continue to 61° N. lat., where
they terminate at the town of Vilmanstrand. Thus the
whole line of lakes, called the Saima lakes, is more than
180 miles in length. The great volume of water thus col-

lected is carried off by the river Woxa or Wuoxen, which
runs from the south eastern extremity of the Saima Lake,
east and northeast to the lake of Ladoga. In some places

it enlarges to the width of a lake, but in others it is very

narrow, and forms so many waterfalls that no part of its

course is navigable. Near the village of Sitola is the
cataract of Imatra, which consists of a series of falls of

moderate elevation, which lie within a space of 200 yards.

The lakes of Saima are also difficult to navigate on account
of the numerous rocks, but an active communication exists

between Nyslott and Vilmanstrand, by means of a few short

cuts which have been made. Farther west, near 25° E.

long., there is a similar but less extensive system of lakes,

which, from the name of the largest of them, is called that of

Palana, and which extends north and south. It discharges

its waters into the Gulf of Finland by the river Kymnene,
which is only from 40 to 50 fathoms wide, but generally from
8 to 10 fathoms deep. It is not however navigable, as several

cataracts occur in it, among which that of Hogfors, a few

miles from the sea, is 20 feet high.

The country which extends between the innermost re-

cess of the Gulf of Finland, and that bay of the White Sea
which is called the Gulf of Onega, contains the largest

lakes in Russia and in all Europe, the Ladoga and the One-
ga: the lake of Ladoga is the largest. In length from

north-west to south cast it is nearly 120 miles, and its

greatest width is 70 miles. It covers an area of more than

•5O0 square miles, or nearly 500 square miles more
titan Yorkshire, but not much more than half the sur-

face of Lake Ontario (11,600 square miles). A few

rocky islands occur along its north-western shores, but

none in the main body of the lake. The depth varies

greatly. Ir some places' it is stated to amount to nearly 150

fathoms, which considerably exceeds the greatest depth of

the Baltic, but in others it is shallow, and not deep enough
for large vessels. The waters of a very extensive country

unite in this lake. By the river Woxa it receives those of

the Saima lakes from the eastern districts of Finland, by

P.C, No. 1261.

the river Swir the waters that are collected in the lake of
Onega, and by the Volkhow those which originate nearly
300 miles southof it, and are collected in the lake of Ilmcn
The lake of Onega, which is nearly at an equal distance
from the lake of Ladoga and the Gulf of Onega, is mote
than 120 miles long, with an average width of nearly 40
miles. The area is about 4350 square miles, or more than
double that of Norfolk. Its depth is considerable, gene-
rally 80 or even 100 fathoms. Along the shores there aie
numerous rocky elands, but the main body of the lake is

free from them. The waters of this lake are discharged
into that of Ladoga by the Swir river, which is about 120
miles long, and Hows through a low and swampy country
overgrown with thick forests. Though a few rocks occur
in the bed, it has no cataracts or rapids, and is navigated b)
large river boats. The surplus of the waters collected in
the lake of Ladoga is carried to the Gulf of Finland by
the Neva, which flows more than forty miles measured
along the windings of the river, and after dividing near and
in Petersburg into four arms, reaches the wide inlet at the
western extremity of the gulf called the Bay of Cronstadt.
Its Width varies between 100 and 200 fathoms, and its depth
is commonly three fathoms or more, so that the largest river-

vessels can navigate it. There exists a small impediment
to navigation near Pella, about half-way between Schliissel-

burg, where the river leaves the lake of Ladoga, and
Petersburg: it consists of a shallow, which is strewed with
large stones. This place is now avoided by a short artifi-

cial cut, called the canal of Pella. The river is covered
with ice from the end of October to the end of March.
Three of the smaller lakes require mention on account of

the facility that they have afforded for establishing a water-

communication by canals in the interior of Russia. The
lake called Bieloe Ozero, or White Lake, lies between 60°

and 60° 20' N. lat. and between 37° and 38° E. long. It has
an oval shape, extending about 30 miles or little more from
east to west, and 24 miles from south to north. In the centre
it is 24 feet deep, and even near the flat shores it preserves a
depth of from three to five feet. The waters are rarely agi-

tated by storms. Its outlet, the Cheksna, flows to the Volga
in a southern direction. At a distance of about 40 miles
from the Bieloe Ozero is the lake of Koobenskoe, which
belongs to the basin of the river Dwina. It is about 40
miles in length from north-west to south-east, varying in

width from five to ten miles. Several small rivers fall into

it, and the lake is considered the source of the river Sukhona,
one of the principal branches of the Dwina, which is navi-
gable for large river boats, its depth varying between three
and four fathoms. The third lake is the llmen, or Ilmen
Ozero. It lies between 58° and 58° 30' N. laU and near 31°

E. long., and has nearly a triangular shape, extending
about 25 miles from east to west, and nearly as much from
south to north. It receives a great number of rivers, and
sends its waters to the lake of Ladoga by the river Volkhow.
This lake is 450 feet above the level of the Baltic.

Canals.—The navigability of nearly all the Russian rivers

to a very short distance from their sources, and the very
moderate height of the elevated tracts, which divide the
river systems from one another, above the level of the rivers

that originate in them, facilitates more than in any other
country the making of canals and the establishment of a
continuous water-communication in the interior of the em-
pire. Peter the Great perceived the advantages of such a
water-communication, and he planned nearlv all the canals
which have been executed since his time, and some of them
were even finished in his reign.

It has been already observed that those rivers which ori-

ginate south of 55° N. lat. are much less adapted for navi-
gation in their upper courses than those which have their

sources farther north. This is mainly to be attributed to

the dryness of the climate and the consequent want of
water. When the attempt was made to unite the southern
rivers by canals, this circumstance does not appear to have
been known, or at least not to have been considered as an
obstacle to the enterprise. But experience has shown that it

constituted an insurmountable obstacle. All the canals

which were undertaken in these districts have failed. Be-
tween 48° 30' and 49° 20' the river Don approaches the

course of the Volga within 25 miles, and the I law la, an
affluent of the Don, runs parallel to the Volga at nearly the
same distance for more than 100 miles. A canal was made
between the Tlawla aud Volga south of Kamyshin by the

Turks in the sixteenth century, and another bv Peter the
Vol. XX.— 2 1
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Great, but though both are of considerable dimensions, there

k not • drop of water in them at present. No water can

be procured in the vicinity to feed tbem. Pallas thought

that the most advantageous place for uniting the Don and
Volga was where these two rivers approach nearest to one
another. But by a levelling subsequently made, it was
found that the country between them was 310 feet above
the level of the Volga, and 210 above that of the Don.
There being no water in the neighbourhood to feed the

number of locks requisite for such a canal, the undertaking

was never commenced. The river Don rises in a small lake

called Ivanowskoe Ozero, and not far from this lake are the

sources of the Sbat, which falls into theOopa, an affluent of

the Oka. Peter caused a canal to be made between the

lake and the Shat; and it is stated that in 1707 about 300
barges passed through it, but it does not appear that it was
used afterwards; and when Alexander intended to re-esta-

blish the navigation, it was found that there was no water.

The Shisdra, an affluent of the Oka from the west, origi-

nates not far from the Bolva, which falls into the Desna, a

tributary of the Dnieper. In the beginning of the present

century a plan was formed for uniting the Shisdra and Bolva

by a canal, but no step has been taken towards its execution.

It is very probable tnat this design also would fail for want
of water.

On the contrary, all the canals which have been made in

the northern provinces have succeeded completely. The
three most important constitute a water-communication
between the river Volga and the lakes of Onega and La-
doga, and consequently wiih the Neva and Petersburg.

The most famous and most frequented of them is the canal

of Vishnei Volotshok, near 57° 4o' N. lat. and 34° 30' E.

long., by which a direct water-communication is opened be-

tween Petersburg and Astrakhan, a distance of 3200 miles.

Yet the canal does not exceed three miles in length. It

traverses the town of Vishnei Volotshok, and unites the

river Twerza, which falls into the Volga near Twer, with

the lake of Mstino, which is about eight miles long, but
hardly a mile wide, and from which the river Msta
flows into the lake of Ilmen. A simple cut was made
by Peter the Great, but as in course of time the number of

vessels passing through the canal rapidly increased, the

want of water was felt, and In modern times a large reservoir,

the basin of Sawod, has been formed by collecting the water
of several streams and small lakes. Other hydraulic works
Iiave been constructed in order to render the rapids which
occur both in the Twerza and Msta less dangerous to the
vessels, especially the largest of the rapids of the Msta, the
Borovitfkoi Porog, where the river in the course of 20 miles
descends 1 80 feet, and where many vessels were formerly
lost. After descending the Msta the vessels were obliged to

traverse the northern extremity of the lake of Ilmen, and
then to enter the Volchow. But as the lake is subject to

sudden gales, many vessels were lost. To obviate this danger
a canal was made from a point about a mile above the
embouchure of the Msta to the Volchow, along the northern
shore of the lake. This canal, which is nearly six miles
long and from 12 to 14 fathoms wide at its upper level,

is called the canal of Novgorod, as it terminates in the vici-

nity of that town in the Volchow. The Volchow also offered

many difficulties to navigation by the rapidity of its course,

as it descends 450 feet in a distance not much exceeding 160
miles. Though the actual extent of the canals on this line

of water-communication amounts only to nine miles, the
works are very extensive and have cost large sums. With
the exception of the canals in the interior of China, there

is probably no canal which is more navigated than that of
Vishnei Volotshok. The produce of the mines of Perm and
Ekatarinburg, of the rich country and the oak-forests be-

tween Ntshnei Novgorod and Simbirsk, and of the whole
basin of the Oka, reach Petersburg and the Baltic by the

Volga and this line of navigation. In 1828 the number of

laden river-vessels which arrived by this route at Peters-

burg was 12.936; that of empty vessels 702, and that of

rafts 8388 ; and since that time a considerable increase has
taken place. The value of the goods thus transported to

Petersburg amounted to 130 millions of rubles banco. The
canals and rivers on this line are generally free from ice

from the middle of April to the end of October.
The second line of water- communication is formed by the

Tikhwina Canal, which is farther to the north- north-east,

neai 59° 25' N. lat. and 34* 2o' E. long. This line of inland

navigation begins in the Volga at the mouth of the river

Maloga, north of 58" N. lat. and near 38° 30' E. long. It

ascends the last-mentioned river to its most northern bend,

where it is joined by its large affluent the Chagoda or Cha*
godocha: it then folio* i the last mentioned river to its

junction with the Somino, which ri&es in the lakes of So-

mino and Eglino. The lake of Eglino is united by the

Tikhwina Canal with the small lake of Lebidini, which is the

source of the river Tikhwinka. The Tikhwinka runs west-

ward into the Sios, which falls into the lake of Ladoga a
few miles east of the embouchure of the Volchow. The
highest level in this line of navigation is 564 feet above the

lake of Ladoga, and only 162 feet above the level of the

Volga at the mouth of the river Maloga. The canal itsrlf is

only five miles long and 36 feet wide at its upper lcveL A
few cuts have been made in the Somino and Tikhwinka. but
their length does not exceed four miles. The number of

locks amounts to eighty-six, which occur in a space of about
120 miles. It was terminated in 1814, and improved be-

tween 1822 and 1828. Loaded barges can returu by means
of this canal from Petersburg to the Volga, which is very

difficult by the canal of Vishnei Volotshok. In 1 8?8 tbe

number of loaded barges which went to Petersburg «as
1815, of empty ones 276, and of rafts 1448; while from
Petersburg 887 loaded and 665 empty barges returned to

the Volga.
The third line of water-communication traverses the two

lakes of Onega and Bieloc Ozero. The Kowsha, a navigable
river, falls into the last-mentioned lake from the nor ib-west;
it rises in a small lake, the Kowshoe Ozero, on the highest
part of the elevated tract which is the watershed between the

lakes ofOnega and Bieloe Ozero. Some miles west ofthis lake
are the sources ofthe river Vytegra, which by a north -westerly
course reaches the lake ofOnega. Between these two rivers

is the lake of Matko, whose waters, with those of the
Kowshoe, are used to feed the locks of three short canals*

whose length, taken together, docs not exceed eight miles.

The fall ofthe Kowsha amounts only to 53 feet, and that of the

Vytegra to 302 feet ; consequently the Bieloc Ozero is nearly

250 feet higher than the lake of Onega. The number o*

locks is 31. But the river Chcksna, which issues from tbe
Bieloe Ozero, and falls into the Volga at Rybinsk* contains
some rapids, and in one place, above the town of Chero-
povez, goods must be unshipped and transported by land a
considerable distance. To avoid this inconvenience, it waa
proposed several years ago to make a canal on the left bank
of the Cheksna, about twelve miles long. We do not know
if this project has been executed. The canals by which tba
Kowsha is united to the Vytegra are called Mary Canals* m
honour of the wife of the emperor Paul Petrowitch, who
paid the expenses of the undertaking. It was finished in

1808. By this communication 2280 loaded and 150 empty
barges, and 5500 rafts, came to Petersburg in 1828. The
value of the goods brought to the capital in tbe years be-
tween 1825 and 1830 was, on an average, about ten million*
of rubles banco; but that of the merchandise which went
from the capital to the interior fell short of one million. Tbe
Tikhwina and Mary Canals can only be navigated from tba
end of April to the middle of October.
On comparing these three systems of water-communicatiom

between the Baltic and the Volga, as to length, it ap-
pears that the shortest is that through the Tikhwina canal,
by which the whole distance between Rybinsk and Peters-
burg is reduced to 556 miles. Between the same placet.
through the Mary Canals, it amounts to 713 miles* an4
through the canal system of the Vishnei Volotshok to Ttt
miles. Though the last is the longest route, it is still gene-
rally preferred, and the value of the goods which about
twelve years ago were brought to Petersburg by the Mary,
Tikhwina, and Vishnei Volotshok canals was estimated ta
the respective proportions of one, three, and ten.

As these three systems of inland navigation traverse ifct

lakes of Ladoga and Onega, and the barges were originally
obliged to pass over them, heavy losses of property werw
frequently incurred by the barges being swamped during
the gales to which the lakes are subject. To avoid du»
dangerous navigation, canals have been made along tbe
southern shores of the lakes. The most western canal,
called the Ladoga canal, unites the river Volchow with the
Neva; it is nearly 70 miles long, from 10 to 14 fathoms
wide, from 4 to 7 feet deep in summer, and (rum 7 to It
in spring. Nine looks are built on the northern banks* ta
discharge the superfluous water into the lake of Ladoga, aW
sixteen on the southern bank, to bring into the canal mfc
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a supply of water at is required in summer. For the latter

purpose some steam-engines are also used. This canal was
finished in 1733, hut has since been improved at several

limes : the last occasion was in 1831. When the Tikhwina
canal was made, this line of navigation was extended farther

east, by the Sias canal, which runs along the southern

banks of lake Ladoga to the mouth of the river Sias, is

nearly 7 miles long, 8 fathoms wide, and 5 feet deep.

To obviate the danger which the barges passing through the

Mary canals might encounter in navigating lake Onega, the

Onega canal was undertaken. According to the original

plan, it was to enclose the southern extremity of the lake,

and to unite the river Vytegra with the river Swir, more
than forty miles distant from one another on the projected

hue. But only one-third of this distance has been com-
pleted. The Onega canal begins in the river Vytegra, about

ten miles from its mouth, and runs westward to the lake.

It is about 14 miles long, 12 fathoms wide, and in general 7

feet deep. The barges are therefore still obliged to pass over

the lake of Onega, a distance of about twenty-eight miles.

The navigation on the river Swir is easy, and it has not ap-

peared to require any improvement. But from the embou-
chure of the Swir to that of the Sias, where the Sias canal

begins, the barges must traverse a portion of the wide ex-

panse of the lake of Ladoga, which is full of danger. A
canal was therefore made (between 1802 and 1810) from
the mouth of the Swir river to that of the Sias, which
is about 28 miles Ion? and from 13 to 22 fathoms wide; its

lowest level is seven feet below the surface of the Ladoga, It

is called the Swir canal, and has no locks. Thus a line of

canals surround the southern extremity of the lake of La-
doga, from the mouth of the Swir to the place where the

Neva issues from the lake. The whole line is somewhat
more than 100 miles long.

The lake of Bieloe and its outlet the river Cheksna have
recently afforded the means of uniting by one system of

canals the river Dwina and Archangel with the river

Volga, and with the city of Petersburg. This line of canals

begins in the Cheksna, about twenty miles below its efflux

from the lake, near the town of Kirilow, whence it runs

eastward through several small lakes, of which the lake of

Vassirinskoe is the most elevated. From this lake it de-

scends by a few other small lakes to the river Porosowiza,

which fells into the lake of Kubinskoe. The last-mentioned

lake is the source of the river Sukhona, the principal branch

of the Dwina, which is navigable for large barges from the

place where it leaves the lake. The descent from the lake

of Vassirinskoe to the Cheksna is only 39 feet, and to the

lake of Kubinskoe not more than 45 feet. The number of

locks is only 13. The whole line between Kirilow and the

lake of Kubinskoe does not much exceed 40 miles. This

navigation was begun in 1825, and completed in 1828. In

1829 it was used by 76 barges and 275 rafts. It is of great

importance for the transport of timber ; the produce of the

extensive pine-forests on both sides of the Sukhona, which
formerly could not find a market, is now chiefly carried

to Petersburg and to the Volga, where it finds a ready

sale. This canal is called the Alexander canal, in honour
of a prince of Wirtemberg of that name, who was active in

its execution.

In the year 1825 was also commenced what must be con-

sidered the most important of the canals of Russia, that of

the Moskwa and Volga. The abundant produce of the rich

and fertile country which lies to the south and east of the

antient capital of the empire was, before the execution of

this canal, conveyed to the Baltic by a very circuitous

route. After being embarked at Moscow, or some place

iai the neighbourhood, it was taken down the Oka to the

town of Ntshnei Novgorod, a distance of nearly 500 miles.

From the last-mentioned place it ascended the river Volga
to the town of Twer, a distance also of nearly 500 miles. At
Twer it was less than 100 miles from the city of Moskow, the

place of its embarkation, measured in a straight line. A
canal, which would unite both places, would consequently

make a saving of 900 miles. This saving was to be effected

by the Moskwa and Volga canal, which begins on the Volga
at the mouth of the river Dubna, about forty miles below

Twer, ascends the Dubna to its confluence with the Sestria,

and then the latter river to the vicinity of the town of Klin.

At Klin the canal begins which leads to the lake of Gulzino,

which constitutes the summit level, and where a reservoir

is formed which covers about four square miles. This reser-

voir contains a volume of water exceeding a million of cubic

fathoms, which is furnished by some small rivers, the course
of which has been diverted to it. 'From this lake the vessels
pass by another canal to the river Istra, which passes near
Voskresensk, and falls into the river Moskwa, about twenty-
six miles above the city of Moscow. The descent from the
lake of Gulzino to the Moskwa is 232 feet, aud that to the
Volga is 286 feet. We cannot learn if this work has been
completed, or if it has answered expectation.

There are a few other canals on the outskirts of the em-
pire which require notice. Near 61° N. lat. a canal unites
the Vychegda, one of the principal branches of the Dwina,
with the Kama, which is the largest affluent of the Volga,
by forming a water-communication hetween two rivers
called the Northern and Southern Keltma. This canal,
which is called the Catherine canal, is not much used. The
river Diina is united to the Dnieper by the Beresinskoi
canal, which joins the Oola, an affluent of the Diina, to the
Berezina, a tributary of the Dnieper : it lies between 54"
30' and 55° N. lat., and between 28° and 29

p E. long. The
river Niemen is united to the river Dnieper by the Oginsky
canal, which forms a communication between the rivor

Szczara, a tributary of the Niemen, and the Yasiolda, an
affluent of the Pripeo or Pripeat; the last-mentioned river

traverses the swamps of Pinsk and Ratnor, and falls into

the Dnieper. A communication between the Vistula and
the Dnieper exists by means of the Pina canal, which unites
the river Mookhavioe (which joins the Vistula at Brsesc
Litewski) and the Pripeo.

Climate.— The fact that the intensity of cold in Europe
increases from west to east, is illustrated by the climate of
Russia, While the mean annual temperature of the western
coast of Norway as far north as North Cape is always above
32°, or the freezing-point, in a considerable portion of the

most northern part of Russia the mean annual temperature
is below 32°. This is the case with the whole of Russian
Lapland as far south as 66° N. lat, or the parallel of Tor-
nea. But east of the White Sea, the line which separates

the countries which have a mean annual temperature be-
low 32°, and those in which it rises above it, turns more to

the south-east, terminating on the Ural Mountains near the

most northern branches or the river Kama, in 60° N. lat.

Thus the whole country drained by the rivers Pechora and
Mczen has a climate the mean annual temperature of
which is below the freezing-point. But this severity of cli-

mate does not prevent the growth of trees; along the upper
courses of both rivers, forests of considerable extent occur.

But where the mean annual temperature does not exceed
25° or 26°, which is the case near the mouths of both rivers,

a shrub a few inches high is hardly met with. Yet, on the

peninsula of Kola, where the mean annual temperature is

certainly below 32°, barley is cultivated, and generally comes
to maturity. That part of Russia in which the mean an-
nual temperature is below 32° may be called the Arctic

Region.
South of the Arctic Region lies the Cold Region, in

which the mean annual temperature varies between 32°

and 40°. The southern limit of this region begins on tho

shores of the Baltic, on the Gulf of Riga, about 58° N. lat.,

and runs hence east-south-east to the confluence of the

Moskwa and Oka, near 55° N. lat., whence it continues in

the same direction towards the southern extremity of the

Ural Mountains, terminating south of Uralsk on the river

Ural, near 51° N. lat ft probably extends farther south in

the middle of the line, over the elevated region in which
the Desna, Oka, and Don rise. The winter in the northern

districts lasts from seven to eight months, and in tho

southern from Ave to six months; in Petersburg, from the

end of September to the beginning of May. The Neva is

generally covered with ice for 160 days, from the 27 ih of

November to the 19th of April. The thermometer usually

descends to 22° below aero at the end of December or in

January, even at Petersburg, but farther inland the cold is

greater. The quicksilver froze at Plostow in 1809, which
indicates that the cold was at least 40° below zero. Both
spring and autumn are short, and tlie passage from cold to

heat, and vice versd, is rather rapid. But in summer the

heat is for two or three weeks very great. The thermometer
then rises to 86° and even 90°. In the interior both the

heat and the cold are greater than on the coast. At Casan
the thermometer in winter generally descends to 28° below

zero, and in summer it rises to 95° and 96°. Near the sea

western and north-eastern winds prevail, but in the interior

southern, south-eastern, and south-western winds are most
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frequent The aurora borealis is frequently teen, especially

in Marrh, June, July, ana September.
The Temperate Region extends over the southern provinces,

as far north as the line obove mentioned. Its mean annual
temperature varies between 40° and 50°, but in the Crimea
and in the country between the Dniester and Danube it

rises to 54° and 56. This region is distinguished by severe

though short winters, and by long and very hot summers.
Night-frosts are frequent in October and November, but
continual frost does not set in before the middle of Decem-
ber, and it lasts to the middle or end of February. But in

the elevated steppes west of the river Don, the frost is often

interrupted by a few days' thaw, while such a phenomenon
is of rare occurrence east of the river. The frost however
is severe, the thermometer generally sinking in the western
districts to 12* below zero, and in the eastern to 20°. In
this season northern and eastern winds are prevalent. From
the end of February the cold becomes more moderate, but
the weather continues to be raw, and there are night-frosts

during the north-east winds, which at that season are the
roost frequent In the middle of May however a sudden
change takes place. In a few days the heat increases to

•uch a degree as to become oppressive. In June and July
it still continues increasing, until the thermometer attains

between 90° and 100°. From the middle of August how-
ever the heat rapidly decreases, and in September the ther-

mometer frequently descends to 42° and even 40°: some-
times night-frosts occur. In the hot season south-east and
east winds are prevalent.

The countries which border on the Baltic and on the
White Sea have a wet climate, and rain is frequent all the
year round : in winter a considerable quantity ofsnow falls.

According to several statements, it appears that the annual
quantity of moisture which descends in rain and snow on
these countries varies between 16 and 24 inches. This wet
climate extends only to the elevated tract which borders
the basin of the Volga on the north and west, and in this

humid region the interminable forests which cover it consist
almost exclusively of pine, fir, larch, and birch. In the
basin of the Volga the rains are much less frequent except
towards its western extremity, where short showers are ex-
perienced all the year round. But in proceeding farther
east, the rain becomes scarcer, and in these countries the
forests consist mostly of oaks, limes, ashes, and elms ; pines
and firs are rarely met with. At Casan the number of rainy
days in the year does not exceed 90. The southern provinces
have a still drier climate. During the long summer a drop
of rain seldom falls, and even in the early part of the au-
tumn there are only a few showers. At the approach of the
winter, in November, rain is common, but it is soon changed
for snow. Snow is only frequent in the beginning of the
winter, and very little falls in January and February.
Though the air is moist in spring, there ore few showers

;

and even these entirely cease at the approach of summer in

the beginning of May.
Production*.—Russia produces much more grain than

is required for the consumption, and considerable quanti-
ties are exported. In most parts of continental Europe
rye is used for bread by the mass of the people, and the
cultivation of this grain is best adapted to the soil and cli-

mate of Russia. Except in the steppes and the Arctic re-

gion, it may be grown in all parts of the empire, even in

those districts which have rather a poor soil. The greatest

quantity is produced between the cataracts of the Dnieper
on the south and the river Volga on the north, but the cul-

tivation extends to the mouth of the Dwina, 63° N. lat
It does not always ripen north of the Volga, owing to

the shortness of the summer and the moisture of the at-

mosphere ; and it is generally necessary to dry the grain in

buildings constructed for that purpose. The cultivation of
barley extends to 67* N. lat, but not so far as on the coast

of Norway, where this grain is grown to 70* N. lat It is

not grown to such an extent as rye. Oats do not succeed
north of 62° N. lat They are still cultivated on the banks
of the Sukhona near Vologda, but not on those of the Vy-
chegda and Dwina. In some provinces which have a poor

soil, and in the districts through which the great roads and
lines of inland water-communication run, the cultivation of

oats is very extensive. Wheat is the principal object of

agriculture in the fertile tracts along the rivers in the

southern districts, but especially in those governments
which are comprehended under the name of the Ukraine
(Volhynia, Podolio, Kiew, and Pultava); farther north it is

less grown, even in the fertile country which surrounds Iks

great bend of the Volga. In some favoured spots it suc-

ceeds to 58° and even 59° N. lat Millet is exlciiswiy

grown in the elevated country which surrounds the upper

course of the Oka, Don, and Desna, and in some other r*rti

of the country, but the cultivation does not extend north W
55° N. lat At the southern extremity of Russia, Indaa

corn is cultivated, in a country the mean annual tempera-

ture of which is only equal to that of England, but emta

has a much drier climate and a hotter summer. Its cul-

tivation extends northward to the cataracts of the Dnieper,

to about 48° N. lat

Flax and hemp are more extensively grown than nerhssi

in any other country in Europe: both the climate and uk
soil are very favourable to their cultivation. Pallas observes,

that on the steppes along the river Don, and even on thaw

of the Volga near Sarepta, it is found in a wild state, U
no part of Russia are flax and hemp grown to a greater

extent than in the countries on both sides ofthe upper count

of the Volga, in the governments of Twer, Yaroalaw, sad

Kostroma. Great quantities of both flax and hemp an
sent to other parts, though the consumption is very con-

siderable in the numerous manufactures established »
these parts. Hemp and flax succeed as far north u li*

N. lat, and both, together with hemp-seed and fisi-seed,

constitute important articles of export from Arklisngd

Petersburg, and Riga. Tobacco is much cultivated in lee

Ukraine, whence it is exported to the neighbouring coun-

tries.

The climate of Russia is not favourable to the culthitios

of fruit-trees. With the exception of wild cherries sad

some bad apples, no fruits grow north of 56* N. 1st. At

Vladimir the first extensive plantations of cherry-tree* a>

cur, and their produce is sent to Petersburg and other peril

farther north. Other fruits ore imported from foreign

countries, especially from the north of Germany. Ptetn

and plums are only growu to any extent south of oTN.
lat In the most southern districts there are pesebet,

apricots, quinces, mulberries, and walnuts, and in the ne-

merous and extensive orchards of the Crimea there arc

also almonds and pomegranates. Grapes are chiefly culti-

vated in the districts along the lower course of the Dos,

and on the Volga between Kamyshin and 8arepta, and she

in the Crimea. The wine made in these countries however

was formerly of inferior quality, but the grapes constitutes'

an important article of internal trade, and were sent to

Moscow and even farther north. Since the beginning of

this century however great improvements in the art of

making wine have been introduced into the vine)aidt oe

the Don, by a Frenchman from Champagne, and it n

stated that the wine which is made in these parts and exten-

sively used all over Russia, and known there under tnt

name of Donish wine, is hardly inferior to the Frente

champagne.
Kitchen-gardens are not mueh attended to. Pbtstoat,

several kinds of cabbages, turnips, and carrots hovem

are extensively grown ; and in some places cucumber*

pumpkins, ana radishes. Melons, and especially nolo*

melons, are very abundant in the hot and dry countries ncsr

the steppes, where they constitute in summer a constderi*

ble part of the food of the lower dosses. Asparagus grow*

wild in the southern districts. Hops are frequently found

wild, but they are also cultivated. Liquorice thrives luxu-

riantly on the banks of the Volga in the government «

Astrakhan, where it sometimes attains the sue of s men*

arm : it is taken to Astrakhan, where the juice is expreued,

and considerable quantities of it ore exported. An exeriteat

soda is obtained from different kinds of salsola that gro* is

the stepnes on both sides of the Volga.
The forests constitute one of the principal sources of

wealth to Russia, and their produce, consisting of timber,

fire-wood, tar, pitch, ashes, pearl-ash and potato, » <*'

ported to a large amount It is difficult to say "^tv**
be the proportion of the surface of the country which »

still forest to that which is cleared or not covered «**

trees. The official statements which have been pub&bed

do not comprehend those forests which are private property,

but they are limited to those that belong to the government.

It can hardly however be an excessive estimate, if *•*••*
that about three fourths of the countries between ***"*{*':

and the course of the Volga as far east as iU great bros

near Casan, are covered wuh forests. In all these countnej

only pine, fir, larch, aider, and birch are found, wdb s lr*
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lime*trees; ashes are rare. From these countries is derived

the greate*t part of the produce of the forests which goes to

foreign markets. The forests are much less extensive

south of the upper course of the Volga. The central pro-

vinces, or those which are situated between the middle

course of the Volga and the Dnieper, have hardly as much
eood as is required for the consumption of a country subject

to a severe winter, and for the manufactures which are es-

tablished. In some parts even fire-wood is dear and scarce.

The forests in the provinces west and east of the central

countries are much more extensive. West of the Dnieper,

in the governments which formerly constituted a part of

Poland, several extensive forests occur on the banks of the

Niemen and in the swamps of Pinsk and Ratnor. They
chiefly consist of pine and fir trees, but birch and lime trees

sre also common, and in some parts they are the prevalent

kinds. South of the swamps of Pinsk and Ratnor there

ire some forests of beech, and this is the only part of Rus-
sia where that tree is abundant. The great forests to the

east of the central provinces occupy a large part of the

governmeaU of Perm, Viatka, Casan, Nishnei Novgorod,

Pensa, and Saratov. Those of the first two governments
consist mostly of the Bame trees as the more northern

forests ; but in the other governments the pine and fir trees

are rare, and are replaced by oaks, lime-trees, elms, and
ssh. In these parts the proportion of the latter to the

former is stated to be as 13 to 1. The oak-forests have en-

gaged the attention of government, on account of their

great importance for the navy. A more exact survey of

them was made some years ago, when it was found that all

the forests of Russia did not contain more than 375,000

full-grown oak-trees, that is, trees which were between 24

and 36 inches in diameter. The greatest number of them
was found in the large forest which extends on both sides

of the Volga, and begins at the town of Tcheborsar, some-

what above the place where the river turns southward.

This forest contained more than 100,000 full-grown trees.

In the neighbouring provinces the number amounted to

248,000. In the forests along the upper course of the

Volga, and farther westward to the Baltic, only 15,600 trees

were found, aud in the central countries, the government of

Smolensk included, not more than 11,400 trees. The
southern provinces of Russia are quite without trees. The
oak-tree is most common between 53° and 56° N. lat. Near
the Ural Mountains it is not found north of 57° N. lat., but

farther west it extends to 59°, and a few trees are even

found in Finland north of 60° N. lat In Sweden the oak

grows north of 61° N. lat, and on the western coasts of

Norway between 62° and 63° N. lat

The domestic animals of England are found in Russia,

with the exception of rabbits. Horses are very numerous,

and of various breeds. Those in the northern provinces are

rattier small, but the central and southern districts have

large breeds. Those of the Cossacks, Calmucks, und Kir-

ghis, which pasture in the steppes, and become almost wild,

are distinguished by their power of sustaining the great-

est fatigue with very scanty food. There are also a few

wild horses in the steppes. Black cattle is abundant, as is

evident from the immense quantities of tallow and hides

which are exported, though the domestic consumption of

both articles is very great. Sheep are still more nume-
rous. In some parts the great landed proprietors have be-

gun to improve the breed by introducing the Merino and
Saxon sheep, and by crossing them with the native sheep.

In general however the wool is of an indifferent quality.

During the winter sheep-skins are the common dress of the

lower classes of peasantry. In the southern steppes there

are some peculiar species of sheep, among which the

Kirghisian breed with the large bushy tail is the most

remarkable. Their wool, when full grown, is short and

coarse, but the lambs have a fine and beautiful fleece.

Goats are more numerous in Russia than in other countries

of Europe : the skins are used for making marocco lea-

ther. Hogs are generally reared, except in the steppes:

they are roost numerous in the countries where there

are oak-forests, and in the western provinces, from

which a great number of hams aud much bacon is

sent to other parts of the empire. The nomadic tribes

which wander about :n the steppes keep a great number of

camels: some rich proprietors have nereis consisting of

more than 1000 head. In the government of Astrakhan

buffaloes are kept, but they do not appear to be numerous.

Fowl, geese, and ducks are abundant ; the two latter espe-

cially in those parts where there are numerous lakes and
ponds. Reindeer are only kept north of 66° N. lat.

The bison [Bison, iv. 462], as already observed, still exists

in the forest ofBialoviza, near the sources of the river Narew,
a confluent of the Vistula. In the extensive northern
forests there are elks, and several kinds of deer, hares, and
wild hogs ; the wild animals, which are killed for their skins,

are also very numerous, as bears, gluttons, badgers, wolves,
foxes, martens, polecats, weasels, ermines, otters, squirrels,

and marmots. In the steppes there are wolves, foxes, and
wild hogs; also wild asses, saiga-antelopes, konsaks, or
foxes of the steppes, and the dipus jerboa.

Nearly all kinas of birds which are met with in England
occur in Russia, and also the capercailzie and pelican : the
last however only lives on the shores of the Black Sea and
of the Caspian.

Fish is very plentiful in the rivers as well as in the White
Sea and along the coasts of the Arctic Sea, but it is less

abundant in the Baltic. The fish which are chiefly taken
in the White Sea are haddock, cod, herrings, and the omul
(salmo autumnalis, Pall.). In the Polar Sea, especially

along the coasts of Nova Zembla, the whale, the walrus,

narwhal (physeter macrocephalus), seal, dolphin, white fish

(physeter catodon) and some other kinds are caught A
considerable number of families settled along the shores
of the White Sea live by fishing. The most important fish-

eries in Russia are those of the Volga, the river Ural, and
the sea of Azof. [Astrakhan; Azof.] The fish there
taken are chiefly the beluga (accipenser huso, L.), stur-

geon, sewruga (accipenser stellatus, Pall.), sterlet (acci-

penser ruthenus, L.), salmon, white salmon (salmo nelma),
and the knife-fish (cyprinus cultratus, Pall.). The fish is

sent to all parts of the empire, but is not exported to any large
amount. Isinglass and caviare are sent to foreign markets.

Serpents and lizards are only common in the steppes.

There are also swarms of locusts, which occasionally spread
over the cultivated tracts within the steppes or those that
border on them. They are not less destructive than those
of Asia. Among the noxious insects are scorpions, milli-

pedes (scolopendra millipes), tarantulas (aranea tarantula),

and the scorpion-spider. Bees are found wild in most ofthose
provinces which have large forests, but they are also reared
by some of the natives who inhabit the countries at the
base of the Ural Mountains and along the middle Volga,
especially by the Mordwi. Though the consumption of
wax is very great all over the country, especially in the
churches, Russia still exports some wax. The honey col*

lected in the districts where forests of lime-trees exist is

highly valued, and fetches a good price. Several attempts
have been made to introduce silk-worms, as Russia imports
great quantities of silk from Persia for the manufactures iti

Moscow. The mulberry-tree thrives well in the southern
provinces, and the silk*worm also succeeds.

Russia is rich in minerals. A gold-mine was formerly
worked not far from the Gulf of Onega, near 63° N. lat.;

but as the produce was small, and did not pay the expenses,
it was abandoned in 1 783. Gold occurs also on the western de-
clivity of the Ural Mountains; but it has not yet been found
in such quantity as to induce any person to collect it Gold
is found on the eastern or Siberian side of the mountains iu

considerable quantity. Platinum was discovered on the west-

ern declivity of the Ural in 1823, and has been worked since

that time. The mines are near 57° 40' N. lat, and the
produce has always been on the increase. Between 1831
and 1834 it amounted annually to about 5000 marcs, aud
in 1836 to 8270 marcs. The number of mines is six, and
they lie at a short distance from one another. No silver is

found in European Russia, though it occurs in Siberia. But
the greatest mineral wealth of Russia consists in its mines
of copper and iron. Both these metals frequently occur on
the western declivity of the Ural Mountains, from Slatoust

near 55° S. lat, on the south, to 60° N. lat, and they are

worked in many places. In 1782 the copper which was
produced there amounted to 190,000 poods, and the iron to

about 4,000,000 poods. It is stated that in 1830 the
government of Perm, where the mines are most extensively

worked, had 200 mines in operation, and that more thau
7200 furnaces were employed. The number of copper-mines
amounted to 27, with 200 furnaces. More than 180,000
men were directly or indirectly employed in this branch
of business. The mines belong to the crown or to
private persons. Those of the crown produced, in 1830,
41,000 poods of copper, 100,325 poods of bar-iron, and
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1,050,000 poods of cast-iron. In those belonging to private

individuals there were produced 90,000 poods of copper,

and between 3} and 4 million poods of cast-iron. The pro-

duce of the mines in the governments of Viatka and Oren-
burg is not stated. It is however supposed that in both

taken together it fell short of that of Perm alone. Iron-ore

however is not confined to the Ural Mountains; it occurs

also on the southern declivity of the Uwalli, and on the

table-land which extends about the sources of the rivers

Oka, Don, and Desna. It is there found in the clay in lay-

ers, and sometimes only in lumps. Frequently it occurs in

bogs and morasses. The quantity of iron obtained in these

Earts is considerable, and the extensive manufactures of Tula
ardly use any other iron, Other metals are not worked,

though it is said that quicksilver, arsenic, nickel, cobalt,

antimony, and bismuth exist in several places.

Salt is an important article. We have already mentioned
the numerous salt lakes in the great steppe to the east

of the Volga and the rock-salt of lies. But the salt-for-

mation seems to extend along the western declivity of the

Ural Mountains, to the source of the Kama, and thence

westward on both sides of the Uwalli. In all these districts

salt is made from the salt-springs, which are numerous.
The greater number of these salt-manufactures are con-

tained in the governments of Perm and Viatka; but several

of them occur in the basin of the Sukhona, a branch of the

Dwina, and those near Totma are of great extent The
most western salt-work is at Staraia Russia, a few miles

south of the lake of Ilmen, by which some of the countries

along the Baltic are provided with this article. But a con-

siderable quantity of salt is imported into the last-mentioned

countries, as the places in Russia where salt is made are very

remote, and the expenses of transport are so great that salt

can be got from France or England at a more moderate price.

Coal exists in a few places, as on the banks of the river

Maloga, where it is found with iron -ore. Pallas says that

it also frequently occurs in the vicinity of the river Donets,
and to the north of Taganrok, beyond the sources of the

rivers which fall into the Black Sea: it is not worked.
Other minerals are not much used, with the exception of

marble and granite, of which there exist extensive quarries

near the village of Tivdia, at the northern extremity of the

lake of Onega ; and at Serdobol, on the northern shores of

Lake Ladoga. The marble is of a good grain; some is

white, and some has a reddish colour with white stripes or

spots. The granite is worked with peat activity, as all the

public edifices and many of the private palaces in Peters-

burg are built of it

Inhabitant*.—Russia is inhabited by a greater number
of nations, differing in language, character, and civilisation,

than any other country of Europe. The inhabitants be-

long either to the Caucasian or to the Mongol race. The
Caucasian however is by far the most numerous, as the

nations of Mongol origin do not comprehend one-hun-
dredth part of the whole population.

The Caucasian race in Russia consists of individuals be-
longing to Slavonians, Tshudes or Fins, Turks or Tartars,

Germans, Jews, and Greeks. Nine-tenths of the popula-
tion belong to the Slavonians. They are divided into Rus-
sians, Poles, Lithuanians and Lettes, and Wallachians and
Servians. The Russians constitute more than two-thirds

of the whole population, and their number is estimated at

about 40 millions, and consequently they are equal to the
Germans, who are considered the most numerous nation of
Europe. They inhabit, to the exclusion of all other nations,

the central provinces of the empire between the Dnieper
and the Volga. On the banks of the Volga, and farther east

to the Ural Mountains, a great number of Russian families

have settled among the tribes belonging to the Tshudes
and the Turks. On the banks of the Dnieper they are
mixed with Lithuanians and Poles; but south of the swamps
of Pinsk and Grodno the Russians are more numerous than
the Poles. They likewise constitute the mass of the inha-

bitants in the northern provinces between the Ural Moun-
tains and the White Sea, and in the southern between the

Don and the Dniester. They are divided into Great and
Little Russians. The latter inhabit the country called

the Ukraine, or the governments of Tchernigow, Pultava,

Kiew, Volh) uia, and Podolia. The Cossacks are properly
descendants of the Little Russians, and are intermixed
with Poles, Tartars, and Calmucks. [Cossacks.] The
Great Russians, with the exception of a comparatively
small number who have obtained their freedom, are bonds-

men to the numerous body of rich

among them. Among the Little Russians a
number of families are not subject to any masW f

Cossacks are all free. The Russians have attained a \

degree of civilisation than is generally supposed, a*
dent from the care with which the soil is cultivated n
more fertile provinces of the empire, from the activity

which the internal navigation is conducted, and sVosa tfta

numerous manufactures in the governments of Yaraslav.
Kostroma, Moscow, Tula, and Kaluga. In some of ta*ee

branches of manufacture they have distinguished tfceas*

selves, especially in tanning. Very few foreigners tVoea

more civilised nations have settled in those pens which are
exclusively inhabited by the Russians ; and the erniisalaasi

which they have attained, is as it were of native pewth.
The Poles, together with the Russians, inhabit the fa

vernments of Voihynia and Podolia, and almost exeluarvety

that of Grodno. Their numbers within the bousalary ef

Russia amount to about four millions, to which the
]

lation of Poland to the same amount may be i

Poles, as a nation, consist of between nine and tea i

but about two millions of them are in Prussia and Austria.

As the country which they inhabit borders on a part at

Europe which is more advanced in civilisation, the? Falsa

have adopted more refined manners; but in the arts «f

civilised life, especially in manufactures, and all hraaehsa
of industry, they are behind the Russians. Witbaa taw

territories of Russia the Poles are bondsmen to the aebuVty.

but in Poland they are free.

The Lithuanians iu habit the countries adjacent to th*

northern part of Poland and to Eastern Prussia, or the

governments of Vilna and Minsk. Their number docs a*c

exceed one million and a half. Though certainly belovfwg
to the Slavonian family, their language is very diastsiif

in its material and forms, but is intermixed with away
Russian terms. They are agriculturists, but otherrist

they have not made much progress in civilisation. North
of the Lithuanians, in Courland and Livonia, are the

Lettes, whose number probably does not much exceed half

a million. They speak a language different from thai «f

the Russians and the Lithuanians. They are evrlusnvH
occupied with the cultivation of the ground. These *b»
live in Courland are frequently distinguished by the i

of Koors. Both nations, the Lithuanians and Lettes, i

bondsmen to the German nobility established in ihrv

country, till the reign of the emperor Alexander, who efec'id
their emancipation.

The V laches, or Wallachians, only live in the moat seat*-

western angle of the empire, in the government of Bes-

sarabia, between the rivers Dniester and Pruth. Thetr am-
ber does not exceed half a million. They speak a lan^u«{t
which is mainly composed of Latin, Greek, Italian, and
Turkish words, which however have undergone some charts
and corruption. They are industrious cultivator* %d tec

land, but do not appear to have otherwise made much pro-

gress in civilisation. They were formerly slave* u> lW
boyars or nobility, but thev ceased to be so nearly 'N
years ago. Among the Vlaches there are a few kmif** tf

Servians or Raises, and a few more are settled in the g>
vernment of Ekatahnoslaf.

The Tshudes, or Fins, were formerly considered to heir*;
to the Mongol race; but their light hair and their W«e rtt*

have of late procured them a place among the Cbuc**na
race, in spite of their flat noses and flattened countenance*
They inhabit two separate portions of Russia. The najcen
of them are settled on both sides of the Gulf of FoIim.
Two of these nations, the Fins and the Laplander*, oc-

cupy the country north of the gulf. The Fins, who inhabfe
Finland to the number of more than one million er*d s
half, are agriculturists and breeders of cattle: they manage
their dairies with great skill. The taptandem live north of
66° N. lat., and are mostly occupied wnh their reindeer.
Their number does not exceed a few thousands. On ths

south of the Gulf of Finland arc the Esthes or Efthcmaa*
whose number is above half a million. Their lan^uace «
similar to that of the Fins. They are almost cxrlu*ner>
occupied with the cultivation of the ground, and were sera
to the nobles until 1818, when the emperor Alexander
effected their emancipation. 8outh of the Esthocuses, a
the country lying on both sides of the small river Sens
(near 58° N. lat.), is the small tribe of the Livis or live-
mans, who have given their name to Livonia. It is suppawd
that they formerly extended to the northern banks ef tht
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Dun*, but were expelled from the southern districts by the
Lett**. Their number does not exceed two thousand. They
•peak a dialed of the Finnish language, and are exclusively
agriculturists.

The eastern members of theTshudie family are separated
from the western by an immense tract of country upwards
of 500 miles in width, which is now inhabited by Russians.
When and how the separation took place is not on record.

The eastern Tshudio tribes live on the western declivity

of the Ural Mountains, and on the banks of the middle
Volga, and are eight in number,—Syrianes, Perm fans, Vo-
ffttlea, Votiakes, Chuvashes, Cheremisses, Mordvines or

Mordwu and Teptiares.

The Syrianes, the most northern of these tribes, inhabit
the woody country between the upper course of the Kama
sod the Vychegda, an affluent of the Dwina, and particu-

larly both banks of the Vychegda, as far west as the mouth
of theSyesola. Their number is stated not to exceed 30,000.
Their principal occupation is the chase of the wild animals
with which their country abounds, Their language differs

sry little from that of the Permians, whioh has preserved a
great affinity to that spoken by the Finlanders, but still

•o far differs from it as to be properly considered a distinct

dialect. The Permians occupy the country south of the
Syrianes* between the rivers Kama and Viatka. Their
number k stated not to exceed 35,000 individuals. Though
agriculture has made more progress among them than
traong the Syrianes, they derive their principal subsistence
from the chase, and more especially from the fisheries in

the Kama and Viatka. Both tribes, the Syrianes and
Permians, though they have preserved their own dialects,

generally speak also the Russian language.
The Vogules occupy both declivities of the Ural Moun-

tains between 68° and 60° N. lat. According to the de-

scription of them by Pallas, it would seem that they rather
Wong to the Mongol than to the Caucasian race. They
•re short in stature, have round faces with projecting cheek-
bones* and very little beard. They may be compared with
the CalmuckS. But on the other hand their language shows
thai they belong to theTshudes, though it exhibits so many
peculiarities as to have been sometimes considered a peculiar

language. The affinity of their language to that of the
Magyars in Hungary is stated to be very great. The Vo-
gules live entirely on the produce of the chase. They live

in small societies, consisting only of five or six huts, and lead

a wandering life. Their number is stated to amount to

100,000 individuals, of whom however the greater part live

east of the Ural Mountains in Siberia. A small number
have been converted to the Greek church ; the remainder
are heathens.
The Votiakes are settled west of the Permians, on both

sides of the upper course of the river Viatka, and in the coun-
try about the source of the Kama. In the conformation of
their body they rather resemble the proper Fins than any
of these eastern Tshudic tribes ; and their language has
also a greater affinity to that of the tribes on the shores of
the Gulf of Finland. They are diligent agriculturists, ac-

cording to Pallas, and rear also cattle and bees. Some of

the peasants have more than fifty bee* hives. The wax and
honey are sent to Archangel. Their number is stated to

exceed 100,000 individuals; and government has granted
them permission to live under magistrates of their own
tnbe and chosen by themselves. They pay only a capitation-

tax. Most of them have embraced Christianity.

The Chuvashes and Cheremisses live in the neighbour-
hood of Casan, on both sides of the Volga. The first-

named tribe is chiefly settled on the western side of the

river, and the Cheremisses on the eastern. Single families

are found as far south as the town of Saratov. Trie number
of the Chuvashes is stated to be 370,000, all of whom, with
the exception of about 3000, have become members of the
Greek church. In their personal appearance they resemble
toe Turkish or Tartar tribes, a circumstance which is attri-

buted to their having lived for many centuries near the

Tartars of Casan. As to their language, a difference of
opinion prevails. The French philologist Levesqu*), from
the examination of a printed grammar of their language, is

of opinion that it contains a large number of roots which are

common to the Finnish language. But Luraley Davids
says that the grammar of their language approaches very

nearly to the pure Turkish, that about three-fourths of the

words are of Turkish origin, and the rest belong to the Ou-
rabaji and Samoyede languages, and that some few are en-

tirely unknown. The Chuvashes cultivate the ground*
and rear cattle and bees : the care of bees is a regular branch
of rural economy. The Cheremisses are stated to amount
to about 200,000 individuals. Their language seems to
contain a much larger number of Finnish roots than that of
the Chuvashes, but they are intermixed with a large num-
ber of Turkish origin. The conformation of their body
likewise shows some mixture with the Turkish race. They
are very diligent and intelligent agriculturists, and have
large herds of cattle. The majority have adopted the re-
ligion of the Greek church, but many still adhere to their
heathen ceremonies and tenets. All of them observe the
religious festivals both of the Greek church and of the Mo-
hammedans.
The Mordwi or Mordvines are settled west of the Chu-

vashes, in the country on both sMes of the river Sura,
which falls into the Volga from the south, between Nishnet
Novgorod and Casan. On the west they extend to the very
banks of the river Oka. They are divided into two tribes t

theErsad or Ersanes, who inhabit the tracts along the
eastern banks of the Oka ; and the Mokshad or Moskhan, on
the banks of the Sura and Moksha. They are dispersed in
the forests of the governments of Casan, Nishnei Novgorod,
Simbirsk, Saratov, Pensa, and Tarabow, and live intermixed
with the Russians, with whom they communicate more freely

than the Chuvashes and Cheremisses. Their number is

stated not to exceed 92,000 souls. They ore all Christians.
They rather resemble the Russians than the Cheremisses
and other Finish tribes. Their language is of Finnish
origin. They cultivate their lands with great care, and
their fields are not inferior to the best-cultivated grounds
in Russia. They pay great attention to bees, especially the
Mokshad, who have their lands in the middle of the exten-
sive forests of lime-trees which are contiguous to the oak-
forests. Some individuals have from one hundred to two
hundred bee-hives. Their honey is preferred to that of
any other part of Russia.

The Teptiares, the most eastern of the Finnish tribes, are
settled on the banks of the Bialaya, an affluent of the Kama
from the east. The origin of this tribe is of comparatively
modern date. When the Russians, in the middle of the
sixteenth century, took possession of the territories belonging
to the khan of Casan, a number of Cheremisses, Chu-
vashes, Votiakes, and Tartars (eft their country and settled

along the upper course of the river Bialaya, where they
soon formed a separate nation, which however was subject
to a tax which they were obliged to pay to the Bashkirs,
in whose country they had settled. Though the Finnish
element prevails in their language, it always contained a
large number ofTurkish words, which were further increased

by their close connection with their neighbours the Bash-
kirs. They do not attend much to the cultivation of the
land, but rear cattle nnd bees, and pass a great part of their

time in hunting the wild animals with which their country
abounds. Their number, which in the middle of the last

century did not exceed 34,000 individuals, is stated to have
increased to 1 10,000. They are partly heathens and partly

Mohammedans. The exertions of the Greek clergy to intro-

duce their creed among them have almost entirely failed.

The third great branch ofthe Caucasian family which inha-
bits Russia is theTurkish. They are generally called Tartars,

but thev call their language Turkish. They did not origi-

nally inhabit any portion of Russia, but came into it between
the ninth and thirteenth century with the Mongols and
other conquerors. TheTurkish tribes at present existing in

Russia are four, the Tartars of Casan, the Bashkirs, the
Metsheriakes, and the Nogat Tartars. The Tartars of

Casan are the most civilised nation in Russia. Their lan-

guage, according to Lumley Davids, is the most cultivated

and polished of the Turkish idioms. The attempts of the

Greek clergy to convert them to Christianity have not been
successful, and they are still Mohammedans ; they take great

care of the education of their children. They have schools

both for the lower and higher classes ofthe people. In the ele-

mentary schools instruction is given in reading and writing,

and the Koran and some other religious books are explained.

The objects of instruction in the higher schools are tho

Turkish, Persian, and Arabian languages, and arithmetic

The priests are educated in an institution established for

that purpose in a village called Gargali, which is about nine
miles from the town of Orenburg. Those who are esta-

blished at Casan, and in other towns, are either merchants
or manufacturers. They traffic chiefly in tea, goods im-
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ported from Bokhara, and stuffs of European manufacture.
They are very expert in tanning leather. The inhabitants

of the villages are very careful cultivators of the soil, and
also occupy themselves with rearing cattle and bees. Their
villages are well provided with the roost common mechanics,

as tanners, shoemakers, tailors, dyers, blacksmiths, and
carpenters. Like other Mohammedans, they are distin-

guished by their cleanliness. According to Erdmann, their

number amounts to about 230,000, of whom about one-

eighth have embraced Christianity.

The Bashkirs inhabit both declivities of the Ural Moun-
tains, from 56° N. lat. southward to the sources of the river

Ural near 54° N. lat There is some reason for believing

that this tribe has always inhabited the country which they

now occupy, but it is quite certain that the present Bash-
kirs resemble in language and manners the Tartars of

Casan, though in the form of their body they approach the

type of the Mongols. The Bashkirs still adhere to a wan-
dering life. In winter they inhabit villages, but in summer
they ramble about in the country, sometimes to a distance

of 60 or 60 miles from their villages. They cultivate some
patches of land near the houses before they begin their

wanderings, but the produce of these fields is not adequate

to their consumption. Their riches consist in horses, of

which the poorest peasant has from 30 to 50, and many have
600, and the richest from 1000 to 2000. Their horses are

of a good breed. Thev keep only a small number of

black cattle, sheep, and goats. They have also a great

number of beehives, and they collect an immense quantity

of wax and honey from the wild bees, which are nowhere
more common than in the countries adjacent to the base of

the Ural Mountains. They are good huntsmen, and know
completely how to train the falcon for the chase. The
smaller species are used by them to take hares, but the

larger (Falco chrysaeius) is used in hunting foxes, and even
wolves. They sell a considerable number of these trained

birds to the Kirghis Cossacks. The number of Bashkirs

amounts to 150,000 individuals. The small tribes of the

Metsheriakes, which do not exceed 20,000 individuals,

live dispersed among the Bashkirs, and subsist on the pro-

duce of their herds of cattle and of their bee-hives. They
also cultivate the ground, but not to a great extent They
are considered to be more civilised than their neighbours.

Both tribes are Mohammedans.
The Nogai Tartars inhabit the Crimea and the steppe

which extends north of the peninsula ; they are also dis-

persed over the country east of the Sea of Axof, and along
the northern base of the Caucasus. They are stated to

compose a population of 600,000 individuals. A considerable

number of them are settled in the valleys and towns of the

mountainous part of the Crimea, where they are agricul-

turists, and have extensive orchards. They also manu-
facture leather, and make cutlery, saddles, and shoes.

This portion of tho Nogai has attained a considerable de-

gree of civilisation, and they are hardly inferior in that

respect to the Tartars of Casan. Their number does not
much exceed 250,000. The remainder of this branch of
Tartars lead a wandering life in the extensive steppes which
they inhabit In summer they travel northward with their

flocks, and sows little wheat and millet in some convenient
place. In winter they return to the shores of the Sea of
Axof or some warmer tracts. Their herds consist of cattle

and horses, but of a rather small breed : their horses are

much prized, being strong, hardy, and tractable. The have
numerous flocks of tho large-tailed sheep. Notwithstanding
their wandering habits, they havo adopted a degree of civili-

sat ion in their dresses and manners, which are derived from
their kinsmen of the Crimea.
The number of individuals belonging to the Teutonic

family is probably larger than that of the Turks. They are
Germans and Swedes, with whom a few Danes are mixed.
Numerous families of Germans are dispersed through the

provinces along the Baltic, south of the Gulf of Finland,

among the Lettes aud Esthonians, and in those parts they

constitute the nobtlity of the country. Most of these fami-

lies settled there when the Order of the Knights Sword*
bearers was the acknowledged sovereign of these countries

(from I3t)0 to 1530). Great numbers of German families

are settled in the two capitals of the empire. When Peter
four.ded Petersburg, he peopled it at first almost exclusively

with Germans, and they constituted for several years the
principal population of tho town. Even at present their

number is staled to exceed 24,0t/0. The Germans are also

fcc

Tamr

numerous in all the sea-ports, in the southern provinces and
in the Crimea ; and along the middle course of the Veen* a

great number of German colonists have beam settled ei tee

expense of government in the last seventy years. Tha n— -

ber of such colonists in the government of Saras— oisni

amounts to more than 30,000, and they constituteMsnfty ans

whole population of some towns and of villages.

The Swedes are numerous along the northern coast nf ism

Gulf of Finland, and the eastern coast of the Gal/ o€ .

nia. In some places they constitute the whole
to the exclusion of the Fins, but generally hot*
live together. The number of Swedes in these pswts saw-

bably exceeds 100,000. and there are also a few Swedes* fa-

milies in Estuonia.

There are no Jews in the central and northern provinces

;

but they are numerous in those parts which Jbrtneri* ee-

longed to Poland, especially in the government <£ Vuna,
Grodno, Volhynio, and Podolia, where thev am
sole inhabitants of the towns. They exer
of handicraft ; they are smiths, tailors.

They have also small breweries and distilleries,

number is stated to exceed a million.

The number of Greeks probably does not exceed best s

million. They are dispersed all over the southern ptwewacn
of the empire as merchants ; and m the Crimea thereaw
a few villages entirely inhabited bv them. Titer neons*
themselves with agriculture, especially gardening.
The Calmucks show their Mongol origin by the inae ef

their body, as well as bv their language. (Cauftxcxm.) The
tribes of this nation which still exist in the snntn-enaaeni
steppes of Russia are the remnant of those which Ut
Russia in 1770 and 1773, at the invitation of the Chine**
government, and settled in the plains of Soongana. law?
are divided into five tribes. The Derbet and Toege* est

the most western, and occupy the country between UrnSana
and tho Don, on both sides of the river 8al, nearly new
west as the mouth of the river Manytch. On tbeenat •/

the Sarpa are two other tribes, the Brked and ]

who extend their rambles to theshores of the Caspian,
•fifth tribe, the Khoshud, live on the banks of the T
Volga, on both sides of the river. The first tribe a* taw

most numerous, consisting of 12,000 kybitkaa, or #jminis;
the four latter, taken together, probably fait snort ef tail

number. In summer a part of them live cbioty on tfa*

produce of the chase, of which the saiga anletooes am tee

Erincipal object, but in winter they depend onW an etssr

erds. They wander about with their flocks and herds ja

the immense steppes. In e country which bee bonify s

few patches of cultivable land, the Ceimucfcs be aei*

management have succeeded in maintaining horses, cnUk.
camels, sheep, and goats to the number of three mates* trf

heads. The value of the goods exported from their eenasry

to other parts of Russia U estimated at one mdliso end s

half of rubles. They consist of wool, hair, tallow, lame and
sheep skins, hides, and fur. TheCalmucks are T
and the only nation in Europe which professes that i

They have the different classes of priests found atnonytaw
Buddhists, as lamas, gellonghi, gezuli, and majidshseaanvnad
up to the end of the last century they were subject is law

ecclesiastical authority of' the Dalai Lama, whn resume *c

L*hassa in Tibet, but in 1800 tba emperor Paul innnawJ
them to choose their own Great Lama, to whom al
the other lamas and priests are subject. The Calami i

are not immediately subject to the governor of Artist ban
but have their own political administration, ofwbieb thekftsa
of the Derbet tribe is the head. He is assisted by enjet

counsellors and judges, and a person sent Irons Pwtstsbetsv
By the emigration of the larger number of Caliuniai sa

1771 and 1772, the whole steppe between the rivets Ydtfa
and Ural south of the Obstsbei Start was at onee outwit*!

of its inhabitants, and remained in that state till about tt%S

786, when a numerous tribe ot" Kirghis <

Tac

longing to the Little Horde of that nation, on aeconnt ef sW
civil wars then existing between the different tribes of tmtt

horde, was induced to submit to the Russian gorernn
and was settled in the tract which the Calmucks had a
doned. They are known under the name ef the
horde, from the name of their chief, called Buxe% wnem-
troduced them into Russia. At that time the horde «s*>-

s isled of about 10,000 kybitkaa, or families but Unsafe
posed that (he number may at present not rail snsrt vi

R'0,000 individuals. In personal appearance, thev rresnr

resemble the Calmucks and other Mongol tribes, ant tssnr
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language it Turkish, and it is supposed tbat they owe their

origin to several tribes of Mongols, which have united with

IWkith tribes, and in progress of time formed one nation.

like the Calmucks, they are nomadic herdsmen, but they

have only a small number of camels, the climatetfef their

coontry being much more severe than the steppes farther

west They also keep some cattle and goats. Their wealth

mamkf consists indorses and sheep. Some rich proprietors

ere amid to have 4000 or 5000 horses and 20,000 sheep.

The sheep supply the principal articles of traffic, and nume-
rous flocks are annually sola to the Russians at Orenburg.
Troiak, and Astrakhan. Their agriculture U limited to the

rstsiog of some barley, and a small quantity of wheat and
mflleC They are also expert hunters, and in winter kill the

far-bearing animals, with which their country abounds, and
in summer the saiga-antelope. The Kirghis Cossacks are

Mohammedans, but far from being very exact in tlte per-

formance of the duties prescribed by that religion.

(Pallas, Reisen dureh VersMedene Provinzen des Rus-
siscken Reichs; Pallas, Travel* through the Southern Pro-

vince* of. the Russian Empire; Erman, Reise urn die Erde

;

Zwiek, Calmuc Tartary, or a Journey from Sarepta to

several Calmuc Hordes ; Erdmann, Beitrdge zur Kenntniss
dee Innern von Russland; Georgi, Beschreibung des Rus~
tiechen Reichee ; Klaproth, Asia Pblyglotta ; Rose, Reise
neeh dem Ural, dem Altai, unddem Kaspischen Meere;
Miller, Der Ugrische Volksstamm ; and Schubert, Reise

durck Schweden, Norwegen, Lappland, Finnland, und In-

gerwnanlund.)

Agriculture.—Notwithstanding the variety and great

abundance of the natural productions of the Russian

empire, agriculture may be said to be even now in its

first stage, since there is certainly no province which yields

ever half of what it is capable of producing. Hence
in the greater part of the empire it is not so much the

ground itself that has any value, as the labouring popula-

tion, and accordingly it is not the number of acres in an

estate that is considered, but that of the male serfs attached

to it. The Southern Baltic provinces, the governments near-

est to Moscow, and the kingdom of Poland, have the greatest

proportion of cultivated land, and the best system of culti-

vation, but it is only on a few estates that it approximates

to that of Northern Germany ; yet even in these provinces

there ere extensive tracts in which not one-fifteenth part of

the surface is cultivated. The thinness of the population,

and the want of a market in the interior of the empire, con-

tribute to prolong this state of things ; for where there is little

demand for corn, agriculture languishes, however bountiful

nature may be, especially when, as is here the case, the in-

habitants are satisfied with haviug a sufficiency of the neces-

saries of life, and are too Utile advanced in the scale ofcivili-

sation to have any desire for the comforts or luxuries of a

more refined state of society. The whole area of European
Russia is (according to Schubert) 1,742,435,725 Prussian

acres, of which about 676,000,000 acres are covered with fo-

rests and shrubs: about 771,000,000 acres are to bereckoned

as wholly unproductive, 246,500,000 acres at the most as

arable land, and 24,500,000 acres as meadow land. Of the

remaining land, not even a rough estimate can be given, for

want of all data respecting it in most of the governments.

On account of the comparatively small value of land, and the

want of manure, the fields in Great and Little Russia are

often suffered to be fallow for two or three years. The times

of sowing and harvest are regulated according to the climate.

The usual kinds of corn are grown in most of the govern-

ments, vis. rye, wheat of many different species, barley, and
oats; tnaise, chiefly in the countries about the Black Sea,

but is not a general article of food. The kind of pulse nust
cultivated is peas, which succeed up to 62° N. lat. Millet is

grown about Tula, hemp chiefly in Little Russia. Flax and
hemp are cultivated in the Baltic provinces, and in West
Russia. Hops flourish in Poland and in Little Russia. The
cultivation of the grasses is neglected. Schubert judges

from the official averages for several years, and from the

tables of the Quantity produced, tbat after deducting the

reserve of seen-corn, and that used in the breweries, the

distilleries, and for feeding cattle, besides the quantity ex-

ported, there remain (in European Russia) about fifteen

Winchester bushels per head. Between 1830 and 1841

there have been several years in which the harvests have

Jailed, and instead of exporting, it has been necessary to allow

the importation of corn free of duty. This is ai present the

P.O. No. 1262.

case, the crops in 1839 and 1840 having proved deficient,
The government makes great efforts to favour agriculture.
It endeavours to extend useful knowledge on the subject to
all parts of the empire; many agricultural societies have
been formed, and schools established, in which everything
bearing on the subject is taught in the most simple manner*
A school of agriculture has been lately formed at Gorygo-
retxk (a domain of the crown) near Mohilew; it is designed
for educating 120 young men in such a manner as to qualify
them for the management of great estates.

The breeding of silkworms promises to prosper in the
southern provinces of the empire, that is, the Transcaucasian
provinces, and in Taurida, the countries on the Volga be*
tween Saratow and Astrakhan, and the governments of Kiew
ami Podolia.

Manufactures.—The manufactures of Russia commenced,
as in other countries, with the beginning of its political im-
portance, but have been chiefly indebted for their encou-
ragement and progress to the efforts of the government.
The czars Ivan I. and II., who in the fifteenth and sixteenth
centuries had restored Russia to independence, invited arti-

sans and workmen from Germany, the Netherlands, and
Italy, and established at Moscow, Yaroslaw, Smolensk, and
Kiew manufactures of woollen cloth, linen, arms, &c
But the civil wars before the accession of the house of Ro-
manoff, and the interference of Sweden and Poland, which
led to the desolation of the country, checked the infant
manufactures, so that in fact nothing was done till the reign
of Peter the Great, who in this, as in many other respects,

was the founder ofthe prosperity of Russia. He gave great en-
couragement to foreign manufaclurers,and founded in the first

instance great manufactories of arms at Tula, Petrosawodsk,
and at Sestrabeck near Petersburg; and the great imperial
manufactories of woollen and linen at Moscow. At Peters-
burg he established manufactories of articles of luxury, such
as mirrors, expensive glass-wares, rich carpels, silks, cotton,
&c. In all the larger cities he established at least one
manufactory of woollen, linen, and metal, so that at his
death there were twenty-one great imperial manufactories,
and many smaller ones, partly supported at the public ex-
pense. Peter's system was not followed up by bis immediate
successors, but it was renewed by the empress Elizabeth,
and has been steadily adhered to with constantly increasing
energy, and the most brilliant success, up to the present time.
It may perhaps be questioned whether many branches of
manufacture may not have been forced into premature ex-
istence, for the protection of which it has been necessary to
establish a most rigorous system, entirely prohibitory of many
foreign articles, and imposing euormous import duties upon
others. This system, it is true, chiefly affects the rich, for
whose use foreign goods are imported. The chief seat of
manufactures is Moscow and its government; and next the
governments of Wladimir, Nischnei Nvogorod, Saratow,
and Petersburg. In Poland, the woollen, linen, and leather
manufactures attained great prosperity under Alexander.
In 1828 there were in the empire 6000 manufactories, with
250,000 workmen, and in 1831 there were 100 with steam-
engines. The exhibitions of the productions of Russian
manufactures which have taken place within theso few years
at Petersburg and Moscow have greatly contributed to excite
emulation. But the prices of most of the articles of Russian
manufacture are still higher than in most other European
countries. In general too the Russian workman finds it

difficult to give to his work a high degree of perfection.

He is indeed very clever, and imitates with wonderful faci-

lity, but as he attends mainly to external appearance, his

works are deficient in quality and durability. There are
exceptions undoubtedly, but it must not be forgotten that
most of the manufactories have foreigners at their head.
The Report of the department of manufactures for 1839
published in 1840 (tbat for 1840 has not appeared) contains
the following statements:—

' The progress of manufactures in Russia has been so ex-

tremely rapid for some time past, as to excite general atten
tion. The partial failure of the crops in some seasons,

though it certainly had some effect on the inland trade, did
not prevent an increase in the number of manufactories and
of the workmen employed in them. The years 1835, 1836,
and 1837 were more favourable to the development of the
national manufactures ; we have seen an increase of acti-

vity in all the provinces of our vast empire, and the progress
made has far exceeded the most sanguine expectations. To
give our readers an idea of it, it will suffice to say that in
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he year 1838 the number of new manufactories was 405.

As we hav* not yet received ell the accounts for 1839, we
cannot state the number of new manufactories established

in that year, but there is no doubt that it was as considerable

as in the year preceding.

'The number of manufactories existing in Russia at the

beginning of 1639 was 6856, and that of the workmen em-
ployed in them 412,931, not including those that work in

tna mines, and in the furnaces, smelting-houses, &c. depen-
dent on them. In 1835 there were only 6015 manu factories

in the whole empire, employing 279,673 workmen. Thus
#e have 840 new establishments in three years, and an in-

crease of nearly 50 per cent, in the number of workmen
employed.

' Among the most important branches of national industry,

and the development of which has been the most remark-
able, are the following :

—

Manufactories of Woollen Cloths and other

Woollen Goods . • . • 616
Silk ... 227

M „ Cotton . . . 467

N „ Linen of all kinds . 267
Tanneries 1918
Tallow Melting-houses . • . 554
Candle Manufactories . . . 444
Soap Manufactories .... 270
Metal-Wares .... 486

4 The central part of the empire is the chief theatre of
manufacturing industry. Moscow has become the focus of

it; in the little towns of the government of which it is the
capital, the number of manufactories continues to increase,

so that at the beginning of lost year there were in that go-

vernment alone 1058 manufactories, with 83,054 workmen.
In the adjoining government of Wladimir, there were 315
manufactories, with 83,655 workmen ; and in thatof Kaluga,
164 manufactories, and 20,401 workmen.

' The changes which have been effected in several other
parts of the empire are not less remarkable. But lately

Tula alone used to be mentioned for its manufactories of all

kinds of metal articles; yet the 124 manufactories in that

government (of which 39 are df metal srticles) employ only

6538 workmen, though there has certainly been no relaxa-

tion of their activity ; they therefore no longer bold the first

place, since in tho government of Perm alone, which at a
pretty recent date was still almost a desert, there are now
352 manufactories (of which 81 are of metal goods, and 199
tanneries), with 36,600 workmen.

' Lastly we must mention, among the branches of industry,

tho increase of which has been the most remarkable, the
manufacture of tobacco and snuff. In the year 1839 they
furnished (including what remained of the preceding year's

stock) tobacco, 3,800,000 lbs.; snuff, 2,200,000 lbs.; roll

tobacco and carrot tobacco, 800 lbs.; cigars, 62,500,000 lbs.

There were imported from foreign countries 84, 1 4 1 poods in leaf
and prepared ; but 50,646 poods were exported. The excise
duly on the tobacco consumed in the interior produced
2,670,374 rubles, from which must be deducted 300,000
rubles for the expense of collecting the duty.

* The above are the great manufactures properly so called.

We have not the means of ascertaining the total amount
and value of their products up to a recent date. The latest

account that Schubert was able to procure in 1838, was that
of 1828, in which year there were manufactured 20 mil-
lion yards of linen, nine million yards of woollens (besides
seven millions in Poland) ; 60 millions of calico ; 2 million

Sounds of cotton-yarn ; silks to the value of 4 millions of
ollars; 15 million* of glass bottles; 80,000 chests ofwindow-

glass; three and a half millions of hides ; 500,000 poods (at

36 lb.) of potashes; two million poods of soap; ana 975,000
poods of sugar. Besides the workmen employed in these
great establishments, there were 800,000 employed in han-
dicraft trades, and a much larger number in the villages,

in coarse woollen and linen manufactures, iron, and other
motei-wares, or in preparing bast-mats, caviar, hogs' bris-

tle**, in dressing furs, Sec*

Commerce.—L Inland Trade.—The inland trade is car-
ried on in a very great measure by means of annual fairs,

the most remarkable of which is that of Nischnei Novgo-
rod, of which we have given a very detailed account.
[Nischnb! NovgobodJ The following is an official list

of the principal fairs, and of the value in rubles of the
goods exposed for sale in 1839:—• Niscbnei-Novgorod,
161,643,674; Irbit, 41,829,674; Romna, first, 8,972,585;

Romna, second, 24,661,026; Charkow, first, 30,3tO,Mt
Charkow, second, 17,386,235; Charkow, fhird, 6,2bUW
Kursk, 21,401,630; Korsun, 2,969,023; RostoC 13^60.474
Sumy, first, 6,506,900; Sumy, second. 5,204,000; Saratov,

2,722,800; Simbirsk, 5,101,300; Tambow, first, 1MU*H[
Tambo^ second, 1,465300; Taganrog. 2,030.701; Jskuttk,

1.593,671; Lebedjan, first. 2,143,416; Lebedjan. secoat

2,334,955; Penza, 1,7*4,970; Nisohnet-Lomofc l.t283.'a

The total amount is 353,894,722 rabies in bank eeaignai*

which, reckoning the ruble at I0%d. English, is pearl} U
millions and a half sterling.'

In order to facilitate still more the commercial iotereoem
in the interior of the empire, tho minister baa organised. *
different cities and towns, twenty-five new fairs and tea

weekly markets. The inland trade is greatly promoted by

the extensive system of inland navigation, of which the fat-

lowing is the summary for the year 1839 .-—'The goods As-

signed for exportation are of course conveyed in a great

measure by water from the most distant parts of the easwt
to tho seaports. In entering into some detail of the navi-

gation on the rivers and canals last year, we shall exasaise

in the first instance their result as a means of aiding our

foreign commerce. The following is the number of tin

barks and rafts which, coming from the provinces more cr

less distant from the sea, arrived in our principal seaporte,

with the value of the cargoes. 1. Archangel : bask*, 1341;

rafts, 1233; value of the cargoes, 15,281,505. 2. St. Peters-

burg: barks, 22,042; rafts, 784; value of the cargoes.

196,974,904. 3. Riga: barks, 1965; rafts, 1373; value W
the cargoes, 32,437,878. Odessa, the most importantof the

seaports in the south of Russia, has not yet had any direct

communication by water with the central provinces of the

empire, but it is well known that the goods conveyed on taa

Dniester and Dnieper from the interior to the month U
those rivers, are sent by coasting vessels to Odessa. 4
Cherson: barks, 398; rafts, 340; value of the cargoes,

4.065,835. 5. Taganrog, Nakhitschevan, and Rostov.

These three towns, which are very near each other, all ecsv

muhicating with the interior by the Don.and with the Keck
Sea by the Strait of Kertscb, ought to be considered aa eat

commercial entrepot: barks, 328; rafts, 114; value of ta»

cargoes, 8,353,820. The number of barks and rail

and the value of the goods despatched on the Volga to tae

port of Astrakhan on the Caspian, were : barks, 346 ; aft*

12 ; value of the cargoes, 6,238,877.
'The following is a summary of the navigation in all ts*

rivers of Russia, in 1839. I. Despatched nrom tbwssweni
ports, 60,277 barks, 24,421 rafts; arrived, 46.8*0 fcsfkt

17,409 raft^; value of the goods despatched from these pert*

737,814,27o rubles; value of goods arrived, 538.Ml.ni
The difference which may be observed between the arm**
and departures, arises from the circumstance thai a gnat

number of the barks have been loaded or. hare arrived at

intermediate places, the names of which are not staled.'

//. Foreign Commerce*
Value of exports :

—

To foreign countries • • •

To Finland .

To Poland' ....
Total .

Imports :

—

From foreign countries •

From Finland • • •

From Poland • • •

Total ....
Balance in favour of Russia

332.0CX.tM
2,*0 1.7*7

6,994,6*4

34t,69Mrf

544.077.**
*,5U4M

249,1514*

8«,*j*,?M

Principal articles of export :—
Wheat . . 4,754,473 chetwerts

\
Flour . . 3,633,468 rubles J
Cattle, furs, feathers, mats . . , 12,727.»t:*

Flax, hemp, linseed, bempseed, oil, tallow,

hides, wool, bristles, timber, metals, etc. 203,642,7*2

Linen, cordage, woollens and cotton,

caudles, soap, coarse woollen doth, ex
ported to China, &c. ... 12,7*3,6*1

Brandy, dried and salt fish, fruits* honey,
0*0, • • • • • 3>6**.H4
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Principal articles of import :—
1. Rice, refined sugar, coffee, tea, wine,

and fruits ..... 62,448,655

2. Raw sugar 24,768,298

3. Various articles which cannot be placed

among raw materials or manufactures,

such as pearls and precious stones,

books, engravings, furs, &c, cattle and
horses from Asia, &c. . . . 15,868,667

4. Foreign manufactures of silk, wool,

cotton, &c 47,074,108

5. Raw materials for our manufacto-
ries : Raw cotton, 354,832 poods . 8,824,035

Spun cotton, 535,837 „ . . 30,304,689

Indigo, 35,500 „ . . 11,151,152

Cochineal, 4,409 „ . . 1,104,436

Madder, 154,811 „ . . 3,797,196

Dye-woods, 483,373 „ . . 2,775,072

The number of ships that arrived in all tho ports of

Russia in 1839 was, with cargoes, 2426, of 429,214 tons;

in ballast, 4192, of 792,166 tons; sailed, 6275, with car-

goes of 1,025,642 tons; in ballast 307, of 57,994 tons.

The custom-house duties produced, in 1839, 91,889,696

rubles.

The following are the chief particulars of the foreign

commerce of Cronstadt and St. Petersburg in 1840:— Ships

arrived, 1213 with cargoes, of which 176 with corn, and 256

with coals, and 163 in ballast; 34 had wintered. The steamer

performed 42 voyages, and nine new ships were registered

:

making a total of 1461, of which 675 were English, and
there were probably many from England under other colours.

The number of ships that sailed was 1445, of which 736

were bound to England, 15 remained for the winter, and
one was sold. Thus it appears that nearly half the import

trade, and more than half the export trade, according to the

number of the ships, were on English account. The ton-

nage of the English vessels, is, we believe, greater on an

average thau that of any others employed in this trade.

The value of the goods imported into St. Petersburg in

1S40, on which the duty of customs was paid, amounted to

61,026,194 silver rubles (the silver ruble is nearly three

shillings and threepence sterling), including gold and sil-

ver to the amount of 3,350,050 silver rubles. The value of

tbe exports on which duty was paid in 1840 was 36,536,814

stiver rubles. The duties of custom raised in 1840 amounted
to 15,344.586 silver rubles.

Fisheries, see Astrakhan; Azofp; Baltic; Black
Ska; Caspian; White Ska; Volga.
Revenue.—Tbe revenues of Russia have increased in

an extraordinary degree; Schnitzler estimates them at

312,000.000 rubles, exclusive of the revenues of Livonia,

Eslhonia, Courland and Finland, and Poland. If wo add

the contributions in kind, the whole may amount to

400,00 f*,000. The debts, which are of different descriptions

st different rates or interest, were, in 1833, 863,249,849

rubles; and new loans have since been contracted. The
debt may perhaps amount to a thousand millions of rubles,

or about 40 millions sterling.

The Army.—Ti\G Russian army is much more numerous

than that of France, Austria, or Prussia, and is composed of

the following corps:—1, Imperial guard: 12 regiments of in-

fantry, each of 3 battalions of 800 men, or 23,800 ; eleven

regiments of cavalry of 800 men, 8800; artillery and

pioneers, 2800; Cossacks, 800: in all, 41,200, 2, Infantry

of tbe line, a, 138 regiments, each of 2400 ; in all, 331.200

;

0, garrison troops, 104,032. 3, Regular cavalry: a, cui-

rassiers, 20 regiments, 20,000 men ; bt light cavalry; 64

regiments of hussars and dragoons, 64,00j0 men : in all 84,000.

4. Artillery, 40,000; engineers, 10,500: making a grand

total of 612,000. To these are to be added 38 regiments of

regular Cossacks, 19,000; J 8 regiments of Don Cossacks,

18,000 men; 10 regiments of Tschernomorsk Cossacks,

10,000 ; 1 0 regiments of Ural Cossacks, 10,000 ; 3 regiments

ofCossacks of the Volga, 3000 ; Siberian Cossacks, Calmueks,

Tartars, Bashkirs, Caucasians, 40,000: in all, 100,000.

These irregular troops are not to bo reckoned as belonging

to tbe standing army. We must observe that the numbers,

though officially given, cannot be implicitly relied on; being

often rather the proper full complement, than the number
of really effective men.
The Navy is divided into Cve squadrons, 2 in the Black

Sea, and 3 in the Baltic, called the Blue, White, and Red
squadrons ; each squadron consists of 1 ship of the line of 1 1

0

guns, 2 of 84, 6 of 74, 6 frigates, and some lighter \

The 3 Baltic squadrons are supposed to be always complete
and ready for service. There is also the galley fleet of
the Baltic, consisting of 20 galleys with 320 guns, 25 float-

ing batteries with 160 guns, 81 gun-boats with 162 guns,
and 88 smaller vessels ; the squadron of 40 gun-boats of
the Black Sea; the flotilla of the Caspian, consisting of 6
vessels of 6 to 18 guns, and 1 1 galliots ; and the flotilla of
Kamtchatka and Ochotzk, consisting of 3 vessels of 10 to

15 guns, and 8 galliots. These vessels are manned with
33,000 sailors, 9000 marines, and 3000 artillerymen. The
navy has probably been increased since the publication of
this official statement.

Education.—It is a fact which must not be lost sight of,

that in Russia civilization and the instruction of the people
have originated with the government, which has given the
impulse to the nation, and consequently impressed the sys-

tem of public education with one uniform stamp. The fol-

lowing extract from a manifesto of the emperor Nicholas, of
the 13th of July, 1826, shows the spirit of the system now
pursued :

—

' Let the fathers of families direct all their attention to the
moral education of their. children. It is certainly not to

the progress of civilization, but to vanity, which produces
only idleness and vacuity of mind, to the want of real in-

struction, that we must attribute the licentiousness of

thought, those unbridled passions, that confused and fatal

half-knowledge, that tendency to extreme theories and po-
litical visions, which begin with demoralizing and end by
ruining their victims. Let the fear of God, and solid and
patriotic instruction, be tho basis of all hope of improve-
ment, the first duty of all classes.'

The institutions for public education are—I. The public

schools of all classes under the minister of public instruc-

tion. These are— 1, the parish schools; 2, district schools;

3, gymnasia; 4, the universities. 11. The military schools.

III. Ecclesiastical schools. IV. Special schools depending
on different branches of the administration. Each univer-

sity has three faculties—.philosophy, jurisprudence, and
medicine ; and has several governments attached to it. The
following is tho state of the universities for 1839 :

—

Profe.sors and
Nuna. Masters. Students.

St Petersburg . . 58 400
Moscow ... 106 798
Dorpat ... 65 525
Charkow . . * . 77 391

Casan ... 79 225
Kiew ... 54 126

439 2465

At Odessa there are three public institutions, viz. :—The
Richelieu Lyceum, 18 professors and 57 students; ditto,

Demidoff, 20 professors and 54 students; ditto, Besborodko,

18 professors and 45 students. White Russia, consisting of

6 governments, has 13 gymnasia, 2 noble boarding-schools,

16 district and 143 parish schools— in all 239 schools, with

11,530 scholars. Including the universities and the

lyceums, the whole of the establishments under the minister

of public instruction was, in 1839, 1905, with 97,912 pupils.

(

Many schools have been founded in the Transcaucasia

n

j

provinces, but the number of pupils is inconsiderable, pro-

bably not exceeding 1400.

I 2. The military schools, under the direction of the grand-

duke Michael, contain about 9000 scholars ; the naval

|

schools about 2500 scholars. The military schools of all

I

classes have 18,000 scholars.

3. The ecclesiastical schools of the Greek church were,

! in 1836, 384 in number, containing 58,586 scholars. The
schools of the Roman Catholics, Protestants, &c. were 317,

with 8803 scholars.

4. Special schools are under the several ministers ; such

as the establishments of the empress Maiia, those under

the reigning empress, and those under the grand-duchess

Helen, besides the German, Tartar, and Jewish schools.

The special schools are 1622 in number, and contain

127,864 pupils. The government contributes about

10,000.000 rubles to their support

Population.—Various causes contribute to render tho

statement of the population very inaccurate and imperfect.

The census in general gives the number of males only, from

which the number of females is estimated according to the

ascertained proportion in other countries.
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Russia in Europe.

The Baltic Provinet$.

OoftmmenU.
Area In Enf-
litli Sq. Mile*.

FofNlttioa. Th« priadpat Tovu. *H-~

J. Petersburg .

Divided into

9 Circles.

18,600 950,000

St. Petersburg
Cronstadt
Schliiftselburg .

Narva
Novaja-Ladoga

476.388
53,244
4,000
4,000
3,000

2. The Grand-
Duchy of Finland
Divided into

8 Provinces.

134,000 1,397,450

Helsingfurs
Wiborg .

Abo
Uleaborg
Bibrncborg
Lovisa
Sweaborg • • ,

Nystadt
Friedricksham
Carleby ....

14,000

5,000

14,000

4.000

3.000

3.000

3,500
2,500
2,0oo

2,000

3. Eslhunia
4 Circles.

7,224 232,000 Revel .... 15.000

4. Livonia

5 Circles.

17,340 754,060

Riga ....
Pernau ....
Dorpat . .

Windau • . . .

71.228
10,000

12,000

2.500

5. Courland
5 Bailiwicks.

10,000 503,000 Mitau ....
libau .... 16,500

0,30O

Great Russia.

6. Moscow •

13 Circles.

11,500 1,600,000

Moscow ....
Serpuchow • . . .<

Kolomna
Borodino-Wireja
Mosaisk
Dmttrow

348*562
6>000
10.175

6.000

4.000
8,000

7. Smolensk .

12 Circles.

20,000 1,190,000

Smolensk • .

Wiaetma
Porestschje

Roslawl
Dorogobusch • • .

Gschalsk

19,000

12*000

6,000

4.000

4.000
3.0L0

8. Pskow .

8 Circles.

21,960 900,000

Pleskow
Toropex
Wellikaja-Lukt

12.000

12.000

3,800

9. Twer .

12 Circles.

23,660 129,700

Ttt-er ....
Nschew-Wladimir •

Torscltok

Wiscbnei-Wolotschok
OttaschkoW
Kaschin

24,000
10.000

16,000

6,500

6,500

4.000

10. Novgorod .

10 Circles.

54,100 950,000

Novgorod . . .

Siaraja-Russa • .

Waldai ....
Tichwin ....
Kirilow .

Bclosersk

Berowttschi
Ustjuschna

10.000

6.600

3.200
4.100

2.400

3,000
8.000

3,000

11. (Nonets
8 Circles.

50,000 359,000
Petrozavodsk .

Oloncii
Kargepol

4.000

3.000

3,000

12. Archangel •

7 Circles.

320,000 263,000
Archangel . . .

Mesen . . . .

Onega ¥

17,000

2.000

2,000

13. Wolo«da
10 Circles.

161.000 830,000

Wologda
Usijug-Wclliki
Torma . . . .

14.000

14,000

3.000
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Great Ruuia—continued.

R U S

Government*. Area In B»g-
Uahti*.MUea Population* Thn principal Towns. Population.

14. Yaroelaw .

10 Circles.

17,000 1,040,000

Yaroslaw
Uglitsch
Rostow . .

Romanow . • .

Welikoie-8elo . •

Rybinsk . . .

1 28,000
7,800
6,500
4,500
3,500
3,600

15. Costroma .

10 Circles.

30,000 1,450,000

Costroma . .

Galitsch ...
Sol Galitzkaja

Makariew • • .

Kimschna . .

10,000
6,500
3,500
3,000
2,500

16. Wladimir .

13 Circles.

17,500 1,400,000

Wladimir . . .

Murom . . . .

Pereslawl-Saleski
Gorochowez . .

Susdal ....
Scbuja • • • •

7,400
6,500
4,000
2,800
2,500
2,000

17. Niaehnet-Nov-
gorod .

11 Circles.

20,180 1,430,000

Nischnei-Novgorod .

Murascbkina • •

Arsamas . • .

Pawlona Selo • •

Podschinski • •

Balachna • • •

Pogrow . . . .

Gorodistsche • •

24,995
7,000
8,500
6,000
5,500
4,500
3.500
3,500

18. Tambow
12 Circles.

24,200 1,600,000

Tambow
Koslow • . • .

Kadom .

Kirsanow • . •

Schatik
Jelatma • . •

Morschansk • •

Temnikow • •

Lipetzk . .

20,000
8,200
7,000
5,000
7,000
6,000
6,000
4.500
6,500

19. RiSs&n
12 Circles.

16.000 1,241,700

Riasan . • • •

Saraisk • • • •

Donkow • • • •

Kasimow . • .

9,000
5,000
2,500
10,000

20. Tula .

12 Circles.

11,200 1,115,000

Tula .

Bjelew • • • •

Wenew • • • •

Odojew . . .

Jefremow .

51,231
7,000
3,500
3,300
3,000

21. Kolnga.
11 Circles.

10,560 1,220,000

Kaluga . • . .

Borowak • . •

Koselsk ....
32,345
6,000
3,500

22. Orel . .

12 Circles.

17,830 1,500,000

Orel ....
Siawsk • • • •

Briansk . . • •

Jelez • • • •

Bolchow . •

Karatscbeff • • •

Liwny . . . .

Mzensk • • • •

Trubtschewsk •

Dmitrowsk . . .

40,000
6,000
5,000
8,000
14,000
6,000
6,000
6,000
3.500
3,000

23. Kursk. .

'

13 Circles.

16,580 1,527,000

Kursk ....
Korotscba • • •

Putiwl ....
Bielgorod • • .

Sudscha . . .

Rylsk ....
Oskol-Staroi •

Mikhailowka . . •

Obojan . •

25,000
11,000
10,000
9,000
7,000
6,500
6.900
6,000
6,000

24. Woronesh .

12 Circles.

29,400 1,508,000

Woronesch • .

Qstrogohkk . . ..

Pawlowsk . , .

Korotojak . .

43,800
4,000
2,500
2,500
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Little Rtutia.

RDS

G»wi»awat Area in Eng-
lish Sq. Miet.

-FupqUtkp. Tbe principal Towa*. PopuUlM.

Kiev . . 44,633
1 1 Uman . • 3,000

36. KieW . . . 16,800 l,530,u00 Bialocetkiew . 3,000
12 Circles. Chodorkow . 3,000

. — _ „.. . . Litanskm 3,80*-

Czernigow (or Tsehernigow) | 10,000
Nawhirt • ... 16.000

» *. , Novgorod-Severtk 8,000
36^ Cternigow, or Gluchow 0,000
Tsehernigow , 20,000 150,d00 Baiurin . 5,000
13 Circlet.

4. ,

Mglin
J

.

Starodub .

Otter

5,000
4,500
4,000'

Poltava . 10,000
KremenUcbuk • 9,500

^-. .

.

-- Mirgorod . . 7,408
37. Poltava . . 22,300 1,050,000 Pereasltwl 8,000

13 Circles.

-

Kobiljaki

Lubny •

Lokhwisa

7,000
6,000
6,000

Charkow 18,000

S&Slobodsk-Uk- t Achtyrka 13,500

raine 29,000 1,331,000 Sumy 12,000

11 Circlet. •
Walk! ...
Tschugujew .

Bielonalje •

Lebeajan
Bogoduebow •

10,000

10,000

10,000

9,000

M00

I

Miropogc • .

Krasnokutxk •

6300
&000

1

Smijew • . , 5,000

South Russia.

29. SkaUrinotlaf
8 Circlet;

26,000 791 9000

t

Kkatariaotkf
Bachmut • • -;

Taganrog • .

Aiof . . . .

Nakitsctievan • . .

Alexandrowsk • •

Mariopol

Moo
4,000
14,000

3,000
13,500

4,000
8,600

30. Chenon 23,300 765,000

1

Cherton . . . .

Odessa .-

Blisabethgrod .

Nikelajeff . .- .

14,000

73,000
12.000
14,000

31. Taurida
6 Circlet, with the

country of the

Tsohernemorak
Cossacks

22,500 520,600

oympneropor • • •

Baktschisarai • .

Feodosia • • •

Eupatoria • . •

Karatubatar • • •

Kertscb; « •

8ehastopol * . •

9^00
10,000

6,000

4^00
4,000
4.000
4000

32. Don Cottackt 53,650 640,000 8taro TWcherkatk • .

Novo TVcherkask
15,000

10,000

33. Bessarabia • 16,800 720,060

ars—* *>

Akjerman . .

Ismail • • • •

Bender . . . .

Khotim ....
KiliaNovt * .. .

Beltzy . . .

43,000
13,800

13,500

5,000

, 8.000

3>60t
3,500

West Russia.

1 .

1
Wilna . • • • 58,000

34. Wilna 34,400 1,315,800 Kreydani • • . • 6.000
11 Circles. 1 Troki . • • 4.000

1

1 .,

Kowno • • • 6,000
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Wett Ruttia.—Continued.

RUS

OOTSTOmCtlt.
. Area in Eng-
lish Sq. Acres

Population. Thfl principal Towns.

T

Populate.

35. Grodno .

,^/$ Ciroles.

14,000 800,000
Grodno .

Brzese-Litewski • .

Slonim ... • •

Novogrodek • ; .

10,500

8,000

4,000

2,000

30, Witepsk .

™t* Circles.

16,800 935,000
Witepsk .

Polotsk ....
Welisch
Dunaburg . , .

Newel ^

15,500

10,000

6,800
4,000'

3M0

37. Mohilew

rj ^Circles.
19,300 980 , 000

Mohilew . . .

Mstislawl . .

Orscha ....
Dubrowna . . ,

21.000

5,000

4,000
4.000

38. Minsk
10 Circles.

37,000 1,205,000

Minsk • •'--*- .-
Sluzk ....
Pinsk ....
Bobruisk
Dawidow
Borissow .

20,000.

5.000

4.500
• 4.700

3,500

3,000

30. Volhynia m

11 Circles. .

28,300 1,500,000

-Schitomir >. * •*. .

Berdykziew . . .

Krzemieniec •

DubnQ ....
Ostrog ....
Staro-Constantinow . ,

Jaslau • • .

Olyka ....

*000
8,000
6,000

*,w
4^00
5,000

4,000

40. FodoUa
10 Circlet.

14,500 1,550,000
Kaminieo -•- • .

Mohilew . • 9

Staragrod • • •

lf,000
7,000

7,000

41. Provinces of
i Bialystock .. 3,400 251,000

Bialystock • -^ .-_

Ciecbanowiek •

Siemiatye* • \ . • «

Bielsk #

6,000

2.700

io*«
9,000

Kingdom of Poland.

42. Cracow
4 Circles.

4,000 440,000

Kielce •

Pincxow % %

Slawkow
Zarki ....

5,000

5,000
2,000

8,890

43. Sandomir •

4 Circles.

5,500 415,886

Sandomir • .

Radom--t . # •

Kozienice • • •

Qpoczuo * • •

Konskie • •

Qpatow • •

3,000

3.700
2.200

3,500

3,250

*,500

44. Kalisch

0 Circles.

6,540 649,328
Salisck . ....'.
Petrikau . ; .

Konin ....
Wielun . • ,

Sieradz •

15,000
4,276

3,600

3,000
2,650

45. Lublin
4 Circles.

6,650 518,000

Lublin • .

Zamosc . . . .

Lubartow . .

Krubieszow . .

12,000

4,750

3,200

4.06Q

46. Plock .

6 Circles.

6,500 497,000

Plock ....
Pultuak ....
Wyzogrod • . •

Sievps •

8,000

3,760
3,500

2,600

47. Masovia ,

7 Circles.

7,350 850,000

Warsaw . . •

Qzockow.
Lovicz » . •

Alexandrow . . •

Kutno • •

186.100
8.000

6700
3,000

1*000,
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Kingdom of Poland.—Continued.

RUS

Ovrernmesi.
Are* in Bug*
tbh Sq. Mile*.

Population. Tlw priadp«l TWvm. **-

48. Podlachia .

5 Circlet.

7,250 381,700

Siedlee • • •

Sokolow • •

Wengrow • • .

Miedayrzyce • • •

Wlodowka
Biala ....

4,420
3,000

3100
5,000

3,200

3,600
«

49. Auguatowo .

5 Circlet.

7,820 566,685

Lomza • .

3.300

3,000

5,500
3.100

3,230
3,000

2,300

RuasiA in Asia.

Kingdom */ Casatu

00. Catan

.

12 Circlet.

23,500 1,220,000

Casan . • .

Ttcheboktary .

Swiahak

59.000

5,000

3,500

61. Wiatka
10 Circlet.

52,500 1,511,600

Wiatka
Sarapul . . .

Iachewak • • .

Slobodtk

12.000

6,000

8.400

6.000

52. Perm • •

12 Circlet.

127,000 1,488,800

Perm . m

Ekaterinenburp • .

Nitcbnei Newiantk . •

Kungar . . . .

Soliroantk •

10,000
12.000

12.000

6,000

5,000

53. Sirabirtk

8 Circlet.

24,000 1,200,000

Sirobirak . .. .

Sysran • . « .

Samara
Kuria Wolotcbka
Alatyr ....
Singilejew . .

Karsun . .

Staropol 9 •

13.500

7,100

4.580
3,000

2.800

2.500
3,400

2,200

54. Penta «

10 Circlet.

13,167 988,400

Penta . . . .

Saransk .

Niachnei-Lomoff .

11,000

9,000

7,000

Kingdom of Astrakhan.

Astrakhan 45,703
55. Astrakhan . 43,000 260,000 Uraltkoi • . 16,000

4 Circlet. Ttchernojartk . 6,000

Saratow . .

Woltk .... 42,371

8.500
66. Saratow . '3,000 1,564,400 Petrowtk • • 7.000

10 Circlet. Kuanezk
Zartzyn . .

Sarepta • .

4,500

4,000
3,000

. . Orenburg . . - . 20,000
57. Orenburg . 127,235 1,771,000 Ufa (the capital) 6.000

12 Circlet, Bugalma
Wotretentk • .

Menzelintk • .

Sergintk . . .

4,700
3.500

3.000

3.000
Troitzkaja Kreport . 3.000

Caucasian Provinces.

60. Georgia, includ

ingOftetia 17,500 I 450,000

TifU
Signakh .

Duechet •

40.000

3.5O0

2000
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Caucasian Provinces.— Continued.

RUS

Government Area in Eng-
lish Sq. Miles.

——, -;

Population. The principal Towns. 1 Population*

1

Gori ....
Elizabethpol .

Akhalzyk . .

3,500
12,000

15,000

59. Caucasia, . „ 40,000 150,000

Kisliar .

Mosdok ....
Georgiewsk
Slawropol • •

12,000

6,000

3,000

2,500

60. Daghestan . 9,300 190,000

Tarki . ; . #

Derbend
Kabetschi
Karabudach .

10,000
7,000

6,000

3,000

61. Irairetia 4,830 i 70,000 Kutais . 14,000

fr2. ^ourMussel-
inan Provinces,

viz. Schirwan,
Karabagh, Ta-
lischin, and
Schenkin

9,145 P35,000

Baku
Alt Scharaachi.

Schuschi.
Lenkoran.
Nucha.

15,000

63. Armenia 7,850 160,000

Erivan . . . .
'"

Nakhitschevan
Urdabad . . .

Megri ....
15,000

6,000
6.U00

3,000

64. Guciel 1,422 64,000

Tilizighe.

Poti.

Bathumi.

63. Mingrelia,

•Abchasia, &c.
#

7,200 430,000

Redoute-Kaleh.
Anaklia.
Sucham-Kaleb.
Gelendschik.
Sudschuk-Kaleh.
Anapa.

66. Circassia 32,?50 550,000 No towns, but villages and V
Russian forts . • J

[Circas-
sia.]

Kingdom of Siberia,

(N.B.—The population of the governments according to Koppen, the area according to

Cannabich.)

P.C„ *Jo.^2S3,

67. Tobolsk
7 Circles.

.519,000 685.000
Tobolsk ....
Tjumen . . . - .

Turinsk ....
20,000
8,300

6,000

68. Omsk .

2 Circles.

325,500 600,000 Omsk ....
Tara .... 2,000

3,000

69. Tomsk ' .

6 Circles.

29,800 478,400

Tomsk ....
Barnaul ....
Schlangenberg . ,

Kaensk ....
Kuznezt .

9,700
6,000

4,000

3,500

3,500

70. Jenisseisk .

4 Circles. .

945,000 205,000 Jenisseisk . . .

Krasnoyarsk
5,850

4,000

71. Irkutzk
5 Circles

150,000 507,000

Irkutsk ....
Nischnei-Udinsk
Werchnei-Udinsk
Nertschinsk
Kiachta ....
Selingensk

15,800

3,000
2,600

3,600

4,000

2,600

72. Jakutzk 1,386,000 162,000 Jakutzk.. 3,000

73. Ochotzk 170,000 7,700 Ochotzk .... 1,600

74. Kamtchatka 84,000 4,500 St. Peter and St. Paul 650

Vol. XX.—2 L
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The Islands in the Frozen Ocean.

Qovenunent.
Area in Eng-
lish Sq.Mtiet.

i

Population, The principal Towns. Population.

The Lena Archi-

pelago .

New Sibera and
some others.

2,000 500

The Islands in the Pacific.

The Nelken Islands

St. Lawrence and
St. Mathew .

The Kurile Islands

The Aleutian Islands

1,000

3,000

10,000

500

1,000

15,000

,

Russian America.

North-West Terri-

tory 500,000 61,000

Total of the Empire 6,442,593 61,803,049

If any differences should bo remarked between the state-

ments of the population in the above table and those in the

several articles, they are occasioned by the receipt of more
recent information.

(Stein's HandbucK by Horschelmann ; HasseVs Hand-
buch ; Cannabich's Geographic; Schubert, Das Russische

Reich; Krusenstern, L Instruction Publioue en Russie;

Schnitzler, La Russie, la Pologne, et la Fxnlande ; Rose,

Reise nach dem Ural, <frc. ; Eichwald, Reise in dem Cau-
casus; Erman, Reise durch Nord Asien; Von Wrangel,

Reise langs der Nord Kuste von Sibirien, %c. ; The Rus-

sian Official Journals of the Ministers of Commerce, Public

Instruction, and the Interior,for the years 1837-41.)

History.—The history of Russia cannot properly be said to

commence before the middle ofthe ninth century ofthe Chris-

tian asra: though we obtain occasional glimpses of the va-

rious Scythian and Sclavonian tribes which roamed over its

vast territory, little more can be ascertained than that it was
divided into numerous small independent states, the two

principal of which were Kiew and Novgorod. About a.d. 850

however a Varagian (probably Danish) freebooter of the

Baltic, named Rurik, who had been called in by the people

of Novgorod to defend them against their neighbours, made
himself master of great part of the country, and founded a

dynasty which continued to rule uninterruptedly till a.d.

1598. Oleg, the guardian of the sons of Rurik, seised Kiew
by treachery (883), put the ruler to death, and made it the

seat of government : and in 904 ? (various dates are assigned)

conducted a fleet of 20Q0 canoes, carrying 80,000 men, from
the mouth of the Dnieper to the attack of Constantinople,

called by the Russians Czargorod, or ' city of Csesar.' This
first attempt was frustrated by a tempest: and a second

expedition in 941, under Igor the son of Rurik (879-945)

was defeated by the operation of the Greek fire, which
destroyed the Russian flotilla. A communication was how-
ever opened between Russia and Greece, and Olga, the
widow of Igor, was baptised at Constantinople (955) by the
name of Helena ; but uer son Swatoslas obstinately adhered
to the idolatry of his fathers, and fell (973) in an invasion

of the Greek empire. But the reign of St. Vladimir the
Great (980-1015) was the cera of the conversion of Russia.

Vladimir himself, who had married Anna, sister of the

emperor Basil II., became a Christian according to the

Greek church in 988, and his example was speedily followed

_ bv hi* boyars, or nobles, and all his subjects. He subdued
4n^^ulicjLj3r Galicia, and reduced to subjection thePatzinaces

^^^PRnozars, a barbarous race in South Russia ; and is said

lo have been the first who assumed the title of grand-prince,

or grand-duke (Vcliki-Knes ). At the death of Vladimir,
bis dominions were divided and disputed by his numerous
sons; and though Yaroslaf, whose reign was signalized by
an unsuccessful attack on Constantinople in 1043, reunited
them for a short time, a second partition took place at his

death (1055); and Russia was overrun for half a century

with constant civil wars and Polish invasions. Vladimir II.

(1113-1125) re-established in some degree his power a*
paramount sovereign ; but disorder soon recommenced, and
the authority of the grand-prince of Kiew was continually

curtailed by the erection of petty sovereignties under the dif-

ferent branches of the house of Kurik, till Andrew 1., prince
of Vladimir, or White Russia (1057-75), arrogated to him-
self the title of grand-prince of Russia, while the elder line

reigning at Kiew sunk into a subordinate rank ; and Nov-
gorod, though still retaining the forms of princely govern-
ment, had become in effect a free republic, and was the
centre of an extensive traffic with both Europe and Asia.

The annals of this period present only an unceasing succes-
sion of devastating struggles between the different princi-

palities (in one of which ICiew was sacked and almost ruined
(1168) by the troops of Vladimir), and wan with Poland
for the possession of Galicia. The death of almost every
prince was followed by a contest among his sons ; but these
scenes of discord and bloodshed are diversified bv no event
of historical importance, till the invasion of the Tartars

(1223) produced a momentary unanimity from the sense
of common danger. These barbarians had already under
Genghis-Khan overrun and subdued the greatest part of
Asia ; and a host of 500,000 men under Tonshi, the son
of Genghis, encountered snd overthrew the combined force*

of the Russian princes on the river Kalka, near the Sea of
Azof: but though the death of Toushi diverted the victors

from the immediate completion of their conquest, they
returned in 1 236 under his son Batu, and laid waste the
whole country with fire and sword. Youri, or George,
grand prince of Vladimir, after seeing his capital destroyed
and his family massacred, was slain in battle ; Kiew shared
the fate of Vladimir (1240) : all the cities and principalities

of Russia (with the exception of Novgorod) were involved
in indiscriminate ruin ana slaughter, and the whole country
fell under the yoke of the enemy.

For more than two centuries and a half after this con-
quest Russia continued to be held in abject vassalage by
the Tartars of Kapchak, whose hordes overspread the east*

em and southern provinces, and the plains between the
Caspian and the Volga, on the banks of which river the
Golden Horde, or imperial residence of the khans of
the race of Batu, was fixed ; but the interior of the country
was still left under the government of the native princes*
who were compelled to present themselves at the Golden
Horde to receive investiture and to perform homage ; and
to such an extent was their humiliation carried, that on the
annual visit of the Tartar deputies to receive the tribute,
the Russian rulers were required to lead the horse of the
khan's representative by the bridle, and feed him with oats
from their own cap of stale. The grand-prince of Vladimir
continued to be considered as the head of the Russian na-
tion, and this dignity was disputed both by arms and by in-

trigues at the court of the khans, who fomented these dis-
sensions as favourable to the stability of their own snore-
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maer. In 1320 the reigning prince Mikhail*was even put
to death at the Golden Horde, on a charge of treason

brought against him by his cousin Youri,who was nominated
hit successor, and removed the seat of government from
Vladimir to Moscow; while the principality of Kiew was
finally extinguished (1321) by the Duke of Lithuania,
who conquered and annexed it to his own dominions. In
the mean time Novgorod (which in 1276 had joined the
Haoseatic league) had risen in commercial importance till

its inhabitants had numbered 400,000 ; and its vast wealth
and importance were attested by the well-known proverb,
' Who can resist God and Novgorod the Great

!

' But the
remainder of Russia continued to be held in hopeless bon-
dage, till the termination of the direct line Of Batu (1361)
by the death of Berdi-Bek Khan, gave rise to disputes for

the throne of Kapchak among the collateral branches, and
the discord of their oppressors encouraged the Russians to

resistance. Jn 1380 Temnik-Mami, one of the competi-
tors, was overthrown in a great battle on the Don by Deme-
trius IVn thence surnamed Donski ; but this victory, though
celebrated by all Russian writers as the commencement of
freedom, produced no permanent effect Moscow was burnt
by Tokatmish-Khan in 1382, and Demetrius was forced to sue
for pardon and peace. But the unsuccessful wars ofTokatmish
against the mighty Timur, who twice (1389, 1395) invaded
Russia, gave a fatal blow to the power of Kapchak ; and
the reigns of Vasaili or Basil II. (1389-1425), and Basil III.

(1425-62) were a period of incessant warfare between the
Russians and Tartars, who strove to maintain their do-
mination. In 1441 Moscow was a second time destroyed
by the khan of Casan, but the Tartars were now still fur-

ther weakened by their divisions in to#several separate and
conflicting khanates, and Ivan or John III. (1462-1505) at

last succeeded in shaking off the last vestiges of dependence
on the Golden Horde, which was finally dissolved in 1480.

With the reign of this prince, who married Sophia, the
niece of the last Greek emperor, a new epoch commences
in the history qf Russia. He defeated the Poles and
Lithuanians, reduced the Tartars of Casan to tribute, and
reunited under his authority most of the minor Russian
principalities; but his capture of Novgorod (1475), and
the exactions which he levied on the merchants and ci-

tizens, gave a death-blow to the commerce of that famous
emporium. The embassies of the European powers, Ger-
many, Poland, Venice, the Holy See, &c, were now first

seen at Moscow ; and though the character of Ivan is sul-

lied by the cruel despotism of his internal administration,

he is justly entitled to rank as the founder of the Russian
empire, the power and splendour of which date from him.
He was succeeded by his son by Sophia, Basil IV.
(1505-38), who prosecuted the scheme of aggrandisement
commenced by his father, and completed the reunion of
all the Russian states by the conquest of the principality

of Severia ; but great part of his reign was occupied by
bloody and indecisive wars with Poland, terminated by a
peace (1523), with little advantage on either side. The
Tartars of the Crimea, incited by the Poles, committed
fearful ravages throughout Russia in 1510; and in 1520
their khan advanced to Moscow, which he spared only
on promise of tribute ; and all the efforts of Basil failed to

complete the subjugation of the Tartars of Casan, who de-

feated (1524) an army of 150,000 Russians on the Volga,
and compelled another force, commanded by thirty Vaivodes
(1530), to raise the siege of their capital with lose and dis-

fraoe. His successor Ivan IV., Vasilovitch, surnamed the

errible (1533-84), was not four years old at the death

of his father. The tyranny and maladministration of the

regent Schuiski occasioned disturbances during his minor-
ity, and the Crimean khan made in 1541 an unsuccessful

attempt to reassert the supremacy of his nation in Russia

;

but in 1543 Ivan assumed the reins of government, pun-
ished the obnoxious minister with death, and was crowned
(1545) by the title of czar/ which he substituted for that of

Velild-Knes. The first acts of his reign were the institu-

tion of the corps of Strelitxes (archers), the first regular

army of Russia ; and -the reform of jurisprudence by the

publication of a regular code of laws named Voudebnik ; but
ne was unsuccessful in his efforts to procure (by an embassy
to Charles V. in 1547) artisans and engineers from Germany
for the instruction of his subjects. In 1552 he took Casan
by storm, with a dreadful slaughter of the inhabitants.

* TM§ dung* Is often errontotuly attributed to bU grandfather, the former

Astrakhan shared the same fate two years later ; and the
voluntary adhesion of the Don Cissacks (1549) secured to
Russia the services of those active and warlike auxiliaries.

In 1553 the English trade through Archangel was first

opened; but the long wars which Ivan waged with Sweden
and Poland for the possession of Livonia produced no suc-
cessful result; and after the death (1563) of his consort
Anastasia he became cruel and capricious, and alienated the
nobles and people by the savage barbarity of his actions.
In 1565 he consummated the ruin of Novgorod by the
massacre of 25,000 of its inhabitants, on suspicion of cor-
respondence with Poland ; but the Poles formed an alliance
with the Tartars, who took Moscow for the last time in 1571,
and pillaged and burnt it, 100,000 persons perishing in the
conflagration. The continued ill success of the war in
Livonia forced Ivan to obtain peace (1578) through the me-
diation of Pope Gregory XIII., by the cession of the disputed
provinces on the Baltic. The acquisition in 1581 of Siberia,
which had been invaded seven years earlier by the Cossack
Yermak, compensated in some measure for this loss ; and the
advance of civilization is marked by the introduction, about
this period, of the art of printing, and of several branches
of manufacture. But the ferocity of Ivan increased with his
years: his eldest son perished in 1584 by a blow from the
hand of his father, and Ivan himself died the same year.
Though execrated by his subjects as a remorseless and san-
guinary tyrant, he had raised the country by his energetic
policy to a hitherto unexampled pitch of prosperity ; but
Lis eldest and surviving son and successor, Feodor or Theo-
dore (1584-91), was a prince of such natural imbecility that
the reins of government were left entirely in the hands of
his brother-in-law and minister Boris Godoonoff; and the
only events of his reign were the erection of a patriarchate
for Russia (1589) independent of the see of Constantino-
ple, and a short war with Sweden (1590-95), which termi-
nated in the acquisition of Ingria and Carelia by the peace
of Teusina, Feodor died childless in 1598; and his only
brother Demetrius having (as was supposed) been previously
murdered by the contrivance of Boris, the male line of the
house of Rurik, which had ruled under fifty-six sovereigns
for 736 years, became finally extinct. [Godoonoff.]

Boris was now placed on the throne by the clergy and
nobles, and commenced his reign (1598-1 605) by the eman-
cipation of the serfs and other salutary measures ; but he
soon degenerated into an arbitrary and cruel tyrant, and at

length lost his throne and life in a contest with an adven-
turer who declared himself to be the lost Demetrius, and
whose pretensions were supported by Poland. The real

history of this person has never been satisfactorily ascer-

tained, and many writers consider his claims to have been
well founded; but after ruling scarcely a year, he perished
(1606) in a popular revolt headed by a boyar named Basil

Schuiski, who thereupon became czar. But a second false

Demetrius speedily started up. The Poles and Swedes, who
each aspired to seat a prince of their own nation on the
throne, invaded the country, and were supported by various

factions among the nobles, and for seven years (1606-13)
Russia became the prey of desolating anarchy and civil

war. The Swedes occupied Kexholm and Novgorod, and
the Polish prince Ladislas, after taking Smolensk, ad-
vanced to Moscow, and sent Schuiski prisoner to Warsaw
(1610). But the prospect of the dismemberment of their

country roused the national spirit of the Russians; the

Poles were driven from Moscow (1613) after a sanguinary
battle ; and in the following year Michael Romanof, a de-

scendant by females from the house of Rurik, was called

to the throne with a unanimity among all orders in the
state, which the sense of imminent danger alone could pro-

duce.

The accession of the line of Romanof gives a new cha-

racter to the history of Russia, which henceforward, from
being regarded as a barbarous and semi-Asiatic power,

begins to assume its proper rank among European States.

The long reign of Michael (1613-45} afforded him
time both for the consolidation of his own power and the

restoration of his dominions from the depression caused by
the late calamities; but he was obliged to purchase the

peace of Stolbova from Sweden (1617) by the cession of

Ingria and Carelia, including the whole Baltic coast of

Russia, which thus retained only the single port of Arch-
angel in Europe, and to resign Smolensk to Poland as the

price of a fourteen years' truce (1618-32), a sacrifice which
was confirmed, after a vain attempt to recover it by arms,

2L2
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by the peace of Viosma in 1634. But the internal admi-

nistration of Michael was more fortunate than his wars.

Though compelled by the boyare to re-establish the slavery

of the peasants, he succeeded in a great measure in re-

dressing the abuses which the preceding anarchy bad oc-

casioned ; and he gave a fresh impulse to trade by the con-

clusion of commercial treaties with England ( 1623) and with

France (1629). The minority of his son Alexis (1645-76)

was disturbed by a dangerous revolt arising from the arro-

gance and tyranny of the regent Morouzof ; but the removal

of the obnoxious minister restored order, and Alexis, on
assuming the reins of power in 1648, became an unsuccess-

ful candidate for the Polish crown against John Casimir.

This rejection deeply chagrined him, and he eagerly em-
braced the opportunity of revenge which was afforded by
the offer of the revolted Ukraine Cossacks (1654) to put

themselves under his protection. The Poles, distracted by
civil war, were unable to make head against the Russians,

who recovered, by the truce of Vilna (1656), Smolensk
and all the other cessions of the last reign. A short war
with Sweden was concluded by the peace of Cardis (1661)

without any change of territory. But the contest with Po-

land, which had re-commenced in 1658, was continued with

increasing success till 1667, when the truce of Andrussow
(converted into a permanent peace in 1686) gave to Russia

Tchernigow, Kiew, and the Ukraine, with the protectorate

of the Dnieper Cossacks. But in the mean time the internal

peace was disturbed by seditions arising from the debase-

ment of the coinage, and from the deposition (1666) of the

patriarch Nikon, whom the lower orders regarded as a

saint; and in 1667 the dismemberment of the empire was
threatened by a revolt of the Don Cossacks under a chief

named Stenko Razin, who, by proclaiming liberty to the

serfs, attracted to his standard an army of 200,000 men, by

the aid of which he captured Astrakhan, and assumed the

style of an independent sovereign ; but he was at length

overpowered and put to death, with great numbers of his

followers. The last years of the reign of Alt xis were de-

voted to internal improvements and the advancement of

civilization. Numerous foreigners, particularly Scotch and
Germans, were attracted to Russia, where they introduced

the arts and manufactures of their own countries; and the

publication of a revised code of laws gave a settled character

to the national jurisprudence. Alexis died in 1676, at the
age of 47, leaving several children by his two wives. The
short reign of his eldest son Feodor (1676-82) was remark-
able only for the first war between Russia and the Porte

(1678-82), which ended in the final cession of Ukraine to

the former ; and for the destruction at Moscow of all the

charters and muniments of the nobility, who thenceforward

took precedence according to military rank. Feodor left no
issue, and at his death, Ivan and Peter, both sons of Alexis,

but by different wives, were placed jointly on the throne,

under the guardianship of Sophia, the sister of the former.

But the intrigues of this ambitious princess, who aspired to

the sole exercise of authority in her own person, gave rise

to sanguinary tumults among the strelitzes. The discon-

tent of the nation was excited by the total failure of two ex-

peditions (1687 and 1689) against the Crim Tartars; and
the attempts of Sophia to exclude Peter from all share

in the government at length brought on a revolution (1689)

in favour of the latter. Sophia was sent to a monastery,

and Ivan, whose weakness of mind and body unfitted him
for rule, abdicated in favour of Peter, who ascended the

throne as sole sovereign.

The genius of this future regenerator of Russia had been
cultivated by the instruction of a Genevese named Le Fort,

who had been his tutor since 1684, and the energy of bis

mind speedily developed itself in action. His first care was
the reform of the army, and having succeeded in raising and
disciplining some regiments in the European manner, he at-

tacked and took Azof from the Turks in 1694, being

further aided by a flotilla which he built on the Don, and
which was the first Russian navy. In 1697 he however
quitted his dominions, and travelled for nearly two years in

England, Holland, &c, in order to acquaint himself with

mechanics and ship-building, and to engage artisans and
engineers for his service; and a sanguinary revolt of the
strelitzes, in favour of Sophia, having occurred during his

absence, the corps were summarily abolished at his return,

and replaced by regular troops. The same year (1698) he
founded the first Russian order of knighthood, that of St.

Andrew ; and tho cession of Azof by the Porte at the peace

of Carlowitz (1699) at length gave him a port on the Black

Sea. His next aim was to acquire a territory on the Balue.

and with this view he joined the Northern League wua
Denmark and Poland against Sweden ; and though Ins raw

levies were signally defeated at Narva (1700) by Charlet

XII ., he succeeded during the next two years in oecupyssf

Ingria and Carelia, while the Swedes were engaged in lot

Polish war ; and his new capital city of Petcrsbarf was

founded on this territory (1 703) at the mouth of the Neva,

Narva and Dorpat in Livonia (1704), and Mitten in Cow-
land (1705), were successively taken; and the victory of

Kalish over the Swedes (1706) gave confidence u tie

Russian soldiery. The internal reforms were not suspends**

during these warlike operations. Schools* printing-press***

manufactories, and hospitals were everywhere eatttbuabed.

and the university of Moscow was founded in 1705; wads
the overgrown power of the clergy was curtailed by the aba

lition of the patriarchate, the czar declaring byneelf bead of

the church. Charles XII., who had dethroned Frederic

Augustus in Poland, and was now at the summit of be
power, determined to crush the rising strength of Rossis,

which he invaded (1708) through the Ukraine, and was

joined by the Cossack ataman Mazeppa ; but be aaaUiasd
an irreparable defeat from Peter (July 8, 1709) at Poltava,

all his army was either destroyed or taken, and the kiof

himself fled into Turkey. The Russian arms were now ia

the ascendant; Wiborg, Reval.-Riga, with all Bsthooiaaad
Livonia, fell into their hands; and Frederic Augustus re-

mounted the throne of Poland^ in which kingdom Rnssiaa

influence continued from that time paramount. Bat a war

(1710) with Turkey, arising from the shelter afforded by Us*
power to Charles, had a disastrous result; the Rturns*

were surrounded on the Pruth, and Peter was compelled u>

purchase the peace of Falczy (1711) by the restorauoe of

Azof and other humiliating concessions. The dome*!*
administration in church and state was provided for by »b#

erection (1711) of the Directing Senate, the supreme mil
tribunal, and some years after ( 1 724) of the Synod for eccle-

siastical affairs ; but both were under the direct control of

the czar, who exercised despotic sway by means of his arar.

and deprived the nobility of all their power. In 1714-17 se

again travelled through Holland and Denmark, and wiles'

France, where he concluded an alliance with Louis XX.
But his return was marked by a domestic tragedy ; hit sea

Alexis, who had previously offended him by bis wstak aad
vicious course of life, was tried on pretence of conspiracy.

and condemned, but died, perhaps from natural causes, a
prison. The Swedish war, which had languished after tW
death of Charles XII. in 1718, was at length concludes'

(1721) by the peace of Nystadt. Russia acquired Wiborg,
Ingria, Carelia, Esthonia, and Livonia, and became thence-

forward the great Northern power in place of 8wwdea ; aa-i

Peter exchanged the title of czar for that of emperm md
autocrator qfall theRuteiae, which his successors nave em
since borne. In 1723 he availed himself of the dsstracsid

state of Persia to seize the provinces on the Caspian, whva
necessity compelled Shah Tahmasp to cede to him ; bwt tk*
was his last exploit He died Jan. 28, 1725. aged Al
In 36 years he had raised Russia from a semi-barbaiowt
state to a pitch of military strength and pohuoaJ im-

portance which placed her on a level with the first powtts
of Europe. Her army, her navy, her commerce, and bet

legislature were all created by his genius; and though ha
great qualities were too often stained bv acta of cruelty and
tyranny, he must be pronounced to have justly minted
the epithets of the Great, and the father qfhu Cbspsiry.

conferred on his memory by the unanimous voice of tbt

nation.

In obedience to the last commands of Peter, his wmWw
Catherine, formerly a Livonian peasant-girl, was prorlaisaeif

empress : but her short reign ( 1 725-7), and that of bar suc-

cessor Peter II., grandson of Peter the Great, and son of the

unfortunate Alexis (1727-30), were (except the conclnajno
of a commercial treaty with China in 1727) almost barren U
events, and remarkable only for the ascendency, under Ca-
therine, of Prince Menzikoff, and under Peter, of the Dfe*~

goruki family. On the death of Peter 1L, Anne, dangfeter

of Ivan, the elder brother of Peter the Great, was called u
the throne (1 730-40) by the influence of the Dolgoruki tac-

tion, on signing an agreement which limited the impart*!
power in favour of the nobdity : but this compulsory act

was almost immediately cancelled under the advice of ibe
Chancellor Ostermann, and the Dolgorukis were oVgraeed
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ami exiled to Siberia. The election to the Polish crown in

I 73J wii decided in favour of Frederic Augustus II., by the

presence and peremptory interference of a Russian army:
and though the Persian province* seized by Peter the Great
were restored (1735) by a convention with Nadir-Kouli, the

defeat of the Pruth was amply avenged by a war ( 1 736-9)

<tn alliance with Austria) against the Porte. Crim-Tariury
was overrun by Marshal Munnich; Azof. Oczakow, and
Choczim taken, and Moldavia occupied ; but the peace of
Belgrade (1739), which was necessitated by the losses of

Austria, restored all these conquests except Azof. Anne
bequeathed the succession, under the regency of her fa-

vourite Biron, to her grand-nephew Ivan (1740*1), a child

two months old, son of her niece Anne of Mecklenburg,
by Duke Antony of Brunswick-Bcvern. Biron was speedily

overthrown by a cabal headed by the parents of the infant

emperor, who themselves assumed the guardianship ; but
the discontent of the Russians at the influence of the foreign

ministers introduced by Anne at length broke out in revolt;

and Elizabeth, daughter of Peter the Great by Catherine,

was called to the throne (1 740-62). Ostermann and Mun-
nich wore sent to Siberia, and the ministry vested in Bes-

tuchef-Riumin, who continued at the head of affairs till

1757; while a war with Sweden, which hod commenced
1741. ended (1741) in the acquisition of part of Finland by
Russia. The alliance concluded with Maria Theresa ( 1 747)

in the war of the Austrian Succession, and the consequent
appearance on the Rhine of 36,000 Russian auxiliaries under
Kepntn, gave Russia, for the first time, a direct participation

in the politics of Western Europe ; and in the Seven Years*

war, a largo Russian force, acting as allies of Austria, in-

vaded Prussia, of which tbev held possession from 1767 to

1769 : the victories of Gross Jagcrsdorf! (1757) and of Kun-
nersdorlf (1759) over Frederic the Great, established the
renown of Russian arms, and Berlin fell into their hands in

1 760 ; while an army of observation was maintained from
1758 in Poland, then a prey to anarchy and confusion.

Elisabeth died Jan. 1762. regretted by her subjects, to whom
she had endeared herself by the mildness of her domestic

administration ; and was succeeded by her nephew, Peter

HU duko of Holttcin Gottorp. The first act of this prince

was to abandon the Austrian alliance, and concludo peace

with Prussia : be abolished the torture in criminal pro-

cesses, and issued judicious regulations for the protection of

commerce; but he si>codily disgusted his subjects by the

rash innovations which he attempted to introduce into the

army and the church, and the public discontent was secretly

fomented by his consort, Catharina of Anhalt-Zerbst, a
princess of a masculine understanding, who had long been
at variance with him. After a reign of six month*, he was
dethroned (July, 1762) by a conspiracy, and died in prison

a week aAerwards, as is generally supposed by violence

;

while Catharina II. was callod to the throne by the unani-

mous voice of the army and the people.

The accession of this ambitious and unscrupulous princess

< 1 762-96) gave a fresh impulse to Russian poller, which

from this time assumed the steadily aggressive character

which it has ever since maintained. On the vacancy of the

Polish throne, in 1764, a Russian army dictated the election

of Stanislaus Poniatowski, a former paramour of Catherine :

but Poland continued distracted by civil war, arid the com-
plaints of the Porto at the continued occupation of the

country by Russian troops led to a Turkish war (1768-74),

in which the Russian arms were signally triumphant. A
Russian fleet appeared for the first tune (1770) in the Medi-

terranean, and destroyed the Turkish navy at Tenesmi ; the

land forces subdued Crira-Tartary, Moldavia, and Wallachia

;

the Danube was crossed for tho first time in 1773. and the

losses of tho Porte compelled her, by the treaty of Kutchuk-

Ksinanlji (1774), to acknowledge the trim-Tartars indepen-

dent, and to cede to Russia an extensive tract of territory.

In the mean time the first partition of Poland (1772) had

taken place, which gave Polotsk and Moglulew to Russia ;

and the dangerous revolt of the Cossack Pugatcbcf, who per-

sonated Peter III., was quelled by his capture and death in

1775. The internal administration was placed on a now
rooting by the division of tho empire (1776) into forty-three

governments with separate jurisdictions, and by the gradual
" stion (1775-83) of a new code of laws; the deserts

were colonized, and 300 new towns built by Potemkin, who
was absolute minister from 1778 to 1791. In the mean time

the chains of Poland were daily riveted tighter ; and the

opposition of England to the avowed project of oreeting a

new Greek empire at Constantinople, on the r ms of the
Turkish power, is generally supposed to have given rise to

the famous Armed Neutrality (1780), in which all the
northern powers combined with Ru*»ia to resist the right of

maritime search claimed by Great Britain. CrimTortary
was seized ( 1 783) and incorporated with Russia ; but this

encroachment, though tho Porte was compelled at the timo
to acquiesce, led eventually to the second Turkish war
(1787-92), memorable for the sanguinary triumphs of Po-
temkin and Suwarrow: Choczim. Oczakow, Bender, and
Ismail were successively taken with fearful slaughter, and
the peace of Jassy (1792) established the Dniester as the
boundary of Turkey and Russia A short war with Sweden
( 178(5-90), in which the Swedes threatened Petersburg, and
gained a great naval \ictorv at Svenkasund, bad in the mean
timo been concluded by the peace of Wercla, without ter-

ritorial change. The outbreak of the French revolution
produced a change in the disposition of Russia towards Eng-
land, with whom an alliance and a commercial treaty were
concluded in 1793; but no active part was taken against

France, as tho attention of the empress was directed towards
Poland, by tho second partition of which (1793) Russia
gained Podolia and the Ukraine, with half Lithuania and
Volhynia. Warsaw was garrisoned by tho Russians, but a
fierce strugglo ensued (1794) on the general revolt of the
Poles under Kosciusko and Madalinski ; till the storm of
Praga by Suwarrow, in which 20,000 Poles were slaughtered.
Anally crushed all resistance, and the third and last parti*

tion of the kingdom took place the next year, by which
tho nationality of Poland was extinguished, while Russia
gained Courland with tbo rest of Lithuania and Volhynia*
in addition to her former acquisitions.

Catharine II. died the year after the accomplishment of
this favourite object of her policy, and was succeeded by
her son Paul (1796-1801), a weak and ficklo prince. He
joined (1 798) tho second grand coalition against France;
and the Russian auxiliaries, under Suwarrow and Korsakow,
covered themselves with glory in Italy and Switzerland in

the campaign of 1799: but Paul soon capriciously aban-
doned his allies, concluded peace with Bonaparte (then first

consul), and, in 1800, put himself at tho head of tho Conven-
tion of the North, a union of the northern states, on the

principle of the armed neutrality, against tho British mari-
time supremacy. A war with England was impending,
when Paul, whose frantic tyranny (verging on madness)
had mode him odious to his subjects, was murdered in his

palace (1801) by a band of conspirators.

His son and successor Alexander (1801-25) immediately
orTectcd a pacification with England, and disbanded a force

of 45,000 Cossacks which his father had assembled at Oron-
berg, with the wild design of marching overland to India:

tho relations with Franc* continued however peaceful till

1805; but Alexander refused to acknowledge Napoleon as

emperor, and joining the Austrian alliance against him, was
personally present at the defeat of Austerlitz. Iu 1806 the

renewed alliance of the Porte with France was made the

pretext of a new Turkish war (1806-12), and Moldavia and
Wallachia were occupied ; but the successive victories of
Btlau and Friedland gained by the French (1807), led to

the famous conferences between Alexander and Napoleon,
the result of which was the peace of Tilsit. Russia joined

the • Continental System' of Napoleon, and became an ally

of France; declaring war (1808) against England and
Sweden, the latter of whom was forced to cede, by tbo peaco

of Frederiksham (1809), all Finland, East Bothnia, and
Aland. The war with the Porte, which had been suffered

to languish, was resumed with fresh vigour in the bloody

but indecisive campaigns of 1810-11-12; but the injury

which the * Continental System' inflicted on Russian com-
merce was becoming insupportable, and the refusal of

Alexander to enforce it at length led to a rupture with

|

France (1812). Alliances were now formed with Eng-
land and Sweden, and tho peace of Buohsrest with the

' Porte, concluded through the mediation of the British

minister, extended the Russian frontier to the Pruth. In

the autumn of 1812, Napoleon invaded Russia with 500.000

men, defeated Kutusoff at Borodino, and advanced to Mos-
cow ; but tho country was everywhere laid waste, and the

conflagration of the capital itself by the governor Rostopchin

compelled the French to retreat in the midst of a winter of

unexampled rigour, pursued by the Russians : nine-tenths

of their vast host either perished or were taken prisotiers,

and Napoleon himself escaped only by deserting nu army.
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A powerful Russian force continued to take part in the

campaigns of 1813-14 against France, and Alexander en-

tered Paris in triumph. By the congress of Vienna

(1815), Warsaw and a large territory, under the name
of the kingdom of Poland, were annexed to the crown of

Russia, but with a separate administration and free press.

A desultory war with Persia (1804-13) had been concluded

by the peace of Goolistan, Persia ceding most of her Cau-

casian provinces, and giving up her claims on Georgia.

The military power and political influence of Russia were

now almost paramount on the Continent ; and after the

final downfal of Napoleon, in 1815, she became the head of

the * Holy Alliance,' entered into by herself, Austria,

Prussia, and France, for the suppression of revolutionary

principles. The remainder of the reign of Alexander was

peaceful, and occupied chiefly in reforms of the internal

government ; wh ile the long line of frontier was strengthened

y the formation of military colonies, and the welfare of

the subjects was promoted by the frequent progresses of the

sovereign through the interior provinces. In one of these

tours of inspection Alexander died at Taganrog, on the Don,

aged forty-eight (Dec. 1825) ; and, leaving no issue, was suc-

ceeded by his brother Nicholas, the third son of Paul, the

second brother, Constantine, having previously renounced the

succession. This change in the succession occasioned some
military tumults, which were not quelled without bloodshed.

In 1826 a dispute respecting boundaries led to a fresh war
with Persia, which continued till 1828, when the progress

of the Russians compelled Persia to give up Erivan and the

country as far as the Araxes, as the price of the peace of

Turkmanchau The Greek revolutionary war was now
"ging, and the treaty of London was signed (July, 1827) by
Russia, France, and England, for the settlement of the

3uestion ; but the refusal of the Porte to accede to the terms

ictated to her produced the destruction of the Turkish
fleet by the allied squadrons at Navarino; and in 1828 a
Russian army invaded Turkey, and though repulsed from

before Shumla in the first campaign, succeeded in crossing

the Balkan (1829), and occupied Adrianople, where a treaty

was concluded, by which Russia acquired numerous frontier

fortresses on the Black Sea, and the protectorate of Moldavia
and Wallachia. A general inaurrectiou of the Poles (Nov.,

1830), who were goaded by the tyranny of their viceroy the

grand-duke Constantino, and by repeated infractions of their

constitution, was crushed, after a campaign of frightful de-

vastation and bloodshed, by the capture of Warsaw, Sept.,

1 83 1 : many thousand Poles of all ranks were sent to

Siberia; the kingdom was incorporated with Russia, and
has ever since been governed as a conquered province.

The relations with the Porte assumed a new form in 1833,

from the application of the sultan for aid to check the ad-

vance of the rebel pasha of Egypt: an auxiliary force was
sent to Constantinople, and terror imposed on the pasha

;

but this service was repaid by the treaty of Unkiar-Skelessi,

binding the Porte to have recourse to no other power for

assistance, and to close the Dardanelles against all foreign

ships of war. The absolute ascendency thus acquired in

the divan was viewed with great jealousy by France and
England; but their complaints were disregarded bv the

Russian cabinet, which, shortly after the accession of Mo-
bammed Shah to the Persian throne, in 1834, succeeded in

obtaining a similar paramount influence, to the exclusion of

British interests, in the councils of that nation. These pro-

ceedings excited in England a strong popular feeling of nos-

Ulity towards Russia, which was further augmented by the
seiiure, in 1836, of a British merchantman on the coast of
Circaasia, where a fierce guerilla warfare with the natives

had been for some years carried on, the Russians claiming
the country as oeded to them by the peace of Adrianople.
The march against Herat (1838) of a Persian army, di-

rected by Russian officers, which was viewed as preliminary

to the invasion of the Anglo-Indian empire, brought the

conflicting relations apparently to the verge of a rupture

:

but the apprehensions of the English cabinet were tran-

quillized by the repulse of the Persians, and the subsequent
conquest of Afghanistan by an army from India; and the

Russian schemes of aggrandisement in this quarter have
since received a further check from the failure of a for-

midable expedition directed (1840) against the predatory

Uzbek state of Khiva. Such is the present political aspect

of Russia: with two formidable fleets in the Baltic and
Black seas, and a standing army amounting (at least nomi-
nally) to upwards of 800,000, she presents a formidable

armed front to Western Europe. The events of the lawt

ten years have rendered her almost absolute aibitre**

of the destinies of her antient opponents, the two gieat
Moslem powers of Turkey and Persia ; and her interests xsa
everywhere watched and promoted by tbe exertions of her
diplomatic service, the numbers and organization of wh*cii
far exceed that of any other nation.

% But on the otbtr
hand, the absolute despotism which pervades every brand*
of the government, renders the efficiency of this vast power
almost entirely dependent on the personal character ami
energy of the reigning sovereign : the Polish nation ai*i
many of the subject tribes are retained in unwilling nli-
dienee only by military coercion ; and the extent e disaffec-

tion understood to prevail among the nobility (whose foam*
privileges and power have been wholly annihilated), watt
the desire for free institutions, which must necessarily result
from the gradual diffusion of knowledge among the Lucr
orders, will probably lead, at no distant period, to important
changes in the constitution and government

Government and Administration.—Tho actual politic*}

organization of Russia is as follows :

—

The emperor is as absolute as in the times of Ivan Va*i-
lovitch the Terrible. However this despotism may be modified
by the progress of civilization, the actions of the eio^rur
Paul I. prove, that should the monarch of Russia u i»U to

indulge himself in any freaks of tyranny even bordering
on insanity, there is no power to prevent him from doing so.

Several classes of the inhabitants enjoy certain privilege*
and immunities, although it is quite superfluous to add that
these liberties have no other guarantee than the pleasure of
the monarch, who may abolish them just as he granted
them. A remarkable feature in the political organization of
Russia is, that no one has of right any rank unless such &•
he obtains by filling a civil or military office. The offices,

military, naval, and civil, are divided into the following four-
teen grades:

—

Military. Narml. CitiL

1 Field-Marshal General Admiral Chancellor
2 Full General Full Admiral Actual Privy-

Councillor
3 Lt.-General Vice-Admiral Privy Councillor
4 Major-General Rear-Admiral Actual Councillor

of Slate
5 Brigadier (now Commodore Councillor of Staio

abolished)

6 Colonel First Captain Councillor of C«4~
lege

7 Lt.-Colouel Second Captain Councillor of tho
Court or Aultr
Councillor

8 Major Capt.-Lieutenant Assessor of ColWire
9 Captain Lieutenant Honorary Council

lor

10 Second Capt. SecretaryofCoiWgu

12 Lieutenant Midshipman Secretary
13 Under-Lieut.
14 Ensign Registrar of Col-

lege.

Many of these grades belong to certain offices, and axe

lost with the loss of office, which is particularly the c**r

with those that are elective. The inhabitants of Kuuij aie

divided into the following classes; the clergy—the oobihij.

the merchants and burghers—the peasants.

Tbe clergy is composed of the monastic or regular cler^%,

and the secular clergy. All the higher preferments uf tUc
churcb are held exclusively by the first , tbe secular or parUu
clergy (the members of which, according to the discipline *(

the Greek church, must be married) have no higlwrr prefer-

ment than that of a protoyerey or protopava, \» ho bx> t ac
superintendence over a certain number ol parishes. Tl^e

children of the clergy generally follow the voctaion of ih« t

parents, so that it is a very raro case in Russia to see a cler-

gyman who is not descended from the clerical cU*». Mo.*>
of these children however enter different branches of tlw

public service, particularly the civil department.

The nobility is the privileged class, and in some dearer
the ruling class, in Russia, lill the time of Peter III. it w*»
subject to the duty of personal service, but that tnunarvh
granted, by a ukase of 1 8th February, 1762. to that oidcr

the following privileges :

—
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The nobles may enter the service of foreign powers not at

war with Russia,* A noble marrying a non-noble woman
raises her to his rank ; but a noblewoman marrying a per-

son of an inferior condition does not lose the privileges of her
order, although she does not communicate them either to

her husband or children. A noble cannot be judged ex-
cept by a judge belonging to his condition, and a sen-

tence passed against him cannot be carried into execution
without having been previously examined by the senate and
confirmed by the emperor himself. A noble is exempt from
corporal punishment, and he cannot be prosecuted for a
crime committed by him if ten years have elapsed without
legal notice being taken of it. The nobility may establish

any kind of manufacture and engage in commerce, but in

the latter case they must inscribe themselves in one of the
merchants' guilds, and pay the taxes attached to it. By a
ukase of 1782, all the mineral productions found on their

estates are their property, and they are the almost exclusive
landholders of the country.

The nobles have meetings for the election of local magis-
trates, and they may send deputations to the emperor alter

having previously obtained a special permission for so

doing. They may also deliberate at those meetings on
several local affairs. Those nobles only who enjoy a grade
in the military or civil service are capable of voting. The
votes are either personal or by a representative. The right
to a personal vote belongs to those who possess 100 male
serfs or 3000 dessiatines of ground.t Those who have not
the required amount of property vote by a representative,

provided they possess at least five male serfs or 150 dessia-

tines of ground. This class of nobles elect in respect of
their collective estates one representative for every 100 serfs

or 3000 dessiatines of ground.
The nobles elect the following magistrates :

—

For the government—1st. The chief or marshal of the
nobles. 2. The presidents and assessors of the criminal and
civil tribunals which are courts of appeal from the district

tribunals. 3. Judges of the conscientious tribunal. 4. The
honorary curators of the schools. 5. The members of the
commission of publio victualling. 6. Deputies from each
district, forming a commission for examining the pedigrees
of the nobles. 7. A secretary of the above-mentioned com-
mission. The elective officers of the districts are:—1. A
chief or marshal of the nobles. 2. The district tribunal, con-
sisting of a chairman, two assessors, and a secretary. 3. The
police magistrates, consisting of the captain Ispravnick (i.e.

executive), and four assessors. There are also offices exist-

ing only in some particular governments, as the magistrates
for settling the boundary questions between estates, &c.
The nobles are divided into two classes :

—

1. Hereditary and personal. To the first class belong all

nobles who have inherited their rank or risen in service to

the eighth grade. The personal nobles are those who have
acquired by their services a grade inferior to the eighth.
These latter enjoy the privileges of the order without trans-
mitting them to their children, and they cannot be elected
to certain offices.

The titled nobility, or princes, counts, and barons, have no
privileges beyond those of the other nobles. These titles are
derived from Russian and foreign grants. The princes are
chietly descendants of the antient petty princes of Russia,
and some of the Lithuanian dynasty ; many are of Tartar
descent, as the Tartar Murzas, or nobles who were baptised,
and received the title of princes. In later times, many of
the Georgian and Imeritian nobles of the first class, called

Tavadi% or heads, have been received into the class of Rus-
sian princes.

2. The second order of tho inhabitants of Russia is com-
posed of the citizens or townsmen, Grajdane or Gorodoveeye.
Tbey are subdivided into many classes, viz. : 1. The hono-
rary citizens, Pochetneeye Grajdane, who are exempt from
the capital ion-tax, military conscription, and corporal punish-
ment, and have the right of being elected to municipal
offices, consist of free non-nobles, who have obtained
academical honours,J distinguished artists, and heads of ma-'

• A ukaae of 1831 prohibits all Russia a subjects, except those who are em-
flowed on diplomatie service, from educating their children from ten to
«"gUteco yean of age abroad. All childreu educated in contravention to the
uli a** are declared incapable of holding office iu Russia.

t A deniatine is about three English acres,

1 Academical honours entitle the individual who has obtained them to re-
ceive a corresponding grade on entering the civil service. Thus a student
• ho has completed) a course of studies at a university is received into the
«>tl enrtco Willi the 18th grade, a candidate with the loth, a master with the
H i. uuJ a doctor with lite 8ih»

nufacturing establishments. The privilege of honorary citi-

zenship is possessed by some of hereditary right, and is with
others only personal. The children of the personal nobles
are hereditary honorary citizens. The privileges of that
order are forfeited either in consequence of a criminal sen-
tence, or by engaging in some mean trade, and entering into
domestic service.

The merchants are divided into three classes or guilds.
The first guild, which is obliged to pay under various de-
nominations an annual tax of 1 00/., has a right to engage in
any commercial or manufacturing enterprise without any
limitation as to the amount of capital employed in it. The
second guild, which pays an annual tax of 40/., is subject to

the following limitations:—A merchant of that guild can-
not declare at the customhouse, merchandise brought in
one ship-load or by land conveyance of higher value than
2000/., and his foreign trade must not exceed in the course
of a year the value of 12,000/. Should the value of his
merchandise exceed that maximum, he is obliged to pay the
tax of the merchant of the first guild. The merchant of the
second guild cannot enter into any contract for more than
2000/., nor can he keep a banking or insurance office. Both
the first and second classes enjoy an exemption from the
capitation-tax, military conscription, and corporal punish-
ments. They may possess estates with serfs, provided the
serfs are employed in manufactories. Their children enter
the service on the same footing as those of the personal
nobles, i.e. they can advance as officers after having served
three years in an inferior grade. The merchants of the
third guild, who pay an annual tax of 10/., may carry on
every kind of retail trade, and have manufactories, provided
they employ in them no more than 32 workmen. Nobles
who engage in commerce may enter one of these three
guilds, according to the extent of their transactions.

Foreign merchants trading in Russia must pay the same
taxes as the Russian merchants, and their commerce is sub-
ject to several limitations. They may acquire real property
in places where they are settled. *

The burghers, Mieshchane, by purchasing an annual
licence, the price of which, according to the class of the
town which they inhabit, varies from 1/. to 3*/., may engage
in several kinds of retail trade, and have workshops, in which
they may employ, besides their family, eight workmen, and
by doubling the price of their licence sixteen workmen.
Should they wish to increase that number, they must pass
into the third guild of merchants. Those who pay no licence
can engage in certain ordinary trades and have a single
shop for retailing certain common goods specified untler
fourteen heads. The burghers are not exempted from
the capitation-tax, military conscription, or corporal punish-
ment.
The peasants constitute the lowest class of the inhabit-

ants of Russia, and as they do not enjoy any personal privi-

leges, they cannot (according to the expression of the ukase
of the 10th March, 1813) be deprived either of honour or
good name. They pay the capitatiou-tax and are subject to
military conscription. Beside their agricultural pursuits,
they are allowed to engage in handicrafts and some minor
trades, as keeping inns in villages, &c. By purchasing
licences they may engage in any kind of commerce, even
that which is carried on by merchants of the first guild,
but they do not enjoy the personal privileges of the mer-
chants.

There are instances of serfs belonging to some noblemen
possessing immense wealth, and everi a great number of
serfs, which they hold in the name of their master.
The peasants of Russia are divided into crown peasants,

those of appanage estates, serfs of landowners, and free
cultivators of land ; the number of these last is however
very small.

The crown peasants are those who live on the estates
belonging to the crown. They pay, besides the capitation-
tax, a rent for their grounds. Many villages are obliged to
maintain post-horses for the government couriers and pri-

vate travellers.

The crown peasants elect some of their authorities. Each
commune, Volort (500 male individuals constitute a com-
mune), elects every two vears its chief, called head. Each
commune also sends a deputy for the election of assessors
who judge in causes arising among themselves, or between
them and other classes. These assessors may be chosen
from among the peasants themselves or other classes.
Causes between erown peasants themselves are decided by
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the judge of the district with the above-mentioned assessors

;

but when other parties are concerned, the causes are decided

by the same judge with an assessor of the peasants and
another of the nobles. The crown peasants may pass into

the class of burghers and merchants.
The Odnodvortzi, or single householders, are descen-

dants of military men who received grants of land for

their services. They formerly constituted a kind of minor
nobility, and could possess serfs, a privilege which those

who are in the actual enjoyment of it retain even now, but
they are prohibited from making new acquisitions, except
from persons belonging to their own class. They have also

some few other privileges over the common crown peasants.

Many estates peopled with crown peasants have been,

according to a ukase of Peter the Great, ceded to par-

ticular individuals on condition of establishing manufac-
tories. These peasants called adscript! {pripisnuye),

work in manufactories on certain fixed terms. The owners
of the manufactories pay all taxes due from these peasants,

who are likewise exempted from military conscription.

The condition of the peasants of the appanage estates (those

reserved for the maintenance of the imperial family) differs

little from that of the crown peasants.

The landowner's peasants, or serfs, are complete slaves.

Their master can inflict on them such punishment as he
chooses, but he is not permitted to kill, to starve to death,

or to maim his serf. A serf cannot contract marriage without

the permission of the master. The predial serf cannot be
sold without the ground to which he is attached, but the

domestic serf may be sold like any other chattel. A ukase
of 1808 however prohibits the sale of serfs at fairs or by
auction, or as substitutes for recruits. An accusation of a

serf against his master, except in cases of high treason, is

not admitted, and he who proffers such a charge is liable

to punishment.
The free peasants, a class whose existence began under

the emperor Alexander, are subject to the capitation-tax

and military conscription, but they are free in all other

respects.

A great number ofGerman colonistshave settled in Russia
at different times. They are exempt from all taxes for

ten years after their settling, and from military conscription

entirely.

Having described the various classes of the inhabitants

of Russia, we must say a few words on its administration.

The principal authority is the council of the empire, pre-

sided over either by the monarch or by a member specially

appointed. It is divided into four departments : 1, the
legislative ; 2, the military (which comprises also the navy)

;

3, that of civil and ecclesiastical affairs ; and 4, the financial.

Each of these departments has a secretary of state, and they
deliberate either separately, or together, which is called

the general assembly of the council. The affairs which
are decided by a majority of votes, are submitted to the
approbation of the emperor. To the council of the empire
are attached—the commission of petitions for examining
and deciding on all petitions addressed to the emperor, and
an imperial chancery.
The senate, or, as it is officially called, the Directing

Senate (Pravitehtvooyooshehey Senat), was established by
a ukase of Peter the Great, dated February 22, 1711,
and its organisation was determined by the ukases of 1772
and 1802. Its powers and duties are comprehended under
the following beads :—

1. It is the supremo tribunal for all judicial cases.

2. Its authority is limited only by that of the monarch.
3. It is presided over by the emperor in person.
4. The ukases of the senate are binding like those of the

emperor, who alone can prevent their execution.
5. Every imperial ukase obtained by private persons,

except such as may require aecrecv, must be presented to
the senate by those by whom tbey nave been obtained.

6. It is the duty of every senator to represent to his col-
leagues every matter relating to the state and breach of law
which may come under his cognisance.

Tlie senate is d aided into ci^ht departments, of which
the 1st superintends the general affairs of the country;
the 2nd, 3rd, and 4th try civil cases; and the 6 lb. criminal
cases: these are all at Petersburg. The 6th. which also
tries criminal cases, and the 7th and 8th. which try
civil cases, are at M scow. Each of these departments has
a number of governments or provinces, from the courts of
which it hoars appeals. Judgment u given by a majority

of voles, which roust consist of two-thirds of tlie whole
uuraber, or of the number present. In case the required

majority cannot be obtained, the cause is decided in the

general assembly of the senate, where all the departments
vote together. Causes are not publicly argued before the

senate or before any other Russian tribunal. A statement

of the case of each party is made by the secretary, and com-
municated to the party, who signs it as correct. These
statements are then read by the secretary, in the pre-

sence of the parties, to the court, which pronounces judg-

ment, Iu the antient Polish provinces, where the Polish

laws were retained, causes were publicly argued by advo-

cates, but these laws have been recently abolished and those

of Russia introduced. A separate department called Heroldia
is attached to the senate : its office is to examine mod coo-

firm the claims to nobility, and to superintend the advance-
ment and rewards of civil officers throughout the empire.

The synod, or, as it is officially called, the most holy direct

ing synod, is the supreme administrative and judicial court

for all ecclesiastical affairs of the Greek religion. Iu deci-

sions are subject to the control of the emperor as head of

the church.

The administration of the country im conducted by the

following ministries:—
1

.

Ministry of the Imperial household.

2. Ministry of foreign affairs.

3. Ministry of interior affairs, or home department.
4. Ministry of war.

5. Ministry of marine*
6. Ministry of national education, to which is attacked

the administration of the ecclesiastical affairs of those sects

which do not belong to the Russian church.
7. Ministry of finance.

8. Ministry of justice.

9. The board of control of the empire, which audits the

accounts of all moneys expended for the public service.

1 0. Ministry of the post department
11. Ministry of the general direction of land and water

communication.
The governments or provinces are organised in the fol-

lowing manner:—The head of the administration of a pro-

vince is the civil governor, to whose department belong sll

the affairs of the province except judicial cases ; but although
he cannot decide judicial cases, he may compel the judges
to hasten the decision of an affair. No criminal sentence
can be executed without his confirmation. There is else

one military governor for two, three, or four provinces, to

whom all civil and administrative affairs are referred. *

The vice-governor is the head of the financial depart-

ment of the province, and he supplies the place of the

governor in case of his absence.
The government procurator is appointed to observe thai

the laws are strictly fulfilled, and he may in case of irre-

gularity suspend the execution of a judicial sentence, and
report the case to the minister of justice. On aceowat
of his extensive powers, he i^ called the eye of the monarch.
The tribunals or courts of appeal try civil and criminal

cases, and the members of them are, as we have said, elected

by the nobles.

The conscientious tribunal (soviethteey *ud) is com*
posed of a chairman and two assessors elected from the
nobles, two assessors from the merchants, and two (rem
the peasants. This court hears those criminal cases waere
the crime was committed more from a concurrence of en-
fortunate circumstances than from malice; consequently
all crimes committed by minors and lunatics, as well as

cases of witchcraft, because they are supposed to origraai*
from folly, ignorance, and delusion, are within its junsebe-
tion. Parents may also apply to this court for relief against
the misconduct of their children. In civil cases it endea-
vours to reconcile the parties who apply to it. But the aaost
important duty of the conscientious tribunal is to prevent
illegal imprisonment. If any individual address** a prn-
tiou to it, stating that he has been kept in jail three days
without being informed of the charge on which bt> was
arrested, and without having been examined, tbe tribunal
is obliged immediately to i**ue an order that tbe person de-
tained shall be brought before it, with a declaration of the
reasons for which lie was imprisoned and not examined, and
this order must be obeyed witbiu 24 hours under a brety
penalty. The jurisdiction of the court does not however
apply to cases of offence against the Imperial person, h^h
treason, murder, theft, and robbery.
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The Board of Public Charities is composed of the gover-
nor of the province and some principal magistrates; its

nam* sufficiently denotes its duties. There is a medical
board in each government.
The authorities of the district have been enumerated in

describing the privileges of the class of nobles from whence
these authorities are elected ; we must only add that there is

in every district a council called the tutelage of the nobles,
which is the trustee of all minors of that class. It is com-
posed of the marshal of the nobles and of the members of
the judicial tribunal of the district.

The towns have their separate jurisdiction, composed of
toe burgomaster and ratmans (from the German rathman-
ner, council men), who are elected from the merchants and
burghers of the town. There is also a council of tutelage
for minors of the burgher class.

This is a general outline of the political organization of
Russia, and if this organization had been effective, the country
would have been tolerably governed. It is needless to

observe that a despotic power will not interfere with esta-

blished order, except in political cases, as it is interested in

maintaining that order for its own preservation ; but other
ciuses prevent the good working of the Russian administra-
tion, which, particularly with respect to justice and police, is

really wretched. One of the most mischievous defects is

ihe insufficient pay of magistrates, of whom the highest, i.e.

a senator, receives 160/. a-year. It is true that many sena-
tors are men of property ; but there are many who have
nothing more than their pay, which is also the case with
the majority of the civil officers. Bribery is the universal

plague of the Russian administration.

Law*.—Yaroslav I. promulgated at Novgorod a code of
laws evidently of Teutonic origin. But the dominion of

the Tartars entirely changed the character of the laws of
Russia, introducing death, mutilation, and torture, instead

or the ordeal and fines.

In 1497, Ivan III. made an order for collecting into one
body the existing customs and ordinances, and rendering
the collection complete by the necessary additions. By
order of Ivati the Terrible, this code was (1550) revised and
completed under the name of Sudebnik, or judgment-
b*>k. Tho-Czar Aiexey Michaelovich gave orders (1640) for

composing a general code of laws under the name of

Uhgenie (Regulation). It consists of 25 chapters, and
tfilfforms the basis of the Russian law. Since that time
the Russian legislation has been continued by ukases, i.e.

ordinances issued either in the name of the monarch him-
self, or of the senate; and their number from the 25th Jan.,

1649, to the demise of the emperor Alexander, is 30,920, in-

cluding all kinds of statutes,* regulations, and treaties.

Peter the Great had a project for collecting the separate

ordinances into one body, and remodelling the Ulo-

genie of 1649 ; and for that purpose he established a com-
mission in 1700, which however produced no effect. The era-

press Elizabeth appointed (1754) one general and several

special commissions for the purpose of making laws * clear,

intelligible, and adapted to the progress of the times.'

These commissions prepared three codes, relating respec-

tively to procedure, criminal law, and the different conditions

of the inhabitants. These codes were not however sanctioned

by the supreme authority, and the commissions dissolved of

themselves. Catharine II. published her celebrated instruc-

tions for the composition of a code of laws, and appointed

new commissions for that purpose. These commissions,

which framed some projects of laws, were dissolved in 1 774.

A commission for the same object appointed by the emperor
Paul (1797) had no better success. Under the reign of

Alexander, the legislative labours were again resumed (1 804).

New instructions were published, and several foreign law-

yers were nominated correspondents of the legislative com-
mission, which received a new organization ; but all these

labours produced no result. These commissions cost the

treasury, from 1754 to 1826, 5,678,935 francs, and did not

even effect a complete collection of the existing ordinances.

Each of the commissions began its labours anew, instead

of continuing what was done by preceding commissions.

Many superior officers of state were members of these com-
nus*km*, but being occupied with other affairs, they could

not give the necessary attention to their legislative labours,

and as the members were frequently changed, it was some
time before new members became well acquainted with

• Several acquired- prorinco* havi» retained their former laws for civil cases,

but criminal «ji&r* am judged according to the Kustiau Uwa.

i\C No. U64.

their subject. Opinions also frequently varied as to the real

object of the undertaking: sometimes their labours were
directed to the accomplishment of a simple collection and
arrangement of the existing laws and ordinances (code de
concordance), and sometimes it was contemplated to effect a
reform in legislation. Immediately after his accession, the

emperor Nicholas declared that a systematically arranged
collection of the existing laws and ordinances should be-

come the basis of legislation, and he transformed the legis-

lative commission into the second section of the imperial

chancery, under the presidency of the celebrated Speranski.
[Speranski.] The result of this measure was a collection of

all the laws and ordinances from 1649 till the death of the
emperor Alexander, 1st December. 1825,which were published
in 48 vols. 4to., 1827-30. It was followed in 1832-33 by a collec-

tion of the ordinances of the emperor Nicholas, from his

accession to 1 832, in 8 vols. 4 to., and is still continued. These
two collections contain 32,993 laws, from which was ex-

tracted the SvodZakonow (corpus juris), published 1826-1833,

15 vols., which was declared by an imperial ukase, 31 Jan
uary, 1831, to be the law of Russia wherever the provincial

laws are not opposed to it, and that it should become valid

from the 1st January, 1835.* This svod is a systematic

arrangement of single laws, in eight parts or codes. The
1st comprehends the fundamental law of the state, the

law of the imperial family, and the organization of the

authorities of the state; the 2nd, the public services, i.e.

military service and statute labour (corvee) ; the 3rd, the

administration of the finances ; the 4lb, the different classes

of the inhabitants ; the 5th, civil law ; 6th, internal adminis-

tration, industry, municipalities, &c. ; 7th, police; and 8th,

public law. These eight codes contain 1499 chapters, and
about 38,000 articles. Together with each article is indicated

the ordinance from which it is taken, and its connection

with other ordinances is given in notes. An historical

sketch of the Russian legislation is prefixed to the work.

For further information consult Precis des Notions His-

toriques sur la Formation da Corps des Lois Busses, St.

Petersburg, 1833.

RUSSIAN CHURCH. The Russian church is a branch
of the Eastern or Greek church, whose missionaries seem
to have penetrated among the Slavonian population that

inhabited the countries to the north of the Black Sea at an
early period. The commercial intercourse which Cherson
and other Greek colonies on the northern shoies of the

Black Sea maintained with the Slavonians, facilitated the

diffusion of Christianity among them. The number of

Slavonian converts must have been considerable towards

the end of the 9th century, as the Byzantine writers, about

the year 900, mention the diocese of Ru*sia. The expedi-

tions of the Varego Russian princes of Kiew against the

Greek empire greatly contributed to the progress of Chris-

tianity. Among their subjects, the princess Olga went, in

955, to Constantinople, in order to be baptised. Her ex-

ample was not followed by her son Sviutoslaf, who continued

in the idolatry of his ancestors, although be did not perse-

cute the doctrines nor prevent his mother from building

churches. A popular commotion against the Christians, in

980, at Kiew, proves that their number was already sufficient ly

great to excite the jealousy of the pagans; and in 988,

Vladimir the Great, grand-duke of Russia, was himself bap-

tised by Greek missionaries. He also married the sister of

the Greek emperor, and introduced Christianity into his do-

minions. The pagan idols were destroyed by his command,
but idolatry was not completely eradicated in Russia till the

1 2th century. The first metropolitan of Kiew was instituted

about 900, by the patriarch of Constantinople. From that

time the metropolitans of Kiew, who presided over all the

churches of Russia, were consecrated at Constantinople, and
generally chosen from among Greck3. After the capture of

Constantinople by the Latins, when the seat of empire, as

well as that of the patriarch, was transferred to Nicaea, the

metropolitans of Russia were consecrated in that city until

the expulsion of the Latins, when things returned to their

antient order

The popes made several attempts to extend their supre-

macy over the Russian church, and there seems to have

been some intercourse between Rome and Vladimir the

Great, as the patriarch of Constantinople urged that prince

to break off every correspondence with the pope. The
grand-duke Jsiaslaf being expelled from his throne, in 1073,

by his brother, sought refuge at the court of the emperor

• it ban not yet been pat into execution.
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Henry IV., and sent his sun to Rome, in order to interest

Gregory VII. to restore him to his country, on which he
promised to submit to the papal dominion, spiritual as well

as temporal. Gregory wrote a letter in 1078 to the brother

of Jsiaslaf, and admonished him to relinquish the sove-

reignty which he had usurped. The papal admonitions
produced no better result than the imperial remonstrances
to the same effect, and Jsiaslaf having recovered his throne
after the death of his brother, thought no more about the

pope. The chronicles mention different attempts of the

Roman see to establish its dominion over Russia, but we
are left in doubt whether these negociations were attended

with any result. One circumstance seems to imply that the

popes possessed some influence at Kiew, about the end of the

11th century, as Ephraim, a learned Greek who occupied

the metropolitan see of that town f-ora 1070 to 1096, intro-

duced into the Russian calendar, under the 9th May, the

commemoration of the translation of the reliques of St.

Nicholas from Lycia to Bart in Italy; a feast which is un-

known in the Gieek church, but is observed by that of

Rome. It is very possible that before the separation be-

tween the Western and the Eastern churches was com-
pleted by Michael Cerularius, the metropolitans of Russia
were sometimes wavering in their obedience between Con-
stantinople and Rome. The papal power however never gained

a permanent footing in the Russian territory, although that

of Halich, situated between the Roman Catholic countries

Poland and Hungary, was the object of its unceasing ef-

forts.' The Hungarians having, in 1214, occupied the prin-

cipality of Halich, endeavoured to subject its church to the

supremacy of Rome, but their expulsion from the country
destroyed all hopes of that connection. Daniel, prince of
Halich, who was equally distinguished as a warrior and as a
politician, thought that he might derive some assistance

from the pope against the Mongols, to whom he was obliged

to pay tribute and do homage tn the camp of their khan.
He therefore opened a negotiation in 1247 with pope Inno*
cent IV., who sent a legate to receive the submission of
Daniel and that of the church of Halich, to which he pro-

mised permission to retain all such customs and observances
as would not be in direct opposition to the doctrines of the
church of Rome. Daniel hesitated a long time, but at last,

in 1254. he accepted a crown and the other insignia of
royalty from the pope. He was crowned by the legate as
king of Halich, and formally acknowledged the supremacy
of Rome. But as the promised assistance did not come, he
broke off his connection with the pope in 1257.

The invasion of the Mongols, and the consequent sub-
jugation of Russia, had great influence on the ecclesias-

tical condition of that country. Many churches and
monasteries were destroyed, and the clergy massacred
during the invasion of the Mongols, but as soon as they
had permanently established their dominion in Russia, they
sought to strengthen their power by gaining over to their

interest the clergy of the subjugated country. In conse-
quence of this policy the khan of the Mongols declared that
all individuals connected with the church establishment
should be excepted from the rolls on which the population
of the conquered country was registered for the capitation-

tax, in the years 1254 and 1255; and in 1257 the same khan,
by liis yeilik, or letters-patent, granted to all the Russian
clergy, and to all persons connected with the churches, as
well as their families, complete exemption for their persons
and property from all taxes or services paid or rendered
to him by the inhabitants of Russia. A Russian bishop
was always resident at Saray, the capital of the khans, by
whom those prelates were sometimes employed in offices of
high trust; thus the Bishop Theognost was sent, in 1279,
by the Khan Menj^utemir as ambassador to the Greek em-
peror, Michael Palnologu?.

The favourable position which the Russian church en-
joyed under the dominion of the Mongols, and subsequently
tinder that of the Tartars, increased its wealth and influence.

Many persons sought refuge from the universal oppression
of their barbarous masters by entering the church, while
many others, in order to secure the possession of their estates,

made pi ants of them to the church, from which they received
them back as tenants.

Kiew was destroyed by the Mongols in 1240. but the
authority of the khans bein«» never so firmly established in
the western as it was in the eastern principalities of Rit«sia.

the former were constantly distracted by disturbance*. This
circumstance induced Maxim, the metropolitan of Kieff,

to transfer his see, in 1*9. to Vi.tdtmir on i> « K •+ m . ;>

capi'ul of the grand-dukes of Ku»»»a, duet %*-*t* im
khan, under whose pi election ilic head of ihc Ku»*«*u

church enjoyed |*erlei*i secuiity

Kiew and many other principalities of Western Ru**u
were united with Lithuania in the fourteenth eenta:«.

[Lithuania.] The metropolitans of Vladimir, who afi«-

waids transferred their residence to Moscow, endeavour***

to maintain their supremacy over the churches of Luhuaei*.

and for that purpose sometimes went to reside m thai

country. Yet notwithstanding all their efforts tbe separa-

tion between the churches of Moscow and Lithuania •«
continually increasing, and it was completed in 1414. ebea

the bishops of Lithuania, assembled at No\ogrodek, elertes

Gregory Zaroblak metropolitan of Kiew, whose successors

continued independent of Moscow, an) acknowledged ee!v

the supremacy of the patriarch of Constantinople, as Um<
as they remained under the dominion of Poland, with vh*a
Lithuania was finally united. Since that epoch there beta

been two independent Russian churches, tbe Rueata*

church of Muscovy and that of Poland.

The church of Muscovy was governed by its metropolitan**

who either received their consecration from the palxiarehi

of Constantinople, or were only approved by them. To*

metropolitan Isidore, a learned Greek, went from Moame
to assist at the council of Florence, in 1438, when be sub-

scribed to the union with Rome. He returned to Moaew
in 1439, with the dignity of cardinal, and invested wab tee

authority of a legate ; but he was deposed and impnsoeed

in a convent, whence however he succeeded in esceewc
and died, at an advanced age, at Rome. After tbe region

of Constantinople by the Turks, the metropolitans of Mos-

cow were elected and consecrated without any reference to

the patriarch of Constantinople. In 1451 a general sroec

held at Moscow enacted a code of ecclesiastical laws, csxW
Sioglav, that is, the hundred chapters.

In 1588, Jeremiah, the patriarch of Constantinople, cssm

to Moscow, in order to get pecuniary assistance fur e»

churches. The assistance was liberally granted by tbe de-

vout Czar Fedor Ivanovich, and Jeremiah consecrated ti»

metropolitan of Moscow as patriarch of Russia. TWe
patriarchs enjoyed extraordinary influence, nut onb ta ec-

clesiastical but also in temporal affairs ; their comiee ra:*.*

was increased bv the publio marks of respect mbiefc wen
shown to them by the czars, who on every Palm Sunday
led the ass on which the patriarch rode through the strc«s>

of Moscow, in commemoration of tbe entrance of our Sevswor

into Jerusalem. Under the Ceot Alexey the chorea wis

disturbed bv the rise of many sects.

In 1682 the Slavono-GrecoLatin academy, the first eccW-

siastical high school that was founded in Russia, was esta-

blished, by tbe Czar Fedor Alexeyevich. After tbe deal* t/

the patriarch Adrian, in 1702, Peter the Greet abolished that

dignity, proclaimed himself the head of tbe Russian ca
and established a supreme council for ecclestasUcaJ i

under the name of the ' most holy synod.' Peter alee *
dered schools to be established in every episcopal see, sea

1

declared that the convents should not acquire any matt

estates, either by gift or purchase ; he subjected tbe eataics

of the church to the general taxation, and introduced aci
reforms into the organization of the church. In 1764 U*
Empress Catharine confiscated all the estates of tbe i

'

which contained above 900,000 male serfs, and
pensions to bishops, convents, && Several

seminaries and schools were established dunng the tetft*

of Catharine, Paul, and Alexander, and their

was fixed by an ukase of 1814.

Such is a brief sketch of the history of the
church of Muscovy, which must be completed by a asm*. ~*

sketch of that of Poland.
It has already been said that the Russian or Grm

church of Poland was completely separated from thai «f

Moscow in 1415, by tbe election of a metropolitan of Kv*,
who became the head of the church of Poland. II* as>

thority extended over the Russisn population of La^byeau
and the principality of Halich, which was united with rV
land in the fourteenth century, and according! v toayi
hended the dioceses of Kiew, Cnernigow, Turow. Smuteeaa.

Polotsk, Lutsk, Chelm, Vladimir, and Leopol. AUhoua^
the dominant religion of Poland was the Roman Cwb-J*.
the privileges of the Russian church were secured by amm.
enactments, and its followers enjoyed equal n^bis aula ib-«*

of the Roman Catholic church. Tbe faith el tbeRaw
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church was professed not only by millions of the common
people, but also by a great number of nobles, among whom
there were many of the first families of the land, and even
several branches of the royal house of the Jagellons, such
as the Ciartoryski and Sanguszko.
The Russian clergy of Poland sent a delegation to the

council of Basle, but they did not come to any under-
standing about a union with Rome. The efforts of Isi-

dore, metropolitan of Moscow, who passed through Poland
on his return from Florence, to promote the same union,
tectn not to have been attended with any success. Yet
although the Russian church of Poland opposed a union
with Rome, it was, notwithstanding the community of
dogma, equally adverse to a connection with the church of
Moscow, and all the efforts of the latter to establish its in-

tlueuce over that of Poland proved abortive. As an in-

stance of the hostility which existed between these two
churches, we may mention that Kiew was pillaged in 1484,
by the khan of the Crimea, at the instigation of the grand-
duke of Muscovy, to whom the khan sent as a present
a part of the thurch-plate.

In 1509 the Russian church of Poland held a general
synod at Vilna, in which it enacted many important regu- '

lations. Several bishops of the same church, who assembled
at a synod in 1594, at Brest in Lithuania, proposed a union
with Rome. This project was zealously supported by
Stgisnound III., king of Poland, as well as by the Roman
Catholic clergy of that country. A delegation of these
bishops went to Rome, where they subscribed the union of

(

Florence of 1438, which after their return was confirmed by
a new synod convened in Brest in 1596. Many clergymen
however and a great part of the nobles belonging to that
church, with Prince Oitrogski. the most powerful grandee
of Poland, at their liead, rejected the union, and the oppo-
site parties mutually excommunicated each other. The
anti Roman party sought to effect a union with the Pro-
tectants at a meeting held at Vilna in 1599, but the project
failed, chiefly through the clergy, who wished the Pro-

' testants to submit to the patriarch of Constantinople.

Poland enjoyed a high degree of civilization at a time
when Muscovy was still in a barbarous state of ignorance.
It was therefore natural that the Russian or Greek church
of Poland should be very superior in learning to that of
Muscovy. Its first book of prayer was printed at Cracow
in USB; but the first book (the Acts) was not printed at

Moscow till 1564. The printers were however obliged to

leave Moscow, where their art brought upon them the sus-

picion of heresv, and they retired to Poland, where they
phu ted several books for the use of the Russian church. In
1381 prince Ostrogski, palatine of Kiew, caused the whole
Bible, in Slavonian, to be printed on his estate of Ostrog.
This book, which is well known to bibliographers, was re-

printed several times. An ecclesiastical academy was esta-

blished at Kiew in 1633, by the metropolitan Peter Mohila
(Greek Church], and its privileges were confirmed by
Vladislav, the fourth king of Poland, and the diet. This
academy, founded on the model of the Roman Catholic
establishments of that kind, diffused a considerable degree
of learning among the clergy of the Russian church of
Poland ; and Peter the Great, as well as his predecessor
Fedor, was obliged to invite from that country learned
divines and teachers, in order to improve the intellectual

condition of his own church.

The party which had subscribed to the union with Rome
was supported by the king and the influence of the Roman
Catholic clergy. This party grew every day stronger,

and oppressed its opponents, who convened a synod at

Kiew in 1623, in which they elected bishops in opposition

to those who had subscribed to the union. From that time
a double hierarchy has existed in the Russian church of
Poland/ and this division has led to the most melancholy
political consequences. [Poland.] The anti-unionist party

however gradually submitted to the supremacy of the pope,

and only one diocese, that of Mohilew, remained under the

obedience of the patriarch of Constantinople, and it was
seized by Russia at the first dismemberment of Poland in

1772.

Catharine II. and Paul endeavoured to force the united

* Th« espr*ssiom* Rnwian chnrch of Poland,* may appear strange to those
vbo are oot scJbciently conversant with the liiatory of that country. It must
therefore be remembered that the Polish empire vas composed of three nations,

P^t*». Lithuanians, and Kussiaus, and lhat the last nre not to be confounded
•nh the inhabitants of Muscovy, Uic sovereigns of which assumed the title of
Uvs monarch* of Russia only at a recent epoch.

churches of the incorporated Polish provinces to renounce
their union with Rome, and to acknowledge the spiritual

supremacy of the roonarchs of Russia. Their attempts had
partial success among the churches which had only recently
formed this union, while those which had effected it at an
earlier period persisted in their connection with Rome, not-
withstanding the persecution to which they were exposed.
Under the emperor Alexander the persecution was discon-
tinued; but under Nicholas, in 1839, the bishops of the
united church being prevailed upon to sign a renunciation
of their obedience to Rome, all toe churches of their dio*

ceses were by an imperial ukase ordered to do the same,
and a great number of clergymen who opposed this measure
were transported to Siberia.

Present State of the Russian Church.—The emperor is

the head of the church, the affairs of which are administered
by a supreme council, called * the most holy governing
synod,' composed of ecclesiastical and lay members, whose
number is not limited. The body usually consists of two
metropolitans, two bishops, the chief secular priest of the
imperial staff, and of the following lay members:— the pro-
curator or attorney, two chief secretaries, five secretaries,

and a number of clerks. The procurator has the right oi

suspending the execution of the decisions of the synod, and
of reporting, any case to the emperor. The synod decides
all matters relating to the faith and the discipline of the
church, and generally performs the functions of the eccle-

siastical courts of this country. It has also the superin- %
tendance of the administration of the dioceses, from which
it receives a report twice a year of the state of churches,
schools, &c, as well as the register of births, marriages, ajid

deaths.

The Russian church contains forty dioceses, divided into

three classes : the first (containing four dioceses) is governed
by metropolitans, the second (sixteen dioceses) by arch-
bishops, and the third (containing the remaining dioceses)

by bishops. All those prelates who are comprehended
under the general appellation of archiyerey, differ only in

rank, and do not depend on each other, but immediately on
the s) nod. Each diocese has a consistorial court, whence
an appeal may be made to the archiverey, and from him to

the synod.

Episcopacy is confined, as it is in the Greek church, to

the monastic clergy. The highest preferment to which the
secular clergy can attain, is the rank of chief priest of the
Imperial staff, and the individual who occupies that place
is generally also the confessor of the sovereign ; and, as
already observed, he has a voice in the synod. The eccle-

siastical law of Russia is the Greek Nomocanon, with the
addition of some ordinances issued on several occasions.

There are four ecclesiastical academies in Russia, at

Moscow, St. Petersburg, Kiew, and Casan, besides nume-
rous seminaries. All the sons of the clergy must be edu-
cated in these seminaries, many of which contain colleges,

called burses, in which the poorer students are maintained
gratis. This compulsory system of education has had the
effect of making many of the sons of clergymen the most
learned men in Russia. The clergy form a kind of separate
body in Russia, and it is a very rare occurrence that a person
belonging to another class enters the church. The sons of
clergyman are, as a general rule, obliged to follow the pro-

fession of their parents, and they must obtain a licence

before they can adopt any other profession. This licence

however has been easily granted, and is become a mere
formality, and we believe the practice of obtaining it is

now abolished or disused.

Dissenters. — There are numerous dissenters from
the Russian church, generally called Raskolniks, from
the Russian verb raskolot* to * split,' which signifies dis-

senters or schismatics. The beginning of this dissent dates

from the introduction of Christianity into Russia. In
1003, fifteen years after the establishment of Christianity in

Russia, a monk'called Andrew attacked the hierarchy, the

worship of images, and some other doctrines of the Eastern
church ; but he recanted his opinions, and returned into

obedience to the established church. Nicephorus, metro-
politan of Kiew (1122-26), imprisoned an individual called

Demetrius for spreading heretical opinions. An Armenian
monk named Martin (about 1 1 50), in a work called Prawda %

i.e. the truth, attacked the established church, but rather in

its liturgy than its dogmas. He taught that the religious

processions should begin their march from the north to the
j^outh, and not contrarywise, as is usual with the Greek
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church; that hallelujah should be repeated at the end of

psalms twice instead of thrice ; but he insisted particularly

that the sign of the cross should be made with two fingers

(whicli is ihe Armenian manner), and not with three, as

is prescribed by the established church, being, as some pre-

tend, typical of the trinity. However unmeaning these

differences may appear, they are very remarkable, because

they constitute, even now, among the great majority of Rav
kolniks, their chief grounds of opposition to the established

church. The doctrines of Martin were condemned by a

synod in 1157, and he was himself sent to the patriarch of

Constantinople, before whom he recanted, and became
reconciled to the church. His doctrines were however pre-

served by a small number of followers, and re-appeared with

great force at a later period.

An individual called Seit preached some heretical tenets

in 1312. All we know of them is, that an assembly of bi-

shops at Pereyaslaff, in 1313, condemned those tenets and

severely punished their author.

In 1375 a citizen of Novgorod called Karp Strigolnik

accused the clergy of simony, on account of the custom

then established in Russia, of the bishops receiving payment
for conferring holy orders. At the same time he rejected

confession to a onest. He had many partisans, and a

contest between them and the supporters of the established

church ensued in thestreetsof Novgorod. Strigolnik's party

was defeated, and himself, with some of his principal adhe-

rents, thrown into the river and drowned. The rest however

survived, and must have attained considerable importance,

as the patriarchs of Constantinople several times addressed

the bishops of Russia on that subject. The republican in-

stitutions of Novgorod and Pskov seem to have prevented

any severe persecution against those sectarians; and it was

oniy when these states fell under the dominion of Moscow
that the Strigolniks were obliged to seek refuge in the

border provinces of Sweden and Poland, where they still

continue to exist, though under different names.
Towards the end of the fifteenth century, the so-called

Jewish sect produced a great stir in the Russian church. Its

origin is ascribed to a Jew named Zacharias, who is de-

scribed as an astrologer and necromancer, and who came
from Poland to Novgorod about the year 1470. He began
to teach secretly that the only divine law is that of Moses

;

that the Messiah was still to come, and that the worship

of images was a sin. He made his first converts among
clergymen and their families, who became so zealous in

their new persuasion, that they desired to receive circum-

cision. But Zacharias persuaded them not to discover by

such an act their real sentiments, and to conform outwardly

to the Christian religion. The clergymen followed this

prudent advice, and strictly performed the duties of their

calling. The number of proselytes considerably increased,

chiefly among the clergy and some principal families of the

town.
These sectarians covered their real opinions with such a

display of zeal in the rigid obseivance of the precepts of the

church, that they acquired a great reputation fur sanctity.

Two of them, Alexis and Dionysius, were accordingly trans-

ferred to Moscow, in 1480, by the grand- duke Ivan Vasilo-

vioh, as priests to two of the principal churches of the ca-

pital. Alexis advanced high in the favour of that monarch,

to whom he had free access, which was a rare distinction.

This circumstance gave him great facilities for propagating

tiis opinions, and he made many proselytes, the principal of

whom were the secretary of the grand-duke, Theador Ku-
ritz in, who was employed on several diplomatic missions;

and Zosimus, the archimandrite of the convent of St. Simon,
whom the grand-duke, on the recommendation of the same
Alexis, raised to the dignity of metropolitan of Moscow.
Thus the head of the Russian church was secretly its

bitterest enemy.
Alexis died in 1489, and it was only after his death that

his opinions became known. The grand-duke then declared

that he remembered some very strange mysterious words of

Alexis. It is also said that he confessed that his daughter-

in law Helena, daughter of 8tenhen the Great, prince of

Wallachia, was seduced to the Jewish sect by a disciple of

Alexis. The existence of this sect was discovered by Gen-
nadius, archbishop of Novgorod, who sent to Moscow several

priests accused of having insulted the cross and the images

of the saints, of having blasphemed against Christ and the

Virgin, and denied the resurrection of the dead. A synod

was assembled at Moscow in 1490, in order to try these

heretics. The metropolitan Zosimus presided, whose parti-

cipation in their tenets, as well as that of the secretary
Kuritzin, was not then discovered. The accused denied the
charge, but sufficient evidence was brought forward to prove
the fact The bishops wished to punish the heretics severely.

but the grand-duke opposed them, and declared they shooM
only be anathematised and imprisoned. This leniency m
indeed astonishing, if we consider the barbarity of the age,

as well as the cruel temper of the monarch ; and it mast be as-

cribed either to the importance which was attached in those

times to the anathema of the church, which the grand duk*
considered a sufficiently severe punishment, or, uhicfc a
more probable, to the influence of the secret abettors of that

sect. The archbishop of Novgorod punished many of them
with more severity.

Theodor Kuritzin and other adherents of the ted con-

tinued to propagate its doctrines, and to increase the num-
ber of its follower*, particularly by teaching astrology. Tbu
began to spread a spirit of doubt and inquiry among many
people ; ana clergymen and laymen were constantly disputing
about the dogmas of religion. The sectarians were protec-

ted by the metropolitan Zosimus, who is accused of having
persecuted the orthodox clergy.

The details about this sect are contained in a work Vy
Joseph, hegumenosor abbot of the convent of Volokolamsk,
who died in 1516, and who was the most zealous adversary of

this sect. He boldly accused the metropolitan of being
a supporter of these heretics. Zosimus resigued his

dignity in 1 494, and retired into a convent Many reasons
were assigned for this, but the fact is that he was not ceav
pelled to do it on account of his heresy. It may be that

the grand-duke wished to avoid the scandal which would
have been caused, if the heterodoxy of the head of the church
was proved, or perhaps he disbelieved the accusations of km
enemies. There are some grounds for the latter supposition,
as the same Joseph laments the lukewarmneas of the grmad-
duke in one of his letters. The persecution ceased forsow
time at Moscow, but the archbishop of Novgorod continued
it in his diocese, whence many sectarians fled to Germany aed
Poland. In 1503 the representations of the clergy, wbwfa
were supported by this Joseph, induced the grand-duke to

issue an order for the trial of the heretics. They acre
tried before an ecclesiastical court, of which Joseph in
a member and their chief accuser. The heretics acknow-
ledged their opinions, and maintained them to be true.

They were condemned, and some of them publicly burnt;
others had their tongues cut off, and many were shut up in

prisons or in convents.

Nothing more has been heard of the sect siuce the

date of 1503, but there now exists among the Raskot-
niks of Russia a sect which observes the Mosaic rites, ati
it is very probable that it is derived from the sect which «•
have described.

The principal dissent in the Russian church was caused
by the emendation of the corrupted text of the Slavonian
version of the Scriptures, and other sacred books in the
same tongue, which are used by the Russian church. The
text of these books, transcribed by ignorant copyist* during
the dark ages of the Tartar domination, was disfigured hy

omissions, and still more by the additions with which eoame
ignorant transcribers attempted to supply the omisssja*.
The necessity of correcting such defects was represented
by the metropolitan to the czar Vasil-lvanovich, «bo, a
1520, requested the Greek convent of Mount Atho* to send
him a person competent to compare the Slavonian saetcd
books with the Greek texts from which they were trans-

lated. A Greek monk named Maxim, thoroughly con-
versant with the Greek and Slavonian languages, was sent
to Moscow. He began his labours with great zeal, an*1

continued them for ten years ; but he was accused by la*
ignorant clergy of Moscow of heresy, and was shut up ia

a convent, where, notwithstanding all his protestations of
orthodoxy, he remained till his aeath in 1555. The neces-
sity of amending the corrupt text was acknowledged oa
several occasions; but it was only under the czar Alexey
Michaelovich that this measure was carried into execu-
tion. In 1654 a council was assembled at Moscow, in which
Nicon, the patriarch of Moscow, presided. It was composed
of thirty six bishops, and the patriarch of Antioch. It
decided unanimously on the necessity of revising the cor-
rupt text of the Russian *acred books. This decision was
approved by the patriarch of Constantinople ; and the czar
made an order that there should be collected from ail U»
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libraries of bis empire manuscript copies of the sacred
books, and be received above five hundred copies of
the Greek texts from Mount Athos. The patriarchs of
Alexandria and Antioch, and several bishops of the East,
scut many manuscripts to Moscow on this occasion. This
important affair was suspended for some time by a quarrel
between the czar and ibe patriarch Nicon, who was deposed
by the synod assembled at Moscow in 1660. This synod,
iu which the czar presided, was composed of the patriarchs
of Alexandria and Antioch (who were also mandatories of
those of Constantinople and Jerusalem), the new patriarch

of Moscow, fourteen metropolitans of Russia and the East,

eight archbishops, five bishops, twenty-five archimandrites,

hx hegumeni (abbots), and fifteen protopapas. It con-
tinued and completed the revision of the texts of the sacred
books according to the amien t copies.

The solemnity with which this reform was carried into

effect did not ensure the general approbation of the Mus-
covite clergy and nation; many of the more ignorant
declared it to be an heretical innovation, anc oudly de-

claimed against the heresy of the Niconians, as they called

—

after the name of the patriarch, whom they justly consi-

dered as the first mover of this measure—those who
received the revised books. The leaders of this party

generally belonged to the lower clergy, with the exception
of the bishop of Kolomna, who also strenuously opposed
the introduction of the revised text, and was in consequence
deposed from his dignity, and exiled to a distant convent,

where he died in confinement; the Raskolniks consider

him as their first martyr.

But this fanaticism soon spread wider, particularly in the
northern provinces. Both clergymen and laymen opposed
the Nicouian heresy, as they designated the use of the

revised books. A terrible persecution now arose, and blood

was shed in many places. The fortified convent of Solo-

vetxk, situated on an island iu the White Sea, declared for

the unrevised text, and became thenceforward the stronghold

of the anti reformers, who bravely defended themselves

against the forces of the czar ; and, after a seven years'

resistance, were reduced in 1675, when the monastery was
taken by storm. Many of the besieged threw themselves
into the flames, and voluntarily perished. In some places,

many of the adherents of the old books shut themselves up
in their churches, and others in their houses or barns, and
then setting fire to them, perished; firmly believing that

ihey should obtain salvation by what they called the bap-
item of fire, and that their souls would immediately rise

to heaven in the shape of doves. Others to escape persecu-

tion tied to Poland, whero they formed large settlements.

Some even sought refuge in the Turkish dominions, where
they settled in considerable numbers on the right bank of

the Danube.
The revolt of the Cossacks under Stenko Razin (Alexey

Michaelovich), who filled the south-east of the Muscovite
dominions with carnage, gave the anti-reformers an oppor-

tunity of retaliating on the ruling party. Accordingly they

joined the standard of the rebel, and committed the great-

est excesses. It was a natural consequence that when the

insurrection was quelled, the severity of their persecution

should be increased. This persecution, which was continued

under Feodor, the son and successor of Alexis <167G-82), and
also during a part of the reign of Peter the Great, pro-

duced dangerous riots even in the capital itself. At last, in

1702, Peter the Great issued a ukase granting toleration to

the sectarians, but subjecting them to a peculiar tax, and
directing that they should wear a medal of copper stamped
wuh a beard.

These adherents of the old text, who are designated by
the general appellation of Raskolniks, or dissenters, call

themselves Starovertzee, which signifies ' those of the old

faith.* The name which is now usually applied to them,

even officially, is that of Slaroobradtzee, that is, • those of

the old rite.' But although these appellations are in ge-

neral indiscriminately applied to all thoso who dissent from
the established church of Russia, yet there are essential

differences of opinion among them, both in respect of tenets,

ceremonies, and discipline. One great division consists of
j

the Ibpovshcheena, or those who have priests ; and another

of the Betpopfwsfaheena, or those who have no priests.

Thi* latter class comprehends a great variety of sects, most
of which have no commou characteristic except the absence

of ordained priests.

The Poftovihcheena, or those who have priests, approach

nearest in doctrine and ceremony to the established church,
from which they differ on the following points:—They re-

ject the revised text of the Bible and of the Liturgy, and
use only such as are literally transcribed or reprinted from
the unrevised text. In making the sign of the cross they
use two fingei-s instead of three ; they repeat the Hallelujah
only twice, after which they say ' Praise be to the Lord.'
They begin their processions, not as prescribed by the esta-

blished church, from the right to toe left, but from the
left to the right. They reject the usual form of the cross.

They never shave their beards, considering it as a deadly
sin, and they support their opinions by reference to the
council or general synod of Moscow, held in 1551, which
declared that— ' Of all the heresies which are punishable
by excommunication, none is mare damnable and criminal
than to shave the beard. Even the blood of the martyrs is

unable to purify such guilt; consequently whoever shaves
bis beard for human considerations violates the law, and
is an enemy to God, who has created us after his own
image.' They also observe other prohibitions of this synod,
which condemned as sins driving with one pole, eating
hares, sausages. &c. They also consider the use of tobacco

and snuff as unlawful. Indeed before the time of Peter
the Great the use of tobacco and snuff was visited in Mus-
covy with several legal penalties.

Although the Popovshcheena consider the established
church as involved in heretical errors, still they hold that
the ordination of its priests is valid, although conferred by
heretical bishops, because it descends iu an uninterrupted
succession from the times of the true church, that is, be-

fore the revision of the books. This opinion agrees with
that of the church of England respecting the ordination of

the Roman Catholic clergy, which it considers to bo valid

on account of the apostolical succession, notwithstanding
the errors of the Romish church. In consequence of this

doctrine the Russian dissenters admit priests who have been
ejected by the established church, which is generally douo
for their bad conduct.

It has been already mentioned that at the time of the per-

secution great numbers of the Raskolniks lied from the

country. Many of them settled in the Ukraine, which was
then a kind of independent country, having recently acknow-
ledged the czar of Muscovy rather as a protector than as a
sovereign. They also formed extensive settlements along
the frontiers of Poland, and many settled in the interior of

that country. They built churches, and founded monasteries

and nunneries, which were soon filled with inmates from
the most distant parts of Russia. The most celebrated of
these was Victka, situated within the Polish dominions, not

far from the Russian frontiers. It stands on a small island

formed by the river Sosha, which falls into the Dnieper
about forty miles below. This settlement was founded
about 1G90, by emigrants from the north. of Russia, and
being favoured by the landowner on whose property it was
established, became so nourishing that it contained no less

than 30,000 inhabitants. This community soon acquired a

great celebrity among all the Raskolniks scattered through
Russia, Poland, and the Turkish dominions; and the followers

of the creed flocked from all parts to that place, which they
considered as the fountain-head of the true doctrine. The
monasteries and nunueries received inmates from the most
distant parts, from the shores of the White Sea and tho

banks of the Don, and the society was constantly enriched

by large donations. This prosperity excited the jealousy of

the Russian government. It first offered them (in the years

1733 and 1734) an amnesty, toleration, and lands for a set-

tlement. But the Raskolniks preferred the Polish govern-
ment, and declined the offer. The Russian government,
finding that all its efforts to induce them to quit the Polish

dominions were ineffectual, resolved to obtain by force what
it could not obtain by policy. Notwithstanding the peace

then existing with Poland, an expedition consisting of five

regiments of infantry, one of dragoons, and two of Cossacks,

secretly passed the Polish frontier, and surrounded the set-

tlements of Vietka. The churches and monasteries wero

destroyed, the inhabitants carried by force into Russia,

many of them sent to Siberia, and their priests were con-

fined in monasteries, and even the bodies of their saints

disenterred and burnt. This event happened in the year

1735, under the reign of ihe empress Anne, and the com-
munity of Vietka was thus dispersed.

But scarcely had two years elapsed when the Raskolniks

agaiu began to assemble at Vietka, aud five years after the
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place wai entirely rebuilt, and became more flourishing than

ever. The persecution which it had suffered Rave it the

reputation of sanctity ; and the numbers who flocked thither

to settle, or sent donations to support the settlement, were

greater than before. The community of Vietka must have

been indeed prosperous, when, in 1 758, its convents con-

tained 1200 regular monks, not including lay-brothers.

The Russian government again held forth promises of pro-

tection, in the hope of inducing them to retu rn to Russia. But

these promises producing no better effect than the former, it

had again recourse to violence. In 1764 another inroad

was made, and the scenes of 1735 were re-enacted. Twenty

thousand persona were carried away, and, almost without

exception, sent to Siberia as colonists. Notwithstanding

these repeated outrages many of the sect remained at Vietka

and in its vicinity, but Russia made no more attempts to

compel them to return, inasmuch as by the partition of

1 772 it became master of that part of the Polish dominions.

A great number of sects are comprehended under the

general appellation of Bezpopovshcheetta, or those who have

no priests. The most important of these sects is that of the

Pomoranes, which signifies • the inhabitants of the sea-coast,'

because it originated on the shores of the White Sea. They
are also called Anabaptists, because they baptise afresh all

those who become their converts. They maintain that all

priests of the established church ordained since the time of

the patriarch Nicou, are falsely so called, and that baptism

administered by them is a profanation ; that marriages so-

lemnised according to the rites of the same church are

invalid, because there are no longer any true priests to give

the nuptial benediction ; and they conclude and dissolve

marriages at will : that churches are the bouses of the Anti-

christ, whose reign has already commenced, although, being

himself invisible, he reigns only in spirit. They confess

one to another; they administer the sacrament to them-

selves ; and the bread which they use on that occasion is

said to be derived from some consecrated loaves saved from

the convent of Solovetzk, which, as we have already men-
tioned, was for a considerable time the stronghold of these

sectarians, but was taken in 1675 by the troops of the czar.

This consecrated bread is multiplied by working the frag-

ments of it with a new paste, and the loaves thus prepared

are considered as holy as the originals. The sacred bread

has thus descended in uninterrupted succession from loaves

consecrated before the Niconian heresy, that is, before the

revision of the Liturgy. Each of these sectarians is always

provided with a crumb of this bread, in order that he may be
able to receive the sacrament in c.ise of emergency, and the

rich are obliged to pay a high price for their portion. They
have places of worship, where they assemble for prayer, and
where oue of the members officiates as priest ; but he has no
ordination, and frequently changes his ecclesiastical lo-

cation for some other employment There are many sub-
divisions of this sect, the principal of which are the Theo-
dosians and the Philipons, who derive their appellations

from the names of their respective founders, both of whom
were runaway priests of the established church. The
points on which they differ from one another are trifling,

and relate merely to some forms of worship ; and they vie

in acts of the wildest fanaticism, which is particularly mani-
fested by their inclination to commit suicide by burning
themselves. They support the doctrine of suicide by the

text of St. Mark (viii. 36):—' For whosoever will save his

life shall lose it ; but whosoever shall lose his life for my
sake and the gospels shall save it.' A remarkable instance
of the fanaticism of these sects occurred in the province of
Archangel in 1742. A commission of inquiry sent by the
government came to a newly constructed monastery which
contained about fifty individuals. This convent was a large
wooden building, with narrow windows, and was enclosed
by a wall of timber. The commissioners were not only
refused admittance, but received even kind of abuse and
imprecation. They ordered the gate of the enclosure to be
broken open ; but as soon as the order was carried into

effect, they saw the convent in flames; and the entrance was
so stongly barricaded with large pieces of timber, that all

their efforts to save the inmates were unavailing. But this

mode of self-destruction, by which life is speedily extin-

guished, is much leas horrible than staiving to death, of
which some rexoltin^ eases were reported in the official in-

quii ics made upon the kubjoct. It ih »aid that persons some-
times make a vow to fast forty da>s. in imitation of tlie

failing of our Saviour in the deeert ; and that they are gene-

rally induced to commit such acts of fanaticism by that*

who succeed to their property. These unfortunate v&etiaas

are locked up in a house, bam, or any other building site-

ated in some remote and unfrequented place, and atridW
watched. After a few daya the poor victims repent ; but at)

their entreaties for food or drink produce no effect on tbar
fanatical guardians. There are many other anecdotes of •
less tragical nature related of these sectarians. Some of

them, after having calculated the time of the last judgment.
imagined that they had found Out the very day and hose.

In order to meet it becomingly, they dug their graves sat

laid themselves therein dressed in their shrouds. Tuns
however passed on, until the urgent cravings of nature re-

minded them that they were still of this world, and com-
pelled them to resume their ordinary occupations.

Other sects differ in certain dogmas and ceremonies froei

the true Pomoranes, but all are united in their hatred t*

the established church. The members of these sects are

numerous all over Russia, and many of them bare settled

in Livonia, Prussia, Austria, Turkey, and Poland. In 1751

they held a synod in Poland, the decisions of which, com-
prised in forty six articles, display the wildest fmnatinsa
and the grossest superstition.

The Capitonians, a sect founded by a monk called Gs-

piton, have no places of worship, but they assemble fee

Erayerand other religious purposes in their dwelling- bouses.
ike the Pomoranes, they dissolve marriages at will, and art

said to live in a state of great licentiousness. One dirmoo
of the sect administers the sacrament after a strange fashsMi.

A girl fastens on her head a sieve filled with raisins ; and
after prayers, accompanied with -frequent prostration*, shs

presents the raisins to the assembly. This sect is known,
on account of that strange ceremony, by the nickname ef

Ibdrethetnikee, that is, ' those from under a sieve.*

The Samokreshchenmkee* or * self-baptisera,* are a sect

founded by a common peasant called Roman Danikmra.
They baptise themselves by repeatedly diving into a mer.
The Samostrigolniks, that is, ' self-tonsurera' (the ton-

sure is considered as the ordination of a monk), are a sect

founded in 1700 by Fedor Rostow and a nun called Anthue
According to their doctrine, every one may become a monk
or nun by tonsuring his or her own hair, putting on the

cowl before the image of a saint, taking another name, and
performing other rites usual in taking the monastic vows
A sect founded in 1715 by a strelitz called Prucopiu* Lap-

kin, and another individual of low condition named Ivaa

Nogoy, chooses a man to personate Christ, and a woman te

personate the Virgin, and they worship them. Tbey aUo
employ twelve individuals to represent the apostles, fee.

Great abominations are imputed to this sect, but it is im-

possible to know with what degree of truth.

There is a numerous sect amongst the Cossacks of the

Don, called Shchelni/ri, i.e. ' Chinkmen, 1

because in sa}iag

their prayers they look on a chink through which a ray o?

light is passing. They have no images, which they rrjert

as forbidden by the second Commandment. They never go

to church, saying that God dwells not in a house built by

men, but is omnipresent. They make use of the revised

sacred books, in which respect tbey differ from all other

Raskolniks.

In several parts of Poland, Turkev, and in the Russwa
government of Tula, there are the followers of the J<4n*
newshcheena. The origin of this appellation is unknown,
and it is probably derived from the name of their founder
or some leading member. Although Russians by origin and
language, tbey strictly observe the Mosaic law, perform
circumcision, keep the Sabbath on Saturdays, and abuse
the Christian religion. It may be that tbey are the de-

scendants of that Jewish sect which appeared at Novgorod
and Moscow at the elose of the fifteenth century.

The Moiokane, or • milk-drinkers,' eat milk and eggs on
Wednesdays and Fridays, which the established church does
not permit on these fast days, but tbey observe a rigid fast

on Sundavs. Their dogmas and ceremonies are almost on-
known. 'They have some strangely shaped images of saints*

which thev carefully conceal from persons who do not be-
long to their sect. They are also called Soobotniki. or
* Saturday-men,* but we are unable to say whether they
have any Judaic rites. On the whole the nature of this
sect is very little known.
The Jkunobnrshchtmt, that is, * Iconoclasts/ reject images,

?vA alwnyn pray in the or We know nothing abmst
ihci <l«v;:iiii».
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The Akulinovshcheena are a sect founded by a woman of
the name of Akulina. They form a kind of spiritual com-
mutiny. They release, by a certain formality, the monks
and priests who join them from theTr vows, and are accused
of living a life of great profligacy.

The Choovstvenniki. or Sentimentalists* are a sect founded
by a monk called Benedict, who ran away from his convent.
They require nothing more than unity among those of the
anttent faith (that is, who follow the un revised books), and
they teach that whoever keeps to that antient faith is in the
right way to salvation, and that it matters little whether he
'$ or is not baptised afresh, or whether ho belong* to the
sect which has priests or to that which has none. Their
number is not considerable, and many of them incline to

Deism.
The Doochobvrtzee, or 'combatants in spirit,' are a sect

which has much resemblance to the Quakers and the Men-
nonists. They never take an oath, and they sbed no blood.

They entertain Unitarian opinions, and admit only the New
Testament. They have neither churches nor priests, and
a their devotions make use only of the Lord's Prayer. This
lect became known under the reign of the empress Anne
,1730-40), at Moscow and other towns, and a commission
was appointed to inquire into their tenets. Its origin is in-

volved in darkness, and it is not improbable that it may be
of very antient date. Under the reigns of Catharine II. and
l*aul they were persecuted, but they bore their oppression
with a really Christian meekness and resignation. The
emperor Alexander granted them toleration, and offered

to assign them lands for cultivation in the deserts of Southern
Russia. They willingly accepted that offer, ond they
formed, by their industry, flourishing settlements in the
uncultivated but fertile steppes.

The sect of the Bogomiles, which was well known in the
Greek empire, and of which a description is given by
Mosbeim and other ecclesiastical historians, is said to exist

among the Raskolniks of Russia, and this circumstance
leads to the supposition that some other sects comprehended
under the above-mentioned appellation may have a similar

origin. There are also many fanatics who inflict on them-
selves the same mutilation that Origen did; and frequent
instances of such acts of fanaticism have recently occurred
in several parts of Russia.

There are still many less important sects of the Raskol-
niks, which are distinguished by some absurd rites or ob-
servance*. All the sects are confined to the lower classes,

sad, notwithstanding the progress of civilization, they are

rather increasing than decreasing. This must be ascribed

to their great zeal for making proselytes, and to the cir-

cumstances that any person who will join them and adopt
their persuasion, submitting to all their superstitious ob-

servance** is sure of the kindest reception and support,

whatever may have been his former conduct. Although
they are no longer persecuted on account of their religion,

they are only tolerated, and have no legal existence. Their
clergy are not acknowledged by the government as such,
and do not enjoy the privileges which are enjoyed in

Russia not only by the clergy of all Christian persuasions,

but even by Mohammedan mollahs.

The account of these sects is chiefly extracted from a
Russian work, entitled ' Description of Antient and Modern
Raskolniks,* &a, published under the authority of the go-

vernment, by a priest of the established church, who was for

a long time a member of one of those sects, and had
much intercourse with different sectarians. It is how-
ever impossible to vouch for the correctness of all his state-

ments.

RUSSIAN LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE.
[Slayohxan Languages ]

RUST, in the common acceptation of the term, is the red

pulverulent substance which is formed on the surface of

iron when exposed to air and moisture. It is an oxide

of iron, and in point of fact other metallic oxides may
be considered as rusts of the peculiar metals which they con-

tain ; the term is however limited in application to the red

oxide orper- or sesqui-oxideof iron.

RUST: [Mildew.]
RUSTIC or RUSTICATED WORK, in Architecture,

a species of decoration for walls, wherein the joints between
the courses, and between the separate stones in each course,

are strongly denned by sunk channels or grooves. Although
an imitation of what would in itself be offensive, and there-

fore at first apparently quite at variance with good taste,

this mode is only a legitimate, artistical, or sesthetical imita-
tion, suggested by ace dent or defects. The expression*
originally derived from rudeness and coarseness of execu-
tion, from large stones irregularly put together, without
their edges being smoothed and fitted to each other, is here
only partially retained so as to indicate boldness and strength,
and also a certain attention to finish and to regularity in the
symmetrical arrangement of the courses and stones. There
is a studied intention manifested, which prevents our
confounding the imitation with what furnished the hint
for it.

Although the preceding remarks partake more of criti-

cism than of explanation, they may have their use here, if

only as serving to correct a prejudice or misconception
likely to be occasioned by the term itself as expressive of
rude strength to the utter exclusion of anything like re-
finement or grandeur, of richness or studied symmetry and
regularity. In reality however rustication contributes in an
eminent degree to richness of surface, and it was accord-
ingly frequently employed by the antients— by the Romans
at least, not only in those works which were characterised
by massiveness and bv a certain degree of rudeness, such
as amphitheatres, bridges, &c, but on the exterior of tem-
ples and other edifices, on which the most finished decora-
tion was bestowed. For not only does rusticating the face
of the walls occasion contrast, and thereby tend to set off
columns or pilasters to greater advantage, but the lines and
shadows so produced remove that blankness which might
otherwise attend too much uniform plain surface. Un-
doubtedly it is a very great excellence in masonry, and a
great beauty in itself, when the facing of a wall is uniformly
smooth and even in colour, and the stones are put together
with such extreme nicety that the joints can hardly be de-
tected. Still the beauty so produced depends in some de-
gree on that of the material itself—on its texture and colour,
for were smoothness alone a particular merit, it may be ob-
tained either by stucco or painting ; in which case the uni-
formity of surface and the absence of joints rather detract
from than add to beauty.

Besides being different from plain masonry, rustication

admits of exceedingly great variety, both in regard to design
and execution, and of great diversity of character, from
severity and heaviness to studied elegance. The most
obvious distinction is that arising from the surfaces of the
rustics, according as they are cither plain or rough ; and
if the former, they may be either smooth, or hammer-dressed,
i.e. left slightly chipped ; else tooled, or with the marks of
the chisel. Or if intended to be rough, the rustics may be
vermiculated, hutched, orfrosted. The first of these modes
is produced by cutting deep hollows into the surface, the
second by making it jagged and rugged, while the third

consists in giving a delicate crispness like frost-work to tho
stone.

As regards jointing, there are two modes: one in which
the channels between the stones are grooved, or form
rectangular sinkings ; the other in which they are cham-
fered, that is, the edges of the stones are bevelled off in

such manner that the section of the joints forms a rectan-

gular triangle. Neither are the above by any means all the
varieties, as will be seen by some examples at the end of
this article, which cannot be very well explained without
cuts. Great variety of character and design may further bo
produced by au intermixture of the different modes,—for

instance, bv smooth and rough rustics together, or by dif-

ferent kinds of rusticating fur different stories, the bolder

and coarser being placed below and the more delicate above,

as is in a certain degree exemplified in the basement of the
Excise-Office, London, which consists of two stories, the
lowermost having rough, the upper one smooth rustics.

Italian architecture presents many fine studies and
examples of rusticated work ; and indeed its productions of

that class possess infinitely more artistic merit than many
of its columnar facades, where the orders are generally in-

sipid, and sometimes so insignificant that the columns them-
selves are nearly the most trifling features in the design.

The Florentine style—which, it may be observed, is the

direct antithesis of the Palladian—shows what may be
accomplished by little more than rustication alone. If it

be severe, it is also simple, yet rich and grand and digni-

fied; on which account, we should hardly hesitate to say
that, unlike as it is in its forms, it possesses more of antique
feeling, more of the sentiment of Grecian architecture than
is to be found in many buildings professedly Grecian and
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adorned with Greok orders. Never! holes* the Florentine

ityle has found little favour with those who have gone to

Iialy for Iheir models. In this country we have very few

examples indeed of rusticated work upon a grand scale: for

here it is almost entirely confined to basements. It is

scarcely ever employed as the general decoration of an

entire front, except it be occasionally for prisons, for which

it is certainly very appropriate, yet it docs not therefore

follow that it is unsuitable whero richness and magnificence

are more required than severity. Even if not for general

purposes, the rusticated style recommends itself strongly

for a class of buildings that have sprung up of late years,

namely, railway termini.
• Rustication however is now almost entirely banished from

architectural design, or else an exceedingly poor and spu-

rious kind of it is substituted, in which only shallow horizon-

tal joints, or rather stripes, are shown, which, besides produc-

ing a most meagre and monotonous effect, give a wall the

appearance of being faced with planks instead of built of

blocks of stone bonded together. The exterior of Gold-

smiths* Hall, London, is materially injured by the extreme

poverty of the lower tloor, which has merely a few horizon-

tal streakings, without either moulded dressings or any

kind of border or finishing to the windows. The lower win-

dows, on the contrary, of the garden-front of the Travellers'

Clubhouse are bordered with rough rusticated quoins, while

the faces of the other rustics are smooth ; which produces

a most pleasing variety and contrast. Both in that and the

adjoining Reform Clubhouse, Mr. Barry has given some
tasteful specimens of rustic quoining, which differs from

rustication merely in the rustics being applied only at the

angles of a building, where they servo not only to give an

expression of greater strength, but also to show that the

design is completed and there terminates. It is a very

great error to suppose that rusticated work is incompatible

with elegance and elaborate finish. It is true that it admits

of great rudeness and severity of character, but it also

admits of the most studied and elaborate finish. So far

too from requiring less care and accuracy than usual, the

arrangement of the courses and rustics so as to combine

them in perfect symmetry with arches, windows, &c, is a

work of more thought and labour than would suffice for de-

signing half a dozen Grecian porticos Much of the beauty of

rusticated fronts depends upon the form and proportions of

the arches or openings, and on the arrangement, &c. of'the

rustics which form the voussoirs cither to arched or straight-

headed windows. Occasionally, moulded archivolts are sub-

stituted for radiating voussoirs, but the effect is not good,

because they cut the horizontal joints of tho courses very

disagreeably ; which, it may bo observed, is likewise the

case where the voussoirs form an exirados either concentric

with the arch, or making a more elevated curve, as in most

of the Florentine examples. It is far better to make the

voussoirs elbowed, so as to unite with the horizontal courses,

whereby the whole looks firmly bonded together. Sometimes
imposts to arches are omitted altogether, or if there be such

member, it is usually a mere plat-band, although occasion-

ally it is moulded. In arches the keystone may either be

similar or distinguished from the other voussoirs ; which last

may be done in a variety of ways, although the most usual

one is to cut it into the form of a console, or else enrich

it with a mask sculptured upon it, of which kind are the

keystones to the arches of the Strand front of Somerset

House, representing the nine principal rivers of England,
personified as old men. Bossages is a term more particu-

larly applied to rusticated cinctures on the shafts of columns,

which may be cither square or cylindrical, but should not

greatly exceed the diameter of the shaft itself, more especially

in the former case. Columns of this kind ought invariably

to be engaged, and the wall behind them of course rusticated

also. In such case the cinctures serve as ligatures to bind

and incorporate them with the rest, whereas insulated

columns with blocks upon their shafts are equally unmean-
ing and uncouth. The same remark applies to rustic blocks

stuck at intervals upon the architraves of doors and win-

dows, as for instance those of St. Martin's church, Lon-

don, although there is no rusticating in that building. Of
columns with bossages or rusticated cinctures, the two

arches within the court of Somerset House are a taste-

ful I v-designed and well-executed example.
Hie following are some of the varieties of rusticating

above referred to, drawn sulliciiMiily large to &how the pre-

cise form and section ol the joints or groo\cs ;

—

No. 1. Rustics with rectangular joints or

No. I.

Rustics of this kind have always plain faces. French cr

horizontal rusticating, without vertical joints, has geaerail?

rectangular channels; this sot t of rusticating, or pKixU
rusticating with horizontal joints only, has of late tein

almost superseded the other modes in this country, where u

has been still further impoverished by making the cbano«U
broad and shallow, and the courses so deep that there art

only a few horizontal streaks along the face of a wall.

No. 2 is an instance of chamfered joints and renmcoUted
rustics, bordered, that is, having a plain surface arouod

their faces. .

No. 2.

No. 3 shows an example of Florentine rusticating rus

moulded channels, the effect of which is particularly nrix.

Of this kind is the rustic work of the Konigiba* si

Munich. [Munich.] One of the* rustics is focttud «
the cut, in order to give an example of that mode in rwrti-

cated quoins.

No. 3.

No. 4 is another mode peculiar to the Florentine *riV,

in which the rustics are facetted, or cut so as to form t «••

triangular surfaces. It is not used throughout, but cnli a

the lower course, forming a sort <>f dado to the bu.Mirx

This example is from the same building as the precede
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No. 5 shows one-half of a rusticated arch having elbowed
vousaoirs running into the horizontal courses

No. 5.

No. 6 represents half of another arch with voussoirs

whose exlrado* form an eccentric curve from that of the

arch itself, or else a pointed arch, while the intrados form a

semicircular one
No. 6.

RUT^A, the name of a genus of plants belonging to the

natural order Rutacea*. The following is a description of

this genus :—calyx four-partite, deciduous, shorter than the

petals, which are four and unguiculate, with the limb

vaulted. Stamens eight, longer than the petals ; filaments

subulate, glabrous; anthers ovate, obtuse. Receptacle

broader than the ovary, marked round with eight nectarife-

P. C, No. 1265.

rous pores, bearing the petals and stamens at the base.

Carpels four, partly combined by means of the central axis

(gynobnse) into one four-lobed ovary, ovules 6-12 in each
cell. Styles four, distinct at the base, united upwards into

a single pistil which is attenuated towards the apex. Slig-'

mas four. Capsules four, partly united, dehiscing internally

at the apex. Seeds dotted. The species of this genus are

suffrutescent herbaceous or perennial plants, with alternate

exstipulate pinnated or decompound leaves covered with
pellucid dots. The flowers are yellow, rarely while, and
disposed in terminal corymbs or racemes. DeCandolle enu-
merates twenty-four species of Ruta, of which compara-
tively few are generally known or cultivated. The species

which has been longest known and most used, and perhaps
the handsomest for culture is the R, graveolens, common
Rue. It is a glaucous hairless erect herb or half-shrubby
plant, with a strong heavy unpleasant smell, growing to the
height of about two feet. The leaves are supradecom-
pound, alternate, their lateral lobes linear or nearly so ; the
terminal onesobovate; they and all other parts of the plant

are covered with transparent dots. Carpels terminal, leaf-

less, trichotomous, cymose
;

petals fouT, wavy concave, a
little irregularly toothed. Fruit roundish, waited, four-

lobed, each lobe opening into two valves.

Rue is sometimes called herb-grace, or the herb of grace,

and in some parts of England ave-grace. This name is said

to have been given to it on account of its use in exorcisms.

In company with rosemary it has been used from time im-
memorial as an emblem of remembrance and grace on ac-

count of its evergreen foliage. The stamens are remarkable
for their presenting an instance of vegetable irritability

.

When the time is come for the pollen to be introduced into

the stigma, and thus presented to the ovules, the stamens,
which are hard and rigid, and almost at right angles with

the style, approach the stigma one by one, and after remain-
ing in contact with it long enough to discharge their pollen,

they return back to their original position parallel with the

petals.

Rue is frequently cultivated as an ornamental plant, fur

which its curiously cut leaves, their glaucous hue, and the

profusion of fine dark yellow flowers appearing for several

months in succession, adapt it exceedingly well. It may bo

increased by seeds, slips, or cuttings. The seed should be
sown in March ; and when the young plants are two or three

inches high, they should be put out in nursery rows; but
propagating by slips or cuttings is best, especially for con-

tinuing varieties, of which there are three or four.

RUTA GRA'VEOLENS.a plant, native of the south of

Europe, intermediate between an herb and a shrub, of a pe-

culiar yellowish green colour. Every part of it is marked
by transparent dots, filled with volatile oil. The leaves and
immature fruits are officinal, and owe their virtue to the

volatile oil and a bitter extractive. The odour is peculiar,

strong, and penetrating; the taste intensely bitter, aroma-
tic, and stimulating. One hundred parts of the fresh herb

dry into twenty-two parts. The quantity of oil obtained by
distillation with water varies much according to the period

of growth when it is collected. Thirty pounds of the fresh

herb before flowering scarcely yield onedrachm, while twelve

pounds with the fruits almost ripe yield nearly one ounce.

Rue possesses powerful stimulant, antispasmodic, and tonic

properties. The careless handling of the fresh plant some-

times causes rubefaction and vesication, and its improper

employment internally has produced serious results. When
judiciously used, it is very serviceable in hysteria and other

convulsive disorders.

Oil of rue obtained from the fresh herb is green, from
the dried herb yellow. It has the peculiar odour of rue, and
a bitterish acrid cardamum-like taste. Its specific gravity is

0*911 It does not redden litmus-paper. The oil met with

in commerce is rarely genuine, being an artificial compound
of oil of turpentine with petroleum and oil of rue.

The pollen of the flowers produces inflammation of the

skin ; and any of it received into the eyes causes violent

lachrymation, and other painful effects.

RUTA'CEiE, a natural order of Polypetalous Exogens,

characterised by the possession of hypogynous stamens,

two or three times as many as the petals, cohering carpels

with from three to five valves, an entire ovarium with seve

ral cells, imbricate calyx with four or five divisions, sym-
metrical hermaphrodite flowers with petals either wanting

or as many as the lobes of the calyx, mostly twisted in

aestivation ; fruit capsular, the sarcocarp mostly separating
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from the end*c4.rt> ; leaves without stipules, opposite, or

alternate, simple, deeply lobed or pinnate, and covered com-
monly with pellucid resinous dots. They are trees, small

shrubs, or herbaceous plants.

This order embraces the Ruteao and Diosmeso of A. de
Jussieu, which are now made the principal sections of

Rutaoeao. Rutese are known by their seeds containing

albumen, and by the sarcocarp of the fruit not being separa-

ble from the endocarp. In Diosmeso the seeds have no albu-

men, and the sarcocarp and endocarp are separable into

distinct bodies when the fruit is ripe. A. St. Hilaire says

that the observation of the adhesion of the sarcocarp and
endocarp in Rute© has been made on unripe specimens of

the plants, and that when ripe they are as .separable as in

Diosmeco ; whatever may be the real state of the case, the
two sections are too obviously related in structure and gene-

ral properties to permit of so slight differences elevating

them into the importance.of distinct natural orders. Ruta-
es® agree with Aurantiace® in their dotted leaves, definite

stamens, and fleshy disk. With Xanthoxylaceae, Siraa-

rubacea?, and Humiriace®, they have also many points of

analogy. They are closely allied to Zygophyllace® through
Peganuro, which Jussieu and o'her writers place amongst
Rutace®. They are found in the South of Europe, and in

our hemisphere extend as far as the limits of the Old
World. Diosraa and allied genera are found at the Cape of

Good Hope. Australia possesses Boronias, Phebaliums,
Correas, fee. ; and great numbers are found in the equi-

noctial regions of America.
Many of the plants of this order emit a powerful and

usually offensive odour from the glands that cover their

whole surface. These glands are sometimes so full of a
volatile oil, that in hot weather the atmosphere surrounding
the plant becomes charged with it, so that a lighted taper

brought near the plant will cause the air to inflame. This
is especially the case with Dictamnus. The Diosmas, or

Bucku plants, are used in medicine as antispasmodics. The
celebrated Angostura hark is produced by a plant (Galipea
officinalis) [Galipea] belonging to this order.

MuU gravitdeat.

a. t-obr«l fruit •urrunnlitiK the central axis ; 4, •rction of a «^»1 theming the
embryo tying to \\* cvntrv of the alliumm; c, flower tbowiug a double row of
•tinea*, concrete cari*!*. awl rim of the Ui»k.

RUTH </m>. BOOK OF. a canonical book of the

Old Testament, consisting of a narrative, of which the

following is an outline:—During a famine, which hap-

Jiened in the time of the Judges, a man of Bethlehem-
ludah. named Elimelerh, removed into the country of

Moab, with bis wife Naomi and two sons. The sons took

wives of the daughters of Moab, and they and their father

died. The famine in Judah having now ceased, Naomi
set out to return thither with her daughters-in-law. Orpah
and Ruth. On the journey she gave them the choice of

returning to their homes. Orpah returned, but Ruth clave

to Naomi. It was harvest-time when they arrived at Beth-

lehem, and Naomi sent Ruth to glean in the field* of her

husband K limelech's wealthy kmsman, Boaz, who was

struck with the maiden, and showed her kindness (chap.

i., ii.) At the end of the harvest, Ruth, under Naomi's
direction, claimed of Boaz the rights which he owed ber a*

her nearest kinsman, or Goel, namely, marriage, and the

redemption of her father-in law's estate. Boaz, after first

ascertaining that a person who was nearer of km to Rutli

than himself declined to act as the Goel, married her (chap,
hi., iv.), and thus became the ancestor of David (iv., ]&-?¥).

The history of Ruth seems to have been inserted in the

sacred canon as a necessary link in establishing the pure

genealogy of David, and consequently of the Messiah ; ami
perhaps also to furnish a record of the fact that one of tbe

Messiah's ancestors was a Gentile, thus intimating the great

truth that the Gentiles were to have a part in the highest

privileges of the Jews. In the antient Jewish canon th*
book forms a part of the Book of Judges, because the event

>

recorded in it happened during the rule of the Judges. Its

exact date is however uncertain, but most probably the

famine mentioned in verso 1 is that which happened in the

time of Gideon, about bc. 1241. It is generally supposed
to have been written by the prophet Samuel. The st j le t»

marked by a touching simplicity, and some parts of it are
very pathetic. (The Introduction* of Jahn, Eichhorn, De
Wette, and Home.)
RUTHERFORD. DANIEL, was born at Edinburgh, m

November, 1749, and was educated at the university of ha
native city. In 1772 he took his degree of M.D., and it it>
in the thesis which he printed upon this occasion, entitled
' De Aere Mephitico,' that he announced the discovery for

which he is chiefly remembered, of the gas which has hoc*
been called azote or nitrogen ; for Rutherford merely indi-

cated its existence as a pecular air, and neither gave it ac?
name nor explained its properties. The same discovery **>

also made about the same time by Dr. Priestley, and was
announced by him in his paper 'On the Different Kinds of

Air/ which obtained the Copley medal, and was published
in the • Philosophical Transactions' for 1772. Dr. Ruther-
ford was admitted a fellow of the Edinburgh College of

Physicians in 1777, and in 1786 he was appointed protestor

of botany in the university. He died 1 5th November, 1st 5.

RUTHERFORTH, THOMAS, D.D., was born in the

parish of Papworth-Everard, Cambridgeshire, in the year
1712. Having taken his degree and obtained a fellow-

ship in St. John's College, Cambridge, be was appointed
Re-ius Professor of Divinity in the University, and created
D.D. He was afterwards elected a fellow of the Royal
Society, and obtained the preferments of the rectory

'

tt

Barley in Hertfordshire, Shenfiekl in Essex, and the arch-
deaconry of Essex. He died in Oct. 1771.

Besides single sermons and charges to the clergy, Dr
Rutherforth is the author of the following works:—*Oni*
Institutionum Physicarum, in privatis suis Leelumbal
(Jamb., 1743, sm. 4to. ; 'Essay on the Nature and Obla-
tions of Virtue,' Lond., 1744, 8vo. ; 'A System of Xatmnu
Philosophy, being a Course of Lectures on Mecnaauea*
Optics, Hydrostatics, and Astronomy,' Camb., 1748, 3 vu^
4to. : 'A Letter to Dr. Middleton, in Defence of Btsbew
Sherlock on Prophecy,' 1750, 8vo. ; 'A Discourse on Mira-
cles,' 1751, 8vo.; 'Institutes of Natural Law, being LW
substance of a Course of Lectures on Grotius De Jvw
Belli et Pacis, read in St. John's College, Cambridge/ Loot.
1754-56, 2 vols. 8vo. A list of his sermons* tracts* aa-i
charges is given in Watt's Bibliotheca Britanmca.
RUITLI US LUPUS, a Roman rhetorician, iaon>i

contemporary of Quinctilian (Quinct., Inst. Orat^ uo, l. &.

150, Bipont), but of whose life we have no particular*. ?t«
possess a small treatise of his on rhetoric, entitled ' Dfc
Figuris Sententiarum et Elocutionis;' which we learn from
Quinctilian (ix. 2, p. 152) was taken from a work of a con-
temporary of the name of Gorgias, in four books. TW
treatise of Rutilius does not appear to have cone 4*«a %*
us in the same state in which he wrote it. It i* now drvxir^
into two books, whereas Quinctilian savs that tt was e«^
in one. It is several times quoted by Quinctilian, nvi »
still valuable for the quotations which it contain* fcVm
writers now lost.

The work of Rutilius was originally published hv Roarr^
Ferrariensis, Venet.. 1519, 8vo., and afterwards by ftaiuokcaL
Lug. Bat, 1768, Bvo., the latter of which was Wfxa&L****
by Krolscher, Li| s., 1»3I, 8vo. There is alao an —*»t»^ b«
F. Jarob. Lub.. 1837, 8vo.

RUTI'LIUSNUMATIA'NUS. CLAUDIUS, a Rueaaa.
poet at the beginning of the fifth century of the Clat»t«o savsw
was a nati\e of Gaul, and held at Rome the h«gn 4*oea> ^
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magister officiorum or palatii, and prcofectus urbi. Having
occasion to return to bis native country, he gave an account
of his voyage, in a poem entitled * Itinerarium,' written in

elegiac verse, and consisting of two books, of which the
greater part of the latter is lost Rutilius made the voyage
in a small vessel, which put into shore during the night
and sailed again in the morning. He describes with much
beauty, and in the genuine spirit of poetry, the towns, ruins,

and various objects of nature and art which he saw, and
deeply laments the ravages which had been committed by
the barbarians of the north. Rutilius was a pagan, and in

his voyage gives an account of the monks who lived at Ca-

I
raria, and in other parts of his poem makes allusion to the

state of Christianity at that time.
The poem of Rutilius was first printed in 1520, Bonon.,

4to. The best edition is by Zumpt, published last year

(1840). Other useful editions are by Damm, Brandenb.,

1760, 8vo. ; by Kappius, Erlang., 1786, 8vo.; and by Gruber,
Norimb., 1804, 8vo.

RUTLANDSHIRE, an inland county of England,
bounded on the north and north-east by Lincolnshire, on
the south-east and south by Northamptonshire, and on the

vest by Leicestershire. It is of compact form ; the greatest

length is from northeast near Essendine, on the road be-

tween Stamford and Bourne, to south-west near Belton,

near the road from Uppingham to Leicester, nearly 19

miles; the greatest breadth at right angles to the length is

from the bank of the little river Eye near Whissendine, to

the bank of the Welland at Tixover, 14 miles. The area is

estimated at 149 square miles; the population, in 1821, was
18,487; in 1831, 19,365; showing an increase in ten years

or 898 persons, or about 5 per cent., and giving 130 inhabit-

ants to a square mile. In size and amount of population,

it is for below the rest of the English counties: its area is

little more than half that of Middlesex (282 square miles),

the next county to it in size; and its inhabitants are not

much more than one-third of those of Huntingdonshire
(pop. 53,192), the next county to it in population. In

density of population, it is the thirty-fifth of English coun-

ties ; being next below Huntingdonshire, but exceeding the

fhe counties of Hereford, Lincoln, Northumberland, Cum-
berland, and Westmoreland. Oakham, the county town, is

in the vale of Catmoss, on the western side of the county

;

b5 miles in a direct line north by west of the General Post-

office, London, or 96 miles by the road through Barnet,

Bedford, Higham Ferrers, and Uppingham.
Surface, Geology, Hydrography, and Communications.-—

The north-eastern part of the county consists of a somewhat
elevated plain or table-land, skirted on the southern side

by the valley of the Wash, which opens on the west into

the more expanded vale of Catmoss, a name derived by Cam-
den from CoetMaes, Celtic words signifying • a wooded plain/

The rest of the county consists of valleys whose general

direction is east and west, divided from each other by nar-

row ranges of low hills. There are no very elevated points

in the county ; Manton, between Oakham and Uppingham,
is said to be the highest.

The county is included in the district occupied by the lower

formations of the oolitic series. The great oolite forms the

north-eastern table-land above mentioned, and occupies also

the higher ground on the eastern side of the county from

Stamford to within two miles east of Uppingham : the pre-

vailing rock is a close-grained buff limestone clouded with

blue. The remainder of the county is occupied by the red

or reddish-brown ferruginous sands which separate the

great oolite from the subjacent lias. These are covered in

it any places, especially near their junction with the lias,

which takes place just on the north-western border of the

county, by vast accumulations of transported blocks of

gravel. There are quarries of good building-stone at Ket-

tun, between Stamford and Uppingham, just on the border

cf the district occupied by the great oolite.

Rutlandshire belongs chiefly to the basin of the Wash.
The Welland, one of the rivers flowing into that ©stuary,

skirts the county on the south-east side, between Rocking-
ham and Stamford, separating it throughout from Northamp-
tonshire. This river is not navigable above Stamford, where
it quits the county altogether. The river Guash, or Wash,
rises just within the border of Leicestershire, and flows east-

ward through this county into Lincolnshire, where it joins

the Welland just below Stamford. The river Cbater also

ri>es in Leicestershire, and flows parallel to the Wash : it

joins the Welland just above Stamford. The Eye brook

bounds the county on the south-west, and joins the Wel-
land just below Rockingham.
The Wreak, which joins the Soar, a feeder of the Trent,

rises in Rutlandshire near Oakham, and flows northward
through the vale of Catmoss into Leicestershire ; it drains
a small district in the north-west part of the county, which
is thus included in the basin of the Humber.
The Oakham canal is a prolongation of the Melton Mow-

bray navigation, from Melton Mowbray in Leicestershire

to Oakham. It follows a circuitous course, passing through
the vale of Catmoss, and has a total length of fifteen miles of
which about six miles and a half are in Rutlandshire, all on
the same level.

The principal roads are, the mail road from London to

Melton Mowbray, and the Great North road. The former
enters the county on the south side just beyond Rockingham
in Northamptonshire, and runs northward through Upping-
ham and Oakham into Leicestershire. The Great North
road crosses the eastern side of the county between Stam-
ford and Grantham. A road from Leicester to Stamford
crosses the county from west to east, passing through Up-
pingham, and following the valley of the Welland ; and two
roads run from Oakham into the Great North road, one at

Stamford, the other at Stretton between Stamford and
Grantham.

Agriculture.—The county of Rutland, although the
smallest in extent in England, is of some importance in an
agricultural point of view. The climate is that of the mid-
land counties of England, and differs in no perceptible
degree from that of the surrounding counties of Leicester,

Northampton, and Lincoln. Compared with the larger coun-
ties, it is altogether a small district, containing only about
90,000 acres of land; but as a proof of the state of the cul-
tivation, it is observed in the ' Agricultural Report to the
Board of Agriculture

1

in 1808, that there is little or no waste
land in the county. Of the whole surface, one-half was then
in pastures, only about one-thirtieth in woods, and in the
whole county only 30 acres of waste, which probably are
long since cultivated in some way or other. Rutlandshire
is one of the grazing-counties, in which much attention has
been paid to rearing choice animals, both oxen and sheep.
There are many wealthy proprietors in the county, who more
or less encourage agriculture in all its branches. The soil is

mostly of a good qua! ity ; and the face of the country agreeably
diversified, affording good sites for country-seats, parks, and
pleasure-grounds : and the richness of some of the natural
pastures have no doubt made it, from an early date, the
residence of the richer clergy and gentry. The best pas-
tures are on the lias clay, which, with a portion of oolite,

red sand, and magnesian limestone, form tne principal soils

of the county. The pastures are very similar to those of
Northamptonshire, and there is no great peculiarity in the
cattle and sheep bred or fed in them. The pure short-

horns are the general favourites with those who pay par-
ticular attention to their stock ; and the crosses with these
are so frequent and repeated, that no other breed can be
considered as so well established, they having almost
entirely superseded the long-horns. There are however
other breeds to be frequently met with, bred in other parts

of the country, and purchased for the sake of grazing,

such as a few North Devon, Hereford, and Scotch oxen.
The milch-cows are chiefly short-horns.

There are some low meadows subject to be flooded along
the rivers Welland, Guash, and Chater. The first of these

having but little fall, the water goes off very slowly from the

flat meadows by the side of it ; hence the herbage is not
of the best quality, and sheep fed there are apt to rot, which
they seldom or never are subject to in the upland pastures.

Few attempts have been made to produce regularly irrigated

water-meadows. It is the opinion of graziers that the good
pastures in this county will produce from 40 to 50 stone of

meat per acre every year, which gives a return of 6/. or 8/.

per acre gross. The rent consequently may fairly be

reckoned worth from 50#. to 4/. -per acre, including poor-

rates and tithes. But no such rent is paid for any consider-

able portion. The farms were formerly of small extent, but

they nave been increased by joining two or more into one

occupation.

The sheep are chiefly of the improved Leicester breed.

There are a few flocks of South-downs ; but on the richest

pastures the Leicester are the most profitable, although the

Southdown wethers, when moderately fat, produce by far

the best mutton. This is the reason whv many opulent
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proprietors prefer them; while the farmers, for profit, keep
the Leicester, which fatten rapidly and at an early age.

The improved mode of feeding sheep with turnips cut into

long strips by a machine, assisted with corn or oil-cake, is

giadually gaining ground on the best farms, and is one of

the greatest improvements introduced of late years. The
housing, or at least sheltering, the sheep, especially the

breeding ewes, in wet and inclement weather, is not yet

sufficiently attended to; nor is the saving in food by this

means sufficiently appreciated by the farmers. There is

however a spirit of improvement abroad which cannot fail to

produce rapid advances in all branches of husbandry.

The farm horses are not of the most active kind, although
they are large, and some very strong dray-horses have been
bred in the county, and sold to dealers for the London
market after having been moderately worked for a year or

two. But for general farm-work thoy are far inferior to the

Suffolk or to the active Clydesdale horses. Farmers do not
always consider that time is money, and that he who can
perform his work in the least time, at the same expense, has
more time left for additional work. In harvest, especially,

a team which will go with a loaded cart or waggon at the
rate of three miles or more in an hour, and trot back empty
mx miles in the hour, will clear a field twice as soon as

those which move little more than two miles in the hour
either way.

There being no very considerable dairies in the county,

no particular breed of pigs is peculiar to it. The hogs which
arc fatted are mostly of the Berkshire or Suffolk breed.

Some gentlemen and farmers have taken pains to improve
their breeds by crosses with the Chinese and Neapolitan;
and these two superior breeds have been so frequently used
of late years to render the native breeds more prolific and
finer in the skin, that very few fine pigs are to be met with
without some portion of Chinese or Neapolitan blood in

them ; and the infusion of a little foreign blood has con-
siderably increased their aptitude to get fat, while some
attention to the shape and smallness of the bone has pro-

duced a very manifest improvement in general.

The arable land was formerly but indifferently cultivated,

as was the case in most parts of the country where grazing
was the principal object of the farmer: but by the enclosure

of common fields, and the extended cultivation of turnips,

of which the value for the cattle in winter is now fully

appreciated, a much greater quantity of corn is produced
than would, at one time, have been thought possible; and
by means of under-draining and an improved husbandry,
the laud which will produce good crops of turnips, especially

the Swedish, is daily increasing.

The plough in general use is one with two unequal
wheels attached to the beam, which has of late received

the name of the Rutland plough, although it is common to

all the adjoining counties. It is often drawn by three
horses ; but the best farmers begin to use only two, and
find, that, if the ground be occasionally stirred to a consider-

able depth by the subsoil plough, and heavy scarifiers, with
four, or even six horses, all the common ploughing, even in

the heaviest soils, can be accomplished with a light plough
and two horses abreast ; and that the work is done better,

more rapidly, and at less expense. The course of crops
varies according to the nature of the soil ; on the lighter

soils, turnips, barley, and clover are succeeded by wheat,
with an occasional crop of peas. On the heavier, oats and
beans are introduced instead of barley or peas, with a naked
fallow. The best farmers avoid two white crops in succession

;

but 'those who are tempted, by the apparent profit, to have
barley after the wheat, and some of the old school cannot
resist it, on fino rich soils, find, that what they have appa-
rently gained by a catch crop, as it is called, is dearly paid
for in the end, by the deficiency in those which come after,

especially the clover and turnips, two crops which never
are so sure and so profitable as on land which is in very good
heart.

Thero are several extensive woods in Rutlandshire, con-

taining tine oak, ash, and other timber. The amount of the

whole is stated, in the survey in 1808, at nearly 3000 acres.

Rut they have not improved since that time: the high price

of timber during the war has caused many of tho finest

trees to be cut, and there U now little timber fit for navy
purposes in the county ; and there being no wastes, the
planting has boon confined, to ornamental plantations.

There U a considerable quantity of coppice-wood, which is

cut every twelve or sixteen years; and it is the opinion of

some very experienced surveyors, that a well n>siisft4

coppice, with a few trees interspersed, is much more prutt-

able than a close plantation of oaks, however well menaced
when the rapid growth of the coppice-wood is taken mi«
consideration. Ash, chesnut, whitethorn, and hornbeam
are the sorts to be preferred for a coppice.

In some places allotments of land have been let to cot-

tagers, which, where it has been judiciously done, has added
much to their comfort, and stimulated industry by givmg
employment to women and children.

The' following fairs are held in Rutlandshire :—Oakham,
first Monday after Plough-Monday ; Monday after February
14 ; Monday after Apsd 6 ; May 6 ; Saturday in Whjtsna-
week; last Saturday but one in July; Monday after

August 13 ; September 9 ; Monday after October 1 f ; Men-
day after November 1 1 ; second Monday in December.
Uppingham, March 7 ; July 7.

Divisions, Towns, $c.—The divisions of the county an
as follows:

—

Name. Situation. Area in Acres. IVf. LCI.

27,900 4,275

20.300 3.4<*

14,580 3,771

18,140 4.3:o

16.J80 3,^45

97,500 19.3^5

Alstoe Hundred . North
East do. . East
Martinsley do. . Central

Oakham Soke . West
Wrandyke Hundred S. and S.E.

There are only two market-towns, Oakham and Uppmr
ham.
Oakham, or Okeham, is in Oakham Soke, in the vale

of Catmoss. It had an antient castle, erected probably

by Walcheline De Ferreris, a younger branch of the family

of de Femurs, to whom Henry II. had granted the maoer.
The manor and castle repeatedly reverted to the crown, and
were again repeatedly granted. Among the possessors ef

them were : Richard, king of the Romans, brother of Henry
III.; Edmund, earl of Kent, brother of Edward II.; Dt
Vere, eail of Oxford and duke of Ireland, favourite of

Richard 11. ; Thomas of Woodstock, uncle to the same
king ; Humphrey, duke of Buckingham, the supporter and
victim of Richard III.; Thomas Cromwell, earl of Essex;
and George Villiers, duke of Buckingham, the witty and
profligate favourite of Charles II. Of this castle, the county-
hall, in which the assizes are held, and the other business
of the county and the town transacted, is a remain ; the

other parts are in ruins. The architecture is of late Norma
or very early English. The gate of the castle-yard and the

interior of the county-hall are covered with horse-shoes; the

lord of the manor being authorixed by antient grant or

custom to demand of every peer, on first passing through
the lordship, a shoe from one of his horses, or a sum d
money to purchase one in lieu of it. Some of these short
are gilt, and stamped with the donor's name. Amoug them
are shoes given by queen Elizabeth, by the late duke of

York, and by George IV., when prince regent.

The number of houses in the pari»h, in 1831. was 520. in-

habited by 624 families, beside 29 uninhabited houses, and
10 building. The population was 2390, about one fourth
agricultural. The area of the parish is 3130 seres. The
town consists of neatly-built houses. The church is s l*rj»
edifice, mostly of perpendicular character. It has s Ooe
tower and spire ; the latter is said to have been erected bv
Roger Flore, who died a.d. 1483. There i* a library con-
nected with this church, of about 200 vols, folio, consisting
chiefly of the decrees of councils, the fathers, seltoolaes,
and other divines. There is a school-bouse in the church
yard for the richly endowed grammar-school, and connected
with it is a building originally used as an hospital for aged
men, but now occupied by the roaster of the grammar-
school and his boarders. There are meeting- houses fcr

Wesleyana, Independents, and Baptists. There is s gs*J
and house of correction for the county in an open spot near
the castle.

The Oakham canal affords facilities for supplying tk*
town with coal, and for sending corn to the manufacturing
districts. The market, which is on Saturday, is a good
corn-market; and there are three yearly fairs of antient in-

stitution, and eight of modem date, for cattle. The assizes
and quarter-sessions are held here; and the court of elec-

tion lor the county members. It is the onlv poUing~*tat*orL
The living is a vicarage united with the cbapetnes e/

Langham, Brooke, and Sriv*r*t«ne,of the clear yearly vales
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of 918£, with a glebe-house, in the gilt of the dean and
chapter of Westminster.
There were, in 1833, twelve day-schools, with 365 chil-

dren; including the grammar-school with 40 boys, and a
national -school with 54 boys and 30 girls. There were
three Sunday-schools, with 255 children, besides the national
school, the children of which attended also on Sunday.

Jeffrey Hudson, the well-known dwarf (introduced by Sir

W. Scott, in his • Peveril of the Peak'), was born at Oakham,
a.d. 1619.

Uppingham is in Martinsley hundred, six miles south
of Oakham, at the intersection of the Melton mail-road with
the cross-road from Leicester to Stamford. The area of the
parish is 1210 acres. It had, in 1831, 342 houses, inhabited
by 358 families, and 7 houses uninhabited. The town
consists chiefly of one street, tolerably well paved, with an
open area in the centre. The houses are in general good,
and the appearance of the place is superior to that of Oak-
bam. The church is large, with a lofty spire, and contains
several interesting portions. The free grammar-school
house is a neat and plain building, at one end of the church-
yard ; and there is an hospital for poor men. These insti-

tutions, which are well endowed, were, as well as the
grammar-school and hospital at Oakham, founded by Ro-
bert Johnson, archdeacon of Leicester, ad. 1584. There
are two dissenting meeting-houses.
The population of Uppingham, in 1831, was 1757, about

one-fifth agricultural. There is a market on Wednesday;
and there are two yearly fairs for horses, cattle, and sheep,

and coarse linens.
' Races are held on a course called the

Brand, just south of the town.
The living is a rectory, of the clear yearly value of 661/.,

with a glebe-house, in the gift of the bishop of London.
There were in 1833 six dame-schools, with 90 children;

six other day-schools, with 266 scholars, including the free

grammar-school with 32 boys, and a national school with
100 hoys and 66 girls; and two Sunday-schools, with 161

children.

Divisions for Ecclesiastical and Legal Purposes.—The
county is included in the archdeaconry of Northampton,
and diocese of Peterborough. It comprehends the rural

deaneries of Alstow, Oakham-Soca, Rutland or Martinsley,

East Hundred, and Wrandike. These divisions are coinci-

dent or nearly so with the hundreds of the same name.
The number of parishes is given in the Population Returns
at 52 ; the number of benefices is given by Mr. Brewer
(Beauties of England and Wales) at 49, viz., 31 rectories,

12 vicarages, and 6 cbapelries.

The county is included in the Midland Circuit ; the assizes

and quarter-sessions are held at Oakham, where is the

county gaol.

Rutlandshire returns two members to parliament ; they

are elected and the poll taken at Oakham. There is no
other polling-station.

History and Antiquities.—This county appears to have
been included in the country of the Coritani ; and upon the

Roman conquest of Britain was included in the province of

Flavia Caesariensis. A Roman road, generally consi-

dered, though Blore disputes it, to be Ermine-street, crossed

the eastern side of the county in the line of the present

North road, and a Roman station appears to have existed

at Great Casterton, which is just within the boundary of

the county, in the neighbourhood of Stamford ; but anti-

quaries are not agreed as to which of the Antonine stations

it is to be identified with. There are some remains of the

encampment on the south-east side of the present village

;

it was square, and had an area of about 27 acres, and was
defended on the south and west sides by the river Wash.
Ermine-street may be traced in the form of a raised bank
four or five feet high.

Under the Saxons this county was included in the king-

dom of Mcrcia. From them it appears to have derived its

name of Rutland, in Domesday ' Roteland/ which was
perhaps given first to a part only of the present county.

This district of Roteland, which was crown land, had beeu

bequeathed by Edward the Confessor to his queen Eadgith

or Edith for her life, and, after her decease, to the abbey at

Westminster. William the Conqueror however resumed

the grant, leaving the tithes to the abbot and monks, and

dividing the greater part of the land among his followers.

Iu the rei^n of John, Rutland, then first mentioned as a

county, was assigned to his queen Isabel as part of her

dower. In the reign of Edward II. the crown appears to

have possessed East Hundred, Martinsley, and Alstoe
Wranuyke belonged to the Beauchamps, earls of Warwick
Oakham Soke is not mentioned, and is supposed to have
been included in Martinsley hundred. An earl of Rutland
is mentioned in a charter of Henry I., but nothing is known
of him. The first known earl was Edward, eldest son of
Edmund of Langley, who was the fifth son of Edward III.

The title was inherited by Richard, duke of York, and by
his son, a boy of twelve years of age, who was stabbed by
Lord Clifford, after the battle of Wakefield, in which
Richard himself fell, a.d. 1460. The earldom was reviled
by Henry VIII., and conferred on the family of Roos: it

afterwards came to the Manners family, in whose favour it

was raised to a dukedom, which still exists. Few incidents
of historical interest are connected with this county. Wright,
in his * History of Rutland,' mentions that in 1016 a battle

of doubtful issue was fought between the Danes and the
Saxons, but the account is at least very doubtful. In a.d.

1381, Henry Le Spencer, bishop of Norwich, assembled a
force at Burley in this county to suppress the insurrection
of the commons in Norfolk, under John the Litester or
Dyer. [Norfolk, vol. xvi., p. 270.] And in 1468 (accord-
ing to Grafton's Chronicle), the Lincolnshire insurgents
under Sir Robert Welles or Wells were defeated with great
loss by Edward IV., at Hornfield in Empingbam pariah, in

this county, beyond Stamford. It may be well to notice
here that Grafton ascribes the rebellion to the instigation of
the earl of Warwick ; and makes the execution of Lord
Wells, the father of Sir Robert, the consequence, and not
the cause of the rising. [Compare Lincolnshire, vol.

xiv., p. 15.] The battle is commonly known as the battle

of Lose-coat- field, from the fugitives throwing off their coats

in order to escape more swiftly.

The antiquities of the county are chiefly ecclesiastical.

Tickencote, Little Casterton, Empingbam, Essendine, and
Ketton churches, all on the east side of the county, go back
to the Norman period. Tickencote has been a very curious
specimen of enriched Norman, but it was rebuilt in 1 792, and
only the elaborately ornamented arch between the nave and
chancel, and part of the groining of the chancel; with the
font, remain. Before it was rebuilt, it had attracted much
attention, and some antiquaries regarded it as of early

Saxon date. The church at Little Casterton has a nave,
aisles, and chancel, with a gable for two bells at the west
end : the piers and arches are late Norman, and the form
of the capitals resembles the Roman. The other parts of
the church are of various later dates. Empingham church
has a nave with aisles, and a transept, with a tower and
spire of good composition. The piers and arches of the

church are late Norman or early English; the chancel,

transepts, and lower part of the tower are early English.

Essendine is a small church, with nave and chancel, and a
gable for two bells at the western end : the architecture is

partly Norman, partly early English : the south door is

Norman, enriched with zig-zag moulding and other orna-

ments. Under the arch are three figures in relief, repre-

senting the Saviour supported by two angels: there are

sculptures on each side of the door. Ketton is a large cross

churcb, with a tower and lofty spire at the intersection

:

though some Norman features are intermingled, its general

character is early English. The spire, which is ribbed at

the angles and perforated by twelve windows, is nearly 1 80

feet high, and of beautiful proportions. Of Pickworth
church there remains a beautiful arch or doorway, with

clustered pillars, the capitals of which are adorned with ele-

gantly carved foliage. Ryhall church has a tower and
spire of early English, with some singular features*

(Blore's History of Rutlandshire ; Beauties of England
and Wales; Rickman's Gothic Architecture ; Parliament-
ary Papers.)

Statistics.

Population.—Of 4940 males aged twenty and upwards,

only twelve were, in 1831, employed in manufactures, or in

making manufacturing machinery. Rutlandshire ranks

third in the list of agricultural counties, and of the above-

mentioned 4940 males, there were 2763 engaged in agri-

cultural pursuits in 1831, namely 1910 as labourers, 429 as

occupiers employing labourers, and 424 as occupiers who
were not employers of hired agricultural labour.

The population of the county in each of the following

decennary periods, was,

—
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Increase

MftJsS Female*. Tout per eent.

2801 7978 8378 16,356

1611 7931 8449 16,380 0'14

1821 9223 9264 18,487 12'86

1831 9721 9664 19,385 4*85

showing an increase of 3029 between the first and last

periods or 17} percent, the increase for England and
Wales in the same period being 57 per cent.

The following table presents a summary of the popttla

tion of each hundred, as taken in 1831 :

—

HUNDREDS.

HOUSES. OCCUPATIONS. PERSONS.

Inhabited Families. Band Unln-
habited.

Families
chiefly

employed
i« agri-

culture.

Families
chiefly

employed
in trade,

manufac-
tures,

and ban*
dfcraft.

Another
Families
not com*
prised in

the tvo
pieced'

inf
classes.

Males. Femalne.
Total of

Mala*

Alstoe Hundred
East
Martinsley „
Oakham Soke
Wrandyke „

821
667
775
917
755

3935

892
725
821
968
785

4
2

1

12

3

4

15

13

38
29

597
474
377
418
433

183
130
299
296
194

112

121

145
254
158

2120
1774
1880
2143
1804

2155
1692
1899
2177
1741

4275
3466
3779
4320
3545

1099
863
966
1097
910

1

j Total 4191 ! 22 99 2299 1102 | 790 9721 9664 I 19385 4940

County Expense*. Crime, <£c.— In the three years 1748-

49-50, the average sum expended annually for the relief of

the poor was 862/.; in 1776 it was 2664/.; for the three

years 1783-4-5 the annual average was 2664/.; and for the

under-mentioned periods as follows:

—

£ s. d.

1801 8,276, being 10 1 for each inhabitant

1811 11,168, ,, 13 7

1821 10,575, 11 5 „
1831 8,809, „ 9 1

The sum raised by the county for local purposes in the
year ending 25th of March, 1833, was 12,190/., of which
sura 10,983/. was assessed on land; 938/. on houses; 127/.

on mills, factories, &c; and 139/. on manorial profits, na-

vigation, &c. The expenditure for the years ending 25th
March, 1834-37-40 was as follows :—

1831. is:;. 1840.

£. £. £.
9.008 «.i,9 7jm
237 203 6

1.504 463 212

Relief and maintenance of poor •

Suits of law, removal of paupers, Ice.

Oiher local purposes . . .

11.204 6.285 7,464

The total saving effected in 1840, compared with 1834,

was 374U/., or 33 per cent The expenditure per bead with

reference to the population in 1831, was 9$. 4cL in 1834;
6#. 5c/. in 1837; and in 1840, in conseauence of the high
price of provisions, it rose to 7*. 6d. per head. The number
of paupers relieved in 1839 was 1535; and in 1840 there
were 1454 relieved, or 7 per cent, ofthe total population, being
one and one-half under the average for England, and one- half
the average fur Wiltshire. In 1835 6 the number of bas-

tards chargeable to parishes in the county was 1 in 242 of
the total population ; the proportion for England being 1 in

215. and for some of the Welsh' counties less than 1 in 60.

In 1830 the number of illegitimate births to the total num-
ber of births in the county was I in 22 ; the proportion for

England being 1 in 20.

The county-rate expenditure amounted to 273/. in 1792

;

477/. in 1801; 2020/. in 1811; 1296/. in 1821; 1192/. in

1831 ; and 966/. in 1838.

In 1839 the sum of 921/. was collected on account of
church expenses, of which sum 581/. was derived from
church-rates, and 340/. from various other sources, includ-

ing 203/. from estates and rent-charges. The expenditure
amounted to 874/., and included 306/. for repairs of
churches.
The statistics of the highways for the years 1812-13-14,

tho annual average being taken, were as follows:—Length
of paved streets and turnpike roads, 63 miles; all other
highways used for wheel-carriages, 254 miles; rates levied

for repair of the above, 3327/. ; composition in lieu of sta-

tute duty, 403/. ; estimated value of statute labour per-

formed in kind, 2032/. In 1839 the expenditure on the
highways, estimated at 267 miles in length, was 4694/., the
cost of repair per mile being 17/. 1 U.
The number of turnpike trusts in the county in 1834 was

four. The total income was 6406/„ the chief items being
3757/. from totht; 405/. parish composition in lieu of sta-

tute duty ; and 107C/. estimated value of statute labour
performed. The expenditure amounted to 6081/.; and
there were bonded debts to the amount of 9900/* In 1836

the income, including money borrowed, was 5804/.; and
the expenditure, including debts paid off, 5610/. The debts

amounted to about two years' clear annual income (the pro-

portion of debts for England being equal to 4J years' income

X

and the proportion of unpaid interest was 3 per cent, of the

total debt, tnat for England being 12 per cent
The number of persons charged with criminal offences

and committed in the three septennial periods ending
1819-26-33, was 56, 83, and 102, making an annual average

in each period of 8, 11*8 and 14*5 respectively. The average

of the six years from 1834 to 1839 inclusive was 19'5, the

total committals for the above years being 117. The num-
bers for each year were as follows:—

1834. 1835. 1836. 1837- 183B. 1W.
Committed 25 15 24 27 13 13

Convicted 21 13 16 19 7 11

Acquitted 4 2 8 8 6 2

The average comparative results presented by the criminal

tables for so small a population as Rutlandshire are calcu-

lated rather to mislead than afford information. For ex-

ample, in 1 835 the proportion of persons committed to the

total population was I in 1292, and for England and Wales
631, but in 1837 the proportion in Rutlandshire rose to 1

in 718, the number of committals being 15 in the former
year and 25 in the latter. For the last six years the average
has been as nearly as possible 1 in 1 000, which is a more
favourable proportion than prevails in any of the eastern or

southern agricultural counties. The number of females
committed does not average more than 2, and in 1839 titers

was not one. In 1837-8 9 the proportion of instructed crimi-

nals in Rutlandshire averaged 39 per cenU which was higher
than in any other county, the county of Bedford standing
as low as 2*2 per cent.

The number of registered electors in the county in 1835
was 1328, and 1373 in 1840. In the latter year there were
858 voters possessing freehold qualifications ; 68 copyholders

;

9 leaseholders for lives or periods of years ; 327 occupying
tenants at a rent of 50/. per annum ; 24 deriving the right

of voting from offices which they enjoyed ; and 87 were
were either joint qualifications or double qualifications.

There is no savings'-bank in the county.
Education.—The summary from the Returns to Parlia

ment in 1833, in obedience to circulars issued to church-
wardens and other local authorities throughout England
and Wales, might be omitted in tbe case or this county, a

much more complete statistical inquiry having taken place
in 1838, under the direction of the Manchester Statistical

Society ; but for the purpose of comparing the result of the

official inquiry with the one last mentioned, the former »
given in an abridged form.

Infant-schools

Scholars, aged from 2 to 7 years .

Daily schools

Scholars, aged from 4 to 14 years ,

Schools Sebolan.

Total daily schools

Total se>

Snnr1

r daily instruction

, aged from

10

102

112

56

173

707

2880

2731
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The moat apparent defect in the official returns arises

from the impossibility of ascertaining the number of dupli-

cate entries of scholars who attend both day and Sunday
schools, and consequently the numbers who are not receiv-

ing any education at all cannot be determined. The above
official return for Rutlandshire is believed to be more accu-

rate than for any other county. The corrections are therefore

less than they would be in other cases. The following state-

ments are taken from the Report ofthe Manchester Statistical

Society:—The population or the county, in 1838, was esti-

mated at 20,000, and the number of children between 5

and 15 years of age at 5000. Of these 3561 were found to

be attending either at day or Sunday schools, leaving 1 439,

or about 29 per cent., not receiving school instruction.

Taking the scholars of all ages, it was found that 1 1 1 7, or

about 5*6 per cent, of the population, attended day and
evening schools; 1922, or about 9*6 percent, of the popu-
lation attended both day and Sunday schools; and 1274, or

about 6*4 per cent, of the population, attended Sunday-
ichools only. The dame and common day schools were
attended by 6*25 percent, and the endowed or charity schools

by 8*26 per cent., of the total population. Out of 46 parishes

and 2 hamlets in the county there were only 7 parishes and
the 2 hamlets without a Sunday-school. Out of 140 schools,

all but 14 had been established since 1801 ; 63 schools had
been commenced from 1830 to 1838; and 58 from 1801 to

1830. The following « General Summary of Schools and
Scholars in the county of Rutland in 1838' is appended to
the Manchester * Report* (p. 315, vol. ii. of the Journal of
the Statistical Society of London).

In another * Report ' of the Manchester Statistical So-
ciety, • On the Condition of the Population in Three Parishes
in Rutlandshire, in 1839/ it is stated that 75 persons per
cent, were able to read, and 44 per cent, could write, in one
parish, and in the two other parishes it was found that the
proportion of the former was 81 per cent., and of the
latter 50 per cent. On the whole, Rutlandshire may be
regarded as considerably in advance of other counties.' In
the • Second Annual Report of the Registrar-General,' the
number who signed with marks in attestation of marriages
is given as 33 per cent., while in Bedfordshire the propor-
tion was 60 per cent. Little however has been done
throughout the county to extend education beyond reading
and writing or to develop the intelligence of the people.

The Manchester ' Report states that * want of books is a
very serious impediment to the usefulness of the schools.'

The books most commonly found in the cottages in the
three parishes which the Society made the subject of a sepa-

rate inquiry were Fox's 'Martyrs;' Fleetwood's 'Life of
Christ;' and Venn's 'Whole Duty of Man.' Few cottages
were entirely destitute of books, but they were almost ex-
clusively religious works.

General Summary of Schools and Scholars in the County of Rutland, 1838.

1

I

t

1
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of anatomy, or rather to the formation of an anatomical mu-
seum, for he seems to have regarded the science of anatomy
aa a pursuit far inferior to the art of preparation-making.
In this art he was certainly unequalled by any of his con-

temporaries, and the accounts given by those who saw his

museum, of the perfect state in which the bodies of chil-

uiauc afc wc |siV9CUi> viajr.

By unceasing labour Ruysch collected a most extensive
museum of anatomical preparations of all kinds, for which,
in 1698, Peter of Russia gave him 30,000 florins. It was
then conveyed to Petersburg, where, it is said, the greater
part has since decayed, and become useless. After selling
his first museum, Ruysch commenced with unabated ardour
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to collect a second, a part of which, at his death in 1731,

was told to the king of Poland for 20,000 florins.

Ruysch's merits as mi anatomist have been greatly over-

rated. In all bis works, which make up five large quarto

volumes, there is no evidence that he was more than a plod-

ding anatomical artist Though he claimed many discoveries,

those that really belong to him are few and not important

;

and in proportion to the labour expended in the pursuit of

anatomy, few have contributed less to its progress as a sci-

ence, for he did not even publish the modes of making his

preparations.

RUYSDAEL, or RUYSDAAL, JACOB. This great

landscape-painter was born at Haarlem, in 1635. He was

originally brought up to surgery, which he practised for a

short time, but he appears to have painted at an early age,

and eventually he adopted painting as his profession. If we
may judge from a certain similarity of handling, he pro-

bably received the first instruction in his art from his elder

brother Solomon, who was also a good landscape-painter,

but his reputation has been lost, or rather obscured, by the

superior name of his brother. Solomon was born also in

Haarlem, in 1616, and died there in 1670; he was the

scholar of Schoeft and Van Goyen. He distinguished him-

self by the invention of an admirable composition in imita-

tion of variegated marbles.

Jacob Ruysdael became the friend of Nicolas Berghem,
and, as has been reported, his scholar ; but this, if we may
judge from the extreme dissimilarity of their styles, is

highly improbable. Ruysdael was a simple but accurate

imitator of nature, and his taste inclined him towards the

wild and the secluded; but he displayed an exquisite judg-

ment in the selection of his subjects, and for the power and
at the same time the truth of his imitations he has never

been equalled. Woods and waterfalls are the prevailing

subjects of his landscapes, and he rarely if ever painted a

scene without introducing either a cascade or a rivulet.^ He
occasionally also painted marine pieces.

Ruysdael's works, independent of their powerful effect

and masterly imitation, are distinguished from those of

other masters by the peculiarity that the foregrounds gene-

rally constitute the pictures, the distances being introduced

simply as accessories to complete the view, and he may be

said perhaps never to have produced a mere scenic effect.

His colouring, though warm, as also his foliage, is that of

a northern climate, and it is very improbable that he ever

visited Italy ; he was fond of rather cold and cloudy skies

with sudden and powerful masses of light and shade. Ruys-
dael never painted figures; those which are introduced into

his compositions were painted by Ostade, Wouvermanns, a

Vandevelde, or Berghem.
His works are held in the highest estimation by good

judges. There are fine specimens of them in most of the

principal collections of Europe. The Stag-Hunt, in the

Royal Gallery of Dresden, the figures of which are by Van-
develde, is generally reputed to be his masterpiece; but

there is a Targe woody landscape in the Doria gallery at

Rome, of surprising power and beauty, and which is cer-

tainly uusurpassed by any production of its class. Ruysdael
also etched a few plates in a very bold and effective style,

but impressions from them are very scarce. He died at

Haarlem in 1681, in the forty-sixth year of his age. The
celebrated Hobbema studied the works of Ruysdael. (Dcs-

camps ; Fiorillo.)

RUYTER, MICHAEL, born at Fleissmgen in 1607,

went to sea at eleven years of age as a cabin-boy, and rose

successively until he became a warrant-officer, and, in 1635,

was made captain. He served for several years in the East
Indies, and in 1645 was appointed rear-admiral. In 1647

he attacked and sunk off Sallee an Algerinc squadron. In
1652 he was employed in the war against Eugland, and
while accompanying a large convoy of merchantmen he met
the English fleet off Plymouth. The combat was not deci-

sive, but Ruyter succeeded in saving his convoy. In 1653

he commanded a division, under Van Trorap, and was
beaten by Blake, but he had afterwards an advantage over

the English near the Goodwin Sands. In 1655 he was sent

to the Mediterranean to chastise the pirates of Algiers and
Tunis. In 1659, being sent by the States-General to the

assistance of Denmark against Sweden, he defeated the

Swedish fleet, as a reward for which the king of Denmark
gave him a tide of nobility with a pension. In 1665 he
fought against Prince Rupert of England with no decisive

result, and in July of the following year he was beaten by

the English. In June. 1667, he entered the Thames as frr m
the Medway, and destroyed the shipping at Sbeernes*. la

1671, war having broken out between France and Holland,

Ruyter had the command of the Dutch fleet which was ta

oppose the French and the English : he fought several baii>t

in the Channel and the German Ocean, without any im-

portant result. In 1675 he was sent to the Mediterranean
and fought a desperate battle with the French admit al I>o-

quesne, off the eastern coast of Sicily, in which his fleetw
worsted and Ruyter had both his leg* shattered, fir

effected a retreat into the port of Syracuse, where he <**»!

of his wounds, in April, 1676. A splendid monument was

raited to him at Amsterdam, and G. Brandt wrote his LiCr,

which was translated into French, Amsterdam, fol, I69t.

Even Louis XIV. expressed sorrow on hearing of bis death.

saying that ' he could not help regretting the Tom of a pnJ
man, although an enemy.'
RYAN, LOCH. [Wiotonshirb.]
RYBINSK, in the government of Yaroslaw, at the eao-

fluence of the Rybinka and the Volga, though a small tuea

with only 3200 inhabitants, is a place of considerable im-

portance. It is as it were the central point of the rolled

trade and inland navigation of Russia, because it U ben
that the goods are generally transferred from the Urge

Volga vessels to the smaller craft which are to couver then

by the rivers and canals connected with the Volga* In one

year 1760 large vessels have brought goods to the value of

30 millions of rubles, and above 6000 small vessels bait

conveyed these and other goods (to the amount, in all, of i*

millions of rubles) to St. Petersburg. The number of

strangers who visit Rybinsk in the summer is very gmt
RYCAUT, or R1CAUT, SIR PAUL, was the tenth sm

of Sir Peter Rycaut, a merchant of London. The date of

his birth is unknown, but he took his bachelor's degree ^
1650, at Cambridge. In 1661 he attended the earl ofW^-
chelsea as secretary, when that nobleman went out as tem-

bassador extraordinary to Constantinople. During ih&2

embassy, which lasted eight years, he made himself ac-

quainted with the manners, customs, and religion of t^e

Turks, and published the ' Capitulations, Articles of Pricr.

Sec, concluded between England and the Porte in IU!

'

and also 'The Present State of the Ottomau Empire, u
Three Books, containing the Maxims of the Turkish Polr.a-

their Religion, and Military Discipline, illustrated %.:*,

Figures,' London, 1668, 1670, fol. He was afterwards t;-

pointed consul at Smyrna, which situation he held dur.r?

eleven years, and exerted himself diligently in extend^
the commerce of England with the Levant.

On his return to England, Rycaut employed turns?!/

chiefly in literary occupations. He published •The present

State of the Greek and Armenian Churches, Anno Cbn>'~
1678.' London, 1680, fol, and a * History of the Turkish Ko-
pire from 1623 to 1677/ London, 1680, fol„ which ts> a euc-

tinuation of Knollys
f

s 'History of the Turks,' and conti -i

much information concerning the political resources of tl<

Turkish empire and the manners of the Turks. It hu
b*en translated into almost all the languages of oaoder?

Europe, and has been several times reprinted.

In 1685 the earl of Clarendon, then lord lieutenants'

Ireland, appointed Rycaut secretary of the province*
'

Leinster and Connaugbt, and James II. created him a rr »

councillor of Ireland, a judge of the Court of Admiralty. *^'

a knight. The Revolution of 1688 deprived him of kill *

employments, but in 1690 he was appointed resided! *.

the Hanse Towns ; he then went to reside on the Cotu-
nent, and remained there till 1700, when be returned *-»

England for the benefit of his health, and died on xUc 'C-

December in the same year.

Rycaut was a member of the Royal Society of LooA^l
and, in addition to his high character as a diplomatist. w**

celebrated for his knowledge of the learned language* an& J
the modern Greek, the Turkish, Italian, Spanish, and FrearL

Besides the works already mentioned, Rycaut pubtisV* I

a 'History of the Turks from the year 1675 to 1673/ L^
don, 1700, folio; an English translation of GarnUwo i< .a

Vega's * Royal Commentaries of Peru,* London, 16^s*, f

an English translation of Platina's 'History of tbe Pojw.
London, 1685, fol. ; and an English translation of * El C—
ticon,' of Baltasar Grecian, London, 1681, folio.

RYE, a parliamentary borough, a seapurt town, tr.- *

member of the Cinque- Ports, is situated upon an «c»a«w^
at the south-eastern corner of the county of Su»**v i. J

63 miles south cast from London. It i* loaded on il^ e*-i
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by the river Rather, (he channel of which was suddenly di-

verged from Romney by the tempest that overwhelmed Old
Winchelsea in the year 1287, and on the south and west by
the river Tillingham, which, having received the waters of
the Brede immediately above the town, joins the Rolher at

Rye: the united stream enters the sea about a mile and a
half below the town, and there forms Old Rye harbour.
Rye is supposed to be the Novus Portus of Ptolemy.
The derivation of its name is variously stated: Camden
derives it from Rive, Norman (Ripa, Lat., a bank ) ; Jeakes,
from the British Rhv or Saxon Rhee% a ford ; and the posi-

tion of the town in former years seems to favour the Uitter

opinion. The earliest authentic record of Rye is of the year
893, when the Danes, under the pirate Hastinges, effected a
landing near this town, and afterwards took Appuldore.
Edward the Confessor gave the town to the abbot and
monks of Fescamp in Normandy ; but Henry III., in the

fifty-first year of his reign CI 267), resumed possession of it

for the better defence of ihe kingdom by maritime operations,

and granted to the monastery in exchange the manors of
Chilrenham (Cheltenham) and Selovcr in Gloucestershire,

vith lands in Lincolnshire. The town is not mentioned in
' Domesday/ but it was doubtless included in the hundred
of Gheslinges, in which it is locally situated, and probably
formed part of the manor of Rameslie. In the reign of

Stephen, William d'Ipres, carl of Kent, erected a tower
or small castle on an eminence which commands the rivers

at their junction, which is still standing. It was purchased
by the corporation, 10 Henry VII., and is now used as a
gaol ; immediately below it is a modern battery for eighteen

?uns. This single castle being thought insufficient for the

defence of the town, Edward III. caused it to be walled on
the north and west sides, the natural abruptness of the

native rock, at that time washed by the sea, being considered

a sufficient protection on the east and west. There were
originally three gates, besides a small postern-gate. The
eastern or land-gate, the only one still preserved, has a
handsome Gothic arch, flanked on each side by a round
tower. The town was burnt by the French in the 1st

Richard 11.(1377), when the greater portion of the town and
the beautiful church were reduced to ashes ; and again in

'25 Henry VI. ( 1447), when the old records perished. After

these attacks of the enemy, the town in the next century
suffered severely from pestilence. In 1544 there were 462
persons buried; in 1563 no less than 765 died, of whom
there were buried in August 105, in September 290, and in

October 168, or 563 persons in three months; and again, in

158Q. 592 persons died, the majority of whom were carried

off" in the summer months by the plague. In 1572 Rye
became an asylum for the Huguenots, who were driven

from their homes by Catherine ae' Medici. On the 22nd
November, 1572, there were 641 strangers in the town, and
the arrivals continued to increase till 1582, when the French
Protestant inhabitants in Rye were 1534: they remained at

Rye till the latter part of the reign of James I., when they

or their descendants re-embarked for France.

The condition of Rye has mainly depended upon its har-

bour. In the sixteenth century the harbour was nearly

choked up: an act was passed (2 Edw. VI.) (1548) for

amending the haven, yet it was not till the storm of 1570 re-

opened it that the harbour was navigable for trading ves-

sels. The sea however continued to recede, so that in

IG07 the inefficiency of the port was the cause of great

complaint. During the whole of that century the sea

receded, and the bar of beach accumulated at the entrance,

tdl, in 1750, all hopes of improving the old harbour being

abandoned, it was determined to form a new mouth by
a canal running directly south into the sea

;

' this work
was prosecuted at a great expense till 1778, when the

new harbour was found to be a complete failure, and was
abandoned. The old harbour was once more resorted to,

and it has been much improved. A wooden pier of piles

baa been constructed on the eastern side, and embankments
have been thrown up on the western side, leaving an inter-

mediate entrance 160 feet in width. The average rise of

spring-tides is about 17 feet, and of neap-tides from 9 to 12

ie«t at the pier-head, whilst the lift in the bay is 22 feet.

At low-water the harbour is dry. The depth of the channel
up the river decreases gradually to the town, where there is

1 4 feet of water at spring-tides, but during neaps seldom
wore than 9 feet. The approach from the bay to the en-

trance of the harbour is very intricate and difficult, espe-

cially for tailing vessels, owing to the sand-banks and the

P.C., No. 1266.

tortuous course of the channel. The shingle or stone beach,
which extends on both sides of the harbour's mouth, hat
accumulated at the entrance, owing to the winds either from
the westward or eastward of south, and forms banks or.

each side (according to the prevalence of the wind), which,
in combination with sand, shut out the sea and render the
channel crooked and uncertain. The chief trade consists in

the export of hops, bark, and wool, and in the import of
coals, corn, timber, and Dutch produce. Lime is also burnt
near the town from chalk brought from Beacby Head, and
ship-building is successfully carried on.

Rye has never received a charter. It is a corporation by
prescription. The town is not divided into wards. The
council consists of four aldermen, and twelve councillors;

the style is 'the mayor, jurats, and commonal y of the
antient town of Rye/" (5 and 6 Win. IV., c. 76.) The juris-

diction extends over nearly one half of the parish of Rye,
comprehending 1078 acres out of 2475. The mayor and
aldermen, assisted by a recorder, hold courts of sessions and
general gaol delivery for all offences, and a court of record
for all actions real, personal, and mixed; they have also

a summary jurisdiction for debts below 40*.

Rye returned two members to parliament from 42 Edw.
Ill , till 2 Wm. IV., c. 45, when it was placed in sche-
dule B, since which, in conjunction with Winchelsea and six

rural parishes, it has returned one member. Rye is one of
the two antient towns added to the Cinque Ports before the
reign of John, and described as ' nobiliora membra quinquo
portu urn.' [Cinque Ports.]
The town is pleasantly situated on the northern and

eastern slopes of a hill, and consists of throe principal

streets running parallel to the sea, intersected by cross

streets, but the houses are irregularly built. The town hall

is a neat brick building supported.on arches, with a market-
place beneath. The market-days are Wednesdays for corn,

vegetables, fish, &c. ; and Saturdays for vegetables, fish,

and meat. Every alternate Wednesday there is a market
for fat stock well supplied. Rye is within the diocese of
Chichester; the church, dedicated to St. Mary, described
by Jeakes as ' the goodliest edifice of the kind in the coun-
ties of Sussex or Kent, the cathedrals excepted/ has becu
patched and altered so as to spoil the general effect. The
southern chancel, once a chapel dedicated to St. Clare, is

used as a school room, and the northern, formerly tho
chauntry of St. Nicholas, is blocked out from the body of
the church. The living is a vicarage, with an average net
commuted income of 410/. The population of the entire

parish, in 1831, was 3715, and the number of inhabited
houses 680. There are two schools, recently united : one
a free grammar-school, erected in 1636, by Thomas Pea-
cock, gent, one of the jurats, and endowed with the sum of
32/. annually ; and the other, for poor children, founded and
endowed by James Saunders, Esq., in 1708, with a rent-

charge, now producing 110/. 10*. per annum.
(Ilorsfleld's History of Sussex, 4to, 1635; Stockdale's

Sketch of Hastings, &c; Burrell MSS. ; Lansdowne
MSS. ; Parliamentary Papers, &c.)
RYE is a plant of the family of the Gramine©, and bears

naked seeds on a flat ear furnished with awns like barley.

The straw is solid, the internal part being filled with a pith,

which, if it causes it to be inferior as fodder, makes it more
valuable for litter, aud particularly for thatching. The value
of the straw is often nearly equal to that of the grain. Rye
grows on poor light soils which are altogether unfit for

wheat, and hence tracts of light sands are often denomi-
nated rye-lands. On these soils this grain is far more pro-

fitable than wheat, which can only be raised there at a
great expense of marling and manuring. The value of rye
in those countries where it forms a considerable portion of
the food of the labouring classes, is from two-thirds to

three-fourths of that of wheat. From experiments made to

ascertain the quantities of nutritious matter in rye and wheat,
Thaer states their real comparative value to be as 64 to

71. It was formerly raised in considerable quantities in

England, either alone or mixed with wheat, and was
then called meslin, from the old French word meslc,

which means mixed. The meslin when ground produced a
very wholesome and palatable household bread, and it

was thought advantageous to sow the two sorts together,

from the notion that if either failed there would still

be a crop of the other. This however was an error. No
doubt the wheat would often fail on inferior soils when the

rye would thrive ; but the reverse was seldom or never the
Vol. XX.—2 O
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case; and betides the rye comes to maturity at least a fort-

night before the wheat. If the soil is capable of bearing a

moderate crop of wheat, it would be much more advantageous

to sow one portion of a field with rye and another with

wheat ; and if meslin bread is desired, the two grains may
be mixed in any required proportion. Excellent bread is

made of two parts of wheat and one of rye ground together,

with only the coarse bran sifted out. Rye is at present

raided in very small quantities in England. By examining

the averages taken for the purpose of regulating the duty on

the importation of corn, the quantity of rye sold is insig-

nificant compared with that of other grain. Except at the

time when it is sown for the purpose or affording green food

for sheep and horses in spring, there is no demand for rye in

the markets. In the Return now before us, made January

8, 1841, for the preceding week, the quantity of wheat sold

is stated to be 68,990 quarters, and of rye only 258; and

while the average price of wheat was 3/. U. 9d., and barley

1/. 13*. 6rf., that or rye was only 1/. 12*. 6d., which is much
below its comparative value, according to Timer's experi-

ments, either to make bread of its flour or to distil a spirit

from it.

Rye is extensively cultivated on the Continent, especially

in the Netherlands, where it is the chief grain from which

the spirit commonly called Hollands is distilled, which is

flavoured with juniper, in Dutch called Genever, whence the

name of geneva and its contraction gin. When malted it

makes excellent beer, one bushel of rye malt being equal to

at least one and a quarter of barley malt. The cultivation of

rye is very simple ; it is usually sown after wheat, where the

soil is light ana rich, or after turnips and potatoes, in those

soils which are not strong enough for wheat. As it is ripe in

June or July, turnip are often sown immediately after ; and

by tho manure produced by these, as well as their effect ou

the soil, a second crop of rye can be obtained the ensuing

year. This is no doubt contrary to all sound theory ; but

such is the practice in Flanders, and they do not find that

their crops diminish in consequence.

In England rye is mostly sown as a green crop, and when
fed off early in spring with sheep, the land is invigorated, and
will bear excellent potatoes or turnips the same year. This
practice cannot be sufficiently recommended; and if the rye

is sown very earlv in autumn, it may be fed off in October
and NovemW, when sheep-feed is beginning to fail and the

turnips have not yet attained their full size, without any
detriment to the succeeding spring produce.

Winter barley and winter oats have been substituted for

rye as spring fodder by some farmers; but on land of mode-
rate quality rye is generally preferred. It bears the severest

winters, which is not the case with barley or oats. The rye

which has been fed off very early may be allowed to remain
for seed, which it will produce more or less abundantly, ac-

cording as it has been fed off earlier or later.

The preparation of the land for rye is the same as for

wheat, except that in very light soils no more ploughing
are required than will clear the ground of weeds. If rye ss

sown after harvest, one ploughing only is usually given. It

will thrive upon rich wheat soils, as well as upon lighter,

and, as it throws out numerous stems in rich land, it is the

more profitable as fodder, although the crop of grain might
not be so abundant when the plants are too much crowded.

To have as much greeu food as possible, the rye is always

sown broadcast, three bushels at least to an acre ; some
sow a sack, and with advantage. It is also usually sown
amongst winter tares, which the stems of the rye help to

keep up from the ground : half a bushel of rye to three

bushels of tares is a fair proportion ; some farmers sow wheat
instead of rye, as being stronger in the stem, but besides

its being more expensive, it does not shoot so early as rye,

nor is it so much stronger in the green stem, as is supposed.

Oats are invariably sown amongst spring tares, and answer
the purpose well.

Tnere is a variety of rye mentioned by continental authors

by the name of Seigl* ie la St Jean, or St. John's-day rye,

because it crows so rapidly that, if sown about St. John's
Day (24th June), it will be fit to mow green by the middle
of September, and in favourable seasons may be fed off

again in November, without preventing its giving ample
feed in spring, and a good crop of grain at the next harvest.

It might be advantageous to introduce this variety into

England, if it be not already known. There is no doubt
that there are varieties of the same kind of plants which

^ hart a much mora vigorous vegetation than those commonly

cultivated ; and the introduction of them where they arc
'

not known is an important benefit to agriculture. Tfw
celebrated agriculturist Du Hamel du Monceeu mention*

an individual who had obtained, from one sowing, firs

abundant cuts of green rye for cattle in two vears. If any

green plant is cut down before the fructification is com-

pleted, ft will in general throw out fresh stems ; and *
very rich soils its blossoming may thus be continually ie-

tarded, until the roots become too weak to force successits
stems.

When the land is in good heart and clean after wheat-

harvest, it may be expeditiously cultivated by means of i

strong scarifier, such as that lately invented by Mr. Btddsi

or some similar instrument, which opens the soil seven I

inches deep, without turning it over; and rye may W
sown immediately, without using the plough. This is aa

immense saving of time and labour, as four or at meet
six horses will completely stir ten acres of land in a day.

which may thus be immediately sown before the wheat

is out of the field, or fit to be carried. A week gamed
in the time of sowing may make all the difference be-

tween a crop which can be eaten off before winter sad
one which will only be fit for the sheep in the succeed
ing spring. The weeds which may spring up with the

rye will either be choked by its luxuriance, or at all events

will never shed their seeds, being mown or fed off with the

rye, and the roots ploughed in the next year. The tares

perennial roots will thus be more easily taken out by list

narrows, and all the annual weeds will be destroyed.

Although the value of rye as a green crop is fully ad*

mitted in England, very little is grown for food or dis-

tillation, yet on some poor soils, where whent end barley

are now often sown with a very poor return, and at a

great expense of manure, rye and buckwheat would sirs

a much greater clear profit, and would require much less

manuring : and where there are not ready mease of ta>

proving the soil by claying or marling, the cultivation of

rye would be found most advantageous ; and, by means o»

sheep, very poor sandy soils might thus be made profitable.

Rye is subject to most of the diseases which attack the

plants of the family of the Gramine**, such as rust, mikdre,

burnt ear, and smut-hall. These diseases are described in the

article Wheat. But there is one remarkable disease, which,

although sometimes found in wheat, is much more com-
monly observed in rye. It is called the ergot, the Freoea
name of a cock's spur, which the diseased gram resembles

iu shape. [Ergot.1 By some perversion of the vital func-

tions of the plant, the embryo or germen, instead of growing
into a regular seed filled with farina, shoots out along black

fungus-like substance, several times the length of a commas
seed, which rises above the chaff, and has the appearance af

a slender pyramid, slightly bent on one side. This aubetanei
is soft, and easily broken or cut, and is uniform in its inter-

nal texture, without any husk or skin over it If it were

merely the loss of the grain ofwhich the ergot takes the pete*,

the mischief occasioned by this disease would he cecnperv
tively trilling, but this fungus, when taken internally, mixed
with the rye flour converted into bread, has a most powavfel
and deleterious effect on the animal frame. When taken a
any considerable quantity, it produces the most dreadful Am-
eases. This was first observed in France, where a great

scarcity from the failure of the crops, accompanied wnh a

more than usual production of the ergot in rye, obliged the

poorer inhabitants of certain districts to make breed from
diseased rye. The consequences were horrid to beheld

;

their limbs rotted and separated from the trunk beasts
death relieved them from their misery. The ignorant
ascribed it to witchcraft, but experiments made on antmah
by feeding them on ergotted rye, soon showed the real snesav

A similar effect ia recorded, and supposed to have bee* re-
duced by the ergot of wheat on a family in the parish ef

Wattisham, Suffolk, in 1762, of which an account appear ai
in the * Philosophical Transactions* for 1768. and whseh •
mentioned by Professor Henslow, of Cambridge, in a jpejer

on the diseases of wheat, in the 'Journal of the Revel
Agricultural Society of England' (vol it. No. 1, page 17\
The extraordinary effects of the ergot of rye have mesle «

the subject of experiments in medicine, and H hen been
found extremely useful in certain cases of eret

hour. It is consequently become an article or con
a drug, and imported from the Continent By an
observation of the circumstances which mvonr that
in the rye, it might be profltablo to cultivate the pJ
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pressly for the ergot it produces. The seed which grows on
the same ear with the ergot might be selected for seed, and
a cold wet soil, with an ungenial aspect, might be chosen as
most likely to perpetuate the disease. The ergot is sold by
druggists at from ten to twenty shillings per ounce, so that,

if only a pound of ergot could be collected, it would be worth
moos than the produce in sound grain of an acre of the best

land. At all events, it will well repay the trouble of pick-
ing out the ergot from the rye, where it is infected, and it is

easily discovered, before reaping, from its prominence and
black colour.
RYE-GRASS, sometimes called Ray-Ghrass, is one of the

most common of the artificial grasses ; it is of the family of

the Graminecc of the genus Lolium. There are several
vtrie tics, some annual and others perennial, some producing
a strong juicy grass, and others a small diminutive plant.

These varieties arise chiefly from difference of soil, climate,

and cultivation. In the convertible system of husbandry,
rye-grass performs a very essential part, especially the

perennial sort, which, mixed with different varieties of
clover and other grass-seeds, produces a rich and close her-

bage, which may be either mown for hay or depastured. In
the course of two or three years the land is so much re-

cruited by the extention of the roots, and by the dung and
urine of the animals, that, without dung from the yard, it

will produce one or two very good crops. When clover is

sown to remain only one year, the annual variety of rye-

grass is frequently sown with it. It adds to the weight of
i he hay, and the stems of the rye-grass are a good corrective

to the richness of the clover, when they are given to horses

in a green stale ; but when the hay is intended for the Lon-
don market, or that of any of the great mercantile towns,

the tradesmen and carmen prefer the pure clover hay,

thinking it more nutritious. Some farmers also who culti-

vate I heir land on the Norfolk system, have a prejudice

against rye-grass, as being unfavourable to the succeeding
crop of wheat. Accordingly, when they have a layer of

rye-grm*&, instead of clover (because the clover, having been
loo often repeated, fails in the end), they often take peas or

beans between the rye-grass and the wheat. This accords

*hh theory ; for when the rye-grass completes its fructifica-

tion, even if the seed is not ripe, it has a deteriorating effect

on the soil similar to that of a white crop, and therefore a
leguminous crop should succeed it. Many farmers, without

being able to give any reason, assert, from experience alone,

that wheat taken after rye-grass is more subject to accident

ur failure than after red clover. This is not the case when
the rye-grass has been depastured, but in the convertible

system generally adopted in Scotland oats are usually

sown when the grass is broken up, because an abundant
crop is obtained on a single ploughing ; and the land re-

quite* stirring to produce a good crop of wheat, which is

taken in preference after beans or early turnips.

Different varieties of rye-grass have been recommended at

Tarious times; one which goes by the name of Pacey's rye-

grass has kept its reputation as a perennial grass for a long

lime. The Italian rye-grass, well known in the South of

France, in Switzerland, and in Germany, is a native of Lorn-

hardy, where it grows most luxuriantly and rapidly by

means of irrigation. There is no grass which so soon forms

a water-meadow. It has been brought into notice in Eng-
land within a few years, in consequence of small parcels of

the seed having been brought over by individuals who ad-

mired its qualities ; and it has borne the cold and wet win-

ters of Britain better than might have been expected. On
rich moist land it grows most rapidly and luxuriantly. It

will hear several cuttings in a season. The writer of this

article has had two perfect crops of seed from the same plants

in one year, the first in June and the second in October, both

perfectly ripe and heavy. Those who have paid attention to

the cultivation of rye-grass think highly of it. This grass

gruws much more rapidly in spring than any other grass,

and is so much relished by cattle, that they scarcely allow a

Aingle stem to spring up. A small space in a layer being

town with Italian rye-grass, may be distinguished in the

pasture by its superior green colour and its very close pile

;

mnik the cattle will always be found there, as long as there

ia the least bite for them. It may be advantageously sown

in autumn with the Trifolium incarnatum, and together

they will give much early green food in spring. It may be

a question, whether this is preferable to sowing rye ; but it

aifosds a variety, and on some soils may produce earlier and

more abundant feed for lambs. When Italian rye-grass is

sown by itself, and allowed to go to seed, it becomes thin

after the first year, from many of the plants dying off : it may
therefore be prudent to mix some other kinds ofgrasses with
it, which will supply its place where it is worn out. It is a
most excellent practice to sow Italian rye-grass on old mea-
dows and pastures, at the time when they are recruited with
compost or earth. If they are well harrowed or scarified,

and the rye-grass be sown before the roller goes over them,
the succeeding crop of bay will be much increased in quan-
tity and improved in quality. On water-meadows, which
require renovation, this grass is invaluable, being early,

rapid in growth, and very abundant when irrigated. We
have seen hay made in July from a newly made water-
meadow sown with Italian rye-grass in March. This was at

Mr. De Fellenberg, at Hofwyl, near Berne, in Switzerland.
Mr. J. Rodwell, at Alderton Hall, near Woodbridge, in Suf-
folk, cultivates the Italian rye-grass for seed to a large extent,

and with great success.

RYE-HOUSE PLOT. [Russell, Lord Wm]
RYE, SPURRED. [Ergot.]
RYMER, THOMAS, the learned editor of the great

collection of documents relating to the transactions of Eng-
land with foreign powers, popularly known as ' Rymer's
Feeders,' was one of many sons of Ralph Rymer, of the
neighbourhood of Northallerton, who ban rendered himself
obnoxious to the Royalists in the Commonwealth times in

his office of Sequestrator, and becoming implicated in the
northern insurrection of 1663, was thereupon executed.
Thomas was born in 1638 or 1639, and educated under an
excellent schoolmaster at the grammar-school of Northaller-

ton, where he was class-fellow with the learned Dr. George
Hickes. He was removed to Sidney College, Cambridge,
and was entered of Gray's Inn in 1666.

He does not appear to have attained any eminence in the
law. He rather devoted himself to polite literature, till he
was named the historiographer royal, and appointed editor

of the ' Fcsdera.' His first publication is a play, published in

1677, entitled 'Edgar, or the English Monarch/ This was
followed in the next year by his letter to Fleetwood Shep-
herd, ' The Tragedies of the Last Age considered and exa-
mined by the Practice of the Antients and by the Common
Sense of all Ages.* In 1683 appeared his translation of the
Life of Nicias, by Plutarch, which is found in the collection

of the * Lives translated into English by several Hands.' In
1684 he published a tract on the antiquity, power, and de-

cay of Parliament, which was reprinted in 1714, on occasion

of the expulsion of Richard Steele, Esq., the member for

Stockbridge. In 1693 he published •A short View of Tra-

fedy: its Original Excellency and Corruption: with some
lefleet ions on Shakespear and other practitioners for the

Stage/ This is the work in which he attacks some of

Shakspere's tragedies in a manner ludicrously absurd. In
1 694 appeared his translation of Mons. Rapin's ' Reflections

on Aristotle's Treatise of Poesie.' There are other minor
tracts by him, among which is probably to be reckoned the
' Life ofThomas Hobbes,' printed 'apud Eleutherium Angli-

cum sub signo Yeritatis, 1681.'

On December 23, 1692, he was made historiographer

royal, a post which had been held by Shadwell and Dryden.
The salary was 200/. per annum. There was at that time a
scheme for publishing a corpus of the documents which
remain connected with the transactions between England
and other states. It was intended that it should be a lar^e

and comprehensive work, honourable to the English nation,

and useful to the historical inquirers, not only of England
but of all other countries. The pa'rons of this magnificent
design were Montagu, who was afterwards earl of Halifax,

and Lord Somers. The execution of it was committed to

Rymer. His duties were twofold: first, to collect the instru-

ments themselves, which were to be found chiefly in the
chronicles and in the depositaries of public records, particu-

larly the Tower of London and the Chapter-House at West-
minster ; secondly, to print accurate copies of them. The
first volume appeared in 1703, and it was followed by others

in quick succession, the later volumes being carried through

the press by Sanderson, who had assisted Rymer almost

from the beginning.

The work did not disappoint the expectations of the pub-
lic. It entirely changed the face of the histories of our own
country, as may be seen by Rapin's History, and it was
hailed with great satisfaction by all the historical writers o.

Europe.
Large as the work was, thc.c have been three editions of
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it. A fourth was undertaken by llio Commissioners on the

Public Records in which it was proposed to incorporate other

documents, which bud been discovered since the time of

Rvmer. This edition extends only to the close of the reign

of Edward III.

There are in the British Museum a great number of tran-

scripts of documents made under Rymer's direction not

nsed in his work.
Notwithstanding his appointment of historiographer, and

whatever remuneration he might receive for his labours on
the * Fosdera,' Rymcr became exceedingly poor in the hitter

part of his life, and died December 14, 1714, in Arundel
Street, in the Strand, and was buried in the church of St.

Clement Danes.
KYNCHAiA. [ScoLOPACiaE.]
RYNCHOPS, the name assigned byLinnrous to a genus

of aquatic palmipede birds. The word would be more cor-

recily written Rhynchops t pi>yxoc). and indeed is so spelled by

most ornithologists; but the word stands in the last edition

of the Systema Naturce, published by Linnoous, as it appears

at the head of this article, and the genus is arranged at the

end of the Anseres, coming immediately after Sterna, which
lust is preceded by Larus.

Latham placed the form among the Pilmipedes with short

feet ; and Lacepede, in the first subdivision of the first divi-

sion of bis second subclass, which last consists of those birds

which have the lower parts of the leg denuded of feathers,

or many toes united by a wide membrane. Rynchops
appears in his twenty-fourth order, containing the web-
footed birds which hate the bill straight and compressed,

immediately before the Divers {Urinator, Colymbus, &c).
M. Dumrril arranged it among his family Longipennes,

or Afacropteres, in the order Mmipedes. Illiger also places

it among his Longipennes (in company with Sterna and
Lurus), in his order Nulatorcs.

Cuvier places it also among the Longipennes (order Pal-

mipeJes), immediately after the Terns and Noddies.

M. Vieillot gives it a position among the fourth family

{Pelagians) of his first tribe (Teleopodes) of bis order Nata*
tores.

In M. Temminck's method it appears in the order Palmi-
pedes, near the Terns and Gulls.

Mr. Vigors observes that Phaeton [Tropic Bird], which
belongs to the Pelecanidce, bears a considerable resemblance
in general appearance and habits to the Sterna of Linnasus

;

and he enters the family of Laridce by means of the last-

mentioned genus, with which, he remarks, Rynchops most
intimately accords in habits and external characters, not-

withstanding the dissimilitude of the bill.

M. Latreille places the genus next to tho Terns and
Noddies, at the end of the Longipennes, the third family of
his Rdmipedes.
The Prince of Canino arranges the form at the head of

his family Longipennes, in the order Anseres, immediately
before Sterna (Specchio Comparative). In the Birds of
Europe and North America lie makes Rhyncopsinre the
first subfamily of the Loridee, and places it immediately
preceding the Slcrninar. One genus only {Rhyncops) be-

longs to the Wiyncopsince.
Mr. Swainson {Classification of Birds) mukes Rynchops

a subgenus of Sterna, which last he places at the head of
the family Utridte, and he arranges Rynchops between the

subgenera Phaeton and Gavia.

Mr. G. R. Gray (List of the Genera of Birds) arranges
Rhyncopsina?, with its single genus Rhyncops, as the third

subfamily of the Larida*, placing it between the subfamilies
Larina? and Sternina?,

Generic Character.—Bill longer than the head, straight

or nearly so, compressed, and in form resembling iho blade
of a knife, truncated, and wiih the appearance of having been
broken at the noint ; upper mandible much shorter than the

lower, and with a groove into which the lower mandible is

received ; nostrils marginal, median. Feet moderately long,

slender. Wings very long; tho first quills longest.

The extraordinary structure of the b.ll in this bird imme-
diately fixes the attention. In appearance it looks, at first

sight, like a worn or imperfect organ : in reality it is an in-

strument of tho nicest adjustment as applicable to the pur-
poses which it has to execute. Button, as was too frequently
nis wont, condemns an organization which lie did not un-
derstand and indoed could never have accurately examined.
'Tho bird named lice cn-aseuux (Scissor- bill),* says this

eloquent but hasty writer, • can ueitbor bite ou the aide of

the bill nor pick up anything before it, nor peck focwaetls,

its bill being composed of two excessively unequal pieces;

the lower mandible, which is elongated and projecting
(avancee) beyond all proportion, much exceeds live upper
mandible, which only falls upon it like a raxor on it* Laft.

In order to reach anything and seize it with so defective on

.organ, the bird is reduced to skim the surface of the sea u
it lies, and to plough it with the lower part of the lui

plunged in the water so as to catch the fish below and l.f:

it as the bird passes. It is from this manege, or rather frua
this necessary and painful (plnible) exercise, the onlv one

which could enable it to live, that the bird has received \ht

name of Coupeur d'eau (cut- water) from some obscrw.-v
whilst the name of Scissor-bill has been intended to pvmt
out the manner in which the two unequal mandibles uf <;«

bill fall one upon the other ; of these, the lower, hollovc4
into a gutter with two elevated trenchant edges, rceehes
the upper, which is fashioned like a blade (lame).' Bufloa
then quotes Ray in proof of this supposed struciun
' Maxilla superior inferlore mull5 brcvior, ct in illam, u*.

novacula in manubrium suum, incidit.'

Now the structure is the very reverse. The upper man-
dible at its base overlaps the lower with its edges ; but ibe

upper edge of the under mandible, which consist* of a
thin flattened plate or blade, is received in a groove with

elevated sharp edges, on the lower surface of the upf<r
mandible: this groove diverges at the base, and thus corxws

to overlap the lower at the gape as above noticed. We *!.j'l

presently see how effectually this apparently uncouth in*trj-

ment is adapted to tho necessities of the animal. Catesbv
indeed justly speaks of it as ' a wonderful work of natunC
and accurately describes it. *The under mandible,* sau
ho, ' is more compressed than the upper, and very thin, both
edges being as sharp as a knife, and is almost an in<h
longer than the upper mandible, which has a narrow grw*
or channel into which the upper edge ofthe lower mandible
shuts/ Yet BufTon, who quotes Catcsby, gives the errone-
ous description above noticed.

Bill of Rynciop*.

Bill of RyncLop* , Ui« mandible* clo«,d. and t^cu frvm t<r%o^*.

Example, Rynchops ntgra.

Description.— Mate.— About 19 inches in length ;tfc*

closed wings extend beyond the tail four inches* aUr

stretch 44 inches. Length of tho lower mandible 4} mebe*
of the upper 3J; both red, tinged with orange, and tipjwl

with black. Upper part of the head, neck. bark, sau

scapulars black ; wings the same, except the secondares
which are white on their inner vane*, and also tipped wut
white. Tail forked, the two middle feathers about •-

inch and a half shorter than tho exterior ones, all bisrt.

broadly edged on either side with white: tail covtrrts white

on the outer hide*, black in the middle. Front* rnswii

and neck below the eve, throat, breast, and all the leu*
parts white. Legs and webbed feet red-lead colour.

Female only 16 inches long, and 39 in alar stretch; ss*»-

lar with the male in plumage, except in the tail, whtcfe a
white shafted and broadly centred with black.*

There are oblique strife on the lower mandible, wbieuut-
cotue most apparent in the dead and dry specimen*

•Jh' **K«iftir -4 tfttittiy N*UlTs.
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This is the Bec-en-ciseaux and Coupeur cfeau of the

French; Shearwater, Cutwater\ Skimmer, and Black
Skimmer of the Anglo-Americana ; and Piscator of the
Chilians.

t

Locality.—Tropical and temperate America.
Habit*, Fboa\ Nidification, fc.—Linmcus thus succinctly

and truly describes its habits :
' Volando aqure superflciem

radit, ex illainsecta* pisciculosque, mandibulo inferiore in-

troducta, extrahit; victitat etiam conchiliis.' Catesby says,
' These birds frequent near the sea-coasts of Carolina.

Tbey fly close to the surface of the water, from which they

seem to receive somewhat of food. They also frequent

oyster-banks, on which I believe they feed; the structure of
their bills seems adapted for that purpose.'

Wilson thus describes their mode of taking food on the

wing: 'The Sheerwater is formed for skimming, while on
the wing, the surface of the sea for its food, which consists

of small fish, shrimps, young fry, &c, whose natural haunts
are near the shore and towards the surface. That the lower
mandible, when dipped into and cleaving the water, might
not retard the bird s way, it is thinned and sharpened like

the blade of a knife ; the upper mandible, being at such
times elevated above the water, is curtailed in its length, as

being less necessary, but tapering gradually to a point, that

on shutting it may suffer no opposition. To prevent incon-

venience from the rushing of the water, the mouth is con-

fined to the mere opening of the gullet, which indeed pre-

vents mastication taking place there; but the stomach or

gizzard, to which this business is solely allotted, is of un-
common hardness, strength, and muscularity, far surpass-

ing in these respects any other water-bird with which I am
acquainted. To all these is added avast expansion of wing,

to enable the bird to sail wilh sufficient celerity while dip-

ping in the water. The general proportion of the wing of

our swiftest hawks and swallows to their breadth is as one to

two; but in the present case, as there is not only the resist-

ance of the air, but also that of the water to overcome, a
still greater volume of wing is given, the sheerwater mea-
suring nineteen inches in length, and upwards of forty-four

in extent. In short, whoever has attentively examined this

curious apparatus, and observed the possessor, with his ample
wings, long bending neck, and lower mandible occasionally

dipped intoatid ploughing the surface, and the facility with

which he procures his food, cannot but consider it a mere
playful amusement, when compared with the dashing immer-
sions of the tern, the gull, or the fish-hawk, who to the

superficial observer appear so superiorly accommodated.
The sheerwater is most frequently seen skimming close

along shore, about the first of the flood. I have observed
eight or ten in company passing and repassing at high
water, dipping with extended neck their open bills into the

water with as much apparent ease as swallows glean up
flies.'

And this is the 'exercise penible' of M. Buffon, to which
he tells us the bird is condemned on account of its 'organe

defrctueux.'

Mr. Darwin says, 'I saw this bird both on the east and
west coast of South America, between latitudes 30° and 45°.

It frequents either fresh or salt water. Near Maldonado,
in May, on the borders of a lake which had been nearly

drained, and which in consequence swarmed with small fry,

1 watched many of these birds flying backwards and forwards

for hours together close to its surface. They kept their

bills wide open, and wilh the lower mandible half buried in

the water. Thus skimming the surface, generally in small

flocks, they ploughed it in their course; the water was quite

smooth, and it afforded a curious spectacle to behold a (lock,

each bird leaving its narrow wake on the mirror like sur-

face. In their flight they often twisted about with extreme

rapidity, and so dexterously managed, that they ploughed up

small fish wilh their projecting lower mandibles and
secured them with the upper half of their scissor-like bills.

This fact I repeatedly witnessed, as like swallows they con

tmued to fly backwards and forwards close before me. Oc-

casionally when leaving the surface of the water, their flight

was wild, irregular, and rapid ; they then also uttered loud

harsh cries. When these birds were seen fishing, it was

obvious that t^e length of their primary feathers was quite

necessary in order to keep their wings drv. When thus

employed their forms resembled the symbol Ly which many
artists represent marine birds. The tail is much used in

steering their ii regular course.

• Cnutactaaa were cUucd by I.iauanu among the InwUt,

These birds are common far inland, along (he course of the
Rio Parana; and it is said they remain ihere during the
whole year, and that they breed in the marshes. During
the day they rest in flocks on the grassy plains, at some
distance from the water. Being at anchor in a smnll
vessel in one of the deep creeks between the islands in the
Parana, as the evening drew to a close one of these scissor-
beaks suddenly appeared. The water was quite still, and
many little fish wore rising. The bird continued for a long
time to skim the surface; flying in its wild and irregular
manner up and down the narrow canal, now dark with the
growing night and the shadows of I ho overhanging trees.
At Monte Video, I observed that lar^e flocks remained
during the day on the mud-banks at the head of the har-
bour, in the same manner as those which I observed on the
grassy plains near the Parana. Every evening they took
flight in a straight line seaward. From these facts I sus-
pect that the Rhynchops frequently fishes by night, at
which time many of the lower animals come more abun-
dantly to the surface than during the day. I was led by
these facts to speculate on the possibility of the bill of the
Rhynchops, which is so pliable, being a delicate organ of
touch. But Mr. Owen, who was kind enough to examine
the head of one which I brought home in spirits, wriies to
me (August 7, 1 837) that * the result of the dissection of the
Rhynchops, comparatively with that of the head of the duck,
is not what you anticipated. The facial or sensitive branches
of the fifth pair of nerves are very small; the third divi-
sion in particular is filamentary, and I have not been able to
trace it beyond the soft integuments at the angles of the
mouth. After removing with care the thin horny coveriug
of the beak, I cannot perceive any trace of those nervous
expansions which are so remarkable in the lamellirostral
aquatic birds, and which in them supply the tooth like
process and soft marginal covering of the mandibles.
Nevertheless, when we remember how sensitive a hair is

through the nerve situated at its base, though without any
in its substance, it would not be safe to deny altogether a
sensitive faculty in the beak of the Rhynchops/ (Zoology of
the Voyage of H. M. S. Beagle.)

But it appears that this organ is not merely useful as a
skimmer, but that it is equally available as an oyster-knife.
M. Lesson says :—

• Though the Bec-en-ciseaux seems not
favoured in the form of the beak, we had proof that it knew
how to use it wilh advantage and with the greatest address.
The sandy beaches of Penco are in fact Oiled with Mactrcc,
bivalve shells, which the ebbing tide leaves nearly dry in
small pools; the Becen-ciseaux, well aware of this phe-
nomenon, places itself near these mollusks, waits till their
valves are opened a little, and profits immediately by the
occasion to plunge the lower and trenchant blade of its bill

between the valves, which immediately close. The bird
then lifts the shell, beats it on the beach, and cuts the liga-

ment of the mollusk, which it then swallows without ob-
stacle. Many times have we been witnesses of this highly
perfected instinct.' (Manuel d'Ornithologie.)
Mr. Darwin seems to think this use of the bill very im-

probable ; but he gives no reason that ought to weigh a^uinst
the direct testimony of so good an observer as M. Le>son,
for whose accuracy in many cases we can vouch. Indeed,
though Mr. Darwin quotes Wilson as declaring that he does
not believe the report of its frequenting oyster beds and
feeding on those fish, he acknowledges the existence of this

report in the United States, and seems neither k> be aware
of the passage in Catesby above quoted, nor of the ' victitat

conchiliis' of Linnaeus.

But, if we are to reason upon this use of the biH, Mr.
Owen's account of the absence of nerves from its anterior

portion comes in aid of M. Lesson's evidence. The insen-

sibility of the blade of the lower mandible would be a ne-
cessary condition for its undergoing the pressure of a bivalve

shell griping it with the whole force of the adductor muscles.

No laroolli rostral bird could support the pain of such a
situation ; and if one of the ducks should by any chance
get the end of its highly sensitive bill into such a vice, it

would not be very ready to repeat the experiment.

M. Lesson further states that the bird flies slowly, and at

great distances from the coasts of. Cunco) cion (Chili); and
that, with the gulls and other sea birds, it formed bands so'

thick (
f
et quod vidimus testamur), that they resembled

long moveable black scarfs, which obscured the heavens
from the banks of the Penco to the isle of Quiriquine, a
space of twelve miles (Murn^l a? Ornithologies
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Mr. Nuttall states thai the Cut-water, or BUek Skimmer,

ie a bird of passage in the United Stales, appearing in New
Jersey (to the north of the sea-coast of which he believes it

is unknown) from its tropical quarters early in May ; and
he thinks that it probably passes the breeding season along

the whole of the southern eoast of the United States. In
New Jersey it • resides and breeds in its favourite haunts,

along the low sand-bars and dry flats of the strand in the

immediate vicinity of the ocean. Their nests have been
found along the shores of Cape May about the beginning of

June, and consist of a mere hollow scratched out in the

sand, without the addition of any extraneous materials.

The eggs are usually three in number, oval, about one inch

and three quarters to two inches by one inch and a Quarter,

and nearly pure white, marked almost all over with large

umberbrown blotches and dashes of two shades, and other

faint ones appearing beneath the surface. In some eggs
these particular blotches are from half an inch to an inch in

length. As the birds, like the terns and gulls, to which
they are allied, remain gregarious through the breeding
season, it is possible to collect half a bushel or more of the

eggs from a single sand-bar, within the compass of half an
acre ; and though not very palatable, they are still eaten by
the inhabitants of the coast. The female only sits on her
nest during the night, or in wet and stormy weather ; but
the young remain for several weeks before they acquire the

fUU use of their wings, and are during that period assi-

duously fed by both parents : at first they are scarcely dis-

tinguishable from the sand by the similarity of their colour,

and during this period may often be seen basking in the

sun, and spreading out their wings upon the warm beach.
The pair, retiring to the south in September, or as soon as

their young are prepared for their voyage, raise but a single

brood in the season.' (Manual of the Ornithology of the

United 8talesand of Canada, vol. ii.)

The same author states that this species is met with in

the equatorial regions of America, where it is resident as

far as Surinam, but never penetrates into the interior, being,

properly speaking, an oceanic genus.

Rynchops uirra.

M. Lesson remarks that, though this bird closely ap-

proaches the species belonging to the Antilles, it is still

possible that it rosy be distinct from it.

RYOTS, the name by which the cultivators of the soil

in Hindustan are designated. The social and economical
condition of the ryots presents several peculiar features,

which form an interesting subject of inquiry for the political

economist.

The ryots pay rent out of the produce of their land to a
sovereign proprietor, and, so long as they pay the rent de-

manded of them, have a claim to the continued occupation

of the land. This indeed is the condition of the cultivators

of land, not only in Hindustan, but in all Asiatic countries.

In speaking then of ryots, we speak of the cultivators of
land throughout Asia.

The economical condition of the Asiatic cultivator may be
described as being made up of the three following circum-
stances:— 1. He is an hereditary occupier, or, in other
words, has an hereditary claim to the occupation of the land
winch he culiivates. 2. The amount of rent which he
p»>* is, in practice, determined by the sovereign power.
V There exists a number of classes intermediate between

the hereditary occupier and the sovereign, all entitled te

various portions of the revenue which is yielded by the laud,

but none having any proprietary right. The number of

these intermediate classes, arising out of the tendency uf all

offices connected with the land to become hereditary, has

contributed greatly to tho ignorance prevalent among
Europeans of the position of Asiatic cultivators.

Such being the general features of the economical condi-

tion of the ryot, his actual position necessarily depend*
most on the amount of rent paid by him to the sovereign,

and the manner in which the rent is paid.

The amount of rent was fixed by the laws of Menu at a

sixth, an eighth, or a twelflh of the crops, according to dif-

ferences in the soil, in the degree of labour necessary to cul-

tivate it, and in the general prosperity of district*; but ia

times of urgent necessity, of war or invasion, the same laws
allowed the king to take even so much as a fourth, (fmttt-

tuteeqf Menu, c iii., 130; x. 118, 120.) A sixth part uf

the produce had come to be the uniform tax in Hindustan,
when the Mohammedans become its masters, (8aam-
tala.) But we find in Strabo, that when Alexander in-

vaded India, a fourth of the produce was generally taken
as rent. The despotic sovereigns of the East did not

long continue to observe their antient laws, sometimes
openly violating them, at other times evading tbem by
a resort to indirect taxation. Indeed before the Moham-
medan period there are instances of oppression by Hind a

governments, under which the ryots were allowed to retain

no more than a fifth or sixth of their crops.

The form in which the rent is paid has even a greater in-

fluence on the condition of the ryot than its amount. Ia
antient times the rent was always paid in produce. When-
ever, in later times, it has been demanded in money, Ike

effects have been ruinous to the ryot, chiefly owing to the

want of markets. When the ryot is compelled to pa} in

money, which, owing to the want of a ready market, be has

a difficulty iu doing, his obvious resort is to a money -lender.

The money which he borrows for the pur|>ose of relieving

himself of immediate difficulty is borrowed at a high rate of

interest. The immediate difficulty is thus got rid of at a
great sacrifice, and the ryot becomes dependent on the

money-lender. In villages where money-payment is adopted,
the money-lender is generally the party contracting »itU
the government for the rents (the Maharjum); and ticie

be suddenly to leave the village, taking with him his capital,

the village would be ruined.

The agency by means of which the rents are collected,

though less important than the form of payment, has alios
considerable influence on the condition of the r>ot. An
account of the system of agency through which the antier.t

Indian governments collected their rents from the ryots, and
of the modifications which this system has undergone under
the British sway, will here bo interesting.

Under the antient Indian governments, the agents of tbt

prince to wliom districts were assigned transacted imme-
diately with the ryots, either singly or iu villages. The
latter mode was the more general, by which the government
levied a certain sum on each village, and left it to the villages

to settle the individual quotas among themselves. The tal-

lages were so many little republics or corporations, governed
in the following manner:—There was a bead of the village

(Ihtail), originally eleetive, but afterwards hereditary, who
united in his own person the magistracy, the supenniea-
denee of the police, and the duties of collecting the revenue;
a registrar (Uurnumh who kept the accounts of cultnmiraa.

sales, transfers, rents, contracts, receipts, and disburse-

ments; and a number of other officers, comprebeodinc
Brahmins for the service of the gods as well as for education,
handicraftsmen, inferior ministers of police, &c The fuH

complement of these officers was twenty-four; but all til-

lages did not contain this number. Assignments of laud
were made to all these officers, which they held tsxfiec
Fees paid bv the ryots furnished additional profits.

As regaids the payment of rents, there were two kinds ol

arrangement prevailing in the villages. In some villages

the land was cultivated in common, and each cultivator

had a share of the produce assigned, according to certeas

fixed rules; these were called byacharry (brotherhoed)
villages. In others each ryot cultivated separately his o*n
spot of land, and paid rent for it separately : these went by

the name of putterday (partnership) villages.

The heads of villages paid the rents collected to the heads
of districts {dee adikuri); these again to the heads of
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larger tract* of country. The system of government
detailed in the Institute* qf Menu enumerates lords

of one town or district, of ten towns, of twenty towns, of a
hundred towns, and a thousand towns. All these lords

received assignments of land, and a per centage on their

collections besides.

The heads of districts (des adikars) came afterwards to

be represented by one class of Zemindars, namely those
whoso duties were confined to the superintendence of
police. The class of Zemindars however which is the best

known is that class in which the duty of collecting the reve-

nue was added to the superintendence of police. This is not
tbe place to speak of these functionaries, or to trace the

changes in their duties and position until the commence-
ment of the British dominion. [Zemindar.] Under the

same head must be placed an account of the first proceed-

ings of the English with the Zemindars, and the influence

of those proceedings on the Ryots. [Cornwallis, Lord
;

Hindustan.]
A full and interesting account of Ryot rents will be found

in Mr. Jones's Essay on the Distribution qf Wealth, and
on the Sources qf Taxation, pp. 109-142. The reader is

referred also to Mr. Mill's History ofIndia, vol. i.,p. 271-3.

RYSBRAECKor RYSBRECHTS, PETER, an artist,

who was born at Antwerp, in 1657, and studied under
Francis Mile*, whom he accompanied to Paris. He followed

tbe style of Poussin, in imitating whom he was pre emi-
nently successful. Notwithstanding large offers and flat-

tering encouragement to remain in France, he returned to

his native city, and in 1713 was made director of the Aca-
demy there. The landscapes of Rysbraeck are distinguished

bv grandeur of style, which, though founded on an imitation

ot tbe admirable productions of Nicholas Poussin, possess

sufficient originality to secure him from the imputation of
plagiarism. Indeed he painted in the spirit rather than
copied the works of that great artist. Rysbraeck's colour*

ing is harmonious, his touch is bold and free, and he pos-

sessed great facility of execution. Still there is a want of
variety, a certain monotony in his pictures, which places

them, in the estimation of connoisseurs, far below those of

Poussin. (Pilkinnton's and Bryan's Dictionaries.)

RYSWICK. PEACE OF. was concluded in 1697, and
terminated the war which had been begun in 1688 by
France against Holland, England, Germany, and Spain,

the parties to the league of Augsburg (1686) and the Grand
Alliance (1689). Four treaties were upon this occasion

signed in the royal palace of Ryswick : the first, between
France and Holland, on the 20th of September ; the second,

between France and Spain, on the same day; the third,

between France and England, on the 21st; the fourth,

between France and Germany, on the 30th of October. By
the treaty with the United Provinces, which was founded

upon the treaties of Westphalia (1648) and of Nimeguen
(1678), Louis XIV. agreed to restore all his conquests from
that power, and tbe Dutch in like manner gave back to
France their conquest of Pondicherry in the East Indies.
A separate treaty of commerce between these two powers
was also signed at the same time, the provisions of which it

is unnecessary to detail. By the treaty with Spain, Louis
restored Gerona, Rosas, and his other conquests in Catalo-
nia, and also Luxembourg, Charleroi, Mons, and all the
other places in the Low Countries of which reunions had
been made by France since the peace of Nimeguen. A
list of these reunions was appended to the treaty. By tbe
treaty with England, all conquests during the war were
mutually restored; and Louis acknowledged William III.

as lawful king of Great Britain, and engaged not to furnish
any succours to the deposed king James II. By the treaty

with the emperor, Ijouis restored Fribourg, Philipsburg,
and Brisac, undertook to demolish the fortifications of
Huningen, and consented to the re-establishment of the
duke of Lorraine; and the emperor ceded to France Stras-
burg and its dependencies, which were already in the actual
possession of that power. The general peace that followed
the treaties of Ryswick lasted till 1702.

Ryswik, or Ryswick, is a village in Holland, a league from
the Hague, with about 2000 inhabitants, and the port of
Nieuwburs. [Partition Treaties.]
RYTINA. [Whalbs.]
RZESZOW is a circle in Austrian Galicia, containing

about 1700 square miles and 231,000 inhabitants. It is

situated along part of the southern frontier of the kingdom
of Poland. The country is level and fertile : it produces
corn and flax. A considerable part of it, especially in the
north between the rivers San and Vistula, is covered with
forests. There are no manufactures except linen, woollen
cloth, leather, and wooden wares.

Rzkszow, the chief town, has nearly 5000 inhabitants* of
whom rather more than half are Jews. Among the latter

are many goldsmiths, or rather manufacturers of all kinds
of trinkets composed of base metal with a very small mix-
lure of gold, and known by the name of Rzeszow gold.

The inhabitants have some linen and cloth manufactures,
and carry on a good trade in corn, furs, &c. This town is

considered to be one of the best built in Austrian Poland,
Theie is a gymnasium, a district school for boys and girls,

an hospital, and other useful institutions.

The other three towns are, Lezaisk, 3288 inhabitants

;

Przeworsk, 3000 inhabitants (a wretched place, consisting
almost entirely of wooden houses) ; Lanzut, with only 2000
inhabitants, but remarkable for a fine palace of Prince
Lubomirski, with beautiful gardens, and an avenue of lime-

trees two leagues in length.
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R (fetter), page 228
Raab, 228
Rafeart [Marocco]
Rabbi, 228
Rabbit [Lepoiida]
RabdologvTNapier'a Bones]

,928
Rabcner, O. W., 229
Racamme rVulturida?]

Raccoon [Ursida?]

Race [Man]
Race-Horse {Horse]
Racamic Acid, 229
Rachitis [Ricketsl

Racine. Jean, 230
Rack [Arrack]
Rack [Torture]
Radark and Ralick, 230
Raddift, Dr.

Radcliflfe Library [Oxford]
R&deroncker, O., 232
Badenacker, A-, 232
Badiata [Raved or Radiated

Animal*]

Radiation of Heat, 232
Radical [Root]
RadicoTeni [Siena, Province]*

Radish [ Raphanus]
Radius, 234
Radiusof Curvature [Curratare;

Surface]

Radius [Skeleton]

Radix, 234
Radnor [Radnorshire]
Radnorshire, 234
Raeburn, Henry, 24<T

Raflaelle [R iphaett

Raffles, Sir T. &, ill
Rafflesia, 241
Raghu?ansa [Calidasa]

Ragman's Roll. 241
Ragusa, or Raftgia, 242
Ragwort, 245
Rat [Persia, p. 476]
Raikes, Robert! Sunday Schools]

Rail [RallidaJ
Railway, 245
Raiinondi, If. A., 2C7

Rain, 268
Rain, Fossil, 270
Rain-Gauge, 270
Rainbow, 17 \

Raisin, or Raisen, Market [ Lin-

colnshire]

Raisins, 274
Raja, 275
Rajamundry [Circars, Nor-

thern]

Rajast'han [Rajpootana]
Rajmahal, 275
Rajmahal Hills, 275
Rajpootana, 275
Raleigh, Sir Walter, 277
Raleigh Town [Carolina,North]
Rallkto, 279
Ralph, James, 284
Ram [Sheep]
Rama [Vishnu]
Ramadhan, 28o
Ruraiyana [Sanscrit Literature]

Ramazzfni, Bernardo, 286
Rambeb, 28C

Ramberviller [Vosges]
Rambootan, 286
Raaaboulllet [deine et Oise]

Ramillies, or Ramelies, 286
Ramiro II., 286
Ramiseram [Ceyloa]
Ramler, C. W. [Germany, p,

1961

Ramphistide, 286
Ramphostoma [Crocodile, vol

vtii,, p, 167]
Rampioo, 293
Rampoor [Hindustan, p 219]
Ramsay, Allan. 293
Rarasriea, Jesse, 294
Ramsey [Man, I»le of]

Ramsgate, 296
Raraaon, 295
Ramtilla, 295
Ramus. Peter, 295
Rambsio, G.. 296
Randazzo [Mt^aina]
Randers, 290
Randolph, Thomas. 297
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Ranella f8iphoiio*tomata|

Range [Gunnery ; Projectiles]

Ranker. 2\'7

Rangoon, *2J7

Ri itdae, 298
Rani man-*, 298
Ransom, 298
Rinula, 209
Ranunruttccse, 299
R in* des Vachcs. 299
Rap&ces [Raptatorcs ; Raptcres]

Rape (law), 299

Raj>e (plant). 299
Raphael, Raffaello Saniio, 301

Raphanus, 303
Raphoe, 303
Raphoe, Diocese, 303
Raphu* [Dodo)
Rapfn, Paul tie, 303
Raptat6res. 304
Rapt6rcs, 304
Rarefaction, 304
Ra«an [Riasan]
Rasarius, 304
Rasis, 304
Raskolniks [Russian Church]
Rasores, 303
Raspberry. 305
Rastadt, 305
Rastall, or Rastell, John, 305
Rastall William, 306
Rat, 306
Rat any, Rhatany, Ratanhia,30G
Rat&ria [Cirrhigrada, Vol. vii.,

p. 201

J

Rate, 306
Ratel [ Ursida]
Rathkeale [Limerick]

Ratio. 307
Rational, 310
Rationalism, 310
Ratios, Prime and Ultimate,

312
Ratisbon, 314
Rattle, 314
Rattlesnake [Viperida>]

Ratsebnrg, 314
Rauhe Alp [Germany]
Rauchwacke, 314
Ravaillac [Henri IV.]

Ravce [Hindustan]
Ravelin. 315
Raven. 315
Ravenglass [Cumberland

J

Ravenna, Legazi6ne di 316
Ravenna, city, 316
Ravenscroft, Thomas, 317
Rawitsch [Posen]
Ray [L.Khtl
Ray, John, 317
Rayed or Radiated Animals.

319
Raymond, Counts [Languedoc]
Raymutul Lullv [Lullv]

Rayual, Abbe. 319
Raxor-Shell [Pyloridea, p 146]
Ruxsi, 320
Re, in Mu*ic, 321
Re, or Rh6, lie de [Charente In-

ferieuie]

Reading. 321
Real Estate [Property]
Realejo, 322
Realgar [Arsenic]

Realist« [Nominalists]

Reaping, 322
Reason, 323
Reaumur. 323
Rebec, 324
Rebellion [Sovereignty]
R«btilledo, Bernardino, Count

of. 324
Rebutter [Pleading]
Recaption [Replevin]
Recapture fPrise]

Receipt, 324
Reviver. 3^4
Receiver [ Retort]

Recevs, 325
Reciprocal, 325

vm.. xix.
Recitative, 325
Reckoning nt Sea, 326
Recogu sance, 329
Recoiuioioitaiice, 3 .9

Kecotd • Law , 330
Recorde, Robert, 330
Rccoidir, 331

Recorder (Musical Instrument),

332
Records, Public, 332
Recovery, Common, 339
Recruiting, 340
Rcctaiiu'le, 340
Rectification, 341
Rector, Rectory [Benefice]

Reculver [Kent]
Recurring Series, 341
Recurvicostra [Avoset]
Recusants, 342
Red [Calico-Printing; Dyeing;

Euarocl ; Painting ; House]
Red Breast rSylviudaj]

Red Deer [Deer, vol. viii., p.

358]
Red Lead [Lead, p. 370]
Red Marl, 343
Red River [Mississippi River]

Red Sandstone, 343
Red Sea, 344
Red«n, 345
Redemption [Atonement]
Redemption, Equity of [Mort-

gage]
Redi, Francesco, 346
Redon [I lie et Vilaine]

Redonda [Montserrat]
Redoubt, 346
Redruth, 348
Redstart [Sylviada?]

Reductio ad Abturttum [Absur*
iliim, R ductio ad]

Reductii u, 349
Ret'.uctiou into Possession [Pos-

fce sion]

Reefs, or Coral Reef*, 349
Reflection [Optics]

Reflecting Instiuments [Sex-
tant]

Reflecting Telescope [Tele-
scope]

Reformation, 349
Reformation, Houses of [Punish-
ment ; Transporta<ion]

Refraction, Refrangibihty, 366
Refrigerants, 356
Refrigeration of the Glote, 357
Regalia, 357
Regals, 353
Regen, the Circle of the, 358
Regettsburg [Ratisb »n]

Regent, Regency, 358
Reggio TMoilea.i, Duchy of]

Regi;io [Ca'abria; Rhegium]
Regiment, 3*>8

Regtomontanuv, 360
Register, Registration, Regis-

try, 360
Register Act [Shipping]

Regius Morbus, 363
Regrating. 363
Regular Clergy [Cl«rgy]
Regular Figures, Polygons, So-

lids, Polyhedrons, 363
Regulus, M. Atilius [Punic
Wars]

Regulus [Sylviada?]

Regulus, star, 365
Reicha, Antome, 365
Reichenbach. 3(i5

Reirhenberg, 3t»6

Reichenhall, 366
Reid, Dr. Thomas, 366
Reigate [Surrey]

Reimarus, H. S., 367
Reims, or Rheum, 367
Reiueke Fnclw, 3G3
Reme.%iu«, Thomas, 369
Reindeer [Deer, vol. viii., p.

354]
Reinhold, Kiannua, 370
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Reiuhold. K>asmus (Son), 370
Reiske, J. J., 371
ReisUe, K. C.,371
Rejoinder [Pleading]

Reland, Adrian, 372
Relatou (M thematic*), 372
Relation, Rclati* ual [Notion,

Noioual]
Relative Magnitude [Ratio]

Relative Motion [Motion]

Relative Pronoun, 375
Re 14tor [Information]

Release, 375
Relics, 377
Relief, Relevium, 377
Relief [Basso Rilievo]

Religion. 377
Remainder. 379
Remains, Organic [Organic Re-

mains]
Rembrandt, 383
Remembrancer*, 384
Remiremont [Vosges]
R£ r.ipes [Hippa]
Remo, San [San Remo]
Remonstrants [Pelagians]

Remy, St., 385
Renaix, 385
Renaudot, Kusebius, 384
Rendsburg, 38b
Rene of Aujou, 386
Ren I rew [Renfrewshire]
Renfrewshire, 386
Reni, Guido [Guido Roni]
Rennell, James, 389
Renues, 389
Reuuie, John, 390
Rem, 391
Rent (in law), 393
Renulfna [Forammifera, vol. z.,

p. 348]
Reo!e. or Reolle, La [Gironde]
Rcophax [Foraminiiera, vol. x.,

p. 347]
Repeating Circle, 395
Repeteud, 400
Replevin. 400
Replication [Pleading]
Reporting [Newspapers, p. 195]
Reports (in law), 402
Reprieve, 403
Reptiles, 403
Republic, 411

Republication [Will]
Repulsion, 411
Request, Courts of, 412
Requivm, 412
Rescript [Rome—/fossa* Lmw)
Rescue (in law), 412
Reaht [Per-ia]

Resulual, 413
Residual Phenomenon, 413
Residuary Legatee [ Legatee]
Resignation [Benificej
Resin [Turj-cntinej

Resfna [Naples]
Re»ins. 413
Resistance, 413
Resolution, 415
Resolution, in Music [Discord ;

Harmony]
Respiration, 415
Rispiialor, 418
Respondentia [Bottomry]
Rest, in Music, 419
Restiacc*,4l9
Restitution, in Law, 420
Restorations, 420
Resulting Use [Use]
Reso«citation, 420
Retainer [Executor ; Serjeant*

at-Law]
Retardation [Acceleration]

Ret6nora [Polypiaria]

Retford, Kast, 421
Rethel, 421
Reticulux (Constellation), 422
Retftera. 422
Retina [Eye]
Retinasphaltum, 423
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Retort, 4 >2

Retrenchment, A'}
Retrograde, 4*3
Return of Caulr, 423
Return of Writs AH
Rets [Loire Infeeirusa)
Rets, i a.diud t\r. 4-.M

Keuchlin, John, 424
Reu%>, 424
Reullingen, 425
Revel, or Revel. 425
Revelation, 425
Revelation*, Book of [Ajs>

calypse]

ReveU, Master of the, 42J
Reversion. 430
Reversion of Series. 437
Reversion (Law), 438
Revetment, 438
Revolution* 440
Revolution ot 1688 I\V**a*ss
IIIJ

*

Rey, Jean, 440
Reynold*, S»r Jo»hua, 4+0
Reymbis [Theulogr]
Resat. the Circle of the, 44J
Rlue'tia, 444
Rhagss (Persia]
Rhamnaces».444
Rhamnus, 4,4
Rhamnus Catbinirn*, 445
Rhatany [Ratany ; KraxssoMJ
Rhasrs, or Raae*, 44 i

Rhea [Strutbiuoidavj
Rhcgium. 446
Rhettns [Reims]
Rheinprovini, 447
Rhein Hesseo, 443
Rheingau, 448
Rlieninui Heitus, 448
Rbescup lis [Thrac*]
Rhe»us Mouk«y. 41H
Rbelicui, 44S
Rhetoric, 449
Rheum. 449
Rheum, MedUal Prw^tivs mt
450

Rheumatism, 451
RhiAnue. 453
Rhiu, Bas. 453
Ruin, Haut, 46G
Rhine, 458
Rhiue, Antient. 462
Rhine, Circles of, si

[Baden]
Rhine, Circle of the. 462
Rhine;la [Frogs, vol. x, p.454.

49b]

Rhinoceros, 463
Rliinocuros [Foramiaiscrs, v»L

X-. p. 34»]
Rhinolophfna [Cheiroptera.!*.

vii.. p. 23]
Rhiu6!uphu»rCheiro| t«ssvf^ij
Rhiuophj, 4/6
Rhinoplnis [Ennrton]
Rhiu. 475
Rtipiddre [MuscicopiJsf, sU

xvii., p. 13J
Rhisaatha [Raffletia]

Rhiiumorpua, 476
Rhixophura, 476
Rhisophj'sa [Phjaagvsssa, «^

xviu.. p. 137)
Rhitostoma [PsUcvD^sssaa, a«sV

xix,, p, 124
}

Rhisost6mida* [PulnsoarreaW ss.

121]
r

Rhode Island (Itlaad f£^sss>
l^nd (Slate)]

Rhode Island, 476
Rhode*, 478
Rhodes, or Rodes, 480
Rhodium. 481
Rhodocnodes ^Rncruutn. w*je»

ix.. p. 393]
Rhododendtoo, 4S1
Rbudomannum, L., 4>2
Rhodophy'sa [Pby^^raaa, Ml

xvii*., p. 139
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Rhoemetalces [Thrace]
Rhomb, Rhombus, Rnomboid,
482

Rhoaabofdes, 482
Rhombus [Conus, ?ol. viL, iu

45*5]

Rhombus Miximus [Pleuro-

nectidas]

Rhone, River [France]
Rhduo, Departmeut, 482
Rhubarb [Rheum]
Rhumb, or Rumb, 484
Rhus, 184

VOL. XIX.
Rhus Toxicodendron, 485
Rhyme, 486
Rhynchasa [Seolopacidss]

Rhynchaspis [Ducks, vol. iz.,

p. 178J
Rhythm [Oratory]

Rhythm, in Music, 486
Riasan, or Rjaaafl, 486
Ribalra, F., 487
Ribalta, J., 487
Riband, or Ribbon, 487
Ribble, River [Lancashire]

Ribchester fLancashire]

VOL. XIX.
Ribe [Jutland]

Ribeauville [Rhiu, Hautj
Ribera, Jose", 495
Ribet, 495
Ribgrate [Plantaginacee]
Ricardo, David, 497
Ricaut, Sir Paul [Rycaut]
Ricci, or Rizzi, S., 498
Ricci [Jesuit! ; Pius VI.]
Ricciarelli, D., 498
Ricci61i, G. B., 499
Rice, 499 41$]
Rice Glue [Cement, vol. vi., p.

VOL. XIX.
Rice Paper, 500
Rice Bird, 500
Rich

f C. J., 500
Richard I., II., of Normandy

[Normandiej
Richard I., II., III., of Bor-

land, 501-508
Richard Plantdgenet, 508
Richard de Bury, 509
Richaid of Cirencester, 510
Richirdi.i, 510
Richardson, Jonathan, 510
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Richardson, Samuel, page 1

Rwjhardadnia, 2
Rtchborough [Kent]
Richelieu, Cardinal de, 2
Richmond, o
Richmond [Surrey]

Rchnaond
I
Virginia]

Rchter, J. P. F., 4

Riclnula [Kntomostomata, vol.

ix., p. 457]
Rfcinus, 5
Rfcinus Communis, 5

Rirkote, 7
Rtckmamworth [Hertfordshire]

Ricochet, 7

Rideau Canal [Canada]
Riding [Yorkshire]

Ridiuger, J. E., 8
Ridley, Nicholas, 18

Ri'azi [Papal State*]

R»es, Ferdinand, 9
Riesengebirge [Germany]
Rieti [Spoleto, Province of]

Ricti, town, 9

Rifle, 1

1

Riflemen, 12

Rifle Bird [Ptiloris]

Rig* [Livonia]

Riga, town, 12

Rigaud, H., 13
Rigel [Orion]

Righlni, V., 13

Right, 13

Right (Mathematics), 14

Right An*le, 14

Right, Petition of [Petition of

Right]
Ri*hts, Bill of [Bill of Rights]

Riley, John, 15

Rimini [Forli, Province of]

Rlmula,15
Rtmulfna [Foraminifera, vol. z\,

p. 347]
Ring ( Annulus]
Ring Dove, 15
Ring Ousel [Blackbirds, vol. iv.,

p.47S]
Rwgent, 15

Ringtail [Faleonidss, vol. z., p,

183; Harrier]

Ringtailed Ragle [Fakonids,
vol. z., p. 173]

Ringworm, 15

Rimfs Coloured, 15

Rings Fairy, 16

Rio de Janeiro [Janeiro] .

Riobamb* [Ecuador, p. 267]
Ri«m,16
Riot, 16

Rtpoa, 1 1
Ripperda, J. W., 18

Ripple-Mark, 19

Risculus [Poxilopoda, vol. zviu\,

p.302t
Risk, 19

Rtssoo, 19
Ritsoa, Joseph, 20
RUltenhouse, David, 20
Ritual, 21

Rrsade Gfer [Loire]

Jti?er(Law),2l
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River-Horse, 21
Rivers (Geology) [Valley]

Rivers, 22
Rivesaltes[Pyrenees Orientates]

Riviera, 2*
Rlvoli, 28
Rizzio [Mary Stuart, vol. ziv.,

p.47h
Roach [Leuciscus]
Road, 28
Roanne, 37
Robbery, 37
Robert I., II., of Normandy

[Normandie]
Robert, Kin^s of France, 39
Robert I. of Scotland [Bruce,

Robert; Bannockburn]
Robert II., III., of Scotland,

39*41

Robert, King of Naples [Sici-

lies, Two]
Robert Guiscard [Naples]
Robert of Gloucester, 42
Robert, Bishop of Lincoln

(Grosseteste), 42
Robert, Leopold, 42
Robert, Hubert, 43
Robertson, William, 43
Roberval, 43
Robes, Master of the, 44
Robespierre, 44
Robin Hood [Hood, Robin]
Robfnia, 45
Robins, or Robyns, John, 46
Robins, Benjamin, 46
Robison, John, 47
Robortello, Francis, 48
Robulfna [Foraminifera, vol. x„
Robusti [Tintoretto] [p. 348]
Rocca, 49
Roccella [Orchil]

Rochdale, 49
Rocheforr, 49
Rochefoucauld, La [Charenfe]
Rochefoucauld, Due de la, 50
Rochelle, 50
Rochester, 51
Rochester, Lord [Wilmot]
R>chford [Essex]
Rock Alum [Alum]
Rock Crystal [Quarts]
Rock Manakin [Runicolinss]

Rock-Piants, 53
Rock River fMississippi, River]
Rock Salt [Sodium]
Rock-Work, 53
Rocket, 54
Rockingham [ Northampton-

shire]

Rockingham, Marquess of, 55
Rocks, 55
Rocroy, 57
Rocky Mountains, 57
Rod [Perch]
Rodenlia, 60
Roderic, King of Spain, 63
Rodney, Admiral Lord, 64
Rodolph [Germany]
Rodriguez, Ventura, 64
Roebuck [Doer. vol. viii., p

360] I

Rogation Days, 65
Roger of Hoveden [Hoveden]
Roger of Sicily [Sicilies, Two—

History]

Rogue and Vagaboud [Vagrant]
Rdhault, James, 65
Rohilcund [Hindustan, p. 218]
Roland, Manon, 65
Rolle, Michel, 66
Roller, 67
Rollin, Charles, 69
Rollo [Normandie]
Rolls [Records

J
Rolls-Court, 70
Rolls, Master of the, 70
Roma, Comarca di, 70
Romagna, 70
Roma^n6si, G. D., 70
Romaine, William, 72
Roman Architecture, 72
Roman Catholics [Catholic

Church; Recusants]
Roman de la Rose [France—

Language and Literature]

Roman House and Villa[House

;

Atrium]
Roman Law [Rome]
Roman Language and Litera-

ture [Rome]
Roman Music [Music, p. 26]
Roman School of Painting, 76
Roman Wall [Britannia]
Romance, 79
Romance Language, SO
Romano, Giulio [Giulio Ro-
-mano]

Romany town, 84
Romans, Kpistle to the, 84
Rominus I , II.. III., IV., 85
RomanzofF, or Romansow [Ca-

tharine II]
JtoinanzorT, Count, 86
Rombouts. Theodore, 86
Rome, Roma, 86-135
Rdmer, Olios, 135
Romford [Essex]
Romilly, Sir Samuel, 135
Romney and Romney Marsh

[Kent]
Romney, George, 139
Romorautin [Loir et Cher]
Romsey [Hampshire]
Romulus, 140
Roncesvalles, 141
Ronda, 141
Rondeau, 142
Rondeletia, 142
Rdugebirge [Germany]
Ron nard, 142
Rood [Acre]
Roof, 142
Rook, 148
Rooke, Admiral, 149
Rooker, M. A., 150
Roos, Philip Peter, 150
Root (Mathematics), 150
Root (of Plants), 152
Rootstock [Stem]
Rope, 153
Rdrass [Trondheim]
Rorqual [Whales]

Rosa, 156
Rosa, Medical Properties of

159
Rosa, Salvator. 160
Rosa da J'fvoli [Roos]
Rosacea [Diphydes, vol. iz., p.

Rosacea), 160
Rosacic Acid. 161
Rusalina [Foraminifera, vol. z.

p. 343]
Rosamond, Fair [Henry II.]

Rottirio [Mexican States]

Rosary [Beads]
Ronas, 161

Roscius. Quintu*, 161
Roscoe, William, 161
Rosioea, 162
Roscommon, 162
Roscommon, Earl of, 167
Roso [R >sa]

Rose-coloured Ousel [Sturnida]
Rose-engineTurning [Turning]
Rosemary [Rosmarinus]
Rosen, F. A., 168
RoxenmUller, J. G. ( 169
Rosenmtlller, K. F. C, 169
ltmetta, 169
Rosetta Stone, 169
Rosheini [Rhin, Bas]
Rosicrucians, 169
Rosin [Turpentine]
Rosmarinus. 170
Rosmarinus Officio41 is, 170
Ross and Cromarty Shires, 170
Ross [Herefordshire]

Rostillaria I StrombidieJ
Rostelium, 175

Rostock 176

Rostou [Yaraslow]
Rostrum, 176 .

Rostrum (Botany), 176
Rot. Dry 1 Dry Rot]
Rotilia [roraminifera, vol. x

p. 3481
RoUte (Botany), 176
Rotation, 176
Rotation of Crops, 178
Rotatio i, Intercellular [Sap]
Rotat6ria, 181

Rote, 183
Rotella [Trochidss]

Rother [Sussex ; Yorkshire]
Rotherham, 183

Rotherhithe [Surrey]

R-thesav, 184
Rotthoella,185

Rotten-Stooe, 185
Rottenhamer, John, 185
Rotterdam, 185
Rotterdam, New, 186
Rotti [Timor]
Rottleria, 186
Rotunda, 186
Roubaixt 187
Roubiliac, 187
Rouen, 183
Rouergue, 191

Rouffach [Rhin, Haut]
Roulers, 191

Rouloul. 191
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Round, 191
Round, in Music, 192

Round Tower, 192
Roundhead*, 192

Rousseau, J. B., 193
Routseau, J. J., 194
Rousillon, 190
Rout [Riot]

RoverW [Tyrol]

Rovigno [lllyria; IttriaJ

Rovigo, 196
Rowan-Tree, or Roan-Tree, 196

Rowe, Nicholas, 196

Rowley, William, 197

Roxina, 197

Roxburgh [Roxburghshire]
Roburgh, William, M.D., 197
Roxbur^h/ia, 197

Roxburghshire, 197

Royal Academy, 202
Royal Exchange, 205
Royal Society, 206
Royalty, 211

Roydsia, 212
Roye [Sotnme]
Roylea, 212
Royston [Hertfordshire!

Roystou Crow, 212
Rubefacients, 213
Rubellite [Tourmaline]
Rubens P. P.. 213
Rubia, 214
Rubicon [Csssar, C XI
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Ruble [Money]
Rubric, H 5

Rubua.215
Ruby [Corundum]
Rod or Red Eye [Leucbcual
Rudbeckia, 216
Rudiier [Ship]

Ruddiman, Thomas,, 216
Rudgeley [S'affordshire]

Ruding, Rogers, 216
Rudolph of Habsburg [Habs-

burg, House of]

Rudolphine Tables [Kepler]
Rudolphus [Kntomostomat*,

vol. ix., p. 458]
Rudolstadt [Schwariburg]
Ruellia, 217
Ruffnus, 217
Rufus, 217
Rugby [Warwickshire]
Rugen. 218
Ruhnken, David, 218
Rule, Ruler, 220
Rule of Three [Three, Rule of]
Rule, in law, 220
Rule in Shelley's Case [Re-

mainder]
Rum, 220
Rum, island [Argyleshire]

Rumex, 221
Rumf rd, Count, 221
Rum-ill, 222
Ruminants. 222
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Rumination [Ruminants; Sto-

mach]
Rumphia, 226
Rumphitu [s^umphia]
Runcorn [Cheshire]
Ruuic Letters, 226
Runn [Hindustan, pp. 213* 214)
Runner [Stem]
Runnymead [John]
Rupelitria [Lithophagidss, vol.

xiv., pp. 47, 48l
Rupert, Prince, 226
Rupicota, 227
RupicoHnss, 227
Ruppellia, 228
Ruppia, 229
Ruppia, New, 229
Rupture [Hernia]
Rural Deau [Dean]
Ruremonde, 229
Ruscus 229
Rush, 229
Ru»h, Benjamin, 229
fcush-bearing, 230
Rushes, 231
Rushworth, John, 231
Russell, Lord Vnilkm, 232
Ru*sell, Alexander, 233
Russell, Patrick. 233
Russian Empire, 233
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Russian language and Litera-
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VOL. XX.
Ru*t 271
Rust [MiUWw]
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Ruta. 273
RuU Grimiest, 224
RuUcest. 273
Ruth, Book of, 274
Ruthesford. ia*ajei, 'J74

Rutherforib. rb.<m*s, 274
Rutftius Lupus, -74
Rutflius Numstisnus, 274
Rutlandshire, 175
Rutuli [Lattni]

Ruysch, Frederic, 37»
Ruysdael, 2o0
Ruyter. Michael, 280
Ryan, Loch [ WJglsnihirj]
Rybinsk, 280
Rycaut,or R>caut,Sir Paai.Se
Rye (town). 2d0
Rye (plant;, 281
Rye-Grass, '4*3

Rye-Hou«e Plot [RusacC, U4
Willi**]
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Rynchop., 2*4
Ryots, 236
Rysbraeck. Peter. 987
Ryswick, Peace wf W
Retina [Wh*lee/ '
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8 is the chief sibilant of the English alphabet, and is em-
ployed to represent twb different sounds, as in this and these.

The word sugar would seem to justify the addition of a
third sound, sh ; but in this word the vowel u, so oftdn pro-
nounced */*, has modified the pronunciation of the preced-
ing conaooanL Syurar would easily glide into shugaK
In the Hebrew alphabet, whence those* of Eurdpe are
derired, a common symbol is employed, with and without an
affiled dot* to denote * and ih. The symbol referred to has
fur its name a word whieh also signifies tooth or teeth ; and
if we call to mind that the so-called Phoenician and Sama-
ritan alphabets give older forms of the Hebrew letters thati

those now used, it will be easily believed that the symbol in

it* original shape [Alphabet, p. 382] Was the representation
of two or three teeth ; ah origin which would agree with the
fact that the sibilants are all formed by means of the upper
teeth, and the sound sh by the upper and lower brought
together. This explanation is confirmed by the considera-
tion that in emitting the last-named sound the teeth are
not only the sole organs employed, but more than usually
exposed to view by the retraction of the lips. But for the
strong evidence thus furnished by the Hebrew alphabet, the
form and power of the letter might have

1

been readity
denied from an imitation of a* hissing make.
The letters is Subject to the following interchanges/ many

of which have been previously noted.

I. s withrf. SeeD.
*. s with th and sth* as ill the Laconran dialect Of the

Greek language in which dcoc. Ti*o0tdf< AOipata, take the
forms viop, Tiuo<nopi Aeavata. Hence too rtntreaioQa, &0.
readily glided into rvvTOfiiBoi Stc The English language
formerly wrote loveth, hatethi but now prefers loves, hates.

3,* with*. Thus again the Attic forms o>aei, <*c*ev,

n«#i«eW, *v, were by the Dorians written o)art, tttrov (regu-
larly enough from the present wiw(Otv), Iloottla**, tv. In
like manner the German words das, was, es, waster, hasten,
e$sen, appear in English as that, what, itt looter, hate, eat

4, s with z. Thus the Greek island ZatvvBoQ was the

mother city of Saguntum in Spain, and no doubt gave its

name to it In fact, the MS8. of Livy (xxi. 7), with one
exception scarcely worth mentioning, appear to have all got
Orimndi a Sagunto insula dicuntur, not Zaeyntho. llut

the most abundant evidence Of the interchange is to be
found in the Somersetshire dialect of our own tongue.

5, s with sh. Witness the Berlin pronunciation of all

German words beginning with st* Moreover, the English
words sleep* slay* smear, snow, have for their German equfc

vaieftt* Scklaf, Schlag-ent schnuer-en, schnee.

6, s with c, g, and h. See those letters.

7, ks with g. See. X.
8, s with n. See N.
9, s with r. See R.
10, Soften appears before an initial consonant, where it is

doubtful whether the older form be that with or that without
the sibilant. Thus the Greek ertjUi eqnvtiovtj, 0o}a€, cor-

respond to the Latin tego, funda, vespa. So <r**Xoc and
evoXtrl* would be found upon olose examination to be the

equivalents of the Latinctti* and crttXi and etdktvu to differ

from sens-tati only in the fact that the latter is a frequent-

ative ?erb. Again the Greek possesses within itself the

doable forms eswcpoc and uucooc, erptane and rpt*** The
Bngltth language contains numerous examples of the same
variation, as in melt and smelt, tumble and stumble, pike and
spike. The German as well as our own tongue not unfre-

qwemry prefixes an s when the Greek and often the Latin

are without that letter. Thus the Greek *Xtc-*i (root ftAttc

or «X*t£), the Latin claud-o or clud-o, and clavis, the German
sehtiess-en, and the English shut are all of one kin. Com-
pare too the various forms of the words signifying snow.

1 1 The sound sw at the beginning of words is often de-

graded by the loss of the sibilant or w, or both. Thus to the

Latin suavis and suadeo correspond the Greek AoVc, &c, the

German suss* and the English sweet Those who doubt the

connection here assumed between suavis and suadeo. may,
aa regards form, compare clavis and claudo, or viginti with

what must have been its older form* duiginti, while the con-

Djaetienin meaning will be readily established by the common

comparison of advice with medu*ne, unpalatable but ra/fc-

tarty as in Lucretius, (i. 935), Sed veluti pueris absinthid,
&o. Again sop-or and sdmnus {sop-nus) df the Latin cor-
respond to the Greek to-wc, to the Gothic verb in-sueppan,
the German schiaf, and the English sleep ; soeer and socrus
in Latin, to the Greek levpoc and ktvpd, and the German
schwieger as prefixed to sohn, voter. &c. ; the Latin sudor,
to the Greek i*-bc, Wpwt. &c, to the German schweiss and
English sweat ; the Latin sui, sibit se, to the Greek off, ot, I,

although the Greek has also allied words beginning with *o).

The Latin sorort German schtoester, English sister, have
lost their correlative in Greek. Lastlv this interchange will
perhaps account for the fact that the river Oder has two an-
tient names, Suevus and Viadrue, which have been the cause
of much confusion in the geography df antient Germany:
Indeed the mouth of the river is still called Swinemtitide.

11. 8pi» interchangeable with ps, sk with ks, and sd with
de. For the last we need only refer to the Doric use Of et
for g. Instances df the second interchange occur occasionally
in Greek and Latin. Ftgot, the misletoe, is written in Latin
viscus ; k&xaroQ, ludicrously put down as a primitive in some
lexicons, is ofcourse only the superlative of the preposition
f£, for f(are*. The Latin misceo has for its participle mixtus
as well as mistus (= misctus). The tendency to this inter-

change accounts tod for the form sescenti, for seweenti is

never found in the best MSS. of the best authors. But the
Anglo-Saxon and English afford the most numerous in-

stances of this metathesis. Thus the former language has
the double forms vapi or vHsp, a wasp ; dpse or dspe, tre-

mOldus (whence the name of the aspen tree) ; h&pse or haspe,
a lock (Grimm. Deutsche Grammatik; p. 26 1 ) ; also /rose or

frox, a fro* \ftscas orflxas, a fish ; tusc or tux, a tusk : usee
or axe, cinder ; asctan or axjan, to ask {ibid, p. 236). Hence
it will be seen that it is a mere accident if in our own
tongue axe and wops have been rejected as vulgarisms in

fatour of of* and wasp. The provinces Still prefer the ks
and ps. Thus a Kentish countryman talks of a whips
rather than whisp of hay. May we not in this way establish

the identity in name of several of our rivers, as Axe, Exe,
Eski and Usk t

12. 8 is often lost. Inattention to this fact is the cause of
much confusion in the grammars of the Greek language.
Thus the neuter nouns in o* Must once have had a corre-

sponding a in the genitive, ytwc, yiveooc, &c, afterwards
ycroc, ymoc. Hence the retention of the c in the vocatives

of proper names formed from neuter nouns of this class, as

aurftviQ, Aifaotfffof*c, Xuxpartc. (See Journal of Education;
vol. iv., 333.) Above all, the neglect of this letter in the ori-

ginal (as here assumed) forms of certain present tenses leads
to apparent anomalies in the derived forms. Thus from
k\u(o)u we should have without any irregularity rcsXii*-

fuvoc; from yiv(e)ftat without difficulty y*v<x-reroc, as

well as the Latin gus-tus, gusta-re; from &(o)m, oW/ioc,

in which the sibilant corresponds, as it so often does, to

the guttural in Hga*re, dicate, and the English tight

from tie. The Latin language in such cases changes the
sibilant into an r; but even this language is not at all

unwilling to discard an s, particularly at the end of words,
as in the double forma magis and mage, videris and
videre, ipsue and ipse, puer for puerus. Nay, even the
neuters of adjectives seem to have lost the final s of the no-
minative in this way. At any rate potis is used for a neuter
nominative as well as pote. The third person of the Latin
perfect may possibly owe its occasional long quantity (per-

rupiit, Hot. ; subtlt, Her. ; reektt, Ovid, &c, fee.) to an older

orthography ending in iet; for as the other perfects of the
indicative as well as those of the Subjunctive and infinitive of
the active verb, to say nothing of alt the passive perfects, are

evidently formed by the addition of the tenses of the verb

esse, so perrupistis and perruperunt contain in the two last

syllables the almost unaltered forma of estis and eeunt, and
seem to justify the idea that perrupit is a corruption offer-
rupist, i.e. perrupest. As to form, we might compare this

corruption with what we know has occurred in the French
subjunctive perfect, fusee, fusses, fkt, that is, fust. The
French language abounds Hi examples of the loss of the

Bibilant. Thus from the Latin asinus, magister, noster,

VAOO
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quadragesima, are derived, first, asne, maistre, nostre,

earesme, and then, according to the modern orthography,

fine, mattre, noire, carcme, to say nothing of the silent $ in

such words as mats, vous, isle, est, &c.
8A DE MIRANDA. [Miranda.]
SAAD ED DEEN {Khoja Saaded-deen Mohammed Ef-

fendi), the most celebrated of the Turkish historiographers,

was born in the early part of the sixteenth century of our
sera; his father, Hassan-Jan, a Persian by birth, held a post

in the household of Sultan Selira 1., and was highly esteemed
by that ferocious monarch, whom he attended in his last

moments. His son Mohammed received his education

among the pages of the imperial palace, and having devoted
himself to the study of Moslem theology and jurisprudence,

became a muderris, or professor in the college attached to

the great mosque of St. Sophia. The talents and learning
which be displayed in this capacity gave him high celebrity;

slid he was appointed by Selim II , in 1573, khoja, or pre-

ceptor to his son Mourad, the heir apparent, who then held

the government of Magnesia. The death of Selim, in De-
cember, 1674, called Mourad to the throne; and Saad-ed-
deen was nominated cadhilesker, or military judge; but he
continued to retain almost unlimited influence over bis im-
perial pupil, who had recourse to his advice in matters of
government so constantly as to excite the jealousy of the
visirs ; and an attempt was made to ruin bim by represent-

ing the erection of an astronomical observatory, which the
sultan had founded at bis instigation near Top-khana, as

au evil omen for the stability of the empire. But though
the observatory was demolished by the superstitious fears

of Mourad, the favour with which he regarded Saad-ed-
deen waa unimpaired; and Mohammed 111., who succeeded
in 1595, continued to entrust the confidential adviser of his

father with the management of the most secret diplomatic
relations of the empire; the Khoja-Effendi (as Saad-ed-
deen is frequently termed by Oriental writers) even attended
Mohammed in the Hungarian campaign of 1596 ; and the

Sreat victory of Keresstes is ascribed in a great measure to

is exhortations, which prevented the sultan from abandon-
ing the field at the moment of extreme peril. He however
incurred a temporary disgrace immediately afterwards, by
his advocacy of the cause of the fallen vizir Cicala; but he
was speedily restored to favour, and on the death of the
mufti BoetanZadah, March, 1598, was raised to the highest
ecclesiastical dignity by the sultan, in apiteof the opposition
of the grand-vixir Hassan, who proposed the elevation of
the eelebrated poet Baki. He did not however long survive
his exaltation, dying suddenly in the mosque of St. Sophia,
as he was preparing for prayers on the anniversary of the
birth-day of the prophet, October 2, 1599 (not 1600, as
stated in the Biogr, Univ.), a.h. 1008, and was interred in

the oometery of the mosque of Ayub, whither bis remains
were borne by his four sons, two of whom at subsequent
periods also held the dignity of mufti. The great historical

work of Saad ed-doen, composed by order of Mourad III.

(who created for the author the new office of ehahnamehdji,
or imperial historiographer), is entitled Tadj-al-Towarikb, or
the crown of histories, and gives a full and copious narra-
tive of the history of the empire, from its foundation in
1299 by Otbman, to the death of Selim I. in 1520; the ma-
terials are principally drawn from the previous works of
Neshri. Moulana-Bdris, and Kemalpaeha-Zadah; but its

chief merit, in the estimation of the Turks, consists in the
florid and elaborate beauty of the diction, in which the
author is certainly unrivalled by all other Turkish histo-
rians. Sir W. Jonee has pronounced that ' for the beauty
of its composition and the richness of iu matter, it may
be compared with the finest historical pieces in the lan-
guages of Europe ;' but the meaning u too often concealed
by a cloud of rhetorical tropes, and it is impossible to
forget in the perusal of the work that it is the production
of a courtier. It is singular that this valuable work has
never yet beast printed at the imperial press of Constanti-
nople; but M8. copies are frequent in European libraries,

sum an Italian version was published by the Ragusan Vin-
eenso Bratutu (4to., part L, Vienna, 1646 ; pert iu Madrid,
1652), under the title • Ctonaoa dell* Origine e Progress!
degti Ottomani, oompoata da Saldino Turco, e tradotta in
Itahano;' small portions have also been translated by Koltar,
and by Grangenet de la Orange. A Turkish abridgement
«m the work, with a continuation, was published in 1696
(km. I lot), with a dedication to 8ultan MusUpha 11.. by

i-KJfondi of Lariema; and the resemblance of name has

often led to this work (which served as the 1

accurate compilation of Cantemir) being confounded ante

the great history of Saad-ed-deen. (See Von Hammer, tn

Journal Asiatique, January, 1824.) Besides this mat week,

Saad-ed-deen was the author of the • 8elim-Na*e*h,' a

history of Selim I., or rather a collection of anecdotes of

that prince, related to bim by his father Hassan-Jan ; thn

compilation, which is divided into fourteen eee*ione> a
valuable for its authenticity. His descendants appear Is

have flourished for several generations, and so beta e>
herited the talents of their ancestor ; two of his sous, as

already noticed, Mohammed-Bflendi and Assaad-Khsaas\
attained the rank of mufti; and a grandson or areas-giasal-

son of the latter, Mollah-Fayes, is mentioned aa an esnsacet

legist by Sheikhi, who notices his death in 1714.
(Von Hammer, Histoire de rEmpire Ottommn ; D Her-

belot ; BiographU UniverseUe ; Journal AssaiiqwaJ
SAADI, or (as bis name is written in Ml in Arenas c*

Persian) Sheikh Moslik Eddm Bauds AMsrmms\ the An*
part of the name being a title of honour, the two nest weans
his epithet, and the last expressive of his being a natm
of the city of Sbirax, where he was born in the year of me
Hegira 571 (a-d. 1175-6). He is probably better known by
name to the European reader than any other poet or writer of

the East, excepting Mohammed; and while this European im-

putation may be in some measure attributed to hie uasou
amongst bis own countrymen, a circumstance which *eeJd
naturally recommend bis work lor perusal and tram leiana to

the few Persian students of two hundred years back, sttnaw be
also in a great degree ascribed to the simplicity and elegant*
of his style, so like that of the best periods of (Thriefien Isssnv

ture, and so unlike that of the neat mass of Perssan assist -

Saadi led the life of a dervish, or wandering monk, end
passed most of his early years in travelling from ease coon**?
to another. In the course of these journeya be wns> tafcte

by the Crusaders and put to labour on the fortifications of

Tripoli. He was redeemed from this slavery by a nan aesr-

cbant, who afterwards gave him his daughter in nsartsena.

with a dowry of an hundred pieces of gold. This is sUnsnrt
to in the *GulUtan' (tale xxxi. of eh. it,, p. 99 of Gladwin's
translation, London. 1808). The lady sorely exercised the
poet's patience. * Once,' says be, ' she reproached use* say*
ing. Art thou not he whom my father redeemed from capti-

vity amongst the Fiank* for tea diners? lajuwered.Yce.be
ransomed me for ten dinars, and put me into your hands
for a hundred.* A story of a livelier eharaeter is told of his

meeting with a brother poet, Hemam of Tabri*. who, mo-
rant of the name, and knowing only the birth-place of bn
companion, held out to bim the bottom of a cup (the Saera-
xians were noted for their early baldness), and naked, Why
are the heads of the Sbirasiana like this? The derm*
turned the hollow of the cup to Hemam, and aahad. Wby
are the heads of the Tabrisians like Inst f Hetnaea sated
bis companion if be knew any of the verses of 8aada» and
the dervuh repeated some of the most beautiful. He then
inquired, ' Do they make much esteem there of the paeans
of Hemam ?' Saadi elegantly quoted a couplet of has com-
panions :

—

• BotvoM ttw oMott of sty love, flosrfa. ts4 mm, s vsfl Is erne.
Hot it U Ubm Um voU skoald bo devra teak. ts4w oajsy Um asjaaafmm

anoUwr:'

and thus the illustrious poets were made acquainted.
Another anecdote shows, in the fanciful langoasje of

Persian imagination, the high esteem in which the WTWaags
of Saadi were held even during hie lifetime. Indies! he
was fortunate enough to add a large share of this enjoy—at
of feme to the renown which 600 years have not dtmineihod
A holy man of Sbiras,aays the story, dreamed that ha bentd
all the angels of heaven singing a verse which he could not
understand, but which he was told wee a couplet of SaaaVs,
and that it would be sung in heaven for a year to eosnew la
the morning he went to the cell of the now reduce

\

found him repealing the distich:

'Ob tho grot* U**fl the ctoar tto of'
la every loafs book ofUm vhdoaofOo*.'

Saadi died in 1991, at the age of 116 years, having seen*.
H is said, SO years in travelling and in military eorvecc,
during which, his wanderings reached as for as India on
one side, and Asia Minor, or perhaps Eastern Barone, en
the other; 30 years in religious solitude, digesting the re-
sults of his Hfc of observation ; and the 19 last yeare «f has
life in putting into a permanent form the fruits of ttarnre-
ceding 69. Daring this long life he performed the leWan
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eg* to Mecca fifteen times ; the first time in the company of

ma teacher, Abdolkadir Ghilani. He lived under the patron-

age of the Atabeg princes, Saad Ben Zengbi, and his suc-

raseor, Ahubekir Ben Saad. From the former of these

princes, his father, who was in the royal service, gave his

son the name of Saadi : this in the East is a not unusual mode

of naming both men and books, and the name is often so

contrived as to form a sort of .7*14 <femoto.

Tbe works of Saadi, collected by Ahmed Nasik Ben

8es4n, consist of the Gulistan, Bostan, Gazeis (or odes), Ka-

iud(or elegies), Mokataat (fragments), Rubayat (quatrains),

ami essays of various kinds in prose. Of all these the best

known are the Gulistan and the Bostan. The former is a col-

lection of stories, in prose, but intermixed with verses of the

author's own composition, or borrowed from the writings of

o&era, a mode of writing which the Eastern imaginative

writers much affect. The Gulistan is divided into eight chap-

ters: on the morals of kings ; on the morals of dervishes ; on

the excellency of contentment; on the advantages of taci-

turnity ; on love and youth ; on imbecility and. old age

;

on tbe effects of education ; and rules for conduct in life.

Tbe first seven chapters consist chiefly of moral stories,

some of them apparently from real history, others fables,

eeeh in some degree bearing upon the subject of the

chanter, and having its moral interwoven in its texture.

Tbe last chapter is rather a collection of apothegms,

though a part of this also is narrative. These stories are

not eonnected by a general thread of narrative, as is the

ease with most oriental collections (the reader will remem-

ber the general and subordinate stories which connect

the histories of the Arabian Nights and the Fables of

P*nay>; they follow one another without any link, except

ttauvof their allusion to a common subject. Of this book

there nave been many translations: into French by Du
Ryer, who was French consul at Alexandria, Paris, 1634

;

into German by Olearius, who, in his preface, acknowledges

tbe assistance of an old Persian 1 iterator named Hakwird,

and mentions an earlier German translation made from the

French of Du Ryer, and soon after the appearance of the

latter. The translation of Olearius is preceded by a letter

from his friend Dr. John Reinboth, containing a precis of

Persian history, and followed by a translation of Lokmans

Fables. The translation is spirited, and so are the copper-

plates. This version was published at Sleswic in 1654, and

a Dutch translation from the German appeared at Amster-

dam in the same year. Olearius also translated the Bostan

<» -somewhat similar collection to the Gulistan, but all in

terse) into German. The Gulistan has been translated

info English by Gladwin, London, 1808; and by Ross for

tlie Asiatic Society. There has also been a more recent

Frenc*r version than that of Du Ryer from the original by

the Abbe Gaudm (1789). This translation is accompanied

by • An Historical Essay on the Legislation of Persia. .

The whole works of Saadi, in the original Persian and

Arable, were printed at Calcutta, in 2 vols, small folio,

edited by Harrington ( 1 79 1 ). The text of the Gulistan ap-

peared first in the edition of Gentius, Amsterdam, accom-

panied by a Latin translation and notes. Gladwin published

the text at Calcutta in 1806, which was reprinted in Lon-

don In 1809. The text, with the translation in parallel

columns (by Jas. Duraoulin), was printed at Calcutta in

1807, and there have since been more than one lithographed

edition, one of which, we believe, has the Bostan on the

margin—* form in which the two works often appear in

manuscript*. Professor Falconer has given the Persian

student an elegant selection from the Boslan, lithographed,

containing about onetmrd of the whole work, and has also

inserted in the « Asiatic Journal' several excellent versions of

detached stories, accompanied by the text, as collated

from several copies, and by critical notes. The Gulis-

tan is one of tbe best text-books for learning Persian, and

the edition of Gentius perhaps the best for this purpose,

from the extraordinary beauty and clearness of the type (no

unimportant matter when Persian letters are in question),

and the accompanying Latin translation. A good Life of

Saadi is given in the introduction to Harrington's edition of

tut works (a translation from the Persian of Dowlet Shah);

a briefer notice in D'Herbelot ; and one of some leugth in

Vou Hammer's • History of the Elegant Rhetoric of Persia

iQvchichtA der Schonen Redekunste Persiens).

8AALFELD is a principality about 170 square miles in

extent, with 23,000 inhabitants, which, since the extinction

of the branch of Saxe-Gotha, aud the partition of its terri-

tories among the three other branches, Saxe-Coburg, Mei«
ningcn, and Altenburg, belongs to Meiningen.
Saalfeld, the capital, is situated on the Soale, in a very

pleasant country, and has two suburbs. The population is

nearly 5000. There are manufactories of woollen-cloth,

stuffs, leather, snuff and tobacco, succory, coffee, and
cobalt; there are also vitriol and alum works, breweries,

and a copper smelting-house on an island in the Saale, over

which river there is a stone bridge of five arches. The town

has four churches, a gymnasium, and two ducal palaces

;

the new palace, from which there is a very fine prospect,

and the o.d palace, which contains the mini. The princes

of Schwarzburg-Rudolstadt and of Reuss also make use of

this mint.
SAAR-UNION. [Rhin, Bas,

SAARBRUCK, or SAARBRUCKEN, is the capital of

a circle in the government of Trier (Treves), of the Prussian

province of the Rhine, situated on the navigable river Saar,

over which there is a stone bridge connecting the town with

the suburb of St. John. It is a neat pleasant town, and the

houses are all built of stone. It has a gymnasium, a Lu-
theran, aCalvinfst, and a Roman Catholic church, and a
synagogue.- In this town are the court of justice for the

circles of Saarbriick, Saarlouis, Ottweiler, and St.Wendel,
a mining office, a salt-office, a custom-house, and other

public offices. The inhabitants have manufactures of

woollens, linen, tobacco, iron wire, porcelain, &c They
have also breweries, tanneries, and alum-works, and carry on
a thriving trade by means of the river, especially in coals and
timber. The population is nearly 5000, and, including tho

garrison, 7160. Saarbriick was formerly an independent

county. The family of the counts becoming extinct in 1380,

it fell to the house of Nassau, and was the residence of tbe

princes of Nassau-Saarbriick, whose palace was reckoned

one of the finest in Germany, but is now destroyed. By
the treaty of Luneville, it was ceded to France, and made
part of the departments of tbe Saar and of the Moselle. Tho
congress of Vienna, in 1815, assigned it to Prussia.

SAARLOUIS, called during the French revolution

Saarre-libre, is the extreme fortress of Prussia on the fron-

tier next to France, which has been very much enlarged and
strengthened since it has been in the possession of Prussia.

It is situated in a plain on the left bank of the Saar, in the

government of Trier, in the Rhine province. Including

the garrison, the population is about 7000. The inhabitants

.manufacture iron and steel wire, hardwares, fire-arms, and
leather. In the neighbourhood there are mines of iron and
lead. There are considerable tanneries in the town, dock-

yards for building vessels for the navigation of the Rhine,

the Moselle, and the Saar. Saarlouis, like Saarbriick, is tho

seat of various public offices, has a gymnasium, ono
Protestant and two Roman Catholic churches, a synagogue,

an hospital, an arsenal, and two barracks. The fortress was
erected by Vauban iu 1680, to defend Lorraine. By the

treaty of Ryswick, in 1697, France was left in possession of

it, and in 1705 it was besieged by the allies without success.

By tbe treaty of Paris, Nov. 30, 1815, France was obliged to

cede Saarlouis with three other fortresses to the allied

powers, who assigned it, with the two banks of the Saar abovo

Saarbriick, to Prussia.

SAATZ is a circle of the kingdom of Bohemia, the

area of which is 900 square miles, with 130,000 eihabit-

ants. the majority of whom are Germans. It is bounded
by Saxony, and by the Bohemian circles of Leitmeritz,

Rakonitz, Ellenbogen, and Pilsen. It is on the whole a
mountainous tract Iu the north is the Erzgebirge, and in

the south a part of the middle Bohemian chain, which is

one of the most fertile parts of the whole kingdom. The
principal river is the Eger, which receives all the smaller

streams. The chief products are corn, flax, hops, timber,

silver, iron, tin, cobalt, lime, precious stones, and cattle. The
inhabitants manufacture linen, calico, muslin, lace, paper,

and wooden-ware. There are 27 towns and 464 villages in the

circle. Saatz, the chief town, is situated on a considerable

eminence on the right bank of the Eger, over which there is

a chain bridge, 204 feet long and 18 broad. The town has

a gymnasium, a handsome town-bouse, a large parish

church, several other churches, and a Capuchin convent The
population is 5000.

SAAVEDRA, MIGUEL DE CERVANTES, the cele-

brated author of ' Don Quixote,' was bom at Alcala de Hen-
ares, on Sunday, the 9th of October, 1547, of an antient

I family originally from Galicia, which bad for some time been
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established in Castile. His grandfather, Juan de Cervantes,

was corregidor of Ossuna, His mother belonged to the il-

lustrious faintly of Barnj as. Very little is known of the

early life of Cervantes, except that he received his first edu-

cation at the place of his birth, and gave very early proofs

of talent Having attained the proper age, Cervantes repaired
to Salamanca, where he entered himself as a student at the
university, and remained two years. He then went to

Madrid, where his parents placed him under the tuition of
Juan Lopes de Hoyos, a learned theologian, who filled the

chair of belles-lettres in that city. Under him Cervantes
seems to have made considerable progress. He himself in-

forms us (' Viage al Parnaso,' p. 54) that he composed several

romances or ballads, besides a pastoral called ' Filena ;' and
when, in 1669, hts master published a collection of poems
on the death of Isabella ox Valois, wife of Philip II., there

appeared, among the rest, two poetical compositions by Cer-
vantes, whom he calls

4 our dear and beloved pupil.'

In 1566 Cervantes entered the household of Cardinal
Aquaviva, then ut Madrid, and accompanied that prelate on
his let urn to Rome. He remained with him one year, after

which he entered the army, and served as a volunteer under
Marco Antonio Colon na, the commander of the papal forces

against the Turks. He greatly distinguished himself at the

tattle of Lepauto (Oct. 7, 1571). Though suffering at the

time from intermittent fever, he took an active part in the

combat, and received three arquebuse wounds, two in the

breast, and one in his left hand, which maimed him for life.

He continued to serve under Don Juan of Austria, and his

successor in command, the Marquis of Santa Cruz, until

1575, when he revisited his native country, and spent some
time at Madrid among his friends and relations. Having
early in 1576 obtained a command in a regiment about to be
sent to the Low Countries, Cervantes embarked with his

elder brother Rodrigo, aUo a soldier, on board the Spanish
galley £1 sol (the sun). On the 26th Sept. however, the
galley was suddenly surrounded by an Algerine squadron,

under the command of Arnaut Mami, who, after a most
obstinate defence, boarded and look it, and carried his prise

into Algiers. The crew and passengers were sold as slaves.

Cervantes, who had fought with desperation on the boarding

of the galley, was reserved by Mami for himself.

The numerous interesting details which Cervantes has given
•us in his novel * £1 Cautivo* (ihe captive), and which have also

come down to us from undoubted and impartial sources,

display so much gallantry and magnanimity on his part, that

they cannot be read without calling forth our admiration.

AAer many bold but unsuccessful attempts to regain his li-

berty, by which he ran great risk of losing his life, Cervantes
was redeemed in 1580 by the Fathers of Mercy, established

for that purpose at Algiers, who paid to Hassan Aga, then
his master, the enormous sum of 500 gold ducats, which
had been raised among his friends and relatives. Ou his

return to his native country, Cervantes, being destitute of

all resources, again resumed the military profession, and
served in three successive expeditions against the Azores. It

wus not till his return to Spain, in 1584, that he appeared as
an author, having boon after published his * Galatea,* a pas-

toral romance in prose and verse, in imitalion of ' La Diana*
of Mouiemavor, a species of composition much in fashion at

that time, in this romance Cervantes personified himself,

as well as the lady of his love, Dona Catalina Palacios y
Sulazar, whom he married in the same year (1584), under
the names of Ehcio and Galatea. He next devoted all

his attention to the composition of dramas, of which he
wrote upwaids of thirty, and which, he informs us, were
ull acted with considerable applause. These are however
all 1o»t with the exception ol two, 'El Trato de Argel*
(Algerine dealing), and *La Numancia.' But notwith-
standing his theatrical success, Cervantes must have been
in bad circumstances, since in 1588 we hear of him at

Seville, where he filled the office of assistant-purveyor to

the Indian fleets. That he was not content with his situa-

tion, and that it was an insignificant one, would appear from
the fact of his having shortly afterwards, in 159U, made an
application to be employed in the New Woild. At length, the

purve>orstiip having been abolished and his office suppressed
in 1J96, Cervantes earned a scanty livelihood by becoming
a^ent to various municipalities, corporations, and wealthy
individuals. We have few traces of the mode in which he
exercised his pen during this interval, and with the excep-
tion of two burlesque sonnets (estrarabotes), one of which
was intended to ridicule tlw oaUalatLu- arrival of the Duke

of Medina at Cadis, after this town bad bean plundered aaal

abandoned by the Earl of Essex, we bear of no other aen>

ductioa of his genius. I: is probable however that dansnj
his stay at Seville he wrote some, if not all, of bta ' N©tease

Exemplares,' which he subsequently published. From IMe,
when he left Seville, to 1602. when we hear of him at VaJ-

ladolid, there is a gap in the history of this great man. wasnh
all the diligence of his biographers ha* hitherto £eiUd m
filling up, it not being kuowu where be maided or what
pursuits he was engaged iu. Some indeed are) willing ft*

supply the deficiency by supposing him to hate been eev
gsgeu as tithe-collector in La Maocha, and they add, that

whilst fulfilling the duties of his office he was put in fvssaa
by the alcalde of Argamasilla, a small town of that ore-
vince, and that he thus wrote the first part uf km ' Dan
Quixote' in confinement. The accuracy with wn*n the
country of La Mancha and the manners and ca*tuas
of its inhabitants are described iu that work, b certainty

in favour of the conjecture that be resided some time there;
but Navarrete ('Vida de Cervantes,' p. 95) has »huwn that the

report of his imprisonment rests on no other fouudatiun lean
vague tradition. However this may be, Cervantee »aa at

Valladelid in 1602. Three years after be published the ana
part of his * Don Quixote,' which he dedicated to Don Alan*
Lopes de Zuinga y Sotoma)or, seventh duke of Krj&r.

Though the work excited no jjreat attention at fir»t, *t »*d*

denly came into vogue, and was eagerly read by ail rlsiwi

of society. No less than four editions of it were printed ia

various parts of the Peninsula within the first w

appearance (1605); two at Madrid, one at Valencia, sad
another at Lisbon. Its fame spread rapidly to all the Bela-
bouring countries. But notwithstanding this eotbu»ia*l«
reception of bis work, Cervantes continued poor, and he
was accordingly engaged by the duke of Lertna. the misus-
ter of Philip 111., to write an account of the fcsthitie* Wfl-
fights, religious ceremonies, and so forth, with »b*eh lots!

Howard, ambassador of James L, was received at Vi
in 1605. On the return of the court to Madjid in II

Cervantes followed it, and he com iii tied to inhabit that c*tj/

to the end of his life. In 1608 he brought out a correct
edition of the first part of 'Don Quixote, and in 1413 has
' Novelas Exemplares* (Exemplary Tale*), twehe ut aeaa-
ber, by which his literary reputation was greatly increased.
In 1614 he published his ' Viage al Parnaso* (Joaroey a»

Parnassus), a work which cannot propeily be ranked ia any
particular class of literature, but whicb, next to 'DonQuia* ev
is the most exquisite production of its immortal authac.
This work however being intended as a satire upon the hasi

poets of his lime, some took offence at it, and became Cer-
vantes' bitterest enemies. One, among others, publiihsaV
under the assumed name of Alonso Fernandez da A*ei-
laneda, a continuation of ' Don Quixote,* fuU of invective and
abuse (Tarragona, 1614). This probabl) hastened the pub-
lication of the second part, which was sent to praas early m
1615, with a dedication to his patron the Conde de Leraaoa.
His other works are a collection of comedies and *eatr*~
meses' (interludes) written in the fa* hion uf the new acha4
introduced by Lope de Vega, but which were never acted
(Mad., 1615, 4to.); and a novel entitled 'Penile* y 8ifie»
muuda,' composed in a style very different fajtn that of ha
other works, and certainly the lca»t successful of all his

productions. (Madrid and Barcelona, 1 6 1 7.)

Cervantes died at Madrid on the same dav as hts
j

contemporary SUakspeie, on the 23rd of April, 1616, I __
then in bis sixty-ninth >ear. lie was buried wiUwut the
least pomp in the couvent of the nuns of the Tnnuj ia
the Calle del Huraillailero, wheie his daughter Duo* Isabel
hail four years before taken the veil. But the uun* hanaf
removed to another convent in the Calle de Cantarena** the
old one was pulled down, and the remain* of __

were lost. Within the last few years however two i

ments have been erected in Madrid to the memory ol
great man : one, in the Plaza de las Cort*», cooatatusa; %i
a beautiful bronze statue upon a square pedestal of granite,
on the sides of which are bas-relief* represeuUug aulyeea*
taken from ' Don Quixote ;' the other u his hu»t in ahste
marble over the door of the house in the Calle da Fraaaa*
where be lived and died.

His works have been too often analysed to render it

necessary here to dwell upon their merits. Uia oral aeaSlh
cation, ' Galatea,' is beautiful in it* spirit, interesting aasl
pleasing iu its details, but not original ; as a woilu it » east
m the tatne mould as other pastorals written before ha
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time. Cervantes bad imagination and invention ; he always
Wrote with purity, frequently with elegance ; but he was
not a poet : he wanted that severe taste, that power of con-
centration and 'perfect ear for harmony which form poetry.
His plays therefore are, generally speaking, bad. But his mas-
ter-work, * Don Quixote/ is perfect in all its parts. The con-
ception is admirable, and the author shows in every page a
highly philosophic mind, the noblest sentiments expressed
wiih inimitable simplicity, and a perfect knowledge of the
human heart. Godwin said, • At twenty, I thought " Don
Quixote" laughable ; at forty, I thought it clever. Now,
near sixty, I look upon it as the most admirable book in the
whole world.' Of his • Novelas,' or " Tales,' it may be said
that they are not only interesting and amusing, but per-
fectly moral. The * Voyage to Parnassus' is in many respects
a master piece of art, and the weapon of satire is handled
dexterously, but without ill nature.
The Life of Cervantes has been written at great length by

some of the most eminent Spanish authors: Father Sar-
aiento, Mayans, Los Rios, Fernandez, and Na varrete.

The Wt has spared no trouble in investigating the most
mtnute incidents of the life of Cervantes, and has produced
a work which, accompanie 1 as it is by many original docu-
ments, leaves nothing to desire. The editions of 4 Don
Quixote.' published in and out of Spain since the deatli of
the author, have been, so numerous as to render it almost
impossible to give an\ thing like a correct list of them. We
shall therefore mention only a few of the best:—Madrid,
1 7So, 4 vols. 4to„ with engravings on copper; London,
1/81, by Bowie, 6 vols. 4to. ; Madrid, 1797, by Pellicer, 5

vols. 8vo.; Madrid, IS 1 9, by the Royal Academy of History,

5 vols. 8vo. ; a new edition, with a full commentary and criti-

cal notes by the late Don Piego Clemencin, is now in course
of publication. As to translations, it is well known that

within a few \ears afier the publication of ' Don Quixote,' it

was rendered into almost every European language, and that

no nation on the Continent has so fully appreciated its

standard merits as our own, since we possess no less than
erjgbt different English versions besides several other works
more or less relating to it. Thomas Skelton was the first

who translated it, London, 1620, 2 vols. 4 to. Edmund
Gayton next published his * Pleasant Notes upon Don
Quixote,' London, 1654, fol. J. Philips was the next who
translated it, London, 1687, fol. Molteux (Peter), a French-
man by birth, published also a version, London, 1712, 4 vols,

limo. Ozell (John), London, 1725, 4 vols. 12mo. Thomas
D'Urfey, London, 1729, 2 vols. 8vo. Jarvis (Charles), Lou-
don, 1742. 2 vols. 4to. Smollett, London, 1725, 2 vols. 4to.

Wiltaot, London, 1755, 2 vols. 8vo. By far the best trans-

lation, as coming closer to the original than any other, is that

of Jarvis, which has often been reprinted.

iVida de Cervantes, por Navarrete, Madrid, 1819; Pel-

licer y Salbrcada, Vida de Miguel de Cervantes, Madrid,
1800.)

SABA, a small island in the West Indies, belonging
to the Dutch, is situated in 17° 40' N. lat. and 63* 20' W.
long. The coast rises in perpendicular masses to a consi-

derable elevation, and at a distance the island appears like a
steep round rock. The shore is too steep to allow of land-

ing, except on the southern side, where an artificial path
ha* been. made, which however is intricate, and admits only
one person at a time. By this path a small place is reached
wmch Is built in a secluded valley. The circumference of
the island does not exceed nine miles, and its area is about
ten square miles. The small portion of it which is culti-

vable is appropriated to the growth of cotton, which the in-

habitants work into stockings, for sale as well as for their

own use. The common vegetables of the West Indies come
to perfection. The population does not exceed 1500.

8ABA. TSababi.]
8ABADILLA. [Ckvadilla; Veratrum.]
SABABI (£o0a7oi), a people of Arabia Felix, on the bor-

ders of the Red Sea, in the northern part of the modern
Yemen. They are described by Diodorus and Strabo as the

most numerous, and, together with the Gerrhaei, as the

iichest people in Arabia. Their country produced frankin-

cense, myrrh, cinnamon, and balsam in abundance, but was
also infected by deadly serpents. The inhabitants are repre-

sented as living an idle life, on account of the abundance of

the produce of the country, but are at the same time said to

lave carried on an extensive commerce with Syria and Me-
sopotamia, both with the productions of their own country

and also with those of Ethiopia, to which they sailed in

boats made of skins. The capital of their country is called
Sabae by Diodorus, and Meriaba by Strabo, and is said to
have been situated upon a mountain covered with trees. Iu
this place the king resided, who might do anything that he
pleased, except leaving his palace ; and if he did, says Dio-
dorus, he was stoned to death by the people, in pursuance
of an antient oracle. (Strab., xvi., p. 778 ; Diod. Sic, iii. 46,
47 • Piin., vi. 32.)

The country of the Sabaei is mentioned in the Old Testa-
ment under the name of Sheba (M2tf), and is spoken of as

rich in incense, spices, precious stones, and gold ( 1 Kings,
x. 2 ; Jer. t vi. 20 ; /*., lx. 6 ; /*., Ixxii. 15), and as carrying
on an extensive commerce with the other nations of Asia
{Ezek., xxvii. 22; Job, vi. 19; Joel, iti. tf). The queen of
Sheba who visited Solomon (1 Kings, x. 1) is generally al-

lowed to have come from this country, and not from Ethiopia,
as Joseph us relates (Ant. Jud., viii. 6, sec. 5), who has con-
founded Sheba with Seba (fcQD), which, as be tells us in

T ;

another part of his work (ii. 10, sec. 2), was the antient
name of Meroe. The Sabenns who are mentioned by Isaiah
(xlv. 14) as ' men . .f stature * are probably the Ethiopian and
not the Arabian people, and answer to Herodotus's descrip-
tion of the long-lived Ethiopians, who were 'the tallest and
handsomest of all men* (Herod., iii. 20).

The capital of the Sabaei is called Saba by t\ie Arabic
writers, according to whom the founder of the city made in
its immediate neighbourhood avast mound or dam, to serve
as a reservoir to receive the water which came from the
mountains. Every family is said to have had a certain por-
tion of this water distributed to them by aqueducts, and tbo
building was reckoned so firm and strong that many of the
inhabitants had their houses built upon iL But at length,
say the Arabic writers, God being highly displeased at their

great pride and insolence, and resolving to humble and dis-

perse them, sent a mighty flood, which broke down the
mound by night while the inhabitants were asleep, and car-
ried away the whole city with the neighbouring towns and
people. This inundation is said to have happened in the
third century before the Christian aera ; but if such were tho
case, it would appear from the account of Strabo that the
Subaeans had again recovered a large portion of their former
prosperity.

(Koran, c. 34 ; Sale's Preliminary Discourse to the
Koran, sect. 1 ; Pococke. Specimen Historic Arabum, p. 57 ; •

Edrisi, Geographia Nubiensis, p. 52.)

SABAISM was the name given to a religious system
which antiently prevailed to a great extent in Arabia and
Mesopotamia. Sabaism is frequently confounded wiih the

Sabaei, and is sometimes described as the religion of the
latter people; but the two words are quite distinct, and are
written differently in the Semitic languages. The first let-

ter in Sabaism is Tsade (£), and consequently the word
would be written more correctly Tsabaism.
Tsabaism was derived, according to its followers, from Tsabi,

the s<3n or brother of Enoch, but is more probably derived

from their worshipping the • Host ofHeaven ' (D*Dt$H M3£)*

According to the Arabic writers, Tsabaism was the same as

the religion of the antient Chaldmans, and appears to have
been one of the earliest and simplest forms of idolatry. They
believed in the unity of the Deity, but at the same time paid
adoration to the stars, or the angels and intelligences, which
they supposed to reside in them, and to govern the world
under the supreme Deity. In the course of lime images
were made to represent the angels or intelligences dwelling
in the stars ; and the consequence of this would naturally be,

that the common people would eventually worship them, as
if they were gods. That the unity of the Deity was however
still acknowledged in the religious system of theTsabiansis
manifest from the way in which this religion is spoken of in,

the Koran ; in which it is distinguished from polytheism,

and is allowed to exist on the payment of tribute.

The religious books of Tsabaism were written in Syriac,

and are referred to by early Arabic writers, but none of them
are known in Europe. It appears that the Tsabians be-

lieved that the souls of wicked men would be punished for

nine thousand years, and would afterwards be received to

mercy. They were obliged to pray three times a day, at

sunrise, noon, and sunset; and to observe three annual
fasts, one of thirty days, another of nine, and a third of

seven. They offered many sacrifices, but ale no part of

them. They abstained from beans, garlick, and some other
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pulse and vegetables. They were accustomed to go on pil-

grimage to Harran in Mesopotamia. (Prideaux, Connec-

tion of the History of the Old and New Testament, vol. i.,

p. 243, edition of 1821 ; Sale's Preliminary Discourse to the

Kordn, sect, i.; D'Herbelot, Bibliotheque Orientate, art.

' Sabi ;* Hyde, Religio Veterum Persarum ; compare also

an Excursus to the third volume of Gesenius's Isaiah, ' On
the Astral Worship of the Chaldaoans.')

Tsabaism as a religious system no longer exists, but the

name has been frequently, but incorrectly, applied to the

Mandaites, or Christians of St. John, as they have been

called. The name of Tsabians has been given to this sect

br the Arabs, as they are accustomed to apply the term of

Tsabians to many different religious sects. The Mandaites

are found principally at the mouths of the Euphrates and
near Bagdad, but they are not Christians, and the name of
• Christians of St. John ' has been given to them in conse-

quence ofJohn being the name of the founder of their sect.

From the manner in which John the Baptist is mentioned

in the sacred books of the Mandaites, it appears that they

supposed him to have been the founder of their religious

system, and that his doctrines were corrupted by Christ.

Their sacred books have been brought over to Europe ; and
an account of them is given by Silvestre de Sacy, in the

Journal des Savons, Paris, 1819; but they are written in

such a mystical style that it is exceedingly difficult to un-

derstand their meaning. There are three books— 1, * The
Book of Adam ;" 2, * The Book of Yahya, or John the

Baptist;* and, 3, * The Kholasteh,' or Ritual. They are

written in a peculiar character, which bears great resem-

blance to the Syriac or Western Aramaean ; but the lan-

guage in which they are composed more nearly resembles

the Chaldaic or Eastern Aramroan. The greater part of the

•Book of Adam' was published, by Norberg, under the title

of • Codex NasarsBus, Liber Adami appellatus/ 5 vols. 4to.,

Lond.Goth., 1816-17. In the 'Book of Adam* the Christians,

Jews, and Mohammedans are equally attacked; but the

Mandaites appear to have adopted many things from Chris-

tianity, and they probably owe their origin to some of the

Gnostic sects, which extensively prevailed in Asia.

SABBATH. The narrative in the book of Genesis of

the creation of the world in six days is followed by these

words : • And on the seventh day God ended his work which
ho had made ; and he rested on the seventh day from all his

work which he had made. And God blessed the seventh day,

and set it opart ; because that in it he bad rested from all his

work which God created and made.' (Gen.t ii. 2, 3.) These
words seem to imply that the seventh day is to be observed by

all the rational creatures of God as a day of worship in acknow-
ledgement of their Creator, and as a day of rest in imitation

of his rest after the creation. We And no further mention
of this ordinance during tho patriarchal period, though some
have supposed that there is a reference to it in the intervals

of seven days observed by Noah in sending the raven and
the dove out of the ark. (Gen., via.) It is next met wiih

at the time of the Exodus, under the name of the Sabbath

(JT^ltf. from JXltf* *o cease from labour), where rest from

labour is the peculiar character attached to the day. {ErocL,

xvi.) In the passage referred to, it appears to be spoken of

as an institution already known, but this has been disputed.

It was still more expressly eujoined upon the Jews at the

giving of the law on Mount Sinai, when the reason assigned

in Genesis for its institution was repeated. (Exod* xx. 8-11.)

The Mosaic laws respecting the Sabbath are contained in

the following passages, besides the two just quoted : Exod.,
xxiii. 12; xxxi. 12-17; xxxiv. 21; xxxv. 1-3; Levit.,xix.

3, 30; xxiii. 3; xxvi. 2; Numb* xv. 32 36; xxviii. 9, 10;
Deut^ v. 12-15. It was a day of divine worship, though as

to what that worship consisted in, we only know that there

was to be an additional sacrifice besides the daily one, and
a holy convocation of the people. This part of the institu-

tion was intended, like many others of the Mosaic laws, to

keep in the remembrance of the people their allegiance to

the true God, and to distinguish them from the idolatrous

nations among whom they dwelt. (Exod., xxxi. 13, 17.)

Its other feature was rest from labour, which was to be ob-

served not only by every Iiraelite, but by resident strangers

and beasts of burthen. This rest had partly a religious cha-
racter, as it was an acknowledgement of belief in the God
who created the heavens and earth in six days, and rested

on the seventh. For this reason a wilful violation of the

rest of tho Sabbath was punished by death, as it was an act

of rebellion against God. A second object of this rest was*

of course, to afford leisure for the religious services of the

day ; and a third was the refreshment of man and beast

after the labour of the week. (Exod., xxiii. 12.)

does not however define the meaning of the term i

the Law; but it is evident from several passages in the Pen-

tateuch that it was peculiarly all work of a servile character

that was forbidden. Thus there is a special commandment
to rest on the Sabbath in seed-time and harvest, as veil as

at other seasons {Exod,, xxxv. 21), and there were pes*

hibitions against kindling fire (Exod., xxxv. 4) or preparing

food on the Sabbath (Exod^ xvi. 5, 22-30) ; the people ware

severely reprimanded by Moses for going out of their tests

to gather manna (Exod., ibid.), and a man was pat to

death by the express command of God for gathering stiekj

on the Sabbath. {Numb., xv. 32-36.) This peculiar feature

of the Jewish Sabbath was intended constantly to reeaind

the people of their deliverance from their servile condibun
in the land of Egypt, as Moses states in his rehearsal c/ the

Law, where the reason annexed to the fourth commandment
in Exodus is omitted, and its place is supplied by the fol-

lowing words :
' And remember tbat thou wast a servant ta

the land of Egypt, and that the Lord thy God brought ihee

out thence through a mighty hand and by a stretched -out

arm ; therefore the Lord thy God commanded thee to keep

the Sabbath-day.' (Deut., v. 15 ) All bodily labour wtuch
was necessary for the service of God formed an exception to

the statute. Thus the sacrifices were doubled on that day.

and the animals had to be killed; the perpetual Ate so lbs

altar of burnt offering was to be supplied with wood ewery

day ; and a child was circumcised on the Sabbath, if that

day happened to be the eighth from its birth. CYaessw
xxviii. 3-10 ; Levit. % vi. 8-13 ; Matt^ xiL 5 ; Jotae, vis. 2J-

23.) It seems to be satisfactorily proved by Michaelt* that

the unwillingness to fight on the Sabbath, which ws meat
with in the later periods of the Jewish history, was neen
felt before the Babylonish captivity. The general spuU of

the Jewish law concerning the Sabbath may be gathered
from the following words of Isaiah (chap. Iviii, 13|r—* If

thou restrain thy foot from the Sabbath, from doing thy

pleasure on my holy day ; and call the Sabbath a delight,

and the holy feast of the Lord honourable ; and shalt booasx
him (or it), not doing thine own ways, nor finding thine own
pleasure, nor speaking thine own words;* then follows a
promise. The Sabbath was reckoned, like the Jewish day
in general, from sunset to sunset.

TheHabbins of later times added many superstition* an-*

vexatious observances to the Mosaic law of the Sabbath,
such as the prohibition of travelling further on thai day lbs*
twelve miles, or, as it was afterwards settled, two thousand
cubits, that is, about one mile. For further informalam en
these points the reader is referred to Lightfoot (JFbnb,ea\.
Pitman, Index, art. • Sabbath*).
The word Sabbath was also used by the Jews as a central

name for their religious festivals, and also as equivalent ta

the word week. (Levit., xxiii. 15; DeuUx\i.9; JlsJL,

xxviii 1 ; Luke, xviii. 12.)

The first teachers of Christianity aboli&lied the Sebba/iw
but introduced a similar institution in its place, the ea-
servance, namely, of the first day of the week aa a day of rest

and of religious worship, in oommemoratuHi of God's res****
on the seventh day, and also more especially of the ream
rcction of Cbnst. Hence it was called • the Lord * 4a)

*

fji septan} ft/iipa), just as the ordinance by which Chriu's
death was commemorated was called ' the Lord's Supper.*
It lias been held by many eminent divines that there at oat
sufficient evidence in the New Testament for such an in-

stitution, that the change of the day from the seventh to the
first day of the week is an insuperable difficulty, thai the
Sabbath was a purely Jewish institution, and therefor* that
it is not binding upou Christians. The chief difficulties a
this discussion appear to have arisen from a mistaken \srw
of the question, as if it were, not whether the Christie*
church possosses any Sabbatical institution, but whether las
Jewish Sabbath is binding upon Christiana.

In its very nature the Sabbath appears to be intended it*

the whole human race. As a religious institution, Ues**D>4
to keep in remembrance the God who created the w/orW, a
belongs equally to all men, since all are the creatines of ****

same God, and all are prone to forget every religious trwth
which is not continually and regularly forced upon Uaar
attention. As a day of resL if needed at all (and it is gesw-
rally granted that such ^ecessan), it ia needed Wj
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every one who wears the human body. Its appointment is

coeval with the creation of man, and long before the giving

of the Jewish law. These facts seem to prove that it was
intended to be perpetual, which appears also to be indicated

by those words of Christ (Mark, ii. 27), 'The Sabbath was
ms.de fbr man/ that is, not for the Jews merely, but for the
benefit of the whole human race.

But if so, can the time or character of its observance be
changed? To determine this question, it must be remem-
berea that the Sabbath is not a moral, but a positive insti-

tution. For though it be a point of the highest moral
obligation for man to worship his Creator, and though it be
essential to the maintenance of such worship that it be ob-

served at fixed intervals of time, yet there is nothing, as

artswe can tell, in the nature of things to determine
what this interval shall be. The appointment of every
seventh day for this purpose can therefore rest upon nothing
but the express command of God ; and this also seems to be
declared in the text just quoted, ' the Sabbath was made
fur man, and not man for the Sabbath.' It is therefore,

like all positive institutions, susceptible of any change which
the altered circumstances of those for whose benefit it was
intended may make desirable, provided that such change
be made by competent authority. Now the rest of the Sab-
bath is, of course, equally secured, on whichever day of the
weelc it falls. Its religious purpose, as commemorative of
God's creating the world in six days and resting on the

seventh, appears to be sufficiently answered by its observance
every seventh day. But, as a religious institution, it was
intended to express more than this ; it was designed to keep
in remembrance the peculiar character of the religion of

those who were to observe it, and hence it is susceptible of

any change which may make it better adapted to express

that character. Thus under the patriarchal dispensation it

was intended to keep alive the worship of God as the creator,

as opposed to idolatry; and therefore it was observed on
the aay on which God rested after finishing the creation

:

to the Jews, God was known further as their deliverer from
the land of Egypt, by which act they were constituted a
separate people; and therefore the Sabbath was stiH ob-

served, but with the additional character of strict abstinence

from all servile labour. The great fact of Christianity is the

resurrection of Christ, which was effected by the power of
the same God who created the world : this occurrence took
place on the first day of the week ; and to keep it in re-

membrance, we observe that day as our stated time of re-

lupous worship; or, as Bishop Horslcy states the matter,
* By keeping a Sabbath, we acknowledge a God, and declare

that We are not atheists : by keeping one day in seven, we
protest against idolatry, and acknowledge that God who in

the beginning made tne heavens and the earth : and by
keeping our Sabbath on the first day of the week, we pro-

test against Judaism, and acknowledge that God who,
having made the world, sent his only begotten Son to redeem
mankind.'

If this argument be considered sufficient to prove that the

change from the seventh to the first day of the* week is in

accordance with the nature of the Sabbath, and with the

gtuius of the Christian religion, it still remains to be shown
whether, as a matter of fact, the change was made upon the

authority of Christ and the Apostles. There is no direct

command in the New Testament thus to set apart the first

day of the week. But, on more than one occasion, Christ,

in arguing with the Jews upon the mode of observing the

Sabbath, solemnly claimed for himself the prerogative of

betng^ Lord of the Sabbath-day (Matt, xii., 8 ; Mark, ii.

28; Luke, vi. 5. xiii. 5; John, v. 8, 9), which seems to

imply that he designed the Sabbath, modified in some way,

to form apart of his religion. He seems, in fact, to announce
the fundamental principle of his Sabbath in the words, ' I

will have mercy rather than sacrifice.' (Matt. xii. 7.) But
Use actual celebration of this day could not of course com-
mence till the event occurred which it was designed to com-
memorate, namely, the resurrection of Christ. Now twice

after that event we find the disciples met together for reli-

gious worship on the first day of the week, and again on
the day of Pentecost, which was also the first day of

the week (John, xx. 19, 24; Acts, ii. I). In Acts (xx. 7)

trie assembling of the disciples, on the first day of the

week, to break bread (that is, to celebrate the Lord's

Supper, one of the most important parts of the Christian

worship), is spoken of as if it were a customary tiling

;

ou the occasion referred to, Paul preached to them.

P. C, No. 1268.

In the First Epistle to the Corinthians (xvi. 2), Paul com-
mands the contributions for needy Christians to be laid by
on the first day of the week. John expre»sly mentions the
Lord's day as a time spent by himself in religious exercises
(Rev., i. 10). These allusions are perhaps scanty, but they
are as much as we could expect, if the first Christians
adopted the observance of this day without dispute ; and the
inference generally drawn from them is borne out by the
voice of Christian antiquity. Pliny, in his celebrated letter
to Trajan respecting the Christians (a.d. 107), says that
they informed him that 'they were wont to meet on a cer-
tain day before day-break' for religious worship. (\?\\n, Epist.
x. 97.) Ignatius, Justin Martyr, Dionysius of Corinth.
Clement of Alexandria, Tertullian, Origen, and other early
Christian writers speak of the Lord's day as observed
among them (see the passages in Lardner's Works, vol. iv.,

p. 217, 218). Some of the early Christians, especially con-
verts from Judaism, observed the Sabbath as well as the
Lord's day, but this practice was not countenanced by the
Apostles nor by the earliest Christian writers. (Coloss.,
ii. 16 ; Lardner, ibid.). In examining the Fathers on this sub*
ject, it is necessary to remember that the Christian festival

is always called by them the Lord's day, and not the Sab-
bath: where the liatter word is used, it refers to the Jewish
sabbath.

The Sabbath is used in the New Testament as a type of
the eternal rest of heaven :

' there remaineth a rest (or sab-
bath-keeping, <ra/3/3aruru6c) to the people of God.' (Heb., iv.

9.) Some understand this passage of the Christian Sabbath.
(Michaelis On the Laws of Moses, arts. 194, 196 ; Light-

foot's Works, see the Index; Horsley's Sermotis, 21, 23;
Wardlaw On the Sabbath; Winer's Bibli$c)t& Realworter-
buch, art. • Sabbath.')

SABBATIA, a genus of North American plants, be-
longing to the natural order Gentianacca?. The genus is

known by a 5-12-parted calyx, rotate 5-12-parted corolla,

Withering on its capsule, revolute anthers, stigma with
two straight arms, becoming at length spirally twisted, and
a one-celled capsule, with the valves turned a little inwards.
There are several species of Sabbatia, all of which are cha-
racterised by the possession of a pure bitter principle, and
on this account they are extensively used, in North Ame-
rica, in intermittent and remittent fevers, and as tonics.

The species most commonly used is the S. annularis. It

attains a height of one or two feet, and is known by its

erect, squape, winged stem ; opposite, heart-shaped, 5-nei ved,

smooth, acute leaves; terminal flowers; angular, tubular,

5-parted calyx ; 5-parted corolla, with segments twice as long
as the calyx ; ovate ovary ; declined style, and one-celled
capsule. It grows in damp wet soils, in the United States,

and is common in moist meadows among high grass.

SABATI'NI, FRANCISCO, a Spanish architect, was
born at Palermo, in 1722. Having completed his studies iu

literature and mathematics in his native city, he made
choice of architecture as a profession, and visited Rome for

the purpose of perfecting himself in it. On leaving Rome
for Naples, he was employed as the second overseer of the
works at the palace of Caserta, under his father- in-law,

Luigi Vanvitelli, the architect of that immense edifice.

While thus employed, the king bestowed upon him a
commission of lieutenant in the artillery, and charged him
with the erection of the cavalry barracks near the Ponto
della Maddalena, and the arsenal armoury. When, on the

death of his brother Ferdinand, the kinfc succeeded to the

throne of Spain as Charles III., in 1759, Sabatini settled

at Madrid, where, besides being extensively employed in

his profession, he rose to considerable military rank, be»ng
made lieutenant-general in 1790, and inspector-general of

engineers in 1792, and had various appointments and (lis-
•

tinctions conferred upon him. He made some additions

and alterations at the royal palace of Madrid, and al&o at

those of Aranjuez and the Pardo. Among his chief works

in the capital are the Aduana, or Custom-house, the gate

of Alcala (a magnificent facade, with three lofty arches and
two other entrances, making in all five openings through both

fronts), and that of San Vincente, and the royal porcelain

manufactory at Buen Retiro. He also designed the mauso-

leum of Ferdinand VI., in the church de las Salesas, the

chapel in honour of Palafox in the cathedral of Osina, the

grand altar in that of Segovia, and various other strvu-tures,

both ecclesiastical and secular, including the arsenal at

Caracas, and other works in Spanish America. He died ul

Madrid, December 19, 1798, with the reputation of great
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skill and judgment in his profession, and of an unusually

correct tasto.

SAHELLA. (Tudicolida.]
SABKLLA'RIA. [Tubicolid*.]
SABELLIANS, an heretical Christian sect, which arose

ahout the middle of the third century. They were the fol-

lowers of Sahellius, an African bishop or presbyter, who
lesided in the Pentapolis of Cyrenaica. They held that

there was only one person in the Godhead, namely, the

Father ; that Christ was a mere man, but that there resided

in him a certain energy proceeding from God, or a portion

of the divine nature; and they likewise deemed the Holy
Spirit merely a divine energy, or an emanation proceeding

from God. They illustrated their doctrines by comparing
God to the sun, the Word to its illuminating power, and the

Holy Ghost to its warming energy. They were successfully

opposed by Dionysius of Alexandria, but continued for a

long time to bean important sect. (Lardner's Credibility and
History of Heretics ; Neander's Kirchengeschichte ; Mo-
sheim's Ecclesiastical History.)

SA'hMA, a genus of plants named by Mr. Colebrooke from
the Indian uaine, sabja, of one of the species. It is usually

referred to the natural family Terebiuthaceie, but it is now at-

tached as an anomalous genus to the group Anacardio* which
is separated from them. The genus was found originally in

the Silhet Mountains, whence it extends to Nepaul and the

more northern part of the Himalayas, where it is found at

considerable elevations. It is characterised by having the

calyx small, five-leaved ;
petals five, lanceolate; filaments

five, shorter than the petals inserted at their base; anthers

round ; ovary superior, round ; at vie short ; stigma simple

;

drupe reniform, pulpy, and of a dark blue colour. The species

form ornamental climbing-shrubs, with smooth lanceolate

alternate leaves suited to the shrubberies of this country.

SABINE, River. [Louisiana; Mexican Statks.]

SAB1NES, SAB1NI, SABINA, SABINUM. [Rieti;

Romk—Antient History]
SABINIA'NUS of Volterra was elected bishop of Rome

after the death of Gregory l.
f
or the Great, ad. 604. He

had been employed on a mission to the court of Phocas, the

usurper of the Eastern empire. He is said to have shown
himself avaricious and fond of hoarding, and to have thereby
incurred tho popular hatred. If such was the case, he was
very different from his predecessor, who was very generous
towards the poor. Sabinianus died in about eighteen months
after his election, a.d. 605. and was succeeded, after a va-

cancy of nearly one year, by Boniface III., the first bishop

of Rome who was acknowledged by the imperial court of
Constantinople as primate of the whole church.

SABINUS MASSURIUS. [Roh*—Roman Law.]
SABl'NUS, AULUS, a Roman poet, was a contem-

porary and friend of Ovid, whom he followed and imitated

in that species of poetry of which Ovid has left specimens in

his • Horoides.' All we know of him is that he died at an
early ago, and that he wrote a series of Epistles (Heroides),

supposed to be addressed by heroes to heroines, and to be
the answers to those epistles which Ovid had addressed to

the heroes iu the name of the heroines. The Heroides of
Sabinus, according to Ovid {Amor., ii. 19, 27, &c,y, were

—

U lyases to Penelope, Hippolytus to Phssdra, i£neas to

Elis»sa, Deroophoon to Phyllis, Jason to Hypsipyle, and
Phaon to Sappho. (Comp. Ovid, Ex Pant*, iv. 16. 13.)

There are extant only three Heroides, Ulysses to Penelope,
Deroophoon to Phyllis, and Paris to Oenone. which are
generally ascribed to Sabinus. It has been doubted, by G.
VoMius and others, whether these poems really belong tp

Sabinus; but J. Ch. Jahn {De Pull. Ovid. Nason. el A.
Sabini EvistolU Dissert., pars, i., Lips., 1826) and all

modern cuilors of Ovid have maintained that tbev belong
to Sabinus. They are however in every respect interior to

the poems of Ovid; the style is deficient in animation, and
the poet's imagination seems to have been %ery limited.

The poems of Sabinus are generally printed at the end
of the works of Ovid, and also in the separate editions of the
Heroides of Ovid. (See Ovidii el Auli Sabini EpstoIt9t

cam annotate if*?., by Vitus Loers, Colonial lbi (J-30, gvo.

This edition is preceded by a valuable introduction on the

poems of Ovid and Sabinus.

SABLK. [Weasels]
SABLES b'OLONNE. [Vkndei]
8ACBUT iSaguebute, Fr.), the uuiuo formerly given in

Kngland to the Tromuone, which see.

8ACCHAROMKTEU, an instrument used principally

in the operations of brewing, and making sugar. It terras

to indicate the density of the liquid extracted from malt, or

the degrees to which the juice expressed from the tugsj-

cane is concentrated previously to undergoing the prortM

of crystallization ; and an instrument of the like kind, c*JU4

a lactometer, is employed to exhibit the density of 1* J!

Both of them arc formed on the same principle as the hy-

drometer [Hydrometer], and such instruments are *oe**

times comprehended under the word areometer, or grai t

meter. Their general use is to determine, when extras*

accuracy is not required, the specific gravities of l*qu*U

which are of greater density than water, and even those <*

solid bodies in small quantities.

The saccharometer which is most commonly employed i»

made of copper, and differs in form from the instrument re-

presented iq the article Hydrometer only in its stein,

which is six inches long, having four equal face*, each Ins

than a quarter of an inch in breadth. Three of tbe»e faces

are graduated, and the volume and weight of the whole are

such, that when the instrument is immersed tn water u

sinks till the top of the stem is but little above the surfer*.

The line at which the surface of the water cuts the stem a
marked as tlie zero of |he scale ; and the graduations sit

such, that when the instrument is immersed and floats e>
right in a vessel containing the saccharine matter, tit

number of the division at the surface expresses the denstti

of the liquid by the number of pounds avoirdupois white

ought to be added to the weight of a barrel of water, it

order to show the weight of an equal volume of the UquuL
The lowest graduation on the first face of the stem is

^umbered 20; and if the density of the liquid be such thai

the instrument floats with that division at the surface, oa

applying a certain weight (No. 1) at the top of the sica

the instrument will sink till a point near the tup is si

the surface, and a division at that place is numberrd to

on the second face. The graduations on this second (art

serve to indicate all densities from twenty pounds to fort;

pounds per barrel above the weight of a barrel of water.

Again, if the density of the liquid be such that the instru-

ment floats with the number 40 at the surface, on epfditog

a certain other weight (No. 2) instead of No. 1 at tne tof

of the stem the instrument will sink to a point near the

top ; and at this point is tho division numbered 40 on tie

third face. The graduations on this face serve to tndteait

all densitios from forty pounds to sixty pounds per barrel
The instrument made by MM. Dnng and Fage ts sop-

plied with an ivory scale, divided into one bundled put*,

which are numbered from 50 to UO, to represent degrees of

a Fahrenheit's thermometer; this slides upon a scale of

box-wood, which is graduated so as to show the ape****

gravity of the liquid, that of water being 1000, the quan-
tity per cent* and the quantity per barrel of dry mai«r*i
taken up with the wort in mashing, and the number per

cent, of gallons of proof spirit which might he made (rest

the wort. Having found the temperature of the Woit kf s

thermometer, and its denaity bv the number on the atesa ef

the floatingsaccharometer at the surface of tho liquid, |ke>

degree of temperature on the ivory *calo is put in
dence with the degree of density on the box-wood acale ; e*d

then, oppobile to any other degree of temperature on ta*

ivory scale will be found, by inspection on the other act**
the specific giavity, &c, corresponding to that temperature.

A more simple mstrumeut of the like kind is eomwueae
made of glass.

For the general purpose of determining the specific grata?
of fluids on the principle of the hydrometer and nt-rharr
meter, the best instrument is one which consists of a gla*»

cylinder about seven inches long and three-quarters o? as
inch in diameter. It has at its lower extremity a annua,
carrying a small cup in the form of an inverted cotte\ aarf

iU opposite part is drawn out so as to form a »leudor %*•
or tube, which is terminated at the upper extremity by s

small eup. About the middle of the stem a mark » ansyir.

and, in order that the instrument may be enabled U> teat
vertically in a vessel containing the liquid whoa* smoaV
gra\ity is to be determined, a constant weight, which wmf
be a ball of glass containing mercury, is placed in Use lower
eup.

To find tlje specific gravity of the liquid, let W be ibt
whole weight of the instrument, including the ronxiaat
weight in the lower cup, and let at be a weight wkaeav
when put in the upper \caute the fnet raiment le

sink in the liouid uli ?' Hon«d mark on thm aaeas
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comes to the level of the surface ; also let v? be the weight
which Will cause the instrument to sink in distilled water
till the same mark comes to the surface. Then, since the

volumes of the immersed part of the instrument are the

same, and the weights of the instrument, including the ball,

in the lower, and the additional Weights in the upper cup,

are equal to the weights of the fluid displaced ; those weights

are to one another in the same ratio as the specific gravities

W -ftfc
of water and of the liquid. Therefore jyj_ , expresses

the specific gravity of the liquid, that of water being unity.

Though the determination of the specific gravities of

solids is no part of the ordinary use of a saccharometer, yet,

as it may be sometimes convenient to employ the instrument
lor this purpose, it will not be improper to state here the

means by which the determination may be made; the weight
of the solid bein^ supposed to be less than to'.

Place the instrument in distilled water, the ball of mer-
cury being in the lower cup, and put the solid in the upper
cup, with as much additional weight (=p) as will sink the

whole to the mark above-mentioned on the stem; then
ip'—p is the weight of the solid. Next, place the solid in

the lower cup, and, because it will lose weight by being im-
mersed in the water, let pf be the additional weight which
must be placed in the upper cup, in order to sink the instru-

ment down to the mark; then p
f
(the weight lost by im-

mersion) is the weight of a' volume of water equal to that

wf—p
of the solid. Consequently . expresses the specific

grmtity of the solid, that of water being unity.

8AACCHARUM, the name of a genus of plants of the

natural family of Grammes, and also of that of the well

known product Sugar. The derivation of the name from

an eastern source Will be evident when we have briefly con-

sidered its history. The name (oaicxap, vaxxapov, and rfrirx<*pO

occurs in Greek authors, though it has been supposed, ap-

parently on insufficient grounds, that the saccharum of the

anlients was not our sugar, but some other unknown sub-

stance, which by others has been supposed to be Tabasheer.

Thw opinion, promulgated by 8almasius, it would be un-

necessary to reply tdt if it had not been adopted by the

illustrious Humboldt, as well as by Sprengel, in his 'Com-
mentaries on Dioscorides,* in Ktihn's edition of that author.

It seems to have originated from the generic term kusb
having been applied by the Arabs to the bamboo-reed, as

well as to the stem of the sugar-plant, which is distinguished

as Kw$b al ShuAur. Sugar ana tabasheer are both Indian

products which are mentioned by old Sanscrit authors ; the

only point therefore to ascertain is the period when they

became known to other nations. The Arab authors on
medicine and Materia Medica, though much neglected,

afford considerable advantages in such inquiries. We know
thai Syrian Christians assisted them, or rather actually

made the translations from Greek into Arabic ; and we
bate lately had the roost satisfactory evidence that Hindu
6^810180$ were, at the same time, present at the court of

arurt-al Rasruct We may therefore place some confidence

i» the names and synonyms employed by Arab authors.

Tabasheer is mentioned in early Sanscrit works on medi-
erne, and was therefore introduced by the Arabs into theirs.

The name in Sanscrit is Twak-kshira, which is, no doubt,

the origin of the Tabasheer ; khir, kshir, or chir, according

to Professor Wilson, signifying milk, milky-juice, or ex-

tract. This substance is secreted by, and, as is now well

known, deposited in the hollow stems of bamboos. It is

composed of nearly pure silex, and is as hard and as taste-

less aa a piece of quartz crystal. This was not likely to be,

nor was it, confounded by the Arabs with sugar, which is

described by tbem> with one kind of manna, under the

name sukkur, which in Persia is shukkur, and both, no
doubt, derived from the Indian names, which, in Tamoo), is

sakkarot and in Sanscrit, sarkara; whence also the Indian

namejaggery must be derived, as sugar-candy from skukur
ktmd. All these are too similar to the Greek word (<r&cx«pov)

for it to have any other origin, and there is nothing very

remarkable in sugar being known to the Greeks, as well as

so many other Indian products which entered into the exten-

sive commerce of the antients with India. That the proper-

ties were similar is evident from Dioscorides treating of sugar,

immediately after the different kinds of honey, in the chap-

ter* On the Saccharum of Honey' (*«pi ffaxxapov filXtroc).

r (xiu 1 7) clearly describes it. Other instances may be

adduced of sugar being called honey, especially at earlier
periods, When the Indian name of sugar was probably un-
known. Nearchus, as quoted by Strabo (xv., p. 894. Casaub.),
calls it honey of canes: it is mentioned by Theophrastus as
honey from reeds or canes ; while Herodotus (iv. 193) states
that the Zygantes, or Gyzanles, besides having honey pre-
pared by bees, had a much greater q* aulity made by the
hands pf men, which is supposed to have been sugar in
some of its forms. Dr. Harris inquires whether the term
skukur, so frequently employed in Scripture, translated
strong drink, and always coupled with wine, be not sugar?
The production of manufactured articles in India is of very
anticut date, as Beckman observes, and as may be seen in
the case of indigo.

The sugar-cane was introduced by the Saracens into the
8outh of Europe, but the period is not well ascertained.
Gibbon says they introduced it into Sicily soon after
they got possession of the island. About the year 1420
sugar was much cultivated by the Portuguese in Madeira.
In 1503 we read of sugar being" imported from the Cana-
ries, and in 1506 suear-canes were carried thence to Hispa-
niola in the West Indies. But, besides the Indian cane,
another, and a much more prolific kind, that of Otaheite,
was introduced into the West Indies about 1794, and about
the same time, or in 1796, the China sugar-cane was in-

troduced into India. The Chinese and Indians seem both
therefore to have had independent means, that is, distinct

plants from which they could extract sugar; and, as his-

tory shows, they did so at very early periods. [Sugar.]
The genus Saccharum contains numerous species, which

are usually easily distinguished by their highly orna-
mental nature, by the light and feathery or rather silk-

like inflorescence. The species are widely distributed through
the tropical parts of the world. The genus is distinguished
by the spikelcts being all fertile and in pairs, one sessile,

the other stalked, articulated at the base, two-flowered, the
lower floret neuter with one palea, the upper hermaphro-
dite with two palero. Glumes two, membranous. Palero
transparent, awnless; those of the hermaphrodite flowers

minute, unequal. Stamens three. Ovary smooth; styles two,
long ; stigmas feathered with simple dentated hairs. Scales
two, distinct, obscurely two or three-lobed at the point.

Caryopsis smooth.
S. oJUrinawm, the best known species, or that yielding

sugar in India, is cultivated in all parts of that country, and
several varieties are known. It was introduced into the
South of Europe and the Canaries, and thence into the
West Indies. Another species, introduced from China, was
named S. sinense by Dr. Roxburgh. It was extensively
distributed throughout India, and still is so to some extent,
as the canes are large, rich in juice, and hard enough to

resist the attacks of the white ants. Within the last few
years, the Otaheite sugar-cane has been introduced from
the Mauritius into India, and rapidly spread through the
country. It is no doubt the same species that was many
years since introduced into the West Indies. It is probably
the 'Canno de Hake' of Tussac, or Saccharum violacewn.
Some of the species of Saccharum, owing to the silex in

their cuticle, are so durable, that they are employed in In-
dia for thatching, such as S. canaliculalum and & cylindri-

cum. This is the case with & spontaneum % which also makes
good mats. The natives of Bengal make their pens of tho
hollow stems of S. semidecumbens and of S.fuscum. The
latter, as well as the culms of S. porcerum, are also used for

screens and light fences, and other economical purposes.

SACCHETTI, FRANCO. This eminent contemporary
of Boccaccio, who was distinguished, like him, though in less

degree, as an Italian novelist, was one of the earliest culti-

vators of a prose style in the language. The precise date of
his birth is not known, but Bottari has Gxed it about 1335,
for which he alleges various proofs derived both from
Franco's own writiugs and other circumstances. His father

was Benci di Uguccione, of the Sachetti family, one of the

most considerable in Florence. He appears to have received

an education of a superior kind, and to have been well

versed not only in polite literature, but in severer studies;

and that he was above the prejudices of his age, is proved by
one or two of his tales, wherein he derides the pretended
science of astrology, and inveighs against that false and mis-
taken devotion which substitutes superstitious observances
for genuine piety. Literary studies however were to him
rather relaxations from more serious duties than his chief

occupation; for he was actively engaged in public life, and
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at various iimes, filled many important offices which were

conferred on him by his fellow- citizens- From what he

says in one of his canzoni, it appears that in the earlier part

of his life he visited * S« lavonia/ for he describes the rude

unpolished habits and manners of the people, and his eager-

ness to see Florence agajn. It is probable therefore that

he was engaged there in commercial affairs, it being then

the custom for Florentine and other Italian merchants to

establish themselves in foreign countries. In 1383 he filled

the office of one of the magistrates Degli Otto, or Council of

Eight, at Florence ; and two years afterwards was chosen,

much against his inclination, as ambassador from the re-

public to Genoa, but he escaped that honour by happening

at the same time to be elected podesta\or chief magistrate, of

Bihlr.ena. He afterwards held the same office, first at San
Miniato, anil, in 1396, at Faenza, which latter he accepted

merely because its emoluments were of consequence to him
in his then straitened circumstances.

The time of his death is as much matter of uncertainty as

that of his birth. Crescimbeni makes him live till after

1410, while Bottari conjectures that he must have died

shortly aficr the beginning of the century. He was thrice

manicd: first, in 1354, to Felicita, daughter of Niccolo

Strnzzi, to whom he was greatly attached, and by whom he

had several children ; secondly, in 1387 ; and lastly in 1396,

when, supposing him to have been born in 1335, he was in

his sixty-first year, which is one of the reasons brought

forward by his biographer for assuming that he could not

have been born much earlier than the ctate he assigns; yet

in itself it is a most inconclusive circumstance. By his first

wife he had several children, of whom only Filippo and Nic-
colo survived him. The latter, who was gonfalon iere at

Florence iu 1419, had a son named Franco, a person of

some literary distinction among his contemporaries, which
circumstance has led several writers to confound the grand-

father and grandson, or rather to attribute the works of

both to the same individual, whom they describe as an
eminent poet and historian, and writer of tales.

Although his sonnets, eanzoni, capitoli, and other metrical

compositions obtained for him great repute as a poet among
his contemporaries and his countrymen, it is chiefly by his
• Novelle' that iho elder Franco is now known as a writer.

It is singular however that although the * Novelle* had pre-

viously been quoted as authorities for the language in the

dictionary ' Delia Crusca,' and spoken of by critics as next,

both in style and merit, to those of Boccaccio, they existed

only in manuscript copies until 1724, when they first issued

from the press, edited by Bottari. The collection originally

consisted of three hundred tales, but of that number only

two hundred and fifty-five now remain. Thev do not show
much invention, nor indeed do they correspond

7
to their title,

being for the most part not narratives, but merely short

anecdotes, whose matter is frequently very trivial, owiug to

which their interest now consists almost entirely in their

relating to historical personages, and in their throwing light

upon many customs and other obscure matters. Some of

them have been appropriated and adapted by modern
writers; Burger, for instance, has taken Sacchetti*s fourth

novella, and transformed it into his popular comic ballad

entitled the * Emperor and Abbot,' without mentioning the

source of it.

Bottari mentions a comic poem entitled ' La Battaglia

delle ViHchic colle Fanciulle,' existing in manuscript in the

Gaddi Library, as attributed to Sacchetti, merely observing

that he had never been able to procure a sight of it. This
production, whirh is in two cantos, and consists altogether
of only one hundred and thirty stanzas in rima ottava. was
print* tl for the first time at Bologna in 1819, and dedicated
to L.i d By nm ; and has since been reprinted in the * Scelta
di lWm i Giocosi,' published by Bettoni at Milan, 1833.

Amm i, the first editor, supposes it to have been written about
13 j I, and it may be allowed to entitle Sacchetti to the

honour of being considered the father of Italian heroic-comic

V\CCiIP/rn. GIAMBATTlSTA.was born at Turin.
whore he studied architecture under Juvara, who, in his last

illnt^s, re< onimended him as his successor for carniug into

execution the designs for the new palace at Madrid. He
wu> arr.'idiu^ly summoned to that capital by Philip V. in

17.16. The original de>ign by Juvara was upon a most ex-
traordituiv vale, the plan forming altogether a square of
|70o fift to theftido; but as tho king insisted upon the
new edifice being erected on the precise site of the former

one (destroyed by fire in 1734), notwithstanding all i

strancesand advice to the contrary, both on the part of the

architect and of many other individuals, Juvara's deaiga

was laid aside altogether, and bis successor had to prersm
an entirely new one, in which the plan was greatly curtailed,

being reduced to a square of 470 feet Even thus abr idged,

the present edifice (begun in April, 1737) is a vast pile, aarf

one of unusual loftiness ; for, owing to the great declivity af

the ground, the height in some parts is about 1 50 feet, aa&
including those in the substructure and basement, thereaw
no fewer than nine different floors. But so many different

ranges of windows do not contribute to grandeur; on the

contrary, they occasion a certain character of littleness, and
give the whole the appearance of being too much cut op
and crowded. This important work occupied Sacchetti so

much as to leave him little leisure for anything else of im-

fortance, except completing the facade of the palace of St.

ldefonso as designed by Juvara. He was also director of

the public school of architecture at Madrid ; and on the

Academy of St Ferdinand being established, 175*2, he vas

complimented with the honorary title of director in it, being

excused, on account of his other avocations, from attending

to its duties. Ill health at length compelled him foreseen

his professional engagements altogether in 1 760, some time

previously to his death, which did not happen tdl December
3, 1764.

SACCHI, ANDREA, one of the greatest masters of the

Roman school of painting, was the natural son of Benedetto
Succhi, an obscure painter, and was born in the vicinity of

Rome, 1599. He acquired the rudiments of his art from
his father, who, perceiving the ability of bis sou, placed htm
at an early age in the studio of Albano, with whom b?

remained several years. He soon distinguished himself aa

the most promising of all Albano*s scholars, and in a short

time surpassed his roaster also, whom, while still his pupft,

he excelled in every respect.

Sacchi enjoyed a local reputation while very young, and
upon the accession of Urban VI11. in 1623, through tos

interest with the Barberini family, he was appointed to

execute one of the great altar-pieces of St Peter s ; and he
painted a large picture for the altar of Gregory the Great,

representing the performance of a miracle by that saint

This piece, which in 1771 was executed in mosaic by Alex-
ander Coccbi, is a grand composition, equally conspicuous
for correctness of design and simplicity and harmony of

colouring, and it established Sacchi*s fame : and a great all*-

Eorical composition, representing the Divine Wisdom, which
e executed in fresco in the Barberini Palace for Cardinal

Antonio Barberini, the nephew of Urban VIII., gained far

Sacchi the reputation of being the greatest master in Rome
He painted many other works for the same cardinal, whe
granted him a pension for life.

His next great work was St. Romualdo relating his visage

to five monks of his order, which is considered SaecbT*
masterpiece, and, notwithstanding its remarkable simplicity

both of composition and colour, has been generally pro-

nounced to be one of the four finest works in Rome The
scene is in the valley of Camaldoli in Che Apennines, and
the saint is represented seated at the foot of a great in*

;

the monks are standing in simple and attentive attitudes

around him ; all the figures are similarly attired in white,

hut the shadow of the tree is so admirably arranged as to

give the whole a pleasing and grand effect. Thia picture

was carried away by the French, but it is now in the
museum of the Vatican ; it has been excellently engT**©*
by Frey. Sacchi also executed the following great works r

—

the Death of Su Ann (also engraved by Frey) ; the mo-wc**
of St. Antonv; St. Joseph; St. Andrew; and eight fu-
tures from the life of John the Baptist, for the churrh c/

San Giovanni in Laterano; and others of le*s impen-
ance-

Considering the great powers of Sacchi and the a£e to

which be lived, he produced remarkably few picture*
It was a maxim with him that the merit of a raiuvr
consisted not in executing much of moderate merit, txt
little and excellent ; he was however a man of decidedly
dilatory babits. Ho spent much of his time in cootear-
plating the great works of his favourite masters, and of ^
the pictures in Rome those which he most admired wwrt
tho Transfiguration by Raphael, the Communion of St.

Jerome by Domemrhino, and St. Peter healing the Cripple
by Cigoh (since destroyed). When reproached for hs in-

activity, he used to tepl> that Raphael and AnnihaJ
Digitized by V^OOQIC
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bad disheartened him and filled him with despair. His
ftdmiration of Raphael amounted to absolute veneration

;

bis contemporary Passeri relates that occasionally when
Some one of his scholars had shown him a study from that

great painter, he has been led away from the consideration

tt the design before him into the contemplation of the great
powers of the designer, and has passionately exclaimed,
* What ! they would make me believe that Raphael was a
Sam; no, he was an angel.' And when he made a tour
through the north of Italy, subsequently to his painting the
8u Romualdo, for the purpose of examining the works of the
Lombard and the Venetian masters, being much struck
with the delicacy and richness of effect of Correggio and
Titian, he expected to feel a deficiency in the works of
Raphael upon his return to Rome; but immediately he
saw the Mass of Bolsena in the Vatican he exclaimed,
* here 1 find not only Titian and Correggio, but Raphael
ilso.*

Sacchi's manner of execution was very broad, and his
colouring subdued and perfectly harmonious; he is con-
sidered, after Raphael, the best colourist of the Roman
school. His design was pure and grand ; and his composi-
tion equally natural and simple: repose and dignity of
character prevail throughout all his works. His forms are
highly classical, though natural ; he was thoroughly ac-

quainted with the great works of antiquity. He preferred
the style and proportions of the Antinous to those of any
other antient statue ; and he was as profound in the theory
as be was excellent in the practice of his art. Sacchi died
in 1661. He had many imitators, and notwithstanding the
rivalry of Ptetro da Cortona and the opposition of Bernini,
he formed a numerous and celebrated school. Nicolas
Pou&sin attended his academy, but his greatest scholar was
Carlo Maratta, who, after the death of Sacchi, became the
leader ot the faction which was opposed to the imitators of
Cortona- [Roman School of Painting.] (Passeri ; Lanzi;
Fiorillo.)

SACCHIWI, ANTONIO GASPARO, a composer,
whose strains once resounded in every lyric theatre in

Europe, but of whom little more than the name remains,
was born at Naples, in 1735, and there educated, at the
Conservaiorio di Santa Maria, under the once famous
Durante, who himself is now nearly forgotten. So suc-
cessful were Sacchini's studies, that the moment they were
completed he was engaged to compose an opera for Milan,
whither he proceeded for the purpose; but there the
prima donna made so sudden and so deep an impression
on a mind always too susceptible, that to her he devoted
the time that ought to have been bestowed on his work,
which at length he was compelled to begin and finish,

we are told, in four days. This was Vlsola d'Amoret

an opera that pleased not only the public, but the critics.

Sacchini then went to Venice, next to Stuttgard, afterwards
to London, and finally to Paris, in which cities his numerous
ooeras were performed, but with most success in the last,

where he set his music to French words for the Academie
R'jyale. The Parisians, Dr. Burney tells us, almost adored
Sacchini, and when he died—overwhelmed with debt and
exhausted with gout— in 1786, he was honoured with a
splendid public funeral, at which Piccini, once his rival,

now his panegvrist, spoke his Hoge.
SACCOLA'BIUM, a genus of plants of the tribe Vandece

sod natural family of Orchidese, now extensively culti-

vated in hothouses especially dedicated to their cultivation.

This is an Asiatic genus, found in the Indian archipelago,

the Malayan peninsula, and thence extending north along the

Himalayan Mountains to 30° 4'N.iat., where S.guttatum is

found on trees, as well as in more southern latitudes. The
genus consists of caulescent epiphytes, with two-rowed

eoriaceous leaves, which are often oblique at the apex. The
flowers are axillary, and either racemose or solitary.

SA'CCOMYS. [Murim, vol. xv., p. 514; Rodbntia,
vol. xx., p. 62.]

SACER MORBUS <?Upk Nocroc), a term applied appa-

rently by the antients to more than one disease, as Athe-

nars ( Ueipnusoph., lib. viiM $ 33, p. 289) speaks of r<ic Up&c
KaXovfuvaQ v6<tovq, and Heraclitus is said by Diogenes

Laertius (De Vit. Philosophy lib. ix., cap. i., § 6 and 7) to

have called Arrogance by that name: rr\v rt oiij<xiv Upavvbcov

t\iy*. Generally however it is merely used as one of the

numerous names of epilepsv [Epilepsy], and this is the

explanation given by Hesycnius and Suidas in voc It is

first used by the author of the treatise lltei 'Upijc Wfoov,

* De Morbo Sacro,* which is published among the works of
Hippocrates (torn, i., p. 587, ed. Kiihn), though it was pro-
bably written by one of his successors in the Dogmatic
school.* (See Gruner, ' Censura Libr. Hippocr.,' Vratislav.,

1772, 8von $ 44, p. 162 ; and Ackerroann, Hist. Liter. Hip-
pocr., ap. Fabricii Biblioth. Gr. t ed Harles, and Kuhn's
Hippocr., torn, i.) The term is also found in Aretaeus (De
Caus. et Sign. Diuturn. Morb., lib. i., cap. 4), Theophanes
Nonnus (Epit. de Curat. Morb. t cap. 36), Artemidorus
(Oneirocrit^ lib. h\, cap. 12, where see ReifF's note 35), and
others. The meaning of the term is obscure and uncertain,
and several derivations of it are mentioned by Aretaeus
[loco «'/.): * There is ' (says he, in Dr. Reynolds's Trans-
lation) ' a sort of ignominy too in the character of epilepsy,

for it seems to attack those who offend the moon, and hence
the disease is termed "sacred;" or it may be from other
reasons, either from its magnitude (for what is great is

"sacred"), or from the cure not being in the power ofman
but of God, or from the notion that a demon has entered the
5atient, or from all put together, that it has been so called.*

'he author of a treatise * De Morbo Sacro ' seems^to have
considered the origin of the term to have arisen from the
belief either that this disease proceeds more immediately
from the anger of the gods, or that it is more wonderful
than others, or that its cure depends more entirely upon
divine assistance ; as he refutes all these opinions at some
length. (See also Galen, Comment* vi., in Hippocr. Epi-
dem, % lib. vi., torn. xvii. B., p. 341, ed. Kiihn.) The other
reason that is given, viz. ' the magnitude of the disease,' is

supported by the author of the • Schol. MS. in Gregor. Na-
zianz. in Bastii Excerpt is,' quoted in Ga isford's Suidas:
rivkg Updv irkpav nva Xkyovtri vbaov rif bvbfian rovrtp, rijv

iiriXtjirTtxrjv oluai' Upd Bi avTi] Kvpwrtpov &v icXrjflttTj, biaftpovea
TaaCjv ry kokuhjh' kini xai fikya to Updv toTq yXutaarj/jiariKdtc

iWurrat ca\<i<r0at. It is also indirectly supported by the
analogous expressions Upbv juvoc 'AXkivooio (Homer, Odyss. %

lib. vit.. v. 167), Upbc ixMc (see Athenajus, Deipnosoph.,
lib. viiv { 17-20, pp. 282-4), and especially by the anatomical
name Upbv borovv, ' os sacrum,' of which this seems to be
the most probable interpretation. CsbHus Aurelianus gives

the following interpretations :
' Appellatur Epilepsia " sacra

passio," sive quod divinitus putetur immissa; sive quod
sacram contaminet animam [which is supported by Apu-
leius, Apology p. 58, ed. Price] ; sive quod in capite fiat,

quod multorum philosophorum judicio sacrum templumest
partis animsQ in corpore natBB [which is the reason given by
Theophanes Nonnus, loco cit.] ; sive ob magnitudinem pas-

sionis, majora enim vulgus sacra vocavit.' (De Morb.
Chron^ lib. i.f cap. 4, p. 291, ed. Amman.) Of all the ex-

Slanations that have been proposed, perhaps that whieh
erives the term from the disease being supposed to be

under the more immediate direction of the gods is the most
likely to be the true one, both as being the most antient

and also as being that which Galen preferred: it is also

indirectly confirmed by two popular names mentioned by
Leo in his * Synopsis Medicin©,' lib. ii., cap. 2 (ap. Ermerins,
Anecd. Med. Gr. % Lugd. Bat., 8vo., 1840), via. taipuv and
fffXijvcaff/ioc. If tkis is not the real meaning of the term, it

must have been applied ' ob magnitudinem passionis,' for

none of the other derivations bear the slightest marks of
probability.

SACHEVERELL, HENRY, D.D., was descended from
a family whieh, according to Boyer (' Reign of Queen Anne,'

p. 406), had in one of its branches made a considerable

figure in Derbyshire. His grandfather, John Sacheverell,

who had been educated for the church, joined the Puritans
in the reign of Charles I., and, after the overthrow of epis-

copacy, officiated as Presbyterian minister at Wincaunton
in Somersetshire ; but, refusing to conform, was of course

silenced at the Restoration, and, being afterwards appre-

hended at a conventicle, endured an imprisonment of three

years, which is said to have occasioned his death. Joshua,

his son by a first marriage, however grew up a zealous

churchman, and died minister of St. Peter's church, Marl-

borough, leaving a widow, with a numerous family, in very

poor circumstances. Henry, one of the sons, the subject of

the present notice, who appears to have been born about

1672, was adopted by one Edward Hearst, an apothecary of

the place, who was his godfather; d*\d by Hearst's widow
he was, after having attended the grammar-school of Marl-
borough, sent to Magdalen College, Oxford. At college

Sacheverell was chamber-fellow with Addison, and they re-

mained intimate friends till politics separated them thirty

Diqitized'byVjOO (
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inbi

yean after. To Sacheverell Addison inscribed in a very

affectionate dedication his ' Farewell to the Muses,' written

in 1694, when he intended to enter into holy orders. Sache-

verell himself also cultivated both English and Latin poetry;

several of his pieces in Latin verse (some ascribed to his

pupils, but others with his own name affixed to them) are

contained in the • Musm Anglican©,' and he is the author

of a translation into rhyme of part of Virgil's 'First Georgic,'

dedicated to Dryden, which is printed in the third volume of

Nichols's ' Collection of Poems.'

Sacheverell became a fellow ef bis college, and appears

to have been rather celebrated and successful as a col-

lege tutor. The Whig accounts of him indeed are full

of stories to his disadvantage in this as in every other

part of his career, but they have all the ait of the in-

ventions or exaggerations of party malice. Among other

things it is asserted that he was refused ordination by

Dr. Lloyd, bishop of Lichfield and Coventry (afterwards

of Worcester), on the ground of his deficiency both in

divinity and classical knowledge) but afterwards, it is

added, fee was, on the recommendation of tbe bishop of

Oxford, admitted into holy orders by this same Lloyd. 4 with

particular marks of fsvour.' He took his degree of M.A. in

J 696, of B.D. in 1 707, and of D.D. in 1 708. The first living

he held was Cannock in Staffordshire, but in 1705 he was

appointed preacher of St. Saviour's, Southwark ; and it was

while in this situation that he delivered his two famous ser-

mons, the first at the assizes at Derby, on the 15th ofAugust,

1709, the second before tbe lord-mayor at St. Paul's, on the

5th of November in the same year. These discourses, having

been printed, were both in December following brought

under the notice of the House of Commons, which passed a

resolution denouncing them as • malicious, scandalous, and

seditious libels, highly reflecting upon her majesty and
government, the late happy Revolution and the Protestant

succession as by law established, and both houses of par-

liament, tending to alienate the affections of her majesty's

Sood subjects, and to create jealousies and divisions among
iem/ The author and printer were at the same time

ordered to attend at the bar of the House, which they did

accordingly on the next day 1 14th December); and then,

after he nad admitted the authorship of tbe sermons, it was
moved and carried that Sacheverell should be impeached of

high crimes and misdemeanours. It is asserted by Swift

and other authorities that Sacheverell's real offence, in the

eye of the Whig ministry of tbe day, was his having in one
of his two discourses pointed, as was conceived, at the lord-

treasurer Godolphin, in a passage about * the crafty insidi-

ousness of such wiley Volpones.' Volpone seems to have

been before this a popular nickname of Godolphin. After

various preliminary proceedings, the trial commenced before

the House of Lords in Westminster Hall on the 87th of

February, 1710, and lasted till the 20th of March, on which
day a majority of their lordships (69 to 52) pronounced
8acheverell guilty ; and three days after, sentence was
passed, adjudging him not to preach for three years ensuing,

and orderingliis two sermons to be burnt by the common
hangman. The populace, who had espoused the cause of

the accused, considering hkn, with the great majority of the

clergy, as the champion of the church, celebrated this im-
potent conclusion of tbe affair with bonfires and other re-

joicings both in London and all over the kingdom; and
when, in May following, he set out to take possession of the

living of 8alatin in Shropshire, to which he bad beenpre-
sented, hts journey to Oxford, and thence by Banbury.War-
wick, and Wrexham to bis preferment, was a continued
triumph; which was prolonged as lie returned to London
through 8hrew»bury, Bridgenorth. Ludlow, Worcester, and
other towns. It is admitted on all hands that nothing had
so much effect as this affair of Sacheverell's in influencing

the general election which took place this same autumn,
and the immediate consequence of which was the overthrow

of Godolphin and his colleagues.

On the expiration of his sentence, in March, 1713, Sache-
verell preached at St. 8avk>ur*s church, on the Christian

triumph, or the duty of praying for our enemies, and again

Kublished his discourse. ' 1 have been reading Sacheverell's

ing dull sermon, which he sent me/ says his friend Swift,

In bis Journal to Stella, under date of 4th April ; * it is the

A sermon since his suspension has expired, but not a word
it upon the occasion, except two or three remote bints,*

a preceding entry he mentions that Sacheverell him-
~bad told him the bookseller had given him 100/. for

the sermon, and intended to print 30,000. ' I bwJiawoV

Swift, * he will be confoundedly bit, and will hardly aell

half.' Of his St. Paul's sermon Burnet state* that i

40,000 copies were supposed to hare been printed aod dav
persed over the nation. The fever had now probaM* sosjpe-

wbat cooled; but the popular enthusiasm of which beM
been the object, and which had produced such decided pa**
lie results, had necessarily made Sacheverell ipi
importance, at least for a short time longer. Wilo in a
after the removal of bis suspension, the queen pn
him to the valuable rectory of St. Andrew, Helbftm

;

appears that he had interest enough with the new at
to procure also a handsome provision for one of bis brelbew.
He had besides the good fortune to have a considerable eat***

at Callow in Derbyshire left to him by his kinsman Gwacsss

Sacheverell, Esq. He never appeared again aa an asnfce*;

except in a dedication prefixed to a volume of posthumous

sermons by the Rev. \V. Adams, published in 1 716 ; but he

is stated to have made some noise in the world by his i|«sa

rels and lawsuits with his parishioners—a sort of atusjeisjs

which his system possibly required after his bavins ployed

so remarkable a part in the greater field of national afads,

He was also suspected of being concerned in the alleged

plot of his friend Atterbury, who is believed to have written

tbe defence whioh he delivered on his impeachment, and Si

whom, then in exile, he left a legacy of 500/. at hss death.

which took place 5th June. 1714. (Stole Trials, vol. xv.

pp. 1-52S: AtrHamentary History, vol vL, op. 8w*-&*7;

Burnet's History of his own Time, iL 537, fee. ; fever's

History of the Reign of Queen Anne, pp. 406, &o. ; Trodars

Continuation o/Rapin, vol. iv., pp. 149, &c; Swift's Jswr-

nalf Four Last Years of the Queen, and other works;

Duchess of Marlborough's Account ofher CondmeC A note

in Howell's State Trials, vol. xy.. p. 14. idforme us thee

'There is a curious passage about 8acheverell in Harris's
41 James 11./' p. 184 ;• but Harris wrote no Life of James
II., nor can we find Sacheverell mentioned in any of hsi

other Lives.)

SACHS, HANS, whose real name is said to have been

Loutzdorffer, was the most eminent poetical genius tawt

Germany produced at the period of the Reformation, to the

doctrines ofwhich he became a convert, and assisted tbe cases

of Protestantism by bis pen. This most prolific as well ss

original and highly gifted writer, was born November i>

1494, at Nurnberg, where his father was a tailor, and after

studying at the Latin schools, he was put to be instractftd

in the business of a shoemaker.
About two years after he entered hie appiwntmehsa

that is. about the age of seventeen, Hans became the dsscietv

of Leonard Nunnenbeck, a weaver by trade, but abe s

meistersinger [Germant, Literature, p. 194], who inhales

him into tbe mystery of weaving verses. Aa soon as as
apprenticeship expired, he set forth on his wsmderiafl
through Germany in his double capacity, making it a
to visit those cities which were most renowned for

poetical societies and corporations of smget*. Hans*;
finished his pilgrimage, he returned and settled at Nurn-

berg, where, in 1 51 9, he married Kunegunda Kreutaer.was
proved an excellent wire, and bore him five sons and tee

daughters. She died in 1560 (after surviving all her sons);

and in the following year, when he was sixty-six, Sachs

msrried Barbara Hsrscher, which union proved ne ksa

happy than the former one. His eyesight becoming im-

paired, and his hearing still more so, he withdrew frost

society, and shut himself up with his books ; his natural

serenity and cheerfulness of temper however were not dis-

turbed by these misfortunes. Thus tranquilly ho reached

his 87th year, dying January 25, 1578.

If his literary character be estimated by the number of

bis productions, Hans Sachs was literally one of the greatest

writers Germany has ever produced, for they amounts*
1

altogether to upwards of six thousand different composi-

tions, of which only a portion are contained in the five fchs

volumes of his pieces printed at Nurnberg, 1576*79. He
may therefore very well be paralleled to Lope de Vega ; asd

considering that he had another business, the fertility of ha
pen is even more surprising than that of tbe Spaniard's.

Such extraordinary writers however psy a double proaJtr

:

their productions are of necessity only extemporaneous en
sions upon paper ; and by far the greater bulk of them nml
be consigned to oblivion. By posterity they are known
only as recorded literary phenon*

in the annals of poetry, and
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eomplished by a single composition, such as the ' Elegy in a
Country Churchyard; and * Julius von Tarent/—productions
that immortalise the names of a Gray and a Leisewitz. For
the student who is desirous of tracing the formation of the
language and literature of Germany, the works of Sachs
possess considerable interest independent of their intrinsic

merits, which however, to be fairly appreciated, must be
considered with reference to his own times and country,
Tbey display great shrewdness, liveliness, and keenness of
satire, together with a steady manliness of tone, fiut they
also frequently offend both modern taste and modern ideas
ofdecorum. Their failing in that respect is the very reverse
of refined immorality. Nor is that by any means their sole
defect ; for, as might indeed be expected, they are overlaid
tub a great deal of mere garrulous prosing, unrelieved by
any charm of versification. Another great fault is, that all

the subjects are too much in the sarao strain, stamped by
toe same manner ; wherefore it has been remarked, that
two or three of his pieces serve to render Us acquainted
vith the whole. Yet it is easier to point out faults and
imperfections of the kind above mentioned, than to estimate
such a writer critically. After observing that Goethe has
imitated Hans Sachs in his 'Faust,' his character is thus
•ummed up in the « Retrospective Review :' • If three requi-
sites are to be looked for in poetry—invention, expression,
and enthusiasm,—we shall find all these blended in Sachs.
He is an inventor of forms and of things: his allegories are
livel?, poetical, fresh, and brilliant; his expression rich;

his language choice (?), harmonious (?>, and teeming with
new phraseologies full of character and point and beauty.
But what especially enhances the interest of his composi-
tions, is the fidelity of colouring with which he exhibits the
characters and times which he paints.' This last remark
must betaken with great limitation, and with reference only
Uj the manners of his own age, for his anachronisms against
hUtory, costume, and probability are frequently quite
startling—8emirarais and Cleopatra, Agrippina and Cly-
tcmnestra, appear together in the same piece. In fact,

according to his own confession, he was acquainted with
neither Greek nor Latin, and knew the works of the an-
tienU only through such translations as were then to be
procured. Yet, though excluded from the learned lan-

guages, his reading was remarkably extensive. After all,

whatever imperfections criticism may allege against the
writer, biography has none to record against the man, save
those which are common to human nature. He uniformly
employed his peu with the best of motives—to reform and in-

instruct : and not only was his personal character irre-

proachable, but the amiable bonhommie of his disposition

such as to obtain for him the appellation of ' Honest Hans

8ACHTLEVEN for ZACHtLEVEN), CORNfcLlUS,
was born at Rotterdam, in 1606. It is not known under
what master he studied, but it is apparent that he was a
careful observer of nature. He settled at Antwerp, and
gained great reputation by painting subjects from low life

in imitation of Brauwer. His corps-de-garde are much
praised for their judicious grouping and truth to nature.

He painted also the interiors of farmhouses, and the sports

and recreations of the villagers, in the style and manner of

V. Teniers. Though much inferior to the two great artists

jrhom he chose for his models, his works have considerable

merit, and are found in the best collections.

SACHTLEVEN, HERMAN, was born at Rotterdam,

in 1609, and studied under John van Goyen. He did not

however confine himself to the style of his master, but ap-

plied with the greatest diligence to the study of nature,

making numerous sketches and designs, which are highly

esteemed by the curious. The scenery of the Netherlands
not being suitable to his taste, he visited the countries on
the banks of the Rhine and the Meuse, which afforded him
more picturesque subjects. Some writers have affirmed

that he visited Italy, but the Dutch biographers appear to

have proved that he never travelled farther from home
than to the countries above mentioned. His pictures are

highly finished, with a light free touch, and a skilful ma-
nagement of the aerial perspective. He generally intro-

duces into his landscapes a great number of figures and

boats, which are drawn with great correctness and spirit.

llts skies and distances are in general clear, and he often

endeavours to express the effects of the vapour between the

eye and remote objects, like Berghem and Wouvermans.
His merit was justly appreciated by his contemporaries, and

his best pictures, which are not common, are still highly
esteemed. He died in 1685, at the age of 76.
SACK, a Spanish wine of the dry kind ; in French. Vin

sec. It is called seek in an article, cited by bishop Percy,
from an old account-book of the city of Worcester: • Anno
Eliz. xxxiiij

0
.

t

Item, for a gallon of claret wine and seek,
and a pound of sugar.' Other instances have been found.
See the various notes on the two parts of Shakspere's
• Henry IV.' It is the same wine which is now named
Sherry.

FalstaflT calls it Sherris tack, that is, sack from Xeres in
Sgain. Blount, in his * Glossographia,' describes it thus
4
cTberry sack, so called from Xeres, a sea-town of Corduba

in Spain, where that kind of sack is made/ Ritson pre-
tended that the old sack of FalstafTs time was a compound
of sherry, cider, and sugar, but ho produced no good au-
thority for the assertion. The chief difficulty about sack
has arisen from the later importation of sweet wines from
Malaga, tlie Canaries, 8tcM which were at first called Ma-
laga or Canary sacks ; sack being by that time considered
as a name applicable to all sweet wines. Sweet wines were
not so early imported. Howell soys, in his * Loodinopoiis,'

p. 102, * I read in the reign, of Henry VII., that no sweet
wines were brought into this realm hut Malmsyes;* and
soon after (p. 103), 'Moreover no sacks were sojd buf
Rumney, and that for medicine more than for drink ; but
now many kinds of sacks are known and used.*

One of these sweet wines still retains the name of sack.
It is little used, but being proverbial for sweetness, it has
caused some misunderstanding as to the original dry sack.
Falstaflf says, • A good Sherris sack has a two- fold opera-
tion in it.' (2 Henry IF., Iv. I.) Presently he calls it Sher-
ris only; and soon after both names are used indiscrimi-
nately. The drinking of it with sugar was not peculiar td
FalstafT. The same beverage occurs in the * Wild goose
Chace* of Beaumont and Fletcher, act v., sc. % It is said
also of a personage, in the 'Miseries Of Inforced Mar-
riage,' that 'he lies ratting himself with sack and sugar in
the house, while his brothers are fain to walke with lean
purses abroad.'

If further prpof were wanting that Falstaff
%
% sack was not

a sweet wine, but was actually Sherry, it is abundantly fur-

nished by Dr. Venner's work, entitled 4 Via recta ad Vitara
longam,' published in 1637. After discussing medicinall?
the propriety of mixing sugar with sack, he adds, ' but what 1
have spoken of mixing sugar with sack must be understood
of Sherie sack ; for to mix sugar with other wines that in

a common appellation are called sack, and are sweeter in

taste, makes it unpleasant to the palate and fulsome to the
stomach.'

But the derivation ofsack from tee may not be quite certain.

Douce, in his 'Illustrations of Shakspere,' says, ' Pone t's

"Treatise of Politike Power," 1556, 12mo., and Cotgrave,

in his Dictionary, make sack to be vin sec." This plausible

etymology might have been wholly relied on if an ingenious
female traveller, in speaking of the Tartar Koutnis, a pre-

paration of mare's milk, had not informed us that she should
not choose to partake of it out of the goat-skin sacks in

which it is carried, 'as the Spaniards,' says she,* do their

wine; Which by the by is a practice so common in Spain
as to give the name of sack to a species of sweet wine once
highly prized in Great Britain.'

(Guthrie's Tour through the Crimea, 180ft, 4to„ t>. 229 ;

Nares's Glossary, v. * Sack ;' Douce's Illustr. of 8haktpere%

vol. i., p. 4 1 7.)

SACKATOO. [Soodan.]
SACKETS HARBOUR. [New York.]
SACKVILLE, THOMAS, EARL OF DORSET, was

born in the year 1536, at Buckhurst in Sussex. He was
the only son of Sir Richard Sackville, the representative of

a very antient family, who had been high in office under
Edward VI., Mary, and Elizabeth. After studying some
time both at Oxford and Cambridge, and takiug the degree

of M.A. in the latter university, he removed to the Inner
Temple, and was called to the bar. 8hortly afterwards he
was elected a member of the House of Commons. His
youth, though passed in dissipation and extravagance, was
not wholly mispent, as is shown by his poems, which were
written at an early period of life, and were the first fruits of

his vigorous and fertile mind. At the time of his father's

death, in 1566, he returned from the Continent, which he
had visited after his marriage. In the same year he was
created Lord Buckhurst by Elizabeth, and having on a
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sudden reformed his habits of profusencss, received from

that time various marks of royal favour. In 1570 he was

sent on an embassy to France, to treat of the marriage then

proposed between the queen and the duke of Anjou ; and

in 1 587 was employed as ambassador extraordinary to the

United States of the Netherlands, to adjust the differences

between them and the earl of Leicester, whose anger he

drew upon himself iu the discharge of this duty, and was in

consequence imprisoned till the death of his formidable

enemy in 1588, after which event he was at once restored

to Elizabeth's confidence, and filled a variety of state offices.

In 1598, on the death of Burgbley, he was made lord

treasurer, which situation he held during the next reign

till his death, April 19, 1608, having, with rare good fortune,

had his great services fully appreciated by two royal per-

sonages of very different character. His letters, many of

which are preserved in the Cotton collection in the British

Museum, show that he was distinguished by the qualities

which befit a statesman, and they confirm the judgment of

his contemporaries.

His poems are—the tragedy of Ferrex and Porrex,' called

in a later edition ' Gorboduc;' • The Induction/ or poetical

preface to 'The Mirror for Magistrates;' together with
' The Complaint of the Duke of Buckingham/ in the same
collection. Of these * The Induction ' possesses great merit,

and reminds us of the poems or Spencer, to which, though

interior in richness of imagery, it bears great resemblance,

not only in the curious exactness with which the lively por-

traiture of allegorical personages is made out, but in the

language and metre. The earnestness and quaintness of

antiquated forms of speech, and the stately structure of the

verse, contribute much in the compositions of both poets to

the solemn effect of the pictures which are presented in

succession to the reader. Warton, in his 'History of Eng-
lish Poetry/ considers Dorset to have furnished the model
upon which Spencer formed his style. For some further

information, see Wood's Athena Oxomentet (Bliss).

SACKVILLE, CHARLES, EARL OF DORSET,
was bom January 24, 1637. In his youth he travelled into

Italy, and returned a little before the Restoration ; he after-

wards sat in parliament for the borough of East Grinstead

in Sussex. Being, like most young nobleman of his day,

of a dissolute turn, be engaged in no public employment,
and he became a great favourite with Charles II. In

1665, being then Lord Buckhurst, he attended the duke of

York as a volunteer in the Dutch war ; and on the eve of the

battle in which the enemy were defeated, and Opdam, their

admiral, killed, he is said to have composed the celebrated

song beginning * To all ye ladies now on land.' He was
employed after this in short embassies to France. Having
become earl of Dorset by the death of his father, 1677, he
soon after chose for his second wife a daughter of the earl

of Northampton.
Dorset was favourably noticed by James II., but ceased

to be one of his adherents as he grew more violent in his

measures. After the king's departure, he sat with other

peers in council to preserve the public peace. At the ac-

cession of Wdliam III. he was appointed lord-chamberlain

of the household, and received other marks of royal favour.

His health after this declined, and he died at Bath, January
19, 1 705-6. A rare felicity, both in speech and action, seems
to have distinguished Dorset above all his contemporaries.

This is admitted by those of his brother courtiers who were
themselves most remarkable for wit and address. Some-
thing of the ease and sprighthness of bis conversation has
been transmitted to us through his poems, though there is

littlo to justify the extravagant praises of Dryden and
othors, these compositions being few in number and on
trifling subjects. They ore printed among the minor poets.

An elaborate panegyric by Prior, and a biography by John-
son, abridged from a longer one by Cibbcr, may bo con-

sulted for his life. See also Wal polo's * ttoyal and Noble
Authors* (Park).

SACKVILLE. LORD GEORGE, a younger son of the

ducal house of Dorset, was born January 4
i6, 1716. During

the reign of George II. he was actively engaged both as a

statesman and a politician; he served at Dcttingen and
Fontcnoy, and at the battle of Miuden, fought in 1759, he
commanded the British forces under Prince Ferdinand of

Brunswick. To this he owes the greater part of his noto-

riety : having failed to execute the princes orders to charge,

by which dofault the victory wa» rendered less decmi\o than

it might have been, he was insulted by his commander, and,

at his own request, recalled to England, where he demanded,
and with some difficulty obtained, a court-martial, by whsrh.

April 3, 1760, he was adjudged incapable of serving there-

after in any military capacity. George II., who was highly

incensed at Sackville's conduct, took every means of ren-

dering his punishment most galling; and among other

things, erased with his own hand, in council. Lord Gecrt*

Sackville's name from the list of privy-councillors. In tLr

reign of George III., to whom he was personally acceptable,

he returned to public life; and having attached himself to

Lord North, was made secretary of state for the colonies m
1775, and had the direction of the American war: with

what success need not be here said. In 1762, he, with his

leader, retired from office, having just before been raised to

the peerage by the titles of Viscount Sackville and Baron
of Bolebrook, titles united to the dukedom of Dorset by

the accession of Lord George's eldest son to that snpertur

dignity. In 1770 Lord George Sackville took the nan*
of Germain, for an inheritance, under which name be is

equally well known. He died August 26, 1785.

Two explanations may be found of his misconduct at

Minden : one, lack of personal courage, of which be bad

before been suspected; the other, personal pique again*:

Prince Ferdinand, indisposing him to act with vigour. The
latter is hardly more creditable than the former. It is to be

added however that some inconsistency seems to hate

existed in the orders delivered to him, which may have ghen
rise to hesitation in a man unequal to the emergency,
without gross cowardice or wilful and predetermined be-

trayal of trust

SACRAMENTS and TRANSUBSTANTIATION.
' No religion,' wrote Barrow of the Christian, in the nernmi
language of the time, 'can be purer from superstitious

alloys or freer from useless incumbrances than w this;

the ritual observances it enjoineth being as very few in

number, in nature simple, and easy to observe, so evidently

reasonable, very decent, and very useful, able to instruct

us in, apt to excite us to the practice of our wholesome du-
ties.' Most religious denominations will agree in the truth

of these remarks, although, as in the case of the doctrine

of justification (the corner-stone of individual Christianity t,

various shades of interpretation have obtained currency ;

so, with regard to the particulars of the Sacraments (the

entrance and centre of Christian fellowship), the greatest

diversity of opinion prevails.

The Christian Sacraments are not merely certain high
forms, but the highest acts ofchurch membership. For the

Christian church being but the outward visible representa-

tion of the internal fellowship of the faithful with Christ,

and with one another; this twofold element of the cburea
is most fitly corresponded to by the institution of extern*!

visible actions, intended to express an internal spiritual

effect or grace. Such are the Sacraments, a term used u
express • Sacramentum,' by which the Greek mysierto* »
rendered in the old Italic versions, and also in the

Vulgate.
With regard to the number of the Sacraments, as is weU

known, two opinions are current among Christian commu-
nities,—the Greek and Romish churches holding the num-
ber of seven, while all other Catholic bodies limit the num-
ber to two. The history of this difference may be briefly stated

as follows. The term Sacrament was applied by the Fathers U>

the mysterious doctrines of religion, as the Trinity, the In-

carnation, and, in some instances, to the ordinances of re-

ligion in a wide sense. In a certain sense the seven-faM
system of the church of Rome may be considered as so
abatement of the lax terminology of some of the Fathers.
The title of Sacraments is by her limited to seven actions—
baptism, or the sign of our spiritual biith ; the euchamt,
in which our spiritual life is nourished ; confirmat ion, foe

the strengthening of the same ; penance, for the restora-

tion of the lupsed ; extreme unction, as a preparation Ut
death ; matrimony, for maintenance of the race of man*
kind iu general ; and orders, for that of the race of God's
ministers.

Without entering into the controversy on this subject, it

will be Mifllcient to observe that the number of seteo, a*

asserlcd by the church of Rome, is very for from bein<
sanctioned by tho uniform assent tf cccle>ia»tiral prnctxx.
Antecedent!) to a \eiy modern s)ik*1 (ib<it of Florence) the
number of *o\en had ne\cr be«- '"*gdy settled.

The two sacraments then
%

the judgment at*

all Catholic bodies (save ^toish commu-
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nions) the number is properly limited, are those of baptism
and the Lord's supper. It is asserted that on the basis of
two Jewish rites of recognised typical import our Lord
established, by direct command, those two sacraments, of
which alone the authority is unquestionable. An indirect

argument in favour of this more restricted view may be
drawn from the Romanist statements respecting the relative

value of the several sacraments. For although the autho-
rities of that church are consistently anxious to prove the
entire number of seven to be equal in rank, the dignity

which they directly attribute to the eucharist, and that

which they cannot withhold from baptism, may be in some
sort alleged as an involuntary assent to the doctrine of the

opposite party.

The principal feature of the scheme of salvation provi-

dentially offered to man is faith in the Saviour ; that is,

that through Christ a path is opened to heaven. The eyo
of this Christian faith is not confined exclusively to the

doctrine, or the person, or the sufferings and death of

Christ; but it comprises within its range the entire system.

It consists in a perfect devotion to Jesus ; in an internal

union with him, and spiritual imitation of him, in which
man appears as a new creature, both as regards knowledge,
feeling, and action. The symbols of this faith, and the acts

by which an obligation to it is expressed, are the two
Christian sacraments, baptism and the Lord's supper.

I. Like the other sacrament, that of baptism is based on a

Jewish custom. An examination of the antiquities and
ritual of that people establishes this fact to an extent

not generally known. Baptism denotes the admission of a

dependence on Christ, and an entrance into fellowship with

him ; consequently, an appropriation of all that Christ

bestows upon believers. By baptism is expressed the two-

fold relation of man,—to his previous condition, which he
renounces— and the new one on which he enters; to his

spiritual death with Christ, in that he appropriates by faith

the work of redemption, which was completed by His death

;

and to his rising again to walk in newness of life through
fsith in His resurrection, the pledge of his own future one.

From this fellowship with Christ, as the Son of God, re-

sult a new filial relation of man to the Father, and a par-

ticipation in tho Spirit imparted by Christ. Christ is the

donor of the true spiritual baptism, of which that by water

is a symbol only ; and this adoption into the divino Spirit

constitutes the difference between the Christian baptism

and the baptism of John.

With regard to the effects produced by baptism, no dog-

mas, save those of grace and justification, have perhaps

been so productive of disputes as this of baptismal regene-

ration and the kindred subject of infant baptism. The
opinions held by the church of England, that of Rome, and
the Lutheran, do not differ in material particulars ; while

those of other religious denominations will be found to vary

On a like measure with their leading principles) from what
is usually known as the Catholic doctrine.

The Mennonites, whose doctrinal statements on this head

may be considered as the most systematic of the various

branches of the anti-psedobaptist family, define baptism

as the act by which a party, being of mature judgment, is

received, in the name of the Father Son, and Spirit, into the

Christian Church, and, in proportion to the sincerity of his

contrition and the heartiness of his faith, is renewed in-

wardly, and guided into newness of life.

Faustus Socinus, in his epistles, speaks of baptism as an
indifferent matter, destitute alike of perpetual obligation

and of the original warrant of Christ or his Apostles,

'ine Racoviau Catechism, after limiting the ceremonial

precepts of Jesus to the single one of the Lord's supper,

calb it a * vehement error' to attach any power of regene-

ration to baptism. This it considers as a simple external

profession of belief in Christ, to be made by adult converts

from heathenism or Judaism.

The main difference upon this point between the tenets

of the Socinians and of the Remonstrants or Arminiaus

appears to be comprised in the extension (by the latter) of

the rite to infants, but as a matter of private opinion. The
rejection of baptism by the followers of Schwenkfeld, and

subsequently by the body of Friends, as an external, carnal

institution, is perfectly in accordance with the spiritualism

of these sects.

Tho accordance of the Lutheran church and that of Rome
upon the sacrament of baptism being admitted in the main,

it rests upon sufficient authority that the church of Eng-

P. C, No. 1269.

land has in this matter ' simply adopted those theological

terms which through all ages of the Catholic church had
been understood in the samo unvaried meaning;' and
further, which are held by the church of Rome in a mean-
ing equivalent to that of the teachers by whom the church
of England was restored.

It is an indisputable fact that in the authoritative for-

mularies of the church of England the doctrine of bap-
tismal regeneration is throughout asserted or implied. B?
baptism, when rightly received, ' the soul is admitted to the
benefits of Christ's atonement,' and (to quote further from
the same writer) • is considered to be rightly received/ when
there is no positive obstacle or hindrance to the reception/

The admission of the first of these positions—simply, an

4

as revealed in Scripture—would have obviated much unpro-
fitable controversy. Leaving the first question on this footing,

the second, as to the efficacy ofbaptism in cases where no posi-

tive obstacle or hindrance is opposed to the reception (which
includes the case of infants), is answered in the affirmativo

by the Anglican, as by all Catholic branches of the Christian

church. * He which with imposition of hands and prayer
did so great works of mercy for restoration of bodily health,

was worthily judged as able to effect the infusion of hear

venly grace into them whose age was not yet depraved with
that malice which might be supposed a bar to tne goodness
of God towards them.' If these words of Hooker be
coupled with the declaration of Christ, that, so far from de-

stroying the law, he came to give it in all essentials a new
and spiritual extension ; that on all great occasions he
built on a Jewish foundation ; that the other sacrament was
founded on the passover ; that the Christian church was
derived from the Synagogue: if all this be united with his

declarations concerning infants, and his kingdom, and the

entrance therein—it must be confessed that either our Lord
declared infants capable of inheriting what thev never could

attain to, or that having so declared, he willed them to be
qualified by a Christian adaptation of a rite already familiar.

'As for baptism of infants/ writes Archbishop Usher, ' it is

sufficiently warranted by reasons of Scripture, though not

by example/ So thought the apostles, and so likewise the

early Christians. That infant baptism, from the time of

the apostles, was ordinarily practised in the church, rests

on very valid proof. In support of this, Origen, Cyprian,

and Tertullian may be fairly quoted.

II. The various opinions respecting the exact import and
appropriate benefits of the Lord's supper are of high anti-

quity. The difficulties connected with the question are

increased by the general adherence to the words of Scrip-

ture, observable in the liturgical formularies. The non-

existence of a dogmatical theology during the first ages of

the church is well known, which' renders it unnecessary to

look for exact scientific definitions throughout that period.

But, concurrently with the uniformity of practice above

adverted to, there is to be found a threefold variety of

interpretation, corresponding with the peculiar views of

what may be considered the three principal schools of early

Christian theology.

The church of Asia Minor, as also some great Origenists

in the West, professed views of the holy eucharist which

the church of Rome and the Lutherau have (to a certain

extent) pleaded as the sentiments of antiquity supporting

their own. Such were those of Ignatius, Justin Martyr,

Irenwus, Hilary of Poitiers, Cyril of Jerusalem, Gregory of

Nyssa, Ambrose, Chrysostom, and Theodoret. The common
point of agreement among these writers is the communion of

the body and blood of Christ in a high spiritual sense gene-

rally. But a considerable difference of statement regarding

details is observable among them. For example, some ex-

pressions of Cyril of Jerusalem are directly and strongly

opposed to the tenet of transubstantiation, which Gregory of

Nyssa is not unfairly quoted as supporting.

The views of the church of North Africa, as expressed

by Tertullian, Cyprian, and Augustine, differed as a whole

from those just named. The African doctors may be con-

sidered as regarding the eucharist as an active and efficacious

symbol.
A third party, that of the school of Alexandria, applied

in some measure its usual allegorising views to this sacra-

ment But even in the absence of all approach on the

part of these Fathers to corporeal views, a leaning to the

sentiments of the first-mentioned party is observable in

some portions of their writings.

Each of the many designations by which this sacrament

Vol. XX.—2 R
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was known until the dote of the fourth oentury, bore tome
reference to the original object of its institution. This may
be traced throughout the various expressions—breaking of

bread, communion, Lord's supper, eucharist, oblation, com-
memoration, and passover. Ecclesiastical antiquity cannot

be adduced with fairness in support of the literal in-

terpretation applied by a large body of Christians to the

words used by our Lord in his. institution of this sacrament.

John of Damssous, the principal writer of the Eastern

churoh, maintained (it is true), on the authority of some of

the Fathers, a literal ohange of the bread and wine into the

body and blood of Christ The figurative interpretation put

upon the words of Christ by a council at Constantinople in

A.D. 754, was denied at the second council of Nice in 787,

when it was ruled that the sacred symbols are not figures

or images at all, but the real body and blood. Theophylaot

and Euthymius Ziaabenus coincide with John of Damascus.

But it was reserved for the Western church to carry out into

its remote consequences the doctrine of a material change,

which, in common with her Eastern sister, she ultimately

came to maintain. Great discrepancy of expression on this

subject may be found in the writings of Western theologians

anterior to the timeofCharlemagne; the utmost however that

can be fairly drawn from them is that the sacramental ele-

ments were not to be regarded as purely symbolical. But
U is undeniable that a strong tendency to transubstantiation

(as it was afterwards termed) is throughout discernible.

This doctrine was maintained during the ninth century by
Paschasius Radbert more precisely and authoritatively than

before. He was opposed however by Rabanus Maurus, and
Ratramn or Bertram (whose sounder and more scriptural

views many centuries later found an echo in our own
Ridley), and also by the suspected ingenuity of Sootus

Erigena.
Various instances of opposition to the doctrine of tran-

substantiation subsequently occurred; but, supported by
authority like that of Sylvester II. (the famous Gerbert),

it continued to gain ground. During the eleventh cen-

tury it had become an article, to dissent from which was
heretical ; although a doctrine substantially the same with

that held by the Anglican church at the present day wag
preached by doctors such as Alfric, and although an arch-

bishop of Sens, Leutberic, advocated opinions regarding the

eucharist similar to those which involved Berengar of

Tours in controversy with Lanfrano, and drew upon him the

hostility and condemnation of popes and councils.

In this condition the dogma or transubstantiation passed

into the hands of the schoolmen, whose marvellous inge-

nuity was devoted to establishing and explaining what
became the centre and support of the theurgio preten-

sions of the hierarchy of the middle ages. The term
transubstantiation was probably introduced into the ecclesi-

astical vocabulary by Uildebert of Tours. The dialectic

talents of Lombard, Alexander Hales, Albert, and Aquinas
were vigorously employed on this subject. It was in-

vested with legal authority by Gratian. Finally, the doc-

trine was established as matter of faith at the Lateran
Council in 1215. Even Occam assented to its truth, and it

was subsequently ratified at Trent. Among the numerous
controversies connected with the different theories on the

subject, the more modern opinions are marked by a ten-

dency to regard the eucharist as a purely symbolical rite.

For transubstantiation Luther substituted (probably through
the effect of Occam's writings) a corporal local presence,

commonly called consubstantiation. There appears an in-

consistency in the obstinacy with which Luther contended
for his theory. He had abandoned the sacrifice of the mass
and the theurgie pretensions connected with the real pre-

sence which made this dogma of such importance to the
church of Rome. Luther's great object was to preserve this

sacrament from being degraded by the same unspiritual

subjective views (as be conceived) with which it was me-
naced by Carlstadt and his party. This evil would be.

best remedied by a bold assertion of the objective dignity of'

this sacrament, divested of the superstitious additions with

which it was encumbered in the church of Rome. Hence
the Lutheran doctrine of the eucharist What has been said

Will suffice to show how ungrounded is the charge some-
times brought against Luther—that he threw away the sub-

stance while he • retained the shell. But his tenacious

adherence to scholasticism in this respect contrasts strangely

with his uncompromising hostility to that philosophy re-

1

epecting the fundamental dogma of justification by faith.

'

Zwingli, on the other hand, together with a corporal and
local presence, rejected all notion of a spiritual ureeeejee

and graces. But the opinions of Calvin shortly afterward*

superseded the colder ones of Zwingli, manv of whose fol-

lowers, to quote from Waterland, abandoned the * notion of

naked signs and figures to the Anabaptists of those times,

where they rested, till again revived by the 8ocinians, wee
afterwards handed them down to the Remonstrants.'
The point of divergence between the adherents of Luther

and Calvin respecting the eucharist may be stated thus. The
former party held, according to the earlier Augsburg Con-
fession and the Form of Concord, that the body of Christ was
contained in, with, and under the sacramental bread. The
others held the doctrine only of a real spiritual feeding on
the body of Christ, which took place in the faithful eon-
temporaneously with the reception of the outward ele-

ments. In the opinion of Waterland, • Calvin rained upon
Zwingli's scheme, steering a kind of middle eowraa be-

tween the extremes. He appears to have set out right,

taking his ground with good judgment ; and had be bet
built as carefully upon it afterwards, no fault could have
been justly found.'

The late Bishop Lloyd considered that the Anglican dee*

trine was borrowed from that of Calvin. The third and
fourth clauses of the twenty-eighth article respecting tee

manner and means after and by which the body of Carol
is taken in that sacrament, would seem to support Urn
view. But the words of Waterland may be fairly ejwessd

as expressing briefly the opinion held by the majority of

Anglican teachers on this subject :
• Our divines we*

came after Calvin had some advantage in Mint of baas,

and a greater still in the rule or method which they

pitched upon as most proper to proceed by. The en
of all is, that sacramental or symbolical feeding m the

eucharist is feeding upon the body broken and the Used
shed under the signs and symbols of bread and wine ; the

result of such feeding is the strengthening or perfectmf
our mystical union with the body glorified, and so, ptwewrlf

speaking, we feed upon the body as dead, and we receive it

into eloser union as living, and both in the enchant* wbee
duly celebrated.'

SACRED WAR. [Philip, p. 74; Piiocie.]

SACRIFICE, an offering made to God, in which the

thing offered is wholly or partially destroyed. It ia genu
rally supposed that sacrifices were instituted immedsaiaiy
after the fall of Adam, when God made with him wheu m
called ' the covenant of grace ;' and that on this ocoassao the

sacrifice was partly an atonement for Adams sin, portly a
ratification of the covenant This supposition ia founded oe
the fact that God clad Adam and Eve with the akiaa of
beasts ; and since animal food had not vet
man, it is thought that these beasts must have 1

sacrifices. (Genesis, chap, iii.) In the next l
meet with sacrifices as a divine appointment. (Gen*, rv. l-*j
All over the world sacrifices have been found m eoeae serai

or other, which is another proof of their great antiqauty.

Their chief object is to atone for sin [AroirmicercfJ hat
they have also been offered as the means of gaining taw
favour and assistance of God, and of expressing sirhoianme
and gratitude to him. They may be divided into two csaeeaa,

bloody and unbloody. In the heathen world human sacri-

fice* have been very generally prevalent, apparently froaa a
notion that human life is the most precious thing that can
be offered to the divine Being. Sacrifices form a large awn
of the Jewish law. [MoaxeT) Christians believe In

be abolished since the death of Christ, since, as Paul i

in bis Epistle to the Hebrews, that was the one great i

Ace which has for ever made atonement for the suss of i

Valuable remarks on this subject will be found ia

writings of most eminent theologians; but such not

are too numerous to be referred to here. See especially ta»
article ' Sacrifice,' in Charles Taylors edition of CeJaeet a
Dictionary to the Bible.

SACRILEGE ia • the felonious taking of say gooes oaw
of any parish-church or other church or chapel/ By the
common law it waa a capital ofence, though the ooTewae*
seems to have been entitled to the beneeU of energy et ths>

discretion of the ordinary. But even if it were not cssegy*
able at the common law, vet the statute 24 Edw. Ill, c <
' De Clero,' comprehended this as well es other enaaea, east

gave * the privilege of holy church to all manner of casta*
as well secular as religious.' Afterwards, by the statuses mi
23 Hen. V11L, c 1, and 25 Hen. VIII., e. *, rented aw
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5 and 6 Edw. VI., c. 10, all persons not in holy orders were
excluded from the benefit of clergy who on an indictment
for robbing any church, chapel, or other holy place were
convicted, stood mute, or peremptorily challenged more
than twenty of the jurors: and by 3 and 4 W. & M., c. 9,

the same consequences followed upon their outlawry. It

aeems however that no sacrilege came within these statutes

which was not accompanied hy an actual breaking of a
church, &c. But by 1 Edw. VI., c. 12, all persons in general
were deprived of their clergy for the felonious taking of any
goods out of any parish-church or other church or chapel
in all cases, except that of challenging more than twenty

:

and by 3 and 4 W. & M., c. 9, upon such a challenging, as
well as upon a conviction, &c. upon an indictment, whether
in the same county wherein the sacrilege was committed,
or in a different one. It seems that sacrilege was the only
felony at common law which deprived the offender of the
privilege of sanctuary.

The present state of the law of sacrilege depends on the
statute 7 and 8 Geo. IV., c. 29, s. 10, which enacts that 'if

any person shall break and enter any church or chapel, and
steal therein any chattel, or having stolen any chattel in

any church or chapel, shall break out of the same, every
such offender, being convicted thereof, shall suffer death as
a felon.'

By 9 Geo. IV., c. 55, s. 10, the same protection was ex-
tended to meeting-houses and all places of divine worship.
By statute 5 and 6 Will. IV., c. 81, the punishment of

death was abolished, and transportation for life or for any
term not less than seven years, or imprisonment with or
without hard labour for any term not exceeding four years,

waa substituted in its place. These penalties were again
altered by 6 Will. IV., c. 4, which limited the term of im-
prisonment to three years, and gave to the court a discre-

tionary power of awarding any period of solitary confine-

ment during such term. But now, by the statute 7 Will.

IV., and 1 Vic, c 90, s. 5, no offender may be kept in soli-

tary confinement for more than one month at a time, or

three months in the space of one year.

SACRO-BOSCO, JOHANNES DE, an eminent Eng-
lish mathematician of the thirteenth century, contemporary
with Roger Bacon. The place of his birth is generally sup-
posed to have been Holywood, but is not positively known,
there having been at that period at least two towns in

England of that name. According to Mackenzie, who has
claimed him for a native of Scotland without any satisfac-

tory evidence, he was admitted a member of the university

of Paris in the year 1221, where he afterwards greatly dis-

tinguished himself as professor of mathematics. All the
biographers agree in asserting that he spent the greater
part or his life at Paris, and it is equally certain that he
wss some few years at Oxford, where he is said by Whet-
hamstede to have lectured before large audiences with
great applause. He died at Paris in the year 1256, as

appears from the inscription on his monument in the clois-

ters of the Mathurine convent at that place. As an author,

he is more distinguished by a few elementary works which
he left behind him, and which obtained a most extended
popularity, than for much originality of talent His treatise
' De Sphsra Mundi,' which is merely a paraphrased transla-

tion of a portion of Ptolemy's ' Almagest,' continued to be
used in the schools for nearly four centuries ; it was printed
for the first time in the year 1472, passed through more
than twenty editions, and was commented on by several

first-rate astronomers. In 1244 he composed a tract, * De
Computo Ecclesiastico,' which contains the common rules

of that science ; a curious colophon, which Wallis and Vos-
sius give from old MS. copies, is our authority for the date

of its composition. Perhaps however bis most popular work
is a tract * De Algorismo,' one of the earliest known works
on arithmetic in which the Arabic numerical notation is

employed. This latter work, which is very common in

manuscript, has been recently printed in Halliwell's * Rara
Mathematical p. 1-26, and a nearly contemporary English
translation of it is preserved in manuscript in the Ashmo-
lean library at Oxford.
SACRUM, OS (Upbv 6<ttovv). a name used by some of

the antient medical writers in a larger sense than that which
is now attached to it. Galen himself sometimes means to

designate bv this term the os coccygis as well as what is now
called the 09 sacrum (See ' De Usu Part. Corp. Hum.,' lib.

xiL, cap. 12) ; in other passages he restricts its meaning to

the modern signification, as do also Rufus Ephesius (' De

Corp. Hum. Part. Appellate p. 52, ed Clinch.) and Julius
Pollux ('Onomast./ lib. ii., cap. 4, § 182), The origin of the
name is doubtful ; some suppose it to have been given ' quod
in eo aliquid sacri arcanique insit, quoniam partus tempore
divinitus aperiatur, eductoque foatu solidescat miro quodam
naturae opificio' (J. Gorrmi ' Definit. Med.') ; others again,
1 quod partes quae huio ossi adjacent diis offerri in sacrificiis

solerent, id quod Menandri testimonio confirmant, ol tk rrfv
bn$i>v dxpav 06<ravrfc. Etymol. Magn. in voce' (Ibid.) The
most probable derivation however appears to be from the
sense of greatness sometimes signified by the word UpAr,
which is perhaps also the meaning of the name Sacer Mor-
bus. [Sacer Morbus, and the authorities there given.] It
seems to have been called by various names by the old ana-
tomists, viz. ir\ari> 6<rrovv (Galen, • De Usu Part. Corp. Hum.,
lib. xii., cap. 12, p. 60, &c), viro<rw6vSv\ov (* Anonymi Isag
Anat.,' cap. 35), rprjrht k6kkvZ (Jul. Pollux, loco cit.) &c, and
perhaps the first of these rather confirms the opinion that
the epithet Upbv, sacrum, also was applied to the bone in

consequence of its size. * *

SACY, ANTOINE ISAAC SILVESTRE DE, was
born at Paris, 21st 8ept., 1758. His father Jacques Abra-
ham Silvestre practised as a notary in that capital. At the
early age of seven De Sacy lost his father, but his mother
took great care ofhis education, which, owing to the delicate

state of his health, was directed by a tutor under his mater-
nal roof. His progress in classical studies was very rapid,

as appears from his intimate acquaintance both with Latin
and Greek literature. At the age of twelve he became
acquainted with Dom Berthereau, a Benedictine of St.

Germain-des-Pres, who was then engaged in preparing a
collection of such Arabian historians as have written on the
Crusades, and who inspired him with a taste for Oriental
languages. Having finished his classical studies, De Sacy
began tne study of Hebrew. Prom Hebrew he proceeded
to the Syriac, Chaldee, and Samaritan, and thence to Arabic
and Ethiopic. With these laborious pursuits De Sacy
combined the study of the Italian, Spanish, English, and
Germau languages, with all which he made himself well
acquainted. He soon added to his knowledge of Arabic
that of Persian and Turkish, two languages which, being
then very little known in Europe, required new investiga-

tions on his part. De Sacy's first literary labours were
directed towards biblical researches. In 1780, at the age of
twenty-three, he undertook the examination of a Syriac
MS. in the Bibliotheque Royale, which contained a transla-

tion of the Fourth Book of Kings, and he made some notes
on the subject which appeared in Eichhorn*s ' Biblical and
Oriental Repertory' (Leyden, vol. vii., p. 227, et sen.). In
1 785 he was elected a titular member of the Academy of

Inscriptions and Belles-Lettres. Immediately upon his ap-

pointment he wrote two memoirs, one upon the breaking of

the dike of Irem in Arabia Felix, the other on the ori-

ginal vestiges of Arabian literature (Recueil de VAcad. des
Inscriptions, vol. xlviii., old series ; vol. x., new series). In
the same year De Sacy was nominated a member of a com-
mittee of the Academy which was appointed to make ana-
lyses and extracts from the most important inedited works
in the Royal Library ; and there is scarcely a volume of the

collection entitled notices et Extraits, &c which does not

contain some notice by him of a Persian or Arabic work.
Among his contributions the most remarkable are his
• Biographies of Persian Poets * (vol. iv.), and a notice on
four Arabic works relative to the conquest of Yemen by the

Otbomans in the sixteenth century (vol. iv.). Shortly

after he wrote his admirable Memoirs on various antiquities

of Persia, and deciphered the Pehlvi inscriptions of Nakshi-
Rostem, near the ruins of the antient Persepolis. • He also

gave the various readings on the medals of the Sassanian
kings, together with an abstract of their history translated

from Mirkhond. The whole was published in 1 793, in one
vol. 4to. During the revolutionary period De Sacy with-

drew with his family to a small country-house some leagues

from Paris, and devoted himself entirely to the study of

Oriental literature. Among his labours at that time are his
' Researches into the Religious Tenets and Customs of the

Druses,' which however were not published till shortly be-

fore his death. In 1795 a school for teaching living Orien-
tal languages being instituted by a decree of the Conven-
tion, De Sacy was appointed Professor of Arabic. He then
gave all his attention to the composition of an Arabic gram-
mar, which he compiled chiefly from the works of native

grammarians; and about the same time (1799) he pub
2R2
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lished his * Principles of General Grammar,' of which a

third edition appeared in 1815, Paris, 12mo. In 1805 De
Sacy was sent by the Imperial government to Genoa for the

purpose of examining certain Arabic manuscripts which
were said to exist in the archives of the city ; and on his

return to Paris in 1806 he made a report to the Academy
on the historical documents which he had found there. In

the same year De Sacy was appointed Professor of Persian,

and he published his • Chrestomathie Arabe/ or a selec-

tion of extracts from various Arabian writers, both in prose

and verse, by far the most valuable work fur the use of stu-

dents that has yet appeared. In 1 810 his Arabic Grammar,
the fruit of fifteen years* almost incessant labour, was pub-
lished, as well as his translation of Abd-aMatif's account
of Egypt (Relation de {Egypt, &c. 4to„ 1810). About the

same time he published a * Memoir on the Orthography
and Manner of reciting the Koran" (Not.et Extn vol. viii.),

and was likewise one of the most zealous contributors to the
' Magasin Encyclopedique,' the ' Mines de l'Orient,' and the
* Annales des Voyages.' On the return of the Bourbons iii

1814, De Sacy, who had received from the Imperial govern-

ment the title of baron, became a member of the Chamber
of Deputies, and was also appointed a member of the Council
for Public Instruction. He took a prominent part in found-
ing the Asiatic Society of Paris, of which he was the first

president In 1816 he published, under the title of * Callla

et Dinna,' the Arabic text of the Fables of Bidpai, and the
Moallakah (or suspended poem) of Lebid, with a French
version and critical notes. In 1819 appeared the'Pend-
Nameh' (Book of Counsels) in Persian and French, with
copious notes. The whole of the * Makamat' (Sessions) of
Hariri, in Arabic, with a commentary also in Arabic, was his

next publication, the edition being made with so much care
that it met with a ready sale even in eastern countries. In
1826-27 De Sacy published a new edition of his 'Chresto-

mathie Arabe,* with corrections and considerable additions

;

and in 1829 he added a supplementary volume, entitled
4 Anthologie Grammaticale Arabe/ The second edition of
his Arabic Grammar appeared in 1831. Iu 1832 Louis-
Philippe elevated De Sacy to the peerage, and appointed
him keeper of the Oriental MSS. in the King's Library,

and Perpetual Secretary to the Academy of Inscriptions.

De Sacy*s last work was his * Expose de la Religion des
Druses,' which appeared at the beginning of 1833, in two
volumes, 8vo. On the 19th of February of the same year,

as De Sacy was returning from the Chamber ofPeers, where
he had taken an active part in the debate, he fell in the
street in a fit of apoplexy. He was removed to his house,
where he died on the following day, in the eightieth year of

his age. Oriental literature is greatly indebted to the labours
of this distinguished scholar. He not only contributed to

extend our knowledge of every branch of Oriental litera-

ture, but it was on his recommendation that professorships
of Chinese, Sanscrit, and Hindostanee were established in

Paris ; and it was also under his direction that the Russian
and Prussian institutions for Oriental studies were raised

to their present eminence. A very able paper, giving an
account of De Sacv's life and writings, was read on the 23rd
of June, 1838, before the Academy, by M. Reinaud, who
was his personal friend. It has since been published under
the title of * Notice Historique et Littcraire sur M. le Baron
Silvestre de Sacy.'

SADDUCEES (SoMeeretei), one of the four Jewish sects

at the time of Christ Their origin is unknown, for little

dependence can be placed on the Rabbinical tradition which
makes them the followers of Zadok, a disciple of Antigonus
Soccho. They denied the existence of any spiritual beings
except God, and believed that the soul died with the body,
and therefore that there was no resurrection. (Matt., xxii.

23 ; Acts, xxiii. 8.) In consequence of this disbelief in a
future state of rewards and punishments, they were inex*

orablo in punishing crimes. They rejected the doctrines of

Iirodestinstion and providence, maintaining that men were
oft to determine their own course without assistance or

hindrance from God. They rejected the traditions of the

Pharisees, and adhered to the text of the Mosaic law. They
have been accused of roiccting all the books of the Old
Testament except the Pentateuch ; but the passage of

Josephus, on which thin charge is founded, does not sustain

it Though inveteratoly opposed to the Pharisees, they
united with them against Christ During the period to

which the New Testament refers, they seem to have been
the ftronger party in the Sanhedrim, and some of their

hody were high-priests, as Caiaphas and Ananias. It

seems that they considerably modified their opinion* a
progress of time, and received the doctrines of angelic beings
and of the resurrection ; so that at last they were only dis-

tinguished by their rejection of tradition, from which circum-
stance they obtained the name of Caraites, in the eigbta

century ad.
(Josephus, Antiq^ xiii. 5, 9, 10, 6; xviii. 1, 4; Jemuk

War, ii. 8, 14; Prideaux's Connection; Jahn*e Biblical

Antiquities; Calmet's Dictionary; Winer's Bibliecket

Realwbrterbuch.)
SADLER, SIR RALPH, the eldest son of Henry

Sadler, Esq., was born at Hackney in Middlesex, in 1507,

where his family had been for some time settled. In emrlt

life he gained a situation in the family ofThomas Cromwell,
earl of Essex, who introduced him to the notice of Henry
VIII., by whom he was employed in the dissolution of
the religious houses, and he had his full share of their

spoil. In 1537 he commenced a long series of diploom*
services in Scotland ; in the first instance, chiefly with the

view of detaching that country from its close alliance with

France, and persuading the king of Scotland to imitate hi*

uncle's conduct toward the see of Rome and the clergy. la

these objects however he failed. In 1540 he lost his patroa

Cromwell, who was beheaded ; but retained his favour with

Henry, who again sent him to Scotland in 1541. Upon the

death of James V., Sadler lent his aid to the match pro-

jected by Henry VIII. between his son Edward and the

young queen of Scotland, but this ended so unsuccessfully,

that in December, 1543, Sadler was obliged to return to

England, and Henry declared war against Scotland. In

the meantime Henry was so satisfied with 8adler*s service*,

even in this last negotiation, that he included him. by the

title of Sir Ralph Sadler, Knight, among the twelve persons

whom he named as a privy-council to the sixteen nobles to

whom in his will he had bequeathed the care of his son and
of the kingdom. When this will was set aside by the pro-

tector Somerset, and it became necessary to conciliate the

king's executors and privy-councillors by wealth and ho*

nours. Sir Ralph Sadler received a confirmation of all the

church lands formerly assigned to him by Henry, with splen-

did additions. At the battle of Pinkie, Sir Ralph Sadler

greatly distinguished himself, and was raised to the degree
of knight* banneret on the field of battle; but we hear no-

thing more of him during the reign of Edward VL, except
that in the fourth year of that king we find him men-
tioned as master of the great wardrobe. In Queen Marv't
reign, although he appears to have been in her favour, he
retired to his estate at Hackney, and resigned the office of

clerk of the hanaper, which had been conferred upon him
by Henry VIII. On the accession of Elizabeth he agam
appeared at court, was called to the privy-counciL and re-

tained to his death a large portion of the esteem of thai

princess. He was a member of her first parliament as one
of the knights of the shire for the county of Hertford.

When Elizabeth thought proper to favour the cause of the

Reformation in Scotland, and to support the nobility who
were for it against Mary, Sir Ralph Sadler was her princi-

pal agent. He was also concerned in the subsequent
measures which led to the death of Mary, and was
appointed her keeper in the castle of Tutbury ; but sock
was Elizabeth's jealousy of this unfortunate princes*, that

even Sadler's watchfulness became liable to her suspicions,

and on one occasion a heavy complaint was made agamst
him that he had permitted Mary to accompany him to sosa*

distance from the castle of Tutbury, to enjoy the sport of

hawking. Sir Ralph Sadler expostulated upon the misera-
ble life which he passed at Tutbury, and upon the mbcoe-
struction put upon his actions, ana Mary was finally com-
mitted to a new keeper. Elizabeth however did noc with-
draw her confidence from Sir Ralph Sadler in other matter*,
and, after the execution of Mary, employed him to go to Um
court of James VI. to dissuade the Scotch king from enter-
taining thoughts of a war with England on bis mother's ac-

count, to which, there was reason to think, he might have beta
excited. In this Sir Ralph had little difficulty in succeed-
ing, partly from James's love of case, and partly from taw
prospect he had of peaceably succeeding to the throne e/
England. This was the last time Sir Ralph Sadler was
employed in the public service, for soon after hta return
from Scotland be aied, at

%
' '-"dahip of Standon in Hert-

fordshire, March 30, I

'

^fhtieth year of his ago,
and was buried in th inn, where his loam
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ment was decorated with the king of Scotland's standard,
which he had taken at Pinkie.
The transactions of Sir Ralph Sadler's most memorable

embassies are recorded in * Letters and Negociations of Sir
Ralph Sadler/ &c printed at Edinburgh, 1720, 8vo., from
MSS. in the Advocates' Library : but a more complete col-

lection was published of his 'State Papers and Letters,'

edited by Arthur Clifford, Esq. of Tixal, his descendant, in

1809, in '2 vols. 4to„ to which was added, a 'Memoir of the
Life of Sir Ralph Sadler,' by Mr. (afterwards Sir) Walter
Scott, with historical notes : to which the preceding account
is principally indebted.

SADOLE'TO, JA'COPO, born at Modena in 1477,
studied at Ferrara, and afterwards at Rome. He applied
himself especially to the Greek and Latin classics, and
became a distinguished scholar. Leo X. appointed him one
of his secretaries, together with Bembo, and afterwards
made him bishop of Carpentras in the county ofAvignon,
but still kept him at Rome. After Leo's death, his successor,

Adrian VI., who had no partiality for learned men, neglected
Sadoleto, who repaired to his diocese of Carpentras. When
Clement VII. ascended the pontifical throne, in 1523, he
appointed Sadoleto his secretary. But Clement's tortuous
and selfish policy disgusted Sadoleto, who asked and obtained
leave to return to his diocese, and accordingly he left Rome
about a month before Bourbon and his band sacked the city.

At Carpentras he wrote several works ; among the rest, a
learned commentary on the Epistle of St. Paul to the Ro-
mans. Some expressions in this commentary, which referred

to the abstruse doctrines of predestination and grace, were
considered heterodox at Rome, and his work was prohibited.

Sadoleto wrote to Paul III., who had succeeded Clement
VIL, an explanation of his opinions, which satisfied the
pope, and Sadoleto was cleared of all suspicion of heresy.

Soon after he was made a cardinal, and was employed in

several important affairs. In 1542 he was sent as legate to

Francis I„ to mediate a peace between that king and the
emperor Charles V., in which however he did not succeed.
In 1644, being old and infirm, he obtained leave to resign

his see of Carpentras in favour of his nephew Paul Sadoleto,

whom he had educated himself, and withdrew into retire-

ment He died in 1547. His unspotted character, the
mildness of his manners, his sincere piety, and his love of
letters have caused him to be compared with FeneIon.

Sadoleto wrote a work on education, ' De Liberia recte In-
stituendis,' which contains much excellent advice. He also

wrote a disputation, in two books, on the merits of philosophy,

on the model of Cicero's ' Tusculanoa,' which Bembo praisea

greatly, as worthy of the Augustan age. A poem which he
wrote in Latin hexameters, on the discovery at Rome of the

group of the Laocoon, was likewise much admired.
8ADYATTES. [Lydia.]
SAFETY LAMP. [Lamp, Safety.]
SAFFLOWER, or Bastard Saffnjn, has already been

noticed under the botanical name of the plant [Cartha-
mus tinctorius] )ielding it, of which the generic name
appears to be derived from the Arabic koortnm, a term ap-

plied to its seeds. This plant has been cultivated in Eastern
countries from the earliest times, both on account of the oil

expressed from its seeds and for the colouring matter pro-

curable from its flowers, which in their dried state form the

Sattlower of commerce. The plant is noticed by Greek au-
thors under the name knekos (kvtjkoc) ; Arabian authors give

kunikus as the Greek synonym of koortum. The oil of the
seeds of Carthamus was valued by the antients as a laxative

medicine, and is still employed by the Asiatics for the same
purpose, as well as for external application. It is most ex-

tensively used as a lamp-oil. The seeds are eaten by some
birds, especially parrots, whence they are called • graines de
perroquets.' The plant is however chiefly cultivated on ac-

count of its flowers, not only in China, India, and Egypt,
but also in the south of Europe. That from China is the

most valued, fetching as high a price as 30/. per cwt.,

whilst Bengal Safflower is not worth more than 71. per cwt.

This might be remedied probably by selecting and sowing
only the seed of the most highly coloured flowers, and then

adopting the Chinese method of gathering the crop when
the flower is in the highest perfection, and only pick-

ing off the upper and coloured parts of the floret, instead

of the whole floret, of which the lower part is whitish-co-

loured. Besides this, careful drying is essential to the pre-

servation of the colour, or, as Mr. E. Selly has recommended,
gradual drying ' in close chambers with some organic sub-

stance, or perhaps with hot sand ;' but the natural heat of
the climate in darkened chambers would probably be suf-
ficient

SAFFRON consists of the dried stigmas of the Crocus sa-
tivum, a plant native ofGreece and Asia Minor, but extensively
cultivated in Austria, France, Spain, and also formerly in

England. The Sicilian saffron is said to be the produce of
the Crocus odorus, but both in antient and modern times
this sort has been little esteemed. England is chiefly sup-
supplied from France and Spain ; that of Spain being pre-
ferred. In Germany however Spanish saffron is not in such
repute as the Austrian, great pains being taken in the culti-

vation of the plant in that country. The cormi or stems
are subject to the attacks of a fungus, Sclerotium Crocorum,
by which they are extensively destroyed. When the flowers
expand, and are thoroughly open under the influence of
the sun, the stigmas, of which there are three, are plucked
out, a portion of one style remaining attached to them, and
spread upon paper, to be dried either by means of portable
kilns over which a hair-cloth or fine sieve is stretched, or
in a room by the sun. The stigmas are from an inch to an
inch and a half long, narrow and roundish where they are
attached to the style, but spreading out and club-shaped to-

wards the apex, which is truncate. The upper part is of an
orange or brownish red ; the part of the style termed Fomi-
nelle is yellowish. The stigmas have a penetrating, aromatic,
and, when in large quantity, stupifying odour, and a bitter aro-

matic taste ; by mastication the mouth and saliva are ren-
dered yellow. By long internal use of them many of the se-

cretions acquire a yellow colour. The stigmas of Crocus
Pallasii, C. longiflorus, and C. Susianus are not so long as

those of the genuine saffron crocus, and are altogether de-
void of the strong odour. They and many other articles, such
as the florets of the safflower (Carthamus tinctorius), those
of the marigold (Calendula officinalis), slices of the flowers

of the Punica granatum, and pieces of dried flesh are used to

adulterate the true saffron. The saffron of English com-
merce is generally very pure ; but the high price offers much
temptation to sophistication, which might be diminished by
collecting the stigmas of the Crocus vernus, which are little

inferior in colour or potency to those of the autumnal crocus.

According to Mr. Pereira, one grain of good saffron contains
the stigmata and styles of nine flowers ; hence 4320 flowers

are required to yield one ounce of saffron. Saffron was for-

merly met with in two forms, hay saffron and cake saffron ,

the former is now alone in demand, the latter being entirely

an artificial compound of the florets of the safliower, gum,
and some other materials. Genuine saffron is often moistened
with oil, which gives an appearance of freshness to old and
dry saffron ; but the mixture is easily detected. Saffron con-
sists of a volatile oil, in variable proportion, which is heavier
than water, of polychroite, which is a compound of a vola-

tile oil and a bitter red substance (or polychroite properly
so called), gum, and other principles. [Polychroite.]

Saffron had formerly many powerful and important pro-

perties assigned to it, none of which, on the most careful ex-
periments, it is found to display, except in the cases of a
very few susceptible persons, who suffer from the odour, as

is found in other instances—of the violet, &c. [Aromatics.]
On the Continent it is much used as a condiment with food.

In England it is used in medicine, chiefly as a colouring
principle. It is also employed as a dye.

SAFFRON WALDEN. [Essex.]
SAGALASSUS. [Pisidia.]

SAGAN, a mediatised principality in Lower Silesia, 450
square miles in extent, with 42,000 inhabitants, is a circle

of the government of Liegnitz in that province. It was
originally a part of the principality of Glogau, and in con-
sequence of a partition between the sons of Henry VIII , in

1395, it had princes of its own. It came afterwards to the
crown of Bohemia, and was given by the emperor Ferdinand
II. to the celebrated Wallenstein, after whose murder it re-

verted to the crown. It was sold in 1646 to Prince Lob-
kowitz, from whose family it was purchased, in 1786, for

1, 1 00,000 florins, by Peter Biron, duke of Courland, on whose
death, in 1800, it fell to his eldest daughter and heiress,

Catherine, princess of Courland, who took the title of

duchess of Sagan. Sagan, the capital of the principality, is

situated on the right bank of the river Bober. It is strongly

fortified, has three gates, three suburbs, two handsome
squares, and a fine ducal palace, with beautiful gardens aud
park. The inhabitants, now nearly 6000, are for the most
part Roman Catholics. There are six Roman Catholic
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churches and chapel*, one Protestant church, a Roman
Catholic gymnasium, several Protestant and Catholic

schools, a seminary for Roman Catholic schoolmasters,

a theatre, and throe hospitals. The inhabitants manu-
facture linen, woollen cloths, calicos, sealing-wax, paper, and

looking-glasses. On an antient tower near one or the gates

the celebrated astronomer Kepler had an observatory in

the time of Wallenstein, who possessed the principality from

1627 to 1634.

SAGAPE'NUM, said by Willdenow to be yielded by

Ferula persica, which no one regards as certain, though

it is generally believed to be furnished by some species

of Ferula. The plant (or plants) which yield it grow in

Pewia and other regions of the East. It is procured in the

same way as assafcBtida. It occurs either in tears or irregular

masses, of a dirty brownish colour, containing in the interior

white or yellowish grains. It is difficult to break (unless

when very old), is tenacious, and not easily powdered, except

in winter. It has the same alliaceous odour, but less

powerful, as assafoetida, with a nauseously bitter, acrid,

guttural taste.

It consists of, in the 100 parts, according to Pelletier :—
Resin .... 5426
Gum .... 3T94
Bassorin . . • 10
Peculiar substance . . 0*60

Acidulous malate of lime . . 0*40

Volatile oil, including loss . 11*80

100-

Brandes found only 3*73 per cent, of volatile oil, and less

resin than in the above ; and Gei^er says it has less volatile

oil than asafoetida ; while Pelletier's analysis gives nearly

three times as much. The resin, by the action of hot hydro-

chloric acid, becomes first reddish, then blue, and at last

brown. Formerly there were two kinds of Sagapenum in

commerce, but at present only the worst of the two is met
with. It is said to be adulterated with assafoetida and bdel-

lium. Its action on the human system is the same as that

of assafoetida and other fetid gum-resins. [Assafcetida.]

SAGE. [Salvia.]

SAGE, LE, ALAIN-RENE*, was born May 8, 1668, at

the village of Sarzeau, which is situated on the peninsula of

Ruis in the department of Morbihan, in France, about ten

miles from Vannes, the capital of that department. His
father, Claude Le Sage, who was a lawyer, and held the

office of registrar of theCour Royale %f Ruis, died in 1682

;

hft bequeathed a moderate property it his son, and entrusted

both son and property to an uncle, who sent young Le Sage
to be instructed in the Jesuits* college at Vannes, where he
became an especial favourite of Pcre Bochard, then at the

head of that college, who bestowed much pains on his

education. The uncle is said to have dissipated the pro-

pertv, and young Le Sage, on leaving the college, appears

to have obtained and held for five or six years an office in

the collection of the taxes in his native province of Brittany.

Le Sage, having been deprived of his office, went to Paris

n 1692, with the intention of going through a course of

philosophy and law, and at the same time of making interest

to obtain another situation. His handsome person and
agreeable manners, his talents, and his taste for elegant

literature procured him admission to the best society. In
1694 he married the daughter of a citizen of Paris. Dan-
chet, with whom he had become intimate while prosecuting

his studies in the university of Paris, persuaded nim to pro-

duce, from the Latin version of Jaques Bongars, the Letters

of Aristsdnetus, which is rather an imitation than a transla-

tion. It was printed in 1695 at Chartres, but with the im-
print of Rotterdam, 1 vol. 12mo., at the expense of Danchet,

who was then professor of rhetoric at Chartres.

Le Sage had been admitted avocat au parlement de Paris,

but he subsequently dropped the designation, and also re-

linquished some small office which he held, in order that

he might devote himself to literature. The Abb6 de Lyonne
became his patron, and bestowed upon him a pension of
600 livres ; and to him also Le Sace appears to nave been
indebted for his introduction to the Spanish language and
literature. He now produced * Le Traitre puni,* a comedy
in five acts, imitated from the 'Traicion busca el Castigo' of
F. de Roxas (Paris, 1700); 'Don Felix de Mendoce,* taken
from a piece by Lope de Vega (Paris, 1700); and # Le Point
d'Honneur/ a comedy in five acts, from the * No hay Araigo
para Araigo' of F. de Roxas, which was performed at the
Theatre Francais, but with little success. The two first

plays were not represented, and the last, when he aftcnrardi

reduced it to three acts, and brought it out at the Tb*4lr»

Italien in 1 725, under the title of • L'Arbitrc des Different*.'

was only played twice. J*e Sage's next effort was 'Lt»
Nouvelles Aventures de Don Quicbotte,' translated frco

Avellaneda's frigid continuation of the work of Gemote*
(1704-1706, 2 vols. 12mo.). This translation obtained a*

little favour from the French public as the original feaJ

from the Spanish.

Le Sage was now 38 years of age, and his labours had

hitherto been to little purpose ; but he had been trminia^

himself for a brighter rlisplay of his powers. He had msuW
himself familiar with the literature of the Spanish dranu,
unrivalled for its richness of invention ; he had been ClKnj
his mind with Spanish scenes and incidents and chsracti*r>

drawn from that great storehouse ; and ne had been perfect-

ing his style, originally formed on the sound principle* of s

classical education, by free translations. In 1 70 7
# Dun Cesar

Ursin,* a comedy in five acts, imitated from Calderon, vi*

performed at the ThcStre Francais without success, while »

little piece of his own, 'Crispin, Rival de son Hahx*.'

played at Paris on the same day, had a brilliant run, *&4

indeed is said, in liveliness, interest, and especially truth <J

dialogue, to be hardly inferior to Molie're. Soon afterward*

appeared his ' Diable Boiteux,' of which he had borrowed ti*

name and the leading idea from 'El Diablo Cojueio* U
Luis Velez de Guevara, and of which indeed it is proper!;

a continuation (Paris, 1707). Its success was prodigiuim.

which was no doubt in a great measure owing to murh J
the satire being aimed at contemporary characters of coi

nence in Paris ; but the true drawing and rich coloorinf '
its pictures, which are copied from all ranks of society, *tw

its nervous, clear, and correct style, have made its reputaiicc

lasting. In 1726 he augmented the work by an svaditttftii

volume, and in 1737 added to it the * Entretien de* CU-
minees de Madrid,* and 'Les Bequilles du Diable BoiUux.
the first a continuation of the work bv Le Sage hiatrlf,

and the last a eulogy of it bv the Abbe
1

fiordelon.

Le Sage had offered to tno Theatre Francais a piece tc

one act called ' Les Etrennes,' which was to have been per-

formed January 1, 1708, but the actors refused lo pUj a,

upon which Le Sage extended it to five acta, and cave t.

the title of ' Turcaret.' The piece was levelled at the r«-

ruptionsof those who managed the revenue and farmed Lj
taxes, the maltotiers, traitants, and others of thai da**
This powerful body, being aware of the aim of the piece, */

which Le Sage had read some parts to bis literary fnvoot.

used their utmost exertions to prevent its pcrformaarr
and even offered the author, it is said, 100,000 &uta t.

suppress it, but he refused the bribe. They bad better sur

cess however with the players, and would have tnuinpe* <t

if an order of Monseigneur, dated October 13, 170a, k*i

not been addressed to the actors in these terms :—* 14V
seigneur having been informed that the king's ooeajaio

object to perform (' font difficult6 de jouer*) a piece enmV-
" Turcaret, ou le Financier,*' commands them to learn tf ac

to play it forthwith.' The performance took place Fcfarun
14, 1709, and the success was even greater loan bad U:
anticipated. This comedy is entirely Le Sage's own. *>i

is greatly superior to any of those which he had W-
rowed from the Spanish. A little piece called * La !«-
tine,' which had been accepted at the Th£4ire Fra&fsu.
was, owing to intrigue within or without the thea!r«» ck^

performed till 1 732. Disgusted with this and other etc

duct of a similar kind, Le Sage resolved to rclinnu*** i^t

legitimate drama and the royal theatre. We Una turn c
1710 assisting his friend Francois Petis de la Ouul. w^r
was then beginning to publish his ' Mille et Un Jrom* U
correcting the language and improving the styW of u*
translation.

Le Sage's next work was his novel of * Gil Bias d* S*a-
tillane:' 2 vols. 12mo. were published in 171* sol. J a
1724, and vol. 4 in K35.
Three different and indeed discordant charges hate W*

made against this work.
The first charge was made by Bruxen de la 1_

and followed up by Voltaire, who says (' Steele de
XIV.*) that the novel is entirely taken from the ' P
de la Vida del Escudero Don Marco Obregon* ef V*
cent Espinel. This charge was soon foond to be as kkmmri
as it was malignant, by merely looking into Rspiad's asl
which presents no resemblance to the work oi Le Sqp-
either in the narrative, the characters, or the dialogue.
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The next charge was made by the Jesuit Father Isla,

vho translated ' Gil Bias' into Spanish, and gave it the title

of ' Gil Bias de Santillana buelto a su Patria.' This work
wa* completed by the Pere Isla at Bologna in Italy, in 1781,

but was not published till 1787 (Madrid, 4 vols. 4to.). Isla

died in 1 783. He asserts that ' Gil Bias ' was originally

written in Spanish in 1635; that the work was denounced
to the government of the day, which prohibited the print-

ing of it, and seised the MS. ; but that the author, having
bad time to take a copy, fled with it to France, where he
died in 1640 : that this MS. having accidentally fallen into

the hands of Le Sage, he formed his ' Gil Bias' out of it.

It has been asserted that a MS., apparently that which had
been seized from the author, is still in the Escurial, and
that this MS. is evidently not a translation from the French
work. This statement is disproved by the facts that Isla

translated Le Sage's work, and not the original, that such
original has never been published, and that there is no
evidence of its having ever been seen.

These two charges were examined and refuted by Le
Comte Francois de Neufchfiteau, in an ' Examen de la Ques-
tion de savoir si Le Sage est Auteur de Gil Bias, ou s'il l'a

pris de 1 Espagno),' 1819.

Another charge was made by the Jesuit Llorente, in a
small volume published in 1822, ' Critical Observations on
the Romance of Gil Bias,' in which he asserts that it is

taken from an unpublished work called ' The Bachelor of

Salamanca.' We have not the means of examining into

the particulars of this charge, but have no doubt that it is

just as unfounded as the two former.

Le Sage had ceased, as we have said, to write for the

Theatre Francais, but he had three sons and a daughter,

for whom the means of respectable subsistence must be pro-

cared. Le Sage's character was one of independence, and
be seems to have had a preference for the fruits of honest

industry at a time when place and pension were eagerly

and unscrupulously sought for by literary men in France.

High as his reputation had now become, he was not ashamed
to employ about six and twenty years of his life

—

1713 to

1 738—in writing small pieces for the theatrical exhibitions

at the fairs of St Germain and St. Laurent Fuzelier,

D'Orneval, Autrau, Piron, Lafont, and Fromaget were his

fellow-labourers. Upwards of 100 pieces wero produced in

the period above mentioned, of which Le Sage was the sole

author of 24, and conjointly of many of the others. These
pieces, with hardly an exception, were excessively popular.

He published the greater part of them, in conjunction with

D'Orneval, in a collection which they called the ' Theatre
de la Foire,' 9 vols. 12mo. and 10 vols. 12mo.

In the mean time however Le Sage was occupied with

other compositions. His ' Roland l'Amoureux,' an imita-

tion rather than a version of Bojardo's * Orlando Innamo-
rato,' was published in numbers from 1717 to 1721. He is

said to have got rid of most of the exaggerations of the

Italian, but to have lost his fire. In 1732 appeared 'Les

A ventures de Guzman d'Alfarache,' a compressed imitation

of * La Vida y Hechos del Picaro Guzman de Alfarache' of

Aleman, but superior to the original, and which has en-

tirely superseded the previous translations. In the same

> ear*he published • Les Aventures de Robert dit le Cheva-

lier de Beauchesne,' 2 vols. 12mo. This work is not pro-

perly a fiction, but a narrative of the extraordinary adven-

tures of a pirate, extracted from the uemorials furnished

by his widow. This was followed in 1734 by the two first

parts of • L'Histoire d'Estevanille Gonzales, surnomme le

Garcon de bonne Humour,' 2 vols. 12mo., which La Sage

professes to be an imitation of ' £1 Escudero Obregon' be-

fore mentioned, but to which it bears little resemblance ex-

cept in a few circumstances of narrative which have been

borrowed. In 1 735 he published • Une Journee des Parques,"

12mo, a dialogue full of philosophy and wit, the thoughts

bold and original, and expressed with great energy. This

wax also the year in which he completed • Gil Bias,' a work
which he seems to have written especially for posterity, and

to which he devoted a large portion of the best period of his

life In 1736, the year in which he produced the last of his

little operas, he published • Le Bachelier de Salamanca,' 2

vols. 12mo., and in 1740 'La Valise trouvee,' 12mo.,

anonymously, which consists of about thirty letters sup-

posed to be written by different persons on satirical subjects.

His last work was ' Un Melangeamusant de Sailliesd'Esprit

et de Traits Historiques les plus frappants,' I vol. lftmo.

Le Sage appears to have passed his life of literary activity

in great domestic happiness, which was only disturbed by
his eldest and his third son having become actors, a profes-
sion to which Le Sage had a strong dislike. He had brought
his eldest son up to the bar, but he left it, and, under the
assumed name of Montm6nil, acquired a high reputation
as an actor. Le Sage had ceased to have any intercourse
with him ; but the second son, who had obtained the pre-
ferment of a canon at Boulogne-sur-Mer, contrived, by a
manoeuvre, to get the old man to see his son play a charac-
ter in • Turcaret,' with which he was so much delighted that
a reconciliation took place, and they afterwards lived on
terms of the greatest friendship. It is related that while
Montmenil was at the theatre, Le Sage passed his evenings
at a cafe* in the neighbourhood of his residence, where the
company used to assemble round him, and to get upon chairs
and tables to listen to ' the old man eloquent* The death
however of this favourite son, in September, 1743, at the
age of forty-eight, was a severe blow for him.
At the end of 1 743 he retired to Boulogne, with his wife

and daughter, in order to be near his son the canon, and
here he died, November 17, 1747. His wife survived till

1 752 : both of them died at the age of eighty.

The great work of Le Sage is his ' Gil Bias,' perhaps of its

kind the first of all novels, and one that has the rare merit
of always being read with new pleasure. This superiority is

not owing to the interest of the story, for when a story is

well known, a novel loses that part of its attraction, and its

permanent success must depend on other qualities. When
a person has finished a chapter of ' Gil Bias,' he will generally
have nearly equal pleasure in beginning to read it over
again ; and the reason is this

—
* Gil Bias' is a series of pictures

of human life under all its aspects. The various adven-
tures of Gil Bias concern us little ; we only recollect him be-
cause of the persons with whom through him we become
acquainted. We neither like him nor dislike him ; we do
not admire or respect him. He introduces us to a great
variety of personages of ail classes and conditions, whose
failings and vices are painted in enduring colours. Though
somewhat of the interest of the novel arises from the great
variety of adventures, and the delineation of manners pecu-
liar to Spain, it is as a gallery of portraits that the work
will always maintain its interest it is true that the author
generally gives us the portraits of rogues or fools, or of per-
sons whose distinguishing trait is some weakness of cha-
racter ; but it is also true that the portraits are likenesses,

and represent a large class. As in all great works of the
kind, the author is never obtruded on us. We think not of
the wonderful art which has produced what appears to be
completely simple and natural. It would be difficult to find

an idle or unmeaning phrase in the whole book, particularly in

the first two volumes, which in many respects are the best
The expression is suited to ihe thought with perfect pro-

priety ; there is nothing superfluous, and nothing wanted in

the way of explanation. While we admire the innumerable
delicate touches which make up the whole of a picture, we
find them blended in one harmonious whole, to which each
part bears its just proportion ; a merit which arises from the

author's clear perception of what was required for the de-

lineation of each character, and the exquisite taste which
guided him to the adoption of a pure, simple, and nervous
style of expression. A great work or a great intellectual

power of any kind is always the fruit of mature years.

Le Sage, as already observed, published the first two volumes
of Gil Bias in 1715, when he was 47 years of age, and the

fourth and last in 1735, when he had attained his 67th year.

The greater part of the works of Le Sage have been col-

lected and published under the title of 'CEuvres Choisies de
Le Sage,' Paris, 1783, 15 vols. 8vo., and 1810, 16 vols. 8vo.

Most of his novels have been frequently reprinted, but espe-

cially ' Gil Bias,' which has appeared in all forms from the

most splendid typography ana embellishments to the hum-
blest. It has been translated into all the languages of

Europe; the English translation is by Dr. Smollett. 'Le
Diable Boiteux' is translated into English under the title of
• The Devil on Two Sticks ;' and we have also translations of

the ' Bachelor of Salamanca,' and of most of the other novels.

SAGERE'TIA, a genus of plants of the natural family

Rhamnese, formed, by M. A. Brongniart, of old species of

Zizyphus and of Rhamnus, and named after M. Sageret, a
French vegetable physiologist. The species are found in

both South and North America, Java, China, and in India

along the foot of the Himalayas. The genus is character-

ised by having a five-cleft pitcher-shaped calyx; petals five.
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oonvolute or cucullate; stamens five, bearing ovate two-
celled anthers; disk fleshy, cup-shaped, girding the ovary;
ovary almost immersed in the disk, three-celled; style

short, thick ; stigmas three, sessile or three-lobed ; fruit un-
known. The species form shrubs, with slender, usually
thorny branches ; leaves nearly oblong, lanceolate and ser-

rate ; flowers small, crowded in axillary or terminal spikes.

The only species which requires particular notice is S. thee'-

sans, which is remarkable as being employed as a substitute

for tea, oven in China, where the poor arc described by Os-
beck as making use of the leaves in the same manner as
those of the true tea, and for which it makes a good sub-
stitute from its astringenev and fragrance.
SAGHALIEN. [Tarsal]
SAGl'NA, the name of a genus of plants, from tagino,

to cram or fatten, a name not very appropriate. TThis
genus belongs to the natural order Alsinacee, and is cha-
racterised by possessing an inferior calyx, with four spread-
ing permanent sepals, four ovate obtuse petals, shorter than
the calyx, four stamens, superior ovary, with four short
styles, capsule splitting into four valves, and numerous
minute seeds attached to a central placenta. Four species
are indigenous to Britain. They form small herbs, which are
very generally diffused over the temperate regions of the globe.
SAGlTfA (the Arrow). This constellation is one of the

old ones, and is situated over the back of Aqui la. In
Constellation it is stated that Sagitta is a part of Aquila
in Aratus; but this, though very commonly stated, is

erroneous, as is noticed by Grotius "in his notes on Aratus;
though the edition of Grotius himself countenances the
error in the plates. Grotius traces the mistake to Ger-
manicus in his Latin version.

The principal stars are as follows :

—

but it is worth noting that he says many (in his time) ]*•

nied that the original figure was that of a centaur.

The principal stars are as follows :

—
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1 2231 6

2 2263 6
t 4 2298 6
a 5 2305 4

fl 6 2309 4
a 7 2322 44
z 8 2327 6

10 2342 6

11 2347 6

Y 12 2348 4

(X) 13 2353 6

<y) 14 2362 6

iz) 15 2365 6

»/ 1G 2366 6

18 2390 6

1

SAGITTA'RIA (from sagitta, an arrow, a term indicat-
ing the shape of the leaves), the name of a genus of plants
belonging to the natural order Alismacea*. The genus is
characterised by possessing barren and fertile flowers, with
a 3 leaved calyx and three petals. The fertile flowers have
numerous Distils collected into a head, and one-seeded com-
pressed and margined pericarps. The species of this genus
are water-plants, and are found in the hotter and temperate
parts of the globe, and are frequently remarkable for the
beauty of their flowers. The only species indigenous in this
country is the S. sagitti/olia, common arrowhead, which is
known by its arrow-shaped leaves with lanceolate straight
lobes. The rhizomata of many of the species contain amy-
laceous matter, and form a nutritious food, for which pur-
pose they are said to be used by the Calmuc Tartars.
SAGITTA'RIUS (the Archer), one of the constellations

of (he zodiac, the figure of which is that of a centaur draw-
ing the bow, and situated below Aquila, between Scorpius
and Capricornus: it must not be confounded with Cen-
tauries. The mythological account of this constellation is
very meagre, and confirmatory of the reason given in Con-
stellation why the Greeks could not have been the first
to give names to the constellations. Hyginus can find no
more illustrious mortal to fix in this part of the heavens than
one Crotus, the son of Eupheme, the nurse of the Muses,

So marked errooaoustot Bayer's 6 b 00.
Ditto ditto: Bayer's o U eft.

Thi*fcUMfiuwhk>hfto«mmr«hMtfaam*)«]
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SAGO, a woid signifying, in the language of the Papuas,

bread, since it constitutes the staple article of food of the

inhabitants of the Eastern Archipelago and other parts

vjere the plants which yield it grow. It is not a seed,

as sometimes supposed, hut the farina from the stem of

several palms and palm-like vegetables, the chief of
which are the Sagus Rumphii, Willd. (Metroxylon Sagus)

;

the Sagus lsDvis, Rox. : the Saguerus Rumphii, Rox. (Go-
mutus Gommuto, Rumph. ; Sagus vinifera, Pers.) ; the

Phcenix farinifera, Corypha umbraculifera, some Cycases,

and even a Zamia, but these last yield a very inferior sort.

The seeds of Dolichos chinensis are used in North America
for bread, and also a starch procured from the tubers of the

Convolvulus Batatas is beat up with the farina of the

Euterpe caribsea into sago in the West Indies. Of late years

s very fine sago has been brought from Brazil, which is most
likely procured from the Mauritia flexuosa, and some of the

other magnificent palms of that country. Sago is a variety

of starch, prepared by the plant for the use of the flowers

and fruit, and is most abundant just before the evolution or

appearance of the spadix or flower-bud, which is known by
a whitish dust transuding through and covering the leaves.

At this time the stem is cut down, near the base, and then
divided into pieces of five or six feet in length. 'A part of

the outer hard wood is then sliced off, and the workman,
coming to the pith, cuts across the longitudinal fibres and
the pith together, leaving a part at each end uncut, so that

when it is excavated there remains a trough, into which the
pulp is again put, mixed with water, and beaten with apiece
of wood ; the fibres, being then separated from the pulp, float

at the top, and the flour subsides. After being cleared in this

manner by several waters, the pulp is put into cylindrical

Wkets made of the leaves of the tree ; and, if it is to be
kept some time, those baskets are generally sunk in fresh

waler to keep it moist, for the pulp will keep long if pre-

served from the air, but if exposed it presently turns sour.'

(Forrest's Voyage to the Moluccas, p. 39.)

The quantity yielded by one tree is prodigious. Five or

tix hundred pounds are not an unusual produce for one tree

;

and as the vegetation still remains after being felled, astern
attain springs up, which goes through the different stages of

growth till it is fit for the axe.

The flour or powder is rarely imported, granulated sago
being the state in which it is commonly brought to Europe.
'To bring it into this state from the flour, it must be mois-
tencd and passed through a sieve in to an iron pot (very shallow)
held over a fire, which enables it to assume a globular form.

Thus all our grained sago is half baked, and will keep long.'

(Forrest.) Of this granulated sago there are two varieties,

the common or brown sago, and pearl sago. The latter is in

small hard horny or semi-transparent grains, about the size

of a pin's head ; the former are in larger grains, about
the size of the grains of pearl barley. Both are inodorous,

and with an insipid taste. They swell in cold water, and
are nearly thoroughly soluble in boiling water, so as to form
a thick starch-like solution, which may be used as a pudding,
or prepared in other ways as an article of diet for children
and invalids, if a farinaceous diet is required.

SAGOUIN. [Jacchus. vol. xiii , p. 69.] The terra Sa~
gnuins or Sagoins is also employed by M. F. Cuvier and
others to distinguish the second division of the monkeys of
the New Continent, with long but not prehensile tails.

Under this division M. Lesson arranges the genera Sagui-
ftui, Laccp. ; Nocthora, F. Cuv. ; and Ptthecia [Sakis],
Dosin.

The genus Saguinus is thus defined by M. Lesson:-*
Same character as in the Sapajous, excepting that the ears

aro very large and deformed, and that the tail is covered

with short hairs. Body slender. Facial angle, 60 degrees

Dental formula:

—

T . 4 ,1-1 . 6-6
Incisors . ; canines -——; molars -—- = ob.

4 1—1 o—

o

M. Lesson arranges the following species under the

genua :

—

Sciureus, persnnatus, lugens, amictus, torquatus,

Moloch, melanocheir, and infulalus.

Example, Saguinus Sciureus.

Description.—Size about that of a squirrel, hardly more
than ten inches in length without the tail, which measures
rnnrteen or fourteen inches. Body greenish yellow above,

becoming greyish on the thigh and arms; body beneath,

nearly white. Feet, legs, and fore-arms reddish chestnut.

Muzzle dark ; the rest of the face and ears flesh-coloured.

Tail black at the tip. In both extremities the nails of the

PH. Nfl. 1270.

thumbs are broad : those of ihe rest of the fingers aremora
claw-like.

This is the Simia sciurea, Linn. ; Callilhrix sciureus,
Geoff. ; Sagoin Su'imiri, and Sa'imirc of the French

;

Saimirc of the natives of the Orinoco; and Titi of Hum-
boldt.

Localities.—Brazil and Guyana.
This pretty species is often kept by the natives in confine-

ment. One in the Paris menagerie is described by M. F.

Cuvier as very playful and good-humoured. The tail, when
the animal was at rest, was wound round the body or limbs,
a position in which it was kept when the little creature
slept, which it did in a sitting posture, with the head bent
down between the fore-legs; but the tail was never used as
a support. This is not an uncommon species.

The Saimiri.

Cuvier will not allow the Sagouins and Satmins to be
classed together, and indeed he separates the Satmiri above
described and figured from the Sagouins, making the Sakis
intervene between the forms. He says that in the Satmiri
the tail is depressed, and ceases to be prehensile, and that

the head is very flat. He also observes that there is a mem-
branous space in the interorbital partition in the skeleton.

Of the Sagouins {Callithrix, Geoff) he says that they
have the tail slender, and that their teeth do not project,

remarking that they had for a long time been associated

with the Satmiris. but that the head of the Sagoins is

higher, and that their canines are much shorter. Such, he
observes, are the Sagouin a masque {Callithrix personata,
Geoff.), and the Sagouin en deuil or La Veuve {La Viduita,

Simia lugens, Humb.).
The first of these, Callithrix personata (Saguinus per

sonatus) is greyish-yellow, with the head and the four hands
black, and a reddish tail.

Locality.—Brazil, where it is found between the 18th and
2 1st degrees of south latitude, on the banks of rivers.

The second, Callithrix lugens (Saguinus lugens), has tin*

body of a shining black, with a purplUh lustre on some
parts: the hair soft and shining. The face has the appear-
ance of a bluish- white square mask, which is surrounded by
a narrow margin of a purer tinge, while two stripes of the

same colour run from the eyes to the temples. The throat

is marked with a band of white, of which colour are the

anterior hands on the outsides, so that they there resemble a
pair of white gloves, to which the natives compare them.

Habits, Localities, <J-c—This species, which is the Macava
cahou of the natives, appears to be extremely rare. Humboldt
saw only one specimen, and that in the forests bordering the

rivers Cassiquiare and Guaviare. It was said to live in pairs

;

and this opinion was confirmed by the fear and dislike

shown by the captive when placed near even some of the

most diminutive species of the genus. It was very shy, and
was active only when alone. When in the vicinity of per-

sons, though they were occupied in general business, it

would remain immoveably attentive to all that passed, re-

fusing food even, notwithstanding a long fast. When alone

its behaviour was very different. If a bird was introduced,

the monkey was instantly roused at the sight of it, darted

upon it like a cat, and swallowed it instantly, its whole ha-

bit at such moments being that of a carnivorous animal.

Vol. XX.—1 8
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SAGUENAY, River. [Canada.]
SAGUKRUS. [Arkno.1
8AGUNTUM. [Punic Wars.]
SAHA'R A, or SAHRA, is a country of immense extent,

which occupies the central parts of Northern Africa. Its

western extremity is washed by the Atlantic, along which it

extends from Cape Nun, 2H
Q 46' N. lat., to the mouth of the

river Senegal, 17° N. lat. From the snores of the Atlantic

it extends eastward nearly across the continent of Africa,

being separated from the Red Sea only by the valley of the

Nile ami the rocky country which lies between that river

and the Red Sea. The valley of the Nile constitutes the

eastern boundary of the Sahara. The western edge of that

valley occurs between 30° and 32° E. long., and as the
African shore along the western boundary of the Desert is

between 1 1° and 1 7° W. long., the Sahara extends from east

to west, on an average, through 44 degrees of longitude, or

about 2650 miles. The northern and southern boundaries
are very imperfectly known. On the north the Sahara
reaches to the base of the Atlas Mountains ; but we are un-
acquainted with the exact position of this portion of the

mountains, which is laid down on our maps according to

the vague information collected from the natives. Some
geographers suppose that between the Atlas and the Sahara
a fertile and tolerably level country occurs, which is called

Biledulgorid, or Balad-al-Jarid. i.e. the country of palm-
trees ; but it is more probable that this name is applied by

the Moghrebins to the southern declivity of the Atlas, as the

valleys in those parts, being open to the Sahara, experience

that extraordinary degree of heat without which dates

would not ripen, or at least would not come to perfection.

The Atlas constitutes the northern boundary of the Sahara
from Cape Nun on the west to 10° E. long, on the east.

From this meridian as far east as the valley of the Nile (30°

E. long.), a stony and broken country extends between the

Sahara and the Mediterranean, comprehending the countries

belonging to Tripoli, including Barca and the stony desert

which lies between Barca and Egypt In these parts the

northern boundary of the Sahara is better known. The
hilly and stony country terminates on the south between
20° and 30° N. lat., except between 15° and 20° E. long.,

where a wide and mountainous tract advances to the south as

far as 27° N. lat. The northern edge of this tract is known
by the name of Harutsh-el-Assoud, or Black Harutsh ; it is

the Mons Niger of Pliny. It consists chiefly of basalt, and
rises towards its extremity to a considerable elevation. The
southern edge, called Harutsh el- Abiad, consists of calca-

reous hills of moderate elevation. This rocky region termi-
nates in the desert near 20° E. long., and on the east of it

the Sahara appears to extend to the shores of the Mediter-
ranean. Hornemann, when crossing the plain of Sultin,

east of the Harutsh-el-Assuat near 29° N. lat., did not per-

ceive any mountain or even hill towards the north ; and Delia
Cella, who travelled at a short distance from the shores of
the Gulf of Sidra, south of 30° N. lat, observes that no
mountains were visible, and that only low sand-hills ap-
peared near the shores. It seems then that between 17°

and 19° E. long, an arm of the Sahara reaches the shores of
the Mediterranean, at the innermost corner of the gulf of
Sidra or Greater Syrlie, and the rocky region of Barca is

thus divided from that district, of which the ranges of the

Harutsh constitute the most eastern portion. This northern
branch of the Sahara has probably an average width of
about 100 miles. On t}ie shores of the gulf it occupies the
space between Geria and Haen Agan.
The southern boundary of the Sahara is beat known to-

wards the Atlantic, where it extends to the vicinity of the
Senegal river, and between 1

5

9 and 4° W. long, approaches
the parallel of 16° N. lat. Farther east the river Joliba or
Quorra constitutes the dividing line between the Desert and
Soodan as far as the meridian of Greenwich, so that Soodan
advances to 17° N. lat, near Timbuctoo. Between that place

and the lake Tchad the exact line of the boundary is not
known, but it probably lies near 14° N. lat, and this parallel

may also be considered as dividing the Sahara from Kastera
Soodan as far as the frontier of Dor-Fur, near SJ° B. long.

Farther east it lies between 16° and 17° N. lat We may
therefore suppose that on an average the Sahara extends
from north to south over 1 4 degrees of latitude, or 9a© milea.
The area of the Sahara, within these limits, occupies more
than 2,500,000 square miles, or more than two-thirds of the
area of Europe,
The Sahara is a desert, but it is not, aa is oomosonJy sup-

posed, covered in its whole extent by a fine and loose sand.

There certainly are tracts of considerable extent, the feurnv*

of which is covered with a thick layer of fine andjoose sand,

and with low sandy hills; but if we may jud^e from ths

scanty information that we have respecting this irarneu^e

country, it would seem that the greater part of it cotu^j
of a firm soil, in many parts composed of indurated sand, <a

others of sandstone. The surface of other tracts consists J
rocks, especially granite, frequently mixed with quart*
But whatever mav be the soil in any given place, it wn
tremely poor, and almost entirely destitute of vegetans
It is true that there are tracts covered with bush** and
coarse grass, but they are few, and invariably of moderate
extent This general sterility is chiefly owing to the dn ne*»
of the atmosphere. The Sahara is situated in that part of
the globe which separates the region of the winter rams from
those of the summer rains, and it does not participate u
either of them. In the greatest part of this extensive rceiua

a drop of rain never falls to refresh the arid soil ; ana4 m
those districts which approach the countries which hart
abundant rains, only a few showers occur in August sod
September, and even these not every year. This want of

rain renders the whole region unfit for any kind of culutv
tion, but not uninhabitable, as the lower depressions cooua
a few wells, in the vicinity of which the soil is covered wuu
grass and bushes, that afford pasture to camels, goat*, and
sheep. These animals supply subsistence to the ouat^
tribes, who wander about in this boundless waste. Traveller*
who cross this region are exposed to many dangers, both
from the nature of the country and from the character of it*

inhabitants. Though the camels Occasionally find » cm
shrubs or grass to satisfy their hunger, no provisions can U
got along the whole route, which exceeds 1000 mdei c
length. The traveller must carry everything with hau.
The wells of drinkable water occur only at a distance of t«n

days' journey from one another, and sometimes the di>u^»
is still greater. The traveller in the desert must Uwrefc nt

provide himself with as much water as is required fc* to*

consumption until he reaches the next well ; and if the

season is drier and hotter than usual, the well is dried up,

and he runs imminent risk of perishing of thirst If tt<

loses his way in the wilderness, a certain death awajU lues

from hunger and thirst. In those tracts which are cov«r*4
with fine loose sand, the whirlwinds often blow with greai

force, and raise a large portion of the sand to a consider shb
height and deposit it again at some distance. Such pilbit

of sand have buried many caffilas. The inhabitant* of lU
desert lead a wandering life, and, like all nomadic tnbr* s.%

always ready to attack the traveller, to deprive him of I *
goods, and to reduce him to slavery. In spite of all tfcv <
dangers, the 8ahara is annually traversed by several catlike
which carry on the commerce between Soodan and \±*

countries on the shores of the Mediterranean.
There is however a track across the desert, in which tho*

dangers are comparatively small. It lies between 13* ai*i

16° E. long., and owes its advantages partly to its dim*./
and partly to its soil. It is remarkable that this track occia
where no elevated country lies between the Mediterrams*
and the Sahara, but only the low range of the Harvi»a>
which joins that arm of the Sahara that reaches the »horr»

of the Mediterranean. The country along the shore* of ti*

gulf of Sidra, between 12* and 19* E. long., and betwws
toe gulf and the Sahara, does not appear to rise in ani pan
more than 1000 feet and in most parts it ia much ie*«c
Through this wide gap the northern winds, which frcqu** it

blow a gale, and bring moisture from the countries dot K d
the Mediterranean, which at that season are drenched w/-s

rain, find access to the Sahara, and produce a consider*!**
degree of cold even as far south as Moursuk. Hormouui
observes that these winds chilled the air to such a 6V~^t
that not only the natives, but even himself was coea|ur4
to have recourse to a fire; and Denbam obsencs Uaai ta»

thermometer sometimes sinks as low as 41* of Ftbiw.W
To these winds also we may probably ascribe the ram vsah
(alia in this season in the kingdom of Fexaeo. and rwo4rn
it the most fertile tract of the Sinarm. Tneee nuno aafsar
to extend to 21° N. lat, and as the northern Unit of m»
tropical rains occurs near 16° N. lat, the tract betw eoa is»

two limits of rain does not exceed five degrees of kin»*»
whilst in other places it occupies more than faunas tawi

extent The advantages of this tract as a Ihiwm^Man a»
caffilas consist in the smaller extent of the sandy
of the continuous or broken
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rocky parts within the rainless region resemble the sandy
tracts in being without vegetation, the wells which
occur between them are more numerous, and rarely more
than a few days' journey from one another. The road

through this country gives the easiest access to the interior

of Africa from the north, and requires a more particular

cot ice.

After leaving the town of Tripoli, the road runs south-east

to the northern boundary of Fezzan, over a country which
partakes in some degree of the nature of the Sahara, pre-

senting a succession of plains and ridges of hills. The sur-

face ofthe plains is in general a firm sand, with a few rocky
eminences and patches of gravel. In some spots not a ves-

tige of vegetation appears, and the ground is in no place

completely covered, except in a few small oases, where there

is a turf. The hills are of inconsiderable height, generally

not exceeding 400 feet, and never rising above 600 feet.

Many of them consist of limestone overtopped by lava;

others are only sand-hills They are without vegetation,

but contain between them many fertile valleys. This coun-
try, which extends to the town of Sokna in Fezzan, has abun-
dance ofwells and water. The town of Sokna, which contains

afwve 3000 inhabitants, is enclosed by walls and surrounded
by groves of date-trees, the produce of which is of excellent

quality. South of this place extends the Harutsh Assouat,

or lions Niger, occupying a width of about 35 miles in a
straight line. The lower strata consist of a yellowish lime-

stone, almost entirely composed of marine remains ; but
large masses of* tabular basalt and irregular precipices

occur in the hills, and extend over all the contiguous plains.

There is no vegetation and no water. Travelling is extremely
difficult, as the hills are furrowed by deep chasms and nar-

row ravines. Fezzan, which extends from this mountain
tract to the northern tropic, consists of numerous small oases

separated from each other by comparatively narrow tracts

of sand. [Fezzan.] Water is abundant, except towards the

southern boundary, where a level desert occurs, which can
only be traversed in four days; but in the middle of it there

is a small place called Gatrone, surrounded by sandy hills and
mounds covered with small trees. The soil of this desert to-

wards the north consists of a mixture of sand and salt, but
the greater part is merely covered with a fine reddish sand.

At Kasrowa andTegerhy there are extensive plantations of

date-trees and abundance of water. From the southern
boundary of Fezzan to the town of Bilma, or from 23° to

18° 30' N. lat., a continuous ridge of steep rocky hills, ele-

vated from 300 to duo feet above the plain, runs almost due
north and south ; and from five to twenty miles east of this

ridge there are isolated hills, mostly composed of sand, but
in some places of rock. Between these rocks the road runs

over a stony plain without the least vegetation, but Denhara
says that after the rains a grass quickly springs up, which
is several feet high, and that the rains fall in torrents as far

as the Tiggerindumma hills. It would therefore appear

that ra this tract the northern rains extend to 21° N. lat.

No part of this country is inhabited, but wells of drinkable

water occur at distances of three or four days' journey.

Near 19° N. lat. however there are several small towns or

villages, which owe their existence not so much to a cer-

tain degree of fertility in the soil, as to numerous small

lakes which lie along the foot of the rocky range, and in

which trona crystallizes. In the vicinity of some of these

lakes there are groves of date-trees and pasture-ground

for cattle. In some parts the soil is covered with in-

crustations of pure troua, which extend for several miles

in every direction. In a few places mimosa-trees are found.

Bilma is noted for its extensive salt-pits [Bilma], and
in its vicinity there are a few spots covered with vege-

tation. South of Bilma is the most difficult portion of

the road. It runs over loose hills of fine sand, in which
the camels sink nearly knee-deep. The hills sometimes

disappear in a single night by the drifting of the sand,

and all traces of the passage, even of a large caravan,

vanish in a few hours. Wells are rare. After four days'

travelling from Bilma, the wells of Dibla are met with,

tnd after four days more, those of Aghadem. The last-men-

tioned wells are abundant, and situated in a wooded valley,

which however is not inhabited. After three days more the

tountry is reached which enjoys a small portion of the tro-

pical rains, and the soil improves. At first the sandy soil

is interspersed with clumps of grass, and here and there

with low bushes; trees soon appear, and then increase in

number. Thus the desert ceases near 16° N, lat., but no

permanent habitations are met with until the vicinity of
Lari is reached, a town which is situated a short distance
from lake Tchad (14° 20' N. lat.). The desert between
Bilma and Lari is called the Desert of Tintuma.
The tract just noticed as traversing the desert from north

to south, divides the Sahara into two unequal portions, of
which the western and larger is known among the natives
by the name of Sahel, and the eastern and smaller among
geographers by that of the Libyan Desert.

Coast.—Until lately many misconceptions prevailed re-

specting this coast, which extends perhaps more than 1200
miles along the Atlantic. It was said that the coast was
sandy, and so low that it could only be discovered at a very
short distance; that it was lined by extensive sand-banks
and shoals; and that the current set perpendicularly to-

wards the shore. It was added that a fog frequently con-
cealed it from the navigator, who was driven towards it by
a strong wind which blew directly on the coast. All these

circumstances, it was supposed, contributed to the number of

shipwrecks' which annually occurred on this coast, and threw
a great number of Christians into the hands of the Moore
who reduced them to slavery. Modern surveys of the shoro
however have shown that nearly the whole of the coast is

elevated, and consists of sandstone, which in most parts rises

to the height of 100 feet and more, but in some does not ex-
ceed 60 or 80 feet. These cliffs are generally separated from
the sea by a narrow beach ; but in some places their base is

immediately washed by the ocean ; and in others sand-hills

are observed, which rise gently to a moderate height: at

the back the country is generally elevated. A low coast"

only occurs between cape Mirik (19° N. lat.) and the mouth
of the river Senegal, but here also dunes are found at no
great distance from the shore, and behind these the Hat
country seems to have a considerable elevation above the

sea. The whole coast as far south as Cape Blanco is free

from sand-banks and shoals, and has regular soundings
The depth gradually increases from the beach, and at the
distance of four miles there are from 30 to 34 fathoms ; at

twelve miles, from 50 to 60 fathoms : and at the distance of

thirty miles, about 100 fathoms. The water then deepens very

suddenly. A large sand-bank however extends from Grey-
hound Bay (21° N. lat.) to Cape Mirik ; it is known by the

name of the Bank of Arguin, and on it the French frigate Me-
dusa was lost in 1816. As to the currents Lieut Arlett ob-

serves that they do not set in towards the land, but run in vari-

ably in the direction of the coast, except east of Cape Juby
(27° 58' N. lat. and 12° 55' W. long.), where the coast turns

suddenly from south-west to west; and the current, having

hitherto followed the direction of the coast, strikes obliquely

on the shore previous to attaining its regular course. This is

the most dangerous place in the whole coast-line, as the swell

is almost invariably from the north-west, and consequently

almost directly on the coast; besides this, the fine particles

of sand which cover the desert, being blown into the sea and
mingling with the haze occasioned by the heavy surf, render
this coast very indistinct. Lieut. Arlett thinks that it would be
nearly impossible for a merchant ship embayed here to work
offshore. The greatest strength of the current is usually at

the distance of three to six miles from the land, and it gra-

dually decreases as it recedes from it. Its average rate from
Mogadore to Cape Juby is from one-half to three quarters of

a mile per hour. At Cape Juby it increases to one mile and
a quarter per hour, and at Cape Bojador its rate is about
one mile. It is however true that the wind almost without
exception blows from the north-west or west, and frequently

in hard gales, especially in the night. As the trade- winds,

which blow from a nearly opposite quarter, prevail iu these

parts, it is supposed that the rarefaction of the air, produced

by the arid soii of the Sahara being heated to an extra-

ordinary degree by the almost perpendicular rays of the

sun, gives rise to the westerly winds along the coast of the

Sahara.

Soil.—The Sahel, or western part of the desert, is by far

the worst part of the Sahara. It does not appear that in

all this vast extent a single oasis occurs the soil of which is

fit for agriculture or for the growth of date-trees. The &oil

however varies greatly, passing from a fine to a coarse sand and
gravel, and then gradually to a bare layer of broken stones

and rocks. In many places hills of moderate elevation

occur. Some of them consist of sand, and are subject to be
changed in size and form by the winds ; others eon>ist of

rocks, frequently of granite and quarti. All these soils are

destitute of vegetation, which only appears in the depres-

28 2
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lions between the hill* and sometimes at the baso of the

rocky elevations, but it consists only of a few grosses and
shrub*. It would however appear that there must be nu-
merous tracts, though probably of small extent, which are

fit for pasture ; for according to all accounts, the number
of individuals who find subsistence in this part of the Sa-

hara is far from small, and they subsist altogether on the

produce of their herds. It is true that the great commer-
cial road which traverses the desert between Drah in Mo-
rocco and Timbuctoo in Soudan runs through a country

which is incapable of afTordimr, subsistence to a single family.

It is however stated, and with some degree of probability,

that the caravan road has been purposely formed through

the worst part of the desert, the merchants being less afraid

of the dangers of the country than those which they would
have to encounter if they traversed a tract which is inha-

bited by numerous independent tribes, each of which is

eager to enrich itself by plundering the caravans or sub-

jecting them to a heavy tax for a free passage through their

territories. It is ai least certain that the country along the

coa>t is fur from being entirely destitute of inhabitants, as

they always make their appearance when a vessel approaches

or is cast on the shore. It would also appear that at no
great distance from tu< sea the country contains extensive

pasture-grounds though of very inferior quality, and fre-

quently intomi):U*l by tracts which are completely sterile.

Farther inluhd desert tracts entirely destitute of vegetation

aud inhabi units occupy a much greater portion of the
country, but it is perfectly sterile aud uninhabited only along
tht auivun road, so that the rath]us generally terminate

their long journey without meeting with a siugle person.

The different tracts covered with sand, gravel, and rocks,

as well as the ridges of low hills which occur along the

caravan road, run east and west, a fact which may perhaps
be accounted for by the circumstance of the wind almost
without exception blowing from the east. The country be-

ween this road and the above-mentioned country between
Tripoli and Lari is less known than the western portion of

the Sahel. but the tribes of the Tuaricks which inhabit it

appear to be numerous, and to consist of many individuals.

The Libyan desert, or eastern part of the Sahara, contains
a considerable number of oases or fertile tracts, which sup-
port a moderate population. Nearly all of them contain

extensive groves of date-trees and fields in which dhurra is

grown. Besides several oases which lie at the distance of
two to three days' journey from the valley of the Nile on the

west, and which are noticed in the article Egypt, several

others of some extent occur along the caravan route which
leads from Dar-Fur north cast toTibesti, but our knowledge
of the countries along this road is very imperfect, as no
European has ever crossed it. O-her oa^cs occur near the
northern boundary of the Libyan desert, among which are
Siwah and Augila. [Augila.]

Climate,—Few European travellers have traversed the
Sahara, and we are very impeifectly acquainted with its

climate. It is certain that no rain falls along the coast
south of Cape Juby, but it is also certain that some showers
fall annually in the countries south of Mount Atlas, but it

is not known how fur inland they extend. These showers
fall between August and November. Along the coast
heavy dews occur in the summer months, but they appear to

be quite unknown in the interior, as Cailli6 never makes
any mention of dew. In the interior the wind blows almost
without interruption from the east, and in the day-time fre-

quently with the violence of a gale, which however is gene-
rally followed by a dead calm after iunset. The strong
wind moderates the heat of the burning sun, and hence the
nights are usually more insupportable than the noon-day
heat The violent gales frequently raise tho loose sand in

such quantities, that a layer of nearly equal portions of sand
and air, and rising about twenty feet above the surface of
the ground, seems to divide the purer atmosphere from the
solid earth. Thii sand, when agitated by whirlwinds, some-
times buries caflilas and often puts them into the greatest
coufusion. • One of tho largest or these pillars of sand,' says
Ceill:£, • enmed our camp, oxcrset all the tents, and, whirling
us about like straws, threw one of us on the other in the
utmost confusion. Wc knew not where we were, and could
not distinguish any i^nng at the distance of a foot. The
sand wrapped u<* in darkness like a fog, and heatcu and
earth denied confounded and blended x 1 1 one. Whilst this
frightful tempi'* t la- ted, ve remained stretched on tlie

ground, motionless dung ot thirst, burned by tho heat of

the sand, and buffeted by the wind. We suffered nothing

however from the sun, whose disc, almost concealed by the

cloud of sand, appeared dim and deprived of its rays.' Tbe
degree of heat to which these countries are subject ha*

not been determined by exact observation. David***

briefly states that in the country near Wadi Nun, l)ing

at the foot of the Atlas, aud contiguous to the Sahara, the

thermometer in summer at noon varied between 12u
v and

140°. Golberry states that at St. Louis on the Senegal a

place situated on the southern border of the Sahara, ibe

mean temperature of the spring (April, May, and June) ax

six o'clock in the morning is 83°, and at noon 9Qm. In

summer (July, August, and September) the thermometer

in the morning generally rises to between 82° and 83\ and
at noon to 107°. The greatest degree of heat whveh is ex-

perienced in the intenor of the Sahara seems to occur in

August and September, at which time caravans do not travel.

though it is the season in which the northern parts of the

desert are refreshed by showers of rain.

Productions.—The most useful domestic animal is the

camel, without which these extensive deserts could net

be traversed. The camels which are reared by ih* truWe

that inhabit the desert are distinguished by their extraor-

dinary speed and abstinence, and known in northern Afrr*
by the name of heirie* or maharhie*. Next to the camel tbe

most useful animal is the goat, which is very abundant tu

the Sahel, as the dry pastures are more adapted to it th*a

to sheep. Sheep however are also common. There are

some black cattle of a small breed, but only in those places

which have good pasture. Horses are rare in tbe Sabes,

but more numerous farther east. There are lions and pan-

thers, and some other smaller wild animals. Gaaelles are

frequent in all places where bushes and shrubs occur, and
in a few places antelopes also are met with. In the deseru
bordering on Egypt thedipus jerboa abounds. In the Sahei

ostriches are very numerous, and they are hunted by tbe

natives for their feathers from May to July. Vulture* and
ravens arc the only birds that inhabit the deserts, except on

some of the lakes along the rocky hills between Feasan aud
Bilma, where there are snipes and wild ducks. In sons
parts the Guinea-fowl occurs. There are also serpens*

in the desert. As honey is used in some districts, it would
seem that bees must be kept, but we find no mention of

them by travellers.

The vegetable productions are few in number. Date-

trees are only found in the oases of the eastern district****

at the foot of Mount Atlas. The Tibboos, a native tribe U
the Libyan desert, cultivate gitfsub. a species of mdlei.

and a little cotton. As millet constitutes a part of tbe

daily food of the Moors who inhabit the western put
of the Sahel, it would seem that this grain is also raised

there; but there is no authority for saying that u *.

Among the wild plants there are tome species of a&r

mosas, of acacias, and the Hedysarum alhaju a thorn
plant about eighteen inches high, which remains green a£

the year round, grows in many parts of the desert to Uw
sand, and is eagerly eaten by the camels : it is nearly ibt

only plant that supplies them with food while they as
traversing the desert. Near the most south-western coracr

of the Sahel are extensive woods consisting of acac-a-ireak

from which by far the greatest part of the gum is obtained
which in Europe is consumed under the name ofgum atabi
It is collected by the Moors, and then sold to tbe Frenra
and English merchants in Su Louis on tho banks of La*

Senegal river.

The minerals are limited to iron-ore and salt. % Iron aa
occurs between Fexzan and Bilma Salt is obtained Cross

springs and lakes, and it occurs also in extensive bed* to tae

Sabel. It is of great importance to tbe inhabitant** as a
furnishes them with the most abundant article of oomnaom.
Tbe countries south of the Sahara, comprehended uodar ike

name of Soodan, appear to have no salt, and alt the tali

which is consumed in them is brought from tbe Sahara.
The onl) places permanently inhabited in the fiahel lai

those in the neighbourhood of which salt iM found.
Inhabitants.—A great number of indepeudent tribe* ate

dispersed over the Sahara. They belong to four oaf«aa*>
the Moors, the Tuaricks, Tibboos, and Arabs. Tbe Mem
seem to be in possession of the whole country weal of ih»
road leading from Timbuctoo to Drah. They ant a hiaiva
of the Moors who inhabit Morocco, but have a greater ma-
ture of negro blood in them. Their complexion **m gfm !
nearly black, but the rod colour u»der it is r meaitea;

Digitized byVjOOQ I
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their hair is not woolly, like that of the negroes, hut straight

;

they have a spare body, and rather slender legs ; the spine is

*li_;bi)y curved, the face long, the cheeks hollow, the eyes
sunk but lively. They speak the Moghrebin dialect of the
Arabic language, and though they live on the produce of
their herds, and consequently lead a nomadic life, they take
care of the education of their children, all of whom are
taught reading and some part of the Koran. They are
rery expert in tanning and preparing leather, and in manu-
facturing, with only a hammer and a little anvil, bracelets,

earrings, and necklaces of gold, in making knives and
taggers and other arms, and they are even expert in weav-
ing. Many of them are merchants, and a still greater
number are employed in accompanying the caftilas on the
route between Drah and Timbuctoo. The best known of
the Moorish tribes ore those in whose territories the gum
forests are situated, and who bring their produce to the
European settlements on the Senegal.

The numerous tribes of the Tuaricks occupy the centre
of the Sahara, or that country which lies between the

two great caravan routes that traverse it from north to

south. The form of their body and their language prove
that they belong to the aboriginal inhabitants of Northern
Africa, who are known by the name of Berbers, and in

Marocco are called the Amazirghis. They are much stouter

than the Moors, and their complexion is not so dark. Their
nose is aquiline, the eyes large, the mouth finely formed,
the face long, and the forehead rather elevated. Their
language is said to be similar to that of the Amazirghis, but
this fact has not yet been well ascertained. They live on
the produce of their herds and by transporting salt to

Soodan, but they have also compelled some districts of those

countries to pay them a tribute, as they are very warlike
and enterprising, though their arms are only a lance and a
poniard : they never use fire-arms.

The Tibboos occupy the tract between Fezzan and Lake
Tchad, and an extensive country extending east of this line

towards the boundary of Egypt. In features they strongly

resemble the negroes. Most of them are quite black,

though some have copper-coloured faces ; they are slim and
well made, have high cheek-bones, the negro nose, large

mouth, and their teeth are much stained by the quantity of
tobacco and trona which they use. They are above the

middle size. They live principally on the produce of theii

herds and docks, but also cultivate some millet and cotton.

They are less warlike than their neighbours the Tuaricks,
and much exposed to be pillaged by them where the two
nations live near one another. They are armed like the
Tuaricks.

Along the boundary-line of Egypt and Nubia there are

some Arabian tribes, which have preserved the manners and
language of the Bedouins, and resemble them in every

respect. The use of fire-arms, which they have universally

adopted, renders them the terror of their more numerous
neighbours the Tibboos, and even of the braver Tuaricks.

Commerce.—Though the Sahara only supplies three com-
mercial products, salt, gum arabic, and ostrich feathers, a

considerable traffic is carried on between the countries

north and south of the desert, which is frequently traversed

by eaffilas, or caravans, consisting of from 200 to 500 per-

sons, and of from 500 to 2000 camels. A camel's load is

five hundred pounds. The caravans export from the coun-
tries situated on the Mediterranean chietiy goods ofEuropean
manufacture, such as fire-arms, gunpowder, and some cotton

stufTs, to which are added some articles manufactured at

Fez, and tobacco, dates, &c. Their returns consist of gold,

ostrich feathers, ivory, and slaves. In traversing the desert

they usually buy large quantities of salt, which they sell in

Soodan at a great profit. The road which the caravans

take between Tripoli and Bornou has been already noticed.

Another road, less frequented by caffilas, runs from Tim-
buctoo northward to Fez. About 150 miles north of Tim-
buctoo it passes through El Arawan, a place containing

about 300 houses, and 3000 inhabitants. Moors and Tuaricks.

Near the town there are some good wells, and also some
grass, but nothing is cultivated, and provisions are brought

from Sansanding in Bambarra. After leaving that town
no inhabited place is met with until the southern declivities

of the Atlas are reached. There are a few wells in the

central and northern districts through which the road

parses, but in those which lie contiguous to El Arawan
there is only one well, which is more than 200 miles from

that place. After having reached the southern declivities

of the Atlas, the caffila passes through the countries of El
Ha rib, El Drah, and Tafilelt, and then over the elevated
range of mountains to Fez. The road which leads from
Mogadore to Tarudant or Terodant, and thence to Tatta,is to

be considered a branch of this road. From Tatta it takes an
eastern direction, and soon falls in with the great caravan line.

These two roads are much used. A third road also begins at

Timbuctoo or El Arawan, and passes first nearly north until it

reaches, near 26° N. lat., the oasis of Touat or Tawat, whence
it continues in a north-eastern direction to Gadames, which
is on the southern declivity of the hilly region which
divides the Sahara from Tripoli. On this road caravans
travel eight days without finding a well. A caravan route

traverses the Libyan desert, beginning in Soodan at Wara,
the capital of the country of Dar-Zaleh or Wadai, aud
traversing Borgou and Tibcsti in a north-western direction.

From the last-mentioned place it runs westward to the great

road that leads from Bornou to Tripoli. No European has
ever travelled along this road. The most eastern caravan
road that traverses the Sahara connects Dar-Fur with
Egypt : it begins at Cobbe, the commercial town of Dar-
Fur, and passing through the small oases of Bir-el-Malha,

Leghea, Selimah, and Sheb, it reaches Wady Khargeh, or

the Great Oasis (25° N. lat.), whence two roods lead to

Egypt, one to the town of Girgeh and the other to Siout.

[Dar-fur.]
Salt is got in great abundance at three places in the

Sahel: at Toudeny, which is situated near 21° 30' N. lat

and 4° W. long. ; at Hoden or Waden, near 20° N. lat. and
13° W. long. ; and at Shingarin, near 17° 30' N. lat. and 4"

W. long. The town of El Arawan sends the abundant pro-

duce of the rock-salt mines of Toudeny to the countries on
the banks of the Joliba, especially to Sansanding and
Yamina, and receives in return ivory, gold, slaves, wax,
honey, cloths of Soodan, and cured provisions. The salt

obtained from the rock-salt mines of Hoden and Shingarin

is carried to the same places and to Sego by the caravans uf

the merchants of Walet, a town which is said not to be in-

ferior in extent and population to Timbuctoo, which con-

tains about 12,000 inhabitants. The position of Walet is

not well ascertained. According, to Mungo Park, it lies

between 15° and 16° N. lat. and between 5° and 6° W. long.,

on the border of the Sahara, and is surrounded by a sterile

country. The caravan route from Timbuctoo to Benown in

Ludamar passes through Walet.
An extensive fishery is earned on along the coast of the

Sahara by the inhabitants of the Canary Islands. This

fishery commences on the north at Cape Nun ; the fisher

men seldom venturing to go farther north, although fish are

equally abundant there, from fear of the Moors on that part

of the coast, who possess boats. From Cape Nun to the

bank of Arguin, which is the extent of the fishery, the in-

habitants of the desert have not a single boat. The fish

taken here are porgy, mullet of several kinds, rock-cod, and
red snapper. The tonnage of the schooners employed in

this fishery is from 100 to 150. The fish are very abundant,

and weigh from eight to sixty pounds each. Every schooner

takes daily on an average three hundredweight. The
number of persons employed in this fishery is considerable.

It gives employment to between 400 and 500 men from the

island of Lanzerote, to about 250 from Fuerteventura. and to

a considerable number from the other islands. Fish con-

stitutes the principal food of the poorer inhabitants of the

Canaries. The fishermen frequently land, not only to pro-

cure water, but to barter their fish with the inhabitants of

the desert for wool and orchilla.

Discoveries.—The nature of the Sahara opposes insuper-

able obstacles to the progress of a conqueror. The Greeks

and Romans were only well acquainted with the oases of

the Libyan desert, which are at no great distance from the

western edge of the valley of the Nile, and with those w hich

are contiguous to the rocky region that divides the desert

from the Mediterranean, as the Ammonium (now Siwah),

Augila, and Cydamum (now Gadames). The coast of the

Sahara was discovered by the Portuguese between 1412 and

1443 [Africa, vol. i.,p. 1741, hut the interior of that country

was unknown up to the end of the eighteenth century, with

the exception of what knowledge might be derived from a

few notices in the writings of Leo Africanus. The first im-

pulse to discovery in the interior of Africa was given by the

establishment of the African Association in 1788, but before

their labours produced any important result, Browne had

succeeded (m 1793' in penetrating to Dar-Fur, with the
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Soodan caravan, through the oaaes which lie west of the

alley of the Nile. Before he published hit Travels ( 1 800),

Mungo Park had returned from the banks of the Joliba,

where he had collected some information respecting the

southwestern districts of the Sahara, though he had only

been on the borders of the desert. Two years afterwards

the travels of Hornemann were published, who had pene-

trated from Egypt to Feaaan by tne way of Siwah ana Au-
Bila. Though more had thus been done towards discover-

ing the interior of Africa in the last ten years of tho eigh-

teenth century than in all previous time, no important addi-

tion to our knowledge of the Sahara was made during the

next twenty years, except a few facts contained in the nar-

rative of a shipwrecked American sailor named Adams,
which was published in 1816. Hornemann indeed is said

to have crossed the Sahara, and to have proceeded as far as

Nyffe, supposed to be about 10° 30' N. lat., but no record has

been preserved of his journey.

In 1819 Captain Lyon entered Africa from Tripoli, and
although he did not add much to our knowledge of the

Sahara, as he did not proceed farther than Tegerhy (24° N.
lat.) near the southern boundary of Feizan, he collected

much interesting information, which was published in 1821.

Denham, Clapperton, and Oudney (182M824), following

the same route, not only traversed the desert in all its

width from Tripoli to Bornou. but discovered a considerable

extent of Soodan. These important discoveries were lo be

enlarged by the travels of Major Laing, who in 1825 like-

wise departed from Tripoli, and passing through the oasis of

Sadaraes, traversed the whole width of the Sahara, and
reached Timbuctoo, but on attempting lo return to Marocco
by the way of El Arawan, he was murdered by the natives

before he reached El Arawan. No record of his travels has

has been preserved. Two years afterwards Caillie, a French-

man, who in 1827 had traversed the southern portion of

Senegambia, between 10° and 12° N. lat., and then passed

through the western countries of Soodan to Timbuctoo, de-

parted from the last-mentioned place, and reached Fes by
the route which is frequented by the caravans that carry on
the trade been Soodan -and Marocco. A few years ago
Davidson made an attempt to reach Timbuctoo by the route

from Wady Nun to Tatta, and hence to rejoin the great

caravan road, but he was murdered by the natives.

All the nomadic tribes which inhabit the Sahara are in-

dependent; but Fetzan andGadames are subject to Tripoli,

and the oases along the western edge of the valley of the

Nile, as well as Siwah, depend on the pasha ofEgypt.

(Mungo Park's Travels in the Interior Districts of
Africa ; Browne's Travels in Africa, Egypt, and Syria

;

Journal of F. Hornemann*s Travels from Cairo to Mour-
jouk; Robert A dama's Narrative, <jk.; Lyon's Narrative

of Travels in Northern Africa in the years 1818-1820;

Denham, Clapperton, and Oudney's Narrative of Travels in

Northern and Central Africa; Cail lie's Travels through
Central Africa to Timbuctoo ; Golberry's Travels in Africa;

Savigny's and Correard's Narrative of a Voyage to Senegal

and the Shipwreck of the Medusa; Captain Belcher's Ob-

servations on various points of the West Coast of Africa,

in the London Geogr. Journal, vol. ii. ; Lieut. Arietta Sur-
rey of some of the Canary Islands and of part of the

Western Coast ofAfrica^ in the London Geogr. Journal, vol.

vi. ; and Lettersfrom Mr. Davidson, in the London Geogr.

Journal, vol. vi. and vol. vii. ; Paolo della Cella's Narrative

of an Expedition from Tripoli to the Western Frontier of
Egypt.)
SAHARUNPORE. [Skharunpore.]
SAID IBN BATRIC, the name of a person more com-

monly known by the appellation of Eutychius (B*rvx«oc,

Arabic^ Eflishiom), which signifies * Happy 1

in Greek, as

•Said* does in Arabic He was born A.H. 263 (a.d. 873), at

Fostat in Egypt, and was originally brought up as a phy-

sician ; and we are told by Ibn Abt Osaibiah (Oioun Al-

Ambri/I Tabacdt Al-Atebbd, • Pontes Relationura DeClassi-

bus Medicorum,' cap. 14, sec. 10) that he excelled both in

the theory and practice of that profession, and that he com-
posed a work on the subject of medicine. But it is as an

historian that he is best known, and as one of the Melchite*

* TIlit nr*m<>. which tijpitfte* fon/aluti. was the till* applied lo the Catholic

ei Orthodox jwirty in th* Bait, In coii«cqtienct» uf the nctlve p.trt taken by the

etnperor* Marclau and L*o in enfoic.n* with arm* uud edicts the tlecreea of

thi' >yitod of Chjlexdou. k o 451. "The name vn« unknown till «hr truth ecu-

tnry. »U'l appr.irs to lie f,f Syruc origin It *n« imcnlcd by the Jacobite*, and
•*|(rrly adofled by the Nc»t *ii «im and MohttranwdAna; but it »n accepted
without •lt»tne by tha CpUujI.i* .'.ml u lrri| a-utl) u*rd kit the Auoalt of buiy
4feW Olhbott, chap 47.;

patriarchs of Alexandria, to which dignity be was raided a a
321 (a.d. 933). and assumed upon the occasion the aatt*- •

Eutychius. He died a.h. 328 (a.d. 940j. Hb |'nan
t
4

work is a general history of the world, from the etc*:* a
his own time, written in Arabic, and edited by Pocwt
Oxon., 1656,* 4to. 2 vols.. Arab, and Lat.. with the n*j
• Nadhm Al-Jauahir : Contextio Gem roarurn, use K«.»
chii Patriarch© Alexandnni Annates.' This is Uj\c4 :

;

Gibbon, chap. 51, note m., ' a pompous edition of an -©ii

ferent author, trannlated by Pocock to gratify Vw Prr*b<r

terian prejudices of his friend Selden,' who defrayed iberx
pense of the work, and promised to add some eciwiaii^n'

which however his death, in 1654. prevented bin* fn*n r .,

tributing. He had himself published a small port on of i k,

same woik, entitled 'Eutychii ifigyptii, Patrarcha? Orib
doxorum Alexandrini,—Ecclesiee sua) Origim**/ Arab *l
Lat., Lond. 1642, 4to., with a learned commentary. He «e

lected this particular chapter, because his
4 Presbyterian ;r

.

jndices' were delighted at finding in it that St. Mart,
founding the church at Alexandria, appointed a ct>Hc*v .

twelve presbyters or elders, who, whenoer the PatnxnrU <

was vacant, elected one of their own number to fi \ it

office. This little extract of Selden's was very aeTe.e^i cr.

ticised in a work entitled * Eutychius Patriarcha Ale&imtt
nus vindicatus, et suis restitutus Oricntalibu* ; srre R<^
ponsio ad Joannis Seldeni Origincs, auctore Abrabaaio fx
chellensi, Maronita ex Libano,' Romse. 1661. 4io. TK

v

other smaller works are mentioned in Wustcnfeld. • Grtri
der Arab. Aerzte,' but thisonlv has been publt>hed. tKy.
and Pusey. f Catal.MSS. Arab". Biblioth. Bodl. f D'HrrW.
'Biblioth. Orient.;' Schnurrer, 'Biblioth. Arab./ r. :;t

8A1DB. [Syria.]

SAiGA. [Antelope, vol. ii., p. 73.]

SAIL, a quantity of canvas attached to the yard* or *ut
of a boat or ship in order to receive the impulse of ibm wifw

and thus give motion to the vessel. The depth of a ud i

capable or being diminished at pleasure, according to tt

force of the wind, by means of the reef-point*.

The principal sails of lar^e vessels can be placed at n* 1
.

angles to the direction of the keel of the ship, and thu p^,
tion is given to them when the vessel goes beJbie ti

wind ; in other cases the same sails may by means ml ii

braces be placed obliquely to the keel. The sails whxk *-'

attached to the ship's stays and the sails of boats or •&*
vessels, are generally in a vertical plane passing through *
keel ; a certain degree of obliquity to that plane ma* U*
ever be given to them at tbeir lower extremities if oena
sary. Sails are strengthened by cords sewn along tar.

edges in order to prevent them from being easily torn by »ii

action of the wind.
When a vessel is in still water, the pressure of the w -

against the sails overcomes its inertia, and moixm uW-
place in some direction. The motion goes on increaii&t -;

the accelerative power of the wind, as the mutiou of » d*

scending body is accelerated by the force of grat ny ; t u; *

the end of a certain time the resistance in an opp*ue<L- r

tion, both of the air against the sails and hull of the vhir>u-

of the water against the latter, becoraiug equal to tb« acrr

lcrative power of the wind, the ship acquires a Urtn^. -

uniform velocity, and in this state (neglecting the rr**u:n
of the air) there may be said to be an equilibrium between u<

pressure of the wind against the sails and of lb* »a'»:

against the vessel.

The principal problem connected with the mctwu ».

vessels on the water has for its object the detenuin«t«c w

the relation between the velocities of the wind and of ti*

vessel ; and its solution consUts in finding algebraic c*|T'*

sious for those pressures, and making thrm^cquai u *.

another. But many practical difficulties prv*cnt ;bt;cw«!>*

in investigating that i elation; fur the pre»>urv uf the «-
is modified by the form which the sail a^umes wbea .c*

upon, by the obliquity of the wind's direction to tte gcoci
plane of the sail, and b> the interference »>f ur>e m 1 «.j

another, by which iuteiference the wind may W y»xu> -

tercepted, or currents may be pioduccd in dircc . «> 1

ferent from the geneia! direction of the wind. Tl-f rr^i*:**.-

of the water is al^o greatly iKo^lified by the hum *4 :i«

ship's hull and by the direction of us moUou «u!i rof^i

.

the line of the keel. These difficulties cannot W tti&*v*±

therefore the results of mathematical re^earche» c^nocru-^
the motion of ships can < uly be coti>idered a» \crj nrjt. .
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approximations to the rules which should guide the practice

of the seaman. And in oider to simplify the problem, it is

necessary to suppose that the ship is furnished with only one
sail, whose area is such that the action of the wind upon it

may be equivalent to the efficient action of the wind upon
all the sails. The centre velique, as it is called by forefgn

writers, or the centre of pressure, must also he supposed to

be at the centre of gravity of the sail. That part of the

ship's surface which is resisted by the water must more-
over be represented by a plane surface whose area is such
that this resistance shall be equivalent to the efficient action

of the water on the ship.

The pressure of the air perpendicularly against a plane

surface equal to one square foot is usually estimated at sfalb.

avoirdupois the surface pressed being at rest, and the wind
moving with a velocity equal to one foot per second, or

a'vrnt ©68 mile per hour; also the resistance of water

against a like surface and moving with an equal velocity

is estimated at 1*5 lb. The pressure or resistance, by the
laws of hydrodynamics, varies with the square of the

\eljcity; and, from the resolution of forces, it may be

*hown [Aerodynamics] that the effective force wilh which
a fluid strikes a plane surface obliquely, when estimated in

a direction perpendicular to the plane, varies with the

square of the sine of the inclination to the plane. It must
be observed however that no dependence can be placed

upon this law ; for, from the experiments of Bossut,

DAlembert, and Condoicet, it appears to hold good only

for inclinations between 50° and 90°. The experiments of

Smeaton indicate that the pressures vary nearly with the

sine of the inclination, when the latter is between 50 and 60
degrees; at greater inclinations the pressure is some frac-

tional power of the sine, and at very small inclinations it

approaches nearly to the square. From those of Dr. Hut-
ton it is found that at inclinations between 50° and 90° the

pressures vary nearly as the sines of the inclinations.

In determining the pressure of a fluid against the sur-

face, which is in motion, it must be observed that, by the

laws of the collision of bodies, the efficient velocity of im-
pulse is to be expressed not by the absolute, but by the
relative velocity of the impelling power. Hence, when the

wind and ship are moving in the same direction, the effec-

tive velocity is the difference, and when they are moving in

opposite directions, it is the sum of their several velocities.

It must also be observed that the force of the wind and the

reactiou of the water are to be considered as taking place in

horizontal directions, and that the effective pressure of the
wind on a flat sail is in a direction perpendicular to the
plane of the sail, whatever be the position of the latter and
the direction of the wind.
Now when a ship sails before the wind in still water, if

vre consider the sail as a plane surface at right angles to

the keel of the ship and to the direction of the wind ; repre-

senting the pressure of the air on a square foot, when the
velocity is one foot per second, by P, and the pressure of the
water on a square foot with an equal velocity by P' ; also

putting V for the velocity of the wind, andV for that of the

ship, both being expressed in feet per second ; A for the
area of the sail, and A' for that of a vertical section through
the immersed part of the ship taken perpendicularly to the

keel ; the equation of equilibrium will evidently be

A. P. (V-V')a=A'. P'. V*;
aod from this equation V' may be easily found. It follows

from the same equation that, when the other terms are

V
constant, *t V' varies with VA, or the velocity of the

wind in the sail is to the velocity of the ship as unity is to

the square root of the surface of the sail.

But while the plane of the sail is supposed to be perpen-

dicular to the keel of the ship, let the direction of the wind
he oblique to both, and let the force of impulse perpendicu-

hrty to the sail be proportional to the square of the sine

of the inclination of the wind to the sail ; then, if KL be

the keel, M the place of the mast, yz the position of the

yard, and WM represent the direction and velocity of the

wind, we shall have WM.!
sin.

8 WMz for the force of im-

pulse with which a particle of air acts on the sail. This

value of the impulse is however correct only at the moment
before the ship begins to move; for, let the ship be advanc-

ing in the direction KL with a velocity such that the sail

moves parallel to itself from M to R, while a particle of air

would move fromW to M if the ship were at rest,— it will

be evident now that a flag at M, which, when the ship is at

rest, would have its plane in the direction WM produced,
being carried by the motion of the ship from M towards L,
would be acted on by the particles of air coming against it,

as if it were resisted by forces parallel to MR and tending
from R towardsM ; therefore the forces parallel toWM and
RM being respectively proportional to those lines, the flag

will by the composition of forces take the direction «/M,the
diagonal of the parallelogram W'R. This is the efficient

direction of the wind, and its velocity may be represented
by that diagonal, when that of the wind in its true direction
is represented byWM: consequently the impulse of the wind
perpendicularly to the plane of the sail must be represented
by P.A. u/M*. sin.8 w'mz. By this impulse motion is pro-

duced in the ship in the direction of its keel, and the whole
expression may be made equal to A'. P;

. V*, the former
expression for the resistance of the water. The values ofWM and of MR, that is, V and V, the absolute velocities

of the wind and ship, and also the angle LMW being
known, the value ofwM may be computed.
When the direction of the wind is not coincident with

the line of the ship s keel, its power to impel the ship for-

ward will be increased by placing the sail in some oblique
position as YZ. In this case let MC, perpendicular to YZ,
represent the velocity with which, if not resisted by the
water, the ship would move by the action of the wind.
Then, by the resolution of motions, letting fall CD perpen-
dicularly on KL, MD and DC will represent the velocities

in those directions; and, in the case of equilibrium between
the actions of the wind and water, the resistance of the

latter against the side of the ship perpendicularly to the
keel will be to that against the bow, parallel to the keel, as

CD to DM, or as tang. ZCMD to radius. Let A" be the
area of a vertical section through the immersed part of the
ship in the direction of the keel, and A', as before, the area
of the vertical section perpendicularly to the keel ; also sup-
pose that, in consequence of the reaction of the water, the
ship's motion, instead of being in the direction MC, should
be in some other, as ME. ThenV representing the velocity

of the ship in this direction, and the resistance of the water
being supposed to be proportional to the square of the

velocity and square of the sine of the inclination, we have
P'.A".V'* sin.* EMD for the resistance of the water against

the ship's side, and P'.A'.V* cos.3 EMD for the resistance

against the bows. Therefore

tan. CMD : radius : : A" sin." EMD • A' cos.* EMD

;

consequently, the ratio of A' to A" being supposed to be
known, the value of EMD. that is, the ship's lee-way, might
be found. If ZMD=45°, and the ratio of A" to A' bo
assumed to be as 12 to 1, the lee-way will be found to bo
16° 6'; and if ZMD=30°, the lee-way will be 20° 49'. But
experiment alone can determine this element, for, with

equal velocities and equal quantities of sail, it varies in

different ships ; and, in the same ship, with the velocity,

and the disposition and quautity of the sail.

LetMN represent the velocity of the ship in the direction

ME ; then u?M, the diagonal of the parallelogram WN.
will represent the efficient velocity of the wind in that

direction, WM being the true direction of the velocity

;

and letting fall on YZ the perpendicular k>Z, this last

line will represent the velocity perpendicularly to the
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sail. Therefore tho force of the wine] in this direction

will be proportional to w7* ; then drawing wQ parallel to

ME, t» mtol SQ drawn through Z perpendicularly to ME
and u?Q, we have Z?rQ equal to the compliment of ZME,
and consequently trZ* being resolved in the direction ME
or irQ, becomes wZ* cos. ZwQ, or wZ* sin. ZM E. But wr

L
varies as sin. £wWL\ therefore the force of the wind to

impel the ship in the direction ME is proportional to

sin.
11 u>MZ sin. ZME; and the force of impulse being pro-

portional to the square of the velocity produced by it, it fol-

lows that the velocity of the ship will vary with sin. trMZ
tj sin. ZME, Now making the differential of this expression
equal to zero, considering u>ME as constant and ZME as

variable, it will be found that this product is a maximum
when ZtoME is so divided that tan. wWL : tan. ZME :

:

2 : 1, or that sin. (trMZ-ZME)=l sin. tiME.
In Maclaurin's 'Fluxions* (art. 912) there is given an

investigation of the angle WMZ, between tho true direction

of the wind and the plane of the sail, when the velocity of
the ship's motion in ME is a maximum. The general
expreasion is complex, but when the direction of the wind
is perpendicular to the ship's course we have tan. WMZ=
(9 v* I 3 V7

2+- yi ) + o ~\T»
^' Dem8 tne velocity of the ship

and V that of the wind.
Therefore, if the velocity of the ship were very small, we

should have tan. WMZ«V2 nearly, or WMZ=54° 44'

nearly. But, on making V equal to ±, s« and 4 of V, we
obtain for ZVVMZ the several corresponding values 61°

27', 63° 26', and 66* 58'. It may be observed also that, if

both ZZME and V are given, the velocity of the ship will

be a maximum when the angle WMZ is a right angle, or

when the sails are perpendicular to the true direction of the
wind.

In the same work (art. 917) there is given the investiga-
tion of an equation from which may be determined the
angle ZME, between the plane of the sail and the line of
the ship's motion when the velocity is a maximum ; and
from that equation it is inferred (art 919) that, if the wind
is perpendicular to the sail, the velocity is the greatest (pro-
vided the velocity of the ship before the wind be not less

tbau one-third of the velocity of the wind) when sin. ZME :

radius:: <V-1)«: 1-5874; the velocity of the ship being
expressed by unity, and V, the true velocity of the wind, by
a multiple of that velocity. It may also be inferred from
the same equation, that if the velocity of the wind be such
as to cause the velocity of the ship to be greater than
one- third of itself, the ship will sail faster when the course is

oblique to the wind than when coincident with its direction.
The force of the wind, which is denoted bv P.A.trM*

sin.f trMZ sin. ZME, being made equal to P'.A'.V* (which
will express the resistance of the water, if A' represent the
area of the immersed section of the ship perpendicularly to
ME), the value of V, the velocity of the ship, might from
thence be obtained ; and from the expression of that value
it may be seen that, while the other terms remain the same,
the velocity of the ship varies with the relative velocity of
the wind and ship, with the sine of its inclination to the
plane of tho sail, and with the square root of the area of the
sail. Hence also, when the velocity of the wind and both
the area and position of the sail are constant, the velocity
of the ship varies with sin. trMZ; that is, with the sine of
the angle made by the opparent direction of the wind with
the plane of the sail. It may be inferred from the general
equation, that, by sufficiently increasing A and the angle
ipMZ. the velocity (V) of the ship may be made to exceed
u>M, which is that of the wind.

If it were required to find the course of the ship and the
position of the sails, so that the ship might recede most
rapidly from any point of danger, as from a lee-coast
situated, for example, in the position indicated by M'F, at
right angles to trM, the direction of the wind ; we must
imagine MP to be drawn parallel to M'l", that is, perpen-
dicular to irM. Then, the velocity of the ship in the
direction ME being represented by sin. trMZ »J sin. ZME,
let this velocity be resolved into the direction (>crpcndicular
to MP; that is, let it be multiplied by sin. EMP: the ship
will recede most rapidly from M'P when the expression
am. irMZ. sin. EMPV sin. ZME is a maximum. On
making the differential of this expression equal to *ero, we
shall find that the velocity perpendicularly to MP is the
greatest whan Z«>MP is dnidod to that the tangents oi the

angles trMZ, ZME, and EMP are to one another at the

numbers 2, 1, and C. If the velocity of the ship be very

small, we shall haveZ^ME, or its equal ZMP, =54' \f
nearly ; and ZwMZ = 35° 16' nearly. And since receding

at right angles from a line M'P', when that line is perpra-

dicular to the direction of the wind, is an advance towards

the wind; it follows that the above value of trMZ will in-

dicate the position which the sail should have with respect

to the wind, in order that the ship may get to windward
with the greatest possible velocity. If the velocity of the

ship be taken into consideration, tne angles irME and srlfZ
will, as before, be modified by the relation between tot

velocities of the ship and wind.

Since the lee-way, which a ship always makes when her
sails are oblique to the direction of the wind, destroys the

equality of the reaction of the water which would take place

on the two bows if her movement were in the direction of

her keel, and gives rise to an excess of pressure against la*

lee-bow ; it follows that in these circumstances the shu/t

head is constantly forced to windward, and that the tend-

ency of the ship to turn on the axis of the rotation n m
much greater as tho bows are more acute. To oppose, m
some measure, this tendency, the Quantity of sail in front of

the centre of rotation is greater than that which is behind

it ; but, notwithstanding such disposition, it always reoi

some movement of the rudder to complete the
tion.

SAILING, or THE SAILINGS, a term applied u
the different ways in which the oath of a ship at sea aid

the variations of its geographical positions are represented
on paper. It is also applied occasionally to the rules by

which, in particular circumstances, a ship's place and iU

motion are computed.
Plane sailing consists in representing the line of a ship*

course or way, for a given time, with the difference betweca
the latitudes and between the longitudes of the two extreex

points of such course by the three sides of a right-angled

plane triangle, of which the distance actually sailed is tie

hjpotenuse; the spaces on all the lines being expressed a
nautical miles or equatoreal minutes of a degree, as if the

earth were a plane surface and the terrestrial meridians and

parallels of latitude were straight lines respectively perattd

to each other.

Middle-latitude Mailing and globular sailing have beea

briefly defined under those words; and the first of the*
methods, together with parallel sailing and J/cVeelcri

sailing, have been explained under Reckoning at 6*a.

The term globular sailing is only a general designation us

all those which have been above named, except plane **•

ing, and it includes also that which is called great-cur*

sailing ; because in these methods the rules of oooduulb
arc founded on the hypothesis that the earth is a sphere

Great- circle sailing consists in determining a sent* d
points in an arc of a great circle between two points on uV
surface of the earth, for the purpose of directing a shts

»

course as nearly as possible on such arc ; that is* on tw
curve of shortest distance between the place from wfej^

she sets out and that at which she is to arrive.

If a ship were to sail on the circumference of the equaftx.

or of any meridian, the direction of her course would U
invariably east and west, or north and south, and the sp*n^»

{lasscd over would be differences of longitude or difference* J
atitude merely. If the points of departure and arrival an
in any other direction, the ship's course on the are of a grmt
circle joining them will,with respect to the points of the earn-

pass, vary at every moment ; and, when great-circle sailing *

attempted, it is usual, for the sake of simplicity, to coroni •

each portion of the circular arc (the differences of longtfvi*

or latitude between its extremities not exceeding sour «r

five decrees) as coincident with some rhumb line. If a

series of such portions are determined by mean* of tfce

latitudes and longitudes of their several extremities, iU
portions, represented by right lines, may be transferred k> *

M creator's chart, on which they will then serve to iodx-»n
the successive courses which a ship must take in order tiwi

it may continue to sail nearly in the required direction.

The longitudes and latitudes of the points of deport**
and arrival being supposed lo be given, the distance bet«wa
those points and also the two angles of po*it*jfi. or tfce

angle* between the meridians of the two points and it*

greai circle joining them, may be computed. Then, if pM«^
be OK-uutied on the aie at any convenient equal
of longitude, and tho latitudes of those points be
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puted, the positions of the several portions on the great
circle will be completely determined. In these computa-
tions the rules of spherical trigonometry may he employed,
but the operations will be facilitated by the use of the

spherical traverse tables, which show, on inspection, the
values of the two terms in the cosine of an angle of a
triangle whose three sides are known. (Raper, Practice

of Navigation, p. 71.)

Traverse sailing is merely a general term for the deter-

mination of a single course equivalent to a series of succes-

sive courses, whatever be the manner of finding the lengths
of the lines forming the triangles.

Oblique sailing consists in determining the position of a
ship by observing with a compass the bearings of two or more
objects on the shore, whose places are given on a chart, and
drawing lines from those places so as to make angles
with their meridians equal to the observed bearings ; the
intersection of the lines gives on the chart the position of
the ship. This is sometimes called the method of cross

bearings. The term oblique sailing is also applied to any
problem in which (when the triangles are not right-angled)

the distance of the ship from any object on the shore, or of
such objects from one another, are computed by the rules

of plane trigonometry from bearings observed at the ship

when the latter is at two or at a greater number of stations.

Current sailing is the method of determining the true
motion of a ship when, besides being acted upon by the
wind, she is moving in a current. [Reckoning at Sea,
p. 326, col. 2.] Lastly,

Windward sailing is a term applied to that mode of
navigating a ship in which the latter endeavours to gain a
port situated in the direction from whence the wind is

blowing. The ship in this case is made, by frequent
tacking, to sail as near as possible to the wind.
The use of the compass in enabling the seaman to give to

the ship any required direction, or in ascertaining that

which the ship is taking when by the force of the wind she
is beyond his control, is so great as to render it imperative

that he should take every opportunity of finding by celestial

observations the position of the magnetic needle with respect

to the terrestrial meridian, that is to say. its declination or

variation ; and one of the problems of nautical astronomy
consists in determining this element, generally by an ob-

served altitude of the sun. [Azimuth.]
But two circumstances almost constantly operate to render

the true course of the ship uncertain. One of these is the

leeway, that is, the angular deviation of the ship's line of
motion from the direction of her keel [Sail], which direction

alone is indicated by the compass; and the other is the
attraction exercised by the iron-work in the ship on the
magnetic needle. By this attraction the needle is prevented
from taking that direction which it would assume from the
effect of terrestrial magnetism ; and the application of the

correcting plate, by which the local attraction is neutralized,

may therefore be with propriety introduced here.

This apparatus, for which the seaman is so much indebted
to Mr. Barlow, the inventor, consists of two thin circular

plates of iron, about twelve inches in diameter, between
which is interposed a circular board, in order to increase

the thickness without much increasing the weight; the
plates are pressed close together by small screws near their

edges, and by a screw at each end of a brass socket passing
through the centre. A brass rod about two feet long passes

through this socket perpendicularly to the plate, and is in-

serted at one end, into the box or stand supporting the

compass, the plate being capable of sliding on the rod so as

to be placed at any required distance from a vertical line

pa«*ing through the pivot of the compass.
One of the methods put in practice by Mr. Barlow, in

order to find, on board a ship, the effect of local attraction

on a compass in different directions tending from the latter,

was to station one observer with a compass or theodolite in

sotne convenient situation on shore, and another with a
compass on board, at the spot where the ship's compass was
to be permanently fixed. Then (the zeros of the instruments

having when on shore been brought to coincide with the

magnetic meridian by the observed bearings of some distant

object) while the ship was swinging round as nearly on its

centre as possible through 360 degrees, the observers, with
their respective instruments, took by signal each other's

bearing when the ship's head tended towards each point of

the compass. It is evident that the two observed bearings,

iu each pair, ought, if no cause of error existed, to be dia-

P.C., No. 1271.

metrically opposite; and the difference between them is

due to local attraction in that position of the ship. The
direction of the resultant of all tho local attractions may
then be determined by the composition of forces. The po-
sition in which the plate is to be applied to the compass, as
a partial corrector of the local attractions, must be found by
trial ; and, for this purpose, the compass, with its stand or
support, is taken on shore, and turned gradually round on
its vertical axis. Then, on successively applying and re-

moving the plate, the attraction of the latter must be ob-
served, and such a position found for it that the effects may
agree with those which resulted from the experiments on
board. When the compass is set up in the ship, the plate
must be fixed at a distance from the pivot equal to that
which was found on shore, but in an azimuth diametri-
cally opposite to that of the resultant of the local attrac-
tions in the ship.

In the 'Phil. Trans, 1

1839, Mr. Airy, the astronomer-
royal, gave a theory of the magnetism induced by the iron of
a ship, in which he has investigated the separate expressions
for the disturbing forces or local attractions on tne north
end of the needle, in directions tending towards the magnetie
north, the magnetic east, and vertically downwards. Of
these the only force which it is necessary to destroy is the
second; and Mr. Airy, having computed the force produced
by Barlow's plate when in the position assigned to it as a
corrector, combined it with the local attraction towards the
east, in order to ascertain what part of the resulting force
was really corrected. The result was, that one of the two \
terms in the expression for the force was destroved, and
that the other was doubled. In order to destroy this term
also, in a steam -boat having a compass on the deck or
in a cabin, so that the iron work may be nearly equally dif-
fused above and below it, it would be necessary, in addition
to Barlow's plate, to have a mass of iron on the same level
as the compass, but either on the starboard or larboard side,

and in a situation found by trial, so that the compass may
point correctly when the ship's head lies north-east, south-
east, south-west, and north-west. The compass will then
point correctly in all magnetic latitudes.

As a general rule for the application of iron in order to
correct the local attractions on ships' compasses, Mr. Airy
remarks that if a mass of iron be placed opposite an equal
mass, both in azimuth and elevation with respect to the
compass, the disturbing effect of one moss is doubled. If
one mass be placed opposite the other in azimuth, and at
the same elevation or depression, or if it be placed in the
same azimuth, but with an elevation instead of a depression,
and vice versa, it destroys one term in the disturbing force
and doubles another And if one mass be placed on the
same level as the compass, its effects may be destroyed by
placing another mass at the same level, but at a distance in
azimuth equal to 90° on either side.

Instead of an iron plate for the correction of local attrac-

tions, Mr. Airy recommends an iron Bcroll, or a long box
containing an iron chain, with one end only directed towards
the compass; by this means the inequality of magnetic ac-
tion in different parts of a broad plate will be avoided.
Mr. Barlow gives the following rule for finding the effect

of local attraction on an observed azimuth of the sun :—Take
the bearing of the sun by the azimuth compass, or rather,
take a mean of several observed bearings in the usual way

;

first without the correcting plate, and afterwards with the
plate attached to the compass ; the difference between the
two observations, or between the means of the several ob-
servations, is due to local attraction. Then if the observa-
tions without the plate are diminished by using the plate,
the local attraction is to be added to the bearings observed
without the plate, in order to give the true bearing or azi-

muth. If the first observations are increased, the local

attraction is to be subtracted.

SAIMA LAKES. [Russian Empibk.]

SAIMIRI. [Sagouin.]
SAINFOIN, Hedysarum onobrichis, is a plant of the

family of the Leguminosee, which grows luxuriantly and
spontaneously on the calcareous mountains of the middle
and south of Europe. It has been in regular cultivation

for upwards of two centuries for the purpose of supplying
fodder for cattle, either in the green state or when converted
into hay. There are few plants which have more rapidly
improved the value of poor thin calcareous soils than sain-

foin ; and in the richer kinds of loam, which contain a con-
siderable proportion of calcareous matter; its value surpasses
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*von that of broad clover, giving fully as great a return,
*ith a much smaller expenditure of manure. The plant
^as a strong woody and fibrous root, which insinuates itself

nto the fissures of calcareous rocks, and finds moisture in

(he dryest seasons, while it* spreading fibres keep the earth
*iom being washed down the steep slopes of the hills. Being
ic^rly perennial, or at least of many years duration, it binds
the soil together. In favourable situations, it may be made
into hay twice in the year, or cut oftener as green fodder.

lu the roost and and exposed situations, it gives at least one
good crop of hay. The plant grows about two feet high, and
the stem, which brauches out into many compound leaves,

is crowned with a beautiful spike of flowers of the papilio-

naceous kind. Afier it has been mown, it shoots out rapidly

again, and may be advantageously depastured by every kind
of ealllo or sheep. There are varieties of the plant which
differ in the rapidity of their growth: the best is called in

France eiparcette or aairtfoin d deux coupes. From France
it has been introduced into England. The duration of sain-

foin depends on the nature of the soil, and the state it was
in with respect to weeds when it was sown. A cold wet
subsoil soon destroys the roots, whereas a free and dry one,

whether rocky or gravelly, gives them vigour. Grass and
weeds, which choke the crown of the plant, soon cause it to

decay, as is the case with lucern. With every advantage, it

may last in vigour ten years, especially if it is occasionally

invigorated with a top-dressing ofmanure or ashes, or, which
is best of all, with diluted urine, or the drainings from dung-
hills. During that time it may be cut twice for hay every year,

taking care to cut it before the flower is faded or the seed

formed; and if sheep are folded on it after the second

cutting, the next crop will well repay the trouble. It is

usual Iv sown in spring in a crop of bailey or oats, which
should be sown thin in order that the sainfoin may not be

smothered. The land should have been prepared by a

cleansing crop, such as turnips fed off by sheep folded on

them. From three to four bushels of seed may be sown,

harrowed in, and rolled. It is not often drilled, although

this method, by allowing the use of the hoe between the

rows, would much strengthen the young plants, anJ protect

them against coarse grasses, which are their g. latest ene-

mies. In the first year the sainfoin should not be fed off

by sheep; and if it is muwn, it should not be mown too

close to the ground. The crown of the root in the young
plant rises a little above the ground ; and if this be bit off,

or cut with the scythe, the plant dies. It is useful to har-

row the ground lightly, to draw the earth round the roots,

and to destroy seed weeds soon after the barley or oats are

reaped The sainfoin does not produce a large crop tho

first year; for some of the seeds will lie a twelvemonth
in the ground before they spring up. It is in peifec-

tiou uiiei the second year, when a portion may be reserved

for seed. Sainfoin hay is extremely nourishing for every

kind of c.itile, especially if it has been made without rain.

Although it is not apt to heat in the stack, it must be put
up in a very dry sate; and if it has suffered from rain, too

much care cannot be taken thoroughly to dry it ; for the

water insinuates itself by capillary attraction into the hollow

stems and is long in evaporating, so that when it feels quite

dry it may yet contain much water. The mode of discover-

ing ibis is to twist it strongly in the bands into a rone, when
the moisture, if there is any, will ooze out. It is better to

let it dry thoroughly, lhan. by carrying it in a hurry, to run
the risk of its becoming mouldy within. In very precarious

reason* it may be carried in a green state, provided there be
no moisture in it from dews or showers, and stacked in al-

erueie Uvers with good straw. It will impart some of its

fragrance to the straw, and loose none of its nutritive qualities.

The same may be done with lucern or clover. The most
advantageous u«e of sumfoin however is to cut it green and
give it immediately to tiie cattle. There is no danger of
i heir being hoven by it, for it ferments very slowly, owing
to the fibrous nature of the stem. If the situation of the

field admits of occasional irrigation, without danger of the

the produce of the sainfoin will be greatly

may then b« cut four or even five times in

fear of exhausting its strength. When it

thiu on the ground, and oiher plants seem
of the sainfoin, it is time to break it up.

found much improved in fertility by the
hulk or gravel which before would scarcely

no in it, uill now, by the gradual decay of

tea of the sainfoin, produce several good

crops without any other manure. The prudent farmer

howevor will not entirely destroy, by repeated crop* of

grain, that cohesion of the soil which is produced by th«

roots of the sainfoin ; hut by a judicious course and proper

application of the manure, which the sainfoin enabled

him to make, he will keen up the newly acquired fer-

tility until, in the course or ten or twelve yeais, he <•«

again sow sainfoin seed in it with the prospect of a crop nort

abundant than the first. Many a poor barren tract of cal-

careous rock and gravel has been fertilised and rai*e«! .&

value by the sole effect of the sainfoin, without which it

must have remained in its unproductive state.

Although a chalky soil is best adapted to the growth of

sainfoin, it may be sown with ad\antage in all light loams

provided the substratum be sound and dry. Oti\et)uru

deep moulds lucern is a more profitable crop; butumfoiu

will thrive where lucern would fail; and it is parttcuUiW

adapted for poor dry soils.

There is nothing peculiar in the manner in which sainfoin

is made into hay. It should not be shaken about too murh,

for fear of injuring the dower and breaking off the leant

The swarth should be merely turned over, when dry on vce

side, and then, as soon as it is dry through, it should be dmI

into small cocks, occasionally spread out in the sun, abeo

the dew is off the ground, and carried to the stack as 1000 u
it is sufficiently made. It should take a good heat in order tu

make it compact, but without acquiring too dark a coUr.

Experience alone can teach the exact time when it bhould t*

stacked. When it is left for seed, it should be eum.&oi

carefully after the blossom fades. The lower pods will U
filled with ripe seed before the blossoms at the top of tUc

spike of flowers are withered or the seed formed in then.

If the sainfoin were left standing till these seeds were nj*.

the lowest would be shed; hut by cutting it at a proper

time these maybe preserved, while most of the later .i*

ripen in the straw sufficiently to vegetate when *#ie

Rainy weather is very injurious to the seed crop; a fine i.mt

should therefore be selected, if possible, even at the n»k i

a smaller crop. The seed is only gathered for sowing; M
in case there should be more than is required for that pur-

pose, and no ready sale, it is excellent food for horses. Tl*

produce varies from three to five or even six sacks per acre.

It is easily threshed out, and this operation is often dooc a

a cloth in the field, when the weather permits. It b readw»

done by a threshing-machine, and winnowed like wt
On the whole, there are few plants the cultivation of wbrt

is so advantageous as that of sainfoin on the soils on ib»ti

it thrives best.

SAINT, derived from the Latin * sanctus* through tk*

French *sainct,' properly signifies a holy or pioui prr**.

and is so used in the Christian church. From then:

mencemetil of the Christian religion, great veneration »»»

always shown to persons remarkable for their bolioev *

piety, and their memory was cherished after their denb 1

course of time it became the custom to implore dep^c

saints to assist the living by their prayers and interee»»M«

with the Deity ; and as man has in aU ages felt the win' •

a mediator between himself and the Deity, the practirc -

praying to saints increased rapidly, and super^tion b^v

plied tne number of such mediators to so great an«t'«-

that it was at length found necessary to put some rerfn. •

upon the practice. It was accordingly decreed by »be eu<

siastical councils in the ninth century*, that no dep**'11

Christian should be considered as a saint to whom prat*^1

might he addressed, until the bishop in a pro* inoal coat

cil, and in the presence of the people, had pronounced t fl

worthy of that honour. Even m that centur) manjdn .-•*

thought that it was proper that the decisions of bishop* u*

councils should be confirmed by the consent a^d auih ( '

of the pope, who was regarded as the supreme *ud urn e-

sal bishop. It was not however till the following cr-urj

that any person was sainted by the bishop of Rome ak-*.

and this honour was first conferred on XJdalnc, b^h.f

Anpsburg, by John XV. Shortly afterward, the pm^
of declaring departed Christians to be samu wa» cvaf f<<

to tho pope; and the creation of saints was diatingaw-

by the name of 'canonization.'

The invocation of saints in the Roman Catholic chana*

frequently stigmatised as idolatry : and the church of!*
land condemns the Romish doctrine on the Mibjert at »

fond thing vainly invented, and grounded ujon no wir
J

in !'

of Scripture, but rather repugnant to the word efM
(Article xxii ) In this, as in any other case ef rs4$**
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controversy, it is right to take the account of the doctrine

from the persons who believe in it, and not from a statement

of their opponents. Thus Bellarmine says, * It is not law-

ful to ask of the saints to grant to us, as if they were the

authors of divine benefits, glory, or grace, or the other means
ofblessedness. This is proved, first, from Scripture: ''The

Lord will give grace ana glory" (P&abn 84). Secondly, from

the usage of the church ; for in the mass prayers and the

saints' offices we never ask anything else but that at their

prayers benefits may be granted to us by God. Thirdly,

from reason ; for what we need surpasses the power of the

creature, and therefore even of saints ; therefore we ought

lo ask nothing from saints beyond their impetrating from

God what is profitable to us. Fourthly, from Augustine

and Theodoret, who expressly teach that saints are not to be

invoked as Gods, but as able to gain from God what they

wish. However, it must be observed, when we say that

nothing should be asked of saints but their prayers for us,

the question is not about the words, but the sense of the

words. For, as far as words go, it is lawful to say, " St.

Peter, pity me, save me, open for me the gate of heaven ;"

also, "give me health of body, patience, fortitude, &c," pro-

vided that we mean "save and pity me by praying for me;"
** grant me this or that by thy prayers and merits." For so

speaks Gregory Nazianzen, and many others of theantients.'

(De Sanct. Beat., i. !7.) The doctrine of the Roman Ca-

tholic church is explicitly stated in the council of Trent:

'Though the church has been accustomed sometimes to

celebrate a few masses to the honour and remembrance of

saints, vet she doth not teach that sacrifice is offered to

them, but to God alone, who crowned them; wherefore

neither is the priest wont to say, I offer sacrifice to thee,

O Peter, or O Paul, but to God. (Sets., 22.)

The Lives of the Saints have been written in the 'Acta
Sanctorum,' 45 vols, fol.; and in Alban Butler's 'Lives of

the Saints,' 12 vols. 8vo.

SAINT ANTHONY'S FIRE. [Erysipelas.]

SAINT EVREMOND. [Evremond]
SAINT IVES, a municipal and parliamentary borough

in the county of Cornwall, on the northern coast of the

county, near its western extremity, 277 miles from London
by Basingstoke, Andover, Salisbury, Dorchester, Exeter,

JUunceston, Bodmin, Redruth, and St. Erth.

St. Ives was originally called St lie's, from Iia, * a woman
of great sanctity, who came hither from Ireland, about the

fear 460.' In the early part of the sixteenth century it ap-

pears to have suffered much from the encroachment of the

sand on the coast. Leland thus describes tbp situation of

the town and the injury sustained by it from *his cause:

—

'The place that the chief of the toun hath, and partely

dooth stond yn, is a very peninsula, and is extendid into

the se of Severn as a cape. Moste parte of the houses in

the peninsula be sore oppiessid or over-coverid with sandes

that the stormy windes and rages castith up there. This

calamite hath continuid ther litle above twenty yeres.' At
the present time a range of sandy downs, covered with a

thin turf, and affording pasturaee to sheep, extends along the

coast north-eastward from St. Ives nearly to Padstow. Be-

neath these downs, which are in some places a mile broad

and fifty or sixty yards above the level of the sea, is found a

vegetable soil, with regular enclosures and remains of houses.

The town stands, as described by Leland, partly on a penin-

sula or headland at the north-western extremity of St. Ives

Bav, extending inland along the roads to Penzance and to

Redruth. The municipal borough is co-extensive with the

pariah, and includes an area of 1850 statute acres, with a

population, in 1831, of 4776; there were 924 inhabited

houses. 41 uninhabited, and 37 building. The houses on

the Redruth road are well built and roofed with slate. In

other parts they are inferior, and the streets are generally

narrow and uneven, neither lighted nor regularly paved.

The general appearance of the town is mean. There are a

town-hall aud a market-house, rebuilt in 1832, and a small

paol, with two apartments or cells, on the staircase of the

town-hall. The church is a spacious building, with a lofty

tower; and there are one or two Methodist meeting-houses.

There is a pier, built above halfa centur? ago by subscription,

and a building, formerly a lighthouse, now used for keeping

government stores. A breakwater was commenced, at an

expense of 5000/., but has never been finished. A battery

defends the approach by sea.

The chief business of the place is connected with the

mine* or pilchard fisheries of the neighbourhood. Some

ship-building and rope and sail making are carried on. The
exports are chiefly pilchards, of which large quantities are
cared and sent to Italy and other countries on the shores of
the Mediterranean, and tin and copper ore, which are sent
to Bristol. There are on the streams near the town several
ttour-mills and mills for preparing the ores. There are two
weekly markets, one of them inconsiderable, and two (an-
tiently four) yearly fairs.

St. Ives was a corporate town in the reign of Philip and
Mary, when it first sent representatives to parliament, but
the only charter is one of James II., a d. 1685. Under the
Municipal Reform Act the boundary of the borough re-
mained unaltered ; but a more contracted one has been
recommended by the boundary commissioners, excluding
the rural districts of the parish. The corporation consists of
four aldermen and twelve councillors, and the borough has
a commission of the peace. The Court of Record for the
borough, granted by the charter, has not been used in modern
times. Petty-sessions are held weekly, and quarter-ses-
sions. By the Parliamentary Reform Act the number of
representatives was reduced to one. By the Boundary Act
the parishes of Lelant and Towednack, adjacent to the
borough, were added to it for parliamentary purposes. The
number of voters on the register in 1834-5, was 599; iu
1835-6, 504.

The living is a perpetual curacy, of the clear yearly value
of 103/., in the archdeaconry of Cornwall and diocese of
Exeter.

There were in the parish, in 1833, twelve infant or dame
schools, with 145 males and 169 females; seven other day-
schools, with 147 males and 110 females; and three Sun-
day schools, with 264 males and 305 females.

SAINT JOHN. H. [Bolingbroks.1
SAINT VITUS S DANCE. [Chorea.]
SAINTfe CROIX. [Stk. Croix.]
SAINTE MAHIE. [Stk. Maris.]
SAINTE MARIE-AUXMINES. [RHm, Haut.J
SAINTES, a town iu France, capital of an arrondisse-

ment in the department of Charente Inferieure; 254 miles
in a direct line south-west of Paris, or 304 miles by the
road through Orleans, Tours, Poitiers, Niort, aud St. Jean
d'Angely ; in 45° 44' N. lat. and 0° 39' W. long.

This town was known to the Romans by the name of
Mediolanum or Mediolanium ; and was the chief town of
the Santones or Santoni, from whom, in the latter period of
the Roman domination, it took the name of Santones,
whence by corruption the modern name * Saintes* has been
derived. It is mentioned in the 'Antonine Itinerary,' the
'Theodosian Table,' and the'Notitia Provinciarura ;' aud
by Strabo, Ptolemy, Ammianus Marcellinus (who speaks
of it as one of the most flourishing towns of AquitaniaX
Ausonius and Sidonius Abollinaris (who call it Santonus
and Santoni). There are several Roman remains, especially
a large triamphal arch with two archways through it,

constructed of enormous stones without cement ; the remains
of an amphitheatre, almost as large as that of Niraes, but in a
more ruinous condition, of an aqueduct, and of a circus. Se-
veral antiquities of minor importance were discovered in 1815
and 1816. On the downfal of the Roman empire, it was
occupied successively by the Visigoths and the Franks, and
in a.d. 850 was pillaged by the Northmen or Normans.
It became the seat of a bishopric in the tenth century, and
several ecclesiastical councils were held here. It was the capi-
tal of the province of Saintonge, and was, with it, included in
the duchy of Guienne ; the heiress ofwhich, Eleonore, retired
to an abbey here after the dissolution of her marriage with
Louis le Jeune. It came, through her subsequent marriage
with Henry II., into the bands of the kings of England, who
retained it until it was taken from them by Charles V.
The town stands in a pleasant situation at the foot of a

hill rising from the left bank of the Charente, over which
river is a stone bridge : it has a pleasant appearance at a
distance; but the interior does not correspond, for the
streets are narrow, crooked, and dirty, and the houses gene-
rally ill built. The ex-cathedral is popularly said to have
been erected by Charlemagne ; it has a fine Gothic steeple.
The church of St. Eutrope or Eutropius has also a fine
steeple, erected by Louis XI. The buildings of the abbey
to which El6onore retired are now occupied as a cavalry
barrack ; and tho ex-episcopal palace is the hotel of the sob-
prefect. The theatre and the college present nothing re*
markable in their architecture; in the latter is the puhiio
library of 24,000 volumes.
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The population of Saintea, in 1826, was 10,300 for the

commune; in 183], 7521 for the town, or 10,437 for the

whole commune ; and in 1836, 9509 for the commune. The
manufactures are of light woolleu stuffs, hosiery, and
earthenware ; there are dye-houses, tan-yards, and cooper-

ages. The town stands in the midst of a rich wine country,

and much wine and excellent brandy (Cognac brandy) is pro-

duced ; these articles, with grain and wool, and the goods
manufactured in the town, form the chief articles of trade.

There are twelve fairs in the year. There are quarries of

excellent stone near the town.

Saintes has a consistorial reformed church ; an agricul-

tural society; a departmental nursery; a college or high
school, with a cabinet of natural philosophy annexed ; a

public library, and a museum of natural history. There
are some judicial and fiscal offices. From the time of the

division of France into departments, to the year 1810, Saintes

was the capital of the department, but ft has now yielded

that dignity to La Rochelle. Its arrondissement had, in

1831, a population of 104,933.

SAINTONGE, a province of France, lying on the coast

of the Atlantic. It was bounded on the north-west by the
little province of Aunis, from which it was in one part sepa-

rated by the Charentc, on the north-east by Poitou, on the

east by Angoumois or Angoumais, on the south and south-

west by Le Bordelais or Guyenne Proper, from which it was
separated by the Gironde, and on the west by the ocean. It

was united with Angoumois into one military government;
and the district of Brouageais, which extended along the

sea-coast between the Charente and Gironde, was detached
from it, and annexed to the government of Aunis, so as to

deprive Saintonge of its maritime character.

Saintonge was divided into Haute and Basse, or Upper
and Lower, separated from each other by the Charente.
Haute or Upper Saintonge, which was south of the Cha-
rente, was by far the larger of the two, and comprehended
among its subdivisions the districts of Brouageais and the

Isle of Arvert, which latter is a peninsula, and not an island,

between the little river Seudre and the Gironde. The chief

town of Haute Saintonge and of the whole province was
Saintes [Saintes]: among the other towns were Marennes
(population 1969 town, 4005 whole commune), Jonzac (po-

Imlation 1798 town, 2618 whole commune) [Charente
nferieurk], and Barbezieux (population 2437 town, 2756

whole commune) [Barbezieux]. Basse or Lower Sain-
tonge had for its chief town St. Jean d'Ang61y (population

5326 town, 6031 whole commune) [Jean d'Angely, St.].

Among the other towns were Tonnay Charente (population

1791 town, 3206 whole commune), and Su Saviuien (popu-
lation 2465 town, 3559 whole commune). [Charente In-
ferieure.] The population of these towns is from the
census of 1831. Saintonge is now comprehended in the

department of Charente Inf6rieure, except a very small part

which is included in the department of Charente.
The province obtained its name from the Celtic people

the Santoncs or Santoni, by whom, in Cesar's time, it was
inhabited. Under the Romans, it was included in Aqui-
tauia; and on the subdivision of that province, in Aquitauia
Secunda. It fell into the hands successively of the Visigoths
and the Franks, and formed part of the duchy of Aquilaine,
afterwards Guienne. [Saintes.]
SAJOU. [Sapajou.J
SAKIS. The genus Pithfcia of Desmarest and Illiper

comprehends those American monkeys which are generally

known by the uame of Sakit, or rather thoso Sakis which
have for the most part long and bushy tails, and thus have
obtained the name of Fox-tailed Monkeys; for the term
Saki, in its general application, designates any American
monkey whose tail is not prehensile.

Pithecia.

Generic Character.— Facial angle, 60 degrees ; head
round, muzzle short, ears moderate, rounded ; canine teeth

very strong ; tail shorter than the body, not prehensile, and
covered with very long hairs ; feet pentadactyle, nails claw-
like, short and bent ; habits nocturnal.

1—1 , 6-6
canines —-; molars1~•) 6^6

Dental formula :—Incisors •

3*.

These Sight monkeys or Fox* tailed monkeys are gre-

.•Bswnplss. Pithecia 8atanas, Pithecia Melanocephala.
~ Salami.— Description*—Colour entirely dusky

*

biack, paler beneath, where the hair becomes very thin, and
has a purplish tinge which is visible on the face and bandi.

Hair of the very bushy tail, which is nearly of the length

of the body, long and soft. Total length, including \h»

tail, about two feet nine inches.

The hair of the head is thick, and falls over the forehead,

and the beard is very much developed.

The female is rusty brown.
This is the Cuxio of Humboldt ; Cebus Satanas, Hoffm.

;

Brachyurus Israelita of Spix.

Locality.—The forests of Brazil ; Para, on the banb o.

the Orinoco.

Fbod.—This species is partial to the fruit of a kind of

palm ; and it is represented in the act of eating of it, by

Humboldt, from whose figure ours is taken.

Pithecia Sauna*.

Pithecia Melanocephala.—Head very round , naked, r»i

of a dull black colour ; its physiognomy reminding the <f*?

tator of an old negro. The hair of the head directed for-

wards ; eyes large and sunk, and the eye-brows compost

of strong bristles. Nose flat; separation of the natr.it

wide. No beard. Ears bare and very large. Bodjr cavern

with yellowish-brown, straight, long, and shining hair; V.:

the breast, belly, and outsides of the arms are of ahgto'"

hue. Hands black, fingers very long, nails flattened. T».

thick, about a sixth shorter than the body, and of tbeMiw

colour, except at the end, which is black.

PUbMis Mcunncvphala.

This is the Stmia Melanocephala and Cacajao of B»a

holdt and Bonpland, also called in America Curmri, M*+
/*o, Cnacuto, Chucuxo, and Mono-robon. Tbt so***
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travellers just named considered it to be very rare, and only
met with one individual, which they saw in an Indian hut
at San Francisco Solano; it is well described as being
among its congeners what the Magoi of Barbary is among
the long-tailed Macaques.

Locality.—The forests which border the rivers Rio Negro
and Cossiquiare.

Fbod, Habits* <£c—All kinds of fruit are acceptable to

the voracious Cacajao, which is a weak, very inactive, mild-

tempered, and timid animal. It even shrank from some of
the small Sapajous. It trembled violently at the sight of
a crocodile or serpent. When about to seize anything, it

stretches forth its arras in the manner represented in the
cut, but holds the object with difficulty, on account of the

length and slenderness of the fingers. It lives in troops.

We cannot quit this race of monkeys without laying lie-

fore the reader Humboldt's graphic account of another
species, Pithecia Chiropotes, the Capuchin of the Orinoco,

which is very like Pithecia Satanas, except in colour, indeed
so like, that an uncoloured figure of the one might well

serve for that of the other. Pithecia Chiropotes is brownish
red; the beard is blackish brown, arises below the ears, and
covers a part of the breast. The eyes are sunk and large;

the tail, like that of P. Satanas, is bushy ; the claws are

bent except on the thumbs.
Humboldt says, that of all the monkeys of America, the

Capuchin of the Orinoco bears the greatest resemblance in

its features to man. The eyes have a mingled expression

of melancholy and ferocity, and the facial angle appears

much less than it really is, in consequence of the chin being
concealed by the long thick beam. Strong, active, and
fierce, it is very difficult to tame, and when its angry pas-

sions are roused, it raises itself upon its hinder extremities,

and leaps round the aggressor grinding its teeth. It drinks

but seldom ; when it does so, the draught is not taken
by applying the lips to the liquid, as the other American
monkeys do, but the water is taken up in the hollow of

the hand, and carried to the mouth, the head being inclined

on the shoulder. The spectator who would see this action,

which is performed with great deliberation, must remain

concealed. If the beard is wetted, the Capuchin becomes
furious, and it is Humboldt's opinion that the method of

drinking above described, has been adopted from the im-

possibility of applying the lips to the water, in the ordinary

way, without wetting the beard.

This species is not gregarious ; nor is the male often found

in company with the female. Its hoarse and hollow cry is

seldom beard.
SAL AMMONIAC. [Ammonia.]
SALA. [Sweden.]
SALA'Cl A, a name applied to a genus of plants of the

natural family of Hippocrateaceae, which has been so differ-

ently defined by different botanists, that it sometimes in-

cludes species found in Asia, Africa, and America. At
other times the American species are referred to the genus
Tonsella, and the African species to the genus Calypso, and
those of India to the genus Johnia, the last named in

compliment to Dr. John, a Danish missionary, who was one

of the founders of the Botanic Garden at Tranquebar, and
sent many new plants to Dr. Roxburgh. The whole are

formed of species which have little beauty, but the fruit of

both the species of Johnia is eatable.

SALADIN. [Salah-ed-Deen.]
SALAH-ED DEEN (Malek-al-Nasser Salah-ed-deen

Abu-Modhaffer Vusef), better known to European readers

by the famous name of Saladin, was born a.d. 1137 (a.h.

532), in the castle of Tecrit on the Tigris, of which his father

Ayub, a Koord of the tribe of Ravendoos, was governor for

the Seljookian sovereign of Persia. Ayub and his brother

Shtrakoh subsequently transferred themselves to the service

of Zenghi, atabek of Syria, by whose son, the famous sultan

Noor-ed deen [NoureddinI, they were raised to high mili-

tary honours; and when Shtrakoh (in 1163) was appointed

general of the troops designed to reinstate the vizir Shawer
in Egypt, a subordinate command was entrusted to his

nephew.* whose disinclination to the service was overruled

by the express mandate of Noor-ed-dten. In 1166 he again

accompanied Shtrakoh into Egypt, where his defence of

Alexandria for three months against the superior forces of

the Franks of Palestine established his military reputation,

•tyHeifeelot (• Blblioth*qne Orient.' art. Sulaheddtn) erroneouslv speaks of

Hflntarh and Salah-ed-deeo a» brothers ; but under Schirgoueh (Slurakoh) k«

etlj describes the tamer aj uncle of the latter.

and gained for him, according to the Christian writers, th<*

honour of knighthood from the king of Jerusalem, Araawry

;

but the Syrian forces were again compelled to evacuate the
country, and it was not till the third expedition (1168) that
the subjugation of Egypt was completed. Shtrakoh now
became, with the nominal rank of vizir to the Fatimite
caliph, viceroy of the kingdom for Noor-eddeen ; but dying
the same year, bequeathed his authority to his nephew, who
continued to govern Egypt, assisted by the advice and ex-
perience of his father Ayub, who had been invited from
Damascus to share the prosperity of his son. The last of the
Fatimltes, Aded Ledini'llah, still bore the title of caliph of
Egypt ; but even this shadow of schismatic sovereignty was
hateful to the bigotry of Noor-ed-deen ; and in obedience to

his orders, his lieutenant deposed the Fatimite dynasty by a
simple ordinance that the hnotbah or public prayer should
be read in the

%
name of the Abbasside caliph Mostadhi ; and

Aded opportunely dying eleven days after, this important
revolution was effected (a.d. 1171, ah. 567) 'without so
much* (in the words of Abulfeda) 'as two goats butting at
each other.' The extinction of the Faliraites left Salah-ed-
deen virtually sovereign of Egypt; and though in compli-
ance with the prudent counsels of his father he continued to

render every external mark of allegiance to Noor-eddeen,
he pertinaciously evaded all the requisitions for military as-
sistance addressed to him by his liege lord, who was prepa-
ring to enforce obedience by arms, when Salah-ed-deen was
spared the odium of this ungrateful contest by the death of
Noor-eddeen, a.d. 1173, a.h. 569.* His heir, Malek-al-
Saleh Ismail, a boy eleven years old, was inadequate to the
weight of empire: disputes speedily arose among his emirs,
and Salah-ed-deen availed himself of the confusion to seize

Damascus, which he occupied unopposed (1174). Emesa,
Hamah, and other towns dependent on Damascus shared its

fate ; and when Malek-al-Saleh attempted to regain them
by the aid of his cousin Seif-ed-deen Ghazi, atabek of Mosul,
the combined forces were routed in two great battles,

and Saleh, besieged in Aleppo, was forced to purchase peace
by the cession of all southern Syria. Salah-ed-deen now
assumed the title of Sultan and all the prerogatives of esta-

blished royalty, and extended his dominions by the conquest
of most of the petty sovereignties on the frontiers of Syria
and Mesopotamia. The Ismailis, or Assassins of Lebanon,
whose emissaries had attempted his life at the siege of
Aleppo, were also chastised and reduced to submission ; but
in his first encounter with the Franks of Palestine he sus-

tained a disastrous defeat near Ramla from Reginald do
Chatillon, Nov. 1177, a.h. 573. The four next years were
spent principally in Egypt, the affairs of Syria heing con-
ducted by his lieutenants ; but in 1182 he quitted Cairo for

the last time, and resuming his encroachments on the terri-

tories of the atabeks, captured in succession Edessa, Amida,
Nisibin, &c; and though repulsed before Moussoul, suc-

ceeded (1183) in possessing himself of the bug coveted city

of Aleppo, by a convention with Amad-ed-deen Zenghi II.,

who had succeeded Malek-al-Saleh. From Yemen to Mount
Taurus in Cilicia, and from Tripoli in Africa to the Tigris,

the continuity of the rule of Salah-ed-deen was now inter-

rupted only by the Latin kingdom of Jerusalem ; and the
violation by Reginald de Chatillon of a four years' truce,

concluded in 1185, soon afforded a pretext for hostilities.

In the famous battle of Hittin, or Tiberias (July 1 187, a.h.

583), the Christians, betrayed by the count of Tripoli, were
utterly overthrown ; the king, Gui de Lusignan, was taken
prisoner, and received by the victor with royal generosity;

while his partner in captivity, Reginald de Chatillon, was
decapitated, as a punishment for his perfidy, by the hand of
Salah-ed-deen himself. All the towns of the Frank king-
dom, Acre, Beirout, Ascalon, now rapidly fell before the

arms of the sultan ; and his triumph was crowned by the

capture of Jerusalem, which surrendered after a siege of

fourteen days (Oct. 2, 1187), after having been 88 years

subject to the Franks. The two next years were principally

employed in reducing the fragments of the Latin dominion
;

but Tyre was successfully defended by Conrad of Moutferrat,

and the appearance of the third Crusade (1189) enabled the

Christians again to take the field. The two Years' siege of

Acre (1189-91) is memorable in the history of the Crusades.

The kings of France and England, Philip-Augustus and
Richard Cceur-de-Lion, animated by their personal exertions

the efforts of the besiegers, while the Moslems, directed by

• D'Herbelot (art Noureddin) incorrectly statei that Noor-ccUton actual!}

invaded Egypt, and reduced Salah-ed-dcen,
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the sultan, strove with equal leal for the relief of the in-

vested fortress: 'never' (in the words of Gibbon) 'did the

(lame of enthusiasm burn with fiercer and more destructive

rage;* but Acre was at length forced to capitulate, and the

Crusaders advancing along the coast, took Cecsarea and Jaffa,

while Aacalon, after an incessant battle of eleven days du-

ring the march, was only saved by being dismantled and

rendered untenable.

In the spring of 1192 hostilities were resumed; and the

Franks, led by the king of England, penetrated to within a

short distance of Jerusalem, wliere Salah-ed-deen awaited

their attack; but the dissensions of the Crusaders occa-

sioned their retreat; and both sides, wearied by the never-

ending struggle, were not unwilling to listen to terms of

accommodation. The first extraordinary proposal of Richard,

that Malek-al-Adel Seif-ed deen, brother of Salah ed-deen.

should, after embracing Christianity, marry his sister and
become king of Jerusalem, though seriously entertained for

a time, was ultimately abandoned ; and the three years* truce

which was concluded, Sept. 1 192, a.h. 58*8, left Jerusalem to

the sultan, while the Christians were confirmed in posses-

sion of the coast from Jaffa to Tyre. Salah-ed-deen sur-

vived only a few months the termination of the war. His
constitution was broken by the constant toil to which he had

for many years been subjected ; and a bilious fever which had
seized him at Damascus, carried him off after twelve days'

illness, March 4, a.d. 1192. Refer 29 (Abulfeda; not 27,

as stated in the Art de Verifier les Dates), a.h. 589, aged 57

lunar years, of which he had reigned more than twenty,

reckoning from the death of Noor ed-deen.

The popular tales of the shroud displayed for a standard,

as an emblem of departed greatness, and of the equal dis-

tribution of alms among Moslems, Christians, and Jews,

are unnoticed by Oriental writers, and are probably

fictitious. The character of Salah-ed-deen has been, like

that of his predecessor Noor-ed-deen, a favourite theme for

eulogy among the writers both of the East and the West
The historian Abulfeda, who was himself descended from

a collateral branch of the Ayubite family, and the cadhi

Bohadin (whose biography of his sovereign and friend has

been rendered familiar by the edition of Schultens, Leyden,

1755), are scarcely more profuse than the Christian chro-

nicles of the Crusades in their panegyrics on the valour,

justice, and magnanimity which shone conspicuous in the life

and actions of the sultan of Egtpt and Syria. His ingra-

titude to the family of his earlv benefactor Noor-ed-deen,

and the insatiable ambition which led him to despoil so many
minor princes of his own faith, are more than atoned for

in the eyes of the Orientals by his exploits in the holy war
against the Frank invaders of Palestine, and by the rigid

justice which he administered impartially to the meanest
suppliant for redress; and his generous humanity to the

helpless multitude of captives which Tell into his hands at

the capture of Jerusalem may bo favourably contrasted with

the massacre of the garrison of Acre, after the capitulation,

by the orders of Cueur-de-Lion. The supremacy of his

power and virtues was recognised by the voluntary homage
of contemporary princes ; and Abulfeda relates that on one
occasion his stirrup was held by Kaissar-Shah, a Seljookian

prince of Anatolia, while Ala-ed-deen, atabek of Moussoul,
of the race of Zenghi, arranged his robes after he had
mounted. His zeal for the improvement of his territories

is fountains and
Mecca; and the
io decorated his

attributed in the

, to the patriarch

:s of his splendor,

dominions were
ten sons received

•ik>, while the
L?r the stizerainte

icceeded. and the
were eventually

phadin of Chris-

was married to

branch of Aleppo
Ltinchon of the

i Eg>pt and Da-
damelukes (a.d.

Aleppo, a grcat-

ke his ancestors,

leen Yutef, suc-

ceeded in reuniting Damascus to his dominions ; but Xtm
years later his power was overthrown by the irruption of
the Moguls from Persia; Malekal-Nasser submitted to

their leader Hulagu-khan, and was put to death by his or-

ders (a.d. 1260, a.h. 658), and with him ended the direct

line of Salah-ed-deen.
(Bohadin, Saladini Vita et Res Gesttt; Abulfeda;

Abulfaraj ; Isfahani ; Vinisauf ; D'Herbelot ; De Guignei

;

Gibbon ; Von Hammer, History qf the Assassint ; &c.)
SALAMANCA (Salmantica), a city of Spain, and the

capital of the province of that name, is built in the form of

an amphitheatre on the banks of the Torraes, which washes
part of its walls. The numerous monastic building! and fine

old churches give this city so venerable an aspect, that the

Spaniards of old called it • Roma la chit-a* (Little R<»me>.

(Medina, Grandezas de Espana, f. xcvi.) The new cathedral,

begun by Juan Gil de H on tanon in 1511. but vrhica via

not finished till 1734, is a magnificent building, in a title

partly Gothic and partly Italian, and ornamented with ex-

quisite oak carvings and marble sculptures. Among the

latter the most admired are the Adoration of the Sage*,

which is placed in bold relief over the principal gate, and

the Entrance of Our Saviour into Jerusalem, over another

gate. The cathedral is 378 feet in length and 181 in

width: the height at the nave is 130 feet. Ft contains *om*

good pictures by Bias de Navarrete, surnamed 'El Mudj'
(the dumb). Gaspar Becerra, and Juan de Juanes* Cl*.«e to

this is the old cathedral, a very remarkable Gothic building

of the 12th century, containing many interesting monu-
ments. In one of its chapels mass is still said accord .rig

to the Muzarabic ritual. [Muzarab.] Besides the abote,

there are in Salamanca twenty five parish churches, sod

thirty monasteries of both texes, now shut up. During the

middle ages this city acquired great celebrity by its uni-

versity, one of the first in Europe. It was founded in

a.d. 1200 by Alfonso IX. of Leon, and afterwards, in 125*.

extended by Alfonso X., surnamed 4 El Sabio* (the learned*,

so celebrated for the progress which astronomy made under

his auspices, who incorporated with it that of Palencia. It

soon rose into importance, and its professors became era -

nent in Europe by their acquaintance with the Arabian

writers on medicine and philosophy, and through tbem v>t!i

the writings of the Greeks It remnined however station-

ary during the 15th century ; and whilst sound science vas

spreading throughout the rest of Europe, very little »a*

taught there except medicine and dogmatic theology. The
number of students, which in the ICth century amounted
to 8000, is now reduced to about 1500. The uriivcrett

buildings consist of two divisions, separated by a widcitrret

There are twenty -five private colleges attached to it. be>ide«

four 'collegios mayores' (superior colleges), so called froa

their being designed for the children of the nobility. Am^ci^
these the Colegio del Arzobispo and the Colegio del tot}.

which latter is a foundation of Philip II., deserve particular

notice for their sixe and architecture. The Jesuits had like-

wise a college, built in 1614 ; but since their expulsion m
1768 it has been divided, and the southern side is appro-

priated tojthe use of the Iri»h students.

The city is badly built, with narrow, crooked, and dirtj

streets. It has however some fine squares with ornamental
fountains. The principal square ( Plaza Mayor), which i» m
the centre of the city, is a quadrangle surrounded tr; tz

arcade, embellished with marble medalhous, representing

several Spanish heroes, and all the kings of Castile au4

Leon, down to Charles III., under whose reign the squat
was built. Salamanca suffered greatly during the Penin-

sular war, huving sustained several sieges, during whrh
some of the finest monastic buildings were either complek-h

destroyed or riddled with cannon-shot. Among the build-

ings which suffered is the Carmelite convent, budt b?

Herrera, the architect who made the designs for the Rsru-

rial. West of Salamanca an engagement took place iJe2i

22nd, 1812) between the British under Wellington and the

French under Marmont. The French had abandoned ibe

place on the first attack by the allies ; but Marmont. bavin*

received reinforcements, advanced against tbo Brituh ha*,

and, after various movements, the battle took place in the

narrow space between the Tonnes and the city. The Freoeb
commander having imprudently extended his left wing ux
far, Wellington took advantage of his error, and the n*«saf

was defeated with great lo*s. Marmont himself was se

severely wounded that Geoeral Clausel waa obliged to 1

the oommand.
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Under the Romans, Salamanca was a municipium of the

province of Lusitania. It was the tenth military station

(tetween Saragossa and Meridaon the road called Via Lata,

most of which remains to the present day in excellent pre-

servation. A portion of the Roman wall which formerly
surrounded the city is likewise standing, as well as a colos-

sal bull and several stones with inscriptions. The splendid

:>rid^e on the Tonnes, 500 feet long, and resting on 27

lrches, is also attributed to Trajan. The population of
Salamanca is computed at 20,000. It has little or no trade

:

tl°yN. Int., 5° 13' W. long.

SALAMANCA. [Mexican States.]
SALAMANDER. [SalamandridjeJ
SALAMA'NDRIDiB, a family of Batrachians. The

general arrangement of the Salamanders will be found in

Jiie article Reptiles. The genera comprehended under
the family by Mr. Bell are Triton, Laur. (the ordinary or

warty Newts), and Lissotriton, Bell (the smooth Newts)
;

tiut it roust be remembered that Mr. Bell treats only of the

reptiles belonging to these islands.

Tschudi {Classification der Batrachief) makes the Sala-
mandrincB consist of the following divisions and genera:

—

Pleurodeles, via. Pleurodeles, Waltl. ; Bradybates, Tsch.

;

Salamandrro, viz. Salamandra, Linn. ; Pseudosalamandra*
Tsch.; Ambystoma, Tsoh.; Onychodactylus, Tsch.; Pie-
thodon, Tsch. ; Cylindrosoma, Tsch. ; (Edipus, Tsch. ; So-
lamandrina, Fitz.:—Tritones: viz. Geotriton, Bonap.

;

Hemidactylium, Tsch. : Cynops, Tsch. ; Hynobius, Tsch.

;

Pseudotriton, Tsch. ; Triton, Laur. ; Xiphonura, Tsch :—
Tritonides: viz. Megalobatrachus, Tsch. (Sieboldtia, Bo-
nap.); Andrias (fossil), Tsch.; Menopoma, Harl. :—Pro-
teideae : viz. Siredon, Wagl. (Axolotl) ; Amphiuma, Gard.

;

Menobranchus, Harl.; Hypochton, Merr. (Proteus); and
Siren.

The Prince of Canino, in his ' Amphibia Europcea ad
Systema Nostrum Vertebratorura ordinata,' which gives a
valuable arrangement of the European reptiles, makes his
family Salamandridce consist of the following subfamilies
and genera:— subfam. Piemodelina; genera, Pleurodeles;
Bradybates. Subfara. Salaraandrina: genera, Seiranota;
Salamandra ; Geotriton ; Euproctus ; TW/on. The Proteu*
is placed in his family Sirenida, and subfamily Hypo-
chthonina.
The following arrangement of the Batrachians has just

been published (1841) by MM. Dumeriland Bibron.in their
elaborate Erpctologie generate :—

Body, varied in form ; skin naked ; most frequently without either carapace or scales.

Head, with two occipital condyles, not carried upon a narrower neck.
Feet, variable, as regards their presence, their number, their proportion—toes most frequently

Characters ( without claws.

Sternum, most frequently distinct, never united to the ribs, which are short or null.

Mate organs ofgeneration not projecting; eggs with soty not calcareous shells; youug subject
to metamorphosis

Null: body ser-

pent iform
No tail

jiFour 'or

two

4 tail

I

Suborders.

Pkrombles
Anourks, /Distinct

with a I

tongue i

[Null . .

a
I branchifie

With slits pr

Groups, Families.

Little or not dilated 2. Raniformes.

Ophiosomes 1. Csecilioides.

Phanero-
glosses :

with the

upper jaw

Phrynaglqsses^ 5. Pipeeformes.

f Toothed: ends

J of toes

{1 ( Very dilated . . 3. Hylwformes.
[Without teeth 4. Bufonifon

with
neck

distinct

holes

Aretoderbs 6. Salamandrides

f Null .... 7. Awpbiumidea.

(Visible and persistent 8. Provides.
Trematodbrbs : with branckiap

Organisation of thb Salamandridjb.
Skeleton.—The skull of the terrestrial salamander (La-

eerta Salamandra, Linn. ; Salamandra terrestris, Aldr. and
Ray) is well described by Cuvier as being nearly cylindrical,

widened in front in order to form the semicircular face, and
behind for the two crucial branches resembling those of the
frogs, and containing the internal ears. But though the
composition of the head resembles that of the frogs in the
back and under parts, it differs remarkably in other parts

:

there .s no girdling bone (os en ceinture), and the only re-

presentation of the ethmoid bone appears in a membranous
*tate.

Above, the cranium is divided nearly equally between the
two frontal and the two parietal bones. The anterior part
of the frontal bones is articulated forwards with the bones
of the nose ; and, laterally, with the anterior frontal bones.

The apophyses rising from the intermaxillary bones are very
large, which places the external osseous nostrils very far

apart. The nasal bone is placed on the upper part of each
of them, between the intermaxillary, the frontal, the anterior

frontal, and the maxillary bones. The anterior frontal bone
wen pies the cheek in front of the anterior angle of the
oi bit, but does not descend into the cavity, the anterior wall
oi which is simply membranous. Cuvier believed that he
taw a very small lachrymal bone at the external angle of the

anterior frontal bone. The dental part of the upper maxillary
bone is carried backwards as usual, but without forming ajunc-
tion with either the pterygoid or jural bones. Cuvier found
only two occipital bones, as in the other batrachians, and each
of them was intimately united with a part analogous to the os

petrosum (rocher). A great round hole serves for the entry

lo I he vestibule, and consequently to the fenestra oralis

.

In the living animal it is closed by a cartilaginous plate,

without any stem, and entirely hidden under the muscles.

To this bone, which occupies the place of both the occipital,

lateral, and petrous bones, are attached three, the lower of
which (the pterygoid), with its triangular figure, brings to

the mind of the observer the three branches of which it is

formed in the frogs. Its anterior angle, as has been stated,

does not reach the maxillary bone, and is only connected to

it by a ligament; neither does the internal angle reach the
sphenoid hone: the external angle exists under the second
of the three bones here noticed, viz. the intermediate bone,

that to which belongs the facet for the articulation of the
jaw. This bone, Cuvier remarks, is very difficult to define

;

and he further says that he shall perhaps be considered

very rash if he names it the jugal bone, for, far from being
placed horizontally, and going forwards to join the maxillary,

it lies transversely on the posterior border of the pterygoid

bone : nevertheless there is a ligament which unites it to

the posterior point of the maxillary bone. The third and
upper of these bones lies upon the preceding, and in the

same direction ; it is oblong and flat, and is attached by its

internal extremity upon the lateral occipital bone, without
reaching to the parietal. Supposing the jugal bone to f.e

well named, this would be the tympanic bone; and, in fact,

if the little plate which covers the fenestra ovalis had a
handle (raanche), it would pass behind the bone of which
we speak, as in the frogs it passes behind the tympanic
bone.

Below there is only a single sphenoid bone, which is ob-

long. Two large triangular bones, which are manifestly

analogous to those named vomers by Cuvier in the frogs,

form the flooring of the nostrils below, and give off each a

slender apophysis, which extends backwards under the

sphenoid parallel to its correspondent It is to these bones

and to their apophyses that the two longitudinal rows of the

palatal teeth of the Salamanders adhere. Between the

anterior part of these bones, behind the intermaxillai ies, is

a large oval space, which is filled by the membrane of the
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palate only : their posterior and dentary apophysis extends

nearly as far backwards as the sphenoid Done. Perhaps,

observes Cuvier, it is divided at certain periods into two

by a suture, and a palatine bone may then be distinguished,

but he had not been able to perceive one. There is in the

orbit, at its anterior wall, a great membranous space between

the maxillary bone, the anterior frontal, and the vomer;
and it is at the bottom of this space, and in a notch of the

vomer, that the internal nostril is pierced on each side.

The bottom of the orbit, on the side of Ihe cranium, between

the frontal and parietal bones on one side and the vomer
tnd sphenoidal bones on the other, is occupied by an oblong

bone in which the optic hole is pierced, and which can only

answer to the orbital wing of the sphenoidal bone. It is

ibis part which is membranous in the frogs, and has no
existence in the serpents, in which the parietal and frontal

bones each supply it by halves : here it is elevated to the

state of a particular bone. The two occipital condyles are

very much separated from each other, and placed at the two
sides of the occipital hole.

The cranium of the European aquatic Salamanders differs

in general from that of the terrestrial in having the entire

head more oblong the external nostrils more approximated,

the space between the vomers a simple small hole, the pte-

rygoid bone a mere plate, wide behind and pointed before,

&c. They also differ among themselves by sufficiently

marked traits. Thus the Triton Gemeri has a small hole

on the front of the muzzle, between the bones of the nose

;

and at the frontal, a post-orbital pointed process, very well

marked, and directed backwards. The hole becomes a little

•lit in Triton Alpestris, in which the muzzle is shorter, and
the post-orbital apophysis smaller and more transverse. In
the Triton criitatu* the post-orbital apophysis is but little

marked, and the singularly rugose anterior region of (he

cranium has but a simple pit in lieu of a hole. In Tritones

vunctatus and palmatus the post-orbital apophysis is even
longer than it is in Triton Ocsneri, and on the front of the

cranium are two slightly projecting lines, which unite for-

wards in the shape of a Y. In the Great Salamander of the

Alleghanies, the Hellbender of the Americans (Menopoma
gigantea), the principal frontal and anterior bones are

narrower and more elongated. The first penetrate pointedly

backwards between the parietal bones ; forwards they extend
to the external aperture of the nostrils. The nasal bones
touch each o'her between them, and are placed between the

frontal bones, the intermaxillaries. and the apertures of the

nostrils. The orbital wings are but little elevated, pierced

with very small optic holes, and leaving between them and
the ossa petrosa a membranous space. The ossa petrosa

are very distinct from the lateral occipital bones, and are

entirely separated from them by a cartilage, in which the

fenestra oralis is pierced. The pterygoid bones are very

wide, and are articulated by one of their sides to nearly the

whole of ihe external border of the sphenoidal bone, which
last is very much flattened rfnd very wide: the two vomers
carry their teeth not longitudinally, but transversely, on
their anterior bonier, and parallel to the intermaxillary and
maxillary teeth. Cuvier remarks further that the head of
the aquatic Salamanders in the larva state offers differences

which deserve to bo better studied than he had been
enabled to do in the midst of so many occupations. Thus,
he observes, the bones which he has named vomers are less

fixed at the base of the nostrils; and instead of a single row
of teeth, they have their whole surface furnished with them,
an observation of Signor Rusconi which Cuvier verified.

The ascending apophyses of the intermaxillaries are longer
and narrower, the maxillary bones are less developed, kc,
circumstances all of which are found in the Arolotl, and of
which traces are to be seen even in the Siren, The Sala-

manders have a true dental lower jaw, forming a symphysis
with its congener, and carrying teeth nearly as in the gene-
rality of lizards. The rest is composed, in the ordinary adult

glo piece, which doubles tbe preceding

f its internal surface, forms a coronoVu
backwards, and carries the articular

timately soldered to it. In the Great
or this second bone is itself divided

:. a coronoVd and an articular portion.

his elaborate and excellent •Odonto-
int cresting chapter on the Teeth of

tuoark* that the variations which the
ts in the Batrachian order of Reptiles

are more conspicuous in the number, situation, and stoe-
ture of the teeth, than in their form or mode of aitachmeut.
Certain Batrachians, he observes, are edentulous* tbe gcass
Hylaplesia among the tree-frogs, for example, and the Bm-
fonidcp, or Toad family, with the exception of some speots
of Bombinaior. The teeth when present are described by

him as generally numerous, simple, of small and equal sua,

and close-set, either in a single row or aggregated, like iW
teeth of a rasp, and he points out a characteristic conditio*

of the dental system in fishes, namely, tbe absence of testa

on tho superior maxillary bone, as being continued in thaw
genera of perennibranchiate Batrachians which itandkreoc
in the class of Reptiles; not only the superior maadlarj
teeth, but the bones themselves are absent, he observe** in

Siren, Menobranchus, and Proteus. In the Strtn. be
describes the lower margin of the intermaxillary bone** end
the sloping anterior and upper margin of the lower jaw
as trenchant, and each encased in a sheath of firm, albu-

minous, minutely fibrous tissue, harder than born. The
bones thus armed slide upon each other, he tells us, has

the blades of a pair of curved scissors, when the mouth a
closed, and are well adapted for dividing the bodies of seaaii

fish, aquatic lama, worms, &c The homy substitute tx
teeth in the lower jaw is supported by the bony element

corresponding with the premandibular of the leptdaaoee,

[Protoptkrus.] A second bony piece applied to tho inner

surface of the branch of tbe jaw (representing tbe spleaial

or opercular element in the jaw of the crocodile) ia beset

with numerous minute pointed teeth, set ia short oblique

rows, and directed obliquely backwards. The palatal sur-

face of the mouth is described as presenting on cacti stcs

two fiat, thin, and moderately broad bones, forming an ap-

parently single, oblique, oval plate, which converges to me*t
its fellow at the anterior part of the palate, so aa coixjoaiuy

to constitute a broad rasp-like surface in the form of a

chevron. Tho Professor regards the anterior long piate oa

each side as the representative of tbe divided vomer. a*4
it supports six or seven oblique rows of small pointed retro-

verted teeth; tho smaller posterior plate, which be thiols

may probably be the homologue of the pterygoid, is beat*

with four rows of similar teeth; and thus we have ten tc

eleven rows on each side of the chevron of the palate. The
greatest number of denticles (11 or 12) is in tbe middle

rows ; in the anterior and posterior rows they are fewer; all

are of similar size and form, corresponding with those d
the lower jaw opposed to them. ' The condition of uV
dental system in this, the lowest of the class of reptuW
says Mr. Owen, 'is not without interest, indepeodently
of the absence of the superior maxillary teeth, and J
the presence of the palatal and inferior maxillary ** dent*

en carde." If, for example, the dense sheath of the tree-

chant anterior parts of the upper and lower jaws hsi

been completely calcified and converted into hard dexvLor

the correspondence between the siren and the leptdosirca

would have been very striking in this part of their strtx

ture ; but the maxillary sheaths of the siren being com
posed of horn, and being moreover easily detached rrta

the subjacent bones, much more closely resemble tLt

deciduous mandibles of the tadpoles of the higher Be-

trachians.' (Partii., pp. 188, 189)
In the Axolotl also Professor Owen notices the ichlh)*

character of the rasp-like teeth aggregated in numcfoa*
rows upon the palatal region of the mouib. and upon u*
splcnisl or opercular elemeut of the lower jaw ; but Urn
he observes, the superior maxillary bones are developed, aui
suppoit teeth. The premandibular and tho iulcnnaxilU.7
hones, he adds, instead of presenting the larval condiuaa d
the horny sheath, have their alveolar border armed wuii a

single row of small, equal, fine, and sharp pointed denuck?.
which are continued above along the maxillariea; ihua.br
observes, establishing the commencement of the onLeart
batrachian condition of the marginal teeth of the borol
cavity. As in tbe siren, the dentigerous bouca of tire

palate consist of two plates on each sale; the anterior pa*,

or vomers, converge and meet at their anterior rxirem.ua>
and the minute denticles which they support are arranc«d
quincuncially ; the posterior pair of bones continued bari
wards, according to the usual dUpo»niou of ih« ptery-

goids, abut against the tympanic or quadrate bono*; xud

the denticles are confined to the anterior part of their o^
surfnee, resembling* in their arrangement and anch)lj~i
attachment, those of the palatal series, of ebtrh thV) sr»

the posterior termination.
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The foperior maxillaries and their teeth are, it appears,

wanting in Menobranchus [Nkcturus] ; but Professor Owen
observes, that in this form an advance to a higher type of

dentition is perceptible by the arrangement of the teeth in

a single row both upon the roof and at the margins of the

mouth. The intermaxillary bones are produced backwards,
and the single row of small pointed teeth which they sup-

port is opposed to a similar series upon the premandibular
bones botow. The palatal teeth form a single row on each

of the broad bones which correspond with those described

by Cuvier as the divided vomer in the higher Batrachians,

and extend backwards upon the pterygoids, which support

a few teeth.

The three preceding genera are perennibranchiate, and
though the Proteus, like them, always retains its ex-

ternal gills, Professor Owen remarks that it offers a fur-

ther advance to the dentition of the higher Batrachians,

and to that of the Amphiuma especially. Each inter-

maxillary bone carries on its alveolar border a row of eight

or ten minute, fine, sharp-pointed teeth, and each preman-
dibular bone is armed with a greater number of similar but
larger teeth, arranged also in single series. The palatine

bones (two vomers of Cuvier) support a row of denticles,

similar to the intermaxillary crescentic series and parallel

with them ; but Mr. Owen points out that the horns of
the palatal dental crescent are continued much farther

oack, terminating, as in Menobranchus, on the anterior

part of the pterygoid bones. Twenty-four teeth are con-
tained in each half of the ' crescentic or chevron-shaped
series,' as the arrangement is appropriately designated by
the Professor, wlio adds that the superior maxillary bones
are represented in this form by mere cartilaginous rudi-

ments.
Professor Owen next notices the Amphiuma, which, he

observes, like the Proteus, presents the batrachian disposi-

tion of the teeth in a single close-set series along the alveo-

lar border of both upper and lower jaws. 'The upper
series,' he observes, ' extends along well developed maxil-

lary and intermaxillary bones, and in the extent of the

maxillary and palatal series, especially in Amphiuma tridac-

tylum* the indication of a highly interesting character in re-

gard to the affinities of an extinct race of gigantic Batra-
chians with biconcave vertebra? is discernible. [Salaman-
drolobs.]
In the Amphiuma the palatal teeth run in a single close-

set row along the lateral margins of the vomer, forming an
acute angle at its anterior portion, whence the series is ex-

tended backwards on either side nearly longitudinally, and
parallel with the maxillary teeth. ' All the teeth are conical,

pointed, slightly curved backwards and inwards ; their

points glisten with a yellow metallic lustre,' whence Dr.
Mitchells name Chrysodonta. The number of teeth in

Amphiuma means is. Professor Owen informs us, consider-

ably less than in Amphiuma tridactylum.

We now approach a most interesting part of the inquiry

illustrative of a fossil that has made some noise in the
worfd, but which is now justly degraded to its proper place

in the scale of animals, and is not a whit less interesting

for such degradation. ' The Menopome exhibits,' says Pro-
fessor Owen, ' the same essentially batrachian condition ofthe
teeth as the Amphiume ; but in their disposition, and in the
disposition and form of the vomer, it makes a near approach
to the caducibranchiate group, and allies itself most closely

with the gigantic newt of Japan (Sieboldtia, Bonap.), and
with that equally gigantic extinct species of Newt so noted
in palaeontology as the Homo diluvii testis ofScheuchxer. In
the persistence of the branchial apertures, and the more
complex structure of the os hyo'ides, the Menopome how-
ever manifests its generic distinctness from the Sieboldtia.

The single close-set series of small, equal, conical, and
slightly recurved teeth describes a semicircle on both the
upper and lower jaws : the row of similar but smaller teeth

on the anterior expanded border of the divided vomer runs
parallel with and at a short distance behind the median
part of the maxillary series. The premandibular teeth are

received into the narrow interspace between the two rows in

the upper jaw when the mouth is closed. The teeth of the

Menopome, as of the Amphiume, are anchylosed by their

base and part of its outer side to a slightly elevated exter-

nal alveolar ridge.
* Sieboldtia.—The perennibranchiate or fish-like Batra-

chians, " doubtful reptiles," as they have been termed, lead

liy so easy a series of transitions to the caducibranchiate

P C No 1272.

group, in which all external trace of the branchial appa-
ratus is lost, that the artificial nature of such a division of
the order is evident, and some naturalists have even hesi-
tated whether to separate, generically, the last of the peren-
nibranchians from the species Sieboldtia gisantea, with
which the description of the dental system in the higher
division of the Batrachians is here commenced. As re-

gards the teeth, the difference between the great aquatic
salamander of the volcanic mountains of Japan and that of
the Alleghanies is very slight, and merely specific ; the form,
disposition, and attachment of the teeth are the same in
Sieboldtia as in Menopoma; they differ slightly in relative

size, those of the Japanese newt having the advantage in
this respect, with a somewhat deeper implantation of their

anchylosed base, and the alveolar parapet of the inter-

maxillary bones is higher and is slightly incurved. There
are fourteen teeth in each intermaxillary, seventy-two in
each superior maxillary, and sixty-four teeth in each vomer
of the Sieboldtia gigantea.'

Professor Owen then points out that the disposition,

form, and attachment of the teeth in the great fossil newt or
salamander (Andrias Scheuchzeri, Tschud.) are the same
as in the Menopome and Sieboldtia, but that they appear to

have been relatively smaller than in the latter genus ; and
perhaps less compressed, and with more conspicuous basal
grooves.

The Professor further remarks that all the caducibran-
chiate Batrachians with tails, as the newts and land sala-

manders, have teeth on the inferior maxillary and vomerine
bones, as well as on the intermaxillaries and superior max-
illaries. In the common newts ( Tritones palustris, cris-

tate*, and other allied species of the old world) the teeth
are, he observes, confined to the bones above mentioned;
they are, he informs us, equal, subcompressed, fine, sharp-
pointed cones, arranged in a single close-set row, along the
upper and lower margins of the mouth, and extending far

back upon the roof of the mouth, in a single row along the
outer margins of each vomer, the vomerine teeth being
extremely minute. But it further appears, according to the
same author, that most of the North American newts have
a fourth locality for teeth, reminding the observer of a pecu-
liarity in the dental system of some of the highly organised
clupeoid fishes of the South American rivers, viz. upon the
under surface of the sphenoid bone. Four rows of these
sphenoid teeth are found in the subgenus PseudotriUm

;

and in Salamandra glutinosa, Maclure (Ptethodon, Tschud.),
they are, Professor Owen informs us, aggregated en brosse
to the number of three hundred and upwards, upon both
the basi-sphenoid and basi-oocipital hones ; a single row is

set nearly across the posterior margin of each vomer, and
the marginal teeth*of the mouth, maxillary and intermax-
illary, are arranged in a single series both above and below.

For a particular account of the teeth of the Ranidc* we
must refer the reader to the work itself, observing here only
that the frogs have no teeth on the lower jaw, though in

some species (Ceratophrys for example) the alveolar edge of
the lower jaw-bone is finely notched or dentated. The
HufonicUe, as a general rule, are toothless, but in the Bom-
binatores the subgenus Hyladactylus has teeth upon the
vomer, and Sclerophrysba* teeth on both the intermaxillary
and maxillary bones. Professor Owen remarks that m
microscopic structure the teeth of the existing Batrachians,
like those of most Saurians, correspond with the simple
mammalian teeth, and, after an elaborate description of the
microscopic appearances in the tooth of a frog, proceeds to

the description of the dental system in the extinct genus
Labyrinthodon, which will be noticed in this work under the
title Salamandroidks,
Thus we are indebted to Professor Owen for a most able

exposition of the dentition of the Batrachians generally,
showing the gradation by which that order of reptiles i^

linked to the fishes on the one hand and the Saurians on
the other, and the various stages of development by whieh
the Batrachians are connected with each other. (Odonto-
graphy)
To return to the salamander, we find, as indeed might

be expected from the metamorphosis which it undergoes,
that its os hyoTdes is subject to changes analogous to those
of the frog, though not so complete. In its larva state it

has, Cuvier observes, two byoidian branches springing from
the occipital bones, uniting forwards under the lower jaw,
and a cartilaginous branchial apparatus suspended at the

point of union of those branches, and supporting four arches
Vol. XX.-2 U
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saeeeh aide, tbt first of which if eMcM to an intermediate

Item, the three fallowing |q a second two-jointed storo, an.4
these Iwo pain of stem to on unequal brftncbt •» i* more
clearly manifested in tbe axolotl The adult aquatic saja-

menders preserve in ih* bony itata the branches which *MI)
ara attached below tbe fenestra oralis, and terminate. fofwa.ru

*j a truncation under the middle of tbe lower jaw ; bt|t tbf
anterior articulation of the** branches is now become mom?
branous. Tbe unequal stem* in tbe bonv state, supports on
eaeb side an osseous branch consisting of two jojnts, termi?
nated by a cartilaginous point, ana moreover, internally,

another branch which is simple and reduced to % filament,

which goes from the unequal stem to the second erticu|ar

tiun of the external brenco. In the terrestrial salamander,
which ean only pass a. very short time in the larva stfte, all

remains cartilaginous. The two suspensive branches or

anterior horns are delicate and flat, and 4o not join the
cranium J and the unequal stem with its two branches sol-

dered on each side by their two ends. $>rms only a single
cbovron-sbaped cartilage, each branch of which is pierced
with a considerable gap. This remainder or vestige of the
branchial apparatus does not prevent the coexistence of a
larynx and the rudiment of a sternum 1 both indeed weak
and membranous rather than cartilaginous. Tbe shoulder
of tbe salamander is, Cuvier remarks, very curious oil ac-

count of the close junction of its three bones into a single
one, which has tbe glenoid fosset at its anterior edge, sends
towards tbe spine a square lube slightly enlarged shove,
which is the omeplate, and towards the breast a rounded
disk, slightly located, which is composed of the clavicle and
eorootd bone, where a suture* which separates them l»ey
for a long time be observed, and where there always remains
a small hole. The omoplate has its spinal edge auemeuted

by a cartilaginous prolongation. The cleido-eoracoifd is also
surrounded with a great cartilaginous blade in form of a
crescent, which crosses upon its congener under the bfenat,

for the only vestige of a sternum remaining is a cartilaginous
blade placed behind tbe two preceding, and which repre-

sents the xiphoid. Tbe atlas ofthe salamander is articulated
with the head by two concave facets, and with the second
vertebra by the face of its body, which is also concave ; for,

contrary to tbe case of tbe frogs and lisards. all the anterior
free* of the bodies of tbe vertebra* are convex in the sala-

manders, and all the posterior faces concave ; the upper part
is flat. The articular* apophyses are horizontal, and united
on each side by a crest, which, joined to that of the other
aide, gires to the vertebra a sort of roof wbioh is rectangu-
lar, but with ita lateral borders a little re-entering. Tbe
posterior parts of a vertebra lie on tbe anterior parts of tbat
which follows it In lieu of spinous apophyses, there is only
a slight appearance of a longitudinal ridge, Tbe body of
the vertebra, which is cylindrical and narrowed in its

middle, adheres under the roof above noticed. The trans-
verse apophyses also adhere under the latere) crests, are
directed slightly backwards, and divided by a furrow on each
of tpeir feces, so that their extremity has as it were two tuber-
cles for carrying those into which the base of tbe small rib is

divided. These small ribs aojoin all tbe conical, dorsal, and
lumbar vertebrae, except tbe atlas, but are only two or three
lines in length, and are tar from surrounding tbe trunk or"
reaching tbe sternum. Among the aquatio salamanders.
the Tnkm Qctnsri baa tbe crest of the dorsal vertebra
mom elevated and sharp than the terrestrial salamander;
this crest is also rather more developed in Triton Alp**tri$
and even in Triton** punctmtu* and poimaiv* ; but what,
adds Cuvier, is very singular, it is precisely in Triton cri*
Jofsjs that thia crest is most effaced, and tbe upper part of
tbe vertebra nearly plain. Tbe vertebra) of the tail (2$ pr
16 in number) in the terrestrial salamander have crests and
tranverae apophyses like those of tbe back ; they become
amaller and smaller, and, counting from the third caudal,
there is under the body a transverse blade directed obliquely
backwards, pierced with a hole at ita base, which represents
the chevron bones of the lixards and the other long-tailed
genera. Cuvier counted 33 caudal vertebras in the Tritones
eJrwe/rM and criiUtiu*, 34 in TVi/o* Q**mri, aud 39 in

Trt/o* pmctatu*. They form, be observe*; a tail flattened

laterally, in consequence of the elevation of their upper and
lower crests. The bones of the limbs are, says Cuvier in

continuation,jprooortioned to tbe smallnes* of the members
themselves. The humerus has, above, a round bead; a little

lower, forwards, there i$ a compressed and obtuse tubero-
sity; and backwards, a UMlu lower still* another very pointed

one, Jts lower head is flattened from before backward*

gnu widened to suit the condyles, between, which is an arti-

cular head, rounded for t|ic forearm, and above, forward*, s

small fosset. The aquatic salamander nas this bone mure

widened above than tne terrestrial species, Ttie fore ana

is composed of two separate bones. The radius has a row*
upper nead, a. narrowed body, and a compressed and widcacd

lower beadt The cubit is more equaljm site, and iu «**-

eranun is very short and rounded. Toe carpus has in
bones and two cartilages, which occupy the place of boat*

seven pieces in a,11 : the whole of those are flat, angular, aV
pose4 in a pavement-like order, and in some mpects so

nounce the structure to be seen in the ichthyosaurus. Is

t)m Gr*t rank *f« *WQ, of which the smallest or radiaJ is car-

tilaginous. The greatest belongs to the r§4ios and urns*

between, them on the second rank is a stogie one ; thea

comfy °n lb« ibird rank, four for tbe me^acarpala. Tbe first

remains cartilaginous. The metacarpals are short, tat, ids

narrowed in t(ieir middle. Cuvier found only one whateet

ossified on the flrs.t finger, two on the second aoeT fowib.

and three on the third. The variety of poinu by which tbe

pelvis is attached \q \he spine is, be remarks, a very srxuniar

lluug- He had individuals of tbe terrestrial salamander is

which it was suspended from ttye fifteenth vertebra (cooaticf

in the atjgs), and others in which jt was suspended from t*»

sixteenth; and he refers to a specimen (species uodete

mined) seen by M Schultze, in which it was suspended m
one side \o the sixteenth vertebra, and on the other to tU
seventeenth, Wi'h regard to tbe aquatic salamander*
Cuvier found it constantly suspended to the fourteenth n
fritonu pqlmatus and alpestrit, to the fifteenth in 7Vi*oa*f

punctata* and Uesneri^ aud to the seventeenth or eighteen: I

in Triton cristatus. He had an individual of tbe b*i

named species, in which it was suspended on one side to tbt

seventeenth vertebra, and on the other to the eightcentL
The pelvis itself is quite differently formed from thai of tbt

frogs: tbe vertebra which supports it is like those wbra
precede it, and has, like them, on each aide a smalt rib, s:

the extremity of which the os ilii is suspended by a luramaai

JUs cylindrical, and widens a little on arriving at ipc euty-

lqid cavity. Tbe pubis and ischium are soldered toeetUr.

and form, with those of the other side, from which tSey an
distinct, a large dibk, concave ebove, flat below, cut sooarc a
front and at the anterior parts of the sides, notched lateralh

and narrowed behind the cotyloid fossa?, and terminated

bachwards in a concave arch. Tbe pubis remains eawtifc-

ginous much loneer than the ischium, with whjch rtisuniirf

by a suture which makes a cross with the symphysis* sad

in front of this symphysis is a cartilage in the form of a Y
in the muscles, which recalls to the observe? the aursupav
bones of tbe opossums. The upper be*4 of !*• feasor »
oval ; *t tho internal face of the neck, there is aim pumas*

1

apophysis, occupying tbe place of a. trochanter : the Www
head h widened and flattened from before takwessk
There ajre (wo bone in the leg. Tbe tibia, wtucS isacr?

stout upwards, fias m front a ridge, which detaches it**7

from tnc upper part of the bono in tbe form of w'sJanafT

stem, resembling the vest jge of a fibula discernible m vw|jcai

Rodents, hut tbja does not prevent the development f# s

true fibula as largo as the tibia, and which descemJa a htus

lower. There are nine tarsal bones, all flat and aissjpatd o
a pavemant-like order: the lower rank has five (bribe Irs

metatarsal hones ; tbe four others consist of one small (tb*

tibial) at the internal border, one great (the fibular) at (ft*

external border, a.n oblong one between them, plarcd «*-

ljquely and answering to the tibia and fibula, and to*

square in tbe middle of all the others. Cuvier fxuei ten

one phalanx on the first finger, two on the second,
the tliird and fourth, and two on the last

T«ir^ofpigt!iMu>,
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fore-hand of Sieboldtta.

SIMtttt BteaAJDma. a.Mon in inofile; 6, feed frdn llMttf e,
**m tbm bib*.

ftftah o( bletoldtli; tee* frortt belbW.

Generation*—touch particulars of the generation of the

SalamandricUe as require notice will be found under the
titles of the genera treated of in this article*

tievmduclion.—The power of reproducing excised or in-

jured parts has been observed in no family arpong the
leptiios more carefully than in the Salamandridee. Plaleretti*

Spalanzuni, Murray, and others have recorded their obser-

\ations wiih respect to this power; and Bonnet particularly

has given most accurate descriptions and figures of his care-
j

fill experiments. Th4 arms or* thighs of Tritons amputated |

Skeleton of terrestrial Seiamknder.

a, 8kall seen la profile; 6, teea fro* below.

sometimes on one side, sometimes on the other, or both on
ihe same side, wtere constantly reproduced, and the toes were
gradually again formed and endowed with motion. The
tail too, cut off at various points, was renewed, pushing out
by little and little from the amputated base. In one
case the same limb was reproduced four timet cansecft

lively in the same animal. Bonnet fbund that this repro-
duction was favoured hy teat and retarded by Gold. \&n
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observed thai the parte of excised limbs were often repro-

duced with remarkable alterations, either of defect or excess

;

the deficiency or exuberance of certain parts taking upon
themselves very singular forms. In many species of Tritons

the long bones of the limbs detached from their principal

articulation, and remaining suspended by some points which
still caused them to adhere to the flesh, were found com-
pleiely consolidated in a few days. The most extraordinary

observation was that consequent on the total extirpation of
the eye, which was exiirely reproduced and perfectly orga-

nized at the end of a year. Dufay has recorded their faculty

of remaining frozen up in ice for a long period without
perishing.

Their tenacity of life was strongly shown in an experi-

ment made by M. Dumeril. Three-fourt lis of the bead of

a Triton marmoralus were removed with a pair of scissors.

The mutilated animal was placed by itself at the bottom of
a large glass vessel in fresh water about half an inch deep,

and which was carefully renewed at least once a-day. The
animal, although deprived of the four principal senses,

without nostrils, without eyes and ears, and without a
tongue, continued to live and move slowly. Its only com-
munication with externals was carried on by touch alone.

M. Duineiil relates that it was evidently conscious of exist-

ence, and walked slowly and cautiously. It raised the
stump of its neck towards the surface of the water, and
during tho first days was seen making efforts to breathe.
In less than three months reproduction and cicatrization

had so done their work that there remained no aperture for

the lungs or for food. At the end of three months, M. Du-
meril was compelled to leave it to the care of another during
an absence, and it died, in all probability, as he observes, from
want of attention on the part of the person who undertook
the care of it. This specimen is now preserved in the Paris
museum, and exhibits, as M. Dumenl remarks, the singular
fact of an animal having lived without a head; and a proof
of the possibility and necessity, even in the Batrachians, of
a sort of respiration by means of the skin. In this animal
M. Dumerii states that respiration was certainly thus car-
ried on for three months, although the stump of the am-
putated part presented a cicatrice, the smooth surface of
which proved, even when examined by a magnifying glass,

that there was a complete obturation of the oesophagus aud
larynx.

Dr. von Siebold has also recorded his observations on the
reproduction of wounded or lost parts in the Triton niger.
We now proceed to illustrate the Salamandridss by a con-

sideration of the genera Menopoma, Sicboldtia, Triton, Lis-
sotriton, and Salamandra.

Menopoma.
Generic Character.—Head flat, broad; two concentric

rows of teeth (the inner row palatine) in the upper jaw, and
a single row only in the lower jaw; tongue free in front;
operculum situated about halfway between the posterior edge
of the rictus of the mouth and the fore leg ; three opercular
cartilages* between the posterior two of which is the aper-
ture ; feet fimbriated on their outer edge ; toes four on the
anterior feet, and five on the posterior ; of the latter the
fourth and fifth are webbed aud without claws.

Rm4 of Mraopoau, «*a fton »bo*«.

Ji J* the Abranchus* and Menopoma of Harlan ; Pro-
"""

fcMft «f*
Meoopom* l»y Dr. lUrUa, Afrrwtdhu having

fcyVftft tfa*tUtoestlf**i« * gcuu* U moUitolu.qp

tonopeis of Barton; Cryptobranohus of Lenkardl—d Pmia-
ger ; Salamandropi of Wagler.

Example.—The only species known is MenopomeAlU-
ghaniemis, Harl.; Salamandropi Alleghaniensu,VI^

Description.—Length about two feet ; bead broad andI*
tened ; mouth wide ; nostrils projecting ; body thick sad

stout ; tail compressed vertically, and nearly as long si u*
body ; legs stout and short; colour slaty with dark spouts
the body ; a dark line runs through the eyes.

This is the Tweeg of the Indians ; Hellbender, MmiDml,
Ground Puppy, and young Alligator of the Anglo-Aaen-
cans; and Ftschsalamander of the Germans.

Locality.—The Ohio and Alleghany rivers.

Habits, <£c.—This batrachian is carnivorous sad fery

voracious ; nothing that it can devour is spared by it T*»
fishermen dread it very much, and believe it to be poistaeut.

Indeed the appearance of the animal is altogether aataatli

and forbidding.

Michaux appears to have been the first traveller was da-

covered and noticed the Menopoma. Ue state* that in U»
torrents of the Alleghanies is found a species of Sslsiau-

der, called by the inhabitants 'Alligator of the ttooataisV

and that there are some two feet in length. Rose aotiwl

the animal which Michaux procured, ana which vss plated

in the Paris museum, very shortly in the article Sakmenin
(Nouv. Diet, a? Hist. Nat.). Barton's memoir eaien it

some length into the subject. There is a well prtstmd

skeleton of Menopoma AUeghaniensU in the nuueua W
the Royal College of Surgeons in London.

margin of the vomers; posterior feet with cuuncoes spa*'

dages; toes small, free, with depressed cutaneous hu»
lobes ; tail rather round at the base, very much ikanewl *
the middle and behind, head thickly covered with|Uaet;

body depressed, with transverse folds and a long thick eatt-

neous appendage on each side.

Cuts of the skull, showing the teeth, of lbesW*»
of the fore hand, and of some of the vertebras, art pv«
above.

This is the genus Megalobatrachue of Tscbodi; bat U»

Prince of Canino's name, Sieboldtia, has the rifbt d
priority. The genus belongs to the subfamily Ambmnt
of the Prince's SalamandricUt.
Exam pie. —Sieboldtia maxima. This, which is tat S»

lamandra maxima of Schlejrel {Fauna Japon, vii.. tab. vu

vii., viii.), was found by Dr. Von Siebold in a Use oa •

basaltic mountain in Japan. He brought away a asakaadi

female ; but the former devoured the latter duriaf tbtpar

sage, is now alive at Leyden, about a yard long, and fcsssis

small fishes. The gill-apertureslit always remains ease a

Menopoma, but in this great newt the slits are ejeetd. Ts*

animal is the nearest living analogue of Andrim 5dU»oV
zeri, the celebrated Homo diluvii testis of ScheecbatT,

which will be noticed in the account of the (basil Selemew

dridee at the end of this article.

Triton.
Generic Character.—Head rounded, convex; f«**
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ewhat flattened ; tongue small, semi-globular, slightly

free at each side, free and pointed behind
;
palatine teeth

numerous, disposed in two rows ; body graoulous ; no paro-

tids ; tall compressed, as long as the body ;
glandular pores

behind and over the eyes, and a longitudinal row of distant

atoaitar pores along each side. Toes four on the anterior

and five on the posterior feet. Crests of the back and tail

(in the male) separate.

Example, Triton cristaius.

Description.—Blackish, orange-coloured beneath, sprin-

kled with round black spots; sides dotted with white;
upper lip overhanging the lower, but not having a distinct

lobe ; body warty or tuberculated ; tail rather smooth, com-
pressed, sharp, trenchant above and below. Length six

inches.

Male (in the spring) with an acute toothed dorsal crest

;

tail with a longitudinal white stripe. In winter without a
crest, and much resembling the female.

Female.—No crest; lower edge of the tail orange.

Young.—Olive-brown with a sulphureous dorsal line;

abdomen orange, spotted with black ; lower edge of the tail

orange- red.

This is the Lacerta palustris of Linnmus ; Salamandra
aquatioa of Ray ; Salamandra eristata of Schneider, Daudin,
&c. ; Triton palustris of Fleming ; Salamandra platycauda
of Rusconi ; Molge of Merrett ; Grosse Wassersalamander
and Sump/salamander of Bechstein ; Warty Lizard of Pen-
nant; Common Warty Newt and Great Water-Newt of

the British.

Geographical Distribution.—The whole of Europe;
Western and Northern Asia.

Habits.—The ponds and ditches of this country abound
with this the largest British newt, and a most voracious

animal it is. Aquatic insects, and indeed any small living

animals which come in its way, are unsparingly devoured.

It is a great destroyer of tadpoles, and the smaller water-

newt, Lissotriton punctatus, frequently falls a victim to its

ferocity and voracity. Mr. Bell has taken them more than

once in the act of swallowing an individual of the smaller

species, which was so large as to occasion great difficulty

and delay in the act of deglutition. In swimming, the legs

u« turned backwards to lessen resistance, and the animal is

pfOgeUed principally by the tail. Every one has observed

thinewis, or efts, as they are called in many places, floating

motionless at the surface of the water, with their limbs ex-

tended at right angles with the body, and their toes spread

out. Their progression at the bottom of the water and on

land is performed creepingly with their small and weak
feeL
Generation.—This is the species which was the principal

object of the observations of Rusconi, to which we shall

presently advert; but before we do so, it is necessary to

mpprise the reader of the remarks made by Mr. Bell. He
observes that the male seeks and follows the other sex : the

tail of the former is vibrated, and, as it were, smacked by a

motion similar to that of smacking a whip, several times

during a few moments. Rusconi, observes Mr. Bell, asserts,

and he has been followed by most subsequent writers, that

impregnation is effected without contact; but the latter

remarks that he has reasons, the result of his own repeated

observations, for believing this to be a mistake, at least in

some species.

Spallanzani has slated that the eggs, when excluded by

the female, fall at once to the bottom of the water ; and
Cuvier, that they come forth from her ' en longs chapelets.'

Rusconi procured, in the month of May, several of these

newts, which he put into a large tub, at the bottom of which

he found, three days afterwards, about twenty eggs glued

together endwise, three to three and four to four, so as to

resemble portions of a string of beads. He gathered up

these eegs carefully, and placed them m a vessel filled with

some of the water from the tub. After observing them two

days, he saw that they became enlarged and irregular on the

surface, which he regarded as preparatory to the evolution

of the germ. These appearances increased up to the fifth

and sixth days, but instead of producing young animals, as

be had expected, the eggs had lost their transparency, had

become covered with a sort of mould, and in short had lost

the fsculty of evolution. The Salamanders left in the tub

bad in the interval deposited more eggs : these he collected

as before, and thinking that the water which he had pre-

viously employed might have been improper for the purpose,

he procured some torn the ditches whence the newts had

been taken : still without success. He then turned bis titan*
tion to artificial impregnation, remembering Spallanzmnfa
success : here too he failed. Accident, as in so many other
cases, gave to Rusconi the key of the mode by which the
young were brought into life. He had observed, whilst fol-

lowing out his experiments for artificial impregnation, that
the Salamanders which had been left in the tub from time to
time pressed back their hind limbs beneath the belly, and
that in a few moments after this action they laid one or two
eggs ; these eggs did not always fall to the bottom of the
water, but sometimes remained attached for a moment to
the vent itself, so that some of the animals might be seen
running to and fro in the tub with two or three eggs thus
attached. He was at a loss to account for this pressing
action of the hinder limbs, and was thinking of making
some arrangement in order to enable his salamanders to

support themselves at their ease during the night at the
surface of the water for respiration, with a view to con-
tinuing his observations on them, when a fresh parcel of
these animals were brought to him in a pail, in which many
plants of Polygonurn Pnrsiearia had been placed to prevent
the overflow of the water from the pail, he made a small
bunch of these plants, and put the stems of them under a
large stone to confine them at the bottom. In the evening
he inspected the tub, and found all his salamanders so
comfortably accommodated by the help of the plants, that
by keeping the head a little elevated their nostrils were
kept above the surface of the water, so that their respiration
was easy. A few days afterwards, when Rusconi was ex-
amining his salamanders with the view of selecting a male
and a female for repeating his experiments of artificial im-
pregnation, he remarked that there was not one egg at the
bottom of the tub. Whilst under the influence of surprise
at this, he observed one of his salamanders approach one of
the leaves of the plant, and direct its snout to it as if to
smell it. The animal then moved gently on the leaf in the
direction of its breadth, and resting upon it, pushed back
its hind limbs, so as to fold back and enclose the leaf be-
tween its feet. It stayed about a minute in this position and
then went away, leaving the leaf so that its apex was turned
back on the petiole. After a lapse of three minutes Rus-
coni saw the salamander approach another leaf, apparently
disposed to place itself thereon, when, casting his eyes acci-

dentally on the branches of Persicaria, he discovered many
other leaves doubled back just as he had seen the sala-

mander double back that above noticed. He immediately
took the bunch of plants from the tub, and on examining
the doubled leaves he found that each of them enclosed an
egg. He further observed that these leaves were unable to

reassume their natural position, because their two surfaces
were held together by the gluten with which the egg is

covered ; and he had to overcome the adhesive resistance

before he could expand the leaf.

Rusconi enters into minute detail of the actions of the
male from the time of its first pursuit of the female to the
discharge of the prolific fluid, for which we refer the reader
to the work itself.* During the time that the male is lashing
the female with his tail, she remains immoveable ; at last

she moves, and slowly goes in search of a plant proper for

receiving her eggs, choosing almost always the Persicaria.

She first approaches her head to the edges of a leaf, and
turns it with her snout in such a way that the lower surface
of the leaf, which was towards the bottom, is turned to-

wards her breast : then with her fore paws she passes the
turned leaf beneath her belly, seizes it with her hind paws,
and conducts it beneath the vent, folding it at the same
time, and forming with it an angle the opening of which is

directed towards the tail. The egg in escaping from the veut
would thus pass through the middle of the angle formed by
the leaf, but the salamander stops it in its fall by her hind
feet, shuts up this angle with them, and thus forms in the
leaf a fold in which the egg is held. Still on the removal
of the feet the egg would fell to the bottom of the water;

but the careful parent, before she quits the leaf; folds it so

firmly with her hind feet that the gluten with which the

envelope of the egg is surrounded spreads from the

pressure on the two internal surfaces of the leaf, and
prevents the folds from opening. When several eggs have
been laid in this manner, in different leaves, the female
remains quiet until another male comes to caress her.

Rusconi did not ascertain how long the period of laying

•
' Amoara del Salamaodref Aquatiqnts, at Derelopemeut do Tetaid dt cm
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ooneimied j but life found em as titty a* the middle trf

April and as tali it the middle of July*

1ViwnriitiNiiaiJ<iinttn ipriag maoo, mcd from abort.

*At«i ettsttftea, ****** Ik ftb* iol

eliMM«cg. TTlekw^Wd
be«ti ifam laid. (RimcooU)

. . -w t tare** fe*r opt* tor m-
Umm la WW* tgtg a&dfttty

The following figure*, given by the same author, exhibit
the several stages of the evolution of the egg which Was
kept on iti proper leaf: these stage* are denoted bt the
date* of the day* on which the drawing* were made. Thus
the figure marked 93rd April *hows the eg* of its natural
site, and the figure below it the same magnified.
The temperature of the water during the period of Rus-

ooni** observation* varied from 22* to ft* of the centigrade
stale. The tflobule In the centre of the ovum it white with

environed with a glairy matter, to
d, so that it can move freely in
nvelope is membranous, of glassy
ed with a very clear viscid matter:
this matter appears to be lets than
ireo days the globule had undergone
April 26. Under the microscope
embryo the commencement of the

k*»**0 m^6 *«r«.Q *»*{§

o*rls Which are to hecorrie the head, the belly, and the tail
The globule at first becomes enlarged, then elongated, and
its' previously smooth surface presents some small eaa>
riences. If it ha* hot been fecundated, or Las lo*t iu pro-
lific {tower, it enlarges, nevertheless, during the first days,
as in ordinary cases, but afterwards changes so as to reaasw-
ble a Vesicle half Ailed with water : when this appearance
came on, the eg? had lost its vitality.

On the 28th April (RAh daV) the emho'onwg^wti so long
that it becomes bent in order to accommodate itself to the
circumscribed envelope. Now the head, abdomen, and (ail

are easily distinguishable, and near the head (I lie larger ex-
tremity) Small elevations (the rudiments of gills and fore-

ffeetl are perceptible. These parts become more apparent
by the 30th, when in the concave side of the embrjo an!
towards the head a small furrow is seen which separates
the head from the abdomen, and the rudiments of a spine)

are distinctly Visible along its convex border.

By the jnd of May the position of the embryo is changed
and the tail has already assumed its Oar like form. There
is hot a* yet Any appearance of tiioullu>r eyes; but touanl*
the extremity of the head small blackish Points taay be ob-
served, and a slight degree of contraction between the rudi-

ments Of the gills ana those or the fore feet, duaincutshinf
the head from the chest Now the embryo begins to mora,
arid its heart may be Seed to beat : colour too begins to be
present This appears to be a critical state of the embryo ;

for almost half of those whose development was watched by
Ruscorii died at this period or sobh after.

3rd May. The embryo, which has changed its poaitioa

three or four times during the last twenty-four hours, shows
in that which it here presents all the upper partdf the oudy,

which is Sprinkled with little blackish spots disposed into

two longitudinal bands, which extend from
1

the head to the
tail. On the side of the head, and before the two eleva-

tion* Which are the rudiments of the forefeet, filaments to

the number of four on each side may be observed. The
two first are not gills, as some authors suppose, but are er»

Kns of station, which the author designates as clasped at

oks (crochets) on account of their analogy to the twe»

books by which the embryos of the green frog inirwasl
themselves to the leases of the lentil.

4th Kay. The changes of position become more frequent
Ih that here presented the embryo shows the lower part of
it* heed aha trunk, which is white inclining to green. On
the chest between the gills of the two sides where the po-
sitions of the heart are seen, small irregular blackish snots

are observable. Before the two claspers are seen also other
blackish spots, forming the junction of the two bands whirh
run along the back, as shown in the preceding figure. Taw
circulation of the blood* which is simple, and performed by
a single ciirved vessel, is seen in the gills, which are
of a glassy transparence, and consist onlv of a single fila-

ment without leaflets as yet Tho blood is white. The
claspers or hooka in front of the gills are lengthened, and
larger towards their ends than at their origin. Tba eats*
of the embryo are dotted with deep green in two tnwfwto
bands, extending from the fore-feet to the extremity of the
abdomen.

5th May. Traces of the eves may now he just sewn ; and
the rudiments of two leaflets are perceptible on the two
longest gills. The embryo now changes its ration rapidly,
and appears constrained by the confinement of lis at'
It tries to extend itself to a straight line, and conboi
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Jny »i.

Last fUft of the UdpoU of Tritao aUutot.

On the 18th of July the young salamander, as represented

•bote, had arrived at the maturity of its tadpole state, and
it is represented watching a small mollusk to ascertain

whether it is living and fit for prey. Rusconi found that on
this day the fills appeared rather shorter than on the day
before. On the next day the leaflets at the extremities of

the gills were obliterated, and the gill-stem itself was short-

ened. This shortening and obliteration went on daily, till,

at the end of Ave days, they were reduced to mere bud-like

eminences covered with a continuation of the skin of the

head. While this was going on, the duplicature of skin,

which partially covered the branchial apertures, became
gradually united to the chest ; the trenchant membranous
crests, which the arches bore externally, were obliterated;

the aperture at the ears, through which the water taken in

at the mouth was discharged, was daily more and more con-

tracted ; and the crest of the tail, which extended up to the

bead, was contracted also. Within, other great changes had
been in progress. Both jaws, but especially the lower, were

much ossified, and the teeth of the lower jaw were hard

enough to resist the point of a needle strongly. Rusconi
remarks that if he were to arrange the component parts of

the skeleton at this period, according to their hardness, the

lower jaw would stand first, then the upper one, then the

bones of the skull, the vertebra, and those of the four

limbs. On the 27th of July the salamander had lost even
the smallest trace either of gills or of branchial apertures.

It respired atmospheric air only, and having arrived at its

perfect state, mado strong efforts to escape from the vessel iu

which it had undergone us metamorphosis.

In its complete stale this species habitually lives in the

water, and is seldom to be found on land unless the pond

which has been its abode is dried up, and the animal finds

tUoll oblig»d to walk in search of another.

LUeotrilo* puoeuiut, wen ftom »bore.

Jfair. tbm km <rf * bo., hind fret are fornUhnd In Ihe breeding eMex* *M
• bincfc rpotted membrane, la the *et of U*hlng hk Ull ; e, fea*lr.

Mr. Bell confirms the interesting details given by Rus-

«Oui, remarking that he bad observed the process many

time*, and long before be was acquainted with Ru*cotu*s

took* but be allows that Rusconi has the merit of n>st

publishing an accurate account of the development of <

species.

The development of the common smooth newt, Lismtri-
ton punctata, Bell; Triton punctatus, Aoeu; 7W«ea
palustris, Laur. ; Salamandra punctata, Deud. ; Moigt
punctata, Merr. ; Sabnandra exigua. Ruse; and Bwwn
Lizard of Pennant, was also observed by Rusconi ; bett n
did not require particular notice, being very similar to 1

of Triton cristatus. Triton punctatus however
itself much the more brisk animal of the two ; and the 1

ings of the tail of the male in his approaches to the 1

were much more rapid.

Salamandra.
Generic Character.—Head thick; eyes large; gape of

the mouth ample ; tongue broad ;
palatine teeth arranged

in two long series; parotids large; body sprinkled with
many small glands ; toes free ; tail rather smooth.
Example, Salamandra maculosa, Laur.

Description.—Black with yellow spots; numerous pro-

minent warty excrescences on the sides; tongue very large;

palatine teeth spatuliform ; toes smooth.
This is the Salamandra of Gesner ; Salamandra *>ms-

tris of Aldrovandua, Ray, and others ; Salamandra o> terrt

of the French ; and Ge/teckte ErdrSaiamander of the Ger-
mans.

Locality.—Central Europe and the mountainous parts of
the south of Europe.

Generation, Habits, Qc.—This land 8alamander is, unlike
the Tritons, ovoviviparous, though the young, at first, in-

habit the water and undergo metamorphosis till ibey arrive

at the mature state which fits them for living upon land,

where they haunt cool and moist places, being not on fre-

quently found about fallen timber or old walls. The food

principally consists of insects, worms, and small mollawrom
animals. In the winter it retires to some hollow tree or boW
in an old wall, or even in the ground, where it coQs itself «p
and remains in a torpid state till the spring again emits it

forth. As it increases in size, it constantly sheds its skin,

which is moulted in Hakes ; at least such was the process

in Salamandra subviolacea* observed by Dr. Barton.

We have seen that the body of the Salamander t* largely

covered with warty glands. These secrete a milky fluid of

a glutinous and acrid nature like that of the toad [Fnoca,
vol. x., p. 493], which, if not capable of affecting the larrer

and more highly organized animals, anoears to be a de-

structive agent to some of those whicn are less highly

organized. Thus Laurenti provoked two grey lizards to

bite a salamander, which at first attempted to escape fnna

tbem, but being still persecuted, ejected some of this flotd

into their mouths; one of the lizards died instantly, and tbt

other fell into convulsions for two minutes and then expired

Some of this juice was introduced into the month of another

lizard ; it became convulsed, was paralytic on the whole ef

one side, and soon died. According to Dr. Barton Han
fluid,—which the animal secretes in Targe quantities wbao
irritated, and is then capable ofejecting it to some distance,—
is not soluble in water, though it dissolves readily in spmt
of wine. He found the taste of the juice of Salamandn
subviolacea extremely acrid, resembling corrosive sublimate,

and very astringent.

Such is the extent of the foundation for the long <

assertion that the Salamandra was one of the most i

ous of animals. Nicauder, in his Alexipharmaca, gives ar

appalling picture of the symptoms produced by its bus.

The Romans looked on it with horror, as moat eWtruetr**.

and considered it as deadly a part of the poisoner's labora-

tory as aconite or hemlock. Hence came a proverb th<t

he who was bitten by a Salamander bad need of as una?
physicians a* the animal bad spots ; and another still more
hopeless,—* If a Salamander bites yon, put on ju-j

shroud.'

Not onlywas its bite considered fatal and the administratice

ofthe animal itself taken internally believed to be deadU.brt
anything that its saliva had touched was said to become pct-

sonous. Thus, if it crept over an apple-tree, it was ropecm
to poison all the fruit with its saliva ; and even here* c*

which the fluid fell were believed to affect those who tasted

them with vomiting. These fables had taken such stresw

hold, that it was thought worthy of record in the Acta Jem.
Nat. Car. that a man had eaten a salamander, ehtrh h»
wife had put into his food in the hope of becoming a waWv,
without suffering any inconvenience. Mauperinu aj«.*W
the teeth of a salamander to the thigh of a fowl Arm weed
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ht bad plucked the feathers, to the lips and tongue of a
dog, and to the tongue of a Guinea fowl ; in neither case were
any symptoms of poison manifested. Another prejudice

against this reptile was that it sucked cows and dried up
their udders.
But the grand absurdity of all was the belief that the

salamander was incombustible ; that it not only resisted the

action of fire, but extinguished it, and, when it saw the

flame, charged it as an enemy which it well knew how to

vanquish.
Aristotle, whose Salamandra (eakapavipa) this appears to

be. has been quoted as giving his sanction to this belief, and
indeed he cites it as a proof that there are animals over
which flame has no power ;

' the Salamandra, as they say,

when it goes through fire, extinguishes it.' (Hist. Ann
v. 1 9.) Now this is evidently only a reference to report

;

and it is not improbable that a copious secretion of the fluid

above noticed might, in a rapid and short passage, so damp
the fire, that the animal might get through comparatively
unhurt. iSlian (ii. 31) says not only that it will live in the

flames, but that it attacks fire like an enemy. Nicander,
Dioscorides, and Pliny all add their authority; and the
latter not only relates that they extinguish fire by their

touch, but that they are without sex and produce nothing.

He dwells on their poison as being of the worst description,

and is profuse in his catalogue of remedies. (Hist. Nat.,

xxix* 4.) But even so late as 1 789 there was an attempt
to revive these wondrous tales. A French consul at Rhodes
relates that while sitting in his chamber there, he heard a
loud cry in his kitchen, whither be ran and found bis cook
in a horrible fright, who informed him that he had seen
the Devil in the firo. M. Pothonier then states that he
looked into a bright fire and there saw a little animal with open
mouth and palpitating throat. He took the tongs and en-
deavoured to secure it. At his first attempt, the animal,
which he says had been motionless up to that time (two or

three minutes), ran into a corner of the chimney, having
lost the tip of its tail in escaping, and buried itself in a
heap ofhot ashes. In his second attempt the consul was suc-

cessful, drew the animal out, which ne describes as a kind
of small lizard, plunged it into spirit of wine, and gave it

to Buffbn. This appears to be very circumstantial, and M.
Pothonier, whose head was evidently filled with precon-

ceived opinions, may be acquitted of any intention to deceive.

That the animal was in the fire there can be no doubt, and
it is very likely that it was brought in with the fuel ; that

the secretion might have enabled it to resist the action of

the Are for a few moments, so as to prevent its being
entirely cousumed, is not improbable, but that it remained
unhurt for two or three minutes in the midst of a bright

fire is incredible. Ordinary people are never more loose

than in measuring time, especially when excited. Still

it is very probable, such is the appetite for the marvellous,

that If. Pothonier's story, which was published, might
have perpetuated error a good while longer, had it not

received the coup de grace from Sonnini, who happened
to come to Rhodes shortly after this extraordinary

capture. Of M. Pothonier he speaks as being a very

amiable man, but completely ignorant in all that related

to natural history. The consul was very communicative to

him about the prodigy, and showed him the lizard. Son-

nini immediately saw what the excited M. Pothonier did

not see, namely, that the feet and some parts of the body
of this so-called incombustible animal were half roasted.

To go back: Galen knew that it would burn, and Mat-
thiolus saw it burn.

That the skin of an animal which could resist the action

of fire should be considered proof against that element is

not to be wondered at We accordingly find that a cloth said

to be made of the skins of salamanders was incombustible, as

is noticed by Marco Polo, who however was shrewd enough
to observe tuat these fire-proof cloths were really made of a

mineral substance (asbestos, no doubt, which the old

writers termed salamander's wool). Such most probably

was the salamander-cloth sent by the Tartar king to the

Roman pontiff, in which the holy napkin {sudartwn Do-
zxzm) is preserved.

Among the other fables may be noticed the belief that

the saliva of the salamander was depilatory. Thus Martial

(lib. ii., Ep. lxvi.) :—
* Deeine jam Lalage iristea orure capUloa,

T«ugat et tnwoum nulla puella capnL
Hoc Mlamaodra notet, Tel •»» noracula oudet,

Ut digna peculo flat imago tua.'

P.O. No. 1273.

#Its heart, worn as an amulet, was considered to be a pro-
phylactic against fire, and it was used in medicine to eradi-

cate leprosy.

It could hardly he expected that the alchymists would
neglect animals of which such wonders were rife ; and we
accordingly find that the power of transmuting quicksilver

into gold was attributed to them. To this end the wretched
reptiles were placed in a vessel on the coals, and quicksilver

introduced through an iron tube was poured upon thetn, This
experiment was supposed to be accompanied with danger
to the life of the operator. Those who would further dwell

on the legends connected with this subject may consult

Funk's work, De Salamandra Terrestris Vita, Evolutions,

et Formations.

Salamandra maculoaa, teen from above, a, profile of head.

Fossil Salamandridjb.

Andrias.

. Few fossils have awakened more curiosity than the Homo
diluvii testis of Scheuchzer, who was unwearied in collecting

organic remains, which he considered irrefragable evidence
of the general deluge. At length he obtained from the

(Eningen beds (Miocene period of Lyell) a fossil which he
viewed with transport as the unequivocal remains of roan
himself. A short description of this specimen was pub
lished by him in the ' Philosophical Transactions ' for 1 726.

He again brought forward this piece of good fortune— in

his rapture he writes the two last words in Greek—in his
• Pbysica Sacra/ where he tells us that previously he had
only possessed two dorsal vertebrae. Of the humanity of

his prize he certainly entertained no doubt:—' quia,' says

he, speaking of the fossil, ' indubium, quia non unam ev
Vol. XX.—2 X
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bibet partem, sed bene multas, imo pene dimidium sceleton. i

Quia non duntaxat impressa figura, ex quavaga ct superba

imaginatio fingere possit quidlibet ex quohbet, sed ipsa

lapidi immersa substantia ossium, imo carnium, et parttum

caruibus molliorum, proecisa in magnitudine proportio:

vcrbo Xtiyf/avov maledictsD illius et aquis sepult© gentis,

unum ex rarissimis.' He gives no baa figure of the fossil

in tab. xlix. of the work last quoted. When we look at that

figure, it is difficult to conceive how such remains could

have appeared to a physician, who must have had some
acquaintance with osteology, to be those of man ; and we
can only account for it by the blindness which an excited

imagination and a determined adherence to theory can pro-

duce. The iteration and determination of Scheuchzer had
its effect, and naturalists adopted his opinions. Gesner
(1758) appears to have been the first who threw deserved

doubt on the alleged nature of the fossil ; for though he
quotes it as an anthropolite, he nevertheless, having become
possessed of a similar specimen, offers his conjecture that it

was a fossil fish (Silurus Glanis, Linn.), and the obsequious

naturalists were now as ready to follow him as they had been
eager to run after Scheuchzer.

Gesner's specimen does not appear to have been engraved,

nor another which was said to be in the convent of Augus-
tus at CEningen ; but a third specimen, more complete
than Seheuchzer's, came into the possession of Dr. Ammann
of Zurich, and is now in the British Museum. A figure of
thU was published byKarg, in the 'Memoirs of the Society

of Naturalists of Suabia.'

Cuvier well observes that a comparison of the specimen
with the skeleton of man must at once have destroyed the

idea that it was an anthropolite ; and it would be a waste of

space to repeat here the details of that comparison which
Cuvier so well follows out, and to which we refer. (Osse-

mens Fostiles, torn, v., pt. 2, p. 433, ed. 1824.)

Karg, after figuring Dr. Amman n's specimen, expressly

stated that he had no doubt that the fossil was a Silurus,

an opinion which Jaeger refuted by placing by the side of

the figure of tho fossil, one of the skeleton of Silurus glatiis.

Cuvier disposes of this opinion with the same success as

attends his former demonstration.

ty J&\

A*t» Hot fw* tt AttdHiU Scheueb*ert, TVhudi, ***n from abor*. (Car.)

Tlu> rounded head and great orbits of the fossil struck
Coxier as atronply re*etubhng the head of a frog or a sala-

mander ; and he *tate* that, as soon as he beheld Kare's

figure, he perceived in the vestiges of the hind feet and the

tail evidence in favour of the last-named genua. He i

that he learnt with great pleasure, from the note appended
by Ja?gcr to Karg's memoir, that M. Kielmtyer had em«-
tained the same idea; and he observes that in a letter froea

Pierre Camper to Burtin, the former remarks that a petniod
lizard has been able to pass for an anthropolite.

Cuvier, being at Haarlem in 1811, obtained permission Id

work upon the stone which contained the pretended anthro-
polite of Scheuchzer, for the purpose of uncovering any
bones which might be still hidden there. During the ope-

ration, the figure of the skeleton of a salamander ma* pUeed
before the operators; and Cuvier relates the plea»urt

which they felt, as they saw, while the chisel chipped nw?y
pieces of the stone, the bones which the figure had already

announced.

AndrUi Schtuchsprl, Ttchmli, ae«o from abo**, (Oit.)

But by far the finest head of Andrias Scbeuehxeri i* t-

gured by Tschudi, in his work above quoted, tab. 3 ; nd
many most interesting details are given in tab. 4 and taK k
These show how nearly allied this gigantic fossil uewt wa»
to Sirboldtia maxima,

S'tlamaridra ogygia, Goldf., is found in the Brmunkoh'w
(Ternary), where also Triton NoacMicut, Goldf-, ocr*r%
Triton paiustris t /ossilis of Karg it from the CBnia^ca
slate.
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*** Human fossil bones have been discovered in the

Belgian bone-caverns, with bears, rodents, &c, and are

figured by Dr. Schmerling, in his interesting work on the
bones found in a cavern near Liege.

Dr. Buckland (Bridgewater Treatise) remarks that fre-

quent discoveries have been made of human bones and rude
works of art, in natural caverns, sometimes enclosed in

stalactite, at other times in beds of earthy materials, which
are interspersed with bones of extinct species of quadrupeds.
These cases, he thinks, may be explained by the common
practice of mankind in all ages to bury their dead in such
convenient repositories. 'The accidental circumstance/
continues Dr. Buckland, 'that many caverns contained the

bones of extinct species of other animals, dispersed through
the same soil in which human bodies may, at any subse-

quent period, have been buried, affords no proof of the time
when these remains of men were introduced. Many of the

caverns have been inhabited by savage tribes, who, for con-

venience of occupation, have repeatedly disturbed portions

of soil in which their predecessors may have been buried.

Such disturbances will explain the occasional admixture of

fragments of human skeletons and the bones of modern
quadrupeds, with those of extinct species introduced at

more early periods and by natural causes. Several accounts
have been published within the last few years of human
remains discovered in the caverns of France and in the pro-

vince of Lie^e, which are described as being of the same
antiquity with the bones of hysenas and other extinct qua-
drupeds that accompany them. Most of these may probably

admit of explanation by reference to the causes just enu-
merated. In the case of caverns which form the channels
of subterranean rivers, or which are subject to occasional

inundations, another cause of the admixture of human
bones with the remains of animals of more antient date

may be found in the movements occasioned by running
water.'

The same learned author observes that the most remark-
able and only recorded case of human skeletons imbedded
in a solid limestone rock is that on the shore of Guada-

loupe, adding that there is however no reason to consider

these bones to be of high antiquity, as the rock in which
they occur is of very recent formation, and is composed of
agglutinated fragments of shells and corals which inhabit

the adjacent water. Such kind of stone is frequently

formed in a few years from sand-banks composed of similar

materials, on the shores of tropical seas. (Bridgewater
Treatise, vol. i.) Oue of these skeletons, described by Mr.
Kouig (Phil. Trans^ IS 14), is in the British Museum. See
further as to the rock in which the skeletons are imbedded,
Linn. Trans., 1818, vol. xii.

Dr. Lund, a good observer, has lately published his dis-

covery of human remains with those of Megatherium, &c;
and he is of opinion that the former are of the same epoch
as those of the latter. The cranium has the peculiar shape
which distinguishes the antient Peruvian.

SALAMANDRO'i'DES. Under this .generic title Pro-
fessor Jager described a fossil reptile from the German
Keuper, giving it the specific name of giganteus. This
fossil now appears to be identical with Mastodonsaurus and
Phytosaurus. Professor Owen therefore proposes to de-

signate ibis gigantic genus of extinct Batrachians—for to

that order he has satisfactorily shown that the form belongs
—by the name of Labyrinthodon (from the extraordinary

structure of its teeth, to which we shall presently advert),

in his paper 'On the Teeth of species of the genus Laby-
rinthodon (Mastodonsaurus^ Salamandro'ides, and Phyto-
saurus (?) of Jager) from the German Keuper and the

sandstone ofWarwick and Leamington.' Of this paper the

following abstract is given in the Proceedings of the Geo-
logical Society of London for 1841 :— .

'The Warwick sandstone having been considered by
some geologists to be the equivalent of the Keuper,* and
by others of the Bunter Sandstein,t and as its true position

remains to be determined, Mr. Owen, in the preliminary

remarks to his memoir, pointed out the assistance which
the discovery of reptilian remains in the Warwick sandstone,
of the same generic characters as those of fossils obtained
in the Keuper of Germany, may afford in determining the
question.

• Before he proceeded to describe the fossils forming the
immediate object of his paper, Mr. Owen showed that the

• See ' Proceeding*/ toI. ii., n. 453
t Ibid., vol. ii..p.665.

genus Phytosaurus was established on the casts of the
sockets of the teeth of Mastodonsaurus ; and that the latter

generic appellation ought not to be retained, because it re-

calls unavoidably the idea of the mammalian genus Masto-
don, or else a mammilloid form of the tooth, whereas all

the teeth of the genus so designated are originally, and, for
the greater number, permanently of a cuspidate and not of
a mammilloid form ; and because the second element of the
word, saurus, indicates a false affinity, the remains belong-
ing not to the Saurian, but to the Batrachian order of rep-

tiles. For these reasons, and believing that he had dis-

covered the true and peculiarly distinctive dental characters
of the fossil, he proposed to designate the genus by the term
Labyrinthodon.
'The only portions of the Batrachian found in the Keuper

of Germany which have hitherto been described, consist of
teeth, a fragment of the skull, and a few broken vertebrae,

and in the Warwick sandstone of teeth only. In this memoir
therefore Mr. Owen confined his attention to a comparison of
the dental structure of the Continental and English remains.
The teeth of the Labyrinthodon Jaegeri (Mastodonsaurus
Jaegeri, Meyer) of the Keuper are of a simple conical form,
with numerous fine longitudinal striations ; and the teeth

transmitted to Mr. Owen from the Warwick sandstone by
Dr. Lloyd bear a very close resemblance to them. Their ex-
ternal characters not being sufficient to establish either

specific or generic identity, Mr. Owen had sections prepared
for microscopic examinations of portions of teeth of the
Labyrinthodon Jaegeri forwarded to him by Prof. Jager,
and of the English reptile ; and though from his previous
examination of the intimate texture of the teeth of the
Plesiosaur, Megalosaur, as well as of the crocodile, Monitor,
and most recent Lacertians, he did not hope to detect such
modifications of structure as would obviously mark specific

or even generic identity, yet the slices exhibited such de-

cided characters, and those of the German fossils agreed so

intimately with the sections obtained from the Warwick
specimen, that Mr. Owen was enabled not merely to separate
these fossils from all known reptilian animals, but to esta-

blish a generic community of character in the Keuper and
sandstone remains. It was not however until he had
caused sections to be made in various directions, and had
studied them attentively in comparison with the teeth of
true Saurians, Batrachians, and other animals, that he was
enabled to comprehend the principle of the singular cere-

briform convolutions which pervade the dental structure of

this remarkable reptile. The base of the tooth of the Ich-

thyosaurus approaches most nearly in character to the pecu-
liarities of nearly the entire tooth of the Labyrinthodon. It

is impossible to convey clearly without illustrations the

structure alluded to. It may however be stated that in the

fajfg of the tooth of the Ichthyosaurus vertical folds of the

external layer of cement (the enamel ceasing at the base of

the crown) are inflected inwards at pretty regular distances

around the circumference of the tooth, towards the centre,

to a distance about equal the breadth of the interspaces of

the inflected folds ; the interspaces being occupied by corre-

sponding processes of the dentine, which radiate from the

central mass of that substance. The thickness of this inter-

blended cement and dentine surrounding the pulp-cavity is

about one-eighth of the diameter of the tooth.
• The plan and principle of the structure of the tooth of

the Labyrinthodon are the same as those of the tooth of the

Ichthyosaurus, but they are carried out to the highest de-

gree of complication. The converging vertical folds of the

external cement are continued close to the centre of the

tooth, and instead of being straight simple lamellae, they

present a series of irregular folds, increasing in complexity

as they proceed inwards, and resembling the labyrinthic

anfractuosities of the surface of the brain ; each converging

fold is slightly dilated at its termination close to the pulp-

cavity. The ordinary laws of dental structure are however

strictly adhered to, and every space intercepted by a convo-

lution of the folds of the cement is occupied by correspond-

ing processes of the dentine. These characters were pre-

sented by a transverse section of a fragment of a tooth of

the Labyrinthodon Jaegeri from the German Keuper,

which included about the middle third part of a tooth, and

Mr. Owen considers that the entire length of the tooth

might be 3£ inches, and the breadth at the basis li inches.

• The external longitudinal grooves, which correspond to

the inflected folds of the cement, extend upwards from the

I base of the tooth to about three-fourths of its height, de-

/>2X2
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creasing in number as the tooth diminishes in thickness,

and disappearing about half an inch from the summit of the
tooth. Each fold of cement penetrates less deeply as the
groove approaches its termination ; and Mr. Owen conceives
that the structure of the upper part of the tooth may be
more simple than that of the lower, but he has not yet

been able to extend his investigations to it.

* The dentine consists of a slender, central, conical column,
or u modiolus," hollow for a certain distance from its base,

and radiating outwards from its circumference a series of
vertical plates, which divide into two, once or twice, before

they terminate at the periphery of the tooth. Each of these
diverging and dichotomising vertical plates eives off through-
out its course narrower vertical plates, which stand at nearly

right angles to the main plate, in relation to which they are

generally opposite, but sometimes alternate. Many of the
secondary plates which are given off near the centre of the
tooth also divide into two before they terminate. They par-
take of all the undulations which characterise the inflected

folds of the cement
' The central pulp-cavity is reduced to * line, about the

upper third of the tooth ; but fissures radiate from it, cor-

responding in number with the radiating plates of the den-
tine. One of these fissures is continued along the middle
of each plate, dividing where it divides, and penetrating
each bifurcation and process ; the main fissures extend to

within a line or half a line of the periphery of the tooth

;

the terminations of these, as well as the fissures of the
lateral processes, suddenly dilating into subcircular, oval, or
pyriform spaces. All these spaces constitute centres of
ra<l iat ion of the fine calcigerous tubes, which, with their

uniting clear substance, constitute the dentine. The num-
ber of these calcigerous tubes, which are the centres of
minor ramifications, defies all calculation. Their diameter
is the tA^h of a line, with interspaces equal to seven dia-

meters of their cavities.

• Mr. Owen then compares the structure ofthe section ofthe
tooth procured in the sandstone of Coton-End Quarry, and
lent to him by Dr. Lloyd of Leamington. The tooth nearly
resembles in size and form the smaller teeth of •Labyrintho-
don figured by Prof. Jager. All the peculiarities of the
labyrinthic structure of the Keuper tooth are so clearly pre-
served in this specimen, that the differences are merely oft
specific nature.

' At the upper part of the tooth a thin layer of enamel,*
besides a coating of cement, is inflected at each groove to-

wards the centre of the dentine; but about the middle of
the tooth the enamel disappears, and the convolutions con-
sist of interblended layers of cement and dentine. Thus,
on the supposition that the tooth of the Labyrinthodon of
the German Keuper is capped with enamel, its extent must
be less than in the tooth of the Warwick sandstone.
'The inflected folds are continued for a greater relative

distance before the lateral inflections commence than in the
German species, and the anfractuosities are fewer in num-
ber, and some of the folds are reflected backwards from
near the central pulp-cavity for a short distance before they
terminate.

'The modifications of the complex diverging plates of the
dentine hardly exceed those of a specific character, and the
dentino itself is composed of calcigerous tubes of the same
relative sixe and disposition as in the Labyrinthodon
Jaegeri.

'In the section taken from the middle of a smaller and
relatively broader and shorter conical tooth from the War-
wick sandstone, Mr. Owen found that the anfractuosities
were more complicated, with numerous secondary and ter-

tiary folding*, and the external layer of cement was rela-
tively thicker than in the Lab. Jaegeri.

' The generic identity of tho teptiles indicated by the teeth
from the Warwick saiuUtonos, with the Mastodontaurus of
the German Keuper, Mr. Owen believes to be fully estab-
lished by the concordance of their peculiar denial structure
above described. And in conclusion he observed, that if on
the one hand geology has in tin* instance really derived any
easential aid from minute anatomy ; on the other hand, in

no instance has the comparative anatomist been more in-

debted to geology than for the fos»il» which have revealed
tho most singular and complicated modification of dental
structure hitherto known, and of which not the slightest

Mr. Chrra ha* soWq eiilly a»orrtata«d Uist Ihte U MM Una eaaawt. hat a
^•f Ira dentine, »r

1
>«rai«d ftme the reel ay a tWa aUaftnss af ImnM>

conception could have been gamed from an investifitarn,,

however close and extensive, of the teeth of existing ae>

By the permission of Professor Owen we are enabled u
give a section of this highly complicated tooth, from *»
elaborate Odontography (pi. 64, A.), in which the sabject
is treated with minute detail (part iu, p. 203, fee}.

Transverse auction of tooth of L*byrinthodoa Jaegeri fOren); Ma
tarns Jaegeri (Meyer) i oat. siae, and a segment magniSrd. «, palf cat«y.

from which the processes of pulp and dentine radiate ; I, cen

We have now to call the reader's attention to a subject of

considerable interest, which has lately been studied with

much care and success, and has become of such importance
as to be considered a distinct branch of inquiry under tbt

name of Ichnology*
This department of geological investigation is conversant

with the phenomena of footsteps impressed by animals on
the strata of the earth.

In 1828 Mr. Duncan's account of tracks and footmarks
of animals impressed on sandstone in the quarry of Com
Cockle Muir, Dumfriesshire, appeared in the Traiuactumi
of the Royal Society of Edinburgh. Dr. Buckland caosed
a living Emys and Testudo Gneca to walk on soft sand,

clay, and paste or unbaked pie-crust. He found the corre-

spondence of the footsteps of the latter with the fossil foot-

steps sufficiently close, allowing for difference of species, to

render it highly probable that the fossil footsteps were im-

pressed by Testudo Grafca. In 1831 Mr. G. Poulett 8croae

found, after visiting the Dumfries quarries, minute unde-
letions resembling the ripple-marks of waterupon sand,

together with numerous foot-tracks of small animals (crus-

taceans probably) on the strata of forest marble near Bath,

[Ripple-Mark.] The footsteps of the so-called Ckiroth*-

rium of Hcssberg and the Ornithicrnitks of Connecticut
are among the most interesting of the discoveries in tfcs

department.
But it is not in the older beds alone that those traces of

animals have been noticed. Dr. Buckland (Addrese, ItMO)

observes, that in recent excavations for making a dock at

Pembray near Lionel ly, in Pembrokeshire, tracks of deer
and of large oxen liave been found on clay subjacent tea
bed of peat, the lower peat being moulded into fooCeJefs;
similar impressions were also found upon the upper surftws

of the peat beneath a bed of silt, ana bones both of deer
and oxen in the peat itself. Footmarks of deer bavw been
also noticed, he adds, in Mr. Talbot's excavations for a har-

bour near Margsm burrows on the east of Neath.
But we must now return to the impressions left upoo the

more antient strata, and to the tracks of the ao-calkai CAtre-
therium.

In Saxony, at the villageofHeasberg near Hildburghausem.
fossil footsteps were, a few years ago, discovered in erata!
quarries of grey quartlose sandstone alternating with best* of
red- sandstone, nearly of the a*e of the red-aandstoue of
Corn Cockle Muir. Dr. Hohnbaum and Professor Kawp
state that those impressions of feet are partly eonjcavw and
partly in relief; the digressions are described as beta*
upon the upper surfaces of the sandstone slabs, bat the
footmarks in relief are only upon the lower eurtaee*. and
r~—* the depressions. In short, the footmarks in relse/are
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natural easts formed in the subjacent footsteps as in moulds.
On one slab, six feet long by Ave feet wide, many footsteps

of more than one animal and of various sizes occur. The
larger impressions, which seem to be those of the hind foot,

are generally eight inches in length and five in width, and
one was twelve inches long. Near each large footstep, and
at a regular distance (about an inch and a half) before it, a
smaller print of a fore-foot, four inches long and three feet

wide, occurs. The footsteps follow each other in pairs, each
pair in the same line, at intervals of fourteen inches from
pair to pair. The large as well as the small steps show the
great toes alternately on the right and left side ; each step

makes the print of five toes, the first or great toe being bent
inward like athumb. Though the fore and hind foot differ

so much in size, they are nearly similar in form.

The name of Chirotherium was proposed by Professor
Kaup as the provisional name for the great unknown ani-

mal that impressed the larger footsteps, from a supposed re-

semblance in the marks of both the fore and hind feet to

the impress made by a human band ; and he thought that

they might have been derived from some quadruped allied

to the Marstipialia. Dr. Siekler, in a letter to Blumenbach
(1834), gave a further account of these footsteps. Fragments
of bones were found in the quarries where the footsteps had
been impressed, but those fragments were destroyed.

Dr. Buckland (Bridgewater Treatise) expresses his opi-

nion that the presence of two small fossil Mammalia related

to the opossum, in the oolite formation of Stonesfield [Mar-
su pialia, vol. xiv., p. 464 et seq.], and the approximation
of this order to the class of reptiles, are circumstances which
give probability to such a conjecture. Dr. Buckland further

observes that in the Kangaroo the first toe of the fore foot is

bet obliquelv to the others, and that the disproportion be-

tween the fore and hind feet is also very great ; and he
figures several specimens of these footsteps. (Bridgewater
Treatise, pi. 26', 26", 26'".) In his description of the plates,

Dr. Buckland remarks that M. Link has made out the foot-

steps of four species of animals in the Hildburghausen sand-
stone ; and that it has been conjectured that some of these

have been derived from gigantic Batrachians. He further

designates the footsteps figured by him in pi. 26'" as those'

of a small webb-footed animal, probably crocodilean.

But these footsteps are not confined to foreign lands,

and within the last three years able observers have con-
tributed largely to this interesting subject Dr. Buckland
thus sums up the evidence obtained in this country :—

' Near
Liverpool Mr. Cunningham has successfully continued his

researches begun in 1838, respecting the footsteps of Chiro-
therium and other animals in the new red-sandstone at

Storeton Hill, on the west side of the Mersey. These foot*

steps occur on five consecutive beds of clay in the same
ouarry ; the clay-beds are very thin ; and having received

tne impressions of the feet, afforded a series of moulds in

which casts were taken by the succeeding deposits of sand,

now converted into sandstone. The casts of the feet are

salient in high relief on the lower surfaces of the beds of

sandstone, giving exact models of the feet and toes and
claws of these mysterious animals, of which scarcely a single

bone or tooth has yet been found, although we are assured

by the evidence before us of the certainty of their existence

at the time when the new red-sandstone was in process of

deposition. Further discoveries of the footsteps of Chiro-

therium and five or six smaller reptiles in the new red-

sandstone of Cheshire, Warwickshire, and Salop, have been
brought before us by Sir P. Egerton, Mr. J. Taylor, jun.,

Mr. Strickland, and Dr. Ward. Mr. Cunningham, in a

sequel to his paper on the footmarks at Storeton, has de-

scribed impressions on the same slabs with them, derived

from drops of rain that fell upon thin lamina? of clay inter-

posed between the beds of sand. The clay impressed with

these prints of rain-drops acted as a mould, which trans-

ferred the form of every drop to the lower surface of the

next bed of sand deposited upon it, so that entire surfaces

of several strata in the same quarry are respectively covered

with moulds and casts of drops of rain that fell whilst the

sirata were in process of formation. On the surface of one
stratum at Sioretoti, impressed with large footmarks of a

Chirotherium, the depth of the holes formed by the rain-

drops on different parts of the same footstep has varied

with the unequal amount of pressure on the clay and sand,

by the salient cushions and retiring hollows of the creature's

foot ; and from the constancy of this phenomenon upon an

entire series of footmarks in a long continuous track, we

know that this rain fell after the animal had passed. The
equuble size of the casts of large drops that cover the entire
surface of the slab, except in the parts impressed by the
cushions of the feet, record the falling of a shower of heavy
drops on the day in which this huge animal had marched
along the antient strand: hemispherical impressions of
small drops, upon another stratum, show it to have been
exposed to only a sprinkling of gentle rain that fell at a
moment of calm. In one small slab of new red-sandstone
found by Dr. Ward near Shrewsbury, we have a combina-
tion of proofs as to meteoric, hydrostatic, and locomotive
phenomena, which occurred at a time incalculably remote,
in the atmosphere, the water, and the movements of animals,
and from which we infer, with the certainty of cumulative
circumstantial evidence, the direction of the wind, the depth
and course of the water, and the quarter towards which
the animals were passing : the latter is indicated by the di-

rection of the footsteps which form their tracks; the size
and curvatures of the ripple-marks on the sand, now con-
verted to sandstone, show the depth and direction of the
current; the oblique impressions of the rain-drops register
the point from which the wind was blowing at or about the
time when the animals were passing.'

The Address from which the above passage is taken was
delivered at the anniversary of the Geological Society of
London, on the 21st February, 1840; and at that time
all was conjecture as to the nature of the animal called
Chirotherium. Professor Owen's paper, read on the 20th
January in this year, the abstract of which is given
above, proved the existence of a gigantic Batrachian at the
period when the new red-sandstone was formed. Scarcely
was that memoir communicated, when additional materials
of the highest importance were brought forward by the
liberal possessors of them, and the result was a second
paper, read before the Geological Society of London on the
24th of February last, in which three species of Labyrintho-
don were defined, and evidence relating to the ichnology of
those extinct Batrachians was adduced, which may be briefly

stated as follows :

—

1st. Proof from the skeleton that Labyrinthodon had
hind extremities much larger than the anterior extremities.

2nd. That the foot-prints of Chirotherium are at least as
much like those of certain Toads as those of any other
animals.

3rd. That the size of the known species of Labyrintho-
don corresponds with the size of the foot-prints of the dif-

ferent species of Chirotherium : e.g. Labyrinthodon Jaegeri,
with the foot-print of Chirotherium Hercules (Egerton);
Labyrinthodon pachygnathus, with the foot-marks of the
common Chirotherium; and Labyrinthodon leptognathus
with the impressions of the smaller batrachian figured m
the memoir by Mr. Murchison and Mr. Strickland.

4th. Labyrinthodon occurs in the new red-sandstone
strata to which Chirotherian impressions are peculiar.

And
Lastly, no remains of animals that could have left such

impressions as those of the Chirotherium have been found
in these strata, except the remains of the Labyrinthodons.

It is true that the structure of the foot is still wanting,
and that a more connected and complete skeleton is required
for demonstration ; but the circumstantial evidence above
stated is strong enough to produce the conviction that Chiro-

therian and Labyrinthodon tic foot-impressions are identical

;

and that Mastodonsaurus, Salamatidraides, Phytosaurus,
Chirotherium, and Lalyrinthodon are one and the feme ge-
nus, which ought for the future to be designated by the last-

mentioned name. We owe this evidence principally to the

use of the microscope in skilful and judicious hands ; and it

is impossible not to be struck with the wonderful applicability

of that instrument to the largest of created bodies as well

as to the smallest, when we look at the results of Professor

Owen's discovery of the highly organised dental structure in

Labyrinthodon, an extinct animal of a low grade, where it

could hardly have been expected to occur.

The reading of Professor Owen's last memoir was ac-

companied by the exhibition of a diagram representing a
restoration of two species of Labyrinthodon. By the Pro-

fessor's kindness, we are enabled to give a greatly reduced

copy of one of them. The bones which appear within the

outline are those which were known when the paper was
read. The animal is represented as impressing ils footsteps

on a shore of sand, now new red-sandstone. There is reason

for believing that this formidable batrachian was not smooth
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externally, but that it was. protected, on certain parts at

least, by bony scutella.

For* ami hind tout of the mud*.

Specimens of the foot-prints may be seen in the British

Museum and in that of the Royal College of Surgeons in

London.
SALAMANDROPS, Wagler's name for theMenopome.

[Salamandrid^.]
SA'LAMIS (SaXflfu'c). now Koluri, is a small island ad-

jacent to the coast of Attica. It forms the southern bound-

ary of the beautiful Bay of Eleusis, and is only separated

from the mainland, at the eastern and western extremities

respectively, by a narrow winding channel. The bay is

surrounded on the west, north, and east by the high land

of Attica, of which the northern shore of Salamis seems

like a continuation, and thus the bay has the appearance of

a large lake. The two channels have deep water, and a

vessel may enter the Bay of Eleusis through them with any

wind.
The form of the island is very irregular. On the west

side it is indented by the deep Bay of Koluri, on which the

village of Koluri stands, and on the east side a long narrow

peninsula projects towards the coast of Attica. Its greatest

length from north to south is about ten mites, and the

longest line than can be drawn in the island, from about east

to west, is a little more; but the area is probably not above

50 square miles. The soil, though scanty, is productive

;

and some districts are well suited to the olive. It produces

good honey, and with proper care excellent wine might be

made. There is only one stream in the island, which enters

the sea on the south-west coast, and is probably the Bo-

caros or Boealias of Strabo. The village of Koluri, with

two others called Mulki and Ambelakia (vineyards), and a

convent, contained a few years ago the whole population of

the island.

The old city of Salamis, which was deserted in the time

of Strabo, stood on the south coast opposite to Aegina ; but

the city Salamis of Strabo's time was on the small Bay of

Ambelakia, and near the peninsula which projects from the

eastern part of the island to the shores of Attica, and termi-

nates in Cape Cynosura. (Herod., viii. 76.) This cape

was also called Sileniae and Tropaem. About midway be-

tweer. ihis peninsula and the Piraeus, but not exactly in

the strWt leading to the Bay of Eleusis, is the small island

of Psyttaleia, now Lipsokutali, which makes a conspicuous

figure in the buttle of Salamis. (Herod., viii. 95.) It is

about a mile long, and from two to three hundred yards

wide, low, rocky, and covered with shrubs. Between the

Bay of Koluri and the strait at the western extremity of the

island there is a mountainous peninsula called Budorus by
Thucydides (ii. 93, 94) and Strabo. The western extremity

of the peninsula i» only three miles from Nisaaa, the port of

Megara.
The antient names of Salamis were Sciras and Cvchreia,

derived from antient heroes. It was also called Pityussa

from the pines that grew in it. In Homer, the island is

only called Salamis a name said to be derived from Sala-

mi*, the mother of Asopus. Before the Trojan war, the

island was po**e«»cd by the Aeacidae under Telamon from
Aegini ; and Aiax, the son of Telamon, accompanied the

expedition to Troy with twelve Salaminian ships. About
'* time of Solon and Pisistratus, there was a dispute

about the island between Megaria and Attica, which termi-

nated in favour of Attica, and from that time the island be-

came one of the Attic demt. In the contest between Cfc*-

sander and the Athenians, the Salarainians surrendered

their island to the Macedonians, for which they were pun-

ished by the Athenians, who destroyed their city. In the

time of Pausanias it was in a rutned state, bat be coeJrf

trace the remains of the agora, and there was a temple of

Ajax with a statue of ebony.
The great event in the history of Salamis is the naval

battle fought B.C. 480, between the combined Grecian flee*

and the Persian fleet under Xerxes. The battle took pasee

chiefly in the eastern strait, which, being a contracted spate*,

was very unfavourable to the enormous fleet ofthe Persiam.

According to Herodotus, the Greek fleet amounted to W?
triremes and frve penteconters. The Persian fleet is *taied

by various antient authorities at 1200 ships, but it was pro-

bably somewhat less. The Persian king saw the battle fnta

the Attic coast, where he had his seat at the foot of Mount
Aegaleos, with his secretaries by his side to register the

events of the action. (Herod., viii. 90.) The pretoeWe

position of the Persian king, according to Leake, mas near trr

shore, * on the summit of a ridge which descends from the I >,•

of Mount Aegaleos, about a mile from the western side i4

Port Phoron, and opposite to the centre of the Persian fleet.

The result' was the complete defeat of the Persian arma-

ment After making a feint to build a mole from the mam-
land to Salamis, as if he wished to shut up the Greek abrpi

which had retired into the bay after the action. Xerxts
suddenly ordered his fleet to retreat to the Hellespont.

(Herodotus, viii.; Aeschylus, Persae ; Strabo, p. 5*3;
Pausanias, i. 35 ; Leake, On the Demi of Attica ; and

the articles Aeschylus, Aristidks, Thkmistoclks, and

Xkrxes.)
SALAYER I8LANDS are a small group tn the In-

dian Archipelago, situated between 5° 40/ and 6° 20* 8. 1st.

and between 120° and 121° E. loug. The group con-

sists of a larger and several smaller islands. The smaller

islands are uninhabited, with the exception of two called

Bonaratte and Calauwe. Salayer, or the principal island, a
about 30 miles long, with an average width of eight miles;

and it is divided from Cape Lassoa in Celebes by a »tra:t

about eight miles wide. In the strait there are three smi.i

rocky islands, called the B iidjcroons, which are uninhabited

A ridge of high hills traverses the island from north to

south, and descends to the east and west with a rapid tJape.

These hills are entirely covered with wood, and abound to

deer. Along the base of the hills there are tracts of \aw

land, which are carefully cultivated. They produce several

roots and grains common in the archipelago, but especially

botta, a kind of millet, which constitutes the chief article of

food of the inhabitants. Cotton is also grown to a great

extent, and the inhabitants manufacture it into coarse doth,

striped blue and white, which is partly used in the bland

and partly exported. Among the trees there are serersl

kinds of palms, and also the tallow-tree, the substance

obtained from which is used for burning, as it is in Chuxa
The inhabitants, who are stated to amount to about 60,0**,

are Malays, and seem to be more industrious than the

natives of other islands, as they apply themselves to agricul-

ture, and, as already observed, manufacture cotton siaaV

The island is divided among several petty princes, who arc

dependent on the Dutch at Macassar, but it seems that the?

are not bound to any other duty than to resort every ) ear to

Fort Rotterdam to perform the customary ceremonies of

vassalage. On the eastern side of the island the Dutch
have a small fort, or rather a redoubt, called Fort Dcfcwre

(Stavorinus's Voyages to the East Indies.)

8ALDANHA BAY is a spacious bay on the westera

shore of South Africa, about 70 miles north of Table Bav.

between 33° 3' and 33° 20' S. lat. and near 18° E. lonj

This bay is about 15 miles in length from north-north-« est

to south-south-east, and it affords at all seasons excellent

shelter and anchorage. It is divided from the Atlantic b*

a ridge of granite rocks of moderate elevation, in wtuca

there is an opening about three miles wide, which is the en-

trance to the bay. There are two small rocky islands io ti»

entrance, and the channel for vessels lies between tbexa.

The bay contains several excellent anchorages, both towards

the north and south, and a J
~

"*Jjbo granite ridge watch

separates the bay from
*'

"* poontrv east of Uai

bay is of moderate far Nfaffy ••M *&****

bited and cultivated, ^J§*bWw emady eb-
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tamed, (Morell s Xarratu* of Four Vow* to th$ South
Sea. ate)
SALE i* that transaction by which the ownership of pro-

perty u transferred to the buyer, in consideration of a money
pay moat by bun, or on his behalf, to tbe teller. Such trans-

fer of ownership may sometimes be made, although tbe pro*

p*rty doc* not belong to tbe seller; at in tbe ease of tales in

open market, which are valid, though made by parties wholly
without tale to the property, or authority to sell it; and sales

by factors end agents duly authorised* Under tbe present
head it it proposed to treat only of tbe law relating to tbe
simple act of sale, it being assumed thai tbe parties to the
sale are legally qualified to effect it. Persons in certain con-

ditions are by law in some rates restrained and in others
disabled from buying and selling. biU these restrictions and
disabilities form no pert of the law of tale; they belong
rather to those branches of the law, such at infancy, bank*
ruptcy. insolvency, coverture, lunacy, alienage, kc, which
create and define them.

Ownerally, all things may be tbe subject of sale ; but
there are some exceptions,—such are a mere title to lends
of which a party is not in possession, a presentation to a
living actually vacant, the pay of a naval or military officer,

and »ome other things.

Property is distributed under the two beads of real and
personal property, which differ materially in manv respects

;

and the modes of effecting the sale of each of these kinds
of property likewise matcrtslty differ. 8<>roo incidents how-
ever are common to a sale both of real and personal property.

No sale is valid so at to be capable of being enforced

unless—
1st, The parties to it act with good ftith

;

'2nd, Unless there is consent in each of them; and—
3rd, No sale is valid the subject of which is illegal, or

which involve* an illegal transaction, or has for its object an
illegal act.

With respect to the first principle, it is a maxim of the

common law that fraud vitiates all contracts. The fraud

may be, with respect to the property, the subject of sale, cither

of a positive character, such at wilful misdescription of it in

some material particular by the teller, or motive, such at

a designed concealment of defects and incumbrances. In
these cases the contract of sale csnnot be enforced, not-

withstanding expre*» stipulation* that the pr<>j*rty shall be
taken with all it* faults, or that tn (statements shall not

invalidate the tnle, but thall bt< provided for by compensation.

What it a material particular, mill of course depend upon
the subject-matter of the sale any} the circumstances of tbe

case. A misdescription of the situation of an eatate, a

statement that a public-house which was bound by covenant

to purchase beer of a particular brewer, was a free public-

house, that a long leasehold estate was freehold, hare been
held to be material. Under this head may be adduced at

an instance the employment of more persons than one to

make false biddings at an auction on behalf of tbe teller.

Such persons are commonly called puffers. One tuch per-

son may lawfully be employed to protect tbe interestt of the

seller by merely buving in the property at t predetermined

turn, out the h.dding of more than one has the effect of

inducing an incorrect opinion as to the value of the estate,

and such bidding, being fraudulent, invalidates the sale.

In like manner fraud on the part of the buyer will have
the tame effect; as where ne prevents other persons

from purchanntf by fraudulently misrepresenting tbe

nature i>t the property, or ntUuints to obtain possession

of it with a design not to \ ay for it ; or whore, when
negocuMing the sale, he knows himself to be insolvent,

or makes payment by cheques or bills which he knows will

not be honoured. Sec. These arc instances of fraud which is

intended to operate only on one of the parties to the sale. But
tbe same effect may be produced where the fraud is intended

to operate on other persons not parties to tbe sale ; as where
a sale it attempted to bo mado by a seller for the purpose

of defrauding hit creditors. If in tuch case the buyer par-

ticipate in tho fraudulent intention, tbe sale will be invalid.

In an action at law. the question whether fraud hat existed

u to be determined by tbe jury.

2. There must be consent in each of the parties to tho

tale. Tins rule involves the proposition that each muaj be
a free and intelligent agent : no sale therefore can be valid

where either of the parties was under coercion by violence or

imprisonment, or bodily fear, or was lunatic, or idiot, or utterly

mtoinoted. Again, in order that a buyer may bo a legally

consenting party to a tale, he most be truly informed in all

material particulars at to the property which it the subject
of sale. This mutt be understood of such particulars as he
cannot by reasonable care and observation inform himself
upon, for a man bat no legal protection agaiust tbe con-
sequences of bis own carelessness and negligence. If how-
ever he has been deoeived in any other particulars, even
unintentionally, by the buyer, he cannot be said to consent
to the bargain. The content which he gives it to the pur-
chase of such property as hat been described to him. and
the consent therefore cannot relate to the property which ia

the subject of the tale, if it differs in material pointt from
what hat been described. Thus in the common esse of a
hone warranted sound, the consent is to buy a sound horse,

and the buyer eannot be considered to have consented to
bay an nnsound torse. If therefore tbe horse is manifestly
unsound, a party eannot be compelled to carry into effect hit

contract to purchase it. The case is tbe same with an
estate said to be tithe free, which in reality is not so, or
with any other property the description of which, as stated,

varies materially from the truth. Where indeed the vari-

ance from the description it obvious, and the buyer hat had
an opportunity of inspecting the property and afterwards
chooses to complete the purchase, the contract will not bo
invalid. The reason of this rule is manifest, for the legal

presumption it that ordinary diligence hat been used,
where it might and ought to nave been used, and there it

therefore no ground for supposing an absence of tho buyer's
consent.

In cases where there is no fraud, and a possibility of
variance from the description it contemplated in the con-
ditions of sale, the tale may ttill be valid notwithstanding
the existence of tuch variance, for in this ca*o both parties

knowingly take the chance of the variance being either
favourable or adverse to them. At when for instance
it it ttated thtt an eatate consists of so many acres,

&c. be the tame more or less,&c. If the condition* of sale

contain a provision that compensation shall be mode for such
variances when they are ascertained, then the party in

whose favour they turn out to be, will be bound to ninke
such compensation. If however from the cirrummances of
the ease it should appear that tuch compensation cannot be
made, the tale cannot be enforced against the purchaser,

forasmuch at the terms to which the parties consented are
impossible, and there it therefore nothing to which the con-
sent is applicable.

A court of equity will in tome cases compel a buyer to

complete his bargain, on the condition of the seller mak<ng
him compensation in respect of those matters in which
there is a variance, even although there i% no provision to

that effect in the conditions of sale. The principle on which
this it done is, that parties ought to carry into effect what
was substantially their intention. Thtt power of the court
therefore it not exercised where the variance it material,

or where the attainment of the particular matter in which
a variance exists really was tho main object of the purchase.

Tbe common terms or exaggerated praise in which persons
speak of the property that they have to sell, is not such
misdescription at will make a tale void. In cases where
property is agreed to be sold by one contract, in one lot. a
buyer cannot be compelled to uke tome part of it without

tbe rest

3. No sale is valid if the subject-matter of it is illegal or

prohibited, or if an essential part of it is an illegal transac-

tion or involves an illegal act A sale of treasonable, blas-

phemous, or obscene publications is void, for the tctt of
treason, blasphemy, and obscenity are legally punishable.

A sale of property known by the seller to be intended to

be used for illegal purposes u void, such at drugs to be used
for the adulteration of provisions, or a house to be oc-

cupied for the purposes of prostitution. Sales for tho pur-

pose of avoiding the forfeiture to the crown incident upon
judgment after a conviction for felony, are void. Sales to

an alien enemy are unlawful, although a power exists

in the crown to grant licences legaluing such sales.

Offices of public trust, such as those which are connected

with the administration of justice or government, either

in the United Kingdom or in the dependencies upon it,

cannot lawfully be the subject of sale. Tbe enactments
affecting the sale of various articles arc too numerous to be
referred to here. It may however be laid down generally

that where a thing it prohibited and made unlawful by
statute, a contract for the amle of such thing it void, even
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although the statute does not enact that it shall he so, hut
only attaches a penalty to an infringement of its provisions.

Sales of contraband articles are also void ; and even in the

case of a foreigner selling goods abroad, to be delivered in

this country, the sale will be invalid, if he be cognizant

of and aiding in an attempt to introduce them into this

country in contravention of the revenue laws. A sale of

property in the ordinary course of a party's trade is void if

made on a Sunday, although the sale of the same article by
another person whose ordinary dealings are not in such
matters would be valid.

In the case of a sale of lands, it is assumed that the seller

has a good title to them, and that he will deliver over the

title-deeds to the buyer. In failure of either of these par-

ticulars the sale cannot be enforced. The right to receive

a good title is one which is conferred upon the buyer by the

law, independently of any agreement between the parties.

By the statute 29 Charles II., c. 3, s. 4, certain forms were
required in order to give effort to a sale of * lands, tene-

ments, or hereditaments, or any interest in or concerning

them.' Such forms are no part of the sale, which consists

in the consent of parties who are competent to consent,

but the statute merely declares that such consent shall,

in certaiu cases, have no legal effect, unless the pre-

scribed forms are observed. If an agreement for sale has

been made without the requisite formalities, and lias

been carried into effect in some material part, a court

of equity will enforce the performance of the whole con-

tract, on the ground that the informal contract, having
been partly completed, is not a case within the statute. In

all otner cases of contracts as to interests in land, ' the

agreement, or some memorandum or note thereof, shall be in

writing, and signed by the party to be charged therewith,

or by some other person thereunto by him lawfully autho-

rised.' The agreement binds the party who signs it, although

it is not signed by the other party. No established form is

requisite, and it is not necessary that the agreement should

be contained in one instrument : it may be collected from a
series of letters, or a written offer followed by a written ac-

ceptance, or from documents referred to by a letter. The
signature may be attached to auy part of it. An agent may
be appointed verbally, and the same person may act as

agent for both parties to the sale. An auctioneer is such
agent, and his writing down the name of the highest bidder

in his book is a sufficient signature.

The law which relates to the construction of agreements
for sale falls under the ordinary rules as to the construction

of agreements generally. The same observation applies as to

the remedies which parties possess for the enforcement of

them. When the contract lor the sale of an estate is com-
pleted, the estate is, in equity, considered to be sold, and
the buyer is viewed as the owner of the estate, and the seller

as only a trustee for the buyer, while the buyer is considered

as a trustee of the purchase money for the seller. If there-

fore a party has contracted for the sale of an estate of in-

heritance, and dies before payment of the purchase money,
the money will be considered as part of his personal estate,

and his executors will be entitled to it. On the other band,
if the party who has contracted to buy the estate die before

it is conveyed to him, his heir or devisee will be entitled to

the estate, and the executors must pay the purchase money
out of the personal estate of the buyer, if they have suffi-

cient assets. It is a consequence of this equitable doctrine,

that the buyer must, as a general rule, bear any loss which
happens to the estate after the completion of the contract of

sale. A person who has obtained such an equitable owner
ship, may deal with the property in all respects as if it were
his own ; and such dealings, though not valid at law, are
viewed as valid transactions in a court of equity.

With respect to sales of personal property, the common
law required no formalities. The terms of sale might be
agreed on either verbally or in writing ; and they might be
proved by any evidence legally applicable to the proof of

other matters. Sales of goods made at one time, and not

together exceeding in price lO/* still remain on this footing.

By the same statute (29 Charles II., c. 3) which pre-

scribed certain formalities in sales of land, it was enacted

(s. 17) that 'no contract for the sale of any goods, wares,

and merchandise for the price of 10/. sterling and upwards
shall be allowed to be good except the buyer shall accept

part of the goods so sold and actually receive the same, or

give something in earnest to bind the bargain, or in part

payment, or that some note or memorandum in writing of

the said bargain be made and signed hy the parti— to W
charged by such contract or their agents thereunto levMii
authorised.' By the 9 Geo. IV., c. 14, s. 7. the euaettasem

of this act are extended to all contracts for the sale of gooe*

of the value of 10/. sterling and upwards, notwithstanding

the goods may be intended to be delivered at some feiux.

time, or may not at the time of the contract be actually

made or fit for delivery. The statutory requisite* at* tfcms

four in number:

—

1. Delivery and receipt of part of the goods.

2. Payment of earnest.

3. Payment of part of the price.

4. A signature of a memorandum of the bargain by tbr

party or his agent. By the performance of any one of that*

requisites the parties to the sale are bound.

If the goods themselves are delivered to the buyer hnawelf

and accepted by him, of course no question can arise as to the

completion of the bargain. Where however the delivery m
not to him personally, many cases of nicety occur as to

whether or not a delivery has taken place, so as absolutely

to vest the property of the goods in the buyer. A deUvswv

which would be sufficient, if not afterwards interfered with

by the seller, to accomplish the requisite of the statute, is

complete as soon as the goods have been delivered to a car-

rier for the purpose of being conveyed to the buyer,

even although the carrier has not been selected by the bojar.

But during the course of actual transit to the place indi-

cated by the buyer to the seller as the place of destiaabea,

the goods are subject under certain circumstances to a right

of the seller to detain them. This is called the right at

stoppage in transitu, and the time and place when it ceases

are often a question of great nicety. [Stofpaob lit Tn**-
situ.] Where no delivery of part of the goods themselves

has been made by actual removal, a constructive dehterv

may effect the same purpose: a delivery of the key
of the warehouse where the goods lie ; the receipt of rent

for their warehouse-room by the seller ; the toianemma
and delivery of a bill of lading or a dock warrant ; an order

to a wharfinger to deliver, &c, amount to a delivery. In all

such cases however it must be understood that the delivery

is not complete if anything yet remains to be done to the

goods on the part of the seller, such as their separatieci by

weighing or measurement from a larger bulk. Again, the

exercise of ownership over the goods by the buyer, with

permission of the seller, is an act legally equivalent to de-

livery: such as marking the goods, tasting wine, and cut-

ting off the pegs from the cask, &c But in these cases tt

must distinctly appear that the act which is done is an act

of ownership ; if done wifli any other view, as for the par-

pose merely of identifying the property, it will of course

afford no ground from which a delivery may be inferred.

Where a sample is taken out of the whole bulk sold, a deli-

very of the sample operates as a part delivery.

2. The earnest-money paid must be retained. In a rate

where a shilling had been paid to bind a bargain, and
was returned, it was held that this was not a compliant*
with the requisite of the statute.

3. The part payment need not necessarily be made fca

cash ; a payment by acceptance ofa bill, or by a promissen
note, will, while the instruments remain uudisbonoura*
have the same effect as by actual money.

4. The general observations which have been made aa la
a note or memorandum in writing relative to sales of leaiA

will apply equally to one relative to sales of goods.

(Sudden, On the Law of Vendor*and Purchasers ; Rose*
Treatue on the Law of Vendors and Purchasers ©/ »r»
sonal Property.)

SALE, GEORGE, a learned oriental scholar, was bora
in 1680. Very little is known of his private life, except that

he was a lawyer. He was a contributor to the * Uni-
versal History,' edited by Swinton. Dr. Campbell, asi4

others, and he wrote for that work the eoamogony, be-

sides several valuable fragments of oriental nisU*y. tn

which he was deeply versed. He was likewise one of the
authors of the * General Dictionary' (Lond„ 1734, 10 volt
4to.), which contains a translation of that of Bayle. Bui
the work by which he is best known is a translation of th«
Koran into English, from the original Arabic, with expi*
natory notes and quotations from Zamashkhari Bcvd»«\
and the most approved cor- ^£J; [Koran.] To th>
version, which in poin* ^*U bear a coropaxison
with the excellent La' Marracei, published
in 1698, Sale prefix< course on the ee-
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cial and religious state of the Arabs, Jews, and Christians

at the time of Mohammed's appearance [Mohammed] ; on
the doctrines inculcated in the Koran; on the principal

sects among the Mohammedans ; and on various other sub-
jects connected with Islam (Lond., 1 734, 4to). This dis-

course was afterwards translated into French, and prefixed
to theFrench version of the Koran hy Duryer (Antw., 1770,
-2 vols. 8vo.). Sir James Porter, in his 'Observations on the
Religion, Law, Government, and Manners of the Turks'
(Lond., 1768, p. 60), has accused Sale of making an apology
for the Koran, rather than trying to point out the perni-
cious doctrines contaiued in that book. The charge how-
ever is wholly groundless, as every scholar acquainted with
the writings of the Mohammedan divines will readily admit.
Sale was one of the founders and a member of the first com-
mittee of a Society for the Encouragement of Learning, in-

stituted in 1 736. He died in the same year ( 1 4th Nov., 1 736 ),

leaving one son. Soon after his death a catalogue of his

Oriental MSS. was published, containing many choice arti-

cles in Arabic, Persian, and Turkish literature. They are
all now in the Radcliffe Library, Oxford, for which they
were purchased.
SALEM, a sea-port town, the capital of Essex county,

in the state of Massachusetts, North America, is situated

on a tongue of land formed by two inlets of Massa-
chusetts Bay, called North River and South River. A
bridge 1500 feet long crosses North River, and connects
Salem with the village of Beverley. Salem is in 42° 36'

N. lat.f 71° 7' W. long., 15 miles north-east from Boston.

It is the oldest town in the state except Plymouth, having
been founded in 1628, and for some time contended with
Boston for commercial supremacy, but was soon compelled
to vield to its powerful neighbour. The population was
12.731 in 1820, 13,886 in 1830, and 15,162 in 1840.

The town is well built, the old houses chiefly of wood,
the modern ones of brick ; and though the streets are rather
narrow, there is an appearance of much neatness and com-
fort. There is a court-house, a market-house, a gaol, and
an almshouse, all well built and spacious. The East India
Marine Museum has an extensive and interesting collection

of curiosities from all parts of the world. It belongs to the

East India Marine Society, of which no one is eligible to be
a member who has not sailed round Cape Horn or the Cape of

Good Hope, and which was founded in 1801, for the purpose
ofaffording relief to indigent members and their families, and
also to promote the trade to the East Indies. The chief

manufactures of Salem are leather and ropes, and there are

yards for ship-building. In 1832 there were 8 banks, 5

insurance companies, and an institution for savings ; 2 li-

braries, an Athenseum, and a mechanics' library ; 3 semi-
ueekly newspapers and 2 weekly ; and 1 5 places of worship.

Education is much attended to; there are numerous schools,

and no child in the town need remain uninstructed.

The harbour is in South River ; the anchorage is good,

but the depth of water at the wharfs is only 12 or 14 feet.

The trade is chiefly with the East Indies, in which a large

capital is employed. The number of vessels employed in

this trade in 1818 was 53, carrying 14,272 tons.

Salem is the name of 18 small towns and villages in the

United States of North America, including New Salem and
West Salem.
SALEP, Salop, or Saloon, a nutritious article of diet,

much valued in the East lor its supposed general stimu-
lant properties, but which is justly esteemed as bland and
nutritious, and well suited to children and convalescents.

Salep consists of the tubers of different species of Or-
cbideee, which have been known in medicine from very

early times by the name Orchis. Dr. Royle has most re-

cently treated of the plants yielding Salep, in his * Illustr.

of Himal. Botany,' and in the ' Proceedings of the

Royal Asiatic Society.
1 He states that the accounts of

Theophrastus and Dioscorides are repeated in the works of
the Arabs, who describe Salep under the names of khusyut-
al-sciltb and khasyut-al-kulb, which names are literally

translations of testiculus vulpis and testiculus canis; to

the above they assign as Greek synonyms orhhis, saturyoon,

and turphyla, evidently intended for the fyx*?* Earvptov,

and rpitpvXXov of Dioscorides. In India these tubers are

known by the name salip misree, that is, salep from Misr,

or Egypt, all which names appear to be derived from
the Arabic salib; whence, Dr. Royle states, it might be
inferred that the knowledge of this substance was first

derived from the East, but on examining the accounts in

P. C, No. 1274.

Arabian authors on 'Materia Medica,* we see the names
and descriptions, are mere translations of those of Diosco-
rides. If the Greeks were the first to use the tubers of
some of the Orcbide®, either as articles of diet or in me-
dicine, some European species would probably be the plants
which yielded the original salep, and possibly some of those
which have been found to afford it of good quality to experi-
menters in the present day. Sprengel considers Orchis
papilionacea, Lin., to be the orchis (5px<c) of the antients,

as it is called salepe (<ra\im) by the modern Greeks;
M. Beissinhirtz says that Orchis Morio, mascula, and
militaris give the best salep in Europe; O. maculata and
latifolia are rather inferior in quality. Dr. Cullen says,

*I have seen it prepared in this country from Orchis bifolia,

as pure and as perfect as any that comes from Turkey.'
But all the European saleps are far inferior to and con-
sidered only as indifferent substitutes for that brought by
commerce from the latter country, though the place and
plant yielding it are unknown.
Though the Arabs may have copied the descriptions of

Greek authors, it is probable that the substance was known
to eastern nations independent of all western intercourse.

It is highly valued in India, and forms an article of com-
merce from Caubul and Cashmere to the north-western
provinces of India, where it is sold, at the Hurdwar fair

held in April, at a high price, sometimes its much as 40
rupees, or 41. a pound. This is very similar in form and
appearance to Turkey salep, though the tubers are twice as

large as the best procurable in London.
The plant yielding the Cashraerian salep has not been

yet fully described, but Dr. Royle obtained specimens of the
tubers with the plant (not in flower) attached to them in

1836, from the vicinity of the hills near the Jhilum, on the

road from Northern India to Cashmere. This plant
he has named Eulophia vera. Another species, E. cam-
pestris, found in the jungly plains at the foot of the

Himalayas, yields tubers which are collected by the natives

and sold as a substitute for salep misree. Another plant,

supposed to be E. herbacea, yields another variety of salep

in the Himalayan Mountains; of the former, Dr. Royle
states, that having obtained some of the tubers and pre-

pared them as salep, that is, scalded them in boiling water
and then carefully dried them, he found they had a con-

siderable resemblance to the salep of commerce, and when
prepared as arrow-root or gruel, afforded a very agreeable

and nutritious article of diet, similar to that obtained from
the commercial salep.

Salep consists of the dried tubers of several orchideoiis

plants, chiefly of the genus Orchis, as O. moris, O. mascula,
O. maculata, &c, and from some species of Eulophia. All
these plants have two tubers, charged with nutritious matter,

and while one is nourishing the flower-stem and seeds of the
current year, by which it is robbed of its store, the other serves
as a reservoir for the flower-stem ofthe succeeding year. This
last alone is fit for use. Both are dug up together, but the

solid one only is retained. It is dipped in warm water, after

which the fine brown skin is easily removed by means of a
coarse cloth or brush. ' The tubers, being thus cleaned and
peeled, are to be arranged on a tin plate, and then placed

within an oven heated to the same degree as is necessary

for baking bread ; here they are to remain for seven or ten

minutes, in which time they will exchange their opaque
and milky whiteness for a semi-transparent horn-like ap-

pearance, and a yellowish colour, retaining their original

bulk. Being then withdrawn from the oven* they are ex-

posed during some days to dry and harden in the air ; or

by the employment of a very gentle heat, they may be
brought to the same state in the course of a few hours : all

that is then required to adapt the salep for food is to boil it

in water (or milk) to the required consistency.' (Library

of Entertaining Knowledge, * Vegetable Substances : Food
of Man,' p. 159.) In Armenia the tubers, while yet soft,

are strung together on threads, and suspended in the sun,

which is sufficient to dry them without artificial heat. The
chemical composition of salep varies according to the pe-

riod of the growth when the tubers are taken up. Though
salep is regarded as a variety of starch, there is very little

pure starch present, the chief constituent being that form of

gum termed bassorine. With cold water salep very slowly

swells and forms a mucilage ; but one part of salep-powder

with forty-eight parts of water boiled or heated forms a
thick mucilage, wnich has very peculiar qualities, inasmuch
as with either calcined magnesia, bisulpbate of quinia, or

Vol. XX,-2 Y
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bibormtc of soda, it thicken* into a solid glue-like substanoe.

This may be of service in the arts. But the chief use of

salep is as a mild aud digestible article of food : and as the

orchis abounds in our meadows, a large supply of nourish-

ment might be obtained by digging up the tubers and dry-

ing them, as above stated, and as was recommended in the

last century by Dr. Percival (On the Preparation, Cul-

ture, and Use of the Orchis-root, 1773). In that work it

is stated that salep has the property of concealing the taste

of salt-water (see also fihilos. Magazine, vol. xviii., 161);

•a property,* observes Sir Whitelaw Ainslie, ' which might

be turned to good account in long voyages ; the mucilage is

best to be used for this purpose ' (Materia Jndica).

Salep is composed chiefly of bassoriue, some soluble gum,
and a little starch ; by some it is considered as containing

the largest portion of nutritious matter in the smallest space.

SALERNITA'NA SCHOLA, or School of Salerno, the

earliest school in Christian Europe where medicine was
professed, taught, and practised. Salerno, from its con-

nection with Constantinople and the Saracens, became the

centre of the united learning of the Latins, the Greeks, and
the Arabians ; and hence it was one of the first cities in

Europe where the sciences awoke from the slumber of bar-

barism. Amongst other arts, it was celebrated very early

for the profession of medicine,* and its first fame was de-

rived from the extraordinary cures said to have been per-

formed by the relics of Saint Archelais. This lady, with two

other holy virgins, Thecla and Susanna, suffered martyrdom
in the persecution of Diocletian, about the year 293, and
their remains were at length deposited in the church of the

Benedictine nuns of Saint George at Salerno. ' (Anton.

Mazia, Histor. Epit. de Rebus Salern*, Neap.. 1681, 4to.,

cap. vi.) In an antient chronicle, quoted by Mazia, it is

saul that the first founders of the school of Salerno were
Rabinus Elinus, aJew ; Pontus, a Greek ; Adala, a Saracen

;

and Salernus,a Latin, who taught medicine in their respective

languages, but at what s&ra is not mentioned. (Anton. Mazxa,
Salem. Hist., cap.ix.) Though medical works had never been

wanting in the dark ages, and the works of Hippocrates and
Galen were translated into Latin as early as the sixth cen-

tury,t vet this art was principally derived from the Arabians,

who likewise learned it from the Greeks. After that war-
like people bad softened into habits of peace and luxury,

by the encouragement of their khalifs, and particularly of

AMdamoun, at the beginning of the ninth century, they

applied themselves to learning. Many of the Greek writers

were translated into Arabic ; and the philosophy of Aristotle,

aud the art of medicine of Hippocrates and Galen, became
their favourite studies. In their frequent visits to the port of

Salerno, the knowledge which they freely communicated
was eagerly received there and diligently cultivated. For
many centuries the most able professors of medicine were
the higher prelates and the superior monks.$
Connected with the city of Salerno by its vicinity, and the

similarity of its literary pursuits, was the monastery ofMount
Casino. Here and at Salerno great progress in the sciences

had been made, when the arrival of Constantinus Afer com-
menced a new era of learning and fame. This celebrated

man was bora at Carthage. After thirty-nine years spent
in study at Bagdad and in travel, he returned to his native

country, master of all the learning then current in the

world, and particularly of medicine. His talents excited

the jealousy of his rivals, he was obliged to fly, and took

refuge at Salerno in 1060. He was discovered by the

brother of the khalif of Egypt, who happened to be in that

city, and who recommended him to Robert Guiscard. By
this prince he was patronised, and made his secretary.

Having been converted to Christianity, he became a monk,
and retired to the monastery of Mount Casino about the
year 1075, where Destdenus was the abbot He died in

1087, after having, by bis wonderful cures, the multitude
of books be wrote, and the number and fame of bis scho-
lars, raised the reputation of the School of 8alerno to the
greatest height. Some of his works have been printed ( Basil.,

' la nrbe Pealerattana. ubt maxims* meriicorum scbol* ab antlqan tern

pore habentarV Osderic Vital*. ' lliat. Kedes..' lib. iiU tt 477 (ed. Docheena.
Paris. 1619, fol.). ad *n. 1059. ' Sio da' tempi di pap* Giovunui VI 11/ ipope,
fttm»872 to 882): Ulannoue. ' Istoria di Napoii, ed. Haia., 1J53, vol. ii., p.

t About the year 56t». Caesiodonu recommended to his monks ' I.egite Hip-
poemtem el G«le-n<iru Laltua iiuguit cooierto*;' Muratori,' Aoliq- Ital..' vol. iu..

•ot, 930. ed. Medio!. 1740. fol.

} SubteqtMutiy. by tfca councils of Laterao in 1130, of Tours in 1163, and
the drcrve uf llunorhu III. In lS16,lne clergy and monks were prohibited from

J£J
rCt*i

J!ILi*
,e Prol#*rio0* ^ advocates *nd physician*, but they still coutiuued

1536, 1539, 2 vols, fol.), and others remain in

rhe names of few of bis disciples have been reco

We find mention however of Alto, chaplain to the coprna
Agnes, who translated the works of his maater fmtn taiioai

languages into Latin. (Pet. Diac, De Viris Wmstr.tmp
xxix.) Another of his pupils was John, the poyesnao. as

eloquent and learned man, who published a book of apfa^

risms, and died at Naples, where be deposited the bests
written by his master. Gariopontus seems likewise to htu
been a contemporary. (Moreau, Prolegom*, p. 11.) It may
not be uninteresting to ascertain the other celebrated per-

sicians of Salerno in the twelfth century, and sooo after nit

time when the ' Regimen San itati» Salernitanum •m writ-

ten. The earliest whose name occurs is Kicolaus, wtu,
amongst other works, wrote a book, still extant, esrtitW
4 Antidotarium/ upon medicines, which was thought to hat*
been the summit of medical knowledge. [Nicolava Psjsv

positus.1 It was commented upon by John Piateanus, m
the middle of the twelfth century, and many other writers.

Musandinus wrote upon diet, Maura* upon urine sod pfcW>

t>otomy. The specific works of John Castabus, Matihev
Solomon, and Ricardus Senior are not enumerated. Tbcfi
were other learned men who studied medicine at Salerno to

that century, but removed to other places, such a* Stat
Bruno, bishop of Siguia, afterwards abbot of CastOA sai
again bishop, who died in 1 126 : Romuaidus theseeood, errfc-

bishop of Salerno from 1 157 to 1 181, who attended Wilbaav
king of Sicily, as his physician, in 11*27; Seladintu Ajtq-
lanus, physician to the prince ofTarenlura in IlfcX <A*-
gidius Corbol. ; Petrus Diac. ; Maxza ; &c ) Nor was ta«

healing art confined to men only : there were many uf rfcc

fair sex who were celebrated for their medical skill Tha
time when most of them lived is uncertain, but probably la

the eleventh, twelfth, and thirteenth ceuluries. Ordcrx^s
Vital is speaks of a woman unequalled in medicine in 105):
' Rodulfus coguomento Mala- Corona, Physics* lewttna
tarn copiose babuit, ut in urbe Psalernitani, ubi mmssa»
medicorum scholsB ab anuquo tempore habenior, i

in medicinali arte, prater quandam sapientens matr
sibi parem inveniret' (Hist. Eccl^ lib. iii„ ad an- IH*>,

p. 477). Abella wrote a poem in two books, * De Atrabdc n
de Naturft Seminis Humani.' Mercurialis composed books
• De Crisibus,' • De Febre Pestilenti,'

4 De Curatkme VuJ
nerum,' ' De Unguentis/ Rebecca, a work * De Febnbos
de Urinis, et de Embryone.' Trot ta or Trottuta* Vu*4
* De Mulierum Passionibus ante, in, et post Partem* t»

allowed to be a forgery.t SentiaGuerna lectured on medi-
cine, and Constantia Calenda received the honour of t*c

doctorate.

It would be tedious to mention all the learned men *b*
studied physic at Salerno after the twelfth century, of wboe
Maxza has given a long catalogue. From these we nm
however except John de Procida.a nobleman and pMaru*
of Salerno, the friend and physician of Manfred, king u
Sicily, and the adviser of the Sicilian Vespers.
When the * Regimen Sanitatis

v was written, the profcswt
contented themselves with the humble title of the Srfcoctctf

Salerno. By the privileges of subsequent sovereigns, ti vm
gradually constituted a regular university. Ruggtere, fcaf
of Sicily, about the year 1 137, enacted a law that all efc,

designed to practise medicine should be examined and im-

proved by his officials and judges, under the penalty of t^
confiscation of all their goods. By * officials' it i» ssppssea

that the physicians of Salerno were understood, as be hsi

recently given great privileges to that city. The empsrar
Frederic II., having established likewise a univ*n*y at

Naples, published edicts for its government, which wm
finally promulgated in 1231. The study of physic aed
lectures in that art were restrained to those two usmr
sities. Students were to apply themselves to Ion fer

three years before they commenced the study of medkxat,
which they were to pursue for five vears : nor were thrt

then admitted till they had practised for one year under si

expert physician. After a public examination, the uniTersxrj

of Salerno had full power to grant a licence to practiat

that of Naples could only certify the sufficiency of the ea*-

• His hi«tory appears originally in Leoui* Ostieusas * Cfeioekosi Gaaaaaaw
Neap.. 4to. 1616, lib iii, cap xxxt. : and Petn»« tharucra«. ' 1W ?^ias«
CasiuensJ cap. xatu. ( iu ' Hibl. Max. Vet, Patr^' torn, ill a. MS. ha. Lsa»s
1677). Prom thence in Mnrat., ' Aut- ItalJ vol liu. dasa. ai«-. p 404; Ga~
vol li . p. 123; Fabririi • Bibliotb. Grrca,* vol ilU^ p. IjO. •*- \ rt. ; S*
tiotb. Mad. LatinM* toI. i . p. 1199. &c

f See a dissertation by C. O. Orancr. enUttad * Ne^a* Krm^, m | a aaasiaa.

<ed S^lerniuous quklaiu Medicna, isque QuiaUAOuai aactsc titaiik miqmS*
Morbis Mulierum inscribitor,' 4to., Jmm, 1773-
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didate to the king or his chancellor, who granted the

licence. The names of ' doctor ' and master were not then
known as specific titles of honour, hut were used in their

original significations for teachers or persons skilled in their

art.

The licensed practitioners took an oath to ohserve the

regulations respecting medicines, to inform the court if

apouiecaries did not prepare their drugs properly, and to

give ailvice to the poor gratis. Every physician was to visit

his patient at least twice a day, and once in the night if

necessary, and was not to receive for his attendance more
than half a golden tarena* daily ; or if called out of the

city, three tarenae and his expenses, or four tareno) to pro-

vide himself. He was not to undertake to cure a disorder

for a specific sura, or to keep an apothecary's shop, or to be

in partnership with an apothecary. Surgeons were to study

for one year, and to be perfect in anatomy before they were
admitted to practise. Apothecaries were to take an oath to

compound their medicines according to the forms prescribed,

and for a fixed price, which for simple drugs was three

tarenae an ounce. Such were the regulations of the em-
peror Frederic* The three professions appear to have been
kept distinct as early as the time of Avenzoar, who was born
at Seville in the eleventh century, and even in the time of

Celsus. (Freind, Historic! Medicine, ed. Paris, 1735, 4to.,

p. 253 ; Le Clerc, Hist, de la Mid., p. 334.) These constitu-

tions, and the privileges of the university of Salerno, were
confirmed and extended by other princes, and were in force in

modern times. They are the most antient medical statutes

in Europe, and show the state of the medical professions in

those early times. When fully established, the university

consisted of teadoctors, of whom the eldest had the title of

prior. Their common seal bore the image of St. Matthew,
their patron saint, whose body had been given to them by
Robert Guiscard, and the inscription of* Civitas Hippocratis.'

Students were admitted to the doctorate by the solemn form

of having a book put into their hands, a ring on their fingers,

acrown of laurel on their heads, and a kiss on their cheeks.

(Maxxa, cap. ix. ; Freind, Hist. Med. ) The medical science of

the Arabians, thus introduced into Salerno, was in substance

that of the Greeks, from whom it was derived. Jn the

theory and cure of diseases they followed the opinions of

Hippocrates and Galen; not indeed in their native sim-

plicity, but often corrupted by their own vain and fanciful

inventions, by the superstitions of astrology, and the follies

of alchemy. (Freind, p. 479 ; Gian., vol. H, p. 119, sec. 3.)

Yet it is admitted that the modern science of medicine owes
much to their improvements. They greatly extended the

Materia Medica by the introduction of many efficacious re-

medies. They added to the list of medical plants. The first

but very gradual introduction of chemistry into medicine is

wholly theirs (as all the chemistry that is to be found in

Greek writers relates to the fusion or transmutation of

metals), and many of their formula? ofcompound medicines

still retain a place in modern dispensatories. In many
points of practice they ventured to differ from their masters,

as in less copious bleedings, in milder purgatives, in substi-

tuting sugar for honey in their syrups ; and they first gra-

tified the eyes and the taste of their patients by clothing

their prescriptions in gold and silver leaf—a luxury which

continued till within the last few years.

Under the title 'Regimen Sanitatis Salernitanum,* we
possess a collection of dietetical precepts, written chiefly in

Latin rhyming hexaraeters.J The poem is dedicated, by

the Medical School at Salerno, to Robert, son ofVVilliam the

Conqueror, who is styled king of England, and was probably

composed by a physician of Salerno, at the beginning of the

eleventh century. Johannes de Mediolano is generally sup-

posed to be the author of it, which opinion was first started,

in 1649, by Zacharias Sylvius, on account ofsome manuscripts

(.me ofthem as old as 141 8)which had his name in the inscrip-

tion; however, neither the earliest commentators and editors

nor the oldest nanuscripts make any mention of his name.

The number of the verses varies much* in different manu-

• A ffo\d coin which weichod twenty grains, and would now be worth four

»hiIUog« and two pcuco. ' Qu&libet uucia computata' pro quinque florcui*. cl

rpWTbcrt floreno pro sex Ureni*. et qualibct tarena pro duobus Carol inis, et

quolib^t Carolino pro decern grani*.' (Ducangc.)

f Glannone. vol. ii., p. 387- The Constitution* are in many collections; the

I* *i is P. Pauli, * Canctaoi Karbarnrmn Leges Antiqni.' 3 vols, fot , Venice,

ITS 1 • in vol. i., p. 367. See the • Epistles or Peter de Vinei*. Frederic! ennn-

^rllMtJ lib. Ut.enist. 10, 11, 13. The Constitution is entitled ' De Probabili

E«*M>fienti£ Modicorum.'

t Asa Sir Alexander Crake's < Eseay on Rhyming Latin Verse,' Oxford,

crown 8vo„ 1828, and the Preface to Ins edition of the ' Regimen SauiUtia

SAlejTOJtanam.'

scripts, as the poem in the middle ages received by degrees
many spurious additions. The oldest editions, with the com-
mentary of Arnaldus de Villanova, have only three hundred
and sixty-four verses, which may therefore be considered as
the only genuine ones, since Arnaldus, who lived in the
fourteenth century, and passed some time at Salerno, had
certainly an opportunity of examining the most accurate
copy of the poem. The whole work was much esteemed, not
only in the middle ages, but also as late as the seventeenth
century, and it is at the present time an important source of
information respecting the state of medicine in that age.
As it was not designed for physicians, but for an unlearned
sovereign, and for general use, its object was rather the pre-
servation of health than the cure of diseases. The means
prescribed for this purpose consist in the due observation of
the six non-naturals (strangely so called because they are
external, and not parts of the natural body), air, food, ex-
ercise, sleep, the excretions, and the passions. To these
heads may be reduced the various rules of living in a salu-

brious air and observing the changeful seasons ; the minute
detail of all kinds of meat and drink, and the qualities of

herbs, which constitute the great bulk of the poem ; frequent
exercise and ablutions, avoiding sleep at improper times,
not neglecting the calls of nature, and avoiding cares and
all other violent agitations of the mind. The number of
editions that have been published of this work is im
mense. A complete list of them is prefixed to Acker
mann's edition, Stendal, 1 790, 8vo. ; Sir Alexander Croke's,
Oxford, 1830, crown 8vo. ; and in Choulant's Handbuchder
Bucherkunde fur die Aeltere Medicin, Leipz., 1828, 8vo.
(from which two last works the preceding account has been
principally abridged). The best commentary is that by
Arnaldus de Villa Nova, which has been very frequently
reprinted, and which has formed the basis of most of
the editions since published. It was first published at

Montpelier, 1480, 4 to. Two of the most useful and va-
luable editions (though without the Commentary of Ar-
naldus) are Ackermann's and Croke's mentioned above.
The work has also been translated into German, French,
English, Italian, Dutch, &c. ; and upon the whole no
medical work appears ever to have enjoyed greater popu*
larity.

SALE'RNO, THE PROVINCE OF, one of the ad-
ministrative divisions of the kingdom of Naples, called also
* Principato Citra,' is bounded on the north by the province
of Principato Ultra, west by the gulf of Salerno and by the
province of Naples, south by the gulf of Policastro, and east

by the province of Basil icata. The province of Salerno lies

west of the central ridge of the Apennines, and between
that and the coast of the Mediterranean, except a small
portion which spreads along the eastern slope of the Apen-
nines, about the sources of the river Agri. [Basilicata.]
The length of the province is about 80 miles from north-
west to south-east, and its average breadth is about 30 miles.

The central and larger part of the province consists of the
basin of the Sele and its affluents. The Sele (Silarus) rises

in the central Apennines, near Conza, flows in a south-west
direction, and is joined about half-way between its source
and the sea by the Tanagro or Rio Neg'ro, which comes from
the south-east, and which has a longer course than the
Sele itself, being joined, before its confluence with the Sele,

by the Rio Bianco, which descends from the Apennines of
Muro in Basilicata.

The valley of the Tanagro is bounded on the west by a
detached ridge called Monte Alburno, which runs about
twenty miles from north-west to south-east. West of the
Alburno is the valley of the Pietra or Calore, which enters
the Sele a few miles above its aestuary. The valley of the
Calore is bounded to the southwest by another ridge, which
rises east of Paestura, and on -which stands the town of Ca-
paccio. South of this ridge is a fine region of hills and
valleys sloping towards the coast, and extending to the south

as far as the gulf of Policastro. This tract of country, which
was known to the antients by the name of 'Psastana? valles,"

is now called • II Cilento,' from the small riverA lento which
flows through it. [P^stum.] The region of the Cilento is

favourable to the growth of all sorts of fruit, and it contains

good pasture: the inhabitants are noted for their industry

and honesty. They have numerous coasting vessels, with
which they trade with Salerno and Naples. This district

contains many villages, and above 100,000 inhabitants. A
road has been constructed of late years from Salerno to

Vallo, which is the principal town of this secluded district;

2Y2
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The town of Policastro was formerly of some importance,

but being sacked and half destroyed by the Turks in the

sixteenth century, it has never recovered, and is now an in-

significant place. Sapri, which is farther east in the inner-

most recess of the gulf of Policastro, is a place of some trade,

and has a natural harbour.

The southern coast of the peninsula of Sorrento, as far as

Cape Campanella, belongs also to the province of Salerno.

Tho towns of Vietri, La Scale, Positano, Amalfi, and Ma-
jor! are in this district, which is remarkably populous and
healthy. The inhabitants are mostly engaged in maritime

trade. [Amalfi.]
A long ridge, which is an offset of the central Apennines,

runs in a westward direction, dividing the province of

Salerno from that of Aveil ino or Principato Ultra, and then

running along the whole length of the peninsula of Sorrento.

This ridge forms a natural boundary between the plain of

Campania and the basin of the Sele. The administrative

province of Salerno however includes also a district north of

this ridge, extending to the banks of the Sarno. The towns
of Nocera and Sarno are in this district. [Nocera dki

Paoani.]
Salerno (the Roman Salernum), tho capital of the pro-

vince, and an* archbishop's see, isa walled town of 11,000

inhabitants, finely situated on the sea-coast, and surrounded
by a beautiful tract of country at the foot of the mountains.

An old Norman castle rises on a cliff above the lop. The
harbour of Salerno is only suited for small vessels. Salerno

has a royal lyceum, a court of justice for the province, a

theatre, and many churches and convents. The most re-

markable building is the cathedral, built or restored in the

eleventh century, by Robert Guiscard, the Norman con-

queror, who adorned it with columns of porphyry, a mosaic
pavement, and other remains of antiquity which he took
from Piestum. Among the modern buildings the palace of

the intendente, or governor, is considered handsome. The
quay along the sea-shore is a fine promenade. An annual
fair of both native and foreign goods is held at Salerno in

the month of September, which is the most considerable in

the kingdom, and is resorted to by all the merchants from
Naples.
The other towns of the province, besides those already

mentioned, are : 1, La Cava, a town of 5000 inhabitants,

and a bishop's see, delightfully situated in a valley of the
Apennines, on the high road from Naples to Salerno. The
population is chiefly employed in manufacturing linen,

silk and cotton stuffs, ana pottery. The neighbouring Be-
nedictine convent has a valuable library of MSS. and some
good paintings. 2, Sarno, a considerable town in the plain

of Campania, near the river of the same name, five miles
north of Nocera, has several convents and churches, and
about 10,000 inhabitants. 3, Eboli, in a plain south-east of
Salerno, and on the high road to Calabria, where the road to

Pmstum branches off to the south, is a poor town with about
5000 inhabitants. 4, Moliterno, a town in the Apennines,
on the borders of Basilicata, and near the sources of the
Agri, has 6000 inhabitants, and gives the title of prince to a
Neapolitan family, the late representative of which figured
in the revolutions of the country at the close of the last

century.

The population of the province amounts to about 513,000
inhabitants, distributed among 161 communes. Of this po-
pulation about 94,000 are owners of land or houses, 233,000
are agricultural labourers, 4700 are seafaring men, 2500
priests, 1080 monks, and 980 nuns. The number of vessels
belonging to the province consists of about 275, including
fishing-boats. (Serristori, Statistica dItalia; Petroni,
Censimento de Reaii Dominj.)
SALFORD, one of the six hundreds into which the

county of Lancaster is divided [Lancashire], contains seven
market-towns—Manchester, Bolton, Bury, Ashton-under-
Lyne, Oldham, Rochdale, and Salford; and consists of the
following eleven parishes:— 1, Bolton Division— Bolton,
Bur)*, Dean, Radcliffe, Wigan; 2, Manchester Division—
Beswick (extra parochial), Eccles. Manchester, Preetwich-
cum-Oldham; 3, Middleton Division—Middleton, Prest-
wich-cum-Oldham, Rochdale. These parishes comprise one
hundred townships. The district contains the following
canals : the Duke of Bridgewatcr's, the Bolton, Bury, and
Manchester, the Stockport, tho Rochdale, the Worslej and
Wigan, and the Leeds and Liverpool. From Manchester,
which may be practically considered as its centre, railways
now run in almost every direction—to Liverpool, Bolton,

Leeds, Birmingham, London, Stockport, Preston. The am-
cipal rivers and rivulets are the Mersey, Irwell. Tama, Wed-
lock, Irk, Roch, and Calder. The hundred is twenty-two

miles in length from east to west, and nineteen in brcmkli
from south to north.

At the original division of parishes Salford was thinly

peopled, which accounts for there being so few in this new
crowded district. Few of the great landed proprietor* rends
in their antient mansions, most of tliem having sought a
retreat where land is less valuable and rural enjoy menu am
less encroached on by manufacturing occupations.

There is a great contrast between this hundred at the

time of the Conquest and at the present day. At the fiarecc

time it contained only the towns of Salford, Manchester, Had*
cliffe, and Rochdale. At present the whole region is covered

with towns and villages ; and instead of sending to the great

council of the nation one baron, the hundred of Salford new
sends ten members to Parliament, exclusive of the kntgfct*

of the shire. In the time of the Confessor, the hundred of

Salford, then held of the king, yielded only 37/. As. to the

royal revenue; while in the year 1829 its parishes and
townships were valued at 1,554,314/. per annum, and eesi

3238/. to the county rate, upon an assessment of one half-

penny in the pound.
Within the last century the increase of population and of

property in Salford hundred has been very great, owing
chiefly to its being the great seat of the cotton-manufacture.

In 1831 it had of families chiefly employed in agriculture

5130, and of families chiefly employed in trade and manu-
factures 96,172. In 1801 the population was 2S1.41J.

which in 1 8 1 1 had risen to 356,734, and in 1 83 1 had reached
612,414. This growth has been most decided in the

vicinity of Manchester. The following table, exhibiting

the rateable value in twenty different townships at three

different periods, shows the great increase which has tskca
place in this manufacturing district :

—

Assessment for County Rate in Twenty Townships.

Yearly Value. Yo.irW Valoa. YmtfVil^.
Township*. 1815. 18.9. tfc*

Manchester • . £303.732 £371.749 £72W40
Salford . 47,910 100.06(1 160,496
Chorlton-on-Medlock 19.484 66,645 137,651
Ardwick . 11,097 13,004 39,31

«

Pendleton . 16,425 26,835 48.3*3
Cheetham # 8,524 24.090 38,983
Ashton-under-Lyile 33,548 71,837 143,013
Oldham . 29,970 54.798 107,500
Bury . • 16,546 34,954 52.SM
Blackburn . 37,624 52,073 83,790
Preston . . 34,936 80.984 129.766
Great Bolton . 27,861 63,865 93.915
Little Bolton . 11.755 23,680 47.110
Over Darwin • 6,629 10,207 16.9C6
Haslingden . • 8,472 11,469 17.260
Crumpsall . • 2,910 4,933 13,237
Fuilsworth . 4.641 5,450 S.514
Stretford . 7,060 12,357 21.676
Pilkingjton • 12.193 26,611 32,675
Prestwich • 5,699 9.361 11,50*

£647,416 £1,064,980 £1.938.038

The increase, great as it is in the yearly value of rate-

able property in the township of Manchester, which baa
more than doubled since 1815, is yet in a less ratio of in-

crease than many other townships; and the aggregate
amount of value of the twenty townships has nearly trebled
within the twenty- five years. The aggregate value of rate-
able property in all the twenty townships (including Man-
chester) in 1815, via. 647,416/1, is exceeded by the preocnl
value of property in the township of Manchester alone, vu.
722,640/.

For many years a boose of correction at Hunt's Bank m
Manchester, now occupied as the Castle Inn, had served fee
a common gaol, as well for the town of Manchester as fer
the hundred of Salford; but in the year 1782 an art e/
parliament was obtained for the erection of the AVsr fieasVe
Prison on the right bank of the Irwell, and on the frfnd of
May, 1 787, the foundations of the gaol were laid. Part el
the inscription on the foundation-stone runs thus:
there may remain to posterity a monument of the al
and grmtitude of tb- upantv to that moat excellent {^
who hath so r ^d the wisdom and hatnastrv mi
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separate and solitary confinement of offenders, this prison

is inscribed with the name of John Howard.' In April,

1790, 'this gaol and penitentiary house' was opened for the

reception of prisoners.

It is one of the best conducted prisons in England. The
officers are appointed by the magistrates of the hundred.
The majority of male prisoners are employed in weaving,

hat or shoe making, tailoring, or on the tread-mills, of which
there are six. The female prisoners are occupied in weaving,

sewing, washing, and heading pins. The proceeds from the

prisoners' earning in 1835 amounted to 524/. In summer
the prisoners rise and go to work at six in the morning, and
continue their labour to thesame hour in the evening, with

the allowance of half an hour for breakfast, an hour for

dinner, and an hour on quitting work. In winter their

hours of labour are regulated by the extent of daylight.

Prayers are read every morning, and divine service is per-

formed twice on the Sunday. Bibles, prayer-books, and
tracts are distributed among the prisoners by the chaplain.

In the month of November, 1834, the silent system was
introduced. The gross expenditure for the year 1837-8 was
8256/. The total number of persons confined in the

prison in the course of the year ending October, 1 836, was
6551, namely, 4783 males and 1868 females. It is capable

of containing at one time 583 male and 214 female prison-
ers, in all 797. The average number is 700. The cost of
a male prisoner is about 2d. a day ; of a female, )|^7. a-day.
For the year 1837-8 there was expended in food for the
prisoners the sum of 2534/. ; namely, for bread, meal, peas,
salt, and pepper, 1734/.; for butchers' meat, 505/.; for
potatoes 295/. From Jan. 1794 to Jan. 1838, there were
94,340 persons committed. The sum paid in salaries for
the year 1835 was 2231/. 14*. 6d. By a return of prisoners
in the New Bailey, who are known to have been at large
committing depredations for the time* specified, it appears
that 40 thieves had been plundering for a year, 50 for two
years, 1 7 for three years, 10 for four years, 5 for five years,

1 for six years, 3 for seven years, and 1 for nine years ;

—

total 127 prisoners. The average duration of each prison-
er's career of depredation before the imprisonment is two
years and three months. Juvenile delinquency abounds
in the district. The number of offenders of twenty years
of age and under who annually pass through it is 10U0,
but the number brought before the magistrates in one year
is 4000. The crime which these numbers indicate is how-
ever committed by a comparatively small number of persons,

and by the same round of offenders. The following tables

give valuable information on this important subject.

Ages, Sex, Offences, Degree of Education, and Result of Trial of the Prisoners of Twenty Years of Age and
under* committed to the New Bailey Sessions, from the 17th of October, 1 839, to the 24th of February, 1 840,

being the result of Four Sessions held during that period.

Number ofJuvenile DeHnquents committed to the New Bailey Sessions,.from December, 1 834, to December, 1 839, inclusive,

beingJive years.
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SALFORD, a market-town in the parish of Manchester

end hundred of Salford, is divided from Manchester by the

river I rwell, over which there are five bridges from one

place to the other. Till the passing of the Reform Act it

was considered as little more than a suburb of Manchester,

with which it is still intimately connected by commercial,

social, and domestic relations. It is now however a large,

populous, and improving town, having its own municipal

government, and returning a member to parliament. Sal-

ford may be viewed either as a township in the parish of

Manchester, or as a borough comprising three other town-

ships.

In 1773-4 an enumeration of the houses and inhabitants

in the town and parish of Manchester was taken from an

actual survey, and deposited by Dr. John Whittaker, April

27, in the college library. [Manchester.]

Im~

House*. Families. Males. Females. Married. Wives. Widow*.

Man-
chester

Salford

3402

666

5317

1099

10,548

2,248

11,933

2,517

7724

1775

432

89

1064

149

In 1801 the population of the township was 13,611, and
in 1831 it had reached 40,786.

History.—According to Whittaker, Salford signifies the

Sal or Hall at the Ford, that is, the passage across the lrwell

near which the mansion of the thane was situated. It gave

iti name to the hundred, of which originally it was the head.

On the general partition of the country, the hundred was
retained by the crown, and for this reason the town of Sal-

ford has ever been independent of the Lord of Manchester,

and continues to the present time annexed to the duchy of

Lancaster. In lieu of the provisions whioh the township of

Sal ford originally supplied to the officers of the crown, in

the reign of the Confessor it contributed to the Exchequer
the annual sum of 37/. 4*., including the farmed profits of

the hundred court, as well as the rents of the demesne
lands. The town of Salford with the lands between the

Ribble and the Mersey were purchased in the year 1227,

from Roger de Maresey by Ranulph de Blundeville, earl of

Chester, who in the 13th Henry III. received a confirma-

tion of his purchase, and thereupon granted a charter creat-

ing Salford a free borough. In consequence of this grant,

the borough reeve, constables, and burgesses of Salford

determined, at a general meeting held on the 1 6th June.
1830, to adopt and use as a common seal for the borough
of Salford, the arms of Ranulph de Blundeville. This
charter is substantially the same as the Manchester charter,

granted by Thomas de Grelley nearly a century afterwards,

the principal difference consisting in a provision ' that every
burgess shall have one acre attached to his burgage, paying
twelve pence for all rents belonging to that burgage.

Salford is under the government of a borough reeve and
constables. Antiently the duty of the boroughreeve was to

collect the rents and tolls of the land for the lord, as his

bail iff, and to be the chief pledge for the preservation of the

peace. At present the duties of the boroughreeve are to

convene and preside at public meetings, to correspond with
public bodies, and to distribute certain charitable bequests.

These officers are elected by a jury, summoned by the

deputy-steward of the hundred, at the king's Michaelmas
Loet of Salford hundred. By an act of parliament obtained
in tho year 1829, the police of Salford was separated from
that of Manchester, and placed under a body of men nomi-
nated * the Commissioners for better cleansing, lighting,

watching, and regulating the town of Salford,' under whose
control the township still remains. The commissioners
are tho boroughreeve and constables for the time being, and
I „'0 persons occupiers of one or more tenements assessed

at 20/. a year clear, or persons rated below that amount but
being owners of property producing 30/. a year clear, to be
elected commissioners by all persons assessed to the relief

of tho poor. The commissioners nominate the surveyors of

highways. In 1820 Messrs. Appleby, Clay, and Fisher

erected gas-we/ks in Clowes Street, from which Salford

win supplied by contract until December, 1831. The pre-

sent ea*»works are in Lamb Lane, near the centre of the

ton iMnp, and are the property of the lay-payers. They were
creeled in IHJ5. under an act of parliament; the profits are

appropriated to the improvement of the town, the extension

of the work*, and the liquidation of the debt The quantity

of gas made in 1838 was twenty-six millions of cubic feet;

the price, 8*. per 1000 cubic feet The works are managvi
by a Board of Directors chosen annually from the general

body of commissioners. The expenditure of the oonnu-
sioners of police, from June, 1839, to June, 1840, we» *7I It

Within the same time 3810/. were expended by the '

provement Committee.'
Salford is rich in foundations for the relief of tbe •

which materially diminish the poors' rate. Some of i

charities would have been more productive, if they had 1

formerly as well managed as they are at present In 144*

Salford came under the regulations of tbe New Poor Lav.
The following statements rest on the authority of one ef

the constables :—The average number of paupers for Salfard

(the township) for the quarter ending December, 1 840,

Receiving outdoor relief . • . 790
Receiving in-door relief • . . 310

Average relief per head about U. 0$d. a week.

Aisessment* in Salfordfor the R>ors
%

Rate, 1 840.

10/. and upwards 3779 Net rental £l 04,6a* IS

Under 10/. . . 7827 Do. * 47.030 IS

The assessment is taken on the gross rental, allowing

5 per cent for repairs on property above To/., and 10 per

cent, on all under 10/., and this forms the net rental and
the assessments as above.

The expenses for the relief of tbe poor and other charge*.

except those of county and parish highways, are as fol-

lows:

—

1834-5 . . . £4,974 11 4
1834-5 . . . 4,399 17 2
1835-6 . . . 4.061 1 8

1836-7 . . . 4,367 5 2

1837-8, the last year before 1 g 543 1 4
the Union . • J

'

Total in 5 years

Yearly average
Expenditure from 25th Decem-

ber, 1839, to 25th December,
1840 (being the first year

under the u nion) .

£26,346
5,269

4
10

6,592 17 9

Paid for county and parish

highway-rates for the 5 years

previous to the Union . 7,520 9 4

Yearly average • • . 1,504 1 10

Paid last year . . . 2,094 1 I

-£1.323 11 II

589 19 3

Making together an annual increase of £1,913 1 1 2

Sa^ord Borough.—By the Act • For amending tbe repre-

sentation of England and Wales,' Salford was constituted a
parliamentary borough, with the privilege of sending one

member to the House of Commons. The borough includes

the townships of Salford, in the parish of Manchester, po-

Kulation in 1831, 40,876: of Broughton, in the parish of

lanchester. population 1589; of Pendleton, in the adjoin-

ing parish of Eccles, population 8435 ; and Pendlebury. in

Eccles also, population 1 556 : making in the whole a popu-
lation of 52,456. Since 1831 the populatiou has increased

very much, as may be inferred from the increase of the par-

liamentary constituency. Tbe total number of persons whose
names stood at the first election in 1H32 on the revised bst

was 1498 ; in 1834 the number had risen to 2165; in l&JJ

to 2335 ; in 1836 to 2638. In 1S39, in consequence of bad

times, it had fallen to 2549. which number was diminished
in 1840 to 2443, showing an increase of about a thousand
voters to the constituency in eight years, three of which were

years of great commercial difficulty. The first election vat
in 1832.

The rise in the value of pronerty in Salford has been very

great In 1 704 Thomas Dickinson gave for the use of the

poor a house and land in Salford, which then produced
8/. to*, a year, but in 1798. 40/. a year. In 1630 Hum-
phrey Booth gave lands in Oldfield Lane and Gravel Lane
for the repairs of Salford chapel and the surplus for tbt

poor, value 44/. annual rent, which in 1798 produced 232/.

I Or., and in 1840 not less than 629/. Of the township of

Broughton, consisting of 1004 statute acres, 8"0 are possessed

by the Rev. John Clowes, an estate which, in the last fire

years, has more than doubled its — **J* although little 1

than 200 acres have been a**1
-'

*»«to.
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Manufactures.—The following table shows the extent to

which manufactures are carried in the borough :—

team and Water Power in the Borough of Salford, from a Re-
port of the Manchester Statistical Society, June, 1837.
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^ftcondition of the working classes was inquired into in

IjfBjraars 1834-5-6, by the Manchester Statistical Society,

(m whose published Report we take the following details:

—

roSaiford the proportion which the population examined
bore to the total population (estimated at 56,000) was 74
per cent.; 72 per cent of the houses are reported as com-
fortable ; 8 per cent, of the working population resided in

cellar* - generally two rooms, one for sleeping, the other
for all other purposes ; 1108 single rooms constituted each
a dwelling ; 9538 dwellings, at an average weekly rent of
2*. li)a\ give an annual rental of 70,263/.; 3335 persons
occupied cellars; 5991 children were receiving wages;
13,529 children were under 12 years of age; 6888 above;
total 20,41 7 children : 1 0,220 children were stated by their

parents to be in attendance at a Sunday or a day school

;

21,853 persons could write or read. The members of the

Established Church amounted to 53 per cent, of the whole.

In many, perhaps in the majority of cases, there were only
two beds to a family of live or six persons of both sexes.

Notwithstanding the pressure in the commercial world
which prevailed from 1 836 to 1 840, the Committee of the

Manchester and Salford Bank for Savings reported a very

considerable increase in the business of the Bank during
1640, which however they partly attribute to the adoption of
certain improvements.

£ «. d.

The amount deposited in the year ending
Nov. 20, 1840, was

Amount withdrawn „ „
Amount remaining due

to Depositors . „ „
Number of Accounts
remaining open . „ „

Number of Deposits made „

Education in Salford has of late years made rapid pro-

fress, but is still inadequate to the wants of the population,

'rom the Parochial Returns made to the Select Committee
of the House of Commons appointed to inquire into the

education of the poor, Session 1818, it appears that then
there were two ' national schools for 300 boys and as many
girls; also three Sunday-schools, two of which are attached

to the church, of about 400, and one of 200 or 300, con-

ducted by Methodists ; besides which there are three schools

for adults/ The population is reported as 19,114. The
Returns add, ' the minister of Salford supposes all may
learn to read who desire.

1

This extraordinary statement is

attested by the signature, • Saml. Booth, minister.' In
1835 the Statistical Society of Manchester caused an in-

quiry to be made into the state of education in the borough
of Salford, when it appeared that in a population of 50,810

(census 1831) the numbers attending the various schools

m the borough were 12,885, of whom
3,131 or 5*7 per cent, of the population, attended day

and evening schools only.

3,410 or 6*2 ,, „ attended both day and Sunday
schools.

6,344 or 11-5 „ „ attended Sunday-schools only.

116,048
92,461

12 8

11 0*

366,423 18 1$

13,453
23,811*

12,885 or 23*4 per cent, of the population.

• Of _U*<s, 9462 did not exceed £\ Is.; and 8656 were from £1 If. to £S ,

-fee entire number of tingle depo-iu in 1840 wu 23,811. ...

Of these about 2235 were found to be either under 5 or
above 15 years of age, leaving about 10,650 children be-
tween the ages of 5 and 15 under instruction; the total

number of children between these ages being computed at

13,750, thus leaving 3100 or 22J per cent, of the whole
without any education. Above one-quarter of the number
receiving daily instruction were found in the dame-schools,

very few ofwhich possessed more than fragments of books ; in

many cases no books at all were to be seen, the mistress not
having the means and the parents being without the ability

or the inelination to procure them. Order and cleanliness

were little regarded, and the children were for the most
part crowded in close and dirty rooms, in which the whole
business of the school was carried on, and where the family

slept Some of the teachers followed another occupation,

such as shop-keeping, sewing, washing, and the generality

of them were wholly incompetent to the task of instruction,

and betrayed lamentable ignorance on the most common
topics.

Charities and Educational Institutions.—The Salford

Mechanics' Institution was fpunded at a general meeting
held in the town-hall, Salford, on Monday, the 28th May
1838. ' The object of the institution is to instruct the ope
rative in the principles of his trade or employment, and in

other departments of really useful knowledge, that he may
be enabled to understand those fundamental laws which
are the key to the various branches of our arts and manu-
factures; so that whilst he acquires a greater degree of skill

in the practice of his business, and consequently becomes
more valuable to his employers, he may be better enabled

to secure to himself and his family the means of comfort

and rational enjoyment.' The principal means for carrying

this desirable object into effect are classes, lectures, a

library, and reading-room. The Salford Mechanics1

Insti-

tution follows the general practice of similar establishments

in excluding 'party politics and controversial theology,'

subjects of the deepest and most pressing interest to the

people, by which in reality they have given their minds
most of .the discipline they have received, and which the

people ought to be taught to treat and discuss in a proper

spirit

The subscription to the institution is the payment of six-

teen shillings annually in advance. The government is

vested in a board of directors, consisting of a president, six

vice-presidents, a treasurer, and twenty directors, to be chosen

annually by the members out of their own body. Imme-
diately on its establishment the institution began to fulfil

the hopes of its friends. The reading-room was furnished

with five weekly, ten monthly, and four quarterly periodi-

cals; classes were formed, and began to study in arith-

metic, algebra, geometry, grammar, writing, architectural

drawing, ornamental drawing, perspective drawing, mecha-
nical drawing, French, and elocution. A society was also

formed for ' mutual improvement.' The foundation of a

museum was laid. A library was commenced. Several

courses of lectures, amounting in all to 50, were delivered.

The Report for the year 1840 states the number of members
as 310, and that the library contained 1 159 volumes and 59

pamphlets, the average number of daily deliveries for the

year being 32 volumes, and the total number of deliveries

9524 volumes.

In this year a new means of usefulness was devised, which*

deserves special notice, and may be advantageously imitated

in other parts of the kingdom ; namely, an exhibition of

works of art, manufactures, models of machinery, curiosi-

ties, and antiquities, with a view to the general improve-

ment; of the people, and to aid the funds of the institution.

Among other things, the visitor saw in actual operation

the planing-machine, card-making machine, carding, roving,

spinning of cotton, glass-engraving, &c, all at work by

steam-power. Lectures were delivered on the polarization

of light, chemistry, bleeehing, and the chromatic fire-cloud.

Ninety thousand persons passed through the exhibition.

The Salford Lyceum is one of a class of institutions pre-

eminently fitted to benefit the working and the poorer

classes. It was established in January, 1839, and has for

its design 'to provide a system of juvenile and adult educa-

tion for both sexes of the most numerous portion of the

community, and to extend more widely the taste and means
for moral and intellectual cultivation.' The Salford Lyceum
embraces, in addition to the ordinary purposes of mechanics'

institutions, the following fundamental objects:—female

instruction—evening classes are held for instruction in
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branches of knowledge most suited for females in the ma-
nufacturing district; the newspaper press—a news-room is

supplied with journals of all political opinions; useful re-

creation—there are classes for vocal and instrumental music,

concerts and musical meetings, and social and festive

parlies; cheapness—the subscription is onlyHwo shillings a

quarter. From the Report for 1840 it appears the number
of 2017 subscriptions bad been received from the 24th of

January, 1639, to the 24th March, 1840, which are classed

as follows:

—

Merchants, manufacturers, and professional men
Bookkeepers, clerks, salesmen, and warehouse-

men .......
Mechanics, engineers, founders, and mill-hands

Engravers, pattern-designers, and calico-printers

Joiners, plumbers, carvers and gilders, masons,
and painters 179

Butchers, bakers, and brewers •

Shopkeepers, tailors, drapers, and shoemakers
Letter-press printers and bookbinders
Hairdressers • . . . . • .

Boys and females undescribed . • «

Undescribed males

48

253
838
283

Total . . .2017
The library consisted of about 1 500 volumes ; the number

of deliveries averaged about 70 each evening, and there

were generally above 400 volumes in circulation at one time.

The following classes for males were in operation:—
Reading, weekly average attendance 50 pupils ; arithmetic

and writing, 163 pupils
;
grammar and geography, 40 pupils;

elocution, 20 pupils. Classes were also held for females

in reading, writing, arithmetic, sewing, and embroidery;
classes for vocal and instrumental music mot every week.
An essay and discussion society, of 30 members, held its

meetings each alternate Thursday. The directors, ever

aiming at affording rational amusement to the working
classes, held several tea-parties, making for admission a
small extra charge, which, though sufficiently moderate to

occasion the assembling of considerable numbers, was found
equal to defray the expenses incurred; the amusements
consisted of glees, songs, recitations, musical promenades,
accompanied by an instrumental band. During the year,

32 lectures were delivered on various subjects, as astronomy,
oratory, comic literature and ballads, geology, natural theo-

logy, anatomy; 21 of these lectures were given gratui-

tously. The directors state that they have full confidence
that ' the subscription, under judicious management, will

to a very great extent meet the current expenditure,
although to do this the union of large numbers is indispen-
sably necessary.' The 'Financial Statement' for 1839-40
shows a small balance in favour of the institution, the total

outlay being about 500/.

Previous to the year 1827 the working classes of Salford
and the suburbs were dependent on the public institutions

of Manchester for gratuitous medical relief. The rapidly
increasing population rendering it absolutely necessary that
some additional assistance should be provided, a public meet-
ing was held on the 2nd of May, 1827, at which the imme-
diate establishment of a public dispensary was resolved upon.
A building was taken in a central situation ; and on the 10th
*bf September the dispensary was opened for the admission
of patients. But the wants of the poor were soon found so
pressing as to require a larger building. Measures were ac-

cordingly taken, and a new edifice, designated the Salford
and Pendleton Royal Dispensary, was completed early in

1831, at an eipense of 2546/.; and on the 25th of March,
1831, the business of the charity was removed to it. The
government of the Institution is vested in a committee. It
is supported by the voluntary subscriptions of the inhabi-
tants.

The following table gives the relative number of patients
admitted since the opening of the establishment, and the
expenditure for each year. The out-patients are those
capable of attending at the dispensary ; and the home, those
who*© complaints require them to be visited at their own
residence Accidents constitute a large proportion of the
whole number of oases, many of which are caused by the
machinery in the numerous mills and manufactories in the
vicmity of the Institution:—

Year. Cut-ruienu. Horn* NtWoU. AerUlenU. ToUl. Eiprnultura.
I&28 1696 965 3iH 21*79

1*29 .. .. 648 3611 £735

Year.

1830
1831

1832
1833
1834
1835
1836
1837
1838
1839

Out Patients. Ho

2146
2073
2212
1813
1639
1915
1863
2113
2519

hPftttoats.

• •

1316
1268
1210
1069
1653
1045
1201

1280
1436

Acodralt.

756
803
900
944
926
1047
987
896
897
870

Tout

366?
4265
4241
4366
3808
3739
3947
3960
4290
4825

£721
75#
7«
67i
rot
659
«*f
67*
€94
721

The Public Buildings in Salford are not distinguished far

architectural beauty. The oldest place of worship. Trimly
chape), was founded (1635) by Humphrey Booth, a pros*

perous merchant of Salford, and was rebuilt in 1752. TVs
town-hall, situated in Chapel-street, is a neat building of

stone, of modern date, after a design by Mr. Lane. The
Salford police-office occupies one portion of the building;

other parts are occupied by the officers of the guardsane ef

the poor, the clerks of the police commissioners, lie. It

contains a large room used for public meetings, <

lectures, &c. The Zoological Gardens in Higher Broughtee
were opened May 31st, 1838. They occupy nearly 16 acres

of land, laid out in the best style of landscape gardening.

They have a fine collection of animals, and are reoon>
mended by their locality, as well as by the taate and skill

displayed in laying out the land and erecting the building*.

Eminent Individuate.—Dr. Clarke, professor of history,

geography, and experimental philosophy at the Royal
Military College, Sandhurst, was born at Salford in 1 741
John Byrora, of the ancient family of Byrora of KersaH, ta

the borough of Salford, inventor of a system of shorthand,
and a respectable poet, was born at Kersall in 1 69 1 . Wtlhass
Crabtree [Hokrocks] was born at Brougbton in the borough
of Salford, in 1610 ; baptized in the Collegiate church, Man-
chester, July 29 ; educated at Cambridge ; married Septem*
ber, 1633 ; and was buried in the Collegiate church, Augwst
1, 1644. By observation made on Kersall Moor, he found
that the planet Venus would pass the sun's disk, which
phenomenon took place Nov. 24, 1639. The only persons
who appear to have any knowledge of it were Crabtree
and his friend Horrocks, to whom he had communicated
the fact.

(Communication from Salford. For farther informatvon
see Barnes's History of Lancashire; Manchester as it It;

Annals of Manchester ; Reports, &c.)

SAL1AN. [Kur.1
SAUC LAW. |Philippi V. ; Philippe VI.]
SALICA'CEJ5, or Salicinitv, a natural order of apetsloes

Exogens possessing the following characters:—flowers with

pistils or stamens alone, growing on the same or different

plants, and arranged in the form of an amentum ; stance*
separate, or united together with two-celled anthers ; a sees-

rior ovary, with one or two cells ; numerous erect ovules;
style single, with two stigmas, or absent ; many-seeded, os-

mose, 1 0- 1 2-celled, coriaceous fruit ; seeds comoee, and ettfesr

attached to the lower part of the axis of each valve or to tfcs

base of the cell ; albumen absent ; embryo erect ; radicle in-

ferior. They are trees or shrubs, with simple alternate Waves
and deciduous or persistent stipules. Combined with Cory-
laoesB and Betulaceso, they formed part of the natural order
Amentacess of Jussieu, but they have been separated ay
Richard. They are distinguished from CorylaeesB by the
absence of a calyx, and frequently by the venation of their

leaves: from oetulacess they are known by their beiry

seeds and polyspermous two-valved fruit. They are generally
found inhabiting woods in the northern districts of Europe.
Asia, and America. The most northern woody plant that is

known, the Salix arctica, belongs to this order. There are
only two genera in this order, Salix and Popultts; bet the*
are of great importance on account of their timber and
various economical uses.

The genus Popultts (from the Latin pojmius) ^characterised
by possessing dioecious, cylindrical, many-flowered catkin*

;

weage-shaped, single-flowered, jagged braetest or eceiee;
turbinate calyx, tubular below, and dilated in the bonier.
The barren flowers have eight or more capillary very short
filaments, and large drooping quadrangular anthers! The
fertile flowers have an ovate pointed ovary, no style. 4-*

awl-shaped stigmas; ovate capsule, with two comrade tehe*
and one cell ; numerous sm»U ovate seeds, each crowned
with a tuft of line hairs, ^tMsiat of this i
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deciduous trees, mostly of a large size, and growing in
Europe, North America, Asia, and the north of Africa.
The poplar has long been valued as an ornamental tree, and
the various species have been extensively cultivated in
Europe. As they are dioecious plants, much difficulty has
arisen in determining the number of the introduced species

;

and it is probable that when the plants with male and female
flowers shall have been carefully examined, a considerable
reduction in the present number of acknowledged species
will take place.

g a He
8*lix caprca.

«, branch with staminiferoos Sowen; b. ditto, with pistiliferoui flower*

;

f.sumiuiferou* bract, with abortive pistil; d. pUtiliferout bract, with closed
ripened pistil ; «, ditto, with valve opeii ; /. seed with hair ; y, section of fruit.

bowing seeds ; ht section of seeds, showing cotyledons.

Jhjmlus alba, the white poplar, or Abele tree, has roundish,

cordate, lotxid, and toothed leaves, glabrous above, downy
and very white beneath ; fertile catkins, ovate ; four stigmas

;

creeping roots; branches very white, downy when young.
This tree is a native of Great Britain and most parts of
Europe, in woods and thickets in a moist soil.

Populus canescens, the grey poplar, is by some writers

considered only a variety of P. alba. It is known by its

leaves being roundish, deeply waved, toothed, downy, and
hoary beneath; fertile catkins cylindrical ; stigmas eight
This tree is of slower growth than P. alba, and the wood is

finer, and more adapted for the purposes to which timber
im applied. Not fewer than eight distinct varieties are enu-
merated as cultivated in our nurseries, and probably many
more might be added to the list by a careful examination of
collections of these plants. The white and grey poplar both
attain a height from 80 to 100 feet. All their varieties

grow exceedingly fast, sometimes attaining a height of 30
feet in ten years. They are remarkable for the creeping

nature of their roots, which send up suckers for a great

distance round the trunk, and by these a perpetual suc-

cession of young trees may be kept up. The trees will

endure for two centuries if allowed to remain ; but if wanted
for timber, they should be cut down before they are fifty

years old, as after that period the heart-wood is liable to

decay. The Abele, as well as the black poplar, was known
to the Romans, and was recommended by Pliny as props

for the vine. (Hist. Nat., xvi. 23.) It is much planted in

some parts of Holland, Flanders, France, and Germany.
The principal use to which the Abele is put in England is

that of making flooring boards, for which purpose it should

be seasoned eighteen or twenty months previous to use. It

is also employed by the cooper for making wooden dishes,

casks, &c. The grey poplar possesses the whitest wood of

any of the species, and is used in France and Germany for

carving and the lighter kinds of architecture.

These poplars should be planted in a loamy soil near water,

if it bo desired that they should attain a great height or

considerable size. They will however grow very well on dry

sandy soils. In the nurseries near London they are usually

propagated by layers, which ought to be transplanted into

P. a, No. 1275.

nursery lines for at least a year before removal, as they
seldom ripen the points of their shoots or put forth many
roots the first season. The Abele bears cutting or lopping
worse than any other species of the genus.

Populus tremula, the trembling poplar, or aspen : leaves
nearly orbicular, broadly toothed, glabrous on both sides

;

stalks compressed; stigmas four, erect, cased at the base!
Ten or twelve varieties of this plant are found in the nur-
series, and some writers refer several other species to this
as varieties. The aspen, like all the genus, is a rapid-
growing tree. It has horizontal branches, which become
pendulous by age. It is a native of moist woods in Great
Britain, and in Scotland is found at an elevation of 1500
feet above the level of the sea. It is also found in the whole
of the south of Europe, in the Caucasus, in Lapland,
and is very abundant in Russia. The wood of this tree is

used for much the same purposes as the last. Sheep and
goats are said to be very fond of the leaves and bark. In
common with P. alba and P. nigra, the bark of this species
is used in tanning. It has even a greater tendency t«
send up suckers than the other species, and on this account
requires attention, as it would otherwise cover the whole
district in which it is planted. In cultivation this tree
ought to have a rich and loamy soil, but it does not require
a soil of any great depth. It may be propagated by cuttings
or by seeds.

Tne trembling leaves of the aspen have always excited
attention, and have frequently been the subject of super-
stitious belief and poetical allusion. Among other super-
stitions of former times, this tree was believed to have
supplied the wood of which the cross of Christ was made,
and, its trembling leaves were thought to bear testimony
to the fact.

Populus trepida, the American aspen, is by some looked
upon as a variety of P. tremula ; the leaf is suborbiculate,
with an abruptly acuminate point, toothed, with two glands
at the base on its upper surface ; silky whilst young, glabrous
afterwards. It is found in North America in extensive
swamps from Canada to theCarolinas, and from Hudson's Bay
to the northward of the Great Slave Lake as far as lat. 64°.

It attains a height of from 20 to 30 feet. P. grandidentata,
the large American aspen, is nearly allied to the above, and
is probably only a variety of P. tremula. It attains a height
of 40 or 60 feet, and is found in the same situations, but
much less frequently than the foregoing. P. grtpca, the
Grecian poplar, seems also to be a variety of the aspen.
Povulus nigra, the black poplar : leaves twice the length

of tneir footstalks, deltoid or unequally quadrangular,
serrated, with glandular teeth, glabrous; the base more
entire, the under side palest; catkins cylindrical, pale, lax.

It is a native of Great Britain, and has a geographical range
nearly the same as that of P. alba. It attains a height of
from 70 to 80 feet, and, on account of its rapid growth, has
been much cultivated. The wood is used for the same pur-
pose as that of P. tremula ; it is however softer, and more
easy to work, and splits more easily than any other of the
species. The cotton from the seeds has been used iu France
and Germany as wadding, and has been also manufactured
into cloth-hats and paper ; but the expense of cultivating

the tree for this purpose was too great, and consequently
the manufacture has been given up. It is best cultivated

in a good soil near water. It may be propagated by cuttings

or truncheons. It is subject to the attacks of an aphis, the
A. populi, which penetrates the tissue of the leaf and petiole,

and produces little protuberances of various shapes and
sizes, similar to those produced in the leaves of the oak by
the cynips.

Populus canadensis, the Canadian poplar, is an American
species: it has angular branches, a compressed petiole;

leaves roundish ovate, deltoid, acuminate, subcordate at the
base, where there are glands serrated with unequal teeth,

glabrous. It attains a height of 70 or 80 feet, and is found
wild in the rocky districts of North America between Ca-
nada and Virginia. In America it is considered the best of

all poplars for planting. The young shoots are used as

food for horses. The poplar avenues in the garden at Ver-
sailles are formed of this tree.

Populus monilifera, the black Italian poplar: shoots more
or less angular; branches round ; petiole slender, compressed
in the upper part; disk deltoid, glauds at the base, sub-
acute, serrate, glabrous; bracleoe glabrous; stamens 1G;
stigmas 4. It ii doubtful of what country this tree is a na-
tive. It appears to have been introduced into England

Vol. XX.-2 Z
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by Messrs. Dickson, nurserymen, from North America. In

America however it is called Italian poplar, and in France

Peuplier Suisse. It is probably a variety of an European

species that has been introduced into America. It is the

most rapid-growing of all the poplars, and in this country the

timber is considered equal if not superior to that of any other

species. In the neighbourhood of London, it has been

known to grow 30 or 40 feet in height in seven years.

In America it attains a height of only about 70 or 80 feet,

but in England it reaches 100 or 120 feet and upwards.

There are two varieties cultivated in the Horticultural So-

ciety's garden, London, P. m. Lindleyana, with wavy leaves,

and P. m./oiiis variegatis, with variegated leaves. In the

middle of May it sheds its seeds, which are covered with a

cottony down, and when lying on the ground look like

snow. These seeds adhere to everything in their vicinity,

and become in consequence a great nuisance when planted

near houses. For this reason, male plants alone should be

planted near habitations. It requires a fertile soil near water,

and grows very freely from cuttings.

Pbpulus fastigiata, the Lorabardy poplar : leaf deltoid,

wider than long, crenulated, glabrous, in the bud involutely

folded, petiole compressed. This tree is readily distin-

guished among the species by its peculiar conical cypress-

like form, and the total absence of horizontal branches. It

grows to the height of 1 00 and 1 20 feet, and sometimes 1 50
feet. It is a native of Italy on the banks of the Po. and also

of Persia and the Himalaya. It was introduced from Italy

into Britain about the year 1758, and is now very generally

diffused, some parts of the country exhibiting magnificent

specimens. The wood of the Lorabardy is inferior to that of

the black poplar and the black Italian poplar. It is used for

making packing-cases, rafters, small beams, studs, boards,

&c. But the great use of the tree in this country is in

ornamental planting, and for this purpose its spiry straight

form adapts it exceedingly well as a contrast to the round-
headed trees that are so numerous. It is well adapted

for growing in villages, towns, and near houses, as the

branches, not being horixontal like most other trees, will

not interfere with the walls nor obstruct the entrance of

light through windows. In ornamental planting, it may be
placed near bridges, viaducts, rows of houses, and long

buildings, as the perpendicular lines formed by the tree re-

lieve the horizontal lines of the building. It requires a good
soil, but will not even then grow well unless near water.

Ihpulus balsamifera, balsam-bearing poplar, or Tacaraa-

hac tree: leaves ovate-oblong, quite smooth, with fine

glandular serratures, deep green above, almost white but
smooth underneath. Sometimes 2 glands at the apex of the

petiole. Buds covered, in the spring, with an abundance of
fragrant, viscid, balsamic juice. It is a native of North
America, Da-uria, and the Altai, and attains a height of 80
feet. It is remarkable for its balsamic secretion, which was
formerly collected in Canada in shells, and, under the name
of bourne focot, was sent in considerable quantities to various

parts of North America. In Siberia a tincture is prepared
from the buds, which is said to be antiscorbutic. But in

Europe the principal use of the Tacamahac and its varieties,

of which there are several from various districts, is in orna-
mental planting, for which it may be used instead of the
Lorabardy poplar.

P. betulifolia, heteropkylla, angulaia, and candicans,

American species, have also been cultivated in this country,

and deserve a place in all collections of these plants.

SAL1C1N, a neutral principle obtained from several

species of salix : it is white, crystallizes in scales, inodorous,

very bitter, fusible below 212 , and does not lose water at
392°. It is much more soluble in hot water than in cold

;

it is dissolved by alcohol, but is insoluble in tether and vo-

latile oils.

According to Piria, anhydrous salicin is composed of—
Hydrogen • . 5*79 or 24 equivalents.

Carbon . . . 60*25 „ 42 „
Oxygen • • . 33*96 „ 9 „

100*

In its crystalline state it contains two equivalents of water.

When treated with very dilute and hot hydrochloric or sul-

phuric acid, a resinous substance is formed, to which Piria

lias given the name of salicetin ; it rises to the surface of
the liquid as it forms, and is of a white or yellowish colour

:

it differs in properties and composition from salicin.

By the action of oaidising agents salicin is converted into

salicyle, which has not been obtained in a separate i

but is capable of combining, like a simple substance, '

different bodies. When hydrate of salieyle is heated was
potash, an acid is formed, which is separable from the alkali

by means of stronger acids, and being but slightly sorosst

in water, it is precipitated in crystals resembling hi n saw
acid in appearance. Salicin possesses tonie properties aste>

logous to those of disulphate of quina. and it is stated to at
less liable to irritate the stomach.
SALlCI'NIiB. [SALicAca*.]
SALICOQUES. [Shrimps]
SALICO'RNlA (from sal, salt, and comu. a bom, in re-

ference to the taste and form of the plant), the systeeaatac
name of the Glassworts, a genus of plants belonging io las

natural order Chenopodiacesd. They are characterised by
a single, turbinate, fleshy, obscurely-lobed perianth; lo-li
stamens ; short style ; bi-trifid stigmas ; fruit a utricle wit*
a single seed. They are mostly weeds inhabiting rnoast salt

districts on the coasts of the North of Europe. Africa, sad
America. S. herbacea, jointed glasswort, is a common pleat
in the salt marshes and on the banks of salt river* in Great
Britain. It is known by its herbaceous stem, compressed
and notched articulations somewhat thickened upwards,
and cylindrical spikes slightly tapering at the extremiuea,
This, and many other species belonging to the genus, aad to

the other genera of the same natural family, yield a great

quantity of soda, for the purpose of obtaining which they
are collected on the coasts of the South of Europe and tae

North of Africa. This species is often eaten a« a salad or

pickle under the name of samphire, but is a different plane

from the true samphire {Criihmum marittmum). which a
found on the cliffs at Dover, and has been immortahsrd by
Shakspere. The only other British species is £. rxxfiewu,
which by some botanists is considered a variety of the last

with a creeping stem. S.fruticosa, shrubby jointed glass-

wort, is a doubtful native of Great Britain, but grows largely

in the South of Europe and in North America, eu4 u used
for the same purposes as the above. The species of the*

genus are rather numerous, but most of them possess pro-
perties in common with the foregoing.
Some of the species are very common on the Coromsttdri

coast, whence Dr. Roxburgh, in his • Flora Indies,' reeest-

mends the manufacture of alkali, which, from the cheap-
ness of labour, he conceives might be made there at so low
a rate as to admit of its being profitably sent to Bares*.
[Salsola.1
SALIENT, a term applied to an angle which pretests its

point to the outside of the figure, as opposed to re catenae;
or re-entrant, which is applied to an angle presenting *»

point to the inside of the figure. These terms are fre-

quently used in fortification, and seldom in geometry.
SALIE'RI, ANTONIO, a composer of great emrneeee

in bis day, was born at Legnano, in the Venetian ferritor?.

in 1 750. When only fifteen years of age be lost his mthsr.
a respectable merchant, and then immediately determiosd
to make music, which he had studied only as an aceompfask-
ment, his profession. His first master was Giovanni Fes-
cetti, and his next Leopold Qasmann. The latter took 1st

pupil to Vienna, where be made the acquaintance «t
Gluck, who, at that time declining in health, entrusted
Salieri with the charge of composing Let Damrid+t. which
the great German master had engaged to produce far the
Acadhnie Royale de Musique. It was performed with fW
most brilliant success in Paris, and not only made the re-

putation of the author, but added nearly SO.OOO rraa
nis fortune. He afterwards brought out, at diff

theatres, many operas, among which his 7brtrre. or «

Roi (TOrmus, and La Grotta di Trtfonio, were the mast
popular, and are now best known. He died at Vices*, »
1823. Salieri was a kind of rival of Mozart, and. strange
to relate, his music was much preferred by the court asd
fashionable circles of Vienna to that of the greatest e*ea-

matic composer that then or has ever since lived.

SALIES. [Pyrbxbes, Basses.]
SALIFERGUS SYSTEM. In geology, the sense ef

calcareous, argillaceous, and sandy strata, locally aad fre-

quently productive ofrock salt or brine springs, andotg-fptem
is thus designated. The equivalent terms are, New Bed
System, from the prevalence of a particular colour ea the

sandstones and clays ; and Poicilitic System, from the va-

rious colours of the rocks. The term saliferous is fc i mad—
the same model as carboniferous, oolitic, &c, sah bet**, the

characteristic portion of its component masses* Salt to
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abundantly but not exclusively found in this system of de-
posits. Springs more or less salt are indeed met with in a
great proportion of the whole series of strata ; in England
they are rather prevalent in rocks of the carboniferous

S&tem (as at Harrogate, Ashby de la Zouch, and near
ewcastle), but we have no knowledge of real beds of salt

except in the midst of red marls and sandstones. On the
continent of Europe this is not the case, for though salt

occurs in the Poicilitic marls and beds associated therewith
(especially the Muschelkalk) in Germany and France abun-
dantly, it is also found in the tertiaries of Poland, the gieen-

sand series of Spain, and the oolitic system of the Salzburg
Alps.

Viewed on the great scale, the Saliferous System of
rocks is one of the most varied and interesting we are ac-

quainted with. There are peculiarities in its limestones,

sandstones, and clays, as well as in its gypseous and salt de-

posits ; the occurrence and nature of its organic contents,

and the relation which it bears altogether to earlier and
later classes of rocks, are worthy of careful study. Some of
the peculiarities of its limestones have been noticed under
the head of Magnksian Limestone, and for the changing
qualities of its sandstones and clays see Red Sandstone
and Red Marl. We shall here add a few reflections on
the salt and gypseous masses, and on the organic contents
of the Saliferous System.
Sulphate of lime is found perhaps as frequently and under

almost as many curious circumstances in the stratified rocks,

as carbonate of lime, in mealy aggregations, acicular prisms,

broadly foliated crystals (selenite), fibrous masses and beds,

and marmoroid or alabastrine rocks. It lies in strata of
almost every age, and is not absent from diluvial, alluvial,

and recent deposits. The mode of its occurrence is in a
considerable degree characteristic of each particular mineral
type. While long prismatic crystals appear in cavities of
shells and in recent excavations (as in the gallery of Felling

Colliery, Newcastle), the solitary broad flaky crystals of
selenite abound in blue clays of the tertiary and secondary
series (which receive their colour from protoxide of iron),

and the fibrous gypsum marks, spots, and irregular lines

in the red clays (coloured by peroxide) of the Saliferous

System, the fibres being (in agreement with a general
law of structures) arranged so as to lie at right angles to

the broader surfaces which bound the mass. The marmoroid
texture is most commonly found in real however irregular

beds, as at Montmartre, and in some points near Fairburn in

Yorkshire, on the line of the York and North Midland
railway. At these places fibrous, marmoroid, and flaky

sulphate of lime may be obtained in association.

From what is known to take place at the present day, and
from appearances in the distribution of the gypsum and
selenite in masses of clay and cavities of shells, &c, it ap-
pears that in a great proportion of cases these crystallized

masses owe their origin to the processes of segregation since

the deposition of the earthy masses in which they appear.

In no other way is it at all conceivable or even possible that

the irregular masses of gypsum which appear in red mail at

Axmouth, Aust Passage, and the Trenrs mouth could be
formed. The marls in which they here he were deposited

as fine mud, and if we suppose merely a slow extrication

of the liquid, so that its contained salts might remain,
the arrangement of these salts in such irregular masses
during crystallization presents no particular difficulty.

Salt shows itself in the Cheshire mines as either granu-
lar, broadly laminated, or fibrous; in great beds or mi-
nutely mixed with marls, nearly as gypsum is, and pro-

bably in regard to its origin, similar suppositions will apply,

the solid beds (of limited extent however and irregular

area) being due to a great evaporation of liquid over the

previously deposited marls. That such water, in the case

of rock-salt generally, was derived from the sea, is almost
certain, from the occurrence of iodine and bromine in the

brine-springs connected with them. (Daubeny's Memoir,
in Phil. Tram.) But it does not follow that the area in

which the salt was found was, at the time of its formation,

or for some time previously or subsequently, connected
with the sea. Lagoons may have been the theatre of

the evaporation supposed, and earthy sediments, such as

occur in Cheshire and Poland, may have been drifted in

by fresh-waters or the sea, according to circumstances,

and it is not difficult to imagine a repetition of the processes

such as might produce the two great beds of rock-salt in

Cheshire. It is not known that organic remains of any

kind accompany the salt of Cheshire, but this is almost true of
the whole range of the red marls, in which these deposits lie.

We find, then, associated together, abundance of red
oxide of iron, salt, and gypsum, but no organic remains.
The prevalence of red oxide of iron in any of the strata is

accompanied by a paucity or total absence oforganic remains.
In the Saliferous System these red strata extend through
several hundred feet of thickness, and it is found, in general
terms, that the types of organic life above and below are
widely different. Similarly the thick series of old red-
sandstone contains few organic fossils, and separates two
distinct groups of these productions. Some great physical
changes then must be supposed to have occurred previous
to and during the saliferous period, and to have influenced
both chemical and vital phenomena.
M. Adolphe Brongniart ( Prodrome (Tune Histoire des

Vtgbtaux Fossiles, 1829), viewing the series of fossil plants,
gives four great periods of antient vegetation:—the first

extending from the earliest strata to the red-sandstone
(saliferous) strata ; the second including these strata ; the
third including the oolites and chalk ; the fourth, the tertiary
strata. Of these the flora of the second period (chiefly ter-

restrial) is very limited, and may be looked upon as a tran-
sition group of plants connecting the earlier and later
periods. Similarly the series of marine invertebrata which
lie in the Saliferous system have characters intermediate
between the early (palaeozoic) and later races of preadamitic
life. We find the same results by considering the verte-
brated animals ; but on a careful scrutiny, this ' transition'
character of life is resolvable into two parts ; we discover
in the Saliferous period two periods, marked in geology by
the two formations in which the Saliferous strata are
ranked.

The lower of these, the Magnesian Limestone forma-
tion, contains corals, brachiopoda, and fishes, 60 extremely
similar in detail or analogous in their general history to
the corresponding forms of the mountain-limestone, that
it is impossible in any fair classification to sever this group
of fossils from the Palaeozoic series ; while, on the other
hand, the upper of the two formations, the Red-Sandstone
and Keuper series, presents almost no resemblance to the
older, but a decided analogy to the newer, or, as we wish to
call it, Mcsozoic series of the Oolites. And this is confirmed
by a similar review of the nature and distribution of the
fossil plants. In the Upper Red Sandstone and Keuper we
have rterophylla and Cycadeous plants allied to those of tho
Oolites; in the Lower Red*Sandstones (Rothliege tide),
Catamites and Lepidodendra of the coal series.

It appears then that the rocks of this great and varied
Saliferous System may be best placed in relation to the
other systems of strata by help of a further analysis, as in

the scheme subjoined, in which we have added all the other
groups of strata to illustrate our general view :—

Ordinary titles.

( Pleiocene Tertiaries.

< Meiocene Tertiaries.

( Eocene Tertiaries.

f Cretaceous System.
< Oolitic System.

( New Red Formation.
{Magn. Limestone Formation.
Carboniferous System.
Eifel and South Devon.

{Transition strata.

Primary strata.

The determination of two of the types of the Palaeozoic

strata is yet imperfect, because the series of forms inter-

mediate between the transition and carboniferous periods is

not fully investigated. It is probable that the Eifel and
South Devon fossils make the middle Palaeozoic type.

SALIH-BEN BAHLEH (called by Abulfaraj. Hist.

Dynast., p. 154, Salih Ben Nahleh), an eminent Indian

physician, who came to Irak and practised at Bagdad in the

time of Haroun al Rashld, who reigned from a.h. 1 70 to

193 (a.d. 786 to 808). ' He was distinguished/ says Ibn

Abi Osaibiah, Oioun Al-Amba fi Tabacat Al-Atebba {Fontes

Relationum de Classibus Medicorum, cap. xii., sec. 7),*

• amongst the learned men of India, well skilled in their

methods of medical treatment, and had power and influence

in the promotion of science.
1 He acquired great reputation

• See an extract from thi* work. (chap, xii/). translated by the Rev. W. Cure-

ton, with rem irks by Professor II. H. Wilson, in the ' Asiatic Journal.'

2 Z 2

Proposed title* depending oa the
series of organ10 affinities.

upper
Catnozoic strata^ middle

lower

upper
middle
lower

upper

middle

lower

Mesozoic strata

Paleeozoic strata <
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by discovering that Ibrahim Ben Salih, the cousin of the

kbalif, whom Jabril Ben Bachtishua had pronounced to be

tlead, was only apparently so,* of which event the same
author gives a curious and circumstantial account. It ap-

pears that he first went alone into the room where Ibrahim

lay, and immediately there was * heard a sound as of one

striking the body with the palm of the hand.* Then the

lihalif and some others were admitted, and in order to prove

that Ibrahim was alive, ' Salih took out a needle that he had

with him, and thrust it in between the nail and the flesh of

the thumb of his left hand, when he immediately plucked

away his hand and drew it towards his body.' He then

ordered that his burial clothes should be taken off him, and
that he should be washed till the scent of the hanutt was
removed ; after which he called for some kundus, and blew

some of it up his nose. In about ten minutes his body

began to move ; then he sneezed, and sat up in his bed,

supposing that he had been asleep, and complaining only

that he had been bitten by a dog in the thumb, and that he

still felt the pain, at the same time showing the thumb into

which Salih had thrust the needle. Ibrahim lived a long

time after this circumstance, and married the Princess Alab-

basah, daughter of Almahadi, and obtained the government
of Egypt and Palestine, and died in Egypt.
With respect to the kundus, we are told in the * Ramus*

that • it is the root of a plant which is yellow inside and
black out. It operates as an emetic and a purging medicine,

and clears away the ringworm. When it is reduced to

Jiowder and blown up the nose, it causes sneezing and en-

ightens the weary eyes, and stops blindness.' See Avicenna
(Canon, lib. ii., tract 2, cap. 137, p. 280, ed. Venet. 1564),

where a description of its medical properties is given. Spren-
gel (Comment, in Dioscor. de Mater. Med. t lib. ii., cap. 192)

supposes it to be the same as the Greek erp6v6tovt on which
there is a chapter in Dioscorides (loco a/.), and which he
ulentifies with the ' Saponaria officinalis/ or soapwort.

SA'LII were twelve priests of Mars Gradivus, who formed
an ecclesiastical collegium or corporation at Rome. They
were chosen from the patricians, and established by Numa
to take care of the twelve ancilia, or sacred shields of Mars.

The original ancile was said to have been found in the

palace of Numa, and was supposed to have fallen from
heaven. To secure its preservation, Numa commanded the

armourer Mamurius Veturius to make eleven other shields

exactly like it ; and tho twelve were deposited in the temple
of Mars on the Palatine hill, and committed to the care of

the Salii. (Liv., i. 20 ; Dion vs., ii. 70, 71 ; Cic, Rep., ii 14

;

Ovid, Fast., iii. 387 ; Festus, s. v. Mam. Vet.)

On the calends of March, and on several successive days,

the feast of Mars was celebrated by the Salii, on which occa-

sion they carried the shields through the city dressed in their

official garments, which consisted of an embroidered tunic

with a brazen belt, the trabea, and the apex, or conical cap,

with a sword by their side, and a spear or staff in their right

hand. They at the same time performed a dance, and sung
hymns or songs called Axamenta (Festus, e. v.) in honour
of Mamurius Veturius, and all the celestial deities; with

the exception of Venus. (Macrob., Sat* i. 12; Virg., ARn.9

viii. 286 ; Varro, De Ling. Lat., viL 26, ed. Miiller.) These
songs were in later times scarcely understood even by the

priests themselves. (Quint, i. 6, p. 54, Bipont. ; Hor., Ep,
ii. 1, 86.) At this festival the Salii were accustomed to par-

take of an entertainment in the temple of Mars, which was
proverbial for its magnificence and excellence. (Suet,Cloud,

33 ; Cic ad. Ait., v. 9 ; Hor., Carm^ i. 37.) There was a

magister at the head of the collegium.

Another corporation of Salii, also consisting of twelve
members chosen from the patricians, was established by
Tullus Uostilius in fulfilment of a vow which be made in a
war with the Sabine*. These Salii were also called Collini or

Agonenses, to distinguish them from the Salii established

by Numa, who were surnamed Palatini. (Dionys^ ii. 70;

iii. 32; Varro. De Ling. Lot., vi. 14; Gottling, Ceschichte

iUr Romischen Slaatsverfassung, p. 192 ; Ambrosch, Stu-

dien und Atideutungen im Gebiet dee altrbmischen Bodene,

p. 143, &c ; Dictionary of Greek and Roman Antiquities,

article Ancile.)

SAU'NAS, FRANCISCUS, a profoundly learned mu-
sical theorist, was born in 1613, at Burgos, the capital of

Old CastUe, of which city his father was qussator or trea-

• Pot W«a«r i««Unc#s. •«• lb« not* em Rhas**, p. 443.
' tUaftt !• Ihm mow ofewy kind of total that b alud fee <W bodit*/

surer. Blind from his birth, he had recourse to the study of
music, an art to which his deprivation naturally led him.
In this his progress was, as is usual in such cases, rapid, and
he became a superior organist. While yet a boy he was
instructed in Latin by a young woman famous for her
knowledge of that language, his success in which led

to his being entered at the university of Salamanca, where
he applied most assiduously to the Greek language, as well

as to philosophy, and then commenced reading the Greek
authors on the science of music, with whose writings he

made himself thoroughly acquainted,,commenting on ibesm

in an equally learned and ingenious manner, and correcting

errors not before detected, but seen and admitted on his

pointing them out in his great work, * De Musics,' Sec-, s
treatise in seven books, published st Salamanca in 167*.

The first book of this is on musical ratios ; the second, oa
musical intervals; the third is a clear description of lbs

various antient genera ; and the fourth is on the diapasow
and octave, and on the doctrines of Pythagoras, Aristoxeoos.

Ptolemy, &c. The remaining three books chiefly relate le

rhythm and the feet of the Greek and Roman versificatioo.

Salinas died, according to Thuanus, in 1 590. He was
highly esteemed by pope Paul IV., who created him abbot
of St. Pancratio, in the kingdom of Naples. A full sod
clear analysis of his work is given by Sir John Hawkins
(History of Music, iii. 123); to which Dr. Buraey bes
made some interesting additions in the third volume (peg*
290) of his History.

SAL1NS. [Jura, Department.]
SALISBURY, or NEW SARUM, a city in Wiltshire.

locally in the hundred of Underditch, but having separate

jurisdiction, 85 miles from the General Post-office, London,
by railroad to Basingstoke, and from thence by Overton sad
Andover.

This city had its origin in the thirteenth eentsry
The bishop and canons of the cathedral, which wan then
within the fortifications of Old Sarum [Barfm), being ex-
posed to injury from the captains of that fortress, with
whom they were st feud, determined to remove their church
to another site ; and Herbert Pauper or Poore, who held the
see, having obtained an indulgence from the pope* deter-
mined on commencing a new church on the lands belonging
to the see on the site of the present cathedral (a.d. 1220*
The inhabitants of Old Sarum being attached to their

bishops and clergy, determined on removing also, and ihun
the city of New Sarum or Salisbury rose into existence. A
charter granted by Henry HI., making it 'a free city/ and
giving to the inhabitants a fair and a market, contributed to

its prosperity, and in the succeeding reigns several perila-

ments were held here. It was fortified by a wall and dtteb

;

and the erection of a bridge over the Avon at Hamham
brought the great western road (which bad previously passed
through Old Sarum) through this town. Salisbury ass the
place of rendezvous for Richard III.'s army on occasion of
the duke of Buckingham's rebellion ; and that nobleman
was brought here and beheaded in the market-place, ajx.

1483. During the protectorate of Cromwell (kj*. 1655k
Salisbury *as occupied by a band of 200 royalist insurgent*
under Sir Joseph Wagstaffe, who had come over from the
Continent, Penruddock, Grove, Jones, and other gentlemen
of Wiltshire, who seized the sheriff and judges then holding
the assizes, and proclaimed Charles II. king. The rising

was speedily put down ; and the leaders, except WsgstaJe.
who escaped, were executed.
The city, before the late alteration in its boundaries, oc-

cupied psrt of a peninsula formed by the river Avon on the
west and south, and by the river Bourne on the east. The
village of Fisherton Anger, now included in the municipal
and parliamentary limits, is on the west side of the Avon,
at the junction with that river of the united stream of the
Wily and the Nadder, which meet at Bemerton, two miles
west of their junction with the Avon. The principal part
of the city lies immediately to the north of the extensne
cathedral close, and comprehends the three parishes of Si
Edmund, St. Thomas, and St Martin : it consist* of several
streets regularly laid out at right angles to each other.
Most of the houses are of brick, of comparatively modern
erection, and several of them of handsome appearance.
The paving and lighting of the town have been much
improved of tate years; and the principal street* hate a
stream of water from the rivers conducted through them
by canals lined with brick. Fisherton Anger is on the
road to Bath. South of the Avon it the suburban Tillage
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of Harnham on the Dorchester and Exeter road. The area
ind population of Salisbury, in 1831, were as follows :

—

Parish ofSt. Edmund, © ,

„ SL Martin 1*1
St. Thomas f g 1

Cathedral Close J<\

Old City of Salisbury 1871

Fisherton parish (part

Milford tything (ditto)

New City as determined by Boundary Act 2336 1 1,672

The cathedral is considered on? of the roost beautiful in

England. The close is entered by several antient gates.

The freedom of the cathedral from the encumbrance of con-
tiguous buildings adds much to the imposing beauty of its

appearance. The church consists of a nave and choir with
two side aisles, a space on the east of the choir, and a
Lady-chapel at the east end; a large transept with an
&i*le ou its east side ; a smaller transept east of the former,
vita an aisle on its east side ; a central tower and spire

;

a north porch, a muniment-room or vestry at the south end
of the eastern transept; cloisters, and a chapter-house.
The principal dimensions are as follows :—Extreme length
of the church without, 474 feet; within. 450 feet, thus
divided : nave, from the western door to the organ-screen,

?29 feet; choir and adjacent space from thence to the
Lady- chapel, 151*5 feet; Ladv-chapel, 69 '5 feet: width
of west front, 112 feet; breadth of nave and choir, 34
feet, or, with the aisles, 78 feet; great transept, length
without, 230 feet, within, 206 feet; width, with aisle, 57
feet; smaller transept, length within, 145,' feet; breadth,
with aisle, 44 feet : Lady-chapel, width, 37*25 feet: height
within of the vaulting of the nave, choir, and transepts, 81

feet ; of the aisles and Lady-chapel, 40 feet ; height without
to the top of the side aisles, 44 feet; to the parapet of the
church, 87 feet; to the ridge of the roof, 115 feet; to the
parapet of the tower, 207 feet; to the summit of the spire,

404 feet. The cloisters form a square of 181 * 75 feet within
the walls, and have a width of 18 feet between the side

walls and windows; the height of the vaulting is 18 feet.

The chapter-house is an octagon of 58 feet diameter inter-

nally, and 52 feet in height to the vaulting. (Britton's

Salisbury Cathedral.)
* This edifice has the advantage of being built in one

style, the Early English, and from a uniform and well ar-

ranged plan. The tower and spire are of later date, but
admirably accommodated to the style of the building. . . .

Modern alterations have taken away the altar-screen and
throyn the Lady-chapel open to the choir ; the organ-screen
is also modern. In various parts of the church are several

antient monuments, some of which are very fine. On the
whole this cathedral presents an object for study hardly
equalled by any in the kingdom ; the purity of its style, and
the various modes of adapting that style to the purposes re-

quired, deserve the most attentive consideration. (Rick-
man.) The eastern end of the cathedral is of remarkable
beauty ; but the west front is less pleasing, from its formal
square outline. Tho spire is remarkable not only for its ele-

vation, but for the curious and ingenious contrivance of its

timber framework, and for the skill and boldness with which
it was raised on a tower not designed originally to support
such a burden. The episcopal palace is a large building of
\arious dates and styles, with an extensive and tastefully

laid out garden. There is in the cathedral close a college or

almshouse for ten clergymen's widows. The close is under
the civil jurisdiction of the bishop, recorder, and canons re-

sidentiary, who are justices. The three parish churches of

the old city are large; St. Edmund's and St. Thomas's are

fine buildings of perpendicular date.

The other public buildings are the council-house, erected

in 1795, and devoted to the use of the corporation and the

business of the county ; the spacious county gaol and bride-

well, erected a.d. 1818; the infirmary, a plain and commo-
dious building ; the Salisbury and Wiltshire library and news-
room, with a small museum annexed to it ; a small theatre

;

and several dissenting meeting-houses and almshouses.

The woollen manufacture, once extensively carried on
fere, has now much declined ; the manufacture of fine cut-

lery has also declined ; but the silk manufacture has been
introduced with some success ; it employed, when the Mu-
nicipal Corporation Commissioners made their report, 120
persons. There are markets, on Tuesday for corn, and every
fortnight for cattle, and on Saturday for cheese and provi-
sions : there are four yearly fairs, but they are falling into
disuse.

Salisbury returned members to parliament from 23rd
Edward I. The boundaries of the city were considerably
enlarged by the Boundary Act, and the suffrage, previously
much restricted, extended by the Parliamentary Reform
Act. The number of electors on the register in 1834-5 was
650; in 1835-6, 689. By tho Municipal Reform Act, the
extended parliamentary boundaries were adopted for muni-
cipal purposes; the city divided into three wards. The cor-

porate body consists of six aldermen and eighteen coun-
cillors, having a commission of the peace. The summer
assizes and the Easter sessions for the county are held here,
also the city sessions and a court leet and court of record
belonging to the bishop. Salisbury is the place of election

and a polling-station for the southern division of Wiltshire.

There were, in 1833, in the four parishes just enumerated,
two infant-schools, with 164 children, partly supported by
subscription or endowment; a classical grammar-school,
founded by Queen Elizabeth for 8 boys; four other endowed
day-schools, with 10 boys and 28 girls, with the choristers

of the cathedral ; two ' national' schools, with 210 boys and
150 girls; seventeen private boarding or day schools, with
a number of children not ascertained ; and nine Sunday-
schools, with about 1400 children.

SALISBU'RIA, a genus of the natural family of Tax-
acese, named in honor ofR. A. Salisbury, a modern botanist o.

distinction. The tree, which is the only one of the genus,
has long been known by the Japanese name Gingko. The
genus is characterised by having monoecious flowers. The
male flowers disposed in a filiform naked catkin, without
calyx or corol ; stamens numerous ; the anthers composed of
two cells, which are pendulous and united only at the apex.

Female flowers are solitary and terminal. Calyx 4-fid, or

rather, a cup-shaped disk, from the thickened apex of the

peduncle, surrounds the base of the solitary ovule. Fruit

forming a drupe, which has its base supported by a fleshy

cup, with a juicy white pulp. Seed nut-like, with an osseous

shell, kernel white. Embryo axillary, dicotyledonous,

radicle above.

The Gingko grows naturally in Japan, is much cultivated

in China, and is found in many gardens in Europe ; fine old

specimens may be seen at Kew and in the Apothecaries'

Garden at Chelsea. In congenial climates it attains the size

of the walnut. It is remarkable for the form of its leaves,

which are wedge- or fan- shaped, deeply cut in the centre or

bilobed, and finely striated with veins, having some resem-

blance to the leaves of some species of Adiantum, whence
it is commonly called Maiden-hair Tree in this country.

The pulp of the fruit is austere-tasted, but the kernel is

sweet, with some degree of bitterness when raw, but agree-

able as a dessert when roasted like chesnuts. They are

much eaten in China. Dr. Abel says he saw the fruit ex-

posed in the markets in China, but could not find out to

what purpose it was applied.

The Salisburia is best planted on n deep sandy loam, with

a dry subsoil, as it will not grow with a wet bottom. The
situation sheuld be sheltered, but it may be more exposed

than many exotic plants. It is frequently planted against

a wall in order to afford protection, but this does not appear

to be necessary in the south of England. Salisburia can be

grafted with much facility, and thus male and female

flowers may be easily produced on the same tree.

SALI'VA, SALIVARY GLANDS. The principal

glands by which the saliva is secreted are six in number,
three being situated on each side of the face, viz. ihe pa-

rotid, the submaxillary, and the 'sublingual glands. Of
these the parotid is considerably the largest, and has been

already described. [Parotid Gland.] The submaxillary

gland, which is the next in size, has its principal mass

situated immediately behind and beneath the middle of the

base of the lower jaw, below the mylohyoideus muscle,

round the posterior edge of which a portion of it is con-

tinued, and leads to the submaxillary or Whartonian duct.

The latter passes forwards and inwards, and opens on the

surface of the mucous membrane of the mouth, just by the

side of the frsenum of the tongue. The sublingual gland is

the smallest of the chief salivary glands ; it is situated close
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by the duct of the submaxillary, into which several of its

ducts open ; others have their orifices on the surface of the

mucous membrane of the mouth, by the side of the franum
lingua), and further outwards. Besides these larger glands

there are a vast number more which secrete saliva, and

which are situated in the substance of the lips and cheeks

immediately beneath their mucous membrane, on whose

surface their ducts open. Indeed the whole interior of the

lips and cheeks is lined by a congeries of small glands,

wnich in structure closely resemble the salivary, and pro-

bably do not differ from them in function.

The saliva which is secreted by these glands, according to

the general laws of secretion [Gland; Secretion], is,

when not mixed with air, a transparent, rather viscid fluid,

which is usually weakly alkaline, but during the mastication

of food is often slightly acid. It is composed of a great pro-

portion of water, mixed with portions of the epitKelium of

the mucous membrane lining the mouth, and holding in

solution about seven parts in one thousand of albumen, sali-

vine (a principle almost peculiar to itself ), and other animal

matters, together with the saline substances found in the

blood, and a very minute quantity of sulpho-cyanide of

potassium.

The purpose served by the saliva seems to be the soften-

ing of the food, with which it is intimately mixed in mas-
tication. Whether it is ofany further use in digestion than
thus to fit solid food to pass along the oesophagus without

pain, is at present uncertain. But for this purpose it is

absolutely necessary ; and glands for its formation exist in

all classes of animals from the insects upwards (with the

exception of fish), and even in many that are lower in the

animal kingdom than the insects. In all these it appears to

serve the same purpose ; the peculiar properties ascribed to

the saliva of some animals being for the most part drawn
from erroneous observations. The poison of venomous
snakes, for example, is secreted by glands quite distinct from
those which form their saliva ; the saliva of the toad is per-

fectly harmless ; and that of rabid animals is probably not

more poisonous than the other fluids of their bodies; only

under ordinary circumstances it alone is inserted into the

wounded part.

The quantity of saliva secreted when the mouth is at rest

is only sufficient to keep its internal membrane moist and
slippery. When, however, the jaws are actively moved, and
especially during feeding, or even at the thought of a meal
or of certain kinds of palatable food, the quantity is greatly

increased. During the twenty-four hours it is probable that

from sixty to ninety grains of saliva are secreted by one
parotid gland (Mitscberlich), and the quantity produced by
all the salivary glands of an adult man together may there-

fore be estimated at from four to five hundred grains.

With the exception of the parotid, which is often the seat

of inflammation [Mumps], abcess, and malignant disease

[Parotid Gland], the salivary glands are remarkably little

obnoxious to disorder. The most common affection is an
accidental closure of their ducts by calculous matter or
otherwise, when small cysts similar to those called Ranulsa
[Ranula] form. These are often met with about the lips

;

they rarely need surgical treatment, but when they do, that
adapted to ranula may be employed. The only other affec-

tion worth noticing is treated of in the following article.

SALIVATION, or PTYALISM, U a superabundant
secretion of saliva. This sometimes occurs as an idiopathic

disease, originating without any evident cause. Dr. Chris-
tisun ( Treatise on Pbuons) has collected several such cases,

in some of which the quantity of saliva discharged amounted
to three or more pints daily. Irritation of the salivary
glands, accompanied with profuse secretion, is also an occa-
sional attendant on common inflammations of the throat
aud mouth, and on those that accompany eruptive diseases,
especially small-pox. But far more frequently salivation is

the effect of medicines or poisons. Some preparations of
gold, copper, antimony, and iodine, croton ou, digitalis, and
even opium, are apt to produce it ; and it is almost a con-
stant effect of the long-continued or copious administration
of mercury.
The quantity of mercury required to produce salivation

varies greatly in different persons. In some, two or three
grains of calomel are sufficient ; but by other persons such
large quautitiea may be taken with impunity, that they
appear insusceptible of its action. No general rule there-
fore respecting the quantity of mercury that may be safely
given to any one can be made; but in no ease can there be

safety without caution and careful watching of the cfcti
produced by it.

Salivation from the use of mercury is distinguished fro*

that which arises from other causes, by its being preood*;

by a peculiar brassy taste in the mouth, fetor of the brer.1

and tenderness, redness, and sponginess of the gums. Thaw
are soon followed by the increased flow of saliva, and /

mercury be still taken, or if the quantity already taken «»
very large, they increase ; the whole mouth, tongue, fu%
and throat become swollen and tender, and ulcers tad

sloughs quickly form on the mucous membrane. In ex-

treme cases the mouth and cheeks and throat become ex-

tensively gangrenous, the teeth fall out, the gums swell ir

as they do in scurvy, the jaws are affected with necrosis, an
by the spreading of the disease to important parts tl msi

prove fatal ; or the patient may die exhausted by the prv

fuse discharge of saliva, or by the peculiar nenruus ssi

other constitutional disturbances that often accompany tir

poisonous influence of mercury. [Mkrcury.J
The best treatment of mercurial salivation is exposure it

cool pure air, a nutritious diet, and mild purgative*. Gai

gles of chloride of soda are useful in correcting the fetor -V

the breath ; and honey, or the Mel Boracu, may be apple*

to the smaller ulcers in the mouth. The more exlcoans

ulcerations and the gangrene can be treated only by maa-
taining the patient's strength by tonics and stimulants. tei

by the usual local applications to such d iseases. The ti*>

pathic kinds of salivation usually require only cool air sat
4

gently reducing measures.
SALIX (Latin, salix, a willow), the name of a genus J

plants, which, in conjunction with Populus [Saxicacu>
constitutes the natural order Salicacess. In many respect*

this is one of the most important genera of plant*: ihi ra-

pidity of their growth, the toughness and lightness of uW
wood, and their uses in medicine and the arts, have cluml
them to be extensively cultivated. But although larger;

cultivated and well known in most parts of the world, is*

botanical arranigement of these plants presents conssderahj
difficulties, and few genera have had more time and labou
spent upon them than Salix ; and up to the present tass

the most able botanists differ as to the real nature of mat)
species or varieties.

The genus Salix is known by possessing dioecious fiowtrt

,

catkins many- flowered, imbricated, composed of a sing*-

flowered flexible bract. The barren flowers have a seas*

lateral abrupt gland, sometimes double; filaments 1, 1 i.

5, or more, longer than the bract, and in some partly com-

bined; 2 lobed anthers, opening longitudinally. The ferfc*

flowers with a nectariferous gland ; ovate, 1 -colled, mast-
seeded ovary; permanent terminal style, with 2 sMgin*
which are notched and obtuse or cloven acute, and spray-
ing ; ovate capsule composed of 2 revolute concave **h»
and one cell ; numerous minute oval seeds, tufted withsA
simple, upright hairs. The willows are chiefly oatine U
the colder parts of the temperate regions of the north*?
hemisphere. & herbacea and & arctica are found usee*
the pole than any other woody plants. & Babylomcm » a

native of Chiua, Japan, Armenia, and the north 0/ A/no.
Of all the species enumerated, only 17 are extra-Burepcaftv

The willow was known to the Greeks and Romans ; m
fact little has been added to our knowledge of the prvperue)

and uses of these plants since their time. On aoooea* «tf

the flexible nature of their shoots and the toughness ofuW
woody fibre, they have always been used aa materials far

making baskets, hoops, crates, &c, and for these purs***
great quantities are cultivated in this and other countae*
The bark is made use of in the north of Burope ler tW
purpose of forming mats in the same manner aa the hark U
the common linden-tree. In Tartary the woody Abe* *
macerated and separated, and then spun into thread*, (turn

which cloth is woven. Willows are much used in the tse

nufacture of charcoal; and it has been proved the* wilL«
charcoal u superior to that procured from Up» wood of bw*s
other trees for the preparation of gunpowder. The bert -*

all the willows contains the tanning principle, and* accus-
ing to Sir H. Davy, some of the species, especially & £**
ttlliana, S. alba, and & purpurea, contain as much s* ts»

oak itself. From the bark of some is obtained a vngptsh-
principle called salicin, which acts upon the system u% tie

same manner as quinine, and is used for the same porpees*.

The willow is considV "
Afe* emblem of despairing a***

It u often assocta'
'

^ejLMi the cypceaa u» tie

churchyard. \
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Willows are extensively cultivated in this country as timber-

trees, coppice-wood, and for the purpose of making hoops and
basket-work. In the culture of willows, one of the first points
to be attended to is the determination whether the plant is

male or female. The female is generally the more vigorous
growing plant ; and in consequence, where timber or coppice-
wood, hoops, or rods for coarse basket-work are required, the
female should be grown. On the other hand, when tough
and delicate rods (or basket-making are required, the male
plant ought to be selected. All willows that are intended
for basket-rods, hoops, poles, or timber-trees should annually
ripen their, shoots. Hence the colder the climate, the dfrier

should be the soil in which they are planted, on account of
the necessity of ripening their wood. The willow grows na-
turally in a moist soil, and wherever planted, it should be
within reach of water. Low moist bottoms, high banks of
rivers, brooks, or ditches, are the best situations for planting
them. But wherever they are placed, care must be taken
that the soil be drained, for although they require much
moisture, they will not grow in a saturated soil.

In the culture ofthe willow as osiers and for hoops, great
care is required in order to produce them in perfection. All
willows may be propagated by cuttings. There are how-
ever many species that will grow from seeds ; and probably,
were it tried, they might be grafted as easily as other plants.

All the willows are liable to the attacks of various in-

sects, and on that account afford a valuable field for entomo-
logical research. The lame of cossus ligniperda, ceram-
byx moschatus, and nitidula grisea are found in the wood
of most willows, on which they feed, and in general they are
so numerous as to destroy the tree in a few years. Crypto-
rhynchus lapathi is an insect that frequently commits great

havoc in osier-grounds. The larva of the lunar hornet
*phmx {Trochilium crabriforme) bores the trunk of S.

caprea, and feeds upon the living wood, and thus destroys

the tree. The following insects are also recorded as attack-

ing and living on willows : nematus caprese, chrysomela vul-

gatissima, the larv® of brepba Parthenias, notodonta liezac,

leiocampa dictma, ptilodontes palpina, gastropacha querci-

folta, galeruca caprero, the larva of pyrochroarubens, mela-
soma populi and tremula, balaninus salicivorus, tachyerges
salicis, aphis salicis, coccus capreae, and c. salicis.

In order that the species of this genus may be studied

successfully, a number of points require consideration, and
it is only lately that an approach has been made to accuracy

in their investigation. The flowers of the salix are subject

tomany anomalies which have been productive of not a little

difficulty, and have sometimes led to the supposition

that this genus was an exception to the ordinary laws of

vegetable development. The principal anomalies that

are found are: 1, male and female flowers occurring in

the same catkin ; 2, stamens apparently changed into pistils

;

3, stamens accompanied by an imperfect pistil ; 4, entire

union of the filaments of the stamen. In the study and
description of the species, it is of importance that the ten-

dency to these anomalies should not be overlooked. An-
other difficulty in the way of the study of this genus is the

occurrence of hybrids. This has been denied by Sir J. E.
Smith, in his article ' Salix,' in Rees's Cyclopedia: he says,

'We can also contradict anothercommon opinion taken up by
botanists, who found a difficulty in discriminating the species,

that they frequently generate mule varieties. In a garden
where for twenty years almost every British willow, and
many foreigners, have been cultivated together under our

inspection, and where abundance of seedling plants have

eome up every season ; though many of these have been

purposely preserved for examination, no mule plant nor

even any variety has occurred. The greatest difference of

aspect indeed, and the strangest diversities of shape and
sue in the foliage and stipules, are seen, according to the

treatment of each individual with respect to pruning,

watering, starving, felling, and allowing young shoots to

grow from an old root/ On the contrary, Koch, a German
botanist, who has published a commentary on this genus,

and who has certainly studied it more profoundly and philo-

sophically than any other writer, says, * The variation of the

different parts is not the only difficulty with which the

botanical student in this genus has to contend. The great

'number of hybrids, the existence of which in the genus

Salix no one can doubt, is another obstacle. No one will

accuse me of arrogance in assuming to know S. rubra and

S. vimmalis ; and yet on the banks of the Redniu near

Erlangen there are many thousand trees of these two

species, and, at the same time, many intermediate forms
which I can refer to neither species. The catkins of these
afford no distinguishing marks ; for what seem at one time
to belong to the former species, at another time appear
more clearly allied to the latter.' A few well-conducted
experiments would soon set this question at rest.

In arranging and distributing the species, Koch has not
followed the suggestions of Linnaeus, or the arrangement of
Sir J. B. Smith. He observes, * that if the usual arrange-

ment of the species be adopted, in which the sections are
characterised by having the ovaries naked or pubescent, the
leaves glabrous or downy, serrated or entire (as in Smith's
'English Flora,' &c), then species widely separated by na-
ture and habit must necessarily be grouped together, not to

mention that these characters are in themselves liable to

great changes.' With regard to the parts of most import-

ance in the determination of species, Koch says, ' a charac-

ter taken from the catkins appearing earlier than, at the
same time with, or later than, the leaves, is of great im-
portance ; but one taken from the situation and insertion of
the leaves is still more so. The capsule offers important
characters; its length relatively to the gland, which is never
wanting, is a very constant character, varying only in a few
species. The colour of the young shoots varies greatly,

often so much as to cause the varieties to appear distinct

species. The form of the leaves in the same species, and
even in the same plant, can never be depended upon. In
some species they are serrated or entire, green or hoary on
the under surface, aqd glabrous or hairy on the same plant.

The same variation is common on the exterior of the

ovaries. The bracteas are sometimes obovate, and only half

the length of the ovary ; and sometimes in the same species

lanceolate, and reaching as far as the style. The style and
stigma likewise vary in length, and are occasionally more or

less cleft Stigmas of a rose colour, and of a yellow colour,

have been found in the same species. The stipules vary in

size, but never in form ; hence they afford the very best

characteristics for distinguishing species.' (Koch, De Soli-

cibus Europceis Commentatio.)
There ate at present described about 220 species of Salix

;

of all which we shall not here give a description, but refer

the reader to works that give a full account of the species,

with their arrangement (Koch, De Salicibus Europceis

Commentatio ; Hooker's British Flora ; Loudon's Arboretum
et Fruticetum Britannicum.) In this last work all the

information that could possibly be collected with regard to

this genus is to be found. We shall arrange here the

more common species, under the heads Sallows, Osiers, and
Willows. These terms are often applied to any of the

species, but some have more frequently one of the designa-

tions than the other.

Sallows.

These are trees or low shrubs belonging mostly to

Borrer's group Cinerese, and are characterised by downy
branches, and mostly obovate, grey, hoary, toothed, more or

less wrinkled, and stipuled leaves, very veiny beneath

Ovaries sericeo-tomentose.

Salix cinerea, grey sallow : stem erect ; lower leaves en-

tire, upper serrated obovate-lanceolate ;
glaucous downy and

reticulated with veins beneath ; stipules half-heart shaped,

serrated ; ovary silky, style short stigmas mostly entire. It

attains a height of 20 or 30 feet and is abundant in Eng-
land on banks of rivers and in moist woods.

Salix aquatica, water sallow : stem and branches erect

;

leaves slightly serrated obovate-elliptical, minutely downv,

and rather glaucous beneath ; stipules rounded, toothed

;

ovary silky, stalked, stigmas nearly sessile. This is also a

British species and one which Koch has made a variety of

S. cinerea. The olive-leaved sallow (S. oleifolia) is also

referred by Koch to & cinerea.

Salix aurita, round-eared sallow: branches trailing;

leaves obovate, somewhat serrate, convex, obtuse with a

small hooked point hairy, and reticulated with veins on

both sides; stipules roundish, convex, toothed ; ovary silky,

stalked, stigmas nearly sessile.

Salix caprea, goat willow: stem -erect; leaves roundish-

ovate, pointed, serrated, waved, pale, and downy beneath

;

stipules x somewhat crescent-shaped; catkins oval; ovary

stalked, ovate, silky; stigmas nearly sessile, undivided;

capsules swelling. It is a native of Britain, and is dis-

tinguished early in the spring by putting forth its handsome

yellow blossoms before other trees have assumed their
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foliage. The bark is much used for tanning, and the wood

|

is used for making implements of husbandry. It is also
|

grown for hoop-making, and in medicine the bark is some-

times used as a substitute for cinchona.

Osiers.

The species of Salix called mostly bv this name belong to

Borrer's group Viminales, which are described as trees of a

more or less considerable size with long pliant branches

and lanceolate leaves; ovaries nearly sessile, hairy or silky;

their styles elongated ; their stigmas linear, mostly entire.

Any willow however that has long pliant twiggy branches

and is grown on this account is called an Osier.

Salix viminalu, common osier : leaves linear-lanceolate,

obscurely crenate, white, and silky beneath ; stipules very

small, sublanceolate, branches straight and twiggy ; ovary

upon very short stalks, lanceolate ; style elongated ; stigmas

long, linear, mostly entire. This is the species that is used

for the various kinds of basket-work, bands, &c, and for

this purpose is largely cultivated in this country.

Salix stipulates, auricled osier : leaves lanceolate,

pointed, sligntly wavy, obscurely crenate, soft and nearly

naked above, white and downy beneath ; stipules half-heart

shaped, stalked, very large; gland cylindrical; ovary ovate,

nearly sessile, stigmas linear, undivided. It is a native of

England, and may be employed for the same purposes as

8. viminalis, but is inferior to that species.

Salix incana, hoary osier: leaves linear lanceolate, den-

ticulated, covered on the under surface with a hoary tomen-

tum ; catkins arched, slender, almost sessile, subtended at

the base with small leaves ; capsule ovate-lanceolate, gla-

brous, stalked ; the stalk twice the length of the gland ; style

elongated ; stigmas bifid ; braeteas sub-glabrous, ciliate,

with short hairs. This species is found wild in the lower

Alpine valleys, on the Pyrenees, Cevennes, Alps of Dau-
phiny, Switzerland, Tyrol, Austria, and Carpathia. Its

distinct character renders it an interesting species to the

botanist
Willows.

Amongst these we shall include a few species useful in

the arts and medicine, belonging to the various groups into

which Koch and Borrer have distributed the species of

Salix.

Salix Russelliana, Russell or Bedford willow: leaves

lanceolate, tapering at each end, serrated throughout, very
glabrous; foot-stalks glandular or leafy; ovary tapering,

stalked, longer than the bractesa; style as long as the

stigmas. A native of Britain, growing in marshy woods,

osier-grounds &c. This tree was first brought into notice

by the late Duke of Bedford, and has on that account
received its present name. The host history of it is to be
found in the introduction to the Duke of Bedford's splendid

work on willows, the Salictum Woburnense. It was a tree

of this species that was a favourite with Dr. Johnson at

Lichfield, and hence called Johnson's willow; It was
lately destroyed by a hurricane, having attained a height of

60 feet and a girth of 13 feet. The growth of this species is

very rapid, and as it may be extensively used for poles, &c,
it is a profitable tree for growing in plantations. Its bark
is said to contain as much tannin as the oak. The medical
properties attributed to the bark of S. fragilis belong pro-

perly to this species. It acts as an astringent and tonic.

Salix alba, common white willow : leaves elliptical-lan-

ceolate, pointed, serrated, silky on both sides; lower serra-

tures glandular; stamens hairy; ovary smooth, almost

sessile; stigmas deeply elovon; scales notched. It is a

native of most countries of Europe, and is more extensively

planted as a timber- tree than any other species. It grows
rapidly, attaining a height of 30 feet in 10 or 12 yean.
Hundreds of miles of road between Moscow and the Aus-
trian frontier are planted with this tree. The bark is used

in the north of Europe both for tanning and dyeing. The
wood is very useful, and is employed for making the handles

of all sorts of instruments, in turnery, millwork, cooperv,

weather-boarding, &c Willow hats and bonnets are made
from the shavings of this willow. The bark may be used

i. Russelliana, but it at not so valu-

called the ' Huntingdon Willow,'

recommended by Gilpin and others

e weeping willow: leaves lanceo-

rrated, glabrous, glaucous beneath

;

e same time with the leaves; ovary
This, the most favourite specie* of

the genus, is a native of Asia, on the banks of the Eupbrttef
near Babylon, whence its name ; also of China, of E£J?
and other parts of North Africa. It is said that this wE**
was introduced into England by the poet Pope, who, beia^

with Lady Suffolk when she received a parcel from 8fa&
bound with withes, which appeared alive, took one. tv:

planted it in his garden, which grew up, and afterward* W-
came so well known as Pope's willow at Twickenham. I;

is however more probable that it was introduced by LW
botanist Tournefort into Europe. This tree is incTeaMnf*
cultivated in this country and on the Continent. It u cc*

of the greatest favourites in China, as might be inferred frc«a

its constant introduction into Chinese pictures- Growbf
on the banks of its native Euphrates, it was the willow «r,

which the weeping daughters of Zioa ' hanged their harps.'

{Psalms, exxxvii.)

Salix pentandra, sweet bay-leaved willow: atamans S;

leaves elliptico-lanceolate, acuminate, serrated wirb gmaeY
glabrous, with several glands at the base ; ovary lanceosak.

glabrous, nearly sessile ; style small ; stigmas bifid. It »

one of the latest flowering willows, not expanding its floras
till the beginning of June. The flowers are very fragrac
especially when bruised, resembling in some measure tk»

sweet bay (Laurus nobilis), hence its name. It is on* U
the most desirable species for planting in shrubberies, on ac-

count of its late flowers, its deep green almost c ieigut j

leaves, its powerful fragrance, and compact growth. It

may be used for basket-work. Nees von Esenbeek preset*

its bark as a medicine to that of any other species, on ac-

count of its aroma.
Salix purpurea, purple willow : branches trailing, drear

bent ; leaves partly opposite, obovate-lanceolate, serrated, vcv
smooth, narrow at the base ; stamen I ; stigmas very sbofi
ovate, nearly sessile. It is a native of Britain, and is a sfarob

2 or 3 feet high. It is characterised by the elegant sieader-

ness of its twigs and the redness of its catkins, which mala
it desirable for the shrubbery. Of all the willows it po>
sesses the largest amount of bitter principle in its bark, in i

on this account has been recommended tor medicinal use.

Salix vitellina, the yellow willow : leaves lanceolate wtt\

glandular serratures, acuminate, more or less silky beneaia
often so above ; ovaries lanceolate, sessile, glabrous; aty«
short; stigmas bipartite; scales lanceolate. It is a native

of Great Britain in hedges, osier-grounds, and other pieces.

As an ornamental tree, it is very striking, both among ever-

green and deciduous shrubs, on account of its bark potato*
ing conspicuous colours.

Among these we have not referred to the following Britiift

species, which will be found fit for timber growth, as tbry

attain a height of 30 or 40 feet in 20 years :—& frtoaaVa.

long-leaved triandvous willow ; S. Meyeriana, Mover"• w£-
low ; S. Amygdalina, almond-leaved willow ; and & ara-

minata, long-leaved willow.

SALIX, Medical Properties of. The barks of savers!

species of willow have been long celebrated for their astrtt-

gent and antifebrile qualities ; but from the great dMc*!*?
of determining the species, it is not ascertained which ami
is entitled to the preference. The Salix Russelliana awfsen
to possess the greatest quantity of tannin ; but the pecaaer
principle termed talicin seems to exist in the largest stw
portion in the S. Helix, or Rose Willow ; while the S. ***-

tandra, L. (seu Laureso, a. Laureolte, the sweet or bay-lcatvJ
willow) possesses, both in its bark and leaves, lha lavgvii

amount of bitterness and resin, and a most balsamic odear
The barks of S. alba, 8. fragtlis, and 8. caprea aiw at*
gathered, often indiscriminately. Whichever morns »
selected, the bark should be stripped in spring from bratsHm
not less than three years or more than six years old, aad
from trees growing in moist rather than swampy place*. It

should be carefully dried in the shade. The fresh bark hat
a faint odour somewhat resembling bitter almonds; thf

dried bark is devoid of odour. Toe taste is at first tnuaaU-
ginous, afterwards bitter and astringent. The degree W
astringency may be easily tested by adding to a f
of the bark a solution of gelatine. Tincture of Bui-gal*
does not affect it. ( Davy's AxriculL Chemistry, p. *3. towns
edit. ) According to I he analysis of Pelletier and Cavwosea.
the bork of S. alba contains a green fatty matter simitar u
that of Cinchona, a yellow slightly hitter eoloojing-oaataft.
tannin, resinous extract, gam, wax, woody libra, aad ao
acid, which w>»r ^pia forms a salt easily soluble sa
water and »' Nlbesc analyses, saltern aa* tjaaa
found* ^
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Willow bark possesses astringent, tonic, and febrifuge

qualities, which render it a valuable substitute for Cinchona,
and as it often suits the stomach better, it is well calculated

for the treatment of agues among the poor. In debility of
the stomach and relaxation of the mucous membranes, it is

often very serviceable. In the latter cases, an infusion,

made with cold water, of the powdered bark of Salix pen-
landra, is preferable ; but any of the others may be made
equal to it by the addition of bruised cinnamon bark.

The nature of Salicine is not ascertained. It has neither

basin nor acid properties. According to Herberger, it is a
saline compound of a vegetable alkali (Salicina) and a
volatile odorous acid. That it has febrifuge properties

seems ineon testible, but they are much weaker than those

of Quinia; it must therefore be given in considerably

larger doses. It may be given in substance or solution, and
also in conjunction with many other salts, without under-
going decomposition or entering into combination.

SALLEE. or SALE'. [Marocco.]
SALLOWS. [Salix.]

SALLU'STIUS, or SALU'STIUS, with his full name
CA1US SALLUSTIUS CR1SPUS, was born b.c. 86, in

the seventh consulship of Man us, at Amiteruum, a town in

the country of the Sabines, near the sources of the Aternus.

He was of a plebeian family ; his parents seem to have been
in affluent circumstances. He received instiuction from

the grammarian Atteius Philologus, who is said to have

supplied him with an epitome of Roman history, from

which he might choose subjects for bis own composition.

(Suet., De 111. Gramm. % c. 10.) The year in which he ob-

tained the qus&fttorship is not known, but he was tribune of

the plebs, b c. 52, in which year Clod ius was killed by

M.lo.

Sallust was a strong opponent of the aristocratical party,

and accordingly in his tribuneship took an active part in

the proceedings instituted against Milo. (Asconius,t>i Cxce-

ron, Mtlort.. p. 38, 45. 49, 50, 51, ed. Orelli.) In b.c. 50, he

was ex [>elled from the senate by the censors Appius Claudius

and Piso (Dion, xl. 63), in consequence, it is said, of his im-

moral life; but there is no good authority for this statement

of the grounds of his expulsion, while we know that Appius

Claudius belonged to the Pompeian party, and that Sallust

only shared the general fate of all Caesar's friends. Alter his

expulsion from the senate, Sallust seems to have repaired to

Caspar's camp in Gaul, and to have accompanied him in his

invasion of Italy. According to some accounts he was made
qusastor again after the battle of Pharsalia, B.C. 48 ; but we

know for certain that he was prator in the following year (b.c.

47), and was present at the mutiny of Caesar's troops in

Camj ania. on which occasion he narrowly escaped with his

Ufa. ( Dion, xlii. 52.) He accompanied Cffisar the same year

into Africa, where he was actively employed in the war (Hirt.,

De Bell. A/ric, c. 8, 34), and when Casar quitted Africa in

the following year (b.c. 46), he left Sallust governor of the

province (Hirt., JbicL, c. 97), where, according to Dion Cas-

sius (xliii. 9), he acquired immense wealth by the plunder

of the country. On his return home, Sallust built the

famous palace at Rome, which was afterwards used by the

emperors, and was not destroyed till the time of Alaric.

About this time he is said to have married Terentia, the

divorced wife of Cicero. He died, b.c. 34, four years before

the battle of Actium.
The moral character of Sallust has been drawn in the

darkest colours by many writers. He has been accused of

the most unbounded profligacy, which has been represented

as the more inexcusable on account of the praises he has

bestowed in his works upon virtue and temperance. These

accusations however do not rest upon any sufficient autho-

riiy, unless we except the tale told by Varro, that Sallust

was detected in adultery with Milo's wife, and severely

punished by the husband (Aul. Gell., xvii. 18), to which

circumstance the words of Horace (Sat, i. 2,41), ' die

flagellis ad mortem caesis,' refer, according to one of the

antient scholiasts.

Sallust was a strong party-man. He thoroughly de-

spised and hated the aristocratical party, and took no pains to

conceal his opinion. He had designated Pompey, the leader

of the aristocracy, as a man ' oris improbi, animo invere-

cundo.* and accordingly it was only to be expected that his

own character should be attacked and traduced in every

possible manner. LenaBus, the freedmanof Pompey, wrote a

work expressly against Sallust (Suet., De 111. Gramm., 15)

;

and a rhetorician under the early emperors, when it had

P. C, No. 1276.

become the fashion to praise the old Pompeian party, wrote
a declamation against the character of Sallust, which is si ill

extant, and falsely ascribed to Cicero. That Sallust was not
better than his contemporaries may easily be believed, and
there seems no reason for doubling the statement of Dion
Cassius, that he followed the example of his contemporaries
in plundering the province of which he was governor.

Sallust wrote a history of Catiline's conspiracy, and of the
war with Jugurtha, ana also a general history of Roman
affairs from the death of Sulla, B.C. 78, to the appointment
of Pompey to the command of the Mithridatic war, b.c. 67.

The two first works have come down to us entire ; but of
the latter we have only fragments ; and its loss is the more
to be regretted as it contained an account of one of the
most important periods of Roman history, respecting which
our information is very meagre and unsatisfactory. It was
written in five or six books, addressed to Lucullus, and
appears to have contained an introduction, in which an
acount was given of the civil wars between Sulla and
Marius. It connected his histories of the Jugurthine war
and the Catilinarian conspiracy. The only fragments of it

of any length are four orations and two letters, which are
characterised by Sallust's usual style.

The merits of Sallust, both as an historian and a philoso-

pher, have been rated very low by many modern critics.

The objections which have been made to the moral reflec-

tions and dissertations in Sallust's writings as unsuitable to

the nature of historical compositions, have arisen from a
want of due attention to the object which the historian had
in view. This does not appear to have been so much the
narration of the particular events which he chose as the
subjects of his hUtory, as the elucidation of certain great
political facts. In his ' Jugurtha* bis object was to show
the venality and total want of principle in the aristocratical

party, and how both their private and public profligacy at
length deprived them of the power which ihey had pos-

sessed since the time of the Gracchi. In his* Catiline'

he had the same object to a certain extent in view, though
here it was not to show how the vices of the aristocratical

party occasioned their loss of power, but rather to de crib©

the consequences to which those vices had at length led,

for it must be remembered that Catiline and his associates

had been brought up in the school of Sulla, and belonged
to the aristocracy.

In estimating the value of Sallust's writings, it should
also be borne in mind that the Romans possessed no works
worthy of the name of histories before his time. Preceding
writers merelv narrated events according to the order of ihe
years in which they happened, without any attempt to trace

the causes and results of the e\ en ts which they recorded.

Sallust studiously avoided the annalistic style of his prede-
cessors, and appears to have made Thucydtdes his model, to

whom he is sometimes compared by the antients themselves.

The fastidious critics of the Augustan age objected to the
use of the antiquated words ana expressions which Sallust

sometimes employed (Suet., De III Gramm., 10), but it is

no small proof of the excellence of Sallust's style that

Tacitus closely imitated it.

Besides the works already mentioned, two epistles have
come down to us under the name of Sallust, addressed to

Julius CsBsar, on the management of the state ('De Re-
publica Ordinanda'); but these are evidently not the work
of Sallust, and are supposed by Niebuhr to have been written,

at the latest, in the second century of the Christian 83ra.

{Romische Geschichte, vol. iii., p. 401.) There is also ex-

tant a declamation against Cicero, falsely ascribed to Sal-

lust.

The first edition of Sallust was published at Venice, in

1470. The edition of Cortius, which was published at Leip-

zig, in 1 724, 4to., with a valuable commentary, has formed
the basis of most of the subsequent editions. The best mo-
dern editions are those of Kritz, 2 vols. 8vo., Leipzig, 1828,

1834, which does not however contain the fragments, and of

Gerlach, Basel, 1823-1831, 3 vols. 4to. An accurate edition

of the text, with the principal various readings, but without

explanatory notes, has been published by Orelli us, Zurich,

1840, 12mo. The principal translations of Sallust into the

European languages are, in English, by Gordon, Lond.,

1769, 4to. ; by Rose, 1757, 8vo.; and by Sir Henry Stewart,

2 vols. 4to.; in French, by De Brosses; in Spanish, by

Gabriel de Bourbon, the son of the king of Spain, Madrid,

1772, 4to; in Italian, by Alfieri; and in German, by Ger-

lach, Prenzlau, 1827.
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SALLUSTIUS, a Platonic philosopher, who lived m tbe

fourth ceniury of the Christian sera. He wrote a work in

Greek, * On the Gods and the World/ which was originally

published by Leo Allatius, Rome. 1638, ltmo. The best

ed.tiun of ibis work is by Orelli, Ziirich, 1821, 8vo. It has

been translated into French by Formey, Berl., 1748, 8vo.,

and into German, by Schulthess, Zurich, 1779, 8vo.

SALM. As far back as the tenth century, there have
been in Germany two counties bearing the name of Salm:
the county of Ober-Salm (with the rank of a principality) in

the Vo»ges mountains between Alsac-e and Lorraine, in the
circle of the Upper Rhine; and the county of Nieder-Satm,
tn t lie Ardennes, between the duchy of Luxemburg and the

bi>hopric of Liege, which subsequently made part of the

ci trie of Burgundy. It would be equally tedious and use-

less to trace the division of the family of the counts of Salm
into different branches, and the various changes of territory

during a period of eight centuries. The two principal lines,

subdivided into several branches, subsisted till the French
revolution, duiing which their territories were annexed to

France, and in the sequel other possessions were assigned
i hem from the secularisations on the east of the Rhine. At
present, the elder line is divided into three branches:

—

1. Silin-Salm, which possesses revenues from estates in

B a.ant and Holland, to the amount of 600,000 florins.

2 S itm-K) rberg. whose revenues may amount to 180,000
or 200.000 florins. 3, Salm-Horstroar, which, afier various

change^ during the French revolution, was placed, with the
rank of a principality, under Prussia, from which it receives

a perpetual annuity of 20,000 dollars, as an indemnity for

the cession of the judicial and civil administration. The
second line is that of Siilni-Reifferscboid, divided into the

four branches of l,Salm ReifTerscheid Kramtheim ; 2, Salm-
Reifferscheid-Raitz ; 3, Salra-Reifferscheid-Hamspach ; and
4, Salm-Reifferscheid-Dyk. Some ofthese are called princes,

and others counts; they are all mediatised, that is, they
have lost the exercise of their right as sovereigns, which
is transferred to the members of the German confederation
in whose dominions their possessions are.

SALMA'SIUS. CLAITD1US, the Latinized form of
his real name CLAUDE DE SAUMAISE, was born near
Scmur in Auxnis, in the year 1588 or 1596, more probably
the latter. His father, who was a member of tbe parlia-

ment of Burgundy, was a person of considerable learning;
he translated the work of Dionysius of Alexandria into

French verse, Paris, 1597, 12mo. Young Salmasius was
educated at home by his father, and is said to have made
such astonishiug progress in his studies as to be able to read
Puidar at ten years of age, and to write Greek and Laliu
«rerse» with fluency and correctness. At tbe age of sixteen

he was sent to Paris to prosecute his studies, where he be-

came acquainted with Casaubon, by whose influence he was
induced, contrary to the wi»h of his father, to embrace the
Reformed faith. From Pans he went to Heidelberg, where
he made a formal renunciation of the Roman Catholic re-

ligion, in which he had been educated. At Heidelberg he
obtained the friendship of the jurist Denys Godefroy and
of Gruter, who appreciated his talents, and recommended
him to the uotice of all the sreat literary men in Germany.
During his stay in this city, lie prosecuted his studies with
the greatest perseverance, and perused not only the Greek
and Latin writers which were then published, but also nu-
merous others, which existed in manuscript in the uni-
versity library. He devoted the whole of every third night
entirely to study, till at length his excessive application oc-
casioned a long and serious attack of illness. About this

time (1608) his first publication appeared, which was an
edition of a treatise in Greek by Nilus, archbishop of The*-
salonica, on the primacy of tbe pope, and also of another
work on the same subject, by a monk of the name of Bar-
laam, both of which were accompanied with a Latin version
and a few notes. He published soon afterwards an edition

of Florus, Par., 1609, Svo., which he dedicated to Gruter.
After spending three years in Germany, be returned to

I

France, and shortly after his return published a short
treat i«c * De Suburbicariis Region »bus et Rcclesns,' in oppo- '

sit ion to Sirmundu*. In 1620 he publuhed hi* edition of
the * HistoruD Augusta Scrintores Sex,' foU which Casau-
bon, shortly before his death, had intended to edit as a
sequel to his edition of Suetonius. The commentary of
Salmasius on these writers i» full of valuable information,
and may still be consulted with profit. In 1622 Salmasius
published his edition of Tertullian's work * De Palho,' with

a commentary, in which he treats at great length of tht
different garments worn by the antients.

In the following year (1623) Salmasras married tht

daughter of Mercier, who was a person of elevated rank. a*4
is frequently mentioned bv bis son-in-law in terms of «*
highest praise both for his learning and talents. From tie

time of his marriage Salmasius resided for many year* is tit

neighbourhood of Paris, chiefly engaged in the preparanec
of his great work, which was published at Paris in l€S9. J

vols, fol., under the title of* Pliniansa Exercitattooes tn Cat
Julii Solini Polyhistora.' and reprinted at Leyden in lit*,

with an appendix entitled * De Homonymts Hvles Intro
Exercitationes, neenon de Manna et Saeeharo.' *Tbe treats*

of Sol inus [Solinus] was evidently selected by 8aioasw
on account of its treating of so many various subjects ta aa-

tiquity, and thus enabling him to discuss without tbe trovise

of systematic arrangement almost any subject which hr

cbose. It is a work of astonishing erudition ; not only dees
it embrace questions connected with Greek and Roman ms-
tory, geography, and archaeology, but it also treats at great

length of tbe plants, herbs, and minerals known to the sa-
lients. In order to qualify himself more completely for tae

work, Salmasius studied the Hebrew, Persian, and Anew
languages, with which he shows an extensive acqusrintsmea.

The work is however written in a very confused manner,
and embraces too many subjects to be thoroughly treated «f

by one man. In this, as well as in most of his etacr
writings, Salmasius frequently shows great cereleasaea
in the statement of facts, combined with much arrogaart
and pretension.

Upon the publication of this work the reputation of Sal-

masius reached its greatest height. He was solicited Vf
various princes and states to settle in their dominions. Be
was invited by the Venetians, by the university of OaJbH*
and even by the pope ; but he declined all these mvitsboss*
and at length settled at Leyden in 1632, where ho rot—nd
a public salary, but did not discharge any duties as p*o»

fessor.

Upon the death ofhis father in 1640, SaJntasius i

to France to settle his father's affairs ; and while
Richelieu pressed him to remain in his native eeeratiw. and
also offered him a very large pension if be would writs has

Life. After the death of Richelieu, Maxarin reoewod the
offers of Richelieu, but Salmasius resisted all their soli*na-

tions, and returned to Leyden, where he remained till ISM.
when he went to Sweden to pay a visit to Queen Cbrattina,
who had written him the roost pressing invitation, and had
said she could not live happy without him. The climate of
Sweden however did not agree with him, and he aeoordtngty
returned in the following year.

After the death of Charles I. of England. Selmasta* was
employed by Charles II., who was then in Holland, to wra*
a defence of his father and of monarchy, and which he ac-

cordingly did, and published under the title of * Defc suss
Refcia pro Carolo I„ 1649 ; to which Milton repKed rn las
* Defensio pro Populo Anglicano.' [Miltofc.1 8almaacas
prepared a reply to Milton, but did not live to finish it H*
died in September, 1653.

In addition to the works which have been mentioned aa
the course of this article, Salmasius also wrote and edoed
the following works: * De Usuris.* Leyd., 1633, 8vo; * t*>

Modo Usui arum,' Leyd., 1639, 8vo.; 'Dissertatiode Foeneiv
Trapezitico, in tres Ubros divisa,' Leyd., 1640; * Noes* «
Pervigilium Veneris,' Leyd., 1638, l2mo. ; Commentary*
in S implicit Enchiridion Epicteti,' Leyd., 1640, 4to. ; * la-
terpretatio Hippocratei Aphorism i de Calculo,' Leyd, l*-se\

8vo. ;
* De Hellenistica Commentarius Controvcraiaua da

Lingua Hellenistica decide i is, et plenisstme pertrwetasss
Origines et Dialectos Graxa? Lingua*,' Leydn I64», **«.;
'Observations in Jus Atticum et Romanum.' Levd.„ t*>*A
8vo. A collection of Salmasius's Letters was published aw
Antony Clement after his death, to which his Law is jrw>
fixed, Leyd., 1666.

SALMON, NATHANIEL, the son of the Rev
Salmon, was admitted of Corpus Christi College, Cams
in 1 690. He entered into holy orders, and obtained a <

iu Hertfordshire, but abandoned the clerical profcaevati tar
tbat of medicine, in tho practice of which, ana in the etwefc
of antiquities, he passed the remainder of his life. He eawd
on the 2nd of April, 1742.

Hi* prinainal works are: 'A 8urvey of the Roman 8fca
Uona

'

*% according to the Roman Itinerary.* 17*1.
8* of tho Roman Stations in the
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Counties in England,* 1736, 8vo. ; 'History of Hertford-
shire/ Lond* 1728, fol. ; 'Antiquities of Surrey/ Lond.. 1 736,

8vo. ; * History and Antiquities of Essex, from the Collec-

tions of Mr. Strangeman,' Lond., 1740, fol.

SALMON. [Salmonid*.]
SALMON FISHERY. [Fisheries.]
SALMO'NID/E (Salmon tribe), a family of fishes be-

longing to the Malacopterygii Abdominales. These fishes

have the body covered with scales, the first dorsal fin has
soft rays only, and the second dorsa is small and destitute

of rays, and of a soft fleshy nature ; they are furnished with
an air-bladder, and have numerous iaeca. The more typical

species appear to be confined to the northern hemisphere.
The genus Salmo, as at present restricted, contains those

species, such as the salmon and trout, in which the upper
boundary of the mouth is formed chiefly by the superior
maxillary bones, the intermaxillaries being small, confined
to the fore-part, and situated between the mamillaries;
usually these latter bones descend in front of the superior
maxdlaries, and form the upper boundary of the mouth.
The maxillary bones, intermaxillaries, palatines, vomer, and
even the tongue, are furnished with teeth ; the branchios-
tegotts rays are about ten in number; the natatory bladder,

or air-bladder, extends the whole length of the abdomen.
Numerous species of this genus are found in the seas of

the northern hemisphere, one of the largest of which is the
common salmon {Sairno solar, Lin.), a fish too well known
both in flavour and appearance to require any particular

description. This fish, Cuvier states, is found in all the

Arctic Seas, whence it enters the rivers in the spring. Mr.
Yarrell observes that fishes ascend the rivers in some
situations much earlier than others, depending on the time
of their arrival into breeding condition. 'Rivers issuing

from large lakes afford early salmon, the waters having been
purified by deposition in the lakes ; on the other hand, rivers

swollen by melting snows in the spring months are later in

their season of producing fish, and yield their supply when
tbe lake rivers are beginning to fail. " The causes in Uuencing
this," says Sir William Jardine, "seem yet undecided ; and
where the time varies much in the neighbouring rivers of
tbe same district, they are of less easy solution. The northern
rivers, with little exception, are however the earliest, a fact

well known in tbe London markets ; and going still farther

north, the range of the season and of spawning may be in-

fluenced by the latitude." ' Artedi says, in Sweden the sal-

mon spawn in the middle of summer. From some further

observations in Mr. YarreU's excellent work, it appears that

the temperature of the water has considerable influence.

Th* number of fishes procured for food increases as the
summer advances ; 'during the early part of the season the

salmon appear to ascend only as far as the river is influenced

by the tide, advancing with the flood, and generally retiring

with tbe ebb, if their progress be not stopped by the various

means employed to catch them. It is observed that the

female fishes ascend before the males ; and the young fish

of the year, called grilse till they have spawned once, ascend
earlier than those of more adult age. As the season ad-

vances, the salmon ascend higher up the river, beyond the

influence of the tide; they are observed to be getting full

of roe, and more or less out of condition, according to their

forwatd state as breeding fish. Their progress forwards is

not easily stopped ; they shoot up rapids with the velocity

of arrows, and make wonderful efforts to surmount cascades

and other impediments by leaping, frequently clearing an
elevation of eight or ten feet, and, gaining the water above,

pursue their course. If they fail in their attempt and fall

back into the stream, it is only to remain a short time

quiescent, and thus recruit their strength to enable them to

make new efforts.

'The fish having at length gained the upper and shallow

pools of the river, preparatory to the important operation of

depositing the spawn in the gravelly beds, its colour will be
found to have undergone considerable alteration during the

residence in fresh water. The male becomes marked in the

cheeks with orange-coloured stripes, which give it the ap-

pearanoe of the cheek of a Labrus ; the lower jaw elongates,

and a cartilaginous projection turns upwards from the point,

which, when the jaws are closed, occupies a deep cavity be-

tween the intermaxillary bones of the upper jaw; the body
partakes of the golden oranee tinge, and the salmon in this

state is called a red-fish. The females are dark in colour,

and are as commonly called black-fish ; and by these terms

both are designated In those local and precautionary regula-

f tions intended for the protection and preservation of the
breeding fish.*

The process of spawning is thus described in Ellis's ' Me-
moir on the Natural History of the Salmon :'—

' A pair of
fish are seen to make a furrow, by working up the gravel
with their noses, rather against the stream, as a salmon
cannot work with his head down stream, for the water, then
going into his gills the wrong way, drowns him. When the
furrow is made, the male and female retire to a little dis-
tance, one to the one side and the other to the other side ot
the furrow ; they then throw themselves on their sides, auain
come together, and, rubbing against each other, both shed
their spawn into the furrow at the same time. This pro-
cess is not completed at once ; it requires from eight to
twelve days for them to lay all their spawn, and when they
have done they betake themselves to the pools to recruit
themselves. Three pairs have been seen on the spawning-
bed at the same time, and even closely watched while
making the furrow and laying the spawn.
'The adult fish having spawned, being out of condition

and unfit for food, are considered as unclean fish. They
are usually called kelts; the male fish is also called a
kipper, the female a baggit. With the floods of the end
of winter and the commencement of spring they descend
the river from pool to pool, and ultimately gain the sea,

where they quickly recover their condition, to ascend again
in autumn for the same purpose as before, but always re-

maining for a time in the brackish water of tbe tideway
before making either decided change, obtaining, it has been
said, a release from certain parasitic animals, either external
or internal, by each seasonal change, those of tbe salt water
being destroyed by contact with the fresh, and vice versd.*

It is moreover probable that the constitution of the fish is

such as to require a gradual change ; that the salmon is

considerably affected in passing from the salt water into the
fresh, is evident from the change of colour which accom-
panies the difference of the state of the element.
To Mr. John Shaw of Drumlanrig, Dumfriesshire, na-

turalists are indebted for numerous important and inte-

resting experiments instituted by him to determine certain

doubtful points connected with the natural history of the
salmon, and more especially to determine the developments
and growth of the salmon-fry. Mr. Shaw's fiVst Da per, en-
tilled 'An Account of some Experiments and Observations
on the Parr, and on the Ova of the Salmon, proving the

Parr to be the Young of the Salmon,' will be found in the

'Edinburgh New Philosophical Journal' for July. 1836. vol.

xxi. His second paper, in which he gives an account of
• Experiments on the Development and Growth of the Fry
of the Salmon, from the Exclusion of the Ovum to the Age
of Six Months,' is published in the same work, vol. xxiv., p.

165; and lastly in the 'Transactions of the Royal Society of
Edinburgh,' vol. xiv., p. 547, the author gives a summary of
tbe preceding papers, and adds the result of further inves-

tigations.

The author, who has lived the whole of bis life, with the
exception of a few seasons, on the banks of streams where
salmon are in the habit of depositing their spawn, had long
been of opinion that the fl&h commonly called the parr, and
supposed to be a distinct species from the salmon, was the

natural produce of the salmon ; and in order to satisfy him-
self of the development of this fish, he caught seven speci-

mens of the parr on the 1 1th of July, 1833, and placed them
in a pond supplied by a stream of wholesome water. There
they continued to thrive remarkably well, and were seen

catching flies and other insects, or sporting on the surface

in perfect health. In the month of April following (1834),

they began to assume a different aspect from thai which
they exhibited when first placed in tbe pond, and upon catch-

ing some of them in May, they were found to have assumed
the usual appearance of what are called salmon smolts or fry,

being of a fine deep blue on the back, with a delicate silvery

appearance on the sides of the body, and having the abdo-

men white. *A circumstance occurred about the first week

of May,' observes the author, ' which it may be proper to

mention as illustrating in a manner what may be deemed
the migratory instinct of these fishes. They seemed to me
at this time to be decreasing in numbers, and I found, on

examination, that some had leapt altogether out of the pond,

and were lying dead at a short distance from the edge.' 'In

March 1835, 1 again took twelve parrs from the river, of

larger size, that is, about six inches long ; they then bore

the perpendicular bars, and other usual characters of that
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Ash. These I also transferred to a pond prepared for the'pur-

pose. and by (he end of April thev too assumed the cha-

racters of the salmon-fry ; tne bars becoming overlaid by the
new silvery scales, which parrs of two years old invariably

assume before departing towards the sea. From these ex-
periments I had no doubt that the larger parra observable
in rivers in autumn, winter, and early spring, were in reality

the actual salmon fry advancing to the conclusion of their

tecond year, and that the smaller summer parrs (called, in

Dumfriesshire, May parrs) were (be same species, but
younger as individuals, and only entering upon their second
year. This then I conceived to be the detection of the main
error of preceding observers, who had uniformly alleged
that salmon-fry attain a size of six or eight inches in aa
many weeks, and after the lapse of this brief period take
their departure to the sea. It is the rapidity with which
the two-year-old parr assumes the aspect of the salmon-fry
that has led to this false conclusion ; and superficial or hasty
observers, taking cognizance, 1st, of the hatching of the ova
in early spring, and 2ndly, of the seaward emigration ofsmolts
soon afterwards, have imagined these two fact* to take place in

immediate or speedy succession.* The author next proceeds
with the history of the young salmon during its early stages
up to the time of its becoming what is termed the May or
summer parr, and then gives the results of his various ex-
periments on the ova of the salmon, undertaken with a view
to prove the identity of these two fish. Having procured
the eggs of the salmon, he placed them in a pond made for

the purpose, and succeeded in rearing them. *On its first

exclusion the little fish has a very singular appearance.
The head is large in proportion to the body, which is ex-
ceedingly small, about five-eighths of an inch in length, of
a pale blue or peach-blossom colour. But the most singu-
lar part of the fish is the conical bag-like appendage which
adheres by its base to the abdomen. This bag is about two-
eighths of an inch in length, of a beautiful transparent red,

very much resembling a light-red currant; and inconse-
quence of its colour, may be seen at the bottom of the water
when the fish itself can with difficulty be perceived. The
body also presents another singular appearance, namely, a
fin or fringe, resembling that of the tail of the tadpole,
which runs from the dorsal and anal fins to the termination
of the tail, and is slightly indented. This little fish does
not leave the gravel immediately after its exclusion from
the egg, but remains for several weeks beneath it with the
bag attached, and containing a supply of nourishment, on
the same principle, no doubt, as the umbilical vessel is

known to nourish other embryo animals. By the end of
fifty days, or the 30th of May, the bag contracted and dis-

appeared. The fin or tadpole-like fringe also disappeared
by dividing itself into the dorsal, adipose, and anal fins, all

of which then became perfectly developed. The little trans-
verse bars, which for a period of two years (as I have al-

ready shown) characterise it as the parr, also made their ap-
pearance. Thus from the 10th of January to the end of May,
a period of upwards of 140 days was required to perfect this

little fish, which even then measured little more than one
inch in length, and corresponded in all respects with those
on which I had formerly experimented, as well as with such
as existed at that same time in great numbers in the na-
tural streams.* More experiments were afterwards made,
with still greater precaution, by Mr. Shaw, and the same
conclusions were arrived at.

The salmon has been known to attain upwards of eighty
pounds weight, but a salmon of half that size is considered
a fine fish :

• the largest known, as far as I am aware.* ob-
serves Mr. Yarrell, * came into the possession of Mr. Groves,
the fishmonger of Bond Street, about the season 1821.
This salmon, a female, weighed eighty-three pounds; was a
short fish for the weight, but of very unusual thickness and
depth. When cut up, the flesh was fine in colour, and
proved of excellent quality.'

Salmon have been kept in fresh-water lakes and other
pieces of water having no outlet to the sea ; these fish
however, though of tolerable good colour and flavour, did
not obtain the size of those which visited the sea annually.
They are caught by nets of various kinds, which are de-
scribed in Mr. Yarrells ' History of British Fishes/ where
there will also be found an account of the various other
British species of Salmo. The following are the principal
genera or the SalmonitUe

:

—
Genus Osmsrus.—Of this genus tne common smelt

(Qsmtrus ejvrlanut) affords a familiar example. The

smelts differ from the species of Salmo in having tw#

ranges of teeth in each palatine bone, but there are on>y a

few in front of the vomer: they have eight branchicwiegoui
rays ; the ventral fin is on a line with the anterior dorsal

They are taken in the sea, and at the mouths of great men.
Mr. Yarrell, in the supplement to bis volumes o© Brttuk

fishes, describes a new species of the present genus, whim
he names the Hebridal Smelt (Osmerus HebridicmiU a

name suggested by the locality in which the specimen was

found.

Genus Mallotus, Cuvier.—This genus is founded on s

single species, the Salmo Gramlandicus of Bloch. a sees!

fish employed as a bait in the cod fisheries: its teeth an
dense, like the pile on velvet, in both jaws, as well a* tie

palate and tongue ; the branchiostegous rays are eight is

number; the body is elongated and covered with smfl
scales ; the anterior dorsal and ventrals are situated raiser

behind the middle of the body ; the pectorals are large sad

rounded, and almost meet beneath.

Genus Thymallus, Cuvier.—Of this genus the Grayhaf
( Thymallus vulgaris) is the type. This fish is commoo a
some of our streams, but is a local species ; it differs chiedf

from the trouts or salmons in having the mouth less decftv

cleft, the orifice square, the anterior dorsal very high, sad

the scales larger.

Genus Coregonus, Cuvier.—Here the teeth are vai
small, and the species are often edentate ; the scale* art

very large, and the first dorsal is not so long as it ts be;a

in front. Numerous species of this genus are found a
Europe. The Gwyniad (Coregonus /era, Yarrell) and tfct

Vendace (C. Willughbiu Jardine) afford British examples
of the genus. • The Gwyniad of Wales.' says Mr. YarmL
*was formerly very numerous in Llyn Tegid (Fair Lais)
at Bala, until the year 1803. when pike were put into fht

lake, which have very much reduced their numbers.* It is

very numerous in U Iswater and other large lakes in Ceav
berland.

The Vendace was originally described by Sir WtHao
Jardine, in the third volume of the * Edinburgh Jouraal
of Natural and Geographical Science.

9
This author con-

sidered the fish in question as very closely allied to the

Salmo albula of Linnssus, but the difficulty of determmiaf
this point has induced him to apply to it the name of cur

distinguished naturalist. It is only known to inhabit the

locks in the neighbourhood of Lochmaben in Dumfries-
shire.

Genus Argentina, Linnaeus.—But one species {Argtm-
Una sphyrtena* Linn.) of this genus is known, an inhabit-

ant of the Mediterranean. This fish has the mouth hori-

zontally depressed ; the tongue is armed, as in the treads

and smelts, with strong curved teeth; in front of the ta-

mer is a transverse range of little teeth ; the hranehioste-

gous rays are six in number ; the air-bladder is very tbsra*

and loaded with that silvery substance which is used ta

colouring artificial pearls.

Genus Crumata, Cuvie .—These are Sahnom'dse with toe

ssme general form and small mouth, as observed in the

Graylings, but differ in the number of the branchiostafwos
rays.

Genus Anastomus of Cuvier differs chiefly from the last

in having the lower jaw turned up in front of the upper
one, and gibbous, so that the little mouth appears tike a
vertical slit at the end of the muixle. The species inhafcu
the rivers of South America.
The genus Gasteroplectus of Bloch also has the opening

of the mouth directed upwards, but the abdomen ts ceca-

pressed and prominent; the ventrals are very small and far

back ; the first dorsal fin is situated over the snafu wh** m
long; in the upper jaw are conical teeth, and in tb* fewer
the teeth are sharp and denticulated.

The species of the next genus, Serasalmo, are remarka-
ble for the short, high, and compressed form of the body,
which is furnished with small scales ; their teeth are abai>.
of a triangular form, and denticulated ; there is trftea an
adpressed spine in front of the dorsal fio. They inbabtt taw

rivers of South America. To these may be added the
genera Tetragonopterus of Artedi, Chalceus, HyUtes+ Bf»
arocyon, Cithafinus. Saurus, ScopeUts, and Amkfmm si
Cuvier, and Sternopteryx of Herman.
SALOMON, JOHANNPETER. a composer of merit,

a violinist of the very highest rank, and a most ecttvw, en-
terprising promoter of music, was born at Bonn, in Use warn*

1746, and educated for the profession of the civil law ; be*.
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like many others, having been led away from so dry a pur-
suit by at least one of the Muses, he was allowed to indulge

his favourite inclination, and soon became celebrated not

only for his performance on the violin, but for his knowledge
of I he harmonic art in all its branches.

When young he entered the service of Prince Henry of
Prussia, at Berlin, who soon became much attached to his

youthful musician. For this accomplished and amiable
prince he composed several French operas. He afterwards

accepted an invitation to Paris, in 1781, where he met with

an abundance of empty praise, but speedily sought the

English shores, in hope of obtaining more solid reward, and
nas not disappointed. Arriving in London, he was imme-
diately introduced to all the amateurs, among whom were
many of the nobility, and his cheerful disposition, superior

manners, and good sense soon obtained for him the friend-

ship of those who at first patronUed him on account of his

professional talents. In 1790 he formed the project of
giving a series of subscription-concerts, and carried it into

effect, in the most spirited manner, the following year.

These constitute an epoch in musical history, for they led

to the production of those twelve grand symphonies by
Haydn, known everywhere as ' composed for Salomon's Con-
certs* —works of an imperishable nature, because founded
on immutable principles, and embodying all that is beautiful

m the class of art to which they belong. A further account
of these, and of the concerts, will be found in our biogra-

phical sketch of Haydn.
In 1798 the oratorio of The Creation*?** produced at the

Opera concert-room, at the risk and under the direction of

Mr. Salomon, lu 1801 he, in conjunction with Dr. Arnold
and Madame Mara, opened the Haymarket theatre, during

Lent, with oratorios; and in the same year gave five sub-

frcripi ion-concerts. As a professional man he now retired

from public life, and chiefly occupied his time in attending

at Carlton House, in composing two sets of canzonets, some
songs, glees, &c, and in publishing these, together with

mx Violin solos and two grand violin concertos, arranged for

(he piano-forte. But at the formation of the Philharmonic

Society, in 1813, he nobly contributed his seivices as a

dilettante, and led the first concert 'with a zeal and ability

that age had in no degree impaired.' He died in 1815. and
bis remains were deposited in the great cloister of West-
minster Abbey, followed by a long train of friends, by whom
be was most highly and deservedly esteemed ; for his edu-

cation had been liberal, his acquirements were numerous,
including a perfect knowledge of four living languages, and
iiU habits were those of a gentleman, in the best sense of

the word.
SALON, a town in tho department of Bouches du Rh6ne

in France, on a cross-road from Aries to Aix. A Roman
town appears to have existed on the site, and an inscription

which has been dug up shows that there was a temple

erected in honour of Tiberius Crosar; but the present town

appears to have risen under the first Counts of Provence.

Salon stands in a plain on one of the branches of the canal

of Carponne, which is used for irrigation. The central

part, called Vieilleor Old Salon, was surrounded with walls,

of which only one tower with battlements and some other

ruins remain. This old town is irregularly laid out ; and

has old houses, and a church built in the thirteenth century

by the Templars. The outer part, called Nouvelle or New
Salon, is separated from the old town by a boulevard

planted with trees and adorned with fountains, and consists

of streets well laid out, and lined, especially the boulevard,

with tolerably good houses. There are a church, a large mar-

ket-place, and a castle, now used as a prison, situated on a rock

overlooking the Crau, an immense stony plain south-west of

the town. The population of Salon in 1831 was 4187 for the

town, or 5987 for the whole commune. Hats, soap, and candles

are manufactured; and there are oil-mills and silk-throwing-

raills. The townsmen carry on trade in these articles, and

in wool, cattle, olive oil, and almonds. There are five fairs

in the year. Michael Nostradamus died at Salon, where his

son Michael Nostradamus the historian was born.

SALO'NA, Bay of. [Phocis.]

8ALON I'KI. [Thessalon ica.]

SALOON (from the Italian sala and its augmentative

talone) signifies, in its stricter architectural meaning, a

room answering in some respect to the idea of a hall, that

is, not only the principal room as to spaciousness, but lofti-

ness also, height belonging to the character of a saloon in

like mauner as length does to that of a gallerv. Thus if

the plan bo square, the proportions may vary from those of
a cube to a cube and a half, or even more in height, but
should never be much less than the first-mentioned. Like all

others however, this rule admits of exceptions, because a
room may be both lofty in itself and in comparison with the
others in a building, although its proportions may not be
strikingly so. It is further usual for a room of this de-
scription to be either a perfect square in plan or of some
shape that can be inscribed within such figure, that is, cir-

cular, octagonal, or some other regular polygon. At pre-
sent however the term is not understood in so strictly tech-
nical a sense, hut the name of saloon is indiscriminately
or ostentatiously bestowed on any unusually large room, be
its proportions and character what they may, even though
it would answer better to that of gallery. Except that it is

not used for banquets, the saloon may be considered, in
modern residences, what the hall was in the mansions of
' olden times.' Its destination differs from that of drawing-
rooms and other apartments of that kind, as serving rather
as an approach to and communication between them, and
as a room of general rendezvous for the visitors at a house.
Blenheim, Castle Howard, and other mansions erected by
Vanbrugh, have lofty and stately saloons; but one of the
most splendid examples of the kind would have been that
designed by Adam, and published in his works, for Sion
House, the inner court of which he proposed to convert into

a magnificent rotunda [Rotunda] enclosed within a circular

or ring-shaped gallery, with openings from one to the other
between columns, and with niohes in the intermediate
piers.

SALPA. [Salpacea.]
SALPA'CEA. Lamarck places the genus Salpa in his

third section of Tunicata (Tuniciers Iwres ou Ascidiens),
with the following definition : * Animals disunited, either

isolated or assembled in groups, without internal commu-
nication, and not forming essentially a common mass.'

These form his second order of Tunicata* with the title above
given, and consist of the genera Salpa, Atcidia, Bipapil-
luria, and Mammaria. Pyrosoma is arranged under his

second section : ' Animals floating with their common mass
in the bosom of the waters,' in his first order (Tuniciers
Rcunis ou Botryllaires).

M. de Blainville (Malacologie) makes the Salpacea the
second family of his fourth order Heterobranchiata, with the
following character:

—

Body free, or not adherent, more or less cylindrical, with
a thick external envelope, which is subcartilaginous, trans-
parent, pierced with two apertures, which are ordinarily

very large and distant, nearly terminal, one incrementitial,

the other excrementitial. The branchiae, in the form of a
narrow band, traverse obliquely the respirator}* cavity of the

incrementitial orifice to the aperture of the mouth.
M. de Blainville remarks that one may easily perceive the

relationship of this family to the other Acephalophora* by
supposing an Ascidia slit between the two tubes which ter-

minate it and then extended lengthwise. It is then, he
observes, easy to determine the analogy of the apertures, of

which neither the one nor the other are any more the mouth
and the anus than in the Ascidia ; but one (the widest, the

greatest, and the most distant from the mouth) is the en-

trance of the incretory or respiratory tube, and the other is

that of the excretory tube. He adds that the species of this

family are, like those of the preceding, susceptible of iiving

solitary or aggregated in a fixed manner, which would seem
to make them composite animals, though they are not such

;

and he divides it into two tribes— 1st, the simple Salpaceans

(Salpa) ; 2, the aggregate Salpaceans (Pyrosoma). ( 1 825.)

Chamisso, in his Memoir on Salpa* had previously (1819)

taken, like Lamarck, the bilabiated aperture for that which
corresponds to the mouth ; but Cuvier, in his last edition of

the * Kegne Animal' (1830), persists in his opinion as to the

organization of these animals, which, according to him, move
by making the water enter at the posterior extremity, and
ejecting it by the anterior extremity, consequently going

backwards ; and all swim with the back downwards.

The following is Cuvier's description of Salpa ; but we
should premise that he places this genus in the first family

of his Acephales sans coouilles (the second order of his ace-

phalous mollusks), and Pyrosoma in the second family

(Les Agp-cgcs).

The Biphores (Thalia* Brown; Salpa et Dagysa, Gm.)
have, says Cuvier, the mantle and its cartilaginous envelope

oval or cylindrical, and open at both ends. On the side of
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the anus the aperture is transverse, wide, and furnished with

a valvule, which permits the entrance but not the departure

of the water; on the side of the mouth it is simply tubular.

Muscular bands embrace the mantle and contract the body.

The animal moves in making the water enter at the pos-

terior aperture, which has the valvule, and in forcing it to

go out by that on the side of the mouth, so that it is always

pushed backwards, which caused many naturalists, Cha-

misso and others, to take the posterior aperture for the true

mouth ; but it is evident that it is no reason for changing

the denominations of these parts because an animal swims
on its back (which the Biphores generally do) with the

head behind. Thus it was that the organization of the Ptero-

trachece (which always swim with the back downwards, as

is the case with an infinity of Gastropods with and without

shells) was mistaken. The branchiso form a single tube or

riband furnished with regular vessels, placed scarfwise in

the middle of the tubular cavity of the mantle, so that the

water strikes it incessantly in traversing the cavity.* The
heart, the viscera, and the liver are knotted into a nucleus

(pelotonnds) near the mouth and on the side of the back;
but the position of the ovary varies. The mantle and its

envelope sparkle in the sun with iridescent colours, and are

so transparent that one sees through them the anatomy of

the animal; in many species they are provided with per-

forated tubercles. The animal has been sometimes seen to

go out of its envelope without appearing to suffer. But one
of the most curious phenomena attending the Biphores is

that during a long time they remain united together, as if

they were in the ovary, and thus swim in long chains, where
the individuals arc disposed in different orders, but always

in the same order in each particular species. M. de Cha-
misso declares that he has proved a fact still more singular,

namely that individuals which have thus come forth from a
multiple o\ary have not a similar one, but produce only iso-

lated individuals differing in form, which in their turn yield

ovaries similar to that from which their mother came forth,

so that there is alternately a less numerous generation of
isolated individuals, and a numerous generation of aggre-

gated individuals. These alternate generations do not
resemble each other. It is certain, continues Cuvier, that

one observes in some species small individuals adhering in

the interior of great ones by a sort of peculiar sucker, and
of a different form from those which contain them. He adds
that these animals are found abundantly in the Mediter-
ranean and the warm parts of the ocean, and that they are
often endowed with phosphorescence. (Regne Animal.)
M. Rang (1829) adopts the arrangement of M. de Blain-

ville, but as provisional only, remarking that there is the
greatest want of information with regard to the Hetero-
oranrhiata, and that it is most difficult to procure. He
states that M. de Blaiuville is right when ne says that
neither the one nor the other aperture is the mouth or the
anus, for, as Cuvier had demonstrated in his anatomical
memoir on the Biphores, the mouth and the anus are verv
small apertures, hidden in the bottom of a vast canal which
forms the envelope of the animal ; for the rest M. Rang is

of opinion that the term anterior should be applied to the
extremity where the nucleus is found, and posterior to its

opposite; he had remarked that the animal, which generally
receives the water by the posterior aperture, can also take
it in by the anterior opening. He admits the division pro-
posed by M. de Blainville, because, although it is very true
that the Biphores unite either in a linear or radiating direc-

tion, he has satisfied himself, after numerous observations,
that this disposition only takes place when the animals are
young. But it is not the same with Pyrosoma; the animals
which that form comprises are probably aggregated through-
out life. M. Rang arranges the following genera under
this family :—

Simple Salpaceans.

Genera, Salpa, Cuv. ; Timoriensis, Quoy et Gaim. ; Mo-
ttophorus, Quoy et Gaim. ; Phylliroe, Peron et Lesu.

Aggregated 8alpaccans.

Genus, Pyrosoma, I'eron.

The circulation of the Bipliores formerly observed by
Kuhl and Van Hasselt, and since l>v MM. tjuoy and Gai-
nurd, appears to be very singular. 1*he current is stated to

change its direction periodically; and, according to the

• Cuvfrr.ln a not*. «yt,'«.imr aathort »uir t'ini thU tut)<> It plrrer<lat ili#

two audi, to<l thai the walei tramaaa U; a bet u, 1* lucU J Uuv« in vaia *>ufltt

researches of M. Milne Edwards, referred to as inedits4

the last edition of Lamarck (1840), the case is the
with all the Tunicata.

Salpa.

M. de Blainville divides the genus into the following sec-

tions and subdivisions :—

Species as it were truncated, without any prolocgatias

going beyond the apertures.

A.
Recurved species; the two terminal orifices very nark

approximated : aggregation ?

Example, Salpa polymorpha, Quoy et Gaim.

Salpa polymorph*.

B.
Straight species ; the orifices distant and terminal ; the

cartilaginous envelope consisting of three pieces ; aggrega-

tion linear, oblique, two and two.

Example, Salpa vaginata. Length two inches.

Locality.—Straits of Sunda.

C.
Straight species : the orifices distant ; the envelope el a

single piece ; aggregation circular.

Example, Salpa pinnata. The body is marked with two
dorsal lines, one yellow, the other white, and on each ame
of the belly is a violet line. There is also a variety with in-

terrupted lateral lines.

Locality.

—

The Mediterranean Sea.

**
Body pointed at one or both extremities, arising from a

prolongation reaching more or less beyond the apertures,

D.

A prolongation at the anal extremity only ; the aperton
of the side very small ; aggregation ? (Genus MomofAunOk
Quoy et Gaim.)

Example, Salpa conica, Quoy et Gaim. ( Vofags •
PUranie).

E.

A prolongation nearly of the same size at each extremity

;

mode of aggregation linear, oblique, two and two or litres

and three.

I. Prolongation to the left.

Example, Salpa fusiformis.

Salpa fatlibnnif.

2. Prolongation to the right.

Example, Salpa Zonaria. Sheath flesh-colour;
yellow.

Locality.—The ocean near Antigua.

Salpa Xooaria,

F.
A prolongation at t.i< h cxtri'initv ; the anterior much ?&•

longest and caudif .rm ; n-uv iiuu ? (Genu. Tlm^ne*
Qut>) ct Gaiiu.)

Example. SoJjmj Jiroloidca*
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Two prolongations, in the form of horns, at

the posterior extremity only ; aggregation f

Example, Salpa bicornis.

Locality.—Straits of Sunda.
H.

Three prolongations at the posterior extremity

;

aggregation ?

Example, Salpa tricuspidata.

M. de Blainville adds, that though he has re-

ferred, almost without any doubt, Salpa; conica
and flroluidea to this group of animals, he
ought not to conceal that MM. Quoy and Gai-
mard, to whom he owed the knowledge of them,
think, even after his observations, that they
ought to form two distinct genera, of which one
will approximate the Firola, and that those
zoologists had the advantage of direct observa-

1 I tion ; but he adds that unfortunately thev did

1 not bring home the animals themselves, and that
'I it is only on figures and notes, incomplete per-

haps, that these two genera are established.

Pyrosoma.

Generic Character.—Animals elongated, fu-

siform, terminating in a point on one side and
obtuse on the other, furnished with two aper-

tures, one external, not terminal, the other in-

ternal and terminal, united among themselves
towards their base by means of their external

envelope, so as to compose numerous and regu-
lar rings, which concur to form a long free

cylinder, rough with points externally, hollow

jJJjjKL and mammiltated internally, and open at one
extremity only. (Rang.)

Cuvier states that this great cylinder swims in the sea,

by means of the combined contractions and dilatations of

all the individual animals which compose it. The branchial

orifices are pierced near the points, and the anus opens into

the interior cavity of the tube. Thus, says Cuvier, one may
compare a Pyrosoma to a great number of stars of Botrylti

[Botryllus] strung one after the other, but the whole of

which would be moveable.

Mr. George Bennett, in his interesting ' Wanderings in

New South Wales,' after some valuable remarks on the

luminosity of the ocean, proceeds as follows:—'On the

6th of June, being then in latitude 30' south, and lon-

gitude 27° b' west, having fine weather and a fresh south-

easterly trade-wind, and the range of the thermometer being

from 78° to 84°, late at night the mate of the watch came
and called me to witness a very unusual appearance in the

water, which he, on first seeing, considered to be breakers.

On arriving upon the deck, this was found to be a very

broad and extensive sheet of phosphorescence, extending in

a direction from east to west as far as the eye could reach

;

the luminosity was confined to the range of animals in this

shoal, for there was no similar light in any other direction.

I immediately cast the towing-net over the stern of the

ship as we approached nearer tne luminous streak, to ascer-

tain the cau*e of this extraordinary and so limited a pheno-

menon. The ship soon cleaved through the brilliant mass,

from which, by the disturbance, strong flashes of light were

emitted; and' the shoal (judging from the time the vessel

took in passing through the ma*s) may have been a mile

in breadth : the passage of the vessel through them in-

creased the light around to a far stronger degree, illumi-

nating the ship. On taking in the towing-net, it was found

half filled with Pyrosoma (Atlanticum?), which shone with

a beautiful pale greenish light, and there were also a few

small fish in the net at the same time ; after the mass had

been passed through, the light was still seen astern until

it became invisible in the distance, and the whole of the

ocean then became hidden in darkness us before this

took place. The scene was as novel as it was beautiful

and interesting, more so from having ascertained, by cap-

turing the luminous animals, the cause of the phenomenon.

•The second was not exactly similar to the preceding;

but though also limited, was curious, as occurring in a high

latitude during the winter season. It was on the 19th of

August,* the weather dark and gloomy, with light breexea

• ' Ify journal,' aave Mr. Bennett in a note, ' remarks the atmosphere to

have bee*i very chilly daring the day. but much milder in the evenings the

range of the thermometer during the day being from 49° to 60°

from north-north-east, in latitude 40° 30' south, and longi-

tude 138* 3' east, being then distant about three hundred
and sixty-eight miles from King's Island (at the western
entrance of Bass's Straits). It was about 8 o'clock p.m.
when the ship's wake was perceived to be luminous, and
scintillations of the same light were also abundant around.
As this was unusual, and had not been seen before, and it

occasionally also appeared in larger or smaller detached
masses giving out a high degree of brilliancy, to ascertain

the cause, so unusual in high latitudes during the winter
season, I threw the towing-net overboard, and in twenty
minutes succeeding in capturing several Pyrosoma (pyroso-

mata), giving out their usual pale-green light ; and it was,

no doubt, detached groups of these animals that were the
occasion of the light in question. The beautiful light given
out by these molluscous animals soon subsided (being seen
emitted from every part of their bodies;, but by moving
them about, it could be reproduced for some length of time
after. As long as the luminosity of the ocean was visible

(which continued most part of the night), a number of Py-
rosoma Atlanticum, two species of Pkyllosoma, an animal
apparently allied to Leptocephalus, as well as several crus-

taceous animals, all of which I had before considered as

intertropical species, were caught and preserved. At half-

past ten p.m. the temperature of the atmosphere on deck
was 52°, and that of the water 51 J°. The luminosity of the

water gradually decreased during the night, and towards

morning was no longer seen, nor on any subsequent night.

Vol. L

Pyroso-na gigantenm; a, a portion magnified.

In the museum of the Royal College of Surgeons in

London (Preparation* of Sat] Hist, inspirit) the follow-

ing species will be found preserved :

—

Luridce* MacLeay : compound and floating, having their

branchial cavity open at the two extremities.

No. 1 19, C. Pyrosoma Atlanticum. This is well described

in the catalogue as remarkable for the beauty and va-

riety of the colours that are reflected when the animal is

irritated.

Biphortdee, MacLeay. Aggregated, in their young state,

and floating.

Specimens of Salpa are well shown from No. 119 D, to

No. 128, both inclusive. Of these 119 D, Salpa Confede-

rata f Forskahl ; Dagyza, Banks ; the Chain Dagvza ; is

thus described:—'In March, 1801, these Dagysse were ob-

served iu the sea near Cape Finmterra ; they were very near

the surface, and formed chains several yards in length.

From being subject to the undulations of the waves, they

sometimes appeared to have a serpentine motion. When
raised up out of the water, they readily separated. The
bodies composing them were exactly similar, and lay parallel

to each other ; they exhibited a remarkable synchronous

contractile movement, repeated about fifteen times in a

minute; the action of contraction being rap d, that of ro-
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taxation slow and gradual. Their substance was a clear

transparent jelly, enclosed in a very fine capsule : at one ex-

tremity was an "opaque central soot or globule, of a dull red

colour, from which lines appeared to radiate towards the cir-

cumference of the body/ (MS. note by John Howship,

K*q.>
No. 124 presents a fine specimen of Salpa Tilerii, The

cartilaginous protuberance covers the stomach and liver.

Upon the protuberance are many cartilaginous spines;

others may be observed scattered over different parts of the

outer sac.

In 127, Salpa maxima, the outer tunic is laid open, and

a bristle passed into the stomach.

In 128 {Salpa maxima also) the specimen is laid open,

and the stomach, oblique intestine, and transverse mus-

cular bands are more completely exposed. {Cat* part iv.,

fasc. i.)

M. de Blainville is of opinion that Pyura Molina? forms

the passage between the simple and the aggregated Asci-

dians.

SALSETTE. an island in the Indian Ocean, close to the

west coast of Hindustan, and included in the British presi-

dency of Bombay and the province of Aurungabad. It is a

little to the north of the island of Bombay, with which it is

united by a causeway which was constructed in 1805. This

causeway is very useful to the natives of Salsette, who bring

vegetables and other produce by it to the Bombay market,

but it is so narrow and inconvenient as to be rarely used by

carriages. Salsette extends from 19° 4' to 19° 17' N. lat.,

and from 72° 50' to 73° 2' E. long., with an average length

of about 16 miles and an average breadth of about 10; its

area is therefore about 160 square miles.

The island consists for the most part of rocky hills, in

some parts of considerable elevation, but covered with un-

derwood to their tops; the jungle in many parts being very

thick, while in the valleys there are groves of mangoes and

palms, and some fine timber-trees. The tara-palm and
cocoa-nut grow almost spontaneously among the jungle,

but some care is bestowed on their cultivation, though little

on anything else. There are tigers in the jungle, and great

numbers of monkeys and jungle-fowl. The island is said to

be fertile, and capable of much improvement, but little has

been done for it by the British government, with the ex-

ception of an excellent road which has been made round it.

Tannah and Gorabunder are the only towns. The latter is

little better than a poor village, but Tannah is a neat and
flourishing town on the eastern coast of the island, chiefly

inhabited by descendants of Portuguese and by Hindus.

The Portugue>e are Roman Catholics, and have converted

a great number of the Hindus, at the same time that they

themselves have adopted most of the habits of the Hindus,
and have become almost as dark - coloured. There is a

small but regular fortress, and a considerable cantonment of

British troops at Tannah. A wild race of people inhabit the

hills, who are charcoal burners. They have no intercourse

with the Hindus, who inhabit the lower grounds, but bring
down their charcoal to particular spots, whence it is carried

away by the Hindus, who deposit in its place a settled pay-
ment of rice, clothing, iron tools, or other necessaries.

The chief objects of curiosity in Salsette are the temple
caves of Kennery, which resemble those of Elora, Elephants,

and Carlee. [Elora; Elephanta; Poonah.] They aie

numerous, but for the most part small, cut in two of the

sides of a hill, at different heights, and of various forms.

Some of the smaller ones seem as if they had been the resi-

dences of monks or hermits. The largest cave is a Budd-
hist temple, a rectangle about 50 feet long by 20 wide,
terminated by a seraicurie. The entrance is formed
by a lofty portico, over which, but detached and a little to

the left-hand, there is a high octagonal column, with three
lions sculptured on the top, seated back to back. A colossal

statue of Buddha, with his hands raised in supplication, is on
the east side of the portico. A number of male and female
figures, which seem to represent dancers, nearly naked, but
not indecent, are carved above the screen which separates
the vestibule from the temple. The temple is entered by a
large door, above which are three windows contained in a
semicircular arch. A colonnade of octagonal pillars sur-
rounds the temple on every side except the entrance. In
the centre of the semicircle a mass of rock has been left,

cut in the form of a dome, with a sort of spreading orna-

ment on the top like the capital of a column. The ceiling

of the cave is a semicircular arch, curiously ornamented

with slender ribs of teak-wood, of the same enrww a* ike
ceiling, which they seem to support; this however as mm
the case.

Salsette is supposed to contain about 50,000 tnh*bttsutt*>

who are chiefly occupied in fishing, of whom about i*v*js*

are of Portuguese origin. The Portuguese obtained pssv

session of the island in the 16th century ; but it wa* t

from them by the Mahrattas iu 1750, and conquered
the Mahrattas by the British in 1774.

(Heber's ffarrative ofa Journey through Me Upper r\*~
vinef8 of India in 1824 5.)

SA'LSOLA, a genus of plants of the natural feseOy «/

ChenopodiacesB, so named from salius, ' salt,' in consaqewtMst
of many of the species yielding kelp and barilla. Tb# speessa

are chiefly found on the sea-snore in temperate parts of tfee

world, and also in hot pans of the world where thai **»4 m
saline or there is salt water in the vicinity. The gens* •
characterised by having perfect flowers ; the perisnUi #*a-

cleft, persistent, enveloping the fruit with iu be**, and
crowning it with its enlarged scariose limb; starae

styles two ; embryo spiral ; herbs or small shrub*, ae

pubescent; leaves alternate or opposite, roundish*

flat ; flowers axillary and sessile.

S. kali, so named from yielding barilla or kali, thai is* si-

kali, is found on the coasts of Europe, and of many psms ef

the world, and is one of the species which is burnt for the

purpose of yielding kelp and barilla, S. saliva is a parits

found on the southern coast of Spain, where some psuna eat

taken to extend both it and the following species by culti-

vation, for the purpose of yielding barilla when burnt :—Taw
crop is cut in September, and bud in small bespa to dry

These heaps are collected and burned, forty or fifty of ifcesm,

in a hole in the ground.
S. soda is found on the southern coast of Europe, most sa

the north of Africa.

Merat and Delens conceive that the species which y wlea
the soda of Alicant is a new species, and not yet dcacub ed,

which they propose calling S. beril. Other species are de-

scribed by Forakol as yielding soda on the coasts of thm
Red Sea.

S. nudi flora Dr. Roxburgh describes as a native ©/ eaU
barren lands near the sea, where it is gathered for fuel oejy

;

but as the taste is strongly saline, it would no doubt imM
good fossil alkali, and he gave it as his opinion that thia pleat,

with two ludian species of Salicornia, might be made as
yield barilla sufficient to make soap and glass for the wbeie
world.

S. indica is another Indian species, growing in aususar
localities. The green leaves are eaten by the natives*

SALT. [Soda; Sodium; Manure.]
8ALT TRADE The principal part of the salt of Kag-

laud is made in the valley of the Weaver in Cbeefam
[Cheshire, viL, 43.] When the salt duty was repealed an

1824, there were seventy-five works where salt was rais*4

in a fossil state: thiny- four were at Nortbwich, twenty-***
at Winsford, three at Middlewich, and two at Nsntw»ch,«U
in Cheshire; two were at Shirley Wich in Staffordshire;

six at Droitwich in Gloucestershire; and two in Durham.
There were at the same time thirty- five works at which sah
was made by evaporation from sea- water, twenty-nine of
which were in Hampshire and the Isle of Wight. In Sets-

land, at the same time, there were fifteen salt-works, and
in all of them salt was made from sea-water. The roek-*aii

is used to strengthen the brine from salt-springs, from which
the salt used for domestic purposes in England, and «Ui a
large portion of what is exported, is produced by crtporeuosw
The Cheshire brine-springs are from twenty to fum
yards in depth, and are very productive. (CHExeuaaJj
The process of solar evaporation is now entirely d»aavi»
Nearly the whole of the salt exported is made in Cbe»hi*e,
and is sent dowu the river Weaver, which oommuni^uts
with the Mersey, to Liverpool. In the years 1833-3-4 x
the quantity of salt sent by the Weaver averaged 43<i£»
tons for each year. Mr. Porter states (Program of is*
Nation* i. 346) that by adding 100,000 tons for the produc*
of other counties, and for that part of the Cheshire »*h
which is not sent to Liverpool, * it is probable that the total

produce of this mineral in England will be very neeny
ascertained.* It may not therefore be tar from the truth ti

estimate the annual production of salt in England at
600.000 tons The sources of supply are said to be inex-
haustible ; and latterly the salt-manufacturers have so far

extended their works, that the opening of new
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would be of the greatest advantage to them. The Stafford
•hire rock-salt is chiefly exported from Hull, and that of
Gloucestershire from the port ofGloucester. The capital em-
ployed in the salt-manufacture is said to be about 1,000,000/.,

and the population engaged in it from 10,000 to 12,000.

A doty of 10#. per bushel was laid on salt in 1798,
which in 1806 was increased to 15*. In 1823 this duty
was reduced to 2*.; and on the 5th January, 1825, was
wholly repealed. The charge of collecting a gross reve-
nue of 1,496,387/. on salt, in 1821, was 33,879/., or the
moderate per centage of 21. 5s. 3d. Salt used in the fish-

eries was duty-free, and in 1821 the quantity so used was
2,406,602 bushels; and about 150,000 bushels, required
by bleachers, was also exempt from the duty. A duty
of only 5#„ which was afterwards reduced to 2*. 6rf., was
charged on salt used for agricultural purposes. In the
years 1820-1-2, the net amount of revenue which the duty
on salt produced averaged 1,524,510/. annually. In the
eight years from 1801 to 1808, the average annual con-
sumption of salt was 1,928,739 bushels; from 1810 to 1817
the consumption averaged 2,060,495 bushels; and from
1827 to 1834 it is computed by Mr. Porter, in the work
already quoted (p. 349), at 10,307,752 bushels. The annual
consumption of an adult is said to be 16 lbs. During the
existence of the duty, the retail price was 4§rf. per lb. : it is

now id. The consumption is at present five or six times
greater than it was at the beginning of the century. Salt
is now used more largely by the poor, and is employed in

manufactures and in agriculture to an extent which is only
compatible with cheapness. From 1827 to 1830 inclusive,

the annual exports of rock and white salt (the former for

the use of salt-refiners, and the latter ready for immediate
use) averaged 9,385,719 bushels; from 1831 to 1834 the
exports averaged 10,814,545 bushels each year. The num-
ber of bushels exported in 1839 was 11,837,594, equivalent
to 295,939 tons (declared value 218,907/.). The United
States of America took 3,519,990 bushels; British North
America, 1,668,839 ; Russia, 1,513,792 ; Belgium, 1,154,145;
Prussia, 1,143,520; Holland, 799,166; Denmark, 693,960;
western coast of Africa, 389,574; Germany, 283,242; and
to various other parts smaller quantities were exported, in-

cluding 180,884 bushels to the Isle of Man and the Channel
Islands* and 137,254 to our Australian settlements.

The British government in India monopolises both the
manufacture and sale of salt, and the exportation of British

salt to India is prohibited. Attempts have been made by
the salt-manufacturers and ship-owners to obtain admission
for British salt into the ports of India at a moderate duty

;

and the latter especially complain of the disadvantage of not
being allowed to take so convenient an article of merchan-
dise to this part of our empire. The cost of production of
the finest Cheshire salt is about 3%d. or Ad. per bushel ; and
after paying all charges and freight to Calcutta, at the rate

of 20*. per ton, they state that the best salt could be laid

down there at 1*. per bushel ; and not unfrequently it would
be taken out as ballast. The salt monopoly had existed in

India long before the sway of the Company commenced;
and its modification and abolition are considered only as

questions of time. In the years 1830-1-2-3-4, the gross

salt revenue of the three presidencies averaged 2,184,415/.

annually, and the net revenue 1,578,623/. It is believed

that a moderate duty on British salt would yield as large a

revenue in the course of a few years, if the monopoly were
abolished, while commerce would be benefited by the inter-

change of East India sugar and other native commodities

lor British salt ; smuggling in salt, which is extensively

carried on, would cease ; and in place of arbitrary and harsh

restrictions, the consumer would obtain a better article at

a cheaper rate. (Report from Select Committee of the

Commons on Salt, British India, 1836.)

SALTA [Plata, La.]

SALTA8H. [Cornwall.]
SALTCOATS, a town in Ayrshire, on the coast of the

Frith of Clyde, 32 miles from Glasgow, partly in Ardrossan,

and partly in 8tevenston parish. It was erected into a burgh

of baronv by James V. in 1528, but it appears to have fallen

into such decay that in 1661 there were only four houses in

the town. Early in the 18th century it began to revive

through the exertions of Sir R. Cunningham, to whom the

town belonged, whoopened coal-works in the neighbourhood,

erected large salt-pans, and made a harbour capable of ad-

mitting vessels of above 200 tons. The parish church of

Ardrossan is in 8aitcoats : it is a tolerably large building,

P. C.f No. 1277.

erected nearly seventy years since; there are also theGaolic
chapel, a neat building, of Gothic architecture ; the town-
hall, a moderate-sized building, of two stories, with band-
some spire, clock, and bell; and the banking-house of the
Ayrshire Banking Company. The population is estimated
at about 4000, a considerable number of whom are sailors,
colliers, and weavers. There were, in July, 1837, above
450 looms in the Ardrossan side of the town, chiefly kept
in work by the Glasgow and Paisley manufacturers: they
produced gauzes, shawls, trimmings, silks, &c. Many
women were employed in sewing and flowering muslin.
The salt-pans have been injured by the importation of Eng-
lish salt from Liverpool : magnesia is manufactured from
the ' bittern or mother-water* of the pans. Some ship-build-
ing is carried on. The vessels that trade from the harbour
amounted, in November it 837, to about thirty, of from
20 to 250 tons each : the aggregate tonnage was about
3000 tons, and the number of beamen employed about 180
The exports are coal, freestone, herrings, and earthenware
chiefly to Ireland ; and the imports, chiefly from Ireland,
are oats, butter, and limestone. Some salmon and other
fishing is carried on near the town, and several boats are
yearly sent out to the herring fishery. There is a good
market, and a yearly fair on the- last Thursday in May
There is a post-office, and communication is kept up by
coach with Glasgow and Kilmarnock, and by steam-boats,
either from Saltcoats or the adjacent harbour of Ardrossan,
with Glasgow, Ayr, and Stranraer. The canal from Glas-
gow to Johnstone in Renfrewshire, and the connected rail-

road from Ardrossan to Johnstone, at present incomplete,
contribute materially to benefit Saltcoats.

Besides the parish church of Ardrossan and the Gaelic
chapel, there are three dissenting meeting-houses. Tho
parochial school of Ardrossan parish is in the town, and
there were, in 1837, a free-school for girls of both parishes,
superintended by a committee of ladies, and about seven
Srivate schools. There are a subscription library and a
abbath-school library ; a public reading-room in the town-

house ; a parochial society for both parishes, for various
purposes of religious benevolence ; a ' benevolent society,'

and a ' female benevolent sobiety ;' a female bible and mis
sionary society, a savings* bank, and several benefit, or, as
they are termed in Scotland, friendly societies.

(New Statistical Account of Scotland.)

SALTFLEET. [Lincolnshire]
SALTILLO. [Mexican States.]
SALTPETRE. [Potassium.]
SALTS. The term salt, originally restricted iu its ap-

plication to common salt, which it still means when
used merely by itself, is now applied to a vast number
of substances which have in many cases few properties
in common.
Common salt is the principal of a class composed of a

metal and such bodies as chlorine, iodine, bromine, and
fluorine, and the radicals of the hydracids, and which are
included by Berzelius in bis class of haloid-salts (from aAc,
sea-salt, and ftiog, form), because in constitution they are
analogous to sea-salt. The whole series of tho metallic

chlorides, iodides, bromides, and fluorides, such as chloride

of sodium, iodide of potassium, and fluor-spar, arc, as well

as the cyanides, sulphocyanides, and ferrocyanides (though
the three last are very differently constituted from the
former), included by Berzelius in his list of haloid-salts.

It was for many years admitted as an unquestionable
fact that common salt was a compound of muriatic acid and
of soda; and hence it was very commonly called muriate
of soda. But it has been shown by Davy, that the acid and
alkali during their action on each other suffer mutual decom-
position ; and that while water is formed by the union of the
hydrogen of the acid with the oxygen of the alkali, the
chlorine of the former and the sodium of the latter unite to

form chloride of sodium. It has since been proved that this

occurs with all what are called hydracids, when they act

upon metallic oxides: thus while hydrochloric acid and
soda give chloride of sodium and water, hydriodic acid and
soda yield iodide of sodium and water, and hydrocyanic acid,

cyanide of sodium and water, &c
While then the hydracids, by the decomposition which

they suffer, do not yield hydro-salts with the metallic oxides,

yet hydro-salts may be formed by saturating these acids

with the vegetable alkalis ; for example, hydrochloric and
hydriodic acids yield respectively hydrochlorate and hydrio*

date of quina, when made to act upon this base. With
Vol. XX.-3 8
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ammonia hydrochloric acid forms the salt called sal-am-

moniac ; but it is questioned whether this is not analogous

to the chlorides, chloride of ammonium being formed by the

conversion of the ammonia into ammonium, by the trans-

ference of the hydrogen of the hydrochloric acid to the am-
monia, which is theoretically supposed to consist of one
equivalent of azote and four equivalents of hydrogen, instead

or one equivalent of azote and three equivalents of hydro-

gen, which exist in ammonia.
The Oxy-salts form another numerous and important

class of compounds: these are formed when an oxacid is

made to combine with an oxidized base ; as, for example,

when sulphuric acid unites with soda, the result being sul-

phate of soda. The sulphates of potash, lime, magnesia,

&c. are similarly constituted; but a question has lately

arisen whether these salts are not also analogous to the

chlorides, in containing a metal rather than an oxide;

thus, instead of supposing that sulphuric acid, composed of

one equivalent of sulphur, and three equivalents ofoxyged,

is combined with soda formed of one equivalent each of

sodium and oxygen, it has been, and with some plausibility,

supposed that the oxygen is transferred to the sulphuric

acid, forminga compound which has never yet been isolated,

consisting of one equivalent of sulphur and four equiva-

lents of oxygen, and that this is combined with sodium.

Professor Darnell has proposed the same of oxysulphion

of sodium for such compound, while Professor Graham
denominates it a sulphat-oxide composed of sulphat-oxygen

and sodium.
Another class of bodies has been described by Berzelius

as coming within the description of salts; namely, the sul-

phur-salts. In this country however they generally are

classed together as double sulphurets; thus, according to

Berzelius, the well-known copper pyrites, or double sul-

phuret of iron and copper, is a sulphur-salt. Electro-posi-

tive sulphurets, termed sulphur-doses, are usually the proto-

sulphurets of electro-positive metals, and therefore corre-

spond to the alkaline bases of those metals; and the electro-

negative sulphurets, sulphur-acids, are the sulphurets of

the electro-negative metals, and are proportional in com-
position to the acids which the same metals form with oxygen.

Hence, if the sulphur of a sulphur-salt were replaced by
an equivalent quantity of oxygen, an oxy-salt would result.

In general properties the various elasses of salts, and in-

deed the individuals of the same class, differ as widely as

possible; some are crystallizable, others uncrystallizable

;

they are colourless, and of various colours; sapid and
insipid ; soluble and insoluble in water, alcohol, and other

menstrua ; volatile and fixed in the fire ; decomposable or

undecomposable by the same reagent Such salts as de-

compose each other when brought into contact are called

incompatible salts.

Salts have been conveniently, though not quite correctly,

divided into alkaline, earthy, and metallic salts ; for strictly

speaking most of the two former belong to the latter, and
to these classes must be added the ammoniacal salts and
the salts of the vegetable alkalis. Again, salts constituted

of the same elements may contain one or other in excess

;

thus soda and various other bases combine with three dif-

ferent portions of carbonic acid. The first is the neutral
carbonate, containing one equivalent each of acid and of
base ; the second contains one-half more carbonic acid, and
is called the sesqui-earbonate ; and the third contains twice

as much carbonic acid as the first, and is the bi-carbonate.

Super-salts are such as contain an excess of chlorine or of
acids, and sub-salts such as contain excess of base. Dr.
Thomson has proposed, and it is very conveniently adopted
in practice, to describe the degree of excess of scid in the
super-salt by Latin terms, and that of the excess of base by
Greek : thus while a compound of two equivalents of chlorine
and one of a base, or of an acid and base, is called a bi-

chloride or bi-sulphate, as the case may be ; a eompouud
containing one equivalent of chlorine or acid to two of base,

is termed a di-cJUoride, &c.
SALUZZO, a province of the Sardinian states, is bounded

on the north by the provinces of Pignerol and Turin, east
by the provinces of Alba and Mondovi, south by the pro-

vince of Cuneo, and west by the chain of the Cottian and
Maritime Alps, which divides it from France. The western
part of the pro?ince stretches along the eastern slope of the
Alps, forming several transverse valleys, through which (low
the Po, the Vraita, the Maira, and some minor streams, all

ft which at first run eastwards, but after emerging from the

highlands, turn to the north and flow through jk

fertile plain which opens between the lower offsets, of He
Alps and the hills of Monferrato, where they *11 jot* tks

Po above the town of Carignano. [Po, Bash* of] Tan
plain, which belongs partly to the province of Salnsao esd

partly to those of Alba and Turin, abounds in corn, was.
pulse, fruit, hemp, and rich pasture, being irrigated sf

canals. The rearing of silkworms is also a oonajderai*
branch of industry. The mountains are covered with cW
nut trees, which supply food to a great part of the peasas-

try. The population of the province of Saluszo amecisa
to about 136.000, distributed in 62 commune*.
The principal towns are,— 1, Saluszo, a bisbop's see aid

a considerable town, built on the slope of a bill vbes a
one of the lowest projections of the group of Mount V»s
it has an old castle, once the residence of the man|sisB *f

Saluzzo, a sovereign house of the middle ages ; a handsaw
cathedral, several other fine churches, a royal college, an fcov

pital, and about 10,000 inhabitants, who carry on aoom^
able trade in the products of the soil, and have also rasas*

factures of silk, leather, hats, linen, and iron. % Saviglss^
a town of 15,000 inhabitants, 10 miles east of Salturn* is

the banks of the Maira, on the road from Turin to Km
and in the middle of the fine plain above mentioned. It *m
some good streets, a fine market-place, a collegia!* chares,

several other churches adorned with paintings fay Mahur,
a native of the place, two hospitals, ana menufactors** of •**.

cloth, and linen. Many of the provincial nobility and leasW
proprietors have their residence at Savigliano, a. sW
conigi, six miles north of Savigliano, a town of aUoi
10,000 inhabitants, situated in a very fruitful country. uW
garden of Piedmont, is just above the confluence ef is*

Grana and the Maira; it has a handsome country reaaaeso

of the princes of Carignano. 4, Dronero, in the vsiky <s*

the Maira, a busy town on the mountain-road les*L*f

across the Alps to Barcellonette in France. 5. Rc*eU* t

small town which gives the title of count to a dsstraguw^ai
family of Piedmont. 6, Barga, in the upper valley «i* is*

Po, a town with 7000 inhabitants.

(Serristori ; Neigebaur ; Denina, Tableau G&yusAsw
et Statistigue de la Haute Jtalis.)
SALVADOR, SAN, the capital of the state of Sahad*

and until lately the seat of the federal government ef ts*

United States of Central America, is situated in 13* 4i' X
lat. and 89° 10' W. long. The town is built on nndnkt^
ground, in a kind of valley, surrounded by high hill* esrrend

with wood, among which, in a north-eastern direction, ssd
at a distance of about nine or ten miles, is the voleaavd
S. Salvador, which at different periods has caused gnstf

devastation by its eruptions. The Rio de Aseihuate, a sausl

river, rises about seven miles south of the town,. passes *
the south of it, and falls into the river Lempa. It m s*e>

posed that the site of the town is more than 2000 fas* aloes

the level of the sea. Accordingly it enjoys a very tampers*
climate, which however is warm enough for the cwJtna-
tion of sugar, the plantations of which alternate, a tat

vicinity or the town with extensive orchards. TTs* toes
itself is laid out with considerable regularity, the sftrotw

crossing each other at right angles, except in the eobartv
where this plan has not been strictly adhered to. Tsa
pavement is very bad. The houses are low* nsnisnea;
mostly of a ground- floor. In the centre of the est* m s
plaza, or square, three sides of which are lined wan
shops, with porticos before them, supported by a ea*se>

nade. On the fourth side is the cathedral, an edsist
which has no great claims to architectural bcaatj. TW
population is about 16.U00. There are some manoJaotnrss
of iron, especially of cutlery, and the atticlea made an
are highly prized all over Central America. Maoy eoam
cotton-Mutts are also made here. The number of vfcs*
families is not great, and the mestizoes, or tadinoa, an tfcn
are called here, constitute the bulk of the population. TV
commerce is not great. Some sugar and indigo are atsv

to Acajutla and to Puerto de la Libertad, which era «•-

spectively 60 and 30 miles distant from the town. In a*
vicinity there are some warm and some cold riTSjkn
which afterwards unite, and thus afford to the inhabitants
the advantage of having natural baths of every lU^iws «f

temperature.

(Juarros, History of the Kingdom of Guatemala ; Host
kens, Reize naar Guatemala ; Haefkens* Cenlrnl J seensi

and Montgomery's Narrative of a Jtmrmtf to GssasVaaawsj
8ALVADOR, SAN, DE BAYA'MO, u a town m *»
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island of Cuba, in the eastern Intendencia, in 20° 40' N.
lat. and 76" 55* W. long. It is builj in a hilly couutry, which
supplies excellent pasture for cattle, and contains some
plantations of sugar and coffee. The population amounts
to 7500, among whom there are about 1500 slaves and
320 free people of colour. The produce of the country
is brought to this town from a considerable distance, and
hence sent to the harbour of Manzanillo, where it is shipped.

(Humboldt's Voyage aux Regions Kquinoxiaies du
Nouveau Continent.)

SALVADOR, SAN, DE BAHI'A, commonly called

Bahia, a city of Brazil, the most commercial town in South
America, and also the largest and most populous, next
to Rio de Janeiro, is situated in 13° S. lat. and 38° 40'

VV. long. It is built on the eastern shores of the strait

which leads from the Atlantic to the Bahia de Todos os

8antos, or All Saints' Bay, and this strait constitutes its

harbour.
The Bahia de Todos os Santos extends, from south to

north, about 33 miles, from Cape S. Antonio to the mouth
of the river Sergipe, and 'is about 28 miles across in the

widest part. Its opening is to the south, and in this

opening there is an island, called Itaparica, which is about
23 miles long and 6 miles broad. Of the two entrances
formed by this island, the western, called Barra Falsa,

which is only two mites wide at the narrowest part, has
some shoals, especially at its southern extremity, which
prevent even vessels of moderate size from entering the
bay. Large vessels pass through the eastern entrance,

which is hardly more than four miles wide, and has only

sufficient depth for men-of-war along the eastern shores,

as there are some rocky shoals in the middle of the en-

trance, and at the distance of half a mile from the island

of Itaparica there is a reef which is covered with water.

In the interior of the bay other shoals are met with,

c*pecially between the northern point of the island of

Itaparica and the Ilha dos Frades, which lies north of it,

sna between the last-mentioned island and the mouth of

;he rivers Sergipe and Paraguassu, the two largest rivers

trhieh fall into the bay. By these shoals the greatest

part of the bay is rendered unfit for receiving large

vessels, but there is water enough on them for the country

vessels which bring the produce of Reconcavo [Bahia]
to the town of S. Salvador. The common anchorage
begins at the distance of from three to four miles from
Cape S. Antonio, the most southern point of the penin-

sula which separates the bay from the Atlantic. Where
the anchorage begins, and opposite to the southern ex-

tremity of the town, is the Forte de S. Marcello, commonly
called Fortim do Mar, on a small rocky islet. Larger vessels

generally anchor west of this fortress, but those which
require less depth anchor farther north, between the Fortim

do Afar and the Forte de S. Felipe, which is built on a pro-

jecting point, the Punta de Monserrate, about four miles

farther north. These two fortresses protect the anchorage.

North of the Punta de Monserrate the land retires and
forms a small bay called Tagagipe, the entrance of which
is protected by the Forte de S. Bartholomeo, and which

series as a dock-yard for the construction of merchant
vessels.

Opposite the anchorage lies the city, which consists of

two towns, the Citade Baixa, or Praya, and the Citade Alta.

The Praya (beach) is a strip of low land, so narrow as to

admit only of a single street, except in the middle, where
five short streets branch off eastward. It is the seat of com-

mercial activity, where the large warehouses, called trapiches,

are situated, in which both imported goods and those which

arc destined for exportation are deposited. Here also are

the numerous workshops of the jewellers, who work in gold

and silver, and set the precious stones that are brought

from the Minas Novas. This is almost the only branch of

manufacturing industry in Bahia. The town is meanly

built and dirty. Among the buildings the Exchange and
the church of Nossa Senhora da Conceicao are distinguished

by their architecture. The church is a fine edifice, witfi a

front of European stone, and is richly decorated within. At
tie southern extremity of the Praya is the royal dock-yard

and the arsenal, but the dock-yard is not spacious, and only

a few vessels can be built at the same time. At the back

of the ftava rises a hill with a steep ascent. Some parts

of the depliyity are covered vfith buildings, but the steeper

porta are planted with bananas and orange-trees. Jhe streets

which laa-J across this ascent to the Citade Alta are paved

with bricks, and are almost impassable for carriages. People
who can afford it are taken to the Citade Alta in sedan-
chairs carried by two negroes.

On the top of the hill stands the Citade Alta, on an un-
dulating ana in some parts hilly surface, from 100 to 300
feet above the sea-level. Most of the streets are wide and
straight; and the houses, being built of stone, and from two
to five stories high, exhibit in their exterior a certain degree
of taste, but are destitute of comfort within. The centre ot

the town lies in a depression, and contains the best streets,

and several squares, among which is Praca da Parada,
where the palace of the governor, the town-hall, the mint,
and the edifice of the supreme court (Relacao) are situated.

The most remarkable building in this part of Bahia, and
indeed in all Brazil, is the College of the Jesuits, with the
contiguous church, which is now used as the cathedral. Eu-
rope and the East Indies have contributed to ornament this

church. Some fine pictures, the brass ornaments embel
lishing the choir, the gildings of the altar, and an excellent
organ, were sent from Europe; and the beautiful and splen-
did wainscoting of the vestry, made of choice pieces of tor-

toise-shell, was brought from the East Indies. The college

contains a public library, which consists of a small portion
of that collected by the Jesuits, but has been increased by
a considerable number of modern books. It contains more
than 12,000 volumes. The greater part of the building is

however appropriated to a military hospital. The other
churches, more than thirty in number, are not remarkable,
except that of the Italian Capuzins, which has lately been
erected, and has a fine cupola. Other remarkable public
buildings are the city hospital (Caza de Misericordia), the
school of surgery, the house for white orphans, and the
palace of the archbishop. Within the circuit of the town
there is a considerable number of extensive gardens and
orchards, whose plantations of orange-trees greatly con-
tribute to render this place a pleasant residence. At the
south-eastern extremity of the Cilade Alta is the Passeio
Publico, or public walk, on one of the most elevated emi-
nences of the town, from the pavilion of which the whole
bay, with its green island, and the Atlantic Ocean, can oe
seen. iTie alleys are planted with rows of trees introduced
from Europe and the East Indies, and the intermediate

places are embellished with flowers transplanted there from
various parts of Brazil, Southern Europe, and Southern
Asia. Contiguous to the Passeio Publico is the Forte de
Santo Pedro, the most important fortification of the town,
which protects it against attacks on the land side. It ex-
isted before the town was taken by the Dutch (1624), but
was much enlarged and improved by them ; and they in-

tended to make a wide moat from the fortress to the sea,

but this plan has only been executed in part. TheDique,
as this moat is called, is built of bricks, and extends through
a considerable space along the eastern extremity of the sub
urb Barril, between gentle eminences and pleasant bushes
and woods. Caimans are frequently seen in the moat. At the

north-eastern extremity of the town is the Forte Barbalho,

which defends the great road that leads from the town
northward to the interior of the province.

The population of Bahia is seated to exceed 180,000, and
is fast increasing. The negroes probably form nearly two-

thirds of it, and about nine-tenths of the negroes are slaves.

The number of inhabitants belonging to the mixed races is

also considerable. It is not easy to determine the number
of whites, as many of the inhabitants claim a place among
them, though their complexion and features do not support

their claim. The great disproportion between the negroes

and the other population is the principal cause of the out-

breaks by which in recent times the peace of the inhabitauts

has been disturbed.

Bahia contains a college, in which Greek, Latin, mathe-
matics, logic, metaphysics, and rhetoric are taught by
eight professors. There are also other schools in which
some branches of knowledge are taught by persons who
have not taken orders; but they are under the super-

intendence of the clergy. Persons destined for the church

receive the requisite instruction in a seminary under the

direction of the archbishop. Those who wish to study the

law generally go to Coimbra in Portugal, and the students

of medicine to Paris or other parts of Europe.

Bahia has great advantages over Rio de Janeiro in a com-
mercial point of view. Rio de Janeiro is separated from the

interior provinces by three ranges of high mountains, each
consisting of several ridges, all of which have such steep

^3B2
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declivities that it ii hardly possible to make roads over them

on which carriages can be used. The expenses of transport

for heavy goods are therefore very great, and most of them

cannot reach a market. But from Bahia the country to-

wards the interior does not rise by steep ranges, but by long

slopes and wide terraces, and in these parts there are no

obstacles to making roads. The state of the country and

the population have not been such that their want is yet

felt, but these advantages are so obvious, that the cotton of

Minas Geraes and of Goyaz is already brought to Bahia,

even from places which are nearer to Rio Janeiro than to

Bahia. Three roads lead from Bahia to the interior. The
most northern jfoes to the Scrtao do Pernambuco and the

province of Piauhy, traversing Cachoeira, Jacobina, or

Villa Nova da Rainba, and Joazeiro; the last*mentioned

town stands on the banks of the Rio de Santo Francisco.

The central road goes to Goyaz and Matto Grosso, begin-

ning at Cachoeira, and passing through the towns of Cincora

and Villa do Rio de Contas and Caytete to Carynhanha on

the banks of the Rio de Santo Francisco, whence it passes

into the southern districts of Goyaz. The most southern

road begins at Jaguaripe, opposite the island of Itapartca, and

passes thence in a south-western direction to Conquista and

Rio Pardo, whence it traverse* the Serra do Gram Mogul,

and enters that portion of Minas Geraes which is called

Minas Novas, where the cultivation of cotton is rapidly in-

creasing. By these roads the foreign goods which are con-

sumed in the interior of Brazil reach the places of con-

sumption, and the produce of the country is brought to

market. But only a very small portion of the goods ex-

ported from Bahia is brought to the place of embarkation

from the interior. By far the larger partis collected in the

Reconcavo [Bahia, vol. iii., 279] ; but considerable addi-

tions are also made to the exports from the countries north

of Cape Santo Antonio* as far as the mouth of the Rio de

Santo Francisco, and even the town of Maceyo in Alagoas.

The provinces of Sergipe and Alagoas, having no harbours

which admit large vessels, send their sugar and cotton to

Bahia. The coast south of Bahia, as far as Porto Seguro,

has also no harbours for large vessels, with the exception of

that of Catnamu, which however is not used on account of

its vicinity to Bahia. Thus the countries adjacent to this

coast must likewise send their produce to Bahia ; but it is

not of such a description as to add much to the exports

of Bahia, as it consists chiefly of provisions that are con-

sumed in the town. The rice exported from Bahia is brought
from these parts.

The goods collected for exportation from all these coun-

tries cousist ofsugar, cotton, tobacco, hides, rice, and coffee;

also of rum, molasses, train-oil, tallow, hides, horns, fustic,

braziletto, and small quantities of ipecacuanha, cacao, ginger,

indigo, and isinglass. The largest articles are sugar and
cotton. The production of sugar has rapidly increased. In
1817 it amounted to 27,300 cases, and in the following year

to 29,575. About eight years ago it was estimated at

50,000 cases, and last year (1840) the exportation of this

article alone was between 60,000 and 70,000 cases. Each
case weighs about 1200 lbs. Thus the present exportation

of sugar is between 72 and 84 millions of pounds. The
largest quantity, about 36,000 cases, goes to Germany, 22.000
cases through Hamburg, and H,000 cases through Trieste,

and between 12,000 and 15,000 cases go to Lisbon and
Oporto. Smaller quantities are taken to France, Italy, and
other countries of Europe. The most important article

next to sugar is cotton, of which more than 50,000 bags
are exported, nearly the whole of which goes to Liverpool;
a small quantity goes to Bordeaux. The tobacco, amounting
to between 300,000 and 400,000 arobas, goes mostly to Por-
tugal, the Mediterranean, Hamburg, and Africa. The hides,

between 80,000 and 100,000 pieces, are sent to Portugal, Am-
sterdam, Antwerp, the Mediterranean, and the United States
of North America. Rice, about 100,000 arobas, is only ex-
ported to Portugal Coffee, amounting to 20,000 arobas, is

mostly sent to Hamburg. Bahia carries on an active com-
merce with the province of Rio Grande do Sul, and with
Montevideo and Buenos Avres: it receives from these
places chiefly jerked beef, which is the common food of the
laves, and sends in return sugar, coffee, tobacco, and cacao.

Tobacco is aUo sent to Rio Janeiro. The exports are said

to amount in value to 2,000,000/.

The imports amount nearly to the same sum. Those brought
from England consist of different kinds of cottonfabrics, wool-
len stuffs and cloth, linen, brass and copper ware, china and

earthenware, iron and steel, wrought and unwrought, haul-

ware and cutlery, tin, hats, ropes, arms and ammunition, bat-

ter and cheese, porter, soap and candles. Many cargoes ofc*!

are sent to Bahia from the British fisheries in North Aa*-
rica. France sends from Nantes and Bordeaux some art«^»

of fashion, furniture, hats, dry fruits, wine, and brand;

From Holland and Belgium are brought beer, gUawvxEt,

linen, geneva, and paper ; from Germany, glass. Unco, ma
and brass utensils ; from Russia and Sweden, iron and ceffw
utensils, sail-cloth, cords, ropes, and tar ; from PonapL
wine, brandy, fruits, bats, and European rnanuiacuim,
from the United States, wheat, flour, biscuits, leather, boaro*

pitch, potashes, and some articles of rough furniture, tat

coarse cotton-cloth. From the Cape Verde lslande are la-

ported sulphur, gum-arabic, and salt.

The number of vessels annually entering the bsrbocz U
Bahia with cargoes, amounted, in 1803, only to about a!S.

but now they exceed two hundred, and probably two bui-

dred and fifty. Many vessels bound to the East lad*
resort to tli is place to get water and fresh provision*.

The bay was discovered in 1503 by Christovam Jaeaea.
and received from him the name of Bahia de Tosuaa
Santos. The town was built in 1549 by Thome de Seen
It was taken by the Dutch in 1624, but in the following?«
was retaken by the Portuguese. In 1639. the Dutch, a&k
the command of Prince Maurice ofNassau, laid atere to £,

but were not able to take it 'When the indepeodeooj e
Braail was declared in 1822, the Portuguese generalMadrn
refused to surrender Bahia, and it was taken by i»

Brazilian troops, after a long siege, on the 2nd of J*»
1823. Since that time the peace has frequently beam a*

turned by insurrections among the slaves, which nave led*

much bloodshed and even to civil war.

(Lindley's Narrative of a Voyage to Brazil ; Heada
son's History of Brazil'; Spix and Martius, Rris* t* £*i

zilien.)

SALVADCRA, a genus of plants which haa been pbeai

in different families, but usually in Chenopodese. Kndlrbx
attaches it to Plumbagine», but under the name of Sain
doracem. The species are few in number, and found ody c
warm and dry parts of the world, as in India, Fere*
Arabia, and on the coasts of the Mediterranean* whence tkq

extend along the north of Africa, from the Nile to S*w
gambia. The genus is characterised by having a snail Urn
leaved calyx ; corol united into a single piece, quadripem*
membranaceous ; stamens four, perigynoue, connecting t»
lobes of the corol ; anthers subglobular, two-celled, opeaaa;
inwards and vertically ; ovary free, one-celled ; ovule ucfV
erect from the base, anatropous; stigma sessile, undUrieW
berry single-seeded, seed erect; cotyledons fleshy; ab±»
convex peltate, including the inferior radicle ; the shrub* «a
smooth, arid have a hoary and glaucous appearance. T^
stem is joi:ited, the leaves opposite, stalked, very entire. *m
thery.obsc irely veined; flowers minute, loosely penidea. Ti»

small branches of S. indica, being cut and then bruited, vi
used by the natives of India for cleaning the teeth. IV
leaves of this species, being purgative, are called rn iw
The bark of S. persica is acrid, and raises blisters ; a dee*
tion is considered tonic, and the berries are aaid to be eii-*
SALVADORA'CEiB, a natural order of roooopetaW

Exogens, comprising only one genus, 8ahradora. It »

characterised by possessing a superior ovary, regularoWm
single carpel, single style with a simple stigma, and a «e*
celled fruit with a single seed. The position of the gvsai

Salvadora has always been doubtful: by one author « b»
been referred to ChenopodiaceflD, although it has a a*x*>
petalous corolla; by others it is referred to Myresnecm
from which it differs in the position of its stamens and tW
structure of the ovary and seeds. It is most nearly aC«t
to Plumbaginacea) and Plantaginacee* ; with the flarsse?*

agrees in habit, and with the Utter in the number of :V
parts of the flower, its membranous corolla, and sissp*
style. They are Iudian and North African plants, **-
eatable fruit

SALVAGE. [Shippino.]
8ALVATOR. [Sauvegardi.I
8ALVATOR ROSA. [Roaa, Saltatoe.]
SA'LVIA (perhaps from talvui, healthy)* a gestae *

plants belonging to the natural order Lamiacea* or jUdseasv
It belongs to the Monopctalous division of Exogenous aaaeav
and is known by its 2-lipped tubular or campanula** eaQp
bilabiate corolla, with the upper lip usually arched, t eta*

mens with halved anthers, baring a flat dilated <
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which is placed.vertically with the anther on the upper end.
The species of this genus are well known both as orna-
mental shrubs and on account of their uses in domestic eco-

nomy. The best known and that which is used most fre-

quently in this country is the Salvia officinalis, the garden
?age. It is a native of various parts of the south of Europe.
It is a low straggling shrub, with erect branches, hoary
with down, leafy at the base; entire, stalked, oblong, nar-
rowed at the base or rounded leaves; nearly simple ra-

cemes; many-flowered distinct whorls; campanulate, co-

toured, membranous calyx ; corolla two or three times as
long as the calyx, with a large projecting tube ringed inside,

the lips erect, the upper lip straight, the lateral lobes of
the lower one reflexed. This plant is much used in cookery,

and is supposed to assist the stomach in digesting fat and
luscious foods. Sage-tea is also commended as a stomachic
and slight stimulant. It is said that the Chinese prefer an
infusion of sage-leaves to that of their own tea, and that the
Dutch once carried on a profitable traffic by carrying sage-
leaves to China, and bringing back four times the weight of
lea-leaves.

Salvia pomifera, apple-bearing sage: leaves erenate,
hoary, articulated with veins, lanceolate ; heart-shaped at

the base; calyx 3-lobed, bluntish. It is a native of rough
open hills in Crete and various parts of the Levant. It is

remarkable for being liable to the attacks of an insect of the

Cynips ^enuB, which produces upon their branches little

protuberances similar to galls upon the oak, but much
larger. These morbid growths contain an acid aromatic
juice, and on this account are valued by the inhabitants of
Crete as an article of diet.

Salvia sclarea, common clary: leaves oblong heart-

shaped, rugged, villous, doubly crenate ; bractero coloured,

concave, longer than the calyx. This plant is a native of
Italy, Syria, and Bithynia, and is one of the longest known
of the exotic herbs found in British gardens. It is some-
times used for making wine, which has a taste resembling that

of Frontignac, and is remarkable for its narcotic qualities.

S. splendent* Indica, formosa, and/ulgens are all hand-
some ornamental flowers, and as such are much cultivated.

All the plants of this genus are raised without much diffi-

culty, and the most tender will live through the winter

against a wall, and flower beautifully all summer. S.

chanuedryoides is a dwarf species, which is frequently found
in gardens with flowers of an intensely brilliant blue.

8. pratensis, meadow clary, and S. verbenacea, wild

English clary, are natives of Great Britain.

SALVlArn, IL, FRANCESCO ROSSI, so called from
having been patronised and protected by the Cardinal Sal-

viati, was the son of Michel Angiolo Rossi, and was born at

Florence in the year 1510. He studied painting first under
Andrea del Sarto, and afterwards under Baccio Bandinelli,

and was fellow-student with Giorgio Vasari, between whom
and himself there existed a strict intimacy. They studied

together at Rome, and although the superior genius of Sal-

viati prompted him to a higher class of design than that to

which Vasari attained, the Tatter, with a remarkable freedom

from jealousy, always in his writings celebrated the emi-

nence of bis friend. Indeed in his ' Le Vite di piu excel-

lent i Pittori/ he speaks of the work of his fellow-pupil and
countryman in the Palazzo Grimaldi at Venice, representing

the history of Psyche, as the finest work in Venice. Whilst
at Rome Salviati painted the Annunciation and Christ ap-

pearing: to St. Peter in the Church of La Pace, and he embel-
lished the vault of the chapel of his natron the cardinal

with a series of frescoes representing the life of St John
the Baptist; be painted for the Prince Farnese a set of car-

toons for the tapestry of his palace, displaying the principal

events of the history of Alexander the Great, and, in con-

junction with Vasari, he ornamented the Cancellaria with

several fresco works.

From Rome he went to Venice, and from thence to

Mantua and Florence, and in the latter city was employed

by the grand-duke to decorate one of the saloons of the

Palazzo Vecchio, where he painted the Victory and Triumph
of Furius Camillus. He did not long remain at Florence,

but, upon the invitation of the Cardinal de Lorraine, visited

France, where he painted for Francis I. some part of the

ch&teau of Fontainebleau. In Paris he executed a fine work
for the church of the Celestines, representing the Taking

down from the Cross ; but not feeling satisfied with his

situation in the dominions of Francis, he returned to Rome,
where he died, in the year 1563.

The violence and turbulence of Salviati's disposition caused
him to be frequently embroiled in quarrels, and his envious
and illiberal disposition towards the merits of his brother
artists provoked from them a comparison of his works with
those of others, as uncalled for as unjust Though received
in France by Primaticcio, the superintendent of the worki
at Fontainebleau, with distinguished respect and much per-
sonal kindness, he acted towards that person with ingrati-
tude ; and when he returned to Rome, he fell into virulent
disputes with Daniello di Volterra, Pietro Legorio, and
others ; and carried his violence to such excess that it is

said to have brought on a fever, which proved fatal to
him.

In invention Salviati was rich and fertile; in composition,
original and copious ; and though his colouring is not so
highly esteemed as his strict correctness of design, his car-
nations are delicate and tender. He showed great skill in
the management of his draperies, which are broad and
simple, and yet do not conceal the beauty of his forms, whilst
in the representation of architectural accessories he pos-
sessed a magnificent conception and a masterly style oi

handling, and was scrupulously exact in the delineation of
the antient Roman costume. His pencil appears to possess,

more the spirit of Bandinelli than of Del Sarto, with the ex-
ception of the Descent from the Cross, in the Celestines in*

Paris, which strongly partakes of the style of the latter
artist. (Ptlkington's and Bryan's Dictionaries.)

SALVINIA'CEiE, a small natural order of Acrogenou*
or flowerless plants. They possess rooting and floating
stems ; leaves sessile, entire, somewhat ovate, imbricated ;.

receptacles globose, on the same individual of two forms*,

attached to the stem near the base of the leaves and the;

roots, closed, valveless, some filled with angular capsules
confusedly enclosed, and by some taken for anthers

:

others one-celled, comprehending numerous small-staked
many-spored bags inserted on a central column or on a
tubercle of the base. This order comprises only two genera,
Salvinia and Azolla. They are related in structure both to
the Ferns and Mosses, and their nearest affinities are with
Marsileacece and Polypodiacero ; from the latter however
they differ in having their conceptacles of two kinds, and
from the latter by their being indehiscent. Azolla is a
New Holland plant ; Salvinia is common in the south of
Europe.
SALZBURG, formerly the duchy of Salzburg, is now

the circle of Salzburg, or of Salzach, in Upper Austria. It is.

bounded on the north and north-east by the circle of the
Inn, on the east by the circles of the Hausriick and Traun,.
on the south-east by Styria (Steyermark), on the south by.

lllyria, and on the west by Tyrol and Bavaria. The area is

not above 2800 square miles, since the cession of part of
the country to Bavaria, and the population is about 145,000.
It is an Alpine country, like Switzerland and North Tyrol,,

and it is covered by the Noric Alps, which on its southern
frontier branch out from the Rbeetian Alps. It may be
considered as consisting of one great valley, the valley of the
Salza, from its source to the point where it leaves the moun-
tains, and of numerous lateral valleys, which open into if,

most of which are traversed by rapid torrents. * The prin-

cipal valley, one of the most lovely,* says Hassel, ' that has
been formed by nature, and adorned by the industry and
magnificence of man, begins in the western corner of the

country, runs first to the east, then to the north, and, espe-

cially on the right side, along the southern frontier, is en-

closed by lofty mountains, the continuation of the central

Alpine chain, which passing through Tyrol, to the eastern

frontier of Salzburg, forms an almost uninterrupted chain

of glaciers, here called Kees, presenting all the varieties of

Swiss scenery, defiles, avalanches, cascades, lakes, &c.' Some
of these mountains are'covered with eternal snow. The chain

of calcareous rocks which accompanies the central Alps to the

north forms the frontier on the other sides, and its highest

points are 8382 feet above the level of the sea. The country

is open to the north only where the Salza issues from the

mountains, and forms a fruitful plain, which however is

marshy in some parts. The principal rivers are the Salza,

the Saale, the Ens, and the Mur. The lakes are numerous

;

that called the Zellersee is ten miles long and above two broad.

Of the many mineral waters, the hot springs of Gastein are

the most celebrated. The cascade of the Krimonler Ache
(which is the name of mountain-torrents in the language of

the country) is the most striking in Austria ; the torrent falls

in five breaks from the height of above two thousand feet,
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forming at last a magnificent arch. There are other very

fine cascades. The climate is much more severe than we
should expect in a country situated between 46° 50' and

•J8° N. lat. Even in the neighbourhood of Salzburg the

hills, which are much lower than those of the south, are

covered with snow by the end of September, though it does

not lie permanently till November. In the south the

winter lasts, with little intermission, from the beginning of

November till April, and storms and frosts do not cease till

the end of June. The heat in the summer is very great in

the valleys, and vegetation is rapidly brought forward.

Most of the valleys are very fruitful, and produce corn, flax,

and fruit, which thrives even at the foot of the mountains.

The middle mountain-region is covered with forests, and the

upper with fine Alpine pastures, which afTord subsistence to

numerous herds of cattle, and to a breed of remarkably

Strong and large horses. Wild animals become more and
more scarce, but there are still chamois goats, marmots,
bustards, and heath-cocks. The corn produced is in general

of excellent nuality, but not sufficient for the home con-

sumption. Tne products of the mineral kingdom are gold,

silver, copper, iron, lead, cobalt, arsenic, rock crystal,

marble, saltpetre, salt, sulphur, asbestos, and serpentine.

The once celebrated mines of gold and silver now yield

little; those of copper, iron, lead, and arsenic are very pro-

ductive, and the salt-works and marble-quarries are very

important. There are properly speaking no manufactures

;

the country people make their own clothing. The inhabi-

tants are a robust race ; they are characterised by supersti-

tious prejudices, but also by natural good sense, honesty, and
industry, and are much attached to their antient festivals

and sports.

Saliburg was formerly governed by archbishops, who
possessed very great privileges. In 1802 it was secularised,

and, together with Berchtesgaden, Eichstadt, and the greater

part ofPassau, assigned to Ferdinand, grand- duke of Tus-
cany, as an indemnity for that country, which was taken

from him by the treaty of Luneville, in 1801, and erected

into the kingdom of Etrnria. Ferdinand was an elector of
the German empire. By the treaty of Presburg, in 1805,

Salzburg was allotted to Austria, and Eichstadt and Pas-

tau to Bavaria. Ferdinand, in exchange, received the

principality of Wurzburg, which had been secularised and
given to Bavaria in 1802. By the treaty of Vienna, 1800,

Austria ceded Salzburg to Napoleon, who gave it to Bavaria
in 1810. After the peace of Pari *, in 1814, Salzburg was
restored to Austria, and Wiirzburg to Bavaria, and Ferdi-

nand was reinstated in his Italian dominions. The religion

of the majority is the Roman Catholic ; formerly the Pro-
estants were numerous, but Count Fiimian, piince a;ch-

Imhop of Salzburg (who presided over the diocese from 1 729
to 1733), oppressed and persecuted them in so cruel a man-
ner, that above 30,000 emigrated to other countries in Ger-
many, especially Prussia, to England, Holland, Russia,
Sweden, and North America, where their industry and skill

proved highly beneficial.

In antient times we find Salzburg inhabited by the Celts,

who, as dwellers on the Tauern (which is the name they
still give in their language to the mountains), were called

by the Romans Taurisci. Under the Romans Salzburg
belonged to the province of Noricum, and Juvavia was
built by Hadrian on the place where Salzburg now stands.

The decline of the Roman power led to the ruin of Ju-
vavia, which was plundered and destroyed by the German
tribes. The country was nearly a desert when the pious
Scotchman, Hrodbert (Ruprecht or Rupert), arrived there
toward* the end of the seventh century, under tho reign
of Thcodo II., of the family of the Agilolsfingers. He
built a chapel on an island in the 'Waller lake, and
preached the doctrines of Christianity to the ignorant
inhabitants, who were gradually attracted in considerable
numbers. Thcodo had a monaster)' and church budt fur

him, which was dedicated to St. Peter, and was richly en-
dowed. Arno, the seventh successor of Rupert, was raised

in 798, by Pope Loo III., to the archiepiscopal dignity by
the consent of the emperor Charlemagne.
SALZBURG, the capital of the province, is situated in

47* 13' N. lat. and 13° B. long., on the banks of the
Salza, over which there is a bridge 370 feet long and 40
wide. The situation is one of tho most picturesque in Ger-
many. The city is surrounded with an amphitheatre of
lofty Alps, which form a noble background to the view.
The river runs between two isolated mountains, the Monchs

-

berg on the left and the Capucinerberg on the r%k,
leaving in many places only a narrow space on the teskx
on which the city is built. The streets are narrow a*i

crooked, and the squares small, but regular. The honiai

are built of red marble from the neighbouring qatrna
with flat roofs. The magnificence of tbo archbi*h(*i

adorned the city with so many splendid building** ctmf*

in the Italian style, that Salzburg wa» called Lnt*

Rome. It is surrounded with walls and bastions, and a~»

eight gates, one of which, called the new gate, n • ps»

sage cut through the Monchsberg, 300 feet lone. 3t fr*

high, and 24 broad. 8alxburg is still the see ofan anV
bishop and chapter. The university, founded in 16t* *i*

abolished in 1800, and a lyceum or academy established *
its stead, which has a library of 30,600 volumes, a fcomxjnd

farden, and a geological museum. The monastery of V.

>eter has a library of 40,000 volumes. The ciry ka» i

theatre, four hospitals, a lunatic asylum, and many <Ac
charitable and useful public institutions. The eaiMrsi
was built in the seventeenth century (161 4-1668) by Su
tino Solari of Corao, in the Roman style, with a fst esV 4
white marble. It is adorned with many statue* of wi.-y

marble, and good paintings by Sandrart, Rem&L and ochm
St. Peter's church contains the tombs of Haydn and St. Ru-

pert. The fine church of the antient university was baih a
1696-1707, in admixed Greek and Roman style, &
Margaret's, a haudsome edifice, was built in 1*8$. TW
church of the Benedictine nuns has some beautiful i^kad
glass windows executed in 1480. The palace called tifcr

Winter Residence is a very extensive building ornamcafc*
with columns, but destitute of symmetry : it in now astsdtr

public offices. The square in front of it is adorned wai
the finest fountain in Germany, 45 feet high, made en-

tirely of white marble. On the* opposite aide of the sow*
is a magnificent palace called the Neubau. The \*v>
house and the palace of Count Kerenburg are also spleaid
buildings. The stables for 130 horses are accounted ft*

handsomest in Europe. A stream called the AlherVe^
flows through them ; the racks are cf white marble. Twe fee

riding-schools, one for the summer, and one for the wtaHt
are attached to the stables. There ore many other kt#
ings, for instance some of the 26 churches, that den
notice. In 1818 Salzburg was visited by a dreadful m

flagration, which destroyed the beautiful church of
Holy Trinity, the two palaces of Count Lcdron, the
asylum, the splendid palace of Mirabel), which was thewa-
mer residence of the archbishops, and the church of %
Sebastian, with the tomb of Paracelsus, and many c*W
public buildings, with 100 houses. The damage was tit-

mated at above five millions of florins. The palace of Mr%
bell and the church of St. Sebastian have been rehstf*

Salzburg is rich in Roman antiquities. One of the n*-*

remarkable is a Roman bath, now in the court-yard ftf ft:

John's Hospital A very fine mosaic pavement has W
removed to Vienna, and the important collection of an*

quities, unrivalled in Germany, made by Mr. Rosenbuyi '

on his estate near Salzburg, is now at Munich. The fr-

tress of Hohensalza, commanding the town, from wW*
there is a most interesting prospect, is now used a* a yi'wm
There are in the town one military and three civil bosftfak
an hospital for incurable patients, several schools, and mm*
other useful and charitable institutions. The inbehttso*
about 13,000, manufacture calicos, leather, and hardwr-t
and derive considerable benefit from two well
fairs, and from au important transit trade hots
eastern Austrian provinces and Bavaria, and bet i

latter and Italy. The environs of Salzburg are in tMo*
respects highly interesting; the prospects from some taa'*
are most extensive, embracing a great variety of grana act

picturesque scenery.

(Jenny, Handbuch fur Reitende in dim OeHtrrwidk*
chert Kaiserttactft ; Oesterreichtsche Nationat Are**-
padie; Bluraenbach, Gcmdlde der Oetterrttckitcktm M^
narcht'e ; Convertationi Lexicon, 8th edition ; Haawti
Dictionnaire de Gtographie.)
SALZWEDBL is the chief town of a circle of the sea-

name, in the government of Magdeburg and niovuw J
8axony, in Prussia, which is 470 square mile* in extcat
and contains 40,000 inhabitants. The town it situated
the river Jeetze, at its confluence with the Demote, aAsr
which junction it becomes navigable. It it surrounded wsd
walls and moats, and has six gates. It ta divided ay nV
Jeetze into the old and the new town* and hat two raessi
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Boekborn and Perwe*. There are ai* churches, moat of
them venerable for their antiquity, two hospitals, a. gymna-
sium, a poorhouse, and numerous public offices. The popu-
lation amounts to 7225. The principal manufactures are of
woollens, linen, cotton, gloves, shoes, tobacco-pipes, and
needles. There are likewise tanneries, breweries, and dis-

tilleries. The inhabitants carry on a considerable trade in

cattle, corn, and hops, and export large quantities of their

own manufactures, especially woollen cloths and linen. The
whole surrounding country is supplied with shoes from this

town.

SAMADE'RA, a genus of plants of the natural family of
Simarubacesa, which was named by Gartner, though the

origin of the name is unknown. The genus, though con-

taining but few species, includes Vittmannia of Vahl and
Niota of Lamarck. The genus is characterised by having
bisexual flowers. Calyx 4-5 partite. Petals 4-5, much
longer than the calyx. Stamens 8-10. Ovaries 5-seeded,

on a short stalk-like gynophore. Styles as many. Fruit of

one or more carpels, usually drupaceous. The genus is cora-

Jiosed of trees or shrubs, with simple alternate and reticu-

atelv-veined leaves. Peduncles are axillary or terminal,

pendulous when in fruit, and divided at the apex into a 5- to

12-towered umbel. . S. tetrapetala is a shrub, ten feet in

height, a native of Madagascar. S. lucida (Niota lucida) is

another shrub, figured by Dr. Wallich, Ft. As. Rar
:

, t. 168,

from Amherst, on the coast of Martaban. S. indica (pen-

tanetala of authors) is a large tree, a native of Southern
India, especially on the Malabar coast, of which the fruit

and bark are intensely bitter, like that of the other plants of

the Quassia family.

SAMANIANS, ,a Persian dynasty under the khalifs. of

which the founder, Ismael, was the first who bad the title of
Padishah (king). As the Mohammedan possessions increased

in extent, the governors of the provinces gradually usurped
a more extended and less dependent power, sometimes re-

fusing to their spiritual and temporal superior the nominal
aliegiaaoe which at others they were content to pay. Amru
J*ith, a governor of this class, ruled Khorasan, Fars, and
Irak, aod nis extent of dominion raised the jealousy of the

khalif Motadbedh. who stirred up against him Ismael Sa-

toani, a chief who had been for some time rising into a

power, of which the first foundation had been lain by his

grandfather Saman. Ismael passed the Oxus into the states

of his rival, and prepared to dispute his possessions by arms

;

but the contest was decided in a more unusual manner*
The horse of Amru took the bit in his teeth and carried

bis rider into the camp of the enemy. Uis soldiers, left

without a commander, fled, and thus a large portion of

Persia was added to the dominions of the fortunate con-

queror. It is said that Ismael sent an officer to console and
comfort his prisoner, a kindness which Amru. returned by
sending to his captor a list of the places where he had
stored his treasures. Ismael however refused even to look

at this; treating the offer as an attempt to throw upon him
the guilt incurred in the unjust accumulation of these

treasures. The ultimate cause of their discovery, say the

historians of this dynasty, was as singular as any part of this

extraordinary correspondence. The ruby necklace of one
of the wives of Ismael was carried off by a bird of prey, who
took it for a piece of flesh. Pursued by soldiers with shouts

and clashing of arms, he dropped the splendid booty into a

well, and in this well were found, after a diligent search, the

treasure in question. Ismael was recognised as king by
Motadhedh in 287 ofthe Hejira U.d. 900), and reigned seven

\eais. His descendants who held this kingdom from father

to *on, except in the last two instances, in which it passed

froiij one brother to another, were, Ahmed, Nasser, Noah,
Abdalmelek, Mansor I., Noah II., Mansor 11.. and Abdal-

roelek II. The dynasty was superseded by Mahmoud of

Ghixai, who incorporated their dominions with his own em-
pire, after they had held the greater part of Persia for more
than 10O years.

SAMAB. [Philippines, p. 86.]

SAMARANG. [Java, p. 98.]

SAMARCAND is a town in Asia, in the khana* of Bok-

hara* and situated near 40° N. lat. and 66° 40' E. long. It

is built not far from the banks of the river Zer-afsban,

early in the centre of the fertile valley which extends on

botii sides of the river and is called El Sogd. The country

about the town is traversed by a great number of canals

which are used for the irrigation of the fields. The town is

mentioned in the history of Alexander the Great, under

the name of Maraeanda, the capital of the Persian province
of Margiana, and seems to have been a flourishing town.
(Arrian, Anab., iv. 3.) In the times of the caliphs it ac-
quired some fame as a seat of learning, but it attained its

greatest glory in the fourteenth century, as the usual resi-

dence of the famous conqueror Timur. Ulugh-Begh, the
successor of the great warrior, being of a different disposi-
tion, raised the fame of the town (in the fifteenth century)
as a seat of learning, by his love of science, especially of
astronomy. He ordered those astronomical tables to be
made which go under bis name. At that period it was a
large and splendid town. But the family of Timur was
driven from the throne and country by an irruption of the
Uzbeks towards the end of the fifteenth century, and as
their chief removed the royal residence to the town of Bok-
hara, Samarcand began to decline. We have no account
of the present state of the town from an eye-witness.
Meyendorff states that it still contains 50,000 inhabitants,
that the mesids (lower schools) and medresses (high schools
or colleges) are numerous, and built of white marble, which
is got from quarries it) the neighbourhood ; and that the
fronts are of varnished bricks, as in Bokhara. The tomb of
Timur still exists: it is made of jasper. There are no
traces of the observatory , of Ulugh-Begh. Burnes sayt
that the population is not more than 8000, or at most
10,000, and that gardens and fields occupy the sites where
mosques and streets formerly stood. Yet there are still

some buildings which attest its former splendour. Three
of the colleges are perfect, and one of these, which formed
the observatory of Ulugh-Begb» is very handsome; another
college, Sheredah, is also of beautiful architecture. The'
tomb of Timur remains, and is under a lofty dome, the
walls of which are beautifully ornamented with agate.

Both travellers were prevented from going to Samarcand by
the jealous policy of the government of Bokhara. There
were formerly manufactures of silk paper in this town, and
it has been supposed that this article was first made there,

but probably the invention passed from China to Samar-
cand-

(Meyendorffs Voyage cTOrenbourg d Boukhara;
Burnes's Travels into Bokhara, $c.)

SAMARIA. [Palestine.]
8AMARITAN CHARACTERS, are the old Hebrew

characters, which were disused by the Jews during the Baby-
lonish captivity, but retained by the Samaritans, from which
circumstance, and especially from their being used in the

extant copies of the Samaritan Pentateuch, they have
obtained their present name. They are nearly the same as
the Phoenician characters. [Alphabet, p. 382 ; Hebrew.]
SAMARITANS. After Sbalmanezer, king of Assyria.

had taken Samaria ana carried the ten tribes of Israel into

captivity (721 B.C.), he re-peopled the city of Samaria and
the surrounding district, which formed the central part of

Palestine [Palestine! from Babylon, Cuth, Ava. Hamath,
and Sepharvaim ; and these people, joined with the rem-
nant of the Israelites, were from this period called Samari-
tans, and sometimes Cuthites. Being plagued with lions

as a punishment for their idolatry, immediately after their

establishment in the land, they asked aid of the king of

Assyria, who. sent them one of the captive priests of Israel

to instruct them in the worship of Jehovah. The result

was that they served Jehovah without renouncing the wor-

ship of their own gods. (2 Kings, xvii. 24-41.) When
the Jews, returned from the Babylonish captivity, began to

rebuild the temple at Jerusalem, the Samaritans requested

that they might share in the work, pleading that they had
worshipped the God of the Jews ever since their settlement

in the land, ppon the refusal of this request, they did all

they could to hinder the work, and at -last succeeded in

causing it to be discontinued till the second year of Darius

Hystaspes, b.c. 520 {Ezra, iv.), and they afterward* offered

similar opposition to the rebuilding of the walls of Jerusa-

lem by Nehemiah. {Nehem. iv.) From this cause chiefly

sprung the inveterate enmity which ever after existed be-

tweeu the Jews and the Samaritans. In the reian of Alex-

ander the Great, according to Josephus, Manasseh, a brother

of the high-priest Jaddua, having been expelled from Jeru
salem fur marrying the daughter of Sanhallat, a Samaritan
and governor of Samaria, fled to his father-in-law, who ob-

tained Alexander's permission to build a temple to Jehovah
on Mount Gerizim, and appointed Manasseh its priest.

(Joseph., Anttq., xi. 8.) Prideaux and Jahn think that

Josephus has made a confusion between Darius Nothus
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mnd Darius Cod—mumj, and thai placed Sanbellat in the

leigu of the latter ; whereas be actually lived in the reign

of the former, and wns the great opponent of Nebemiah, by
whom La is mentioned as having a son-in-law, who was a

eon of the high-priest Joiada, and was expelled from Jeru-
salem on account of his marriage withSanballat's daughter.

(Nehem., xiii. 28 ; comp. Prideaux's Connection, L, p. 591

;

Jahn's BibUsche Archaologie, ii. 1, p. 278; Winer's Bib-

Hsches Realworterbuch, art, • Nehemiaa.') The budding of

tne temple on Gerizim seems to have put a fioal itop to

the remains of idolatry among the Samaritans, but it

widened the breach between them and the Jews, and from
this period Samaria became an asylum for offenders against

the Jewish laws. The Samaritans readily submitted to

Alexander, and aided him in the siege of Tyre with seven

thousand men. When Alexander marched into Palestine

(B.C. 332), the inhabitants of Sichem, one of the chief cities

of Samaria, requested e;*emption from tribute in the Sab-

batical year, asserting that they were of Hebrew extraction

;

but when, in answer to the question ' whether they were
Jews,* they replied that they were not, Alexander promised
to consider of their request after his return from Egypt
Thither he took with him the Samaritans who had joined

him before Tyre, and gave them lands in the Tbebais. The
next year, while Alexander was in Egypt, some Samaritans
put to death Andromachus, the Macedonian governor of

Samaria, The other Samaritans gave up the culprits to

Alexander, who, not content with punishing them, drove

out the inhabitants of Samaria, and planted in it a Mace-
donian colony. From this period Shechem, or Sichem, was
the metropolis of the Samaritans. During the persecution

of Antiochus Epiphanes, the Samaritans disclaimed all

kindred with the Jews, and dedicated their temple on Ge-
riaim to Jupiter Hellenius( 167 B.C.). John Hyrcanu* made
war upon them, conquered Sichem, and destroyed the temple
on Gerisim, after it bad stood about two hundred years

(about 129B.C); but the Samaritans still continued their

worship on that mountain. (John, iv. 20.) Samaria formed
a province of the kingdom of Herod the Great, who rebuilt

the city of 8amaria, and gave it the name of 8ebaste. After

Herod s death* it was subject to Archelaus, and was after-

wards united to the Roman province of 8yria. Samaritans

are still found in their old country, especially at Nablous,

near Sichem, and also in Egypt ; and they have at various

times corresponded with learned Europeans.
The religion of the Samaritans, at least after the building

of the temple on Gerisim, differed but little from that of the
Jews. They received however no part of the Hebrew scrip-

tures except the Pentaieucb [Psntatzuch, Samaritan], but
they expected a Messiah, and it is remarkable that their

notions of his office were more correct than those of the

Jews. {John* iv. ; Horsley's Sermon*, 24-26.) They have
been accused by Christian writers of Sadducean tenets.

(Josephus, Antiq\ t xi., xii.; Prideaux*s Connection* ; Jahn's
BibUsche Archdol. ; Winer's BibUsche* Realworterbuch ;

Calinet's Dictionary ; Kitto*s History of Palestine.)

8AMBAWA. (Bumbawa.]
SAMBOR, one of the nineteen circles of Austrian Ga-

licia, has an area of 2124 square miles, with 300,000 in-

habitants, of whom above 16,000 are Jews. It is bounded
on the north-west by the circle of Przemysl, on the north-
east by Lemberg and Brsexani, on the south-west by Stry,

on the west bv Sanok, and on the south by tbe kingdom of
Hungary. The southern half of the circle is mountainous,
with large forests ; the soil in msny parts is stony. Tbe
northern half is a plain and very fertile. The Dniester and
the 8 try are the two principal rivers, both of which rise in

the Carpathian Mountains. The circle produces corn, pulse,
and timber. Iron is found in tbe mountains, which sup-
plies some smolting-houses. The salt-springs are of more
importance. The breed of cattle is indifferent. The manu-
facture* are inconsiderable ; there are some of linen, hempen*
oloih, thread, and wooden utentiU.

Sam boa, the capital of the circle, is situated in 49° 31'

N. 1st. and 23° 14' E. long., in a beautiful and fertile

plam on the banks of the Dniester, 46 miles south-west
of Loinburt;. It is tolerably well built, and with the suburbs,
ulmU mo tuuoh more considerable than the town itself, has
uooo uihabiuiite. There are here the civil tribunal for the
i.ioc a criminal court, a district court for miners, a gymna-
k.mii.ahifthftchuoh and other public institutions. The inha-
bit i.itk nmnufaoture and bleacn linen, especially very fine da-
uu»k. UmjuiAium, of salt likewise emplr^ parous bauds.

There is a government magazine for salt and
in the environs there are extensive plantations of rbohati

The town of Drohobiez, to which Schlieben, in 1633* gn*
only 3116 inhabitants (vis. 478 Christians and 2636 Jew*
is stated by Stein in 1818 to have 7140 inhabitants; to

Hassel, 1819, 7200; by Horschelmann, 1834, 11,30*; sta4

byCannabich, 1836, 11,290 inhabitants: we cannot aces**:

for this strange diversity.

SAMBRE. [France.]
SAMBU'CUS (from eaptvcn, a musical instrument ttt

name of a genus of plants belonging to the natural eretr

CaprifoliacesB. It is known by possessing a five-deft carri

,

rotate, urceolale, five-cleft corolla ; five stamens ; three aav

sile stigmas; a roundish pulpy one-celled berry, hsr£v

crowned by the remains of the calyx, with three or I*i

seeds. The species are low deciduous trees inhabiting Eu-

rope and North America. Tbe best known of the secern

is tbe common or black elder, Sambucu* nigra. It »

small tree or large bush ; the stem is irregularly, hot aret*
oppositely, branched ; the young branches are clothed vii
a smooth grey bark, and filled with a light spongy pea.

the leaflets are deep green and smooth, usually with an oas

one; the inflorescence is a cyme composed of nnmen*
cream-coloured flowers, with a sweetish but faint and hear?

smell ; fruit a globular purplish-black berry, with reeiaa
stalks. This plant is a native of Europe, the north of Alno.
and the colder parts of Asia. It is very common in

parts of Great Britain, and is generally found
habitations. Considerable medicinal value has at all

been popularly attributed to this plant, and it is only re-

cently that it has fallen into comparative disuse ajaonpi
medical practitioners. The berries, flowers* and lera
have been all used in medicine, and expectorant and 4a-

phoretic properties have been attributed to them. la tla

rural districts of England a wine is made from the heme*,
which is in great repute, and when drunk hot, is an agne-
able stimulant. The flowers are employed for makiags
distilled water, which is frequently used as a refrigerant, as*

on account of its agreeable odour is introduced into many ar-

ticles of confectionery. The first years branches, when a*-

prived of their abundant pith, are in great demand aniens*
schoolboys for making pop-guns, miniature muskets, fcc

They have also been very generally employed for mali£$
flutes and rustic pipes. The pith, on account of its aobaVy
and great lightness, is used for making small figures serf

balls for electrical experiments. The undeveloped boa*
when pickled, form a good substitute for capers, in aiaet-

ing, it is recommended as a good nurse for plantations mar
the sea-shore, but it does not bear fruit in such aituanossv

In the county of Kent, it is grown in orchards and ganam
for the purpose of obtaining the fruit. The elder reqearea »

good soil in a moist situation, and, for the production ef in

fruit in perfection, should be freely exposed to light and a*.

It will grow readily from cuttings and truncheons.
5. Ebulu*, dwarf elder or danewort, is distinguished bv

its cymes with three principal branches, lanceolate leave*
foliaceous stipules, and herbaceous stem. It is not an sa-

common plant in England and Scotland in wmy-saaW as*
waste places. It has a very fetid smell, and the roots an
violently purgative.

5. Canadensis, Canadian elder : cymes with flee
]

branches ; leaflets, four pairs and an odd one, oblonc, <

acuminated more or less, pubescent beneath. The nV
are nearly scentless. It is a native of North Aserxs
throughout Canada to the Carolines.

5. racemosa, red-berried elder: leaflets five, raemhraneaev
oblong, acuminated, serrated, unequal at the bene; |1mW
glabrous; flowers of a wbitUh-green colour. It is a net***
of the south of Europe and Siberia. It is a showy aaaaa,

and has a splendid appearance when covered with its Aae
large scarlet fruit. Many other species of this genus arc

worth cultivation on account of their flowers* frost. aaW
foliage. Amongst these, S. laciniata, the parsley leaved
elder, and & pubens, the downy elder, may be mentaaneai
SAMIEL1 is the Turkish name of a wind which tW

Arabs call eamoom or simoom* which in Egypt as eaOae
khamsin* and in Senegambia and Guinea harmaUmm* *
occurs in most countries which are situated at no groat aV-
lance from sandy deserts, and it blows always from that
quarter in which tbe desert is situated. Thus iu Se»
Kmbia and Guinea it blows from the north seel, an ta»

Hta of the Nile from the south-southwest and south-
on tbe eastern shores of the gulf of Suet from the i
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in Syria from tbe soutb-east, at Mecca from the east,

at Bagdad from the west, at Basra from the north-west, and
at Surat from the north. These winds are extremely hot,

and a considerable quantity of fine sand is generally sus-

pended in the air, which has been collected by the winds in

rushing over the desert. They affect the human body very

Sowerfully, producing great feebleness, and sometinu* even
eath. They usually consist of a quick succession of hot

and cold puffs of wind ; and the difference of the tempera-
ture between these puffc, which is stated to amount to more
than twenty degrees of Fahrenheit's thermometer, is pro-

bably one of the reasons of their effect on animal bodies

being so great. It is also thought that the hot puffs bring a
pestilential air, as a putrid and sulphureous smell is per-

ceived when they blow. Formerly it was asserted that the

hurtful effects of the wind could be avoided by a person
throwing himself on the ground with the mouth downward;
but modern writers say that the Arabs disapprove of such
a proceeding, and perhaps justly, if it is true that the hot
air is heavier than the atmosphere. To diminish the effects

of the wind, the Arabs cover their faces with the kefteh, a
handkerchief which they wear on their heads.

''SAMNITES, an antient nation or confederacy of nations

in Central Italy, known in history for its bravery and long
struggle against Rome. The Samuites occupied an exten-

sive tract of country on both sides of the central ridge of the

Apennines, including the valleys of the Vulturnus, Tamarus,
and Calor, towards the Tyrrhenian Sea, and those of tbe

Sams, Tifernus, Trinius, and Frento, towards the Adriatic,

and corresponding to the present provinces of Sannio and
Principato Ultra, and parts of Terra di Lavoro, and of

Abruzzo Citra, in the kingdom of Naples. The territory of

the Samnites was bounded on the north by the Peligni and
Mamie ini, and by the Adriatic, for the Frentani, who ex-

tended along the coast of that sea, formed part of the Sam-
nite confederation, and were also of Sabine origin. On
the east the Samnites were bounded by Apulia and Lu-
cania, on the south by the Campanians, -being; divided

from the latter by the ridges of Tifata and Taburnus,
and on the west by Latium Novum and the country of the

Marsi. The Samnites were originally a colony of the Sa-

bini, which migrated in remote times, probably before the

building of Rome, to the banks of the Vulturnus and the

Tamarus, and thence spread on one side as far as the plains

of Apulia, and on the other to those of Campania. They
were an agricultural and pastoral people, and as their

nambers increased beyond tne means of subsistence, they

followed the custom of their Sabine ancestors, and seut

forth colonies, which were the origin of the Lucanians, who
gradually extended as far 'as the southern extremity of the

peninsula. The Samnites were divided into several nations

or tribes, known by the names of Pentri, Caudini, Caraceni,

Hirpini, and Frentani, the three first of which inhabited

tbe country designated by the name of Sabinium Proper,

Laving the Frentani on the north, and the Hirpini to the

south-east Their principal towns were: 1, Bovianum, the

head town of the Pentri, now Boiano, at the foot of the

lofty Mount Matese, near the sources of the Tifernus ; it

was, according to Livy (ix. 31), an opulent and important

town ; part of the walls, formed of irregular polygonal stones,

still remains. 2, iEsernia, now Isernia, on the opposite or

western side of the Matese ridge. 3, Allif©, now Alifi,

south of JSternia, in the valley of the Vulturnus. 4, Ma-
luentum, afterwards called Beneventura. [Bbnkvento.]

5, Caudium, long since destroyed, stood near the modern
village of Arpaia, on the road from Benevento to Naples.

6. jficlanum, in the country of tbe Hirpini ; its remains are

at Mirabella, near Frigen to, not far from the sulphureous

lake of Ampsanctus in the group of mountains which rises

between Basilicata, Apulia, and the two Principati. Virgil

i&n., vii. 563) gives a fine though poetically coloured de-

scription of the phenomena of this lake, now called Mefiti

by tne natives, which throws up its fetid water in jets to the

height of about four feet in some places, accompanied by a

slight noise. 7, Telesia, now Telese, near the banks of the

river Calore. 8, Aufidena, or Alfidena, the chief town of

the Caraceni, in the valley of the Sarus or Sangro, where a

Tillage still bears the name of Alfidena. 9, Acudunnia, in

the country of the Hirpini, on the site of the modern Lace-

dogna. on the borders of Apulia. 10, Taurasium, on the

river Calore, where there are considerable remains, and

several sepulchral inscriptions near the modern village of

Taorasi. Pyrrhus was here defeated by Curius Dentatus.
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11, Compsa, now Conza, in a strong position near one of the
sources of tho.Aufldus or Ofanto. 12, Saminum, in the
mountains east of Bovianum. 13, Abellinum, now Avel-
lino. 14, Larinum, in the country of the Frentani, near the
site of the modern Larino. 15. Histonium, near the site of
the present town of Vasto. 16, Anxanum, the remains of
which are on a hill near the town of Lanciano ; and farther
north, 1 7, Ortona, which has retained its name, and was the
chief fortified town of the Frentani. The whole country of
the Samnites was very populous, and full of towns or large
villages, the names of many of which alone remain, without
a trace of their site.

The Samnites brought at various times as many as eighty
thousand armed men into the field. Their chief strength
consisted in their infantry. Their government appears to
have been a kind of aristocracy, in which the priests exer-
cised a great influence. Livy (x. 38) portrays in a vivid
manner the awful religious ceremonies with which they pre-
pared for battle, and the fearful imprecations denounced
against those who should turn their backs on the enemy
In another place (ix. 40) he describes the array of the Sam
nites as splendidly accoutred, with shields embossed with
gold and silver, and shining white and party-coloured tunics;
and (x. 46) he speaks of two millions of pounds weight of
coined copper taken from them tiy the younger Papirius : all
which shows that the Samnites were no longer a rustic people,
but were acquainted with the arts of luxury, which they had
probably acquired from their intercourse with their Greek
neighbours of Tarentum and of the coast of Campania.
But they riever became effeminate and corrupt like the
Campanians, and they retained to the last their character
for hardiness, perseverance, and devotedness to their country.
Each of the nations of Sam nite race had its own independent
government, its magistrates, and its comitia. The chief
magistrate of each nation was styled Meddix Tuticus, an
Oscan denomination, as the Samnites appear to have spoken
a dialect of the Oscan, and to have used Oscan characters.
[Osci.] It was only in cases of urgent necessity, such as
resistance to a common invader, that the various Samnite
states acted in concert, and then only for a time. This
looseness and uncertainty of the federal union of the Sam-
nites, if such it may be styled, was one main cause of the
ultimate triumph of Rome over them, as well as over the
Etruscans and other Italian nations, who were likewise di-

vided into small independent states.

Between the years 330 and 333 of Rome, the Samnites
attacked the Etruscans, who had settled in the plains of the
Osci or Opici about half a century before, and who had
founded or colonised Vulturnum, to which town the Sam-
nites afterwards gave the name of Capua. (Livy, iv. 37.)
According to Livy, the Etruscans, being weary of war, ad*
mitted a Samnite colony to share with them their houses
and fields ; but on the occasion of a great festival, when the
old inhabitants were overcome by sleep after banqueting,
they were murdered by the Samnite colonists, who formed
the new state of Capua, or Campania Proper, which figured
so much in the subsequent history of the wars of Rome
[Campania]
About 340 B.C., the first war broke out between the

Samnites and the Romans. The Campanians of Capua,
who were originally a mixture of Samnite colonists and
Osci, were by this time an independent people, distinct

from the Samnites proper of Samnium, and they had
become corrupt ana effeminate, like then* Etruscan
predecessors. The Sidicini, a small nation that inhabited
the left bank of the Liris, being attacked by their Samnite
neighbours from the mountains, requested the assistance of
the Campanians. The latter came into the field, but were
twice defeated by the Samnites, who, descending from
Mount Tifata, overran the Campanus Ager, and laid siege
to Capua. The Campanians then sent ambassadors to the
Roman senate to ask for aid against their formidable
enemies, to which the senate objected, that there existed a
previous fcedus or alliance between the Samnites and Rome.
The Campanian ambassadors in depair made a solemn sur-

render, in tbe name of their countrymen, of their towns
and fields, the altars of their gods, and all they were pos-

sessed oC to the Roman people. Upon this the senate
sent messengers to the Samnites to request them to abstain

from molesting the Campanians, who were now subjects of
Rome. The supreme council of the Samnites resolutely re-

fused compliance, and some of their magistrates came out
of the curia or council-hall, and in presence of the Roman

Vol. XX.— 3 C
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for renewing the war. Pontius bitterly reproached Post-

humius for this despicable subterfuge, and said to the

fecial is that if the Romans did not approve of the treaty,

thev ought to send back the whole army to the same
position which they had occupied previous to their sur-

render. He ordered his lictors to release the prisoners, and
gave them permission to go where they pleased. The war
was continued, and the Samnites took Fregells, a Roman
colony, and killed all the inhabitants. One of the new
consuls, Papirius Cursor, marched against Luceria, which
was in possession of the Samnites, and in which the six

hundred Roman hostages were detained. After defeating

the Samnite army which came to relieve it, Papirius took
the town and obliged the garrison to pass under the yoke.

The war was carried on for several years, generally to the

disadvantage of the Samnites, if we are to believe Livy's

account, until 308 B.C., when the consul C. Marcius Rutilius

was defeated and wounded, in consequence of which Papi-

rius Cursor was named dictator, and he defeated the Sam-
nites. But notwithstanding these repeated defeats, and the

evidently exaggerated numbers of the Samnites, who, accord-

ing to Livy, fell or were taken prisoners every year, and by
which the whole country of the Samnites must have become
depopulated, we still read of large Samnite armies appearing
again in the field every succeeding year, and not only de-

fending their country, but overrunning Campania, invading
the borders of Latiura, and fighting conjointly with the

Etruscans, the Umbri and the Marsi, Peligni and Her-
nici. Wars were carried on in those times in a very
different manner from what they were afterwards, in the
latter ages of the republic and under the empire. Every
year a certain number of citizens, mustered under the
new consuls, went into the field, fought a battle, and if

successful, made an inroad into the enemy's territory, and
after a few months, perhaps weeks, returned home with
their plunder and captives. But the walled towns stood
out against these inroads, and the country-people retired

either within them or among the recesses of the mountains
until the invaders were gone, and thus the country remained
unsubdued. This was especially the case in a mountainous
country like 8amnium. In such a state of things, it would
not have been practicable to send out colonies, as in a con-
quered country, and in fact we find that even the colonies

which the Romans had placed in the countries of the Volsci,

Ausones, Catnpanians, and Hernici, near the borders of Sam-
mum, such as Sora, Fregellss, Satricum, &c, either were
taken by the Samnites or revolted against Rome, the ori-

ginal inhabitants rising against the Roman colonists and
toining the Samnites. [Colony.] But at last the strong-

holds of the Samnites began to mil. Bovianum, Luceria,

Saticula, Allifse, were taken one after the other, and the

Samnite army, being defeated in the field by the consuls

Postumius Megillus, after an obstinate combat, in which his

colleague Minucius Augurinus was killed, and the Samnite
general, Statius Qallius, was taken prisoner, the Samnites
sued for peace, in the year 303 B.C. The senate sent the

consul Sempronius Sophus with troops into Samnium to

examine the real disposition of the people, and the Sam-
nites having received the Roman soldiers in a friendly

manner and supplied them with all necessaries, the senate
granted them peace. (Livy, ix. 45.)

In the year 298 B.C. the Lucanians complained to the

Roman senate that the Samnites had urged tbem to join

in a new war against Rome, and upon their refusal were
ravaging their borders.. The Picentes also sent information
that the Samnites had made to them proposals of alliance

against Rome. The senate sent a message to the Samnites
to abstain from annoying the Lucanians, which message
being disregarded, a new war ensued. The Etruscans
having joined the Samnites with a large force, in which
were also auxiliaries from Cisalpine Gaul, the Romans
chose for their new consul Q. Fabius Maximus, notwith-

standing bis great age, and P. Decius Mus(297 B.C.). In
the mean time the Etruscan cities nearer to Rome having
proposed peace, both consuls were at liberty to march
against Samnium, Fabius by way of Sora, and Decius
through Campania. After ravaging a large tract of country,

Fabius met the Samnite army on the banks of the Tifern us,

and for a lone time the Romans could make no impression

on the enemy s ranks; but st last Fabius having sent the

hastati of the first legion round a mountain to attack the

Samnites in the rear, the latter, thinking that the other

consul with bis army had arrived, made a precipitate retreat.

leaving 3040 killed on the field and 330 prisoners; a aai
number, observes Livy, for such a victory. Decius bars*

defeated near Maluentum some Apulian auxiliaries 4

the Samnites, the two consular armies spread throughz
Samnium which they ravaged for five months, during vt*t

time Decius removed his camp to forty-five different static

and Fabius to no less than eighty-six, leaving evervjV
traces of the devastation effected by their soldiers. T»Vj
took the town of Cimetra, after which he returned s

Rome, and Decius remained to complete the rum oi Se-
nium. At last those Samnites who were still ia its*

being unable any longer to defend their country, nutria
in a bod? under their leader Gellius Egnatius into Etr-rx

where they prevailed upon the chief men of the nr«i
states of that country to effect a general rising ulx
Rome, being joined also by the Umbri and sotmbl
mercenaries. Decius attacked and took by stora t^

remaining towns of Samnium, Murgantia, Etomalav cm
Ferentinum. The destruction of that unfortunate ©wttrt

appeared now to be complete, and yet we find in the C*l«
ing year not only the Samnites who had joined the Kirs*

cans giving full employment to the consuls Volumow ul
Appius, but also a new host of Samnites descendiat 6a
their mountains, and overrunning the Falernus Are %
Campania. The consul Volumnius hastened by fa*
marches, and surprised the Samnites encumbered ?j
prisoners and booty on the banks of the Vulumtoa, ai
easily routed them. The Romans sent Roman cols*
to Mintumoo and Sinuessa to secure the Falemos 4«*
(Livy, x. 14, 21.) For several years afterwards we Ui
the Romans fighting in Samnium and on the borssa /

8amnium, until Livy himself, after relating the usual taji
'

battles and victories, of thousands killed or sold as esftm
observes that both the writer and his readers mast fee

weary of these never-ending Samnite wars which sasm,
did not seem to weary out those hardy soldiers who fe<4^

them (x. 31).

The Samnite host which had migrated intoBtrariafcapi
bravely in conjunction with the Etruscans and Gaul*, m
on one occasion, near Sentinum, the Gallo-Sam nites tfrm
disorder into the Roman ranks, when the consul P-Dee*.
perceiving the critical moment, devoted himself to tit a

fernal gods, and rushing into the thickest of the enenrt '..

covered with wounds. This act restored confident* u> *-»

Romans, and they finally routed the enemy after a srv
loss on both sides.

At last, in the year 293 B.C., the consul L. Papiriaa v
of the former conqueror of the Samnites, man hit r-
Samnium, and having ravaged the country in its Kt*<~
laid siege to Aquilonia, one of the last remaining since
holds of the Samnites, near the Apulian borders* vbk -•

colleague Carvilius besieged Cominium. An amy •

40,000 Samnites, 16,000 of whom were picked asca m
bound by solemn oaths to fight to the last, mo/rad * >
relief of Aquilonia. Papirius, having attacked ihtm »*

with a desperate resistance, but on a sudden a greai <L%>

of dust arose, which was produced by the baggage aw*
which Papirius had sent round unobserved, and *i-
dragging after tbem a quantity of branches of trv«a ru>
the dust, the appearance of which imparled frevb r«v
to the Romans, whilst it dispirited the Sammies* *1t»
wearied by their previous resistance. The Samnitsa vs
routed, and after losing a vast number of cneo. «t--
Livy with probable exaggeration states at 30*00*. ti* r
mainder of the Samnite infantry took refuge a-iiina A- *
Ionia, whilst the cavalry rode off towards Bovtanum. sV-
Aquilonia and Cominium were taken by the Romaa* **
burnt Papirius next besieged Sepinum* which be easv-
after a brave resistance, and his colleague Carrwa» l*.
Volano, Palumbinum, and Herculaneum. The sooe.v>
fell deep in the mountains, obliged the Romans to <

Samnium.
In the following year, 292 B.C., one of the new <

Fabius Ourges, son of Fabius Maximus, marched
the Samnites, and was defeated by them with a 1

The senate proposed to deprive him of his comi
his veteran father, deprecating this humiliation, <

serve under bis son as his legatus. A new battle was fc

in which the Samnites were finally routed. Poaics*
conqueror at the Caudine Furca\ was taken prisoner.
taking Venusia, to which the Romans sent a culoov. U
Fabii. fattier and son, returned to Rome, and tna s
granted to Fabius Ourges the honour ofa tntusjadv m 1
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messengers ordered the prefects of the cohorts to proceed

without delay to devastate the Campanian territory. Upon
bearing this, the senate sent the fecialea to declare war
against the Samnites.. Two armies were ordered out, one,

under the consul M. Valerius Corvus, into Campania, and
the other, under A. Cornelius Cossus, into Samnium. Va-
lerius, after an obstinate fight, routed the Samnites, who
abandoned their camp in the night. The Romans acknow-
ledged that they never before met such stubborn enemies.

The other consul having entered the confines of Samnium
by the valley of Saticula, at the foot of Mount Tifata, found
himself surrounded by the Samnites, who were posted on
the heights. A legionary tribune named Decius Mus, by

his intrepidity and quickness in marching up to a height

yet unoccupied by the enemy, was the means of extricating

the Roman army, which attacked and defeated the Samnites.

A third battle took place near Suessola, in the plain of

Campania, in which the Samnites were again defeated.

The two consuls re-entered Rome in triumph. In the fol-

lowing year a formidable mutiny, which broke out in the

Roman army, and which was with difficulty quelled by the

dictator Valerius Corvus, prevented any active operations in

the field. In the subsequent year, the consul L. Aemilius
Mamertinus, entered the country of the Samnites, who
sued for peace, and obtained it. 'This was followed by a war
between the Samnites on one side, and the Sidicini, Latini,

ud Campanians on the other, which led to the final war be-

tween the Latins themselves and the Romans, and the total

subjection of the former. [Latini.] In this last war the

Samnites appeared as auxiliaries of Home.
In the year 323 B.C. a new war broke out with the Sam-

nites, on the occasion of the Romans besieging the Greek
town of Paiaeopolis, which was garrisoned by a party of

Samnites, but which the Romans took by a secret un-

derstanding with the inhabitants. The Samnites were
joined by the Lucanians. L. Papirius Cursor being ap-

pointed dictator to carry on the war, his master of the horse,

Q. Fabius Maximus Rullianus, attacked the Samnites in his

absence and against his orders, and defeated them, but for

this breach of discipline he was condemned to death by the

dictator, and only saved by the interference of the soldiers

and of the people of Rome. [Papirii.] Papirius himself

defeated the Samnites, who asked for and obtained one year's

truce. But before the expiration of the truce, the Samnites
having again attacked the Roman territory, the dictator, A.
Cornelius Arvina, with M. Fabius Ambustus, his master of

the horse, was sent against them. The Roman army, being

surprised by the enemy in an unfavourable position, after five

hours' desperate fighting was in danger of being totally de-

feated, when the Samnite cavalry, seeing the baggage of

the Romans moving away in the rear without protection,

rushed forward in disorder for the sake of plunder. The
dictator* who expected this, allowed them to begin plunder-

ing, and then ordered his own cavalry, which he had kept

in reserve, to fall upon the enemy's horse, which were cut

co pieces. The Roman cavalry then returning, attacked the

Samnite infantry in the rear, while the Roman legions

pressed them in front with renewed ardour. At last the

Samnites gave way, and the defeat was complete. Their

general was among the killed. This disaster disheartened

the Samnites, who exclaimed that this was a consequence

of their having broken the truce, so that the wrath of the

gods ought to be appeased. Accordingly the magistrates

•iecreed that Brutulus Papius, one of the chief men in the

country, who had instigated the renewal of the war, should

be given up to the Romans, together with bis property, as

well as the Roman prisoners who were in the hands of the

Samnites. But Brutulus killed himself, and his body was
sent to Rome, together with tHe prisoners. The Roman
senate declined taking the property of Brutulus, and also

refused to grant peace to the Samnites. (Livy, viii. 23, 39.)

In the following year, 321 B.C. the Samnites having made
great preparations for war, gave the command of their forces

to Caius Pontius, son of Herennius, an experienced officer,

who had already served against the Romans. He placed

his troops in ambuscade in a defile between Mount Taburnus
and an offset of the Tifata ridge, through which flows the

small river Isclerus, an affluent of the Vulturous. This

was the direct road for the Roman army, which was posted

at Calatia, north of the Vulturous, to proceed by to Malu-
etitum. [Bknetbnto.] Pontius sent emissaries, disguised

«s shepherds, towards the Roman outposts, who, being seized

and questioned said that the Samnite forces were then en-

gaged in besieging Lucena, a town of Apulia, which was in
alliance with Rome. The consuls T. Veturius Calvinusand
Sp. Posthumius, after some consultation, resolved to march
to the assistance of Luceria by the most direct way, which
was across the Vulturous, at the confluence of the Isclerus,

and then through the defile towards Maluentum. Ad-
vancing through a narrow gorge, they came to a little valley

between the mountains, and farther on to another narrow
defile, which they found barricaded with trunks of trees and
pieces of rock, and looking up they saw the Samnites posted
on the hills. The Romans thought of retracing their steps,

and recrossing the little valley, but they found the other
narrow pass, leading to the banks of the Vulturous, also

barricaded and defended. The consuls then ordered the

army to encamp in the plain and to fortify themselves. The
Romans spent the night in a state of discouragement, whilst

the Samnites held council concerning what was to be done
with the Roman soldiers when they surrendered. They
sent to consult Herennius, the father of their general, an
old man, retired from active life, who had a great reputation

for wisdom. His answer was, to open a passage for the Ro-
mans and let them retire without molestation. This ap-
peared absurd to the Samnite officers, who sent a second
message to Herennius, who then said that they should put
to death the whole Roman army. Puzzled at these contra-

dictory opinions, the Samnites sent for Herennius himself,

who was brought in a cart to the camp, and appearing in

the military council, explained his meaning :—'Ifyou follow

my first advice/ said he, ' your generosity will win you the

affection and friendship of a powerful nation ; if you refuse

that, then you must destroy the Roman army, by which
means you will render Rome unable to annoy you for along
time to come.' ' But,' said bis son, and others with him,
'supposing we take a middle course, and dismiss the Ro-
mans after imposing upon them those conditions which
befit a conquered army?* 'By this means you neither

make friends nor get rid of enemies ; you spare those who
will never forgive you for their own humiliation, and who
will take the first opportunity of revenging themselves.'

The advice of Herennius however was rejected. The Ro-
mans, after attempting to break through the surrounding
enemy, and feeling the want of provisions, sent messengers
to ask for honourable conditions. Pontius told them that

they must consider themselves his prisoners, and as such
give up their arms and file off, under a yoke or gallows, in

presence of the whole Samnite army, after which they would
be allowed to return home ; that at the same time peace
should be concluded between the two nations on fair condi-

tions ; that the Romans should evacuate the Samnite terri-

tory and withdraw the colonies which they had placed on
the border, and a treaty of mutual alliance be entered into.

The consuls, after much hesitation, replied that they could
not conclude au alliance without the consent of the Roman
people, but they and all the officers, submitting to necessity,

subscribed to the conditions of peace dictated by Pontius,
they and the legionary tribunes becoming personally guaran-
tee for their fulfilment, besides leaving six hundred hostages
in the hands of the Samnites. Then came the ceremony of

passing under a yoke one by one, the consuls first, despoiled

of their consular robes and other insignia of their rank, then
the officers in like manner, and lastly the common soldiers,

amidst the taunts and threats of the surrounding Samnites,

who struck and even killed those of the Romans who showed
any resentment for the insult. The spot on which this

transaction occurred became known by the name of the
' Caudine Forks,' from its being in the neighbourhood of

Caudium.
When the news of this mishap reached Rome, it produced

universal consternation. The conditions of the peace being
discussed in the senate, the consul Posthumius proposed to

annul the treaty, offering to surrender himself, and the

tribunes who had signed it, to the Samnites. Two of the

tribunes of the people contended that this was not suffi-

cient to annul the solemn engagement made with the

Samnites, but they were overruled, and Posthumius and
the legionary* tribunes, escorted by a facialis, were led

back to the Samnite camp, with their hands bound,

and 'given up to Pontius, the fecialis saying that they

were' guilty of concluding a treaty without authority.

Posthumius, pretending to be offended, struck the fe-

cialis, and then drawing back, cried out, that as he
was now a Samnite, and as such had struck an envoy of

Rome, he had thereby afforded a sufficient reason to Rome
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Pontius appeared with hit hands tied behind his back : alter

the ceremony, he was beheaded.

In the year 290 B.C. the Samnites, worn out by their re-

peated defeats, sued for peace, which the Romans, likewise

exhausted by their dearly-bought victories, felt disposed to

grant The consul M. Curius Dentatus, being charged

with the negociation, concluded a peace, the conditions of

which are not known. (Livy, Epitome, xi.) * Thus,' says

Eutropius (ii. 9), 'ended the Saconite war, which had lasted

forty-nine years, against the most persevering enemy that

the Romans had to encounter within the boundaries of

Italy.' The result of this war, or succession of wars, was that

the Romans extended their power over South Italy, Cam-
pania, and Apulia, and thus became neighbours, and soon

after enemies, of the Tarentines. The Tarentine war brought
on the expedition of Pyrrhus into Italy, and the first war of

the Romans with an enemy from beyond the limits of Italy.

In the war of Pyrrhus, the Samnites joined that prince,

after whose second retreat from Italy and subsequent death

they found themselves attacked by two Roman armies,

under their old antagonists L. Papinus Cursor the younger
and S. Carvilius, who utterly defeated them (272 B.C.). It

was then that Samnium became a conquered country, and
the Romans sent colonies to Maluentum and other places.

Floras says that Samnium ceased to exist, meaning as

an independent state; and those who reckon this as the

end of the Samnite war, give it a duration of seventy

years, in which however there were considerable interrup-

tions.

In the war of Hannibal the Hirpini joined the Cartha-

ginians after the battle of Canna*, but the Pentri did not.

At last, in the Social War, the Samnites having joined the

Marsi, Vestini, Peligni, and others in the common league

against Rome, remained last in the field, and were defeated

and slaughtered without mercy by Sulla, who exclaimed

that Rome could enjoy no repose as long as a number of

Samnites could collect together. The devastation of Sam*
nium by Sulla was most effectual ; the towns were burnt and
razed to the ground ; Beneventum alone was spared. The
last time the Samnites appear in history is during the war
of Sulla against the younger Marius,when Pontius Telesinus,

who had joined the latter at the head of 40,000 Samnites
and Lucanians, stole a march upon Sulla, who was besieging

Pneneste, and advanced within ten stadia of Rome, which
was without any adequate defence. Telesinus told his own
Samnites that he was the enemy of both Marius and Sulla,

and that his object was to destroy Rome and restore free-

dom to Italy. Sulla however came in time to save the city.

A desperate battle ensued ; the Samnites defeated the left

wing of the Romans commanded by Sulla himself; but
Crassus, who commanded the right wing, having defeated

Carina, a Roman officer of the party of Marius, who was
opposed to him, fell upon the flank of the Samnites, who
were obliged to retire to Antemnea, where Telesinus was
killed. Between seven and eight thousand Samnites sur-

rendered to Sulla, who marched them to Rome ; and having
shut them up in the Circus Maximus, had them all butchered
in cold blood, while he was haranguing the senate in the
neighbouring temple of Bellona. The remainder of the

8amnites were slaughtered in the same manner at the

taking of Prseneste.

8AMOGITIA, now only an historical name, is an ex-

tensive tract of the antient duchy of Lithuania, bounded on
the north by Courland and the Baltic, on the west by the

Baltic and Prussia, and on the south and east by Lithuania
Proper. It produces abundance of corn, honey, wax, timber,
horses, and game. It now forms part of the Russian go-
vernment of Wilna. The inhabitants have retained in

greater purity than any others the peculiar customs and lan-

guage of the Lithuanians. The places deserving of notice

are, Kieydani, a colony founded by Prince Radsewill for

some Scotch emigrants, where they long flourished ; and
Polangen, the harbour of which, once of considerable

importance, was filled up with earth by the Swedes at the
instigation of the merchants of Riga.

8AMOS, an island in the Grecian Archipelago, called

by the Turks Sustun Adari, lying between 37 35' and
37* 48' N. let, and extending from 26° 36' to 27° 8' K.
long., situated on the coast of Asia Minor, at the distance
of about a mile from the promontory of Trogiliura, or
Cape Santa Maria, which lies between the gulf of Scale
Nova and that of Belat.

The word Samoa, as we are told by Strabo (viii 603),

means a mountainous height, and therefore mevbecne
sidered as characterizing the physical feature* of the aesei

while the names Dryusa, Anthemura, MeUmphyBm. ex
Cyparissia, given to it by the Greeks, are descriptive of »
fertility and varied produce. Its early history is mixed ea
fable. We find mention of Ancseus ruling here over ut

Carians and Leleges, and of a subsequent establishes

n

after the return of the Hcraclida?, of Lesbians led bv C*e>
laus, and Ionians expelled from Epidaurus under feates
the Carians consenting to incorporate the new eomen e»

their city. The date of this settlement u probably saw
988 B.C.

Very soon after the year 776 B.C., the Sammai *>

came remarkable for maritime enterprise and am
mcrce. They were the first to avail tbemaeta* ef t*r

improvements in ship-building, originating, as 1W»
dides tells us, at Corinth (Thucyd., i. 13), b.c 704 *•

find them trading with Egypt under the protect** 4
Psammetichus, who gave them a settlement there: sfev

b.c. 630, a Samian merchant, CoUbus, made a nnmi
voyage to Tartessus in the extreme west of the Aaaex
World, and brought back, as Herodotus tells u*» the bur*
private fortune he had ever known made by trade <r?~ ijfi

During tbis period they founded several colonies* Bew*
tbrace, Anoea, Perinthus, Bisantbe, Amorgoe, and w»*
the confederacy on the Asiatic continent, ceiled the Kr.
nium, consisting of twelve cities. Scattered notices of tic

early kings and petty wars with Ephesns, Pricse, fcr. «ri

in the antient historians, and have been well coHenr* *

Panofka, in his work, * Res Samiorum.'
In the time of Cyrus and Pisistratus the governmeal Ui-

island was in the hands of Polycrates, the moat risseihifc

of the tyrants of his day. Having obtained the luisii*—
of the island by stratagem, he established himself then »

*

tyrant, and became very powerful : be extended his away«
the neighbouring states, Lesbos, Miletus,&c~,and had ster
navy than any other Grecian prince or state of has «se

he was also strengthened by his alliance with Anas*
king of Egypt Shortly after the invasion of Kgrw *
Carabyses, Polycrates became engaged in a wnr est* Le«*

daemon, in which the Spartans were finally ropuhed frw

the island. His increasing power at length provoke *
jealousy of the Persian monarch Darius, vhose earn
Oroetes, allured him by treacherous promises to trust hoar
in his power, and then murdered him. Herodotoa let iz.

says of Polycrates that he perished in a manner newer*-
of himself and his high designs, and that none of the Get
tyrants, with the exception of those of Syracuse, wen » *

compared with him in greatness ofcharacter. This foe* *

consistent with all we read of Polycrates. He eeasw*
have designed to make Samoa the mistress of the Afa
pelago, and to have neglected nothing that coald
her greatness, either by the skilful conduct of i

foreign policy, or the cultivation of the arts of
He surrounded himself with all the princely lux
the wealth of that time could procure. Dernoewfe* w
physician and Anacreon the poet were in his court. B» •

said to have transported superior breeds of animan *"»

other countries. (Athenseus, lib. xii., p. 540, C«a.> §
seal was made by Theodorus, a celebrated auteO. <Xr
curious anecdotes of him may be found in Use
Athenrous just quoted. The mole in the
Samos, of which Herodotus speaks, was probably
under his directions.

During his reign, Saraos, enriched by her
Egypt and the Mediterranean, and strengthened
decline of the states on the Asiatic continent,
her sovereignty over the Archipelago in such e
to provoke the jealousy of the Persian government.
the treacherously-contrived death of Polycratea, "

deprived of his guidance, and a prey to civil wni
the hands of Darius, who appointed Sylueon. the
Polycrates, as governor. The resistance of the
to this measure led Otanes, the Persian general
mand, to order a general massacre, and 8amoa wee a
up to Syloson almost unpeopled.

Shortly after this, we find the 8amian* jotfu&~
revolt of Ionia, and expelling their tyrant, Aeecre.
of Syloson. They contributed a large force st lb*
Lade, but treacherously withdrew from the eng
obtain favour with Darius, to whose empire ifee* •
again made subject, but were released from it sjtjsar >
battle of Mycale,
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The maritime strength of Samoa was broken, and their go-

vernment mad* democratic*1 by Pericles, a-c 440, who took
the opportunity afforded by a quarrel betwean thU island

and Miletus to crush a power which might otherwise hare
bean a dangerous subject, if not a formidable rival, of Athena.
After the expedition of the Athenians to Sicily, during the
Peloponneaian war, Samoa, like Athena, became agitated

by a struggle between the oligarchical and democratical

partiea, terminating in the triumph of the latter. After
the battle of Aegospotami, the Samians, alone remaining
firm in their alliance with Athena, sustained a siege from
Lysandor, and wore compelled to submit to Spartan prin-

ciples of government. After this time the island fell into

varioue hands. The Athenians, Lacedaemonians, and Per-
sians became successively possessed of it, and it waa finally

restored to its early masters bv Tttnotheus, aud was pro-
tected by Athena aa her ally during the Social War (ax.
360 X Little mention of Samoa is made in the history of
the Macedonian period. Its valuable situstioo as a navsl
station made it the prey of the great monarch* then con-
tending against each other, and after forming part of the
Egyptian, Macedonian, and Syrian empires, it was finally

made subject to Rome, ax. 84. Samos waa afterwards the
residence of Mareus Antonius and Cleopatra, ic 32, and of
Augustus, who gave its inhabitants a titular freedom.
It waa reduced by Vespasian to the form of a province,

though the memory of its antlent glory was preserved aa
late aa the time or the emperor Deems by the inscription

Xojii** r^rvf 'Iwrtec on its coins.

The antient history of Samos exhibiu very strikingly the
vicee and virtues of the Ionic race. In love of liberty, in

commercial and naval activity, in fondness for art, not leas

than in luxury and fickleness of cltaracter, they very much
resembled their Athenian masters, while no Greek state at

so early a period aa the time of Polyeratee perhaps equalled
them in the variety of their mercantile relations and enter-

prise in navigation. We find them in close alliance with
Ameaia, king of Egypt, who granted them a separate tem-
ple at the establishment for Greek morebants at Naucretie,
and thair trade with Africa must have been carried on not
only by the assistance of the Cyrenamna, but by their set-

tlement at an oasis in the desert, seven davs* journey from
Thobee, an outpost of Greek Civilisation discovered by the

army of Cambysee on their invasion of that continent
(Herod., iii 20.) Closely connected with their trade with
Egypt U the history of the early art of Samoa, A school

of sculptors, beginning with Rncecus and his sons Theodo-
ras and Teleelee, at a period (according to Pliny, xxxv. 43)
long before the expulsion of the Becchiadas from Corinth,
continued till the time of Polycrate*. (MQUer*s ArcA^o-
fafie dn JfsouJ, 60, 71.) Thaodorua is said to have in-

tented the art of casting in bronte, and of him and his

brother the well-known and remarkable anecdote is told,

that after their stay in Egypt, they formed a statue, one-
half being made at Ephesus by Tbeodorue, the other at

8amoa by Teteclca. and that the two halves tallied exactly.

Without entering into the question of the general origin of

Greek art, it seems probable from this, that the intercourse

between Egypt and 8amos had led these two artists to

imitate the prescribed forms and unchanging proportions of

the art of the elder country. The stiffness of the early style

was much improved upon by another Theodorua, son of
Tdeelea, in the time of rolycratee, and the skill of the Sa«
imsns in working metal had been already shown in the
execution of the braaen caldron dedicated bv Cohans to the
temple of Juno at Argos, and ornamented with colossal

figures and heads in high relief.

In the sister arts of architecture and painting the Sa-
miana were also eminent. Rhmcus, who baa been already

mentioned, built the Hersum, or temple of Juno, the
largest which Herodotus lied ever seen (iii. CO). In this

temple waa a statue of too goddess by Smilis (sn artist said

by Pausamaa to be a contemporary of Dssdalua), of a very

archaic form, aa we may see from Us representation on the
coins of the island.

M*ndroctca,a 8amian, built the bridgo over the Bosporus
for Darius Hyetaepea, and also caused a painting to be made
of bia work and of the monarch passing o\or it with bis

army.
Not lose of Calyphon, Timantbes, and other 8smian

C
sinters, are collected from Pausanias and other sources

y Fanof ka, ' Res Samiorum,' M, who also quotes passages to

show that the natural genius for design in the islanders

showed itself in the improvements introduced by them in
ship-building. The coins of Samoa are very numerous and
worthy ofattention. The earliest autonomous coins bear the
head of a lion or of a bull ; a winged wild boar or a prow of
a ship are common reverses. Juno, with bar attributes,

and Weptune, Vulcan, and Minerva, are deitiea represented
upon the imperial coins, the series of which extendi as far
as Saloninus junior; the usual reverse u the archaio
figure of Juno, which resembles very much that of Diana
on the coins of Ephesus ; for a more particular description
of which see Mionnet, Description dee MSdaiUee Antiques
This statue waa still standing in the temple in tho time of
Pausamaa.

Pythagoras, who was a native of Samoa, ia alto represented
in a sitting attitude on the imperial coins, touching a globe
placed on a column wit.» bia hand, with tho inscription,

nreArOPHC CAMION. Other types are Meleager attack-
ing the boar, tho river Parthemus personified, Nemesis,
fitc

After being made a province by Vespasian, Samoa waa
constituted the bead of a theme under the Byxantlne em-
perors, It was plundered and taken by the Arabs in the
eighth century, and recovered by Leo in the thirteenth. A
Turkish chief. Tsarhas, seised it for a short time, but waa
soon deprived of it by Johannes Ducas. It waa in the
bauds of the Venetians, and afterwards of the Gonooso ; and
upon the tsking of Constantinople (1463). was ravaged by
Mahomet II. Selim granted permission to one of his sub-
jects, Kilitsch Ali Basse, to coloniso the island, as the popu-
lation had been much reduced by frequent piratical invasions.

It baa continued ever since under the dominion of the
Turks : the inhabitanta made an unsuccessful attempt to free

themselves during the late Greek revolution, in which
the archbishop and clergy did not join.

The form of the island of Samoa ia irregular and in-

dented ; the {greatest length is from west to cast, and the cir-

cumference is about eighty miles. It is separated from
the continent of Asia by a narrow strait or boccage
about six miles in length, and nowhere more than three in

breadth, full of small islands. Through the island in a
direction from east to west runs a high mountain called

Am pelus by 8trabo, a continuation of the promontory of
Trogilium, aod terminating at its western extremity with
the height of Kerkis, the Mons Cercetiua of the antient*, the
loftiest point in the island.

Immediately opposite to Gape Santa Maria, between the
rivers Metelenoua and Imbraaius, is the port of Tigani, tbo
antient harbour of the city of Samoa, which has an artificial

mole built across it from north to south. Herodotus speaks
of an immense mole in this harbour, which he considers one
of the three works moat worthy of mention in the island,

A little inland at the distance of about five milea from Capo
Santa Maria ia the site of the antient town of Samoa. From
the existing ruins Poeocke ( Travel* in the East) givce a
ground-plan of it, from which it appears that it was situated

to the west of the port, partly on flit ground, and partly

occupying the tooth side of Mount Am pelus ; the walls, of
which there are still remains, are cased with white marble,
and liave square towers. At about sixty paces interval they
enclose a quadrangular apace ; within them are the ruins of
a theatre with the scats, built on the aide of a hill. To the

weat of the city, towards the Imbraaius, are the remains of

an aqueduct, which doea not seem to be the one mentioned
by Herodotus (iii 60), which waa carried through a moun-
tain, and waa one of the three works which be considered

most worthy of admiration at 8*moe. Of the great temple
of Juno hardly anything remains except a capital and base,

engraved in Tournefort. {Voyage du Levant) Its di-

mensions were ascertained bv Mr. Bedford, an archi-

tect who accompanied Sir William Gell in the second
A*iatic mission of the Dilettanti, to be -length 346
feet; breadth 189. It was a decastylus dipterus; had
ten columns in front, twenty ono on the sines, a triple

row in the pronaos and a double row of four columns
between the an tat at the entrance of the cella in front. The
columns were about seven feet in diameter at tbo bottom of

the shaft, and about sixty feet high. The intcreolumniation

in the two front* was fourteen feet, in the flank only ten

feet and a half, and in the flank of the pronao* something
still less. There was no appearance of fluting in the

columns. The material was the white and bluish-grey

marblo of the island. (Leske's Asia Minor, 348.) Oppo-
site to the old city, about a mil© to the weat of it, is the
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modern town of Cora, or MiyaXrj x*>pa, the largest in the

island, containing, in Pococke's time, about twelve small

churches and two hundred and fifty houses. On the south

side of the city is a large plain called Megalocampus, which
has become a stagnant marsh. To the west of Cora is the

river Imbrasius, on which is the small village of Mily. At
the mouth of this river the land juts out to the south, ter-

minating in Cape Colonna, opposite to the small island of

Sumopoula. To the west of this promontory is the village

of Marathrocampos, about forty miles distant from Patmos.

Three miles from this village, opposite to the island of Ni-
cana, and distant from it about twelve miles, is a hermitage
called St. George's, with a grotto near it, on the lop of

Mount Kerkis, called Panagia Phaneromena. The summit
of this mountain is covered with snow all the year round,

and has a lake al the top.

Five miles from Marathrocampos towards the north is

the village of Castany. Proceeding along the coast in a

north- east direction we come to Carlovassi, the most con-

siderable town in the island after Cora. The port is a bad
one, being much exposed to the north wind. Three miles

to the cast of this town is Farni, a village, ten miles from
which, in a deep bay, is Vathi.atown with a good harbour ca-

capable of holding a large fleet There is a small harbour
four miles to the northeast, the mouth of which is well pro-

tected by little inlands. On the east side of the island is

another port, which Tournefort ( Voyage du Levant) calls

the Portdes Galeres. The ?e are the principal geographical

points in the island. The soil of Samos is very fertile, and
produces very good wine, though this was not the case

formerly, according to the testimony of the antients. The
muscat grape is much cultivated. There is good timber on
the hills, which have quarries of white marble in abun-
dance.

Samos was formerly celebrated for its pottery, which
was made from a particular kind of clay found in the

island.

Travellers speak of the abundance of game and wild ani-

mals in the island.

The inhabitants, about 15,000 in number, living in

eighteen villages, are nearly all Greeks ; they are described

by Michaud and Poujoulat {Correspondance d'Orient,

1833) as being wretched in their condition and habits, and
of a savage appearance. They are governed by a waiwode
and cadi ; the former has the care of the revenue, and the
latter administers i ustice. There is also a Christian governor,
called an aea, chosen by the people. From Pococke's
Travels in the East we get the following, statement of the

amount of the revenue yearly accruing from Samoa in his

time:—land-tax, 22 purses; barach or poll-tax, 20 purses;
avancos, or fines on deaths and for crimes, 10 purses.

Samos is the s*e of an archbishop, who is also bishop of
Icaria. His lands, with those belonging to the papas or

priests, and estovers or monks, are more than half of the

whole island. A minute account of the state of the Greek
church in Samos may be found in a rare work translated

into English, under the following title: ' A Description of
the Present State of Samos, Nicaria, Patmos, and Mount
Athos, by Joseph Georgirenes, archbishop of Samoa,' Lon-
don, 1677; which may oe also referred to generally for an
account of the condition of the island during the seven-

teenth century.

For further information see Dapper's History of the

Archipelago; Panofka, Res Samiorum ; Touruefort, Voyage
du Levant ; and Beau van, Voyage du Levant, Nancy, 1619;
in which wot k a bird's-eye view of the island is given.

SAMOTHRA'CE (Xa/io0p?rfj), a small island opposite
the mouth of the Hebru* in Thrace, from which it was 38
miles distant according to Pliny (iv. 23). It was chiefly

celebrated for the worship of the Cabiri, which was said to

have originated in this island. [CxniRi.] According to

Herodotus (ii. 51), Samothrace was originally inhabited by
ine Pelaagiana, from whom the inhabitants learnt the re-

ligious mysteries which they solemnized.

In Homer the island is usually called Samos (//, xxiv.

78, 753), or the Thraeian Samos (A, xiii. 12), and was said,

according to some accounts, to have derived its name from
a colony from the island of Samos on the coast of Asia
Minor, who settled there (Paus., vii. 4, a. 3; Strabo, x.,

p. 457) ; but Strabo, who did not believe this account,
derived its name from samos, which meant a height, or

from the San, whom be supposed to be the antient in-

habitant* of the country. Other accounts state that it

was originally called Dardania, and that Dardanoa, As
founder of Troy, passed over from this island to Asia Miser
(Strabo., vii., p. 331.)

The Samothracians joined the army of Xerxes when at

invaded Greece, and one of their ships distinguished usaJ

at the battle of Salam is. (Herod., viu. 90.) In the isms* cf

Pliny it was a free state.

Samothrace, according to Pliny, was 32 miles in cunaa-
feronce. It contains a very high mountain, called Sam
by Pliny, from which Homer says that Troy could be sees

(//., xiii. 12.)

SAMOYEDES, one of the most widely spread noma**
nations of Northern Asia. The tribes of the Samoyveo
inhabit two large tracts, one ofwhich extends along the aaerai

of the Polar Sea, and the other on both sides of the Ah*a

Mountains. Thus there are northern and southern ba»

moyedes.
The Northern Samoyedes wander about in the eowatn

which occupies the western portion of the coast ofSihrra
The most eastern point at which they are found is the Gt~2

of Taimooras, which lies west of the peninsula that tma>
nates in the North-eastOape, the moat northern petal «*

Asia. From this gulf westward they occupy thewew
coast to the Ural Mountains, and they are even found ear
of that range, on both sides of the river Pechora, as hi a
the banks of the river Mezen. Thus they inhabit the cease

of the Polar Sea between 45° and 1 00° E. long. The; sn
of short stature, seldom attaining five feet, and reaesnt*
the Tungooses in the conformation of their body. The? ae*s

round, broad, and flat faces, thick lips, a broad and sac*

nose, very little beard, and very coarse black hair. Thr»
are stout, and have muscular limbs. They have here* •*

rein- deer, but they use this animal only for drawing uW
sledges. They do not milk them, nor do they eat ihir

flesh. They five chiefly on the produce of the cheat d
which the principal object is the wild rein-deer, with wsart

their country abounds, and which supplies all their wen
They take also several kinds of fur-bearing animal*, est**

cially foxes. The sea supplies them with white bears aac

some other animals, and dead whales are occasionally earra*

to their shores. From time to time they occupy thctnseh*
with fishing in the rivers and lakes, but the chase a user

principal employment. They are heathens, and orotrm
the religion called Shamanism. It is stated that the ar
merous tribes which belong to the Northern Setae?«ea
contain 70,000 individuals.

the Northern Samoyedes are divided from their i

kinsmen by an immense tract of country, occupied
Ostiaks, and several tribes that belong to the To
especially the Tchapogires.
The Southern Samoyedes inhabit that part of t^

Altai Mountains which extends from the seaiw *
the river Tshulyshman, one of the principal braara*
of the river Obi (near 88° B. long.), to the touth-auun
extremity of Lake Baikal, or to 105° E. long., where tfen

approach the banks of the river Selenga. The pnav^*
seat of the Samoyedes in this port is the valley betwcea e»
two chains, called Erghik Targak Taiga, on the north, as*

the Tangnu Odla, on the south [Altai Mouwtajws, sat .

p. 398], in which the two principal branches of =•
YeneseT river, the Ta-Kimu and the Kemtshyk, hare taer
origin. This country is included within the Urruatse* a*

the Chinese empire ; and these Samoyedes, called fioiisa
are tributary to the emperor of China, and obUged **» a
military service along tne frontier. Some small tnW* rf

Samoyedes inhabit the northern declivity of the Eft*
Targak Taiga range, where they are subject to Ruaasa. as*
pay a tribute of furs. They extend northward aleae i*
banks of the YeneseT to Abakansk, and alone; the if4a. •

tributary of the Upper Tunguska, to Ntahnot UeVa»a
Some of these tribes li\e entirely on the prodoca «f t»
cha«e, such as elks and different kinds of deer, iniinil a

large species called raarali. They also take lahlaa u:
squirrels, with the furs of which they pay thetr trtWi
Other tribes have herds of rein-deer, their country swa-
the most southern region in which that animal is mat a-n
in Asia. They use the males as hunting; animal*, seat ta»

females supply them with milk. A few hate adoe*cd ear-
culture, but they eat also the roots and stem* of *osa* w*,*
growine plants. The 8oyotes, or Chinese Satnovade** he*
ever, inhabit a rich pasture country, and live on the f
of their herds, consisting of horses, black cattle, and <

These Southern Samoyedes exactly resemble thetr i

hyc*
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kinsmen m the formation of their bodies, except that they
have a tolerably thick beard. The different tribes of the
Samoyedes speak different dialects of one language, which
varies greatly from the languages of all the neighbouring
nations, though it contains a considerable number of roots

which occur in the languages of some nations of Central
Asia.

(Pallas, Reisen durch verschiedme Provinzen des Rusris-
chen Reichs ; Klaproth, Asia Polyglotta; Ritter, Erd-
kunde von Asien, vol. i. ).

SAMPHIRE, an herb in much request in some parts of
the country as a salad and pickle. The true Samphire is

the Critkmum marttimum, a plant belonging to the natural

order UmbelUfero. It is a very succulent plant, with pale-

green leaves, and flowers arranged in umbels. It grows on
rocks by the sea-side. The specios of Salicornia [8alicornia]
are often called Samphire, and are used in the same manner,
but they are very much inferior to the Crithmum as an
article of diet.

SAMPOO, river. [Brahmapootra.]
SAMSOE, OLE JOHAN, was born on the 2nd of

March, 1759, at Nestved, where his father was a person in

easy circumstances. At first he was educated at home by a
private tutor, but was afterwards sent to the school at Cold-

ing, of which Justitsraad Thorlacius was then the rector.

He proceeded thence to the university of Copenhagen, where
he distinguished himself by his superior abilities and attain-

ments, and where he formed some literary friendships. One
of bis most intimate associates was Rahbek, with whom he
set out on a tour through Germany in the summer of 1782.

The two friends visited Paris on their return in the autumn
of 1784. It was now necessary that he should form some
decisive plans for the future, for though his father had left

him what was at the time a considerable property, it was
vested in Indian stock, which had fallen very greatly in the

interim, while the expenses of travelling, of which he seems
to have borne the greater share, had made some inroad into

his finances. At the advice therefore of a friend, he applied

for the post of teacher to the royal pages, but did not hold

it longer than about five years. His salary however was con-

tinued to him as a pension.

In 1793 he was made one of the masters of the Latin

school, but resigned that situation in the following spring,

his motive for accepting it having been chiefly to make such

addition to his income as would enable him to marry a lady to

whom he was attached ; yet though all preparations bad been

made, and the day itself fixed, the marriage was broken off by

mutual consent, and without breach of good understand-

ing between the parties. Thus released from the duty of pro-

viding for a family, Samsoe gave up his other engagements,

and applied himself entirely to literary studies. Besides his

Scandinavian tales, the first of which, * PrithioiV had been

composed by him while at the university, he commenced a

translation of Cicero's • Offices.' and another of Garve's work

on morals. His proficiency in Greek literature, and his

admiration of Plutarch, suggested to him the idea of writing

a work on antient history, thrown chiefly into the form of

biographies of the most conspicuous personages, connected

by succinct narratives of intermediate events. Unfortu-

nately he did not execute or even begin it, for nothing of

the kind was discovered among his manuscripts. He now
tried his talent in a different walk of literature, where suc-

cess brings with it more sudden and more brilliant popu-

larity. The enthusiasm with which his tragedy of • Dy-
vecke ' (founded on the history of the beautiful mistress of

Christian II. and her ambitious mother) was received, would

doubtless have led him at once to prosecute that career, and

indeed the plans of two other dramas on national subjects

were found among his papers. But he did not live even to

be assured of bis triumph, as he died January 24th, 1796,

just aweek before the first representation of his piece, which

took place on the day of his funeral. ' Dyvecke ' makes an

epoch in the annals of the Danish stage : written in prose,

and divested of those pompous conventionalities which often

serve merely to disguise feebleness, this drama captivates by

the intrinsic interest of dialogue and situations, and by its

forcible pathos. It is true that criticism has alleged many
defects against it ; yet if not perfect, it furnished a model

which did not previously exist in the language ; and both on

thai account, and as being the only dramatic attempt of

the author, it deserves to be estimated by its beauties

and its merits. This tragedy and his Tales form the two

volumes of his posthumous pieces, edited by his frierd
Rahbek.
SAMUEL, BOOKS OF, two canonical books of the

Old Testament, the first of which contains the history of

Israel from the birth of the Prophet Samuel to the death of

Saul (B.C. 1171-1055); and the second the history of David's
reign for about forty years (B.C. 1055-1017). At this point

the history is taken up in the Frst Book of Kings. The
Jews and most Christian writers ascribe a portion of these

books to Samuel (who, from the nature of their contents,

could not have written the whole), and the remainder to the

prophets Gad and Nathan, chiefly on the ground of the

following passage in 1 CAron., xxix. 29 :—
' Now the acts of

David the king, first and last, behold, they are written in

the book of Samuel the seer, and in the book of Nathan
the prophet, and in the book of Gad the seer/ The first

twenty-four chapters of the first book of Samuel, from
Samuel's birth nearly to his death, are ascribed to Samuel
himself. As to the remainder, it cannot be exactly de-

termined what part was written by Gad, and what part by
Nathan ; but it is conjectured that Gad, who was very pro-

bably a pupil of Samuel, and a companion of David in his

wanderings during the life of Saul (1 Sam., xxii. 5), wrote

the history of David, from the death of Samuel to Jiis being

made king in Hebron (1 Sam., xxv. ; 2 Sam., v.) ; arid that

the remaining part of the second book was written by Na-
than. These three portions then were collected by Ezra
when he formed the canon into one book ; for in the Jewish
canon the two books of Samuel form only one. Jahn, on
the contrary, ascribes the books of Samuel and of Kings to

the same author, and places their publication about the

forty-fourth year of the BabyIonish captivity.

In the Septuagint these books are called the first and
second books of Kings, or of the Kingdoms. [Kings;
Chronicles.]

(The Introductions of Jahn, Eichhorn, Bertholdt, De
Wette, and Home.)
SAMY'DA, a genus of plants of the natural family of

Samydese. The genus having all the characters of the

family to which it belongs, is distinguished by possessing

10-12 stamens, all of which bear anthers; while the

stigma is globose. The species consist of small trees or

shrubs, found in the hot parts of America, such as the West
Indies, Mexico, and Brazil, with a few doubtful species in

the East Indies. The branches are sometimes thorny ; the

leaves alternate, entire, or serrate, with pellucid dots and
twin stipules ; flower-stalks axillary, single- flowered, solitary

or fascicled with white but sometimes purple flowers.

SAMYDA'CEjE, a natural order of apetalous plants, of

uncertain station, and placed by De Candolle amongst
polypetalous Exogens. They have three, five, or seven se-

rf c b

{amyda seuutata.

a, branch with stipulate leaves and flowers; b, flower opened, showing tlit

monadelphous stamens and the pistil ; e. anther with its double cell ; d, tram

Terse eaetbo of ovary shewing seeds attached to tire parietal placenta*.
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pals more or less cohering at the base ; stamens perigynous,

two, three, or four times as numerous as the sepals, with

monadelphous filaments; superior one-celled ovary; inde-

finite ovules attached to parietal placentas; capsules with

from three to five valves; numerous seeds fixed to the

valves ; fleshy albumen and a radicle pointing away from the

hilum. The leaves are alternate with stipules, marked with

round and linear pellucid dote. The apetalous flowers and

fruit of this order approximate it to Bixacess, and its peri-

gynous stamens and alternate stipulate leaves ally it to

Rosace©. It is an entirely tropical order, composed of

small trees or shrubs. The bark and leaves are slightly as-

tringent One of the species, Casearia ulmifolia, is used in

Brazil as a remedy against the bite of snakes, for which pur-

pose the leaves are applied to the wound, and an infusion

of them is taken internally.

SAN BLAS, a town on the western coast of Mexico,

in the state of Xalisco, formerly the province of Guada-

laxara, is situated on an island formed by two mouths of

the Rio Grande de Santiago as it enters the Pacific. It is

the seaport of Tepic, and the chief maritime station in Xa-
lisco. It stands about three-quarters of a mile from the

shore, on a very remarkable isolated rook, rising abruptly

out of a low, swampy, wooded plain or savannah, to the

height of 150 feet, inaccessible on three sides, and with a

surface of about 500 yards each way ; within which limits

the town is of course confined. From the plain, which is

always more or less under water, rise exhalations and mias-

mata, which render the town very unhealthy by causing a

low fever, besides giving birth to myriads of mosquitoes and
sand-flies. During the rainy season, from June to Novem-
ber, the place is perfectly uninhabitable from the torrents

of rain, which destroy the houses and perfectly insulate

the rock. At this season, all the inhabitants who can afford

it, remove not only themselves but most of their property

to Tepic, and the population is in a few days reduced from

3000 to 150.

At the shore is a village called La Playa, inhabited prin-

eiesiJy by fishermen and those connected with the arseual,

which, though now in a dilapidated state, was once of great

importance. A good ropewalk still remains. A small

sestuery, the northern branoh of the Rio Grande, affords a

safe boafcharbour and landing-place, but the auchorage in

the roads, which is commanded by two batteries, is much
exposed to westerly winds. San Bias affords good supplies

of meat, fruit, and vegetables, but the climate is very hot in

the summer. 21° 32* N. lat. t 105° 18' W. long. High-

water, full and change, at 9h. 40m. ; rise between 6 and 7 feet

(Captain Hall's South America; Captain Beechev's

Voyage to *** Pacific ; Sailing Directions, &c)
SAN FRANCISCO, a port in the Mexican dominions,

in the province of New California, on the shores of the North
Pacific. It is only on account of its size, and the perfect

security which it offers to vessels of any burden, that it

has at present any claim to notice, though there can be

little doubt that it will ultimately arrive at greater im-

portance from the fertility of its soil and delightful cli-

mate. The entrance is narrow, lying between land of con-

aiderable elevation, on the southern point of which stands

a fort to guard the passage. After running in a westerly

direction about six miles, it divides into two branches, one

attending 39 miles to the south-east between two ridges of

hills with low land at the base reaching to the shores and
tsrminatiug is small winding creeks; the other taking a

northern direction, after about four miles opens out into a

easacious basiu 10 miles in diameter, and alter converging

to a second strait, again expands, and is connected with

three large rivers, called Jesu Maria, 8acramento, and
San Joachim. The greater part of the southeast arm is

very shallow, leaving only a narrow channel up the centre,

and the landing is bad. There are several islands and some
dangerous rocks and shoals, but the anchorages are safe

and well sheltered. A bar of sand lies eight miles off the

entrance, with only 25 to 30 feet water; and with a high

wind a heavy sea breaks over it.

It is not however devoid of interest in other respects,

being one of the earliest settlements of the Old Spaniards

Jbr the charitable purpose of converting the Indians to

Christianity. Their fort or stronghold, called the Presidio,

was fixed near the entrance, on the southern shore, about

half a mile inland. It is a square enclosure, the sides of

which are about 300 yards in length, and were formerly tur-

ey may an come unocr sat es-

The most conspicuous objact •

b are congregated the dwtfiasa

e soldiers and attendants *f £

8e»e.

rounded by a mud wall about IS feet high, pierced traa
ketry. Against the inner sides of these walls are *m
dwellings of the settlers, the centre being left dear tr

exercise and military evolutions. These walls are awe n
ruins.

From this primary settlement emanated the sVre UW
ing missions, which were established in various parte of tar

adjacent country under the protection of the Pre**da> :—
San Francisco, founded in 1776; Santa Olara. irr.

San Jose, 1797 ; San Francisco 8olano, 1823; Sea Has*.
1827.

As they are nearly similar in appearance) and m thar

political organisation, they may all come trader tat as-

lowing brief description,

the church, around which
of the padres, and of the
establishment, which are built with some pi

order and comfort; and at a little distance
huts of the Indians, placed in squares with great
It is the business of the Indians, who are under list aW
lute control of the padres, to cultivate the sod, ass) m*
care of the herds of sheep and cattle in which cooaess v*

wealth of the missions ; the hides and tallow sent le Hav
terey for shipment form their chief source of revwe*.

Some of the missions possess as many as 10.000 head J

cattle.

San Francisco is situated about three miles to the seats

east of the Presidio, in the midst of a beautiful and farm*

plain. Santa Clara is in an extensive plain not Car frws s»

head of the southern arm of the port. San Jose at s»

foot of the hills to the south-east ; and the two
missions are near the shores of the northern arm.
of meat and vegetables are plentiful, and the
abounds with game and wild-fowl.

The Presidio is in 37° 48' N. 1st. and 1**° 3s' W.eea
High-water at full and change, 10b. 60m. ; the nee is ec*
feet.

(Captain Beechey s Voyage to the Ricific)
SAN MARI'NO, Republic of, isa small territory «•

sistinp chiefly of a steep mountain with its offsets sad seism
covering an area ofabout 27 square mike. It is eitoaled est
in the papal province of Urbino, and about ten miles trm
the coast of the Adriatic. The whole population ainasai i

about 7000. The town ofSan Marino stands on the owpcrpr-

of the mountain, the summit of which is crowned by sa j»

castle with three towers, on which the standard of tae *
public waves. The town i» ill built and ill paved ; these**
are steep, and only practicable for mules and donkeys. TV
square before the town-house is large, and cessraasseV •

fine view of the neighbouring Apennines. The chert* •

the Capuchins contains a fine painting rcprciairtiisf *
Descent from the Cross. Outside of the town as il Berp. •

suburb ; and at the foot of the mountain are three or * -r

villages, Serravalle, Acquariva, Feglio, &c The iee**>

ante nave cultivated every alip of ground that cas he ae*
productive ; they make some very good wine, soase ed, »
rear silk-worms, the produce of which constitutes so arv*
of trade. They have also some good cattle. They is***

oorn from the neighbouring Papal State.

The origin of the republic of San Marino is aa*c *

the obscurity of the dark ages. Marinua, a here
from Delmatia, is said to have retired to th
in the fourth century of our »ra, and after his
church was raised to his memory, and a Tillage gvee *.

round the spot In the tenth century it became s e*a*
town by the name of * Plebs Santi Marini cuss
seems to have governed itself as an independent
pality ; and we find in the twelfth century that the
of Sao Marino purchased some lands from the
ing counts of Mootefeltro, lords of Urbino.
wars of the Ouelphs and Guibelin*, the people of
Marino took the part of the latter, together with saw
neighbours ofMontefeltro.and as such wereexjxuanwan*
by Innocent IV. Towards the end of the fborteeaath •*-

tury, the popes, in consequence of the cession as**** *

Rudolph of Hababurg [Papal Stats], began te> •*
reetors to the Romagna, to enforce the su*ef*sn*h*e> «f A
papal see over the towns and lords of the essantrr. Cat

of these vicars, Hildebrandinus, bishop ofAreeaoiasWcx *
year 1291, complained that, with the exception of thai uk
of Cessna, no other place in Romagna would obey has asswar
tions. This rector appointed a oartain Tlminrin, ransn of*
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Leo, as bis vicar for the district of Montefeltro, in which San
Marino was included. The commune of San Marino being
summoned, like the rest, by the vicar, to pay certain due*
and fees, refused ; and the matter being referred to a learned
judge of Rimini, called Palamede, he decided that the
community and men of San Marino were exempt from pay-
ment, having been of old independent of all foreign domi-
nion, a decision which was confirmed by the vicar Theodo-
ric in a charter Quoted by Delfico in his ' Storia di San
Marino,' From that time San Marino has been acknow-
ledged as an independent state by the popes, although some
pupes, or rather their legates in the Romagna, have attempted
ax times to enforce their authority over thai little state, but
the attempt has not been persevered in. [Alberoni.]
When Bonuparie overthrew the papal government, he

respected the independence of San Marino; and in 1814.
when the pope was reinstated in his dominions, the freedom
of the republic was confirmed. The legislative power is in

the hands of a great council of 300 anziani, or elders, and
the executive consists of a senate of twelve, with a gonfa-
lomere, who is changed every three months.
SAN REMO, a province of the Sardinian States, forming

part of the duchy of Genoar is bounded on the north by the
Maritime Alps, which divide it from Piedmont, east by
the province of One^lia, west by the county of Nizza and
the principality of Monaco, and south by the Mediter-
ranean Sea. The country partakes of the general nature
of the Riviera, being occupied by offsets from the Alps,
which advance to the sea-shore, and contain between them
narrow valleys through which Haw several torrents that
are generally dry in summer. The lower hills and valleys
and the strips of level ground along the coast produce oil,

orauges, lemons, and wine. The climate is very temperate
and genial, the thermometer seldom falling below the
freezing-point. Even date-trees bear fruit in some favour-
able spots. ( Bertolotti, Viaggio nella Liguria.) The popu-
lation of the province consists of 56,500 inhabitants, distri-

buted among 28 communes.
San Remo. the chief town, is built on the slope of

a steep hill which rises from the sea-coast; the mountains
forming a semicircle around and sheltering it from the
north winds. The lower hills around the town are planted
with olive, orange, lemon, fig, almond, and pomegranate trees,

whi'th constitute the principal wealth of the inhabitants.
The population of the town amounts to 11.000. many of

whom are employed as seamen, and enjoy a good reputa-
tion for honesty and mildness of character. Murders,
which are not uncommon in other districts of this coast, are
unknown among the natives of San Remo. Before 1797
San Remo had eighty large merchant vessels, most of which,
being pressed by the French into the service for their ex-
pedition to Egypt, were lost. The town has now hardly any
other but coasting craft, with which it trades with Marseille
and Genoa.

San Remo has a communal college with about 400
students, and several churches and palaces. The church
Dell' Assunta, or Delia Costa, is a fine structure orna-
mented with several columns of alabaster and crowned
by a handsome dome. The Palace Borea has a gallery of
good paintings. The town being formerly deficient in good
water, has been of late years abundantly supplied with it

by an aqueduct through the care of its intendente, the
Awocato Nola, well known for his dramatic works.

San Remo dates its origin from the ninth century, having
been built below a castle on the hill called Castrum S.

Romuli, from the name of a bishop of Genoa who was
buried there, and which had been destroyed by the Sara-

cens. In the twelfth century San Remo was an independ-

ent community under a nominal allegiance to the German
emperors, and in 1170 it made an alliance with Genoa and
Nizza for the mutual protection of their respective shipping

agavinst the Pisans. in 1199 however San Remo placed

it*elf under the allegiance of Genoa, with a reservation of its

municipal franchises and immunity from arbitrary taxation.

This state of things, which was common to most towns of

the Riviera, lasted till 1728, when the Genoese having laid

certain duties upon the Utter, the people of San Remo took

up arms and dismissed the magistrates sent by Genoa.

But through the mediation of the Prince of Monaco, the

former relations between the metropolis and its depend-
encies were re-established. In 1753 however, in consequence

of fresh dissensions, the Genoese sent an armed force to

San Remo, built a castle to overawe the town, and deprived

P. C, No. 1279.

the citizens of most of their privileges. Some time after

an anonymous writer published ' Memoires touchant la

Superiority Iraperiale sur les villes de G&nes et de San
Remo,' Ratisbon, 1768, in which, referring to the old

suzerainty of the emperors over the whole of the towns ot

this coast, he said that San Remo could not be bound
by allegiance to Genoa, but was merely connected by a con-

vention. The Genoese on their side attempted to prove

'their old high dominion over the whole of Liguria inde-

pendently of the Empire.' (Accinelli, Compendio delie

Siorie di Genova, vol. ii.)

San Remo has produced some learned men, among others

Michel Augelo da San Remo, an Orientalist, who lived in

the seventeenth century, and Francesco Maria Gaud*o,
professor of mathematics in the university of Rome, and
the aut hor of several valuable works, especially on hydraulics,

who died in 1 793.

The only other place of any importance in the province
is Ventimiglia, the antient Albium Intemelium, a well-

built town of 5700 inhabitants, on the sea-coast at the
mouth of the Roia, and a bishop's see. The cathedral, a
structure of the middle ages, is said to be built on the re-

mains of a temple of Juno raised by the consul M. Mmi-
lius, after his last victory over the Ligunans. B.C. 187. (Liv.,

39, c. 2.) The church of St. Michael is partly built with
the remains of a temple dedicated to Castor and Pollux.
The town contains several Roman inscription?. Father
Angelico Aprosio, a native of Ventimiglia, and a great
philologist and bibliographer of the seventeenth century,

bequeathed a considerable library to the Augustine con-
vent in the town, which was plundered of its best works,
by the revolutionists of Genoa, it is said, during the French
invasion in 1797.

In the eleventh century Ventimiglia had its counts, who
afterwards became feudatories of the city of Genoa. This
relation was confirmed by the diploma of the emperor Fre-
deric I., dated 1 162, which granted to the republic of Genoa
the whole Riviera from Monaco to La Spezia, as an im-
perial fief, saving the rights of the respective counts and
marquises. In the thirteenth century Ventimiglia was a
subject of dispute between Genoa and the Anjou counts of

Provence. In April, 1 794, the French, who had already

taken possession of Nizza and Monaco, appeared before

Ventimiglia. The Genoese governor, not having the means
of resistance, could only protest against this violation of a
neutral territory. The French then spread along the

Riviera, from whence, two years after, they penetrated into

the plains of Lorn bat dy.
Between VentimiKlia and San Remo, on a hill above the

road, is the village of Perinaldo, the birth-place of the astro-

nomer Domenico Cassini, and his nephew Maraldi, likewise

an astronomer, who died at Paris in 1729.

The province of San Remo was for a long time the ex-

treme boundary of the Genoese territory. It has been also

considered, geographically speaking, as the western boun-
dary of Italy on this side, the offsets of the Maritime Alps
from the group of the Col di Tenda coming close to the sea

near Monaco, and closing fhe passage, whilst the river Roia,

which descends from Tenda, flows along their eastern or

Italian base. [Monaco.] The country of Nizza, which lies

to the west of the mountains, is open on the side of Pro-
vence, the Var being rather a conventional than a geogra-

phical boundary. In the Antonine Itinerary the boun-
dary between Italy and Gaul is placed at the mountain
summit, now called Colle dellaTurbia, on the road between
Villafranca and Monaco, upon which a splendid trophy was
raised by the senate to Augustus, in commemoration of his

having finally subjected all the Alpine tribes, of which an
inscription, given by Pliny (iti. 20), recorded the names. A
fragment of the inscription, with the words * Gentes Alpine
devictflD,' is seen upon a gate leading to the square of S.

Giovanni in the village of Turbia, as well as fragments of

columns and other remains. The neighbouring church was
built with stones taken from the monument, the massive

round tower or body of which, that bore the colossal statue

of Augustus, still remained in the seventeenth cent ur>, and
was used as a castle to defend the pass; but Marshal Villars,

in the wars of Louis XIV., blew up the greater part of it.

The remaining part is called by the natives *Il trofeo di

Augusto.'
SAN SEBASTIAN. [Sebastian, San.]

SANA. [Arabia]
8ANADON, NOEL-ETIENNE, was born at Rouen,

Vol. XX.—3 D
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February 16. 1676. Having entered early into the order of

Jesuits, he became professor of rhetoric first at Caen, and
afterwards at Paris. On the death of Pere Duoereeau, he

was appointed tutor to the Prince de Conti, through whose

influence he became, in 1728. librarian of the College de

Louis le Grand, which situation he held till his death, Oc-
tober 2*. 17.13.

The Pere 8anadon was possessed of considerable erudi-

tion, and was on terms of intimacy with Huet and most of

the other learned men of his time. He is the author of a

prose translation of Horace, ' Les Poesies d' Horace, dis-

poseea suivant TOrdre chronologique, et traduitos en Fran-

tais, avec des Remarques et des Dissertations critiques/

Paris and Arasieidam, 1728, 2 vols. 4to. There is a subse-

quent edition in 8 vols. 12mo., 1759. This translation is

better than that of Dacier, and has smoothed the way for

following translators, but it possesses few of the beauties

of Horace. Sanadon is the author of a Latin heroic poem,

*Nieanor Iforiens,* which contains some pleasing imitations

of Theocritus, Anacreon, and other Greek poets. He wrote

also some Latin lyric poems. ' Carminum Libri Quatuor,'

Paris, 1715, 12mo., and translated the • Pervigilium Ve-

neris/ Paris, 1728, l2mo. Many of his Latin verses and
Latin discourses have been published separately, of which

a detail is given in Moreri's * Dictionnaire Historique/ edi-

tion of 1759.

SANCERRE. [Chkr.]
8ANCHEZ, FRANCISCO, commonly called * El Bro-

cense/ an eminent classical scholar of the sixteenth century,

was born at Las Brocks, in the province of Estremadura in

Spain, in 1523. He commenced his studies at the univer-

sity of Valladoltd, where be took his degree of bachelor of

arts in 1551. From thence he went to Saltmanca, where,

having been incorporated in the university, he obtained, in

1554, the chair of rhetoric, and also taught Greek and
Latin with the highest reputation. Justus Liptius, Sciop-

pius, and other learned scholars of his time speak in the

highest terms of him. The former bestows on him the

epithets * divine' and * admirable/ and in one of his letters

(Ad Italot et Hitpanos. p. 89) calls him * Mercurius aique

Apollo HispanioD.' In 1 574 Sanchez took the doctor's degree.

He had already edited Persius, Pompon ius Mela, the ' Ibis' of

Ovidius, Virgil's • Bucolics,' and Horace's ' Art of Poetry.'

He now devoted all his leisure to the composition of the

work which gained him most reputation, namely, his * Mi-
nerva ; sen de Causis Lingua) Latino Commentarius/ which
appeared for the first time at Salamanca in 1587, 8vo. t and
was often reprinted during the sixteenth century, and in more
modern times at Amsterdam, 1754. 1761,8vo.,with remarks
by Scioppius and numerous annotations by James Voorbroek.

[Perizonius ] Another edition was published at Utrecht,

1795. with the additions of Everard Scheid. The 'Minerva*
is a work in which the rules of Latin syntax are explained
by means of quotation* from the classic authors. It gained

its author great reputation among the learned of his time,

lu 1593 Sanchez resigned the chair of rhetene in favour of his

son-in law Bartholoroe de Cespedes, and reserved for himself
those of Latin and Greek grammar, which he filled till the

time of his death. Sanchex died on the 17th January,
1601, at the age of 77, and was buried in the church of the
convent of San Francisco. Besides the above-mentioned
he wrote the following works:—* Vene brevisque Grara-
matices Latins Institutions ' (Salamanra, 1587, 8vo ),

which he subsequently published in Spanish under the
title * Arte para saber Latin' (Sal., 1595. 8vo ): * Gramma-
tics Gneco Compendium' (Salam.. 1592, Antw., 1581,
8vo.); * De Arte Dicendi/ Salam., 1556; * De Interpre-
tandis Auctoribus, sive de Exercitaiione,' Antw., 1582 and
1592; • Paradoxal Antw., 1582, 8vo.; * Organum Dialec-
ticuro et Rhetoncum/ Salam., 1588, 8vo. ; * De Nonnullis
Porphyrii aliorumque in Dialectica Erronbus Schoto Dia-
lectics/ Salam , 1588 and 1597. He also published a very

learned Commentary on the * Emblems' of Andrea AUiati,
Leyden, 1563 ; on the * S)lvsd* of An^elo Politiano, Salam.,

1554; on the Poems of J usn de Mens [Mena]; on the

works of Garcilaso de la Vega, 8alam^ 1574. All his

minor works, with the exception of the 'Minerva/ were
collected and published at Geneva in 1766, 4 vols. 8vo.

;

prefixed to the first volume is the life of the author by
Grwgorio Mayans.
Sanchex, Francisco, an eminent physician, who lived

at the same time as the subject of the preceding article, has
often baea mistaken tor him. He was born of Jewish

parents, but embraced the Christian religion. He 4ird ia

1632. His works, among which is a valuable CumtMtun
on the Physics of Aristotle, were published after hi* deai^
Toulouse. 1636, 4to.

SANCHEZ, THOMAS, a learned theologian, was Un
at Cordova in 1550, of noble parents. At the age of tci-

teen he entered the Society of the Jesuits, and in cuvr* <'

time became director of the noviciate at Granada. Ha
reputation for sanctity and theological learning was %* -

that he wos consulted on difficult cases of conscience >r

persons from all parts of Spain and Italy. Thw in-ii.f.

liim to write his * Disputationes de Sancto Matrimonii S*t>
men to,' which he intended as a sort of manual for *w
fessors. This work, in which the author di»played pt*
learning, has been the subject of much ammadtet* .

(Bayle's Diet., vol. ix., p. 45), owing to the free meat*-
in which the subject is treated. It was first prinirl i*

Geneva, 1602, folio, and has subsequently gone thrsc;,

fifteen different editions. He also wrote* Opus Morale iu Pre*

cepta Decalogi,' Mad., 1613; and * Consilia, seu Opuna
Moralia,' Lyon, 1634-5. Sanchez died 19th May. J«it, l'

Granada, where he was interred with great pomp.
SANCHEZ DE ARE'VALO, RODIU'GO, peaeaTi

known as Rodericus Sanctius. a Spanish prelate, mudb n
mired for his writings on ecclesiastical history and «>-
subjects, was born at Santa Maria de Nieva. in the djtcrv

of Segovia, in 1404. After receiving his classical ertt. .-

tion at the university of Salamanca, and obtaioing the •*

groe of doctor, he entered the church, and was mail* *>.

cessively archdeacon of Trevino in the diocese of B*.-r->

dean of taon, and dean of Seville. About 1440, Jo*m il

king of Castile, wishing to send an ambassador to Pretr-

III., chose Sanchez for that purpose. Sanchex *uct*»j-

so well in the object of his mission, that when Calais* Li
became pope, he was sent by Henry IV. of Ca-t»W to r- fc

-

gratulate his holiness on his accession. In all his e«jW.-
Sanchez made Latin harangues to the different prmct* •

whom he was sent. These harangues are still ptvserirt

manusciipt in the Vatican library. On the acce***?
Paul II., Sanchez, who had been prevailed upon by *

predecessor to settle at Rome, was appointed by that ^
governor of the castle of St. Angelo, and keeper of t-

jewels and treasures of the Roman church ; and in ex - .

of time promoted to the bishoprics of Z amora, QslaN.rx
and Patencia, which he however governed without qu.tt. ^
Rome. He employed all the time he could spare rrosw '_»

official duties in composing several works, moat of vli*.

have never been printed. He died at Rome, Oct. 4th. I
**

and was interred in the church of Santiago dei Sna~t.-
He wrote the following works:—'Speculum Vitae Huecj j
&c.,v being a treatise on morals, divided into two boukv -

which very heavy censure is passed on the clergj. Rr*
1468, folio; 'Epistola de Expugnatione Nigroponti*,* %. .

without date, but probably before the author** Au.r
'Compendiosa Histona Hispanica' (Rome. 1470, 4to i, --

diceted to Henry IV. of Castile; this was subset} ur;*
reprinted in 1he collection entitled * Hispania lltast^ .

by Andrea 8chott, vol. i. (Frankfort, 1603). 'Liber •

Origine ac Differentia Principatus, &c.,' being a trrx~

*

wherein the author labours to Drove the supremacy of -

pope over all other sovereigns, Rome, 1521. He also w- *

many more works on different subjects, which are si
'

manuscript in the Vatican library, and the catalogue of •»
may be seen in Nicolas Antonio,' Bib./ vol. u, p. t17.
SANCHUNIATHON. a Phoenician writer, whoa* r-

is not certain : some make him a contemporary of q»*
Semiram is (Euseb., fray. Evang., i„ p. 31 ; x„ p- 4?.

and others say that he lived about the time of the Trv *

war. (Porphyr. ap. Euseb., L c. ; 8uidas, s. v. TajX~****~
His birthplace, according to the genera) opinion, was fc-' •

tus, though Athen©us (in., p. 126. where however the c .

mon reading is TowtaiSw) and Suidas call him a Tyr-
He was the contemporary of Adonilibnas, a king uf B\ -

to whom he was engaged as secretary; and it was at

request of this king that he wrote his principal work. Sxi t-

mentions the titles of two works of Sanchuniatbon. *

called mpl rijc *Ep/*oD &v<no\oyiac ; another Aiyrwruic* >
Xoyim. A thenars speaks of {wyucucd of Sanchunuubor^ .

• A History of Phoenicia,* which by other antvent wrstc-*
called foimrtri) loroous, or o*rtc«#v StcXeyi*. tPorphjT. I
Abttin. ab Amm.. i»., p. 94: Theodoret, p. 34.) But U. -

three titles probably rr fer to different portions of lh<
work, namely, to his History of Phonicus * *a
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described the religions as well as the profane history of his

own country, and also the theology of Egypt. He is said to

have derived most of his information from the books of
Taaut ( Hermes), or from Hierombal, a priest of the god
*l*tw (perhaps Jehovah) ; and if the latier be the same as

Jerobaal (Gideon) in the book of Judges, Sanchuniathon
must have lived in the fourteenth century before the
Christian sera. But little confidence can be placed in these

and similar conjectures; and some critics have gone so far

as to deny the existence of Sanchuniathon.
The original works of Sanchuniathon, which were written

in the Phoenician language, are now lost, and even the
amients*who speak of them do not appear to have been
acquainted with them in the original language, but they
speak of a Greek translation made by Philo of Byblus, a
grammarian who lived during the latter half of the first cen-
tury of our «era. The original work of Sanchuniathon is

said to have consisted of eight books (Porpbyr., De Absti-

nent., ii., p. 94). but the translation of Philo was divided into

nine books. (Euseb., Prcep. Evang. % i., p. 31.) The work
of Kusebius just referred to contains a considerable frag-

ment of the history of Sanchuniathon, which gives an ac-

count of the gods of the Phoenicians and Egyptians, and till

within the last few years this and a few other fragments, as

translated by Philo, were the only parts of the work of San-
chuniathon which were known. A very useful edition of
these fragments was published at Leipzig, in 1826, by J. C.
Orelli, under the title

4 Sanchoniathonis Berytii Fragmenta
deCosmogoniaetTheologia Phoeniciura, Gr. et Lat. recogn.

emend, not. sel. Scaligeri, Bocharti, G. J. Vossii, Cumber-
land! aliorumque permnlt. suisque animdv., illustr. J. C.

Orelli.' But in the year 1835 a MS. containing the whole
of the nine books of Philo's translation of Sanchuniathon
was discovered in the convent of Santa Maria de Merinhao,
in the province of Entre Douro e Minho in Portugal, by
Colonel Pereiro ; or according to others, by a German sur-

geon. The discovery of so important a work created a great

sensation throughout Europe, but the opinions of scholars

were divided ; some declared the work to be a forgery of

Philo, while others, and especially Grotefend, exerted their

utmost to prove that the work was the real translation of

Sanchuniathon made by Philo. The controversy was at the

time carried on with great zeal in Germany, and the result

was, that at last almost all scholars agreed that the work
is spurious. In 1836 Wagenfeld published a German transla-

tion of it, with an introductory discourse by Grotefend, tinder

the title *Sanchuniathon's Urgesehichte der Phaenizier, in

einem Auszuge aus der wieder aufgefundenen Handschrift

von Philo's vollstand. Uebersetzung nebst Bemerkungen
von Fr. Wagenfeld mit einem Vorworte von G. F. Grotefend,

mit einem Facsimile,' Hanover, 1836. The year following

there appeared * Sanchunialhonis Historiarum Phoenicia*

libros novem, Graoce versos a Philone Byblio, edidit Lati-

naque versione donavit F. Wagenfeld,' BremoB, 1837, 8vo.

;

and another German translation, * Sanchuniathon's Phoeni-

cische Gcsclnchte ; nach der Griechischen Bearbeitung des

Philo von Byblos ins Deutsche iibersetzt, mit einer Vorrede,'

Liibeck. 1837, 8vo. Compare, on Sanchuniathon in general,

J. A. Fabricius, ' Bibltoth. Graec.,' vol. i., p. 222, &c. : and
respecting the controversy on the new discovery, C. L. Grote-

fend, • Die Sanchuniaihonische Streitfrage nach ungedruck-
ten Briefen gewiirdigt,' Hanover, 1836, 8vo. ; Schmidt, ' Der
neuentdeckte Sanchuniathon, ein Briefwechsel,' Altona,

1838. 8vo. ; and Movers, * Die Phonizier,' p. 1 16, &c.

SANCROFT, WILLIAM, born 1616, died 1693, an

eminent and learned prelate of the English church, was

born at Fresingfleld in Suffolk, and being remarked while

at school for his piety and extraordinary powers and attain-

ments, was early destined for the church, and sent to study

in Emmanuel College, Cambridge. He was living in the

University in 1642, but he soon after lost his fellowship at

Emmanuel in consequence of his refusal to take the Solemn
League and Covenant.
While in the University, he was a most diligent student.

We are not informed what he did from the time when he

lost his fellowship to the return of the king, but it was

during this period that he produced his work entitled * Mo-
dern Policies and Practices,' a work containing statements

of general principles in politics, but intended plainly to bear

on the prevalent doctrines and principles of the day. Some
part of the time was spent abroad. A little before the

king's return, he was in England, and chosen one of the

'University preachers; in the same year he was collated to

the rectory of Houghton-le-Spring, and made a prebendary
of the church of Durham. His rise was now rapid: in
1662 he was made master of Emmanuel; in 1663, dean of
York ; in 1664. dean of St. Paul a; in 1668, archdeacon of
Canterbury; and in 1678, archbishop of Canterbury.
While in this high dignity, he performed many useful

works. But a change was at band. King James 11. found
no countenance from the archbishop in his designs to intro-

duce popery, nor passive acquiescence; and when he had
issued his declaration for liberty of conscience, and required
the clergy to pnblish it, Bancroft refused, and, accompanied
by six other btshops, presented a petition to the king against
the declaration. This petition was treated as a libel, and
the seven prelates were committed to the Tower, but on
their trial were acquitted. In the same year he was
much employed in endeavouring to effect a comprehension
of the dissenters and the church. He concurred in the
declaration fbr a free parliament when King James had
withdrawn himself, but when the Prince and Princess of
Orange were declared king and queen, he, together with
several other of the prelates and many of the inferior clergy,

refused to acknowledge them as such, and he was in conse-
quence deprived of his dignity.

Tillotson was nominated bis successor; and as to San-
croft himself, he did not long survive. Retiring to Fres-
ingfleld, the place of his birth, he lived there in a state of
great seclusion till his death, which occurred on November
24, 1693. He was buried in the churchyard of that place,

under a tomb, the inscription on which, written by himself,
is characteristic and remarkable :—* William Sancroft, born
in this parish ; afterwards, by the providence of God, arch*
bishop of Canterbury ; at last, deprived of all which he could
not keep with a good conscience, returned hither to end his

life, and professeth here, at the foot of his tomb, that as
naked he came forth, so naked he must return, the Lord
gave, and the Lord hath taken away (as the Lord pleases,

so things come to pass), blessed be the name of the Lord.'
There is more of it, but this is the most striking part.

SANCTIFICATION, a term in Theology, denoting the
highest Christian attainment ; the state of those who are
perfectly pure and holy, having lost the inclination to vice,

and are wholly devoted to virtue and godliness. It is under-
stood to be produced by the special operation of the Holy
Ghost, and to ensue upon justification.

SA'NCTIUS. [S/inchkz.]

SANCTO'RIUS, the Latinized form of the name of an
eminent Italian physician, who was called in his own
language Santorio. He was born in 1561, at Capo d' Istria,

studied medicine and took his degree at Padua, and then
settled at Venice as a practitioner, where he had consider-
able success. In 1611 he was recalled to Padua, and ap-
pointed professor of the theory of medicine in that uni-

versity. He there commenced a series of observations on
insensible perspiration, which have made his name known
throughout Europe, even among those who do not belong
to the medical profession. * For the better carrying on these
experiments,' says Addison, in the Spectator] No. 25, *he
contrived a certain mathematical chair, which was so artifi-

cially hung upon springs that it would weigh anything as
well as a pair of scales. By this means he discovered how
many ounces of his food passed by perspiration, what quan-
tity of it was turned into nourishment, and how much went
away by the other channels and distributions of nature.' He
continued to lecture at Padua to numerous audiences for

thirteen years, until his reputation occasioning his being fre-

quently sent for to Venice by the people of distinction in that
city, he resigned his chair, in order to dedicate all his time
to medical practice. His resignation was accepted, but the
salary continued ; and with this testimony of the publio
esteem he removed and settled finally at Venice, where he
died in 1636, aged seventy- five. A marble statue was
erected to his honour in the cloister of the Servites, where
he was interred ; and the College of Physicians al Venice,

in return for a legacy which he bequeathed them, an-

nually commemorate him in a laudatory harangue. He
was the author of the following works: 1, ' Methodus
vitandorum Errorum omnium qui m Arte Medicfi con-

tingunt Libri XV.,' Venet., 1602, fol, and several times
reprinted. Haller gives a short analysis of its contents

{Biblioth, Medic. Pract., torn, ii., p. 351), says that there is

much useful matter in it, and calls it ' ma^ni moment,
opus, etsi raro citatur.' 2, 'Commentarius in Artem Medi
cinalem Galeni/ Venet, 1612, fol. 'Fusissimum opus,

^3D2
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says Haller, ' ut tedium lechonis vix feras/ 3.
' Are de

Sialirfi Medici na Sectionibus Apborismorura Septera

com prehensa,' Venet., 1614, 12mo. Thin is the work by

which hu» name is best known, of which there were nume-

rous editions, and which was translated into several modern

languages. The latest edition that the writer has seen

quoted is that with a Commentary by A. C Lorry, Paris,

1770, 12rao. There is a French translation by Le Breton,

Paris 1 722, 8vo„ and by Pierre Noguez. 1 725, 1 imo., 2 vols.

;

an Italian one be F. Chiori, Venice. 1743; a German one,

Bremen, 1736, 8vo. ; and an English one, Lond., 1676, 12mo.,

and another by Dr. Quincy, third edit., Lond, 1723, 8vo.

It contains the results of a long series of observations made
upon the weight of bis own body, and the external causes

which influenced its increase or diminution. He treats

especially of insensible perspiration, on the due amount

of which he makes health and disease depend. There is

much curious and valuable matter in the work, though

the advances of modern science have thrown some doubt

upon the infallibility of some of his aphorisms. He
unquestionably conferred a benefit on medical science by

directing the observations of medical men to the functions

of the skin ; but unfortunately the doctrines were extended

much too far ; and coinciding with the mechanical princi-

ples wh.ch were coming into vogue after the discovery of

the circulation of the blood, as well as with the chemical

notions which were not yet exploded, they contributed to com-

plete the establishment of the humoral pathology, under

the shackles of which the practice of medicine continued

almost to our own tiroes. 4, ' Commentarius in Primum
Fen Primi Libri Canonis Avicennes,' Venet., 1626, fol. ' Me-
morable opus,' says Haller, *plenumque propriorum iu-

ventorum et cogitationum apud auctoretn primum nata-

rum.' In it he describes an instrument that he had in-

vented for measuring the foice of the pulse, and several new
instruments of surgery. He was also the first physician

who attempted to measure by the thermometer (then newly

invented) the heat of the skin in different diseases, and at

different periods of the same disease. 5, * Commentarius in

Primum Sectionem Aphorismorum Hippocratis,* Venet.,

1629, 8vo. A work not of much value. 6. ' Liber de Re-

mediorum Inventione,' Venet., 1629, Svo., contains nothing

remarkable except the account of some post mortem exami-

nations. A letter by Sanctorius, ' De Calculo,' is inserted

in Jo. van Beverwyck's * De Calculo Renum et Vesica Liber

8ingulans, cum E pistolis et Consultatiouibus Magnorum
Virorum/ Lugd. Bat., 1638, 1 2mo. All his works were col-

lected and published in four volumes, 4to., Venet., 1660.

SANCTUARY, in English law, a con»ecrated nlace

which gives protection to a criminal taking refuge there.

The word also signifies the privilege of sanctuary, which
was granted by the king for the protection of the life

of an offender. Among the Saxons the privilege of

sanctuary was regulated by law, and all persons were
prohibited from violating it by taking away or molest-

ing the offender, who had a right to remain in sanc-

tuary thirty days* after which he was to be delivered safe

to his relations. The institution was probably beneficial

in those times. It took away from parties the opportunity

of avenging their wrongs upon the offender, and gave him
time to collect the mulct, which was then the legal penalty

for many crimes. The same custom prevailed afier the Con-
quest ; but under the dominion of the Normans there appear

early to have existed two kinds of sanctuary, one general,

which belonged to every church, and another peculiar,

which commenced and had its force in a grant by charter

from the king. This peculiar sanctuary could not be
claimed by prescription onl\, and it was aUo necessary that

it should be supported by u»age within legal memory, and
allowance before the justices in ejre. These two kinds
differed from each other with respect to tome of their privi-

lege*. Ttie general sanctuary afforded a refuge to those

only who had been guilty of capital felonies. On reaching
it, the felon was bound to declare that he hail committed
ftlony, and came to save his life. If he neglected to do
ibis, be might immediately be dragged from the place.

After this declaration, he had the option, uitlnu forty days,

either of surrendering himself to justice, or of stating before

the coroner the particular circumstances of his offence, and
taking ilte oath of abjuration, by which he swore forthwith to

leave England, and never to return without the king's per-

mission. The consequence of abjuration was the attainder
ef hi* blood, and the consequent forfeiture of all his goods

After taking tbe oath, a port wi

, and a certain ttot *»
and chattels.

him by which to quit tbe kingdom,
allowed for this purpose. It seems however thai if m
refused to leave the sanctuary, tbe lay officers had a* i*

thority to remove him ; and in case the spiritual authoru*
declined to act, there were no means of removing haai e>

cept by starving him out If during the forty days, or *J«

the oath of abjuration, and during his journey for the p*
pose of quitting the realm, be was legally proceeded agsiic

he might plead his privilege of sanctuary to an appeal «-

indictment. A peculiar sanctuary might, if such fnumj*
was granted by the charter, afford a place of refuge evca U
those wbo had committed high or petty treason; ud%
purty escaping thither might, if he chose, remain sri*
turbid for life. He still however had the option to uw
the oath of abjuration and quit the realm. Saocl*^
seems in neither case to have been allowed a* a prutTf
to those who escaped from the sheriff after beta* co-

vered to him for the purpose of execution. It appear* «»
that it was not allowed in cases of sacrilege, Dune* ut

latter part of the reign of Henry VIII., at tha time **a
the religious bouses were dissolved, several statutes «ws

passed (26 Henry VI11., c. 13; $7 Henry V11L. t».:
Henry VIII., c. 12), which regulated, limited, and pan**
abolished tbe privilege of sanctuary, both as regarec* ue

number and classes of criminals entitled to it, andaJs* m
places possessing the privilege. Finally, by 2J JaexiL.

c 28, s. 7, it was enacted that no sanctuary or pm%4
sanctuary should thereafter be admitted or allowed a «f
case. [Asylum.]

( Reeves's History of the English Law ; Comyn's £%f*.
tit. •Abjuration;' 4 Bi., Com.)
SAND. A mass of any comminuted mineral* m e

popular language called sand; but the moat eawfaat cr

gradient in the extensive san'ds of the deserts, sea-afts**

river-banks, and soil, is granular quarts or flint.

Little attention has been paid by geologists to Unas**
dam covering of the earth's surface. Most of ikm sua
which we observe are tbe ruins of disintegrated rocks ; rr.

white, grey, black, according to the rocks from which -i«*

were derived. On examining these rocks ihc laarWai »

find them composed of grains of such sand, not crysuftaw
grains, but worn and rounded on their surfarea lit* an.
pebbles. The parts of these solid rooka than havaaav
existed as mere loose sand, and we seem to return m a ca
to the point of departure. The origin of aand as fco*«««

seen in volcanic dust and ashes— in the disintegrain •

granitic, porphyriticand other pyrogeuous rocka; taw •£*
gation of them is easily understood by examining nr^*
grit, new red-sandstone, or the greWe-Pomainhlea*. **

the disintegration of sandstones is too common a afe*
menon in English Gothic buildings.

Soil often contains sand, though the subjacent stw *

wholly calcareous or finely argillaceous. Thi» is a ?ac-

menon of tbe same order as the accumulation of aWw^s
(boulders, gravel, clay, &c.) in situations Car from ti* »
tive place of such materials. It proves that the sort*-* >
been traversed by currents of water; and there can W *-*

doubt in the mind of an observing agriculturist, thai m-
washings of the earth's surface, by mixing ouuerei
different qualities, have been iu many cases the can***. -*

fertility of soils.

Some sands impregnated with oxide of iron (ana * •

often blackened or rendered oehraceous) and others %--
are nearly white, are very sterile; others of a grew or rr--
brown, or redder hue, are often fertile. The Jailer in»
always contain argillaceous ingredients (often a prc«Nr -
of felspar), and probably it is in a great degice to the i -

sence of potash in the felspar or the clay that thctf *-*i
riority is owing. [Manure.]
SAND GROUSE. [Tetraonid.*.]
SAND MARTIN. [Swallows.]
SANDALWOOD. [Santalackjb; Santaausi-)
SANDAL-WOOD, RED, or Red baunder. W—

.

Commerce. [1'tkrocarpus.]
SANDARAC (incorrectly called a gum* berna, «*ri

gether destitute of that principle, and coosi*unft td a a *
tuie of two different kinds of resin and a little *olau»«
is a secretion from the Calluris quadrivalvts (Taat» **
culata. Deaf.), a tree of enormous site, native of the *e—

<

part of the province of Temme in the kingdom of Mm \

\

and there called Arar. (Jackson, Travel* an Mas
|

p. 78.) It exudes spontaneously from the bark* mmtmm
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toted on tbe surface. It occurs in small, irregular, but

ra.ber elongated, seldom perfectly round tears, or in masses

run together, which are rarely of any considerable size, of

a light yellow colour, sometimes verging lo brownish, of a

dull hue externally, generally covered with powder, but

when this is removed, semitransparent. It breaks easily with

a conrhoidal fracture and vitreous lustre. The powder is

white, and forms tbe substance called pounce. By chewing
it forms a fine powder, which does not agglutinate, and has

a faint balsamic taste. At ordinary temperatures it is without

odour, but by the application of heat it easily melts and dif-

fuses a strong though not unpleasant odour, resembling that

ofjuniper or mastic, hut not so agreeable as the latter. It is

easily ignited. It is soluble to the extent of four-fifths in cold

alcohol, and the insoluble residuum is easily soluble in rather,

or. slowly and with difficulty, in boiling turpentine. The
portion insoluble in alcohol is termed Sandaracin.

Sandurac is used for the preparation of varnishes, also

occasionally for incense or pastilles, plasters, and ointments.

The powder is rubbed on parchment to render it fit to be

wri ten on. Sandarac is sometimes used to adulterate

roast ic; and on the other hand, a resin obtained from the

Juniperus communis, and another from J. Oxycedrus, are

employed as a substitute for the genuine sandarac. In

Sweden, lumps of resin which are found under ants' nests

below the juniper bushes are called Sandarac. The resin of

the Pinus Damroara ( Agathis loranthifolia, Salisb.) is called

French Sandarac in commerce. Sandarac must not be con-

founded with Orpiment.
SANDBACH. [Cheshire.]
SANDBY, PAUL, an English artist of very great merit

and deserved reputation, was born at Nottingham in the

year 1732. At the early age of fourteen he came to Lou-

don, and obtained an introduction to the drawing-room at

the Tower, where he had studied about two years, when the

duke of Cumberland, wishing to have a survey of the north

and west parts of the Highlands of Scotland, Sandby was

employed as draughtsman under Mr. David Watson.

Though his proper occupation was the drawing of plans,

he devoted his leisure hours to making numerous sketches

of tbe fine scenery of that romantic country. From these

sketches he made some small etchings, which were pub-

lished by Rylaud and Bryce. About 1752, after his return

from the Highlands, he passed some time at Windsor, where

he made drawings of the beautiful scenery of Windsor and
Eton. These drawings were much admired, and were pur-

chased by Sir Joseph Banks, who soon afterwards invited

him to accompany him on a tour in Wales. Here he was

employed by Sir Watkin Williams W\nne to take views of

the pieturej-que scenery of the principality. These he after-

wards engraved in aqua-tin ta, in imitation of drawings,

with a decree of perfection to which that style of engrav-

ing had never before attained.

On the institution of the Royal Academy in 1768, Mr.
Sandby was chosen one of the original members, and in the

same year received the appointment of head drawing-mas-

ter to the Ro>al Military Academy at Woolwich ; an office

which he held with credit to himself and great advantage

to tbe academy till his death.

His industry was as remarkable as his genius, and the

number of his drawings which are contained in the cabinets

of amateurs is immense. It appears that he sometimes

paiuied in oil, but none of bis performances of that kind are

known to the public.

SANDEC (pronounced Sandetz), one of the circles of

Austrian Galicia, is 1400 square miles in extent, and has

220.000 inhabitants. It is bounded on the north by the

circle of Bochnia, on the east by that of Yaslo, on the north-

west by that of Wadowice, and on the south and south-west

bv Hungary. The southern part is entirely covered by the

Carpathian Mountains. There are many sandy tracts. The
soil in some parts is stony, and only a few spots are fertile.

The Dunajetz rises in the south-west corner of the circle,

but is not navigable till it has been joined above Old Sandcc

by the Poprad, a more considerable stream, which comes

from Hungary, traverses the whole circle, and receives all

toe smaller streams. The inhabitants are industrious, and

cultivate the soil with ureat care and industry. They have

also a pretty numerous breed of cattle. The abundance of

wood enables them to maintain many glasshouses, and they

manufacture great quantities of yarn and linen.

Nxw Sandkc, the chief town of the circle, is situated

on an eminence on the right bank of the rapid Dunajetz,

in a wide and fertile plain bounded by mountains rising
like an amphitheatre behind each other. It ha* a gym-
nasium, founded in 1818, a district school, and the pub-
lic offices of the circle. The number of inhabiiants is

nearly 5000, of whom one third are Jews. Old Sandec,
about 6 miles to the north, consisting chiefly of wooden
houses, has 3000 Christian inhabitants, a convent of nuns
of the order of St Clarissa, a female school for the higher
classes, and a gymnasium. It is also the residence of a
vicar-general for the three western circles, who has a chap-
ter and a consistory, and exercises episcopal functions since
the suppression of the bishopric of Tamow.
SANDEMANIANS, one of the minor sects, consisting

of persons who profess to be followers of Robert Sandeman,
a native of Perth, born in 1718. They are however really an
offset from the Glasites of Scotland, a body of religionists
followers of Mr. John Glas, a minister in the Presbyterian
church, who was removed from his office, on account of cer-
tain peculiarities of religious opinion, in the year 1728. Mr.
Sandeman married Catherine Glas, daughter, we believe, to
John Glas, and entered into all his peculiarities. In 1757
he published his Letters on the 4 Theron and Aspasia' of Mr.
James Hervey, in which the peculiarities of the Glasite
system are exhibited in a popular manner. In 1758 he
began a correspondence with Mr. Samuel Pike, an Inde-
pendent minister of note in London, who adopted his views,
and in 1760 he removed to London, where he preached in
various places, and attracted much notice. He did not how-
ever remain long in London, for in 1764 he removed to the
American Colonies, where he continued till his death.
The leading doctrine of the sect is thus expressed in the

epitaph on Mr. Sanderaan's tomb at Danbury in New Eng-
land :

—
* Here lies, until the resurrection, the body of Robert

Sandeman. who, in the face of continual opposition from all

sorts of men, long and boldly contended! for the antient
faith, that the bare death of Jesus Christ, without a deed or
thought on the part of man, is sufficient to present the chief
of sinners spotless before God.'
The Sandemanians in London met first for public worship

at the hall of the Glovers' Company, afterwards at an old
meeting-house of the Quakers in Bull and Mouth Street,

and from 1778 at a chapel in Paul's Alley, Barbican.

The best account which has been given of ibis sect is to-

be found in 'The History and Antiquities of the Dissenting
Churches in London,' by Walter Wilson, in four volumes
8vo. (vol. iii., p. 261-276). After giving a more detailed ac-
count of the faith of this body of persons, he proceeds Mo
unfold some of those practices by which tbey are distin-

guished from other Christians: these are, their weekly ad-
ministration of the Lord's supper ; their love- feasts, of which
every member is not only allowed but required to partake,
and which consist in dining either in trie vestry of their
meeting house or at each other's houses in the interval be-
tween the morning and afternoon services; their kiss of
charity at the admission of a new member, and at other
times when they deem it necessary and proper; their weekly
collections before the Lord's supper, for the support of the
poor and defraying other expenses; mutual exhortation;
abstinence from blood and things strangled; washing each
other's feet, when, as a deed of mercy, it might be an ex-
pression of love ; community of goods, by which any one
i3 to consider the whole of his property liable to the calls of
the poor and of the (hutch ; and the unlawfulness of laying

up treasures upon earth, by setting them apart for any dis-

tant, future, and uncertain use. Agreeably to this, they do
not allow of putting out money to interest. They allow of
public and private diversions, so far as they are not connected
with circumstances really sinful ; and, apprehending a lot

to be a thing sacred, they disapprove of lotteries and games
of chance.' Such is Mr. Wilson's account.

The sect is said to be mure numerous in America than in

England.
SANDERL1NG. [Scolopacid.k]
SANDGATE. [Kent.]
SANDOMIR. [Poland.]
SAN DO'RICUM. a genus of plants of the natural family

of MeliacesB, which is named from a change in one of its

eas em names, Suntoor or Sundoor. The genus contains
only a single species, found in the hot parts of Asia, and is

characterised by having the calyx 5-toothed. Petals 5.

Stamens 10, joined into a tube, which is 10-toothed, and
bears the anthers inside. Stigmas 5-bifid. The drupe
contains 5 ovate compressed nuts, which are 2-valved at the
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bate, and 1-aeeded. & indicum, the only speoies, is an ele-

gant tree of considerable size, which is found in the Mo-
lucca and Philippine Islands, as well as in the southern

{>arts of India. The leaves are alternate and trifoliolate,

cadets entire, panicles axillary, with the flowers crowded

on the short partial peduncles. The fruit is acid, and suffi-

ciently agreeable to be mixed with syrups to make cooling

drinks: its root is bitter, and used in medicine in bowel

complaints. It is sometimes called false mangosteen, from

some resemblance to its fruit, and also Indian sandal-wood.

SANDOVA'L, FRAY PRUDENCIO DE, an eminent

Spanish historian, was born at Valladolid, others say at

Monterey in the province of Galicia, about 1560. His

parents having educated him for the church, he took the

monastic orders at the Benedictine convent of Santa Maria

la Real de Naxera, where he passed several years, devoting

all his attention to the study of the civil and ecclesiastical

antiquities of Spain. Having gained some reputation by

his writings, he was made abbot of San Isidro de Guengua
at Valladolid, and soon after appointed historiographer to

Philip III. This monarch charged him with the continua-

tion of the • Cronica General ' of Ambrosio de Morales

[Morales], which Sandoval published under the title of
4 Historia de los Reyes de Castilla y de Leon.' Other his-

torical works which he published at the same time, at-

tracted the notice of Philip, and he was rewarded by him
with the bishopric of Tuy in Galicia, which Sandoval held

until be was translated to that of Pamplona in 1612. San-

dopal's whole life was spent in visiting the public archives

and principal libraries in Spain, where he found many inte-

resting documents. He died at Pamplona, March 17, 1621,

at the age of sixty-one. Besides the above, Sandoval wrote

several other works on the history and antiquities of his

native country, among which the following are the most

deserving of notice:—* Cronica del lnclyto Emperador de

Espana Don Alonso VII.,' Mad. 1600, fol. : this is a chro-

nicle of Alfonso VII., king of Castile and Leon, surnamed
* the Emperor/ ' Historia de la Vida y Hechos del Emperador

Carlos V.,' in two parts (Valladolid, 1604, fol.), Pamplona,

1614, and Antw„ 1681. This work is greatly praibed by

Robertson, who used it for his * History of Charles V.'

There are two old English translations, or rather abridg-

ments, of it ; one by James Wadsworth, under the title of

•The Civil Wars of Spain,' Lond., 1652, fol ; the other by

Capt. John Stevens, 'History of Charles V.,' Lond, 1703,

8vo. ' Antiguedad de la Ciudad y lglesia Cathedral de

Tuy/ Braga, 1620. 4to. * Catalogo de los Obispos de Pam-
plona,' Pamp., 1604, fol. • Regla e Instruccion de Sau
Leandro,' Valladolid, 1604, 8vo. He also edited the chro-

nicles of Isidorus Pacensis, Sebastianus Salmanticensis,

Sampirus, bishop of Astorga, and Pelagius Ovetensis, all

writers of the twelfth century, the whole being published

in a volume under the title of * Las Cronicas de los Quatro
Obispos,' Pampl., 1615 and 1634, fol. Sandoval is justly

considered by Spaniards one of their best historians. His
style is clear ana unaffected, and his erudition vast, though,

like most writers of his time, he is occasionally led away
by a strong spirit of nationality.

SANDPIPER. [Scolopacid*.]
SANDSTONE. The aggregation ofsands into stone take*

place by the entire conlluence of the grains (through a sort

of seraifusion), as in quartz rock, and in common gritstones

which adjoin trap-dykes or great faults; by mere cohe-

rence of grains, as in many white sandstones ; by interposi-

tion of finer particles of carbonate of lime, clay, oxide of

iron, Sin., as in the sandstones of coal tracts ; or by a com-
plete infiltration of sub-crystallized carbonate of lime, as in

some of the Hastings sandstones, grcs-de-Fontainbleau,
&c. In regard to structure, we have laminar sandstones,

the lamina.' plane, waved, or even slightly concentric ; and
freestones, in which, without any real lamination, the

grains are arranged un»ymmctrically and indiscriminately,

so as to present in the mass equal resistances in every direc-

tion The laminar sandstones can be split ; the freestones

may be worked with ease in any direction. Sandstones, in

popular language, occupy a station intermediate between
sand and gritstone ; but there is little consistency in the

geological application of the term.

SANDRART, JOACHIM VON, well known as a pain-

ter and engraver, but more celebrated for his writings on the

arts, was born at Frankfort on the Mam, in 1606. Having
received a good general education, he devoted himself to

the study of the arts, and was first instructed in engraving

by Theodore de Bry and Matthew Marian. When Va ««§
only fifteen years of age, he went to Prajrue, whet* he ta
for some time instructed in engraving by Giles Sadder, • fat

however advised him to apply to painting, which be judged

to be better suited to his genius. He accordingly *rtu :»

Utrecht, where he became a pupil of Gerhard Hontbsni
Under this able teacher he made great pragma* ee a* to m
shortly able to assist his master in many of ha meat ifa
tant works.

Desoamps affirms that when Honthorst was areited w
England by Charles I., he engaged Sandrart to aeesaaeway

him, that the king bespoke many pic turea of hum, thai

he copied several portraits by Holbein for the Ear) of Arsa-
del, and that he remained in England till 1627 4m vWfc
case he would have been only twenty-one years of agvi,

when he went to Venice. Pilkington'a Dictionary, e4u«4

by Fuseli (181&), gives a similar account. But Bryan U ft ;f|

says * there appears to be very little authority for thm ac-

count No picture of 8andrart's ia mentioned m k-sj

Charles's collection, and what renders the story of tn» baiisf

been in England more improbable, is that be takes oa u>-

tice of it himself in his Life of Honthorst, though he asa~
tions that artist's journey to England, and gives ao erneestU
his works here.' We may add that Dr. Waagen does nee Mo-
tion a single picture by Sandrart among tbenumerou E«t
lish collections which he describes, it is certain tfcau b»

spent several years in Italy. At Venice be copied iba Utmt
pictures of Titian and Paul Veronese, and at Rome was aw*
employed by Cardinal Barbenni and Prince Giu*tmav:L
After a long residence in Italy he returned to Frankfort, a&a

executed many considerable works for the emperor Ft*dina*4.

and for Maximilian, duke of Bavaria. He passed the Urwr
years of his life at Niirnberg, where he died in 1C&3, age*

77 years. At Niirnberg he published several works, parti-

cularly his Lives of the Painters, under the title of 'Aci-

demia Arlis Pictori*.'

SANDWICH, a municipal and parliamentary boroofm.

in the county of Kent, about 67$ mites from die G«nrm
Post-office, London, through Rochester and Canterb*r».
It was early a place of importance, and an original vcsWr
of the Cinque Ports. [Cinqub Ports] It probably era
out of the decay of the Roman Ritupst. [Kasrr. *«L ta<
p. 191, col. 2.] The name Sondwic occurs as early as aa
665. (Boys's Hist, of Sandwich, p. 833.) The Duo** «rrs

defeated here, a.d. 85 1 or 852, by Athel&tan, son of Ethelv^i
They were at Sandwich again in a.d 993 or 994. and na
1006 or 1007; the Anglo Saxon fleet was at Sae4sirs n
a.d. 1008, and the Danish fleet in ad. 1013 eod .*;<

Canute landed here in a.d. 1016. It is again tacniwri
as a place of rendezvous for naval armaments m tb* uom .f

Edward the Confessor, in whose reign the town had %'
inhabited houses. At the time of the Domesday Sut»i
there were 3»3. At this time the port belonged to "the err*-

bishop ofCanterbury and the monks of Chrtstchurrfe. Cesar;-

bury. Part of the rent received by the archbishop uuiinsfcaa
1 d

40,000 herrings for the monks' food. In the reigns of to-

ward I. and 111. the archbishop and monks gsvs- a? 8*»{
wich to the crown, in exchange for lauds grantsd «br»W»
In the time of Henry HI. the town was burnt by the ftmmt±
In the French wars of Edward 111. it is mewtsooed m »

place of rendezvous or of landing. In the reign of He-rt
VI. the French took and plundered the town three uv-l
To prevent similar disasters, Edward IV. ren*«cd u»
fortifications ; and in following reigns attempts »ert a*^
posed or made to preserve or improve the harbour, rkt
was beginning to decay from the accumulate «f aszd
This choking up of the harbour led to the deciiae of the

town, which was however revived by the seals eai fit d
the Flemish refugees, in the reign of Elisabeth, sad «*•

introduction by them of the manufacture of ban* ana sthrr

woollens. The same emigrants cultivated the leads vammA
the town for vegetables, flax, and canary seed.

The town stands in the marsh lands which border am lb*

Isle of Thanet, on the south side of theStoar, neaw its awaH
in Pegwel Bay. It is irregularly and inconveniently said satt

the streets and lanes are paved and lighted, but the? eat

very narrow. The antient municipal limits eotepretatad tht

three parishes of St Mary, St. Peter, and St. IkmeeA, aarf

the extra-parochial district of Sl Bartholomew, and sbs

town is partly in each. The area comprehended in ifea«a

limits is 1960 acres; the population.* in 1631, was as al-

lows:—St. Mary's parish, 952; 8t. Peter's. Itte; St Ce-
ment's, 912; district of St Bartholomew, *«: total SI*.
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The parishes of Deal and Walmer, adjacent to Sandwich,
and the villes of Rams^ate and Sarr, in the Isle of Thanct,
a; e in thu jurisdiction of the Cinque Port of Sandwich ; in

the parish of Deal the corporation of Sandwich has concur-
rent jurisdiction with that of Deal, but this jurisdiction is

only partially exercised. A part of the town wall is stand-

ing, and one of the gates, Fishergate, on the north side of
the town, towards the bridge, which is a stone structure,with
a swing-bridge in the middle, to admit the passage of vessels.

St. Clement's church is a massive building, consisting of a
nave and two aisles, a chancel, and a tower rising above
the centre of the church. This tower is of Norman ar-

chitecture, supported by four semicircular arches with
massive piers, and is by far the most antient part of the
edifice: it is built of Caen stone. The rest of the building,

which is of later date, is built of flint boulders from the
shore, sandstone, and Caen stone, probably from the rui.is of
the more antient Norman church. There are an antient

octagonal font and some wooden stalls. St. Peter's church
consisted originally of a nave, with two aisles and a
chancel, but the fall of the steeple, in ad. 16G1, de-

molished the south aisle, which has never been rebuilt. The
church appears to have been built of Caen stone, well

squared and neatlv joined ; some portions built in this way
shll remain, but the remainder is built of fragments of the
oiler structure, mixed with sandstone, Kentish rag, and
Units from the shore; the upper part of the tower
U of brick. St. Mary's has a nave, with north aisle and
a chancel : it was rebuilt after the greater part of the

:!»urch had been beaten down by the fall of the steeple,

i.d. 1667, but includes some parts of the more an-

tient structure. The steeple was built a.d. 1718, upon
the south porch, and is of brick, with the upper nart of

wood. On the south side of the town is the hospital of St.

Bartholomew, a charitable foundation of great antiquity.

The chapel is a small neat building, of antient date. The
Guildhall is of the date of Elizabeth; the gaol, which is

clean, airy, and well-arranged, was built about ten years

since. The Wesleyans and Independents have each a place

:>f worship. There are a free grammar-school, founded in

the time of Elizabeth, and some almshouses.

The business of the place consists chiefly m tanning
leather and in sorting wool. Only small vessels can come
up to the town. Some timber and iron are brought from
the north of Europe; and corn, malt, Hour, seeds, hops,

fin it, and wool are shipped, chiefly coastwise. The market-
days are Wednesday and Saturday ; the latter is a large

corn market, and there is a large cattle-ncarket once a fort-

night. There is a yearly fair.

The corporation, under the Municipal Reform Act, con-

sists of four aldermen and twelve councillors. The muni-
cipal boundaries were not altered; and the borough was
not to have a commission of the peace except on petition

and grant. Sandwich returned two members to parliament

from the forty-second year of Edward III. By the Boundary
Act the parishes of Deal and Walmer were, for parlia-

mentary purposes, added to it. The population of the

parliamentary' borough, thus enlarged, was. in 1831, 12.183;

the number of voters on the register, in 1834-5, was 934;
in 1S35 6, 841, beside those in Walmer, who were not in-

cluded in the last return.

Tu« living of St. Peter's is a rectory, of the clear yearly

value of 144/., with a glebe-house ; those of St. Clement and
St Mary are \icarages, of the clear yearly value of 310/.

and 1 1 ll. respectively ; there is a glebe-house to St. Mary.
All are in the diocese and archdeaconry of Canterbury.

There were in the three parishes, in 1833, two infant or

dame schools, with 14 boys and 18 girls; one boarding-

school, with 21 girls: a national school, with 90 boys and

65 girls, supported partly by endowment and subscription,

partly by the payments of the children ; and eight other

day-schools, with 134 boys and 112 girls. There was an

endowment for a grammar-school, but there were no chil-

dren in it. There were three Sunday-schools, with 75 boys

and 112 girls.

SANDWICH ISLANDS are a group of islands

situated in the northern part of the Pacific, between 1S°

55' and 22° 20' N. lat.. and between 154° 60' and 160° 40'

\V. lung. They extend within these limits in a slightly

curved line from south east to north-west, and are thirteen

in number; eight of them are of moderate size, and the

other five small. The larger islands are Hawau, Mau'i,

Tahaurawe, Ranai', Morokai, Oahu,Tauai, and Nihau.

Hawafi, formerly called Owhyhee, the most south-eastern
island, is the largest of the whole group, and indeed twice
as large as all the rest together. In form it approaches to
a triangle, and is nearly 100 miles long from south to north,
and nearly 80 miles wide in the broadest part. The surface
is said to be 4000 square miles, but it probably does not fall

much short of 5000. It is therefore somewhat more than
1000 square miles smaller than Yorkshire, about the size
of the state of Connecticut, and above 1600 square miles
larger than the island of Corsica. The interior is occupied
by a table-land 8000 feet above the sea-level, and almost
entirely unknown, as it has never been visited by Europeans,
and not much more by the natives, there being no road over
it from one side of the island to the other. According to
the scanty information collected from the natives by Ellis,

it is chiefly covered with lava and ashes, but in some places
overgrown with wanti-trees, or paper-raulberry-trees. The
edge of this table-land towards the east is about 25 miles
from the sea, but on the west and south it seems to approach
the shore within 20 miles. Near these edges are situ-

ated three volcanoes, of which the highest, Mouna Kea, is

near the eastern declivity of the table-land. Its summit
attains an elevation of 13.587 feet above the sea-level, but
it is extinct. Near the southwestern corner of the table-

land is the Mouna Roa, whose summit is 13,175 feet above
the sea. No eruption of this mountain is recorded, but it

does not appear to be extinct. The present crater has a
circumference of about six miles and a quarter, and the
antient orifice is not less than 24 miles round. On the
western edge of the table-land is the volcano called Mouna
HuararaT, who^e elevation has not been determined, but it

is estimated at 10,000 feet. It is still active, the last erup-
tion having taken place in 1800. On the tableland there
are many other conical peaks, which are evidently extinct
volcanoes. But the most remarkable volcano is that of
Kirauea, which is at no great distance from the eastern de-
clivity of Mouna Roa, but properly on the southern declivity

of the table land. This volcano is not, like other volcanoes,
a conical mountain, but a depression below the general sur-

face of the slope, of somewhat irregular shape, with almost
perpendicular sides. The elevation of the slope where this

vast pit occurs, is 3873 feet above the sea-level. The steep
descent to the crater is interrupted by two narrow plains or
ledges, one of which is 715 feet below the upper surface, and
the other about 100 feet. The surface of the volcanic
lakes is 43 feet below the last-mentioned ledge. The crater

contains two lakes, the smaller of which is nearly of a cir-

cular form, and 319 yards across; the larger is 11 90 yards
long, and in one part about 700 yards wide. These lakes

are vast caldrons of lava in a state of furious ebullition,

sometimes spouting up to the height of 20 and even 70
feet. The fiery waves run with a steady current at the rate

of nearly three miles and a quarter per hour southward, enter

a wide abyss, and fall into the sea in 19° 11' 5l"N. lat. All

the country round this volcano is covered with lava. To the

east of this volcano, and at the distance of 370 yards, is a

perfectly circular volcano of much smaller dimensions.

On the neck which separates these two volcanoes the ground
opened in 1832, and discharged liquid lava for three days

into both craters, a large part of which was thus filled up.

The volcano of Kirauea has from time immemorial been
prodigiously active, though it has not within the memory
of living men been known to overflow, except in 1787, when
a dreadful eruption took place, and lasted seven days.

From the edges of the table-land, which are about 8000
or 9000 feet high, the country has a gradual slope to the

sea. The higher part of this slope, from the table- land to

the distance of about four miles from the shore, where it

sinks down to 1500 feet, is covered with dense forests,

consisting chiefly of several species of acacia, which attain

a great size, and of which the canoes of the natives are

made. The underwood is tree-fern, from four to forty

feet high, and clothed to the top with an almost endless va-

riety of climbing plants. The soil on which these woods grow

lies on lava, which frequently rises above it. This woody re-

gion occupies a tract from 15 to 20 miles wide, and is sur-

rounded by a country similar to some parts of England, the

surface being an alternation of groves and clumps of trees

with cultivated grounds. The most fertile tract perhaps

in the whole group of the Sandwich Islands is that which

lies west of Byron's Bay. or Waiakea, and extends towards

the base of the volcano of Mouna Kea. It is thickly inha-

bited and well cultivated ; but nearly contiguous to it o»i
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the south, and adjacent to the volcano of Kirauea, u a

desert of rugged lava, extending 40 miles along the shores,

where no cultivation occurs, an 1 which is only inhabited by

fishermen. Along the northeastern coast, nearly from

B\ron Bay to Cape Upolu, the most northern point of the

aland, the coast is bold and steep, and intersected by nume-
rous valleys and ravines, in which, as well as on the declivi-

ties, the huts of the natives are built. Though the rocks, on

which a thin soil rests, are volcanic, consisting generally of

a brown resinous lava, it is rather a fertile tract, with abun-

dant herbage. The western coast of the island is of a simi-

tar description, except that it comes down to the sea with a

gentle slope.

B> roti Bay, on the eastern shore, is a spacious harbour,

which lie* south and north : it is protected from the north-

east wind by a coral reef, half a mile wide, which extends

from the eastern point in a northwestern direction two-third*

across the bay, leaving a channel three-quarters of a mile

Wide, and from ten to eleven fathoms deep. It is the best

harbour and the only one on the eastern shore of the island.

On the western coast are the harbours of Towaihae and

Karakakoa. The first is not safe in winter, and in summer
fresh water can only be obtained on this side of the island,

at a distance of from four to six miles. Karakakoa is not

safe, on account of its great depth, so that vessel* are obliged

to anchor too near to a rocky shore. In this harbour Cook
was killed, in 1779.

The population of Hawaii is stated to be 81,000. The
abudes of the inhabitants in no part extend more than

four miles /rom the shore.

Maui, or Mr*cee % is situated northwest of Hawaii, and
separated from it by a strait 24 miles wide. It extends from

east southeast to west-north-west, 48 miles, and is, in the

widest part, 29 miles across. It is composed of two masses

of rock, surrounded by a narrow tract of low land, and
united by a low and sandy isthmus which is nine miles in

width. The surface is estimated at about 600 square miles,

which is equal to that of Hertfordshire. The larger moun-
tain-mass, which occupies the eastern portion of the island,

is supposed to rise nearly 10,000 feet above the sea, but it

contains only a small portion of low and cultivable land.

The smaller mountain-mass or peninsula has a fine tract of

level land along the south-western coast. It extends three

miles along the beach, and runs three quarter* of a mile

inland. At the back of it there are well-wooded slopes,

with broad valleys, which terminate, towards the summit of

the mountains, in deep ravines. The mountains, which rise

to about 5000 feet, are also well wooded. The harbour of

Laheina. nearly in the centre of the plain, is formed by two
low projecting rocks, two miles distant from each other. La-
heina consists of a number of scattered huts, and it contains

an establishment for converting the natives to Christianity,

and for diffusing useful knowledge among them.
Tahaurawe lies south west of the larger peninsula of

MauT. It is about II miles long from east to west, and 8

wide in the broadest part. The surface hardly exceeds 60
square miles. Like the other islands, it»is composed of lava,

which however rises only to a moderate elevation. The soil

is ibin. and covered with a spenes of coarse grass. The
population is sranll. Between this island and Maui is that

of Morokini, which is a small and barren rock of some
elevation ; it isonlv occasionally visited by fishermen.

Funai, which lies west of the smaller pen insula of

Maui, is separated from that island by a strait nine or ten

miles wide. It is 17 miles long and about nine miles wide,

and may cover a surface of somewhat more than 100 square
mile*, or about half the area of the I*le of Wight or the
county of Rutland. It is likewise a mass of volcanic ro«ks,

but it does not rise to a great elevation, nor is the Mirface
so broken and irregular as that of the other islands. A Kreat
part of it is barren, and the remainder is only of moderate
fertdity, the soil being shallow, so that trees grow only in

the ravines and glens The population is estimated to

amount to 2000.

Morokaii. or Jforo/'i. lies north-west of Mam and north
of RaaaT; it extends 4<> miles from east to west, and seven
from south to n<»rth. The area may be 200 square miles,

which i» equal to that of the Isle of Wight. It consists of
owe mass of rocks, tho most elevated portion of which r»>es

about 5000 feet above the sea, and the sides are furrowed
by deep ravines full of tree*. Level tracts of small extent
occur along the shores, and ninny of them are fertile. The
number of inhabitants is t^aid not to exceed 3000.

OaJiti, or Woahoo, lies north-west from Morokai. tad ft

tends 46 miles in length from south-east to north-west, tat

is 23 mdes across in the widest part. Tike surfa* e pr*b**f

occupies 700 square miles, and u equal to that of ibe isUm.

of Skye. It is at present the most important island of iti

whole group, being the seat of government and the place z

which the foreign commerce is concentrated. It roau~»

also a larger proportion of cultivated land than tht star

islands.

A mountain-range traverses the island : it begins at at

north-eastern point, called Mocapu, and runs Brat ss%>
ward and afterwards inclines to the south vest, ie-»

nating, at Diamond Point, the south-western cape of * -

island, in a hill about 400 feet high. This range » u»~

than 3000 feet above the sea-level, and, with the «*-*«

by which it is intersected, covers about half the surfivs*

the island. Another mountain mass occupies the esr.>

western part, hut it is not connected with the chain. b*<
separated from it by a plain extending from the umsju. .

Pearl River to Waiarua on the northern coast, a da^m
of nearly 20 miles. It is called the Plain of B«a, a*
fertile and well wooded, but not much cultivated. 1T*».
consiats of a deep mould resting on lava. The e»—

-

along the southern shores, from the mouth of the r>-
River to the vicinity of Honoruru, has a very brokes »
hilly surface, and varies greatly in fertility, some of ta* *
pressions having a rich soil, whilst most of the higher tnri

are nearly destitute of vegetation. But the plain of Um.
ruru, which follows, and extends about ten mile* alao* *
shore, with a width varying from two to three miles, tsi

»

very rich alluvial soil, and is carefully cultivated. Srtn
wide valleys, which extend northward into the notxa.
range, open into this plain, and are also cultivated a t»

distance of six or seven miles from the shore, when lis

begin to be narrow, and to be enclosed by steep mousse
on each side. South-east of the Plain of Hooorura. c
Diamond Point, the country is more uneven and less far.*

The country which lie* between the mountains and the but.

eastern shore is very hilly, and much leas ferule aa* n
populous than that along ihe southern coast. The 6sn
of the range towardt this le el plain is exceeding!? v*r

and there is only a path through the fertile valley mi A -

ami, which eonMitu.es the communica ion between ;a* *

posite sides of the island. The population of 0*u
staled not to exceed 20,ouO, which however aeems u >

low estimate.

Honoruru, the capital of the Sandwich Islands, aa< *

residence of the king, contains about 8oOO inhabitant
consists of about a dozen stone houses built by fbmga »
chants, and a number of huts of the natives not amsr
in regular streets. The residence of the kins* nun
Dutch barn. The harbour is small, hems not mt*v ~
half a mile long and a quarter broad; but it t» tasn
deep, and perfectly safe. It is formed by a coral reeC «.

extends along the shores at the distance of some kiv
yards, and against which the swell of the sea breaks. T.»
reefs have a considerable width, and are dry ai U^-+*
A narrow opening in them opposite to Honoruru larsa -

entrance to the port, which however is not deep
large vessels, and they remain in the roedeioad,
capacious, but has a rocky and uneven hot on.

Tauai, or Atoot t west-north-west of Oahu, is absmt *

miles long, and more than twenty-four miles W»
the widest place. The surface is between 64* ass.

square miles. It is a mountain mass sloping on s. <

towards the sea, where it terminates with a n,U -

coast. Wide valleys run from the shores tow*
centre of the island, and they are well cultivated a**« fc-

t hough less so than the most fertile distrust* in tX-
M.iuY. On the southern coa*t. at Waimefc. titer* *» -•

stead, but there is no other anchorage round law •—
The number of inhabitants is stated to be lu.ooo

Nihau, or Onechoic, the most western of the** mLm**
about 20 miles long from north to south, and »ewa *

where widest. The sui face may cover about tee «*-
miles. The nuM southern point rise* abrupils w &

siderable height ; but about five miles north. \\m rurt* x-

sink» down to a moderate elevation, and at\vm«* '

again, but not so high as before. It is said that the ^- <

tion is small, but this is opposed by the fact thai ibe* --
I

a great number of painted and variegated outs, war • -i

extensively u*ed in all the other islands, and ttru tW --—
produces abundance of yams, which also go a» t» *-H
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Bland*. On the western side of tie island there is a very
good harbour.

Climate.-~The climate is principally regulated by the
trade-winds, which during the summer, or from March to

October, are strong and regular, but in winter light, and fre-

quently interrupted by calms and south-westerly winds.
The rainy season occurs in winter. In summer the atmo-
sphere is usually clear and bright, and in many places on
the western or leeward side of the islands not a drop of rain
fill Is. On the eastern or windward parts however, even in

this season, seldom a day or night passes without a smart
shower, and occasionally heavy rains foil. There seems to

be some irregularity in this respect, as it is stated that the
north-eastern districts of Oahu have much less rain than
the south-western, and that this is the cause of their being
less productive. From September to April the atmosphere
is more or less hazy, obscure, and cloudy, with frequent
light rains in some planes, and in other parts heavy rains

of two or three days' continuance. The small islands of
Ranai and Tahaurawe, which are rather low, and protected

against the trade-wiuds by the high lands of Maui, fre-

quently suffer from long droughts.

The heat all the year round is considerable in the lower
tracts, but perhaps less than might bo supposed from the
latitude. This is partly owing to the vast expanse of water
by which the islands are surrounded, but principally to

the prevalence of the north-east trade-wind, which during
the greater part ofthe year sweeps over and about the islands

with great velocity, and having passed a great expanse of
sea, is far from being hot. In the 'eastern districts the

thermometer in summer seldom rises higher than 80° or

82°, and during the winter not higher than 72° or 74°. But
the lower tracts on the western side of the mountains are

exposed to greater heat, and in those parts the thermometer
frequently rises to 88° or 90°. According to observations
made at Honoruru, the mean annual temperature of that

place does not exceed 75°. In general the thermometer
ranges between 70° and 83°. The greatest heat experienced
was 88°, and the least 61°. The elevated table-land in the
interior of Hawaii is of course much colder, and snow fre-

quently fall there. In 1834 the higher part of the Mouna
Hoa was covered with snow for 2000 feet from its summit
in winter.

In the lower districts on the western side of the islands

the sea and land breezes are generally regular, especially

during the summer. The sea-breeze sets in at ten o'clock

in the morning, and continues till sunset, when it is imme-
diately followed by the land-breeze, which lasts till sunrise.

From sunrise till ten o'clock a calm prevails.

Productions.—The quadrupeds found on these islands at

the time of their discovery were the hog, dog, and rat, to

which have been added the cow, horse, sheep, goat, and
mouse, all of which thrive very well except the sheep.

Fowls were found at the discovery ; but turkeys, geese,

ducks, and pigeons were introduced afterwards. Only a

limited number of species of birds and other animals is met
with even in the thick forests which surround the base of

the mountains and ascend their sides to a considerable

height. Fish abound; but there is no great variety. The
most common are sharks, bonetos, tiying-fishes, and red and
white mullets. Many families live on the produce of the

fishery. Pearls are found in Pearl River ; they are small, but
fine.

It does not appear that the European grains are cultivated

to any great extent, with the exception of maize. The
principal objects of cultivation are roots, especially the tarro-

root (Arum macrorhizon). Potatoes, and carootes, or sweet

potatoes, are also generally grown. The fruit-trees which
were cultivated before the arrival of Europeans, were the

cocoa-nut, the bread-fruit-tree (Artocarpus incisa), the

ohia (Eugenia malaccensis) or jumbo-tree of the East In-

dies, and the kou (Cordia orientalis) ; several kinds of ba-

nanas were also grown, and among them one kind the

fruit of which is dried by the natives. Strawberries and
raspberries are also indigenous. The Europeans have

introduced oranges, lemons, citrons, grapes, pine-apples.

papaw-apples, pomegranates, and figs, all of which come
to perfection, except pine-apples. The sugar-cane is

indigenous and much cultivated, but only for eating.

Melons and water-melons are excellent The most culti-

vated vegetables are cucumbers, pumpkins, French beans,

onions, and red pepper. The wauti, or paper-mulberry-tree

{Broussonetia papyri/era), is grown for its interior bark,

P. O, No. 1280.

which is used here, as in China, for making cloth. But the
Gnest tapas or wrappers are made from the Bbhmeria albida
(Hook), which grows wild in the forests, and is also culti-

vated.

The forests do not contain many trees fit for ship-
building. In several parts the mountains were formerly
covered with sandal-wood ; but as the exportation of this
wood to China has been very great, it begins to be rare, ex-
cept in some places, as south of Byron's Bay in Hawaii and
on the most western mountains of Oahu. The forests con-
tain several plants the roots or fruits of which are used as
food by the natives and for other domestic purposes.

Salt is the only mineral which is obtained in abundance.
A large quantity is got from a salt-lake in the island of Oahu,
west of Honoruru, which is between two and three miles in

circumference, but has only a few feet of water in the deep-
est parts. The bottom and shores are incrusted with salt,

the water being strongly impregnated, and the crystalliza-

tion very rapid. This salt is exported to Kamtchatka.
Large quantities of salt arc also obtained from sea-water by
evaporation, for which purpose there is along the shore a
succession of artificial vats of clay, into which the salt water
is let at high tide.

Inhabitants.—The population consists of natives, with
the exception of a small number of whites* Englishmen
and Americans, who have settled among them as merchants
or as missionaries. The population was estimated, fifteen

years ago, at 139,000 individuals, but it was probably under-
rated. The natives, who call themselves Kanaka, belong to

the family of Malay nations. Their colour is neither yellow,

as in the Malays, nor red, like that of the Americans, but
something between both, a kind of olive, and sometimes
reddish brown. They are of middle stature, and well
formed, with muscular limbs, and open countenances. The
roots of their language have a great affinity to those of
the other Malay nations who inhabit the islands of the Pa-
cific. When these islands were discovered by Cook, it was
observed that the natives of this group had made further

progress in civilization than those of the other islands and
groups. This was evident from the care with which the

tarro-fields were cultivated, but still more from their manu-
facturing cloth from the bark of the paper-mulberry and
other trees, their beautiful mats, and the art with which they
united, and as it were wove together, many beautiful feathers,

so as to be used as articles of dress. They also made several
utensils of stone, wood, and shells, without the use of iron

tools. At that time they wore only a wrapper (called tapa)

about their loins, but many of them now dress in the Euro-
pean fashion. They have also improved in other respects,

especially in ship-building and navigation. Vessels built at

Honoruru, and manned by natives, traverse the Pacific to

Canton. Several of tho chiefs have begun to build houses
in the European style.

Commerce.—What is properly called trade is not import-
ant, as the natives have only two articles of exportation,

salt and sandal-wood. Agriculture has not yet supplied an
article for exportation, but by selling tbeir produce to the

vessels which visit the islands, the natives procure all

the foreign articles that they are in want of. In 1832 the
harbour of Honoruru alone was visited by 159 vessels,

mostly American and English. Many of these vessels are

whalers, and others go to several parts of the western coast

of North America to get furs for the Chinese market
Several of them however are bound to China and the East
Indies, and have passed round Cape Horn or through the

Strait of Magalhaens. As the trade-winds in the centre of

the southern half of the Pacific are very irregular, the most
expeditious route to the East Indies is to sail at a consider-

able distance from the shores of South America to the Gal-
lapagos, and thence to the Sandwich Islands, whence a
regular and strong east trade-wind carries them to the

coast of China. All these vessels get fresh provisions at

the Sandwich Islands, and the demand is still greater than

the supply, which is shown by the very high price which
all provisions fetch. The number of these vessels is annu-
ally increasing.

History and Government.—These islands were discovered

by Captain James Cook in 1778, and again visited by him
on his return from Behring's Strait, when he was killed

by the natives. Within the first twenty years after their

discovery they were only visited by Portlock and Dixon,

La Perouse and Vancouver. But towards the end of the

last century whahng-ships from America began to visit

Vol. XX.—3 E
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these seas, and they were toon followed by fur-traders;

all these vessels put into some of the ports for provisions.

At that time each island had its sovereign and several

other chiefs. One of the latter, Tamehameha, began to

plan the conquest of the islands, and he succeeded in

subduing all or them, except Tauai and Nihau, whose so-

vereign, after the death of Tamehameha acknowledged the

successor of that prince as his king. As Tamehameha had
only succeeded in his enterprise by the aid of Europeans,
and the assistance which he derived from their visits, he
favoured their settlement in the islands, and in 1817 he
placed his kingdom under the protection of England. His
successor, Rhio-Rhio, came to London, where he died in

1824. Soon after the death of his father he had succeeded
in abolishing idolatry and in the conversion of the natives

to Christianity (18 19). Since that time many English and
American missionaries have resorted to these islands, and
their labours have been attended with considerable success.

At present, perhaps half of the population are Christians.

Several books have already been printed in the native lan-

guage at Honoruru and Laheina, and even a map of the
island has been engraved at Laheina.
There are four distinct ranks in society. The first con-

sists of the royal fnmily ; the second, of the first class of
chiefs, whose dignity is hereditary ; the third class is com-
posed of the minor chiefs, who pay a ground-rent for the use of
the lands in their districts ; the bulk of the people, compre-
hending the whole productive class, constitutes the lowest

section of the nation. The king is considered as the pro-

prietor of the ground, which he has divided among the

chiefs, who in return are bound to military service and to

pay ground-rents. Every island has a governor, and is

divided into several districts, each of which is under a chief.

The taxes to the king are paid by the chief or governor
of the island, who collects them from the minor chiefs, and
these again from the people, with the addition of something
for their trouble.

(Cook's Third Vnyag* to the Pacific; Portlock's Voyage
round the World; Lord Byron's Voyage of H.M.S. Blonde
to the Sandwich fslands; Ellis, Tour through Hawaii

;

Stewart's Journal ofa Residence in the Sandtrich Islands;

Douglas, ' On the Volcanoes of the Island of Hawaii,' in

London Geographical Journal, vol. iv. ; and Bonnet's • Jour-
nal of a Voyage round the World/ in London Geographi-
cal Journal, vol. vii.)

SANDWICH LAND is the name gfven by Cook to a
number of islands in the Southern Atlantic, between
57° 10' and 59a 40' 8. tor. and between 24° and 27° A2Q W.
long. They extend from north to south. The most northern
group is called Candlemas Islands, and the most southern
is named the Southern Thule. They are all of volcanic

origin, and nine burning volcanos were seen on them by
Morel! . Some of them are very high, and covered with
perpetual snow. Others are bare rocky masses, slightly

elevated above the sea-level, but all of them are without
any trace of vegetation. The surrounding sea contains sea-

elephants and cetaceous animals.

(Cook's Second V(ryage round the World : Morel l's nar-
rative of Four Voyages to th' Sortth Se«t &c.)

SANDYHOOrt. [New York]
SANDY9, GEORGE, an English poet, was bom in

1377, at the palace of Bishopsthorpe. his father, Dr. Edwin
Sandys, being then Archbishop of York. In 1.589, the year
after his father's death, he was sent to Oxford, and be-

came a member, first of St. M»ry Hall, and afterwards, as

Wood thinks, of Corpus Christi College. {Athen. Oron.) We
have no account how ho pa**ed his time between this period

and the year 1610, when he commenced his travels in the
East, returning, as Wood supposes, * in 1612, or afier, much
Improved in several resperts. being master of *»evoral lan-

guages, of a fluent and ready discourse, and of excellent

comportment; having naturally a poetical fancy, and a

xealous inclination to all human learning, which made his

company desired and most arrestable to most virtuous men
and scholars of his time.' His account of his travels was
published in 1615. being dedicated to Charles, then Prince

of Wales, and entitled * A Relation of a Journey begun in

1610, in Four Books, containing a Description of the Turkish
Empire, of Egjpt, of the Holy Land, and of the remote parts

of Italy and islands adjoining.*

After thin Sandrs went to America, and appears to have
succeeded his brother as treasurer for the English colony of
Virginia. During his residence he completed his translation

of the ' Metamorphosis' of Ovid, on which be bad bate mr
some time engaged. On his return to England be was ap-

pointed one ofthe gentlemen ofthe privychamber m>lb* king-

In 1636 he published a ' Paraphrase upon tbe Psalms/ and
two years afterwards • Paraphrases on the Book of Job, Ec-

cleaiastes, the Lamentations of Jeremiah, and Suu*a se-

lected out of the Old and New Testament ;' in 1639 a trans-

lation of ' Christ's Passion,' a tragedy by Grotiue. H»
last work was the poetical version of the ' Song of Solomon.'
in 1642. He died at Bexley Abbey, in Kent, March, 1643-4

The writings of Sandya are simple, earnest, and devoet:
his travels are learned without pedantry, and cireumsiaoual
without being tedious ; and are valuable for tbe picture tbrr

give of the East in his time, particularly of Jerusalem. Ha
poetical writings contributed* like those of Carew and Her-
rick, to the formation of a well-tuned and harmonious ser-

sincation, the natural accompaniment of tbe refined pants «f

thought and expression for which they are di»unni*bsd
His merits in this respect havo been acknowledged by

Waller, Dryden, and Warton. Specimens of Im meat
beautiful compositions, both in poetry and prose, are green
in the Memoir of his Life, by tbe Rev. H. J. Todd, preiaad
to * Selections from Sandys 's Metrical Paraphrase*,' me„
London, 1839, from which' biography this sketch is U
SANOALLO, or SAN GALLO, a family of

guished Italian artists and architects, whose original nam*
was Giamberti.

1, GivLiAifO GiAMBian, born in 1443, was tbe eon of

Francisco Giamberti, who was himself an architect of some
repute in the service'of Cosmo de' Medici. At first both
he and his brother Antonio chiefly practised curving la

wood, in which they acquired some celebrity. Gieiinno was
next employed in tbe capacity of military engineer by Le»

renzo de1
Medici, who rated bis services very highly, be

patronised, Giuliano determined on pursuing architecture as

iris profession ; and he bad soon an opportunity of disput-
ing his talent in the fore-court or cloister of the church «l

Santa Maddalena de' Paszi ot Florence, wherein be unre-
duced an Ionic order, whose capitals are remarkable far

havimr an ornamental necking, at that time an innovmticc,
atid said to have been imitated from an antique frugment
found at Fiosole. - He was afterwards commissioned by IV
renzo himself to erect a large convent (destroyed during tbe
siege in 1530) near the gate of SanGalto; whence be
obtained the namo of da San Gallo, at first jestingly be-

stowed on him by his natron, and afterwards adopted bt

himftelf and the rest of the family. In 1490 be commenced
the Palazzo Gondi for a wealthy merchant of that name. bar.

owing to the death of the latter, the building wma net earn'

pteted ; nevertheless, what was executed is a fine specimen
of the Florentine style, though the irregularity both of tbe

courses and lengths of the rustics fRuancanoir] ia reus*
a defect. Among his numerous other works was a trass

n

erected by him at 8avona, for his patron tbe Cardinal deila

Rovere (now converted into the convent of Santm Cftuera)

;

besides other buildings for the same prelate. When Revere
Was elevated to the pontificate by the title of Julius IK
Sangallo expected to be employed aa architect of tbe or*
St Peter's church ; but being supplanted by Bremen**, b*
retired in disgust to Florence. On the election of Leo X
he returned to Rome, and on the death of Bramante was
offered the appointment of architect of St. Peter's, bet b»
declined it on account of his age and infirmities, and recurv-
ing to Florence, died there two years afterwards (1617k a:

the age of 74.

Giuliano had a son named Francesco, who is spoken ef by
Vasari as e skilful sculptor then living, and who ouotnted
the mausoleum erected at Monte Casaino by dement V1L
in honour of Piero dV Medici.

2, Antonio Sanoallo, brother of the preceding, wes
induced by biro to quit the profession of sculpture fur thau
of architect, and was left by bim to complete tbe femes
he bad begun at 8avona. He afterward* rutted Rosea,
where he ingratiated himself with Alexander VI., to wbsea
be proposed to convert Hadrian's mausoleum into u meiieoa,
and he altered that building into its present Bras, suae*
which time it has been called the Castle of 8c Angus*.
This work gave so much satisfaction, both to tbe pope and
to his son the Duke Valentino, that the letter emuauied
bim to erect the fortress of Givita Gmtelmna, end oAer-
wards that of Monteflaseone. He likewise
churches* among which that of the Madoqi* at
eiano is esteemed hi* best production of that <
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time before his death, in 1 534, he gave up both architecture
and sculpture, and amused himself with agricultural pur-
suits.

3, Antonio Sanoallo, the most noted of the family, was
nephew to the two preceding on the mother's side, from whom
he received their surname, that of his father, who was a cooper
at Mugello. being Bartolomeo Picconi. He was at first put to
the business of a common carpenter, but the fame of his un-
cle* determined him to set out for Rome and become their
pupil ; and when they quitted that city, he found another in-

structor and protector in Bramante, to whom, then advanced
in years, he soon rendered himself a most useful assistant.

Nor was it long before his talents obtained for him the no-
tice of persons of rank, among the rest of Cardinal Alexander
Faraese (afterwards Paul III.), who employed him to rebuild
his mansion in the Campo de' Fiori, the first beginning
of that splendid pile, which would of itself alone have es-
tablished the reputation of Sangallo. One of his earliest

works was the church of la Madonna di Loretto, near
Trajan's pillar ; but as that edifice was begun in 1507, it is

doubtful whether he did more than afterwards complete it.

His other works of the same period were several private
mansions or palazai, especially one for Marchionne Baldas-
sini; but as ueiiher the buildings themselves are described
nor their sites distinctly indicated by Vasari and his other
biographers, and as many of them have repeatedly changed
their names, it is now difficult to specify or ascertain them.
It is equally difficult to determine their respective dates';

and we may therefore break through chronological order, and
mention here the house that he afterwards built for himself
in the Strada Giulia, now known as the Palazzo Saccbetti.

Passing by the various works on military architecture,

upon which he was employed at different times at Civita
Vecchia, Parma, Piacenza, Ancona, and other places, we
shall proceed to consider Sangallo's project for completing
St. Peter's. After the works had been nearly sus-

pended for several years, Paul HI. determined that they
should be resumed vigorously, and on the death of Peruzzi,
in 1535, Sangallo became the sole architect. With the
view of preventing those changes which had been made
by all the precediug architects, the pope ordered him to

prepare a model, upon such a scale and in such an expensive
manner, that there should be no danger of its being either

forgotten or destroyed. This model, which is said to have
taken several years to execute, and to have cost upwards of
5000 crowns, is still preserved in one of the rooms of the
Vatican. It is formed of wood, and is in length 35 Roman
Salms, or nearly 20 English feet. Little more however was
one to the fabric by Sangallo than to strengthen the parts

already erected ; and after his death his design was abandoned
altogether, not a trace of it being visible in the present struc-

ture. An elevation of Sangallo's model is given in the first vo-

lume of Wood's • Letters ofan Architect, from which it may
be seen that if it had been followed, the building would have

been totally different from what it now is The cupola would
have had two orders, one around the tambour, another car-

ried up above the spring of the dome, which would also have
been of much lower proportions than the present one, while

other very conspicuous features would have been two exceed-

ingly lofty and tapering carapanili, contrasting and at the

same time harmonising with the cupola itself. It is true the

design is broken into a multiplicity of parts, yet they are both

agreeably proportioned to each other, and picturesquely

combined; and the whole is consistent in character, which
is more than can be affirmed of Maderno's facade, where
there is a want of agreement between the order itself and
the other parts, and also a deficiency in variety of outline.

The Palazzo Farnese, begun by him for his patron Paul
III. when cardinal, and afterwards greatly extended, is the

most celebrated of Sangallo's works. He must however
share ibe repute of it with Michael Angelo, who, if he did

not, as some have supposed, add the third tier of windows,

designed the magnificent and majestic cornicione, which
alone distinguishes this edifice from every other of the

kind in Rome, and, aided by the loftiness and extent of

the edifice itself, gives it a colossal air. This noble struc-

ture deserves notice, if only because it has been said that

the Reform Club House, Pali-Mall, is an imitation of it,

which is true only as regards style and manner; for in

regard to design there are quite as many points of dis-

siia;Uriiy as of resemblance between them, and many of

them are to the advantage of Mr. Barry's building. In both

the windows of the principal floor are d la tabernacle, that

is, have small columns and pediments; but in Sangallo's
edifice the centre window is different from the others, and
having no pediment, like them, produces a disagreeable
effect. Sangallo begun the Porta S. Spirito at Rome, but
left it unfinished, in which state it has ever since remained
He died at Terni, in October, 1 546, advanced in years, bit
at what precise age is not known. His body was brought to
Rome and buried with great pomp.
SANGUINOLA'RIA. [Pyloridians, vol.xix.,p. 145.]
SANGUISORBA, the name of a genus of plants, the

type of the suborder Sanguisorbese, in the natural order
Rosacea?. Of this genus (called Burnet) there are nine
known species. Most of them possess astringent pro-
perties. The common Burnet (S. officinalis) is a native of
Britain, and was at one time cultivated in chalky districts
to a very considerable extent, but it has lately been super-
seded by sainfoin [Sainfoin] and other artificial grasses.

SANGUI'SUGA. [Leeches.]
SANHEDRIM, or SANHEDRIN (FTTTUD), the great

council of the Jews, which consisted of seventy-one or
seventy-two members, and decided the most important
causes, both ecclesiastical and civil. The name is a cor-
ruption by the Talmudists of the Greek awityiov (a council).
The Rabbis attempt to find the origin of the Sanhedrim in
the seventy elders who were appointed by Moses to assist

him in bis judicial duties {Numb., xi. 16); but this council
was evidently temporary, and we hear nothing of it in the
subsequent history of the Jews. (Moses, p. 44 1 ; Michaelis
On the Laws ofMoses, art 50.) The exact time of the in-

stitution of the Sanhedrim is unknown, but there is no
reason to suppose that it was earlier than the time of the
Maccabees. There can however be little doubt that the
Sanhedrim was an imitation of the seventy elders of Moses.
The first mention of the Sanhedrim is in the time of Hyr-
canus II., when Herod was tried before it. (Joseph., Antiq.,
xiv. 9, s. 3, 4.)

The Sanhedrim had a president (tfftn or Nty}\ who
•T

was generally the high-priest, a vice-president (JT2 *QK

]*H), who sat on the right of the president, and, according

to some, a second vice-president (D3TD> who sat on his left.
T T

The other members were:— 1, Chief Priests, who are often

mentioned in the New Testament and in Josephus, and
who were partly ex-high-priests and partly the heads of the
twenty-four classes of priests. 2, Elders, that is,' the princes
of tribes and heads of families. 3, Scribes, or men of learn-
ing. All chief-priests were members of the Sanhedrim, but
of elders and scribes only so many were admitted into it as
were required to fill up vacancies. (Matt., xxvi. 57, 59;
xxvii. 3, 12, 20, 41 ; Mark, viii. 31 ; xi. 27; xiv. 43, 53 ; xv.
I ; Acts, iv. 5 ; v. 21, 27.) The Talmudists say that the tri-

bunal had its secretaries and apparitors. Both Pharisees
and Sadduceeswere found in it. (Acts, v. 17, 21, 34; xxiii.

6.)

The Sanhedrim met at Jerusalem, and, according to the
Talmudists, in a chamber within the precincts of theTempIe,
called Gazith, in which also their archives were kept; but,

according to Josephus (Bell. Jud., v. 4, 2 ; vi. 6, 3), in a
room on the east side of Mount Zion, not far from the
Temple. In cases of emergency, as in the trial of Christ,

they met in the high-priest's house. They sat in the form
of a semicircle.

The causes brought before this tribunal were either ap-
peals from the inferior courts, or matters which were thought
of sufficient importance to come before them in the first in-

stance ; for example, the question whether a person was a
false prophet (Luke, xiii. 33), and matters which affected the
whole state, a whole tribe, or the high-priest The accused
was brought before the tribunal, and witnesses were required
to appear to support the charge. Either capital or minor
punishments might be inflicted by the Sanhedrim; but
under the Roman government its power was so far restricted

that a capital sentence required the confirmation of the
Roman governor, who was also charged with its execution.

The stoning of Stephen was not done in accordance with
the sentence of the Sanhedrim, but in a riot ; and the exe-
cution of James and others by the high-priest Ananus (a.d.

64) took place in the absence of the Roman procurator, and
is admitted by the Jews themselves to have been an illegal

act.

Besides the Sanhedrim at Jerusalem, there were inferior

3E2
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Courts in each .owu of Judaea, consisting of twenty-three

members to which the same name is sometimes applied.

From these courts an appeal could be made to the San-
hedrim.

(J aim. ArchnJ. Bill., th. ii., l>
;

i:., $ l^fi; Calmet's

Dictionary; Light fool's Works ; Winer's Bill. Real'irorfer-

buch, * Synedrium.*)

SANJAK, a word primarily signifying a standard, is also

applied to a military division such as those into which the

whole Turkish empire is divided: in this sense, it Minifies,

as much as is congregated under one standard. The com-
mander of such a division is styled Sanjak, Sanjak Boy,

or simply Bey, and the supremo general of all the Sanjaks ot

a province is st\led the Beglerbey (commander of com-
manders). The word is found under the forms Sampan
and Sandshak. the French and German nio-Jes of rendering

the Turkish word.

SANKHYA. [Sanscrit Language and Literature.]
SANMlCHE'JJ.MlCllK/LE.amaster equally celebrated

for his works in civil and military architecture, was born

in 1484, at Verona, where both his father Giovanni and his

uncle Bartolomeo pursued the same profession. By them
ho was instructed in the elements of the art, but ho caught

its spirit from studying the amphitheatre and other remains
of antiquity in his native city ; and their influence, especially

that of the former, is visible in many of his designs, wherein

ho greatly affected massive rusticated work. About the year

1600 he set out for Rome, and remained either there or in

other parts of tho ecclesiastical stales till the time of

Clement VII., and was intimate with nit the more celebrated

artists of the time—Bramante, Michael Angelo, the San-

falli, Sansovino, and others. While he was in that part of

taly, he erected the cathedral of Montefiascone (the cupola

of which was destro>ed by fire at the beginning of the

seventeenth century, and has since been rebuilt in -a tasteless

manner), and the church of San Domenico at Orvieto.

Returning to the Venetian territory, ho was employed by

the republic (1523) to construct the new fortifications of

Verona, when he first introduced the use of triangular and
pentangular bastions, and thereby entirely changed the sys-

tem of military architecture, that method being thenceforth

adopted by other enqineer*. Here it will be sufficient

merely to allude to his works of that cla>s, as they belong

to construction rather than design, though some of them are

remarkable even in tho latter respect ; for instance, the

stately rusticated facade of the fortress or Custello di S.

Andrea on the Lido at Venice, and the three fortified gates

at Verona, Porta Nuova, Porta del Pulio, and Porta Zenonc.
He was next employed by the republic in fortifying many

places in Isiria and Dalraatia, C>prus and Candia, some of

which works he confided to the execution of his nephew
Gian-Girolamo. In consequence of their reputation, both

I

uncle and nephew were invited by Francis I and the em- ,

peror Charles V. to enter their service, which flattering oflVi >
|

they neverthcVss i ejected. Whether these numer'.us en-

gagements and his divided application to two such \ei\
I

opposite studio* did not prevent Sanmicheli from attaining

to that excellence in tho latter which he might else have
reached, may fail lv be questioned ; for with many merits,

hutdcigus often exhibit glaring faults, which, if he had con-

fined himself entirely lo the study and practice of «mm1 ar-

chitecture, he would perhaps not have fallen into. In
fact, tho best of his palazzi and other works of that class

are far from being models, except as to their facades and ex-

teriors, being most inconvenient in the r plans, besides

abounding with monstrous deformities, such as rooms quite

out of square, and sometimes with no t\w> side* pa-

rallel; and in one instance (Palazzo Bcvilacqua) he has
placed the principal staircase in an open court, without

any protection whatever from the weather. His exterior

architecture exhibits less of mannerism, and more both of
\

invention and nobleness of taste than that of Pulladio, but
also not a little that is decidedly faulty and offensive. Almost
all his buildiugs are marked b\ a disagreeable inequality of
design, there being a sniuular mixture of parts highly en-

riched and others nakedly [la«u in the same comjH)sition.

His balustrades to wiodous and pedestals to columu-t an*

too high, and in more than mie instance he luu» r. i-cd his

columns on a second pedi-Mal o%er the fii^t one. His ?t\le

shown itself to tuo*t :id\ outage tu hU 1 >f v ruhiate 1 base-

ments, which generally p-^-r % nit nir of dign.lv. Among
alazii erected by lnm «oo the P. (Iiuuani and the P.

ii S. Paolo at Wiinc, and tho P. Cauus^a, Be\i- ,

lacqua, Verza, Pelli/rini, and Pompei at Verona In Ve~
rona he also built the church of ihe Madonna di Cam-
pagna, and the much admired Cappella Pellegrini, for both

which we refer to the table accomj anying Rotvnpa. Wbi.e
Sanmicheli was enjoying a tranquil and honourable old age,

esteemed by all no less for hi* personal qualities than for

his talents, he received the intelligence of the death of h»
nephew and pupil Gian-Girulamo, who died in the island

of Cyprus at the age of fortv-four ; and it had such an effeel

upon him, that he survived the fatal news only « f~w dan ..

dving in 1559, in his seventy-fifth vear.

SANNAZA'RO, JA'OOPO, born at Naplcv in Mi« r

a noble family originally from Spain, studied at N»pl*-

and afterwards, be.ng disapj omted in love, left hi« roun'ry

and travelled to France, where he began writing his 4 Ar-

cadia.' a pastoral fable in Italian, in which he describe* it

poetical colours the scenes and occupations of pastoral Mr.

It is a mixed composition of prose and verse, and ha* beer,

much admired for the elegance of the style and the purity

of the language. Indeed Sannazaro is considered a* otic

of the best Italian classics. The * Arcadia' has gone throcrt
numerous editions. Sannazaro also wrote a Ijitin po*ta.
4 Do Partu Virginis,' which was highly applauded, rrui

which obtained for the author the sanction of two pop-*.

Leo X. and Clement VII., expressed in two bnerV H*
also wrote Piscatory Eclogues m I-atin verse. On h*.

return to Naples, where he was highly esteemed by Knv
Ferdinand I. and his son* Alfou^o and Frederic, he ftx-*i

his residence on the delightful shore of Mcreellina. at th*

foot of Mount Posilipo, where Fredtric, the last king "f

Naples of the Arogonesc dynasty, had given him a ccramr*-
lion.se, and where he caw before him the daily occupations
of the fishermen under a sky and in a climate which render

their labours less irksome, and impart to them a sort l(

p<c'ical appearance. When the Aragoneso dynasty wa»
driven away from Naples by the treachery of their relirr r

Ferdinand the Catholic of Spain. Sannazaro accompan cd 1 v>

patron King Frederic in his oxilc. and remained with hrrt

in France till Frederic's death, after which he returned t »

Naples, where he died in 1530. He was buried in i.

church on the slope of Posilipo, which he had built in .

dedicated to the Virgin, and where his monument is *:..'

seen.

SA'NNIO. a province of the kingdom of Naples, forme r'x

called Con tado di Mohse. lies chiefly on the east side of tJ -

central ridge of the Apennines, and extends as far a* *fcr

Adriatic coast. The district of Isernia however, which belm.»*
to the administrative province of Sannio, lies on the we*t »!<?;•

of the Apennines, and belongs to the basin of the Volturr*
Sannio is bounded on the north-west by the provtnr* rf

Abruzzo Citra ; north and nortb-ca-t by the Adriatic ; wuth-
east b) Canitanala ; south by Prir.eipnto Ultra, or the pro-

vince of Avellino; and south-west by Terra di Latorr-

The province is crossed in its length by tho river BiJ*ttk*

the antient Tifernus, which rises from two sources in the

high Apennines near Bojano. and (lowing north-east enter*
the Adriatic near the town of Termoli. after a tortuous course
of about GO miles. The other principal rncr of the pro-

vince is tho Tricno, which Hows nearly parallel to, but fc>

the north of the Biferno.

In the lower part of its course the Tritrno marks the

boundary between Sannio and the province of Abrutio Ctrx
South of the Biferno, the Torture constitutes, during parti*
its course, the boundary between Sannio and Capitaoau.
The geographical character of the province (f Sannio resem-
bles that of the neighbouring provinces of AUruxxo. T>»
central lidgo cf the Apennines, which run* in a gencrm*
direction from north-we.-t to south-east, sends out nerer*l

ofl^ets, which run in a north-east direction to the Adr.it *

cui*t. Between these offsets there are valleys thtvue^i
which the rivers flow with a rapid course. The two pr.tr-

ciral valleys arc those of the Trigno and the Biferno. The
valleys and the lower hills are very* fertile, and pnttueeccm.
Indian corn, pulse, oil, wine, and fruit*. Agriculture r*

houtver in a very low condition. The highland* are rbirftv
nvel for summer pasture. The fore»ts with which th»
higher Apenn-nes were once covered, have been wastefattv
destroyed, and the mountains ire now nearly bare. The arei
of the province of Sannio m reckoned at about 1500 square
mile**. ii!»d the ' j><il;iti<>n, by the cen«u< of J vTT, aroountcd
to { ij.rrs. Of t*^e male part nf thi* prpulation A3.70*P are
pi< p* lotorsof lnni! or house*. 1 t9.l'00 agricultural labour-
ei^ Ctuo shepherds or rerd»men, 17C0 dorocatKi
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1 J 00 are keepers of wine-shops, 323 sailors or fishermen, and
the rest are employed in various trades. There are about
1100 priests, 327 monks, and about 80 nuns. (Serrisiori.)

The chief manufacturing industry in the province is that of
cutlery and fire-arms, which is established at Campobasso,
Frossolone, and A gnone, and gives employment to about
400 men. There are about 120 fishing-boats and small
craft belonging to the province ; but there is no harbour on
the coast. In 1824 there were only three printers in the
wnole province, and not a single bookseller. (Petroni,

Cenrimento de Reali Dominj.)
The province is divided into three districts:—Campo-

basso, which is the largest, and embraces the central part

of the province; Larino, which extends near the sea-coast

;

and Isernia, which hes west of tho Apennines. The whole
province contains 135 communes; it has a civil and cri-

minal court at Campobasso, from which there is an appeal

to the Gran Corte, or supreme tribunal of Naples. The ec-

clesiastical administration is under the five bishops of Larino,

Termoli, Isernia, Bojano, and Trivento; and there are 164

parish incumbents. There are 252 churches, 398 hospitals

and other charitable institutions, a royal college, and an in-

stitution for female boarders at Campobasso, and three

•scuole secondaries a kind of grammar-schools, at Casca-

lenda, Montenero di Bisaccia, and Morcone. There are

elementary schools in many communes, but the system of

elementary instruction in the whole kingdom of Naples is

neither uniform nor well arranged.

The following are the principal towns of the province

of 3anuio:— 1. Campobasso, a town indifferently built, but

pleasantly situated on the slope of a hill above the valley of

the Biferno, has manufactories of cutlery, which supply the

whole kingdom, and 8000 inhabitants. 2. Trivento, in the

valley of the Trigno, is a bishop's see, with 3000 inhabitants:

it contains some antient remains. 3. Sepino, the antient

Sepinum, formerly a town of the Samnites, is situated in

the Apennines, which here divide the valley of the Tiferno

from that of the Tamaro, an affluent of the Volturno : it

has several churches and convents, a classical seminary, a

paper manufactory, and 4000 inhabitants. 4. Termoli, the

antient Interamna, a small town on the sea-coast, between
the mouth of the Trigno and that of the Biferno, has a

castle on a promontory. 5. Larino is a small town, in the

valley of the Biferno, not far from the sea, and the head of

a district. Near Larino is the Albanian or Epirote colony

of Ururi. 6, Agnone is a thriving modern town, with iron

and copper works, and about 7000 inhabitants. 7. Bojano
is an old decayed town in the Apennines, near the sources

of the Biferno. 8. Isernia, an old-looking town, situated

in a valley on the west side of the Apennines, near the

Volturno, and on the high road from Naples to Abruzzo,

contains several remains of antiquity, and has some manu-
factories of coarse woollens, with about 5000 inhabitants.

From Isernia a carriage road branches off to the eastward,

crosses the central ridge to Bojano, and leads to Campo-
bas*o and Larino. The province of Sannio comprises only

a part of the antient Samnium, which also included the

whole of the "*rincipato Ultra and part of Terra di Lavoro.

[Samnitbs]
SANOK, one of the nineteen circles of Austrian Galicia,

is bounded on the north by Rzeszow and Przeravsl, on the

east by Sambor, on the west by Yaslo, and on the south

by Hungary. Its area is about 2130 square miles, with

250,000 inhabitants. The Carpathians r^e in the south,

and send their offsets through the whole circle; there are

many and extensive forests ; the soil is partly sandy, and

poor, with some intervening parts that arc more productive.

The river San tlows in a large curve through the country,

a«d is joined by most of the smaller streams. The Wis-

loka rises in this circle, and passes, on the western frontier,

into that of Yaslo. Agriculture, the breeding of cattle, and

the cultivation of the forests are the chief occupations of the

inhabitants. Salt and petroleum are sources of considerable

profit, and the manufacture of yarn and linen is not unim-

portant.

Sanok. the chief town, is situated on a mountain on

the left bank of ihe San. It is an ill-built open market-

town ; the houses are mostly of wood, and there are

scarcely 2000 inhabitants. There are one Roman Catholic

and one Greek church, a Minorite convent, a high school,

and the court of justice of tho circle. Opposite the town,

on the right bank of the San, is the imperial stud of

Olchowce, where there are stables for nearly 200 stallions,

which is spoken of as well worthy the attention of travel
lers.

SANQUHAR. [Dumfriesshire.]
SANS SOUC1. [Potsdam.]
SANSANDING, a town in Africa, in the kingdom of

Bambarra, on tho banks of the river Joliba, or Quorra,
near 13° N. lat. and 5° W. long. It is a place of consi-
derable extent, containing a population of between feOOO
and 10,000. It appears to be a town of great commercial
importance in the interior of Africa, perhaps not less so
than Timbuctoo, with which it carries on an active trade
by means of the river, which is navigable for large river
boats all the way between the two towns. All the salt
which is consumed in the western countries of Sudan is

brought from the Suharn, and passes through this town.
The merchants of Walet in Beroo bring to it the rock salt
of the mines of Shingarin, and cafrilas from El Arovan bring
the produce of the mines of Toudeni. Bv the latter it re-
ceives also coral and beads from the Mediterranean. These
articles are sent to the countries south and west of San-
sanding, and exchanged for gold, ivory, slaves, wax, honey,
and cloth of Soodan, which are afterwards sent to Walet
and El Arovan. Rice and cured provisions also go to tho
last- mentioned place, which is surrounded by an extremely
sterile country. The trade of this place is in the hands of
the Moors.
(Mungo Park's Travels in the Interior Districts of

Africa; Caillie's Travels through Central Africa to Tim-
buctoo, #c.)

SANSCRIT LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE.—
Language.—The Sanscrit is a branch of the Indo-Ger-
manic family of languages. Of all those languages it is

that which approaches nearest to the primitive type; and
by the originality, purity, and abundance of its 'forms, is

peculiarly calculated to throw light on the obscure laws of
the formation of language. Being also possessed of a rich
literature, and the whole of its materials having been fully
treated of by native grammarians, it was no sooner intro-
duced to the learned of Europe than it gave rise to a new
philological science, that ofcomparative grammar, and led to
the conclusion that the antient Persian, the Armenian, the
Greek, and the Latin, formed but one language with the
German, the Lettic, the Slavonian, and even the Celtic,
each of these languages affording the most extraordinary
illustrations of the others.

The Sanscrit was introduced into India when the Brah-
minical race obtained possession of the country (A. W.
von Schlegel, *De TOrigine des Hindous,' in the* Trans.
Roy. Soc. Literature,' it., 2, 405, &c.) ; and having driven
out the languages of the aborigines of India, which are
now only spoken in the Southern Deccan, as the Tehnya,
Tamul, and others, has spread over the extensive tract of
country between the Himalayas, the Indus, and the Kistna.
Within these limits it has had a history of its own, and has
passed through various changes. It appears in its most
antient form in the Vedas, in the 13th century before Christ,
and in that state is very nearly related to the Zend, the an-
tient language of Persia, and contains many forms and words
which have become obsolete. The classical Sanscrit, on the
contrary, having once become fixed, has, forabont 3000 years,

partly as a living language and partly as a learned one,
retained the same structure, with the mere exception of
difference in style, and a few archaisms, which only occur
in the most antient works.

Pracrit Dialects.—Out of the Sanscrit however, even in
comparatively early times, dialects arose, which gradually be-
came stdl farther removed from the original and from each
other ; and from these dialects the languages now spoken in
India are derived. There is a law however which pervades
the whole of them ; and it is worthy of remark, that this

law is precisely the same as that according to which the
Romance language, the Italian, the Spanish, and the
French, have grown out of the Latin. There is the same
softening, the same assimilation, and the same exclusion of

the harsher sounds, the same weakening of the forms, the

same substitution of particles for cases, and the same peri-

phrastic conjugations. The general name given to these
languages by the Indian grammarians is Prflcrila, that is,

derivative languages ; while the term Sanscrita is applied to

that language which is regularly and grammatically con-
structed.

The oldest of these dialects, and that which deviates

least from tho Sanscrit, is the Pali, which has become
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the sacred language of the Buddhists, who, when they abro-

gated the institution of castes, required a language which,

at least for works not strictly scientific, should not he ex-

clusively understood by the privileged classes. Having been

carried by the Buddhists from Northern India to Cey-

lon, the Pali has continued to exist in that island, and

possessed a copious literature. (Burnouf and Lassen, * Essai

eur le Pali,' Paris, 1826 ; Clough, * i'ali Grammar,' Colombo,

1832.) The language which, in a peculiar sense, is called

Pracrit, properly Ma/ifirds/ttri (for its local origin is to be

sought in tho country of the Mahratta>), differs little from

the Pali ; it is used by the Jains. Tho Magadhi and the

Saurusem, the former originally spoken in Sehar, and the

latter on tho banks of the Jumna, are only a little farther

removed from the Sanscrit. (Lassen, * lnstitutiones Linguse

Pracrit icnV Bonn, 1838.) In addition to these there aie nu-

merous more modern dialects, among which wo shall only

distinguish the VrajabhashS (Brij Bhakha). on account of the

excellence of its poetical literature, and as being the parent

of the Hindustani.

Tho formation of the Pracrita languages out of the

Sanscrit flowed naturally from the character of the parent

tongue, and this tendency is manifested even in the ear-

liest shape of the Sanscrit, This appears, to tako a single

instance, jn tho substitution of the ch and J (the Italian ci

and gi) for the original k and gt just as the Italian gielo is

formed Uvmgelu). In like manner.it was perfectly consist-

ent with the character of the classical Sanscrit to adopt the

verbal forms of the Pracrit, and to retain them together

with the legitimate and settled forms, which is a proof

Uiat the two languages must have co-existed lor a long

period.

The Pali appears as a perfectly-formed language in the

Buddhist works carried to Ceylon, which wo cannot fix at a

later date than the fourth century before Christ ; and the

M&ghadi dialect has been found distinctly recorded, in the

middle of the third century B.C., in the inscriptions of King
Asoka, which have for the most part been correctly deci-

phered by Prinsep. (' Jour. Asiat. Soc. Beng.,' 1837, pp.

6G6, 794, 9G3.) A Pracrit language likewise appears on the

coins of the Greek kings found in Caubul, and near the

Indus, most of which have been deciphered by Lassen.

Many of the names also which have been transmitted to us

by the Greeks are Pracrit ; that of the Deccan, for instance,

in the Periplus of the Erythraean Sea, Aa%ivajiaiiic, does

not correspond to the Sanscrit dakshinapalha, but strictly

to the Pracrit daMkhinaUuiha. Hence it follows, that in

the last five centuries u.c. tho Pracrit must have become
completely the language of the people; and indeed the

dramas which were written about this time show the relation

of tho two languages in the most distinct manner, the men
speaking Sanscrit, and the women and inferior characters

Pracrit; which is likewise a proof that the Sanscrit was
actually a living tongue, and was used in conversation by all

educated people. This is proved by many other circum-

stances; and it would be a great mistake to view the San-
scrit as having become from this time merely a learned

language. On the contrary, it was the language of the

court of Cashmere as late as the 12th century a d., and was
probably in use in the small independent courts of Raj poo-
tana even in the 14th and 15th centuries. It is consistent

with all that we know, that the language should be in a

dtfTereut condition in the different provinces of India. The
Mohammedan conquest however gave the final blow to the

language, and it is now used only in learned disputations in

the colleges of the Brahmins.
Literature.—Tho Sanscrit literature begins with the

Vedas, and is founded entirely upon them. [Vrdas.] The
restof tho literature may bo divided into tho poetical and
tho scientific. Tho poetical literature may be referred to

IwodhUtnct periods, one of which is chiefly distinguished by
the composition of the grout epic poems, and the other may
be characteri»ed as the period of artificial poetry. In tho

former, the interest is a national one. and on>cs from the

subject ; in the latter, it depends upon the form.

EfticJhetry.— Wo possess the epic poetry only in its most
perfect stale, and consequently its origin is involved in ob-

scurity, and roust be looked 'for among the rbapsodmts, whom
the' Kam&yaua* presents to us pretty much in the same cha-

racter as that in which they appear among tlie later princes

of India. The materials of tho epic consisted primarily ol

the genealogies of the princely families whom the rhapso-
dists aerved, and noxt, of certain prominent events in the

family history, which were at first sung separate!?, t«*

afterwards incorporated in the genealogy ilseit It a> pes* ^
therefore that there may have been as many epic poem u
there were princely races. In the lapee of tune ho*t<«

all these poems have been lost except two, which art n-

debted for their preservation partly to their poetical n»r/

and still more to the interest of the subject: these are u»

' Ramfiyaua' and the ' Mah&bharata,' But even that hs*

undergone many important alterations since they cans fau

the hands of the authors; in fact, they have been eatjr

remodelled in accordance with the interests of the pnetUv .

by the addition of those parts in which Rama and Kra^
originally no more than mortal heroes, appear as incur*

tions of Vishnu; these additions however have beta %

loosely attached, that they might easily be separated art**

detriment to the whole. In the * Mahibharata,' tea o**~

has been kept in view of including in one collsctioa*i»

whole cycle of tradition ; and as the epic poems wen c
tended for the instruction and amusement of the warn:

caste, not only was everything added which could ibcro*

their reverence for the Brahmins, but there art *U:
books, of considerable length, in which their systetai -.

cosmogony, philosophy, and law are explained in a p*ft-
manner.

The Rdmdyana.—The subject of the * R&rnayana' at*

descent of Vishnu, for the purpose of averting the thrcaictJ.

destruction of the whole world by the prince of the da?i».e«

R&vana. R£ma, the son of Dasaratha, king of Oa<k, x.

brought up by wise Brahmins, especially Visvamitra; *_

yet very young he overcame the daemons in several Uu •.

and by his superhuman strength obtained the hand ef * •

beautiful Sttfi. He was about to be appointed auctc*^ .

his aged father and to be his partner on the throne, wk« '>

plan was frustrated by a court intrigue, and he tar*.
polled to wander abroad as an exile. With Stta sue .

brother Lakshmana, who also participated in the «..=.

nature of Vishnu, ho dwelt in the inhospitable wild* a'

.

Deccan, in the forest of Dandak a, at the sources of tic (r

davery. This aourse of events was necessary in «*>:
bring him and Ravana together, for here Rama mab> L:

self terrible to the daemons, and having mutilated, sa
others, Surpanakhfi, the sister of Ravana, the dsvmoa-fr-
partly out of revenge for this outrage, and partly tLlta-

by violent love for Slid, carried her off, and brought ^
safety to his residence at Lanka (Ceylon). Riaa .-

Lakshmana, unacquainted with tho abode of Rdvaca. c.
I dered about in the peninsula in search of Sit*. Tat »•

j
king Sugrfva, who had been dethroned by his own tr+x-

\
Bfili, was restored to his kingdom by Rdum. and frost a t

I ing of gratitude sends out a host of apes for the purp^

I

finding the abode of Sitd. The ape Hanuman at *~z

|

discovers it, passes across the strait, seeks out and aaa*
' with Sfifi, sets fire to Lanka, and conveys the inUUce*
to Rfima. who proceeds with the whole army of apes l, *. •

I

southern point of the peninsula, when an enormoaukw
j

is formed by throwing mountains into the sea. At *

I

army is about to march upon the island, Rama b <snc
tered by Viblushana, Ravana's brother, and a Titan** «*

flict commences, the description of which is one of tb*»*
j

admired parts of tho poem : but the da?mone are at hm
subdued ; R&vana falls by the band of Rama ; and Sn *

recovered, and having bocn found pure, ma well fe» -

ordeal of the gods as by the word of Brahma hnase* *
is again united to Rama, who, returning to AyodM. *

cetves from the hand of his brother Bharata the dret^-
to which bo is entitled*

These are the contents of the first six hooka, and hen •
poem terminates. But there is a seventh book. vWi
obviously a later addition, and consists of mat ten wirt *-

entirely independent of the former narrative : Slia » u«
separated from Rama, and bears two sons, Ku^a and U-
to Vaimiki. After her innocence has been asaic rw
blished, she is carried away by tho goddess Kank. a
and Lava have learned tho poem from VilmtkL sis nr*-
logical author, and recite it at a great sacrificial fel* •

whereupon Rama acknowledges them as ha son*. I
is obviously an etymological myth, derived from tbt s
srrit name of the rhapsodists, kwilava. Tins a*im *

the present introduction to the first lxx>k» m ehe-«
origin of the poem is told in the same war, and bc~t *»

must therefore bo regarded as addition* made by tW j-

editor. That the * Ramlyana' has undergone ssuay *
alterations, may easily be shown. It
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parti, many (flings which point to very antient times;

but customs introduced at a later period are not even al-

luded to, as for instance (he burning of widows, which was
practised in the age of Alexander. In other parts circum-

stances are referred to which bring us as far down as the

second century a.d., the names of comparatively recent

nations being mentioned, for instance the Huns.
The time of the composition of the poem cannot therefore

be ascertained with any further degree of accuracy; and
all minuter investigations must be deferred until the whole

poem is printed. It is more easy to determine what histo-

rical fact forms the foundation of it. This is evidently the

introduction of the Brahmin ical worship into the Penin-
sula, the wild aborigines of which, as being the opponents of

Brahrainism, are made to appear in the character of da3mons.

The apes must represent another and a less hostile race,

whom the Brahmins made use of in order to overcome the

ruder tribes* This fact is indicated by another circumstance

in the poem : the guide of R&ma is the hermit Agastya, to

whom tradition ascribes the conversion and cultivation of the

Deccan, and who even now shines, according to a sublime
symbol, as the radiant Canopus of the South.

The • Rfim&yana/ siuce the last re-casting of the poem,
has undergone several revisions, of which we have become
acquainted with three, or at least two, by means of MSS.
That which contains the oldest and the best text is con-
firmed by commentaries; another, which we have from the

later Bengalee critics, may almost be called a paraphrase.

Gary and Marshman first commenced an edition (Serara-

pore, 1806-10, 4to., 3 vols.) which contains the first two
books, with an English translation. The text is founded
on these two revised copies. A. W. von Schlegel is engaged
upon a critical edition of the Ramayana, founded on a com-
parison of the MSS. existing in Europe, in which the text

of the commentators has been restored. Two volumes of

the text have been published, and the first volume of an
extremely elegant Latin translation (Bonn, 1829, 6vo.).

Mafulbharata.—Tor the second of the two great epic

poems, see the article Mahabharata.
Laws.—To the same period of literature belong the law-

l*ooks, the SSstras, among which that of Manu has ob-

tained the highest reputation. [Manu.] Besides the book
of Manu, there were many similar books, which were like-

wise referred to sacred mythological personages, as Vishnu,
Vrikaspati, Nlrada, and others. All of them have been
put in shape in the course of time, and this has been done
contemporaneously, for the several works contain references

to and quotations from one another, and their contents do not

materially differ. The ' Ya*jnavalkya Sa*stra ' still exists in

the commentary (the •Mit&xara') which was written upon it;

and indeed the original work might be tolerably well restored

from it The * Miutxara ' quotes numerous passages from
the ' Gautamasdstra,' another work of the class, which may
still probably exist in India in a complete state.

Puranas.—The Purdnas, if we regard the form,' must be
classed with the antient epic. They are voluminous collec-

tions of legends and traditions, written to elucidate the

origin and history of some particular holy place or a certain

sect, and to be read to the people for their instruction at the

^rcat festivals. They all begin with a cosmoeony, to which
they add the genealogy of the gods and the development of

the periods of the world, as well as unconnected historical

traditions, so as to form a fabulous chronology ; and thus

they come down to the history of the sacred place to which
they are especially dedicated; they then conclude with the

miracles, and so forth, which have been performed there.

As they were intended to be read publicly, they are of

course used as vehicles for conveying such instruction as the

people might be presumed to require. They contain there-

fore not only recommendations to devotion and faith, and
copious representations of the religious usages and customs,

but also systems of the sciences which were known to the na-

tives of India, as astronomy, mensuration, and jurisprudence,

which are different in each Purflna, according as the priesthood

of a temple belonged to this or that sect, or to this or that

school ofphilosophy, astronomy, or law. In their present form

the Purdnas are decidedly very late compositions, but the

elements out of which they have been constructed belong

to very different periods. They themselves refer to still

older sources, and all the circumstances combined lead to

the conclusion that there must have been another set of

Purdnas, which are now lost, and of which the present are

an altered form or an imitation. Their great similarity, as

well in their general structure as in particular paris, showi
that they must have been formed upon one type, and that

one very antient, and that the differences which they present
arise from the difference of object, according as they ema-
nated from this or that place, or this or that sect. The
older authorities actually give definitions of the Pui&uas
which do not apply to them as they exist at present, and
which presume an older form. It may even he asserted that

entire portions of them must originally have belonged to the

Vedas. In their present shape none of the Pur&nas can
be referred to an earlier date than the ninth century a.d.

,

and the greater part of them are much later, and closely

connected with the formation of the more recent seels.

Though thoy are metrical compositions, they have no pre-

tensions to poetic merit, if we except the • Bhfigavatapur£ua,

which was probably written by Vopadeva. They are ar-

ranged according to a certain canon, and are eighteen in

number, under the titles of Br&hma, P&dma, BrahmSndn,
Agni, Vishnu, GSruda, Brahmavaivarta, Siva, Linga, N&-
radiya, Skanda, M£rkandeya, Bhavishyat, Mdtsya, V&raha,
Kaurma, VSmana, and Bhagavata. Besides these, there

are said to be eighteen Upapurdnas, or secondary Pur&nas,
but the actual existence of these Purdnas is somewhat
doubtful. There are many others, not included in this

canon, which are called Sthalapurdnas. or local Purftnas,

and are of little importance. The Pur&nas have been
chiefly made known to us by the analyses of Wilson, in the
' Asiatic Journals' of Calcutta and London, by his trans-

lation of the * VishnupurSna/ London, 1840, 4to., and by
Burnouf;s edition of the * Bhdgavata,' vol. i., Paris, 1840,

fol. The • Bhagavata/ with the scholia of the • Srtdharas-

vSmin,' has also been printed (Calcutta, 1834).

Artificial Pbetry.—Sanscrit poetry received a new cha-
racter, and one essentially different from that which we
have been just considering, in consequence of the revolution

which took place in Sanscrit literature about the first cen-

tury before Christ. Instead of the popular and national cha-

racter which appears in the two great epic poems, it now as-

sumed an artificial form, and became the poetry of courts

and princes. How this was effected cannot be historically

shown, for the various steps of the transition are lost, and
the new poetry appears at once in its perfect state. It is

however quite obvious that the two great epic poems had
long been completed and were in universal repute. The
new poetry is poor in invention, and drew its materials from
the former. Its whole merit consists in what may be called

style. Even the epic versiGcation is for the most part ne-

glected, and lyric metres are substituted for it. This is not

merely a difference in external form, but it is connected

most intimately with the mode in which things are viewed

by the Indians, who, being devoted to contemplation, delight

to work up their poetical materials not so much into a con-

tinuous action, as into a series of single situations. Each
of these situations is exhibited in a single stanza or strophe,

which forms an independent whole, and is not connected

with the others cither grammatically or metrically. This

peculiarity is as obvious in the epic as in the lyric and dra-

matic poetry.

The new Epic poetry begins with CftlidSsa, to whom two
works of this class have been ascribed, ' Kumarasambhava'
and * Raghuvansa.' [Calidasa.] They are written in a

style worthy of imitation, and their whole character shows
that they are older than the others, from whose superfluities

these early works are free. The materials belong to the

my tine cycle of the ' R&raSyana.' The disposition to de-

scribe rather than to narrate is exhibited as well in single

passages as in the whole. Whenever an opportunity occurs,

long descriptions are introduced, such as pictures of natural

objects, to which the old epic poetry was also inclined, but
more sparingly, and only incidentally ; here however they

encumber the whole progress of the action. . This is much
more the case in the two following poems, in which the de-

scriptions appear to the poet to be so important that he

seems to have undertaken the works only for the purpose

of introducing them. These are the 'Kir&t&ijuniya,' or

'the battle of the Arjunas with the Kiratas,' by Bh&ravi,

and ' SisupSlabadha,' or ' the death of Sisupala,' by M5gha*
both founaed on episodes of the ' Mahabharata.' They are

classical compositions and elaboiated with the utmost

nicety ; but the art of the poet degenerates into a mere play

upon words: there are verses which may be read for-

wards and backwards, and upwards and downwards; others

in which only one and the same consonant is used (as ' Sis.
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19, 11Vd&dado duddaduddadt dfidado dudadtdado dudda-
dan dadade dudde dudadadadado dada,' which indeed

is not very clear, but s: ill has a meauing), or two con-

sonants or more are used. These poems were printed at

Calcutta, 1814, 1^15, with the commentary of Mallinatha.

The 'Bhaltikavya,* written in the fifth or sixth century, in

Yallabhf, the chief town of Guzcrat, narrate* the history of

Kama, but only for the purpose of elucidating the more
rarj grammatical forms every canto being written in a cer-

tain tense, &c. (Published at Calcutta, 1&2n with two

grammatical commentaries.) The , Nali>da\af
' falsely as-

cribed to Calidasa, gives the history of Nala out of the

Mahabharata, but only to show the skill of the p-vt in an

incessant play of words and rhymes. The m ^i artificial of

all these poems is the 4 Ra^havap2inda\iya' of Ka\iraja. It

is written with such a purj )>cd double meaning, that the

same words give us the histories of Kama and also of the

sons of Pandu, which is only posMble in consequence of

most of the Sanscrit proper names having also a perfect ap-

pellative meaning, so that in the one history the proper

names must be dropped, and in the other the appellative

meanings. Tins poem has n.'t ytl been published. We
shall mention in the last place the * Na,.->-iuli}a* of Sit-

harsha, king of Ca^htnue in the twelfth century. It treats

of the marriage of Nala, and nothing el>e, in twenty-two
long cantos, written throughout in a very artificial manner,
which however makes it a great favourite among the

Indians : the descriptions in this poem exceed in length and
number all reasonable bounds, and there can hardly be said

to be any action at all.

Lyric }x>etry% in the proper sense of the terra, did not

exist among the natives of India at this period, for e\en

here their fondness for description lias taken the place of

everything else; and instead of lyric poetry, we have the

epigrammatic, didactic, and descriptive. Even their araa-

tor> poetry appears to be not so much the expression and
effusion of feeling, as a studied and laboured display of

situations. An agreeable work of # this description, the
• AmartUatakam,' consists of 100 single small poems, each

of them being nothing more than a stanza which represents

an amatory scene, and which we should call an epigram.

(Published at Calcutta.) To this cla>s belongs also the

•SringSratilaka,' which has been improperly ascribed to

Calidasa. To these rau^t be added the first book of the

•Centuries' of Bhartrihara, while the two other books con-
tain didactic poetry. The work has been ascribed to the

brother of King Vikramaditya, who lived in the first cen-

tury B.C., but imnropeily, for it belongs to a much later

!>enod, and indeed it is not an original work, but a compi-
ation. (First edited at Seiamnore, with the * Hitopadesa,'

1^04; and at Berlin, l&;u, by Bohlen.) Among the

poems properly called descriptive, by far the best is the
• Mcghad&ta,* certainly a genuine work of Calidasa, which,
in a stjle of the utmost elegance and simplicity, describes

the course of a cloud over a part of India, the residence of

the ^od of riches and of the wife of a demigod who had
been banished to earth [Calidasa]: the poem is put in the
mouth of the demigod himself. The value of this poem as a
work of art lies chiefly in this, that every single external
phenomenon receives a spiritual meaning, and all nature
».cems to be endowed with life. It is very different

in the later poems of this class, which are properly only
rhetorical centos and collections of all the current expres-

sions and comparisons of previous poets. A work of this

kind on the season*, a subject indeed which is frequently

introduced in the epic poems, the * Ritusanh&ra,* has been
improperly ascribed to Cfih lasa. (Printed at Calcutta
n 17U2, and at I^eipzig in is.VJ.) A similar one on amatory
rommon-plarcs, 'Cliau:a;-r.ncha-ikA* (in Bohlen** * Bhar-
tnham '). ii bombastic ai.d >puitles>*. This branch of litera-

ture must have been very rich, and many of the older works
have undoubtedly been iost.

The Drama.—In the opinion of the natives the Indian
drama hail its oncin in very antient times, as appears from
the fact of their attributing the invention of it to the gods.

We are unable to trace it historically, for we know it

only in its perfected form. Thus much is certain, that its

development is due to the sacred solemnities, and partly to

the dance* ; and accordingly the technical name for drama,
ndtaka (dance), still remain* (though in the extant dramas
there i* no i!u »csng>; and faith to the puppets, which are

•till u-cd in Java in the representation of piece* taken fiom
Tfcc Indian imthologv: a trace of this litter origin i* pre-

served in the name of the stage-director, tutmdhirm* wine*
signifies thread holder.

Such performances are still retained in their original form
at the festivals of Rama and Krishna. The characters of

the pieces come forward one after another, aod sing a *oc<
accompanied with gesture. It is obvious that a consider-
able time must have elapsed before so simple a betrinniag
could have grown into a regular dialogue and a comphemfe-d
action, in which m> thological, and domestic, and even his-

torical materials arc interwoven into the represcntathJi.
But the Indian drama, even in its highest state, is still l*

a low condition. Among the Greeks and the moderns, in-

dividual action and the collision of moral powers form u*
moving forces of the drama; but thai of India is rather a
series of events and situations which are exhibited m suc-

cession to the spectator. The distinction between traced*
and comedy is unknown, and the Indian drama most oeaxW
resembles the modern opera. The Indian dramatists bate
not ) et arrived at the discrimination of character ; the hero**
and heroines resemble one another more or less in all thee
dramas; aud the species rather than the individual u
everywhere represented. There are also standing charac-
ters, such as the vita, who is the graricxo of the Spanita
slage, and the vtdusthaka, who is the clown of the on Ecg-
lish. Tli is latter personage is always the necessary attendant
of the principal hero, whom he parodies, and » ho** kU*1
wi>hes he contrasts with his own practical views, and the*
contrasts are often very strongly coloured. The atrict rule* U
the Greek drama are unknown to that of India, and even ,i

mauy external particulars it is comparative!) unfettcmi.
as for instance in the number of acts, of which therr may
be as many as ten. In the form there are two peculiarity*
which especially require notice: first, the interchange U
dialects in the dialogue, which is in general sk. I fully iac
delicately managed, and gives us a high idea of thcaociiu
cultivation of the Indians in those remote times (it has si-

ready been observed that the heroes speak Sanscrit, but ihs:

the women and inferior characters speak various dialect* A
Praerit) ; and, second, the interchange of prose and vera*.

The dialogue is entirely in prose, but is interspersed wita
verses in the lyric metres, always of the descriptive cbarac-cx
before mentioned, which sometimes exhibit a feeling c-r a
situation, and sometimes describe something which cana-i
be actually represented on the stage, as the rapid travei;- ^
of a vehicle. As to the scenic representation our infarc-
tion is limited. It may be inferred from their rhctur-a*
books that great care was bestowed on the dcclanui^.
and the costume, but the stage-management and the deco-
rations appear to have been very rude. Still the dramas
literature of India is beyond all doubt much richer thaa *«
are yet aware of. The names of about 60 pieces are k.K* i

to us, of which 10 have been edited, and we are indtUcd *
Professor Wilson for longer or shorter notices of 22 others
('Theatre of the Hindus,* 2nd ediL, Lond., ItZi.) Fortu-
nately the pieces which have been edited are suffice;
to enable us to take a rapid view of all the a>ras and d*u-
sions of this branch of their literature.

The classic age of the Indian drama may be divided wv'j

three periods: the fust includes the time before CauiUi,
of which only one piece remains, 'MnchhakatC * TL--

Toy-Cart,* by Kiug Sudra, It is easy to discover that U~j
piece belongs to the earlv period of art : the poet has :»

contend with materials wnich he does not well know K*
to handle. There is a certain clumsiness in the manage-
ment of the acts and scenes, and the execs* of descriptor
poetry is fatiguing, a whole act, for instance, being uccwp«~4
with the description of a storm. In other respecis it ^
strikingly original, and contains few of the oommon-pUcr*
which occur in the other poets ; the different dialect* of *tm
Praerit al>o are more closely amalgamated than m the o*h*f
pieces. To Europeans this drama is particularly valuable,
as giving a representation of Indian manners which caort<
be found in any other work. Though it is the only retna.tr-
ing piece of this period, many others must liavc existed beaWt
Calidasa ; for the general theory of the dramatic art waa al-

ready perfected, which is obvious from his frequeat aUu**oot
;o it.

The second period begins with Calidasa, under wboes
the Indian drama reached its highest decree of per fectioo. W«
h-ne two pieces by him. •SakutUaliVand * VikramorvaaT [Ca-
liiusaI, of which the last bus been denied Co be hi*, but. t*

judge ft urn the style and hpint.it must certaml) be a>crtbc4
to him. CSlidasa is indeed the most perfect df the IbtLaa
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dramatists, for in his pieces we have the utmost elegance of
style, without anything over-laboured or artificial ; the de-
velopment of his plot is natural and well considered ; and
there is always a correct relation of parts. As to his poetical

merit, Europeans have been enabled to form a judgment
from the translation of his ' Sakuntalft,' by Sir William
Jones.
The third period begins with Bhavabhdti, at the com-

mencement of the eighth century, whose era is estab-

lished by a passage in the ' Chronicle of Cashmere.' Dra-
matic poetry had now undergone a great change, the his-

torical progress ofwhich we are unable to describe for want
of the necessary evidence. Bahvabhflta was a learned
poet, who constructed his works entirely according to the
dramatic theory of previous writers. He has accordingly a
very high reputation in India, but be has all the faults con-
sequent on the direction thus given to his genius. With
all his poetic talent, he is deficient in true dramatic spirit ;

his results are laboured, and there is always a display of
art and a want of nature. Description is with him always
in excess, and the diction of single passages is not only too

artificial, but also pompous, and to Europeans therefore not
without difficulty. There are three pieces of his ; one in

which a domestic subject is treated, the loves of M&lati and
Madhava, and two others taken from the cycle of traditions

of the Rimdyana, ' Mahavtracharitra* (which has not been
printed), and *Uttararfimacharitra.' The last is most free

from the excessive elaboration of style.

As specimens of dramas of intrigue in the Indian style,
4 Ratn&vali' and ' M&lavikdgnimitra' are worthy of notice.

The first was written in the twelfth century by Srtharsha,

king of Cashmere, or under his name ; the other was pro-

bably prior to Bhavabhfhi. The plan of these pieces is not

unskilful, and the language is easy and graceful ; the sub-

ject itself warning the poet to avoid a highly ornamental
style. Another kind of interest belongs to the 'Mudr&rSk-
shasa' of VisSkhadatta ; the exact time to which this

drama belongs is unknown, but it is certainly after Bhava-
bhtsti ; the matter is historical, namely the history of Chan-
dragupta, the Sandrocottus of the Greeks. In the deficiency

of historical information, even such a tradition is important,

and the piece also throws much light on the politics of the

Indian courts. As a drama it is not of much value ; it is

mostly written in prose. The ' Piabodhachandrodaya' (' the

rising ofthe moon of reason') is of a character quite peculiar

:

it is an allegorical play, written by Krishnamisra in the twelfth

century, in which purely abstract ideas, as virtues, passions,

and crimes, are personified and act, and by means of whom
the Vedanta philosophy at last celebrates her triumph. Set-

ting aside the strangeness of such a work of imagination, it

must be admitted that the author has performed bis task

with great skill. •
It was much later before the peculiar species of drama

made its appearance which is called prahasana {comedy, or

rather farce). The pieces are short* and are valuable as

exhibiting an entirely new kind of literature. They are

bitter satires, as unrestrained as those of Aristophanes, and

aimed at the deep state of degradation into which the In-

dians had sunk, chiefly through the corruption of the Brah-

mins. The • Dhurtasamagarna* (* the assembly of rogues*)

is a playful wrangle between a Brahmin and his scholars

about a courtesan. The piece has the merit of parodying in

a happy manner the bombastic style of Bhavabhflta, which

is a proof that even in India there were critics who were

opposed to the common opinion, and who ridiculed the per-

verseness of the general taste. This little piece belongs to

the end of the fifteenth century. (Published in Lassen's
* Anthologia Sanscritica,' Bonn, 1838.) The later dramas

confine themselves entirely to mythological subjects. The
greater number of the sixty pieces before mentioned belong

to this class.

The • Gttagovinda ' of Jayadeva, written in the twelfth

century, is entirety different from the works already de-

scribee!. It is a poem intended for performance at a fes-

tival of Vishnu, and belongs to that class to which we
ascribed the origin of the drama. It exhibits the separation

of Krishna from his wife Ra,

dha\, his love-adventures with

the shepherdesses, and the reconciliation of the husband

and wife, in a series of songs, which are connected and in-

troduced by strophes which describe the situations. The
strophes were intended for recitation, the songs to be sung.

This is therefore the only Sanscrit poetry which we possess

that can properly be called lyric But the songs are entirely

P.C, No. 1281.

written on the model of the Pracrit songs, which alone ap
pear to have been intended for singing, and they have
throughout the Pracrit metres. The word govinda itself

is a Pracrit form of the word gopendra, 'the master of
the shepherdesses,' which is one of the titles of Krishna.
The scholiasts explain the poem in a mystic sense : Krishna
is the soul, which emanated from God, with whom it was
originally in union, but was drawn down from him by sinful

objects (the shepherdesses) ; at length however, full of desire

for its original purity, it returns to God. In fact, the author
himself, in certain passages, seems to intimate that he had
some such deep meaning in view : and perhaps we may here
find indications of the influence of the mystic poetry of
Persia. (Printed at Calcutta, 1 806 ; and there is an excellent
edition by Lassen, Bonn, 1836, 4to.)

Narratives.—As the old epic poems were especially de-
signed for the warrior-caste, so the Vaisyas, the third class,

have a literature of their own, the narrative, of which the
first wbidh requires notice is Fable, which is indigenous
to India. In the ' RSm&yana' and in Manu there are al-

lusions to well-known fables, and others are related in the
• Mahdbhfirata.' The two chief works of later times, but
which are still of some antiquity, are the ' Panchatantra'
and f Hilopadesa.' [Bidpai.1 The ' Kath&nakaV are
short narratives and tales. They are known to us chiefly

through three modern prose works, which contain obvious
marks of having been derived from older metrical collect-

tions. They are called
—

'Vetfilapanchavinsati,' • the 25
tales of the ghosts,' by Sivad&sa ;

' Sukasaptati,' • the 70
tales of the parrots,' known in Europe as the ' Tutinameh/
from a Persian translation; and the 'Sinhasanadvfttrinsati,'
4 the 32 tales of the statues on the throne of Vickt am&dit) a.'

The whole series has only been printed in translations into

the modern languages of India. Lassen has published part
of the Sanscrit original in his * Anthologia,' But there is

another still more important work, a great collection of all

the existing tales, which was undertaken by Samadeva of
Cashmere in the twelfth century ; it is entitled • Vrihat-
kathaY ' the great narration/ or ' Kathfisaritsfigara,' ' the
ocean of the streams of narrations.' It is written in the epic

metre, and in a simple style. (About a fourth part of the
work has been published by Brockhaus, Leipzig, 1840.)
Viewed with reference to their matter, the works of this

collection are peculiarly interesting to us, since even in the
middle ages they had found their way to Europe under
various forms, as ' The Book of the Seven Wise Masters,'
&c. ; and the knowledge of the original text clears up many
difficult questions of literary history. Some of the oldest

and best of the ' Tales of the Thousand and One Nights '

have been drawn from this source, and even in the Arabic
version they retain many features which belong only to

India.

There are two other kinds of narrative works, which need
only be noticed briefly, as no part of them has been printed

the champus, which are narrations in prose ana verse,

sometimes written in the artificial style ; and the charitras,

which are short and wonderful stories from the history of
some celebrated man. Of this last kind there are two which
relate to the kings Vikram&ditya and Bhoja, and at first

sight appear to contain some valuable information ; but they

are entirely without authority, and have only served to in-

troduce error into questions of literary history.

Before we proceed to the scientific literature, we must add
to the narrative class the scanty remains of

Historical Literature.—The peculiarly contemplative cast

of mind which distinguishes the natives of India, and the

circumstance of the whole country having never been formed
into a single kingdom, but consisting of small independent
governments, will sufficiently account for the almost entire

want of historical writings. With the exception of a very

modern chronicle of Orissa (abridged by Stirling, * Asiat.

Resear.,' xiv.), there is only one historical work in existence

in the Sanscrit, € The Chronicle of Cashmere,' properly en-

titled « RSjatarangint,' • the stream of the kings ;' it was
written in the twelfth century by Kalhana, partly from

antient sources, which he specially mentions. There have

been three successive continuations of this Chronicle, which
describe the period of the Mohammedan dominion down to

Akbar. The work is written in the artificial style, in the

epic metre, and has a good deal of the form of a • Purtoa.'

The first part of it bas been drawn almost entirely from
Buddhist sources. It was first made known in Europe by
Wilson's Analysis (• Asiat. Resear ' xv.) ; afterwards edited

Vol. XX.—3 F
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at Calcutta, 1935, 4to. ; and lastly, the first six books, with

a French translation by Troyer, were published at Paris in

1840 The Buddhists, on ihe other hand, have a history,

chronologically worthy of credit, which is continued accord-

ing to the series of their patriarchs. Hitherto the only

publication of the original Indian text has been that of the
4 MahSvansa/ in Pali, by Tumour. (Colombo, 1837, vol. i.,

4lo.) This deficiency of historical literature is in some

decree compensated by numerous inscriptions of various

ages, which have been found in all parts of India, but of

which hitherto very few have been deciphered and published.

As most of thetn contain genealogies and other matters

which indicate the time when they were written, they are of

inestimable value for historical inquiries, being almost the

only documents which we possess. As to any other his-

torical notices, we are entirely indebted to the wriungs of

t he Greeks, ihe Chinese, and the Arabians, which have been

very useful, at least for settling dates.

Scientific Literature,-The sciences to which the natives

of India have been original contributors, are philosophy,

grammar, and astronomy, together with al 0ebra~

Philosophy is of great auliquity in India. The contem-

plative character of the natives must have early led them to

metaphysical speculations, and the collision which must

soon have occurred between the result* of those speculations

and the revealed word of the Vedas, would become a princi-

pal cause of the wider extension of philosophy. Hence

arose many systems ; of tho»e w hich are held to be orthodox

we are specially acquainted only with six; but as these six

are related to each other by twos, they can only be regarded

as three distinct systems. We are acquainted with them

only in their complete form, in which they have a mutual

relation to each other, and we are not able to point out their

historical development.

The SdnkJiya system however must be regarded as the

first and most antient, and this system, on certain mytho-

logical grounds, has been traced back to Kapila. It

is founded on a duality of soul and matter (or nature)

;

the first being the free, pure, uncreated, and uncreatinc

principle ; the second, the creating power of nature, blind

and purposeless. The one cannot be thought of without

the other ; they form for themselves the yet undeveloped

being, and from them proceeds, by a regular gradation, from

the spiritual to the intellectual, and then to the most cor-

poreal, the whole visible woild. Every human being in-

deed possesses the spirit, but in union with the senses;

and his task is, by ibe conquest of the senses through the

medium ofthe intellect, to attain to the final deliv erance, 4

raok-

sha,' or blessedness, which is accomplished in the 4 inaua/

that is, the ' gnosis/ knowledge. But this system had un

appearance of atheism, and therefore underwent a reforma-

tion in the Yoga system of the P&tanjali. It is here esta-

blished, that knowledge is the way to attain to the final de-

liverance, but kuowledge itself can only be obtained through
* yoga.' absorption into God and mystical uuiun with him,

aud a perfect abstraction ftom everything which can disturb

the mind or awake the passions. The system further

assumes, that the pure spirit is the creator, and thus it con-

nects itself with the notions which belong to religion ; it also

adopts the metempsychosis, inasmuch as it fixes degrees of

the yoga; the spirit comes back to inhabit new bodies till

it has attained the highest degree of the yoga. The Vedas

are also held in esteem as meatis of knowledge, but they are

not valued more highly than other means, since a man is

to perform what is said in the Vedas freely, and not merely

(»ii account of the written word. Heiice has arisen the say-

ing, that the * yogm ' is exalted above the Vedas.

The doctrines of the Buddhists are founded on the S&n-

khya system, which they cairy out into all its consequences,

both in their religion and politics. [Buddha 1

The second system is the Nydya, of winch Gotama is the

author. This system is euiirely confined to logic and dia-

lectic, on which it has been constructed even in the most
iniuule particulars. It is therefore more in accordance than

the Saokhya with the other systems ; and as the natives of

India generally have bestowed much labour on the study of

loscic, so philosophers also of all the different sects have

occupied themselves with it The number of the Nyaya
writings is very great. The f'aittMhtka system may he

lootad upon as a reformation of the N\uya. It is deuved

from kauada, It applies the log.cal principle to nature, aud

has arrived at a complete atomic doctrine by the resolution of

ail substances into their elements. It asserts that there is a

union of atoms, which however is purely mechanical ; a*

that, contrary to the 8a*nkhya, in its consequences it necee

sarily leads to materialism.

The third system, the Mimdn»a\ the first teacher of wb*ek
was called Jairoini, is directly opposed to the two former
It maintains religion and the revealed word of the Veda*
and is a positive theological system. Accordingly it is occu-

pied chiefly in commenting upon the Vedas, and in recoonl-
mg their contradictions. The first part of this svUrm a
predominantly practical ; it it called ' Pfinramimftnai.* ' the

first Mimdnsi;' here also it is affirmed that the final deii'rr

ance must be worked out by knowledge, but it limit* the

knowledge to that of the duties prescribed in the Ved**.
The metaphysical part of this system is displayed in ib«

Uttaramtmdnsd, commonly called the PedAnta. Her* t~*

knowledge ts considered as the condition of deliverance,
but still the sacred word of the Vedas is the great rule bf

which all thought is to be regulated. Trie Vedlnta required
philosophy ana dialectic, and has therefore adopted (txm
the other systems eNerything not contradictory to it* object*;
the consequence of which is, that one-half of the philosophy
is given up. and the Vedanla is intermediate between phi-

losophy and dogmatism, as was the case in the Chrubsja
system of the schoolmen. It has been however of great
service in the later corrupted times, in regenerating the <M
religious and political system, aud in maintaining it to tfe*

S
resent time. The two greatest restorers of this system wert
tum&rilabhatta in the sixth century a.d, ana SaoksH-

ch&rya in the seventh and eighth, both of whom coritnWed
largely to the expulsion of the Buddhists, The Utter tra-

velled through the whole of India, combating and refufcag
the opposite sects. The system is indebted to him for as

perfection, and it is even now universally received through-
out India in the form into which he brought it.

The heterodox systems are chiefly known to ua tfcrocga
the refutations of them by their opponents, especially Sea-
karfich&rya, for the wriungs themselves have been m~
teniionally destroyed. They are alluded to in M»*"
and they are combated in the • RSmlyana ;* which an
proofs of their antiquity. The most important among tbca
is that of the Lokayatika*, a connected continuation aai
development of the Vatseshika doctrine, and a perfect max*-
rialism. Those who adopt this system do not announc*
a final deliverance as the highest aim, but deny a futurt
existence, and regard the soul as a material substance, Tv
only source of knowledge is considered to be that of a tn§
perception by means of the senses; and the world is bed
to be uncreated and eternal ; they consequently detny tit

first cause of things, and are perfect atheists.

(Colebrooke, 'On the Philosophy of the Hindoos,* £asays
vol. i. ,

* SankhyakarikaV ed id. Lassen, Bonn, 1632, at*,
ed. Wilson, London, 1839, 4to.; •BhagavadgtuVcd. SchiegvC
Bonn, lb23; ' N)a>a Sutra Vritti,* Calcutta, 1823, a»o..
* Bsasha Parichheda and Siddbdnta Mukifivali,' CaJcatu.
1827, 8vo.; • Veda-masa-m.' by Sadananda, Calcutta. , a r>.

Svo. ;
* SarTraka Mimansa" BhiLhya,' bv Sankar&chlro

Calcutta, 1*29, 4lo. ;
' Sankara, sive de Tfceo)ogun»«as

Vedanticorum, auct. Windischmann,' Bonn, 1838. 8w,i
Grammar.—The Philological Sciences arise amon4 aa

antient people as soon as a sacred literature give* occas*c
to their growth. The Vedas were written in a lan^uagv
which soon became obsolete. The necessity of defeodxf
them against corruption and innovation, and of prrserci^
their correct interpretation, naturally led to grammac**
inquiries; and as the Sanscrit language is in lUelf •© **v
ginal, regular, and perfect, that its taws are easily 4»
covered, philology has become the most valuable part of la
dian literature. The Indian grammarians are Car aWw
those of any other antient people; and they have a atrrc~
predilection for tbU science, and have treated of it in dc»
be 1 less writings. The first beginnings of Sanscrit gramas?
reach back to very remote times, and are included in ii»
collected system of the Vedas. The oldest grammarian*
appear also as the authors of the ' Upanisbaden.' Her* t*>

we are unable to trace the gradual formation of the aoenc*

.

the system appears at once in its complete state to il#
* SQti as.* or Aphorisms, of P£nini, who certainly lived in ;i*
middle of the fourth century before Christ. He takes tv-;-»
ot a series of older grammarians, as well as of *cIi.kj!* ; a; *

though in certain paiticulars there was some var*ai*oc *

uliat they taught, v— ;n general the system was the
and they had »* ^nical terms. The form ui wluri
grammar is peculiar to the native* of L>
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dia, and they applj the same principled to otber sciences, as
for instance philosophy. Everything is Compressed into

rules, which are brought into the most concise forms of ex-
pression possible, and the grammatical categories are ex-
pressed by a kind of figures or algebraical signs. They are
intended to be committed to memory, and without a com-
mentary they are unintelligible; they are all connected one
with another. Pdnini is not systematic, but indeed very
arbitrary in his arrangement, which appears to have been
adopted merely from the necessity which the object of
attaining the greatest possible brevity imposed upon him.
The whole of more rnodern Sanscrit grammar is founded on
Panini, and at first grammarians were merely occupied in

explaining and correcting him. Two antient commentaries
by KatySyaha (who is also called Vararuchi) and by lMutn-
jali, who in later times ha\e themselves been copiously

commented upon, are as old as Pflnini himself. In com-
paratively recent times, triammarians began to lake some
paiL3 to reduce the ' Sutras' to a system, and to compose
grammars more in accordance with European notions.

Hove the* Siddh&utakaumudt' must be particularly men-
tioned, which was written by Bhattojidtkshita about the year
1CU0, and has served as the foundation of a number of more
modern works. ('Siddh&iitakaumudt,' Calcutta, 1812, 4to.

;

t Laghukaumudi, ,

ibid., 1827.) All these are entirely occupied
with teaching the grammatical forms, and it is only as op-
portunity offers that they give a few syntactical rules. Syn-
tax, on the contrary, is developed in many distinct works, and
is grounded on the logic of the Nydya system, which is a
preof of enlarged and correct Views. So in like manner
the different Pracrit dialects have been exhibited in

their separate grammars. The oldest work of this kind is

the grammar of Vararuchi, which belongs to the fourth

century before Christ (the greatet part of it published in

Lassen's * Ihstit. Lingua) Pracr.') ; it treats ot tile principal

dialect and of the three others which are most nearly con-

nected with it. He is followed by a scried of later gram-
marians, who successively include within the limits of their

works more of the inferior dialects. The most important
of these grammarians is Hemachandra, a Jain. The canoni-

cal books of the Jains being written in the Pracrit, that

language is regarded by them with peculiar interest.

Lexicography also had its origin as far back as the Vedas,
for the necessity must soon have been felt of collecting

and explaining the obsolete words. A work of this kind,

entitled 'Nirnkta,' forms an essential part of the Vedas
themselves. For the purpose of perfecting grammar, it

was afterwards found necessary to tnake alphabetical lists

of the verbal roots. The nouns, chiefly for the purpose of
fixing the genders, were arranged by themselves, not alpha-

betically, but according to the subjects to which thev be-

longed. The chief work of this class, which has served as a

foundation to all the later ones, is the 'Amarakosha'
(* Amarasinha'), which they have imitated even in their

anangement. [Amarasinha.] None of these Works, of

which there ate many, completely exhausts the treasures of
the language.

Metre.—In like manner* the Veda-hymns, which were to

be committed to memory, led to the consideration of the taws

of metre, and treatises on metre have been ascribed to very

early teachers of the Vedas. Here also the more early essays

have been superseded by a work which exhibited the subject

as a complete system. PStanjali, who is here commonly
called Pineala, is said to be the author of it : this work has
been elucidated by numerous commentaries.

Music—The theory of music has also been elaborated

according to various systems, but in a strange manner,
for the different notes and musical scales have been per-

sonified.

Of the metrical and musical sciences nothing has been
printed, but this deficiency is supplied by Colebrooke's

copious Treatise on Metre {Asiat. Res. t x.).

Rhetoric.—To the philological sciences belongs also the

Indian system ofRhetoric, or rather Bwtry, in which the rules

for poetic composition are deduced, not from any principles of

art, but from the existing classical works, with particular

reference to the drama, the theory of which is extremely

copious, and goes into the nicest distinctions. This theory

belongs to a late period. There have been printed the
• K&v) apraka^a,' by Manmathabhatta of Cashmere (Cal-

cutta, 1823), and ' SAhityadarpana,' by Kaviraja (Calcutta,

1 828), both ofwhich belong either to the twelfth or thirteenth

lentury.

Commentaries.—In later time* the Indian grammarians
have occupied themselves ih writing commentaries on the
older works, particularly the classical ones. The most impor-
tant of the scholiasts With whom we are yet acquainted i*f

Mallin&tha, on the more modern epic poems, and Siidhaia-
sv^min, on the • BhagavadgfiaV The commentators have
done good service in fixing and maintaining a pure text, es
pecially in the great epic poems. A philological school was
established inBehgal, upon a directly opposite principle, for
they began to make editions of classical works, in which, most
uncritically, according to European^ notions, the^ kept to

the meaning, but took the liberty of entirely altering tlip

expression. As we have before mentioned, they made sticl-

tt recension of the 'RSmdyana,' a# well as of the 'Sakuii-
tala,' and other dramas. Vopadeva, a grammarian of this

school, in a similar manner invented a new grammaiical
svstem, according to which he altered the technical expres-
sions of Pdnini, without in other respects varying in the
smallest degree from his method. cMugdhabodha,' Calcutta,
1826.)

Astronomy.—The oldest Indian astronomical documents
are the calendars which are annexed to the Vedas, and which,
according to Colebrooke, belong to the thirteenth century
B.C. They include a solar year of 365 davs, and t.re so com-
posed as to determine it correctly. Here also we a- e unable to

point out how the mathematical and astronomical sciences
were gradually developed from such simple elements, as we
possess them only in their perfected form. Assisted by the
system of notation which they discovered, the natives of
India have been particularly happy in their methods of
treating arithmetic and algebra, which have had such in-
fluence on their mathematical studies that they prefer solving
geometrical questions analytically, just as the Greeks, on
the contrary, solved arithmetical questions by geometry.
CLildvatt/ by Bhlskara, Calcutta, 1828; Colebrooke, 'Alge-
bra of the Hindoos,' Calcutta, 1817, 4to

)

In the earliest works on Indian astronomy now extant,
several different systems are apparent, and these systems
have been treated of in five works, entitled • Sidd-
h&ntas,' which apparently contain the same theories which
were afterwards successively extended and improved.
Vartthamihira, at the beginning of the sixth century a.d.,

compared them with each other, and other astronomers
worked them up again under different titles, each with
the view of introducing into them his own theory. The
most important of all these astronomers is Aryabhatta, who
was the first to free himself completely from all my-
thological notions; he was acquainted with the motion
of the earth about its axis, and estimated more accurately
than Piolemy the precession of trie equinoxes. His two
works, • AriSiluaSata,* an exhibition of his system in 800
strophes, and his abridgement of it, * Dasagttaka/ are only
known to us by quotations. The age in which he lived is

not accurately fixed. According to Colebrooke's reckoning,
which seems very probable, the latest period at which he
can be fixed is 478 A.D., and he may have lived two ot

three centuries earlier; but Whish (' Trans. Asiat. Soc.,

iii. 2, 509), fixes the year of his birth about 502 A.n. To
fix the date with certainty would be of great importance
towards the settlement of the question which has of late

been investigated with so lively an interest, whether the

Indian astronomy was entirely native, or whether it wa* con-
structed with the aid of that of the Greeks, with which the

Indians were certainly acquainted. At all events Aryab-
hatta made greater progress in algebra than the Greeks
Astronomy has not been improved in India since his time

;

on the contrary, those who have come after him have not
relinquished the false views consecrated by religion, but
have endeavoured to defend them against him. This was
chielly done by Brahmagupta, the author of the ' Biahma-
siddhinta,* in the seventh century a.d , who is the classical

astronomer of the moderns, and whose track was followed

by Bh&skara in the twelfth century, in his work ' 8iddha*n

tasiromani.' \ Several discussions by Colebrooke in the 2nd
volume of his * Essays.')

Jurisprudence.—It was the chief business of jurispru

dence to determine accurately the contents of the antient

law-books and to complete them. This was done partly by
commentaries (especially Kullflkabhatta on Manu, and
Poradatta on the * YSjnavalkya'l. and partly In special works,

which for practical purposes must have soon superseded the

imperfect and unsystematic *S£slras.' The wants of the

present age have occasioned the printing of & small number
3F2
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of these works, chiefly on the law of inheritance and adop-

tion, and on procedure; others have been translated" into

English. Besides Manu, which was translated by Sir William

Jones* Colebrookes 'Two Treatises of Inheritance' (Cal-

cutta, 1810, 4to.)t and his 'Digest of Hindu Law on Con-
tracts and Successions,* 1797, which is translated from a
modern compilation, particularly deserve mention.

Medicine.—There are many Indian works on medicine,

and the systems are various. Many parts of the medical

science of India are valuable even to us, as for instance the

Materia Medica, in which they were much favoured by na-

ture. The Indian physicians were highly esteemed by the

Greeks. In surgery especially they have made considerable

progress, and have* even discovered and performed difficult

operations, as for instance the restoring of noses. The most
celebrated medical work, ' Susruta,' has been printed (Cal-

cutta, 1 835, 2 vols, 8vo.) ; and Ainsley, and more recently

Royle, have done much to make known the Indian systems
of medicine.

Natural History.—The observation of external nature

still remains in a very low state among the natives of India,

and they seem never to have made any progress even to-

wards the commencement of a scientific system of natural

history ; at least no works of this kind are known.
Study of Sanscrit. —The Sanscrit language was for many

years considered unattainable, but towards the close of the

.sat century this study received a powerful impulse, partly

from the necessities of the English government in India,

and partly from a desire of knowledge among the learned

of Europe. The study of the languuge having been once
commenced, its progress was extremely rapid, the acquisi-

tion of it being much facilitated by the previous labours of
native grammarians ; and by the printing of a great number
of their most important works, a large part of the literature

became generally accessible, an advantage which the other

oriental languages have not enjoyed. In India this progress

has been connected with the names of Wilkins, Jones, Cole-

brooke, Wilson, and Prinsep. But Europe did not remain
behind ; and the rich collection of manuscripts in the pos-

session of tho East India Company in London, and that of
the library of Paris, have been abundant sources, and per-

haps more than sufficient to compensate for tho peculiar ad-

vantages enjoyed by India. In England, the study of San-
scrit is most indebted to Haughton and Rosen ("Rosen];
in France, where it was chiefly introduced through Hamil-
ton in 1804, to Chesy and Burnouf. In Germany however
Sanscrit has experienced the most cordial reception, though,
owing to the want of manuscripts, the study of it has been
prosecuted under the greatest disadvantages. In that country,

the knowledeo of Sanscrit has been chiefly diffused by
A. W. von Schlegel and Bonn, both of whom learnt it about
tho same time in Paris. Toe latter however has only had
in view comparative grammar, a science which has been
called into existence by the study of Sanscrit. But A. W.
von Schlegel and Lassen have founded in Bonn a Sanscrit
school, the object of which is a well-grounded and complete
knowledge of the language as well as of tho literature and
antiquities of India. With what success this attempt has
oeen attended, appears from a series of works which have
already issued from this school, and which embrace the
most varied branches of Indian philology.

SANSEVIE'RA, a genus of Liliaceous plants, found on
the coasts of Western Africa, of Cu)lon, and other Eastern
islands, as well as of India, remarkable for the strength and
Oneness of the fibres of their leaves. The genus is charac-
terised by having a oorol-hke funnel-shaped perianth, which
has a long rather straight tube, a sexifid limb, of which the
divisions are eithor spreading or revolute. Stamens six, in-

serted into the throat ; filaments filiform ; ovary three-
celled ; ovules solitary ; style filiform ; stigmas obtuse, ob-
scurely three-lobed. Berry 3-celled, 3-seeded, or, from
becoming abortive, I -celled and single-seeded. The plants
have a thick creeping root-slock, with radical equitant
leatee, which are fleshy and often spotted; the stem-leaves
are scale-like, and the flowers in racemes or thyrsi. They
are easily cultivated and propagated iu sandy loam in bark
stoves.

Nanseviera loylanioa, a species found in Ceylon, lias

smooth oblong, acute, flat, and linear-lanceolate, channelled,
pUuomu leave*, which are shorter than the scape; thest)le

as lung as the stamens, the bracts equalling the peduncle
Mi l«ii||th. This, liko some of the other species, is remark-
able [in the tenacity and fineness of the fibres of its leaves.

M Mt'abutghlana U a species, according to Mr. Hawortb,

which was confounded with the former by Dr. Roxburgh,

and which the latter has figured in his Coromandel Plants,

It has linear ensiform eaves, which are channelled, keeW
subulate at the apex, green, and longer than Ibe scspa

Style as long as the stamens ; the bracts minute. T>. Res-

burgh describes this plant, and says it is called moort* a
Sanscrit, and in Bengalee tnoorba, that in English it

may be called bow-string hemp, and that it grows vert

commonly under bushes in the jungles in almost every soi

in the southern parts of India ; it flowers from January u
May. In a good soil, and where the plants are regular^

watered, the leaves become three or four feet long, and con-

tain a number of fine remarkably strong white fibres, wLca
run their whole length. The natives make their beat

bow -strings of these fibres, which are separated by the leaves

being placed upon a flat strong table, when one end a
pressed down with the foot, and the rest scraped with s

{>iece of hard wood held in both hands. Forty pounds sf

eaves thus scraped yield about one pound of clean dry

fibres.

The fibres may be applied to a great variety of use*. Dr
Roxburgh was inclined to think that the fine line cabvj

China grass is made of these fibres. As the plant pw
readily from the slips which issue in great abundance (ma
the roots, and as they require Utile or no care, Dr. Roxhuixt
recommended their cultivation in sandy soil*. It ba* tarh
been proposed in Calcutta to try the fibre on a large act*

for rope-making.
S. lanuginosa is a third species, found on the sands <A

Malabar, while S. guineensisis a species found along a grm
extent of the west coast of Africa, and which, from ajf.rdi£<

fibres which, like those of the Indian species, are fine as

«

strong, has been called African bow-string hemp. Tb* ks*

been proposed as a substitute for and considered even s*^

perior to New Zealand flax. 8. guineensis is distinguitbt*
by having uniform lanceolate leaves, the style twice a*

long as the stamens ; the bracts only a third of the leag^A
of the tube of the corolla ; the flowers sessile.

SANSON, NICOLAS, designated, by a writer in tfct

' Biographic Universelle,' the creator ofgeography in Franca,
was born at Abbeville, December 20, 1600. His father. 4
the same name,* being passionately fond of geosxrapbt,
wished all his sons to cultivate that science, but NievU*
responded best to his desire. He was educated at ih*
Jesuits' college at Amiens, on leaving which he returned w
his family, and for a time devoted himself wholly to ths
study of geography. At an early age (barely sixteen, ac-

cording to the Biog. Univ.), he laid down a map of aaueat
Gaul, superior to those of Ortelius and Gerard McrraXjr

,

but ho did not immediately publish it, lest, according u
some authorities, it should be attributed to his father ; «
perhaps, from not thinking it sufficiently correct for pli-
cation. Sanson married early, and applied himself to coa-
raerce, to meet the claims of his family ; but so much of h»
time was devoted to his favourite studies, that bis aflatxs

became embarrassed, and, having suffered great loasea, I*
ceded his remaining effect* to bis creditors, and in l*;*
went to Paris, taking with him his map of GauL TV-
talent displayed in this production, which was published u
the year just mentioned, obtained for him the paironagv .

Richelieu, by whom he was introduced to Louis XIII., «L
took lessons in geography from him, and employed bin x»
an engineer in Picardie. He soon went to hi* destination
examining the works of the towns in that province, and ?*-

turned to Abbeville, where be superintended the rrpatf -'

the fortifications. In 1638, Louis XIII. being in Pic*r<L»
to direct the operations of the army, lodged, while at Abbe-
ville, in Sanson's house, and displayed great regard fee il*
geographer, who frequently accompanied bim on his cxr»r
sions, and had the honour of being several times called :

the council. His duties as engineer did not diminish L.%
seal for geography, and be published many mar* ; V*.
having disagreed with the person who managed their **>.
Sanson established himself at Paris, about 164U, to supers
tend their publication in person. Soon after this £• re-

ceived the brevet of geographer to the king, and a pe>&»*.?
of £000 livres. He was also made a counsellor of state, b* *

did not assume the rank and titles of that office, k»t fc-,

children should be induced to abandon the study of Kt<
favourite science. His incessant labours brought on an C
•Th.UWoihy- s

\»mty»ctorthbartkl#.atteali»f.«»4fc»
•kWtl •«•. h*- V. U WftUVBibHatSm Till
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nets, of which, after lingering nearly two years, he died at

Paris, July 7 (or, according to the account in La France
LitUraire, July 16), 1667.

The maps of Sanson are very numerous, amounting, it is

said, to about three hundred ; of which a great number
were devoted to an accurate delineation of France. Though
the services he rendered to geography were very important,
he has been blamed for working too hastily, and not taking
sufficient advantage of astronomical observations for the
improvement of his maps. He published many works to

accompany his maps, and others on geographical subjects.

In a dissertation entitled 'Britannia, ou Recherches sur
TAntiquite d'Abbeville,' 1636, 8vo., he attempts to prove
that Abbeville is the Britannia mentioned by Strabo (iv.,

p. 190, Casaub.), and that the furnished the first colony
established in Great Britain, and gave her name to the
country. On turning to Sanson's dissertation (p. 4), it ap-
pears that he misunderstood the original, which simply says
that neither the people of Massalia (Marseille), nor those of
Narbo and Corbilo, with whom Scipio conversed, could give
him any information about Britannia. But ' this learned
and curious dissertation,' as it is styled in the ' Biographie
Universale,' compels us to form a very low estimate of
Sanson's critical sagacity, though these (Narbo and Cor-
bilo) were the chief cities in this part of Gaul. His
'Tables mlthodiques' of the divisions of the dominions
of Christian princes, engraved on about a hundred folio

plates, were first published in 1 644, and passed through
several editions. Sanson's map of antient Gaul was
attacked by a Jesuit, Father P. Labbe, who nevertheless

copied largely from it without acknowledgment. This led

to a reply, in which the mistakes and plagiarisms of Labbe
were exposed; but only a portion of the reply was published,

the remainder being destroyed by Sanson in consequence of
the mediation of the chancellor Seguier. His maps were
collected into an atlas by his sons, and published in two
folio volumes, in 1693. In the Bibliotheque du Roi is pre-

served a MS. dissertation by Sanson, in which he endea-
vours to prove that Boulogne was the Portus Itius of Caosar.

[Boulogne, vol. v., p. 271.] There is a portrait of Sanson,
engraved by Edelinck.
Sanson had three sons, all of whom followed in bis steps.

Nicolas, the eldest, was killed August 27, 1648, in defend-
ing the chancellor Seguier from the fury ofthe populace, at

the age of twenty-two. Adrien, the next son, succeeded
his rather as geographer to the king, and died in 1 718. Guil-

laurae, the youngest, in concert with his brother, continued
the publication of maps and geographical works, and died

in 1 703. Adrien was succeeded in the business of publica-

tion by his nephew, P. M. Sanson. (Chiefly from the Bio-
graphic Universelle.)

SANSOVl'NO, JA'COPO TATTI. This eminent ar-

tist, equally distinguished as sculptor and architect, was
born at Florence in 1479. He was the son of Antonio
Tatti, whose surname he afterwards exchanged for that by
which he is now universally known, and which he assumed
out of compliment to his master, Andrea Contucci da Monte
Sansovino. Contucci had just returned from Portugal,

where he had acquired great reputation as a sculptor, when
Jacopo, who was then twenty-one years of age, became his

pupil, and afterwards greatly surpassed him. His superior

talent however was so far from exciting any jealousy, that

it served only to increase his instructor's attachment to him.

At this time Jacopo profited greatly by his intimacy with

Andrea del Sarto. They almost pursued their studies in

common, and both of them copied Michael Angelo's cele-

brated cartoon representing an episode of the war with

Pisa. Becoming acquainted with Giuliano Sangallo, then

architect to Julius II., he was taken by him to Rome, where
his talents procured for him the notice of Bramante and
other eminent artists, and also of the pope himself.

He was probably indebted to Sangallo for his first instruc-

tion in architecture—an art which he did not begin to

practise till some years afterwards, but in which he ulti-

mately attained the highest distinction. On his return

to Florence he produced his Bacchus, a chef-d'oeuvre in

modern sculpture, but now known only from drawings

and copies, it having been destroyed by a fire that broke

out (1762) in the gallery at Florence, where it had been

placed. During his residence at this period at Florence,

Le had an opportunity of displaying his talents as an archi-

tect, in designing several triumphal arches, and decorating

the front of the Duomo with a temporary facade adorned

with Corinthian columns, niches, reliefs, &c, in honour of
the public entry of Leo X. (1515), who complimented
him by saying that the design deserved to be perpetuated in
marble.
He returned to Rome a second time, but Quitted it for

ever on the city being taken and sacked by the Imperial
troops in 1527, and retired to Venice. He was not how-
ever entirely a stranger in that city, having visited it shortly
before, when he was introduced to the doge, Andrea Gritti,

whose patronage was of essential service to him. One of
the first works he was employed upon was the repairing the
domes of St. Mark's ; after which he executed a great num-
ber of structures, both for the republic and private indivi-
duals, among which are S. Giorgio de' Gieci, La S'cuola
della Misericordia, the Palazzo Cbrnaro a S. Maurizio (one
of his best works), S. Francesco della Vigna, La Zecca or
Mint, the Public Library, the Loggia del Campanile, S.
Geminiano (now taken down), Palazzo Delfino, Fabbriche
Nuove di Rial to, &c. Among these the Zecca is consi-

dered one of his finest works, yet it certainly is deficient in

character, and the windows are too large and too numerous.
Inconsistencies of a different kind occur in the Loggia del
Campanile, a highly ornamented piece of architecture, for

while the sculptures on the exterior represent heathen
deities, the Virgin Mary occupies the niche within. Still

this incongruity is excusable in comparison with that exhi-
bited by him in a magnificent bronze door in the sacristy o»

St. Mark's, the two principal compartments of which repre-
sent the Saviour's death and resurrection, while the smaller
panels are decorated with the heads of the evangelists, besides
those of some of his own friends, including that of Peter
Aretin. His professional reputation was at one time in

great jeopardy, for scarcely was the vaulted ceiling of the
Public Library completed, when it fell down, in consequence
of which he was imprisoned and fined, though shortly after
liberated and restored to his former office. Notwithstand-
ing his numerous engagements as an architect, he did not
give up sculpture entirely, but he executed the two colossal

figures of Mars and Neptune, which adorn what is from
them called the Giants' Staircase in the ducal palace, when
upwards of 75 years of age. He died at the age of 91,

November 27th, 1578. According to Vasari, he enjoyed
unimpaired health and strength to the last. As a sculptor,

he formed many excellent scholars, and among others Da-
nese Cataneo and Alessandro Vittoria. Jacopo had a son,
supposed to have been illegitimate, viz. :

—

SANSOV1NO, FRANCESCO, who was born at Rome
in 1521, was educated to the law, took his degree at Padua,
and began to practise at the bar in Venice, but with so little

success that he resolved to try his fortune some other way
at the court of Rome, Cardinal di Monte, his godfather,

having been elected pope (Julius III.) in 1550. Yet al-

though he was kindly received by the pontiff and made one
of his chamberlains, he was so disappointed in the chimeri-
cal expectations he had formed, that he returned to Venice,
where he thenceforth applied himself entirely to literature.

The number of his productions, among which are several

translations from the classics, histories, and historical col-

lections, abridgments, &c, attest his industry; but the

works by which he is now cine 11y remembered are his * De-
scription of Venice,' and the ' Cento Novelle scelti de" pin
nobili Scrittori della Lingua Volgare ;' which last has been
frequently reprinted, but though the later editions have
been augmented by a hundred additional tales, they are less

esteemed than those of 1565 and 1566. Francesco died at

Venice, 28th September, 1583.

SANTA CRUZ. [Mexican States.]
SANTA CRUZ RIVER. [Patagonia.]
SANTA FE'. [Mexican States; Plata, La.]
SANTA FE' DE BOGOTA'. [Bogota]
SANTA MARl'A DE BETANCURIA, the capital of

the island of Fuerteventura, is situated near 28° 30' N. lat.

and 14° 10' W. long., towards the southern extremity of the

valley of Oliva, which is about 15 miles long and generally

from two to three wide, and very fertile. The commercial
produce of the island is brought to this town, and hence
sent across the island to Cabras, which is the only harbour
in the island, and is connected with the town by the only

paved road. The anchorage at Cabras is indifferent and
the landing-place still worse. It exports barilla, orchilla,

corn, honey, and goat-skins. The population of Santa
Maria de Betancuria may be between 3000 and 4000.

(Arlett, ' Survey of the Canary Islands and of part of the
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Western Coast of Africa,' in the London Geographical

Journal, vol. vi.)

SA'NTA MA'URA, the antient Lcucas, called Leucadia

by the modern Greeks, and Santa Maura by the Italians,

in honour of a saint of that name, is one of the seven Ionian

Islands. It lies west of the coast oF Acarnania, between 38*

4G' and 39° 6' N. lai. It is about "20 miles long, and the

breadth varies from 5 to S miles. The north-east extremity

of the island lies very near the mainland, being separated

from it by a narrow and shallow channel which is crossed

by a sand bank, dry in some parts, and having from three

to four feet water upon it in others. This is the Leiica-

dian isthmus mentioned by Thucydides (iii. 81 ; iv. 8). The
strong fortress of Santa Maura stands on an island in the

middle of the channel, surrounded by lagoons, which can

be crossed only by monoxyla, or canoes, riiade of the hollow

trunk of a tree, and di awing no more than one foot of

water. An aqueduct nearly a mile and a half long, sup-

ported by about 300 arches, which serves also aS a footpath

across the lagoon, connects the fortress with the town of

Amaxichi, which lies southward on the eastern coast of the

island, and supplies the fortress With good spring-water.

It was built by the Turks under Sultan Bayasid II., and is

a remarkable structure.

The surface of the island is covered with calcareous hills

from 1000 to 1500 feet hi"h ; otie summit, called Mount
St, Elias, attains the height of 30t>0 feet. The island

has no rivers,* but there are several springs of good
water.

In the north-east part towards Amaxichi there is a fine

tilain six miles long and about t#6 miles Wide, which pro-

duces corn, Indian corn, flax, cotton, pulse, and all kinds of

fruit. Oil and some wine are the chief produce of the lulls.

Some sheep and goats are bred; and mules are used for

riding and currying burdens. Fishing is a great resource

of the inhabitants, and a large quantity of salt is collected

in the lagoons. The population is about 18,000. [lorttAtt

Islands.]
Amaxichi, the head town of the island, has 5400 inhabit-

ants, several churches and convents, and is the residence

of the authorities, as well as of a Greek bishop. It stands
in a fine plain on the sea-coast. The air is considered un-
healthy. South of Amaxichi, at the southern entrance of
the channel, is the port of Drepano, which is the chief an-
choring -place in the island. There are also about 30
villages and hamlets scattered about the country.

Cape Ducato, the southern extremity of the island facing

the island of Cefalonia, which is about five miles distant, is

the rock of Lcucas spoken of in antient history. [Sappho.]
There are hardly any vestiges left of the temple of Apollo
which once stood here. The antient town of Leucas stodd

near the site of Amaxichi.
The small i^and of MiganUi, <<r Megolonisi, lies along

the south-eastern c ast of Santa Maura, and belongs to it.

L is inhabited, and has olive plantations and pasture for

sheep. (Nuigebaur, loniscke Inseln.)

Eeucas was a Corinthian colony. (Thuryd., i. 30.) It is

mentioned by Livy (xxx. 17) as forming part of Acarnania,
and the town of Lcucas as the place of assembly of the

Acaruanian council. It was taken by Flamminus in tho

war against Philip of Macedonia. It afterwards made part

of the Roman province of Epirus. After the division of

the empire it belonged to the Byzantine emperors till the

twelfth century, when the Franks or Latins established a

new dynasty at Constantinople, and created several great

fiefs in the provinces. Leucas was for a time subject to the

counts of Tocco, who bore the name of despots of Achaia,
and who rai>ed the fortress of Santa Maura, which i»avu its

name to the island. It afterwards fell into the hands of
the Venetians, was taken by the Turks under Sultan Baya-
Zid II. in the latter part of the fifteenth century, and was
again restored to the Venetians by the peace of Carlowitz

in 1698. After the fall of Venice it was occupied by the

French, and attacked unsuccessfully by Ali Pasha of Joan-

nina, and was at last taken from the French by the English

at the same time as Cefalonia and the rest of the Ionian

Islands.

SANTALA fCE/!i, a natural order of plants belonging
to the class of Exogcns and subclass Incomplete. They
are trees, shrubs, or herbaceous plants, with round or irre-

gularly-angled branches; alternate or nearly-opposite undi-
vided haves, sometimes minute, and resembling stipules.

Th« flowers are small, in spikes, racemes, umbels, or solitary.

The calyx superior 4- or 5 cleft. Stamen* 4 or 5, Of?v*
the segments of the calyx. Ovary I -celled, with foa ;

*>

4 ovules. Fruit 1 -seeded, hard, dry, and drupareoat »..

bumen fleshy. This order is closely allied to Stage* -

and Thymeleaceae. One of its most remarkable chin-

is that its unilocular ovary contains alvrava mm •:

than one, which are pendulous and attached to the a;«i

a central receptacle. In the form of needs the gevr.

Santalacera are found in Europe and North Amer.r- .

New Holland, the East Indies, and the South 9a hail,

they exist as large shrubs or smali tree*

The Os»yris belongs to this order, although it i,tt> ..

having dioecious flowers and a trifld cahx. This * 1 i

ever a different plant from the 0»yr;s of Pliny, *tit\

;

sussed in former times a reputation for curing cu.j <Ji*%i<

The modern genus possesses no sensible priori** i*

*

medicine, anifis principally employed for tbcmanuV."
of besoms, for which its long slender branch*** wrfl V.

The Ogeehee lime, which is used on the Misai**i{<*i .•*'- '

of olives, is the fruit of Ary#*a candieant. TW .Vjm

foim trees of great beauty, and their word is ib'i*. \

compact, and light. The most valuable genm in thu & ' •

is its type, the Sanlatum. of which fie apeetes $.*'!**

forms the true sandal- wood of commerce.

Saoldum album.

.1, Itrticli with 'eavpi, fewer*, ru<1 ftuit a. KJo-fTwiin iV "•''i '•

•hi.wine the I'crisiuioti* »Urm-Ds nvrt t!»«-ir a^prwUf*. •'«• -**•*

timple »tyle, mul lulled itiaro •. r, Tr»»u»«-i»e *cti uu i»> fcti,t,»i>w -

rf, Lougnudttial ^cctiou Oi fruit, with tohuxy j».*u .u uu» 'k\«L

SANTALIN, the colouring matter cf the /V^'
sanlafinus, or red sandal-wood. It was examined by IV

in 1811, and is readily obtained by digesting tK* r.»^

wood in alcohol, and then diluting "tbe clear *>!ovc
^

water, by which the solution is precipitated of a ^° 4
'

red colour; it is tasteless, nearly insoluble in ttitT
'

.

dissolved by alcohol, fit her, alkaline solutions, sod MP-
by the oils of lavender and rosemary.

,

The alcoholic solution of santalin gives different foi*^

precipitates with metallic solutions ; thus with iwi rt ?
,e>

a beautiful purple, with lead a violet, irons defp ton-

silvcr a reddish brown. .

Santalin is decomposed by the stronger aciA*, w 1!*

usual phenomena and products.

According to Pellctier. santalin is composed of

Ei^ht equivalents of hydropen . &

Sixteen equivalents ofcarbon . . W
Three equivalents of oxygen . . **

Equivalent . . .1-*

Santalin, or rather the red san ders nhirb rvaia'M
'-

little used in this country as n die stuff, btat i0

^"^*J

^

isemplo)cd both in dyeing silk and ruttoa; d uw*
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pharmacy to give a colour to certain tinctures, but the colour
is not generally regarded as a permanent one.

SA'pTTAXUM, a genus of plants which gives its name to
tho natural order Santalacero, to which it belongs. Sandal-
wood yielded by one or more species of Sanlalum is well
known both in commerce and the arts as a fragrant-smell-
ing *ood, whence it is used as incense, and employed in the
manufacture of necklaces, fans, elegant boxes, and cabinets,

being a product of the Malabar coast of India, as well as of
the Indian archipelago, it has been a question whether, like

so many of the other remarkable products of'India, it was
known to the aniients. But it does not appear to have been
so ; at least no name or description has been considered to

refer to this substance. It might therefore be inferred that
the sandal-wood of the Eastern islands did not then reach
India, and also that the sandal-wood produced on the Ma-
labar coast had not been then discovered ; but notices of it

occur in early Sanscrit works. The earliest certain notice

of sandal-wood is in the works of the Arabs, who describe
it under the three heads of sandal abiuz (white), sandal
uxfur (yellow), and sandal soorkh (recj). Actuarius is the
earliest Greek author who mentions Santalum. The above
kinds are referred to in the older European works on Materia
Medica by the names of Santalum album, S. citrinumi and 5.

rubrum. The last is the red sandal or sanders-wood pf com-
merce, which is used only as a dye-wood and as a slight astrin-

gent in medicine. This has already been described under
the genus Pterocarpus, arid the species P. santalinus. The
yellow and white sandal are both yielded by species of San-
talum, though there is some difference of opinion on the
*ubjecL The names are no doubt, of Eastern origin, as the
Arabic and Persian sundul are evidently derived from the
same source as the Jlindee chundun a,nd chundul, which in

Sanscrit is chandanq, and ip Tamul slumdana.
The genus Santalum has hermaphrodite, flowers, the

perianth united at the base with the ovary, the ljmb superior,

tubular, and ventricose, quadruid, deciduous; glands four,

compressed, inserted into the throat, alternating with the
lobe* of the limb. Stamens four, inserted into tfie throat

opposite to the lobes of the limb ; filaments o\yl-shape,d,

loaded with a pencil of hairs behind; anthers 2-celIed.

Ovary half inferior, 1 -celled Ovules two, an tropous pen-
dulous from the apex of a free central placenta. Style
filiform, simple. Stigma obscurely 2-3-lobea. brupe berried,

one seeded; margined at the apex. Seed inverse. Embryo
straight at the apex of a fleshy albumen. Radicle above.

Santalum album, or the white sandal-wood, is a native
of the mountainous parts of the coast of Malabar, and
also of Timor and the islands of the Indian Archipelago,

as it is probable that the same species extends to great dis-

tances. It forms a tree of moderate or rather of small size,

but much branched, and in general appearance has been
often compared to the myrtle, and in inflorescence to the

privet. The leaves are opposite, with short petioles, oblong,

entire, smooth, glaucous underneath ; length from one and
a half to three inches. The inflorescence is in axillary and
terminal thyrsi. Flowers numerous, small, straw-coloured
when they first expand, but change to a deep ferruginous

purple: they are inodorous, as are all the exterior parls of

the growing plant even when bruised. The tree when felled

is about nine inches or a foot in diameter ; it is then barked,

cut into billets, and said to be buried in a dry place for about
a couple of months. The deeper the colour and the nearer

the root, the more fragrant it is. As seen in commerce it is

ia compact pieces of a white colour and agreeable odour, but
with little taste. It is usually described as being the young
and outer wood, and that the inner parts, as they become
older, become coloured towards the centre, and that this is

the source of the ypllow, while the white sandal -wood con-

sists of the outer and younger wood of the same tree.

This is the general opinion respecting the origin of yellow

sandal-wood, but Garcias thought it in his time to be the

produce of a different tree. M. Gaudichaud is of the same
opinion ; and has moreover fi#ure4 the plan), in plate 45 ot'

the botanical part of the ' Voyage de I'Uranie.' This he
saw in the Sandwich Islands, and has named it S. Freypi-

netianum; stating it fo produce the sandal-wood which is

so much valued by the Chinese, which they also obtain from
the Feejie and Marquesa Islands, Moluccas, &c. They
manufacture various articles with the yellow sandal-wood,

which is the most fragrant. They also burn it both in their

temples and private houses as an incense, and especially in

the form of long slender candles, which are formed by

covering the ends of sticks with the sawdust of sandal-wood
mixed with rice paste.

S. myrtifolium is another species, or a strongly marked
variety of S. album, found by Dr. Roxburgh in the moun-
tains of the Rajamundry Circar, and which was figured by
him in plate 2 of his « Cororaandel Plants:' it is dis-
tinguished by its opposite lanceolate leaves. The wood is

of little value, according to Dr. Roxburgh, but Dr. Wallich
says it is 'certe odoratissimum.'
About 200 tons are annually imported into Calcutta from

the Malabar coast, and about twice as much into Canton
from the islands of the Indian Archipelago.
SANTANDER, a small province of Spain, on the southern

coast of the Bay of Biscay, formerly annexed to the province
of Burgos. The capital, Santander, is a large seaport town,
in 43° 28' N. lat. and 3° 40' W. long. It is the centre of con-
siderable trade, especially since the breaking out of the last

civil war, which caused most of the wealthy merchants
of Bilbao and S. Sebastian to settle in it. Santander is

well built, and has a safe and commodious harbour capable
of holding men-of-war. The coast has some other excel-
lent harbours. Its commerce with the north of Europe, to

which it stdl exports much wool, is verv considerable. It

sends likewise flour to the islands of Cuba and Puerto Rico,
beipg one of the puertos habilitados, or seaport towns which
are allowed tp trade with the colonies. The environs of
Santander consist of steep mountains and deep valleys,

whence the name of • Montaiias de Santander,' which has
been given to the particular district in which the capital is

situated. The hills are covered with wood, and abound
with iron of the best quality, owing to which the govern-
ment has cannon-founderies and manufactories of cast steel

in the neighbourhood tjie former at the village of \& Ca-
vada, the latter at Lierganes. The population of Santander,
which has considerably increased] of laje years, may now be
computed at 30,000.

SANTAREM, a district of Portugal, in fhe province of

Estremadura, extending for nearly thirty miles on both
sides of the Tagus, which intersects it fiop^ north-east to

south-west. The capital, Santareru. is. situated on t^e right
bank of that river. The town is well built, and the sfreeti

tolerably clean. It is divided into three barrios. Jn former
times it was surrounded by tliick walls and strong towers,
built by the Arabs during their occupatiop of tlje Peiu'nsula

;

hut no trace remains at present of the antient fortifications,

except the five gates, which serve as entrances to tjie town,
and a ruinous old castle, named 'A Alcasaba,' the residence
of the Mohammedan governors. The Roraaij name of the
town is believed to have been ' Scalobis,' and ' Presidium
Julium,' which the Arabs changed into Shantareyn, whence
Sautarem. Alfonso VI. of Castile, the famous conqueror
of Toledo, was the first to wrest Sautarem from the hands
of the Moslems in 1093. 'It fell again into the hands of
the Almoravides, qnd was retaken by Alfppso Henriques,
kjng of Portugal, in 1147. Yusiif Abu Yakub, the second of
the Almohades, besieged it 1 184 with all his forces ; but he
was wounded in a sally made by the garrison, and compelled
to raise the siege and cross over to Africa, where be died of
his wounds, in August, 1184. [Moors; Portugal.] Near
this town the French under Massena remained for some
time, being unable to penetrate to Lisbon. There is in

Sautarem an academy of history, instituted in the. year
1747. Tl^e population is estimated at 16,000.

SANTEE, River. [Garolina, South.]
SANTERRE. [Picardie.]
SANTIA'GO, a province of Spain, and one pf the seven

into which the antient kingdom of Galicia is now divided.

It is also t)ie name of the capital,
4 Corapost e] la' (Campus

Stellao), which, from its celebrated temple dedicated to the
Apostle St. James, or Santiago, as the Spaniards call him,
is more generally known as * Santiago de (Jorapostella.' This
city is situated in a beautiful plain surrounded on all sides by
fertile hills, and close to the rivers Sar and Sarella, which
unite their waters about two miles below. Two other ri\ ers,

the Tambre and the Ulla, irrigate the neighbouring dis-

tricts, which are exceedingly fertile and productive. San
tiago is badly built and worse paved; the streets are narrow
and crooked, and with the exception of two or three mo-
nastic buildings, and \he cathedral, which is in itself a curi-

osity, there is nothing remarkable in it. The cathedral was
built about the end of the ninth centiiiy, by Alopsoel Magno,
king of Asturias and Leon ; but it has since been so altered

and added to, that scarcely any part pf the original building
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remain*. It contains some very fine wood-carvings, and
richly-painted windows. In a subterraneous chapel under-

neath the principal altar, pious Catholics adore what are

believed to be the bodies of St. James and two of his dis-

ciples, Athanasius and Theodorus, which, according to tra-

dition, were discovered at the time when the cathedral was

built. This circumstance made Compostella the resort of in-

numerable pilgrims from all the Catholic countries in Europe.

In 1428 the number who left the shores of England
amounted to 916 ; and in 1433 it was increased to 2480. It

was the practice for the crown to grant licences to masters

of ships for carrying out a limited number of pilgrims, who
generally took with them large sums of money to defray

their travelling expenses, and to present offerings to the

church. Pilgrims from France, Italy, and all parts of Ger-

many went thither by land across the Pyrenees, and tra-

versed Biscay and Asturias. In order to encourage their

visits, the canons of 8an Eloy, a church outside of

Compostella, built several hospitals on the route for the

accommodation of the pilgrims, and formed themselves

into a brotherhood to protect them against the attacks of

the Moslems. This was the origin of the celebrated order

of Santiago (Mariana, Hist. Gen. de E*p^ lib. xi., cap. xiii.),

instituted by Ferdinand II. of Leon, in 1 158. It was long

believed that from the offerings made by the pilgrims the

canons attached to the church had been enabled to amass

immense riches. These however had been greatly exagge-

rated; for. in 1809, when Marshal Ney took possession of

the city, and compelled the chapter to exhibit their treasure,

and give him half of itfor the pay of his troops, it was found

to consist only of about 40,000/. The gold statue of Si.

James turned out to be of gilt brass, and his diamond eyes

imitation stones. The convent of San Martin, founded by
Sisenando, bishop of Compostella, at the beginning of the

tenth century, is another building remarkable for its great

antiquity and excellent preservation. There is likewise an
hospital for the use of the pilgrims, erected by the command
and at the expense of Ferdinand and Isabella, about the

close of the fifteenth century.

Santiago was one of the first towns wrested from the

Arabs by the successors of Pelayo. [Moors ] They main-
tained themselves in it until a.d. 997, when the celebrated

Al-Mansur took the city, destroyed the temple, and carried

away its bells to Cordova, there to be suspended from the
ceiling of the mosque, where they remained in the place

ofchandeliers, until, on the taking of Cordova, Fernando III.

caused them to be taken back to Santiago on the shoulders

of his Moslem captives. (Al-Makkarl, Moham. Dynatt. in

Spain, Lond., 1840, vol. i., p. 41.)

Santiago is the see of an archbishop, and the seat of a
university, founded in 1533, but which is seldom frequented

by any students except those who are natives of Galicia. The
trade of the place is of little importance, consisting only of
a few tan-yards and manufactures of coarse linen-stuffs for

the country people. In former times there was a consider-

able trade in images, chaplets, &c. for the pilgrims, but
this has long ago ceased to be a source of profit. The popu-
lation is computed at 20,000. It is 98 miles from Astorga

;

in 42° 52' N. lat., 8° 30' W. long.

SANTIA'GO, the capital of the republic of Chile, in

South America, is situated in 33° 20' 8. lat. and 70° 40' W.
long., in a large plain which extends eighty miles north

and south, and about fifty miles east and west. This plain

borders, on the east, on the high range of the Andes, which
are covered with snow during the greater part of the year,

and on the west on a range of hills called the Cuesta de
Prudo, which divides it from the shores of the Pacific. This
plain is about 1850 feet above the level of the sea, and unfit

for agricultural purposes, except where it is irrigated along
the banks of some small rivers, and a canal which brings
water from the river Meypu to the vicinity of the town, and
fertilises a tract more than twenty miles in length and
several miles in width.

Santiago is one of the finest cities in America in respect
to buildings, convenience, and healthiness. It stands on a
\cry gentle slope towards the west; and it is regularly laid

out, being divided, like other Spanish towns, into rectangular
and equal squares, called quadras. The principal streets,

which are about forty-five feet wide, eight in number, run
south-east and north-west, and are crossed by twelve other
streets, all of equal width. The streets are paved with small
rounded stones taken from the bed of the river Mapocho,
and have a gutter in the middle, through which a current

of water, flowing from the river, is suffered to run doriirr

two hours in the day, by which means the streets are kepe

clean. Most of the streets are paved on one side with s***«

of red porphyry quat ried from the neighbouring hill of 8oa
Christoval ; the width of this pavement is nine feet. The
houses are usually only one story high, on account of th»

earthquakes, but they are very large, and contain mat
arranged round three quadrangular squares, calk
The entrance of the house is through a wide ana lam
archway, which leads to the front patio, which is Mvwd. aoa

>

separated from the second by a large sala and donnitana
The second patio is laid out with flowers, and the thud
used for domestic purposes. The windows of the room*
looking into the front patio, and especially the large wia-

dows of the sala, are protected by handsome faartfa&y-

wrought gratings, which are sometimes gilt, but the rooM
in the other patios have no windows. The front of ta«

houses along the street is occupied by small rooms, wfekh

have no communication with the interior of the boo*e, a*4
serve as shops for mechanics and retailers. The waits of ito

houses are four feet thick, and built of large bricks uissV

of baked mud, but they are all whitewashed or painted.

which gives them an agreeable appearance. Tbey are

with red tiles.

The Plaza, or great square, stands nearly in the middle d
the city ; it occupies the space of a whole quadra. It ka*

a handsome bronze fountain in the centre, surrotsodod by a

basin of hewn stone, from which the inhabitants are sap-

plied with water by water-carriers. The buildings an the

north-west side are, the government palace, the prison, aa4
the chamber of justice. On the south-west aide stand la*

cathedral and the palace of the bishop ; on the south-***!

side are a number of little shops, and on the
there are private residences. The palace is an
building, in the Moorish style, of which it is a good
men. The cathedral is the only stone building in Saotiaxo

:

though somewhat heavy, it is ornamented, but not finished

The other public buildings of the town are in a good stik
but they are not large, except the Casa de Moneda. or M*»t
This building occupies a whole quadra, or about 2*0 pan
every way, is two stories high, has three court-yards, aal

a great number of apartments for those who wore fcicmii
officers of the establishment But no money has am
coined there for some years, and the machinery baa bees

removed to Coquimbo. There are several handsome churca**
and convents in Santiago, especially those of San Doming .

San Francisco, and San August in.

At the eastern extremity of the town is a small rock*

eminence, on which the fort of Santa Lucia is built, wh*rt
is much visited by foreigners on account of the beautify
view which it affords of the Andes. Adjacent to the hill t

the north is theTajamar, or breakwater. The river Mar**rt-*

skirts the northern side of the town, and though in the drr

season a small river, it swells in the rainy season an4 durec
the melting of the snow in the mountains to such a torso.

dable size that it would inundate the town if it were tui

kept off by the Tajamar. This breakwater is of subsiant*.
brick and mortar masonry, about six feet across at the tea
widening towards the ground, with a parapet of a mv*
brick in thickness, and three feet high : it it neatly pa%«*l <i

the whole of its extent, which is two miles, with tniali bis**
pebbles. It was formerly used as a public walk. At » it-

western extremity of the Tajamar is a handsome brntce
over the Mapocho, of eight arches, which lead* to r<
suburb of Chimba. Along the south-western side of i>
city is the Canada, which is a large open place, planted wu*
four magnificent rows of poplars, which are watered U
small canals constantly full or clear running water. THj
is at present the public walk. The Canada separates u«
city from the large suburb called La CanadiUa. At U«
western extremity of the .city is the small suburb U
Chuchunco.
As no census has teen taken, the population of Santago

is not exactly known. Thirty years ago it was estimated si

40,000, but modern travellers have made it 60,000. The in-

habitants are nearly all of pure European blood; only a fir*

have a slight mixture of Indian blood. The town owes it*

flourishing condition to the circumstance of having boao foe

many years the seat of government and the residence of th*
great landed proprietors. The state of society haa mora
improved since the cm^r* acquired its moepeodeoca

;

many schools have
*

^^sbod.and there are aseo
several schools f ^% adocatian is all
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tirely neglected in the other countries of South America.
It has also a college.

Coarse ponchos and saddlery are made to some extent,
and sent to the other parts of Chile. Santiago exports
the produce of its mines, and jerked beef, hides, and fruits

to Valparaiso, from which place it receives the manufac-
tures of Europe, China, and the East Indies, with sugar,
cacao, aud some other colonial productions from Peru and
Central America. A good road leads from Santiago to

Valparaiso, a distance of ninety miles; it is the best arti-

ficial road in South America, and practicable for carriages,

though it crosses three ranges of steep bills. Santiago has
some commercial intercourse with Mendoza on the eastern
side of the Andes. Two roads connect these towns. The
northern traverses the Andes by the mountain-pass of
Uspallata, which, at its highest elevation, called the Cumbre,
attains 12,454 feet above the sea-level, and may be passed
on mules from the beginning of November to the end of
May. The southern road leads over the mountain-pass of
Portillo, south of Mount Tupungato, which attains an ele-

vation of 14,365 feet above the sea-level, and is seldom open
longer than from the beginning of January to the end of
April. By these roads Santiago receives mules, hides, soap,

tallow, dried fruits, and wine from Mendoza.
(Miers's Travels in Chile and La Plata; Haigh's

Sketches of Buenos Ayres, Chile, and Fern ; Campaigns
and Cruises in Venezuela and New Granada, and in the

Jhci/te Ocean ; Parish's Buenos Ayres and the Provinces
</La Plata; and Surveying Voyages of the Adventure and
Beagle.)
8ANTIAGO DEL ESTERO. [Plata. La]
SANTONIN, a vegetable principle possessing acid pro-

perties, obtained from the seeds of the Artemisia santonica,

or southernwood. Its properties are, that it is colourless,

crystallises in six-sided prisms and some other forms, is

destitute of smell, and when long chewed is slightly

bitter. It is soluble in 4000 to 5000 times its weight of
cold water, and 250 times when boiling. It is soluble in

alcohol, and in the fixed and volatile oils. When strongly

heated, it is decomposed. The alcoholic solution reddens
litmus-paper, and with some bases' it forms neutral and
crystallisable salts ; this is the case with santonate of soda
and santonate of lime ; some of the metallic santonates are

soluble and others insoluble in water. None of them is

applied to any use.

Liebig supposes it to be composed of

Thirty-six equivalents of hydrogen . 360
Sixty equivalents of carbon . . 360
Twelve equivalents of oxygen . • 96

Equivalent . , 816

SANTORIN. [Thkra.]
SANTOS. [Brazil, p. 365.]

SANZ, AU6USTIN, a Spanish architect, was born at

Saragossa, December 29, 1724. He studied the practical

part of his profession under Raymundo Cortes, surveyor-

general of the public buildings in that city, and the theo-

retical one in the school of design established there by the

sculptor Ramirez at his own expense. But for the progress

be afterwards made, and the taste he displayed, he was
chiefly indebted to the instruction and advice of Ventura
Rodriguez [Rodriguez], when the latter was engaged at

Saragossa on the chapel del Pilar. In 1 775 he was elected

a member of the Academy of St. Ferdinand, and when the

school instituted by Goicoechea was made an academy by

the title of that of San Luis, in 1792, Sanz was appointed

director, having previously given instruction in architec-

ture there without any emolument. In his capacity of

public teacher he did much towards eradicating the pre-

judices and corrupt taste of the preceding period, when the

art was in a very degraded state in Spain ; and towards

introducing a better st>le. Nor was his influence incon-

siderable, as the government appointed him to inspect all

designs for public buildings proposed to be erected in

Aragou. Among those erected by himself the principal

are, tht, church of Santa Cruz, Saragossa (of the Corinthian

order, and forming a Greek cross in its plan), and those at

Urrea and Binaces, both of them built at the expense of

the Duke de Hijar. He also designed the theatre and

some other public edifices at Saragossa, besides a number of

private houses. He died July 25, 1801, and left a son,

Matias Sans, who was also an architect, and who completed

P. C, No. 1282.

the facadeof the church at Epila, which building had been
begun by nis father.

SA6NE, River. [France.]

SA6NE ET LOIRE, a department of France, bounded
on the north by the department of C6te d'Or, on the east
by that of Jura, on the south-east by that of Ain, on the
south by that of Rhdne, on the south-west by that of Loire,
on the west by that of Allier, and on the north-west by that
of Nievre. Its form is tolerably compact, but irregular ; the
greatest length from north to south is f.om the neighbour-
hood of Lucenay l'Eveque to the neighbourhood of ChSteau-
neuf 68 miles; the greatest breadth from east to west is

from between Lonsle Saulnier (Jura) and Louhans to the
banks of the Loire nearCrona orCronat, 85 miles. The area
is estimated at 3316 square miles, being rather greater
than the aggregate area of the English counties of
Chester, Stafford, and Derby. The population in 1831 was
523.970; in 1836 it was 538,507; showing an increase in

five years of 14,537, or 2*8 per cent, and giving 162 inha-
bitants to a square mile. In amount of population it is very
for above the average of the French departments, but very
far below the English counties with which we have compared
it. In density of population it is just below the average of
tho departments, and far below the English counties.

MScon, the chief town, is 208 miles in a direct line south-
east of Paris, or 244 miles by the road through Melun,
Sens, Auxerre, Autun, and Ch&lons-sur Sadne.
The department is traversed from south to north through

its centre by the Charolais and M4connais heights, which
form the prolongation northward of the C6vennes, and unite
them with the Cole d'Or, the heights of Langres, the Fau-
cilles, and the Vo9ges. These heights in the southern part
consist of short parallel ranges of hills separated by longi-

tudinal valleys drained by the feelers of the Sadne or the
Loire. In the northern part of the department they do not
occupy so much space as in the southern, and consist of two
ranges of low hills separated by the valley of the Dheune,
through which the Canal du Centre passes. On the eastern

and western sides of these heights the surface of the depart-

ment is tolerably level. The principal summits are Mont
St. Vincent, in the centre of the department, estimated at

about 1915 feet; Monts Suin, Crozan, Dun, and La Mere-
Boitier in the south ; the latter, which is near MScon, has
an elevation of 3177 feet.

The Charolais heights consist of granitic or of the lower
stratified rocks, and these formations overspread the more
level country on the west side of the chain. The eastern

slopes of these heights, and the plain at their base nearly to

the Sadne, are occupied by the formations which intervene

between the eretaceous group and the new red-sandstone

group. A considerable extent of country around Charolles,

on the west side of the heights, extending northward almost
to the Arronx, is occupied by the same formations. The
immediate banks of the Loire (above the junction of the
Arroux and of the Sa&ne, and that portion of the depart-

ment which lies east of the Sadne, are occupied by the supra-
cretaceous formations.

In minerals this is one of the richest departments in

France. In productiveness of coal it is exceeded only by
the departments of Loire and Nord. It contains two distinct

coal-fields, which had, in 1834, ten mines at work and seven

not at work, giving employment to 1390 men in the pits and
409 others, and producing 150,456 tons of coal. In 1835
the larger coal-field, Le Bassin du Creusot et de Blansy,

had eight mines at work out of thirteen: the smaller coal-

field had three mines at work : the total produce was 142,149

tons. At Creusot, where the pits are deepest, the workings
are 650 feet below the surface. The produce of these

coal-fields is adapted for nearly all manufacturing pur-

poses, and is distributed by means of a railroad seventeen

miles long, which conveys the coal to the Canal du Centre

There were, in 1834, in the department, eleven iron-works,

in which were eleven furnaces, seven employing charcoal

and four coke, for the manufacture of pig-iron; and forty-

five forges for the manufacture of wrought iron. The
richest manganese-mine in France is at Romaneche, near

the Sadne, in the southern part of the department* it

yielded, in 1835, 900 tons of manganese, being more than

half the whole produce of France. Marble, alabaster,

lithograph ic stones, and abundance of freestone are quarried.

The department is partly in the basin of the Loire, partly

in that of the Sadne, or, more properly, of the Rhdne, to
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which the Saone is tributary. The line of separation be-

tween the two basins is formed by the Charolais heights,

the country on the east of them being drained by the Sadne,

and ihe country on the west by the Loire. The Saflne itself

enters the department on the north-east side, between Seurre
(Cdte d'Or) and Verdun-sur-Sa6ne: it pursues a winding
course south*south-west past VerdunandChSlona-sur-SaOne,
from which town its course is more directly south, to the

junction of the Reyssouco, near Pont-de-Vaux (Ain), where
it reaches the boundary of the department, and hat its

course along it to the neighbourhood of Thoissey (Ain),

where itquits the department altogether. Its length within

or upon the bolder may be estimated at 72 milesjiavigable

throughout. Its principal affluents are the Doubs (of whicb
about 17 miles are within or upon the boundary of the de-

partment), and the Seille(of whose course about 41 miles,

27 of them, viz. from Louhaus, navigable, belong to this

department), on the left bank; and the Dheune (38 miles

long), the Gaye (40 miles long), and the Grdne (50 miles

long), on the right or east bank. The Doubs receives the

Guiotte on its left bank, and the Seille receives the Solman
and the Sane on its left bank.
The Loire enters the department on the south-west side*

crosses the south-west coiner, and for the remainder of its

course, until it quits the department altogether, forms the

western boundary ; about 53 miles of its course, all navigable,

belong to this department, but the navigation is so incon-

venient, that a lateral canal through this part of its course

is in execution. It receives the Arconce, or Reeonce (40
miles long); the Arroux (65 miles long), wbith has 12 miles
of navigation, and receives the Creusevaux (25 miles long),

the Bourbince (42 miles long), and other streams; the

Somme and the Tannay, all on its right or east bank. There
are a number of small lakes, some of them, as those of
Montchanainand Long Pendu, amid the Charolais heights,

on the limit of the two river-basins.

The canals are as follows: — the Canal du Centre (formerly

called Canal du Charolais) unites the Loire and the Sadne:
it was commenced a.o. 1783, and finished a.d. 1792. It

commences in the Loire at Digoin, and follows the valley of
ihe Arroux for a very short distance, then that of the Bour-
bince, at the head of which valley is its summit level, about
two miles long, where the canal crosses a depression in the
Charolais heights: it then descends by the valley of the
Dheune to the neighbourhood of Chagny, where it turns off,

and joins ttie Sadne at Chalons, Its length may ho esti-

mated at 76 miles, all in this department. The lnieral canal
to the Loire consists of two parts, one extending from
Roan uc, in the department of Loire, to Digoin, in this de-

partment ; tho other from Digoin to Briare, in the depart-

ment of Loiret. We are not informed what progress has
been made in the formation of these canals; tne last-men-
tioned part, the earliest in point of time, was commenced
by virtue of a law passed in 1822.

The official statement of the navigation of the department
is as follows:

—

Rivers.—Sadne ... 73 miles
Doubs ... 9
Seille ... 25
Loire ... 57
Arroux ... 12— 176

Canals.—Canal du Centre . . 73
Canal lateral a la Loire, from
Roan no to Digoin . 1

1

Canal lateral & la Loire, from
Digoin to Briare . 3

— 87

263
The number of Routes Royales, or government roads, u

•even, having an aggregate length (Jan. 1, 1837) of 343
miles, via. 256 miles in good repair, 48 miles out of repair,

and 39 miles unfinished. The principal road is that from
Paris to Lyon by Sens and Auxerre, which enters the de-

partment on the north-west side, and runs to Lucenay
L'Ev&que and Autun, from whence it proceeds southeast
across the Charolais heights, by Conches and Bourgneuf,
to Chitons sur-Sa6ne : here it turns south, and follows the
valley of the Sadne, by Grand Senecey, Tournus, and Macon,
into the adjacent department of Rhdne. This road formerly
followed another line from 8aulieu (department of Cdte
d'Or) to Chalons, avoiding Autun, entering the department

at Chagny on the northern boundary, and eassi**; fr*a

thence to Chalons ; but this line, though the satewtsf fa
two, has been abandoned, in order to takstaAetee. *
second road from Paris to Lyon bv Dijon enters tkts fas**

ment at Chagny, and runs to Chalons. A nutaam if tmk
unite at Autun ; one from Nevers and Chilean Cats**.

*

the department of Nievre; another from Moal(at,ti tk

department of Allier ; a third from Dyon and Btsaat, a
the department of Cote d'Or; and a fourth fas Ufa*
Roads run, one from Chalons across to the 8a6ae It \nkm
and from thenee to Lons-le-Saulnier, in the d*f*rua**i <J

Jura; another from Tournus across the Seoat ss4 tW

Seille, by Cuisery and Romenav, to Bourgta*Breast a at

department of Ain ; and two others from Mica*, oat t? Ca*-

rolles, Paray, Digoin, Bourbon, laney, and Croat orOwn,
to Nevers ; and the second across the 8a6nt to Bustf. Tai

Routes Departmentales, or departmental roads, had, si tW

same date, an aggregate length of 492 mils*, via tti

repair, 68 out of repair, and 39 unfinished. Tbsjwi mk
had an aggregate length of nearly 8000 mils*. Tb*»i»

few departments so well provided with the mtamsf w-
munioation both by land and water.

The climate is changeable in the Charolais befssv

where intermittent fevers are common: it is too add is U»

part to allow the culture of the vine. In the rich sous a-

tending from these heights to the 8aone, the alias* * *>

lightful The area of the department may beesmsttti a

round numbers at 2,140,000 aorvt, of whtoh l.MMttu**.

or more than half, are under the plough. Tat pes*** n

corn and potatoes, taken together, is about equal U is*

consumption of the people, with the exception of tsfc i

which the produce is far below the demand. Iarytot

maslin (wheat and rye sown together), and stl mm a

maiie, the produce is above the average: in bsrtwsw

buckwheat, and in potatoes, though these last fcns u»

staple food of the inhabitants of the heights, tht prsJaei >

below the average. That part of the department •&** a*

on the east of the Sadne is chiefly a corn-growiof esftr*

the parts immediately adjacent to the river art pndectm *

wine and pasturage, as well as in corn; and 1st plan b
twecn the heights and the Loire abounds in rutUfa T»

meadows and grass-lands have an extent ef 3tM**s*
nearly, beside 64,000 to 64,000 meres of heath or tfbtf taw

pasture-ground. The number of horses is ooasersuw*

small ; that of horned cattle, especially oxen, is saw tto

average. The beef of tho district is very good: tbtpm-

pal supply of Lyon is from this department Tbsnswk?

of sheep is very small indeed, scarcely amounUaj. *»***

computed relatively to the population, to ooe»ttraeti> **".

of the average of France. A considerable nomber of pf
are bred. Oxen are very generally emplojed in tht W**"

of agriculture, and a considerable number are tent from ut

neighbourhood of Charolles for the supply of tat aws*» ^

Paris. The vineyards occupy about 95,000 acre*, tad •**

of the wines are in high repute: those of Let Tb*rJ» **

Cbenas are among the red wines of the first class; tad Uo*

of Fleury, La ChapelleGuinchey, and La Roanaec** i

the second class: the white winee of Pouilley sod Fsawj

are first-class wines; and those of Cbcintre, SoJotik. sw

Davaye are of the second class. These are mostly jwti a

the neighbourhood of Macon. The great bulk oft******

ranks however only a* common table-wine; bet tW *

M&connaie, or the district of Micon, wuefa is sent is ?<**

is the best of its class. That of Charolais, or ths dew*«"

Charolles, which is chiefly sent to Lyon, is, on ist ***

hand, among the worst, and has nothing to reeofested d"
its low price.

The woodland* occupy nearly 400,000 acres: l,ltl

*~J
is chiefly oak, beech, ash, pine, fir, and ehesnut. Tb» *•*

and the wild boar are found in those woods whirl otttff

the Charolais height*.

The department is divided into fire arrondissewi*

»

follows :
—

Name aod Situation. Af*ftin Can- Com.

Macon
Autun .

Charolles

Chalons sur- 1 KV
Sadne .»

WB "

Louhans . S.

Bq. Mtt«.

8.B. 477
N.W.
S.W.

727

063

668

481

9

6

13

10

8

133 114,061 iia-r;'

06 85,44* tf.^

138 1J0.5J! I****

155

8)

120.UI I.V>"

83.4 li ***•

IS 16 48 *9t WW ****
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The nrrondissement of Mficon contains the following

towns:—M5con. pop. in 1831, 10,998; in 1836, 11,944
[MacoH]; and Tournus, pop. 4316 town, 5311 whole com-
mune, on the Sadne ; Lugny, on a small feeder flowing from
the Charolats heights into the Sadne; Matour and Cluny,
pop. 3368 town, 4152 whole commune [Cluny], on or near
the Grftne ; St. Gengou, between the Grone and theGaye

;

and Roraenay, east of the Sadne, between the Seille and
ihe 8ane Vive, one of the affluents of the Sane. Toumus
a pleasantly situated at the foot of a little hill on the bank
of the Sadne, over which there is a good wooden bridge

:

the houses are indifferently built; there are two public

walks, and a quay along the river. The townsmen manu-
facture hats, blankets, cotton counterpanes, beet-root sugar,

and potash: they send a great quantity of good building-

stone to Lyon by the river, and carry on trade in corn and
wine. There are twelve yearly fairs. Tnere is a tribunal of

commerce. Greuze, the painter, was born at Toumus.
Matour is pleasantly situated in a grazing country : it has
twelve yearly fairs. St. Gengou, or St. Gengoux, is in a
district producing some of the best wine in this part of

Prance, in which the townsmen carry on a considerable

trade; they manufacture hats and leather, and have six

cattle- fairs in the year.

In thearrondisementof Autun are—Autun, population in

1831, 86 It) town, 392 1 whole commune; in 1 8 56, 10,435 com-
mune [AuTUit], on the Arroax ; Lucenay-PEveque, on the

Creusevanx, a feeder of the Arroux ; Issy-FEv8que, on the

Somme; and Montcenis, and Couches, between the Arroux
and the Dheone. Montcenis is on a hill in the coal-mining

district, and at the foot of the hill, near the town, is the village

ofCreuzot or Creusot,population 3117, celebrated for its glass-

works, which are among the most important in France for

makingand cutting flint glass, and for its foundry of cannon
for the navy, with the connected iron-works for the manu-
facture of heavy iron goods. From 1500 to 2000 workmen
are employed in the coal and iron mines, iron-works, glass-

works, &c , of these places and the surrounding villages.

In the arrondissementofCharolles are—Charolles, popula-

tion in 1831, 2781 town, 2984 whole commune; in 1836,

3226 commune, on the Reconce; Le Bois-Sainte-Marie, on

a small feeder of the Reconce ; Paray-le-Monial. population

2722 town, 3400 whole commune, on the Bourbince ; Per-

recy, on the Oudrache a feeder of the Bourbince ; Toulon and
Gueugnon, ou the Arroux ; CronaorCronat, Bourbon-Lancy
[Bourbon-Lancy], La Motte-St.-Jean, Digoin, population

1877 town, 2900 whole commune; Marcigny, population

2102 town, 2620 whole commune; and Semur, all on or

near the Loire ; and La Clayette and Chfiteauneuf on or

near the Sornin. Charolles has one or two fiscal offices, a

subordinate court of justice, a tribunal of commerce, an

agricultural society, and a high school. The townsmen are

engaged m iron-works, which supply wrought iron to the

nailers of St Etienne in the department of Loire, and in pot-

teries. They carry on trade in the wine, wood, and fat cattle

of the surrounding country, which are sent to Paris. Paray-

le-Monial is a tolerably well built town, in a fertile valley

;

it has an hospital and a high-school. The townsmen trade

in corn and have nine yearly fairs. Perrecy and Gueugnon
have iron-works. Digoin, at the junction of the Canal du
Centre with the Loire, carries on a considerable trade, espe-

cially in salt There is a manufactory of earthenware. Six

fairs for cattle are held in the year. The inhabitants of

Marcigny manufacture leather and table linen, and carry on

trade in corn and wine; they have five fairs in the year.

Semur is distinguished as Semur-en-Brionnais, from another

and more important town, Semur-en-Auxois, in the adjacent

department of C6te d'Or. The townsmen trade in corn, wine,

and cattle. Cotton goods and leather are manufactured at

Clayette. At Chauffailes, near Chfiteauneuf, is a considerable

linen factory.

In tbearrondissement of Ch&ions are— ChSlons sur-Sa6ne,

population in 1831, 12,220; in 1836, 12,400 [Chalons-sur-

Sa6ne]; and Verdun sur Sadne, population 1796, on the

Sadne ; Chagny, population 2989, on the Dheune ; Givry,

population 2882, and Bourgneuf, between the Gaye and the

Dheune; Mont St. Vincent, between the Gaye and the

Bourbince; Buxy, population 1954, between theGaye and the

Grdne ; and Grand Senecey, or Senecev le Grand, popu-

lation 2406, between the Gr6ne and Saone. Verdun-sur-

Sadne is immediately below the junction of theDoubs with

the Sadne, on the left or east bank of the latter. It was a

fortified town in the middle ages, and was often taken and

retaken. The towsmen manufacture pottery and earthen-
ware, and carry on trade in corn, wine, and fruit They
have three yearly fairs. Chagny is rather a pretty town itt

the midst of a country of vineyards, but the wines are notot
the best quality. The townsmen carry on considerable
trade, and have five yearly fairs. Bourgneuf consists prin-
cipally of one wide street, of which one side is in the com-
mune of Bourgneuf, the other in that of Touches. It is a
pretty town of 1200 inhabitants. The country round Givry
produces excellent wines. Mont St. Vincent is sometimes
culled Belveder (Belvidere), from the fine prospect which,
from its situation on a lofty eminence, it commands. The
chief trade is in wool. There are six yearly fairs. Senecey
le Grand is a handsome well-built town, though small
The townsmen carry on trade in corn aud wine. They have
six yearly fairs.

In the arrondisseraent of Louhans are—Louhans, popula-
tion in 1831, 3411 ; in 1836, 3674; and Cuisery, population
1732, on the Seille; Sainte Croix, on the Solman ; Cuiseau
or Cu.seaux, population 1753, on a branch of the Solman

;

Montpont, on the Sane Vive, one of the streams which unite
to form the Sane ; Bellevesvre, on a feeder of the Seille ; and
Met vans, on the Guiotte. Louhans is an old town, with the
upper stories of the houses projecting over the causeway.
It has an hospital, an agricultural society, and a hiirh school,
besides some judicial and fiscal government offices. It

stands on the left bank of the river Seille, the navigation of
which commences here. The town is a mart for the manu-
factures of Lyon and Switzerland, and there are some iron-

works. There are nine yearly fairs. The townsmen of
Cuiseaux or Cuiseau (sometimes written Cuzeau), the
country of the historian Paradin, carry on trade in corn, wine,
and poultry, There are nine yearly fairs.

The population of the towns giveu above, is, where not
otherwise mentioned, that of the whole commune, and from
the census of 1831.

The department constitutes the diocese of Autun, in the
ecclesiastical province of Lyon and Vienne. It is in the
jurisdiction of the Cour Royale of Dijon, and of the Aca-
demic Universitaire of that city. It is in the eighteenth
military division, the head quarters of which are at Dijon. It

sends seven members to the Chamber of Deputies.
In respect of education this department is behind the

average of the French departments. Of the young men en-
rolled in the military census of 1828-29, only 32 in every
100 could read and write, the average of the departments
being e little under 40 m the 106.

In the earliest historic period this part of France was
chiefly comprehended in the territories of the Aedui and
the Sequani, two Celtic nations, separated from eaoh other
by the Arar or Sadne, the Sequani being on the east and
the Aedui on the west of that river. The south-western
part, known in the middle ages as the district of Brionnais,

appears to have been the seat of the Aulerci Brannovtcaa
or Brannovii, a people dependent on the Aedui, mentioned
in the present copies of Ccesar as two nations, but whom
D'Anville is inclined to consider as only one. The Aedui
were, under the Romans, comprehended in the province of

Lugdunensis Prima, the Sequani in Maxima Sequanorum,
a subdivision of the province of Belgica.

Several Gallic or Roman towns were within the limits of

this department. Bibracte, which Caesar describes as the

principal town of the Aedui (De Bell. Oalln I 23; vii. 55),

and to which the Romans gave the name of Augustodunum
( Airyovorotwoe or AiryowrrMwov, PtoJ.), may be identified

with the modern Autun, a placeremarkable for its antiquities.

[Autun.] Cabilonum, mentioned by Caesar (De Bell. Gall*
vii. 90) and by several subsequent writers, and Matisco, also

mentioned by Caesar (De Bell. Gall., vii. 90), are the modern
Chfilons and Macon. The modern names of these three

towns are obviously derived by corruption from the antient

ones. The Boxum and Teionnum, or, by a probable correc-

tion of D'Anville,Teionnum of the Peutinger Table, may be
recognised in the village of Bussiere, and in the little town
of Toulon on the Arroux ; and the Aquae Nisineii and Po-

crinium of the same auth rity, m the town of Bourbon
Lancy and the village of Porigny or Perigny on the Loire.

The Pons Dubis of the Peutinger Table was probably on the

Doubs just within the limits of this department. Tinurtium,

mentioned in the Antonine Itinerary and the Peutinger

Table, is identified by D'Anville with Toumus. The place

'duodecimum apud lapidem' (i.e. the twelfth milestone

from Augustodunum), where the Aeduan rebellion under
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Sacrovir was put down by Silius (Tacit., Annalium, lib. iil.,

cap. 45, 46), must have been near Couches, between Autun
and Chfilons. The subsequent changes of this purl of France
are noticed elsewhere. [Bourgoone.]

SA6NE, HAUTE, a department in the eastern part

of France, bounded on the north by the department of

Vosges, on the east by that of Haut Rhin, on the south by

that of Doubs, on the southwest by that of Jura, on the

west by that of C5:e d'Or, and on the north-west by that of

Haute Marne. Its form is tolerably compact, approximating

to an oval. The greatest length is from east-north-cast to

west- south- west, fiom thejunclion of the three departments

of Vosges. Haute SaSne, and Haut Rhin, to the border near

Gray, 7
4
2 miles; the greatest breadth, at right angles to the

length, is from the neighbourhood of Jonvelle, on the

Sadue, to the bank of the Oignon near Rougemont in the

department of Doubs, 38 miles. The area of the department

U estimated at 2056 square miles. The population in 1831

was 338,910; in 1836, 343.298; showing an increase in five

years of 4388, or rather more than 1 per cent., and giving

1G7 inhabitants to a square mile. In area and amount of po-

pulation it is below the average of the French departments;
but in density of population is just about the average. In
area it may be compared with the English county of Nor-
folk; but falls short of it both in amount and density of
population. Vesoul, the chief town, is on the Drejon, a
feeder of the Sadne, 193 miles in a direct.line south-east of
Paris, or 210 miles by the road through Provins, Troyes,

Cliauroont, and Langres.

The eastern side of the department is occupied by the
branches of the Vosges, the main ridge of which is just

upon the border. The principal elevations are Le
Ballon de Servance, 3967 feet ; and Le Ballon de Lure,
3718 feet. A range of heights branching from the Vosges
skirts the right bank of the Oignon, as far as the road be-

tween'Ve«oul and Besancon, and indeed rather farther; and
some of the branches of the Faucilles overspread the north-

ern portion of the department, near the banks of the Sa6ne
and the Semousse.
The eastern extremity of the department is occupied by

the primary rocks which form the nucleus of the Vosges.
The country on the west and south of this primary district

is occupied by the sandstone of the Vosges and other of the
lower secondary formations, but the greater part of the de-

partment is occupied by the secondary formations which in-

tervene between the cretaceous group and the sandstone of
theVosges. The minerals are granite (red and grey), porphyry
(purple aud j;reen), freestone, stone for lithography, and excel-

lent grindstones, gypsum, and a white sand valuable for the
manufacture of glass. There were in 1834 four coal-pits in

work, giving employment to between 400 and 500 miners and
others, and yielding that year 36,303 tons of coal. In 1835
the produce was only 16,128 tons. Peat is also procured.
Iron ore is abundant : there were, in 1 834, 45 establishments
for the manufacture of pig and wrought iron and steel,

comprehending 37 furnaces for the making of pig-iron, 53
forges for the production of wrought-iron, and 5 forges for
steel. Charcoal was the fuel almost exclusively employed.
There are several mineral-springs, of which those of

Luxeuil, a town at the foot of the Vosges, on the river
Breuchin, are the most frequented.

The department belongs to the basin of the Sadne, a sub-
division of the more extensive basin of the Rhone. The
Sadne enters the department on the north side, at about
25 or 30 miles from its source, between ChStillon sur-Saflne
and Jonvelle: it flows southward, though with some consi-
derable bends, to the junction of the Drejon ; after which
it turns to the south-west, and flows in a very winding
channel past Seveux and Gray, into the department of
Cdte d'Or. That part of its course which belongs to this
department may be estimated at about 80 miles ; the navi-
gation, which, according to Brum's Map of France, com-
mences at Seveux above Gray, may be estimated at nearly
30 miles; but the official statements give the navigation
at only 15 miles. The* principal tributaries which it re-
ceives are the Coney, the Superbe, the Lautenne or Lan-
terue, the Drejon. the Romain, the Morte, and the Oignon,
on the left bank ; and the Amain e, the Gourgeon, and
the Saulon on the right bank. Of these the Oignon is the
roost important: it rises near the eastern extremity of the
department amid the Vosges, and Hows south-west, partly
within, partly upon the border, 90 miles into the Sadne.
There are no canals.

There are five government roads, having an
length (on 1st Jan., 1837) of 180 miles ; ?a. 145 i

good repair, 29 out of repair, and 6 unfinished. The prav
cipal road is that from Paris to Vesoul, Befort, and Est m
Basel in Switzerland, which enters the department bwjmi
Fay-le- Billot (Haute Marne), and runs through Psrt^ar-
Sadne to Vesoul ; and from tbance by Lure to Bemrt. fink
branching from this, one at Langres(Haute Max**), and ta«

other between Fay-le-Billot and Porl-tur-S*6o*, rma a.

Gray, from which town there are roads to Dyon and ITi aa
con, in the adjacent departmenu of Cdte d'Or and Do»k
Koads run from Vesoul to Besancon, and to Epical m tar

department of Vosges. The departmental roads have ac

aggregate length of 252 miles, all in good repair : the by*
roads have an extent ofabove 2000 miles.

The climate of the department is milder than that af KW
neighbouring departments ; the heat of summer and iht

cold of winter are less intense, and the autumn is arnaflj

fine ; but the spring is variable owing to the changes of less-

perature produced by the melting of the snowsm the ssnrV
bouring mountains. The soil is on the whole fertile, fa*
area may be estimated at 1,300,000 acres in round oa
of which about 640,000 acres, or almost one hal£ ate \

the plough. The quantity of wheat raised U abeai
average produce of the departments, in rye and masiin <«
and rye mixed), in msixe, barley, and oats oontideisUv I

the average, especially in oats. From the extent how «•

which the potato is cultivated, the inhabitants are eaafci*4

to spare their corn, of which a considerable quantity si tea;
to the departments of the south. Millet, best-rose, pen*.
and seeds for oil are also grown. The meadows eccse* as
area of nearly 150,000 acres: they are chicly eJenf tea
banks of the Sadne and Oignon, and afford sboodsle* d
good pasture. The heaths and open' passages occstv
nearly 55,000 acres. The number of horned cattle, espe-
cially oxen, is above the average ; but the number of bom
and still more of sheep, is below the average. Thadreagat
horses are in good repute. Pigs, goats, and aasas are reared,
but the mule is rare. The vineyards occupy nearly 3*\S*s
acres, and the produce is about equal to the even**
of the departments, but the wine is of very ordinary unalm
The woods occupy nearly 400,000 acres, and contain ahci-
dance of oak, beach, and hornbeam; on the slopes «f
the Vosges there is abundance of fir timber: the else, t*»
ash, the maple, and the aspen are not common. The west
the fox, the squirrel, and the otter are common. Game »
tolerably plentiful, especially the hare, the rabbit, the ptrt-

ridge, the rail, the woodcock, the snipe, the wild dock, in*
quail, the thrush, and the ortolan. The rivers abound mur
fish, including trout, carp, pike, barbel, eels, and crsyask
The department is divided into three i

follows :

—

Situation.

Vesoul Central
Lure N.E.
Gray S.W.

Aratia
8q.M.
740
701

615

1831

113,200

137,473

88,237

was. ur,. ut
114,018 Sit li

139,381 111 14

89,899 188 7

9056 338,910 343,298 (51 V
The number of cantons or districts, each under a j satin

of the peace, has, since the above Return, been sntreaand a*

twenty-eight
In the arrondissement of Vesoul are—Vesoul, f nahan

in 1831, 5482 town, or 5583 whole commune ; in lfr3*\ SaSJ
for the commune, on the Drejon ; Jonvelle, Port anr ftafru,
population 1965 town, or 2067 whole commune, and Scr*
on the Sadne; Jussey, population 2705, on the AsnaarV.
Amance, on the Superbe; Faverney, on the Lancer**,
Momboron, on the Oignon; and Noroy 1'Archsneqwsv •»
the heights which skirt the valley of the Oignon.

Vesoul is not mentioned iu history before the i

tury. In the middle ages it was a place of scans m
About the middle of the sixteenth century, although tfcwo a
German town, it was assailed by a German army, whsesv a*-
turning from an expedition into Breams, determined t*i

~
it; a sudden inundation however alarmed the i

and saved the place. In 1644 it was taken by'
who violated the terms of capitulation, and gars it sat
pillage. Upon the uniou of La Franehs Comic to Fn
the prosperity of the town increased, and several
buildings were constructed. It is well built, sad is a .
with handsome public walks. There are a church, wan a
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handsome high alta* in marble, a town-hall, a court-house,
a covered market, and handsome cavalry barracks, all

erected about the middle of the last century ; there are also
a theatre, an hospital, and public vapour-baths. The towns-
men manufacture calicos and other cottons, braid, hats,

nails, wi ought-iron roofs, and clock and watch works.
There are dye-houses, tan-yards, and bleach-houses for wax.
Trade is carried on in corn, hay, wine, cattle, iron, and
hides: there are twelve yearly fairs. There are a high
s< boot with a cabinet of natural philosophy and natural
history, a public library of 21,000 volumes, an agricultural
society, by which interesting papers on agriculture are peri-

odically published, a society of the sciences and commerce,
and a departmental nursery-ground.

Jonvelle has four fairs in the year for cattle, horses, coarse
woollens and straw hats, of which last two articles a consider-
able quantity is made in the neighbourhood and sold at these
fairs, Port-sur-Sadne occupies the site of Portus Abucini,
a place mentioned in the • Notitia Provinciarum Gallise

:'

numerous fragments of Roman tiles, the remains of an
aqueduct, tessellated pavements, and medals have been dug
up. The place suffered much in the wars of the fifteenth

and sixteenth centime*; it has the ruins of a strong castle

in an island of the Saone. The townsmen manufacture
candles, iron, and wool-combers' cards; form boats or rafts

of timber for ship-building or other purposes, which are sent
down the river to the ports of the Mediterranean ; and trade
in corn, cattle, and iron. There are seven yearly fairs.

There is a handsome bridge over the Saone. Scey, distin-

guished as Scey-sur- Sadne, is a busy little place, with iron-

works, and a considerable corn-trade ; there is a bridge of
fourteen arches over the Sadne. Scey has six fairs in the

year. At Jussey fine clock and watch works are made ; and
there are five yearly fairs for horses and cattle, and the

coarse woollens and straw hats manufactured in the district.

At Faverney trade is carried on in corn and wine. Cotton-

weaving and dyeing are carried on at Noroy-1 Archeveque,
otherwise Noroy-le-Bourg. There are many iron-works,
and potteries at villages and hamlets in the arrondisseraent.

In the arrondissement of Lure are—Lure, population in

183 J, 2847; in 1836, 2950; and Villersexel, on or near the

Oignon ; Grange-le Bourg, on a tributary of the Marcour,
which joins the Oiguon ; Hericourt, population 2644 town,

2907 whole commune, on a feeder of the Doubs; Faucogney
and Luxeuil, population 3570, on the Breuchin; and Con-
flans, on the Lanterne; St. Loup, population 2601 town,

2663 whole commune, on the Semousse (called also the
Angrone), a feeder of the Lanterne ; and Vauvillers, not far

from the Coney. Lure was antiently celebrated for its

abbey, founded in the reign of Clotaire II ; it became a
Benedictine abbey, and was secularised in 1764. The sub-

prefect occupies the former residence of the abbot. The
town consists principally of one long and very wide street,

into which some smaller streets or lanes open ; the holies

are low, but tolerably well built. The inhabitants have tan-

yards and dye-houses, and carry on trade in leather, iron,

corn, timber, and cheese. There are eight yearly fairs for

cattle, draught horses, and straw hats made in the district.

There are a subordinate court of justice, an agricultural

society, a seminary for priests, and a school of commerce.
Villersexel or ViUerssexel is in the midst of an iron-

making district. Grange-le Bourg has four yearly fairs

for cattle of every kind, woven goods, and straw hats. Heri-

court is a busy town ; it has a factory for spinning cotton-

yarn, where steam is the moving power; and various kinds

of cotton goods are manufactured, also linens, cotton and
woollen hosiery, and chamois and other leatbert There are

dye-houses. There is a monthly fair for cattle, straw hats,

and hardwares. Hericourt has an antient castle. Faucogney
has some cotton and linen manufactures: hones for razors

are dug near the town. Luxeuil is pleasantly situated, and
haa mineral waters which were known to the Romans, who
called the place Lixovium : an inscription found in the ruins

of the autient baths, and preserved in the town-hall, runs as

follows:— L1XOV1I . THERM. REPAR. LAB1ENVS . IVSSV . C.

ivx. cabs. imp. The baths at present are six in number,
supplied from hot and cold springs, and are much fre-

Sueuted. The town was ruined by Attila, but revived on
le foundation of a monastery bere in the seventh century by

the Irish saint Columban, which continued down to the sup-

pression of religious houses at the Revolution. The town was
pillaged by the Saracens in the eighth century. The towns-

men manufacture leather, hats offelt and straw, hardwares,

clock and watch works, and tin-plate wares; they have dye
houses ; and carry on trade in kirschenwasser (cherry-waterl
fruits, mill-stones, and timber : there are six yearly fairs. St.

Loup is in the centre of a considerable manufacture of straw
hats; the townsmen also manufacture druggets, currycombs,
chamois and other leather ; there are oil-presses, flour-mills, a
brewery, a tile-yard, and some other works, all comprehended
in one vast establishment. There are candle-manufactories,
tan-yards, and glass-houses at Vauvillers. There are several

important manufacturing establishments at the villages in

this arrondissement ; there are cotton-mills for spinning yarn,
and factories for weaving cotton, one of which, at Vy-les-

Lure, near the Oignon, gives employment to five hundred
persons ; vellum paper, iron goods of various kinds, beer and
kirschenwasser are also made in the district. The chief

mineral treasures of the department are found in this arron-

dissement, in which granite; coal, peat, brick-earth, grind-

stones, and manganese are dug. A considerable quantity
of timber and deals are also procured.

In the arrondissement of Gray are—Gray, population in

1831, 5937; in 1836, 6535, on the Sadne; Champlitte. popu-
lation 3535 town, 3835 whole commune, and Dampierre on
the Saulon ; Gy, population 2848, on the Morte ; and Mar-
nay and Pesmes, population 1582, on the Oignon. Gray is

not mentioned before the eleventh century ; it was fortified

in the time of the emperor Charles V., but Louis XIV., on
gaining possession of it, demolished the fortifications. The
town is built on the slope of a hill rising from the river,

and is commanded by the ruins of an antient castle formerly
inhabited by the dukes of Bourgogne. The streets are
crooked and steep, but the houses are built with tolerable

regularity. There are cavalry barracks, a theatre, a foun-
tain, a public walk, an exchange, two hospitals, and several
parish churches. Before the Revolution there were as many
as eight convents. Some woollen cloth and other articles

are manufactured ; but the chief business of the town arises

from iis situation on the Saone, on which river goods are
here embarked from different parts of Lorraine, Champagne,
Bourgogne, and La Franche Comte, in order to be sent to

the south of France ; and goods from the south are landed.

There are immense mills on the Sa6ne, comprehending, in

one establishment, a saw-mill, an oil-mill, a fulling-mill

(used also in the preparation of leather), and a flour-mill.

The flour is sent down the river chiefly to Lyon and Mar-
seille. The chief articles of trade are corn, hay, timber,

deals, wine, iron, and colonial produce. Gray has some
government offices, an agricultural society, a college, and a
public library. There are four yearly fairs for cattle, horses,

woven goods, and straw hats. At Champlitte, linens,

druggets, and hats are manufactured; and trade in corn and
wine carried on : there is a bleaching-house for wax ; and
there are five yearly fairs. At Gy, druggets, cotton goods,

and vinegar are made, and considerable trade is carried on
in wine : there are six considerable fairs in the year. Pesmes
has some iron-works and the ruins of a castle : the town is

pleasantly situated on a hill slopingdown to the Oignon: there

are four yearly fairs. Iron-works are numerous in this arron

dissement.

The population, when not mentioned to be otherwise, is

that of the commune, and from the census of 1831.

This department, with that of Doubs, constitutes the
archiepiscopal diocese of Besancon ; it is included in the

jurisdiction of the Cour Royale and the Academic Univer-
sitaire of that city. There is a Lutheran consistory at Hen-
court. The department returns four members to the Cham-
ber of Deputies. It is included in the sixth military division,

the head-quarters of which are at Besancon.
In respect of education, this department is considerably

in advance of the average of the French departments. In
1828-29, of every 100 young men enrolled in the military

census, 59 could read and write, the average of France being
rather under 40. The inhabitants are generally large and
swarthy, remarkable for strength rather than agility, and
for courage and perseverance rather than refinement.

In the earliest historical period this part of France was
comprehended in the territory of the Sequani, except a
portion of the western side of the department, which was
included in the territory of the Lingones. These were both,

as it appears, Celtic nations, but their country was included

in Gallia Belgica on the division of Gaul into four provinces

by Augustus Cossar : the Lineones were however afterwards

taken from Belgica and added to Gallia Lugdunensis ; upon
the subdivision of which they were included in Lugdunensift
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Prima. The Sequani, in the subdivision of Belgica, were

included in the province of Maxima SeqUanorura. The
following Roman towns appear to have been included in the

limits of the department!—Port us Abucini, and Luxovium
or Lixovium, already noticed ; Didattium, supposed to be in

the neighbourhood of Jussey, at a place where the remains

of vast buildings and roads, statues, reliefs, and medals have

been found ; Segobodium, now Seveux, at the commence-
ment of the navigation of the Sadne, above Gray ; Velato-

durum or Velatudurum, probably on the Oignon, not far

from Montboson; and Amagetobriga or Admagetobriga
(the spot where Ariovistus the German defeated the Aedui
just before Caesar's conquest of Gaul), placed by some at

the junction of the Oignon and the Sa6ne, just on, or

perhaps beyond, the boundary of the department. These
were all in the territory of the Buquani. The only town of

the Lingones, which is supposed to have been in this de-

partment, was Varcia, which appears to have been about

8 or 9 miles north-west of Seveux, on a site not ascer-

tained. In the middle ages this department formed part of

La Comte do Bourgogne, or the province of La Franche
Corate. [Franchk Comte'.]

SAP, in vegetable physiology, is the fluid which plants

imbibe from the soil in which they are placed, and is the

great source from which they are nourished, and their

various peculiar secretions produced. One of the most
important conditions of the growth of plants is, that they

be placed in circumstances to absorb from the soil those con-

stituents of which their sap is composed. The constituents

of sap may be divided into those which are essential, or

necessary for the growth of all plants, and those which are

special, or necessary only for the growth of particular plants

or families of plants. The elementary bodies which form
the essential constituents of sap are carbon, oxygen, hydro-

gen, and nitrogen. These bodies are capable of uniting

with each other and forming a great number of secondary

combinations, and are seldom, if ever, absorbed in a pure

state by plants. The forms in which they enter the plant

and constitute its essential ingredients are those of carbonic

acid, water, and ammonia. The sources from whence plants

mostly derive these are the soil in which they grow and the

atmosphere. It is not precisely known from which of these

two sources plants derive the greater proportion of the con-

stituents of their sap. The atmosphere appears to be the

luteal source from whence tho carbonic acid and ammonia
is supplied, and the soil would appear to supply the greatest

quantity of water. But whatever may be the amount of

these ingredients absorbed by plants from the atmosphere
through the agency of their bark and leaves, all of them
are found to enter the stems of plants through absorption

by their roots.

The constituents of the sap which are not necessary for

the growth of all plants are principally the metallic oxides,

which it is well known enter very largely into the compo-
sition of some plants. The most common of these are the

oxides of potassium, sodium, calcium, and magnesium.
These oxides occur in combination with various acids, but
the acid is not found to exercise so much influence on the

plant as the ba?e. Although any of these oxides when
presented in solution would be absorbed by plants, it would
be only those adapted to the peculiar habit of the plant

that would be appropriated. Thus plants which grow na-
turally on the sea-shore, and require soda for their growth,
will take up potassa when presented to them in combina-
tion with soda, but they would reject the potassa by excre-

tion and retain the soda. [Root.] The sap therefore which
is found in plants varies in composition both from the
nature of the soil and the nature of the plant.

From the soil the sap is conveyed by the roots into the
plant, and is not long before it undergoes certain changes
in its composition, but the nature of these changes, and
the period at which they take place, are not well known.
It is however a fact that the nearer a tree is tapped to its

root, the more fluid rs the sap which exudes. The channels
through which the sap passes in its upward course are also

a subject of difficulty. Various observers have contended for

each ofthe different tissues being the sole conveyorof this fluid,

but it is most probable that, with the exception of the spiral

vessels, which seem appropriated to tho conveyance of air,

all the tissues of a plant are engaged in conveying sap.

There are some parts which seem to convey more than
others, and the younger tissues are always more filled with
fluid than the older Thus, when the trunk of a tree is

cut through in spring, sap will be seen to

parts of the cut surface, but in greatest quantities I

alburnum or sapwood, the most recently formed per
the timber.

By whatever channels the sap pursues its op
we find that it undergoes great changes between the

\

of its absorption from the soil and it* ultimate diepc

in the secretions of the plant The most important if the*
changes is the loss of a large portion of that weter wmrh *
possessed when first absorbed. This water is Rot rid ofby rh*

process or exhalation, which is not the mere crapemtno sf

the water, but consists in a vital process, which appeal i to

be analogous to insensible perspiration in animal*. In the
way it has been ascertained that a common aunttoooa . these

feet in height, will lose one pound four ounces of vntar
every day ; and a common cabbage one pound three ooanav
Hales contrived to measure the force with which plant* eq-

ualed during the summer, and computed that in asms
plants it was five times as great as that which itnoem the

olood in the crural artery ofa horse. The part of lie etas*

in which this process goes on most rapidly is the lent wnah.
from its extensive surface and delicate streetore. is eel
adapted for the performance of the function. Per thai par*
pose however the leaf is endowed with especial
called stomates. The stomates are small openings
cuticle of the leaf, the number of which va
in different leaves, aud the process of exhalation beers a

direct proportion to their number. Exhalation cess «a
principally during the day, under the influence of the fcrbt

of the sun, and almost completely ceases when the ssnVt rem
are withdrawn. It is on this account that plants Issse as

rapidly their freshness on exposure to the light of the eon,
when they have been plucked, or otherwise deprived of the
means of obtaining a fresh supply of water. Freit ta fee*

pical climates is thus kept constantly cool white on ms
plant by the loss of moisture from its surface, and n eso>
stant supply of fresh juices from the cool earth. Thai fret

may be taken advantage of in horticulture, in tnnesmae-
ing, which should be avoided in hot weather, and when the

plant is full of leaves, as under these liniuiiilsiwea s
would be likely to he destroyed by exhalation.

Subsequently to the process of exhalation, tho sen as the
leaves was at one time supposed to undergo a pi in em esne-

lar to that of respiration in animals, during whsch m*
carbon of the sap united with the oxygen of tho air. and
carbonic acid, was given off. This process appeared to mm
place in the upper surface of the leaves ; and it van con-
cluded that the upper layer of cells in the leaf wore eVmssd
to respiration, and the under to digestion. The eonrJesssa
that plants respired as well as animals was arrived aft hem
the fact of plants constantly giving out a small nornen of

carbonic acid gas, especially at night. This lishsjrtasni
arises from the carbonic acid which plants absorb not hsaag
entirely decomposed, and again returning into the none*
sphere. Whilst the sap is in the leaf, an important change
takes place which has been called digestion : it i

cipally in the decomposition of carbonic acid, tho cmngont
its oxygen into the air, and the combination of the cartas
with other elements to form the various secretwas of to*

plant, such as gum, sugar, starch, lignine, &c [8ncnxvaaon.
Vegetable.] The mode in which the carbonjc ncsi m
introduced into the leaf was at one time supposed tears*
from the union of the carbon of the nap with the oxygen af

the atmosphere; bet from the statements of Liew*£.tht
whole of the carbonic acid could not be derived from she
source, as plants can always be made to produce mere car-

bon after their growth than was contained in tho sad sa

which they grew. By calculations on an extensive seahx
Liebig proves that there must be some source of mi bee as-

dependent of tho soil. Besides this, as aU enrwesnnssos
matter in the soil must have been originally derived fjmi
plants, it is necessary that the first plants should harm had
some other source of carbon. This source is ta

which is constantly supplied with
breathing of animals and other
abundant magazine of food for the vegetable amrhL la
this way plants perform a very important fanetaon m the
economy of creation. The carbonic acid which, a*rmns>
latins' in the atmosphere, would become injurious m i

life, is removed ; and not only is the noxxroe h
removed, but it is decomposed ; and the pore oxyg
it contains, and which is as essential to annual hmosmf
bonic ncid is .r.^rious, is ^i.vn eni.
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The necessity of light for the carrying on the processes of

txhalation, the absorption and decomposition of carbonic

itcid, and the fixation of carbon, is seen in the result of
placing plants in the dark. In the Hist place their stems
become weak from the accumulation of water and the ab-

sence of solid secretions; and in the second place they lose

their colour, or the young shoots are entirely destitute of it.

A knowledge of this fact is made use of in horticulture for

the purpose of rendering those plants available as articles of

diet that would otherwise be too tough and acrid for the

table. This is the case with celery, asparagus, &c, the

parta which are eaten of these plants havinz been excluded

from the influence of light under the soil in which they

grew. This process is called etiolation, and all plants may
So made to partake more or less of this quality by a total or

nartial withdrawal of the light. The loss of colour arises

from an insufficient fixation of carbon, of which the green

colouring matter of the leaves is composed. This colouring

matter exists in the form of globules in the cells of cellular

tissue, and is there called chromale. It is probable that the

varied and beautiful colours of the (lowers of plants are de-

pendent on some modifications of tho same substance.

From the period that the sap is absorbed by the roots to

the time (hat the various secretions of the plants are elabo-

rated, it is in a state of constant motion. This motion is

called the circulation of the sap, but it is not intended to

convey by the term circulation the idea that the movement
in the fluids of plants is similar to that which takes place

in the blood of animals, which is constantly sent out from

ami returned to a central point. The motions of the fluid

in plants are of two kinds, general and special. The general

motions of the sap are those of ascent and descent, both of

which may be rendered apparent by cutting through the

trunk of a tree, when not only the cut surface below will

present an exudation of iuice in its ascending course, but

the cut surface above will preseut fluid that is descending.

The existence and amount of the fluids thus circulating in

plants has been demonstrated by an ingenious apparatus

invented by M. Biot. By means of a groove in the lower

surface of a hole in the' stem of a tree, and a little trough

applied to the upper surface, he measured the amount
of ascending and descending juices, and also the influence

of external circumstances upon the flow of the fluid. It

was observed by M. Biot that the descending current is more
dense and saccharine than the asreuding, although this is

subject to slight alterations during rain. Light is the prin-

cipal agent in modifying the flow. Mild weather facilitates

the ascent of the sap ; and a sudden cold, by contracting the

tree, appears to promote its descent. If the cold continues,

the ground hardens, and the sap again ascends. If a thaw

succeeds a frost, the roots require replenishing, and a down-

ward current is established. The ascent of the sap, which

is so strong in spring, ceases when the leaves are fully ex-

panded. After the middle of summer, the sun's rays have

esa power, the leaves also are obstructed by the deposition of

secretions, the whole tree attains a state of plethora, and

there is then an increase of the descending juices.

The cause of the progression of the sap in plants has ever

been a fruitful source of speculation. Malpighi supposed that

it depended on the contraction and dilatation of the air en-

closed in the air-vessels. Borelli attributed it to the con-

densation and rarefaction of the air and fluids of the plant.

Du Hamel, who was also supported by Linnaeus, accounted

for it by the agency of heat. Hales demonstrated the in-

sufficiency of this principle, but did not adopt one less

objectionable. Capillary attraction has long been a favourite

theory in explaining these motions, but it is liable to the same

objections that all purely physical theories are, with regard

to the movements of the fluids in plants and animals. Those

botanists who have referred these movements to a vital

agency have not been more happy. Brugmanns, Coulon,

Saussure, and others adopted the theory of vegetable irita-

bility. The vessels in which the sap was contained were

supposed to be susceptible of the action of stimuli, and when

tho sap, which acted as a stimulus, was applied to them, the

vessels contracted and the sap was propelled. Knight

referred the propulsion of sap to contraction and dilatation

not of the vessels, but of the medullary plates or rays.

But the most recent theory and that which has received

tho sanction of the largest number of botanists, though far

from being unobjectionable, is that of Dutrochet. He attri-

butes the motions of the sap to the action of Exosmose and

Endosmose. [Endosmos^.J

lc

The special motions of the juices of plants are of two
kinds, the first called rotation, the second cyclosis.

1. It is now nearly a century ago since Corti observed a
rotatory movement of the sap in the cells of Caulinia fragilis,

au Italian plant, and his observations were subsequently
followed up by Amici, Fontana, and Treviranus, especially

the first. It was ascertained by these observers that this

motion was not at all confined to the plant in which it was
first seen, but that it existed in many others, as Valisneria,
Hydrocharis, Potamogeton, &c. But of all the plants in

which it exists, it may be seen to most advantage in the

Chara. Seme of the species of this genus are common in

Great Britain, and are found inhabiting ponds and ditches

The whole stem of these plants is covered with an incrusta-

tion of carbonate of lime, which is attached to their epidermis,

and which must be scraped off before the cells can be ex-
posed. If the cells thus exposed be examined with a micro-
scope of the^,th of an inch focal length, or even less, tho
movement spoken of may be easily witnessed. It is then
found to consist of the constant motion of a number of little

green globules, varying in size, which pass up on one side,

and turning round the top of the cell, pass down the other
side, and again ascend. According to Meyen, these globules
are composed of various substances, the larger ones being
grains of starch, others little bladders coloured by chloro-

phyle ; and some, drops of oil. The currents which theso

globules indicate are entirely confined to the cell in which
they occur, the motions in one cell not in any manner in-

terfering with those in the next. Meyen states that the

direction in which the globules move is in some measure
dependent upon the internal structure of the cell, which is

clothed with a number of little green bodies arranged some-
times in a longitudinal and sometimes in a spiral direction.

The movement of the current is always on a line with these

bodies, which are mostly arranged longitudinally in the young
cells and spirally in the older ones. The rapidity with which
the globules move in the cells depends in some measure on
the age of the plant, but it mostly fails in proportion to the

time which it has been withdrawn from connection with sur-

rounding parts. The motion is increased by a range of tem-

perature between 55° and 7 7° Fahr., and decreased by a greater

amount of cold or heat The motion may frequently be
restored after it has stopped, especially in cold weather, by
immersing it in warm water. According to Schulz this

motion is also visible in the Alga), Fungi, Lichens, Mosses,

NaiadacesD, Podoslemacese, Zosterace©, Hepaticero, Lemna,
and Ceratophyllum. It is not observed in the higher forms

of plants, but in these its place appears to be taken by the

second kind of special motions, of which we shall now speak,

called Cyclosis.

2. Cyclosis is a motion of the fluids of plants which was
first described by Professor Schulz of Berlin. Although his

views on this subject have long been before botanUts, it was
not till 1839 that his essay ' Sur la Circulation et sur les

Vaisseaux La tici feres dans les Plantes' was published. It

was to this essay that the physical prize of the Royal Aca-
demy of Sciences of Paris was awarded in 1833.

According to Schulz, this motion of the sap takes place

in a peculiar kind of tissue called cinenchyma, or latici-

ferous tissue. [Tissues, Vegetable.] This tissue is com-
posed of vessels which are observed in three different states.

— 1, broad and expanded; 2, narrow and contracted; 3,

articulated. These forms are capable of passing one into

the other, and are met with in the same plant. 1 hey ap-

pear to be the same vessels as those described by Malpighi

and Moldenhawer under the name of va*a propria. These

vessels as described by Schulz are found in nearly alt the

exogenous and endogenous plants, and always in those

which possess spiral vessels. In those families or species

which do not possess spiral vessels, the intercellular rotation

is found taking the place of cyclosis. The parts of the

plant in which the laticiferous tissue is most easily observed

are the root, stem, petiole, peduncle, and flower. It is easily

found in the stipules and bark of the fig. in the valves of

the fruit of Chelidonium, the bark of Acer platanoides, and

the interior of the sepals of Calistegia sepium. It is most

easily seen in young plants.

Through this tissue a fluid passes, sometimes clear, but

more frequently milky, to which the name of latex is given.

The latex appears to be a portion of the fluids of the plant

more slightly organised, and separated from the rest. It is

viscid, insoluble in water, coloured mostly while but some-

times yellow, red, and brown, and is often transparent. It
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abounds with minute globules which give it its colour, and
according to Scbult constitute the living part of the latex.

These globules oscillate in the latex, and when the latter is

separated from the plant, they coagulate, and leave a fluid

lymph or serum. This property is not found in other vege-

table secretions, and in this respect presents a remarkable
similarity to the blood of animal*. In fact the latex seems
to bear the same relation to the system of the plant that the

blood does to the system of the animal, and to be the imme-
diate source of the various secretions of plants.

The cause of these special motions, like that of the blood

in the capillaries of animals, is involved in much obscurity.

That they should continue, several conditions are necessary,

such as heat, light, and all those circumstances essential to

the existence of vital irritability in plants, but none of these

can be assigned as a true cause. Under such circumstances
perhaps it is better not to speculate on the cause, but rather

to observe the facts.

SAP is a mode of executing the trenches at the siege of
a fortress, when the besiegers arrive within such a distance

from the covered-way that the fire from thence becomes too

dangerous to allow the men to work on the ground without
being protected by some covering objects, as gabions, placed
between themselves and the enemy.
The process of sapping varies with the distance from the

works of the fortress and the degree of activity with which
the fire of the defenders is kept up. It is therefore divided
into what is called theJlying sap and the complete ox full
tap. In ordinary circumstances the first begins to be used
in forming the second parallel trench, which may be about
320 yards from the covered-way; and it is executed in the
following manner.

If the distance from the dep6t of siege-materials to the
place of the inteuded trench is not too great, every man
carries two gabions, one on each side of him, or both slung
at his back ; he carries also a pickaxe and a spade, and in

the first case these are fixed in the gabions, but in the

latter he carries them in his hands. If the distance which
the working party has to march is considerable, this burthen
would be too fatiguing, and then each man carries on his

shoulder one gabion together with a pickaxe or a spade.
The work is begun at a night, and when the sappers have
arrived at the ground where the tracing-line for the in*

tended trench has been laid down, they set up their gabions
a few inches in front of that tracing-line, the officers observ-
ing that the row of gabions in its whole length is correctly
placed. The portion of trench to be executed by each sap-
per, or workman, is equal in length to the space covered by
two gabions (about 4 feet) ; the men sit down or otherwise
keep themselves covered till the order is given to commence
digging, and when the number of men who constitute the
working part? is greater than suffices to allow one man to
every two gabions, those who have not room to work retire

to a Utile distance till they are required to relieve the
others. A man may fill his two gabions with earth in about
a quarter of an hour, and then they will be proof against a
musket bullet, except at the place where they touch each
other ; after this the earth obtained in executing the trench
is thrown beyond the gabions towards the fortress. During
the progress of the work the gabions are pushed a little way
outwards at the top, in order that they may effectually
resist the pressure of the earth which they are to retain

,

and they are sometimes crowned by two or three rows of
fascines which are laid upon them in a direction parallel
to the trench.

If the work proceeds by day and night, the parties are
relieved every eight hours; and a trench executed by flving
sap may, in soil of medium tenacity, be completed by three
reliefs of men.
When the approaches of the besiegers have advanced so

near the covered-way that the fire of the defenders will no
longer permit the men to bring the gabions openly to the
ground, the full sap is practised. For this purpose the sappers
are divided into brigades of eight men each ; and of these
a demi-brijrade only of four men is employed in the form-
ation of a single line of trench. The party is provided with
a mantelet (a plate of iron thick enough to be musket-proof,
and capable of being moved forward by being mounted on
small wheels) by which the men may be covered in front;
or, instead of this machine, there is provided for the same
purpose a great gabion called a sap-roller. This is a cylin-
der of basket-work, 6 feet long, and about 4 feet diameter,
and having within it a gabion of equal length, but about

II

2 feet 6 inches diameter ; the axes of the two
coincident, and the space between the exterior of •©• sad

the interior of the other is stuffed with fasciae*, by
means it is rendered musket-proof. The sap-rolavr ti

on iu convex surface is found to be more manege
the mantelet ; and when it is intended to form a
any proposed direction, bv breaking out from one> whs*
has been already executed, it is raised over the per«fsf «t

the latter trench, and gradually lowered on law exssrav

side, being guided by means of a hook, so thai it easy fee**

a position perpendicular to the line of the intended treaem

The leading sapper of the demi-brigade then eerta threetjjb

the parapet, and pushing the sap-roller forward aanaet 1 njst

he hastily places an empty gabion in rear of that «

of the sap- roller which is nearest to the enemy's
order that he may be covered on hit flank: then
behind the gabion, he excavates a portion of a
inches wide, and as many in depth, leaving a
12 inches broad between the gabion and the neevesft c%rcf
the excavation, and throwing the earth into Use pawn
When this portion is dug, the sap-roller is advanced anew* t

feet farther, and another gabion is set up in its- rear, adja-

cent to the former, and in the line of the intended tssejea>;

a short fascine, or two sand-bags (ban (nil of earth), an
placed one above another in the hollow between tW ts*

gabions, in order that a musket-ball may not be able *» ew-

netrate through the screen in that part. The sapper £es
excavates as before, and having filled the second gaewsv a

third is handed to him, which he places and fills aa he Stet-

tinues to advances The second sapper of the squad
the first, keeping a little way in his rear, and t

width only of the trench by 20 inches on the i

farthest from the line of gabions, and be also throw* m*
earth into and beyond the gabions. The third sapper femsw\
and increases the depth only by 1 8 inches on a breadth W«s
inches measured from the rear side of the treasea aware*
the gabions ; and the fourth sapper excavates a peetsws J feet

deep, increasing the breadth of the trench towards taw sear

by 10 inches. Bv this arrangement the tasks of the 4efe^
en t men are rendered nearly equal, and complete cawer •
obtained when the work of the third man is exeeasad. Tee
four men thus form a trench 4 feet wide and 3 aaet dsesv.

and a step is left on the side nearest to the gabions far eeej-

venience in standing to fire over the parapet. The sesfcmi
parties from the infantry of the line afterwards compasse taw

trench by increasing the width to its usual extent, ahem* ft

feet.

Since the head sapper has the most dangerowe asset, ••
second, third, and fourth sappers relieve him by all in ami i

taking his place ; and the work advances about 8 or It fc*t

per hour, according to the tenacity of the earth.
If the fire of the place should' be considerably tnb4««4

by the action of the besiegers* batteries, the full and flre{
sap may be combined in order to expedite the appro
Thus a party of sappers advancing on theirbands and
and rolling gabions before them, on arriving at
places set up the latter in line ; then two or Usee* an
certain intervals from each other, dig pita behind the);

in order to get cover, and afterwards work
other, making a small trench, and filling the
earth. The trench may subsequently be made of the it-

quired width.

When the distance to be passed over is short, the haw rf

trench is carried on directly towards the place, serai tmm
by a simple trench, with traverses at interval*, and eeasc-

times by what is called the double sap. Thu at eerfurswr*
by two squads or demi brigades, who work parallel u ears
other, each being covered in front by its own aap-raOet, *»<
there is a third roller in rear of the small interval bet e*n
the others. A row of gabions is placed on the right of iW
trench executed by one squad, and on the left of that «*«a
is executed by the other ; the distances between the raw* d
gabions is about twelve feet, and traverses arwaVmcd m in*

trench at intervals as the work advances, Thoe pnercs
alternately from opposite sides, so as to leave a mi aw i

passage along the trench.

SAP-GREEN, a pigment, prepared bv erapceatueg sW
juice of the berries of the Rhamnut cotAarrtcu*. or been-
thorn, to dryness, mixed with lime. It b aolubfte in weaar
less to in alcohol, and insoluble in gather and <xl*. Ao4
redden it, but the alkalis and alkaline earths rr*ter* the
green colour.

SA'PAJOUS, the name generally given to a §rwe V
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8outh American monkeys, including in its larger sense the
Ordinary Sapajous (Atelks ; Laqothrix], and the other
Sapajous (Cebus, Geoff.). These last, which are termed
Sajous, have the head round, the thumbs distinct, but
scarcely opposable on the fore hands, and the tail entirely

covered with hair, although still prehensile.

The species are very numerous, and Cuvier truly says,

that they are nearly as difficult to characterise as those of
the American Howlers. [Mycstbs.]
The whole of the Sajous are very active, climb admi-

rably, and are altogether well formed for an arboreal life.

The fore-hands suffer by comparison with those of the Old
World monkeys, and exhibit a less perfect organization.

The thumb is longer, but is more on a line with the other
fingers. The palms both of the fore and hinder extremities
are endowed with great sensibility. Small in sise and playful
in disposition, the Sajous lead a gregarious merry life,

feeding chiefly on fruits and insects. The facial angle is

about 60°.

One of the most common species is the Weeper {Cebus
ApeUa) ; but why it should have obtained this dolorous title is

not very clear, for when confined it is good tempered, play-
ful, and hardy. The fur is rather rich, inclining to olive,

with a golden tinge on the lighter parts ; and the face is

bordered with a paler circle, varying considerably in shad-
ing and breadth, being nearly wanting in some individuals.

This species has been known to breed in confinement
Humboldt describes another species, Cebus albifrons, the

Ouaoapavi dee catarractes, about the same sise as the last,

with a greyish-blue face, excepting the pure white orbits and
forehead. The colour of the rest of the body is greyish- olive

;

but the hue is lightest on the back and belly.

Locality, Habits, <$•&—The distinguished zoologist above
named found this pretty species living in troops in the
forests near the cataracts of the Orinoco. Mild and active,

they are often kept by the Indians as playthings, and are
very entertaining. Thus Humboldt saw one domesti-
cated worthy at Haypures that caught a pig every morning,
and rode him about while he was feeding in the savanna the
whole day. Another in the bouse of a missionary bestrode

a cat which had been brought up with it and patiently sub-
mitted to the rider.

We proceed to illustrate this group by two species.

1. Cebus faiuellue.

Description.—In this, the Sajou eornu of the French,
Horned 8apajou of the English, Simia fatuellus of Lin-
nseua, we have a variety of the form marked by the extra-
ordinary direction of the hair on the forehead. Colour, in

some deep brownish or purplish black ; in others, reddish

biewn. The skin on the naked parts dark purple. The
hair of the forehead stands up like a crescent, or a water-
man's cap with the front elevated. When viewed in front
it exhibits the appearance of two horns. The tips of these
erect hairs and of those on the cheeks are paler.

There is a variety with more white about the tufts and
jaw.

Locality.—French Guiana.
2. Cebus monachu*.
Description.—This, the Sa'i d grosse tcte of the French,

Large-headed Sapajou of the English, has no frontal tuft

like the last. On the contrary the head is covered with
short whitish hairs of a shorn appearance. The breast and
belly, sides of the cheeks, and all the front, yellowish white.

Fore-arms, hinder extremities, and tail, black. Irregular

patches of black and brown cover the rest of the body.

P. C. No. 1283.

Gcbos ffctuellufl.

Cebus monachos.

Fifteen or sixteen species are recorded of this the most
numerous group of the American monkeys. They may be

considered as representing in that continent the Guknons
of the Old World, which are also very numerous.
SAPAN WOOD, a dye wood which is yielded by a spe-

cies of Csesalpinia, as Brazil-wood is by C. brazilien/ris%

found in the West Indies, and by C. echinata, a native of

Brazil, and which is imported from various parts of the

West Indies and South America. Sapan-wood, which is

similar in properties, is a produce of Asia, and yielded by
C. Sapan, a thorny tree which has been fully described and
figured both by Kheede and Rumphius. It is a native of

the southern parts of India, of Siara and Pegu, as well as of

the various islands of the Indian Archipelago, Philippines,

&c. The wood has been used as a dye-wood from very

early times in India, and is described as a medicine in

Persian works, under the name bookum, derived from its

common Indian name, while it is also known by that of

puttung, derived from the Sanscrit patanga. Sapan is its

name among the Malays, according to Rumphius. .

According to Dr. Bancroft it found its way into Europe
some time oefore the discovery of America, and it still

continues to be imported. Its colouring-matter differs

little from that of Brazil-wood, but the best sapan-wood

does not yield more than half the quantity that may be

obtained from an equal weight of Brazil-wood, and the

colour is not so bright (Bancroft.) Brazil-wood therefore

brings more than double the price, the latter selling for 3 Of.

and upwards a ton, and the Sapan-wood from 12/. to 15/.

The import of Sapan-wood into Calcutta amounted, in

1837-38, to 16,172} bazar maunds from Pegu, Singapore,

Bombay, and China. Of this 4450J maunds were re-

exported to Great Britain.

SAPINDA'CEjB, a natural order of plants belonging to

the calycose group ofpolypetalous Exogens. It consists oftrees

or shrubs, rarely herbaceous plants, with erect or climbing

stems, with alternate often compound leaves, rarely simple,

with or without stipules, and often marked with lines or

pellucid dots. Their inflorescence is racemose or panicu-

Vol. XX.—3 H
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late, with small white or rose-coloured rarely yellow flowers,

which are seldom barren or hermaphrodite. The calyx con-

sists of 4 5 sepal*, slightly cohering at the base. The petals

are the same in number as the sepals, one being occasionally

abortive. They are in general furnished with a petal-like

scale, but are sometimes naked. They have a fleshy glan-

dular disk occasionally occupying the base of the calyx. The
stamens are definite, about twice the number of the sepals.

The filaments are free or slightly connate, the anthers

2-eelled. The ovary 3-celled, rarely 2-4 celled, the cells

containing 1-2-3 ovules. Style undivided, or more or less

deeply 2- or 3-cleft. The seeds have usually an aril, are

without albumen, and have a curved or spirally twisted em-
bryo. They are inhabitants of most parts of the tropics,

more especially of South America and India. They are not

found in Europe or the United States of America. One
genus is found in New Holland, Dodonea.

This order is closely allied to Aceracece, from which they

only differ in their alternate leaves and petals. The number
of their stamens eight, with five unequal sepals, point out a

relation with Polygalace®. Their climbing habit and ten-

dency to produce tendrils give them a remote relation

to Vitacese. In this order, although the leaves, branches,

and other organs act in a deleterious manner, yet their fruit

and seeds are eatable and wholesome. The Litchi and
Longan. favourite fruits in China, are produced by the

genus Euphoria. These fruits are sweet, with a sub-

acid flavour, and when dried are sometimes brought to

this country. They ate considered a great luxury in China,

and are sent at a great expense from the provinces of Fo-

kien and Quan-long, where they grow, to Pekin, for the

consumption of the emperor. Several other genera bear

fruits which are very delicious, and are eaten in Japan and
Brazil. The Sapindus is remarkable for bearing a pulpy

fruit, the outer part of which has been used, on account of

its detergent properties, as a soap. [Sapindus ] Some of

the species of this genus also produce eatable fruits. Pau-

linia is another genus which has poisonous properties re-

siding in the leaves and other parts of the plant, whilst the

fruits are eatable. The whole of the order partakes more
o» less of these properties.

a a c 0
Euphoria longana

a. branch with rarerooae flowr* and iltrnita Imtm ; a. flower showing tha
disk, stament, peuKfcc.i c, transverse section of ovary j 4. longitudinal
•action of flower and fruit, showing divided stigma, erect ovules, disk, petals,
and calyx.

SAPINDUS, contracted from Sapo Indicus, or Indian
soap, and applied to a genus of plants of the natural order
of Sapindaceae, which has been so called in consequence of

the berries of many of the species being employed for the
same purposes as soap. The genus is tropical, containing
between twenty and thirty species, which are found in the
tropical parts both of the Old and New World. It is cha-
racterised by having the calyx 4- to 5 partite; petals as
many as the sepals, a little longer, naked or hairy, or with a
scale above the claw. Torus or disk occupying the bottom

of the calyx. Stamens 8 to 10, inserted bsttnatbi—

-

gin of the disk and ovary. Ovary 3~ rarely 2-eesned ; ewtJs

1, erect at the base of each celL Style with a 1- tear?

2 lobed stigma. Fruit fleshy, 1-2 rarely 3-lobed, eecb lab
1- to 2- rarely 3-seeded, with the seeds furnished enib sa

artl. The species consist of trees having leaves without am-

pules, with the inflorescence in racemes or terminal past-

cles. Flowers small, white, or greenish white. Beans* eft

red and saponaceous, on which account they have bees* em-
ployed for washing woollens and clothes of vahooa bands si

different countries. For instance, in the West lndtoe and la*

continent of America, S. saponaria yields the
soap-berries, and in Java, S. rarak; so in lodge
species, as S. acuminatum laurifolius, emaigaeafaa, eed
detergens, yield berries which are called reetha, end a* law*/

dried state may be bought in every bazaar, as they see
everywhere employed as a substitute for soap. Tbe ieeey
part of these berries is viscid, and in drying aaveenm t

shining semi-transparent appearance; when rubbed wajL

water, they form a lather like soap. This is owing tetha

presence of a principle called by chemists Sapomm*. wears

is often united with an aerid principle, whence these bsenes

are said to injure cloth which has been much washed one
them. The bark and root have similar prooerUee, and ban*

been employed for thesame purpose, as well aa
in the countries where thev are indigenous. Tbe
which are about the site of cherries, enclose black
nuts, which used formerly to be much imported i

ployed as buttous for waistcoats, after having beea
with gold, silver, or other metal. The kernel of
contains an edible oil, which is sometimes employed far

burning. The fruits of S. senegalensis and of& eeeedenees
are eaten, and the wood ofsome species, aa of 8- nabsftoaasav
is close-grained and hard, and forms valuable timber.
SAPODILLA. [Sapotacb*.]
SAPOTA'CEiB, or SAPOTEife, a natural order ofeiaesi

belonging to the polycarpous group of monopetasoos Ea*>
gens. It consists of trees and shrubs* which abound eriib a
milky juice; the branches are round; the leave* shsisnonv
simple, entire, coriaceous, destitute of stipules; their smeat
sides being covered by a silky or downy pubescence. Tbe
flowers are axillary, regular, and united ; tbe ealyx is 4-e-
cleft, imbricate in aestivation; tbe corolla is bypegvmwav
regular, and cleft ; the lobes are equal in number to tbe se-

pals and alternate with them ; the stamens are dadlswaw ajent

distinct, some are barren and some fertile, tbe firnnin hewar
alternate with the sepals, the latter opposite; tbe ovary m
superior, with several cells, in each of which is esse erert
ovule; style single; stigma undivided; seeds nut-bam,
sometimes cohering into a several-celled putamen ; i sail 1

1

large, erect, and enclosed in fleshy albumen. Ttue aWeaVii

of plants is most nearly allied to that of Kbe

Achras aapota.

a. branch with axillary flowm ; a, Sowar, abowing aW iamnatanaw m
e. pistil, with atria and simple atifina ; at, fhdt (aapodl&a phna) I *> <

/, tmbrjo
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which it agrees in habit, its monopetalous regular hypogy-
nous corolla, the absence of a hypogynous disk, its several-

celled ovary, and definite ovules and stamens. It differs

however in the possession of milky juice, soft wood, herma-
phrodite flowers, undivided stigma, and 1 -seeded ovary
with erect ovules. The plants of this family are chiefly

native* of India, Africa, and America. Some of the species

produce fruits which are much prized as articles of diet.

Amongst these is the sapodilla plum, or naseberry, which is

the produce of Achras sapota. The star-apple, marma-
lade, the medlar of Surinam, and other eatable fruits are
derived from plants belonging to this order. Most of the
species yield large quantities of a milky juice, which, un-
like the seeretious of most lactescent families of plants,

may be used for alimentary purposes. The fruit ana seeds
abound in oil, which is solid like butter, and has a mild
pleasant flavour. [Bassia.] The bark of some species of
Achras is astringent and tonic, and has been recommended
as a substitute for quinine.

SAPOR. [Pkrsia- History.]

SAPPERS AND MINERS, ROYAL, the non-com-
missioned officers and privates of the corps of Royal Engi-
neers. They are employed in building and repairing per-

manent fortifications, in raising field-redoubts and batteries,

in making gabions and fascines, in digging trenches [Sap],

and executing galleries of mines during sieges, and also in

forming bridges of rafts, boats, and pontoons.

The troops belonging to the department of the engineers
were first embodied at the termination of the war between
Great Britain and her American colonies, and they then re-

ceived the designation of Royal Military Artificers. The
dnkeof Richmond, who was at that time muster-general of

the ordnance, formed them into independent companies, and
caused them to be stationed chiefly at Portsmouth, Ply-

mouth, Chatham, Dover, and Gibraltar. In the year 1807

the Military Artificers constituted a corps of 32 companies,

eaoh consisting of 126 men; and a sub-lieutenant was at-

tached to each company, which was placed under any senior

captain of engineers who might happen to be where the

company was stationed. But the want of a proper organi-

zation, and of officers permanently attached to the troops,

gradually brought on a relaxation of discipline and a ne-

glect of the particular duties for which the men were in-

tended ; it is even said that when detachments were to he
drawn from the companies for any intended expedition, the

engineer officers who selected the men sent only those who
were the least efficient, and that consequently, during the

first years of the war against the French in Spain, the ser-

vice suffered much from the inexperience of the troops of

this class.

After the failure of the attack on Budajoz in 1811, it was

Sroposed to select some companies from the corns of Royal

lilitary Artificers, and to form them into a body expressly

for the purpose of executing field-works ; and in the follow-

ing year this proposal was carried into effect. Lieutenant-

General Mann, who was made inspector-general of forti-

fications, obtained permission to have the name of the whole
corps changed iuto that of Royal Sappers and Miners; and
Lord Mulgrave then formed at Chatham the institution at

which the men have ever since been regularly instructed in

alt the duties connected with military engineering. The
junior officers of engineers were at the same time appointed

to act as the regimental officers of the companies. This in-

stitution has been from the first (April, 1812) under the

direction of Colonel Pasley, a meritorious officer, who as an
engineer had previously distinguished himself in the service

of ills country.

A detachment* consisting of 300 men, was sent, in 1813,

to perform the duty of sappers and miners at the siege of

St. Sebastian, where they rendered essential service. In

1814a brigade of engineers was attached to every division

of the army ; each brigade consisted of a company of sappers

and miners, with horses and carriages sufficient to convey

the tools necessary for the work of 500 men ; and five com-

panies of sappers and miners served with the pontoon train,

which consisted of 80 pontoons, with the forges, waggons,

&c The whole corps was under the orders of a brigade-

major of engineers.

From 1812 to the peace in 1814, the corps of sappers and
miners amounted to 2861 men; and during the hostilities

in 18*5. it consisted of 2421 men. At present it consists of

13 companies, each of 68 men ; and, besides the regular

course of instruction in sapping, mining, making gabions,

fascines, &c, the men are taught the most elementary
principles of fortification, the manner of drawing plans and
sections of buildings and, to a certain extent, the art of
land-surveying. Several of the companies are employed in

the Colonies in the exercise of their professional duties

;

and of those which remain in this country, some are en-
gaged under the officers of engineers in the mechanical
operations connected with the survey of Great Britain and
Ireland which is being carried on by the Board of Ord-
nance; parties of the corps also regularly attend the Royal
Military College at Sandhurst and the East India Com-
pany's seminary at Addiscombe, where they execute, for

the instruction of the gentlemen-cadets, the several works
connected with the practice of field- fortification. It ought
to be mentioned that the troops of the corps have in-

variably, in whatever part of the world they have been
employed, conducted themselves as intelligent men and
steady soldiers.

SAPPHIRE. [Corundum]
SAPPHO was a native of the island of Lesbos, though

the exact place is uncertain, for according to some she was
born in Eresus, and according to others in Mitylene. The
time of her birth is also unknown, and there are few events
of her life which can be exactly ascertained. Her own
fragments, as well as those of Alcaeus, show that these two
greatest poets of the jEolic school were contemporaries,
though Sappho must have been younger than Alcaeus,

for she was still alive in 568 B.C., as may be inferred

from the ode that she addressed to her brother Charax us,

in which she reproached him for having purchased Rhodo-
pis, the courtesan, from her master, and having been in-

duced by his love for her to emancipate her. (Herod., ii.

135; Athen., xiii., p. 596.) Charaxus bought Rhodopis at
Naucratis in Egypt, and in all probability not before the
reign of Amasis, who ascended the throne in 569 B.C. Be-
fore this lime, and when she was still in full possession of her
beauty, she is said to have left her country for Sicily, but
the cause of this flight is unknown. (Marm. Par., Ep. 36;
Ovid, Heroid. % xv. 51.) It was formerly a common belief that

Sappho destroyed herself by leaping into the sea from the
Leucadian rock, in despair at her love being unrequited by
a youth named Phaon. It is true that in her odes she fre-

quently mentioned a youth whom she loved, who did not
return her love, but there is no trace of the name of Phaon
in any of her poems; and if the name did occur, it was pro-

bably the name of Adonis, the favourite of Venus, who was
in some legends called Phaon or Phaeton. It is therefore

not unlikely that the manner in which she described

Venus addressing Phaon may have given rise to the story

of her own passionate love for Phaon. The story of her
•leap from the Leucadian rock' is likewise, as O. Miiller

and others have shown, a mere fiction which arose from a
figurative poetical expression, for the phrase appears to have
been used by some poets to express a violent love from
which relief is sought by a leap from the Leucadian rock
into the sea. It is not expressly stated by any of the an-

tients who tell the story, whether Sappho terminated her
life by the leap or whether she survived it.

The genuine sources of information as to Sappho are the
fragments of her own poems and some of Alcaeus, and in read-

ing them it should not be forgotten that Sappho belonged to

the iEolian race, which at the time when the state of society

in Attica had assumed a totally different aspect from that of

the Heroic age, still retained much of the simplicity of an-

tient Greek manners. At Athens women lived in the
strictest seclusion, and tho free intercourse of women of
ability, such as Sappho and her numerous friends, would
lead to the opinion among Athenians that she led an im-
moral life. It is now superfluous to vindicate the personal
character of Sappho, for this has been satisfactorily per*

formed by F. G. Welcker, in a little work called • Sappho
von einem herrschenden Vorurtheil befreit,' Gbttingen,

1816.

With tho exception of one complete ode and a consider-

able number of short fragments, the poems of Sappho have
perished; but what we possess is sufficient to justify the

admiration of the antients. In warmth and purity of feel-

ing, in grace and sweetness, and in delicacy and beauty of
diction, she has perhaps never*been excelled by any lyric

poet either of antient or modern times. The loss of her
works is perhaps as much to be lamented as that of any other

antient author whose writings have perished, for besides the

pleasure that might have been derived from them as works
3H2
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of ort, they would undoubtedly have thrown much light on

the condition and social relations of women in tome parts of

Greece, a subject now involved in great obscurity. The
antienti divided her poems into nine books, which consisted

of erotic odes, epithalam a, hymns to the gods, and other

poems. The rythmical construction of her odes was essen-

tially the same as that of Alcmus, though with many varia-

tions, and in harmony with the softer character of her

poetry. There is a verse called the Sapphic verse, which

derives its name from the Greek poetess, and which she is

said to have invented. The verse is as follows:

—

• V w 0 / • w w w %, m W

The Sapphic strophe consists of three Sapphic verses fol-

lowed by a versus Adonicus. It has been very frequently

imitated by poets of antient as well as modern times.

The fragments of the poems of Sappho are generally

printed together with the poems ascribed to Anacreon.

The best separate editions are: * Sappho Lesbia, Carolina

et Fragment a. rec. comment, illustr. schemata musica adj.,

&c. H. F. M. Volger/ Lipsi®, 1810, 8vo. ; Sappho, • Fragm.
Specimen Operae in omnibus artis Graecorum Lyric© reli-

qniis, &c. proposuit C. F. Neue,* Berlin, 1 827, 4to. The best

German tranMation is by K. L. Kannegiesser, Berlin, 1627.

(Miiller, Hist, of Greek Lit., i., p. 172- 180; Bode, Ge*-

chichte der Hellmi$chcn Dichtkurut, vol. ii, pt. 2, p. 411,

SAPY'GlDiC, a family of Hyroenopterous insects of the

section botsores, the species of which are chietly distin-

guished by the feet, in both sexes, being slender, and little

or not at all spinose; the antenna) are at least as long as

the head and thorax together, and generally increase in

thickness towards the extremity. In the genus Sapyga
the e>es are deeply emarginate ; the anteunm are subcla-

vate, slightly curved outwards at the apex in the males,

straight in the females, and inserted in a cavity at the base

of the clypeus, with an elevated ridge between them; the

superior wings have one marginal cell, which passes beyond
the third submarginal, and is acuminate; and four sub-

marginal cells, the second the smallest and receiving the
first recurrent nervure, the third receiving the second, and
the fourth apical.

The species of this genus are usually of moderate sixe.

The females are said to form holes in the mortar of walls,

or in putrescent wood, in which they deposit their eggs with
food to supply the larva?. Latreiile supposes them to be
parasitic upon some of the wild bees; and Mr. Shuckard
observes that he has caught the Sapyga punctata (a species

found in this country) entering the cells of Osmia bicomi$.

The »pecies just mentioned is from 4J to 5} lines in length,

and of a black colour, excepting the abdomen, which is red,

and has a transverse white spot on each side of the fourth,

fifth, and sixth segments—such is the colouring of the

female ; the male has the body black, with a white spot on
each side of the second, third, fourth, and fifth segments.
A second species of this genus, the S. clavicornit, is also

found in England. Both sexes are black, and have inter-

rupted yellow bands on the abdomen.
The genus Tkynnus, according to Latreiile, also belongs

to the present family, and the species are readily distin-

guished by the antenna) being filiform, and the eyes entire,

i.e. not emarginate, as in Sapyga.
Mochrum.—This genus, like Thynnus, has the antennae

Aliform, but the eyes are emarginate, as in Sapyga ; the
mandibles are tridentate.

SARACENA'RIA. [Foramimfera, vol. x., p. 348]
SARACENS, a name improperly given by the Christian

author* of the middle ages to the Mohammedans who in-

vaded France and settled in Sicily. Concerning the etymo-
logy of this word there have been various opinions. Du
Cauge iGlouarium, v. ' Saraceni) derives it from * Sarah '

the wife of Abraham; Hottinger (/?i£>. Or.) from the Arabic
woid taraca. abicb means * to steal, to plunder.' Forster,

in hu ' Journey from Bengal to England,' derives it from
taAra. ' a desert/ But the true derivation of that word is

tharkeyn. which means in Arabic ' the eastern people'— first

corrupted into Saracen l (taparnqvoi) by the Greek, and
thence inio Saracmi by the Latin writers. Stephanus B>-
aantinus »ay» that * Saraka is a region of Arabia, adjoining

tfco NsbathoM. and the itihahiiauU are called ' Saraceni.'

Aetata* (vi. 71 makes Saraka a cily ot Arabia Felix. The
nomc Saraceni occurs in Pliny (vi. 28), and it teems that it

began to be used about the first centnr* of our asm. nnd nnt

applied to the Bedouin Arabs who inhabited the eonntne*

between the Euphrates and the Tigris, and stparated dm
Roman possessions in Asia from the dominion* of tan Pns-

thian kings. The description of the Saraceni by Amini
Marcellinus *xiv., c. 10) exactly corresponds with the T~

of the Bedouins. In course of time it became Use g<

name of all the Arabian tribes who embraced the religion el

Mohammed, and spread their conquests over the
portion of Asia and Africa. For the history of

pie see the articles Arabs, Moors, &c
SARAGOSSA, by the Spaniards written 'Zaragnem/ a

large and wealthy city of Spain, the capital of the aniisnf

kingdom of Aragon, is situated in a fertile plain on tow Jnft

bank of the Ebro, and at the conflux of the GaJlego and tbw

Huerva. The Ebro, which is navigable the grealer wnrtaf
the year, separates the city from its suburbs. A fin* esen*

bridge six hundred feet in length, and reeling en ateu
arches, is the only means of communication between Ike

two. There was formerly another bridge built entirely sf

wood, but it was destroyed in a sudden overflowing of tn*

river. The Gallege a considerable stream, which rm
a branch of the Pyrenees, traverses the plain in which i

gossa stands, and fells into the Ebro at a abort i*

below the city. Nearly opposite, the Huerva, after i

through a deep cleft* cuts the plain on the rich*-bene, mmi

passing close to the walls, likewise joins the Ebro. Tfcaee

is also in the neighbourhood a canal called * La Ansnu
Imperial de Aragon/ which is intended for purposes ofjms-

gation, as well as to form a communication by the Ebro em
sea to sea between 8antander in the Bay of Biscay and Tw>
tosa on the shores of the Mediterranean, a distance efmaew
than one hundred Spanish leagues. It was begun ro 1*£t>

under Charles V. ; but the work, which has been a'

and resumed several times, is far from being

What little is done however spreads wealth and at

over the neighbouring districts; the plain of 8smgeaat,

which is in a high state of cultivation, being much beuntied

by it. Most of the streets of Saragosaa are narrow end

crooked; the houses are old, but regularly butli TW
city however has many remarkable buildings. The Lauja.

or the Exchange, is a fine stone edifice, round wfcscn

marble busts of most of the kings of Aragon are placed »
niches; the large hall is the place where the corporaum
assembles. Nearly opposite to the Lonja is La Cam m fa

Diputacion, a noble building erected bv AHbnso V„ m» the

frincipal hall of which are portraits of the kings of Armgtw
t serves for the sittings or the Audiencia^ or court of ma-

gistrates. The palace of La Aljaferia, formerly the rcav

dence of the kinjrs of Aragon, is a fine square building win
towers at the angles ; it was built by Abo Jafax Al-tmietada-

billah, whence its present name, which is a ccrmptaan ef

At jaferiyyah. * La Casa de la M isericordie,' or Orphan Am-
lum, built by Ferdinand V., the last king of Aragon, as an*
much admired for its solidity and beautiful pi uuo i I—

a

The metropolitan church, called *La Seu,' i* discing ami i t

by its elaborate front and high tower. 'Nuestru Seoora oat

Pilar* ia likewise a superb building. The prioespel etoar,

built entirely of alabaster, in the Gothic style, re greedy ad-

mired as a piece of antient sculpture. In the middle of the

church, under a high dome, stands the figure of the Vpgia
on a marble pillar, which the people of the place belie** as

be the same on which she is supposed to have made bcr ap-

pearance to Santiago. Many other monastic building* are

if n

deserving of attention: San Cayetano, Santa La
palace of the Inquisition, and Santa Eneracia. Moat of I

however were either entirely destroyed or riddled tfc

with shot during the two sieges of the city by the Fr
Another singular edifice in Saragossa ia the leaning n
(Torre Nueva), which in point of inclination rivem
does not exceed that of Pisal It has remained in rta

]

inclined position since 1594. the year in which it <

Saragossa has eight gates, besides the tour old one* tn tVa

wall of AuguMus, part of which may still be traced. Tneeo
is a university, founded in the year 1474, and attended by

about 1500 students, chietlr natives of the province). A so-

ciety of Friends of the Country (' Amigos del Pais*), insti-

tuted about the end ofthe last century, supports jii nfiienanays
of political economy, botany, agriculture, chemistry, drawnng.
and mathematics. There is also an academy caJftnf

' Academia de Nobles Arte*,* which in former timea new
ducod some eminent painters and sculptors ; and ft pnnnt
library.
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iwaa formerly called Saldubm or Saldyva. (PUn.,

Hb. iii.) It was in a flourishing slate under the Romans,
and the emperor Augustus having colonised it with the
veterans of the fourth, sixth, and tenth legions, it was
caviled Caesaraugusta, which word was by the Arabs cor-

rupted into Saracoeta, whence its present name * Zaragoia,'
or, as written by antient authors, Caragopa. In the time of
the Romans, the place gave name to one of the seven
* Conventua' of Hispania Citerior (Csasaraugustanus.) The
Goths under their king Euric took it about 470. On
the invasion of the Peninsula by the Arabs, it shared the
late of other large cities, and was taken and plundered by
Mrisa Ibn Nosseyr in the year 712. [Mtjsa.] When the
dynasty of the Beni Umeyyah of Cordova was overthrown
by Ali Ibn Hamud, of the posterity of Idris, the governor of
Saragossa, like those of Toledo, Seville, Granada, and other
wealthy cities of Mohammedan Spain, refused to acknow-
ledge the authority of the usurper, and declared himself
independent Saragossa and the whole of Aragon, with a
portion of old Castile and Catalonia, were then erected into a
kingdom by Al-raundhir Ibn Yahya Al-tojtbi, who not
only maintained himself in it, but transmitted it to his pos-
terity. At his death, in 1039, he was succeeded by his son
Yahya, who was shortly after dethroned by Suleyman Ibn
Hud Al-jodbami, surnamed Abu Ay lib, who held the em-
pire until he died in the year of the Hijra 438 (ad. 1046-7).

He was succeeded by his son Abu Jafar Ahmed, surnamed
Al-muktadir-billah, who died in 474 (a.d. 1081-2). The
other Mohammedan kings of Aragon were: Abu Amir
Jttsuf, Al-mutamen-biliah, who died in 478 (a.d. 1085-6);
Abtf Jafar Ahmed, surnamed Al-mustain-billah, who was
killed near Tudela, in battle with the king of Aragon, in

60S (a.d. 1109-10); Abdu-1-maltk Abu Merwan, surnamed
Ou&adu-d-daulah (the column of the state), under whose
reign (a d. 1018) Alfonso I. of Aragon made himself master
of Saragossa, after a siege of eight months ; and lastly,

Ahmed Al-mustanser, surnamed Seyfu-d-daulah (the sword
of fhe state), who, after the loss of the capital, maintained
himself in a part of his family dominions until he was killed

m battle with the Christians near the town of Albecete, in

1 145. Under the Christians Aragon remained a separate
kingdom, until, by the accession of Charles V. to the throne
of Spain as the representative of the rights of Ferdinand
and Isabella, it became a province of the Spanish monarchy.
[Araoow] It preserved nevertheless its own laws and
moat of its antient privileges and exemptions, as well as a
part of its liberal institutions, until Philip II., having
taken offence at the interference of the Aragonese in the
case of his secretary Antonio Perez, marched his array into

8aragossa, put to death the Justizia and several of the

principal inhabitants, and suppressed the liberties of
Aragon. [Pbrbz.]

Saragossa has gained celebrity by the two sieges which it

sustained during the Peninsular war. When Spain was
overrun by French troops, Saragossa was one of the cities

whose inhabitants resolved to perish rather than submit.

A French army having invested it in May, 1808, the people

of Saragossa appointed Palafox. their commander, and pre-

pared for the defence. Saragossa being an open city, the

French had no difficulty to encounter in the approach.

They carried the post of Torrero, and some other exterior

works, though not without great loss, pushed forward their

attacks against the gates of El Portillo and El Carmen,
bombarded the city, and forcing their way into it by
the gate of Santa Engracia, at length made themselves

masters of nearly half of Saragossa. The French general

summoned Palafox to surrender in the following laco-

nic sentence: 'Head-quarters, Santa Engracia: Capitu-

lation.* Palafox's answer was equally laconic :
• Head-

quarters, Saragossa : War to the knife. A council of war
was now summoned by the Spanish commander, in which

it was resolved to defend the remaining quarters of the

city inch by inch, and to retire, in case of defeat, across the

Euro into the suburbs, after destroying the bridge. The
resolution being unanimously adopted by the inhabitants,

the French were that very night attacked with irresistible

fury. The struggle continued for eleven days, almost with-

out intermission, until the French general, convinced that

lie could no longer hold his position within the city, raised

he siege, with the loss of several thousand men. To obtain

possession of Saragossa was, on many accounts, an object

of great importance to the French. Accordingly, in No-
vember, 1808, a large army under Marshals Moncey and

Mortier marched to re-commence the siege. Palafox, having
imprudently sallied out, was defeated at Tudela, and again
under the walls of Saragossa, and the place was invested.
The French having speedily carried all the outworks, a
furious bombardment began, and almost hourly combats
took place, in which the besieged fought with desperate
valour. At length, on the 27th January, 1 809, a general
assault was made, and the French established themselves
on the breaches, and thence penetrated into the city, where
they met with the most obstinate resistance—old men,
women, and children all took part in endeavouring to stop
the progress of the enemy. Not only street by street, but
house by house and room by room were contended for like
the outworks of a fortress, and often taken and retaken.
At last an epidemic fever broke out among the besieged,
who, after losing nearly a fifth of their numbers, surren-
dered upon honourable terms. During the second siege of
Saragossa, a young woman of the lower classes distinguished
herself by her bsavery ; and her name will descend to pos-
terity as the 'Maid of Saragossa.' Another remarkable
instance of the obstinate valour of the people of Saragossa
occurred some time ago:—On the 2nd March, 1 838, Cabanero,
one of Don Carlos's generals, succeeded in penetrating at
night into the city, and taking possession of the principal
posts. The people however were not disheartened. With-
out chiefs, and badly armed, they fell upon the assailants,

made 2000 prisoners, and expelled the remainder from
their walls. A detailed history of the two sieges of Sara-
gossa by the French was published by Ibieca, under the
title • Historia de los dos Sitiosde Zaragoza,' Burgos, 1830-1,
3 vols. 8vo.

Saragossa is now the capital of the province of that name.
It is also the see of an archbishop. The population is es-

timated at 50,000. It is 1 75 miles east-north-east of Madrid,
in 38° 14' N. lat. and 1° 42' W. long.

SARAISK. [Riasan]
8ARATO'GA SPRINGS, an incorporated village in the

state of New Yorkand county of Saratoga, North America,
is situated on the west bank of the Hudson, in 43° 4' N. lat.

and 73° 40' W. long., 163 miles north from New York, 30
miles north from Albany, and 16 miles south from Glens
Falls, all direct distances. This village derives its celebrity

from its mineral springs ; it is indeed the great watering-
place of the United States, as many as 1500 persons having
been known to arrive in a week. It consists of one hand-
some broad street bordered with trees, in which there are

many hotels, four or five of them, especially the Congress
Hall hotel, being of the largest and most splendid descrip-

tion, and occupied in the summer and autumn by some of

the richest and most distinguished persons in America.
The settled population in 1830 was 2461. Saratoga Springs
is connected with Albany by two railroads, the Mohawk
and Hudson railroad, which extends from Albany to Sche-
nectady, 16 miles, and the Saratoga and Schenectady rail-

road, which extends from Schenectady to Saratoga Springs,

21£ miles. Ballston Spa, seven miles south-west from Sara-

toga Springs, is another village frequented for its mineral
waters. The environs of both places consist of nothing but

Slains and hills of sand, producing a scanty crop between
ark pine-trees. There are fourteen springs at Saratoga

Springs, and four at Ballston Spa. The temperature is

nearly uniform, varying from 48° to 52° Fahrenheit, and
the quantity of water is not perceptibly altered by the dif-

ference of seasons. The waters are purgative and stimulant,

and are chiefly useful in dyspepsia, chronic rheumatism, and
diseases of the skin. The Congress Spring is the one most
resorted to, a gallon of the water of which contains, ac-

cording to the unalysis of Dr. Steel, the following ingre-

dients :

—

Grains.

Muriate of soda* • . 471*5
Carbonate of soda . . 16*5

Carbonate of lime . • 178*476

Carbonate of magnesia • 3*356

Carbonate of iron . . 6-168
76 grains,

and 343 cubic inches of carbonic acid gas, an exceedingly

large quantity, perhaps greater than is contained in any

other spring yet discovered.

(Encyclvpcedia Americana; Stuart's Three Yean in

• This 1b common galt.whtch was formerly supposed to be a compound ol

muriatic acid and soda, and therefore called munatt of *od*i : but has unce
been (bund to be a compound of chlorine and the metal sodium ; its piop?)

ohemical name is therefore chloride ofaoHmm.
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North America; Arfwedson's United Statet and Canada
in 1832-3-4; and as to the convention of Saratoga, Bua-
OOYNB.]
SARATOW, a government of Asiatic Russia, lies be-

tween 48° and 53° N. lat, and 42° 20' and 50° 20' E. long.

It is bounded on the north by Pensa, Simbirsk, and Oren-
burg, on the east and south by Astrakhan, and on the west

by Tambow, Voronesh, and the country of the Don Cossacks.

The northern frontier is 375 miles in extent, but the southern

only 75 miles. The area, according to Schubert, is 90,000

square miles; but Koppen, who is probably correct, makes
it 73,000, and the population 1,564,000. The soil of this

government is very unequal : to the east of the Volga, which
traverses it from north to south, and divides it into two nearly

equal portions, it forms an immense steppe, destitute of

wood and fresh water, and everywhere exposed to the

winds ; on the west of the Volga the surface is undulating

and varied with hills, very fruitful in the northern part, but
poor and stony towards the south. The steppe is flat, ex-

cept towards the north, where the last branches of the

Obchtchei Syrt, a range of sand-hills, extend to the Volga.

In the western portion there are hills of slate and
limestone, which are pretty elevated in the south, and ac-

company the right bank of the Volga as far as Zarilzyn.

These hills separate the Volga from the Don, which ap-

proaches it near Zaritzyn, and seem to form an invincible

obstacle to the junction of those two rivers, which was con-

templated by Peter the Great. The Volga traverses the

government in its whole length from north to south, as far

as Sarepta below Zaritzyn, where it forms an elbow, and,

running to the east, divides this government from that of

Astrakhan. It receives some small streams, both on the

east and west. To the west of the Volga there are some
tributaries of the Don, which run from south to north. In
the eastern part there are many lakes, the most remark-
able of which is the salt-lake of Elton, on the south-east,

towards the frontier of Astrakhan. 'The appearance of

this lake,* says Erdmann, ' is very singular : in the hottest

season you fancy that you have before you a sea covered

with ice and snow ; so great is the illusion produced by the

crystallized salt along the banks and over the whole surface.'

On the north side the banks rise rapidlv; on the south

access to it is easy. The lake is of an oval form, the longest

diameter being about 1 1 miles and the shortest nearly 9

miles. The superficial extent is 45,500 English acres. It yields

annually 10 million poods (360 million pounds), producing,

when refined, at least 100,000 tons of pure salt, in collect-

ing which 10,000 workmen are employed. There are some
other less considerable salt lakes. The climate is temperate,

the air dry and healthy. The mean summer heat is 64°,

and the mean winter cold 23°; the greatest cold is

-17° and the greatest heat + 97° of Fahrenheit's ther-

mometer. Violent whirlwinds are frequent. The steppe

beyond the Volga serves only for pasturage, and it U only

along the banks that we meet with a little cultivation. To
the west of the Volga, on the contrary, agriculture is the

chief occupation of the inhabitants; and in the north-west

part the soil is so rich as to need no manure. A harvest

which does not yield five-fold is considered to be a bad one.

The kind of grain most cultivated is rye; then wheat and
oats, as well as millet and peas, flax and hemp. The foreign

colonists have introduced the cultivation of tobacco, hops,

and madder. The inhabitants cultivate melons (especially

water-melons), fruit-trees, and even vines about Sarepta,

and mulberry-trees at Saratow. The forests, which are

chiefly to the north-west, consist of oaks, pines, maples, and
poplars, but though pretty extensive, they do not suffice for

the general consumption. The breeding of cattle is, next to

agriculture, the chief occupation of the inhabitants; the

breed of sheep, which yield coarse wool, has been improved
by the importation of merinos. The Tartars keep a great

quantity of bees. Game is still abundant in the north-west

parts. The fisheries on the Volga not only supply the home
consumption, but furnish a large surplus for exportation.

The minerals are salt, millstones, and a little iron.

The population of this government is composed of Rus-
sians, Tartars, Cossacks, and other tribes, besides a great

number of foreign colonists. At the accession of Catherine

II., the population was extremely scanty, and that sovereign,

wishing to introduce agriculture and civilization, turned her

thought* to the means of accomplishing this object. As no
Russian province was sufficiently peopled to spare any part

of its inhabitants, the empress invited foreign colonists to

ken

settle in lands on the banksof theVote, whteh
to them with very great privileges. Many Swiss assst Gm
mans came to Saratow, where they were joined bw aew
French and Swedish families; the whole number
10,000. They were received at first in 16 large

near the town, and afterwards nooses were botU Cor
on the land assigned to them ; the empress presenter!

with the utensils, flocks, draught-cattle, an* need-ear-.

and provisions for their subsistence for a considerable? t tear

she also exempted them for ten years from ail taste. TV*
they soon prospered, and gradually founded 104 wtiUatpsi

some of which are on the left bank of the Volga* per ta*

river, or at the mouth of its tributaries. Most of them harp-

ever are on the right bank between Vokgsk and Kaszy
schinst, and on the banks of the Medweditaa said of tsw

Ilawlia, which fall into the Don. The names of Season.
Schaffhausen, Zurich, Glaris, Lucerne, Unterweldesm. ate,

which are given to these villages, indicate the original

try ol the founders. Seventy-three of these «

*

Protestant churches; in most of^the ethers the

fess the Roman Catholic religion. The little

Sarepta was founded by the Moravian brethren.

still its only inhabitants.

In the year 1 836 the population of these ooloosaa

to 109,795, and it appeals to be rapidly increasing,

that same vear there were 6330 births, and only £1084
Yet still the government is very thinly peopled, there aamg
only 21} inhabitants to a square mile. The emperor has

therefore resolved, by a decree issued in March the* swat

(1841), to remove from the crown lands in the better peop les
governments many thousand peasants to those of Soralow.
Orenburg, and Ekatarino&laf, many of whom will rfrmnflaoi

regret leaving their homes, but will be indemnified by the
superior advantages they will find in their new country.
Saratow, the capital, is situated on the right bant ef

the Volga, in 51°3rN. lat and 46° E. long., in an arid a&d
barren valley, between the river and a range o/ preilj high
calcareous mountains. The town, which is neither hand-
some nor regular, is divided into the upper and lower tons,
it was built on its present site in 1665, and has bean fre-

quently ravaged by fire. In the year 1811, 1700 hoes*
were reduced to ashes. The greater part of the city is bush

of wood, there being at present only 360 houses of stone «r

brick, and 2874 of wood. Some of the former are sen
handsome, and there are 7 stone and several wood**
churches, 2 convents, and a very large market place w
bazaar. There is likewise a gymnasium and a hots**
garden. Saratow is the seat of a consistory for the IV*
testant communities (except the Moravians at SaxepUj u
the governments of Saratow, Astrakhan, Voronesh- Tan
bow, Riasan, Penso, Simbirsk, Kasan, Orenburg, and Pern.
amounting to above 600,000 souls, most of whom are ferugb
colonists. The inhabitants were officially staled to be Si**;*

males and 20,794 females. The increasing population of list

colonies has had an influence on that of the chief town,ehjci
is the centre of a very extensive and advantageous Uedt
Volgsk, with 8500 inhabitants, is a very prett) tomu. bm*x

at the foot of a high mountain on the right bank of the Voixs.
about 90 miles above Saratow : it is inhabited bywesua;
merchants, who carry on a considerable trade. The nuu
town of Sarepta was founded in 1765. All the strceu.

which are planted with poplars, terminate in a very large

market-place, with a fountain in the centre, which sapors
every house with water. The Moravians inteuded at first

to follow agriculture, but in the midst of an and stem the;

could not execute this project; they now have manunctart*
of linen, cloth, tobacco, liqueurs, &c, with which they cart)

on considerable trade with the Calmuks. Among uW
public buildings there are three deserving of notice: I,

the Asylum of the Sisters, in which all the unmarried
women reside; 2, the Asylum of the Brethren, for all th*

unmarried young men; and 3, that for widows: ia ta*

first two there are schools. The gardens round the tola
are cultivated with extreme care.

(Stein ; Cannabich ; Horschelmann ; Schnttzler.)

SAROOCELE (from <r<fo{, flesh, and *4X«, a tumor) •
the name of a disease by which the testicle becomes aliens

from its natural structure and converted into a hard 0#e>
like substance. The term however is of such freerel let

port, that there are few diseases of the testicle

not be included under it ; accordingly the Q
called all indurations and enlargements*of thfe
ecles, whether they were of abcoign or if'
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nature* In modern phraseology the term is restricted to

certain chronic enlargements and indurations of the body
of tlie testis* of a perfectly benignant character, but incon-
venient on account of their size and weight. These swell-

iugs may continue for years without undergoing any visible

change, or a sudden increase in their bulk may arise, and
the testicle be converted into a painful, ulcerated, and in-

curable mass of disease. Sarcocele may be distinguished
from hydrocele, the disease which most nearly resembles it,

by its hardness, weight, and want of transparency ; but oc-

casionally the two diseases are met with together, and this

compound affection is called hydrosarcocele. With respect

to the treatment of sarcocele, various and rather opposite

remedies have at times proved successful. When the en-
largement is accompanied by pain or any degree of inflam-

mation, leeches, hot fomentations, and poultices applied
externally, with the administration of an emetic, and the
adoption of a general antiphlogistic regimen, would seem to

be indicated. When the disease is altogether chronic, sti-

mulating lotions, liniments, or ointments may be applied to

the swelling. In either case, the use of a suspensory
bandage or bag truss for the support of the part should not
be neglected. If these means fail in arresting the progress

of the disease, extirpation of the gland must be had re-

course to.

SARCOIDEA, a group of Polypiaria, of which the type
is the old Linnsean genus Alcyonium.
On a general view of the structures of invertebral ani-

mals, we perceive in regard to their dermal system variations

of much importance, coincident with the habits of life to

which the individuals are destined. Among the acephalous
raollusca, for example, it is a beautiful subject ofinvestigation
to examine into the use of the shelly valves which open and
shut for respiration and motion in the Card iaceee, which open
For respiration only in the oyster, and which are not required

to open at all in the same sense in the Pholadariao. Com-
paring with these last the Tunicata, we pass gradually down
to the Ascidioid Polypiaria, and thus become familiarised

with the ciliary movements and aquiferous tubes of the

different groups of polypi.

Tbe relation ofthe hard parts associated with the retractile

substance of polypi to the way of life of these animals, is

probably in reality quite as close and important as among the

molIusca,butit is not so obvious. In the stony radiated plate

of Fungia, the stony internal ramose axis of Corallium, the

half-stony and half-horny axis of Isis, the wholly horny
axis of Antipathes, and the fibrous skeletons of Alcyonium
and Spongia, we see in general terms the use of these parts

a% supports ('fulcra') to the more active and animated
parts, affording the requisite attachments, and permitting

the assumption of suitable general shapes. Though insu-

lated in some degree from the soft animal parts, they are

perhaps not to be viewed as merely inorganic or even extra-

vascular parts, any more than the wood of a dicotyledonous

tree, which no longer serves to convey in a healthy condi-

tion the fluids which are circulated through it.

These considerations give more importance to the classi-

fications of Polypiaria from the stony, horny, fleshy, or

gelatinous character of their mass, than might at first sight

appear. In the Sarcoid (or sarcinoid. or carnose) Polypi-

aria we may imagine the distinct collected axis of Corallium

or Penriatula to be ramified and reticulated, and so involved

(empate') in the more active gelatinous mass, as to lose its

distinctive character ; we have then the alcyonium. One
step further, let this expanded reticulation of fibres acquire

somewhat more of rigidity, and the gelatinous mass, still

united with it, become apolypiferous (as a plant may be

supposed to become flower!ess), and we have the sponge,

perhaps the last, and yet not really doubtful term in the

descending series of radiated invertebral life.

Lamouroux employs the title Polypiaria Sarcoidea for

one of his three great divisions of Polypiaria (1821). The
arrangement stauds thus :

—

JOiv. 1. Supports flexible or not entirely stony.

2. „ entirely stony, and not flexible.

3. „ fleshy, more or less irritable, and without

central axis.

This division Includes three orders, viz.:—

Alcyonice, in which are eight genera, vix. Alcyonium,

Lobularia, Ammothea, Xenia, Anthelia, Alcyonidia, Alcy-

ooella, Hallirrhoe.

Polyclinic (belonging to Junicata).

Actinariof, in which are seven genera, vii. Chenendo-

pora, Hypalimus, Lymnoria, Pelagia, Montlivaltia, Isaura,
Ierea. (These are fossil groups.)
This system is mainly based on the previous labours of

Lamarck (1816), who placed Alcyonium in his group of
Polypiers empate's, but gave, after Savigny (to whom we
owe most of our knowledge of these animals), in his group
of Polypiers tubiferes, the genera Anthelia, Xenia, Ammo*
thea, Lobularia.

Blainville (1834) includes in his Sarcino'idea, the fourth
family of Zoophytaria, the Alcyonoid types of organization,
and notices eleven genera, viz. Briareum, Lobularia, Am-
mothea, Xenia, Nepthya, Anthelia, Alcyonium, Cydonium,
Pulmonellum, Mas*arium,Cliona; but remarks that several
of them are of small importance.

In Dr. Johnston's very commendable arrangement {Bri-
tish Zoophytes, p. 75, 76, 1838) the Alcyonidae form a fa-

mily of Asteroid Polypiaria.

From Blainville we take the following characters of the
family and the genera :

—

Family, Sarcoidea or Sarcinoidea.

Animals polypiform, with (mostly) eight pinnated tenta-
cula, more or less immersed, and scattered on the surface of
a common polymorphous, irregular, fleshy, adherent mass

;

the mass is composed of one (suberiform) substance, and
supported by (calcareous) aciculse. (The animals much re*

semble those of Pennatula.)
N.B. All the genera have eight pinnated tentacula, except

when the contrary is mentioned.

Genus Briareum, Blainville.

Animals thick, issuing from prominences irregularly

scattered on the polyparium, which is widely attached,

snbramose, externally composed of a fleshy thick distinct

envelope, internally composed of an assemblage of closely

fasciculated aciculse.

Example.—Briareum gorgonoideum. (Gorgonia Bria-

reus, Linn., Gmel.) Sol. and Ellis, tab. 14, figs. 1 and 2.

Genus Lobularia.

Animals entirely retractile into suboctangular cells,

which are scattered on the mass, but are especially more
numerous on the digitated extremities thereof: mass more
or less pedicellated and widely attache.

Example.—Lobularia digitata. (Alcyonium manus dia-

boli.) Common on tbe English coasts. Dr. Johnston re-

tains for this group the name Alcyonium.

Genus Ammothea, Savigny.
Animals rather short, not retractile, scattered, and nu-

merous on the whole surface of the short crowded division*

of a common plant-like attached mass. (The nonretractility

of the Polypi is the main character.)

Example.—Ammothea virescens. Red Sea.

Genus Xenia, Savigny.

Pinnules of the tentacula in several rows ; tentacula

not retractile at the base: animals collected at the extremi-

ties of short-lobed ramifications from a membranaceous
base.

Example.—Xenia umbellata, Savigny. Red Sea.

Genus Nepthya, Savigny.

Animals not retractile, prominent on the surface ofmany
hook-formed spicuuferous lobes, supported on pedicles

from a common enlarged base of attachment.

Example.—Nepthya Savignii. (BlainvihVs ' Actinologie,*

pi. 88, fig. 6.) Egypt.

Genus Anthelia.

Animals half-retractile and prominent on (herissant) the

surface of a cmsti/orm attached mass.

Example.—Anthelia glauca, Savigny. Red Sea.

Genus Alcyonium, Fleming, (Adopted by Blainville.)

Circle of tentacula complete: fleshy bases arborescent,

investing or adnate, and regularly covered with polypife-

rous papilla.

According to Lamouroux and Fleming, Alcyonium gela-

tinosum (Alcyonidium, Lam.) has 12, A. hirsutum 18 to

20, and A. echinatum 12 simple tentacula. They cannot

therefore even belong to this family. The old genus Alc\o

nium is in fact lost in the mo lern divisions, or applied to

forms and structures materially different.

Genus Cydonium, Jameson.

Animals with an orifice at the base of each of the tenta-

cula, and retractile into stelliform cells scattered in the

surface of the masst which is externally coriaceous, inter-
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Billy fleshy, and contains numerous stiff spicule? perpen-

dicular to the surface.

Example.—Cydonium Mulleri ; Aleyonium cydonium.

(Miiiler, Zoo/. Dan., ub. 81, figs. 3, 4, 5.) North Sea.

Genus Pulmonellum, Blainville.

Animals fusiform, with six simple tentacula immersed

in six dentate cells, on the surface of a spheroidal lobed

adherent mats, which is composed of a fleshy substance

and spicuto.

Example.—Pulmonellum ficus. Ellis, •CoralL/ Ub. 17,

f. K b, c, d.

(Ehrenberg properly doubU the propriety of this being

retained in the family at all.)

Genus Massarium, Blainville (part of Sympodium,
Ehrenberg.)

Animals contained in five-rayed cells, on the surface of

an amorphous spongoid mass. (According to Ehrenberg the

polypi are really octotentaculatc.)

Example.—Massarium massa. (Mutter's Zoologia Da-
nica, pi. 81, figs. ), 2.) North Sea

Genus Cliona, Grant.

Animals cylindric, slender, transparent, with 8 simole

tentacula, contained in papilloso-tubular cells; mass fleshy,

spiculiferous, anastomosed.

Example.—Cliona celata, Grant. English Channel and
North Sea.

On reviewing this series of genera it is very apparent

that the group is not by any means completely defined or

satisfactorily divided. If the tentacula may be pinnated, or

simple, and from 6 to 20 in number, and the substance

transparent or coriaceous, gelatinous, or fibrous, the family

is not properly characterised.

Most of the fossil species from the chalk and oolites, often

referred to Alcyonoidea, are more probably of the spongoid

type—the Aroorphozoaria of Blainville.

SARCCMA is a morbid tumour whose tissue is fleshy

and moderately firm. Several species of sarcoma were de-

scribed by Mr. Abernethy in his 'Classification of Tumours,'
such as the common vascular sarcoma, the adipose or fatty

kind, the pancreatic, the mammary, &c. Some of these

still retain the same names, but in general the term sar-

coma has no other meaning in surgical works than the in-

definite one already given, and includes all fleshy tumours
that are not cancerous, or medullary, or melanotic. [Tu-
mour.]
8ARCXyPHAGUS (from a Greek word, <rapco*ayoc,

which literally signifies fleth-eater), the name given to the

Egyptian stone coffins. It is not known when this strange

term was first applied to them, nor why. These coffins con-

sist of two parts, a ease formed of one piece, and open at the

top, in which the mummy was to be deposited, and a lid to

cover the opening. As these sarcophagi are generally of
hard stone, and often extremely hard, the working of them
must have been very expensive, and they could only have
been made for kings and very rich persons. There are

several fine specimens in the British Museum ; one, which was
brought from Alexandria after the capture of that city from
the French, is probably unequalled by any other yet dis-

covered. It was found by the French in the court of a
mosque of 8t Athanasius at Alexandria, under a small
building, where it was a sort of object of adoration to the

Mussulmans, who however had drilled two large holes in

the bottom of it in order to use it as a reservoir of water or

a bath. The material is a sort of breccia, similar to the

Italian breccia verde> and is composed of rounded fragments
of granite and porphyry set in a basis of deep green rock.

The porphyry is of the most brilliant and varied colours.

Though the stone is excessively hard and difficult to work,
more than a hundred square feet of its surface have been
sculptured with hieroglyphics of the most delicate work-
manship, and so small that sometimes ten or twelve are in-

cluded in a square iqeh. The number of hieroglyphic cha-

racters is said to exceed 21,700. The sarcophagus is

rounded at the head and flat at the feet, the rest of it being
like a large box. It is about 10 feet 3 inches long, 4 feet 2

inches wide st the feet, 5 feet 4 inches wide at the head, and
3 feet 9 inches in depth. The thickness, measured across

the flat rim on the top, varies from about 9 to 10 inches. It

is sculptured both within and without with various figures

of men and animals, many of the animal forms being of the
most easy snd correct outline. Dr. Clarke wrote a disser-

tation to prove that this sarcophagus was the one in which I

the embalmed body of Alexander the Great waajalaeaA, j

from a consideration of the chief facts of Ms reoefl£ i

other circumstances, it is almost demonstrable to»t tie i

cophagus was not made for him, and it is indeed i

that his body was ever placed in it.

Another very large sarcophagus in the Museam i

to be made of a species of black basalt, or Derhapa a 1

It has some sculptures upon it, which nave
volutes, but to which in reality they have little I

The intaglios upon it are less numerous than on the i

but many ofthem are of a larger size.

There is one, also in the Museum, which is a scry i*
specimen of Egyptian workmanship. It is maisof a*vr
compact black stone. Though it differs very fide a p
neral form from the other sarcophagi, it is so made »bi
in fact a mummy-case of stone instead of weed. «^
tured inside so as to give room for the round parts sf ^
body and the projecting part that indicates the feet, ft ee
probably intended to be placed erect like the othernbe
cases.

A beautiful sarcophagus of arragonite was dtsro*esss
>

fc

Belzoni in the great tomb which he opened at Theses x
has the appearance of white alabaster, and is transfers

when a candle is placed in it. It is sculptured wulaa m
without with figures not more than two inches hiA Z i

9 feet 5 inches long, 3 feet 7 inches wide, aso! afe
thick. This unique specimen was bought by Sir Mi
Soane from Mr. Salt.

The two sarcophagi found in the two great pynw*fc i
Jizeh are of white granite. There are no liniifljyBs
sculptured on either of them.

For "

notice has been abridged.

SARCO'PHILUS, the name by which M. P. Car*
designates a genus of Marsupialia. founded on Xfcssjer*

ursinus, Auct., Didelphys ursina, Harris, upon tswste
characters which, in the opinion of If. F. Cutio; w*£s»
tinguisb it, and for some of which he acknowledges dst»
is indebted to Professor Owen, who communicated Is to
a skull of the animal.

M. F. Cuvier states that SarcopMIus approaches isssr

to the Thylacini than to the Dasyuri, but that it a *n
different from either. These differences are weflaewe*
out in the last part of his ' Hisioiro Naturelle dea mmm
feres,* where a very good figure of the enipsa! ape
That by Harris, in 'Linn. Trans.,' from which At*
illustrating the history of the animal, in the article Man*
pialia [vol xiv., p. 455], is taken, does not convey a s»
factory idea of the form which we have seen alive si to

country, and which is well represented in If. Qsssn
figures, of which the subjoined cuts are copies.

or further information see the Library qfAMs
Knowledge, ' Egyptian Antiquities,' from waism fe

H«a4 of SticpphUui ur«iBt». (F. C*».)

S*iroi>hi!us uraou*. (p. Qw.j

6ARCORAMPHUS. [Coiroom;
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8AftDANAPA'LUS is the aatfie by which the Greek

and Roman writers designate the last king of Assyria. He
was a wealthy and powerful king, and is said to have built
two towns, Anchiale and Tarsus, in one day. (Steph. Byz.,
9. 'Ayx*<&4 ; Suidas, v. laptavawakoQ ; comp. Herod., ii.

150.) But be Was a man of voluptuous habits, and spent
»"« l»f« in

~,
ni9 P*lac© at Ninus or Ninive, surrounded by

women. The only event of his life in which he is said to
have acted like a man was also the last. The common ac-
count of the mode in which he ended his life, at the time
when his kingdom fell into the hands of the Medes, is given
bv Diodorus Siculus (ii. 24-*27) and Justin (i. 3). Arbaces,
who Was his satrap in Media, one day with great difficulty
obtained admission to his master, and to his astonishment
found him engaged in his usual unmanly occupations among
his concubines. Filled with indignation, Arbaces on his
return declared to his friends that he could no longer obey
such a king. A conspiracy was formed, and Arbaces, with
his Medes, joined by Belesys, a Babylonian priest (probably
aChaldaean), marched against Ninive (comp. Herod., i. 95).
Sardanapalus at first endeavoured to conceal himself; ac-
cording to others, he marched out to meet the rebels, and
was successful in three battles; and then, thinking himself
safe, be gave himself up to his usual pleasures, and prepared
a grand feast for his army. Arbaces however in the mean
time surprised the king's camp, routed the enemy, and
drove the king with a few followers back to his capital.

Here Sardanapalua maintained himself for two years, though
deserted by all the provinces, and when at last he saw that
further resistance was useless, he caused a pyre to be raised
on which he burnt himself with all his treasures and his

women. Assyria thus fell into the hands of the Medes,
who united it with Media. The time of this event is uncer-
tain ; some suppose that it took place about 880, some again
place it in the year 7 17, and others in 606 B.C. The name
of King Sardanapalus* both it) antient and in modern times,
has been used proverbially to express the highest degree of
voluptuousness and effeminacy.
SARDEGNA, SARDINIA, a large island in the Medi-

terranean Sea, situated between 38° 52' and 41° 17' N. lat.

from Cape Spartivento, the most southern point, to Cape
Longosardo on the north, and between 8° 4' and 9° 50'E.long.
from Cape Caccia near Alghero, the most western point, to

Cape Comino on the eastern coast Its form is a parallelo-
gram 140 nautical miles in length, with an average breadth
of 60 miles, leaving out the projections. The area is a trifle

larger than that of Sicily, according to the admeasurement
of Captain Smyth, and so it was considered by Scylax, who
places Sardinia before Sicily in point of size. (Cluverius,
Sardinia Antiqua.) The eastern shore of Sardinia faces the
coasts of Rome and Naples, the north-eastern point of the
island, near Terranova, being about 150 miles west by south
of the mouths of the Tiber, and Cape CarbOnaro, at the
south-eastern extremity, being about 300 miles west of the
coast of Calabria. Cape Spartivento, the most southern
point of Sardinia, is about 1 20 miles north of Cape Serrat
on the coast of Tunis; and Cape Carbonaro, the southeast
point, is 170 miles from Trapani on the north-west coast of
Sicily. Towards the north, the narrowest part of the Straits

of Bonifacio, which divide Sardinia from Corsica, is about
nine miles across; to the westward, Port Mahon in the

island of Minorca is about 200 miles distant from Cape
Mannu near Oristano on the west coast of Sardinia; and
the islands of Hyeres on the coast of Provence are about
180 miles from Asinara at the north-west extremity of Sar-

dinia. The situation of Sardinia is therefore central with

regard to Italy, Sicily, Barbary, France, and Spain. The
island contains excellent harbours ; S. Pietro and Porto

Conte on the western coast, the roadsteads of Maddalena
on the northern and Terranova on the eastern, besides the

spacious bays of Cagliari, Palmas, Oristano, and Alghero,

and the roadsteads of Vignola, Tortoli, and Porto Torres.

A chain of primitive mountains runs from north to south

along the whole eastern side of the island, occupying about

one-third of its surface, and forming the wild districts of

Gallura, Ogliastra, Barbargia, Sarabus, and Budui: this

range consists of granite and schistus, with large masses of

quartz, mica, and felspar. Few of the summits exceed

3000 feet, except the peak of Limbarra in the Gallura,

which is 3686 feet high, and the group called Genargentu,

which is near the centre of the island, and attains an eleva-

tion of 5276 feet. West of this highland region, and along

the central length of the island, there is a succession of fine

P. O. No. 1284.

plains intersected by ranges of smaller hills, and stretching
irt some places as far as the western coast, such as at Oris-
tano and Alghero. The remaining part of the western coast
is occupied by several unconnected mountain-groups, some
primitive, some secondary, and others of volcanic formation,
jutting out in numerous and picturesque headlands, and
giving to that part of the island a more varied and pleas*
ing aspect than the abrupt and iron-bound eastern coast.
At the south-western extremity of the island are the moun-
tains of Sulcis, consisting of granite and primitive lime-
stone, separated from the eastern chain by the Campidano,
or wide plain which spreads north of Cagliari towards
Oristano. North of the Sulcis, and separated from it by
the romantic valley of Iglesias, are the mountains of Mur-
giani and Arcuentu, which rise along the western coast, and
the latter of which attains the height of 2315 feet. North
of these lies the deep gulf of Oristano, and east of it is a
great plain, through which flows the Tirsi, the principal
river of Sardinia. North of this plain, and near the western
coast, is the group of Monte Ferru, which rises 2796 feet
about the sea ; and farther north towards Alghero is Monte
Minerva, 2400 feet high. A succession of highlands, partly
of volcanic formation, extends north of the basin of the
Tirsi, and quite across the breadth of the island, through the
district of Goceano, and joins the mountains of Gallura on
the eastern coast. This range divides the north-west part of
the island from the remainder. At the northern base of it

is the extensive plain called Carapo d'Ozieri, andCampo di
Giavesu, through which the river Coguinas flows to the
northward. This plain is bounded on the north-west by a
hilly tract, mostly of volcanic formation, one point of which,
whereupon stands the town of Osilo, is 2000 feet high.
West of this hilly tract is the plain of Sassari, extending
from the northern coast at Porto Torres to the western sea
towards Alghero.
North-west of the plain of Sassari is the mountainous

peninsula of Nurra, which stretches out into the sea, ter-

minating in three abrupt headlands, Cape Caccia to the
south, above 600 feet high, Cape Argentaro to the west,
and Cape Falcon, the Gorditanum Promontorium of Ptolemy,
to the north. A narrow and shallow strait, lined with sharp
rocks, runs between this cape and the island of Asinara, the
ancient 'Hercutis Insula,' a mountainous island of a long
irregular shape, indented by several gulfs and coves, and
having nearly thirty miles of coast-line to a comparatively
small surface. It is inhabited by a few shepherds and
farmers. The north and west coasts of Asinara are very
steep, Mont Scoramunica, the principal elevation, being
1500 feet above the sea. The whole peninsula of Nurra is

covered with mountains, the northern parts of which con-
sist of great masses of granite with schistose rocks, and the
southern part is compact limestone with gypsum and quarts.

The principal summits in this range are from 1400 to 2000
feet nigh.

A volcanic district, as to which however there is no
historical record of its having been in a state of activity, ex-
tends along the centre of the island, beginning at Monastir*

north of Cagliari, and running northward between Nurri
and Sardara: it comprehends the towns of Ales, Milis, and
San Lussurgiu, which last is built in the crater of an extinct

volcano. It then extends to Bonorva and Queremula, on
the border of the great northern plain of Giavesu, where a
crater is clearly distinguishable, which from its unbroken
conical shape and fine red a*hes bears the appearance o
comparatively recent action ; and the whole surrounding
country consists of slaggy lava, rugged scoria?, obsidian,

and indurated pozzolana, with large hills of porphyritie

tufa towards Bonorva, lying over calcareous rocks. The
volcanic beds extend farther north, through Codrongianus
and Osilo in the hilly region east of Sassari, where remains
ofcraters occur, to Castel Sardo, on the northern coast, w here

they form abrupt cliffs 300 feet above the sea. The town-
wall and most of the houses of Cassel Sardo are built of
lava. The river Coguinas forms on this side the geological

boundary between the primitive formations of the eastern

country, and the trap and volcanic products to the westward*

At Nurri, in the southern part ofthe island, on the borders of
the eastern highlands overlooking the Campidano, or great

plain of Cagliari, are two hills called ' pizs* e ogheddu* and
* pizz* e ogu mannu,' meaning peaks of the little and great

eye, which appear to have been ignivomous mouths. A
volcanic stream has run from them over a calcareous tract,

whioh forms an elevated plain or table-land nearly 1600 feet

Vol. XX.—31
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eboVe tbt tea, callsd 8a gjara a Serri, from the neigh-

bouring Tillage of Serri. This plain it covered with oak,

ilex, andoork trees, while its northern declivity contains rich

pasture. North-west of this plain is the 'Giars,* or lava

bed of Gestori, of similar formation, which has proceeded

from a crater near the town of .Ales: it is strewed wiih

masses of obsidian and trachytie and cellular lava, so ss to

resemble a city in ruins. At Monastir, in the plain north

of Cagliari, tbere is a distinct double crater now well

wooded, and a new bridge has been of late years constructed

there of fine red trap, which, with the bold outline of the

neighbourhood, renders the entrance to the village by the

new road very picturesque. (Captain Smyth's Skttch of
thtvruent StaU qf Sardinia, 1828.)

Ine principal rivers of Sardinia are— 1, the Tirsi, the

Thyrsus of Ptolemy, which drains the central part of the

island : it rises near Buduso on the west side of the Gal-

lura mountains, flows first south and then south-west, along

the base of the Goceano ridge, passes through the fine

valley of Ottana, receiving several tributary streams from
the mountains of Genargentu, and then flowing by For-

dongianus, enters the plain of Oristano, passing north of

that town, and then turning abruptly to the south enters

the sea after a tortuous course of between 70 and 80 miles.

In very dry summers it is fordable near its mouth, but in

winter it contains a vast mass of water, and inundates con-

siderable tracts. 2. The Coguinas, in the northern part of
the island, rises in the volcanic region of Bonorva, flows

northwards through the plains of Giavesu and Oiieri,

receives several streams from the highlands of Goceano and
of Gallura, passes between Mount Sassu and the Limbara
ridge, when it assumes the name of Rio di Pallidas, and
flowing through a romantic ravine below the cliffs of Castel

Doha, enters a fine plain adjoining the sea: it forms a
small lake near its mouth, a few miles east of Castel Sardo.

The course of the Coguinas is between 50 and 60 miles, and
it is fordable near its mouth, except in rainy seasons. 3.

The Flumendoso, tbe Smprus of Ptolemy, the principal

Stream of the eastern part of the island, rises in the moun-
tains of Curno di Bue and runs southwards along a high
vallev between the ridge of Genargentu on the west and
tbe Ogliastra mountains to the east, passing through many
solitary glens: it then turns easUard between the mountains
of Sarrabus on one side and the hills of Parte Olle. which
divide it from the Campidano or plain of Cagliari, and after-

wards winding through the fertile grounds of Villa
Fused, San Vito, and Muravera enters the sea between
two low rocky points on which stand the towers of
Xalinas and Corallo, after a course of between 50 and 60
miles. As it runs between two mountain-ridges, the basin
of the Flumendoso is very narrow ; in the winter it is

swelled with the drainage of the surrounding mountain-
region, and it then assumes a very imposing appearance.
4. The Mannu rises in the fountain of the Pig in the
table-land of Sareidanu on tbe south slope of the Genar-
gentu ridge, and flowing southwards through tbe plain of
the Campidano is joined by the Calarita from the moun-
tains of Gergei on the east and the Sixerris which comes
near Iclesias from tbe west: the united stream enters the
lake of Cagliari, which lies west of that city and is six or
seven miles long by three or four broad, and communicates
with tbe sea by seven cuts through a narrow strip of sand.
This lake is navigated by flat-bottomed boats, ana contains
abundance of eels, mullets, and other fishes; it is also fre-
quented by flamingos and pelicans, which migrate thither
in the winter, probably from the lakes of Biserta and Tunis
on tbe opposite eoaat of Barbery. Besides these four rivers
there are many smaller streams, such aa the Turritano,
whiob flows through the plain of Sasseri, and it crowed
near its mouth by a substantial Roman bridge in excellent
preeervation ; the Termo, or river of Boca, on the western
coast; the Csdrino,or river of Oroesi, which is navigable by
boats for about a mile and a quarter inland en the eastern
coast ; it is an abundant and impetuous stream from its source
which is en the eastern slope of the Barbargie mountains.
The climate of Sardinia varies greatly according to the

seasons and localities. Along the coast the thermometer
ranges, in the course of the year, from 34* to 90* ; but it

falls at times considerably lower in the highlands. The
summits of Genargentu are often eapped with enow in the
course of the winter. The north-west wind is the healthiest,
and the east or south-east the most noxious, Hail and

be* rain fells sswiesjah m the

autumn. In the summer the country is w
droughts, but tbe heavy dews of the night partly oommesy
sate for the want of rain. Earthquakes are vary cam and
slight. Tbe plains and some of the lower valleys of T
dinia have been notoriously unhealthy ever sinee the) i

of tbe Romans. Cicero, Slrabo, Martial, and in late* U
Dante, all speak in strong terms of the insalubrity of J

dinia. The malaria of Sardinia is called by the nsuiwcja _
temperie,' and it appears to be somewhat different frusm &a*

malaria of Italy ; it does not always produce swelled f-
x

and sallow skins, but it acta more rapidly than the
malaria, especially upon strangers, ana instances are) i

of persons carried off by it in a day or two. The inteenjisiN

fever is caught during day as well ss night, awahe or seseesx

whilst the malaria is considered most fatal at ta&X and
during sleep. Exposure to the midday heat and so she

dew of the evening are equally fatal. The native* avoid ss

much ss possible going out of doors until an hoar after awn-

rise, and they hasten home before sunset, carefully <

every door and window, and if they are obliged to |_

they hold a handkerchief before their mouth. It is sjsas>

rally agreed that fire is an excellent preservative agatnss ths

intemperie, and the former lords of Oristano used to ten
Isrgs fires round the town everv night Moat awash
remove from the plains to the higher grounds on St Jesms
d»^v tbe 94th of June, when the air begins to be tinlsaslijf

tboueb it does not become dangerous till August, 6ssj
which time it continues so to the end of November; whoa
heavy rains precipitate the miasma and purify tbe air. Tea
intemperie of Sardinia laats therefore for a month ex ine

later tnan the malaria in the Maremme ofltaly. Those (eessj

who are obliged by circumstanoes to remain, hewn thssW
selves well clsd in thick woollens to protect Um
against the burning sun. Exertion, exposure to
showers, and fatigue of all kinds srs studious!/ as
and a spare but good diet is adopted, with cool i

drinks. In spite of these precautions however
sons die of the intemperie every year. The pat

attacked by headache and a painful tension of the <

region, with alternate fits of best snd chillis

ensues, the accesses of which sre extremely seve

followed by great debility, which is injurious even to I

who sre accustomed to it snd generally fatal to etrai

Exhalations from the marshes and tbe beds of rivers '

ore nesrly dry in summer, and putrescent vegetation, art

active causes of the intemperie, though in Italy they i

not to be tbe only causes. [Rons, P. 91.] By draining tie

marshes, embanking the rivers, and cultivating the * ssmv
chie,' or desert tracts which cover shout one-third of the

surface of the island, the intemperie might be diminished.
Many Sards are of opinion that the green figs of InamtoI

districts sre particularly deleterious. Corn grown on one*
grounds, on the contrary, is esteemed the finest. Hedges ef

tne ' Ficu Morisou,' or Cactus Opuntis, are supposed to e>
eresse the intemperie, by abstracting the evaporation fees*

the earth, without absorbing moisture like other matt
Wherever the oleander flourishes, intemperie of the wotst
kind may be expected.

The migrations caused by the intemperie, the i

cottages, pastures, snd enclosures, and the numerous
of uncultivated land, give to the plains of Sardinia an i

of depopulation, especially in summer. Tbe inhabittsrts ef
the plains sre viewed by those of the highlands with nstAes
contempt ss weak and degenerate.

The lands of Sardinia are divided into feudal and neav
feudal. Sardinia is now the only country in wwaaern
Europe in which the feudsl system remains. Tim fivwJet

lands either batons; to the respective nobles, seven! ef
whom are of Spanish families and non-resident who «a>
trust their domains to indolent ' podetarii,' or sex

have been sold to private individuals, who stQl

the feudal lord by paying him a trifling fee, and are
some restrictions, such ss not planting vinerards at
without bis oonsent The lands not feudal belong either as
communities or individuals, and can be let or sell or free*.
away at the will of the owners. A smell part of theseMae
are enclosed and well cultivated, and are called 'Tenehef
hut the larger proportion consist of ' Vidsstonu* that fit.

lands belonging to communities ; they ere mostly e3rtms]
into three ports, each of which is cultivated in its turn, ami
while under culture is enclosed with s line of hurdles, emi
the rest being fellow, is open to the wandering took*, soul
is deemed eeoneoa. The government nee ef lots jejeja;
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issued decrees in frvour of enclosures, and trees and hedges
nave been planted in many places. The leases are short,

often for two years only, and the rent is generally paid in

kind. In some parts farms are let on the metayer system,
as in many parts of France and Italy. One-third of the
surface ofthe island consists of macchie,or waste, consisting
of sandy or stony districts, and lakes and marshes ; another
third is occupied by forests or natural pastures ; and the
remainder, which is estimated at fire millions and a half of
starelli (a measure about four-fifths of an acre), consists of
corn-fields, vineyards, olive-grounds, orchards, and gardens.
About one million ofthese starelli are allotted for the growth
of corn, and if diligently cultivated they would produce
enough to support three times the actual number of inha-
bitants. Wheat, under the present system of agriculture,

gives a return of only seven or eight for one, but in some
favoured districts the average is from fifteen to twenty.
The Sardinian plough resembles the aratrum of theRomans

;

it is light, and penetrates only two or three inches into the
ground, and has no coulter. Most of the garden-grounds
are worked with the hoe, the spade and mattock being gene-
rally unknown. The corn is left in the fields until it is

threshed, whioh is performed by the treading of mares or
colts on an area prepared by paring off the sward and beat-

ing the soil with a mallet to the requisite hardness. Wind-
mills are unknown, and water-mills are only found in some
«aces in the Capo di Sopra, or northern part of the island.

rinnowing is managed by tossing up the corn into the air,

for the wind to blow off the chaff. Corn is generally ground
hi a corner of the house by means of the ' mola asinaria,' or

domestic mill, turned by an ass. There is no regular system
of manuring the ground; it is done however sometimes
when urgently required. Paring and burning are the com-
mon processes. The only artificial fodder for cattle is the
*mischiale,' a mixture of barley, lucerne, basil, and vetches,

well known to the antients.

Cattle, sheep, goats, and swine are divided into two
classes ; the ' manso,' or tame, being those which work or
yield milk, wool, &c, are carefully tended and kept in the

best pastures; and the ' rude,' which are for slaughter or

for breeding, and which are allowed to ramble over hills

and wastes almost in a wild state. Each flock or herd bears

a particular mark on the ear. All the labour ofthe field is done
byoxen. The breed of horses reared in the tanche, or enclosed
grounds, is carefully attended to: horse-races are frequent.

For the improvement of the breed there is a government esta-

blishment in the plain of Ghilarza, called • Regia Tanoa,'
where Arabian and Spanish stallions are kept, and also Swiss
bulls and rams. Sardinian horses are in general free from vice,

patient of fatigue, and require but moderate food, and the
Sards are generally very good horsemen. The very small
horse, called ' acchetta,' which was antiently in osteon*

among the Roman ladies, is an easy-paced lively little ani-

mal. The mule is unknown. Oxen are used for drawing
the carts, which are of the most primitive kind, like those in

many parts of Portugal ; the wheels are made of a solid?

piece of wood, and stuck round the edge with projecting

triangular-headed nails, which are the only iron used in the

whole machine. The exletree is fixed into the wheels, and
turns round with tbem.

Sardinia is better provided with forests than Sicily ; the

best timber is in the mountainous districts of Gallura, Bar-

bergia, Goceano, Marghime, and Planargia. On the south-

west side of the ridge of Genargentu is an extensive elevated

plain, ceiled ' su Sarcidanu,' covered with fine oak, beech,

chestnut, and cork trees, and on the Menomeni range, be-

tween San Lussurgiu and Macomer is another elevated

plain called * au littu de St. Antoni,' about nine miles wide
and eleven or twelve long, covered with a rich forest. Fine
woods are also (bund in the Giarre de Serri, and on the hills

of Trebina and Arcuosa, and they abound with wild hogs

and game. Pine-trees are not common except near Terra-

nova. The cork-tree grows very fine and in great quantity

in, the northern part of the island. Timber is very scarce

in, the plains, and the want of roads prevents the people

fir/pn making use of that of the mountain forests. Dwarf
mulberry-trees grow in abundance, but their cultivation is

little attended to* although the government has repeatedly

endeavoured to encourage the rearing of silkworms ; and as

early as 1 788, a book was published at Cagliari, in both

Sardinian and Italian, called * Moriografia Sards,* in the

form of a dialogue, pointing out to the people the advan-

tage* ofA i» branch ofindustry, and explaining the methods

to be followed, but it seems to have produced little effect, at
least as late as the years 1823-4, when Captain Smyth took
his survey of the coasts of the island.

Among fruit-trees, the fig, the vine, the apple, apricot,

peach, almond, and prickly pear are the most common.
Walnuts and chestnuts are only met with in some places.

Oranges, lemons, and citrons are cultivated chiefly in the
southern districts of Iglesia and Villa Cidro, and near Sas-
sari, but are not held in great esteem. Date-trees grow on
the Campidano, and some of the produce is gathered and
sold, but it is not of a good quality.

Vegetables are fine and plentiful; peas and cabbage
grow wild in the greatest luxuriance, and the asparagus of
the hedges is abundant in the markets in March and April.

Celery and tomatas are large and well flavoured. The
'torso,' a kind of turnip-cabbage, grows to a gigantic site,

weighing without the leaves eight or ten pounds. Saffron
is cultivated, and is much used in cookery.

The vine is extensively cultivated, both soil and climate
being highly favourable to it ; and though the process ot

making wine is still very imperfect, Sardinia produces some
excellent wines. 'The 'malvasia,* or malmsey-wine of
Quarto, Cagliari, Bosa, and Sorso, the musoat wine of Al-
ghero, the red wine of Alghero and Oristano, and the
cananau, natue, and quarnacia of the Campidano are much
esteemed. The natives in general make considerable use of
wine. More common white wines are made near Sassari

and Terralba, and also in the Campidano. About 2000
Catalan pipes of a hundred quartieri (the quartieri being
about eleven pints English) are annually exported from
Alghero, about 1 700 pipes from Ogliastra on the eastern
coast, and 500 or 600 from Cagliari.

There are several extensive olive-grounds, but the oil has
not yet been largely exported, although this branch of com-
merce is on the increase. The best olives are those of Sas-

sari. Inferior oil is produced from the Ogliastra, or wild

olive, which, with that made from the Lentiscus, serves the
peasants for burning.

Corn is the principal article of export, but the govern-
ment does not allow the exportation unless the average
price of wheat in the principal markets is under thirty

reals (ll#. 3d.) the starello, each starello being about a
bushel and a quarter Winchester measure. A heavy duty
is also imposed on the exportation. The importation of
foreign wheat is prohibited, if the average price is not above
ten reals the starello. The greater part of the wheat raised

in Sardinia is of a superior though soft kind called trigue

;

it will keep good only eighteen or twenty months; it is

sowed in November and December, and reaped in June.
In seasons of abundant harvest about 400,000 starelli are

exported. The barley is inferior in quality as compared
with the wheat : about 200,000 starelli is the utmost quan-
tity exported. Indian corn, though it thrives well, is not
very extensively grown. One hundred thousand starelli of

beans, 200,000 of peas, and 1000 of lentils are also exported
annually.

Cheese is a great ohiect of rural economy ; it is made
chiefly from sheep and goats' milk, and being steeped in

brine, it has a salt bitter taste. A great quantity is shipped

for Naples, where it is in great demand, being muoh used

when grated to season maccaroni. Little butter is made, as

the treatment of cows is not well understood, and fodder is

scarce.

Salt is a monopoly of the government, and a profitable

branch of the royal revenue, the continental states of the

house of Savoy being supplied entirely from Sardinia.

Sweden and other states take many cargoes of salt from

Sardinia. The salterns, both natural and artificial, are

round the gulf of Cagliari, at Oristano, Terranova, and on
the northern coast west of Porto Torres. The salterns are

worked by conviota sentenced to the galleys, but the exca-

vation ofthe mounds and the carriage of the salt is a labour

forced on the adjacent villagers, for whieh they receive a

small compensation.
Tobacco is also a royal monopoly. This plant, whieh was

introduced in 1714, while the bland was subject to the House
of Austria, thrives well, especially round Sassari, Alghero,

and the adjacent villages. The Zenxiglio, a fine sort of

snuff, resembles that of Valencia in Spain.

flax is cultivated in the neighbourhood of Oristano, and
most of it is used in the linen manufactories of the country.

The finer sort oflinen is made at Busachi. Wool is coarse,

owsag to the ieeks being neglected, and it m manufactured
312
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into coarse cloth for the peasantry. A better Quality of cloth

is made of lamb*' wool, aud also a Ane sort or flannel called

panuiasu, made in the district ofSulci*. Cotton grows very well

in the Campidano, out is not cultivated to any great extent.

Madder grow* wild,andi* only used by the peasants for dyeing
thtir coarse cloth. Some rock mosses are also gathered for

dyeing. But the beautiful tincture of a delicate verm ill ion,

mentioned by the aatients by the name of tinctura Sardi-

nia**, is no longer known. Barilla is forbidden to be culti-

vated, except in certain places, from an opinion that it im-

poverishes the land. Bullocks' hides, sheep and goat skins,

and kid or lamb skins, are exported in great quantities.

Leather is imported from Marseille and other places. Among
the yearly exports are from four to five thousand fox-skins

;

2UU0 martin skins and 60,000 rabbit or hare skins. The
forest* abound with stags, daini or small deer,wild boars, and
muAoni, or • murvoni,' a species of large sheep, clothed with

hair instead of wool.

The fisheries of Sardinia are very productive, especially

the 'toonere,' or establishments for taking the tunny fish,

which are at the Saline on the north coast, at Flumentareiu,
Pono Paglia aud Porto Scus on the south-west coast, and at

Cala Vinagra, in the island of S. Pietro; and Cala Sapone,

in that of 8. Antioco. The shoal enters the Mediterranean

from the Atlantic in the spring, skirt* the shores of Spain
and France, and then descending along the western coast of

Corsica, part of it finds its way eastward through the Straits

of Bonifacio, while the rest passes towards the Black Sea
round the south end of Sardinia, remaining on the coast of

the island from April till July. Most of the tunnies weigh
from 100 to 300 pounds, but some of them are above 300.

All the parts of the fish are turned to account, and most of

them are salted. Captain Smyth gives an account of the

expense* and receipt of a tonnara for one season, in which
36&0 tunnies were caught. Tho expenses of the company,
which lured the tonnara for 112a/., amounted to 6174/. The
heaviest item besides the rent is the wear and tear of the

nets, which are divided into several compartments called

chambers, and made very strong, as the fish is powerful, and
struggles hard. Then there is the oil and salt for pickling,

the cost of the barrels, the wages of the men, &c The
receipt*amounted to 14.690/., leaving a profit of 95 1 6/. Most
of the tuiinerie* are let to foreigner*, who ship off the pro-

duce to various port* of the Mediterranean, and a com-
paratively small proportion is used in the island.

The fishery of anchovies and sardines, which once used to

be very productive, is much (alien off. Coral is taken off the
west ana south coasts, especially off Alghero, between the
months of March and October ; but this branch of industry
is also abandoned by the native* to the Neapolitana ana
Genoese, who send from 200 to 300 boats annually, and
carry off the produce, paying only a small impost, and
a small duty for anchorage. Each felucca or boat generally
collects coral to the value of about 1600 dollars, at the rate
of 6jo*, per English pound weight The coral is polished
and worked into necklaces, earrings, and other ornaments, at

Genoa, Legborn, Marseille, and Naples. Pearls of an inferior

quality are obtained from the pinna nob ilit, which abounds
in shallow bay*, as at Porto Conte and Liscia. The shell

measure* from 15 to 27 inches in length, and is sought
chiefly for the tuft of silky hair, the bysau* of the antienu,
which U attached to it. The filaments are of a glossy brown
colour, about eight inches in length, and are easily spun
into gloves, stockings, &e>

Sardinia was noted in antient times for it* mine*, which
were worked to a great extent, as is attested by vast excava-
tions aud remains of foonderiea, South-west of Igleeias u
Monte d'Oru, which appears to have derived its name from
the gold (brmeily extracted from it; the mountain has been
reduced by excavation to a mere shell. Theie u no doubt
that silver was found in considerable quantities, and u even
now procured occasionally, but the government it seem*
neither undertakes to work the minea nor allows private

individual* to work them. A vein of pure mercury being
discovered near Orietano, the fiscal magistrate seised the
place, on the ground that the wall* and cistern* of the
town would be damaged by following up the vein. Iron

and lead ore are found in abundance in many piaec*. a* well

as copper. The government has however of late year* sent
mineralogist* to explore the island. In the eastern moun-
tains sre found porphyry, basalt, alabaster,, and marble.
Chalcedonies, Jaspers, oorueiiaae, sardonyx* turquoise*, and
rock erjetal are found in the dislnaU of Sukie and other

mountains of the west Fossil wood is found at Oxiem aaf

Bonorva, lignite at Villapuazu, Tonera, and the'

hood of Sassari, and inferior coals at Vfflaeidxo,

Mandas, Chiaramonte, and other places. Some
found in the trottoes of Sorrenti, nitre is procured at la,

and Sammogheu, and is carried to Cagtiari for the ftp.

manufactory of gunpowder. Amianthus and asbestos ax

obtained at Ploaghe and Isilt. On the Espalmador of 8. P**-
there is a grey mixture of carbonate of lime and ajiuaxsr

resembling fullers' earth, which is used by the Mifro -

washing, and is called terra saponaria. Tbeie are rjua*n«i
mineral springs. The principal are those of Santa/a, Vi»
Cidro, Fordongianus, in the south, and Caste) Dona. 2>c#-

gali, Codrongianus, and Beuetutti, iu the north. Thej »n
however unprovided with buildings or any sort ofacmmow
dation for invalids. Vestiges of antient thermal axial at

the sulphureous springs or Fordongianus, on the left hems

of the Tirsi, but they are now quite forsaken.

The population of Sardinia amounted, in 1533,lo4fl4n
The island is divided for administrative purpose* into cams
prefetture, or small provinces: Cagliari, Igleeiaa, lafly taan
sei, Nuoro. Alghero, Busachi, Oxieii, Cugtieri, leases*

Sassari. For ecclesiastical purposes it is divided intact****

dioceses: Cagliari, Oristano, Sassari, Galtetlt-Nneve* aba-

sias. Ales, Alghero, Aropuriase Civita, Bosa, Bu
Ogliastra, which are subdivided into 382 parishes.

Sassari, and Oristano are archbishop's see*.

also three mitred abbots, 93 convents of monks, and 1) 4
nuns. (Serristori, StaiisticadeW Italia ; Calendar™ Se*eV
Few of the convents are possessed of considerable proper?
in land, the majority being mendicants. The nttShsr a.'

mouks does not exceed 1600. The Roman Catholic ii :**

only religion of the country, no other is tolerated* aid cN*

natives boast that no heresy ever spread to thia island. TW
court of the Inquisition, existing for centuries nodar iW
A ragout se and Spanish dynasties, probably conlnboaal a
this result.

Sardinia is at present administered by a viceroy, append
bv the king for three years : he has a salary of 60,040 Aaea
Every viceroy, on his arrival at Cagliari, take* a eolcsu

oath to preserve inviolate the statute* and privilege* of tit

island. Sardinia has a representative parliament, cats*

'8tamenti,' consisting of the three orders or eetalea. after i*t

manner of other kingdom* during the middle age*: eaneK
the ecclesiastic stamento, selected from the pnt*aJca> fit

archbishop of Cagliari president; the military etaaacs-i

consisting of all nobles, with or without fiefs, under the a?

sidency of the most antient feudal nobleman above lees*
year* of age ; and the ro> al stamento, composed of the n;n
sentatives of the towns, under the Capogiuraio of Cagl^
Each stamento holds its sittings apart, in a separate k*L
and after separately discussing tie matter in debate, o*
communicate bv deputies. The assembly of the alaearat.

i* convened and holoen by and during the king** phaasr
and can therefore constitute no permanent opposition w aw
royal will. The chief topic of discussion
'donativi,* or supplies requested by the so
when the stamenti have not been convened for a
years, there has been repeatedly a loud outcry see
and at times tomething like a popular insurrectaoo*
The feudal system continues in activity, though

ably limited by the interference of the crown. The i__

rights vary according to the terms of the invesOlure*
feudal lord is required, in all cases, to assist hi*
support them during imprisonment. Noblea ar
civil and criminal prosecutions, juat aa oommonera awe
the privilege however of delaying their answer to any
tion for twentv six days. The children of nohl
there be a ' fide commesso,* or entail, in which case abe ***»

perty goe* to the eldest, generally share the fiTiuawi
equally among them at the father** death, except the aaaiiw
daughter*, who, when they have received their dee/re, he**
no further claim. Besides manorial peer*, of wheen eajl}***
the lord of Anglona, bears the title of prince, the ether*
being marauise* and counts, there is a numeree* etas* J
inferior nobles and knights, who have the prmloge e| w-
r>ing arm*. Like the prie*U, the) pay nothing to the saw**,
lord* but only to«the king and to the olaify.

Vassals in Sardinia are born free, and can ofcaaage %a*<
iord and residence at will, but while on a lord** eaiat* saw
are bound to feudal services and tenures, all above ihav as*
of eighteen paying annual tribute, either in eaoasej aa ha
heaideathe uaeal impost* on the land and atecfc, Aa eee

sovereign a*X

w
a*i
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" fributions for robberies and arson committed in the district,

and for the exemption from the * road ia,' or one day's per-

gonal labour, and from other dominical services. These
tales are levied in addition to the tithes, the royal imposts,

alms (asked as a due, and never refused) to mendicant
monks, and other demands, which in some places amount
to seventy per cent on the earnings of the vassal.

The Sards were of old a very mixed race, partly of Celtic

and Iberian stock, and partly of Greek and Etruscan race,

to which a considerable infusion of Carthaginian and after-

wards of Roman blood was added. In later times Pisans
and Spaniards settled in the towns and lower country, but
in the highlands the population has remained comparatively
unmixed, and may be considered as the real descendants of
the old Sards, who struggled hard against both Carthage
and Rome. The Sards are of a middle stature, and well

formed, with dark eyes and coarse black hair, though fresh

complexions and blue eyes are also seen in the mountains.
In tne Campidano they are more swarthy than in the north
part of the island, and have generally a large mouth and
thick lips. They have strong intellectual faculties, though
mostly uncultivated, and an enthusiastic attachment to

their country and their native district, in consequence of
which families seldom remove or disperse. They are

kind and hospitable, but are easily offended and excited

to revenge. Being accustomed from early age to the

use of the gun, they are excellent marksmen, and will lie

in ambush for their victim for whole days, until they
have an opportunity of shooting him. If the family

of the sufferer has influence enough to Btir justice into

active measures against the offender, the latter flies to

the mountains, where he joins others of a similar de-

scription, and becomes a robber. Some of these bands
however will not molest strangers ; they do not call them-
selves robbers, but assassins. They levy contributions on
the villages and shepherds to supply themselves with ne-

cessaries. But on the eastern coast, near Terranova, Dor-
gali, Gal t ell i, &c, there are real bands of robbers, who
both plunder and murder: they are designated by the

name • malviventi.' The government however has of late

years done much towards extirpating the robbers; it has

abolished in a great measure the privilege of sanctuary

;

it has forbidden the use of fire-arms, except to the militia-

men, the nobles, and other persons duly authorised; it

has sent troops against the more obnoxious bands, and
hunted and destroyed them. But as long as revenge is

considered by all classes as a moral and hereditary obli-

gation, outlaws will take shelter in the impracticable re-

cesses of the mountains, where it is extremely difficult for

the police and the military to discover and arrest them.
Italian is the language of the government, and is also

spoken by all educated persons in the large towns. The
native tongue, which varies according to districts, is a dialect

ofthe ok! Romance [Romance Language], and is evidently

derived from the Latin, with an admixture of words of

Greek and Arabic origin. The natives of the Barbargia

district pride themselves on the number of Greek words
which they retain, and their distinct but harsh and guttural

enunciation, which is with difficulty attained by the rest of

the 8ards.

The language is considered to be purest in the Goceano
and m the western district of Marghine, north of Oristano,

bat K is most elegantly spoken in the Sulcis. At Alghero
theCatalonian is generally spoken, the inhabitants being in

great measure the descendants of a Catalonian colony,

established by Peter the Ceremonious, king of Aragon, in

1355.

The nobles and citizens generally follow the fashions

of Italy in their dress, but the country people have pecu-

liar costumes. In the Campidano they wear a jacket or

pelisse of undressed sheep or goat skins, with the fleece

outside, the * mastruca' mentioned by Cicero ; that which is

worn in the Gallura highlands is made of coarse native

cloth; in the west, near Bosa, and in the Sulcis, they

wear the *coHettu,' or close sleeveless waistcoat of tanned

leather, folding on the breast and reaching nearly to the

knee. Some 'collettus' are made of yellow or reddish

leather from France, decorated with large silver buttons in

the Maltese style. The shirt is fastened at the neck by

'silver buttons, but no cravat is worn. The •cabbanu,' or

heavy dark-brown Maltese cloak, is much worn by the

farmers. In Cagliari the men of the lower orders wear a

red cap, but in most other jterts of the island Mack caps are

worn. The cap or net for hair is also much worn In the
southern part of the island. In the highlands of Gallura
and Barbargia the men let their hair hang loose over
their shoulders, which, with their bushy beards, gives them
a ferocious aspect. A kind of black kilt over loose linen
drawers, with cloth leggings, completes the dress of the
men.
The dress of the females in the towns is an imitation of

the Italian fashion ; most women wear the Genoese ' mez-
zaro,' or white veil, thrown over the head and shoulders

;

those of the upper class wear bonnets. The peasantry ad-
here to their peculiar costumes. In the northern districts

the women wear their sleeves divided in the Greek fashion,

and a coarse white net envelops their hair, like that worn
by the men. The females of the Sulcis wear a shawl
round their heads, and scarlet stockings ; at Orosei the
women wear a highly ornamented busk projecting from be-
tween the breasts, in shape not unlike the prow of a galley,

and they have moreover the Oriental custom of covering
their mouths. In some places the head is covered with a
yellow cloth having a deep red border, as in some parts
of the kingdom of Naples ; in others with a fine linen
tied loosely under the chin. The petticoat is made very
full, with small plaits ; the shift is buttoned at the neck ; the
corset is low, over which, on gala days, a rich embroidered
jacket is worn, with loose cuffs and silver buttons. Corals,
rings, rosaries, and crosses are worn in profusion.

The villages are generally large ana well situated, but
with unpaved narrow streets, mean houses, and a general
want of comfort. Large dunghills disfigure the principal

avenues. The villages in the Gallura are built of granite
blocks* and in the other northern distriots of freestone;

but in the southern division of the island most houses in

the country are built of sun-dried bricks. The dwellings
of the peasants have generally only ene story, without win-
dows, or if they have windows, they are not glaxed. A
whole family often dwells in a single room, with their

chickens, dogs, and kids, whilst the patient ass turns the
corn-mill in a corner. In the centre of the room there is

a square hole in the clay floor for the fire ; the smoke finds

its way through the door or any accidental crevice. There
is generally a large bed in one side of the room for the
elders, the sick, or the stranger, for hospitality to travellers

is common, and inns are scarce. The younger members of
the family do not sleep in a bed till they marry, but they
lie down round the fire-place oil mats, and frequently in

summer in the open air. A few low chairs and a low table
constitute the remaining moveabloa. In the towns there
are some tolerable mansions, though comfortless inside, like

those of South Italy, and the access is generally dirty. The
number of beds indicates the importance of theowner* whose
own room contains the saddles, bridles, arms, cordage, and
other implements, besides hams and dried sausages, which
are hungup, and cabinets filled with walnuts, cheese, pastry,

and dried fruit.

Throughout the island the cittadini, or inhabitants of
walled towns, hold the contadini, or villagers, in otter con-
tempt, a feeling which is cordially returned by the rustics,

besides which the people of Cagliari and those of Sassari

mutually hate each other. Kissing on meeting is an indis-

pensable custom among men of all ranks. The hostess

welcomes a stranger by a shake of the hand, saying, in a
kind tone, * the stranger is welcome/ Females however
never sit at meals with visitors. It is to the honour of

the Sardinian women that they are generally moral and
dutiful wives, and the baneful custom of the cavalier

servente is unknown. The extreme jealousy of the Sards,
and their summary mode of avenging 1 an injury, have pro-
bably contributed to prevent its introduction* In conver-
sation however the women talk very freely, and laugh
heartily at indelicate allusions, as is the case in other
southern countries. Among the peasants women are mere
servants ; they are busily employed about their children

and poultry, in manufacturing their linen and 'orbaeci'or

coarse woollens, and in making bread, and fetching water.

The Sards are fond of feasting; they drink wines and
cordials, though rarely to excess, and entertainments on
particular occasions are given with a profuse hospitality.

Fine wheaten bread is in general use, except among the
shepherds of the eastern highlands, who eat a coarse kind
of bread, and sometimes acorns. The Sards eat more
butcher's meat than the Sicilians or South Italians. Poultry

k rather scarce, but game is- plentiful. The ? nuaestte,' or
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substantial soup, made of pulse, cauliflowers, or herbs, is a
national dish, as in Italy ; and maocaroni, fideli, and pasta of

various sorts are manufactured at Cagliari and other places,

and are in much request.

The Sards are no great pedestrians : the only mode of

travelling for both sexes is on horseback. There are few

coaches, and those only iu the large towns, and the country

people regard them as articles of effeminate luxury. Till

lately there were no carriage-roads in the island, but by a
royal decree of 192?, a high road of 125 miles in length was
ordered to be cut from Cagliari to Sassari through the length

of the island, passing by Oriatano, and keeping as much as

possible along the western plains. It was however neces-

sary to pass the ridge of Menomeni, which runs across

tho middle of the island, as well as the hills south-east of

Sassari, where a fine zigzag road, called 'Scala di Giocche,'

has been cut down the face of an abrupt declivity 600 feet

nigh. The whole of the road is now finished, as well as

branch roads to the most important towns in the interior.

The eastern highlands however still remain difficult of

Field snorts, such as hunting the boar, stag, or mouf-
flon, as well as sporting for birds, are favourite amusements
with the Sards. Their religious festivities and processions,

to which they are much attached, afford them also periodical

seasons for rejoicing t they are attended with great pomp,
and generally end in a feast Weddings are celebrated with
much ceremony and rejoicing. Captain Smyth observed
traces of many customs whioh the Sards have in common
with the modern Greeks, in their dances, music, arms,
dresses, marriage ceremonies, and superstitions. Some of
these peculiarities seem to be derived from the Romans,
such asa belief in bad or good omens* the evil eye, a dislike

to mention death, and the bowlings of the ' aeoabadore,' a
kind of prmftcss, who are hired for mourning. The • acca-
badora' in the mountainous districts of Barbargia and
others used to perform another office, which was to throttle

or suffocate dying persona in hopeless oases, in order to

shorten the agony; hence the name, whioh means a
' finisher/ but the practice was abolished in the last century
through the remonstrances and exertions of a missionary

called Padre Vassello, A belief in witchcraft and demoniacal
possession is still prevalent, and exorcisms are resorted to as
a cure in the latter case.

The laws in force consist of— I, • La Carta de Logu,' which
is a code written in the Sardinian dialect, consisting of 198
chapters, which waa published in 1396, by Eleanor * Giudi-
oeeeaVor rulerof Arborea andof thegreater partof the island.

This charter or code, though tinctured with the barbarity of
the times, is remarkable for its equity and wisdom, and being
well adapted to the habits and opinions of the Sards, has
been adopted all over the island ; it remains in force, with
few modifications, to the present day. 2, the Royal Prag-
matics, a body of laws written in Spaniah, and consisting of
61 chapters, which was promulgated by Philip IV. of Spain,
in 1633, To it has been added a commentary, by D. Fran-
cisco de Vice, regent of the supreme council of Aragon. 3,

Canitoli di Cortc. These are memorials and petitions laid

before the kings of Spain by the national staraenti, with
the answers and decisions of the sovereign. To these also
has been joined a commentary, by D. Giovanni Dexart, a
Sardinian jurist. 4, The royal edicts, and the ' Pregoni,' or
ordinances of the viceroys since the island has been under
the dominion of the house of 8avoy. 6, The new civil code,

published in 1630, by the late king Charles Felix. (Co/m-
dano Smrdo, 1631.)

This multiplicity of laws, upon which numerous forms
have been grafted, tends to embarrass the course of justice,

and gives rise to much litigation and delay. The country
judges are very poor, and venality is of common occurrence.
Besides this, should a local magistrate prove more than
ususllyaativo in bia office, be is sure to rouse the vengeance
of some of the patties, and Sardinian revenge respects no
persons, neither magistrates nor priests. The effect of the
whale system, especially in the remote districts, is a fearful

insecurity of person and property. The superior courts
which ait in the towns have a better character for impar-
tiality, but the procedure is very imperfect. In criminal
eases theiudm* in their interrogatories fellow the old prac-

tice ef inducing the accused to criminate himself, by brow-
beating and endeavouring to entrap him by insidious quae*

ttoos, a method known in Italy by the name of 'inlerrega*

ttfo.' Torture has beam aboliahed m SojdiiSa,

and the horrid tree for mangling and dislocating ^9**
which stood on one of the bastions of Cagliari. waa psjlei
down in 1821, amidst the acclamations of the people. Csv
priu are still sometimes flogged through the street* upon as

ass previous to execution. Common criminals suulencmils
death are hanged, but nobles and lawyers are
Nobles accused of capital crimes are tried by a jury ofI

peers.

The law is the chief profession for young men of J

able connections, as the whole regular force raised in tU
island consists of only one regiment, which is uetmSy a
Piedmont The liberal arts afford no employment, mad trail

and commerce are considered ignoble. The hjajacet iocai

rank is that of a member of the * Supremo ReaTCoamgW
for the affairs of Sardinia, which consists of seven members.
and aits at Turin. It is a supreme court, and decides iaaE«
upon all important matters, appeals, &c It also oiammn
the projects of law for the island, proposed by the kiag

»

ministers. The high court, called Real© TJdieoxev site at

Cagliari, and is divided into two sections, one for civil asd

the other for criminal cases. It is also a kind of cosxnei ef

state for the viceroy, and it proposes to the king oaaClsiss
to fill up the vacant bishoprics and the judicial and juri-

dical offices. A numerous train of fiscal advocate** eetto-

tors, advocates for the poor, assessors, secretaries, and as*

taries is attached to the court The Magistrate deHa Seals

Governazione is a high court, which sits at Sassari for ejtd

and oriminal matters relating to the northern port of tbt

island. There is an appeal from it to the Real Cnnsipm at

Turin. In every town or considerable district of the stated

there is a magistrate called Vicar, in some places Fn r1asli.ee

Consul in others, who, with sn assessor and secretary,js

in the first instance for the town and surrounding tei

The prefects in each of the eleven provinces are also ittdgn
in civil matters. There is a commercial court at Gaigjmr)

called ' Consolato,' which decides all commercial smitsv be-

sides whioh the ' Regie Capitenia' constitutes a sort or Ad-
miralty court for the island. A court called 'TribooaW
delle Contenxioni,' decides questions which arise between tW
ecclesiastical and lav powers; it consists of a jodgw caftsd
' Cancelliere Regio Apostolico,' who is a clerical dignitary
and a secretary. This court was established in the letter

Kit of the 1 4tb century, in consequence ofserious iliffsiesesi

tween the clergy and the sovereign* and baa boon sanc-

tioned by several popes.

Sardinia is free from the burtheu ofthe conscription* when
has been entailed by the French revolution upon mast
countries of continental Europe. It furnishes by volmner?
enlistment one regiment to the royal army, beasdee vmca
it has its militia, an irregular force of about 6000 cavalry
and 1 200 infantry, the officers of which wear a uniform, bat

receive no pay. The privates have no distinguishing dram
except a cockade which they wear on particular cecmnem.
they are armed with a long gun, a knife, and a rutlam ami
are expected to patrole the country to arrest mala farlass
to repair to any point which might be invaded by an eemmj,
and to assist the Board of Health in preserving the omsa
from contagion. Besides these there is a kiud ef y coronary
called • BarauceuV an armed assooislion for
property, especially in the lowlands, against robbers. Reajy
village has lU party, under a captain annually selected fjsm
among the most respectable inhabitants, and he cbooeoe bat

men. They maintain a strict watch during the night* fnm
a certain hour in the evening, which variea according id tea

season, and is msde known to the inbabitanU by the smmd
of a bell, after which no one ie allowed to be out of doceatiH
the tolling of the morning bell. The barancelli are oadagsd
to make restitution ior all thefts. To become a lisramam
a man must have property to a certain amount, and bo well
known for bis integrity. During the year ofhis service, amiiW
following tear also, be is exempt from royal and baronsal est-

vice, and baa the right of bearing arms. The tmmnmjraiam
of the baranoeUt arises from every landholder paying an
annual sum, the aggregate amount of which, after ilnlaaoJcf
the losses whioh may nam occurred, is divided ernes
men at the end of the year. In the year 1819, Count ]

the viceroy, dialiking so many armed men about the oosmjtry,
wished to abolish the barancelli, and supeiy their peace mis
regular cavalry from Piedmont, called Royal fnmbiiaseu
like the French gendarmes, but as they proved immMm*
for want of local knowledge, and the deadly netted of eke
neaaantrv against them, the king wm obljgod to remem the
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think it trieir doty to arrest robbers only, and not persons
flying from justice for other causes.

These minute details are given for the purpose of showing
the social and domestic condition of the island, which has
remained almost unchanged since the middle ages, and
which is a curious specimen of the former state of Italy,

Spain, Portugal, and other countries of Western Europe.
The regular force in the island consists of about 3000

Piedmontese troops, distributed in the several towns. There
are only three regularly fortified towns : Cagliari, Alghero,
and Castel Sardo. The coasts are defended by a line of
stout towers, garrisoned by a body of coast-guards called

Torrari, under the superintendence of a council of three
members, chosen for three years, one from each stamento,
and are supported by a tax on exports. The naval force of
the island consists of one armed brig and two gun-boats
called • corridors.'

Scientific education is given by the two universities of
Cagliari and Sassari, each being under the inspection of a
council, * magistrato sopra gli studj,' of which the respective

archbishops are presidents. The university of Cagliari is at-

tended by about 250 students, end has the faculties of theo-
logy, medicine and surgery, law, and philosophy, with a full

list of professors in each. Among the accessories are a
library of above 15,000 volumes and a cabinet of natural
history and antiquities founded by the late King Charles
Felix. The university of Sassari, frequented by about 180
students, has likewise five faculties, but with a smaller
number of professors, namely, three for theology, five for

law, three for medicine, one for surgery, and five for philo-

sophy and eloquence, or, as it is called, the arts. The acces-

sory establishments consist of a cabinet of natural history,

founded in 1823, and a library of only 5000 volumes. An
interesting account of the university of Sassari was given in

the • Bollettino di Notizie Statistiche' of Milan for the year
1834. Poor students from the country, while following
their course of studies, support themselves by acting as at*

tendauts, errand-boys, &c. to wealthy families in the town,
and are called ' Majoli.' In the head town of every pro-
vince there is a ' Scuola di Latinita Inferior©; the aggregate
number of the pupils is about 6650, of whom above 1000
are in that of Cagliari. In pursuance of an ordinance of
the late King Charles Felix, dated 1823, most villages have
an elementary school for boys, in which reading, writing,

and arithmetic are taught, besides the doctrines of religion

and the elementary principles of agriculture. There are no
public establishments for female education ; those young
females who can afford it become for a time boarders in the
convents of nuns. It was stated some years ago by the
Baron Ferussac, in the ' Bulletin Universe! des Sciences,'

from authentic sources, that the results of elementary in-

struction and other improvements, such as the opening of
roads and the establishment of a more effective police, which
have taken place within the last twenty years, were already
fett in the manners aud morals of the people, and that

murders, for instance, which are said to have amounted
once to above 100 in one year, had decreased by about one-
half.

The art of medicine is not in great repute among the
Sards, and they have a proverb, 'Bivi de miegu e mori
miserable ;' * Whoever lives by the doctor dies miserably.'

In almost every town there is an hospital for the sick, the
insane, and the foundlings, supported by bequests and
voluntary contributions, and served by the Benfratelli, or

Order of 8. Juan de Dios.

Although sciences and literature are not much esteemed
in Sardinia, yet the island has produced many learned men,
of whom few are known beyond its precincts. The follow-

ing deserve particular mention :—Kara, author of the work
•De Rebus Sardois,' Cagliari, 1680; Father Madao, who
has written on the language of Sardinia; the judge Mameli,
who published an improved edition of the * Carta de Logu ;'

Mafthejo, author of 'Sardinia Sacra,' fbl., Rome, 1761 ; the

jurist and historian Azuni, and his opponent, Father Napoli,

who has refuted, in his ' Note Illustrate,* many of Asuni's

statements concerning his native country ; Cettt, the author

of Si very creditable work on the natural history of the

island, 'Anfibj, Pesci, Uccelli, e Quadrupedi della Sar-
degna,* 3 vols. 8vo., Sassari, 1 774 ; and lastly, Don Giuseppe
ttattto, who has published a good history of Sardinia,
• Storia di Sardegna,' 3 vols. 8vo., Turin, 1826, as well as a

little work on the ' Viti dei Litterati ;' besides several poets,

fiUMr fat the vernacular language or in Italian and Latin.

The mechanical arts are in a very low state ; the guns of
Tempio are in some repute, but the cutlery is of the com-
monest sort; the potteries are very coarse, and wooden
platters are used by the country people ; builders and car-
penters are very indifferent workmen, besides which all

artisans are extremely indolent. Superior workmen come
from Piedmont or Genoa.
The principal towns of Sardinia are :—1, Cagliari, the

capital and the residence of the viceroy. 2, Sassari, the
head town of the north part of the island, situated on a
gentle declivity, in a pleasant and fertile country, about nine
miles from the coast, is little if at all inferior toCagliari, and,
from its healthiness and other circumstances, preferable to
it as a residence. Sassari has a good main street; which is

the only one paved, fine public walks, shaded by trees, out*
side of the walls, twenty-four churches, ten convents, three
nunneries, a clerical seminary, the university, a college kept
by the Jesuits, several palaces, among which those of the
governor and of the duke dell'Asinara are the largest and
most remarkable, a public hospital, two tolerable ' locande,'

or inns, besides coffee-shops, and some good shops of various
kinds, among others a bookseller's shop, a rarity in Sardinia;
about 20,000 inhabitants. The cathedral is a large struc-
ture, with a very elaborate facade. Provisions are good,
abundant, and cheap ; fruit ana garden vegetables are ex-
cellent, wine good, and of various sorts. The town has no
springs or wells, but good water is brought to the houses by
Water-carriers, from a handsome fountain called del Rosello
outside of the walls. Sassari was built in the seventh cen-
tury of our ssra, by emigrants from the antient town of
Turris, which had been ruined by the Longobards. A fine

road leads to Porte Torres, which is the nearest harbour

;

and where the mail paoket pots in from Genoa twice a
month. 8, Alorsbo. 4, Onstano, a town of about 4,50$
inhabitants, in a low unhealthy plain, near the mouth of the
Tirai, has several churches and convents, a clerical seminary,
a college kept by the SoOlopj,and a spacious cathedral, with a
detached octangular belfry, which is the most striking object
in the town. A spiral staircase of 1 SO steps leads to the topt

from whenee there is a splendid view. Oristano is a busy
lively place in the winter arid spring, but in summer all

those who can, leave it for a healthier residence. Several
noble families inhabit the town. 6, Bosa, a town of about
3500 inhabitants, finely situated in a vaHey, between two fiat*

topped bills, on the north bank of the river Torino, a short

distance from the sea. Bosa has nine churches, some con-
vents, a clerical seminary, several paved streets, and a long
bridge over the river. The country around is very produc-
tive of oil, wine, fruit, flax, cheese, &o.,and the inhabitants

are very active ; most of the travelling pedlars about the
island are from Bosa. But the town is extremely unhealthy
in summer. 6, Igtasfas, a pleasant town, in a healthy spot,

on an elevated and fertile plain* amidst limestone bills, is

abundantly supplied with good water, conducted by an
aqueduct, 8000 feet in length, to a fountain in the centre of
the town. The streets are dirty and ill-paved, but they eon*
tain some good houses. The cathedral and bishop's palace

are remarkable structures. The town is surrounded by adi*

lapidated Pisan wall, and the remains of a castle are seen on
a mil to the north. Iglesias reckons about 9900 inhabitants.

7, Tempio, the head town of the mountainous province of

Gallura, in the north-eastern highlands, stands in a very

healthy situation ; it has several large houses three stories

high, built of granite, with wooden balconies, a collegiate

church, a nunnery, a Scolopj college, and about 6000 inha-

bitants. The general appearance of the town is gloomy, as

well as the dark dresses, black bushy hair and beards of the
men, and the Moorish costume of the women, who, though
generally handsome, stalk about with a coarse Woollen

petticoat turned over their heads so as to conceal their faces.

8, Quartu, east of Cagliari, near the sea-coast, has about

6000 inhabitants, and carries on considerable trade in wine,

fruiti and fisheries. 9* Villaeidro, at the foot of the moun-
tains north-west of Cagliari, in a healthy situation, has

5500 inhabitants. 10, Osilo, on a mountain 2000 feet above

the sea, east of Sassari, has 5400 inhabitants. 1 1, Sorso, in

the same district, has 4000 inhabitants. 12, Bonorva has

4000 inhabitants. There aremany large villages of between

2000 and 3000- inhabitants, scattered all over the island.

Hittory of £art*rm<f.—-Iolaua is said to have led a Greek
colony into Sardinia, and to have founded Olbiaon the north*

east coast, afterwards a considerable town in the Roman
period, and of which vestiges are found near Terraflovsv
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Stmbo (p. 22$) says that the colonists of Iolaus inhabited

the island Jointly with the barbarians, who were Tyrrheni.

From an inscription found at Staropace, it appears that

Caretis orCagliari assumed at one time the name of 'Civilas

lolss.' The island became well known to the Greeks, and
Herodotus (v. 106) mentions that Hist&us of Miletus pro-

mised to Darius the son of Hystaspes that * he would render

the great island of Sardo (Sardinia) tributary to his power.

According to Pliny, Timssus called the island Sandaliotis,

from its resemblance to a sandal : it was also called Ichnusa
by the Greeks, from its likeness to the print of a foot.

Nura, afterwards one of the chief towns of the island,

it particularly noticed in the Roman period on account

of the inhabitants having accused the prmtor Scaurus
of malversation, on which occasion Scaurus was de-

fended by Cicero. But the ante-Roman origin of Nura
is proved by one of those singular structures called Nu-
raggi, which is a large cone, constructed of coarse blocks

without mortar, and flanked by four small ones, upon
which rests the foundation of a Roman aqueduct that

supplied Nura with water. There are also at Nura other

Roman remains, such as a small theatre, baths, &c, all very

much defaced, Nora is said to have been destroyed in the

wars of the Vandals. The Nuraggi are attributed by some
to Iberian colonists and their leader Norax. They are a kind
of ttwor in the form of a truncated cone, constructed of

Urge blocks of stone, lava, porphyry, or freestone, without
cement, and forming two concentric walls, between which
are stairs leading to the summit The inner part has
generally two vaulted rooms, one above the other. The
entrance at the base is very low, and leads through both
walls lo the lower chamber. The stairs give access to the

upper chamber. The Nuraggi are of two sorts; the most
common, and probably the most antient, bear no marks of
Wee ohisel, and are constructed of massive blocks, with irre-

vular frees, and smaller stones in the interstices. The ex-

ierior materials of the others are evidently worked by tools

;

and though the stones are not exactly square, they are placed
in horiBontal layers, and gradually diminish in ske towards
the summit. The Nuraggi stand generally on the summit of
hills commanding a view of the plains. Some rest upon a
aolid and spacious substructure or platform walled round
fa the same manner, and in which are constructed hidden

ambers, which communicate with the central one by a
verad gallery. Captain Smyth givea the plan and section

one of these, which is in the plain of Giavesu near Bonorva.
is about 40 feet high, including the substructure, and
cone is about 40 feet in diameter where it rises above

the substructure. One of the loftiest Nuraggi is between
Samagheu and Fordungianus, in the district of Busachi,
east of Oristano : it is nearly 60 fret high, and is called by
the natives * Su Nuraggi longu.' Nuraggi are scattered

ail over Sardinia, to the number of several hundred, and are

seen in every state, some nearly perfect, others a heap of
rubbish. They are very numerous in the district of Sulcis,

or the south-west part of the island, and also in the hilly

region of Le Marghine, north of Oristano. There are also

fine specimens of them in the Campo d' Oxieri, and at Isili

and Gennuri in the Campidano. The original purpose of
these buildings was probably for watch and defence, though
in after-ages some of them may have been used as monu-
ments for the dead, fragments of Roman terracotta and coins
of the Empire having been found in them ; neither literal

nor symbolical characters are discovered in these singular
structures.

The first Carthaginian expedition to Sardinia, of which
the epoch however is not ascertained, was led by Ma-
chssus, or Malcbua, or Melecb, who landed on the is-

land, but was defeated by the natives, for which he was
banished on his return to Carthage, Some time after,

about 490 n.c, Hasdrubal and Uamilcar, sons of Mago, led
another expedition to Sardinia, which gained a footing in

the southern part of the island, and built or colonized Ca-
ralis aod Sulcis. Hasdrubal however lost his life in fighting
against the natives, who appear to have struggled bravely
against the invaders.

We have no account of the wars of the Carthaginians in

Sardinia, but it appears that they never reduced it entirely,

as the natives took refuge in the mountains, ever ready to

rise at any favourable opportunity. The lower country how-
ever was permanently in possession of the Carthaginians
uoUl the first Punic war. Sulcis was one of their chief
colonies, but the site of that once weelthjr town is n

subject ofcontroversy, some placing it cm the southern oaaei

where a district still retains the name; whilst others, w*»
more plausibility, place It in the small island ©pew

called S. Antioco, north of the town of that name, w
considerable remains of walls, of a moat, and

necropolis are seen, and where, in 1819, an inscription was

found, in which Sulcis is styled a Roman inuoiciosum* as*

the name of the chief magistrate, L. Corn. MsrceUos. is **

corded. In the same neighbourhood, in 1820, pert erf s

brass armour was discovered, which is now in the mv
of C-ghari, and which is believed to be of Greek worl

ship. (Grassi, Ricerche Storiche intorno aUeArmatwm
perte nelV /sola di S. Antioco.) In the neighbouring i

*

of S. Pietro an amphora full of Carthaginian brass a
found by a farmer in ploughing the ground, while

Smyth was at anchor near the spot.

During the first Punic war the Romans attacked and de-

feated the Carthaginian fleet at Olbia, where Haono, the

commander, fell ; and again they gained another naval vic-

tory over the Carthaginians at Caralis, but they do art

seem to have got a permanent footing on the island, whxh
at the conclusion of the war still belonged to Oarthsfe.

But the mercenary troops that garrisoned the island, toe-
ing the example of those at Carthage, revolted, and killing

their commander Bostar and the other Carthaginian*, task

possession of the principal strongholds, and commitied s4

kinds of depredations on the natives, who rose in arms, aad

at last drove them away. The mercenaries repaired to

Italy, where they were countenanced by the Romans* eager

for a pretence to seise upon that fine island. Taking ad-

vantage of the condition of their rivals, who were just re-

leased from the horrors of the war of the mercenaries, tkt

Romans threatened Carthage with a new war unless) Sar-

dinia were formally made over to them. The Carthagisfieos

were obliged to comply, besides paying the expense* of the

Roman armament The Romsns, under T. Manilas Te>
goatus and M. P. Matho, met with considerable re*i»tancs

from the Sards, but they succeeded in subjugating theprst-

cipal part of the island, which was incorporated, with Corns,
into a Roman province, under a praetor, about w~c. SSft-

After the breaking out of the second Punic war, the 8s**v

weary of their Roman masters, applied to Carthage fee

assistance. The Roman garrisons were in a weak state, aad

the prsrtor Q. M. 8cmvola was ill from the climate. Tkt

senate sent T. M. Torquatus with reinforcements to Sar-

dinia, where he found the natives of the central part rn ease

insurrection, under a chief called Arsieorus, who waa esta

after joined by a Punic force. A general battle took efen

near Oralis, in which the Sards and Carthaginians wee
utterly defeated, and Cornus. the stronghold of the taser-

fronts, surrendered to the Romans. (Liv., M, c 4t» Ju-»

After this Sardinia remained quite during the rest of tie

Punic war.

About 178 B.C., Sardinia, being in estate of open iaear*

rection, was made a consular province, and T. 8esawree»
Gracchus was sent to it with an additional force of t«t

legions and 12.000 Latin confederate troops. Sempronmsdr-
feated the Ilienses, the supposed descendants ofsooeTrejaa
emigrants, and the Balari, another fierce tribe, believed it

be the descendants of Iberian colonists, who lived us tW
eastern highlands. All the people of Sardinia returned u
the allegiance of Rome, ana a double tribute waa impmad
upon them. The number of prisoners brought to Rosea, aad
there sold in the market as slaves, gave rise to the eeuvese,
* Sardi venales,' which, from its double meaning, wee asW
wards construed into a term of reproach. In
80,000 Sards liad either fallen or been made

\

Cains Gracchus, the son of Semproruus, being qi
Sardinia, the Barbaricini, or mountaineers of the
still called Barbargia. revolted again, and another
tion was sent from Rome to subdue them, on which
sion bloodhounds were employed. Gracchus
by his enemies at Rome of courting undue popularity witk
the Sards to the detriment of hisown country. Ha raeauwi
to Rome, aod eloquently defended himself from the chart*
stating that it was true * he had neither exacted forced gift*

nor torn women from the arms oftheir husbands, nor bioagat
away vases full of money after emptyine the »use eat af

them, as many other Roman officers had done ; bet that as
had gone to Sardinia with a full purse and had returned
with an empty one.' His vindication so pleased the
of Rome, that they elected him tribune,

(hiring the great eivil ware Sardinia shared the
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lie* of the rest of the Roman provinces, following alter-

nately the fortunes of Marius or oulla, of Caesar or Pompey.
By the peace of Misenura, Sextus Pompey retained Sar-
dinia with Sicily and Achaia. But his freedraan Meno-
dorus, who was praetor of Sardinia, forsaking his master,
pave up the island to Octavian. The island remained quiet
during he period of the Empire, being considered by the
Romans as one of their granaries and a penal colony for their

criminals.

Tiberius sent thither 4000 Jews to make war upon the
freebooters who plundered the country, or to die of its mal-
aria. Pliny (iii 7) mentions Caralis, Sulcis, Nora, and other
places as towns that had the Roman civitas, and Turns
Libysonis as a colonia.

Afier the death of Valentinian III., Genseric, king of the
Vandals, invaded Sardinia from Africa. The emperor of the
Easi, Leo. sent an expedition against Genseric, which retook
Sardinia, hut the latter soon after recovered possession of it.

His son Hunneric, being an Arian, like his father, perse-

cuted the Catholics or orthodox with great cruelty, as well

ns his successors. Sardinia became a place of banishment
fur the orthodox prelates of the Vandal dominion. After
the overthrow of the Vandal kingdom by Belisarius, Sar-
dinia was annexed to the prefectship of Africa, and was
governed by an officer styled duke. About a.d. 594, Za-
bardy, duke of Sardinia, having defeated the tribe of Bar-

bancitii, obliged them to abandon idolatry as a condition
pf pardon. This.forced convention however was eluded by
many, and the archbishop Januarius went to Rome to com-
plain that by giving a fee to the military officers of the em-
peror, the natives were allowed to sacrifice to their heathen
deities.

Pope Gregory the Great, in his Epistles, complains of the

louse conduct of the clergy of Sardinia. The Saracens
began, about the year 720, to ravage the coasts of Sardinia

;

and as the Byzantine emperors were unable to protect their

distant dependencies, the natives applied for assistance first

to the Lon^obards, and afterwards to Louis le Debonnaire,

Charlemagne's son, to whom they tendered their alle-

giance.

About the year 1000, MusaiU a Moorish chieftain, sailed

from Africa to Cagliari with a large force, took it, and con-

quered the greater part of the island, and assumed the title

of king of Sardinia.

Musait, not content with the possession of Sardinia, sent
from thence armed vessels to ravage the coasts of Italy.

The pope issued a bull against him, offering the investiture

of the island to those who should drive him out of it. The
Pisans sent an armament which took possession of Cag-
liari. Musait came with a strong force by sea and by

land, a.j>. 1015, and obliged the Pisan garrison to capitulate,

but massacred the Pisans as they came out of the town.

Musait then saded for the coast of Luna in Italy, and sur-

Erised and sacked that town. He was however attacked in

is retreat, and lost most of his men, and even his wife,

who was taken prisoner and beheaded. Musait escaped

to Sardinia. The pope's legate now persuaded the Genoese
to join the Pisans against Musait. The combined forces

of the two republics attacked the Moors and drove them
away from both Sardinia and Corsica (a.d. 1016-1017).

Atier this 'the Genoese kept for themselves Corsica and
Capraja, and the Pisans had Sardinia.' (P. B. Burghi. De
Vnminio in Mart Liguttico) Musait however, having ob-

tained reinforcements from Africa, was still in the field in

Sardinia, when the Genoese again assisted the Pisans in

driving him away, a.d. 1022. The island being finally

oieared of the Moors, the Pisans divided it into four pro-

vince*, called Giudicature, and appointed Pisan noblemen
over each, styled * Giudfce,' each independent of the others,

but all feudatory to> Pisa. Cagliari in the south, Torres in

the north, Gallura in the east, and Arborea or Oristano in

the west, were the names of the four judicatures. Some
place* along the northern coast were however assigned to

lira Genoese, among others Castel Sardo, which was for a

long time in the possession of the Doha family, who built

a eautle near it, still called Castel Doha.
The republie of Genoa however was dissatisfied at not

having a larger share of the island, and this creating a feel-

irtg of bitter animosity, led to those disastrous wars between

Pisa and Genoa, which, after a lapse of more than two

centuries, ended with the ruin of the maritime power of

the former; [Pisa, History op.] Sardinia meantime

continued under its * judges' liege to Pisa, till 1164, when

J\C., No. 128$,

Barisone. judge of Arborea, instigated by the Genoese,
offered to the emperor Frederic I. a sum of 4UU0 silver

marks, besides an annual tribute, for the investiture of the
crown of all Sardinia, and he was actually crowned at
Paria by the bishop of Liege, acting for the emperor, lhe
commune of Genoa being security for the payment.
The other three judges however were not disponed to sub-
mit to Barisone, who appears to have been a shallow-headed
man, and having received assistance from Pisa, they ravaged
the territory of Arborea. The Genoese as protectors of
Barisone, whom they kept in custody at Genoa for his

debts, laid claim to bin dominions, and sent a Heel to Sar-
dinia, which sacked and burnt the city of Torres. After the
war had lasted ten years, Barisone, who bad been released
from custody, made his submission to the authorities of
Pisa. The dominion of the island however remained long
after a constant subject of contention between Pisa and
Genoa, whilst the lords of the various provinces made them-
selves independent in reality. The emperor Frederic II.

took advantage of this to make his natural son Henizios
king of Sardinia. For this purpose he negotiated, in 1238,
a marriage between bim ana Adelasia, the tvlict of Ubaldo,
judge or prince of Gallura and Torres, who had however
already made a bequest of her territories in favour of the papal
see, in case of her dying without issue. Henlzius was pro-
claimed king of Sardinia, and having possession in right of
his wife of the two northern judicatures, he added to them
that of Arborea, whose judge, Piet.ro di Capraia, had thrown
off his allegiance to Pisa. Cagliari alone continued in the
allegiance of the republic The subsequent disputes how-
ever between Frederic II. and the pope made Henlzius and
the Pisans, who were Guibelines, join together again*»t the
pope and the Genoese, and their combined fleet defeated,
in 1241, a Genoese squadron, and took twenty- two galleys
with a number of prelates, apostolic legates, and ambassa-
dors, who were going to Rome to attend the general coun-
cil convoked by Pope Gregory IX. HenUius distinguished
himself for his bravery and determination both in Sardinia
and Sicily, where he fought for many years for his father
against the pope and the Guelphs, until he was taken
prisoner by the Bolognese in 1249, who kept him in con-
finement for the rest of his life, during which he bore the
title of King of Sardinia. His title was however a mere
name, and the various judges of the island ruled as inde-
pendent princes, whilst Pisa and Genoa contiuued to fight

for their respective claims to the nominal sovereignty. Ca-
fliari and some other towns continued to be garrisoned by
'isan troops. After the defeat of the Meloria (a.d. 1284),

by which the Pisan naval power was annihilated, proposals
were made by the Genoese to release their numerous pri-

soners, provided Pisa would make a cession of Sardinia, and
give up the castle of Cagliari into the hands of the Genoese

;

but the prisoners themselves, it is reported, protested against
recovering their liberty at such a price. Some years after,

Nino Visconti, judge of Gallura, related to the famous
count Ugolino, acted a considerable part in the civil broils

of Pisa, which ended with the catastrophe of Ugolino and
his family.

In 1297, pope Boniface VIIL, wishing to obtain the crown
of Sicily for his protege

1

Charles II. of Anjou, king of
Naples, induced James of Aragon to give up Sicily, in ex*

change for which Boniface, in the plenitude of his assumed
power of disposing of crowns and principalities, gave James
the investiture of the kingdom of Sardinia as a fief of the
see of Rome. Although the Sicilians themselves did not
consent to the exchange, and proclaimed Frederic, James's
brother, as their king, the investiture of Sardinia was con-
firmed to James by pope Clement V., in 1309. James how-
ever was not ready to enforce his claim till 1323, when he
made large preparations on the coast of Catalonia for an
expedition to Sardinia. The Pisans reinforced their gar-

risons in the island, and granted an amnesty to all out-

laws who should enlist in their service. Hugo, judge of

Arborea, however threw off his allegiance, and in order to

facilitate the Aragcnese occupation, he laid a plot for mas-
sacring all the Pisans in his dominions, which extended
over the whole western part of the island. The plot being

executed with the most merciless punctuality, he dispatched

a messenger to Barcelona to hasten the departure of the

expedition. In June the Infante Don Alonso arrived in

the Gulf of Palraas, and having landed his troops, was ioined

by Hugo and some of the native nobles, who tendered their

allegiance to his father the king of Aragon. The combined
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forces then besieged Iglesias, and after several months' resis-

tance the Pisan garrison capitulated through famine. The In-

fante then proceeded to blockade Cagliari by sea and land. A
Pisan Heel of ftfly-two galleys arrived in the gulf in the spring

of 1324, and landed a body of troops, which were joined by

some of the natives, but being defeated by the Aragonese,

a treaty was concluded by which Sardinia was given up by

the republic to the crown of Aragon, on condition that the

Pisan inhabitants and their property should be respected, and
that the cattle and suburbs of Cagliari, with the port, and the

adjoining lakes should remain in possession of Pi*a,on pay-

ment of an annual tribute as a sign of homage to the king

of Aragon. This arrangement did not last long; mutual re-

criminations took place between the parties, and in the follow-

ing year, the Pisan squadron being entirely defeated by the

Aragonese in the Bay of Cagliari, the town was evacuated, and
Sardinia was entirely lost to Pisa. But the judges were no

more inclined to submit to their new masters than to the

Pisans, and being assisted by the Genoese colonists of Castel

8ardo and Castel Doria they blockaded Sassari, and carried

on for many years a destructive warfare against the Arago-
nese. At last Peter the Ceremonious, king ofAragon, landed
in 1354 with a strong force at Porto Conte, and having tra-

versed and pacified the principal part of the island, mado
his public entry into Cagliari, where in April of the follow-

ing year, with a view of checking the influence of the

factious chiefs, he convoked a general parliament, after the

model of the Cortes of Spain, consisting of prelates, peers,

and commons, which was called ' Slament i,' or Estates. He
thus laid the foundation of a representative government in

Sardinia, which, although on a contracted basis, has been
the means of saving the island from military despotism, and
•till lubsists at the present dav. Neither Mariano, judge
of Arborea, nor Doria, the head of the Genoese faction, at-

tended the congress ; and after Peter had returned to Spain,

Mariano intrigued with pope Urban V. to obtain the inves-

titure of the island for himself. His death in the plague of

1376 prevented his succeeding in bis projects, aim bis son
Hugo, who was as ambitious as his father, was murdered by
his own subjects at Oristano in 1383. Brancaleone Doria,

who had married Eleanor, daughter of Mariano, offered his

services to the king of Aragon to bring the whole of Sar-
dinia into subjection ; but his wife, who was equally as am-
bitious as her father and brother had been* put herself at

the head of a strong party of natives, who named her son
judge of Arborea. Brancaleone, who had gone to Spain,
was detained there as a hostage, and after fruitless negoci-

atioos, Eleanor took the field, being joined by the people of
Gallura, and drove the Aragonese from almost the whule
northern division of the island. She ruled for several Years

by the name of * Giudicessa,* but in fact as queen of Sarainia,

and she compiled for her subjects the ' Carta de Logu,' or
code of laws already noticed. This remarkable woman died
of the plague in 1403, and her only son dying in 1407, with-
out issue, the Sards invited over the viscount of Narbonne,
husband of Beatrioe, Eleanors sister. But the viscount
found an opponent in Brancaleone Doria, who after his

wife's death had taken possession of Arborea, and was sup-
ported by the Genoese in the north. Martin, king of Sicily,

son of Martin of Aragon, being then in 8paiu, urged his

father to prepare an expedition for the recovery of Sardinia,

The nobility of Catalonia, Valencia, and Aragon were sum-
moned for the purpose, and the armament, beaded by the
younger Martin, sailed from Barcelona in the spring of
1489. Having landed and entered Cagliari, be issued
from thence with 8000 foot and 3000 horse against the forces

of both Doria and the Viscount, who had united against
him. A battle took place at S. Luri, in June, 14u<J, in
which tho Aragonese obtained a complete victory, Doria was
taken prisoner, and the Viscount fled precipitately. Martin
however died shortly afier of the malaria fever, and the
Viscount continued to carry on the war. At last Alfonso
V. of Arapon obtained the formal cession of the province of
Arborea, in 1428, by paying 100,000 eold florins to the heir
of the late viscount of Narbonne, and the whole island be-
came subject to the crown of Atagon. In 1492 Ferdinand
the Cathuho established the Inquisition in Sardinia, and
ordered the expulsion of all Jews who refused to be bap*
tised, and their synagogues to be converted into churches.
From that time the Jews have not been tolerated in Sar-
dinia.

By the union of the crowns of Aragon and Castile, Sar-
dinia became an appendage of the vast Spanish mousreby,

and was ruled for two centuries by triennial viceroys scat

from Spain, under whose administration the country tan*

into decay, like Sicilv, Naples, and the rest of the Spoilt
dependencies. In the war of the Spanish succession is*

mountaineers of Gallura having declared themselves Uz

Charles of Austria, an English fleet under 8ir John L&U
appeared before Cagliari, and the viceroy capitulated, lad

the island acknowledged Charles; but by the peace of

Utrecht, in 1 7 1 3, Charles having resigned his claims to Spsux,

Sardinia was given to him as emperor. In 1717 AlbeuM*,

the minister of Philip V., sent a Urge force in the cud* »'

peace, under the Marquis de Lede, which took posirn *«

of Sardinia in less than two months. PAlmeo*!.) B) is*

treaty of London of 1 720, Philip was obliged to restore Sar-

dinia, which was finally given to Victor Amadeot* duke of

Savoy, who then assumed the kingly title. From thai toss*

the history of Sardinia becomes closely connected wub thai

of the house of Savoy. [Sardinian States] Under tW
government of that dynasty Sardinia has materially •»
proved. King Charles Emmanuel III., in particular, k»
been a great benefactor to Sardinia. OvergTown abusei a
the local administration were corrected, a better polx* «a
formed, the national laws were confirmed, educeUoa *%,

encouraged, Monti Frumentarii were founded fur the ai*jfr

ance ofsmall farmers, commercial tribunals were •»labl»**£.

as well as the post-office, the Board of Health, and ether in-

stitutions of civilised states.

In December, 1792, the National Convention, btvjtf

declared war in the name of the French Republic ag**#
the king of Sardinia, sent a lege fleet under Admiral lt\
guet to attack the island. The Sards however bad oui:
some preparations for resistance, and the French, on ateiJ
ing before Cagliari, in January, 1793, met with a h?
reception from the forts and batteries, whose fire ertetH

damaged tbeir ships. They landed 5000 men near Quart-*

but were repulsed by the natives, who are generally f&x
matksinen and accustomed to tho use of fire-arms. A
storm which arose completed the discomfiture of the ex-

pedition, by the loss of a lino-of-battle ship and eerera

smaller ones. The French admiral, after uselessly bss*

barding the town for several days, reimbarked the eofcU*
and sailed away, leaving several hundred men killed *
prisoners.

The king of Sardinia, pleased with his insular subjerx
invited them to ask for anything that they might ia-n
useful for the Uland. The Sards demanded, 1, the r*o<*
cation of the stamen ti ; 2, the confirmation of their !»•%.

customs, and privileges; 3, that all office* in the ts& ^
except tliat of viceroy, should be held by natives ; < ^
establishment of a council to advise the vicerov ; &, per=^-
sion to send a minister to reside at Turin ana watch mr
their interests. The Piedmontese ministers however i»
suaded the king from listening to the petition; S4tt,«u»»

continued to be filled with Piedmonte&e, and the contc^wsi
was that insurrections broke out in 1794 and IT9j. aud tU
enmmander-in chief and the intendant-genersl were k£«t
by the people of Cagliari. By tho mcdiatiou however e/U«
archbishop of Cagliari and of the rope, a general act •.'

amnesty was proclaimed in 1706, anu tome of the dcma&*
of the inlanders were granted. When King Charles Ecr
manual IV. was driven away by the French frutn hi* oct j-

nental states, the Stamenti of Sardinia sent a deputaixa u
him at Leghorn to assure him of the entire devotion of tW
people. The king and his family landed at Cagliai i, io Ms rem.

1799, where they wliere received with enthusiasm. TW
king however returned soon afier to the Continent, «u3 a
1802 abdicated in favour of bis brother Victor Emmar.un.
who, having lost all hopes of recovering his continental <*»

minions repaired to his uland kingdom in February, lfe«
Protected from external attack by his alliance with Kng1*^4
Victor resided in Sardinia till the fall of Napoleon* in is.*
During his residence at Cagliari he paid much alientwo u
tbe agriculture of the island, as well as to the admxtiisirv
tion, but his pecuniary means were very limited. Suit W
was liked, although the expenses attending the reodtsr*
of a court, however modest, as it necessarily waa» pr***^
heavily upon a people under feudal tenure. S^cne Wl
disturbances occurred in 1807, in the noithcrn part of it*

island, tho people of which have alwa)s been more rati;

excited than those of the south. On this occasion, the ta

surrection assumed something of the character of a srr* -
war, the peasantry against the nobles, the former pr*4c«£ix<
to be icalous for the predominance of the king** author* i
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over the feudal aristocracy. Many of the baronial palaces
were destroyed, among others that of Sorso, a town of
4000 inhabitants northeast of Sassari At last the king's
troops quelled the insurrection, and several of the leaders,
who were not all peasants, were either executed or con-
demned to prison for life, which, in the present state of the
Sardinian prisons, is worse than death.

In 1814 Victor Emmanuel returned to Turin, leaving his

brother Charles Felix, duke of Genevois, viceroy of the is-

land. In 1821, in consequence of the abortive insurrection
of the Constitutionalists of Piedmont, Victor abdicated in

favour of his brother, who took much interest in the affairs

of Sardinia. Charles Felix was the founder of the Agrarian
Society and of the museum of Cagliai i ; and he was the
first to plan and execute a great carriage-road throughout
the island.

SARDBS (Xdpftftc), the antient capital of Lydia, uow
SoW, was situated in the spacious valley of the Hermus,
and on the Pactolua, one of the tributaries of that river.

The south side of the valley is bounded by the lofty range of
Tmolus, the highest summits of which are generally covered
with snow. The most remarkable feature in the site of
Satdes is the Acropolis, one side of which, towards Tmolus,
is so steep, that in the time of Croesus, when the rest of
the Acropolis was fortified, this part was considered secure
ajpinst an enemy. It was on this side however that the
place was taken by the Persians under Cyrus (Herod., i. 84).

The Acropolis is continually crumbling, and it presents a
very rugged and fantastic outline. There are the remains
of a large and magnificent temple, the western front of
Which is on the bank of the Pactolus, and the eastern under
the steep rock of the Acropolis. Two columns of the ex-
terior order of the east front, and one column of the portico

of the pronaos, with their capitals, are still standing ; but
the columns are nearly half buried in the accumulated soil.

It is probable that the greater part of the temple might be
discovered by an excavation. The capitals are Ionic, and
exceedingly fine specimens of the order. (Cockerell.)

There are the remains of two Christian churches, one
of which is constructed of magnificent fragments of older

buildings. Under the north side of the Acropolis there

are traces of a theatre and an adjoining stadium : the ex-
terior diameter of the theatre was 396 feet, and the interior

16*, It is uncertain what the building was, commonly
called the Gerusia, the remains of which are in the plain to

the West of the Acropolis. Sart is now a miserable place,

consisting of a few mud huts.

According to Strabo (p. 624), Sardes, though an antient

city, was of more recent origin than the date of the Trojan
war. Sardes was the capital of the Lydian kings, whose
dynasty ended with Croesus. After Asia Minor came under
the dominion of the Persians, it was the residence of the

Persian governor of this part of Asia. In the reign of
Darius the place was surprised by the Ionian*, aided by the

Athenians, and the greater part of the city was burnt, owing
to a soldier setting fire to the houses which Were thatched.

(Herod., v. 10 1 .) When Alexander the Great entered Asia on
bis Persian campaign* 8ardes surrendered to him. In
the time of Tiberius, Sardes, with other cities of Asia
Minor, suffered much from an earthquake, but the calamity

was alleviated by the munificence of the emperor. (Tacit.,

Afm.% ii. 47.) Sardes was one of the seven churches of

Asia mentioned in the book of Revelation. Julian, in his

attempt to restore the heathen worship, built altars at

Sardes, and repaired some of the temples.
Lake Gygssa is about five miles north of Sardes and the

burial-places of the Lydian kings were near it. The bar-

rows are of various sises, covered with green turf, and
many of them retain their conical form. One, which is of
much superior magnitude to the rest, is the mound of

Halyattes. [Halyattes.]
SARDINIA. fSAUDfcowA.]
SARDINIAN STATB8 (STATI SARDI) is the name

of the dominions of the house of Savoy, which constitute a
monarchy, the head of which derives his title of king from
the island or kingdom of Sardinia. These states consist of
— 1. the duchy of Savoy ; 2, the principality of Piedmont,
in its larger sense ; 3, the duchy of Genoa ; 4, the county

of Nizza ; 5, the island of Sardegna, which forms a sepa-

rate state, and has its own distinct administration. A geo-

graphical description of each of these great divisions is given

under their respective heads. The continental territories,

' 8tati di Terra Ferma,' which hare a population Of 3,(75,000

and an area variously stated by some at 16,000 and by others
at 17,000 square Italian miles (60 Italian miles to a degree
of latitude), have now one uniform system, administrative
and judicial, being divided into 40 provinces, namely

:

1, Savoy Proper, chief town Chambery ; 2, Tarantasia, chief
town Moutiers; 3, Maurienne, chief town St. Jean; 4,

Haute Savoie, chief town Hopital; 5, Genevois, chief town
Annecy; 6, Carouge, chief town St. Julien; 7, Faucigny,
chief town Bonneville; 6. Chablais, chief town Thonon; 9,
Aosta; 10, Susa; 11, Valse*ia, chief town Varallo: 12,
Ossola, chief town Domo d'Ossola ; 1 3, Pallansa ; 14, Biella

;

15, Novara; 16, Vercelli; 17, Lomellina, chief town Mor-
tara; 18, Casale; 19, Torino; 20, Pinerolo; 21, Alba; 22,
Salusso; 23, Cuneo; 24, Asti; 25, Alessandria; 26, Mon-
dovi; 27, Acqui ; 28, Ivrea; 29, Tortona; 30, Voghera;
3l,Bobbio; 32, Novi; 33, Genova ; 34, Savona; 35, Al-
benga; 36, Oneglia; 37, San Remo; 38, Nizza; 39, Chia-
vari ; 40, Spezia. An account of most of the*e provinces
and their chief towns is given under their respective heads,
as well as under the names of some of the old divisions of

the country, such as Monferrato and Novara.
Each province is administered by a political officer called

intendente* appointed by the king. The province being an
aggregate of communes, each commune has a sindaco,
or maire, who is subordinate to the intendente. For
judicial purposes, each province has a collegiate court, called
Tribunate di Prefettura, which sits in the chief town. There
is no jury in the Sardinian states. The provinces are di-

vided into districts called Giudicature, in each of which there
is a judge called Giudice di Mandamento, answering to the
French Juge do Pais, with a secretary. There are in all

412 of these giudicature. There are four supreme courts,

which are also courts of appeal from the Tribunali di Pre-
fettura, and which are called Senato. The senate of Turin
has jurisdiction over all the provinces of Piedmont in its

most extended sense, that is to say, all the provinces'on the
Italian side of the Alps and north of the Ligunan Apen-
nines. The jurisdiction of the senate of Genoa extends to

all the provinces of the duchy of Genoa, with the exception
of San Remo. That of the senate of Nizza extends to the
provinces of Nizza, Oneglia, and San Remo. The senate
of Savoy, which sits at Chambery, decides all suits within
the limits of the duchy of Savoy. Each senate forms two
chambers, one for civil and the other for criminal matters.
All trials for felony or high treason appertain to the senate.

The senate registers all edicts, letters patent, and ordinances
of the king, and is allowed to make remonstrances upon the
subject of them ; and it also decides contests concerning ju-

risdiction between the various authorities, as well as between
the ecclesiastical and lay courts. In these and other im-
portant questions the two classes or chambeis of the senate

join in one body. The senators vote with closed doors ; the

president collects the votes, and secrecy concerning the in-

dividual votes is strictly enjoined on pain of dismissal. The
senators are named as vacancies occur by the king for life,

after a previous examination of the^andidate by the senate,

and they can only be dismissed for grave misconduct by a

sentence of the senate itself. They are generally men of

high character and acquirements, they have good salaries,

and their probity is considered above suspicion.

A court styled Regia Camera dei Conti sits at Turin,

and decides in all fiscal and feudal suits, for although poli-

tical feudality is abolished, manorial and other territorial

rights still remain, as well asCastellanie,or manorial courts,

for potty suite ; it acts also as an audit court over the trea-

sury accounts, and also as a criminal court for all offences

against the flsc, for the crime of coining, and also for mal-
versations of the administrative officers. There is an admi-
ralty court, which sits at Genoa.
Commercial courts are established at Turin, Chambtry,

Nice, Genoa, Chiavari, Savona, Novi, and San Remo.
Those of Turin, Chambery, and Nice are called Consolati

;

the others, Tribunali di Commercio.
Ecclesiastical courts, Curie Vescovili, exist in every dio-

cese ; their jurisdiction comprehends matters relating to mar-

riage and the misconduct of clerical persons, but for graver

criminal charges ecclesiastics are tried by the respective

senates, which judge also in civil matters concerning mem-
bers or bodies of the clergy.

The old continental territories of the house of Savoy
were administered till lately by the Reali Costituzioni. a

compilation of numerous edicts and decisions of the dukes
of Savoy, which was published in 1770, and is mainly based

3K2
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on the Roman and canon laws. The penal laws were very

severe ; blasphemy and sacrilege were punished by the gal-

leys or death ; a very extensive interpi etation was given to the

crime of high treason, which was punishable in most cases by
death and confiscation ; the same penalties were inflicted on
duellists; domestic theft was punished in most cases by
death; the body of a suicide was hanged; usury was pun-
ished by confiscation ; the use or simple possession of offen-

sive weapons was punishable by the galleys ; libels were left

to the discretion of the judge, who could indict even the

punishment of the galleys for life, according to the circum-

stances of the case. Correctional matters were left entirely

to the discretion of the'Tnbunali di Prefettura/ The
method of proceeding in criminal cases is the same as it

was in the last century in most other parts of continental

Europe, and still is in some, that is to say, secret, the depo-

sitions being taken in writing, and the witnesses, as well as

the accused, being examined privately by the instructing

judge, and often by the judge di mandamento, or local

justice of thedistrict where the offence had been committed

;

upon which the fiscal advocate, or king's attorney, draws the

act of accusation, a copy of which is given to the accused,

whose counsel replies to it in his defence. One of the

judges delegated for the purpose examines the acts of the

proceedings for and against the accused, and makes his

report to the court, which, after examining and comparing
the conclusions of the fiscal advocate with those of the

council for the defence, pronounces its sentence. Neither
the accused nor the witness appears before the court, nor is

the accused confronted with the witnesses against him,

except in rare cases.

The punishment of the wheel, which was in use in 1817,

nas been abolished since, as well as the torture. A
new code, entitled Codice Albertino, has been promul-
gated very lately by the reigning king Carlo Alberto, but
not having seen it, we cannot say how far it differs from the

old one.

The towns and other communes have a communal council

composed of notables of the place, at the head of which is

the syndic, who is appointed by the king, and renewed every

two years. The council superintends the local and econo-

mical administration* of the commune, but its acts are sub-

ject to the sanction of the intendente of the province. The
communes vary greatly in sixe, and especially in the amount
of population, from 200 inhabitants to 120,000, which is the

population of that of Turin. The very populous communes,
consisting of large towns, such as Turin, Genoa, Alessandria,

&c, have two syndics.

The city of Turin has a kind of charter with peculiar

and extensive privileges, a numerous municipal council

called Corpo Decurionale (council of eivil administration),

and a Vicariato, or judicial and political council, which
superintends the police of the town; a Consiglio degli

Edili, composed of architects and engineers, to superintend
all buildings, works, and embellishments of the capital, and
a Segreteria, or finance department, the city of Turin being
possessed of large revenues derived from the octroi and
other local taxes, besides landed property and manorial
estates, with feudal jurisdiction over several villages. It

is styled in public documents, L'lllustrissiroa CiUa di

Torino, Contessa di Grugliasco, Signora di Beinasco.'

The government in the Continental states of the house of
Satoy is an absolute monarchy, the king being the sole

source of law. All the laws emanate from him, and are

promulgated in his name. He can abrogate all decisions

and sentences even of judicial bodies. He imposes the
taxes, and has the uncontrolled administration of the re-

venue. He or his delegates in his name appoint to all

offices civil, military, and judicial. This form of pure
monarchy dates from the reign of Duke Emmanuel Phili-

bert.wbo, in the sixteenth century, abolished political feu-

dality, and by doing away with the military services of the
great vassals, and substituting a payment in money, formed
a stipendiary regular infantry, and created the militia called

provincial battalions, which was raided from every province in

proportion to its population, and being exercised once every
year, and receiving one-third of the regular pay in time of
peace, was liable to be called out in time of war to join the
regular forces. This system continues with come modifies-
tiuns to the present d*y in all the continental states, tho
army being recruited yearly by means of a conscription.

E\cry conscript, unless he provides a substitute, t« bound to

serve eight ) ears in the regular army, after which he is en-

rolled for eight years more in the provincial battalseei of aa
respective district In time of war the provincial battaUsa?

are called into active service, and the army becomes ibssr*
increased to 100,000 men. The regular regiments ara forav*

into brigades of two regiments, each regiment having ibw
battalions ; the battalion consists of six companies, osscfe «

which musters 1 76 rank and file. There are ten brigade* J

infantry, namely, Guardi, Regina. Savoy, Piemoate. Aamx
Cuoeo, Casale, Pinerolo, Savona, and Acqui. The eawaln

consists of seven regiments, one of which is raised by %ul*a-

tary enlistment in the island of Sardinia. There arw t«*

regiments of artillery, besides the train, a battalion oi s*>
pers and miners, and a corps of engineers. Taw anrt» **'

carabineers, a numerous and most effective body o/ <a*aJry

consisting of picked men, is, like the French gvodaroxx,
charged with the police of the country, being seaiftsewa in

stations or detachments all over the various province* &* ->

men and officers receive much higher pay than the lose. st«i

are handsomely dressed and accoutred- They are sjsaafeih

trusty and well-behaved men, above temptation or briber?

civil to travellers, and are noted for their devotedneas fa ibr

monarchy, of which they gave abundant proofs donag tat

insurrectionary movement* of 1821 and 1*31.

The naval force consists of four ships of asi, bar

frigates, two corvettes, and two brigs of war, carrying n at

526 guns, and manned by 3450 men, besides 1 1 cocaawam
of cannoniers, or naval artillerymen, and one battels* d
marines. The stations of the royal navy are at Caaa
Villafranca, and in the island of Sardinia. All sailor* d
merchant vessels and craft in the Continental dosamae*
have their names registered in their respective da4nru. as*

when men are wanted for the royal navy, each district

obliged to furnish its quota. The same system pewvaas a
France, and is called ' inscription maritime ;' it ie in sad s

regularised system of impressment under another aaasa,

although French and other Com mental writers areas* is

declaim against the English impressment, which tfcsn cat

tyrannical, forgetting their own much more opurcin
conscription of landsmen, and their * inscription* of seaftemf

people.

The king's ministry consists of a secretary of state fc'

foreign affairs, a secretary of war and marina, a eacretan

of finances, and a secretary for the ' interne,* or home deast
ment, which is divided into the following offices or boasts

— 1, General affairs, king's household, ceremonial*, ass
1

precedence; 2, grace and justice; 3, ecclesiastical tlui
Valdenses, and Jews; 4, communal affairs public wvrt*

waters, and forests ; 5, board of trade and statistic*, arteam
belles-lettres, and the fine arts: 6, board for the aflame/
the island of Sardinia ; 7, board of police. There are ea»

a grande cancelleria, or board fur receiving and examsva;
memorials to the king, end reporting to him tbereupea , u
intendaut, or master of the roval household, with many sal-
terns; a superintendent of the private domain and puma*
the king ; and a private secretary of his majesty, and a ven

numerous household.

The public revenue of the Continental states is sixty &*•
millions of Italian livres or francs, of which sevwntcae ct.

lions are derived from the land-tax, which absorbs one st*.:

or one-seventh of the annual rent of the land ; thirty r*<

millions proceed from the gabelle, or customs and ear**
the rest is made up of the post-office, registry -duty, ai i

poly of salt and tobacco, and other sources. Use poU*
debt amounted in 1834 to eighty-seven millions of (not*
(Serristori, Statistica del? Italia.)

The revenue of the island of Sardinia amounts to abost

2,750,000 franca, derived from ' donaii\i,' as they are calaa.

voted by the stameuti, and by indirect taxes, »ucb a* n*
torn*, salt, tobacco, and gunpowder, the fisher ica, and :t»

forage and royal patrimony, besides a small eobatdt d
1 7.000 francs paid by the clergy.

The ecclesiastical administration of the Conuaea'.*
states is under the four archbishops of Turin, Cbatnl***?
Genoa, and Vercelli, and twenty-six bishop*, of Hi.*-

rienne, Tarantaise, Annecy, Aosta. Susa, Pinerolo, Aca«k
Alba, A*ti, Cuneo, Fossano. Ivrce, Mondmi. SaUtta*
Alessandria. Biella, Casale, Notaia. Vigevano, Albovit.
Nista, Bobbio, Sarsaua, Savona, Tortona, and V*m
miglia. The number of parishes is 3754, that of ai
legiate churches, besides cathedtals, is 74, and that '
clerical seminaries 54. In 1833 an ecclesiastical »r»<4rr<t

for the higher tb«"l"t;ical studios uaa instituted a4 Kusk**»
near Tuno. r

<rin ail the Continental *uu> H
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convents of monks, of which about one-half are of the men-
dicant orders. The rest having lost most of their property,
which was sold under Napoleon, the restored government
has given them property or rents equivalent to a capital of
100 millions of francs. There are 82 convents of nuns.
The number of Jews is about 6740, of whom about 1500

are at Turin, and the rest at Casale, Vercelli, Alessandria,
Acqui, Genoa, and other places.

The Valdenses near Pinerolo amount to about 20,500
individuals, and their public worship is now unmolested.
Their candidates for the church ministry generally study at

Geneva or Lausanne in Switzerland. [Vau>bnsks.] At
Genoa there is a chapel for those Valdenses and foreign
Protestants who reside there.

Although the clergy of the established Roman Catholic
church have no longer any direct political power or juris-

diction over laymen, there being no Inquisition in the Sar-
dinian states, yet they exert considerable indirect influence,

greater perhaps than in any other part of Italy except
Rome. The parish clergy exercise an active kind of moral
censorship over their flocks. The introduction of prohibited
books, especially on religious controversy, is strictly guarded
against, and is subject to severe penalties, which some im-
prudent foreigners have incurred of late years.

The nobility are very numerous in Piedmont ; they are
chiefly landed proprietors with moderate incomes, many
of whom reside in the country. The tone of society is de-
cidedly aristocratical. The commercial class is not so nu-
merous or important as in the duchy of Genoa. Most of
the commissions in the army, as well as the principal offices

of the administration, are held by noblemen. The nobles
have privileges even in courts of justice. 'The clergy and
the nobility,' says an observing traveller who wrote in 1834,
• have evidently the upper hand in this country. The throne
is supported by the altar : and as the population is generally
religious, this support is not so precarious as in some other
countries. If there is a vague feeling of discontent among
the middle and lower orders, this feeling does not attain the

height of revolt; and this has been proved in the late

attempts at military insurrection, in which the masses took

no part, and the efforts of the French propagandists have
found no sympathy here. A great proportion of the in-

habitants of Piedmont are landed proprietors, and are there-

fore attached to order and personal comfort They have not
forgotten the French invasion, they can appreciate the true

meaning of a liberty which is enforced by foreign bayonets,

and they know that constitutions and systems of govern-
ment transplanted from abroad seldom take root. All the
enlightened liberals here expect no good from either aFrench
intervention or an internal revolution; but they expect
much from time and the progress of ideas. These liberals,

whom I may style progressive, to distinguish them from
those who are merely revolutionists, are numerous in Pied-

mont, and exist even among the ranks of the nobility. The
only part of the French system which they regret is the

equality of all before the law.' (Walsh, Voyage en Suisse,

en Lombardie, et en Piemont.) During the years that have
elapsed since the work just mentioned was whiten, several

useful reforms in the administration and in the municipal
and judiciary systems have been effected by the present king
Charles Albert; and although the government continues to

be a monarchy, the administration is becoming more en-

lightened.

Public instruction is afforded by the royal and communal
colleges. In every province there are one or more royal col-

leges, in which grammar, rhetoric, and philosophy are

taught; and in some of them there are chairs of law, medi-
cine, and divinity. In most towns there is a communal
college, besides grammar-schools, * Scuole di Latinita In-

feriore.' The aggregate number of all these establishments

amounts to 286, a number greater in proportion to the popu-
lation than that of any other Italian state. In the old ter-

ritories of the monarchy, Piedmont, Savoy, and Nice, the

proportion is much greater than in the duchy of Genoa,
which is a late acquisition. Of these 286 establishments,

23 are administered by monastic orders, and the others by lay-

men or secular priests without distinction. The result of all

this is, that a considerable degree of information prevails

among the upper and middle classes of Piedmont and Savoy.

Female education is afforded almost exclusively in the con-

vents of nuns, of which there are 42 that serve for that pur-

pose. Scientific instruction is given in the two universities

of Turin and Genoa, the former of which is attended by

about 1250 students. [Torino.] The university of Genoa
is attended by about 500 students, and has 36 professors.

It has the faculties, or colleges, as they are styled, of divinity,

law, medicine and surgery, and philosophy and arts, and a
library of 45,000 volumes. Among the professors there have
been some distinguished men, such as Viviani, professor of

botany, known for his works, and especially for his ' Flora of

Libya and Cyrenaica ;' and Mojon, professor of rhemihtry.

The great hospital of Genoa, which is admirably adminis-
tered, affords a good opportunity for the medical and surgical

students becoming acquainted with clinical practice. The
studies of medicine, Burgery, and pharmacy are perhaps those
which flourish most at Genoa. The building of the uni-

versity is vast and splendid, like most architectural buildings

at Genoa. A board of instruction, styled ' Deputazione
degli Studj,' composed of five members, has the superinten-
dence of the university of Genoa, and of all the colleges and
schools, public and private, of the duchy.
At Turin there is likewise a board, called ' Magistrato

della Riforma,' which superintends all the establishment*
of education in the old territories of the monarchy, Pied-
mont, Savoy, and Nice.

Turin has a royal academy of sciences, a royal agrarian
society, a royal academy of the fine arts. b. roval military

academy, and a philharmonic society. An academy of the

fine arts exists at Genoa, an academy of sciences and arts at

Alessandria, an economical society at Chiavari, and a royal

academy at Fossano. There are a royal school of horseman-
ship and a royal veterinary school at La Veneria near
Turin, a school of mineralogy at the mines of Mouiiers in

Tarantasia, and a naval school at Genoa.
Elementary education is not in such a thriving condition

as collegiate and scientific instruction ; most communes have
schools for boys, but there is no general or uniform system.

The Continental states of the king of Sardinia have several

fine carriage-roads across the Alps and Apennines, which
intersect their territory. The most remarkable are :- 1, the

great road of Mont Cenis, leading from Chambery to Turin,
constructed by Napoleon ; 2, that of the Simplon, leading into

Switzerland, likewise constructed under Napoleon ; 3, the

road from Genoa to Sarzana and Lucca along the Eastern
Riviera, constructed since the Restoration ; 4, the new road

from Genoa to Novi by Serravalle, constructed also since the

Restoration ; 5, the road Della Cornice, from Genoa toNnza,
along the Western Riviera, begun under Napoleon, and
finished under the late king Charles Felix. A road leads

from La Spesia to Pontremoli, partly through the Sar-

dinian territory, by the valley of the Magra, and thence

over the Apennines to Parma. A new road is in progress

from Alessandria to Savona by the valley of the Bormida.

There is a well-regulated post-office system throughout the

Sardinian dominions, as well as diligences for travellers on
all the principal lines of road ; and public conveyances called

Velocifen on the provincial or cross roads. For the impor-

tant maritime trade of the country, see Genoa.
The plains of Piedmont are well supplied with canals,

chiefly for the purpose of irrigation, the principal of which
are in the provinces of Alessandria, Vercelli, Bielb, Casale,

Ivrea, Alba, and Turin. The- river system of Piedmont is

described under Po, Basin of the.

The staple products of the continental Sardinian territories

for exportation are:—silk, which is produced annually to

the value of between twenty-four and thirty millions of

francs; rice, which is raised in the lowlands near the Po;
hemp, wine, and oil. The whole exports amount to about

fifty millions of francs. Most of the wine is consumed in

the country. The principal manufactures consist of paper,

silks, woollens, linen, gla&s, and cotton yarn. The importa-

tion of colonial articles and English manufactures takes place

chiefly through the port of Genoa. A considerable trade is

carried on with Switzerland and Germany by the Lago Mag-
giore and the new road of'the Bernardin Mount leading to

the Grisons.

History of the Sardinian States.—The history of the

country is identical with that of the house of Savoy, for,

unlike some compact European kingdoms, the various and
heterogeneous parts of which the Sardinian monaichy is

composed have been gradually united through the personal

exertions of its sovereigns, that dynasty having Income iheir

common bond of union, and having succeeded also in creating

a sort of national spirit where there was no common ua
tionality. The history of such a house is therefore very

curious, and forms no unimportant part of the history of
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Europe during the middle ages. The origin of the house
ef Savoy it involved in the greatest obscurity. 8ome
genealogists have derived it from Witikind, the Saxon chief,

who fought against Charlemagne; others from Adalbert,
son and colleague of Berengarius II., marquis of Itres and
king of Italy. The first historical ancestor of the house of
Savoy is Humbert, called the 'white-handed,* count of
Maurienne and great vassal of Rudolf III., the last king of
the second kingdom of Burgundy. When Rudolf died, a.d.

1032, Conrad the Salic king of the Germans and emneror
of the Went, who had married Rudolf's niece, succeeded to

his rich inheritance. He found a willing and able assistant

In the count of Maurienne, who, commanding the passes of
the Alps, wss enabled to introduce the Italian militia of the

emperor to assist in reducing the other refractory Burgun-
dien vassals. As a reward for these services Conrad not
only confirmed Humbert in his extensive fief of Maurienne,
but gave him military jurisdiction over other parts of Savoy,
the lower Valais, and also the valley of Aosta, on the Italian

side of the Alps, which was part of the kingdom of Bur-
gundy. Count Humbert died about a.d 1048, and was
buried in the cathedral of St. Jean de Maurienne. His
eldest son Amadeus, styled I., succeeded him, but, dying
shortly after, was succeeded by his brother Oddo, or Otho,
who, by his marriage with Adelaide ofSusa. daughter and
heiress of Odelrio Magnifred, or Manfred, count of Turin
and marquis of Italy, extended the dominion of his house to

the banks of the Po. These facts have been established by
the best Piedmontese critics, and the line of succession from
Amadous I. to Oddo, and from Oddo to his son Amadeus
II., is adopted in the official genealogy of the house of Savoy.

(Cibrario, Storia delta Monorchia di 8avqja, Turin, 1840.)

Former historians had confounded Amadeus I. with Ama-
deus II., and had left out Oddo sitogether. [Amadeus I.]

The Merquisate or March of Italy embraced the valleys

On the Italian side of the Cottian Alps, including several

counties, of which that of Turin was the principal. The
former duchy of Turin, which in the time of the Longo-
bards embraced the greater part of the actual Piedmont,
had been parcelled, by the policy of the Carlovingian em-
perors, into the counties of Turin, Auriate, Bredolo, Alba,

&o. After the Carlovingian empire became dismembered
by the forced abdication of Charles the Fat, and Italy erected

itself into a separate kingdom, those counties whieh adjoined

the Cottian and Graian Alps became the frontier on the

side of the new kingdom of Burgundy, and the military

command over the whole border region or marches was
given by the kings of Italy to a high noble, called marquis,

who ban jurisdiction over several counties, [Marches,! he.]

The marquises of Italy resided generally at 8uea, from
whence they watched the passes of Mont Cenis and Mont
Oenevre, and they are accordingly also styled in the chro-

nicles marquises of 8u»a.

The first husband of Adelaide was Hermann, duke of
Suabia, who, after the death of her father Odelric, about

ad. 1036, became marquis of Italy in right of his wire.

Hermann d>ing without issue, Adelaide married, about
1046, Oddo, count of Maurienne, and son of Humbert the

White Handed, who by this marriage became marquis of
Italy and count of Turin, and master of the principal

passes of the Western Alps; for, in addition to that of

Great St. Bernard and Little St. Bernard, which were
already within bis Buryundtan jurisdiction, which ex-
tended over the valley of Aosta, he became possessed of
those of Mont Cenis and Mont Genevre. Of Oddo's
life we have no other historical record, except an act of
donation, dated a.d, 1066, of some land to St IVter of
Taiantasia, for the good of the soul of his father Humbert.
(Muratori. Antiq. Ital.+ i. 346.) Oddo must have died
in or previous to the year 1060, as appears by another
donation made by his widow Adelaide, on Trinity Sunday
of that year, to the chapel of the Trinity in the cathedral of
Turin, for the rest of hi* soul, in which it is mentioned that
Adelaide's father, Odelric Manfred, was buried in that chapel
at the foot of the altar. Oddo left by Adelaide three sons,

Peier, who is si) led marquis, and Amadeus, who is called
count, having respectively assumed those titles after their

father's death, snd lastly, Oddo, who became a bishop : besides
two d lughters, Bertha, who married Henry, afterwards Henry
IV. of Germany, and Adelaide, who married Rudolf, duke of
Suabia, who was afterwards elected in place of Henry by
his revolted vassals, during the famous War of the Investi-
tures. Adelaide, the mother, appears to have governed, after

the death of her husband, as regent or colleagueofher asam
the extensive territories belonging to them on both seme* ef

the Alps. Cardinal Peter Damianus, her etmtetsrposwrr

who was sent into North Italy as apostolic legal* to «aam
a reform in the clergy, in a letter addressed to AdeesjeV
styles her duchess snd marchioness of the Cottian Alp*. %td

speaks of her jurisdiction as extending to the two kingdom*
of Italy and Burgundy, and embracing several dioceses: as

extols her firmness in bearing the cares of a kingdom Wits-

out the assistance of a king. Her eldest son, Peter, paauri m,
Agnes of Poitou, by whom he had two daughters, Aron
who married Frederic of Monbe'liard, count ofMoaapcsav a»4
Alice, who married the marquis Boniface dot Ve*/e\ from
whom the marquises of Salutso derived their duessu r.

After the death of Peter about 1078. his brother Au*4cu«
became count Amadeus does not appear to have ss*n>m«d
the title of marquis, the investiture of which, it as a%hc*cd
by some writers, was given to Frederic of Monbttmrd.
who had married the eldest daughter of Fetor, taw 1st*

marquis.

The emperor Henry IV., being excommunicate* and
deposed by pope Gregory VII., resolved to pvovced to

Italy, where he had a party in his favour. The asses*

of the Eastern Alps being closed against htm by Use due*
of Bavaria and other revolted vassals, be proceeded lataey^
Burgundy, and arrived in the autumn at Vevay, ow tae

banks of the Leman lake, where he was met by his mcxaw
in-law Adelaide, and by Count Amadeus, bts brother^*-
law, whom be requested to allow bim to pass into Italy was
his wife Bertha and his son Conrad. Adelaide, being sdraasS

ill-disposed against him for his neglect snd iU-treatuteen ef

her daughter Bertha, refused bim the passage, in order u
obtain which the emperor added to the dominions ofAsaadewa,
styled count of Savoy, a fertile province of Burgundy, at.:

specified by the chronicler Lambert, but wr»ieh is be-

lieved to have been that of Bugey. Heurv, attended by

Adelaide and Amadeus, crossed the Mons Jovta, or Great
St Bernard, in the depth of winter, and they alt repa ired is

Canossa, where Gregory was, and where, partly bv me
mediation of Adelaide, the reconciliation between ttean
and the pope took place, in January, 1077, after a sever*

trial of humiliation on the part of the emperor, fGmmosr
VII.]

Little more is recorded of Adelaide, Who appears to hast
exercised the ehief authority in the name of her son Ama-
dous II. till he died, leaving by his wife Joan, deusrfcter ef

the Count of Geneva, an infant son, who is styled Humbert
II. The Marchioness Adelaide continued to admmaster to

her dominions, as guardian to her grandson, eleven jean
longer, till she died at a very advanced age in 1091.
Humbert II., Count of Maurienne, succeeded to bw

father's Burgundisn estates in Savoy, and even inctmmd
them by the acquisition of Tarantasia, but those on tae

Italian side of the Alps had been seised upon during ass

minority by several claimants. Bontlbce del Vast*. Mar-
quis of Savona, and husband of Alice, Humbert's aunt, tost

possession of the counties of Bredolo and Aurate* wfcica

had belonged to the Marchioness Adelaide, whilst hts sister-

in-law, Agnes of Pbitou above mentioned, occurred me
county of Turin, which was also claimed by Conrad, aoc ef

Henry IV. of Germany, in right of his mother Bertkm.
In the midst of all this the great towns, Turin, Asti, Clnec
and others, availed themselves of the general connation or-

casioned by the long struggle between the pope and tU
emperor to assert their independence of all vassalage ex-

cept the nominal one to the Empire. Humbert crossed the

Alps iu 1097 ; and not being strong enough to attack all aw
opponents, he made a treaty of alliance with the town er

commune of Asti snd its bishop against Boniface, bv ma-
firming the newly acquired liberties of the cititens ol Ash.
and bv ceding to them several villages and terrtterfea, sod
ensuring to them free passage and protection thruugbeo t

his Burgundisn or Transalpine territories, Dtrranft, m
his • Piemonte Ospadano antieo,* gives the text of tbt*

treaty, dated July, 1 008, between * the honourable andgrrst
Lord Count Humbert of Savoy, and the consuls of the cm
of Asti,' which is one of the oldest documents in wtrien the
consuls appear as first magistrates of an Italian eommumiy.
Humbert made donations to several churches and coe%wnt*>
and he also intended to proceed to Palestine with the Crusa-
ders; but be died in Savoy in 1 103, and was buried m the

cathedral of Moutiers in Tr—»tnm. By bis wife Gists ef

Burgundy he had a eon*
- >Hed him by the Basse ef
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Amadeus III., and a daughter Adela or Adelaide, who mar-
ried Louis VI., king of France. Anselto of Aasto, who be*
came archbishop of Canterbury, corresponded with Hum-
bert; and a letter from him to the count, in which he recom-
mends to htm the interests and privileges of the churches of
his dominions, is contained in the works of St. Anselm.
(1196.)
Amadeus III., who has been sometimes styled Amadeus

II., received from Henry V. of Germany the investiture of
all Savoy as an Imperial county. His predecessors were
merely counts of Maurienne, although they had extended
their authority over the greater part of Savoy. Amadeus re*

covered also in part his ancestonel Italian dominions, and,
above all, the city of Turin, of which be was acknowledged
lord in the year 1 131. In his diplomas Amadeus styles him-
self Count of Savoy, Count of Turin, and Marquis of Italy.

In 1140, Guy, Count of Albon, and Dauphin of Vienne.
having advanced by the valley of Itere, and laid siege to
Montme'lian, was defeated by Amadeus, and died of the
wounds he received in the battle.

About the year 11 47 Count Amadeus 111. proceeded with
the crusade to Syria, and died of disease o,t Nicosia in the
island of Cyprus, in the year 1 1 48. He was the founder of
the magnificent abbey of Hautecombe in Savoy, which was
for ages after the burial-place of the princes of the reigning
dynasty, whose monuments remained to the end of the last

century, when they were plundered and destroyed by the
French revolutionists. The monuments were restored by
the late king Charles Felix. Matilda, daughter of Ama-
deus III., married Affonso J., the founder of the Portuguese
monarchy.

a.d 1 149- 1 188. Humbert III., called ' the SainCson of
Amadeus III., succeeded bim as count of Savoy and mar-
quis of Italy. He compelled Manfred, marquis of Saluzzo,
to acknowledge himself his vassal. During the long wars
of the emperor Frederic I. against the Italian communes,
Humbert, as great vassal of the empire, at first followed the
banners of his sovereign, but afterwards kept aloof from him,
and the consequence was that Frederic deprived him of nart

of his dominions, among the rest ofTurin, creating the bishop
of that city prince of the empire. Fiederic. being irritated

against the citizens of Susa, who had risen against him on
his passage, burnt the town and cast'e. a.d. 1 174, when the
archives of the house of Savoy are said to have perished in

the flames. Humbert was fond of religious retirement, and
spent much of his time in the abbey of Hautecombe. He
died in 1188.

1188 1233. Thomas I. succeeded his father Humbert
III. Having acknowledged Philip of Suabia as king of

Germany, in preference to his compel itorOiho of Aquitania,
Philip restored Thomas to all the titles and prerogatives of
which his father had been deprived by Frederic I. Thomas
pun-based of the Viscount Berlion the seignory of Chatn-
bery for 32,000 sols of Susa, equal to 84,200 francs, and
enlarged the town and built the castle. Until this time
Aijruebelle had been the capital and residence of the counts
of Savoy. Thomas enjoyed the friendship of the emperor
Frederic II., who appointed him his vicar in Lombardy.
The citizens of Turin, instigated by Boniface, marquis of

Montferrato, and also by their bishop, refused allegiance to

the count of Savoy. Thomas crossed the Alps and laid siege

to Turin, but the people of Asti and other parts of Mont-
ferrato coming to its assistance, the count was obliged to

raise the siege and return to Savoy. In the following year
he came a*;ain with more force by the Val d'Aosta, but

he fell ill and died, in January, 1233. He left a numerous
family : three of his sons reigned in succession after him

;

another, Boniface, became archbishop of Canterbury ; and
another, Thomas, became count of Flanders by marrying
Joan, the daughter and heiress of Baldwin, count of Flan-

ders and emperor of Constantinople.

1233-1253. Amadeus IV., ton of Thomas, recovered the

dominion over Turin, the bishop and citizens swearing alle-

giance to him, and he was created by Frederic II. duke of

lheChablais and of Aosta. He married one of his daughters

to the Marquis of Montferrato, and another to the Marquis
of 8aluzzo, both old rivals of his house. Amadeus IV. died

in 1253. and was buried at Hautecombe. Amadeus gave

up to his brother Thomas, count of Flanders, the ' utile do-

minium* of his Italian states with the title of count of Pied-

mont, retaining however the suzcrainte for himself.

1253. Boniface, the infant son of Amadeus, was placed

under the guardianship of his uncle Thomas, count of Flau-

ders. The people of Turin, having revolted again and being
supported by the free city of Asti, took Thomas prisoner.

When Boniface was of age, he crossed the Alps, and laid

siege to Turin, but the Marquis of'Montferrato, and Charles,
count of Anjou end Provence, who had begun to extend his
dominions over part of Piedmont, marched against the Count
of Savoy, and took him prisoner. Boniface died in prison at
Turin, and left no issue.

1263-1268. Peter, son of Count Thomas I., and unele of
Boniface, born in 1203, succeeded to his nephew. By
affinity, he was uncle of Henry III. of England, who had
married Eleanor of Provence, daughter of Beatrix of Savoy.
Peter's sister. In 1241 Peter had repaired to England, and
had been received with great honours by Henry and his
consort. Henry made him earl of Richmond, and gave
him for his residence a palace near London on the banks of
the Thames, which was from that circumstance called
Savoy House. Peter was sixty years old when he succeeded
his nephew Boniface as count of Savoy. His first care was
to reduce the city of Turin, in which he succeeded after a
long siege. Peter afterwards returned to England, where
Richard of Cornwall, who had been elected king of Germany,
bestowed upon him the extensive inheritance of Hartmann,
count of Kyburg, styled • the old,' who had married Peter's
sister, and who died without issue in 1*264. This inherit-

ance extended along the northern banks of the Leman lake,
and through this and the grants of former emperors to

Peter's ancestors the house of Savoy became possessed of
the whole of that fine county called the Barony of Vaud,
afterwards Pays de Vaud, and now the Canton de Vaud in

Switzerland. Peter died in the castle of Gallon on the
shore of the Leman lake, in 1268, and was buried at Haute*
combe. He left only one daughter by his wife Agnes,
heiress of the barony of Faucigny. This daughter, Beatrix,
made subsequently a donation of that barony to Amadeus
V. Peter had a great reputation for wisdom and chivalric

gallantry.

1268-1284 Philip L, Peter's brother, succeeded him as
count of Savoy in his old age. He had some disputes with
Rudolf of Habsburg, king of Germany, concerning the
teiritories of Kyburg, north of the Leman lake, but they
were settled by an honourable treaty. He died at the
castle of Roussillon in the Bugey, leaving no issue.

1285-1323. Amadeus V., styled the Great, son of

Thomas, count of Flanders, succeeded his uncle Philip. He
had frequent wars with the dauphin of Vienne and with the
counts of Geneva, whom he repeatedly defeased. He gave
Piedmont in fief to his nephew Philip, who, having married,
in 1304, Isabella of Villebardouin, heiress of the principali-

ties of Achaia and Morea, received the investiture of the
same from Charles II. of Anjou, king of Naples and count
of Provence. Robert, the successor of Charles, however,
aspiring to become roaster of all Italy, tampered with the
citixens of Turin and Asti, and with the marquis of Mont-
ferrato, for the purpose of establishing his own dominion
over all Piedmont, where the Anjous were already possessed
of Alba, Cherasco, Savigliano, and other towns. But Henry
of Luxemburg, the newly-elected king of the Germans,
coming to Italy in 13 10, passed through Savoy, where he
was received and splendidly entertained at Chatnbery by
Count Amadeus, who, with his brother Louis, baron of

Vaud, and his nephew Philip, prince of Achaia, accom-
panied the emperor to Milan, and afterwards to Rome, where
he was crowned emperor, in August, 1312. The emperor
then made a donation of the city and county of Asti in

favour of Count Amadeus. Henry's death, which hap-
pened in the following year, prevented Amadeus from en-
forcing his title over Asti, which was occupied by king
Robert of Naples. Amadeus afterwards is said by some
chroniclers to nave gone to Rhodes, to assist the knights of
St. John to defend that island against Sultan Othman, and
to have returned home after the Turks had raised the siege.

In 1323 he went to Avignon, to induce Pope John XXII. to

preach a crusade in order to save the Byzantine empire,

which was then in great danger from the Turks, and whose
emperor, Andronicus the Younger, married Anna of Savoy,
daughter of Amadeus. But Amadeus, who was old, fell ill

and died, at Avignon, 1323.

1323-1329. Edward, son of Amadeus, succeeded him.
He had to repel the repeated attacks of the dauphin of

Vienne, the count of Geneva, and the baron of Faucigny, who
were leagued against him. At last, through the mediation
of Philip of Valois, king of France, peace was made. The
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count of Savoy, in 1328, led a body of men to join King
Philip against the Flemish, and contributed to the defeat of

the latter by the French at Mount Cassel. After the ter-

mination of that war Count Edward went to Paris, where
he fell ill and died, in November 1329, leaving no male
issue.

1330 1343. Aymon, Edward's brother, was proclaimed
his successor by the states of Savoy, in preference to Ed-
ward's daughter, who was married to the duke of Brittany.

The states declared on that occasion, that so long as there

were any male descendants or collaterals in the house of

Savoy, no female, however near in the direct line, should
reign.

Aymon's reign was peaceful, and the count applied him-
self to improve the administration of Savoy and his other

states north of the Alps. He created the office of chancellor

as the head of I he judicial order, and he also established a
supreme council of justice at Chamb6ry, to hear appeals

from the local courts. He decreed, by an edict dated 1336,

that any judge in his dominions might be summoned before

the assizes to answer charges brought against him by private

individuals.

Aymon married Yolande, daughter of Theodore Patoolo-

gus, marquis of Montferrato, and son of Andronicus the

Elder, emperor of Constantinople. In the marriage con-

tract it was stipulated that the house of Savoy should in-

herit Montferrato. in default of male issue of the marquis.

Aymon died at Montmllian, in 1343.

1343-1383. Amadeus VI., called ' the green count,' son

of Aymon, succeeded him. His long reign was eminently
successful. He drove away the Anjous from Southern
Piedmont ; he defeated the marquis of Montferrato, who was
eagued against him with the Viscontiof Milan ; he received

the voluntary allegiance of Chieri, Mondovi, and other

towns ; and he consolidated and greatly extended the domi-

nion of the house of Savoy on the Italian side of the Alps.

His other deeds and chivalric adventures are related under
Amadeus VI.

1 383- 1391. Amadeus VII., styled ' the red count,' from
the colour of his armour, succeeded his father Amadeus VI.

He soon after proceeded to the assistance of Charles VI. of

France against the united Flemish and English, and dis-

tinguished himself in several actions. On his return home,
he made the important acquisition of the county of Nice, the

people of which chose him for their sovereign, a.d. 1388.

Then, for the first time, the white cross, the standard of
Savoy, floated over the blue waves of the Mediterranean.
Amadeus died in 1391, of a fall from his horse, while hunt-
ing the boar in the forest of Lornes in the ChablaU.

1391-1440. Amadeus VIII., son of the preceding, suc-

ceeded his father. His long reign is memorable in the

annals of the house of Savoy for his having consolidated

and enlarged its dominion on both sides of the Alps, and
that mostly by peaceful means. By the extinction of the

line of the counts of Geneva, he inherited the county of
Genevois, and the suzerainte over the imperial city of
Geneva. He purchased the valley or Ossola from the
Grisons. [Novaha, Valli di.] He obliged the marquises
of Saluxxo and of Ceva to swear allegiance to him ; and he
obtained of Filippo Maria Visconti, duke of Milan, the

cession of the town of Vercelli and its territory west of

the Sesia. In 1418, Louis of Savoy, prince of Morea and
Achaia, and prince of Piedmont, dying without issue, Ama-
deus, his next heir, reunited the principality of Piedmont
to his other dominions, which thus extended without inter-

ruption from the shores of the Leman lake to those of the
Mediterranean Sea, and from the Rhone to the Sesia. The
emperor Sigismund, on passing through Charobe'ry, formally
created Amadeus duke of Savoy, in 1416, confirming all

former investitures granted by his predece>sors, and more-
over debarring all subjects of the house of Savoy from ap-

rling to the imperial chamber from judgments pronounced
the duke or his successors.

Amadeus VI 11. bore the titles of duke of Savoy, Chablais,
and Aosta, prince of Piedmont, count of Genevois Bugey,
and Nice, baron of Vaud and Faucigny, and marquis of
Italy, and from his time the house of Savoy as*umed a
distinguished place among the sovereign houses of Europe.
Ho collected the edicts and statutes of hit ancestors, and

from them and the 'droit coutumier,' or customs of the
Genevoi* and Faucigny, he compiled a code of laws for

all Savoy, under the title of 'Slaiuta Sabaudi©/ which be
published in 1430.

Other particulars of the life and vicissitudes of cfea* se»

markable prince, who assumed for a time the pepel *«»,
are given under Amadeus VIII.

1440-1465. Ludovic, or Louis, son of Amadeus V1UU as-

sumed the ducal crown in consequence of bis father's sfc*
cation in 1440, when Amadeus was raised to the pepei cbsu-

Ludovic had married Anna Lusignan, of the royal djummtw
of Cyprus, who exercised a great influence over hnn Hj
second son, likewise named Ludovic, married Charters*.

heiress of that kingdom, and he was crowned king ofOffrm
in 1458 ; but he and his wife were soon after driven swwy to

Charlotte's illegitimate brother, and the island uJtitt*uri»

fell into the hands of the Venetians. [Cyfrus-1 The title

of king of Cyprus and Jerusalem is still assumed by the re-

presentative of the dynasty of Savoy. Ludovic estabbsbed
or restored the university of Turin ; he created a soma**
court of justice for Piedmont, called a Senate; and he ad-

mitted the barons of Piedmont to the first offices of tfe*

state, which had been till then monopolised by the S*tot-

ards. Ludovic died at Lyon, in January, 1465. wlnkt pro-

ceeding to the court of his son-in-law Louis XI. of Franoe.

1465-1472. Amadeus IX., son of Ludovic, succeeded bet
He was of a sickly frame, and of a contemplative tun W
mind, and was little suited to the cares of goreruAcsa
[Amadeus IXJ

1472-1 482. Philibert, son ofAmadeus, succeeded bin waut
yet a minor under the guardianship of his mother Yolande.
sister of Louis XL The duchess sent a body of troop* u>

join the army, with which Charles te Temeraire, duke cf

Burgundy, invaded Switzerland, ad. 1476. These troop*

however almost all perished in the battles of Granson sal
Morat; and Charles, fearing that the duchefs might ran
against him in his adversity, gave secret orders to seise her

and her children, which was effected by a party of men n
ambuscade, who surprised the duchess while she **» jo-
ceeding to Geneva without any armed escort. A Piedmoire*
gentleman succeeded in concealing the young duke PfcUi

bert, whom he carried to France, to his uncle Louis XL, vk»
soon after sent an armed party to deliver the duchess freai

the castle of Rouvre, where she was confined by Charier
and he restored both her and her son to their dominion*. U
1478 Yclande died; and in 1482 Duke Philibert, beine sov
of age, went to Lyon on a visit to King Louis, but died sett

after in that city, leaving no issue.

1482-148'J. Charles I., Philibert** brother, assumed tfct

ducal cruwii, end in November, 1483, made his public encrj

into Turin. He found himself engaged in a war agsinst Us
marquis of Saluzzo; but Charles VllL, king of Francs.
interfered, on the plea that the marquis was his rasaai, sot

proposed himself as umpire between the two eontrodiaf
parties. After several years of negotiations, Charles fell it

and died at Pignerol, in March, 14b9, being only twentymo*
years of a;:e.

1489-1496. Charles John Amadeus, styled CharlesIU sss

of the preceding, was a mere child when his father dW
His mother, Bianca of Montferrato, was proclaimed regent
with the assistance of a council Turin was definuneii
chosen for the residence of the court From that time ib*

house of Savoy became really Italian. In 1 494 Charles VllL
of France passed through Turin on his march to invade tf»

kingdom of Naples. He was received by the ducbeas re-

gent with great honours, and she even lent to the kutg Ut
jewels, as he was in great want of money. In April, 14*1*

the infant duke died of a fall, at the villa of Moncalien near
Turin.

1496-1497. Philip II., count of Bresse, and a son of Dai*
Ludovic, succeeded as duke of Savoy and prince of Pied-

mont ; but he died after eighteen months* reign, in Novem-
ber, 1497. He left by Margaret of Bourbon, his first wile,

a son, Philibert, who reigned after him, and a daughter,
Louisa, who married the duke of Angoullme, and was the
mother of Francis I. of Frauce; and by a second wua,
Charles, who was duke of Savoy after Philibert.

1497-1504. Philibert II. married Margaret of Auetra.
daughter of the emperor Maximilian I. The dominion* of

the house of Savoy, placed as they were between France
and the German empire, whose jurisdiction extended o*cr
North Italy, rendered the position of the dukes extremeh
delicate, especially in the long wars which broke oat tu ibe

sixteenth century between the house of Austria and Franr*.
The duke of Savoy had the title of Imperial vicar in liah.
and was by interest as well as duty attached tu the Imsrt oj
cause. Phihbert however allowed Louis X1L of Fraocc la
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» through hit dominions on his way to invade the duchy

of Milan in 1799. In 1504 Philibert II. died without issue,

and was buried in the convent of Bron at Bourg-en-Bresse,
where his monument, with his statue and those of his

mother and wife, is still seen.

1504-1653 Charles 111., brother of Philibert, although
fond of oeace, found himselffor the greater part of bis reign in

the midst of the most destructive wars ; first between Louis
XII. of France and the Holy League headed by pope
Julius II. against the French ; afterwards between Francis
I. on one side, and the Swiss and Duke Sforza of Milan
on the other; and lastly between Francis I. and his

powerful rival the emperor Charles V. : in all of which the
territories of Savoy and Piedmont, though the duke pro-

fessed neutrality, were devastated without mercy by French,
Swiss, and Imperialists.

Duke Charles acted at mediator between Francis I. and
the Swiss, and afterwards between Francis and pope Leo
X. ; but notwithstanding these good offices, Francis, having
taken possession of the duchy of Milan after the battle

of Mangnano, began to covet the territories of the Duke, as

they were interposed between France and his Italian con-

quest, and he purposely picked a quarrel with bis uncle.

He wrote to him in March, 1518, in an imperious tone, to

give him Vercelli as a former appurtenance of the duchy
of Milan, the county of Nice as forming part of Pro-
vence, and other vexatious demands, and as the Duke de-

murred, he declared war against him ; but this time the
Swiss confederation interposed, and Francis became paci-

fied. In 1524, the French having again lost the duchy of
Milan, which was occupied by the troops of Charles V.,

Francis I. marched an army into Italv, passing through the

territories of Savoy with the forced assent of the Duke.
The battle of Pavia, in 1525, having placed Francis in the

power of bis rival, the duke of Savoy, together with his

sister Louisa, who was regent of France, warmly interposed

to obtain the liberation of Francis who afterwards acknow-
ledged that * he lay under greater obligations to the Duke
than to any other friend or relative, obligations however
which he soon after forgot. In 1530 Duke Charles attended

the coronation of Charles V., who treated him with marked
attention, giving to his wife Beatrix of Portugal, and her

heirs, the county of AstL Francis pretended to be offended

at this, and be sent to Turin the president Poyat to demand
of the Duke, Vercelli, Nice, the Biesse, and the Faucigny, in

right of his mother, Louisa of Savoy. Poyat appeared

before the council of the Duke, and as Porporati, the pre-

sident of the council, rebutted the claim, offering to show his

master's original titles to those territories, Poyat insolently

exclaimed, 'Words are useless, the King wills it so;* Por-

porati replied, 'We have here no code iu which the arbitrary

will of a kiug of France is laid down as law.
1

In 1535

Francis declared war against the Duke, and his troops oc-

cupied the whole of Savoy and Piedmont, except a few for-

tresses which held out for the Duke, who took refuge at

Nice. The troops of Charles V. entered Piedmont, and that

unfortunate county was for manv years the theatre of war
between the two great rivals. In 1543 Nice was attacked

by a combined French and Turkish fleet ; the town was
sacked, but the castle was saved by the timely arrival of

Andrea Doria.

In 1547 Henri II., having succeeded Francis I., came to

Turin to take formal possession of Piedmont. In 1551 war
broke out between France and the Emperor, and Piedmont
was again the field of battle between the two armies. In

the midst of this confusion, Duke Charles died in 1553, at

Vercelli, where he had taken refuge under the protection of

the Imperial troops. Vercelli, Nice, Aosta, and Cuneo were

the only places that still held out for the house of Savoy.

1553-1580. Emmanuel Philibert, son of Duke Charlei,

had acquired great military reputation in the armies of

Charles V., and be continued in the service of bis son and

successor Philip II., fbr whom he won the great battle of St.

Quentin from the French in 1557, and in the following

year he gained the battle of Gravel ines. By the peace of

Cambresis, between Philip II. and H*nri II. of France, it

was expressly stipulated that the hereditary dominions of

the house of Savoy should be restored to Emmanuel Phili-

bert, who married Margaret of France, sister of Henri II.

The Duke, having thus recovered Savoy and Piedmont, which

had been estranged from his house for nearly half a century,

fixed his residence at Turin, and applied himself to restore

order in every branch of the administration. It has been

P. C, No, 1286.

already observed that he may be considered as the real
founder of the monarchy of the house of Savoy. The
states of Savoy, which had existed in the feudal period,
became disused, being no longer convened. The Duke pur-
chased the county of lends and the principality of Oneglia,
and created a small naval force for the protection of the
coasts. But he could not recover either Geneva, which had
established its independence in the time of his father, nor
the Pays de Vaud, which had been occupied by the Bernese.
The Leman lake became the northern boundary of the do-
minions of Savoy. Emmanuel Philibert died at Turin in
1580, leaving Piedmont in a flourishing condition, very dif-

ferent from that in which he had found it.

1580-1630. Charles Emmanuel I., son of Emmanuel
Philibert, married Catherine of Austria, daughter of Philip
II., and became attached to the alliance of Spain, which
was then the preponderating power in Italy, being possessed
of the Milanese, Naples, Sicily, and Sardinia. Trusting to

the support of Spain, Charles Emmanuel thought of taking
from the French the raarquisate of Saluzzo, upon which he
had old and legitimate claims. Remonstrances having
proved useless, the Duke collected his army, entered the ter-

ritory of Saluzzo, took the capital, as well as the castles of
Revel and Chfiieau Dauphin, and the Alps became the boun-
dary between France and Piedmont. France, distracted by
civil and religious wars, could not resent the loss at the time,

but after the death of Henri III., Charles Emmanuel having
taken the part of the League against Henri of Navarre, a
desultory warfare was carried on for years on the borders
of Savoy and Piedmont, between the troops of Savoy and
the partizans of Henri IV. in Dauphin6, led by Lesdiguieres.

When Henri IV. was acknowledged king of France, he
claimed the marquisate of Saluzzo, and the claim being re-

fused, he invaded Savoy in 1600. By the peace of Lyon of
the following year, Saluzzo was definitively given to the house
of Savoy, in exchange for the Bresse, Bugey, and the county
of Gex, which were ceded to France.

In December, 1602, Charles Emmanuel attempted to

surprise Geneva by scaling the walls in the night, but the
attempt was discovered in time, and his troops withdrew,
leaving behind many killed and prisoners. In the follow-

ing year, by the treaty of 8t. Julien, the duke formally ac-

knowledged the independence of Geneva.
Charles Emmanuel was afterwards engaged in a war

against the Spanish governor of Milan for the possession of
the marquisate of Montferrato, which was terminated by the
peace of 1617. The war broke out again in 1625 on account
of the affairs of Val tell ina, and lastly the disputed succession

of Mantova and Montferrato occasioned another war in Italy

in 1628, when Charles Emmanuel joined Spain and the

emperor against France. The French invaded Savoy and
overran Piedmont, and in the midst of this Duke Charles
Emmanuel died at Savigliano, in July, 1630.

1630-1637. Victor Amadeus I ^ son of Charles Emmanuel,
obtained possession of the greater part of Montferrato, by
the peace of Cherasco, in 1631. In 1635 he was obliged

by the threats of Cardinal Richelieu to join the French
against the Spanish possessions in Italy. He died in Oc-
tober, 1637, in the midst of the war, leaving twoiufant sons,

the first of whom, Francesco Giacinto, reigned nominally
only for one year, as he died in 1638.

1638-1675. Charles Emmanuel II., second son of Victor

Amadeus, was proclaimed duke under the regency of his

mother Christina of France. French troops, in their quality

of allies, were in possession of the greater part of the coun-

try, and Cardinal Richelieu, who wished to reduce the dukes
of Savoy to the condition of vassals of the crown of France,

commanded in Piedmont by means of bis generals. In the

mean time Thomas of Savoy, prince of Carignano, and Car-
dinal Maurice of 8avoy, uncles of the infant duke, being

supported by 8pain, demanded for themselves the regency

and guardianship of their nephew, in order, as they said, to

free the territories of their house from the baneful influence

of France. A Spanish army from the Milanese entered

Piedmont, led by the two princes, and most of the towns

opened their gates to them. Turin was taken by surprise,

and the duchess regent escaped to Susa, from whence she

repaired to Grenoble, where her brother Louis XIII. then

was. But Richelieu, who was more king than Louis, re-

quired her son to be sent to Paris, and that the fortresses

which were still in her possession should be given up to the

French. The duche&s returned to Chambery, and the war

between the French and Spaniards continued to rage in Pied*

Vol. XX.—3 L
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monk In 1 640 Turin, being in possession of Prince Thomas
and tbo Spaniards, was besieged by a French army, which
bad possession of the citadel, and the French were in their

turn surrounded in their entrenchments by a Spanish armv
commanded by Count Leganes. At last Turin capitulated,

and Leganes withdrew. The duchess, disgusted with the

French, and the princes her brothers-in-law, weary of the

Spaniards, came at last to a secret understanding, which
was facilitated by the death of Richelieu in 1648. Pied-

mont was freed of foreign troops, and Charles Emmanuel,
being of age, assumed the government, and named his uncle

Prince Thomas governor of Asti and Alba, and Prince

Maurice lieutenant general for the county of Nice. The
peace of the Pyrenees in 1659 terminated the Italian wars
between France and Spain, which had lasted with little in-

terruption for nearly 80 years. Duke Charles Emmanuel
onjoyed peace during the remainder of his reign. He ap-

plied himself to the improvement of his dominions. Among
other things he opened the Pass des Bchelles on the road

from Chambery to Lyon, for which purpose a cut was made
through the rock for the distance of more than half a mile.

He died in 1673, generally regretted.

1675-1730. Viotor Amadeus II. succeeded his father

Charles Emmanuel. He found himself harassed between
Louis XIV. of France on one side and the house of Austria

on the other. The imperious Louis sent him commands as

if he were his vassal ; ne ordered him to persecute the Val-

densest to send him several regiments to join his army in

Flanders, and lastly to give up to him the citadel of Turin.

Victor Amadeus summoned round him the nobles of Pied-

mont, and declared war against France. Being joined by
on Austrian force, he disputed every inch of ground against

the French. The war lasted till 1695. when Louis XIV.,

by fair promises, succeeded in detaching the duke of Savoy
from the emperor. The peace of Ryswyck restored peace

to Italy, and the French evacuated all the territories of the

Duke, including Pinerolo, which they had possessed for about
a century. In the war of the Spanish succession Victor

Amadeus sided first with the French, but afterwards joined

the emperor, because he considered it extremely dangerous
for his dominions to allow the house of Bourbon to become
possessed of the Milanese and the other Spanish territories

in Italy. The consequence was that the French armies
again overran and devastated Piedmont, and in 1706 be-

sieged Turin, which made a noble defence. Victor Ama-
deus, being joined by the Austrian army under his relative

Prince Eugene of Savoy, defeated the French besieging

army on the 7th September, 1706, and delivered Turin. By
the peace of Utrecht, 1 713, he obtained the Valsesia, the terri-

tory of Ixxnellina, the remainder of Montrerreto, and other

districts, and above all the island of Sicily with the title of

king, and he was crowned at Palermo, in December, 1713.

By the subsequent treaty of London, Victor Amadeus gave
up Sicily to the emperor, and received in exchange the

island of Sardinia with the title of a kingdom. [Sardkona,
History of.] Thus through his gallantry and perseverance

the house of Savoy became numbered among the royal

houses of Europe.
Victor Amadeus employed the peaceful period which fol-

lowed to improve the administration, to recruit his finances,

and to encourage agriculture and industry. Through his

care the cultivation of the mulberry-tree and the rearing of

silkworms attained in Piedmont that perfection which they

still maintain. He also reformed the university of Turin
and founded several colleges. In 1730 Victor Amadeus
abdicated in favour of his son Charles Emmanuel, and re-

tired to the villa of Moncalieri, where he died in 1732. He
was distinguished both as a general and a statesman, and
was well worthy of being the first king of his dynasty.

King Victor Amadeus was married to Anne Marie of
Orleans, daughter of Philip, duke of Orleans, brother of
Louis XIV., and of Henrietta Maria, daughter of Charles I.

of England. This alliance is the origin of the connection
between the house of Savoy and the kings of Great Britain.

17301773. Charles Emmanuel III., King of Sardinia,

Duke of Savoy, Prince of Piedmont, Sec, assumed the crown
in times of peace. But the ambition of the court of Spain,
excited by Elizabeth Fcrncse, wife of Philip V., aimed at

recovering its lost preponderance in Italy, aud Spain was
supported by France in consequence of the family alliance.

The contested election for the crown of Poland became the
pretext for a new war in 1733. The French cabinet, in

order to obtain the alliance of the king of Sardinia, pro-

mised him the duchy of Milan, which was to be) taken i

Austria. Charles Emmanuel assented, united his

to the French army under Villare, and the Ifilameee was
conquered in a few weeks. Don Carlos, Infante of Spam
on his part conquered Naples. In September. 17*4, tht

battle of Guastalla took place between the Austrian* on on
side, and the French ana Sardinian troops, commsased ay

King Charles Emmanuel, on the other. The Austrian* test

8000 men, and were obliged to retreat In 1736 the pas-

hminaries of peace were signed, and Charles Bumaaejst,
instead of the duchy of Milan, obtained onto the Novmres*
and Tbrtona. This was the last war in which the boose ef

Savoy joined France against Austria.

In the war of the Austrian succession, King Charles
Emmanuel took the part of Maria Theresa. He saw that
the Bourbons had again become sufficiently powerful in
Italy by the acquisition of Naples and 8icily, and it w« met
his interest to favour their further aggrandisement. H*
policy and that of his successors was therefore to be aSsst)

with Austria and England, and to prevent the French host
orossing the Alps. In 1743 the king of Sardinia i^iswi s

treaty with Maria Theresa and England, engejpng turns**?

to defend Lombardy with 45,000 men. England •freed at

pay him a subsidy, and to keep a fleet In the Ifeditrrraswsa
during the war. The French and Spanish cotnbroed fenss

invaded Piedmont by the way of Nice, and laid stage St

Cuneo, which they could not take. In 1745 another
and Spanish army, passing the Riviera of Genoa,
Lombardy, and took Milan. In the following year the knar,

of Sardinia, united with the Austrtans, drove them awsy.

In 1747 a French force of fifty batallions, commanded sv

the Chevalier Belleisle, moving from Brianeon. cii—4
Mont Genevre, and advanced by Cesane and Oolx. to is*

pass of the Col de I'Asstette, situated between the acorns
of the Dora and those of the Cbisone. where the Pasd-

montese troops had formed an entrenched camp. The Freaca
attacked the camp on the 19th of July ; but alter the sees:

strenuous efforts, they were completely repulsed, baring la*

their general, between 400 and 500 oficerm, and fats

men. This defeat put an end to all attempts at inradtaf
Piedmont for half a century. By the peace of Ars-la-

Chspelle the king of Sardinia obtained the upper Novaivsa,
or Valli di Novara, and the districts of Vogbera sti

Vigerano near the Po.
The remaining twenty-five years of the reign of Charle

Emmanuel III. were spent in peace, and employed m tU
cares of administration, in which he was ably assisted by aw
minister Count Bogino. He published the • Ooetmotss*.
Reali,' or code already mentioned ; he effected the * eatassv
or general survey of the land, in order to put the assess-

ment of the land-tax on an equitable basis ; be estabhsha!
special schools of artillery and mineralogy, and sent i

learned men on scientific journeys ; he opened near . __
excavated canals, gave new privileges to the town of N«
in order to increase its commerce; and in 1771 be pntiiensrf

an edict, empowering all individuals and communes to eest

mute the feudal services to which they might be subject fer

an equivalent in money, to be fixed by a court created fer ti*

purpose. He took off all the extraordinary impost* whart
had been put on during the long preceding wars, and v*
the revenue of the state increased every year. Cbarsn
Emmanuel died at Turin, in February, 1773, at 71 years cf

age, regretted, both by his subjects and foreigners, for an
able public conduct and his unspotted private character. Be
left to his successor a compact and extensive territory, a

thriving population, a fine arrav, and a full treasury.
1773-1796. Victor Amadeus 111., son of Charles Ee>

manuel, showed himself very fond of military parade saU
exercises, and he increased his army in time of prulbaad
peace. The finances became exhausted, the public deet
increased, and fresh taxes were laid on the people. The knag
greatly favoured the nobles, giving to them almost exces-
sively the public offices, civil, military, and nrrWrisatwaT
At the same time king Victor encouraged useful studies

:

he reorganised the public colleges and schools after tae
expulsion of the Jesuits, and he appointed fit priifwaomi u
the chairsof the university ofTurin. The storms ofthe Free**
revolution rendered the end of his reign calamitous ; he feat

Savoy and Nice in 1792, Oneglia in 1794, and after twa
yeara more of a desultory but sanguinary warfare ate***; tba
line of the Alps, in whicn the Piedmonlese troops dsp
their accustomed valour and discipline, the line of <~

formed by the Alps was turned by the French
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through the Ligurian Apennines, and the revolutionary tor-

rent poured down into the plains of the Po. [Bonaparte,
Napoleon.] King Victor was induced to conclude a hasty
peace, which left his dominions at the mercy of the French.
He died soon after, in October, 1 796.

1796-1802. Charles Emmanuel IV., son of King Victor,
succeeded his father on a slippery throne. Savoy and Nice
were united to France, and Piedmont was overrun by
French trooos, who held the principal fortresses in their

hands. As long as Bonaparte remained in command in
Italy, he observed some degree of respect towards the king
of Sardinia, but after his departure the generals, commis-
saries, and other agents of the Directory heaped insult upon
insult on the fallen monarch, and exaction on exaction on
his unfortunate subjects, until at last he was obliged to
retire to Sardinia in 1799. The melancholy details of those
years are told by the historian Botta. himself a Piedmontese,
in the most striking language. In June, 1802, Charles
Emmanuel, who was then at Rome, abdicated the crown in

favour of his brother Victor Emmanuel.
1802-1621. Victor Emmanuel, seeing no chance of being

restored to his continental states, repaired to the island of
Sardinia. In the Year 1814 he returned to Turin, and took
possession of the dominions of his ancestors, to which the
Congress of Vienna added the Genoese territory. A mili-

tary insurrection* which broke out in Piedmont, headed by
some of the nobles, who wished for a representative constitu-

tion with two chambers, whilst another party wanted the
constitution of Spain of 1812, with only one chamber, in-

duced the king to abdicate the crown in favour of his
brother Charles Felix (he himself having had no male
offspring), who was then at Modena. Victor Emmanuel
quitted Turin with his family, leaving his relative Prince
Charles Albert of Ssvoy Carignano, a descendant of Prince
Thomas, brother of Victor Amtfdeus I., provisional regent.

1 82 1 - 1 83 1 . Charles Felix, supported by Austria, pu t down
the insurrection in Piedmont, and restored the former
system of monarchy. He occupied himself with the busi-

ness of administration, and also in making new roads and
other improvements both in his continental dominions and
in the island of Sardinia, where he appears to have been
very popular. He died at the beginning of 1831, leaving

no male issue, and was succeeded on the throne by his col-

lateral relative Charles Albert of Carignano, the present king.

The following are among the best works for reference con-
cerning the history of the Sardinian states: Ludovico della

Chiesa, Storia del Piemonte, libri trt ; Agostino della Chiesa,

Corona Reals di Savoia; Paradino, Chronique de Savoie ;

Tesauro, Origin* delie Guerre Civile del Piemonte ; Galli,

Cariche del Piemonte e Paesi riuniti, colla Serie Cronolo-

gica delle Persone che le hanno occupate, dal Secolo X.fino
ul Decembre, 1 798 ; Grillet, Dictionnaire Historioue, Littc-

rnire, et Statistique dee Dbpartemens du Mont Blanc et du
Lcman, contenant VHistoire Ancienne et Moderns de la

Savoie; Denina, Quadro SUorico, Statistico, e Morale dell*

Alia Italia; Ten ivelli, Biografla Piemontese; Count Sa-
luzzo, Histoire Militaire du Piitnont; Costa de Beaure-
gard, Mcmoires Historiques sur la Maison de Savoie et sur
I'$ Piys soumis d 9a Domination devuis le Commencement
da XL Sicclejusqu' d VAnnbe 1796; Napione, Scoria Me-
tallica della Real Casa di Savoia ; and lastly, Count Dal-

l>ozzo, who, in his Essai sur les Anciennes Assembled* Na-
t orioles de la Savoie, du Picmont, et des Rtys annexes, 8vo.,

Paris, 1829, has collected much information upon the his-

tory of the old States-General of those countries. At
the present moment Luigi Cibrario, a Piedmontese writer

of some reputation, author of the • Storia di Chieri,' is

writing a general history of the monarchy, Storia della

Monorchia di Savoia, of which the first volume has

been lately published at Turin, and which promises to

be, when finished, the best work on the subject. The
reigning king, Charles Albert, a great promoter of his-

torical studies, has caused a collection to be made of the old

chronicles, charters, diplomas, and other documents of the

middle ases, the first volume of which has been lately pub-

lished, Monumenta Historian PatricB Scriptorum, in fol.

With respect to the island of Sardinia, the best modern
works are: Manne, Storia di Sardegna, 3 vols. 8vo., 1827;

Albert de la Marmora, Voyage en Sardaigne de 1919 a
1825. with an atlas, Paris, 1826; andCapt.W. H. Smyth,
Sketch of the Present Stale of the Island of Sardinia, to

which last we are indebted for most of the information con-

cerning that island.

SARDCNICUS RISUS. a convulsive affection of the
muscles of the face, in which the lips are drawn involun-
tarily apart, so as somewhat to resemble the expression of
the countenance in laughter. The name is derived from
a species of ranunculus that grows in Sardinia, called
Herba Sardonica, or Sardoa, which is said to produce that
affection in those who eat it

Risus Sardonicus is observed as an effect of certain vege-
table poisons, such as the Ranunculus sceleratus of Lin-
naeus, but is more frequently met with as one of the symp-
toms of tetanus, or locked-jaw, or as an attendant on other
convulsive affections.

The term is employed figuratively to denote that forced
laugh by which persons sometimes endeavour to conceal
their real feelings.

SA'RDONYX. [Quartz.]
SAREE. [Persia.]
SAREPTA. [SaRatow.]
SARGUS. tSPARiD*.]
SARIGUE. [Marsupialia, vol. xiv., p. 459.]
SARK, or SERK. [Guernsey.]
SARLAT. [Dordogne.]
SAJlMATIA was the name given by the Romans to ah

the country in Europe and Asia betweeu the Vistula and
the Caspian. It was bounded on the south by the Euxine
and Mount Caucasus, and was divided by the Tanais into

Sarmatia Europaea and Sarmatia Asiatica. The people in-

habiting this country were usually called Sauromatre (2av-
pofiarai), by the Greeks and Sarmatee by the Romans.

Neither Herodotus nor Strabo makes mention of the
European Sarmatians. The Samoraata) of Herodotus dwelt
to the east of the Tanais, by which they were separated from
the Scythians of Europe, and inhabited a tract of country
extending northward from the Palus Meotis equal to

fifteen days' journey in length. (Herod , iv. 21, 58.) Hero-
dotus also says that the Saurotnat© sprung from the inter-

course of a body of Scythians with some Amazons who came
from the river Thermodon in Asia Minor, and that their

language was a corrupted form of the Scythian (iv. 110-

1 1 7). Strabo likewise places the Sauromatm between the
Tanais and the Caspian (ix., p. 507, 492), and speaks of the
people west of the TanaSs as Scythians.

The principal nations in European Samatia were— 1,

The Vened® or Venedi, on the Baltic. 2, The Peu-
cini, or Bastarn®, in the neighbourhood of the Carpathian
Mountains, who, as well as the Venedi, appear to ha\e been
of German origin. (Tac, Germ., 46.) 3, The lazyges,

Rhoxolani, and Hamaxobii, in the southern part of modern
Russia. 4, The Alaunior Alani Scytha?, in the central part
of Russia, in the neighbourhood of Moscow. The know-
ledge which the antients possessed of these people was very
small; they are universally represented as a nomade people
with filthy habits. The people with whom the Romans
were brought most in contact were the lazyges, generally
called lazyges Sarmatfie, and sometimes lazyges Meta-
nastsB, because they were driven out of their original seats

on the Euxine and the Pal us M&otis about the year 51 a.d.

They settled in the country between the Danube and the
Tibisis or Tibiscus (Theiss), after driving out the Daci, and
carried on for a short time war with the Romans. (Plin., iv.

25 ; Tac., Ann., xii. 29, 30.) They are frequently mentioned
by subsequent writers as dangerous neighbours to the pro-

vinces of Pannonia and Maesia.

The different tribes in Asiatic Samatia never acquired
any historical importance.

There are 6ome valuable remarks on the history of the
Sarmatians in Niebuhr's ' Kleine Schriften,' p. 352, &c.
SARNO. [Salerno.]
SAROS, NEROS, SOSOS. These names are from the

fragments left of Berosus, who says that theChaldoeans had
three astronomical periods so called, the saros of 3600 years,

the neros of 600 years, and the sososof60 years. Of the two
latter we know nothing more, and as to the saros, the dura-

tion given by Berosus is either entirely wrong, or else sub-

sequent writers have taken another Chaldaean period, which
is neither of the three above, and applied the term saros to

it. Geminus (ch. 15) mentions that the Chaldaeans had
found a period of 669 months, or 19,756 days (so the

text stands after an emendation by Bouillaud). Ptolemy
mentions the same period, and Pliny (lib. ii., c. 13) remarks
relative to it, that eclipses return again after a period of 223
(the third of 669) months ; but the text here again was
corrupt, until Halley (Phil. Trans., No. 194) restored the

3L2
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true reading, which was afterwards confirmed by manu-
scripts. To complete the misfortunes of this period, Suidas

has the wurd Saros, but it was omitted from his Lexicon
either by mistake or faultiness of manuscripts, until Dr.
Pearson restored it (Exp. of the Creed, 1683, fol. 59, ac-

cording to Weidlor), and even then it gives 222 months in-

stead of 223, which was again corrected by HaUey. In the

time of Riccioli, Geminus and Ptolemy were the authori-

ties cited on this period, and the name Saros was not applied

to it. Many writers (Costard for example) confound it

with the Metonic period of 235 lunations, which is a totally

different thing : others again, as Gem in us, and even Riccioli,

appear to consider it as a period fur the determination of the

lunation or month; and perhaps the assertion made by some
others, that the Chaldnans were in possession of the Metonic
cycle, may be auolber confusion between the latter and the
saros.

Leaving the authorities on the subject, we know [Moon,
p. 373] that 223 average intervals between full moon and
full moon make up very nearly 242 nodical months, or

passages of the moons from one node to the same again.

Now since the eclipses entirely depend upon the manner in

which the full and new moons take place relatively to the
node, it is obvious that if 223 lunations were exactly 242
nodical months, and if the sun's and moon's orbits were truly

circular, and their motions uniform, all the eclipses of one
set of 223 lunations would be produced again precisely in

tho same order during the next 223 ; that is, if there were
(say) an eclipse of the sun during the 47th lunation, reckon-
ing from a given full moon, there would necessarily be an-
other in the (47 + 223)rd, or the 270th lunation, and so on.

All these suppositions are near enough to the truth
to make this sequence of eclipses very nearly take
place. For since 223 lunations make 241*029 sidereal

months, 238*992 anomalistic months, and 241*999 nodical
months, it is obvious that at the end of a saros the moon is

in the same position with respect to the sun, nearly in the
same part of the heavens, nearly in the same part of her
orbit, and very nearly indeed at the same distance from her
node as at the beginning of the period. Now 223 lunations
make 6585*32126 days, or 6585 days, 7 hours, 42 minutes,
aud 38 seconds ; or 18 years (of 365 days), 15 days, 7 hours,
40 minutes, and 38 seconds. Consequently a saros of five

leap years is 18 years, 101 days, and one of four leap years is

1 8 years, 1
1 J days, nearly. TheCbaldsoan period is 6585| days

;

and to avoid fractions they appear to have put together
three such periods, making 19,756 days, and 669 lunations.
From what has been said above, it might be inferred that
the rotation of the moon's node is made in nearly a saros

;

and in fact that revolution does take 1 8*6 years.

It is to be observed however that the end of each saros is

not in the same part of the day as the beginning, which is of
consequence as to the solar eclipses, though not so as to the
lunar, and still more does the inexactness of the period affect

the former. For a saros contains 241*998659 mean nodical
revolutions ; so that if the moon be in her node at the be-
ginning of a saros, she will want '001341 of a revolution of
being in her node at the end of it This is about 29', nearly
the moon's diameter, which makes it sometimes happen that
a lunar eclipse which takes place in a certain lunation of
one saros does not take place in the same lunation of the
'next, and very often causes the same as to a solar eclipse.

And the effect must be that at last the eclipse of any luna-
tion is destroyed, by the accumulation of these errors of
29* each time. Nor do the circumstances of one saros pre-

cisely resemble those of another until a longer period of
about 746 such periods has elapsed. But in the same man-
ner that eclipses are removed out of one lunation by the
inexactness of the period, they are carried into another.
There are about 70 eclipses in each saros, 30 lunar and 40
solar.

The Metonie cycle of 235 lunations gives 255021
nodical months, which is not near enough to a whole num-
ber to produce anything like a return of similar eclipses.

But it is, as explained [Moon, p. 3731 nettr enough to an
exact number of years to restore the full moons to toe same
days of the year, or the preceding or following days. The
Metonic c)cle is a chronological period ; that is, portions of
time measured from a given epoch, and each equal to 19

years, are used in chronology. But the Saros is not a chrono-
logical period, but only a portion of time with any arbitrary
commencement. Hence the student must not look in
works on chronology for any information upon it (Riccioli,

Aim. Nov.; Weidler, Hut. Astron.; BouuUaod,
Phxlol. ; Ferguson's Astronomy.)
SAROS. [HungaryJ
SARRACENI A'CEiB. a natural order of plant* pis**

by Lindley in the albuminous groupof polypstaiou* Baimem
It consists of herbaceous perennial plants inhabiting bnev

with fibrous roots and radical leaves, with a hollow an
shaped or pitcher-shaped petiole, at the point ofwhich ia arti-

culated the lamina, or blade ofthe leaf,which coven the peuoit

like a lid. The flowers are solitary or on scapes, and t*»

petals and sepals are herbaceous. The calyx is composed of *

persistent sepals, often having a 3-leaved involucre wiibov^

imbricate in aestivation. Corolla of 5 petals* onfeimiai*
and concave. The stamens are hypogynous and isuJefsot*,

filaments short, anthers 2-eel led, bunting loogaaAiaally.

Ovary superior, 5 -celled, with a central many seeded nla-

centa; st)le single; stigma much dilated, peltate snih i

angles. Fruit a globose capsule, with 5 lobes, 5 cells, sad

5 valves. Seeds very numerous; albumen abundant. The
affinities of this order are not very obvious. It t» uaoait

placed near Papaveracem, on account of its dilated stigma

indefinite stamens, and embryo in the midst of a <
—

~

albumen. Lindley considen it to be related to

TDionaa], wherever that genus may be ultimately
;

in the remarkable structure of the leaves this or"
with Nepenthacem and CeDhalotaceo.

There is only one genus belonging to this order, of wbci
there are about six species, all of them inhabitants of tsa

bogs and swamps of North America, Of their properusi

we know but little ; they are chiefly interesting on areaoai

of their pitcher-like leaves, which are capable of boUiaf
water, and are thus said to furnish drink to wild annul*
in their native forests during periods of drought. TV*

pitchers frequently contain the dead bodies of flies and ©tbe-

insects, which become putrid and produce an unplrsseit

smell around the plant, but are said to afford to the pmat &

source of nutrition.

«. Entiia plant vith Utm ud tkowm j 1. Um dilated Mfgwt *.«
columnar style . e. Uuiviim wctkm of fruit, »bo«iaf aw

*

rW-ul pUceot* ; d. wed; «, wcUon of mtd, fcoviaf tfc* i

tbutxUat aUmumo.

SARRALB
SARRBAl
SARRKGl
SARRU'BV
SARSAPA
SARSAPA

medirine, and
rilla, uuder th

and has been
aspera, a planl

that country.

India, but are i
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specimens of an exactly similar root at Godfrey's, London,
under the mot of Smilax aspere. On consulting the works
of Ainelie, Roxburgh, and a figure of Rheede, ho found that

tbo root corresponded in every respect with that of Ascleptas

rtudo sarsa, now Hemidesmus Indices, which by the natives

celled Smnnari'Vayr, and by Europeans in India • couniry

smrsapexilla.' The roots are long, slender, and have a plea-

sant odour, often compered to that of oris-root. It ii rugose,

with its codex often loose, furrowed longitudinally, and
divided transversely into ring-like pieces. It has been long

and extensively employed by the natives of India for much
the same purposes is sarsaparilla, whence European practi-

tioners were induced to give it atrial ; and having been found
efficacious, it has continued to be employed in the hospitals.

Attention was first drawn to it in this country by Dr. Ash-
burner, in 1831, who says it increases the appetite, acts as

a diuretic, and improves the general health,—plumpness,
clearness, and strength succeeding to emaciation, muddiness,
and debility. It has also been employed by other prac-

titioners, who have spoken favourably of it ; and as it is

abundant and cheap, it seems worthy of introduction into

general practice.

8ARTHE, a department in France, taking its name
from one of the streams by which it is wstered, the Sarthe,

an affluent of the Mayenne (which below the junction is

called Msine), belonging to the system of the Loire. The
department is bounded on the north and north-east by that

of Orne ; on the east bv those of Euro et Loir snd Loir et

Cher ; on the south by those of Indre et Loire and Msine et

Loire ; and on the west by that of Mayenne. Its form is

remarkably compact, approximating to that of a circle,

having its chief town, Le Mans, nearly in the centre. Its

length from north to south, from the banks of the 8arthe
below La Mile (department of Orne) to the border of the

department of Indre and Loire, near Chlteau la Valliero,

may be estimated at 02 miles ; its greatest breadth from east

to west, from the neighbourhood of St. Calais to the bank of

the Erve below Bailie, is about 68 miles. The area is esti-

mated at 3407 square miles, being very near the average

area of the Kronen departments, and rather exceeding the

conjoint aress of the English counties of Hants and Berks.

The population in 1 S3 1 was 467.372; in 1836.466,888;
showing an increase in five vears of 9616, or above two per

cent, and giving 194 inhabitants to a square mde. In
mount and density of population it exceeds the average of

the French departments in the proportion of about six to

five, and \m a little superior in both respects to the English
counties with which we have compared it. La Mans, the

chief town, is 1 1 1 miles in a direct line west-south-west of

Paris or 122 miles by the road through Versailles and
Chart res.

The surface is generally level There are a few hills in

different parts, but none of any height. The principal are

just on the north-western border, about Sille-le-Gutllaume.

The south-east side of the department is occupied by the

formations of the cretaceous group which environ the chalk

bas>n of Paris. The line which defines the outer edge of

these formation* passes northward from the southern boun-

dary of the department between Le Lude and La Floche

to the neighbourhood of La Mans, west of that town ; it

then runs north-east to the neighbourhood of Bonnotable,
and then turnme cast-southeast crosses the Braye into the

department of Loir et Cher. From beneath the cretaceous

group, the formations between the chalk and the new red-

sandstone crop out, and occupy ibe remainder of the de-

partment, except along the north western boundary, where

the lower siraiified or the granite rocks of the great primi-

tive district of Bretagne make tlieir appearance. Some of

our authorities speak of coal as produced in the department,

but whatever works existed appear to hate been given up.

There were in 1834 three pits of anthracite, which yielded

that year above 18,000 tons, and gave employment to above

260 men. Iron is procured; and there were in 1834 five

iron works, wnh five furnaces for producing pig iron, and
fourteen forges for making wrougbuiron ; charcoal was the

fuel almost exclusively cmpio)el Freestone for building,

marble, especially fine black, sandstone for paving, slates,

millttones. granite, and fullers* earth are found. Tncre are

some mineral waters, but none in much repute.

The department belongs wholly to the basin of the Loire.

The principal river u the Sarthe, which touches the bonier

of the department on the north side near Aleneon, and

flowing south-west separates it from the department of
Orne. except near Alencon. where its course is beyond the
boundary, to which however it soon returns. Several
miles above Frlnay, or Fresnay-leVicomte, it quits the
border and flows in a winding channel south-east to Lo
Mans, just below which it receives the Huine on the left

bank from the north-east. From the junction of the Huine
the navigation commences, and the river flows south-west
into the department of Maine et Loire. Its whole course
on or within the border of this department may be estimated
at 110 to 120 miles, for about 60 of which it is navigable.
The Loir, a tributary of the Sarthe, crosses the department
just within the south-eastern and southern border, from be-
tween Montoire (department of Loir et Cher) and La
Chartre to between La Floche and Durtal (department of
Maine et Loire) : it docs not join the Sarthe in this depart-

ment. Its course in this department may be estimated at

about 66 miles, fur 36 or 40 of which, vix. from Chlteau-
du-Loir, it is navigable. Beside the Huine and the Loir,

the Sarthe receives the Bienne and the Orne on the left

bank ; and the Geev, the Vdgre, the Erve, and the Vaige
on the right The Loir receives the Braye, the Elangsort,

and the Orne on the right bank ; the Huine receives several

small streams The rivers abound in fish ; the Huine and
its affluents yield excellent trout
The official statement of the inland navigation of the de

partment is as follows :—

Sarthe . ... 62 miles
Loir 46 H

Total 98

There are no navigable canals.

There were, 1st January, 1837, seven Routes Royales, or

government roads, bsving sn aggregate length of 248 miles,

all in good repair. The principal road is that from Pahs to

Nantes, which enters the department on the north-east side,

and passes through La Ferte Bernard, Connerrc, St. Mars,

Le Mans, and La Floche. Roads run from Le Mans by
Beaumont le-Vicomte to Alencyon (department of Orne);
to Laval (department of Mayenne) ; b> Ecomoy and Chi-
teau-du- Loir to Tours (department of Indre et Loire); and
by Bouloire and 8aint Calais to Bloia (department of Loir et

Cher). A road from Laval to Tours passes just within the

south-western boundsry of the department, through 8ablc,

La Floche, and Le Lude; snd one from Alencon to Orleans

(department of Loiret) passes iu»t within the northern

border through Msmere. The departmental roads bad an
aggregate length of 219 miles, via. 199 miles in good repair,

and 20 miles unfinished. The bye roads had an aggregate

length of 7000 miles.

Tbe climate is mdd and healthy. The soil varies much.
The part occupied by the formations of the cretaceous group
presents little else than a succession of sands. Part of ibis

tract is made by care to yield good crops of grain, and
other parts have been turned to account by planting tbcm
with the maritime pine ipinu* maritime) as in the Landes

of the south-west coast The rest of the department has

a tolerably productive soil. The area is estimated at about

1,660,000 acres, of which neatly 1,000,000 acres, or almost

two-thirds, are under the plough. The principal grain crop

is of wheat; but oats, buckwheat, and maite are also

grown, and rye in the sandy districts. A considerable

quantity of hemp and flax is raised, and a great quantity

of trefoil seed, of which there is a large exportation, pertly

to England and partly to the North of Europe. The mea-
dows and grass- 1suds occupy nearly 160,000 acres, and there

are above 110,000 acres of heath or open pasture. The
number of horned cattle is considerable ; some of them are

of a particular race which will carry a great deal of fat:

sheep are numerous ; the merinos ere bred. Poultry and

game abound ; the former are an object of great attention

round La Floche, and are sent in great numbers to the

markets at Paris. Bees are generally kept. Tbe vineyards

ocoupy about 26.000 acres ; but tbe produce is for the most

part of very inferior quality : the best growths are those of

Lea Janteres, Chabaignet, and Baxouges, on tbe bonks of the

Loir. The orchards and gardens occupy as grrai an extent

as the \tne)ards. Cider is the common drink of the peo-

ple, but it i* neither so pleasant nor does it keep *o a ell

as that of Noiroandie. A considerable quantity of fruit ie

grown, and some is exported. The chosiiuts of Chlteau*
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du-Loir ore reputed to be excellent. The woodlands oc-

cupy about 170.000 acres.

The department Is divided into four arrondissements as

follows r—
Are. In

Sq. MilM.

733

Ktmt. BttmUoo.

Le Mans

Mamers
Saint Calais

LaFleohe .

/Cent I

;W.Jl&l

Can- Com-
tons. Du«em.

10 116

N.
K.
S.

622
432
620

10

6

7

144

56
78

Population In

1831. 1836.

157,851 164,667

131,867 133,444

71.334 70,834

96,320 97,943

2407 33 394 467,372 466,888

In the arrondissement of Le Mans are—Le Mans, popula-

tion in 1831, 19,672 town, 19.792 whole commune; in 1836,

23,164 commune [Mans, Lb] ; La Guierche and La Sure, on

the Sarthe: Ballon, population 4078, near the Orne ; Con-
nerre' and Montfort, on the Huine ; St. Mars-la Bruydre, on

the Narais, an affluent of the Huine; Savign6, on the

Coeslon, another smatl affluent of the Huine; Ecomoy or

Bcommoy, population 3499, near the Orne, an affluent of

the Loir ; Vallon, on the Oeay ; LouG, on the Ve'gre ; and
Sille-leGuillaume, population 1917 town, 2696 whole com-
mune ; and Conlie, between the Vegre and the Sarthe. La
Suxe is on the left bank of the Sarthe, over which there is

a handsome bridge. Close to the town are the ruins of the

castle, formerly occupied by the lords of the place. The
townsmen are engaged in the manufacture of wax-lights,

hats, and poultry ; and carry on a brisk trade in wood,

woollen cloth, liqueurs, and hardwares : there are six yearly

fairs. Ballon is remarkable for the ruins of an antient cas-

tle, which, from its situation on the top of a hill, forms a

conspicuous object in the landscape : it was antiently one
of the strongholds of Maine, and was taken, ad. 1199, by
Philippe Auguste. The townsmen manufacture coarse

linen, in which, and in corn, they carry on considerable

trade. Connerre* has two remarkable druidical monuments.
One is a cromlech formed by a slab or block of sandstone,

about 2 feet thick, supported by Ave other blocks, forming
three sides of an irregular quadrangle of more than 20

feet long and 8 to 10 feet wide. The other monument is an
upright stone or obelisk, about 12 feet high above the

ground, 8 feet broad, and on an average 2 feet thick. The
blocks are all rough. The town of Connerr6 is small, but
pleasantly situated in the meadows watered by the Lon-
gu&ve, a little stream which here joins the Huine, and over

which, at the entrance of the town, is a good stone bridge.

Montfort, distinguished from other places of the same name
as Montfort-le-Kotrou, is on the slope of a hill, the summit
of which is crowned by an old cattle, whose massive walls

render it at a distance a striking object. The townsmen are

engaged in the manufacture of linen, which they excel in

bleaching ; and carry on trade in corn, hemp, yarn, and
linen : there is a large market and four yearly fairs. There
is an hospital in the town. The linen manufacture is also

carried on at Savign6, distinguished at Savigne' l'Ev&que

;

that of paper at St. Mars. Ecomoy is a busy place : excel-

lent butter is made, and building-stone and limestone are

quarried and potters' earth is dug round the town ; there

are brick-yards, lime-kilns, and potteries; the townsmen
manufacture linen. The church has a beautifully modelled
equestrian statue of St. Martin. At Vallon, Lauc\ and
Silie le-Guillaurae linens are manufactured, and trade in

corn is carried on: Stile" le-Guillaume has an antient

emstle. *
In the arrondissement of Mamers are—Mamers, popula-

tion in 1831, 5720 town, 5822 whole commune; in 1836,

5704 commune, between the Bienne and the Orne; Fres-
nay-le-Vicomte, population 2775 town, 2840 whole com-
mune; and Beauraonte le-Vicomte, population 1918 town,

2381 whole commune, on the Sarthe; Bourg-le-Roy. be-

tween the Sarthe and the Bienne ; La FeVte Bernard, po-

pulation 2535. on the Htfine; Saint Cdme and Bonne table,

population 3872 town, 5803 whole commune [Bonhbtablk],
between the Orne and the Huine; and Montuii rail, near

the Brave. Mamers was antiently fortified, and wa* taken
in the eleventh century by the count of Bclimc, and after-

wards by the Normans ; but there are now scarcely Re-
traces of fortifications. The town is irregularly laiJ out,

and consists of two largo places or squares, with a number
of streets adjacent to or terminating in them; neither
streets nor squares are paved. The houses are tolcraMy

well built, chiefly of stone. The smaller of the two aqaa.^

is occupied by a handsome covered market ; lb* o*L«r s*

large building, formerly a convent, now contain ing •„

offices of the sub-prefect and the ma} or, the coll***

hi^h school, the public library, the theatre, the pruoe. «.

the barrack of the gendarmes. There are public b*-.

The townsmen are engaged in the manufacture of c&x
linens, in which 1600 persons in and round the town «

occupied, and of calico, which gives employment U ;.

more. Hosiery is also made ; and there arw brvwene* as

tan-yards. Great trade is carried on in corn, wine br»ai
wax, cattle, and especially sheep, which are considered
yield excellent mutton. There are five considerable c*ji*

fairs in the year. Near the town is an antient camp, &
cribed by some to the middle ages, by others to the Un«
Csesar, Fresnay, or Frc

1

nay le-Vicomte, has a Laen-t*
erected of late years, and a museum of stuffed animals T.
townsmen are considered to manufacture the fee* of u
linens sold at Paris as Aleneon linens: and two-tfenlt <

them are supported by this branch of industry. Th** u
six yeaily fairs for cattle and linen. Beaumont osd
origin and its distinctive epithet to the viscount* «S 1

Mans, who had a castle here, of which the remains terr? j

a prison. It is probably to one of these nobles thai e* cj
ascribe the artificial earthen mound which is a^acesi
the town, and which has been planted and laid out t
walks winding to the summit, like the Dane-John lui

1

Canterbury. The townsmen manufacture drugget, »«T
and prunella. The market, which it held in a lam ai
kct-place, with a market-house, is welt attended ; cars Li

fat geese are sold. There are sevetal vineyards near T *

town, but they do not prosper. La Fertc" Bernard fu <..

scene of a conference in 1 189, between Henry IL of Et.

land and Philippe Auguste of France. It wa* abanli i f

taken by Philippe: it was again taken, aox 1424, an -

English, under the earl of Salisbury ; and in the retf

t

Henri IV., a.d. 1590, by the prince of ContL The te*

whose population is augmented by that of the subu^
which are comprehended in the adjacent communes*
nearly 4000, has a small but handsome pariah chorcfc

Gothic architecture, a promenade, and an IsoapitaJL V
old walls of the town remain; and there is a email* ».

keep and towers in pretty good preservation. The pricey
manufacture is of coarse checked linens for the rokcL*,

linen-bleaching is also carried on; there are Ule~»*.*
and tan, flour, and fulling mills. There is a welt site-

J

market, and much business is done in trefoil seed, in e*i.

fattened in the surrounding meadows, and in inferior U:v
and tolerable cheese. There are seven fairs in thsui
There is a public library. Saiut Come is a pleasant pU
in a delightful situation. Roman medals bava been t.

up here. Montmirail is on a hill*: it has con*kU-rable ;«
works for making utensils for chemical and mcd»ca. ?*
poses. The townsmen trade in iron : they have Cxu tu
in the year.

In the arrondissement of Saint Calais are—Saint CsUj
pop. in 1 831 ,2864 for the town, or 3638 for the wholecummin
in 1836, 3783 for the commune, not far from the n^ht U»-

of the Braye; Vibrave, pop. 3037, and Bess/*, on the B*v*
La Chart re. and CMteau-du-Loir, pop. 2752 town, 2 -

whole commune, on the Loir; Grand- Luce, on the Vrt
which Hows into the Elangsort; and Bouloire or Bottle <

on the Tortue, which joins the Longucve, or Lun^otr?.
feeder of the Huine. Saint Calais was antiently railed As-u
from the name of the brook on which it stands* until ;; n
ceived its present name, derived from a Saint Calais *.
founded a monastery here in the sixth century. Tb« u

.

lie* in a hollow, amid hills covered with scant) crop* of rur
it has an interesting Gothic church and a spire, two pit
walks, one of them by the side of the brooV, and a ia**i

place or square*. The inhabitants manufacture »erge v
other woollens, cottons, linens leather, and gla«* : tbet car
on trade in cotton goods and trefoil seed. Th*.re arc a u.b
dinate court of justice aud a high school. Near tba u *

are the ruins of an old castle. Vibrajo has an tronw.n
a tan-yard, and an hospital. Much corn and many f+
arc (told in its market, and it has seven ) early ftiirw *>

Besse". cotton goods, wax candles aud paper are niW<
Ch&teau-du-Loir gets its name from an ancient cawW
tho counts of Anjou, erected in the eleventh cwntury »t
demolished in the eighteenth Tl

»f older part of lb* u>*
is htidly laid out, and is

#*•** ^*tcep» narrow, and -i
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built streets; but the new street, along which the road from
Le Mans to Tours passes, is straight and composed of neat
stone houses with gardens ; it traverses a handsome and
regular square, planted with trees and serving as a public
walk, on the site of the antient castle, Near the town, on
a hill overlooking the valley of the Loir, is a singular fau-
bourg, or suburb, consisting not of houses, but of caves
hollowed out in the rock in two rows, one above the
other, and inhabited by above a hundred families, linen-
weavers cliietly, but some vine-dressers and labourers.

There are at ChAteau-du-Loir an hospital, a theatre, public
baths, and a college. Linens, leather, and cotton yarn are

manufactured; cattle, wood, corn, and wine are sold: there
is a considerable weekly market ; and there are six yearly
fairs. La Chartre consists of one principal street, opening in

one part into a small place or square, and of some smaller
streets running into the principal one. Sume of the poorer
inhabitants live in caves, similar to those of Chateau-du-Loir,
but not so pleasantly situated. Near the town are two
mounds, the earthworks apparently of an antient castle.

The inhabitants tan leather, and trade in wine and cattle;

they have six considerable yearly fairs. Grand Luce' was
rebuilt after a dreadful fire in 1 786 ; much trade in corn
and cattle is carried on. Coarse linens are manufactured at

Bouloire.

In the arrondissement of La Fleche are—La Fleche, pop.
in 1831, 5970 town, 6421 whole commune; in 1836, 6440
commune; Le Lude, pop. 2182 town, 3250 whole commune;
and Vaas, on the Loir; Pontvallain and Mansign6, on or
near the Orne ; Noyen, Malicorne, Parce", and Sabl6, pop.

3304 town, 3999 whole commune, on the Sarthe; Pre'cigne,

between the Loir and the Sarthe ; and Biulon, on the Vegre.
La Fleche is agreeably situated in the pleasant valley of
the Loir. It consists of three principal streets, two of them
parallel to each other running through the town for the

distance of about half a mile, and the third at right angles
to them ; together with a few smaller streets or lanes. The
two parallel streets are straight, wide, and well paved ; the

road from Paris by Le Mans to Angers and Nantes passes

through one of them ; the other is partly lined by the exten-
sive buildings of the military school. The places or squares
are small. The principal public buildings are the town-hall,

an edifice of regular design, which remained for some time
and perhaps still remains incomplete. The parish church
resembles a village church : there is a pleasant promenade
adjacent to it. The royal military school occupies a royal

palace built by Henri IV., and afterwards bestowed by him
on the Jesuits for a college. On the suppression of the
Jesuits, in 1762, it was converted by Louis XV. into a mili-

tary school ; and after being suppressed at the Revolution,

was revived by Louis XVIII. Prince Eugene, Descartes,

and the astronomer Picard were educated here while the

Jesuits had the place. The buildings are arranged round
five courts; the principal of which, with its adjacent garden,

is very handsome. The principal gateway is adorned with

sculptured ornaments and a bust of Henri IV. There is

also a large park, which is embellished by the running water

brought from two or three miles distance for the supply of

the building. There are about 600 pupils, 400 of them sup-

ported by the government. There is a handsome chapel in

the institution, and there are a library of 9000 volumes and
a gallery of paintings. The town has a thejtre and two
public bathing establishments. The trade of La Fl&che is

not great; it consists chiefly in the corn, hay, wine, poultry,

and game of the neighbourhood; the two last are sent to

Paris, where they are muchesteemed for their delicacy. Black
veils for nuns, leather, and glue are made. There are twelve

yearly fairs. This town was repeatedly taken and retaken in

the religious wars of the sixteenth century, ami was also at a

later period the scene of contest between the republican and
Vendean armies. There are the ruins of an old castle of the

feudal lords of La Fleche. Le Lude consists of well-built

houses, but the streets are very irregularly laid out. It is com-
manded by an antient castle, whose massive quadrangular

walls, situated on an eminence overlooking the Lair, and
flanked by enormous round towers, one of them in ruins, pre-

sent a striking appearance. The park in which the castle

flands was stocked with fine timber, now partially or wholly

felled. There is a small hospital in the town. The inhabit-

ants carry on a considerable trade in leather, and have eight

yearly fairs, one of them for leather and two for cattle. Vaas
has a small-square planted with trees; the townsmen manu-
facture leather ; there are four yearly fairs. The town was,

before the Revolution, under the jurisdiction of the abbot of

a Premonstratensian abbey founded in the reign of Charle-
magne. At Pontvallain trade is carried on in cattle and
swine ; at Malicorne earthenware, pottery, and tiles are
made; at Parce paper is manufactured. Sable* was aptiently

a place of strength, but its fortifications have been entirely

demolished. The streets are narrow and crooked; there is

a small but pleasant boulevard raised like a terrace along
the bank of the Sarthe, which forms a semicircular bend
round the town. There is a bridge over the river, built of

marble quarried near the town, which, though in its rough
state of a slate colour, becomes of a deep black with veins
of white when polished. There is a handsome mansion near
the town, built in the beginning of the last century, but
allowed to go to decay. A considerable manufacture of gloves,
which are sent to Paris, is carried on ; and there is consider-

able trade in corn, fruit, and the marble quarried near the
town. There are four fairs in the year. At Precignfi, or
Pressegne, is a tolerably well frequented mineral spring

;

the town has a manufacture of coarse woollen cloth, and
there are two fairs in the year. Leather is made at Brulon.
The population, where not otherwise noticed, is that of

commune, and from the census of 1831.

This department, with that of Mayenne, constitutes the
diocese of Le Mans, the bishop of which is a suffragan of

the archbishop of Tours. It is in the jurisdiction of the
Cour Royale and of the Acaderaie Universitaire of Angers

;

and in the fourth military division, the head-quarters of

which are at Tours. It sends seven members to the Cham-
ber of Deputies. In respect of education it is considerably

below the average of Fiance, In every hundred young
men enrolled in the military census of 1828-29, ouly thirty

could read and write, the average of the French departments
being above thirty-nine.

The department was in the earliest historic period chiefly

included in the territories of the Aulerci Cenomani (A6Xi/>-

KUH ol Ktvo>tavot, Ptol.); small portions just on the border
were probably included in the territories of the adjacent

tribes ; the Arvii (Apotfoi, Ptol.), on the west, the element
of whose name appears to have been preserved in that of the

river Erve; and the Andes, or Andecavi ('Ov&jcqvcu, Ptol,),

and Turones (Toupovrcoi in some MSS. of Ptol., Toupowt in

another), on the south. These were all included in the

Roman province of Lugdunensis Tertia. The only antient

town which is known to have been within this territory is

Suindinum (Subdinnum, Tab. Peulinger; Ofov&vov, Ptol),

afterwards Cenomani, now Le Mans ; there is a position,
4
Fines,' in the Peutinger Table, which D'Anville places just

on the border of the adjacent dioceses of Le Mans and
Chartres. In the division of France into provinces, this

department was included in Maine, except the southern
border, which was included in Anjou ; it was the scene of
frequent hostilities in the middle ages, during a short period

of which it formed part of the extensive Continental terri-

tories of the Anglo-Norman princes. It suffered consider-

ably during the Vendean war which followed the French
Revolution.

SARTI, GIUSEPPE, a composer, once in high repute,

and whose name is still too familiar to the readers of musical

history to be omitted here—though his works, like most that

are written to suit the fashion of the day, are, with the ex-

ception of a sacred terzetto, consigned to oblivion— was
born in 1730, at Faensa. In 1756 he became Maestro di

Capella at the court of Copenhagen : he afterwards com-
posed for the court of Dresden ; and finally entered into

the service of Catherine of Russia, who treated him with a
liberality truly imperial, at whose demise he was continued

in all his appointments and emoluments by Paul, her

successor. His chefdotuvre* 'Giulio Sabino,' an opera,

which was extravagantly applauded abroad, and is highly

spoken of by Dr. Burney, did not succeed in London;
indeed the neglect into which it speedily fell here*

and, in time, everywhere else, may be adduced as a

proof of its inherent weakness, and of the want of that

power in the composer which is apparent in roost of his

works that are known to us. Sarti produced about thirty

operas, and some sacred music. Of the latter, the terzetto

alluded to above, •Ampliuslava me,' is well known and
deservedly admired. He died at Berlin, in 1802.

SARTO, ANDREA VANUCCHI, called del Sarto, fro*

I

the occupation of his father, who was a tailor, was barn at

Florence in 1488, and having shown an early predilection

for drawing, was placed with a goldsmith to learn the busj-
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ness of engraving or plate. Being noi.oed by Giovanni
Barile, a painter of no great celebrity, he persuaded his

father to entrust his son to hit care. With him young 8arto

remained three years, and manifested such extraordinary

talent that Barile placed him with Pietro Cosimo, who was
considered one of the best painters in Italy. On leaving

the school of Cosimo he formed an intimacy with Francisco

Bigio, with whom he executed some works in the public

buildings of Florence, which gained him considerable repu-

tation. Lansi observes that his improvement was not so

rapid as that of many other artists, but slow and gradual.

It has been erroneously asserted that he never was at Rome,
but we are assured by Vasari that he passed some time in

that city. We are informed that it was after his return

from Rome that he painted for the monastery of the Salvi

his admired pictures of the Descent of the Holy Ghost, the
Birth of the Virgin, and the Last Supper. Of the last,

Lami reports, that at the siege of Florence in 1529, the
soldiers, after having destroyed the church and pari of the
convent, when they entered the refectory, stood motionless
before it, and had not the heart to demolish it

Francis I., king of France, desiring to procure specimens
of the works of the most distinguished painters in Italy,

Andrea del Sarto was commissioned to paint a picture for

his Majesty, and sent in a Dead Christ, with the Virgin, St.

John, and other figures, painted in his best manner, which
is now one of the chief ornaments of the Gallery of the
Louvre. This picture being universally admired, the king
invited the artist to Paris, where he was received with great
distinction, and obtained considerable employment both
from Francis and the nobility. Amidst this success he
received a letter from his wife, urging him to return to

Florence. He accordingly requested leave of absence for a
few months, promising to return with his family and settle

in France. The king granted his petition ; and not only
made him liberal presents, but entrusted him with large

sums of money for the purchase of statues, pictures, and
drawings. Andrea however, on returning to Florence, squan-
dered away the whole of the king's money as well as his

own. At last he was reduced to poverty ; ana his conscience
reproaching him with his ingratitude to his royal bene-
factor, he sunk into despondency, was abandoned by his

wife and the false friends with whom he had spent his pro-

perty, and at last his afflictions were ended by the plague,

which carried him off in 1530, in the 42nd year of his age.

The churches, convents, and palaces of Florence contain
many of his best works. Andrea is praised by Vasari as
the prince of the Tuscan school, for having committed
fewer faults than any other Florentine painter.

His colouring is distinguished by sweetness and harmony
of tone ; and he is remarkable for the boldness of his relief

and his perfect knowledge of chiaroscuro. His draperies

are easy and graceful, and his design extremely correct.

Yet he seems to have wanted the grandeur which charac-
terises the greatest masters.

SARUM. We propose under this head to give an ac-
count of Old Sarum, and a notice of the bishopric now
ixed at New Sarum. or Salisbury. [Salisbury.!
Old Sarum, situated about a mile and a half north of

Salisbury, is generally regarded as the Sorbiodunum of the
Romans. Iu name, derived from the Celtic words sorbio,
• dry,' and dun, *a city or fortress,' leads to the conclusion
that it was a British post; it probably belonged to the
Beige, who inhabited this part of Britain, and was per-
haps one of the towns taken by Vespasian when engaged
in the subjugation of this part of the island under the em-
peror Claudius. [Britannia, vol. v., p. 442.] The number
of Roman roads which met at Old Sarum, and the men-
tion of the place in the Antontne Itinerary, show that the
place was occupied by the Romans, but the remains pre-
sent little resemblance to the usual form of their posts.

The roads led to Calleva Atrebatum, now Silchester; to
Vents Belgarum, now Winchester; to Durnovaria, now
Dorcbenter ; and to the shore of the Bristol Channel.

In the Saxon times, Sarum, under the somewhat altered
name of Searobvrig. Serasbyria, and Sarisberia, is fre-

Iuently noticed by historians. Kenric, son of Cerdic,
efeated the Britons in this neighbourhood, a*d. 542 ; and

in 1003 the place was taken and burned by 8weyn, king of
Denmark. Under the Anglo-Saxon and Anglo-Norman
princes, councils ecclesiastical and civil were held here, and
the town became the seat of a bishopric. There was a
casus or fortress which is mentioned as early as the time of

Alfred, and which may be regarded as the citadel ; anal As
city was defended by a wall, within the enclosure of wftarf

the cathedral stood.

Early in the thirteenth century the oppression of tat

castellans, or captains of the castle, and their dsipoJen wva
the bishops and clergy, led to the removal of the eeibodro
to its present site. Many or most of the rittseti* aW r*

moved, and the rise ofNew Sarum [8alisbttry] led to <£
decay of the older place : so that in the time of L«t«*4
there was not one inhabited bouse in it. It returned ans a
bers to parliament 23 Edward I., and again 34 Edward IXL
from which latter period it continued to return tbotn sntx
it was disfranchised by the Reform Act. It \

referred to as the most striking instance of a rotieo 1

continuing to return members when it had Dauber 1

nor inhabitant.

The earthworks of Old Sarum are very
They are on the right of the road from Marlborough at

Salisbury, and consist of a circular or rather oval ontissa a

ment ; a smaller entrenchment of similar form vidua li*

first ; and some earthen banks extending from the) inner to

the outer entrenchment, and subdividing the arm ast eisa
them. The outer entrenchment, consisting of a valine* er

rampart surrounded by a ditch, encloses an area of twants-
seven acres and a half: the outer circumference of uW
ditch is just above seven furlongs, or nearly one aals.

From the bottom of the ditch to the top of the rampart tie

height is 106 feet The height of the rampart of the taaar

enclosure, measured in a similar way, is about toe awe
There are a few fragments of walls. The outer eui'issma
has two openings or entrances ; one, defended by a sftt-
work, towards the east, the other towards the weal. To*
inner enclosure has only one entrance, namely towards tas
east. (Sir R. C. Hoare's Antient WtlUhirt.)
The diocese arose from that of Sherborne, wniea srss

formed, in the reign of lna of Wessex, bv dUmomberaM i r

from the diocese of Winchester, previously the only oaa ut

Wessex. In the early part of the tenth century, too dssasw
of Sherborne was divided into three; and the bishop of oat
of these had his seat successively at Ramsbory. not tax

from Marlborough, at Wilton, and perhaps at Sunning a
Berkshire. In the time of Bishop Herman, in the resgn erf

Edward the Confessor, this diocese and that of Sborborat
were united, and the seat of the bishop fixed at Old 8eress,

from whence, as already noticed, it was removed to Seissban.
The diocese, before the late alterations, compvwhnaec*'

the counties of Wilts and Berks, the former comprvtiesd-
ing the archdeaconries of Salisbury and Wilts, and tot

latter the archdeaconry of Berks. These were divided an>
thirteen rural deaneries, as follows : I. Archdeaconry af

Salisbury— 1, Amesbury; 2, Chalk; 3, Pottero ; < Wd-
ton ; 5, Wy lye. II. Archdeaconry of Wilts—6, Avebnrr

;

7, Marlborough; 8, Cricklade; 9, Malmsburv. UL Arch-
deaconry of Berks— 10, Abingdon; 11, Newbury; It
Reading; 13. Wsllingford.
By the recommendation of the Church Commissioners tat

following changes have been made or are to be made. Tat
whole archdeaconry of Berks is transferred to the dwcaai
ofOxford ; and the deaneries of Cricklade and Maknsbarv.
in the archdeaconry of Wilts, to that of Gloucester. Oa
the other hand, the archdeaconry of Dorset, comprehending
the five rural deanerie* of Bridport, Dorchester, Pimiorae.

dfloona

tares.

8hafton, and Whitchurch, has been added from the <

of Bristol. The number of archdeaconries is still

that of rural deaneries twelve.

The cathedral clergy consist of the dean, precentor,
chancellor of the church, treasurer, six canons resid-
uary, who are also prebendaries, sub-deao, snoceater,
thirty-eight prebendaries, and four pnest-vicsrs ; asssass

singing-men, choristers, organist, and other officer*. The
net yearly revenue of the bishopric, on the average of three
years ending with 1831, was 3939/., but it was ssrpsaned
that on a more extended average it would amount to &#****.

or from that to 6000/. per annum. It is not proposed by the
commissioners to make any alteration in thn respect. The
revenue of the cathedral at the same period averaged 17***,
and was expected to decrease ; the corporation snaring tea
revenue consisted of the dean, who received two-eighta^
snd six canons, who received one eighth each. The ilsau,

chancellor, precentor, treasurer, sod prebendariss bad
their separate revenues, and the four pnost-vkars forssjed a
corporation by themselves.

8ARZA'NA. [SMtxtsJ
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•SARZKAU. [Morbihan.]
SASSAFRAS, the name of a genus of plants belonging

to the natural order Lauracese. This is one of the genera
into which the old genus Laurus of Linnaeus has been
divided by Nees von Esenbeck and other botanists. It is

known by its dioecious flowers, 6-parted membranous calyx,
with equal segments permanent at the base. The barren
flowers have 9 stamens in 3 rows, the 3 inner with double-
stalked glands at the base ; the anthers linear, 4-celled, with
their faces turned inwards. The fertile flowers hme sterile

stamens, which are fewer than or as many as in the barren
flowers. The fruit is succulent, placed on the thick fleshy

apex of the peduncle, and seated in the torn unchanged calyx.

The leaves are deciduous ; flowers yellow. The species of this

genus most known is the & officinale, the Sassafras Laurel,
on account of its medicinal virtues. It is an inhabitant of the
woods of North America, from Canada to Florida. It is

mostly a small tree or bush, but sometimes attains the
height of 40 or 50 feet. Its flowers are arranged in naked
downy racemes, which open before the leaves appear, and
are furnished with subulate deciduous bracts. The leaves
are membranous, bright-green, smooth above, finely downy
beneath, very variable in form, and tapering in a wedge-
like manner into the petiole. The fruit is of a bright blue
colour, as large as a small cherry, and seated upon red cla-

vate peduncles. In America the sassafras is divided into

two varieties, the red and white. Its great use is for me-
dicinal purposes. It is however employed in America for

making bedsteads and other articles of furniture, which are
not liable to tbe attacks of insects, and give out a very
agreeable odour. This plant is interesting in connection
with the history of America, as it is said that it was its

strong aromatic smell that convinced Columbus, when seek-
ing the New World, that a shore was near at hand, and
encouraged him to persevere, at a time when his crew had
mutinied, and the failure of attaining the objects of his ex-

pedition was threatened. This tree has been grown in

Great, Britain, and in some instances has attained great

height and grown luxuriantly. It may be propagated by
cuttings of the roots or suckers, and should be planted in a
sheltered situation. Its foliage is best when grown against

a wall.

A species of Magnolia, the M. glauca, is called in Ame-
rica the Swamp Sassafras, and the Sassafras nuts of tbe
London shops are, according to Humboldt, the produce of
tbe Nectandra Puchoryminor.
SASSAFRAS, Medical Properties op. The tree

which yields this substance is the Sassafras officinale (Nees)
(Laurus Sassafras, Lin.); a uative of North America, occur-

ring from Canada to Florida, It is said to grow in Mexico,
and Martius mentions it as a part of the Materia Medicaof
Brazil ; but it is probable that it was introduced from Florida.

The root is the officinal part in the London* Pharmacopoeia

;

but the whole plant possesses the aromatic odour common to

the Laurineart, and some assert that the bark of the stem and
branches is stronger than that of the root; but this seems
to be an error. The root, invested with the bark, comes to

Europe in pieces sometimes two feet long, and from tbe

thickness of an arm to half a foot in diameter, irregularly

bent, knotty, and with a light, soft, porous wood. The
bark also occurs detached from the wood in pieces two or

three inches long, from one and a half to two inches broad,

sometimes rolled outwards, but more generally curved in-

wards ; of a dirty grey or brownish colour externally, and a
fungoid surface, of a reddish colour internally. The taste

is sharp, acrid, aromatic, and, as well as the odour, re-

sembles fennel.

The chief constituents are: volatile oil, resin, and ex-

tractive. Tho oil is the most active. It may be obtained

by distillation. Ten pounds of the root yield two and a

half drachms. The specific gravity is 1*094. It consists of

two oils, separable by water, in which the one floats and
the other sinks. By time or a low temperature, it deposits

a stearopten, or crystals of sassafras-camphor.

Sassafras acts as a stimulant to the circulation, especially of

the capillaries, causing an increased secretion from the skin,

if the person be kept warm, or from the kidneys, if cool.

Should these organs fail to be influenced by it, heat and
general excitement, with headache, are the results. It is of

unquestionable utility in gout and rheumatism, but its

activity is generally destroyed by the improper mode of ad-

ministering it. Decoction dissipates tbe volatile oil, and is

a most objectionable preparation. Infusion or a tincture

P. C, No. 1287.

may be used, or the volatile oil rubbed up with sugar.

Other species of Sassafras are used in India and Java.

SASSA'NIDJ2. [Persia—History.]
SA'SSARI. [Sardeona]
SATELLITE (satelles, an attendant soldier or guard),

a name given to the smaller planets which accompany and
revolve round the larger ones. With this exception, that
the rotation of a satellite round its own axis is made in

the same time as its orbital revolution round its primary,
in overy case in which it has yet been fully made out that

there is a motion of rotation, there seems to be no circum-
stance which can be pointed out in which the satellites have
any distinctive peculiarities. Those of Uranus (which move
from east to west) even form an exception to what would other-

wise be the universal law of the bodies of the solar system,

namely, that they move from west to east. The earth has
one satellite [Moon], Jupiter has four, Saturn seven, and
Uranus six (according to William Herschel), though
owing to the difficulty of seeing them, two only have yet

been seen by any other observer : this point is further

treated in Uranus. See also Gravitation, Solar Sys-
tem, Astronomy, Galileo, Huyohens, Cassini, Hers-
chel, &c.
SATERLAND, a district in the grand-duchy of Olden-

burg, comprises the three parishes of Scharrel, Ramsloh,
and Striicklingeu, with a population of about 2000 inhabi-

tants. This little tract forms a plateau surrounded by im-
passable morasses, over which there has hitherto been no
road and scarcely a path. It is situated on two rivers, tbe
Marka and the Ohe, which unite at Scharrel, and then,

under the name of Sater-Ems, run north-west through the

country to the Soste. It is 12 miles long, 5 broad, and is

surrounded on all sides, except the river, with marshes and
heaths. In very dry weather it is possible to enter it from
East Frtesland on horseback and in light carriages, though
this is attended with considerable difficulty. On the other

side the ground is not firm, except in the severest frost.

The inhabitants, who are all of Frisian descent, still speak
their mother tongue and likewise the Westphalian dialect.

From their secluded situation, they have retained the man-
ners of their ancestors, and are in this respect a very re-

markable people. Their country is watered by tbe Sater-

Ems, which facilitates their communication with East
Friesland, whither they send their superfluous produce for

sale, and receive in return the few articles which they re-

quire. They cultivate rye and buckwheat, which thrive

very well in their sandy soil. They have oxen, sheep, and
cows, considerable turf-moors, but no wood, and only here

and there an isolated fruit-tree. They are exempt from
game-laws, which is a very profitable privilege on account
of the number of wild-fowl. They employ themselves in

knitting stockings, and manufacture most of their clothes

from the wool of the sheep ; all of them are likewise free to

exercise the trades of brewing, baking, and distilling, and
also to fish without paying for a licence. At the hay-

making season, the morasses are crossed in very light wag-
gons with broad wheels not hooped with iron, and the horses

have pieces of board attached to their feet, to prevent them
from sinking in. The country is governed by twelve burgo-

masters, four from each of the three parishes ; half of them
go out every year, and choose their successors, who must not

be related to them by consanguinity, and whose appointment

is confirmed by the people. This takes place in a general

assembly of the inhabitants, held every year, on Shrove

Tuesday, at Ramsloh, in the church of which the archives

are kept.

SATIN. [Silk.]

SATIN SPAR, Carbonate of Lime, Fibrous Arra-
gonite (f). Structure fibrous, the fibres parallel, usually

waved, and always transverse to the vein in which tho mi-

neral occurs. Like arragonite in general, it is harder than

common calcareous spar. Colour white, sometimes yel-

lowish or greyish. Translucent. Specific gravity 2'7. It

occurs at Alston Moor in Cumberland, and North America,

in tabular masses of an inch or two in thickness, in veins

in slaty clay and shale. It consists chiefly, if not altogether,

of carbonate of lime.

SATIRE is property a species of Roman poetry, and
must not be confounded with the Satyric drama of the

Greeks. The Latin word Satura or Satira appears to have

originally signified a collection of various things, and ac-

cordingly this name is applied to food composed of various

ingredients, and also to a law consisting of several distinct
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particulars of a different nature. (Feslus, #. v.; Diomed.,

aii.. p. 483, ed. Putsch.) The Roman satire is first men-
tioned as a kind of dramatic performance (Liv., vii. 2), and
Appears to have been, like the early AleUance Kabul©, only

a rude improvisatory farce, without dramatic connection,

but full of raillery and wit. This species of composition

arose from the practice, which has prevailed in Italy from

the earliest times to the present day, of the country people

making rude extempore verses in ridicule of one another at

various festivals, and especially at the time of the vintage.

Such were the Fescennini verses, which Macrobius tells us

{Saturn-, ii. 4) were sometimes written as satires upon per-

sons. The old dramatic Satura) continued to be performed

on the Roman stage till a late period, under the name of

Exodia, which were laughable interludes in verse, and were

performed between the different Atellane plays. (Diction-

ary of Greek and Roman Antiquities, art. Exodia.)

The name of satire was afterwards limited to a species of

poetry peculiar to the Romans, in which Ennius is taid

to have been the first writer. The satires of Ennius ap-

pear to have been so called because they were written on

a variety of subjects, and in many different metres; but as

hardly any fragments have come down to us, we know
very little of the subjects of which they were composed.

Lucilius however was the first who constructed satire on

those principles of art which were considered in the time of

Horace as essential requisites in a satiric poem. Lucilius

principally used the hexameter metre, which was afterwards

almost exclusively employed by the satiric poets. His
poems were not only satires upon the vices and follies of

mankind in general, but also contained attacks upon private

individuals. They formed the model on which Horace wroto

his satires; but the circumstances of the times prevented

Horace, even if he had the inclination, from attacking

eminent political charaters, as Lucilius had done. His
own easy temper and happy disposition, as well as the prin-

ciples of the Epicurean philosophy, led him to attack the

foibles and follies of mankind in a style of playful raillery,

which forms a striking contrast to the severe inveotives of

Juvenal. The increased corruption of morals at Rome un-

der the early emperors, and the cruel punishments which

had been inflicted by Domilian upon the wise and the good,

naturally led Juvenal to attack the vices of his age with

severity and vigour. The works of the other Roman sati-

rists are lost, with the exception of Persius and a few verses on

the banishment of the philosophers by Domitian, which are

ascribed to Sulpicia, who is supposed by some writers to be

a contemporary of Tibullus, ana by others of Ausonius. A
of list modern authors on the subject of the Roman Satire

is given in the article Rome, p. 1 15.

SATISFACTION, in Law, is said to exist %bore a party,

having a right of action, accepts from the party against

whom he has it, a certain and valuable thing, or the per-

formance of a certain and beneficial act, in lieu of his right

of action. If the action is afterwards brought, the satisfac-

tion may bo pleaded in bar of it. Satisfaction may exist as

to actions in which damages are recoverable, and as to some
others (Blake's case, G Co., Rep., 44 ; Pey toe's case, 9 Co.,

Rep., 7b) ; but it cannot operate so as to dispense with the

performance of a covenant under a deed, by reason of the

rule of law that a deed can only be made void by an instru-

ment of the same nature, aud therefore implying the same
degree of deliberation* Though where a right of action

upon the deed has vested, in consequence of some wrong
or default occurring subsequent to the execution of the deed,
as in the case of a breach of covenant to repair, to pay rent,

&c, t here may be satisfaction. The satisfaction, to be valid,

must have been accepted by the party who has the right, and
must have proceeded from the party who is liable.

Not hing which is paid or done to a third party, or pro-

ceeds from him, can operate as a satisfaction. It must also

be certain, that is, definite as to time, &c, and available
;

thus where the satisfaction is by a mutual agreement, it

must be such an agreement as an action may be maintained
upon. It must be valuable; by which it is understood not

only that there can be no satisfaction consequent of a thing
which has no value, as, for instance, a ru»n ; but also that

the value must be at least not obviously inferior in amount
to that for which it is given, such as a payment of a less

sum of money at the same or a subsequent day as that on
which a greater is due. Although if there are advantage-
ous circumstances attendant on the payment of a less sum,
• payment before the day when the larger is due, or at

another place than*lhat where it is payable, this nay e)*-

rate as satisfaction. But the giving of a horse or a ««.*
may be a satisfaction of a claim for a sum of money, if *
cepted as such, though the horse or sUtue be in ntaU) J
less value than the money.
A negotiable instrument may operate at a *M tftflw. J

a debt ; and if the party who accept* it, by haoso t*£,

gence fail to recover upon it, the debtor wilt DcvftrtUs*
continue discharged. The performance must b« a*tM*i
executed; a mere endeavour, or a roadmeas to perform, •**:

as a tender of money, or a part performance, eaoDol opmtt
as a satisfaction. It must be beneficial ; thus where oaw ha
made a lorcible entry on the lauds of another, it t» not >

satisfaction for the wrongful entry to permit thai other l

re-enter. In au action for trespass and taking caul*, j

mere redelivery of the cattle is not a satiafaciujci. \hmxi
their conveyance to another place, and icdehwry ibent, s»v

be so. The benefit also must be one partaking in *»j
shape of a pecuniary character. It must cither be maw*
or capable of being measured by money. Thus • »ubu.

»

sion before certain persons made in pursuance of tie ur-r

of a court-martial, or an acknowledgement of the fcjji

and prayer for forgiveness kneeling, though a satiiSsfiwi .

honour, is not such satisfaction as to deprive the paiiy ul i

right to damages. Tire thing must be given oc deae *_

accepted in lieu of the right of action ; utbtrwst ;1 *

not be a good satisfaction. Satisfaction to one of tru'i

plaintiff* is a bar to all ; and satisfaction by one juuu *r^
doer discharges the others. (Com., Dig., tiL •Accc«A*>

SATRAP (aarpdwtK) was the name given to th* guurt:
of a province of the Persian empire. He wis appootr J .

the king, and was responsible alone to him. Such s »>*.-

.

of government has always existed in the large Auk t-
pires; but the advantage which the Persian •}»tcm y*J /».

many others of a similar kind, was the caicful stptu —
made between the civil and military powers. The : *.*

nors of the garrisons aud the commanders of the* troop* » n
independent of tqo satraps, and responsible oclv it> iki

king. 7 be duties of the satraps arc briefly define* it

Xenophon to consist in governing the inhabitants, reee/r:;

the tributes, paying the garri»on\ and attending to *hi.

ever else is necessary. (Cyrop., viii. 6, } 1-3.) lu lb* as
times of the Pursiun empire, it became the custom u v
point the satraps to the command of the troop* alio, cv*-

cially if they were members of the royal family. L ^
manner the younger Cyrus was appointed satrap ol ex
the western provinces of Asia Minor, and at the uae u
general of all the forces which assembled in the |»i - -

Caslolus. (Xen., Anab., L 1, } 2.) The practice of ^ -,

the civil and military powers in one person tended W jr*

mote revolt among the satraps, and to prepare the wsj ij

the internal dissolution of the empire. The grexUra *<

the command entrusted to some satraps was al*od»ufcr..j
to the royal power. An instance of thi» kind ccr-n *

early as the time of the first Darius, in the case of Or*r-»

who was governor of Phrygia, Lydia, aud Ionia, and *» *

powerful that Darius dared not proceed openly agau.*; —s*

(Herod, iii. 127.) Subsequently this practice becaja* »-
more frequent; Cyrus had the command of the nnaier ;*r

of the western provinces of Asia Minor ; and aiW ^*

death, Tissaphenes was allowed to hold them m avii^u. -

his own. From this period we frequently read of rov j -

the satraps, and many of them became quite in«i*pe^-
of the king of Persia. lllceren's Asiatic A'a/tuta, «- -

p. 41726.)
The word satrap is evidently of Persian origin, U»; ;

etymology is not certain. Bohlen (Da* AUe ImMrm, t*
p. 21) supposes it to be only another form of fctiinpe-'-j
that is, the lord or master of the kshatny as, or wxrrwxs, ^
name of the warrior caste of the Hindus. But this ctym* ^
is opposed to what has been stated above, namely, ii*: l-j

satraps were civil and not military officers. Malcolm <ix*

tory of Persia, vol. i., p. 27)) supposes it to be another i*z

of Shaitrapatti, 'an umbrella-carrier ;' while other a*—

"

writers connect it with the Sanscrit kshetra, a plain t froe* a**-

to inhabit), and the Persian shthr,* city iPoil. £~>*
gische Fortchungen, p. lxvm.) ; but none uf tbe*r c *m*~
gies are satisfactory. In the Book of Esther the satrap* * -

Persian empire are called Achashdarpcmm (Q*JB Hfl*
from the singular Achashdarpan, which Geeem** *&+
Lex.) appears to consider rightly as merely snotWr Ssrm -*

writing the word satrap or ksJutfrap, ntbtnai
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termination of Chaldee nouns; and the a prefixed to the

word causes it to correspond to the Exatrapes (*(arp<&*>i?c)f

which is used hy Theoporopus instead of satrapes.

SATTARA, or SATARA, a city of Hindustan, the

capital of the small state of Sattara, is situated in the pro-

vince of Bejapore and district of Moritzabad, in 17° 40' N.
lat. and 74° 3' E. long., 67 miles south from Poonah in a
straight line. Sattara is a small town on a rocky and preci-

pitous mountain, with a fortress of great strength, and a
handsome palace built by the raja since he came under the

protection of the British. The Mahratta ancestors of the

present raja were deprived of their power by the Peshwa in

1689. The British however captured Sattara in 18)8, and
restored it and the territory to the raja. A notice of these

transactions and of the limits of the territory is given in the

article Be J apork ; see also Mahrattas.
SATURATION. When common salt, or indeed most

other saline and many vegetable bodies, are added to water
until it ceases to dissolve them, the solution so obtained is

termed a saturated solution of the substance dissolved.

Saturation may exist with regard to one body and not to

another; thus water saturated with common salt will still

dissolve sulphate of soda, and vice versa* ; so also a saturated

solution of common salt will dissolve sugar. There are

many other cases in which the point of saturation may be
determined by the cessation of solution ; if, for example,
carbonate of lime or carbonate of lead be added to dilute

nitric acid, no more of these substances is dissolved than is

requisite to saturate the nitric acid; and the solutions pro-

cured, when excess of these bodies remains unacted upon, are

termed saturated solutions of nitrate of lime or nitrate of

lead.

But there are other cases in which saturation cannot be

determined by insolubility; as when both bodies are em-
ployed in a fluid state, or when the excess of a solid body
is soluble in the water which holds the saturated salt in so-

lution ; if, for example, we add carbonate of potash in powder
to dilute nitric acid, it will for some time continue to dissolve

in the acid with effervescence, owing to the expulsion of

carbonic acid in the gaseous state ; and when this efferves-

cence ceases, we may consider the solution as consisting of

nitrate of potash, or nitric acid and potash, in which the

saturation has been mutual; but the carbonate of potash,

unlike the carbonate of lime, is soluble in water, and
that which holds the nitrate of potash formed in solu-

tion is capable of dissolving it. In these cases the point

of saturation is determinea by the use of papers stained

with different vegetable colours ; if, for example, too much
carbonate of potash should have been added to the nitric

acid to saturate it, its presence will be indicated by turning

paper coloured yellow with turmeric, brown ; while, on the

other hand, excess of acid is in general ascertained by paper

stained blue with litmus, which is rendered red by the

action of acids.

By these means a very important process in the manu-
facture of soap and glass is conducted; it is termed alkali-

mctry, and employed for ascertaining the strength of dif-

ferent samples of the carbonates of potash and soda, so

largely used in glass and soap making. Sulphuric acid di-

luted to a known extent is added to the alkaline solutions,

and when they affect neither blue nor yellow paper, the

saturation is perfect, and the purity ana strength of the

alkalis are determined. The saturating poweT of bodies is

in many cases greatly influenced by heat, while in others

variation of temperature produces but little effect ; thus cold

water will take up nearly as much common salt as hot

water; but sulphate of soda is more soluble in hot water

than in cold, and hence it is that a saturated hot solution of

this and many other salts deposits crystals on cooling.

Cold water, on the contrary, dissolves more lime than hot,

arid a saturated solution prepared with water at about 32°

holds nearly twice as much lime in solution as one prepared

nt 212°, and when the cold prepared solution is heated,

lime is deposited. This however is a case of much rarer

occurrence than the contrary one.

SATURDAY. [Week.]
SATURN, the name of one of the old planets, the largest

of all the bodies of the solar system, except the sun and
Jupiter. The planet itself is of a spheroidal figure, the axis

of revolution being to the equatorial diameter in about the

proportion of 11 to 12. It is accompanied by two rings of

solid matter, unconnected with the planet and each other,

but revolving round the former ; these, not being usually I

called satellites, are, we suppose, to be considered as parts
of the planet, though the former denomination would per-
haps be more correct* There are also seven satellites, of
which and the rings we shall presently speak more at length.
There are also, as in Jupiter, certain thin zones or belts on
the surface of the planet, though they ar not always seen.
The apparent equatorial diameter, at the mean distance

from the earth, is about 16"2 : the real diameter, that of
the earth being 1, is 9*982, or about 79 t000 miles, which
gives a bulk of about 995 times that of the earth. The
mean density is about '55 of that of fhe sun, or one-
eighth of that of the earth ; and the mass of the planet is

about 1-351 2th of that of the sun. It revolves on its axis
in '428 of a day, or 10 hours, 29 minutes: its equator is

inclined to the ecliptic at an angle of 31° 19'. Its light
and heat are to those of the earth as 1 1 to 1000.

Elements of the orbit of Saturn.
Epoch 1801, January 1, 12»» mean astronomical time at

Greenwich.
Semiaxis major, 9*5387861, that of the earth being as-

sumed as the unit.

Excentricity, '0561505 ; its secular diminution (or diminu-
tion in 100 years) 000312402.

Inclination of the orbit to the ecliptic 2° 29' 35"*7 ; its

secular diminution 15''*5.

Longitudes from the mean equinox of the epoch: (1) of
the ascending node 111° 56' 37"*4; its secular increase
(combined with the precession) 3070"; (2) of the perihe-
lion 89° 9' 29"-8 ; its secular increase (combined with the
precession) 6950"; (3) of the planet (mean) 135° 20' 6"*5.

Mean sidereal revolution in 365$ days 43996"*13 ; sidereal
revolution 10759*2198174 mean solar days.
The first six satellites move nearly in. circular orbits

(though that of the sixth is said to be sensibly elliptical)

round the planet, their circles being exactly (or very nearly)
in the plane of the planet's equator, which is also that of
the rings. The seventh satellite, which is much the
largest (and which is known, by William Herschel's obser-
vations, to revolve on its axis in the same timo as its revo-
lution in its orbit) moves more nearly in the plane of the
ecliptic than in that of the planet's equator, and has a sen-
sibly elliptical orbit. This is all that is known ; for while
on the one hand the difficulty of seeing the satellites so as
to get good measures has prevented an accumulation of
proper observations, the ring on the other hand presents by
its attraction a new disturbing force, the complete effects of
which, in the absence of sufficient observations, it has not
been thought worth while to trace.

The farthest satellite but one, and also the largest but
one (now called the sixth), was the first discovered, by
Huyghens, in 1655. As soon as the five last satellites were
discovered, and until the time of Herschel, they were called

the first, second, &c, in the order of their distances from
the planet. This old nomenclature was gradually abolished

after the discovery of a sixth and a seventh satellite by
Herschel, being in reality the first and second in order of
distance. Some confusion however has ensued in various

places : thus, in the article Astronomy (pages 535 and 536)

it is said that Cassini discovered the first and second satel-

lite, and also that Herschel did the^ame : both assertions

are true, inasmuch as Cassini discovered what were the

first and second satellites (now the third and fourth), and
Herschel discovered what immediately became the first and
second satellites in right of their position. The following

table contains all the comparisons requisite to correct this

confusion :

—

Satellites of Saturn.

Mean '

dit-

Order Order An- taneet,
v

iu

riist

of

disco-

tient

No-
9tderral revolution In

equato-
rial

Date
of dis- Discoverer.

from very. ? men- mean solar day*. pm idia- covery

planet clature meter of
planet
being 1.

1

2
5
5

..

d. h. m. 4.

0 22 33 or 0*94271

1 8 53 .. 1*37024

3*351
4*300

1789
1789

W. HtrTftchel.

W. Hatecbel.

3 4 1 1 21 18 .. 1*88780
2 17 45 .. 2*73948

6-284 1684 D. Cawini.

4 4 a 6*819 1634 V. Caeeiui.

5 3 3 4 12 95 .. 4*51749
15 23 41 .. 15*94530

9*524 1672 D. Casein!.

6 1 4 22*081 1655 Htryghett*.*

D. Cassini.7 2 5 79 7 55 ..79*32960 64*35% 1671
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The rings are solid circular bodies, rounded, it would

teem, at the edges, and two in number, having a motion of

revolution round tbeir centres, which is completed in '428

of a day, or 10 hours, 16 minutes; about 13 minutes less

than the rotation of the planet itself: this is alio the table

in which a satellite would revolve at the same distance from

the planet as the middle part of the ring. Sir John Hers-

chel gives the following as the result of Professor Struve's

observations and his own :

—

Exterior diameter of exterior ring = 1 7C4 1 8 miles

Interior „ ,. = 155272 „

Exterior diameter of interior ring = 151G90 „
Interior „ ,. = 1 17339 „
Equatorial diameter of the body = 79160 „

Interval between the planet and
interior ring . . . = 19090 M

Interval of the rings , . = 1791 „

Thickness of the rings not exceeding 100 „

Several observers have seen concentric black lines on the

outer ring, as if it consisted of several rings; but neither

W. Herschel, Sir J. Herschel, nor Professor Struve, with the

most powerful instruments, could delect these lines. The
question is a curious one, because if it were the consequence

of a telescopic defect, it is difficult to say why the external

ring only snould exhibit these appearances. Captain Kater

sums up this question (• Mem. Astron. Soc.,' vol. iv„ p. 387)

in the following maimer :
' From the observations which

have been given in the present paper, we may deduce the

following conclusions:

—

4 That the exterior ring of Saturn was observed by Short

to be divided into three or four concentric rings.
4 That Professor Quetelet, in December, 1823, at Paris,

with an achromatic telescope of ten inches aperture, saw

the outer ring of Saturn divided into two concentric rings.

•That on the 17th December, 1825, the outer ring of

Saturn appeared to me to be made up of at least four rings,

the widest interval being in the middle. That on the 16th

and 17th January, 1826, I again remarked these divisions

of the exterior ring.
' That these divisions were also observed by a friend who

was with me on the 17th December, 1825, but who did not

remark that one division was stronger than the others.

* That another friend, who was with me on the same even-

ing, and who is very shortsighted, saw the stronger division,

but could not perceive the others. I think it will be allowed

that the evidence here giveu goes far to establish the proba-

bility of tbe outer ring of Saturn being composed of several

concentric rings. On the other hand it appears that Sir

William Herschel, Mr. Herschel, and Mr. Strove, though

observing with very superior instruments, could perceive

no such divisions as those which I have described.
• On the 22nd January, 1828, the evening being perfectly

favourable, I again examined Saturn with great care for

several hours, but no divisions of the outer ring were then

perceptible.
' It has been remarked by Sir William Herschel, by Mr.

Strove, and by most persons who have observed Saturn, that

the exterior ring is much less brilliant than the interior

:

may not this want of light in the outer ring arise from its

having a very dense atmosphere: and may not this atmo-

sphere, in certain states, admit of the divisions of the ex-

terior ring being seen through it, though under other cir-

cumstances they remain invisible. With respect to the

form of the edge of the inner ring of Saturn, next to the

planet, the appearance under favourable circumstances is

such as to leave no doubt on my mind of its being
rounded.'

The physical theory of the rings is curious as having
been one of the points in which theory outstripped observa-

tion. Supposing the figure of Saturn a perfect spheroid,

and the rings to be perfectly concentric with the planet,

and perfectly regular in figure, it is obvious that the attrac-

tion of the planet would never disturb the system, since it

would draw all sides equally towards the centre. But let

the slightest disturbance take place, that is, let the centre

of the rings be thrown in the smallest degree out of that of

the planet, and one side begins to be drawn more forcibly

towards the planet than the other, and this effect must con-

tinue and become stronger, until at last the ring is thrown
upon the planet at one point. Laplace showed that it was
essential to tbe stability of this system that the centre of

the rings, instead of being fixed in that of the planet, should
describe a small orbit ; that is, that the rings should have a
slight oscillating motion to aud from the plauet combined

with an oscillating motion of tbeir planes; and reseat

observations have shown that such is tbe ernes. <S» I

Herschel, Astronomy, p. 284.)

The phenomena of the rings to an irihabitant of (e*y> \at

northern hemisphere of the planet must be a* foilotn

when tbe sun is on the northern side of tbe equator, a s*r

of luminous arches must be visible, extending tram bent-*

to horixon. At the equator, only the thickness of the nsf
will be seen extending over head from east to we*L Lr

going from the equator towards the north pole, the arci

will gradually rise and set farther south, but its tisntj n
thickness will increase, and its greatest altitude wdi dimxnmk
At about 40° of north latitude, the lower arch *dl hate be-

come a luminous segment of an ellipse, tbe top of *h*rh
will become lower and lower until, at 50° or thereabout*,

the higher arch will have become only a segment ; ai»d s

few degrees more of north latitude will make it vaan*
altogether. But in the south latitudes, the ring wrfl c.a

shine at all while tbe sun is north of its plane, cxrv^t

portion of its thickness ; while those who are in tbe *

"

of the rings will not see tbe sun at all. somefnaes it

several years. For many days together, in certain tr.uatitb*.

the only day will be the emergence of a part of Ust s*^.

from tbe ring for a short time.

To an inhabitant of the earth, the phenomena of tbe rasp

are as follows:—They are projected into an ellip'.icsC fac-sv

of which a portion is sometimes hidden behind tbe plaar;

.

when this is the case, the shadow of the planet is ***n <a

the ring. When the sun is in the plane of tbe nng. «b*«
happens twice in every Saturnian year, the edge only of th«

ring is enlightened, and it can only be seen in tbe very Wa:
telescopes: the next arrival of this disappearance si j
December, 1847. As the sun (and with it the eartl:t

leaves the plane of the rings, the latter appear to seca.

and the opening continuesduring a quarter of the Satarnjj
year; when the opening i% widest, the longer diameter «?

pears about double of the shorter one. The nor.b *r s*: -

side of the ring is seen, according as the sun i* nor a <-r

south of its plane.

SATURNALIA, a festival celebrated by the Romaaj .:

honour of the god Saturn us. [Saturxus.J Aeiurdta, i.

some traditions, it had been celebrated by tbe Abxif-*»
long before tbe building of the city, and was instate* aw

the fabulous king Janus, after the disappearance of S*ii.-

nus from the earth. Others said that it was lasinaA.

by the Pelasgians, or by the followers of H Creoles. *-»

had been left behind in Italy. (Macrob., SaL* u 7 > A
second set of traditions referred the instituted ef tic

Saturnalia to a much later period ; one of them a*c«S* *

it to king Tullus Hostilius, who, after a successful w
against the Albans and Sabines. was said to have Umai*l
the temple and established the festival of Saturnos at IW.
(Macrob., Sat., i. 8.) Another tradition, adopted by Lt**

(ii. 21) and Dionysius (vi., ab init.) which refers it tea •>*—

later time, ascribed the institution of tbe SaiuroaLa t» U*
consuls A. Sempronius and M. Miuucius (497 ac*- Te«
apparent incongruity of this and some other aceouau can
easily be removed : those who trace the Saturnalia to s pe-

riod antecedent to the building of the city, can only ssrsa

tbat the worship of Saturnus was very entient in lu-v
while those who assign a later date to the institution nt-rw

be understood to refer to tbe introduction of tbe wen- *

into the city of Rome ; and although festivals m bo^—r
of Saturn us may have been celebrated at his altar la '<-*

Roman Forum previous to 497 b.c yet the regvlac s.~

periodical celebration of the Saturnalia may not have Vers

established before this time, when a temple was e««Wx*-
to the god in the clivus leading from tbe Foruo u ta-s

Capitol. After this time the Saturnalia were ceWlnv-i
regularly every year, on the 19th of December, tbe
of which month was sacred to Saturnus ; but after J.
had added two days to this mouth, the celebration I

tbe 17th (Macrob., Sat., i. 10), and the people. bc*g irf*

of such merry-makings, continued the festivities ue>U i±»

nineteenth, and even longer. This however was not sa --

novation produced by the alteration of the calendar, far s.^

before that event the Romans had been in the hahc -

making many holidays (generally seven) at the seeson U -n
Saturnalia, though it was known tbat tbe festival of Say —
itself did not last more than one day. Augustas at *»
sanctioned the celebration of tbe Saturnalia during tfcr*

days, and Caligula and Claudius increased the number »
five days. (Macrob., Sat^ L 10; Sueton, Cakg^ 1 7 ; Due;
Cass., lix., p. 739.)
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The Saturnalia was a harvest festival, and was held, as

wo have seen, at a time when all agricultural labours were
over, and as at such a season every husbandman would na-
turally give himself and his servants a holiday, and offer

his prayers to the god whose especial protection he solicited,

so the Saturnalia were national festivals instituted with the
same object. It was generally believed that during the
golden age of the reign of Saturnus there were no slaves,
and the Saturnalia were intended to restore that happy state

of things for a short time, by giving to servants and slaves a
complete holiday. They were on this occasion allowed to

appear in the dress of free citizens (Dion Cass., lx., p. 779),
were waited upon at their feasts by their masters, were free
from every kind of service, and enjoyed the most perfect
freedom of speech. Even criminals were sometimes restored
to freedom, and then dedicated their chains to Saturnus.
The whole' season was one of universal rejoicing for all the
people of Rome, and the city resounded with the shouts,
Mo, Saturnalia 1 Io, bona Saturnalia !' Everybody ate and
drank plentifully, and invited or visited his friends and re-
lations. It was also customary for persons to make presents
to one another on this occasion (Senec, Epist., 18 ; Sueton.,

Aug, 75), and clients presented their patrons with wax-
candles. ^ (Macrob., Sat., i. 7 ; Varro, De Ling. Lat.t iv.,

p. 19, Bipont.) Children generally received little figures,

which were called oscilla, or sigilla, from which the last day
of the Saturnalia derived the name ' sigillaria.' During
this festival all business, private as well as public, was sus-
pended ; no war was commenced, no battle was fought, and
no punishment was indicted on offenders. (Macrob., Sat.,

i. 10.) The persons who offered sacrifices to Saturn had
their heads uncovered.
The Greek writers, when speaking of the Roman Satur-

nalia, generally call the feast ' Kronia,' as they considered
the two festivals, as well as the deities in whose honour they
were held, Saturnus and Kronos, as identical. (Com p.

Buttmann, Mythologus, ii., p. 52, &c. ; Hartung, Die Re-
ligion der R'umer, ii., p. 124, &c.)
SATURNUS, one of the principal diviuities of the

nntient Italians, was considered to be the protector of
agriculture and of all civilization arising from it, whence
he is generally represented with a sickle in his hand. His
name probably contains the same element as the verb sero
(sa), whence he was considered as the protecting divinity

of all that was sown and planted, and as the giver of plenty.

The Italian legends represented him as having come from
abroad to the shores of Italy, in the reign of Janus, by whom
he was hospitably received. Notwithstanding this, Saturnus
was always considered as the first king of the Aborigines,

probably because agriculture and civilization in Italy dated
from his reign. (Virg., Aen., viii. 319; Aurel. Vict., De
Orig. Gent. Rom., c. 1, &c.) He was said to have esta-

blished a settlement on the Capitoline Hill, which from this

circumstance was called the Saturnian Hill, and the settle-

ment itself, Saturnia. He now began to teach the Italians

the art of cultivating the fields, and led them from their

savage state to the peaceful occupations of civilised life,

bo that the whole land of Italy was called, after him, Sa-
turnia, or the land of fruit. In agriculture he is said to

have taught his subjects the use of manure (stercus), from
which he derived the surnames of Stercutus, Stercilinus, and
Stercenius. (Macrob., Sat. t i. 7.) His rule was so just and
mild, that the age in which he reigned was afterwards de-

scribed as the golden age of Italy. His wife, called Ops,
was in aftertimes worshipped as the goddess of plenty.

After the death of Saturnus, or rather after his disappear-

ance from the world, he was raised to the rank of a goa, an
altar was erected to him on the spot which was afterwards

called the Forum, and a temple near the foot of the Capito-

line. Concerning his worship at Rome, see Saturnalia.
The Greek writers and the later Romans, who were fond

of identifying the deities of the two nations, by which they

produced great confusion in the mythology of Italy, con-

sidered Saturnus and Kronos as the same divinities. This
opinion has been maintained with strong arguments by Butt-

mann, Mythologus, ii., 28, &c. ; but Hartung, in his Die
Relig. der Rom., ii., p. 123, more justly considers the two
divinities as quite distinct, and Saturnus as an antient na-

tional divinity of the Italians.

SATYR (Satyrus, Sorvpoc) is the name by which the

antients designated a class of rustic deities, or Dionysii.

Like the Panes and Fauni, they were a kind of intermediate

beings between men and animals, and the features which

they had in common with the latter were chiefly derived
from goats. They seem originally to have been a sort of
rustic or sylvau gods, who were worshipped in some parts of
Peloponnesus. In the earlier works of antient art they
are represented with rather long and pointed ears, bald-
headed, and with little protuberances like horns behind
their ears. Sometimes their figure approached still nearer
to the animal form, as they were represented with goats' feet

and horns. During the best period of Grecian art the hu-
man form is entire, and the animal character is expressed
by a little tail at the lower part of the back, and by a consi-

derable degree of sensuality in the features and attitudes.

Satyrs were the constant companions of Bacchus, and in

Bacchic processions they always appear dancing, with cym-
bals or flutes in their hands. In the Greek drama the
chorus at the Bacchic festivals originally assumed the cha-
racter of satellites of Bacchus, that is, of satyrs, and it is

expressly stated that Arion not only invented the tragic

dithyramb, but introduced satyrs, whence, according to some
accounts, the name tragedy, or goats' song, arose. But the

chorus of the Attic tragedy, in the course of time, gradually
lost its satyric character, and a distinct satyric drama was
developed, which is described by the antients as a playful

tragedy. The complete separation of this satyric drama
from tragedy is ascribed to Pratinas of Phlius.

(Miiller, Archaolog. der Kumt, p. 515, &c. ; H. C. A.
Eichsladt, De Dramate Greecorum (Jomico-Satyrico, Lips.,

1793; and above all, Casaubon, De Satyrica Grcccorum
Foesi et Romanorum Satira.)

SATYRIC DRAMA. [Euripides.]
SAUERLAND. [Germany.]
SAULIEU. [Coted'Or.]
SAUMAISE. [Salmasius.]
SAUMUR, a town in France, in the department of

Maine et Loire, on the Loire; 182 miles from Paris by Or-
leans and Tours, 40 from Tours, and 29 from Angers, the
capital of the department Saumur is not noticed in history

before the eighth century. In the eleventh century it be-

longed to the count of Blois, from whom it was taken by
Foulques or Fulk Nera, duke of Anjou. In the reign of
Henri III. it was placed, as security for some engagement,
in the hands of Henri IV., who appointed Du Plessis Mor-
nay governor. Under the care of this eminent man, it rose

to great prosperity ; the Huguenots from all parts came to

settle here ; an academy was instituted, and commerce and
the arts flourished. But the revocation of the edict of
Nantes ruined the town: the population diminished from
25,000 to a fourth of that number ; and it has with difficulty

recovered so far as to number, in 1831, 9977 for the town,

or 10,652 for the whole commune ; and in 1836, 11,925 for

the commune. Saumur was taken in June, 1793 by the

Vendeans, but they were forced, after a few days, to eva-

cuate it. The town stands on the south bank of the Loire,

which here flows in a divided channel, forming a number of

small islands opposite the town. The suburb of La Croix
Verte, through which the road from Tours to Angers passes,

is on the north bank of the river, and is united to the town
by a succession of bridges, of which that nearest Saumur is

a noble structure nearly 900 feet long, with twelve arches.

The river Thoue" flows near the town on the south-west side,

and joins the Loire a short distance below. Saumur is ill

laid out, but the houses are pretty good and builj of stone,

and a considerable number of them may be called handsome

;

the new quarter of the town presents a fine appearance.

There is a fine quay along the bank of the river. Among
the public buildings are the church of St. Pierre, an antient

structure with a modern portal and a steeple remarkable for

the boldness of its architecture ; the church of Notre-Dame-
des-Ardillieres ; the town-hall, a Gothic building ; the an-

tient castle, long used as a state prison, and now occupied

as an arsenal ; the theatre, elevated on arches which inclose

a market-house, and handsome within; a fine range of

cavalry barracks, with two riding-houses; the abbey of St.

Florent ; and the house formerly belonging to the abbot,

restored by Napoleon. There are altogether in the town

five bridges, four churches, two nunneries, a foundling and
two other hospitals, a high school, a cavalry school, a public

library, a theatre, handsome public baths, and a prison.

The townsmen manufacture beads and other small orna-

mental wares in glass and enamel, and some copper and
iron utensils: there are rope-walks, tan-yards, curriers'

shops, and a refining-house for saltpetre. The glass and
enamel works give employment to 600 persons of both
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•exes and of all ages. Trade is carried on in corn, pulse,

. white wines of good repute, brandy, vinegar, hemp, flax,

and plums; there are four tolerably large fair* in the year.

Sandstone, which does well for building, is quarried in the

neighbourhood : a considerable quantity is sent down the

Loire to Nantes.

Saumur gave name to the district of Saumurais, a sub-

division of Anjou. It was the birthplace of Madame Da-
cier.

SAUNDERSON, DR. NICHOLAS, an English scholar,

particularly distinguished by the extent of his acquirements

in classical learning and mathematics, under the disadvan-

tageous circumstance of having become blind from the

small-pox at the age of twelve months.

He was born in 1682, at Thurleston in Yorkshire, where

his father held an appointment in the Excise ; and at an

early age he attended the free-school at Penniston, where

he was taught the rudiments of the Latin and Greek lan-

guages. It is not stated by what means the youth obtained

a knowledge of the forms of letters or numbers; and pro-

bably the first instruction which he received in literature

and science was conveyed to his mind by oral information

only.

The elder Saunderson appears to have very soon observed

the predilection of his son for mathematical subjects, and

though burthened with the duties of his appointment and

the cares attending a numerous family, he laboured dili-

gently to make him acquainted with all the science which

it was in his power to communicate. This consisted merely

of tho first elements of numbers ; and low as these may be

in the scale of knowledge, it will be readily conceived that

the anxious parent must have had an arduous task to

perform in enabling a pupil bereaved of sight to understand

the combinations which enter even into the rules of common
arithmetic. The benevolence of Mr. Richard West of

Undcrbank and Dr. Nettleton came however in furtherance

of the father's efforts ; and these gentlemen perceiving the

remarkable talent of the youth, then about 18 years of age,

sealously exerted themselves to communicate to him in-

struction in algebra and geometry. By the kindness of his

friends, young Saunderson was also enabled to spend some
time in the prosecution of his studies at an academy near

Sheffield. From this time his progress became rapid. By
tho help of a retentive memory he succeeded in resolving

the questions usually given as exercises in elementary works,

and oy tho power or his genius he discovered methods of in-

vestigating propositions of considerable intricacy. His ap-

plication to mathematics did not however prevent him from

continuing to cultivate the study of classical literature; and

it is stated that, besides making himself familiar with Cicero,

Virgil, and Horace, he became enabled to understand the

works of Euclid, Archimedes, and Diopbantus when read

to him in the original Greek.

Mr. Saunderson having decided on making an effort to

establish himself at Cambridge as a teacher, went to that

university in 1707. He resided in Christ's College, and im-

mediately commenced a series of lectures on the Universal

Arithmetic, the Optics, and the Principia of Newton. At
tltU time, Mr, Whiston, the Lucasian professor of mathe-

matics, wa» engaged m the delivery of lectures on the same
subjects ; and it is honourable to the benevolence of this

gentleman, that lie readily tonsented, at the reuuett of the

S lends of the blind youth, that the latter should labour in

the same field. The peculiar circumstance** under which
Nuundci'«»n taught, and his great talents, procured for him
many pupils, and were tho means of bringing him into a

con vipondcuce with Sir Isaac Newton, and to an intimacy

with the other great mathematicians of that time. When
YVhtttoU was removed fK»m his chair, in I Til, queen Anne,
•I the recommendation of Mir Isaac, was induced to confer

on Mr Naonderton the degree of MA., in order that he

liMtfh! Itocomn qualified to hold the place which had become
vnt'itul by the retirement of his friend. Saunderson, on

heum appointed, pronounced an inaugural discourse in Latin.

and from that time devoted himself wholly to his profes-

sional duties, In UiJ he married a daughter of the Rev.

Mr Dickons, rector of l\t* worth; and in K^S, when the

limn, Octuir* II, vuitcd the university, ho was, by the

final millionth, made Iktetor in l«aw»,

I ». Nrtondottott continued to enjoy good health till near
the tun! „f toi Mo. Ho da d on the I 'Mb April, I 739.

Tin* eOisoidinary man couipoted, in writing, for the use

of his pupils, several lectures on different suuiaru *r sta-

tural philosophy, but they were never prepared, nor perka^s
intended for publication. A valuable treatise which bs* host

composed on the elements of algebra, appeared at Cams*
bridge in 1740, in two vols. 4to. ; and another on fltxxsocn c
8vo , including a commentary on some parts of Ncwicb •

' Principia,' came out in the year 1 756.

In order to perform arithmetical computations, Saoadcr*
son used a square board divided by lines at one-tenth at aa
inch asunder, and parallel to the sides, into many aassaa
squares, each of which was pierced with nine holes in tfcrea

parallel rows. Small pins were placed by the band to Uses*
holes, and the value of a digit was indicated by the perfscoUr
hole, in each square, in which the pin was places). A pin with
a large head placed in the centre hole denoted aero, and one
with a small head in the same hole indicated unity. A tonge-
headed pin in the centre, with a small-headed pin ui vbe
first hole of the first row, expressed the number t ; a laxgv-
headed pin in the centre, with a small-headed pin in tW
second hole of the first row, expressed the number 3 ; eastf

so on. The process is described in the first volume of tW
* Elements of Algebra,' and it is evident that by sorb means
any number may be easily expressed, and any anthmeticaJ
operation performed. He used the same machine for re-

presenting geometrical diagrams ; the pins being placed at

the angles of the figure, and connected by threads wbca
indicated the lines.

His ideas of the forms which plane or solid figures weuU
assume when viewed by an eye placed in a given piwiiise

were remarkably correct and distinct ; and we are informed
by Dr. Reid (Inquiry into the Human Mind* ch. 6K thai h>
understood the rules of perspective and the projections of tae

' sphere. But the mental process by which be acquired tfcaa

kind of information was probably peculiar to himself; fa
' Dr. Reid states that once in conversation Saunderson ar-
1 knowledged that he had found great difficulty in under-
standing Dr. H alley's demonstration, that the angW mask?
by two circles of the sphere was equal to the angle saadr
by their projections on a plane, adding that when be «e-

i
sidered the proposition in his own way he became aware of

I

its truth.

Dr. Saunderson possessed in a high degree the senses of

feeling and hearing. It is said that he could distin?*aJi

,

true from counterfeit Roman medals by the different de-

grees of their smoothness; and on one occasion, when sosa*

students were taking the sun's altitude in the garden «f

Christ's College, he could tell, by some effect of the air up*
his person, when very light clouds were passing over la*

1 disk of the luminary. 'When he entered a room, he amU
judge of its magnitude and of his distance from the walk

,

by the sound of his footsteps. In his youth be had k*raes
to play on the flute ; and it is said that he succeeded «o w*Jl

as to give room to suppose that if he had applied himself to
1 music, he might have excelled in it to as great a degree as

in mathematics.

(

Saunderson is described as having been extremely pet-

|
sionate. He was imbued with a strong sense of the aw-
portance of truth, but he too often expressed his sentiments
with a freedom which caused him to have many enemies.
It may be said that be was better qualified to inspire admi-
ration than to make or preserve friends. He w accused
moreover of having been decidedly a sceptic in matters easv
cerning religion.

SAURAT, a town in France, in the department of

Anege, not far from Tarascon. The inhabitants, who, ta
1831, amounted to 2563 for the town, or 5014 for the com-
mune, are engaged in the manufacture of wrought-trce*
into which the ore is immediately converted. Charcoal
the fuel exclusively employed. The ore is obtained in lbs
neighbourhood. There are two fairs in the year.
SAURIANS (#arpoc, or <raipa% a lisardx the term ev

which the great family of Litards is generally demgaetei.
The animal forms more strictly included under rt are those
comprised under the genus Laetrta of Linnaeus <afler

deducting the Crocodilians and the Salamanders), and ua
the genus Draco of the same author.

To these, Cuvier observes, the family Angui* might <

be joined, because their osteology, especially that of the
head, resembles the osseous structure of many of the
Luards.

In the large acceptation of the term Sawrran*, the Piero-
dactyles, Rnalioaaariana, and Croeo*, ' ,~

*?f included.
The general arrangement of

' A
wtfl he

under the article Riptilh*.
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Organization.

Skeleton.—If we take the living forms collected under the
genera of Linnaus above mentioned, after eliminating from
the genus Lacerta the groups above excepted, we shall find
that all the animals have a similar structure of the skull, of
the shoulder-blade, and of the os hyo'ides, or that they
exhibit but slight variations in the composition and propor-
tion of the parts, whilst they differ considerably from the
Crocodiles and Tortoises, and still more from the Salaman-
ders, as Cuvier, with his usual acuteness, has observed.

Skull.—Cuvier remarks that the common characters of
this family, relatively to the osteology of the head, consist
principally of the followiug points :

—

1. The four ordinary occipital bones form the ring which
surrounds the encephalon backwards. The lateral occipital
is not divided iuto two, as in the Tortoises. In front of
the occipital bones are placed the sphenoid below, and
the os petrosum laterally : the parietal covers the whole
like a roof.

2. The sphenoid bone is visible throughout its inferior
surface ; the pterygoi'dians, forming a simple continuation
of the palatine bones, are prolonged to the internal border
of the tympanic cavities (caissesj, not touching the sphe-
noid, except upon a lateral tuberosity of that bone, and not
uniting together.

3. The sphenoid is prolonged forwards into a cartilagi-

nous stem upon which the interorbitary partition is elevated

;

and in this last, various points of ossifications show them-
selves, which belong to the ethmoid bone.

4. The bone analogous to the os petrotum, which is not
hidden by the tympanic cavity, is extended outwards, and
forms, between the sphenoid and the occipital bones, the
whole of the posterior lateral wall of the cranium.

5. The anterior lateral wall of the cranium, from the os

petrosum to the interorbitary partition, is membranous, and
contains only on each side a bone of various configuration
according to the species, the temporal ala and the orbitary

ala.

6. An osseous stem rises from the upper border of the

pterygoidian, where it is articulated in a fosset up to the
lateral or parietal border, where it is attached by a ligament.
Some anatomists,* says Cuvier, have thought that they
saw in it the analogue of the temporal ala, but it does not
fulfil the functions of that process ; otherst have named it

tympanic, without eveu a perceptible motive, however dis-

tant, for such a determination. One cannot even say that

it is properly comprised in the wall of the cranium, and this

wall has also sometimes in the thickness of its membranes
a point of ossification which represents the true temporal
ala. Cuvier then states that he would call this bone the

columella. Its function is to sustain the vault of the

cranium, which is not otherwise supported in front, because
the orbital ala, the temporal ala, and the ethmoid bone are

in great part membranous.
7. The lateral occipital bone has a part projecting out-

wards, to which are united by their extremities the mas-
toidian, which is very much reduced, and the temporal
bones ; to this common reunion of the three bones is sus-

pended the tympanic bone, which descends vertically to

serve as a pedicle to the lower jaw. This bone, roost fre-

quently, is not attached, except to the anterior edge of the

tympanum ; and the rest of the contour of that membrane,
as well as the posterior wall of the tympanic cavity, is car-

tilaginous or even only simply membranous.
The Eustachian tube is only a wide communication of

the tympanic cavity to the posterior part of the mouth, be-

tween the extremity of the pterygoidian and the sphenoid.

In the recent animal it answers to that part of the inside of

the mouth near the articulation of the jaws, and the com-
munication is sometimes so open that the ossiculum audi-

tus may be said to be in the mouth or in the pharynx. The
cavity of the vestibule is formed in common by the os petro-

sum* the lateral occipital, and the superior occipital. The
fenestra ovalis, where the ossiculum auditus is attached, is

common to the os petrosum and the external occipital.

Under it is a wider aperture, pierced in the lateral occipital

bone only, and at the bottom of which are two holes, one
anterior, which goes into the cranium, and one posterior,

which is the fenestra rotunda, and leads into a fosset of the

vestibular cavity, which represents the cochlea,

• Oken and Spix.

t Dojanns,

8. The transverse bone unites the pterygoidian bone U
the jugaland the maxillary, as in the crocodile.

9. The palatine bones have no palatine lam in89, or, at

least, these laminae are not sufficiently extended to unite ;

and the posterior bony nostrils are great holes in the anterior

part of the vault of the palate, between the maxillary bones,
the vomers, and the palatine bones.

10. The extremities of the external bony nostrils art
always separated in the skeleton by an internasal apo-
physis of the intermaxillary and sometimes of the maxillary
bone.

For the rest, the division of the frontal bone into the
principal, the anterior, and the posterior, and the other
osteological circumstances, are as in the tortoises and cro-

codiles.

This constitution of the cranium of the Saurians, adds
Cuvier, which will also serve to explain that of birds,

requires to be discussed and proved; and he, accordingly,

addresses himself to the task.

He observes that there is no difficulty with regard to the
occipital bones, which are four in number, as in the croco-
diles and mammals. The prineipal frontal and the parietal

bones may be demonstrated to be what they are by the
same arguments as hold good in the crocodile and in the
tortoise. These arguments are also perfectly applicable to

the anterior and posterior frontal bones, to the lachrymal
bones, to the maxillaries, and the intermaxillaries. It is

then, as usual, in the region of the temples and of the ear
that some difficulties remain ; but these are easily disposed
of when we consider each of the pieces which compose it in

the genera, which offer tangible analogies with the croco-

diles and tortoises. Thus, the nature of the os petrosum is

determined, as in the crocodile and in the tortoise, by the
part which it takes in the constitution of the internal ear,

and especially of the vestibular cavity, as well as by the
notch for the exit of the nerve of the fifth pair.

The tympanic bone is nearly always reduced to a pris-

matic form, does not consolidate (ne s'engrene point) with
the other bones to form a part of the solid envelope of the
head, and seems in the skeleton to be nothing but a pedicle

for the lower iaw. But besides that the tympanum is

always attached to it, it will be found on examination, in

the dragon for instance, in the form of a drum, more
hollow and with edges more reflected (revenans en
avant) than in the tortoises themselves, having behind, as

in the tortoises, a notch for the ossiculum auditHs. The
only difference is, that its cavity does not extend into the •

mastoi'dian. In the scink it is still more wide and concave,

whilst it is less closed by the edges than in the dragon.
The scink also exhibits a striking analogy with the tortoises,

inasmuch as that its temporal bone is covered by a lamina
of the parietal bone, which unites with a great enlargement
of the posterior frontal, and with the temporal, placed and
notched as in certain tortoises, but longer and narrower
Thus, the mastoidian bone must be recognised as such,

notwithstanding its extreme smallness. The common
lizard has the same covering on the temporal bone, and,

moreover, all the upper part of its orbit is covered by an
expansion of the anterior frontal bone.

The lower jaw of the Saurians is composed of six bones
on each side, as in the crocodile and tortoise, but rather

otherwise disposed, and producing a general form which is

somewhat different; thus the coronoid apophysis projects

very much, and is placed more forward; the lower angle

has also a more forward position, and the dental part is

shorter in proportion.

The dental bone does not carry the teeth in alveoli or
sockets, as in the crocodile, but they adhere to its internal

surface. Its external surface is united backwards by a
squamous suture to those of the complementary, the sur-

angular, and subangular portions. The part of the internal

surface of the dental bone, which the opercular bone covers

below and behind the teeth, varies much in extent in dif-

ferent subgenera. The opercular bone is united backwards

to the internal surface of the complementary, the articular,

and angular portions, and often to that of the surangular

portion.

The complementary portion forms alone the great coronoi'd

apophysis, extends on the upper edge of the jaw in front of

that apophysis, and descends backwards to the internal sur-

face, where it traverses the surangular to unite itself with
the articular portion.

The articular portion furnishes the glenoid facet, and the
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apophysis, which is behind it, for the digastric muscle, and
has often even a small epiphysis at the extremity of this

apophysis; it advances to the internal surface, and even
sometimes along the inferior border to the opercular

bono.

The angular portion extends under the portion of the

lower border, which is between the lower angle on one side,

and the dental or opercular portion on the other. It is not

always that the angle of the jaw entirely belongs to this, for

the opercular bone sometimes contributes to form it.

The surangular portion occupies nearly the whole of the

external surface of the superior moiety between the four

other bones which are seen on this aspect. It forms the

upper border between the coronoid apophysis and the arti-

culation.

For the entrance of the nerves and vessels there isa great

opening on the internal surface of the coronoid apophysis,

between the complementary, the surangular, and the arti-

cular portions ; and for their exit there are holes at the ex*

ternal surface of the dental bone and on the internal surface

of the opercular bone. .The number and the position of these

holes vary according to the subgenera ana species. The
surangular portion generally has two.

Such are the general dispositions, noticed by Cuvier,

common to all the Saurians ; and he proceeds to point out

the principal differences observable in the subgenera.

The same distinguished zoologist remarks that the os

hyo'ides becomes important in proportion as we approach
the fishes ; and he observes that in man it is composed of

five parts : viz. a body in the form of a flattened transversal

arch ; two anterior and very long horns, which proceed to

attach themselves to the temporal hone below the meatus
auditonus, and of which the upper part is there soldered at

a very early period, and takes the name of the styloid pro-

cess of the temporal bone; whilst the lower part, for a long

time simply ligamentous, has below, at the point of junction

with the body, an osseous grain (cotnu minus) ; ana finally,

two posterior bony cornua (cornua majora) supporting the

larynx by means of a ligament which* attaches to them the

thyroid cartilage.

The numerous variations which this bone of the tongue
presents in the class Mammalia, depend on the form of its

tody, on the more or less prompt soldering which takes
place with the posterior cornua, and on the Form and the
propoilion of the pieces of the antorior cornua. Very often

in the Ruminants, the Solipedes, and the Cetaceans, the
body takes, in becoming soluered to the posterior cornua,

the shape of a crescent; and it often happens also, espe-

cially in the two first families, that it produces anteriorly a
more or less long apophysis; but the anterior horns are

always suspended to the cranium, and nearly without ex-
ception to a small apophysis of the os petrosum and to the
neighbouring part of the tympanic cavity.

This suspension does not take place in those birds in

which the anterior horns run round the back of the cranium
[Woodpeckers ; TRocHiLiD.K].and are only theie attached
by muscles and cellular substance.

The body of the tongue-bone is most frequently of a
rhomboidal form. To its posterior part is articulated or
soldered a slender unequal boue on which the larynx re-

poses, and which singly represents the two posterior cornua;
and to its anterior part another bone, sometimes double,
which penetrates into the tongue, and which Cuvier names
the lingual bone. The anterior horns consist generally of
only two pieces.

Cuvier then refers to a prior part of his work, in which he
had pointed out the simplicity of the os hyo'ides in the cro-
codile, and the variety of that bone in different tortoises. In
the Saurians it offers some relations with that of the birds;
but its composition is more complex. It generally consists
of a simple body and two pairs of cornua, to which a third

is sometimes added. The body always gives off anteriorly a
slender stem, which is prolonged more or less into a carti-

lage which penetrates into the tongue. The anterior horns
are variously reflected, and the posterior horns differently

directed according to the species. With regard to those of
the third pair, they exist but rarely, and sometimes are
rather posterior productions of the body than particular
horns.

Cuvier then proceeds to notice the diveriiiies in the dif-

ferent families, &c. ; and he remarks that the os hyo'ides of
the Saurians continues with little chance to the Ophisauri,
the Orvets (Anguis\ and the Amphisoetna. In the two

former the anterior bom is nearly reduced to a mcnibriaaei
state; but the posterior one is well ossified. In the Aa*-
phisb&noc the second articulation of the anterior bora m re-

duced to a simple vestige. There is none in the third am.
The os hyo'ides in the true serpents is reduced to two leaf
cartilaginous filaments, which only sustain forwards a* the

sole vestige of the body, a species of membrane, hanky ds*>

cernible in those which are not very large.

The teeth in the true Saurians are not placed in eeckeis

nor are those which are to replace the teeth which ere leal or

shed produced in the cavities of the old teeth ; but the giai
tinous germs of the teeth adhere to the internal ssjrsare of
the dental hone without having any bony partitaoos between
them, and sometimes without being guarded on the mWra-U
side by a lamina of that bone: in the latter case tbew beat*

are only separated from the cavity of the mouth by the gem.
The base is not divided into roots ; but when the tooth gnrev
the same phenomenon is manifested as is seen in iehe*. Taw
gelatinous nucleus becomes ossified; ti unite* itself inti-

mately on one side to the bone of the jaw, whilst it eoolract*

on the other an intimate adherence with the tooth which A
has exuded ; the tooth then appears like a prominence, en
apophysis of the jaw, only it is covered with enamel, wethi
its base is naked and purely osseous, and around Uua see*

are to be seen striae and little pores by which the vsmai
have penetrated or still penetrate into its internal eat»ar,

and which also mark the spot where the rupture wtU take

place when this tooth must yield up its place. The ate
teeth spring not in the cavity of the old one*, aa in tW cro-

codile, but near the internal surface of their base, or in cer-

tain species in the thickness of the bone above*or below tee
base according to the jaw. In the last case which takes

place, for example, in the Monitors and the Draft*** it

forms for itself in the bone a cavity which lodges danae, a
certain time the pulpy nucleus and the crown which » pro-

duced above. This cavity opens by degrees to the intern*! Mr-
face of the dental bone. In the other case the pulpy nodes*
is developed simply under the gum ; but in proportion aa «u
crown increases in growth, it often forms a notch ia t£e

base of the nearest tooth, where it is partially eockeei.
Then it is that oue might believe that the new tooth » en-
closed in the old one, but it is never entirely enveloped in it.

But, continues Cuvier, in whatever manner I lie new teeth
comes, the time arrives when its increase entirely ******
out the old tooth, producing on its ossified base a aperies «f

necrosis, which breaks off its adherence to the jaw and
causes it to fall out. This is not a rupture in some deem
spontaneous, like that of the old antlers of stags* a booh
fall before their successors have budded. (Peaces*** Foe-
silet.)

Professor Owen, in bis valuable chapter on the 'Teeth of
Saurians' (Odontography, pt. ii^p. 234, et acq.), coaaneeees
bis inquiry with the Ophisaurians* observing that there aie

several genera of reptiles, which, like the true snakee, an
externally devoid of locomotive extremities, or have the*
indicated only by minute rudiments, but are covered ay
small uniform scales, and resemble the Saurians much mere
than the Ophidians in their anatomical structure, espero^y
in the fixed condition of the jaws, which cannot be diva-

ricated laterally, or rotated backwaids and forwards tpaa
a moveable tympanic pedicle. These snake- l'xard*. i*
observes, have always intermaxillary as well as maxilUry
teeth.

In the Amphisbamians, Professor Owen remarks that
there are both plcurodont and acrodont species* as m the
true Saurians; but the pleurodonts are the most numtr»A
and have their teeth applied against the internal *uriaee sf

an external alveolar wall. In Trogonopfae however ths

teeth are blended by their whole base with the sir«aUt
ridge, are so closely approximated thai lltcy cohere, sad
arc unequal, conical, subcompressed, and obtuse The
intermaxillary teeth arc in unequal number, the txudd*
azygos tooth being longer than the rest.

In Chi rotes, Professor Owen found the teeth sJifiuh
curved, simple, and nearly equal, with the exception of ili
azygos intermaxillary tooth, which is longer than the re*^
They are stuall at first, but increase as they are placed back-
wards.

In Amphish<ena, the teeth are short and corneal; (U»
are fixed to the intermaxillary bone, of wlm-h ibe nu&Ua
tooth is longest ; five teeth arc on each supctior roxiiKart,
and eight on each premandibular bone; the fi:»t tooth *hot\
the second and third longest.
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Tbe typical Blind-worms or Anguians [Orvkt] have,

according to the Professor, only maxillary leeth ; the palatine

teeth being absent. In Anguisfragilis [Blind-worm] the

first five of the upper teeth on each side are small, with cut-

ting edges, and are placed on the intermaxillaries; the next

eight are much larger, pointed, and recurved, and are se-

parated by intervals. In general form therefore, Mr. Owen
observes, the teeth of the true Anguis adhere to the Ophi-

dian type ; but in the Ophiomerus, or miliary blind-worm,

and in the Acontias [Javelin Snake], they are conical, ob-

tuse, and straight. In the subgenera Lerista, Ablepharus,

Hyiteropus, Dtbamus, Typhlinus, and the rest of tlje family

of bHnd-worms, tbe teeth are likewise simple and conical.

The Pseudopu8 Pullasii [Scheltopusik] is furnished

with sixteen teeth on each side of the upper jaw, and twelve

fthe latter in a continuous series) in the lower jaw. A me-

dian interval separates the two lateral series in the upper

jaw. The anterior teeth in both jaws are conical and ob-

tuse ; the posterior teeth have a hemispherical triturating

crown. The palate is armed with small conical and simple

teeth, which are arranged in one moderately long row on

each side.

Ophisaurus is provided with a close-set row of simple

teeth in both jaws, and Professor Owen observes that these

glass-snakes very remarkably repeat a dental character ob-

servable in certain Batrachians, especially the Newts of

the same continent to which these Ophisaurs are peculiar;

for they have teeth at the roof of the mouth, arranged in

several rows, chiefly supported by the pterygoids, and in a

small proportion by the palatine bones. The teeth com-

posing this 'palatal pavement' are short and conical; the

maxillary teeth are described as subcylindrical and simple.

The entire number of teeth amounts to twenty on each side

of the upper jaw, and eighteen on each side of the lower jaw.

No palatal teeth have been detected in Pantodactylus, in

which the maxillary teeth are slightly compressed with a

tricuspid crown. The intermaxillary teeth are conical and

simple. The teeth are close set and equal.

Eepleopus is similar in its dentition to Pantodactylus,

with the exception of the inequality in the maxillary teeth,

and their termination in a simple obtuse summit.

In the Monodactyie or Anguine lizard (Lacerta Monodac-

ty/a,JShaw; Chamasaurus, Dum. et Bib.) these teeth are

subcylindrical and obtusely pointed ; and, as in the two pre-

ceding genera, there are no palatal teeth. In the betero-

dactyle Chalets [Chalcides] the maxillary teeth are slightly

compressed, straight, and divided into two or three obtuse

points. Those of the annulated Chalcis are described as

conical and terminating in a simple obtuse summit. In

neither species are the teeth implanted in sockets, but ap-

plied to the inner margin of the alveolar ridge.

In Zonurus griseus there are about twenty equal, conical,

or subcylindrical, obtuse teeth on each side.

The intermaxillary teeth of Tribolonotus and Saurophis

are conical ; and the maxillary leeth are straight and sub-

cylindrical, with obtuse summits. There are no teeth on the

roof of the mouth of these genera.

In Gerrhosaurus, as in Tribolonotus, the intermaxillary

and anterior maxillary teeth are conical ; but the posterior

teeth are compressed, and terminate in a bilobed summit.

The Gerrhosauri differ further in having a row of small

conical teeth on each pterygoid bone.

The posterior maxillary teeth of Gerrhonolm are simply

obtuse at the summit, and the pterygoid teeth are not so

numerous.
In BiPBi (Scelotes, Fitzinger) the teeth are confined to

the jaw-bones, and are conical and simple. The same den-

tition is characteristic of Seps. [Scincoidians.] Professor

Owen further observes, that tbe teeth of Seps chalcides are

very small, and that their obtuse apex just protrudes above

the gum at the anterior part of the mouth ; but they gradu-

ally increase in size as they are placed farther back.

The Scincoidians, or smooth-scaled lizards, have small

mouths and slender sharp teeth, fitted apparently, observes

Professor Owen, for itsect food.

The teeth in Tropidophorus are described as straight,

cylindrical, simple, slightly compressed at the summit, and

confined to the jaws. In the true Scinks {Scincus, Dum.

et Bibr.), of which the Scincus officinalis is the type, the

palate also is furnished, four or five small obtuse teeth being

situated on each pterygoid bone. The maxillary teeth of

Scincus are conical, obtuse, and sometimes slightly in-

curved.
P. C, No. 1288.

The palate has no teeth in the short-footed Scinks
(Sphenops. Wagler), and their maxillary teeth are conical,
straight, pointed, smaller, and more numerous than in the
common Scink. In the Galliwasps (Diploglossus) the jaws
are armed with equal, close-set, simple, conical teeth, which
are sometimes subcompressed at the crown. The palate is

toothless. The teeth are compressed, and their crowns are
wedge-shaped in most of the species of Gongylus, Dum. et
Bibr. They are equal, conical, and only slightly compressed
at the summit in the subgenus Eumeces. In the cannated
Scink and its congeners {Euprepes), the pterygoids are fur-

nished with teeth, which are very numerous in the Golden
Scink (Euprepes Cyprius). each of whose pterygoYds sup-
ports two rows of short, straight, strong conical teeth ; the
maxillary teeth resemble those of the other Euprepes. In
a large species of Scink figured by Cuvier, the maxillary
teeth have expanded crowns with a dentated margin, but
the pterygoid teeth are wanting.

In a genus of Australian Sincoid lizards ( Cyclodus), there
is, Professor Owen remarks, a difference from the rest of
the tribe in the subhemispherical form of the teeth, which
resemble tubercles, instead of more or less pointed cones,
and the species manifest a corresponding difference in their
habits and the nature of their food. The dentition of
Cyclodus nigroluteus is accurately figured by Mr. Owen, in
pi. 26, fig. 7, and the details, to which we refer the reader,
are given with his accustomed clearness. ' All the teeth
are/ lie observes, 'attached, after the pleurodont type, by their

base and outer margin to a shallow depression on the' outer
side of the external alveolar parapet. The germs of the suo-
cessional teeth are developed at the inner side of the base
of their predecessors, which they excavate, undermine, and
displace in the usual manner. I have not seen any speci-

mens of this genus which had the branches of the lower
jaw anchylosed at the symphysis. The pterygoid bones
present a rugous surface at tbe place where they ordinarily

support teeth.*

In the Chameleons, the same author states that the
teeth are conical, compressed, trenchant, with the summit
simple, or terminating in three points, arranged in the same
longitudinal line; and that, in most species, the teeth
gradually increase in size, and become wider apart as they
are situated farther back upon the jaws. Professor Owen
further observes that the teeth are so completely confluent
with tbe alveolar plate, as to appear, externally, when in place,

to be mere processes of that border of the jaw ; but, he
remarks, their true nature is evident when viewed from
the inner side of the jaw. The number of teeth vary in

the species.

In the Agamanians, or Agamo'id Lizards, forming the
genus Uromastyx, the dentition, which at first sight seems
to consist of a merely notched or dentated margin of the

jaw, resembles that of the Chameleons. These notches, or

processes, are however true teeth, originally developed as

independent parts, and afterwards becoming confluent, by
their base and a great part of the outer side, with the alveolar

parapet of bone. Mr. Owen points out, in continuation,

that in the young of Uromastyx there are from two to four

anterior or intermaxillary teetn, which subsequently become
anchylosed together, so as to appear like one lobated tooth.

In the lower jaw the crown of this complex tooth is received

into a wide interspace between the two anterior teeth. The
molar teeth are described as triangular or subcylindrical,

with rather obtuse and subcompressed summits, approxi-

mated, and increasing in size as they recede backwards.

In the common Stellio, Professor Owen found most of

the teeth, sixteen or seventeen on each side, triangular,

with a small cusp before and behind, and two larger conical

teeth, like canines, at the anterior part of the upper and
lower maxillary bones. Two small conical teeth, which

have no correspondents in the lower jaw, are supported by

the intermaxillary bones.

The canines of the Dragon are proportionally longer

than those of Stellio, but otherwise the dentition is the

same.
There is a resemblance between the mutable Agamce

{ Trapelus) and the Stelliones, inasmuch as the former have

two conical teeth longer than the rest, beginning the series

in the lower jaw and superior maxillary bones ; but the

Agamce have four small conical intermaxillary teeth, with-

out corresponding teeth below. Seventeen triangular teeth

were found to succeed the canines iti the lower jaw, and
fifteen in the upper jaw, in Trapelus ater. Agama orbi-

'
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culari* resembles the Trapeli in its dentition, with the

exception that the molar teeth behind the canines are more
conical.

In the common Calotes the inferior maxillary dental

series is described as commencing with four simple conical

teeth, and in the upper jaw with six: of these last, Professor

Owen remarks that the middle smaller ones might pass for

incisors, and the external ones for canines : behind these he
describes a series of molar teeth with compressed triangular

and tricuspid crowns, the median cusp being much the

longest of the three : these teeth increase in size towards the

back part of the jaw.

In the Geckottans [Gecko] the teeth are more pointed,

more slender, more equable, and more numerous than in

the preceding group. The Professor remarks that the sum-
mil of the tooth is always simple, and that the base is ob-

liquely soldered to the internal surface of an outer alveolar

parapet. The number of the teeth varies very much in the
different subgenera ; but none of the Qeckotida have teeth

on the roof of the mouth.
The Iguanians [Iguana] are next noticed by Professor

Owen as characterised, like the preceding groups, by a short

contractile tongue, slightly notched at its extremity, but, as

ho remarks, they are distinguished for the most part by
having teeth on the pterygoid bone, and also by the com-
plicated form of the crown of the maxillary teeth in the
typical genera, the species of which subsist chiefly on vege-
table substances. In most of the family the teeth are set

in a common shallow oblique alveolar groove, and are sol-

dered to excavations on the inner surface of the outer wall
of the groove.

The following genera are enumerated by MM. Dumenl
and Bibron as snowing the preurodont type of dentition,

and as being also furnished with pterygoid teeth, viz. :—
Pulychi*u*t (Jrostrophus, Anolis, Corythnphan$st Basiliscut,

Avloponotufy Amblyrhynchus, Iguana, Metopoceros, Cy-
clurus, Brachylophus, Leiosarus, Hypsibates, Proctotretei,

Ecphymote* t Stenocercus, and Oplurtu. But the following
pleurodonts, Hyperanodon, Tropidolepit, Phrynosoma, ana
Collisaurus have no pterygoid teeth.

In the genera Istiurus, Caiotes, Lophyrus, Otocryptis,

and Chlamydosaurus among the Acrodonts, the maxillary
teeth may. Professor Owen observes, be divided into an-
terior, laniary, and posterior molar teeth; and he states
that no Iguanian lizard has teeth on the palatine bones.
'The most strictly vegetable-feeding reptiles,' says the

Professor, ' are the true Iguana and the Amblyrhynchi

;

yet the size of the teeth, their mode of implantation, and
the limited motions of the jaws permit only an imperfect
comminution of the food by these instruments ; ana their

summits are rather chipped off than ground down by use.

The appearance of abrasion is greatest in the posterior
teeth ; especially in the Iguana cornuta, in which the
crowns of the teeth are thicker than in the Iguana tuber-
culata, and make a nearer approach to the very remark-
able form of tooth that characterises the gigantic Iguano-
don.

• Before however proceeding to describe the teeth of this

extinct lizard, I shall offer a few observations on the micro-
scopic structure of the teeth of the existing Iguana. In
both the common and horned species the teeth consist of a
body of simple compact dentine, with the crown covered
externally by a thin layer of enamel, and the fang with an
investment of cement The dentine, viewed by transmitted
light in a thin horizontal section, exhibits minute calcigerous
tubes in a clear substance, radiating from a simple conical
pulp-cavity, which is widely open at the base of the tooth,
and continues in a linear form into the crown of the tooth

;

the calcigerous tubes at the base of the tooth proceed in an
irregular sinuous course, at right angles to the axis of the
tooth : above this part they sweep outwards in a graceful
curve, with the concavity turned towards the base of the
tooth; as they approach the summit of the tooth, they
gradually incline towards it, and those from the apex to the
pulp-fissure proceed directly in the axis of the tooth ;

throughout their course the calcigerous tubes are disposed
in minute undulations, and they send off from the con-
cave side of the primary flexures numerous short parallel
branches, at an angle of 45°; the branches rise less

regularly the nearor the main tube is to its origin from
the pulp cavity. The diameter of the calcigerous tubes is

Intn of an inch : their interspaces are equal to between
I arte or four of their diameters. In general they do not

divide until within a short distance from the ponpfceryrf

the tooth, near whioh they subdivide frequently. ... lb
tubes at the base of the tooth divide nearer their ongtt, es»

more frequently. . . The puhvesvity in old tooth bweoej*

occupied by a certain coarse bone, characterised by asm
irregularly shaped calcigerous cells, and the inlsnea— m
filled with irregular moss-like reticulation* of tab*
Branches of the pulp-cavity ere never cootmaed *m is*

form of medullary canals into the substance of too deafest

in the existing Iguanas. . . . The germsof the soocoossomi

teeth are developed from the mucous membrsae cover**
the inner side of the base of those in plnos. The epos «f

the dentated crown is first formed ; by its ssssooro tt ax-

cites absorption of the base of the fixed Ism» ami soon
undermines it, and then occupies the repass in tfttt alvsslsr

plate in the interspace of the two adjoining ixom toem.
After the crown is completed, the rest of the tooth forme a

contracted and elongated fans, which at first is hello si. Uses

becomes consolidated by ossification of the rotas

and afterwards a second time excavated by the
a new tooth.'

Professor Owen, after quoting Dr. Mantell
Cuvier, with reference to toe Iouakooow, <

"

subsequent discovery by the former of s
lower jaw of this extinct lizard coafirmei

inference as to the mode of attachment of too leeSkaeS
approximates this gigantic species to too plourodooj ear-

tion ofthe Iguanians ; whence, he remarks, ii asy bo mhmmd
that the teeth were nearly all uniform is size oad abas*
at least not divisible into laniaries and motors, so so is*

Acrodont Iguanians. He further states that tho
the lower jaw alluded to, which is now in the ,

Museum with the rest of Dr. Msntell'a noblo
shows that the Iguanodon differed from the i

only in the lateral adhesion of the teeth to on
wall, but in their arrangement.in a close-set soriosv

Besides the opportunity of studying this fossa! sod sW
extensive series of detached teeth in the MsatelUsn se-

lection in the British Museum, Professor Owen, hone*
examined the private collections of Dr. Msnteil ood Mi
Dixon of Worthing, and having been mvourod by sots

those gentlemen with the teeth of Iguanodoo, bod sec-

tions prepared for microscopical examination^ with mi
following results :

—

' The teeth of the Iguanodon, though resembling me*
closely those of the Iguana, do not present so esse* mi-
nified image of them, but differ in the grosser sob***
thickness of the crown, its more complicated •stents! tar-

face, and, still more essentially, in s modifies*** of u»
internal structure, by which the Igoanodoo oooaBy f>
viates from every other known reptile. As in tho Igoaoi.
the base of the tooth is elongated, contracted, sod eohcyfca-

drical ; the crown expanded, and smoothly eonvox on tie* *-

ner side ; when first formed, it n soeuminsted, compiosoad. <•

sloping sides serrated, and its external surisos traversed bj 4

median longitudinal ridge, and coated by s layor of eeose**
but beyond this point the description of too tooth of Use IfM-
nodon indicates characters peculiar to that genua. Id mvt *
the teeth that have hitherto been found throe toofttabW
ridges traverse the outer surface of the crown, ooo ess ear*
side ofthe median primitive ridge; these sjwseporotoe' lea*
each other and from the serrated margins ofthe crown by mm:
wide and smooth longitudinal grooves. The rolativo *sfe>
of these grooves varies in different teeth ; somotimos t

fourth small longitudinal ridge isdeveloped on the outer s*e»

of the crown. Tne marginal serration*, whioh si trot segai

appear to be simple notches, as in Iguana, prosont on*W s

low magnifying power the forms of transverse rieVos, ihosa-
selves notched so as to resemble the mammtllstod morytm
of the unworn plates of the elephant's grinder : siox*J
grooves lead from the interspaces of these notches apao ta»
sides of the marginal ridges. These ridges or dentals*** «*
not extend beyond the expanded pert of the crowa ; u*
longitudinal ridges are continued farther down, rspnan r

the median ones, which do not subside* till the fsujg of u'«
tooth begins to assume its subcvlindrical form. Tbo too.*
at first increases both in breadth and thickness; it «**
diminishes in bresdtb, but itsthiekueas goes on inorwosss^
in the larger and frilly formed teeth the fang drirco— *
every diameter, and sometimes tapers almost to o pome* \
fracture of such a tooth, figured br Professor Ov*m»* ems**
that the pulp wss not entirely -
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had continued open at the thickest part of the tooth. 'The
apex of the tooth soon begins to he worn away ; and it

would appear, by many specimens, that the teeth were re-

tained until nearly the whole of the crown had yielded to

the daily abrasion. In these teeth however the deep exca-
vation of the remaining fang plainly bespeaks the progress
of the sucoessional tooth prepared to supply the place ofthe
-worn-out grinder. At the earlier stages of abrasion a
sharp edge is maintained at the external part of the tooth

by means of the enamel which covers that surface of the
crown ; the prominent ridges upon that surface give a sinuous
contour to the middle of the cutting edge, whilst its sides

ar* j*gged by the lateral serrations/ [Iquanodon, vol.

xii., p. 441.] 'The adaptation of this admirable dental in-

strument to the cropping and comminution of such tough
vegetable food as the Clathrarice and similar plants, which
are found buried with the Iguanodon, is pointed out by Dr.
Buck!and, with his usual felicity of illustration, in his

Bridgwater Treatise, vol. i., p. 246.' ' When the crown is

worn away beyond the enamel, it presents a broad and
nearly horizontal grinding surface; and now another dental
substance is brought into use to give an inequality to that

surface; this is the ossified remnant of the pulp, which,
being firmer than the surrounding dentine, forms a slight

transverse ridge in the middle of the grinding surface : the
tooth in this stage has exchanged the functions of an incisor

for that of a molar, and is prepared to give the final com-
pression or comminution to the coarsely divided vegetable
matters. The marginal edge of the incisive condition of
the tooth, and the median ridge of the molar stage, are
more effectaally established by the introduction of a modi-
fication into the texture of the dentine, by which it is ren-

dered softer than in the existing Iguana? and other reptiles,

and more easily worn away : this is effected by an arrest of
the calcifying process along certain cylindrical tracts of the
pulp, whieh is thus continued in the form of medullary
canals, analogous to those in the soft dentine of the Mega-
therium's grinder, from the central cavity, at pretty regular

intervals, parallel with the caleigerous tubes near to the sur-

face of the tooth. The medullary cauals radiate from the inter-

nal and lateral sides of the pulp-cavity, and are confined to

the dentine forming the corresponding walls of the tooth

:

their diameter is tilth of an inch: they are separated by
pretty regular intervals equal to from six to eight of their

own diameters; they sometimes divide once in their course.

Each medullary canal is surrounded by a clear space : its

cavity was occupied in the section described by a substance
of a deeper yellow colour than the rest of the dentine.

The caleigerous tubes present a diameter of nfasth of an inch,

with interspaces equal to about four of their diameters. At
the first part of their course, near tbe pulp-cavity, they are

bent in strong undulations, but afterwards proceed in slight

and regular primary curves, or in nearly straight lines to

tbe periphery of tbe tooth. When viewed in a longitudinal

section of the tooth, the concavity of the primary curvature

is turned towards the base of the tooth : the lowest tubes are

inclined towards the root, the rest have a general direction

at right angles to the axis of the tooth ; the few caleigerous

tubes, which proceed vertically to the apex, are soon worn
away, and can be seen only in a section of the apical part of
the crown of an incompletely developed tooth. The secon-

dary undulations of each tooth are regular and very minute.
The branches, both primary and secondary, of the oalcige-

ruus tubes, are sent off from the concave side of the main
inflections; the minute secondary branches are remarkable
at certain parts of the tooth for their tlexuous ramifications,

anastomoses, and dilatations into minute caleigerous cells,

which take place along nearly parallel lines for a limited

extent of the course of the main tubes. This modification

must contribute, with the medullary canals, though in a

minor degree, in producing that inequality of texture and
of density in the dentine which renders the broad and thick

tooth of the Iguanodon more efficient as a triturating in-

strument. The enamel which invests the harder dentine

forming the outer side of the tooth presents the same pecu-

liar dirty brown colour when viewed by transmitted light as

in most other teeth ; very minute and scarcely perceptible

undulating fibres, running vertically to the surface of the

tooth, is the only structure I have been able to detect in it.

The remains of the pulp in the contracted cavity of the

completely formed tooth are converted into a dense but true

osseous substance, characterised by minute elliptical radiated

cells, whose long axis is parallel with the plane of the con-

centric lamellae, which surround tbe few and contracted
medullary canals in this substance.*
Such is Professor Owen's elaborate and accurate account

of his microscopical examination of the teeth of this giant
of the Weald, which existed long before man was created

;

an examination which, as the Professor remarks, contributes
additional evidence of the perfection of their adaptation to
the offices for which their more obvious characters had in-

dicated them to have been destined. He further appro-
priately observes, that if Dr. Buckland's reflections in his
Bridgewater Treatise (vol. i., p. 249) were natural and
just after a review of the external characters of the
dental organs of tbe Iguanodon, their truth and beauty
become more manifest as our knowledge of the subject
becomes more particular and exact That knowledge we
have given in Professor Owen's own words, as the clearest

that could be used. A reference to the work itself, and the
accurate and highly finished engravings which illustrate it,

will leave the palaeontologist nothing to wish with regard
to the dentition of the Iguanodon.

Professor Owen describes the fang of the tooth of Hy-
lasosatjrus as subcylindrical, subelongate, and smooth ; the
crown as expanded, compressed, slightly incurved, and with
the narrow sides straight and converging at a slightly acute
angle to the apex. In all the teeth which the Professor had
seen, these sloping sides showed the effects of attrition, the
enamel being worn away and the dentine exposed. The
tooth is described as consisting of a body of dentine covered
by a thick coating of clear structureless enamel, and sur-

rounding a small central column of true bone, consisting of
the ossified remains of the pulp, which presents tbe usual
characters of the texture of the bone in the higher reptiles.

The dentine differs, like that of existing Lacertians, from
the dentine of the Iguanodon in the entire absence of the
numerous medullary canals which form so striking a cha-
racteristic of the latter reptile. The main caleigerous tubes
are described as characterised by tbe slight degree of their

primary inflections, and as continued in an unusually direct

course from tbe pulp-cavity to the outer surface of the den-
tine at nearly right angles with that surface, but slightly

inclined towards the expanded summit of the tooth. They
are stated to be chiefly remarkable for the large relative

sixe of their secondary branches, which diverge from the

trunks in irregular and broken curves, the concavity being
always turned to the pulp-cavity. In most parts of the
tooth the Professor found the numbers of these branches
obscuring even the thinnest sections. The ossified pulp
exhibited the parallel concentric layers of the ossified matter
surrounding slender medullary canals, interspersed with
irregular, elliptical, radiated cells.

In the first group or subfamily of the typical or squamate
Saurians (Pleodont Laoertiant of MM. Dum6ril and
Bibron) the teeth are solid, or without any internal cavity,

and are described as very firmly anchylosed by their base to

the alveolar groove upon the inner side of the jaw ; so that

the extremity of the tooth is slightly directed outwards. In
tbe second group, or Ccelodont* of the same authors, the
teeth are excavated by a sort of canal, and are less firmly

fixed to the jaws, being applied vertically, like piles or but-

tresses, against the outer alveolar parapet, but not adhering

by their base. The first group includes the genera Crocodi-

luru8t Thoricte$, Neusticurus, Aporomera, Monitor, Ameiva,
Cnemidophora, Dierodon, Acrantut, and Centropyx ; the

second, Tachydromus, Trtfpidbsauru9t Lacerta, Ophiops,

Calosaurue, Eremias, Seapteira, Acarithodactylus, and
Psammodroma. For the disposition and number of the

teeth on the maxillary, intermaxillary, and pterygoid bones
in the different genera, we must refer the reader to the
work itself.

Professor Owen observes that one gigantic extinct species

of Saurian Reptile [Mojiasaurus] has been found to agree

with many of the existing species in the Laoertian, Igua-

nian, Anolian, and Scincoid families, in having the pterygoid

bones armed with teeth ; but, he remarks, the maxillary

teeth combine the pleodont with the acrodont characters

;

and the skeleton indicates a special adaptation for swim-
ming and marine life. Tbe dentition is described as emi-
nently exhibiting the acrodont character ; the teeth being
supported on expanded conical bases anchylosed to the

summit of the alveolar ridge of the jaws: no existing

Saurian, observes the Professor, exactly parallels this mode
of attachment of the teeth, either in regard to the breadth

of the alveolar border, or in the relative size of the osseous
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©ones to the teeth which they support. A shallow socket

remains where the tooth and its supporting base are shed.

The form of the teeth differs likewise from that of any ex-

isting Saurian hitherto observed; for they are pyramidal
uith the outer side nearly plane, or slightly convex and
separated by two sharp ridges from the remaining surface

of the tooth, which forms a half cone. The teeth, all of

which are slightly recurved and smooth on their peripheral

surface, are implanted on the intermaxillary, maxillary, pre-

mandibular, and pterygoid bones ; the series placed on the

pterygoids are much smaller. 'The superior maxillary

none, continues Mr. Owen, 'in the great cranium pre-

served in the Paris museum—the most celebrated fossil of

the present species—contained eleven teeth. Cuvier cal-

culates that the intermaxillary bone may have contained

three teeth; meaning probably three on each side. The
prcmandibular element of the lower jaw supported fourteen

teeth ; the number of the teeth thus approximating to that

which characterises the Varanut Niloticus. They are ar-

ranged in a pretty close and regular series. There appear
to have been eight teeth on each pterygoid bone. In the

mode and place of development of the successional teeth the

Mosasaurus resembles the Iguana and most other Lacer-
tians. In the great cranium above mentioned, germs of new
teeth in various stages of growth are lodged in hollows of
corresponding degrees of depth on the inner side of the
bases of the adherent teeth, and have evidently owed the
commencement of their formation to the mucous membrane
which originally covered those supporting cones of the
teeth in place. The attention of Camper was particularly

arrested by the observation of this fact, which appeared the
more singular to him, as this mode of dental succession,

which is common in reptiles and osseous fishes, was not
then known.'

Professor Owen, after quoting the passage from Camper
bearing out the last proposition, thus continues: 'The
crown of the tooth consists of a body of simple and firm

dentine, invested with a moderately thick coat of enamel

;

the expanded base is composed of a more irregular mass of
dentine, which, by its progressive subdivision into vertical

columnar processes, assumes a structure resembling that of
true bone; this part is covered with a layer of cement,
.which is continued as an extremely thin coat upon the
enamel. The pulp-cavity generally remains open at the
middle of the base of the crown of the tooth : irregular

processes of the cavity extend as medullary canals into the
conical base of the tooth; but no proces'c* of the pulp-
cavity are continued, as in the Iguanodon, into the sub-
stance of the coronal dentine. This substance consists, as

in the Crocodile, of fine and close-set calcigerous tubes,

arranged according to the usual law, and much resembling
that of the tooth of the varanian monitor figured in plate

67. The calcigerous tubes have a diameter of igbpth of an
inch, with interspaces equalling about four of these diame-
ters: their secondary curvatures and branches resemble
those in the tooth of the Varanu** The commencement
of the subdivision of the mass of dentine, by the divergence
of the calcigerous tubes from secondary centres, after quit-

ting the main pulp-cavity, is shown in Mr. Owens plate 69,

fig. 3. • The fibrous structure of the enamel is very con-
spicuous in the tooth of the Mosasaur : the lines to which
this structure is due seem to be continued from the peri-

pheral cells of the dentine ; and they bifurcate repeatedly as

they traverse the enamel. This subdivision of the pulp-
cavity, and multiplication of centres of radiation for the
calcigerous tubes, increase until the piles of dentine can he
scarcely distinguished from the Haversian canals of the
bone of the jaw, with which the root or base of the tooth is

confluent. The gradual transition from the simple struc-

ture of the compact crown to the multifid dentine of the
anchylosed base of the tooth was not known to Cuvier,
otherwise he could not have supposed that the crown and
base of the tooth of the Mosasaurus were formed by vital

processes of so dissimilar a nature as to forbid him con-

sidering them as parts of one and the samo body. Cuvier
had originally described the expanded base of the tooth of
the Mosasaur as the root of the tooth; but afterwards finding

that the corresponding base became anchylosed by ossification

of the remains of the pulp with the jaw, ho conceived that it

was incorrect to regard it as a part ofa body which he believed
to be an inorganic product and the result of excretion. The
neeessity under which Cuvier felt himself compelled to

regard the crown and the base of the tooth of the Most- ( teeth along the bottom of tfr

saur as two distinct parts, is at once banished by tbe recar
nition of the principle that the processes of calcification an
essentially the same at every part of a tooth, whether it W
free or anchylosed ; and that they are modified only, aa I

have shown in my memoir on the formation of the tertk

of the shark (Compte* Rendu*, December 16, If 39), accord-

ing to the density of the part to be produced.'

A few vertebra? found in the EnglUh chalk-forroatioos ax*

generically if not specifically related to the Mosaaaonta of

Maestrich t. Dr. Mantell, in his Wonder* ofGe<J*w notices

the only teeth there found (Norfolk chalk) approacbin* u
form to that pen us, as belonging to an unknown repcJe <*

sauroid fish. Professor Owen remarks tliat the portion of the

jaw to which these teeth were attached exhibits sorb a simi-

larity of attachment as to leave no doubt of their near rela-

tionship, nor does he think it by any means improbable thai

this fragment of jaw and teeth may belong to the same
species as the above mentioned vertebras. He suggests xUa
till this conjecture be refuted, the fossil may be indicated by

tbe name of Leiodon* from the smoothness of the leeth.

which are about half tne size of those of Mostuauru* B*f
mannit but differ in having their outer side as convex, as

the inner side; their base is circular.

The teeth of Geo*auru*% which appears not to be bepetfy

named, inasmuch as the large eyes defended by broad ad*-

rotic plates indicate, as Professor Owen observes* that tas

sea was its dwelling-place, resemble those of the large JV
raniana in their compressed subrocurved crown, wiik a

trenchant anterior and posterior edge, which likearsse sea-

son ts a fine and close dentation. A very fine fragment, wt
believe, the best known, is in the British Museumu Seen
mering's conjecture that Geosaurus might be a yosmg
Mosasaur is no longer held good, and Cuviera o>teenaii*a*

on the difference of their teeth are acknowledged to be jetf.

Professor Owen remarks that the form of the vertebne ef

Geosourui indicates its near affinity to the crorodiUea

group, and that the Argenton fossil crocodile presents U*
same subcompressed teeth with dentated margin* as Gee*

*aum*.
The Varaniam form a family of scaled Saurian** tnel&A-

ing the Monitor* of the Old World : some of the spec**
come nearest in size to the crocodiles. This family. Pro-

fessor Owen remarks, manifests its affinity to that group a
the absence of pterygoid teeth, and in tbe number of swe-

cessive tooth-germs which may be observed at the same tint

behind the fixed and functional teeth* Independently <&

these characters, the Varanians must, observes the Proces-

sor, excite our interest from exhibiting in some aperies s

form of tooth which most nearly resembles that wb*i
characterises Megalosaurus and other very remarfcahst
extinct terrestrial species of gigantic squamate Saurians*

In a small extinct species of Lizard from tbe gauli toi
chalk formations, and for which Professor Owen prq
tbe name of Raphio*auru*t tbe teeth were awl-shaped, i

three lines in length above the alveolar border, clew
and equal-sized. Their rounded base was anchylosed ta

the alveolar groove, and their outer aide attached to a well-

developed external alveolar walL
For the varieties in tbe form of the teeth prcscotrd V*

the existing Varanians we must refer to tbe work u**£l
observing only that Professor Owen points out tbe fttfSV

derm, Varanu* NUoticu*, Varanu* arenariu*. V. Tree**
rien*i*t V, Bengalen*i*\ V. bivittatu** V. vantfatM*, asai

V croeodHinu* as the principal species which e&hibu toe*
varieties.

Professor Owen commences the family of tbe TTWrodbi/*,
extinct Saurians which exhibit a mode of fixation of tW
teeth different from the Acrodnnt* and PUurodonU. with *b»
genus Tkecodontosaurus, observing that these 7*<rosWx
which in other parts of their organization adhere to tht
squamate or Lacertine division of the order, have tbeur trett
implanted in sockets, either loosely, or confluent with tkw
bony walls of the cavity ; and to this group the moat smeateu
Saurians belong.

The Thecodontosaubus discovered by Dr. Riley aaal

Mr. 8!utchbury in the dolomittc conglomerate at Red Iami
near Bristol, is, as well as their Paubosatrues, also mate
found by them, allied in the form of the teeth to Lhe tyjural
Varanian Monitors, but Professor Owen remarks that the?
differ in having the teeth imbedded in distinct sockets: t>

this condition however, he observes, the Varmni make aa
approach in tho shallow cavitii*-

—
'Sniog the base of tea
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antient extinct Theeodontosaurus the sockets are deeper,
and the inner alveolar wall is nearly as high as the outer
one: the teeth present a close-set series, slightly decreasing
in size towards the posterior part of the jaw. The number
of teeth supposed to have been contained in each ramus of
the lower jaw is supposed to have been twenty-one. ' These,'
says Mr. Owen, ' are conical, rather slender, compressed
and acutely pointed, with an anterior and posterior finely

serrated edge, the sexratures being directed towards the
apex of the tooth ; the outer surface is more convex than
the inner one: the apex is slightly recurved: the base of
the crown contracts a little to form the fang, which is sub-
cylindrical. The pulp-cavity remains open in the base of
the crown. In microscopic structure the teeth of the Pa-
Iceosaurus closely correspond with that of the teeth of the
Varanus, Monitor, and Megalosaurus. The body of the
tooth consists of compact dentine, in which the calcigerous

tubes diverge from the open pulp-cavity at nearly right

angles to the surface of the tooth ; they form a slight curve
at their origin, with the concavity directed towards the base
of the tooth, then proceed straight, and at the periphery
bend upwards in the contrary direction. The diameter of
the calcigerous tube is j^tti of an inch. The crown of the
tooth i& invested with a simple coat of enamel/

This examination, as Professor Owen remarks, satisfac-

torily establishes the distinction between the Saurian of the
Bristol conglomerate and the reptiles of the new red-sand-

stone system in Warwickshire, described nnder the generic
name of Labyrinthodon. [Salamandroides.]
One of the two teeth of Palceosaurus found by Dr. Riley

and Mr. Stutchbury is compressed and pointed, with opposite

trenchant and serrated margins ; but its breadth is much
greater than its length ; this they ascribe to a species which
they name Paleeosaurus platyodon : the other they refer to

a species designated by them P. cylindrudon. The crown
of P. platyodon measured nine lines in length and five lines

in breadth, and is figured in Odontography, pi. 62 A, fig. 7.

The portion of the tooth of P. cylinaroaon shows a suboom-
pressed crown traversed by two opposite finely-serrated

ridges, and is five lines long and two lines broad.

The genus Cladeiodon (Owen) derives great interest from
having been found in the same quarries of new red-sand-

stone (Keuper?) at Warwick and Leamington as contained
the remains of Labyrinthodon. 'In their compressed form,'

says Professor Owen, 'anterior and posterior serrated edges,

sharp points, and microscopic structure, these teeth agree
with those of the Saurian reptiles of the Bristol conglome-
rate. In their breadth, as compared with their length and
thickness, they are intermediate between the Thecodonto-
saurus and the Palteosaurus platyodon ; they are also larger

and more recurved, and thus more nearly approach toe
form characteristic of the teeth of the Megalosaurus. From
these teeth however they differ in their greater degree of

compression, and in a slight contraction of the base of the

crown. I propose therefore to indicate the genus, of which,

as yet, only the teeth are known, by the name of Cladeiodon,

and for the species from the Warwickshire sandstone the

name of Cladeiodon Lloydii, in testimony of the friendly

aid of Dr. Lloyd of Leamington, to whose exertions I owe
the materials for the description of the teeth of the present

genus, and the still more remarkable ones of the British

species of Labyrinthodon, with which the teeth of the Clar

deiodon are associated.'

Professor Owen retains the name of Protorosaurus for

the small species of Saurian found in the pyrilic schists of

Thuringia, which, he observes, like the doloraitic breccia

near Bristol, rank as the oldest member of the new red-

sartdstone. Spener first described it as a sort of crocodile.

{Miscellanea Berolinensia, 1710.) Cuvier, after elaborate

investigation, came to the conclusion that it was a Monitor
or Tiqyinambis, and Hermann von Meyer gave it the name
of Protorosaurus Speneri. The name is retained by Pro-

fessor Owen, because the species in question actually differs

from the existing Monitors and other Lacertians by the same
character which distinguishes the Thecodontosaurus, viz.

the implantation of the teeth in distinct sockets. • Of these

sockets,' remarks Mr. Owen, ' the dislocated ramus of the

lower jaw in Spener's specimen exhibits fourteen, which
are of a square shape, with the angles rounded off, close-set,

and sub equal. The teeth, of which eighteen may be
counted in the upper jaw, are relatively longer, moreslender,

and more cylindrical than in the Ttiecodon ; they are more
or less broken ; the most perfect of them measure three lines

in length, and two-thirds of a line across the base ; they are
of a jet black colour, and, being imbedded in a dark matrix,
have not enabled me to determine whether the Protorosaurus,
like the equally antient reptiles of the Bristol conglomerate,
had the teeth aimed with serrated ridges.* Professor Owen
adds in a note, that besides the Thecodont type of dentition,
the Protorosaurus differs from all recent Saurians, and re-
sembles the Pterodactyle in the great relative size of the
cervical vertebrae and the ossified tendons of the muscles of
that region of the spine ; it differs from all reptiles, except
the extinct RacJueosaurus, in the bifurcate superior spines
of the caudal vertebra.

After observing that the compressed varanian form of
tooth, with trenchant and finely dentated margins, which
characterised the antient Paleeosaur and Cladeiodon, is

continued in the comparatively more recent and gigantic
Megalosaurus, and quoting Dr. BucklancYs graphic de-
scription of the external form and renewal of the teeth
(Bridgewater Treatise, vol. i., p. 237), Professor Owen in-
forms us that they consist of a central body of dentine, with
an investment of enamel upon the crown, and of cement over
all, but thickest upon the fang. The marginal serrations
are, he states, formed almost entirely by the enamel ; and
when slightly magnified, are seen to be rounded and sepa-
rated by slight basal grooves: the smooth and polished
enamel upon the sides of the crown presents a finely wrin-
kled appearance, and the remains of the pulp are converted
into a coarse bone in the completely formed tooth. The
dentine he describes as consisting of extremely fine and
close-set calcigerous tubes, without admixture of medullary
canals, radiating from the pulp-cavity at right angles with
the external surface of the tooth ; the primary curvatures
corresponding with those of the calcigerous tubes in the
monitor's tooth, but less marked, so that the tubes appear
straighter. Their diameter was found to be ninth of an
inch, with interspaces varying between tv/o and three
times that diameter; they dichotomise sparingly, but the
number of minute secondary branches sent off iuto the
intermediate substance is described as being very great.
These secondary branches were seen to proceed at acute
angles from the primary tubes, and the divisions of the
tubes to become very frequent near the periphery of the
dentine, the terminal branches dilating into or inosculating
with a stratum of calcigerous cells which separates the
dentine from the enamel. ' The highly organised nature of
a tooth,' says Professor Owen, in concluding his observations
on the teeth of this enormous extinct and carnivorous ter-

restrial lizard, ' is well illustrated in this example of one of
the simplest of Saurian teeth, in which, in addition to the
tubular and cellular modification of the dentine, there is

also enamel, cement, and an internal coarse kind of bone.
The dentition of the Megalosaurus, besides exemplifying on
a larger scale the mechanical advantages of the varanian
form of tooth, exhibits an interesting transitional character
between the squamate and loricate types of Saurians, the
distinct sockets making the approach to the crocodiles, while
the raised external alveolar wall shows the retention of the
lacertine structure.*

In the extinct Saurian from the oolitic formation at Neuf-
fen in Wurtemberg {Thaumatosaurus oolithicus, Meyer),
Professor Owen found the teeth conical, slightly curved,
straighter on the inner side of the crown, and implanted by
a long and strong root, rather obliquely, in a deep socket.

The base and basal portion of the crown presented a nearly
circular transverse section, and the wide pulp-cavity in this

part of the tooth exhibited an elliptical transverse contour

;

the tooth becomes slightly compressed towards the apex.
Its implanted base is stated to be the broadest part of

the tooth*; the breadth of the crown to its height is- as

one to three; the crown is described as invested with a
thin layer of enamel, the basal half of which is marked by
longitudinal stria? ; these stria? seemed to consist of folds

of the enamel, which do not extend into the dentine.

The successional teeth are noticed as penetrating into the

interior of the fixed teeth in the progress of their develop-

ment.
The teeth of Ischyrodon, a gigantic reptile from the

Jura limestone of the canton of Aargau, are described as
somewhat resembling those of the Thawnatosaurus, but
the external longitudinal Btrisa of the crown of the tooth as

being sharper and more elevated, and the enamel between
the stria? as roughened bv irregular linear risings ; whdst
the teeth of the Pacilopfeuron, an extinct reptile, also of
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gigantic dimensions, from the oolitic beds at Caen, hat,

according to the single tooth referred to that species, a more
compressed crown than the teeth of Thaumatotaurw ; the

strits are also described as wider apart, and the two diame-

tral ones as developed into ridges which extend to the apex

of the tooth.

Professor Owen had not, when he published the second

part of his • Odontography/ enjoyed the opportunity of exa-

mining
of his • Odontography/ enjoyed the opportunity

ng the microscopical structure of an undoubted tooth of

a Pterodactyls ; but the dentition had been justly de-

scribed by Cuvier as presenting nothing equivocal, the teeth

being simple, conical* and nearly alike, as in the crocodiles,

the monitors,' and other lixards. Professor Owen remarks

that the disposition of the teeth in the jaws, with wide inter-

spaces, and their separate implantation in distinct sockets,

are characters in which the Pterodactyl© approximates to

the extinct Saurian genera Thecodon, MegcUosaurus, Ple-

tiotaurui, and the Crocodilians. After describing the rela-

tive number of teeth in different species, Professor Owen
observes that those figured in his plate 63 A„ fig. 7, are re-

ferred by Dr. Buckland to the large species of Pterodactyle

{Pier. Macronyx) discovered by the latter at Lyme Regis

;

but Professor Owen remarks that though they are implanted,

like the teeth of other species of the genua, in separate

sockets, in the breadth and shortness, lateral compression,

and trenchant anterior and posterior margins of the pro-

truded crown, they much more closely resemble the teeth

of certain Scomberoid fishes, which are similarly implanted

in the jaws. He further calls attention to H. von Meyer's

observation that the jaw of a Pterodactyle from the lias at

Bans, which he refers to the species Macronyx, contains the

sockets of only fourteen teeth, whilst the fragment of jaw
with the sphyrenotd teeth from Lyme Regis above men-
tioned mutt have contained a much greater number. After

noticing that some portions of the skeleton of a large Ptero-

dactyle have been discovered by Dr. Buckland in the oolite

at Stonesfleld, Professor Owen goes on to state that a few

teeth from the same formation in the collection of the Karl

of Enniskillen bear the same proportion to these bones as

do the teeth of Pier, crasnroitru to its skeleton ; they are,

he informs us, long, slender, conical, slightly curved, and
sharp-pointed ; their base is smooth, the enamelled crown
is marked with fine stria* converging obliquely upwards to a
longitudinal line on the convex side of the tooth. These
teeth vary from nine to fourteen lines in length, and are one
line or one line and a half across the base.

In noticing the teeth of the Ekaliosaurians, Professor

Owen observes that those of the lehthyoiauri [Ichthyo-
sAtrmus] have a simple, more or less acutely conical form,

with a long and usually expanded or ventricose base or im-

planted fang, and that they are confined to the intermaxillary,

maxillary, and premandibular tones, in which they are ar-

ranged in a pretty elose and uninterrupted series, and are

nearly of equal size. They consist, he informs us, of a body
of unvascufar dentine, invested at the base by a thick layer

of cement, and at the crown by a layer of enamel, which is

itself covered by a very thin coat of cement; the pulp-cavity

is more or less occupied, in fully-formed teeth, oy a coarse

bone. He observes that the external surface of the tooth

is marked by longitudinal impressions and ridges, but the

teeth vary both as to outward sculpture and general form
in the different species, for which differences, as well as

their relative numbers, we refer to tbe work itself. The
following is the result of Professor Owen's microscopic in-

vestigation of the teeth of Icthyosauri PUttyodom and t'n-

termidiu*:—'The dentine has the same simple compact
structure as in the teeth of existing carnivorous Saurians.

The calcigerous tubes present a diameter of B^th of an inch,

with interspaces of JUth of an incD - They radiate from

tbe pulp-cavity, and from a line continued from its upper end
to near the apex of the tooth, according to their usual course,

towards the periphery of the tooth ; they describe at their

origin a graceful curve, the concavity of which is directed

toward* the base of the tooth, and then proceed in straight

lines at right angles to the periphery of the tooth. The
secondary curvatures or undulations of the tubes are more
regular, more numerous, and more marked than in the

crocodile** tooth; the tubes dixide dicbotomously many
times during their course, and send off lateral branches ob-

liquely into the clear intermediate substance, and principally

from their concave side ; the terminal divisions of the calci-

gerous tubes become less regular, appear to decussate and
'Communicate, at their extremities, either directly with one

open ac tfe

another, by inosculating loops, or through the
minute cells.

4 The enamel is a clear dense substance, presenting ft

traces of a fibrous structure, the lines being vertical a» i

surface of the tooth.

'The coronal cement appears only as a line of till

more opaque than the enamel which it invests ; it as

in thickness at the base of tbe tooth, where tbe i

corpuscles or cells that characterise its structure are '

conspicuous ; the cement is inflected at each of tbe 1

grooves, in the form of a short, straight, and simple vertiesL

fold, into the substance of the dentine. The peripheral pnr
tion of the basal dentine is thus divided, to the extent re-

presented in plate 04 B,fig. 3, into a correspond]ngnumber of
processes ; fissures of the pulp-cavity radiate to tbeir I

becoming there the centres of divergence of as many
of calcigerous tubes, which obey in their course the <

law of verticality to the external surface of tbe
This structure can be seen only in a transve

the base of the tooth : its correspondence with that ef la*

apex of the crown of the teeth of the LabyrinthoAoe wiB W
obvious on comparing fig. 3, pi. 64 B, wither. 1, pi. €3

1

and, as has been already stated, it gave tbe key te «e*

nature and principle of the complicated labryetnjo aatsr

blending of dentine and cement, whieh was first observed

in the great tusk of tbe Labyrinthodon Jaeg&rL
' The remains of the pulp, after tbe formation of list eat

quantity of dentine, became converted, as in tbe
]

*

lisards, by a process of coarse ossification, into a -

fibrous or spongy bone;* but it continues
crown after tne basal part of the tooth is thus <

as shown in the longitudinal section (pL 73, Ag. 8X<
a is the pulp-cavity, filled with crystallised spath ; 6 tea

ossified pulp at the base of tbe tooth. Tbe radiated eeffeer

corpuscles are very conspicuous in both this boot aal ta*

external cement.
* The chief peculiarity of the dental system of the lea

thyosaur is the mode of implantation of tbe teeth

;

of being ancbylosed to the bottom and side of a <

shallow groove, as in most Laeertians, or imptaatel a
distinct sockets, as in the Thecodon, Megsieeaor, «r

Pterodactyle, they are lodged loosely in a long
continuous furrow, and retained by slight ridgea*

ing between the teeth, along the sides and bottom ef &•
furrow (pi. 73, fig. 9), and by the gum and the arramam
membranes continued into the groove and upon tbe boss d
the teeth.

• The germs of the new teeth are developed at the teee
side of the base of the old ones. Mr. ConyWare baa gr*ac

a figure of a transverse section across the jaw-boae <ree*>
duced at pi. 73, fig. 7), in which the new tooth fe) est

penetrated the osseous substance of the base of Use «M
tooth (6), and its point has nearly entered the remaue «f

the pulp-cavity, which has continued open in tbe over ef

the tooth (a).

From the circumstance of tbe consolidation of tbe base ef

the teeth in the Ichthyosaur, Mr.Conybeara infers that tea*

were retained longer in the iaw than are the hollow tseta W
tbe crocodiles ; but the analogy of other Saurian*, aed tav

observation of two new teeth at successive stages ef tame
tion, at the base of an old tooth, prove that tbe torres *
of new sets of teeth was repeated more than once. tba*s>
probably not so frequently as in the crocodile.'

Tbe same author describes tbe teeth of the PLKatoasrer*
as conical, long, slender, and sharp-pointed, epeeene* *•

retain their internal cavity, as in tbe teeth of a e*oe*4JQt

tbe very long round fang or implanted base contracts, a* «*4

teeth, as it sinks into the jaw, and terminates almost ta a

point* The chief distinction offered by the dental sTW«sa

between the Ichthyotcutri and PUttottmri U pointed eat a%

Professor Owen as existing in the loose implanteuae ef ta*

teeth of the latter in separate alveoli. In thts drvtenei
from those of the Ichthyosaur, the Plesiosaur, observes ta*

Professor, approximates to the crocodilian type, aed the
affinity, be adds, is likewise manifested in tbe uneqeal set
of the teeth, and the development of some of tbe aasane
ones into large tusks. Thev are described aa betas;

composed, like those of tbe Ichthyosaur, of a body W
bard and simple dentine, covered at the crown by a east

of enamel and at the base by a coat of cement ; bet sfe

•'TtMtoodi HiU»*m
Mm tiled nybjrdM
at.*. iOS.
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latter if relatively thinner than in Ichthyosaurus, and
is not inflected into the substance of the dentine. The
crown is characterised by well-defined, narrow, elevated
longitudinal ridges, terminating abruptly at different dis-

tances from the apex, to which however Professor Owen
states that none of them extend- The calcigerous tubes in
their general course were found to bear a considerable re-

semblance to the same parts in the Ichthyosaurus, but the
primary curvature presents, Mr. Owen tells us, a more
graceful sigmoid line, from the inclination of the peripheral
extremities of the tubes towards the apex. The diameter
of the tubes at their origin is given at ninth of an inch

;

their interspaces were found to equal five or six of their

diameters ; the secondary undulations were relatively wider
than in the Ichthyosaurus, and the secondary branches
longer and more bent ; the tubes were seen to divide dieho-
tomouily several times in their course, the divisions, after

a slight divergence, proceeding in the same parallel line

with each other and with the main stem. The finer se-

condary branches dilated into extremely minute cells alone
tracts which ran parallel with the contour of the tooth
itself, and occasioned the apparent alternation of opaque
and clear layers observable in the section by transmitted
light. The enamel presented the same fine fibrous struc-

ture as that of the Ichthyosaurus, but the mode of succes-
sion of the teeth differed, the Professor remarks, from that
of Ichthyosaurus, in the growing tooth being developed in a
ceil at the inner side of the old socket, and affecting, by its

pressure, the bone of the jaw rather than the tooth about to

be displaced. Professor Owen further observes that, not-

withstanding the approximation to the crocodilian type which
the teeth of the Plesiosaurus make in their persistent pulp-
cavity, there is not more than a single successional tooth in

progress of development at the base of the tooth in use at

any period; and tnat the dentition of the Plesiosaurus fur-

ther differs from that of the crocodile, inasmuch as the new
tooth, instead of emerging from the pulp-cavity of the old
tooth, or even from the same socket, protrudes its apex
through a distinct foramen at the inner side of the alveolus

of its predecessor.

Professor Owen proposes the subgeneric name of Pleio-

saurus for a gigantic extinct reptile whose remains have
been found in the Kimmeridge clay. The teeth are de-

scribed as differing from those of Plesiosaurus in their

greater relative thickness as compared with their length, and
in the subtrihedral shape of their crown. The outer side is

slightly convex, sometimes nearly flat ; it is separated from
the two other facets by two sharp ridges ; these are more
convex, and the angle dividing them is often so rounded off,

that they form a demi-cone, and the shape of the tooth

thus approximates very closely to that of Mosasaurus, with
which it is equal in size, but from which it is readily dis-

tinguished even when the crown only is preserved, by the

ridges which traverse the inner or convex sides ; the outer

flattened surface alone being smooth. The long fang of

the perfect tooth at once removes it from the Acrodonts and
allies it with the Thecodonts, among which it approaches

nearest, in the superficial markings of the crown, to Ptesio-

saurus. The vertebra? of the neck are so modified that the

peculiarly elongated proportion of this part of the spine,

which characterises the typical Plesiosauri, is exchanged
for one that much more nearly approaches the opposite con-

dition of the cervical region in the Ichthyosauri; thus pre-

senting an abrogation of the main characteristic of the Ple-

siosauri combined *with the more crocodilian proportions of

the teeth of this Pleiosaurus, of which a fine specimen
{Ptexosaurus brachydtirus, Owen) from Market-Raisin is

preserved in Dr. Buckland's collection at Oxford, consisting

of considerable portions of the upper and lower jaws.
• The teeth/ says Professor Owen, • are arranged in sepa-

rate sockets, in a close and regular series, along the alveolar

borders of the intermaxillary, maxillary, and premandibular

bones. Twenty-six sockets may be counted on the most
perfect side of the upper jaw, but the series is evidently in-

complete posteriorly. An interspace not quite equal to the

breadth or a socket divides the fourth from the fifth tooth,

counting backwards, and the jaw is slightly compressed at

this interspace; the four anterior teeth, thus marked off,

occupy the slightly expanded anterior extremity of the

upper jaw, but do not present the disproportionately large

siie which characterises the anterior teeth in the true Ple-

siosaurs. After the fifth tooth the sockets progessively in-

crease in size to the twelfth tooth, and, from the fourteenth

they begin gradually to diminish in site ; becommg, be-
yond the twentieth tooth, smaller than those at the fore
part of the jaw.

• The alveolar septa are narrow, and are thinned off to an
edge, which is lower than either the outer or inner walls of
the sockets : these walls are equally developed. A line drawn
transversely across any of the twelve anterior sockets would
be transverse to the jaws, but in the remaining sockets it

would incline obliquely from without, inwards and back-
wards. The transverse diameter of the thirteenth socket is
one inch, six lines; its antero-posterior diameter is one
inch, eight lines. The extent of the alveolar series is nearly
three feet; the breadth of the palate at the twenty-sixth
tooth is nearly one foot; the breadth of the upper jaw at
the third tooth is four inohos, three lines; the breadth of
the socket of that tooth is one inch, three lines.

*In the lower jaw of the specimen in the Oxford Museum
the posterior extremity of the dental series is complete, but
not the anterior one; thirty-five teeth are present in each
premandibular bone. The first, from its large size, I con-
clude to have been received into the slight concavity at the
side of the upper jaw where the diastema separates the
fourth and fifth teeth; there are probably therefore thirty-
eight teeth on each side of the lower jaw ; counting back
wards, on this supposition, the teeth begin to diminish in
site beyond the fifteenth, and at the posterior extremity of
the series the sockets are less than half an inch in diameter;
in their close arrangement and position they correspond
with those of the upper jaw.'

The teeth which are preserved in this magnificent cranial
fragment present the characters described at the commence-
ment of this section ; the outer smooth surface of the crown
of a tooth of the lower jaw is represented at pi. 68, fig. 5

;

the inner surface of two of the teeth of the upper jaw is

represented at 5' and h' : the inserted fang of each of these
teeth is four inches and a half in length, the entire tooth
being thus seven inches in length. The ridges which divide
the outer from the inner surface of the tooth subside at the
base of the crown ; the fang is smooth ; it assumes a sub-
circular form, gradually expands for about half its length,
and then contracts to its termination, but this is always less

pointed than in the fully-formed teeth of the true Plesio-
saur. In the old teeth with the elongated fang, the pulp-
cavity remains opeu, as in the Plesiosaurian teeth ; it pre-
sents at the expanded part of the fang a narrow elliptic

transverse section. In a tooth of the present species, six

inches and a half in length, from the Kimmeridge clay at

Shotover, the diameter of the persistent pulp-cavity was
thirteen lines. In this tooth the flattened surface is

polished, but marked with minute shallow wrinkles ; one of
the ridged surfaces which stood at right angles to the
preceding, was traversed by eleven well-marked linear

ridges, of unequal length, separated by smooth interspaces

of about three times the breadth of the ridges ; the third

surface, which formed an acute angle with the smooth outer
surface, was traversed by twelve ridges. These ridges on
the inner surfaces of the tooth slightly incline towards the
rounded angle dividing these surfaces % they terminate
abruptly ; some cease half way from the apex of the crown

;

about ten are continued to within half an inch of the apex,

which is smooth ; the two ridges which divide the flat or

smooth side from the ridged surfaces of the tooth are alone
continued to the sub-acute apex of the tooth.

' The teeth of the Pleiosaur present varieties of form as

well as of sise ; the rounding off of the angle between the

ridged surfaces has been already alluded to; the smooth
outer surface is sometimes so convex, that the transverse

section of the tooth is more elliptical than triangular. All
the teeth of the Pleiosaur are slightly -bent inwards and
backwards, but the smaller posterior teeth are most recurved,

and have the sharpest apex ; in the crown of these teeth,

also, the ordinary rounded or elliptical form of the cone is

most nearly attained ; but the distinction of the smooth ex-

ternal surface and the ridged internal surfaces of the crown
of the tooth is retained, and would suffice to characterise

any of these teeth if found detached.
* The teeth of the Pleiosaur consist, like those of the Ple-

siosaur and Crocodile, of a central body of compact dentine,

with a coronal investment of enamel, and a general covering

of cement, of extreme tenuity upon the crown, but thicker

upon the base of the tooth.
4 The dentine consists of fine calcigerous tubes, without

admixture of medullary canals ; the arrangement, division
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aeeondary undulations, and branches of the calcigeront

tubes corretpond to cloaely with tboae of tho teeth of the

Plesiosaur, as to render a particular description of them
unnecessary.

'The germs of the successional teeth are developed at the

inner side of the bases of the old teeth, but do not penetrate

these teeth ; the apicesofthe new teeth make their appearance

through foramina situated at the inner side, and generally

at the interspace of the sockets of the old teeth. Here
therefore, as perhaps also in the Pterodactyle, the growing

teeth may be included in closed recesses of the osseous sub-

stance of the jaw, and emerge through tracts distinct from

the sockets of their predecessors ; but this is an exceptional

condition of the reproduction of the teeth in Reptiles.'

For the interesting details of the dentition or the Croco-

dilians [Crocodile], we must refer to the work itself—one

of the most important to the general physiologist and palss-

ontologist that has yet appeared; and the reader will now
have before him a general review, collected therefrom, of

tho various modifications of the teeth in the whole of the

Saurians, taking that term in its largest acceptation.

We now have to examine the other parts of the skeleton

of the Saurians in th? more restricted sense mentioned
towards the commencement of this article. That of the Ena-
Hotauriarts is noticed in the articles Ichthyosaurus and
Plksiosaurus ; that of the Crocodilians, under the article

Crocodile; and we shall find, as in other departments

of the animal kingdom, a wonderful adaptation of the orga-

nization to the progression and habits of life of the animals.

In the extinct Pterodactyle, we have, more especially in the

anterior extremities, a modification in the development of

the bones, to enable the animal to move through the air with

a true (light. In the great maas of the terrestrial Saurians,

the bones of the extremities are elongated, to facilitate pro-

gression on the earth, on trees, or even, as in the case of

the Geckos, on smooth walls and ceilings. When we come
to the aquatic groups, we have in the Crocodilians a more
compact form of tne bones of the hand and foot, hut still

adapted to occasional progression on laud, till at last, in the

Eualiosauriana, the snort, compact, and compressed bones

of the extremities become mere paddles to row the body

through the water, like those of the tortoise* among the

Reptiles, and of the seals and whales (in the latter as far as

the anterior extremities are concerned) among the Mammi-
ferous animals.

Cuvier remarks that the study of the vertebras of the liv-

ing Saurians is highly necessary, in order to a recognition

of the numerous fossil bones belonging to this family, and
he thus proceeds to describe those ofthe former:—The atlas

of the Monitor is a ring composed of three pieces ; two upper

ones united to each other at the dorsal part, notched in

front and belaud for the nerves, and one lower piece. The
anterior surface of the axis (dentata), or rather of that por-

tion of it which is analogous to the odonloTd, penetrates in

the ring of the atlas and fills nearly half its width, leaving al-

ways, in front, a concavity for the condyle of the head.

Below, on the junction of the atlas, of the odontoid, and of

the body of the axis, is a triangular piece which gives off

a pointed hook directed backwards. The axis is compressed

;

its annular part takes, above, the form of a longitudinal

pointed crest ; its anterior articular facets have their plane

turned outwards ; the posterior ones have them downwards

;

the body terminates in a transverse convexity of a kidney

shape ; on each of its lateral surfaces is a small and but

slightly projecting crest, which has, towards its anterior third,

a small point ; below, there is a crest, under the posterior

part, which is enlarged backwards. The sutures which dis-

tinguish the annular part of the body are soon effaced ; but
for a long period a small epiphysis may be seen at the pos-

terior point of each of the two crests. The five succeeding

vertebras resemble the axis, excepting that they are without

an odontoid ; but their anterior surface has a concavity pro-

portioned to the convexity of the preceding vertebras, their

dorsal or spinous crest or process is elevated and shorter,

and their transverse processes enlarge slightly and present

a convex facet for tne support of the cervical rib. The
lower crest exists ; and this is what distinguishes the cer-

vical from the dorsal vertebras, the body of which last is

even below, with the exception of the three first, which
have each a tubercle becoming gradually less and less. At
tho point of these crests is an epiphysis, which in the other

subgenera forms the crr»t by itself. The dorsal vertebra?

•iter the twelfth liave alwa)i a squared spinous process, an

anterior concave and a posterior convex surface, botli of a

kidney-shape, borisontal articular apophyses. Use ssoeaeswv

looking downwards, the anterior upwards; wad on a***

side under the anterior apophysis, by way of a Uwasawwsnw

apophysis, a vertical oval -shaped tubercle lor stuaasorlsaf

the rib. The number of these vertebras are tsaw»ty-tw*

there being no lumbar vertebrae ; for there are rib* rVosss tew

neck to the pelvis amounting to twenty-seven pairs, ieelweV
ing the five cervical, but the first and the last of these new
are very small. The first pair of ribs is attached to ike

third cervical vertebra. The five first pairs are Dot

by means of cartilages to the sternum, and on this <

stance Cuvier relies to distinguish the cervical ve
which, adding the atlas and dentata (these last ha*»
ribs), makes their number seven, as in the erwcedaww i

mammals generally. The three first dorsal ribs on!) a*w
attached to the sternum ; the seventeen succeeding oeewatw
false ribs. Cuvier remarks that the total absence of least**

vertebra? appears to him a general rule in the sweetly <J

Saurians.

There are two sacral vertebras in the Monitor. The ft**

has, in lieu of a small tubercle, a large apophysis* ceswsx
externally, and presenting to the o*$a t'/ft an artscetar see*

face notched behind, and of a horse-shoe shape. The seewe*

has also a large apophysis, but simply widened and Maftojoa
horizontally. The caudal vertebra? after the eighth, are

very numerous (seventy, eighty, and more) ; they sway s*

easily recognised by their spinous and transverse apophyaw
or processes, which are long and narrow, and their i

apophyses or processes, which are nearly vertical, the an-

terior looking inwards, the posterior outwards ; aod esse by

having on their lower surface, towards the hinder part, rw*

small tubercles for supporting the chevron bone, wiwcu
occupies the place of a lower spinous process,

small tubercles are placed more forward in the Ms
than in the other subgenera ; for in the latter they <

the posterior articulation, so that the chevron hone i
_

,

to be attached to the vertebras. All the caudal vertewt*

of the Monitor have, like the preceding, the anterior ear-

face concave and the posterior convex, and they go ao di-

minishing in proportion as they approach the extremity «/

the tail, their prominences finishing by being reduced* al-

most to nothing.

In the Sauvegarde of America, Cuvier found the lower

crests of the cervical vertebrae showing tbemselve* aa e?t»

{ihyses, or even separate little bones attached on the extort-

ation of two vertebrae, but which ended in being soldered t?

the anterior one.
The cervical vertebras, determined by the anterior bl*

ribs, are eight in number, that is to say, there are an pen
of these false ribs, and this number is found in many other

subgenera, particularly in the Igusnss, the Basilisks ih*

Lizards, the Geckos, the Anolides. the Agarose, and the Sta-
llones. But Cuvier remarks that it should be avowed law.

tho two, and sometimes the three last ribs, though thrt et

not reach to the sternum, yet are placed under the showawir.

and concur in the formation of the i borax, so that the war

tebrse which support them may be placed among the ear-

sal, which would reduce to five the number of vwrtcfctsr

really belonging to the neck. In the ordinary Lizards, taw

Scinks, and slightly in the Anolides and the Geckos, the

cervical ribs attached to the fourth, fifth, and sixth vertebra
are singularly compressed and widened at their free e%-

tremity. The differences which characterise the fine sse
of the different subgenera, independently of w hat Cuvwr fcaJ

already remarked as to the position of the tuberctew of ti#

caudal vertebras for the chevron bones, especially ciuasa*.

he informs us, in the respective length and stoutness of then*

bodies, and the respective length and width of thev aj*-

physes. The Iguana has the spinous processes of it» Cmml
vertebra less lofty, and cut, as it were, more obliquely. TV*
bodies of its caudal vertebras are more elongated, so thai

with a less number they form a greater length. Thcr
spinous processes decrease more rapidly. The Bastluks bar*
very nearly the characters of the Iguanas, but their dorsal
spinous processes are high and narrow, as well as Cheat <rt

a part of their tail The Agamss liave also the dorsal %j%~

nous processes high, straight, and narrow; but the Stella*
have them low. In the Lizards they are tolerably h*gh»
but directed somewhat obliquely beckwards.
Cutier considers it a very interesting fact that a great sssrt

of the caudal vertebral
r

'tjihnary luarda are o\% tdrOji
their middle vert**"* tiens, which »*parate ttrj
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easily, even much more easily than the vertebrae at the
point of their articulation, and this for the simple reason that

the articulation is complicated, formed by many apophyses,
and strengthened by ligaments, whilst the solution of con-
tinuity of which he speaks is only retained by the perios-

teum and the surrounding tendons. It is probably on ac-

count of this peculiarity that the tails of lizards break so

easily. Cuvier further states that he has observed this pecu-
liarity in \k*]guance and the AnoUdes, and he is of opinion
that vestiges of it would probably be found in all the species

where this rupture of the tail is a common occurrence.
Every one knows, adds Cuvier, that the tail shoots out again
after having been broken, but neither the skeleton nor its

integuments are, in that case, the same as before the rup-

ture. The scales of the skin are generally small, without
ridges and without spines, though they may have had the

contrary qualities in the original tail ; and internally, instead

of the numerous vertebrae, with all their apparatus of apo-

physis and ligaments, there is nothing but a long cartilagi-

nous cone of one piece, which only presents annular wrin-
kles, numerous indeed, but scarcely at all elevated.

The ribs of the Saurians are slender, round, and the an-
terior ones only have the costal head slightly enlarged and
compressed. Cuvier had never seen any of them with a
division at their upper extremity into a head and tubercle.

The anterior ribs of the Monitors are a little more widened
in the upper part than those of other Saurians. Instead of

those simply ventral ribs which are seen in the crocodile,

many subgenera, especially in the Polychri, Anolises, and
Chameleons, after the ribs which are united to the sternum,
have others which unite mutually with their corresponding
rib, and thus surround the abdomen with entire circles.

The sternum of the Saurians, taken together with their

shoulder* forms, says Cuvier, a kind of cuirass for the heart

and large blood-vessels. It is more complicated than in the

crocodiles, and formed upon a plan very different from that

of the tortoises. It consists essentially of a long, narrow,

depressed bone, which gives off anteriorly two branches di-

rected to each side, more or less recurrent, according to the

species, and between which its point passes sometimes to

advance more forward under the neck. This bone pene-
trates with its posterior part into a cartilaginous plate of a

rhomboidal shape, which has two sides forward and two
backward, and which often shows traces of a longitudinal

division into two portions. Its interior sides are continued

with the edges of the anterior part of the bone, but in di-

varicating to the right and left. They are sometimes ossi-

fied, particularly their edge, which has a groove, in order to

give support, like a mortise, to the sternal edge of the clavi-

cular bone. The posterior sides of the rhomboidal cartilage

serve for the insertion of the false ribs. So far there is no
great difference in this part of the organization from that of

the crocodile, except in the anterior branches of the elon-

gated bone, which give it the form of a T, of an arrow, or of

a cross, according to the species ; but a more considerable

difference is apparent in the development of the coracoid

bone, and in the constant presence of a clavicle more or less

large. The coracoid bone, as in the crocodiles, the tortoises,

and all the animals which have a true arm, concurs in the

formation of the glenoid cavity, and in the true Saurians

affords nearly half of it. 'Widening more than the bony
plate of the shoulder-blade, it proceeds to articulate itself to

the sternal rhomboid by a wide edge, which takes the form
of the blade of an axe; but its peculiarity consists in the

giving off one or two apophyses, by means of which it sup-

ports a great cartilaginous arch which passes on the slender

and advanced bone of the sternum, anu lies across that of

the coracoid bono of the other side. Cuvier observes that

we should remark that in this singular crossing, which is to

be found even in the lowest batrachians, it is generally the

cartilage of the right side which passes to that of the left.

There is always a small hole pierced for the vessels in the

neck of the bone, between its apophyses and its glenoid

cavity. The apophyses, moreover, which proceed to join

the demicircle or cartilaginous disk, leave one or two oval

apertures between them, which trench on the demicircle,

and are only closed by a membrane. This cartilaginous

demicircle acquires consistence and firmness by age, though
not the hardness of the other bones. It hardens by the ac-

cumulation of small calcareous grains, as is the case with

the bones of the chondropterygian fishes. It is to this, ob-

serves Cuvier, that the bony piece which adheres to the

ooracoid bone of the Ornithorhynchus and Echidna [Orni-
P. C., No. 1289.

thorhynchus, vol.xvii., p. 30] has been compared; and, in
fact, this piece is placed like the cartilage, and crosses with
its opposite on the first bone of the sternum, which is also
in the shape of a T; but in this apparatus the great mem-
branous apertures which notch the similar development in
the Saurians are wanting.
The scapula* or shoulder-blade, produces (he other part

of the glenoid facet ; it goes on, as ordinarily, enlarging on
the side of the thorax and towards the back ; and at about
a third or the middle of its length stops short, but is con
tinued in a single portion, which is generally cartilaginous,

or which, when it is ossified, which frequently happens,
becomes so in a different manner, and with another texture,
like the cartilage adhering to the coracoid bone. In the
case of ossification, the scapula is always divided into two
bones.

The clavicle rests on one side against the slender bone of
the sternum, or against its lateral branch, and often also it

reaches to the opposite clavicle ; on the other side it proceeds
to rest against the anterior edge of the scapula, either
against the osseous portion or that which remains longer
cartilaginous, and which often presents a tubercle or small
crest for its reception. Sometimes the bony scapula gives
off an apophysis which goes to sustain the body of the cla-

vicle, but this is all that it presents as a slight resemblance
to an acromion : the tubercle of the cartitaginous part re-

sembles that process much more. Such is the general
structure among the Saurians; nor does it differ much from
that of the crocodiles, except in the presence of a clavicle,

and of that cartilaginous appendage which enlarges the
coracoid bone.

The T-formed or arrow-shaped bone may also, in strictness,

be compared to the unequal bone of the plastron of the
tortoises, which sometimes takes this shape, and some think
that the two first equal pieces of this plastron are the repre-

sentatives of the clavicles ; the second, of the cartilaginous

appendages of the coracoids; the third, of the rhomboidal
piece, which, even in the lizards, often presents a longitudinal

furrow, indicatory of division; and, finally, the fourth, of the
appendages, which sometimes support the two last cartilages

of the ribs.

The differences observable among the various subgenera
are hardly of sufficient importance to justify the occupation
of space here, and we refer the reader to the Ossemens
Fossiles, from which the osteology of the skeleton here
given is taken, and in which Cuvier details those differences.

(Vol. v., pt..2, p. 291.)

The pelvis of the Saurians (Cuvier takes the Monitor as

the example) is composed of three bones, which concur, as

in the viviparous quadrupeds, to compose the cotyloid fossa.

Its upper part is formed by the ossa ilii; its neck is wide
and short ; its spinal part, instead of being directed forwards,

as in the viviparous quadrupeds, or of being rounded as in

the crocodile, runs obliquely backwards in the form of a
narrow band, and has only a small point in front. The
pubis and the ischium are each united to its opposite in the

median inferior line ; but the pubis is not joined to the

ischium, and the two oval holes are only separated by a
ligament Their neck is wide, short, and fiat That of the

pubis is pierced with a rather large hole, and its anterior

border produces a point which is recurved downwards and
outwards. Cuvier adds that the pelvis in the different sub-

genera is especially distinguished by the symphysis of the

pubis, which is formed by a rather wide truncature in the

Monitors, and even slightly in the Sauvegardes; but only

by a narrow point in the majority of others. The Chame-
leon differs from all the others in its narrow ossa ilii, which
proceed perpendicularly, in widening slightly to attach

themselves to the spine. These ossa ilii are still further

distinguished by a triangular cartilage, analogous to that of

the shoulder-blade. The symphysis of its pubis is formed
by a truncature, and there is no lateral point. Vestiges of

a pelvis exist inOpmsAURUS and the Blindworm [Orvbts],
which consist of a small os ilium, with a rudiment of an
ischium, but without a symphysis. [Scheltopusik.]
The cylindrical bones of the Saurians exhibit the following

characters :—The humerus agrees very much in form with
that of Birds. Its upper head is compressed, to answer to

the hollow fosset which the shoulder-blade and coracoid

bone together present to it. Its lower pulley is formed of

two projecting rotatory portions, entirely rounded, the ex-
ternal of which is the least developed. The internal condyle
also projects more than the external, the deltoid crest pre*

Vol. XX.—3 O
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duces an angle more projecting forwards, and its posterior

tuberosity is less hooked. In these two last respects it more
resemble* that of the crocodile ; but it has, in general, all

its articular surfaces much better defined. But the humerus
of a lizard may always be distinguished from that of a bird,

because the former is not hollow, nor pierced with holes for

the admission of air into its interior. The ulna of the

fiaurians is compressed and trenchant on its radial edge.
Its sigmoid facet is oval, and its olecranon projects but little

;

its carpian head is also oval and uniformly convex. The
radius is delicate ; its upper bead is oval and concave ; its

lower, which is slightly convex, presents to the first bone of
the carpus a rounded tubercle ana a fosset ofa crescent-shape.
The femur in its upper part resembles that of the crocodile

much more than that of birds, and this has reference to the
direction of the foot in reptiles. Its upper head is com-
pressed and curved in front, and has its trochanter on tho

tibial side placed nearer to the head of the bone than in the
crocodile, much more projecting, and of a compressed form.
The lower head of the femur, on the contrary, much re-

sembles that of birds, especially in the small hollow on the
peroneal side for the head of the fibula. The patella is very

small, often hardly visible. The leg is always composed of

two bones, of which the tibia is the largest. Its upper head
is triangular, as ordinarily ; its lower is transversely oblong
and flat. Thefibula of the Monitors is flattened and widened
below, where it unites to the tarsus by a narrow line. In
the Iguanas and the greater part of the other genera it is

uearly of a sice throughout, slender, with its- upper head
compressed, and its lower demi-oval and slightly oblique.

The bones of thefore and hind feet in the Saurians con-
sist of a carpus composed of nine bones, like that of the
tortoises, and Cuvier remarks that its composition may
equally be compared to the Simiada*. In the first row are
a radial bone, a cubital bone (rather large), and a pisiform
bouc fitted against the lower part of the ulna. In the lower
row are five small bones, disposed in a curve and answering
to the five metatarsal bones, and a ninth, placed between
the two large bones of the first row, and the first, second,
third, and fourth of the second row. The metacarpals of
the thumb and little finger are rather shorter than those of
the other three fingers. The number of phalanges amounts
to two for the thumb, three for the fore finger, four for the
middle finger, five for the ring finger, and three for the
little finger. The tarsus, like that of the crocodile, has only
four bones. In the first row are two: 1, a tibial bone,
which extends also partially under the fibula, -and presents
a facet to it ; it is irregularly rectangular, wider than it is

long, thick on its internal border, and presenting in its pro-
file some relationship to the astragalus of a Ruminant; 2, a
fibular bone, smaller and soon uniting itself into a single

piece with the preceding, on the same plane with which it

is. In the second row are also two ; one larger, triangular

on its anterior surface, and stouter backwards, where it arti-

culates with the two of the first row, and supports the
metatarsals of the fourth and fifth toes ; the second, smaller,

placed between the preceding and the metatarsals of tho
third and second toes. This last also slightly touohes upon
the astragalus, which only supports the metatarsal of the
great toe. The four first metatarsals are slender and nearly
straight ; they go on elongating to the fourth ; the fifth is

short, widoned, and recurved on its upper head towards the
great bone of the second row, to which it is articulated by
tho side. The great toe has two phalanges ; the second toe,

three; the third, four; the fourth, five. It is this, which is

the longest, that gives to the foot that elongated and unequal
form which characterises it in the lizards. The fifth, which
is nearly as short as the great toe, has, like the third, four
phalanges. Cuvier remarks that in the ordinary position

of the bind feet of the Saurians, that is. with the toes directed

backwards, the tibia and $reat toe are at the external bor-

der of the foot, and the little toe is at the internal border.

The ungueal phalanges of all the feet are trenchant, arched,

and pointed. This description, observes Cuvier, allowing

for some differences in proportion, answers for all the sub-

genera which have well-developed feet, with the exception

of the Chameleons alone and some peculiarities relative to

the toes in certain Geckos ; and even in the Chameleon it

is in the proportion of the bones of the carpus and tarsus,

rather than in their number and arrangement, that the dif-

ference appears. The mode in which the bones of the feet

are grouped in the chameleon in an inverse manner, that is, I

the great and little toes of all the feet together and directed I

inwards, and the three others also together and da
outwards (a peculiarity observed by Aristotle), will bem
in the cut in the article Chamslkons.
We have dwelt here at some length upon the dentil*

and osteology of the Saurians, not only because of tat a
terest attached to this great group of animals on it* owm »
count, but in consequence of the necessity of a full ua*W
standing of this part of their organisation bjr those ate

study that branch of palaeontology more paruculaxfv cm-
versant with the extinct 8aurian forma—forms incib*l«t

the most gigantic proportions and the most heteraci*
shapes, that were alive countless ages ago, when as yet au
was not, and were absolutely swept away from taw 6o» at

the earth thousands of years before he stood upou it. OfmU
the fossils which remain to remind the observer of tbe wreck
of a former world, these, from the antiquity of the tuaia «
which they are found, present perhaps the moat strfeaf
materials for illustrating the antient history of out planar.

The other parts of the organization of the Ssnnans »£
be found in detail, where necessary, under Ramus sat*

the different articles relating to the families and fewer*
We shall here only observe that their heart, like thai of tat

tortoises, is composed of two auricles and oue %«aanda
which is sometimes divided by imperfect partilieu. TW
ribs are moveable, and can be raised or depressed for tat

purposes of respiration. Their lung extends move m aw
towards the hind part of the body, and often penetrate* tm
the abdomen, whose transverse muscles glide under the nst

and even towards the neck to embrace it. Their i
tion, with few exceptions (Zootoca, for instance), is

parous, and the eggs have a more or less hard ihWi
some ( Chameleon, for instance) it is a mere tough <

skin, and this is its general condition. The <

plete, and effected sometimes by means of two int

organs and sometimes by means of one only. Tha
come into existence in the same form which thwy maw
through life. The toes are armed with nails, with rcry frv

exceptions, and the skin is either covered with scales mm
or less serrated, or at least with small scaly grama* Aj
have a tail more or less long, nearly always truck at la*

base. The greatest number have four feet, soma two awl;.

and a few mere rudiments not apparent externally.

Fossil Saurians.

Besides the notice of fossil Saurian forms in the uummd
this sketch, a detailed account of most of the extinct fens*
is given under their several titles in this work.
SAUR1N, JOSEPH, a French mathematician ends*

tural philosopher, was born in 1659, in tho South of Fram
at Courtaison in the principality of Orange, who* as

father was the minister of a Protestant congregation. Tki

young man was educated in the principles of the Keaama*
Church, and before he was twenty -four years of age h* eat

called to the ministry at Euro in Dauphine. Pasntanaf
an ardent temperament and a bold eloquence, be soon aV
tinguished himself as a preacher ; but, in one of bis aw
mons, happening to censure too freely the meaaaraa tats*

by government for diminishing the privileges of the Fn>
testants, he was obliged to retire into the canton af Beet
where he obtained the curacy of Berchier in the hailtaaji •?

Yverdun. Certain circumstances, which have bean a¥-

ferently related by his friends and enemies, obliged baa

soon afterwards to take refuge in France, where, sa MR.
he abjured the doctrines of the Calvinists. His own awaaaas

is, that having refused to sign the Consensus of Qawa.
condemning the doctrines of the French Protestant tftawfe-

gians respecting original sin and the vowel points af ta*

Hebrew text, he was vehemently oen*ured by a party ttita*

church. He adds that the harsh treatment to whieb be wa*
subjected on this account led him to suspect the i

of his adversaries' sentiments in religion; and that a

tentive study of the works of the celebrated Boaanet
vinced him of the errors of Protestantum. On tbe <

hand it is stated that Saurin, having been guilty of '

withdrew to France in order to avoid tbe prosecsstsott w*j
which he was threatened : this occupation, true or fakav »

founded on a confession which he is said to have enaa* m*
letter dated 1689, and printed in the * Mercure Sulasa/ ant*

upon some documents relating to the criminal

stituted on tho occasion, which are stated to

preserved in the Chancery of Bern.
After his recantation^^having, through tbe

Boesaet, obtained ^%toa* the king (I

want af
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Saurin devoted himself to the study of the mathematical
sciences; and between 1702 and 1708 he wrote several

papers which were published in the 'Journal des Savans.'

At the same time he was engaged in a controversy with

Huyghens on the subject of the vortices of Descartes, and
with Rolle concerning the infinitesimal calculus. He be-

came a member of the Acad6mie des Sciences in 1707, and
between 1709 and 1727 he enriched its 'Memoires' with

numerous mathematical and philosophical papers, among
which are some containing profound investigations relating

to the curves of swiftest descent, and dissertations, con-

formably to the Cartesian hypothesis, on the force of

gravity.

Saurin's scientific pursuits were interrupted for a time by
the imprisonment which he suffered in consequence of an
accusation brought against him by J. Baptiste Rousseau,
that he was the author of certain profane and defamatory
verses, with the composition of which Rousseau himself had
been charged. As the accusation could not be substantiated,

the judgment of the court was given against the accuser,

who, in consequence, was banished from France, wfcile the

accused was liberated. [Rousseau, J. 8.]

Saurin died December 29, 1737, of a lethargic fever. He
appears to have been a man of lofty and vigorous mind, but
it is said that he was capable of using any means for ob-

taining the ends which he had in view ; and it must be ob-

served, that the cause of his departure from Switzerland,

and the abjuration of his first religious opinions, have
never been satisfactorily explained.

SAURIN, JAMES, an eminent French Protestant di-

vine, was born at Nisraes,"January 6, 1677. He was the

son of a lawyer, of the same persuasion, who quitted France
upon the revocation of the Edict of Nantes, and retired ap-

parently to Geneva. At least it is known that James
Saurin finished his education there, after having borne

arms for a short time in the English service. In 1701 we
find him pastor of the Walloon church in London, whence,

after four years, he repaired to Holland, and establishing

himself at the Hague, remained there in the exercise of the

ministry until his death, December 30, 1730. That event is

said to have been hastened by mortification at the disputes

and ecclesiastical censures in which he was involved by his
' Dissertation sur le Mensonge Officieux,' on falsehoods

which are expedient, a delicate subject to handle,

As a preacher he is ranked at the head of the French
Protestants. • Depth of thought, force of argument, skilful

connection of parts, strength of drawing, bursts of pathos,

original turns, points which strike the imagination and
move the heart, majestic and imposing simplicity like that

of the Scriptures, are the characteristics of his eloquence.'

Such is the criticism of a French biographer.

He published five volumes of sermons, to which seven

volumes were added after his death : the first portion is

reputed the best. His other chief works are, * On the State

of Christianity in France,' and ' Discourses, historical, theo-

logical, and moral, on the principal events of the Old and

New Testaments,' 2 vols. fol. (known as Saurin's Bible)* to

which four volumes by other hands were added after his

death. In these is contained the ' Dissertation on Falsehood'

above noticed. Six volumes of his sermons have been trans-

lated into English.

Another French Protestant divine of some note is Elias

Saurin, brother of Joseph Saurin the mathematician, no

relation apparently to James Saurin. He also settled in

Holland: he was born in 1639, and died in 1703.

SAURO'PHAGUS. [Shrikes.]

SAUHOPHIS, Fitzingers name for a genus of Li-

sards belonging to the group of Ckalcidian Lizard*, or

Cyclosaur Saurian* (Section Ptychoplburss), of MM.
Dumeril and Bibron.

Generic Character.—Tongue of an arrow-head shape,

free at its anterior half, slightly notched in front, marked
with chevron folds above, and offering squamifortn im-

bricated papillae towards its point No palatal teeth. Inter-

maxillary teeth small, conical, simple and pointed. Maxil-

lary teeth stronger, subcylindrical, straight, with an ob-

tusely pointed crown. Nostrils lateral, each circumscribed

by three plates, one naso-rostral, one naso-frenal, and the

first suporior-labial. Eyelids. Membrane of the tympanum
extended within the auricular border, which has in iront a

small opercular scale. Temples scutellated. Fore- feet very

little elongated, each terminated by four short, unguiculated,

slightly compressed toes, which are smooth below. Femoral

pores. A furrow on each side along the neck and tht
trunk.

The type of this genus is the Lacerta tetradactyla of
Lacepede.

Description.—No fronto-inter-naso-rostral plates. Fronto-
parietals sometimes intimately soldered to the parietals.

One inter-parietal. Auricular lobe very small. No scales

between the submaxillary plates of the second pair. Dorsal
scales striated^ with a small keel in the middle. Fourteen
longitudinal rows of scales from the lower part of one side
to the other. fcix longitudinal bands of ventral lamella).

Four or five femoral pores on each side. Upper part of the
head yellow, sprinkled with some brownish points. All the
upper scales yellow, with a broken border backwards. Lips
and lower region of the temple white. Two square black
spots below the eye ; and two others of the same form and
colour, but rather smaller, in front of the ear. All the lower
parts of the body are of a whitish tinge. The sub-collar

scales, in two marginal rows, have their posterior border of
a brown colour.

Locality.—The southern point of the African continent.

MM. Duro6ril and Bibron, fj"m whom the character and
description are taken, observe that many naturalists (Cu-
vier among them) have thought that this was the species
which Linn83us intended to make known under the name
of Lacerta Sep? ; but MM. Dumeril and Bibron are not of
that opinion. They thiuk that tne Lacerta Seps of Liu-
nseus ought to be referred to the Scincus sepiformis of
Schneider (Gerrhosaurus sepiformis, Dum. and Bibr.).

This species is figured iq the article Chalcidks under
the name of Chalets tetradactyla. The head is there given of
sufficient size ; but as the extremities can hardly be defined,

we add another figure with them on a larger scale.

Saorophi* tetrodactylut.

We shall here notice another Saurian form of the same
group and section—Chamcetaura.

Generic Character.—Tongue of an arrow-head shape, free

on its anterior third, very slightly notched in front, with

filiform, short soft, thick papilla?. No palatal teeth. Inter-

maxillary teeth conical, simple. Maxiflary teeth subcylin-

drical, obtusely pointed. Nostrils lateral, each pierced in a

largo naso-rostral plate. Eyelids. A small external auri-

cular hole. The last supercranial plates blending with the

scales of the nape. Temples covered with scales like those

of all the other parts of the body, or rhomboidal, carinated,

and imbricated. Four very short styled feet, terminated by a

single unguiculated toe. No lateral furrows. Ovovivipa-

rous.

Example, Chanuesaura anguina, Wiegm. {Lacerta an-

guina, Linn.).

Description.—The form may be seen in the cut. The
upper part of the head, back, upper part of the neck, and

upper part of the tail are brown ; but those parts have their

median line traversed by a narrow band of a yellow tint : a

tint which, becoming a little brighter, is spread over the

sides and lower regions of the body. (Dum. and Bibr., from

specimens in spirit.)

Locality.—South Africa, Cape of Good Hope.
30 2
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Chamattaura anguina.

It is interesting to trace in tbe Saurians tbe gradual de-

terioration and abolition of the extremities till the form be-

comes completely serpentine. In Heterodactylus there are
still five fingers; but the first finger of tho anterior feet is so

very short as to be rudimentary. In Chalet's {Cophias, Fitz-

inger) there are five toes before, but only three, reduced to

tubercles, behind. In Saurophu the toes on each of the
feet are- reduced to four. In Chamccsaura there is but
one on each foot In Chirotes the anterior extremities are
short indeed, but five-toed ; the posterior extremities are
altogether absent. In Bipes the hind feet are each termi-
nated by two unequal processes or toes. In Pygopus [Bipbs]
the anterior extremities are also lost, and the posterior ex-
tremities appear in the form of a foot in which no toe is to

be seen externally ; and in the Schbltopusiks all trace of
external extremities is lost, though the rudiments of pos-

terior extremities may be seen attached to the pelvis.

[Chalcidxs.1
SAUROTHE'RA. [Iindicatorwjb, vol. xii., p. 459 ]
SAURURA'CBjK, a natural order of plants belonging

to the Achlamydose group of incomplete Exogens. It con-
sists of only a few genera, which are aquatic or marshy
herbs or herbaceous plants, with perennial root -stocks,

knotted stems, and simple, entire, alternate leaves, with vagi-

nal stipules. The flowers are naked, and seated upon a scale.

The stamens are six in number, hypogynous; filament
slender ; anthers continuous with the filament, having two
lobes bursting longitudinally. The ovaries are four, con-
taining one or more ovules'; style short; stigma simple.

The seeds are few, with an abundant albumen, in the midst
of which lies a small embryo, which is enclosed in a ner-

sistent vitellus. These plants are very near Piperacete, from
which they mostly differ in the compound nature of their

ovary. This order connects Dicotyledons with Monocoty-
ledons. Its foliage, stipules, and seeds connect it with the
former ; but the floating habit of some of tbe species, and
their general character, ally them with some of the families

of the latter class. They are natives of North America,
China, the north of India, and the Cape of Good Hope,
where they are found growing in marshes and pools of water.
Their properties are not woll known, but they seem to be
tbe representatives of the peppers in colder climates; and
on account of their less exposure to light, their secretions

are not so strong and their properties not so

allies in the tropics.

Sanrurne cermras.

4 breneh, with leave* and cpikee of flowers ; o. a naked §am* i an
bract} c, transferee aectiou of fruit j 4. aectioa of frail abaeHag i*» i

large albumen and the embryo in its permanent a.ie ; a. tbe a**A.

SAUSSURE, HORACE-BENEDICT DR. wi
at Geneva, Feb. 17, 1740. His father Nicole* 4c &i»
sure was also a native of Geneva, and is known a* *Jfe

author of some essays, chiefly on agricultural subtext

Young De Saussure was educated with great care, parti; u
the college of Geneva, and partly under the supers
tendence of his father and his maternal uncle cWa
Bonnet At the age of twenty-two he was appointed sr>

fessor of philosophy in the college, in which wtuaiue ••

performed tbe duties of a public teacher for tweoty*4>*

year8, interrupted only by his travels in search of pk>m
and especially geological knowledge. The events ef **» *i

are consequently few, and the substance of then may t*

best given in his own words :—

-

' I had a deeided passion for. mountains from my iofcn
At the age of eighteen I had already been several t»»
over the mountains nearest to Geneva; but these wtsft d
comparatively little elevation, and by no means salelf*

my curiosity. I felt an intense desire to view more ci»**
the High Alps, which, as seen from the summits of tbrx-

lowcr mountains, appear so majestic. At length, iii;*<

alone and on foot, I visited tho glacier of Chamount. tl*t

little frequented, and the ascent of which was regarded s*
only as difficult but dangerous. I went there again '-*

following year ; and from that time I have not ai*o««« \

single year to elapse without making considerable cxr-
sions, and even long journeys, for the purpose of study.*
mountains. In the course of that period 1 have travcrua

the entire chain of the Alps fourteen times by ear*

different routes. I have made sixteen other excunsom *-

tho central parts of the mountain mass. I have goat «*r
the Jura, the Vosges, tbe mountains of 8wiixerlajid ai*4 <i

part of Germany, those of England, of Italy, end of Ssc>
and the adjacent islands. I nave visited the anUcnft tea-

canoes of Auvergnc, a part of the Vivarsis, several of ist

mountains of Forex, of Dauphine, and of Burgundy. Kl
these journeys I have made with the mineralogist*s beamcr
in my hand, with no other aim than the study of naxuraJ

phenomena, clambering up to every accessible summsi thai

promised anything of interest, and always returning was
specimens of tbe minerals and mountains, especially sues

as afforded confirmations or contradictions of any theory, a
order that I might examine and study them at my Ituvrt.

I also imposed upon myself the severe taak of alwait mil
ing notes upon the spot, and, whenever it was practies&U.

of writing out my observations in full within the twerry-

four hours.'

This sketch of Saussure*s travels and labours eitceA
from 1758 till 1779. In addition it deserves to be parties

larly mentioned, that in 1787 he ascended to the lee d
Mont Blanc, and remained there three hours and a half
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making observations; in 1788, accompanied by his eldest
•on, he encamped for seventeen days on the summit of the
Col du Geant* at an elevation of 1 1,170 feet, for the purpose
of studying meteorological phenomena; and in 1789 he
reached the summit of Mont Rosa in the Pennine Alps,
-which was the last ascent of importance which he performed.

Saussure resigned his professorship in 1786. He was
afterwards a member of the Council of Two Hundred of
Geneva; and when that republic was united to France in

1*98, he was for some time a member of the National As-
sembly. The French Revolution however deprived him of
almost all his property, which had been deposited in the pub-
lic funds. An organic disease had begun to develop itself

when he was about fifty (probably in consequence of his

exertions and privations among the Alps), which, combined
with the loss of his property, and the anxiety and distress

which he suffered from the convulsions of his country, car-

ried him off at the age of fifty-nine. He died on the 23rd
of January, 1799.

Saussure kept up a correspondence with many of the dis-

tinguished literary men of his time : be was a member of
the Academic des Sciences of Paris, and of several other of
the scientific societies of Europe ; and he was the founder of
the Society for the Advancement of the Arts at Geneva,
which is still in a flourishing state.

The labours of Saussure in geology are of a character to

secure for his name a just and enduring reputation. Phy-
sical geology, the research after the causes of geological

phenomena, found in him a diligent and discriminating ob-
server unbiassed by the many speculations of his day, but
looking forward, through the results of diligent inquiry into

facts, to an improved condition of theory. Less speculative

than De Luc, more philosophical than Werner, more ori-

ginal than either, he has had few disciples; but modern
geologists have largely imbibed the adventurous spirit which
carried him round all the precipices and through all the

defiles of the Alps, and may yet copy with advantage the
calm and correct induction which he applied to the compli-
cated disorder of the strata in these mountains.

Besides geology and mineralogy, the sciences to which he
had especially devoted himself, Saussure had directed his

attention to botany, chemistry, electricity, and meteorology.

He was also the inventor of several ingenious and useful phi-

losophical instruments—a thermometer for measuring the
temperature of water at all depths ; an hygrometer to indi-

cate the quantity of aqueous vapour ; an electrometer to

ascertain the electrical state of the atmosphere ; and others.

Saussure's first publication was a ' Dissertatio Physica de
Igne.' Geneva, 1 759 : his next was ' Observations sur I'Ecorce

des Feuilles et des Pe*tales,' Geneva, 1 762, which was a kind
of supplement to his uncle Bonnet*s work, • Sur l'Usage des
Feuilles:* and he wrote some excellent ' Essais sur I'Hygro-

ra&rie,* 1763, 4to., in which he made known the important
discovery that the air expands and becomes specifically

lighter in proportion to the increase of the quantity of mois-

ture in it. But his great work is his * Voyages dans les

A I pes,' of which the first volume was published in 1 779, the
second in 1786, and the two last in 1796. The title of this

work conveys a very imperfect notion of its contents, which
indeed embrace the* whole of those geological travels which
have been before alluded to. His other works consist

chiefly of dissertations on physical subjects, in the * Journal
de Physique,.' the ' Journal de Geneve,' and other scientific

publications.

8AUSSUR1TE, Axe-stone. Jade, occurs massive. Cleaves
parallel to the faces of a rhombic prism* Fracture splin-

tery. Hardness 5*5. Extremely tough. Colour greenish

and greyish white. Streak white. Lustre pearly, inclining

to vitreous on the feces of cleavage. Nearly opaque, but
translucent on the edges. Specific gravity 3*2 to 3*4.

Before the blow-pipe fuses with difficulty into a white

glass.

It was discovered on the edge of the lake of Geneva by
Saussure, in rounded masses. It has also been found in

Styria, Corsica, and at Madras.
Analysis by Saussure :

—

#
Silica ... 44 a

Alumina . . 30*

Soda . . . 6*

Lime 4-

Oxide of iron . . 12*5

96*5

SAUVAGE8, FRANQOIS-BOISSIER DE, was born
at Alais in Lower Languedoc, in 1706. In 1722, having
received a moderately good education, he commenced the
study of medicine at Montpellier, and he took his doctor's

degree in 1 726. In 1 730 he went to Paris, and soon after

seems first to have entertained the idea of forming a classi-

fication of diseases like those usually adopted for the objects
of natural history. He published a sketch of his system in
a small volume in 1731, and by this, and some papers which
he wrote at the same time, gained so much reputation, that
in 1734 he was appointed a professor at Montpellier. The
doctrines which he taught there were chiefly those of Stahl,
and he contributed greatly towards the removal of the me-
chanical theories of medicine that had before been preva-
lent. In 1 740 he was elected professor of botany, and sub-
sequently pursued that science with as much energy as that
of medicine. In 1763 he published his most important
work, the ' Medical Nosology,' in accumulating materials
for which he had steadily laboured for upwards of thirty

years. He died in 1767.

Of all the works of Sauvages, and they were very nume-
rous, the * Nosology' is the only one now often referred to.

The system adopted in it has indeed shared the fate of all

other nosologies [Nosology], but it still presents a good
and complete account of all that was known of practical

medicine at the time of its publication. His other writings

were short monographs and essays, which were chiefly

printed in the scientific Transactions of the day : the best

among them are those on hydrophobia, the remedial value
of electricity in paralysis, and the * Methodus Foliorum,' an
essay towards the means of determining plants by the cha-
racters of their leaves.

SAUVAGE'SlEiE, a natural order of plants formed by
Bartling, and consisting only of the genus Sauvagesia, of
which there are six or seven species. Another genus,
Luxemburgia, was referred to this order by Bartling, but
this has been placed by De Candolle in Frankeniacem.
Lindley, in his ' Natural System,' makes Sauvagesia? a sub-

order of Violacem, from which, he observes, it is principally

distinguished ' by the stamens being opposite the petals, by
the anthers not having a membranous termination, by the

presence of five hypogynous scales, and by their fruit having
a septicidal dehiscence, so that the seeds adhere to the edges
and not the centre of the valves, and by the strongly ribbed

and imbricated calyx.' This last character gives them a
relation to Hypericacesa, but from this order they differ in

their parietal placentas and the presence of stipules. They
are natives of the tropical parts of South America, growing in

moist meadows and the vicinity of streams. The genus Sau-
vagesia, named after the celebrated physician Sauvages, is

characterised by possessing three rows of petals ; the outer
petals five, ovate or oblong, spreading, deciduous ; the inter-

mediate ones filiform, variable in number ; the interior fivo

opposite the outer, erect, converging into a tube much
smaller ; calyx deeply 5 -parted, and a capsule enclosed in

the permanent floral organs, more or less deeply 3-valvcd

and many-seeded. One of the species, S. erecta, upright

Sauvagesia, is held in great repute as a medicine in South
America. It is very mucilaginous, and has a bitter taste.

It is used in Brazil in diseases of the eye, and in Peru and
the West Indies it is employed in slight inflammatory affec-

tions of the mucous membranes of the bladder and intes-

tines.

SAUVEGARDE, the name by which the monitory lizards

or Safeguards of the New World are known ; Salvator of

MM. Dumeril and Bibron, Podinema and Ctenodon of Wag-
ler, Podinema of the Prince of Canino, Tejus of Mr. J. E.
Gray.

Generic Character.—Tongue with a sheathing base, very

long, very extensible, divided at its extremity into two
slender smooth filaments, with rhomboidal papilla). Palate

edentulous. Intermaxillary teeth slightly flattened from
before backwards, with two or three notches at their sum-
mit. First maxillarv teeth en crocs. The succeeding ones
straight, compressed, tricuspidate in youth, tuberculous in

old subjects. Nostrils opening on the sides of the extremity

of the muzzle, between a naso-rostral, a naso-frenal, and
the first upper labial plates. Eyelids. The tympanic mem-
brane extended on a level with the aperture of the ear. Skin
of the lower region of the neck forming two or three trans-

verse simple folds. Back covered with small angular,

smooth, lion-imbricate scales, disposed in transverse bands.

Ventral plates flat, smooth, quadrilateral, oblong, and quin
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cuncial. Femoral pores. Each foot terminated by five toes,

•lightly compressed, and not carinated below; two of the

posterior toes having a small dentilation on their internal

bolder. Tail cyclotetragonal, a little compressed back-

wards. (Dum. and Bibr

)

Head of SauTeganle.

MM. Dumeril and Bibron give the following synoptical

table of the Safeguards :—
Naso-frenal rTwo plates, 1 . Salvator Merian©.

plate fol-J

lowed by IA single plate. 2. Balvator nigropunctatus.

Geographical Distribution, Habits, <£<\—The warm coun-

tries of America are the native places of these Lizards,

which arrive at a considerable size, often measuring as much
as four or five feet in length. MM. DuraSril and Bibron

state that they ordinarily inhabit the fields and the borders

of woods, although they never climb trees ; but they also

appear to frequent sandy, and, consequently, arid tracts,

where they are said to excavate burrows, in which they lay

themselves up for the winter. When, in their flight to avoid

pursuit, they come upon a lake, pond, or river, they plunge

in, according to D'Azara, to escape from the danger which

menaces them, and do not leave the water till all fear of

danger is past. These Lizards, observe MM. Dumeril and

Bibron, have not, iudeed, webbed feet ; but their long and

slightly compressed tail becomes, without doubt, under such

circumstances, a sort of oar, of which they well avail them-

selves. D'Azara states that they feed on fruits and insects,

and that they also eat serpents, toads, young chicks, and
eggs. He also relates that they are fond of honey ; and
that in order to procure it without fear of the bees, they

come forward at intervals, and, as they run away each time,

give the hive a blow with their tail, till by repeated attacks

they weary out the industrious insects, and drive them from

their home. MM. Dume'ril and Bibron remark that they

have been unable to assure themselves that the Safeguards
are frugivorous; but thev are certain that they feed on
insects, because they found remains of them in the stomachs

of all the individuals which they opened. Once only among
the fragments of Coleoptera and the remains of caterpillars

they found portions of skin and bones which had certainly

belonged to a common Ameiva.
MM . Dumeril and Bibron think that to Salvator should

be referred Kaup's genus Erypnnistes, which, vague as are

its characters seems to them to have for its type one of the

two species noted above in the synoptical table. These two
Safeguards, they observe, though very easily distinguished

when the true characters proper to each are well appre-

hended, bear, nevertheless, so gTeat a resemblance to each

other, especially in colour, that it is by no means surprising

that they have been confounded together; for, in fact, it

was not till after the publication of the work of Spix on the

animals of Brazil that these species were mentioned as

different.

Example, Salvator M*riancc% Dum. and Bibr.

Descrij)tion.—Intermaxillary teeth ten in number; from
thirteen to fifteen maxillary teeth on each side of the upper
jaw, the four or five first of which are simple, and augment
gradually in length ; but the three or four following ones,

though equally simple, are shorter, and all the others have
a tru'.uspidate or tuberculous summit, according to the age
of the individual. Each of the sides of tbe lower jaw is

armed with fiuiu fifteen to eighteen teeth, like those above.

The 1'oitral |»late, although having flv«- bides, appears tri-

diii^ular, and it t» the »ame »ith the two naso-ro*tral plates,

which touch each other by a very «mall h -rdor. The inter-

na so- rostral plate is largo ; it has six faces (pans), of which

two only, the greatest, are enclosed in the two I

plates. The fronto-nasal plates are very much develop**.

pentagonal, oblong, and nearly as wide before as befruzt£

The frontal plate, equally well dilated, is hexagonal, aaW
generally narrowed at its posterior extremity. The fhoate-

parietal plates are oblong, nexagonal, and less tride belbrt

than behind. The parietal plates are cycto-polygonal, and

bound on each side the interparietal plate, the farm cf

which is very variable. The two first superocular plates

are always a little larger than the two last. The oaao-

frenal plate has nearly a trapezoidal figure; iU aatrrK*
border advances into the aperture of the nostril ; It is im-
mediately followed by a plate higher than it is loo^ ordina-

rily with four faces, after which comes a second, sZil! oort
developed, having, notwithstanding its six faces, a Quadri-
lateral appearance. This great plate is only separated from
the orbit by a row of small scutella) bordering the anteri:?

edge of the eye. There are eight or nine superior labai

plates : the first is oblong-pentagonal ; the second trapezoi-

dal ; the third tetragono-equilateral, the same as the sac-

ceeding on.es, with the exception of the last, whose posterior

border is lower than the anterior one. The chin -piste a
simple, triangular in appearance, although it really baa f*«

sides. There are eight or nine lower labial-plates, all am
or less regularly squared. Behind the chin-plate is swat-

times found one, sometimes there are found two, which S3t

followed to the right and left bv from seven to nine pU*«i
occupying the lower surface of each submaxillary braoca.

Each of these rows of submaxillary plates is separated firw

the series ofsuperior labial plates by another suite of plates a*!

less developed than those. The temple is furnished with rail]

smooth plates in juxtaposition : its upper border hat St*

or six, a little larger than the others. When laid akni tbt

neck, the fore feet reach the anterior border of the t*e

The posterior feet, placed along the sides, do not estcrd

beyond the origin of the arm. The tail sometimes ferns

by itself two-thirds of the total length of the animal Tat
upper part of the neck and the back aro furnished w^a
small, non-imbricatc, smooth, rather convex, square sea**
with more or less rounded angles, disposed in transvto*

bands. They are oval, it seems, in young subjects. Tat
throat and lower part of the neck have hexagonal* szaooti,

close-set scales ; the sides, and sides of the neck, art fur-

nished with smaller scales, but of the same form as those d
the cervical and dorsal regions. On the breast are Uvea or

four transverse rows of hexagonal scales, like those on tbt

lower surface of the neck, whose folds present .very saa3
oval or circular scales, surrounded with very fine granukt
Then come, to cover the rest of the breast and all the *b
dominal region, from twenty-eight to thirty other transrerw
rows of small quadrilateral oblong plates with a smooth cat

face, and in juxtaposition. Each of these series is com-
posed of from twenty to thirty-five scutelto on tbe preaail

region, where they constitute from five to eight transvtfsal

rows: these preanal scutellee are more or lees regulerij

hexagonal, and with age they become rather thick, and pat

on a porous aspect The anterior side of the upper part d
the arm is covered with smooth, lozenge-shaped, non-uafo-
cate scales ; and the same side of the fore arm preseaa
some which are equally smooth and close-set, but of i

square form. The upper side of the toes is covered with a

row ofquadrilateral imbricated scutellm, with rounded angle*

and very much dilated across. The under side of the an-

terior foot is entirely clothed with very small, oval, lOkJOl*

scales, rather distant, and surrounded with granules ; the*
scales extend even upon the palms, where they btcoca*

more dilated than under the arms. Upon each linger js *

row of quadrilateral, imbricate, very wide scutella?. wtk
roundod angles ; and on each side are one or two series ef

scales of a tubercular aspect. The front of the thigh Is pro-

tected by rather large tetragonal or hexagonal, smooth, vtcj

slightly imbricated scales. The calves of the legs hava^ay
way of scales, great lozenge-shaped distinctly imbricate

lamella*. The upper and posterior surfaces of tbe bias
1

feet are covered with very small rhomboido-convex Mala
surrounded by granules. The toe*, which are slightly one-
pressed, have their external side defended by a series of

great scutellae like those on the upper part of the anterier

toes, and their internal border is invested with (bur or lbt
rows of small, thick, convex elates, more or less regular)}

quadrilateral. Below, but rather towurds the outside, asea
the lower surface of the fingers of the hands, is a band of

tetragonal scutcllse imbricated and very much
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transversely. The soles of the feet have the same scaly

covering as the palms of the hands. Under each thigh are

from fifteen to twenty pores; they are very small and
pierced on the re-entering border of a notch made in one
scale for the reception of another smaller one. The caudal

squamules are so disposed that they form a succession of

entire verticillations, each alternating with a demi-verticil-

lation placed on the upper part of the tail. All these scales

are quadrilateral, much longer than they are wide, and
strongly ridged ; those of the upper surface are at least

double the size of those below ana at the sides.

The colour is very variable above : the ground-colour is

always black, sometimes very deep ; on this is spread a
beautiful yellow in the form of spots, sometimes very small
and irregularly disseminated, sometimes, on the contrary,

rather large and disposed in transverse bands, and very fre-

quently in two rays, which extend one to the right and the

other to the left, from the angle of the occiput to the root

of the tail, and are continued along the upper part of the

side of the neck and the lateral part of the trunk. The
upper part of the head and limbs are more or less sprinkled

with small yellow drops, which are also seen on the tail

:

this last is ringed with yellow and black for the two posterior

thirds of its extent. AH the lower parts are yellow, marked
across with black bands more or less narrow, sometimes
well defined, and sometimes interrupted and feebly indi-

cated. Some young individuals have been seen with wide
end well-defined black bands on a ground of uniform brown
applied transversely throughout the length of the neck and
the back. The length, according to travellers, is sometimes
four and even five feet; but MM. Dumeiil and Bibion
never saw an individual of such dimensions.

Locality.

—

Nearly the whole of South America and the

Antilles. (Dum. and Bibr.)

This is the Lacerta Teguixin of Linn»us; Seps marmo-
ratus of Lauren ti ; Lacerta Monitor of Latreille ; Tupi-

nambis Monitor of Daudin; Monitor Meriana? of De
Blainville, Van Hasselt and Kuhl, &c; Tejus Monitor,

Merr., &c. ; Monitor Teguixin, Fitzing. ; Podinema Te-

guixin, Wagl., Wiegm. ; Teguixin Monitor, Gray; Moni-
tor Teguixin, Eichw. ; Tejus Teguixin, Schinz; Le grand
Sauvegarde dAmerique, Cuv. ; Variegated Lizard, Shaw

;

Great American Safeguard, Griffith's Cuvier.

BaWator Meriana.

SAUVEUR, JOSEPH, a French mathematician, dis-

tinguished by the improvements which he made in the

branch of science called acoustics, was born March 24, 1653,

at La Flcclie, where his father followed the occupation of a

notary. Till he was seven years old he was quite dumb,
and his organ of voice was never completely developed. He
appears to have heen born however with a taste for the me-
chanical arts, and even in childhood he is said to have con-

structed siphons, fountains, and models of mills. He was
sent to a school of the Jesuits, but his taste for calculations

caused his mind to be so much diverted from rhetoric and
theology, that he made little progress in these studies; and
happening to obtain a superficial treatise on arithmetic, he

made himself master, without any assistance, of its contents.

In 1670 Sauvcur travelled on foot to Paris; and one of his

uncles having promised to make him a small allowance for

his support on condition that he would qualify himself for

the ecclesiastical profession, he resumed for a time his theo-

logical studies, but a copy of Euclid's Elements which fell

in his way, and the lectures of Rohault, soon determined him
to abandon this pursuit. Being thrown upon his own re-

sources, for his uncle immediately withdrew the promised
allowance, he sought to obtain a subsistence by teaching the
mathematics, and in this he appears to have succeeded. At
twenty-three years of age, he had the good fortune to attract

the notice of Prince Eugene, who received from him some
instruction in the sciences ; and a foreigner of distinction

wishing to be taught the geometry of Descartes, Sauveur,
who then had no knowledge of the works of that philosopher,
applied himself to the subject with such vigour, that in eight
days he was able to give the required instruction. From 1678
to 1680 he was occupied with the study of problems relating

to the application of the theory of probabilities to games of

chance, and in the latter year he was made mathematical
master to the pages of the Dauphiness. In 1681 he was ap-
pointed, with Mariotte, to go to Chantilly in order to make
some hydraulic experiments at that place ; and it was there

probably that he was introduced to the Prince of Conde*,

with whom he subsequently had the honour of correspond-

ing. The conversation of the prince appears to have in-

spired Sauveur with a desire to make himself master of the
art of fortification ; and in order that he might join practice

to theory, he went in 1691 to the siege of Moris, where he
attended daily in the trenches. At the termination of the

siege, he visited the fortified places in Flanders, and at the
same time he applied himself to the study of military tactics

in all its details. At the recommendation of Vauban, he
was appointed examiner of the engineers, and was allowed
a pension, which he enjoyed till his death.

After his return to Paris, he was appointed, in 1686, to

the chair of mathematics in the Royal College ; and in ten

years afterwards he was made a member of the Acadlmie
des Sciences. During the remainder of his life he was em-
ployed constantly in improving the mathematical theory of

sound; and we learn, not without surprise, that the man
who discovered by theory and experiment the velocity of

the vibrations of musical strings under various circumstances

of magnitude and tension, had neither ear nor voice ; in

fact it appears that he was obliged to avail himself of the
aid of practical musicians in order to appreciate the musical

intervals and concords.

This mathematician may be said to have almost invented

the science which has since been so much extended by Dr.
Brook Taylor, by Daniel Bernoulli, D'Alembert, Euler,

and Chladni. Theoretical music had been the subject of

par; of his lectures at the Royal College in 1697; but the

first published details respecting his researches in acoustics

are contained in the volume of the Academic for the year

1 700. Tho different papers which he wrote afterwards are

in the volumes for 1702, 1707, 1711, and 1713.

Sauveur was twice married, and he died July 9, 1716, at

the age of 63 years, with the reputation of having been a
man of kind disposition and great uniformity of temper. It

appears that the few persons who, in France, cultivated the

sciences in that age were nearly excluded from general so-

ciety; for J. J. Rousseau, in his 'Confessions, compares
those persons to the asymptotes of certain curves ; observing

that they endeavoured perpetually to approach, without

being able to come in contact with, the rest of the world.

The observation docs not however apply to the subject of

this article, who, probably from the sociability of his man-
ners, seems to have been surrounded by a numerous and
agreeable circle of friends.

SA'VACOU. [Boat-Bill.]
SAVAGE, RICHARD, was born January 10, 1697-8.

His mother, the countess of Macclesfield, had during her
pregnancy made a public avowal of her infidelity to her

husband, who, in consequence, obtained an act of parliament
by which their marriage was annulled, and the offspring

rendered illegitimate. Lord Rivers, who was declared by
Lady Macclesfield to be the father of her son, so far recog-

nised him as to become his godfather, and to allow him to

be called by his name ; but he afterwards abandoned him
to the care of his mother. The countess disowned her

unhappy child, leaving him to pass his infancy and boy-

hood under the precarious protection of strangers; and
had it not been for the charitable intervention of her
mother, Lady Mason, the destiny of Savage would pro-

bably have been as obscure as the most unnatural parent
could have wished. By the kindness of this lady he was
sent to a small grammar-school near St. Alban's, and after-

wards placed by his mother with a shoemaker in Lon-
don. Soon after this, by the accidental discovery of some
papers, he became acquainted with the circumstances of his
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birth, which had been studiously concealed from him ; and
he made many efforts to obtain an interview with his mother,

who however resolutely refused to see him. While very

young, Savage commenced his career as an author by
taking part in the Bangorian controversy, on which he
wrote an unsuccessful poem, afterwards suppressed by him-
self. At the age of eighteen he published a comedy called

•Woman's a Riddle;' and two years afterwards another,

'Love in a Veil,* both borrowed from the Spanish. Though
these were failures, he thereby obtained the notice of Sir

Richard Steele and Mr. Wilks, an actor. He became better

known as an author by his tragedy of * Sir Thomas Overbury,'

in which he himself acted the part of SirThomas Overbury

;

and the profits of this plav, and of a subscription raised for

him at tne time, produced a sum which appeared consider-

able to one so necessitous. In the year 1727 his irregular

habits of life led him into one of the tavern broils then very

common, in which he unfortunately killed a roan, and was
tried and condemned to death. The circumstances of the

affair, and the doubtful character of the witnesses who ap-

peared against him, becoming generally known after his

sentence, intercession was made for him with the queen of

George II. by tbe countess of Hertford, and the royal pardon
was granted to him, in spite of the efforts of his mother,
who on this occasion spread a report that he had once at-

tempted her own life.

The notoriety of this event was succeeded by an extra-

ordinary reaction of public opinion in his favour: he was
courted by all ranks, the fashions of the day were ruled by
his opinions, and he was enabled to maintain an appearance
in society above his station by means of an annuity of 20C/.

a year obtained from his mother's relations, under the

threat that he would expose her cruelty by lampoons, if she
refused to support him. At this time he published his

longest poem, the • Wanderer,' which was much admired at

the time.

Prosperity made more apparent that fickleness of character

which led him into extravagance and alienated his friends

from him. His fair prospects were soon for ever clouded

by a quarrel with his patron Lord Tyrconnel. who accused

him of ingratitude, and banished him from his house. His
acquaintance in consequence generally deserted him, and
he sank into obscure poverty as suddenly as he had emerged
from it. The remainder of his life was passed in discreditable

efforts to regain his position.in society by alternately Halter-

ing and satirising all from whom he had anything to hope
or fear. In despair of ever conciliating his mother, he
published * The Bastard,' the severity of which drew down
upon her much public indignation, though it does not seem
to have reawakened sympathy in favour of the author.

After an unsuccessful attempt to obtain the situation of poet-

laureat, Savage received from the queen a pension of 50/.

m year as a reward for a poem in honour of her birthday,

which his gratitude renewed annually from this time till

her death, when the royal bounty was withdrawn from him.
Having made no provision for such a contingency, he was
obliged, from his necessities, to leave London in the year

1 739, retiring first to Bristol and then to Swansea, where he
lived for about a year, receiving an allowance raised by sub-

scription among his friends. In January, 1742-3, on his

return to Bnstol, he was arrested for a debt of 8/., and sent

to prison in that city, where ho died, July 31, 1743.

The name of Savage has become better known than
bis merits deserve, from the singularity of his early

misfortunes, and still more from the elaborate life of him
which Johnson, the companion of his distresses, has inserted

in his ' Lives of the Poets.* This memoir is interesting not

only as a most faithful picture of the adventurous career of

Savage and of the manners of his age, but because it ex-

hibits very strikingly the chief excellencies and defects of

the author as a biographer and a critic. In the judgment
which he pronounces upon the poems of his friend he is

more swayed by prejudice than in his estimation of his

moral worth. The writings of Savage are in unison with

his character. The carelessness and want of system in bis

graver compositions, the frivolity in the choice and treat-

ment of lighter subjccts,«his unchastened style, feeble in its

vehemence, illustrate the strength of feeling and passion,

toe infirmity of purpose, tbe thoughtless improvidence,

end want of settled principles of conduct, which made the

actions of Savage as inconsistent as his fortune waa che-
quered.

In his ' Wanderer,' he declaims without the moral dignity

of a didactic writer, his versification is har»b, his desert*

tions tedious, and the whole poem ill arranged and thronf-
with confused imagery. His panegyrics betray the ne*<*

adventurer deficient both in self-respect and in tact. H*
praise is unskilful, his compliment* (as has been weB <A*

served by Johnson) are constrained and violent, hea pta

together without the grace of order or deceucy of mirj-

duction.

He made enemies as readily as friends, and he testified h*
resentment by satires full of coarse personal invecUve.

Frora this general censure of the works of Savage *7V
Bastard* is in a great measure to be excepted. Str&n;

natural feelings, goaded by a sense of undeserved vtoca
gave to this poem a concentrated energy of expression, *

refinement of sarcasm, and an exalted tone of thougut, of

which there are only faint traces in his other writing*-

Of the person of Savage Johnson has left this deer19
tion :

—
• He was of a middle stature, of a thin habit of b*K

a long visage, coarse features, and melancholy aspect ; of t

grave and manly deportment, a solemn dignity of tnten. b«t

which upon a nearer acquaintance softened into an en^ag»f
easiness of manners. His walk was slow, and his xv*c* te-

mulous and mournful. He was easily excited to s»**>

but very seldom provoked to laughter.'

SAVANNA. [Plains.]
SAVANNAH, Town and River. [Georgia.]
SAVARY, NICOLAS, was born in 1750, at Vitre a

Bretagne. France. Having completed his studW at tar

college of Rennes, he wont to Paris, where he resjd«e
T

5*

some time. He had early conceived a desire of tra relit* r.

and in 1776 he landed in Egypt, where he remain** tu
1779. He was some time at Alexandria and Ro^nm. k»a

fixed his residence chiefly at Cairo, making occa**gtu\ ex-

cursions in the neighbourhood, and to Damiotta and exher

places in Lower Egypt. He re-embarked at Alexandra is

September, 1779, and travelled during two years or tbtrt-

abouts among the islands of the Grecian Archipelago, h s
probable that he returned to France about the maidW U
1781.

The first work which Savary published after his rrtera

was a translation of the Koran, the greater part of wnca
had been made in Egypt, *Le Coran, traduit de rArsfcc

accompagnl de Notes, et preee'de' d'un Abrege de la Vrc ir

Mahomet,' Paris, 1783, 2 vols. 8vo. This is the be*t trac*-

lation of the Koran which the French possess. Tb» i»a-

terials for the Life of Mohammed have been drawn chief?

from Abu'l Feda and the 'Sunnah,' a collection of trac-

tions considered authentic by the Arabians. Savary nnl
published a series of extracts from ' Le Coran,' under the tni*

of * Morale de Mahomet, ou Recueil des plus puree Maxiae*
du Coran/ Paris, 1784, \2vao. and 18mo.

In 1784 Savary published the fir*t volume of his ' l>tu*»

sur rEgypte.' The other two volumes were punished n
1785, together with a new edition of the first volume, Par*.

3 vols. 8vo. This work had at first an extraordinary rrp»-

tat ion. The interest connected with the countn iur.l

especially the monuments of Antient Egjpt. the picturesque

style, and the brilliant colouring of the descriptions ren-

dered the work extremely popular. It was translated mi*

German (Berlin, 1786, 8vo.) and English (London. l?£* ".

2 vols. 8vo). Many objections however were aftcr«v&*
made to the work, as that it contained few new facta. tl«

description of the pyramids having been taken from Maille

.

the account of Upper Egypt from the Pere Sicard, and otb*i

parts from Joinville, &c.
Savarv was afterwards severely commented upon bv

Michael is, in his 'Journal of Arabic Literature,* who affirmed

that in making uso of Abu'l Feda he has always had re-

course to Michael is's Latin translation, and has not arte
understood that correctly, and that he waa ignorant even of

the pronunciation of the vernacular Arabic Tbe pnblira-

tiou of Volney'a * Travels in Egypt* about the sense tune,

which contains numerous contradictions of Savarv, adAd
to the annoyance arising from tbe criticisms of llicha*hs

and the decline of his reputation, is said to have aflertsd

his health, which was naturally delicate. He died at Pans,
February 4, 1 788, at tbe age of 38.

A few months after Savary's death, his 'Lettres ear

la Giice,* a work which be was engaged upon daring he*

illness, was published at Paris, 8vo. It is incomplete. tW
author having worked up only a part of bis matenala st

the time of bis death. A tale translated from tbe Ar»Wc,
• Lo» Amours d'Anas Eloujond et de OuardV *aa pnhbaVd
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in 1780, 18mo. Savary had composed while m Egypt a

Grammaire de la Langue Arabe Vulgaire et Liiterale/

-which he had presented to the French government in 1784,

and it was ordered to he printed, but for want of Arabic

type it lay in the royal printing-office till it was claimed on

behalf of Savary's brother, by whom it was again presented

to the government, and it was again ordered to be printed

in 1796, but the publication however was not completed till

1813 (Paris, 4to.), and in the mean time the Arabic gram-

mars of D'Herbin and Sflvestre de Sacy had already ap-

S
eared. It is in French and Latin, with many familiar

ialogues and Arabic tales and songs, which in some degree

compensate for the brevity of the syntax. This grammar
however will not bear comparison with that of De Sacy.

Savary was also engaged upon an Arabic Dictionary, but

none of it has ever been printed.

(Biographie Urtiverselle.)

SAVE, River. [Austria.]

SAVERDUN, a town in France, m the department of

Arriege, eight or nine miles north of Pamiers. It was an-

tiently one of the chief towns and strongest fortresses in the

county of Foix: it resisted the attack of Simon deMontfort

in the crusade against the Albigeois, and was, in the fifteenth

century, one of the strongholds of the Huguenots. The
fortifications have been destroyed. It is divided into the

upper and lower towns, the latter the handsomer and more

populous of the two. The inhabitants amounted, in 1831,

to 1897 for the town, or 3327 for the whole commune; they

trade in cattle and fruit, and have six fairs in the year.

SAVERNE. [Rhin, Bas.]

SAVIGLIANO. [Saluzzo.]

SAVI'GNIUM, Dr. Leach's name for a genus of Ses-

sile Cirrhipeds, with four valves soldered together, and

a bivalve convex operculum, the ventral and posterior valve

on each side being soldered together. In other points the

genus resembles Pyrgoma.
SAVILE, SIR HENRY, an eminent scholar and ma-

thematician, born at Over Bradley, near Halifax, in York-

shire, November 30, 1549. He was admitted a student of

Merton College, Oxford, in 1561, where he proceeded to the

degree of B.A., and was chosen fellow of the college. He
took the degree of M.A. in 1570, about which time his

fondness for the mathematics induced him voluntarily to

read puhl> lectures in the University on Euclid, Ptolemy,

and other writers. He also served as proctor for two years,

and in J 578 he made a tour through the Continent, and at

his retjru had the distinguished honour of being chosen

tutor i i the Greek language to Queen Elizabeth, who, it is

said, 1 ad a great esteem for him. He was elected warden

ofMerton College in 1585, in which office he continued for

thirt> six years, and greatly benefited that society by his

e'c.i.jna. During this time he enriched the literature of

his country with several classical and historical publications.

Ho was made provost of Eton College in 1596, and on the

accession of King James he was knighted. He died at

Eton College, on the 19th of February, 1622, in the seventy-

third year of his age, and was buried in the chapel there.

On this occasion the University of Oxford paid the greatest

honours to his memory, by having a public speech and

verses made in his praise, which were published under the

title of • Ultima Linea SavilhV He was indeed a munificent

henefactor to the University of Oxford, in which, besides

various other donations, he founded, in 1619, two professor-

ships, one of geometry, the other of astronomy, which are

still maintained. His library, consisting of a very curious

and valuable collection of scientific books and manuscripts,

he left to the University, and it is now preserved in a sepa-

rate room near the Bodleian Library, the two Sayilian pro-

fessors being the only persons who have immediate access

to it. His fame principally rests on a magnificent edition

of all the works of St ChryBOstom, which was published

in 1613, in 8 vols, folio, in the production of which he

is said to have expended no less than 8000Z, and on

his collection of our best historians, published in 1596,

under the title of • Rerum Anglicarum Scriptores post

Bedam.* As a mathematician, he is known principally by

his * Lectures on the first book of Euclid's Elements,
1 pub-

lished in 1621, but several MS. collections of his on the

history of the sciences are preserved in his library at Ox-

f
°SAVILE, GEORGE, MARQUIS OF HALIFAX,
was the son of Sir William Savile, a Yorkshire baronet, of

antient family, and of Anne, daughter of the lord keeper

P. C„ No. 1290.

Coventry. Being hereditarily attached to the Stuarts, am-
bitious, and endowed with brilliant talents, he played an
active and a successful part in the intriguing reigns of
Charles II. and James II. In 1668 he was raised to the
peerage, by the titles of Lord Savile of Eland and Viscount
Halifax ; he was created earl in 1679, and marquis in 1682.
He died in 1695, and the title became extinct in 1700, by
the death of his son. The witty Lord Chesterfield was his
grandson by the mother's side.

It is hard to state shortly his political history or principles,

except by saying that he was the chief ofthe body to which
the expressive name of Trimmers was given. So far how-
ever as he was attached to any principle, it seems to have
been to the cause of civil liberty as then understood. He
opposed the Non-resisting Test Bill in 1675, as well as, both
in those times and after the accession of James, the relaxa-

tion of the tests enacted against the papists. He Opposed
the scheme for excluding the Duke of York from the suc-

cession, preferring to limit his authority when the crown
should devolve on him. He declined to take part in bring-
ing over the Prince of Orange; but was president of the
convention parliament, and strongly supported the motion
for declaring the throne vacant. On the accession of
William and Mary he was made privy seal ; but he soon re-

tired from the administration, upon inquiry being proposed
to be made as to the authors of the prosecutions of Lord
Russell, Sidney, Sec, in which he, as a member of the then
existing government, had concurred ; and he continued in

opposition thenceforward till his death.

'He was,* says Burnet, *a man of great and ready wit,

full of life, and very pleasant, much turned to satire. . .

He was punctual in nis payments and just in all private

dealings ; but with relation to the public, he went back-
ward and forward, and changed sides so often, that in the

conclusion no side trusted him ; he seemed full of common-
wealth notions, yet he went into the worst part of King
Charles's reign. The liveliness of his imagination was
always too hard for his judgment. His severe jest was pre-

ferred by him to all arguments whatever ; and he was end-
less in council, for when after much discourse a point was
settled, if he could find a new iest, whereby be could make
that which was digested by himself seem ridiculous, he
could not hold, but would study to raise the credit of his

wit, though it made others call his judgment into ques-

tion/ &c.
His works are lively and elegant. The chief of them are

these: 'Character of a Trimmer/ * Anatomy of an Equiva-
lent,' ' Letter to a Dissenter,' • Miscellanies,' and * Maxims
of State.' He left two manuscript copies of his memoirs,
both of which were destroyed unpublished, one by the
Earl of Nottingham, the other by his granddaughter Lady
Burlington. Horace Walpole says that this was done at

Pope's suggestion, because the papists were represented

in an unfavourable light. The loss is to be regretted,

considering the strong satirical talent and position of the

author.

SAVIN. [Juniperus.]
SAVINGS' BANKS. [Banks por Savings.]
SAVONA, the name of a province and town of the Sar-

dinian States, in the western Riviera of Genoa. The
province of Savona is hounded on the north-east by the

province of Genoa Proper, and on the south-west by that of

Albenga, south-east by the Mediterranean Sea, and north-

west by the Apennines, which separate it from the province

of Mondovi in Piedmont The soil partakes of the general

character of the Riviera, and produces abundance of fruit,

oil, and wine. The climate is somewhat colder in winter

than at San Remo and other places farther west, because

it is more open to the northern winds. The Apennines
near Savona are lower than the rest of the Ligurian Apen-
nines, being only 1500 feet above the sea, and on the other

side of them is the valley of the Bormida, which slopes

towards the plains of the Po. The population of the pro-

vince of Savona amounts to 62,000, distributed in thirty-

eight communes. The principal towns are: 1, Savona, a
walled town of 15,600 inhabitants, and the most con-

siderable in the duchy of Genoa, after the capital. (Berto-

lotti.) The streets are narrow, though well paved, and the

interior aspect of the town is gloomy. It carries on a con-

siderable trade; the harbour, which was once good, was
partly filled up by the Genoese in 1525-28, through com-
mercial jealousy ; it is still very safe, but only fit for vessels

of 200 tons* Savona is the residence of many noble and
Vol- XX.—3 P
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other substantial proprietors of the surrounding country;

it contains some good palaces tod several fine churches,

among others the new cathedral boilt io too seventeenth

century, tbe former cathedral which had been raieed by

Julius ILp when bishop of Savons, having been destroyed

to mike room for the citadeL The present cathedral is

adorned with valuable paintings and sculptures. The sanc-

tuary of La Madonna di Savona, situated five miles north-

west of the town, in the Apennines, and on the road which

leads to Mondovi in Piedmont, has also some good paint-

ings, betides numerous votive offerings. Savona i» the

birtb-plsce of Cbisbrera, one of the best Italian lyric poets.

2, Albissoia, a pretty town on the sea-shore, has 3600 in-

habitants, and several handsome villas of the Genoese
nobility Julius 1L was born at Albissoia. 3, Noli, a

small town in a picturesque situation near the sea. 4,

Cairo, in the Apennines, has 3400 inhabitants. Near Cairo

is the villsge of Millesimo, famous in the history of Bona-
parte's first Italian campaign, in 1796. In the neighbour-

ing old castle of Cosseria, 1500 Piedmontese grenadiers

withstood for thirty-six hours all the attacks of the French,

in which two French generals were killed and Joubert was
wounded. At last they were obliged to surrender from want
of wster.

SAVONAROLA, GIRO'LAMO, a Dominican monk,
a native of Ferrara, msde himself known by his eloquent
preaching at Florence, where he wss living in the convent
of 8. Marco, which belonged to his order, in the latter

part of the fifteenth century. In his sermons he used at

times to assume the tone of a prophet, foretelling public

calamities as a punishment for the sins of the people.

Florence was then enjoying peace and prosperity under the

administration of Lorenzo oV Medici, all Italy was quiet, and
yet Savonarola startled his hearers by foretelling the ap-

proaching irruption of fierce foreign hosts, which would
bring bloodshed and desolation over the land. A lew years

after his prophecy was fulfilled by the invasion of Charles
VIII. of France and his ruthless bands, and an age of cala-

mities began for Italy. Before this however Savonarola
was wont to inculcate democratic doctrines; he recom-
mended a return to the former popular system of govern-
ment, which had been interrupted by the ascendency of the
Medici; and he even declaimed against Lorenzo himself.

Lorenzo took little notice of this ; and when bis friends

urged him to check the monk's audacity, he replied, that
as long as the preacher exerted himself to reform the morals
of the ciuiens of Florence, he should willingly excuse his

incivility to himself. When Lorenio fell ill, in the spring

of 1492, and his life was despaired o£ Savonarola appeared
by his bed-side, some say at Lorenso*s own request. The
conversation that followed is variously related. Poliziano,

an eye-witness, states that Savonarola exhorted Lorenzo to

be firm in the Catholic faith, to which the sick man assented.

The monk then asked Lorenzo whether, in case he recovered,

he purposed to live a virtuous and well-regulated life, to

which a ready assent was also given. Lastly, Savonarola
told Lorenzo that he ought to bear his death with resigna-

tion, if such be the will of God. ' With cheerfulness,*

replied Lorenzo. Savonarola was then going Co quit the
room, when Lorenzo called him back, and requested his

benediction, which the monk readily gave in the solemn
form of the liturgy, Lorenso pronouncing the usual responses
with a firm and collected voice.

Such is the account of Poliziano, written soon after the
event, but a different one came into circulation a long time
after, and was registered in the biography of Savonarola,
written by Gianfranoesoo Pico of Mirandola, nephew of the
celebrated Giovanni Pico, the friend of Lorenzo. The story

is, that Savonarola was sent for to hear Lorenzo's confes-
sion, and that among nthsr injunctions to which Lorenzo
readily assented, the monk required him to promise that if

he should recover, he would restore the republic to its for-

mer state of popular freedom, and as Lorenso made no
reply to tins, Savonarola left him without giving him abso-

lution. Roscoe thinks this tale to have been an invention

of that partv spirit which broke out some time after Lo-
renzo's death, and which led to the expulsion of Piero de*

Medici, Lorenzo's son, in 1494. Savonarola acted a con-
spicuous ©art in the disturbances which followed. He be-

came the leader of the democratic party, which was styled
the Piagnoni or lachrymose party, because, in imitation of
their leader, they were continually denouncing and bewailing
the sins and corruption of their feUow-eitiwns. The oppo-

site or aristocratic party, that wished to

meat in a few hands, were styled C
Arrabbiati, or 'enraged.' The Ptagaoiu

time, and a general legislative council was J

citizens, above thirty years of age, and who 1

specchio,' that is to say, inscribed in the

having always paid their taxes regularly. A '

constructed for their meetings in the town
narola's influence was now very great, ben*

by his party as a kind of prophet and
Grave citizens mixed with friars, and children,

in the public places crying * Viva Crista/

composed for the occasion, and dancing wiih
turns. Bat the Arrabbiati were not idle; they ;

Savonarola as an impostor, and theY accuser
'

at Rome. Pope Alexander VL (Borgia) i

to appear before him, in default of which he
catea him. Savonarola, who had long

against the corruptions of the clergy, did not tssn the 1

or the church, whom he styled a usurper, ead he
several princes urging them to assemble a ^
before which he made sure of proving that Afeaaadcr :—
only was not a legitimate pontiff, but was not em a Car-*-

tian. In the year 1497, riero de' Medici made mm subbel
to re-enter Florence by surprise, at the bead of am sola
party, but the plot was discovered, and aceesal d ;»
abettors within the town being arrested, five of x±*m e»
condemned to death, and the rest to banishsmcaa IV*
appealed from their sentence to the great
citizens, but Savonarola and bis party urged the i

execution of the sentence, and the five were bel
enraged the aristocratic party, who, joined to tbe 1

uiies which Savonarola had among the clergy,
two Franciscan monks to preach against him.
thus assailed, called to his aid a brother Dommm. >
menico da Pescia, and both retorted from the pulpit oga^s
the Franciscans. The contest was kept up for sots* i^
with mutual accusations and vituperations* until Fri Is-

menico, excited beyond reason, proposed to prove the k?f
riority and sanctity of his master by walking through *-»

flames, and, strange to say, one of the Frenciaeaas
took to do tbe same on the part of his brethren. The i

of trial was arranged by the magistrates; a mass of i

tibles was laid in the square, and a walk was made acrvm
through which the champioi«s were to pass while the facg.c
were blazing. On the appointed day. 1 7th April. I *»*, S*

vonarola and bis champion, attended by a nunar*/ , ;• proc**
sion, made their appearance, giving out the psalm - Kxmv*
Deus et dissipentur inimici ejus.* His opponent Fr.' G.ul
Rondinelli, attended by some Franciscan monk** »-»

silently and steadily to the place of trial ; the Jm>r-i«. ^

kindled, and tbe crowded spectators stood in mut^ i»i

ment and expectation, when Savonarola propo*eu \i

champion Domenico should bear the consecrate*. ».*

through the fire. This proposal shocked the whole as*
and the magistrates and headsof tbe clergy exclaimed a*,

it as a profanation, and as a tempting of God himself. .

Domenico however re/used to proceed without the t
and the trial was given up. This business ruined
credit of Savonarola: on bis return to bis convent of

Marco he was taunted by the populace, and soon after

party of his enemies entered the convent by force, a-
dragged him, with Domenico and another monk, to pri*n

He was tried before a mixed lay and ecclesiastic commi
sion appointed by Alexander VL His eloquence at fir*,

startled his judges, but the implements of torture bcui^

produced, the firmness of Savonarola failed him, and b*

acknowledged tbe falsehood of his pretensions to superna-

tural powers. He was condemned to death, and he and tm
two associates, being led to tbe spot prepared far tbe trial.

were first strangled, aud their bodies thrown into the flames.

on the ?3rd of May, 1498.

Savonarola left several works, both ia Italian and to

Latin, one of which, entitled * Triumphus Cruet*,* ss s tie

monstration of the truths of Christismty. His Mrmoe*
however, of which some remain, are the most remarkalWc
of his productions. He was eminently a papular orator,

and profoundly versed in the art of exciting the feehnjp.

His memory has found several apologists, among the rmt
Filippo Neri, and Barotti, in his ' Biographies of Anthers
Natives of Ferrara.*

SAVOY iSapoia in llal ossein FrenchK ft coun-

try with the title of dur' -^gs to Use ^r^T"*0
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It farms part of th» highland*of the Ah>and is

geographically united to South-eastern Switzerland, being
included in the basin of the Rhone. Savoy extends from 45°
V to 46* 24' N. lat„ and from 5° 37' to 7° E. long. The
boundaries of Savoy are : on the east, the great chain of the
Graian and Pennine Alps, which divide it from Piedmont
and the Valais ; on the north, the Letnan lake ; on the west,

the Rhone, which divides it from France ; and on the south,

an offset of the Cottian Alps, which, running westwards
from the group of Mont Cenis, divides the valley of Mau-
rienne* the southernmost part of Savoy, from Dauphin6.
This offset ends at the valley of the Isdre, which forms a
natural opening on the south-west, between Savoy and
France. North of the Istre a ridge runs in the direction of
the RhOne, forming a natural hairier to Savoy on that side.

This ridge has been cat through at the place called Les
EchelleS, to make the high road from Cbambe'ry to Lyon.
Savoy consists of several valleys formed by offsets of the

Alps. It is divided into three basins : the northern basin,

the waters of which flow northwards into the Lepian lake;
the central basin, the waters of which flow by means of the
Arve, the Fier, and the lake Bourget westward into the
Rhdne; and the southern basin, which is drained by the

Isere and its affluents. The Isfire runs southwards into

France.
The administrative division of Savoy corresponds to the

geographical configuration of its surface and its principal

vslleys. The country is divided into eight provinces:— 1,

Chablais, which comprises the southern coast of the Letnan
lake and the numerous valleys which slope towards it. The
Dranse, which rises in the mountains near the borders of
the Valais, and enters the lake half-way between the towns
of Evian and Thonon, is the principal river of Chablais. 2,

Faucigny, south of Chablais, consists chiefly of the long
valley of the Arve, from its source in the Col de Balme to a
few miles below Bonneville, where the river enters the pro-

vince of Carouge. The well known valley of Chamouny
belongs to Faucigny, and the romantic but comparatively

neglected valley of the Giffre, the principal affluent of

the Arve, with its fine cascades and the bordering glaciers

of Mont Buer, forms also part of Faucigny. 3, Genevois,

west of Faucigny, consists of the valley of the river Fier, an
affluent of the KhSne, and of the basin of the lake of An-
necy, the waters of which have their outlet in the Fier. 4,

The province of Carouge lies north of the Genevois, and
between it and the borders of the canton of Geneva, to which
part of its territory and the town of Carouge itself, from
which the province takes its name, were ceded by the treaty

of St Julien in 1815. St. Julien is now the chief town of

the proving The small river Les TJsses, which enters the

RhAr u: Scyssel, is the principal outlet of the waters of

t! . p4i.\iuo of Cardnge. 5, Haute Savoie, south of Fau-
. ,'is , cordis L of the valley of the Arli, an affluent of the

l ere, which <0ows from north to south. 6, Tarantasia or

Tn rectal outh of Haute Savoie, consists of the long

valley of the IsSre, running from east to west, from its

*ourees at the foot of Mout Iseran to the confluence of the

Ar) Tarantasia is, next to Faucigny, the most Alpine part

of Savoy, and the most interesting to mountain tourists. 7,

'daurienne, south of Tarantasia, consists of the valley of the

Arc, which has its source at the foot of Mont Cenis, and
joins the IsSre above Montme'lian. The high road to Italy

leads through the whole length of Maurienne. 8, Savoy
Proper, the most level and most fertile part of Savoy, lies

west of Maurienne and Tarentaise, and south of Genevois.

It is divided on the west from France by the Rh6ne and its

affluent the Guier. The waters of Savoy Proper find an
outlet partly southwards by the Isere, and partly by the

Leisse and other streams which run westward into the lake

of Bourget, which lake enters the Rh6ne by a canal called

that of Saviere. The lake of Bourget lies five miles north-

trest of Cbambe'ry ; it is ten miles long and three wide,

and the surface is 700 feet above the sea.

Tbe principal towns of Savoy are— 1, Chambery, the

capital of the whole duchy. 2, Annecy, the head town of

the province of Genevois. 3, Thonon, the head town of

Chablais, situated on an eminence which commands a
splendid view of the Leman lake. The country around
Thonon is very fertile. Thonon has a handsome town-

house and some other good buildings, and 4200 inhabitants.

A few miles north-east of Thonon are the remains of the

convent of Ripaille, built by Amadeus VI II. Being sold by

the French at the time of the Revolution, it was stripped of

all its ornaments, and it has been since converted into a
farm. Some of the towers remain; the church and the
library have been transformed into barns. 4, Aix-Jes-
Bains, in Savoy Proper, much frequented for its baths.
[Ant.] 5, Rumilly, in the province of Genevois, has 4000
inhabitants. 6, Moutiers, the capital of Tarentaise, is a small
town with 2000 inhabitants, and a bishop's see. Moutiers
has salt-works for purifying the salt which is derived from
the neighbouring springs of 8alins, and also a school of
mineralogy and metallurgy, with three professors, a cabinet
of minerals, a library, and a chemical laboratory. The lead-

mines of Pesei and Macot, in the mountains near Moutiers,
employ about 600 workmen. The net yearly produce of the
mines, which are worked for the government, is valued at
between 60,000 and 80,000 francs.

The mine of Pesei is situated at an elevation of 4500 feet

above the sea, and that of Macot at the height of 6000 feet.

The ore is sent to Conflans, where it is smelted and purified.

The mineral springs of La Perriere, situated in the valley

of the Doron, about three miles from Moutiers, have been
much frequented of late years by invalids from Switzer-
land and France. They are particularly recommended for

cutaneous diseases and rheumatism. The province of
Tarentaise has also numerous mines of anthracite, which
aae worked by the country people, and it is rich in marble
of various colours. 7, Boure St. Maurice in Upper Taren-
taise, on the road leading to Italy by the Little St. Bernard,
is a town of 3000 inhabitants, and carries on considerable
trade in cattle. From the village of Scez above Bourg St.

Maurice, the narrow valley of Tignes leads south-east to

the sources of the Isere, at the foot of Mont Iseran, a no-
ble pyramid 13,300 feet high, covered with perpetual snow
and surrounded by glaciers. From Scez a road leads in an
easterly direction to the pass of the Little St. Bernard, 7192
feet above the sea, and from thence into the valley of Aosta.

The pass is practicable nearly all the year round, but only
for horses and mules. A Roman road constructed by Augus-
tus led formerly from Aosta, or Augusta Pretoria, over the
Little St. Bernard, and down the valley of the Isere to

Vienne on the RhOne. Traces of this road are still visible

in the valley of Aosta, but all vestiges of it have disappeared

on the Savoy side. On the summit of the pass is an an-

tient column of cipoline marble, 15 feet high, which is called

•Colonne de Iou,' or of Jove, and near it is a circle of
stones probably Druidical, but which the country people

call the circle of Hannibal. It is now generally admitted
that Hannibal entered Italy by the pass of the Little St.

Bernard. Tarentaise is altogether a very interesting region,

though little visited by tourists. Albanis Beaumont, in his
• Description des Alpes Grecques et Cottiennes ;* Vernheil,
in the ' Statistique au Depaxtement du Mont Blanc,' Paris,

1807; Roche, in his 'Notizie Istoriche,' printed at Moutiers
in 1819; and Bertolottu in Jus * Viaggio in Savoia,' 1828,

have illustrated this province. It was the country of the

antient Centrones* who, with their neighbours the Salassi,

long resisted the Roman arms, and were only subjugated
in the time of Augustus. A village on the banks o? the
Isere, above Moutiers, bears the name of Centrone, and a
little higher up, in the village of Aixme, several Roman
inscriptions exist, one of which is the following votive one in

verse, written by the Proconsul I. Pompontus Victor, in

the time of Augustus, and which is interesting for the feel-

ing which it displays :

—

* Silvane sacra aemiclnae fraxioo,

Et huitu alii summe custos hortuli,

Tibi hasce grates dcdicamus mudcas.
Quod not per arva, perque mootea Alpioos
Tuique lucl snare olentia hoipites.

Dam Jus gnberno. remque tangor Qsssarum,
Too favor* prosperante tospitat,

,Tn me. meosque reduces Roman sistife),

Daqne ltala rura teooUmus preside.
Egojam dicabo mille magna* arbores.*

I. Pomponii Victoria, Proo.
Augustti T,

8, The town of St Jean, the chief place in the province of
Maurienne, has 2500 inhabitants, and a very old cathedral,

in which lie buried some of the earlier counts of the house
of Savoy. The other towns of Maurienne, Modane, St.

Michel, Lanslebourg, and Aiguebelle, do not reckon 2000
inhabitants each. Maurienne has mines of iron, copper,

and lead, the aggregate produce of which amounts to

600,000 francs yearly.

The late king Charles Felix began the embankment of
the three principal rivers of Sr.vov, the Arve, the IsSre, and

s~ ? V 'I
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the Arc, by which meant large tracts of fertile land have
bean reclaimed.

The population of the duchy of Savoy it 501,000, 129,000

of whom inhabit the province of Savoy Proper. A great

Crt of the country is rocky and barren, and the male in-

bitants are obliged to leave their hornet in order to get a

subsistence. Cattle and sheep constitute the chief wealth

of the Alpine districts. Savoy does not produce com
enough for its consumption. Wine is made in most parts,

and some of it is very good. Silkworms are reared in

Savoy Proper, and fruit-trees are abundant. The people of

Savoy have an old established reputation for honesty, loyalty,

and bravery. Savoy has produced many distinguished men
of learning, among others, St. Real, Vaugelas, Gerdil, Ber-

thollet, Ducis, Brogny, Berger, &c.
The popular language of Savoy is a Romance dialect,

like those of Western Switzerland, but the people of the

towns speak good French.
The statistics of the administration, education, &c. of

Savoy are given under Sardinian States.
SAVO\\ HOUSE OF. [Sardinian States.]
SAW, an instrument for cutting timber or other hard

substances, usually formed of a plate of steel with a notched
or serrated edge. The action of a saw is different from that

of a knife or sharp-edged tool ; the latter being used simply
to separate the fibres, while the former is made, by a rapid

motion in the direction of its length, to cut or tear away a
portion of wood equal to the thickness of *be blade.

The division of wood by riving or flitting was pro-

bably the most antient method of reducing it to pieces of
convenient size and shape ; and, owing to the facility with
which it is done, and the superior strength of the planks so

produced, this process ia still occasionally resorted to. If

the grain of timber were straight, this plan would have the
advantage of economy, but as it is not so in general, con-

siderable waste is occasioned by it when the pieces are re-

quired to be straight, much wood having to be removed
with an adze in order to make it so. The superior strength

of split timber arises from all its fibres being kept un-
broken ; while, in such as is divided by sawing, many are

cut through, owing to their irregular direction. From this

circumstance split timber is preferred for the staves of bar-
rels, sieve-hoops, and a variety of other purposes for which
great strength and elasticity are required. For a notice of
machines for cutting wood by means of knives or knife-like
instruments, see Wood-Cuttinq Machinery.
Saws were used by the antient Egyptians. The annexed

cut represents a saw that was discovered, with several other
carpenters' tools, in a private tomb at Thebes, and which is

now preserved in the British Museum.

The blade, which appears to be of brass, is ten inches and
a half long, and one inch and a quarter broad at the widest
part. The teeth are irregular, and appear to have been
formed by striking a blunt-edged instrument against the
edge of the plate; the bur, or rough shoulder, thus pro-
duced, not being removed. The following cut, from a paint-
ing copied in Rosellini's work on Egyptian antiquities, repre-
sents a man using a similar saw ; the piece of wood which he
\B cutting being held between two upright posts. In other re-

presentationsthe timber isbound with ropes to a 1

and in one, also copied by RoscUmi, the work
gaged in tightening the rope, having left the saw stickur

in the cut In an engraving given in the third fount U
Wilkinson's • Manners and Customs of the Antient Eg**.

tians,' a saw is represented of much larger dimension*, a
length being, by comparison with the man, not less taw
three or four feet. It does not appear thai the Sgyataai
used saws worked bv two men.
The invention of saws was variously attributed by tat

Greeks to two or three individuals, who ere eapposed a
have taken the idea from the jaw-bone of a snake or tst

back-bone of a fish. There is a very curious picture aaosf
the remains discovered in the ruins of Hercsxlaneea. rcctt-

senting the interior of a carpenter's workshop, «tfk nro

genii cutting a piece of wood with a frame-saw ; and «a to

altar preserved in the Capitoline Museum at Rome that

»

a perfect representation of a bow-saw, exactly resemsk^
in the form of the frame, and the twisted cord for tightsuif
it, those used by modern carpenters. (Mus, CasmtoU^
vol. iv., plate 15.) From these remains it is evident ifes

these forms of the instrument were known to the anbesu
Saws are of various forms and sixes, according to tb

purposes to which they are to be applied. Those used >
carpenters and other artificers in wood are the most s*
merous. Among these are the following :—The eroirar
saw, for dividing logs transversely, two persons bang at
ployed to pull the saw alternately backward* and ibmrd*
and the teeth being so formed as to cut equally in eaa £-

rection. The pit-saw, a long blade of steel with hip lock,

and a transverse handle at each end. It is used for m*u%
logs into planks or scantlings, the piece of wood u bs cat

being laid over a saw-pit, or excavation six or teres fast

deep. One man stands on the log, and the other a tb
pit, and they null the saw alternately up and down, ts t

nearly vertical direction; the saw cutting in its desorai

only. Theframe-saw is a blade from five to seven fee: la*,

stretched tightly in a frame of timber, the plane of tat as
being at right angles with that of the frame. It is used u
a similar manner to the pit-saw, but causes less waste, W»
cause the blade, being stretched,may be made much Ulajkl
The ripping saw, hay-ripper, hand-saw, and pannel-sawm
saws for the use of one person, the blades tapering in vtits

from the handle. They are of different ler"! K*T^- '

—

being about twenty-eight inches; and th« .i

rather more than one-third to one-sixth or >n
inch. Tenon-saws, sasnsaws, dovetail-so
made of very thin blades of steel, of equal £r»«t
their whole length, and stiffened with st* <* #?
or brass fixed on their back edges. T *r» *d
cutting across the grain, as in the shouldei j( u^^dr.
tail joints, &c, and for many other purposet V ^iafe ai"
clean cut is required, but where it is not n uaMto fee v
whole width of the saw-blade to pass thro %W w?
Such saws vary in length from about six to t " * *

the teeth being from one-eighth or one-tent
down to a very minute size; extremely small
required for some of the most delicate operation
binet-maker. Compass and key-hole saws are la
saws, tapering from about an inch to an eighth o
in width, used for making curved cuts. They a
considerably thicker at the edge than at the back* i

that they may move freely in a curved kerf, and the
is mounted in a long handle, having a slit to recciv
blade, and a screw to fix it in any required place, so th
may be made to project more or less as required. Sn.
framesaws and bow-saws, in which very thin narrow bl*4
are tightly stretched, are occasionally used for cuttiug bod
wood and metal. Saws are made for cutting bone, irox*

and there *r»

tides what ru*e

s to detail tbrsL

nracturing savv
•erred, • tarrr-

i supplied ' witi

rt's • Engineer'*
re are indebted
ommonest kiDil

r-hardened, and
some degree d
though spurned
their cost brtn;
made either of
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of wWcb the Utter if peefcrred. on

*nonm& of it* greater uniformity of ttruoture. The steel

is esse* iii the farm of a smell slab, about an inch and a half
thick. Thii aUb if extended, by rolling, to tbo required
flesrrww of tenuity, and then cut, by shears, into piacet of
avitabU form and tise. * The edges art next perfaotod by
Aline* and holding tba flat tida of tbo pUtaa again* large

fCrindatoQaa* which process prepares them for tba cutting of
too taeth. This operation if usually performed by a die-

cutter in a fly^otost, the motion of tht saw-plate being duly
regulated, to that the teeth shall bo oniform ; the larger

tooth being out one at s time ; and tba smaller, two, three,

or more at a time, according to cinramsUncee.* The wire
odgoe left an the teeth by the outtiag-out press are removed
by Ming, after which the plates undergo the processes of
hardening and tempering. Various fatty cossposition*
haeo been used for this purpose, being considered to possets
peculiar efficacy in hardening. Mr. Gill (in the ' Techm-
eai Repository/ vol. i„ p, 312) recommends the following
mixture as suitable not only for saw-piste*, but far spnags
CenaraUy^-

8pcrmscsti oil . . » . 20 gallons.

Beef-suet, rendered . . 80 lbs,

Neats-foot oil . . . , I gallon.

Pitch 1 lb.

Blank resin 3 lbs.

The pitch and resin are to be melted together, and then
added to the other ingredients, the whole being heated in

an iron vessel until the aqueous vapour ia driven off, and
she competition will take Are on the application of flame to

Ha auHaee; the flame being extinguished by putting on
the cover of the vessel. The liquid mixture thus prepared
le put into a Teasel of suitable farm, and, when cold, the
aawvelates, which are heated to a cherry-red. are precipi-

tated etlgewiet into it When sufficiently cooled therein to

be bandied, they are taken out, and are found to be ex-

tremely hard and brittle. The unctuous matter which
adheres to them being then parually removed, they are

taken up individually by a pair of tongs, and passed back-
wards and forwards over a clear charcoal Are, to as to cause
the unctuous matter to inflame, or 6/ase o^ as it is termed,

which reduces the sews to the required temper ; end, whilst

the) eaw*ptaesc remain hot, any warping they may have
»r*oui-*- 4 ^ ***- *rnss» »• removed by smart blows from a

strewed with sand to prevent their

next operation is planishing by ham*
i • more even and equally elastic ; afar

j ground on large grindstones. The
i a#r*-*t we circular (ace of the stone by an

,* W i, against which the grinder presses with
irder to grind it as evenly as possible. He

c«, stretching over the stone, which revolves

pulity; hit hands, arms, breast, and knees

ntf jl^ aght into sction to produce the desired effect,

idjT ecomes covered with the sludge formed by the

V , process of grinding impairs the flstness and elas-

( the saw- plates, they are submitted to a second
ering by the planishort, and their elasticity is restored

sting thtm over a ooko fire until thoy attain a fsint

-colour. The marks of the hsmmer are removed by
passing the sswt lightlv over a grindstone, after

i the flntl poli»h it given by a fine hard stone, a glti-

/hecl covered with buff-leather and emery, or a
en wheel called the kard-kmut Any defectt acquired

ng these processes are removed by a few blows with a
tn.. 11 polished hsmmer upon a pott or hard wood.

The saws are ' cleaned off' by women, by rubbing fine

emery over them lengthwise with a piece of cork-wood

;

tnd then banded to the sWfrr, who lavs each alternate

tooth over the edge of a small anvil, and strikes them so

as to bend eech uniformly into a tlight deviation from the

plane of the taw, and then, turning the saw-piste, sets the

remaining teeth in like manner, but in the opposite direc-

tion. Owing to this set of the teeth, the kerf or rut made
bv the saw it rather wider than the thickness of the blsde,

which theiwlbre posses through it with littlo resistance.

The degree of deviation from the plane of the saw depends
open the kind of weed to be out ; the softest wood requir-

ing the widest or ranwsaf set. Sometimes an instrument
with a notched edge, catted a star-nwrf f. it used for sotting

each being separately beat to the required

or, to some cases, two of mora at a time; and

I, . f-U 4

.' ds OU I
1

* Mt graf
b ii ~

recently an ingenious contrivance resembling a pair of
plyers, and having a stop-screw to regulate the degree of
set, and a moveable plate to prevent too much of tho tooth

being bent, has been introduced. It may be observed that

the mode of performing this operation with a hammer has
been considered to have an advantageous effect in harden-
ing the teeth. After being set, the saw is placed, between
two plates of lead, in a vice, and the teeth arc sharpened
with a triangular file. The handles are then fixed on by
nots and screws, and the saws cleaned off, oiled, and packed
in brown paper for sale.

The common test of a good saw is bending it into a bow,
and letting it spring back again into a straight line. It is

a satisfactory test of perfect elasticity and uniformity of
thickness in the blade, which are two of the essential pro-

perties of a good saw ; but it is considered by some to be
an uiiaeoessary trial, and to spod saws which possess, in

other respects, the qualities of a good tool.

The teeth of carpenters' saws are so formed as to contain

an angle of 60°, and they are made to inciino more or less

forward according to the intended use of the saw. Rippiog-
saws have the front of the teeth perpendicular to a line

ranging with their points ; but those for cutting across tho

grain, or for bard wood, must have the front of the teeth

more or less inclined towards that imaginary line. Very
small thin saws are sometimes made with the teeth of such
a form that they out towards, instead of from, the person
using them; an arrangement which counterscts the ten-

dency to bending consequent on the thinness of the plate.

For very delicate operations saws are frequently made of
watch-spring*

Circular saws, heina used only in connection with ma-
chinery, sre deftcnbeu under Saw-Mill. It has been
recemsaanded to Ale their teeth in such a manner that their

surfaces may not be perpendicular to the face of the saw,
but inclined in the direction that tho teeth are set ; so that

the teeth, wheu cutting, first removo the wood from tho
sides of the kerf, leafing a little ndge in the centra, which
tends to keep tho saw steady in its course.

In cutting a log into plsnks with a nit-taw. it is neces-

sary to insert wedges in the kerf* in order to keep it open,
and allow free pessajre for the saw. To save the trouble

and inconventeneo of shifting these as the saw proceeds,

Mr. Griffiths invented an expanding wedge, for which he
received a reward from the Society of Arts. It is repre-

sented in the annexed cut, a being the handle, bb two
springs, and e a cross-piece to prevent the wedge from fall-

ing into the pit when fully expanded. When tho saw has
cut two or three feet into the tow, the springs are to be
compressed by hand, and the wedge pushed into the cut
up to the ends of the springs ; the cross-piece resting on
the top of the bslk. The elasticity of the seringa will cause
the out to open ts it proceeds, without tne wedge being
moved ; and the cross bar will prevent its falling when it

hat attained ita full expansion.

For an account of the tpplication of machinery to tawing
timber, tee Saw-Mill.
Sawt for cutting stone are without teeth, although they

are sometimes slightly notched upon the cutting edge, that

they may collect and retain the particles of ssnd thtt sre

conducted into the cut by a small current of water, and by
the attrition of which the effect is mainly produced. The
saw-plate it tightly stretched in a kind of rectangular

frame, of which it forms the lower side ; and the frame,

being suspended by ropes, it moved backwards tnd for-

wards by one or two men. A board is laid sloping towards

the eat, to conduct a constant supply of water worn a reser-

voir, sad a quantity of sand is laid on the board, so thtt

the operator can, by means of a hooked stick, draw a little

into the stream of water when ncccMtry. Coarso tharp
sand is used for cutting soft stones, snd fine sand for those

of harder qualitv; the sand.being in all cases carefully

cleaned and sifted. Sawing stone u a very slow and labor

u
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oug operation ; a good workman not being able to out more
than twentv-flve or thirty square feet of Portland stone in

a day ; and, as commonly practised, it involves considerable

waste of material, owing to the tendency of the saw to

swerve from the right direction when the stone is not uni-

form in hardness. The defects of the common process have

been partially avoided, of late years, by the use of stone-

sawing machinery, worked by steam or water power, in

which the effect is so much increased by greater pressure

upon the saws, that, according to the • Encyclopaedia Me-
tropolitana,' one saw performs as much work in seventy

hours as a man in six weeks, and with such accuracy that

the surface scarcely requires any dressing. As in saw-

milts for wood, any number of saws may be worked to-

gether, so adjusted as to cut a block of stone into slabs of

any required thickness. Curved forms may be cut in stone

by means of straight saws ; but a patent was obtained in

1810, by Mr. Murdock, for cutting columns, stone pipes,

&c. by means of a cylindrical saw, so mounted as to receive

rotatory motion alternately in each direction ; such a motion
being found more suitable for cutting stone than a continued

rotation in one direction.

8AW-FI8H, a fish belonging to the flxed-giUed Chon-
dropterygians, nearly related on the one hand to the Sharks
(Squalid**), and on the other to the Rays. [Squalid*.]
SAW-MILL. In this article will be embraced not only

such points in the mechanism of saw* mills, strictly so called,

as appear to require notice, but also some other contri-

vances in which saws are used in connection with ma-
chinery, and not simply as tools impelled and guided by the

hand. Saws, considered merely as tools, have been described

under Saw, where an account of their manufacture will also

be found.

Although saw-mills have not been very generally intro-

duced till within a few years, they are by nb means of recent

origin. 8aws worked by machinery were known on the

Continent at least as early as the fifteenth century, though
the improvement of having several saws in the same frame,

so as to cut a log into many planks by one operation, is sup-

posed not to have been tried prior to the sixteenth century.

Notwithstanding their successful use in Germany, Holland,

Norway, and other places, the introduction of saw-mills in

England was much opposed. One was erected near London
in 1663, by a Dutchman ; but it was soon abandoned. In
No. 419 of Houghton's 'Collection for Improvement of
Husbandry and Trade,' published August 2, 1700, the

adoption of saw-mills in this country is strongly recom-
mended, although some opposition from the populace is

mentioned a* not improbable. About the year 1767 or 1 768

a saw-mill was established at Limebottee, under thesasseaa

of the Society for the Encouragement of Arts, Manses*
tures, and Commerce. It was driven by armd, sod mmm
intended by a person who had become acquainted wnh :*•

use of saw-mills on the Continent This mill was dttmy
by a riotous mob; but the ringleaders boras: se*«sl? ;-

nished, and the damage made good by the ©euety. a »*

again set up, and soon followed by others, particularly tf*

the improvement of the steam-engine made it etailaait »

.

moving power. A similar mill is said to hare existed • 1*

years previously at Leith. Many of the earlier eso-o*..

were driven by water, and those of North America art k_
generally worked by that power.
The earliest kind of sawing-machinery was* hi ils assss-

tia) feature*, the same as that still used for ssvinf \s«> v
timber into planks. In this machine the aawe are miwuimt

in a frame which slides up and down on vertical guxin

the reciprocating motion being imparted to the frame to i

crank upon an axle turned by a connection with the *%**
wheel or other prime mover. The log ia supported a

»

carriage resting upon rollers, and is made to advaast «

little at each stroke of the saws, which eat daring i>
descent only. Fig*. I and 2 represent the commoo rtr-

procating saw-mill, the same letters in both refemai '«

corresponding parts. The machinery, in the form hm >
presented, occupies two stories ; the cast-iron framing brsj

securely bolted down to the basement flour, sad rate*

through the upper floor, whioh is shown in seetioa at A t

An horiiontal axle, revolving in bearings attached s> fe

lower part of the framing, is turned by means of a mm
from the axle immediately impelled by the itners ssf
water-wheel, or other moving power. Two drams sr r*-

gers are used, that marked a being fixed an the n*.
while the other, 6, revolves freely ; the drivias; strap hoy
shifted to this loose rigger when it is desired to stop tic s>
chine without stopping the engine that propels it. I* ass
of the earlier saw-mills the motion was commonnesses fct

»

train of cogged wheels ; but straps are preferable, at tan

occasion less friction, and, in case of any accidental soar*
tion to the machinery, will give way without injury. *s»
cog-wheels would be broken to pieces. It may ha sear*
here, that important advantages have been den*' j a
recent introduction of straps or bands F saw* a*

caoutchouc, for driving machinery ; as the' atf isssn
them much more effective and durable th «* of loan*
and obviates the inconvenience of slippin palk*%
to which the common bands are liable wi ed vva

use. The axle, being cranked, imparts a ««•<*_ ag a>
tion to the saw-frame at, by means of the <*>>**> rase

The vertical motion of the saw-frame is ensured by its slid-

ing up and down upon smooth pillars or guide-rods at-

tached to the frame-work of the machine ; these being usu-

ally made square, that the parts sliding upon them may be
•crowed up so as to fit accurately when reduced by wear,

lu some machines friction-rollers are u«ed instead of mere
slides for guiding the saw-frame. The saws (of which
eight are represented In Fig. X although a smaller number

msy be used) are stretched tightly in the frame, common Iv
by means of wedges driven through mortise-holes in their
upper end. In the saw-mills erected st the Royal Arseas I.

VVoolwioh, by Mr. (now Sir M. V) Broaal, an lageaioos ap-
paratus ia used lo stretch the sews squally. At each eod of

^ttsjisee of iron terminetsng in a hook. The book
\of the fcawoatahsa upon thslsnr«r cross her
TOd test st the upper end ssccaneoted with
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aumber of plates about twenty inches long, and from six to

ten inches wide, secured by screws to another set of plates

that ate firmly attached to the flaneh or foundation, which
is of cast-iron, very thick in the centre, and tapering to a
thin edge. The outer side of the flaneh, or that along
which the log to be cut has to pass, is made either quite

flat or slightly concave. When the saw is very large, the

lower part, as shown in the diagrams, passes through
the floor of the room. The saw is mounted on one end
of an axle, revolving in firmly secured bearings, b is

a rigger fixed on the axle, to receive motion, by means of a
broad strap, from the engine ; and c a loose rigger, to

which the strap is shifted when it is necessary to stop the

saw. As the mere cessation of the moving power would not

stop the machine as quickly as it desirable, a wooden wheel
/is added, to the periphery of which an iron strap may be
pressed by a lever so as to arrest its revolution, and bring

the machine to a stand. The log to be cut, which is marked
A, is fixed to a carriage g, which slides on a kind of rail-

way elevated on a substantial framework. The under side

of the carriage is supplied with a rack, working into a
pinion at A, to which motion is imparted by a train of

wheels, partly under the floor, and turned by a Btrap from
the rigger (2, on the axis of the saw ; * is a wheel with

several grooves of different diameters, by a band from which
an apparatus (not shown in the cuts) is moved for regulat-

ing the velocity with which the carriage is propelled. By
means of screws turned by a handle attached to the car-

riage, the log is made to project beyond the plane of the

saw in a trifling degree ; and then the attendant throw-

ing the pinion * into gear, the carriage with the log upon
it is steadily moved along its railway, while the thin and
flexible veneer separated by the saw slides along the con-

vex side of the saw- flaneh at t. When the carriage

has traversed the whole length of the log, the detached
veneer is carefully removed, and the carriage brought
rapidly back to its original situation by reversing the motion
of the pinion ; a process readily effected by means of a
clutch-box beneath the floor, with a handle brought to a
convenient situation for the attendant The apparatus

which imparts a transverse motion to the log is then again

moved, so as to project the log sufficiently beyond the Diane

of the saw to allow another veneer to be cut off, ana the

same process is again gone through.

A stationary shield of thin brass is used to cover the saw
on the convex side, at the point where the veneer turns out
of the straight course to pass the flaneh ; and, when the
wood is very brittle, another shield is used, pressing the

outer side of the veneer, both to diminish the risk of its

breaking, and to prevent bits that may be detached from it

flying off against the face of the person attending the ma-
chine. Several minor contrivances, which it is unnecessary
here to detail, are added for various purposes of convenience
and safety. The axle, with its riggers, &c, are enclosed by
hoarding, and a boarded channel is usually made to receive

the veneer. In some machines the veneer passes beneath
the axle, and in others in a curved channel by its side, in

which case it is not necessary to place the log either above
or below the level of the axle. When large logs are to be
operated on, they are secured to the carriage by iron clamps,
or dogs ; but when they are reduced to a tnin slice, otJUtch,

they are glued to a wooden frame attached to the carriage,

by which arrangement the saw will cut as long as there

remains a sufficient thickness of wood to be divided ; and,

by softening the glue with hot water, the thin slice remain-
ing on the framo may be detached. When the saw-plates

are worn down by repeated sharpening, they are moved
farther from the centre of the flaneh, different rows of

screw-holes being provided for that purpose. By a judicious

arrangement of these holes, the plates may be used until

one row is filed away, and they are reduced to about an inch
and a half in width.

In the principal room for cutting veneers at the (Sty Saw-
Mills, there are eight saws, varying from eight to seventeen

feet diameter, and revolving from seventy to ninety times

in a minute. In erecting the mills the greatest possible

care was taken to ensure solidity of base for the machinery

;

each saw having a separate foundation of brickwork. The
necessity for such precaution may be readily conceived when
the siie of the saws is considered, and it is remembered that

tboy are to cut from ten to fourteen veneers out of an inch

of wood; and so completely has the desired solidity and
teadiaeat been attained, that whoa the eye is brought into

the plane of the largest saw while it is revolwing ill a>
can scarcely be discerned. Logs of about five feet dss
have been cut by this apparatus. The writer was p->

during the conversion, or cutting up, of the largest '*%
.

had been placed on the carriage in one piece,—a .,

Honduras mahogany, eighteen feet long and three fce

inch square ; from which unbroken sheets were t*fcr •

at the rate of about ten to an inch, and so beautifully sa \

as to require scarcely any dressing.

A patent was obtained by Mr. Craig, in 1831. for an*-.,

contrivances for cutting veneers, in one of which a a&z.

of small circular saws are made to traverse the wholeW
of the log, which revolves slowly on its axis ; so that, i .

i

combined motion of the saws and the log, the whok ;

of wood is converted into a continuous spiral veneer. ?k
bling those produced by the celebrated veneer-cut tint -

chinerv used in Russia, in which a knife-edged inetn^i
is used as a cutter. [Wood-Cuttino Machiiczsx.]
As before explained, large circular saws are only aixrv

for cutting very thin slices or boards ; they are never -**

for cutting off a greater thickness than half an rocix l.

rarely so much. When, therefore, the piece cut off » .

thick to be diverted from the straight line to pass the it -

of the saw, a saw of much smaller size, and format .

single plate of steel, is used. Such a saw is usually nv*: -

in a bench or table, under which the axle passes, r,

having a slit or opening through which the upper ?tr .

the saw projects. The saw is kept steady by means J ^
thick plates or flanges of iron, about one-third its doa? -

one of which is screwed tightly up to each side of tbr :j~-

The true motion of the saw is sometimes farther pnw
for by means of adjusting screws inserted in the bcxxl -

such a^manncr as to confine the saw-plate very zml- i

periphery. The piece of wood to be cut is laid cc ->

smooth surface of the table, and pushed towards the a* <•

hand ; its motion being directed by a moveable guide

rule screwed to the table, and capable of adju«*»~—

*

distance from the sow, but always remaining
By inclining the surface of the table, or the ~>

the wood may be cut to any require bevel ; .

two or more saws on the same axle, several
cut off simultaneously. Small circular saws,
are often moved by means of a treadle and era •

variety of ingenious modifications, may be ap
useful purposes.

Circular bench-saws are occasionally used of i

feet diameter, though they are generally much aU
owing to the projection of their flanges, they r.

through a piece of wood of about one third t 4t
Amon^ the suggestions made for applying t « *

of continuous motion without this inoonvenie • l

the late Mr. Smart, who did mueh in introt .-u

proving sawing-machinery. He proposed t u* .

endless band of steel, stretched tightly betwr »nt •

and toothed on one edge ; by which an effect ' v
. .•

duced similar to that of two straight saws, o • *
ting downwards and the other upwards,
was patented in 1824, by Messrs. Sayner t i

by which timbers of large sixe may be cut *

saws, each cutting, as represented in Fig.

Fig. 5.

than half through the log. It was proposed In th» ratrft

to cut several planks at once, by fixing a number of ss*« **

the same axle, separated by flanges of the thickness ottb

intended planks ; and when the planks are to bt w^
divided into scantlings or laths, to employ a series of hjrr

sontal saws fixed upon a vertical axis, to cut the planb «
soon as they leave the first set of saws,

In the beautiful and ingenious block-machinery crtrtr!

at Portsmouth by Brunei, saws are extensively sppltf*

For dividing tanta logs transversely into purees of w
required leiv ^W* oress-cttt saw moved backvutb
and fbrar itrt In a similar manner to t>i

usual m % by hand, is used ; but fur cut-
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ting smaller blocks a circular saw is employed, mounted in

such a manner that it may be applied to any side of the
log, the saw always continuing in the same plane. Fig. 6
represents the contrivance by which this is effected, omit-
ting every part not essential for explaining the manner in

which the saw is moved, a is the log to be cut, supported

on m frame which allows the saw to be brought in contact
with the log in any direction ; b the saw, fixed on the end of
an axle supported by a swinging frame, pivoted at c to the
end of another moveable frame vibrating on an axis at d.

The motion is communicated by a strap passing over guide-

wheels near the axis d, to a wheel on the axis c; and from
a second wheel on the axis c, also by an endless band, to a
wheol on the axis to which the saw is attached, e, e% are two
small wheels made to press against the last-mentioned
hand when it is necessary to tighten it. / and g are rods

used to guide the saw-frame, the former affecting its motion
horizontally and the latter vertically; these rods being
moved by racks attached to them, working into pinions

turned by the handles h and t. When the log is properly

adjusted, the attendant, by moving the handles h and i,

brings the saw successively in contact with each of its sides;

and thus, as it will cut in any direction as far as the centre

of the log, it will divide a piece of wood of nearly its own
diameter. This apparatus is used for cutting elm for the

shells of the blocks, and a somewhat similar contrivance is

adopted for dividing lignum vitse into suitable pieces for the

sheaves. In it the saw is placed horizontally, its axle being

vertical, and attached to a frame which moves on a vertical

axis, like a door on its hinges. The log, which is placed

vertically, U made to revolve slowly, so as to present every

side to the saw, which is pressed against it by a lever at-

tached to the frame. Of these and several other sawing-

icachines a very full description is given by Farey, in his

account of the block machinery, in Rees's 'Cyclopaedia,'

art. * Machinery.'
Mr. Eastman, of the United States, patented some curious

modifications of sawing machinery about 1824. He fouud

that when a circular saw is propelled with great velocity, it

will cut much more smoothly and easily if it have only a

few teeth placed' at equal distances round its circumference

than if, as usual, its periphery be full of teeth, a, Fig. 7,

represents this kind of saw, which has four cutting instru-

ments called section teeth, each consisting of two teeth re-

Fig. 7.

sembling a hawk's bill in form. The saving of labour as

compared with a common saw is estimated at full three-

fourths, and it is stated that, when driven at a proper speed

(which is from a thousand to twelve hundred revolutions

per minute), it will cut nine or ten inches in depth into the

hardest white oak timber with the greatest ease. Mr. East-

man contrived these saws for cutting up timber in an un-

P.C., No. 1291.

usual way, not through the log, but from the circumference
to the centre ; so that the cuts form the radii of a circle,

and the planks or boards produced are thicker at the outer
than the inner edge, c. Fig. 7, is an end view of the log
showing a few cuts of the saw. It is laid on a cairiage
which moves it towards the saw, and is so fixed that at the
conclusion of one cut it turns a little upon its axis to pre-
pare it for the next. To make the outer edges of the planks
smooth and uniform, a pair of teeth called sapper* (marked
6, b in the cut) are screwed to the side of the saw ; and these

remove one or two inches of the sap or soft outer wood from
each plank. When the log is of sufficient size, a second set

of cuts may be made, after removing the planks formed by
the first operation. The boards cut by this machineiy are
much used for covering buildings, for which their feather-

edged form especially adapts them ; and they are found tc

withstand the influence of the weather far better than
others; a circumstance readily accounted for by the fact,

which may be observed in a stick of timber that has been
exposed to the weather, that all cracks caused by shrinkage
tend towards the centre of the tree, or in the direction in

which these boards are cut.

All the varieties of apparatus that have been described

are for the purpose of making straight cuts ; but it is some-
times desirable to produce curved forms by sawing, for which
purpose there are several ingenious contrivances. In 1606
the Society of Arts rewarded Mr. Trotter for the invention

of a concave circular saw, resembling a watch glass in form,

which was mounted in a bench like the common bench-
saw, and to which the wood was directed by curved guides.

Many useful forms are cut by a saw consisting of a cylinder

of steel, toothed on the edge, as represented in Fig. 8. Such

/**. 8.

saws, which are called crown or curvilinear saws, or, from
their resemblance to the saws used in the operation of tre-

panning, trepan saws, are used for cutting circular pieces
of wood: to form the sheaves of blocks; and, when of larger
dimensions, for cutting chair-backs, felloes of wheels, curved
brush-handles, &c. For these purposes they are sometimes
used as much as five feet in diameter. In the machine
patented by Mr. Dodds, in 1835, an arrangement resem-
bling the common reciprocating saw-mill is applied to cur-
vilinear sawing, by causing the carriage on which the timber
is supported to deviate from the straight course, and follow
the curvatures of a model of the required form ; while the
saws, being attached to the frame by pivots, are capable of

adapting their position to the curve. This machine is ap-
plicable in many cases in which neither of the preceding
would be available ; and, by using several saws, many pieces

of wood may be cut together.

SAJCE, MARSHAL. Maurice, Count of Saxony,
was the natural son of Augustus 11., king of Poland and
elector of Saxony, and of the countess of Kmnigsmarck, a
Swedish lady of high rank. Maurice was born at Dresden,
October i9, 1696. In 1708, when only twelve years old, he
served in the army of the allies under the count of Schulem-
bourg before Lisle ; in 1709 he had a horse shot under him
at the siege of Tournay ; and he was at the battle of Mal-
plaquet in the same year. His father soon afterwards gave
nim a regiment of cavalry, with which he fought against
Sweden, and was at the taking of Stralsund. When he was
only fifteen years of age his mother got up a marriage be-
tween him and the heiress of the counts of Loben, a Ger-
man lady, who was about the same age.

When Prince Eugene was besieging Belgrade he was
joined by Maurice of Saxony, who, when the campaign was
terminated, returned to Dresden, and after a short stay re-

paired to Paris (1720), where he was introduced to the duke
of Orleans, then regent, who received him in the most flat-

tering manner, and conferred on him the title of Mareschal-
Vol. XX.-3 Q
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de-Camp. On hit return to Dresden to ask bit father's

permissior. to accept the dignity, he contrived to separate

nimself from hit wife by procuring a divorce. No blame is

imputed to her except jealousy, fur which there was no

doubt sufficient cause, constancy in his attachments to the

other sex being by no means one of the characteristics of

Maurice. He soon returned to France, and took the com-
mand of a regiment, which he manoeuvred according to a

plan of his own, and for which he received the praise of

Folard. He continued for a considerable time to study

mathematics and the art of attacking fortified places under
that skilful tactician.

In the year 1726 Maurice of Saxony set out for the north,

in the hope of being elected duke of Courland through the

interest of his father. By the exertions of Anna Iwanowna,
duchess of Courland (widow of the duke Frederic-William,

who died in 1711), who had conceived an attachment to

hira, his etection was curried, though there were other can-

didates, and he was opposed by the czarina Catharine I.,

who sent Menzikoff to seize him in Mitau ; but he defended
himself in the palace, and the Russians retired. The Rus-
sian influence was then used in the Polish diet, which, in

virtue of its right of suzereignly, summoned him to appear
before them, but he refused to do so, and the diet in conse-

quence signed his proscription. He attempted to defend
himself in his territory, but the Russians forced him to flee,

and he escaped to France with nothing but his diploma of elec-

tion. In 1728, after the death of Catharina I., the duchess
of Courland, whose attachment to him continued, invited

him to return, which he did, and there is little doubt that

she would have made him her partner on the throne of the

czars, to which she was elected in 1730, if she had not pre-

viously discovered a glaring instance of his inconstancy,

whereupon he was immediately dismissed. He then returned
to Paris, and afterwards repaired to Dresden. His father,

Augustus 11., died in 1733.

War having been declared between France and Austria
in 1733, Maurice of Saxony repaired to the court of Ver-
sailles to solicit employment, and he was sent to the army
of the Rhine, commanded by the duke of Berwick. He
distinguished himself at the siege of Philipsburg, and was
apf.ointed lieutenant-general at the peace of 1736. He now
returned to Dresden for the purpose of prosecuting his

claim to the dukedom of CourlandL, but failing in this at-

tempt, he went again to Paris, and devoted himself to the

study of the art of war and to the completion of a work on
which he had employed himself for tome time, and which
he called ' Met Reveries.'

On the death of the emperor Charles VI. in 1740, a ge-

neral war broke out Louis XV. sent an army into Bo-
hemia under the marshal of Belle- Isle, the left wing of

which was confided to the Count of Saxony, who was charged
with the investment of Prague (1741), which betook by
assault in a few days, and with equal rapidity the fortress of
Egra. He was afterwards appointed to the command of the
army of Bavaria, and displayed equal skill in defensive war-
fture at in offensive. He wan also employed in the defence
of Alsace, when he was suddenly summoned by Louis XV.
to assist in placing Prince Edward the Pretender on the

throne of his ancestors, but he had scarcely reached Dun-
kirk when a tempest destroyed a part of his squadron, and
the rest waa blockaded by an English fleet Maurice re-

turned to Versailles, and Louis bestowed on biro the staff

of a Marshal of France (March, 1743).

In 1744 Louis XV. entered Flanders with an army of
80,000 men, the left wing being under the command of

Marshal 8axe, who was appointed to cover the sieges which
were to be undertaken by Maishal Noailles under the im-
mediate inspection of the kinjj. Menai, Ypre*,and Furnes
were quickly gained, when news was brought that Prince
Charles had entered Alsace. The king and Marshal Noailles
hastened to its defence with the greatest part of the troops,

leaving Marshal Saxe alone in Flanders to act on the de-

fensive ajaitut an array three times as numerous as hit

own ; he maintained his position however with consummate
skill, keeping the allies continually in check, and retaining

the conquests which had been made at the beginning of the

campaign.
In 1745 Louis XV. returned to Flanders with a large

additional force, amount intr. with that already in Flander*.

to JOO.noO men, of which Marshal Saxe was now appointed

generat-in-cbief. Marshal Noailles consenting to act under
mm. On the 22nd ol April, 1745, the campaign was opened

by the siege of Tournay. The allies advanced lamwm
with 45,000 men, English, Hanoverians,and Date*. *^
Saxe was suffering under dropsy, and umd«rm*i &a* *
tion of tapping on the 18th. Notwithstanding, be **-•

to oppose the allies with a force not exceedta* ifaam

himself being obliged to be borne in a Utter. Ob u»

of May he was attacked near the village of Foait&*. »t

he had put himself in position. The Eoi^liah ana h
verians advanced to the attack of bis redoubt* it i _

column, and for awhile bore everything before tics. .

taining repeated attacks of cavalry and the steady tx.

interrupted fire of the French infantry with a dc:«n -
which seemed to make victory certain. But ihepcnt^--
of Marshal Saxe at length prevailed ; the I>utcJh k*f:

and four large pieces of artillery being alao brougti t -

upon the English column, it was at length cuaaptw
give way, and defeat followed. The French vwt«cy k f

tenoy, one of the most memorable of the eigaierA'i -

tury, was soon followed by the conquest of all Belgua.
"

conqueror of Fontenoy was presented by Lotus XT »

the chateau of Chambord, and 100,000 francs e/ •.

revenue arising from the estate. Tournay. Gbe&t, B-,

Oudenarde, Ostend, Brussels, Mons, Chaxleroi. aad >*

were all taken between May 23, 1745, and Sept. )*..'•

In the campaign of 1747 Marshal Saxe took Lafci* l

a hard-fought battle (July 2), which he followed uf >

conquest of Bergen-op Zoom, and in 174S by that <4 a..

tricht. The allies now made overtures of peace, *~

was definitely settled at Aix-la-Chapel le in the tarn*.'

Marshal Saxe survived about two years to ea-*«

honours which were lavishly showered upon him- B* -

November 30, 1750.

Marshal Saxe's work, • Mes Reveries/ was pufcU^i
1757, 5 vols. 4to. It is a work on military affairs, si \

said to contain a good deal uf valuable matter mix«4 k? '

many assertions which cannot be relied on. It vu *.—

lated into English by Sir William Fawcett, • The R*^ -

or, Memoirs u;*en the Art of War. by Field -Manhai C.
Saxe; translated from the French,' 1757, 4to.

Marshal Saxe was a soldier, and ' a ripe and goo! ~«

but nothing more. When at the height of hi* rtpv^-
the Academic Fraucaise absurdly offered to maka -^
member, which he had the good sense to decline, fur ^-^
he had great knowledge of his art and of ail malica -r

nected with it, his literary acquirements would be*t i

no honour to that learned body, if we may judge fre j

following specimen of his orthography given in tb< * &

graphic Universale :' 'lis veule me fere de UC^»
sela mi ret come une bage a un chas.' The Manas! r»

man of large size and extraordinary personal *treo$t£.

(L'Art da verifier Us Dates; BtografJti* Umtnrm*
SAXE-ALTENBURG. a small duchy on UwetrVr

frontiers of the Thuhngian Forest, consists of twofr.u -

divisions; the eastern along the banks of the Plc*»* lJ

the western, which is traversed by the Saale. The tv. at

are separated by the intervening territory of Rcum. T.

eastern is bounded ou the north-east and souih-eaU t* --

kingdom of Saxony, on the south-west by W«uro»r, -* -

west by Reuse, and on the north-west by Prussian S*i-*

the western division is bounded on the north by Pn»-
Saxony, on the east by Reus*, on the south east ax<i f

by Weimar, and on the south-west by Coburg and Sck«
burg. The duchy lies between 51° and 53J N. laU **j

and 1
3° E. long. The area is 483 square mdes. Tn«cluv-< •

mild and salubrious. The country is hilly, richly *****

and fertile. It is also favourably situated for eoaiflaerot*

on the whole it is oue of the most flourishing and bc*t ri-

valed of the German states. The hills in the ea»ta2 i

sion are gentle undulations, and covered with fcrnM"**

those in the western chiefly with pines. The highest f**^
the Dolenstein near Kaula. ana the Buchberg, srt so-

ever not above 1000 feel high. Insulated brao*be» ** ^
Thuringian Forest, run north east as far as the duibj uf A

tenburg, where the valley of the Saale separate* ibefs fr"~

the low hills of the duchy. The rivers, which arc i«n *

considerable, and all tributaries of the Elbe, are the St* •

with theOrla and Roda, and the Pleisse, which is pw**'
the riveroftho country, with it* small tributary ktreeiu* •-*

Sprotta and Gerstenberg. There are several Urge ***<*

and also mineral spring the most celebrated of wW- '

that at Ronneburg. The toil u bight v favourable Ij u

cultixadon of corn (particularly rye and wheat}, puu*. f-

tatoes, rapc-se^ 4*4 beta** The native* of AlttnW»'
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excel the other Saxons in agriculture, and are considered in-

ferior only to the farmers of Holstein and Belgium. They also
pay much attention to the rearing of cattle; their sheep are
of a superior breed, and the horses of a remarkably strong
make, swine are abundant, also wild boars, and deer.
Frurt is very plentiful, and much improved since the esta-

blishment of an horticultural society. There are but few
minerals. Attempts are now making to work the iron-mines
in the vicinity of Ronneburg; the extensive peat- fields near
Altenburg yield abundance of fuel. A very fine porcelain
earth is also found in the neighbourhood of Altenburg,
which supplies the famous porcelain manufactory at Gotha.
Manufacturing industry is chiefly confined to woollen cloths,

stockings, and wooden-wares. There are considerable tan-
neries at Altenburg, Kan la, Eisenberg, and Lucka. The
articles of export are corn, cattle, wool, butter, and timber.
The duchy contained, in 1838, a population of 121,590, of

whom 71,519 were Wends, who are distinguished by their

pecular costume and manners. The inhabitants profess
the Protestant religion, and the number of Roman Catholics
does not exceed 200. The duchy contains 8 towns, 2 market-
towns, 458 villages, and 19,866 houses. With regard to

education, Jena is the common university of Altenburg and
the other Saxon duchies. There is a gymnasium at Alten-
burg, a lyceum at Eisenberg, six town schools, besides several
preparatory and Sunday schools, a seminary for school-

masters, a school of design, another for arts and mechanics,
a foundation for noble ladies, and some scientific associa-

tions.

The duke of Saxe-Altenburg is a member of the Germanic
Confederation, and has one vote. By the new constitution

of 29th April, 1831, the States, which assemble every four
years, consist of three classes, but all the twelve delegates,

under a president nominated by the duke, form only one
chamber.

Altenburg, like all the country between the Saale and
the Mulda, forms part of the antient Osterland, and ap-

pears from a very early period to have been under the mar-
graves of Meissen. After numerous changes of masters, it

was formed into a separate principality in 1603, when duke
John of Weimar, grandson of John Frederic, the unfortu-

nate elector of Saxony, divided the hereditary dominions
with the son of his deceased brother, Frederic William I.,

to whom he gave Altenburg, while he himself retained

Weimar. On the extinction of the house of Altenburg in

1672, the larger portion reverted to Ernest the Pious, duke
of Gotha. From this period the principality of Alten-
burg was governed by the family of Saxe-Gotha, till it

expired in the person of Frederic IV., in February, 1825.

By the territorial compact among the three junior branches
of the house of Gotha, viz. Meiningen, Hildburghausen,
and Coburg, the duke of Hildburghausen, on the 15th No-
vember, 1826, resigned his own territories to Meiningen, and
received in lieu the duchy of Altenburg, with the exception

of the districts of Eisenberg and Kamburg. The only towns

in this duchy with more than 4000 inhabitants are:— 1, Al-
tenburg, which has 13,763 inhabitants. 2, Ronneburg, a

walled town, containing a ducal palace, two churches, and
above 5000 inhabitants, who subsist by agriculture, me-
chanical trades, manufactures of woollen cloths, pottery,

porcelain, and leather. Near the town there is a mineral

spring which is much frequented. Black chalk for drawing
is found in the neighbourhood. 3, Eisenburg, which is

situated on a considerable eminence. It is surrounded with

walls, has four gates, and a palace, which is generally the

residence of the dowager-duchess. It has three churches,

an observatory, a town-hall, a poorhouse, and 4465 inha-

bitants, who manufacture woollens, ribbons, leather, porce-

lain, household furniture, and carriages, with which they

carry on a considerable trade. [Altenburg.]
SAXE-COBURG-GOTHA, a duchy in the southern

part of Thuringia, is composed of two large and various

smaller detached portions, which are surrounded by the

territories of Prussia, Schwarzburg, Sonderhausen, Weimar,
Electoral Hesse, Meiningen, and Bavaria. The principality

of Coburgj lies between 50° 8' and 50° 23' N. lat, and be-

tween 10° 49' and 11° 14' E. long., and that of Gotha be-

tween 50° 38' and 51° 20' N. lat, and between 10° 15' and
11° 2' E. long. The area of Coburg is about 200 square

miles; that of Gotha about 590: making a total of about 790

*auai e miles. The country, though occasionally level,

especially in the south of Coburg, is on the whole of a
mountainous character, more particularly in the south

part of Gotha, which is traversed by a large portion of the
Thuringian range, of which the loftiest points are, the
Schneekopf, 3113 feet, the Iuselberg, 2947 feet, and others
of nearly equal elevation. This chain, extending in a south-
easterly direction from Eisenach through Gotha to the fron-
tiers of Reuss, where it receives the name of Fran kenwald.
is on the whole nearly 70 miles in length and from 4 to 6 in
breadth. It runs nearly to the Saale, where it is divided by
the valley of the Rodach from the Fichtelgebii ge, and is

for the most part covered with pine and fir. A little corn in

cultivated, and there are some rich pasture-lands. This
mountain-chain contains gold, silver, copper, and a large
quantity of iron, lead, arsenic, and cobalt
The rivers are tributaries of the Main, the Weser, and the

Saale. The rivers of Coburg are the Its. Steinach, Rodach,
and Nasslach ; those of Gotha, the Horse I, with the Emse,
Ruhl, and Nessa, the Unstrut. Gera, and Apfelstedt.

Agriculture is the principal occupation of the inhabitants,
especially in the low lands, which yield abundance of corn,
hops, vegetables, carrots for the making of sugar, tlax,

anise, carraway, poppy, and canary seed, and excellent
fruit. The forests yield timber, potash, and pitch.

The rearing of cattle is prosecuted with much activity

;

the sheep are generally of the Merino breed, and the horses
strong and of a good make ; swine and poultry, particularly
geese, are plentiful. Iron is found near Friederichsstadt

;

there are also coals, sandstone, millstones, marble, alabas-
ters, gypsum, lime, potters'-clay, porcelain-earth, and salt

There is considerable manufacturing industry in Gotha, but
little in the other districts; the chief articles are linen-

yarn, ticking, twills, woollens, and cottons ; tar and lamp-
black ; also manufactories of iron, steel, starch, tobacco,
whitelead, soap, paper, porcelain, copper and iron utensils,

and glass.

The exports are—from Gotha, timber, pine and other
wood seeds, wool, coriander and anise seed, and oil, pitch,

lampblack, peat, linen and cotton goods, metal and wooden
wares ; from Coburg, cattle, butter, linen, and wool. In
addition to the exports, the duchy has a considerable transit

trade, as the high road from Leipzig to Frankfort passes

through it

The population of Coburg is 41,000, and that of Gotha
96,658; making a total of 137,658, of whom 134,220 are

Lutheran Protestants, 2238 Roman Catholics, and 1200
Jews. It contains 9 towns, 10 market-towns, 429 villages,

and 23,950 houses.

Saxe-Coburg participates in the joint proprietorship of
the University of Jena, and has 4 gymnasia, 2 institutions

for schoolmasters, 1 for commerce, 4 for design and me-
chanics, besides several hundreds of town, village, and Sun-
day schools.

The principality of Coburg has had a representative con-

stitution since 1821, composed of 17 delegates; Gotha has
had its chamber of representatives from an early period,

which differs in its nature and arrangement from that of
Coburg.
Coburg formerly belonged to the counts of Henneberg,

but came by marriage into the Ernestine branch of the
house of Saxony. On the death of the unfortunate elector

John Frederic, his territories were divided between his sons,

and after the extinction of his house it reverted first to the

princes of Altenburg* and upon their dissolution to Ernest
the Pious, duke of Gotha, whose second son Albert inherited

the principality of Coburg, while his seventh son John
Ernest, who received some districts in the principality of
Altenburg and Saalfeld, became the founder of the line of

Coburg-Saalfeld, after very long and severe contests among
the different ducal branches of the house of Gotha. His
two sons, who reigned jointly, removed the seat of govern-

ment to Coburg, and it was governed by their descendants

till 1806, when Napoleon took possession of it, because

Duke Ernest, who had just succeeded his father, was absent

in the Russian service. He was reinstated at the peace of

Tilsit, and as an acknowledgment for the active share he
had token in the liberation of Germany, he received, in 1816,

a considerable accession of territory in the principality of

Lichtenberg, with 20,000 inhabitants, which he however
ceded to Prussia in 1834, in consideration of an annual
rental of 80,000 dollars. On the territorial division of the

duchy of Gotha-Altenburg, in 1825, Coburg resigned its

possessions on the left bank of the Steinach in exchange for

the principality of Gotha, with the exception of a few i

districts: it also obtained Konigsberg and Sonnefeld

3Q2
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Hildburghausen, and Kahlenberg and Gauerstadt from
Meiningen.
The bouse of Gotha, properly so called, commenced in

*640. Upon the defeat of the famous elector John
Frederic (who was of the Ernestine line) by Charles V. at

the battle of Mublberg* in 1547, the electoral dignity was
transferred to the Albertine branch, and John Frederic
afterwards received as a compensation various districts in

Southern Thuringia. His son fixed bis residence at Gotha,
and his grandsons became the founders of the four houses
of Coburg, Ei»enach, Altenburg, and Weimar. On the

extinction of the two first in 1640, their lands were divided

among the surviving branches. Ernest the Pious received

that portion in which Gotha was situated ; he considerably

augmented it by inheritance, and caused it to be erected into

an independent principality by the German Diet. He pro-

moted the welfare of his subjects, and restored order and
tranquillity in his dominions, which had been desolated by the

Thirty Years' War. He directed by will that his territories

should continue undivided, and be governed jointly by his

seven sons; but finding such an arrangement impracticable,

they agreed to separate them, and formed seven distinct

houses. The eldest son, Frederic I., had Gotha and other
neighbouring districts as his portion, and to prevent a simi-

lar partition, he established the law of primogeniture. His
successors were great promoters of the arts and sciences,

and laid the foundation of many noble collections. On the
death of the last lineal descendant, in February, 1625, the
duchy of Gotha was divided among the dukes of Saxe-Mein-
ingen, Hildburghausen, and Coburg, the last having as its

share the principality of Gotha, but it still retains its

antient and peculiar constitutional and political laws and
customs. The only towns with more than 5000 inhabitants

are. G>burg with 9076 and Gotha with 13,838 inhabitants.

SAXE-LAUENBURG. [Laubnhuro]
8AXE - MEININGEN - HILDBURGHAUSEN, a

duchy composed of the antient duchy of Meiningen, the
principalities of Hildburghausen and Saalfeld, the districts

Themur. Romhild, Kranichfeld, and Kamburg, with seven
villages from Coburg, which (with the exception of the

newly acquired districts from Got ha and Altenburg) form one
compact territory, extending in a semicircle along the banks
of the Werra, and skirted by the chain of the Thuringian
Forest. It lie? between 50° 13' and 50° 56' N. lat. and 9°

57' and 11° 54' E. long., and has an area of nearly 882
square miles, of which Hildburghausen occupies 194 and
Saalfeld 171 souare miles, and it is enclosed by the territories

of Bavaria, Cobuig, Reu*s, Weimar, Schwarxburg. Electoral

Hesse, Gotha, and Eisenach. Being situated between the
Thuringian and Fichtel chains, the character of the surface

is mountainous: the loftiest points are the Bletxberg, 2760
feet high, the Kicferle, 2598, the Gerberstcin, 2184, the
Geba, Uoltnar, &c. of nearly equal elevation. Their valleys

supply rich pasturage to numerous flocks and herds ; they

also contain many curious caverns, of which the most re-

markable are the Zinselloch, the Griebisch, and the Altcn-
steinerhohe.

The principal rivers are, the Werra, which, with many
tributaries traverses the whole duchy; the Saale, Its,

Rodach, Mils, and Steinach; the vales of some of these

rivers are very picturesque. There are mineral springs

near Liebenstein and Salzungen. and salt springs near
KriednchhhaJl and Neusulta. Notwithstanding its limited

extent, there is a marked difference in the climate of the
high and low lands ; in the former, which is one complete
mass of mountains, the winter is very severe, while in the
latter it is mild. The productions are those of central

Germany—grain of all kinds, fruits, vegetables, rapeseed,
tobacco, timber, which is the staple of the country, game,
fish, poultry, and honey. Among its mineral products
are freestone and sandstone, slate, marble, porcelain and
potters -clay, bole, fullers'-earth, flint, gold sand from the
Werra, copper, lead, iron, sulphur, cobalt, salt, coals, pitch,

tar, lampblack, vitriol, alum, and basalt

Agriculture is the most important branch of industry,

though some of the districts do not raise sufficient corn for

their own consumption; fruit is cultivated to a great extent;

cattle and sheep of the improved breeds are reared in all the

districts ; there are also large Hacks of goati.

There is considerable manufacturing industry, particu-

larly in the highlands and in the principality of Saalfeld-

where there are many furnaces, works, mills, and glar
bouses. The ordinary manufactures are coarse linens, ar

cloth, woollens, and cottens; there are also uwrn,
breweries, and tan-yards. The exports are wood, of *• •

above 1000 floats are annually sent by the Wesrra a* V
den, sheep, horned cattle, tobacco, wool, Ias rtier. >w
yarn, pitch, potash, tar, Sonncnburg toys, in wbarfc a *

trade is carried on, woollens, glass, porcelain, and sss.au

The University of Jena, being founded far tax .

of the states of the Ernestine line, is open to MWxs.-
which also possesses a share in the mutual gjv*wm**z
Schleusingen, besides having a gymnasium at lsWsr •

and Hildburghausen. There is a grammar-school as s.

feld, one school for teachers, one for forest

above 200 town and village schools.

The population of the duchy and its

144,294, of whom 140,200 are of the establashed LaPr*
religion, 394 of the Reformed, 450 Roman Csubohc* .

1030 Jews. It contains 23 towns, 17 towns bsnnc »~.
fairs, and 431 villages. The principal towns are—M*s»*j-
with 6000 inhabitants; Saalfeld, 4300; Htldbwrgae*.
3500; Posneck, 3500; Sonneberg, 3480; and KssfeU. *.

The duchy of Saxe-Meiningen formerly consulate*1 j a
of the domains of the counts of Henneberg. esd a*.

passed by marriage to the house of Saxony, it cats*, rfr

various territorial divisions, into the possession of Bras* .
Pious, duke of Gotha. On the division of his exfeosra c«
nions among bis seven sons, Bern hard, his third toa.tn.
the founder of the line of Meiningen in 1680. H»t*
sons reigned jointly, a custom which continued xn thai fast-

till the time of Duke George, who, on the deeta rf t.

brother, introduced the law of primogeniture in l*e* I

was succeeded in 1803 by his infant son Duke Berav-
who, under the guardianship of his mother, joined ta*l*>
federation of the Rhine in 1806, and the allies n ; .

Duke Bernhard has introduced many salutary reiorsss it <--

civil and judicial administration. On the extra**** •

the house of Saxe-Got ha-Altenburg, in 1826, Mcsaer-
received a considerable accession of territory in tbe smr
Dal ities of Hildburghausen and Saalfeld, seven sillsfa -

Neustadt, also Themar, part of Romhild. Kamburg. tmz
berg, and Kranichfeld, with the exception of socsw an>-

districts, giving up at the same time Kahlenberg andGw
stadt.

Hildburghausen was founded by Ernest, sixth sc :

Ernest the Pious, in whose family it continued til i**

when, by a family compact among the junior docal km
the reigning duke Frederic exchanged it for Use doe* -

Altenburg ; since this period it has merged into ta*6r<
of Meiningen, with the exception of a few districts «t«
were ceded to Coburg.
SAXE-WEIMAR-EISENACH, a grand-dodry oa fr

nor ihern frontiers of the Thuringian Forest, consists*/tar :•

principalities of Weimar and Eisenach, which sre«sarsx
by Saxe-Golha, and of the insulated district of Ncsao^.
besides various detached portions. Weimar lie* sloe* Th

banks of the Saale, and Eisenach on those of the n'«n
near the Thuringian and Rhoti mountains. It extents frc.

50° 25' to 5I
Q 27* N. lat. and 9° 53' to 12* 1 fr' K. looc *w

an area of about 1404 square miles (of which Weimar «r>
pies about 966 and Eisenach 445), and is bounded ee ?*

north and north-east by Prussian Saxony, ess* and m, v

east by Altenburg and Reuss, and south and west fc **
tions of Schwarxburg, Coburg Gotha, Meiningen, Bain
and Electoral Hesse.

Except in the district of Neustadt, the soil is nek at
well adapted to agriculture, wherever tbe gently nodolsasf
bills do not rise into mountain-ridges, but the most tkrm<
point, the Gikkelbahn near Ilmenau, does not attaa i

height of more than 2700 feet. The climate of tbe ewut
tain- region is very bleak, but tbe valleys and the Uiti 4*
tricts are mild and agreeable.
The principal rivers are,—the Saale, lltn. Easter Oris,

Unstrut, and Gera, in Weimar, and the Werra, HorwL
Nessa, Ulster, and Felda in Eisenach, which are all tribu-

taries of the Elbe and Weser. There are mineral sanaf*
near Berks and Ruhla.
There is a considerable diversity in the three dartnm

of Weimar, Eisenach, and Neustadt. Weimar n en-

tirely sgricultural, and in favourable years reuse aw
corn than is required for home consumption ; though Nro-
•*" * • a good deal of grain, yet in bad seasons *r *•

Ity ; Eisenach, which i% extremely mouoiaie-
L
ipt for food either upon tbe other dtstrwts ar

H abundant crops of potatoes*
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The chief productions are wool, which is the staple

article of commerce, grain of all kinds, vegetables, fruit,

flax, hemp, rapeseed, hops, a small quantity of wine, pitch,
tajr, and lampblack. The mineral productions, which are
very sparingly wrought, are manganese, alabaster, gypsum,
porcelain and potters' clay, basalt, sandstone and freestone,
iron, and salt. Peat is also dug in some parts of the country.
The rearing of cattle forms an important branch of industry

;

the horned cattle are mostly reared in Neustadt ; and sheep
of an improved breed in Weimar.

Manufactures make little progress; Eisenach possesses
the greatest number, such as woollens, coarse linens,
and stockings ; there are a few potteries, porcelain manu-
factories, and paper-mills. The exports are wool, woollen,
linen and cotton goods, stockings, hats, pottery, potash,
ironware, dried fruits, juniper berries, and game.

The population of Saxe-Weimar-Eisenach, in 1838, was
245,813, of whom 227,398 belonged to the established
Lutheran church, 6679 to the Reformed, 10,330 to the
Roman Catholic, and 1406 to the Jewish persuasion. It is

now 248,498, of whom 174,937 live in the country, and
73,561 in the 33 towns, the principal of which are Weimar,
with 11,485 inhabitants; Eisenach, with 9340; Jena, with
6004 ; and Apolda, with 4236 inhabitants. There is a uni-
versity at Jena with 433 students, two gymnasia, three
upper schools, and above 500 town and village schools; two
institutions for training schoolmasters, one blind and one
deaf and dumb asylum, a school for forest economy, free

schools of industry, &c, besides many literary and scientific

institutions. The court of Weimar has long been celebrated
for its liberal encouragement of the fine arts, which has
diffused a cultivated taste among the natives of Weimar,
and attracted the most eminent literary characters of Ger-
many, among whom were Herder, Wieland, Schiller, Gbthe,
and others.

The frequent subdivisions of the Ernestine ducal Saxon
houses render their history extremity intricate. Like all

its cognate branches, the line of Weimar boasts its descent
from the illustrious John Frederic of Saxony, who, on being
deprived by Charles V. of his electoral dignity and domi-
nions, had certain territories assigned to him in Thuringia.
The founder of the house of Weimar is John, who was born
in 1570, and whose original patrimony has been consider-
ably augmented by purchase and the extinction of some of
the collateral branches. His sons took a very prominent
part in the Thirty Years' War, and the name of Bernhard of
Weimar is inseparably interwoven with its history. Duke
Ernest Augustus, in order to secure the integrity of his

dominions, introduced the law of primogeniture, which
was confirmed by the emperor in 1724; in 1741 he inhe-
rited Eisenach and Jena, on the death of Duke William
Henry of Saxe-Eisenach without male issue. He died in

1 748, leaving his son a minor. This son, dying in 1 758,

left an infant son Charles Augustus under the guardianship
of his widow, Anua Amelia of Brunswick, a princess of dis-

tinguished talents, which she devoted to the advancement
of the general interests of her states, and laid the founda-
tions of the literary celebrity of Weimar. Charles Augustus,
following the example of his mother, made his dominions
the centre of German arts and sciences. He took an active

share in the wars of Prussia against France, but after the

unfortunate battle of Jena was compelled to join the Con-
federation of the Rhine in 1806 ; on the victory of Leipzig

however he united himself to the allies and undertook the

command of an army in the Netherlands. At the Con-
gress of Vienna, be received an accession of territory with

77,000 subjects, and the dignity of grand-duke, which gives

him claim to the title of royal highness. In 1816 he gave
his people a representative constitution, and secured their

affection by his paternal administration. He was succeeded

in 1 828 by his son Charles Frederic. [Apolda ; Eisenach ;

Jena; Weimar.]
SAXE-WE1MAR, BERNHARD, DUKE OF, born

at Weimar, Aug. 16, 1600. was the fourth of the seven sons

of John, duke of Saxe-Weimar. As all the important

circumstances of his life are connected with the Thirty

Years' War in Germany, the detail of them will be most

clearly understood when viewed in connection with the

other leading events of that great contest. [Thirty Years5

War.] We shall only give here a brief statement of the

leading facts of his career, with the addition of the sketch

of his character drawn by Schiller

After the battle of Prague, Nov 3 1620, Bernhard served

in the army raised by the margrave of Baden-Durlach for
the purpose of assisting Frederick V., king of Bohemia and
elector palatine, to support himself after the loss sustained
in that disastrous affair. In 1623 he commanded a regi-
ment of infantry in the army of Duke Christian of Bruns-
wick; and in 1625, and again in 1627, he was placed at the
head of a regiment of cavalry in the Danish army raised by
Christian IV. in support of the Protestant union. After
the alliance between Louis XIII. and Gustavus Adolphus,
Jan. 13, 1631, he .joined the latter, who promised him the
bishoprics of Bamberg and Wiirzburg.with the title of duke
of Franconja. Bernhard distinguished himself at the siege

of Wiirzburg, in forcing the passage of Oppenheim, and in

the Palatinate, where he took Mannheim by stratagem, and
forced the enemy from all his posts in that quarter. Gus-
tavus afterwards appointed him to the command of an army
designed for the conquest of Bavaria, with which he ad-
vanced as far as the mountains of the Tyrol, obtained pos-
session of the three fortresses of Ehrenburg, the keys of that
country, and put the emperor in fear for his Italian states.

Gustavus however recalled Bernhard to assist him against
Wallenstein, and shortly afterwards they fought together at

the battle of Liitzen, Nov. 16, 1632 ; and when Gustavus
fell, the duke of Weimar took the command, and forced the
enemy to retreat, and shortly afterwards drove the Imperial
army out of Saxony. The Swedish army was afterwards
divided into two parts by the chancellor Oxenstierna, and

K
laced under the command of Marshal Horn and Bern-
ard of Weimar. Bernhard besieged and took Ratisbon,

which however was afterwards retaken by the Imperial army,
July 29, 1634, and Bernhard and Horn were afterwards

defeated at Nordlingen, Sept. 7, 1634, owing to the im-
patience of the duke of Weimar to give battle without
waiting for the arrival of reinforcements. On the 6th of
October, 1635, Bernhard concluded a treaty of alliance and
subsidy with the king of France. He was occupied for a
considerable time in a series of less important affairs, and
in quelling the mutinous spirit of the German armies, by
procuring, through the agency of Oxenstierna, a portion at

least of the arrears of pay. On the 3rd of March, 1638, he
gained the great victory of Rheinfelden, and obtained pos
session of the fortress on the 22nd of March. He after-

wards besieged Alt Breisach, then considered one of the
strongest places in Europe, which capitulated Dec. 19, 1638.

He died suddenly at Neuburg on the Rhine, of a pesti-

lential fever, July 18, 1639.

•The duke of Weimar imitated,* says Schiller, 'the lofty

example of Gustavus Adolphus, in whose school he was
trained, and only required a longer life to have reached it,

perhaps to have surpassed it. To the personal bravery of
the soldier he joined the cool and steady eye of the
general ; to the courageous endurance of manhood, the rapid

decision of youth ; to the fiery impetuosity of the warrior, the
dignity of the prince, the moderation of the wise man, and
the delicacy of the man of honour. Unsubdued by mis-
fortune, he sprung up after the most severe blow with un-
diminished promptitude and energy. No impediment could
check his daring spirit, no failure could damp his invincible

courage. His aims were lofty, perhaps higher than he could
have reached ; but men of his character are not subject to

the ordinary laws of prudence by which the mass of man-
kind is governed. Capable of accomplishing more than
others, their plans are sketched with a boldness bordering
on audacity. Bernhard of Weimar stands in modern history

as a fine specimen of those vigorous times when personal

freatness was the highest title to honour, when valour won
ingdoms, and the virtues of a hero raised a German knight

to tne Imperial throne.'

{Biographic Universelle ; Schiller's Geschichte des Dreys-
sigjahrigen Kriegs.) [Gustavus Adolphus; Oxens-
tierna ; Wallenstein.]
SAXI'CAVA. [LiTHOPHAGiDiE, vol. xiv., p. 50.]

SAXI'COLA, the scientific generic name tor the Stone-
chats. [Warblers.]
SAXICOLI'NiE. [Warbleri.]
SAX'IFRAGA (from saxum and frango, in allusion to

to their supposed medical virtues), a genus of plants, the

type of the natural order Saxifragacea. It is characterised

by possessing a calyx, either free or partly united to the
ovary, and divided into 5 segments ; a corolla consisting of

5 petals; 10 stamens, with awl-shaped filaments and round-
ish anthers ;

pistils having two styles with obtuse stigmas

;

a capsule with 2 beaks, 2-celled, many-seeded, opening bo-
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Iween the beaks; the seeds upon a receptacle attached to

the dissepiment.

The species of this genus have been a source of as much
difficulty to botanists, as those of Rosa, Rubus, and Salix

;

and although much has been done lately towards the iden-

tification of species and varieties, much yet remains to be

efleeled. DeCandullc enumerates 150 species, whilst D. Don,
who has paid great attention to this genus, and has written

a valuable monograph on it, published in the 13th volume
of the * Linn©an Transactions,' makes only 1 10 species. Of
these 24 are British. They are mostly inhabitants of

alpine and subalpino regions of the colder and temperate

parts of the northern xotie. They are most of them true

rock plants, and send forth their roots between the crevices

of rocks on which they grow, by which means they loosen

fragments of the rock, and in this way their name applies

to them much better than to their supposed influence over

calculus in the human system. Many of these species are

well known as ornamental plants in our gardens, for which

their hardy habits and beautiful flowers well adapt them.

The numerous species are grouped by most botanists in

various sections, whilst some have split the genus Saxifraga

into many independent genera. In this place we shall only

give a few examples of the species.

Saxifraga umbrosa, London-pride, or None-so-pretty:

calyx reHexed ; leaves undivided, ohovate with sharp car-

tilaginous teeth, tapering gradually into a broad footstalk

which varies in length; scape from 9 to 18 inches high,

erect, panicled, red and hairy, with a few small scattered

entire bracts; flowers numerous, with obtuse petals, white

or flesh-coloured, beautifully spotted with yellow near the

base, and dark red towards the extremity ; capsule superior,

purplish. This plant was found by Tournefort on the hills

of Spain, and is a native of Great Britain and Ireland. It

is one of the most popular of garden flowers, blossoming in

April and June, and attaining perfection even amidst the

smoke of London. In Ireland it is known by the name of

St. Patrick's cabbage.
S. Gemu, Kidney-leaved Saxifrage: calyx reflexed;

leaves undivided, roundish, kidney-shaped, sharply toothed,

more or less hairy ; footstalks linear, channelled ; scape

panicled, capsules superior. This species is found on
mountains in the South of Ireland, and is considered by
some botanists as only a variety of the former.

There is another species, the S. hirsuta, Hairy oval-

leaved Saxifrage, with characters between the other two

;

the leaves are oval and heart-shaped, and the whole plant is

hairy. With the two last, it is found in Ireland, on the Pyre-
nees, and the Southern Alps of Germany and Switzerland.

S. Graqulata. White or Granulated Meadow Saxifrage:

calyx spreading; radical leaves, kidney-shaped, on long foot-

stalks, obtusely lobed, those of the upper part of the stem
nearly sessile, acutely lobed ; stem panicled, root consist-

ing of numerous small clustered tubers. This plant is

found in Great Britain, and, though not common, is abun-
dant on gravelly soils. The roots of this species, forming
as they do little granular masses, were at one time sold in

the shops under the name of saxifrage seed. It was for-

merly used extensively in nephritic and urinary diseases, hut
as its use arose out of the exploded doctrine of • signatures,'

bv which it was supposed that every plant by the form or

character of some part indicated the disease for which it

might be employed, and as its power of relieving disease

has never been satisfactorily observed, it is now deservedly

falling into disuse. The purpose which these little knobs
seem to serve in the economy of the plant is that of sup-
plying nutriment to the stem and other parts during seasons
of drought ; and this is rendered more probable by the fact

of these bodies being found larger at the commencement of
a dry season. Several varieties of this pretty saxifrage are
frequently found in gardens.

S. Aizoon, Aizoon or Marginated Saxifrage: leaves un-
divided, radical ones aggregated, tongue- shaped, silvery,

with sharp cartilaginous serratures; flowers corymbose;
calyx naked and smooth, with acute segments; petals nearly
orbicular. This plant is a native of Alpine situations in

Austria, Switzerland, and most countries of the continent
of Europe. It is frequent in gardens, bearing flowers with
cream coloured petals and reddish dots, opening in June
and July. It is perennial and perfectly hardy.

S. cotyledon* Pyramidal Saxifrage: leaves ligulate, obtuse,
eartilagmously serrated; calyx densely beset with glands^
with linear, lanceolate, obtuse segments; petals oblong*

three-ribbed, of a pure white without any spots k s s

native of the mountains of Lapland, Norway* IceJse*. to*
zerland, and the Pyrenees. It is commonly cnlusasscV e*
is well known for the profusion of beautiful who* ieecs t

produces, which appear early in the lunntr. Tiers •»

several varieties of this plant found in garde©*, wluck aat w
remarkable for their pyramid of snow-white Mtwssss*

These will continue for some time, provided the passu in
kept in the shade, and well screened from tbe mieesn*
the wind and rain.

S. hypnoide$, Mossy Saxifrage, or Ladies* Coafcsse.: esto
spreading ; leaves lobed, radical ones three- or I f* tia*.

those of the procumbent shoot undivided or three ekit %L

bristle-pointed, and more or less fringed ; segments ef us

calyx ovate, pointed, petals roundish, obovate or «aixx
three* ribbed, with or without lateral veins. This biU
quent plant in mountainous situations of Great Brua*
especially among limestone rocks. It is also kraal «a u*
mountains of Norway and on the Pyrenees. It is frequtui?

found in gardens, where it thrives on shady walk mi
amongst rock- work. Several varieties of this *per*a» saw
been described, some of which have been elevated use

species. An excellent description of the varieties ef tit

and other British species will be found in Hooker's *Rn:*i

Flora.' In planting, this species is easily increased, by stoat

of its trailing branches, which being placed in mowt sana.

in a shady situation in autumn, will put forth shoot* \t*

following spring.

8. cratttfolia. Thick-leaved Saxifrage: leaves uedmeaC
coriaceous, roundish oval, abrupt, stalked, serrated, tm-r'V

scape naked ; panicle dense, cymose. This plant, aithvse?

now one of the most common in our gardens, is a native ef:s*

mountains of Siberia. It is said to have been first intreiao*

into this country in 1 765, by Dr. Solander. It Hovers sar*

in March and April, and the great size of the plant ass
1

is

thick large coriaceous leaves distinguish it from the «**;

species. The flowers are abundant, and of a light per?*

colour. This plant may be easily propagated in cartas H
parting the roots, and planting them out separate, ta u*

spring or autumn, in open ground or in pots.

8. $armento*a% Chinese Saxifrage: leaves BfuhnsW.
roundish, toothed, hairy; petals, two of them eksyiW
This species is a native of China and Japan, and u in-

quently found growing on rock-work and in shady jssse

in our gardens. It is remarkable for its trailing s*m
which it spreads round like a young strawberry piacueict
taking root in the ground, produces young plants si pss;

abundance. The irregularity of the flower of thai spat**

has induced some botanists to place it in a new ream est

it is still most generally referred to under its original aaaw.

It may be readily raised from the runners which it pre* «£
which may be planted in pots, and placed to tin i

house, although in mild winters they will grow m ta* a

air in sheltered situations.

8AX1FRAGACK/K, a natural order of plant* babsc**
to the apocarpous group of polypetalous Eiogen*. It re-

sists of shrubs and herbaceous plants with single alters**

leaves without stipules. The calyx constats of five atask s*et

or less united at the base. The petals are equal is **»*«*

to the lobes of the calyx, and alternate with theta. Ta*

stamens are perigynous, 5*10 in number; anthers H*
celled. They have an hypogynous or perigynous dak TW
ovary is inferior, or nearly superior, consisung of two rsrsc*.

which cohere more or less by their face at tbe base, sex

diverge at the apex; one- or two-celled, with a psrista**

central placenta. They have no styles, and the sugtsa »

sessile on the tops of the lobes of tbe ovary. Tbe seeds stt

numerous, very minute; the embryo is taper, lying to ta*

axis of fleshy albumen. The genus Parnassis beloasjtt* *
this order differs in having four parietal placentas, v***
are opposite the lobes of tbe stigma. Tbe genus Heocaen
has irregular flowers and stipules.

This order is most nearly allied to Rosaces*, but it dJfcn

in its many-seeded partially-united carpels, its albumiot»»

seeds, and in its not possessing stipules. Tbe hsb-.i J
Saxifragacess allies them to Caryophylles, hot they dJr*
in the character of their placental, the situation of ih»

embryo, and other points This order abo appro****
Crassulaceie, but Saxifragacese are distinguished by pos-

sessing a less number of carpels, and by tbe abseoe* e*

glands at the base of the carpels. They are for tbr rami

part mountain plants, chiefly remarkable for the 6dxvj
and beauty of their flowers, which are usually whu.
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a, entire plant; b. calyx cohering to the curjiels. with perigynous stamens;
c. loojfitudiual section of flower, showing the lialf superior ovary and ovule*
attached to central placentae, with the relation or the stameus to the petals.

They inhabit the mountainous districts of Europe and the
northern parts of the world, and constitute the chief beauty
of the vegetation in high Alpine stations.

The whole order is represented by De Candolle as pos-
sessing astringent properties. The Heuchera Americana
rs remarkable for its powerful astringency, and is used in

medicine under the name of the North American alum
root. Cbrysopleium is reputed to possess both aperient and
diuretic properties ; but these cannot be very powerful, as it is

u>cd in the Vosges as a salad, under the name of Cresson de
Roche*.

SAXO, with whose name is commonly found the addition
of Grammaticus, the Grammarian, or the Learned Man,
was a Dane of the twelfth century, and the author of a his-

tory of that nation, which is regarded as the best autho ity

on the subject. This work was prepared at the suggest on
of his patron Absalom, archbishop of Lunden. It ends with
the year 1 186. It is written in Latin, in a somewhat florid

style, and, for the later years, is a most authentic and valu-

able historical remain ; but the earlier portions are supposed
lo be of less certain authority.

Ti ere is an edition in folio, Paris, 1514, with the title

Historia Regum Heroumque Danorum;' and another by
one of the Stephens', with prolegomena, in which what little

is known concerning him is to be found.

The name of Saxo-Grammaticus is connected with Eng-
lish literature as being the author who first gives the history

of King Hamlet.
SAXON ARCHITECTURE. [Gothic Architecture.]
SAXON LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE. The

terms Saxon and Anglo-Saxon are popularly used to desig-

nate that dialect of our language which prevailed to the close

of the twelfth century. The use of these terms is however
comparatively modern, and the men who spoke this dialect

always sailed it the English. Several of our MS. chro-

nicles begin thus:—'Britain island is eight hundred miles
long, and two hundred miles broad. And there are in the

island five languages, /English, and Brit-Welsh, and
Scottish, and Pightish, and Book-Latin,' &c Still we may
use these terms with some convenience, and (thus cautioned)

without any danger of being misled. We proceed to point

out the peculiarities which distinguish the Anglo-Saxon from

the succeeding dialects of our language.

The Anglo-Saxon, like the Latin and the Greek, often

distinguished the cases of its noun, and the conjugations,

numbers, and persons of its verb, by a change in the vowel

of the final syllable ; in the dialect which succeeded, and

which has been called the Old English, all these vowels

were confounded, and in our modern dialect they have, for

the most part, been lost. Thus the Anglo-Saxon ath has

athas in the nominative and accusative plural, and athes in

the genitive singular; the Old English oth has othes not

only for its genitive singular, but also for its mominative and

accusative plural ; and in our modern English these three
cases are all represented by the monosyllable oaths. Again,
in the Anglo-Saxon, athe was the dative singular, and atha
the genitive plural ; in the Old English, othe represented
both dative singular and genitive plural ; and our present
dialect, having lost the final vowel, had no means left of
distinguishing these cases from the nominative oath. The
third person singular of lufian was Ivfath, and the first,

second, and third persons plural lufiath ; in the Old English,
loveth represented both numbers, and lov'th is the third
person singular in the spoken language of the present day.
We say 'spoken language,' because our grammarians

make eth the ending of the third person singular. But in
Somersetshire, west of the Parret, where the southern dia-
lect still lingers, they uniformly say he lovth, he read' th, he
xee'th* it ratrith, &c. (Jennings, Obs. on the West. Dial)
We have very satisfactory evidence, that in the sixteenth
and seventeenth centuries this dialect was general through- •

out the south of England, and we find numerous traces of
its peculiarities in the literature of that period. Dolman
wrote the following passage, in the sixteenth century:^

' So, mid the vale, the greyhouod seeiug ateri

His fearful foe pwsu'th, before •YieJtcrVth,
Ami where she turtflh, he titrn'th her there to beare.
The one \ney prick' th, the other safeties feare.'

Atirr. fur Mag. Hastings.

Spenser has melfth and hafth, and Sackville leap'th.

It is probable, that the in tiex ion used by the translators of

the Bible, and which is found in other contemporary works,
was merely an old form, taken from the language of books,
and adopted chiefly with the view of raising the style. The
same observation will apply to est, the inflexion of the
second person singular, and to some other endings, which
are still preserved entire in our grammars, though they
have lost their vowel in the spoken language, for the last

two centuries.

It is obvious, that either of the changes above noticed
must have brought with it a new language. When, in the
twelfth century, the vowels of the final syllables were con-
founded, there was at the same time a confusion of case and
number, of tense and person,—in short, of those grammati-
cal forms to which language owes its precision and its clear-

ness. A writer had to seek for new forms of expression
before he could convey his meaning clearly. As he had
lost the means of distinguishing several cases of his noun, he
called in the prepositions to his aid, and to show more
clearly the 'regimen' of his sentence, was obliged to confine
within very narrow limits the position of his verb,—thus
abandoning all that freedom of transposition, which is almost
as remarkable in the Anglo-Saxon as in the Greek and
Latin. The confusion introduced into his conjugations and
tenses, he sought to remedy by various devices, which have
hitherto been very little investigated, and at last he had re-

course to that general use of the auxiliary verbs, which is

at present so marked a feature in the language. The new
dialect which resulted from these changes kept its ground
for nearly two centuries. It exhibits the most striking

analogies with the contemporary dialects of Germany and
the Netherlands, and the further changes which converted

it into our modern English were rapidly working a like re-

volution in these sister-tongues, when the invention of

printing doubled the influence of their written language,

and thus preserved them from further corruption. Unfor-

tunately, at the time of this discovery, the vowels of our
final syllables had already given way ; the inflexions of our

noun were gradually reduced to the miserable remnant
which our grammars still recognUe ; our adjectives, singu-

lar and plural, definite and indefinite, were all confounded

;

the past tense in ede could no longer be distinguished from
the participle in edt and our modern English was the result,

—a language, according to some critics, flexible yet precise,

copious yet methodical, enriched from all languages, yet

possessing a noble simplicity of structure ; according to

others, broken and inconsistent, vague and fluctuating,

neither possessing a sufficiency of terms, nor provided witn

laws ana analogies by which tncy can be invented.

In tracing the causes which melted down the An^lo-

Saxon into the Old-English, we have not once alluded tc

the influences supposed to have been exercised by the

French language. The popular notions on this subject are,

we believe, most erroneous. Had Harold been the con-

queror at Hastings, the Anglo-Saxon must have perished,

just as the Old-German perished in Germany, and the Old-
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Norte in Denmark. The victory of William merely hast- (

ened by a few years an event that was inevitable. The
use of Norman-Romance as the court language of England
rendered unfashionable a literata.s already too weak to

stem those changes to which the language of a busy adventu-

rous people is peculiarly liable ; and thus far the Norman con-

quest may be considered as having assisted in the destruction

of the Aiiglo-Saxou. But the vulgar notion, that it produced

a mixed language, a jargon composed half of English and
half of French, is wholly at variance with the MS. literature of

that period. The Ormulum, in which all the peculiar features

of the Old-English are developed, and not a trace of the

Anglo-Saxon can be found, is almost as free from Galli-

eisms as any of our MSS. written before the Norman-
French existed. The same may be said of most of the Old-
English MSS. of the thirteenth century, and it is not till

we approach the latter half of the fourteenth century that
' we find those ' cart-loads* of French words poured into the

language, of which Skinner complains so loudly. We must
reluctantly agree with this writer, in charging upon Chaucer
much of the mischief resulting from these importations,

not that he first introduced, but that his authority chiefly

sanctioned them. The learned but pedantic writers of the

Elizabethan sera, and, at a later period, Johnson, followed his

example. They have * enriched* our language with the spoils

of the foreigner, till its vitality has been almost extinguished

—till its native forms and analogies have grown so nearly

obsolete, as to be almost unavailable to the production of a
new term, or to the modification of those which have been
so lavishly poured into it.

Having noticed the changes which converted the Anglo-
Saxon into the Old-English, we will now call the reader's

attention to a subject of rather difficult inquiry—its local

dialects. It is abundantly clear that the Romans looked
upon all the Gothic races as forming but one people, and as

speaking the same language; but a comparison of the

Anglo-Saxon with the Maeso-Gothic, as well as the ana-
logy of other languages, may convince us that eveu thus

early there were dialects, and these dialects have now
been acted upon by various influences for nearly 2000
years, till they have at last arranged themselves into

four great families—the Northern, the English, the Low-
Dutch, and the High-Dutch. Now we have ample proof
that the Sexe came from the south-western corner of the

Cimbric Chersonesus, and that they were only separated by
the Elbe from the Netherlands, or flat alluvial country,

where the Low-Dutch was spoken. We know also that the

Engle came from the eastern coast, and that they were se-

parated from the Danish islands merely by a narrow arm
of the sea. We might then expect that in the counties

colonised by the Engle we should find many peculiarities of
the Northern languages, and in the counties colonised by
the Sexe much that reminded us of the Netherlandish or

Low-Dutch. We believe the Northern and Southern dia-

lects of our island have been at all times distinguished by
such peculiarities, but so few early records have come down
to us written in the pure dialect of our northern counties,

that it is only by comparing them in the second or Old-En-
glish stage of their progress that we can form any just
notion of their distinguishing features. Perhaps these are
best seen in the conjugation of the verb. The following

table may show us how closely the inflexions which distin-

guish our northern dialect agree with those of a Swedish
conjugation:

—

South Dialect. North Qialect. Swedish.
Pres., Ich hop-e I hop-es jag hopp-as
„ thu hop-est thu hop-es du hopp-as
M he hop-eth he hop-es han hopp-as
M we hop eth we hop-es vi hopp-as
„ ye hop-eth ye hop-es I hopp-ens
„ . they hop-eth they hop-es de hopp-as

Perf, thu hoped-est thu hoped-es du hoppad-es
Imper., hop-eth ye hop-es ye
Infin., to hop-en to hop-e att hopp-as
The inflexions in t are generally used in the Northern

languages with a passive meaning; and there are some
traces of their having been used in our Northern dialect for

the same purpose.

Another peculiarity of our Northern dialect is the fre-

quent use of the substantival ending er (in which it again
resembles the languages of Northern Europe), as wulfer, a
wolf; hunker, a haunch; teamer, a team; heather, heath;
letcher, a fletch, &c

In this dialect we have also a less frequent use of tWe^
cles, conjunctions, and personal pronouns. Thu is eat 4 *
most striking features. Every person who has bcea t» fe

North of England must have heard such phrases as *txe»

out o house,* • gang into field/ ' put'n in poke/ fee.

All these peculiarities of our Northern dialeU aw* U
traced to the Anglo-Saxon period ; and there is buW 4»*k
that the most striking feature of die Southern dmkrL
namely, its preference of the vocal to the whisper letter*,

as z for #, and v for /, is equally antienL It ai«sM
prevailed in the Netherlandish dialects, and may be tnc«*

in the orthography of our Southern manuscripts to is* ae-

ginning of the thirteenth century ; but, a* the Ac^W
Saxons had neither a v nor a *, it is only by analogy m
iufer the existence of the corresponding sound* in iW
language. The argument however from analogy w m
strong, that we may safely conclude either thai the AarV
Saxon /, # were pronounced in our southern counties sac**.

or that, like the modern #, they represented both a wiiya i

and a vocal sound ; in other words, were prooouaced stoe
times as/, #, and sometimes as v. z.

It may possibly be asked, were not the forms here son
buted to our Northern dialect introduced by the Dane* f Aa
they not, in fact, the peculiar features of the * Dano-Suot *

We will not affect to treat these questions a* alief*ti*r

without difficulty ; but there are some considerations ears
may be laid concisely before the reader, and which, if iW?

appear to him as forcible as they appear to ua, may Wat

him to answer these questions in the negative-

In the first place, it must be remembered, that if t*

Dane had over set foot on the island, the very resell* vWk
have taken place might have been expected. It is ae* as

argument of weight, that we find all the great fcettme4

our Northern dialect in places where there never ee* »

Danish settlement, and vainly search for them, or nb«
only faintly trace them, in counties where we bare hesstxa.

evidence that the Northmen were numerous. Bat t*
strongest argument may be drawn from the pages ef mx
Northern manuscripts. We have two of very anueat da*
—the Gloss of the Durham Bible, written by a pnest nafiV

Aid red, and the Durham Ritual, lately published by tk
Surtees Society. The first of these was written, aceordsf
to Wanley, in the age of Alfred, and the second has beta at>

signed by its editor to the early part of the ninth ecatan

If we can rely on the judgment of either of these aai«r*»-

ries, the question seems to be answered ; for there wu m
Danish settlement in the north of England nU s tatr

period ; and we have the Northern conjugation and «***

peculiarities of the Northern dialect in every-pegs sf ***

Gloss, and in many parts of the Ritual. The nanw t*» J
Aldred is thoroughly English ; and we can hardly ssseaw

that the monks of Durham would have permitted i net
and unlettered foreigner to interpolate their moat ste-ni
manuscript—a volume which we know they regarded vu
even superstitious veneration. The language uacd *
Aldred was probably a mixture of the written laagvafc -tf

the day and the spoken dialect of his shire, such as avtkt

be used by a provincial writer of the present day. and vmri

as was avowedly used by Gawin Douglas in the tftm* 1

century, and at a later period by Burns.
This mixture of the written and the spoken languaft is

our manuscripts, and the total extinction in many eoamm
of our local dialects, render it extremely difficult ta seat

out the limits within which our two great dialects vea
spoken. Layamon, whose language seems clearly lu tanay
to the Southern dialect, is described in all the nutans* d
our poetry as a native of South Gloucestershire ; bet tat

localities mentioned in his poem belong to the nerU «f

Worcestershire ; and he was, beyond doubt, an inhebtuxtet*

Areley-Regis near Stourport in that county.* Ifhe u**«J uV
dialect of the neighbourhood (and this must he aseejped u£
the contrary be shown), the Southern dialect must km
prevailed over the whole of Worcestershire, and the ameatf
that shire must have been Sexe in origin, and net. at

hitherto supposed, a colony of Engle. Perhaps a haw

drawn from the north of Essex to the north of Worcesacr*
shire would pretty accurately define the portions of ta*

island respectively colonised by the Engle and the Scse.

* Hallam. iu the corrigenda to hit late work oe the literature of tS* ssxsssasi

miliary. has adopted this view, and by iu aid correct** a sxaaatfsasa*
iu one of hi* earlier published eolumre. He stair* howewr that A sassy set

' near Bewdley in Worcestershire, bat is iUetf in the oouMy of 1

hat mistaken Areley Regis for Orer-Areley.
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The origin of the Midland dialect may admit of the follow-

ing explanation. Neither natural obstacles nor political divi-

sions ever separated the Northern and the Southern dialects.

During the heptarchy, Gloucestershire and Oxfordshire be-

longed to Mercia, and not to the kindred race of the West-
Sexe; and when the Danes held possession of the north of

England, the shires of Warwick and Northampton, and

generally that of Leicester also, were united in the closest

ties with the southern counties. This fellowship seems to

have led, at a very early period, to the use of an interme-

diate dialect, which would naturally be encouraged by the

vast numbers that flocked from all parts of the country to

the universities. The 'Reve's Tale' affords us a specimen of

the ridicule which attached to the forms of Northern

speech, and we know that the speech of the Southron was

treated with 'just as little ceremony in the north of Eng-
land. (SeeTowTieley Mysteries, Secunda Past.) Hence we
may understand the progress made by the intermediate

dialect, and are prepared for the conclusion, to which we are

led by an examination of our Old-English manuscripts, no

less than by the express declaration of a contemporary

philologist. Higden, who lived in the fourteenth century,

ianges our provincial dialects under three heads, the North-

ern, the Midland, and the Southern : and this division

seems to have been generally recognised by our antiquaries,

for in our catalogues we find some manuscripts noticed as

belonging to our Southern dialect, others as belonging to

the Northern, while many of them, exhibiting the marked
peculiarities of neither dialect, are passed over without

remark.
The change which gradually produced the Midland dialect

most probably first showed itself in the counties of North-

ampton, Warwick, and Leicester. It seems to have been

brought about not so much by adopting the peculiarities of

Southern speech, as by giving greater prominence to such

parts of the native dialect as were common to the South.

The Southern conjugations must at all times have been

familiar, at least in dignified composition; but other conju-

gations were popularly used, and in the gradual disuse of

these and other forms peculiar to the North the change

consisted. We have many MSS. written in the Midland

counties, in which all trace of the Northern dialect seems to

have been studiously avoided ;
yet in very many of them may

be found some verbal inflexion in es t or some other popu-

lar form, quite sufficient to betray the writer. These coun-

ties were long considered as belonging to the north of Eng-

land. When the feuds between the two races at Cambridge

and Oxford produced a schism, it was generally at Stam-

ford or Northampton that the,Nurthern men fixed the seat

of their new University.

The Northern dialect was still broadly spoken, within the

last three centuries, in the counties of Lincoln, Rutland,

Derby, and Stafford; but it has been gradually giving way

before a language so much more widely understood, till it is

now to be found onlv in scattered localities amid the moun-

tains of the North of England or in the Lowlands of Scot-

land. The Southern dialect began to yield at a later period.

It was certainly spoken at the beginning of the seventeenth

century in all the counties round London ;
* and Milton,

when he issued forth

' Tobrenthe
Among the pleasant villages and farms/

must have heard a dialect around him in all essential par-

ticulars the same as the Somersetshire. Like the Northern

dialect, it gradually retreated before its formidable rival ; it

lingered for a century in Wilts and Hampshire, and has now

taken up a doubtful' stand behind the Parret. Before an-

other generation has passed away, the schoolmaster will pro-

bably have driven it from this its last place of refuge.

We will now take a rapid survey of the literature which

belongs to the language whose history and peculiarities we

have been endeavouring to trace. As is the case with the

literature of most nations, we find that all its earlier speci-

mens are metrical. We will therefore first call the reader's

attention to our Anglo-Saxon poems; and to define more

clearly the range of our present inquiry, we will briefly

notice the properties which, at that early period, distin-

guished verse from prose.

An Anglo Saxon verse is made up of two sections, winch

together may contain four, five, six, or even more accented

• For specimens of the Middlesex dialect «eo Hon Jonson's 'Talc of a Tub ;'

• Lenr *
iv. 6, famishes us with au example of the Kentish dialect; and nearly

ono halt of • Gammer Qurton's Needle ' U written in Ihe dialect or Esse*

P. C, No. 1292.

syllables. These sections are bound together by the law ol

alliteration, or, in other words, each verse must have at

least two accented syllables (one in each section) beginning

with the same consonant or with vowels. Sometimes, and
particularly in the longer verses, there are two such allitera-

tive syllables in the first section, as in the verse

m«*|od ibrlthy ma»|e man|cynne framj

It is very incorrect to call this alliteration the ' essence ' or

the ' groundwork ' of Anglo-Saxon verse. It is certainly

an important part, but still a mere adjunct. The pur-

poses it served were similar to those which are provided

for by the final rhyme of our modern versification. The
essence of Anglo-Saxon verse consisted in its system

of rhythm. As the accents generally varied from four to

six, it may be thought that the rhythm was too vague and
loose, but in practice it is generally found sufficiently de-

finite ; and there are some of its rules which certainly give

it a more scientific, character than belongs to the system

that has superseded it. For example, no sentence, nor any

important member of a sentence, could end otherwise than

at the close of a section. In our modern poets we often

find a sentence ending in the midst of a section, or even

immediately before the last syllable of the verse

:

• His perrs
TTATe found

I
him guil |

ty—of high-trea | son. Much |

He spoke and learnedly for life.' &cs

but such a verse would not have been tolerated in an Anglo-

Saxon poem. We may indeed find scores of such verses

in the printed editions of these poems; but not one single

example, and we speak advisedly, in any Anglo-Saxon

MS.
The * Gleeman's Song '* is the oldest specimejj extant of

Anglo-Saxon literature. It is found in what is called the

Exeter MS., one of the books left by Bishop Leofric to his

cathedral, about the middle of the eleventh century. Of the

Gleeman himself we know nothing, save what can be

learned from the poem ; but from certain passages in it

we may gather, that he was born among the Mirgings, a tribe

which dwelt on the marches that separated the Engle from

the Swefe in the fourth century. In early youth, he attended

a Mirging princess named Ealhild to the court of Eormanric,

the celebrated king of the East-Goten, and who figures so

often in Roman history under the name of Ermenricus.t

His professional skill appears to have gained him the favour

of this monarch, and of the great lords who frequented the

court, and whom he visited in their respective governments.

He afterwards accompanied a Mirging prince into Italy,

probably during the inroad of Alaric, ad. 401; and as

Gothic leaders were now rapidly gaining a footing in the

empire, he seems to have seized the opportunity of wander-

ing through its provinces. On his return, he must have been

an eye-witness of the wars waged between iEila(Attila) and

the East-Goten ; and as ^Ella's accession dates only in 433,

and Eormanric died in 375, he must have been more than

seventy when he wrote the poem.

The 'Gleeman's Song,' like many other Anglo-Saxon

poems, has a short preface in verse, which appears to be of

almost equal antiquity with the poem. It may be literally

translated as follows t

—

Wide travel told, hit word- store uulocked

He, who moat marvel*, over earth.

And nations visited. Oft in Hall he pat

Memorable targets. Him from among the Myrgingi

Nobles rear'd. He with Ealhild

(Leal artificer of love) in his fir*t journey

Sought the home of the fierce king,

East from Ongle—the home of Eormannc
Wrathful treachour ^ Gan he the number tell.

Mnuy men t wot of, fee.

Here follows a list of celebrated kings, from which the

Gleeman selects for special notice Aiexandieas, who appears

to be Alexander of Macedon, and Wala, who is, no doubt,

the Wallia that founded the kingdom of the ViMgoths at

Toulouse, ad. 417. With the exception of Alexander, all

of them appear to have been the Gleeman's contemporaries.

After this enuineralion he proceeds

—

• So I fared through many stranger-lands,
^

Through the wide earth ; or goo- 1 and evil

There I tasted; from family parted.

From kinsmen far, widely I did my suilp—

• The text of this poem may be found at the end of Kemble's • Beowulf*

fl837^ a text and translation in Conybeare's 'Illustration of Anglo-Saxoa

t»oetrv
' (1826), and in Guest's * Hist, of English Rhythms' (,1838).

+ Amm. Marc., xxxi.3. &c
t The cruelties perpetrated by Eormannc. towards the latter part of hb

life, are roentioued by the LaUn historians (Joruandes,' De Keb.Get., e.M»

I Sec), and more thau once alluded to in our Anglo Saxonpoems.

Vol. XX.—3 R
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Therefor* may 1 •to*. *»* story tell,

lUUte Ibw ths- crowd, La msad-hal).

Bow m» the high-born with large** blest.

I vu with the Hans/ See.

We have then the names of nations and of countries

visited by him, which appear to be strung together in the

order best suited to the alliteration. There are also certain

notices of the great people by whose bounty he had bene-

fited, and the reader will not be surprised at the Gleeman
seeing only a liberal patron in the same monarch whom the

author of the preface denounces as ' a wrathful treachour.'

The whole concludes with a short eulogy on the dignity and
privileges of his craft.

The great value of this poem lies chiefly in that string of

names, which we have omitted as being so little interesting

to the general reader. We do not stop to examine the

question, whether any or how many of these notices have
been interpolated during the five centuries which elapsed

between the composition of the poem and the writing of the

MS. Our knowledge of early Saxon history is so scanty,

that all such speculations must be hazardous. But we may
observe, that the Scriptures had been translated into a
Gothic dialect long before the Gleeman began his wander-
ings, and we know from Roman history that during the
fourth century nearly one-half of the Gothic tribes were
Christians. We need not therefore necessarily feel sus-

Sicion, when we read of the Assyrians and the Persians, the
ews and the Idumroans; they may have been as welt

known to the Gleeman as to toe Saxon monk who tran-

scribed the MS. The chief interest however attaches to

the mention of the various Gothic, Slavish, and Finnish
races. In tracing their history, the ' Gleeman's Song* is the
great link which connects the knowledge gained from Latin
sources with the information gleaned from the Middle-Age
chronicle. In many instances it furnishes the only means of
penetrating the mystery which surrounds these races. There
are tribes, still to be found between the Wolga and the Vis-

tula, which we can identify with others named by the Glee-
man, and thereby prove to have had a political existence

fourteen hundred years ago, of whom hardly another trust-

worthy memorial can be found, till within the last two or

three centuries. The helps which it affords us in unravel-
ling the web of Gothic fiction are also most valuable, and
may, if rightly taken advantage of, save us from much of
that speculation in which German scholars have indulged
so largely. To write a full and satisfactory exposition of
this song would require a volume, but till it be written the
history of modern Europe must remain incomplete.

There are two other poems, which must have been com-
posed before the Engle left the Continent, the ' Battle of
Fins-burgh,

1* and the * Tale of BeowuhVt The first of these
is a mere fragment, and appears to have belonged to one of
those historical songs which Tacitus (Germ^ 2) represents as
the only literature of the antient Germans. The other is

chiefly taken up with the relation of two of Beowulf's adven-
tures : the first against a monster called the ' Grendel ;' the
second against a terrific * worm,' or ' earthdrake.' The poem
has come down to us in a modernised form, and the mixture
of Christian and heathen notions is sometimes singularly
curious. For the most part, the nature of the subject, and
the marked change that takes place in the rhythm, enable
us to lay our finger on the very line where the interpolation
begins. The following is one of the attempts to reconcile
the old superstitious and the new creed

:

* The grim stranger was Grsndsl hight

—

SAX
man's Song*), and Alfred, when he bring* hie 1

Troy, launches him on Fifel-stream. thai ia, the
deep. Ettyns were long remembered in oar
stitions

:

sit at his —*.

Mighty peer of the March ; who held the
Feu and fertoras—land of the FlfeHun.

The hapless raao long had kept it,

SUhen hi. Maker him had doomed.
Oo C«tn'e kin the laughter aTenged
The eternal Lurd. for that he Abel slew |

For Joy'd he in thai feud, but him out-draee
HU Maker, for the tin, far fn»m maukind.
Thence evil birth* all pn}«ed«'<l,
Kttynt. and Ehe* and < >:kucr* ;

Ho Uw the G ants, thai with God fought
A long throw—Ibr it he paid them meed V

The Goths seem to have peopled every solitude with a
race of monsters called the Fifel-kin. The sea, the moor,
the feu, the march, or desert track which surrounded the
territory of every Gothic tribe, were their dwelling-place.
The battle, by which Offa settled the marches between the
Kngle and the Swede, was fought at Fifel door (see *Glee~

• Ths test was published to Hickes fr«.m a MS. now lost
Text and translation by ThorkeUn (iHlo). by Kemble ( 1837).

' They say the King of Portugal
ettyns will come and snatch It (rum him.*

Beanm. and FL» Kmykt »/

Elves still live in our poetrv ; and genuine Gothic pc
(notwithstanding the wy^f monk tried hard to <xc»~
them into rebel angels^Bl terrify or amuse the aur*-
The Orknees are proJfPylfce same monsters as tbc O-i*
the Italian romancdH;
Some of the oldest pieces of poetry, written aft*? :»

removal of the Engle to this country, and now extaat .-

the songs of Csedmon.* The circumstance* wbxii t.

called forth the talents of this poet are related by Bed* i»

as he must have known many of CflBdmon a conLeinpLvxr*
his account may be looked upon as a simple narraaae i

facts. Caedmon, it appears, was neatherd to the me*es*sr
of Whitby, then under the government of it* fir** eke**

the celebrated Hild. One day at supper, as the her; **
passing from hand to hand, and it came to his tan *

amuse the company, he stole from the room in one Unm
fits of diffidence which so often overtake the eeasrtm ^e.

As he slept in the neathouse, some one, he thought,<»w
raged him to sing, and the song he composed, aost van
was next day repeated to an admiring audience, eeteh mrr

his reputation as a poet, and gained him the fn es^i i

the abbess. He became a monk; was looked upon a» *
who had received the gift of song from above ; and at t*

death his body was enshrined, and valued as one cf :**
most precious relics by the monks of Whitby.
Only six of Csedmon's poems have reached ua> TV %*i-

iect of the first is the Creation ; that of the secesi. t*

Temptation and Fall, to which is added, rather taarcJr

ally, a narrative of the events recorded in Gefieea, * a
offering of Isaac; the third relates the Exodus ; the avrx
the story of Daniel ; and the Torments of the Daaaed. c
Christ's Harrowing of Hell, followed by hts A*cen*tae m
Glory, are the subjects of the other two. Bede tells as a
he also wrote on our Lord's Incarnation and hi* Pa***ec •

also on the Advent of the Holy Ghost, and the t^-fer^ .

the Apostles. What remains is equal in length to aboa: :a

half of the « Paradise Lost'
Cmdmon appears to have been the first Rogttahmaa •**

exebauged the images of the old mythology for the rhi*v
beauties of Christian poetry. Perhaps there never Uterf l
individual who exerted a greater influence on our nauju
modes of thought and expression; and on this gncr-
alone, if on no other, he must rank with the greaieet
of our literature. For six centuries he was the great
whom all imitated and none could equal, and £raj

of his verses may be found in the verses of alneotx om
succeeding poet. To ooint out the excellencies which **?

the admiration of Bene, and which our forefathers coO.
only trace to the inspiration of Heaven, would require s er>

tical analysis that might be thought tedious. Wc or
mention however, as one of the greatest, the cognaau
which he exercises over his rhythm. With a loAy theme, t±*

march of Milton himself is not more stately; and sr.-ii

every outpouring of joy or exultation his rhythm flows on-

ward, as if conscious of the feelings it bore along wiia &
We have reason for believing that to this beauty our fce>

fathers were deeply sensitive, and that Cstduson owed t* -*

no small portion of his popularity. Among the eeriv ia»
tors of this great poet we should perhape rank AldMa
bishop of Shireburn. His poems were slfll aung by &W
people in the days of Bfalmesbury, but are now lost, er 'sserv

probably lie unowned amid the heaps of devotional seetrv

which fill our Anglo-Saxon MS8.
We have called the ' Battle of Fins-burgh ' an bauereal

noem : another poem of the same class was writtea so tbt
death of Byrthnoth,* who bravely (ell in resisting one ef 0»
Danish inroads, a.d. 993. (Hume, /7i>»\, t. X) Worts,
now lost, were written in the eleventh century, by Lsefm,
Hereward's chaplain, on the warriors of our early oaten ,

and the songs commemorative of Hereward's exploits* waste
Ingulf tells us were in bis day so popular, were pretehlj
written by the same hand. There can be little doubt also that
many of the Old-English romances, aa ' Horn,' * HaetseaV
'Bevis of Southampton,' * Guy of Warwick,' &&, are

" Text pobUshsd to Jaoiasn tsj»—' WmiUUss to
t Taxt pubUshsd to Tboq*. » '~*— * ^
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adaptations of Anglo-Saxon poems. Occasionally the sub
ject was taken from foreign sources, of which the ' Tale of
Judith/* probably written in the tenth century, affords us
a splendid example. The ' Tale of Apollonius of Tyre** is

iii prose, and a mere translation from the Latin.
There are other songs preserved in our chronicles, and

closely allied to those last mentioned, but which are
much shorter, and partake more of the lyrical character.

Among them may be enumerated the Brunanburgh war-
song,} Edgar's coronation song,} tWtwo songs which com-
memorate the death of this monaTch,§ and the elegy written
on the death of the Con feasor. H The first and last of these
are among the noblest specimens of Anglo-Saxon poetry.

A great deal of Anglo-Saxon verse was written during
the eleventh century. One of the writers seems to have

i been called Deor. His name occurs in a poem^f which ex-
f.hibits many difficulties of construction, and perhaps some
r blunders of transcription ; but it may be gathered that he
' was *cop or minstrel to the Danish princes who succeeded
Knut, and he appears to have lost his place at court when
the Confessor mounted the throne of England. The name
of Cynewulf has also been extracted** from certain poems
found in the Exeter and Vercellt MSS. It was hid in a
kind of riddle, similar in character to our modern acrostic.

He was probably the compiler of the two MSS., and may
have been the author of much of the poetry which they
contain.

But the noblest relic of this period is the Psalter published
some five years back by the university of Oxford, from a
MS. preserved in the • Bibltotheque du Roi.' In the first

part, each psalm has an Anglo-Saxon translation in prose;
and also a preface giving some account of its history, gene-
ral scope, and tendency. The translation often paraphrases
the Latin, so as to show more clearly its doctrinal or pro-

phetical meaning: but from the 50th Psalm, the translation

is metrical, and though generally literal, exhibits many
cases of glaring misconstruction. The prefaces also disap-
pear, and the whole seems to be the work of a man very
slenderly provided even with the rudiments of learning.

This deficiency however may now be considered as amply
compensated for by the high character of the poetry.

Some of the psalms are translated with a terseness and also

an elegance, which place the translation far above any of our
modern versions, and there is occasionally a Miltonic sweep
of language, that has not often been surpassed even in the
choicest specimens of our sacred poetry.

A note in the MS. informs us that a priest named Wulf-
win Cada ' wrote it with his own hand' (manu sua

4

con-
scripsit). We think it extremely probable that Wulfwin
copied from some manuscript the prose version as far as it

went, and then drew on his own resources. There are

numberless instances of transcribers altering and continuing
the work they were copying. Most of our MS. chronicles

were transcripts up to a certain date, and were then con-

tinued as original compositions. The verb conscripsit

shows it was a compilation ; and if Wulfwin had before

him a metrical translation, he would hardly, with that

passion for stately language so common among his country-

men, have postponed it to the prose version. To Wulfwin
Cada we think may fairly be ascribed both the faults and
the merits of the metrical translation.

Among the most important prose works of our Saxon
literature must be ranked those extraordinary compilations

which are commonly called (as if they constituted but one
work) the ' Saxon Chronicle.' The earliest copy of a Saxon
Chronicle now extant is the Plegmund Manuscript, in the

library of Corpus Christi College, Cambridge. It is writ-

ten, as Wanley observes, in the same hand to the year 891,

and in hands equally antient to the year 924. After that

date it seems to have been continued and interpolated by
various transcribers, whose notices of Christ Church, Can-
terbury, leave little doubt that the volume was once the

property of that cathedral. As Plegmund was consecrated

archbishop in 890, and died in 923, it has been inferred that

the original text was compiled by his order, and continued

from time to time under his direction. The internal evi-

* Text pnbluhed by Tltorpe, iu hi» ' AualecUu'

-f Text and translation by Thorpe ( 1834).

\ Test and tramlation bv Price, tn hta edition of Warton't ' Hist*' I. 87 '» and
by Guest, tn the ' Hist, of fengt. Rhythms.' iL 61.

I Text and translation in Ingram's edition or the ' Saxon Chronicle.*

I Text and translation in Ingram's * Chronicle,* and in * Hist, of Bngl.

Rhythm*; il. 71.

4 ' Hist, or Engl. Rhythms.' it 926
•* • ATchBologia, sxVW. 1*.

dence favours this supposition. The notices which it con-
tains respecting the operations of Alfred and his immediate
predecessors could hardly have been furnished by any but
those who were present at them, and were probably the sub-
stance of conversations which had passed between the pre-
late and the king.

The next copy, in point of time, is the Dunstan MS. in

the British Museum. This is also a Canterbury manuscript,
and appeal's to have belonged to St. Austin's Abbey. It is

written throughout in the same hand, and ends in the year
977. As Dunstan was then archbishop, and as the hand-
writing resembles thai of other manuscripts ascribed to
him, he has been named with some degree of confidence as
the transcriber. However this be, it must have been writ-
ten by a man of scholarlike attainment. We have only to

compare the passages which relate to the period after

Plegmund's death, with the corresponding passages in the
Christ Church manuscript, to see at once its superiority.

This is particularly striking in the poetical portions. The
noble ode on the battle of Brunanburgh would have
remained for ever mutilated, and in parts unintelligible, but
for the copy preserved in the Dunstan Chronicle.

Besides these two chronicles, we have a Worcester, an
Abingdon, another Canterbury Chronicle, and a fourth
which appears to have been written at Peterborough. It

has been inferred (chiefly for reasons connected with the
handwriting) that these were compiled respectively in the

years 1016, 1048, 1058, and 1125. We have also divers

transcripts and collations made by Lambarde, Junius,

Josselyn, and other antiquaries of the sixteenth and seven-

teenth centuries, some of which were evidently taken from
manuscript authorities no longer extant. Josselyn appears

to have had in his possession a second Peterborough Chro-
nicle ; and Lambarde's transcript in Trinity College, Dublin,
is thought to have been made from an antient manuscript

which perished in the fatal fire that destroyed so many of

our Cotton ian treasures.

The Plegmund, the Dunstan, the Abingdon, and the

antient chronicle transcribed by Lambarde, all began with

Ceesar's invasion. The Worcester, Peterborough, and
latest Canterbury manuscripts begin with a desciiption of

Britain, extracted chiefly from Bede and Orosius. Then
follow (with variations in the different manuscripts) the

accessions of the Roman emperors, with the deaths of the

apostles and of various popes to the year 464. At this year is

inserted an account of the arrival of Hengist and Horsa,

which is somewhat difficult to trace to its proper source ; but

the four entries which follow, we have no hesitation in

classing among the 'writings of the antients* mentioned by
Bede, and the 'histories of the English ' alluded to by
Nennius:

—

•An. 455. Now Hengest and Horsa fought with Wyrt-
georn the king, in the place which is called iEgeles-ford,

and his brother Horsa there they slew ; and after that

Hengest took to the kingdom and jfesc his son.
• An. 457. Now Hengest and jEsc his son fought with

the Brits in the place that is called Creccan-ford, and there

slew they four thousand men, and the Brits then forsook

Cent-land and with much fear fled to Lundenbury.
' An. 465. Now Hengest and JEsc fought with the

Weals nigh Wippeds-fleet, and there twelve Wealish alder-

men they slew, and of their own men a thane was there

slain, whose name was Wipped.
' An. 473. Now Hengest and Mhc fought with the Weals

and took untold booty, and the Weals fled the Englen, as

it were fire.*

If the reader be startled at finding the name of Engle in

what must have been a Yutish Chronicle, he must recol-

lect that Ida, when laying down laws for his West Sexe,

recognises only two races, the Welsh and the English.

None of the invading tribes, or • kins,' as they were termed,

seem to have refused the name of Englishmen, and in

some of the chronicles the very Yutes of whom we are now
speaking are termed the Engle-kin. We see no reason

why two of these entries may not even belong to the period

when the fearful struggle they commemorate was yet in

progress.

The antiquaries of the sixteenth and seventeenth cen-

turies seem to have assumed that the Anglo-Saxon monas-

teries kept a regular record ofcontemporary events ; and there

are certainly grounds for believing that registers of a certain

kind were really kept by them. Bede's 'History' (iv. 14)

hat been referred to in proof of this. He tolls us, that in

3RS
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the year 681a boy, who was an inmate 01 Selsey Abbey, was

seized with the plague, which was then desolating the

country. As the poor lad was lying on his bed, he was

accosted by two angel-visitants, who bade him tell the

frightened monks that the plague would spread no further,

that it had been stayed by the prayers of Oswald, of whose

death that very day was the anniversary. ' Let them/ said

Saint Peter, for no less a person is the speaker, * search in

their books (in suis codicibus) in which are recorded the

deaths of deceased persons (defunctoruin depositio), and

they will find that on this day he was taken,' &c. The abbot,

we are told, believed the boy's words, and straightway went

and searched in his chronicle (in Aunali suo), and found that

on that very day King Oswald bad been slain,' &c. Here

reference seems to be made to some public register of the

convent; and this register, or the earlier MS. it was copied

from, seems to have furnished materials for the Peter-

borough Chronicle.
• An. 642. Now was Oswald, king of the Northhymbre,

slain,' &c, * upon the Maser-field, on the day called the nones

of August,' &c.
The mention of the day on which an event occurred, is

rare in our chronicles; it is therefore probable that we have

here the very passage which the worthy monk was sent in

search of.

That there were also public (or perhaps we might say

national) registers, in which were recorded the accessions.

See. of the kings, we also gather from the same venerable

historian. We are told (Hist., iii. 4), such was the horror

excited by the cruelties of the Welshman Ceadwalla, and
the apostacy of the Northumbrian kings, that • it was
resolved upon by all who had to reckon the chronology of

the kings (regum tempora computantibus) that the memory
of the faithless kings should be blotted out, and the year

assigned to the reign of the king next following,* &c. ; and
he elsewhere adds, with studied phraseology, ' unanimo
omnium consensu flrmatum est,' Hist., iii. 9. In the Chro-

nicles we have the entry

—

• An. 634. And Oswald also took to the kingdom of

the Northhymbre, and he reigned ix. winters. They
assigned him the ninth, on account of the heathenism

which they practised who reigned the one year between

him and Eadwine.'
Here we find, within a century after Ida landed at Barn-

borough, a register kept of the Northumbrian kings, and

Seneral interest excited as to the entries made in it. From
elails mentioned by Bede, and which could only have been

supplied by w ritten documents, it is clear that these historical

notices reached to the times of paganism. They must have
been originally written in English, and with Runes, those

antient characters which were only partially given up when
Christianity introduced the literature of Rome, and which
occasionally make their appearance in our MSS. to the end
of the eleventh century. A too literal translation of these

venerable documents, no doubt, introduced the many
Anglicisms to be found in the works of Bede, and even of

the Welshmen Nenuius and Assor. On this ground only

can we account for the intrusion into the pages of scholars

like the first and last of these writers, of such phrases as
4 victoriam sumpsere ' (sige namon, An.-Sax.), * loco funeris

dominati sunt' (ahtou waristowe geweald, An.-Sax.), &c.
With these materials at hand, we may readily understand

the course followed in the compilation of our early chro-

nicles. Who were the parties that continued and interpo-

lated these chronicles, is a question very difficult to answer
satisfactorily. Archbishop Elfnc, Saint Wulfstan, Hugh
White the monk of Peterborough, and others have been
named, with more or less of confidence, by different critics.

For our own parts, we could never resist a feeling, almost
amounting to conviction, that the character of William was
the work of the venerable Wulfstan. It begins thus:

—

•An. 10&7. If any wish to know what manner of

man he was, or what state he held, or of how many lands

ho was lord, then will we of him write, as we h'ru knew,
we that have waited on him (the him oulocodon), and other-

whiles in his court have wonned,' &c
There were few English churchmen at the close of

William's reign who could put forth this claim to the con-

fidence of their reader, and still fewer that could have drawn
William's character with the freedom and at the same time
with tbeChristian feeling that distinguishes the whole of thin

fiobleoomposition. WulUtan was at that time the only English
bishop; and when, after describing the cruelty and sternness

of the king, he adds the prayer, ' may the Almighty Gr. i ^
to his soul mercy, and grant him of his sins foegt*et«r»

*

does not feel that thejrooral qualities of the writer w« .

eminent as the opportunities enjoyed or the lahmr* —
improved them ?

Among Anglo-Saxon prose writers, we most aotfcr
the name of Alfred. His chief works are trs mlil— :*-

the Latin, and of these the most remarkable sue i« *>

sions of Bede, Orosius,* and Boethius.t Certain x **-*»

the last-named author he has also paraphrased m *«-. ;

Among what may be termed his original work*, are .

accounts of the voyages of the two Northmen Wala«£a& *.

Ohthere, which were inserted in Hakluyt's coUedau*. xx,

have been the subject of so much comment and entv-^n
Archbishop Wulfstan, better known by the case

Lupus, was a voluminous writer of homilies. H» *
translated from Worcester to York in 1002. and bui -

carefully distinguished from the Saint Wulfstaa almr
roentioned. A still more celebrated divine was EUr.r_ :

great champion who led the English church in rts nu-
ance to the Romish innovations of the eleventh easu.-

As might have been expected, his authority was afpn
to, and with powerful effect, by the friends of the Rekcw
tion. One of Archbishop Parker's works is enmL* .

Testimony of Antiquity, showing the antient Faith U •

Church of England, &c, being a Sermon tran»)au«i i« .

Latin into English by jElfric, abbot of St. Alban**.' hr
required all the exertions of the new theologic.il *1

founded by Lan franc and Anselm to keep under rh* yi>

ciples so deeply sown by Elfric.

We will close this notice of Saxon literature by oUnz;
that the influence it has exercised upon the m*Mlern 1 --

ture of the country has been much underrated. «.^
out maintaining, as some authors have done, that VI -

diligently studied Coedmon, yet we do not fear to a»*er. .-

some favourite images, and even certain term* of «xrr-*

sion, may be traced through our literature, century ^'*.

century, from the pages of the Saxon scop to thu»
Spenser and of Shakspere. The mistaken cntioaia it.

.

some of these have called forth might afford matier *

instructive comment ; and serve in some measure u> u--.

us the value of a literature which has been so uuu ;-

glected.

SAXONS is the name of a branch of the G«rxi
nation. Their name is derived by some from that of -•

Saces on the Indus, by others from sacks, an ax. ani t

others it is traced to the word sassen, that ta, 'tetikx.

in contradistinction from those German tribes who \ei .

sort of nomadic life. The earliest writers who toezt

the Saxons describe them as neighbours of the Datv%
south of the Cimbriau Chersonetus. (Geography Rsmrmi
iv. 17.) Ptolemaeus also speaks of islands of the Ssur*
which were probably the modern islands of £*dct»irt,

Nordstrand, Wicking Harde, and Boking ilarde. O*
sius (vii. 32) says that they inhabited a marxhy cooli^
which was almost inaccessible to strangers. Toward* n*
south-west they seem at first not to have extended **>*
the Elbe. Tacitus, though he speaks of the AnfU a i

Varini, who mu*t have been close neighbours to the Ssxar*
does not mention them.
The similarity of their language to that of the Pervi'i

and antient Indians afford* reason for believing thai ti#

Saxons were of Eastern origin ; but how and when they txa*

to occupy the north western extremity of Germsnv i-

questions which history cannot answer. Thus much sxilx »

certain, that at first thev occupied a great nart of the eoun'ui

between the Elbe and the Cimbrian Chersonesus; fcc:

when, during the migration of the barbarians, the wc&-
bouring tribes changed their countries and mi^rskJ to-

wards the south, the Saxons likewise began to ex «m1 ta

the same direction, and at last we find them occupying uw
country between the Elbe, the Rhine, the Lippe, and li*

German Ocean. This extensive tract of land is calWd b%

Anglo-Saxon writers Old Saxony, to distinguish it from Nes
Saxony, or England.

In the third century the Saxons often landed on th*

coasts of England and France, and ravaged the nuntm«
districts ; but about the middle of the fifth century <44>i i

large body of Saxons and A'^Ua^led by Hongut and liana.

sailed over to England ^Ushed permanent aetlk*

• T»st

Te*
"Tap-
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merits in this eland. The Angles however seem to have
prevailed iu numbers or influence, for it was they that gave
the name to their new country, Angel-land, Anglia (Eng-
land), though it was sometimes calledSaxoniaTransinarina.
The name Anglo Saxons, which comprises both Angles and
Saxons, was invented by later historians for the sake of
convenience. The history of the Saxons who settled in

England, and here, together with the Angles, became the

origin of a new population, henceforth forms part of the
history of England. [Angles; England.]

Those Saxons who remained in Germany conquered,
about 530, conjointly with the Franks, the northern part of

Thuringia as far as the little river Unstrut, but soon after

gave up the eastern part of their conquest to a Slavonic
tribe. The southernmost of the Saxons, about 550, became
tributary to the Franks, to whom they paid an annual
tribute of 500 cows. In proportion as the Saxons advanced
towards the interior of Germany, and became better

acquainted with the advantages of agriculture and the

breeding of cattle, they gradually abandoned their former
piratical mode of living, but remained nevertheless a
spirited and warlike people.

Towards the close of the seventh century we find the
Saxons divided into three great tribes, viz. theOstfali on the

western side of the Elbe, the Westfali in the country be-

tween the Rhine, Lippe, and Ems, and the Engeri in the

centre, between the two former tribes, that is, on both banks
of theWeser. Their hostile feeling towards the Franks was
kindled into a war under Charles Martel, who conquered
some Saxon districts on the northern banks of the Lippe,

und made their inhabitants tributary. This however was
only a prelude to the great and bloody wars which, with

several interruptions, were carried on by Charlemagne from
772 till 803. During these wars many thousand Saxons
fell in battle, and thousands were put to death because

they refused to adopt Christianity. But they held out

to the last, even after their chief Wittekind had sub-

mitted and become a Christian. The treaty of Selz on

the Saale (803) at last terminated the war: the Saxons
agreed to become Christians, and were put on a footing of

equality with the Franks. Henceforth their history forms

a part of that of the Carlovingian empire. To diffuse a know-
ledge of Christianity among them, and to establish the new
religion more firmly, Charlemagne founded seven bishop-

rics, and from the places he appointed as the seats for these

new ecclesiastical dignities, we may see the extent of coun-

try which they then occupied. The seats of the bishops

were Osnabriick, Verden, Bremen, Paderborn, Minden,
Hilde<heim. and Minister.

SAXONY. Taken in its most extensive sense, the name
of Saxony formerly designated a very large tract in Northern

Germany, extending from the Weser on the west, to the fron-

tiers of Poland on the east. No term in geography has been

used with greater latitude of signification, and no states have

been subject to more frequent territorial changes than those

comprehended under this general name. It was not till the

restoration of peace in 1495, by the emperor Maximilian I.,

that Germany was divided into ten circles, when the exten-

sive tract of country hitherto called Saxony was divided

into three circles, those of Westphalia, Lower Saxony, and

Upper Saxony. The last of these, which might more pro-

perly have been called East Saxony, comprised the electo-

rates of Brandenburg and Saxony, the duchy of Pomerania,

and several small principalities.

Thk Kingdom of Saxony was formed of the electorate

of the same name. The duchy of Saxony, to which the elec-

toral dignity and the office of hereditary marshal of the

empire were attached, was however no part of the antient

German duchy of that name (which was composed of Lauen-

burg and a tract on the other side of the Elbe), but a

Wend or Vandal province which Albert the Bear, margrave

of Salzwedel, of the house of Ascania, had conquered, and

left to his son Bernhard. This Bernhard received from the

emperor Frederick Barbarossa (after Henry the Lion had

been declared under the ban of the empire) the dignity of

duke of Saxony, to which were attached a part of Engern
and Westphalia, extending from the Weser, which separated

it from Eastphalia, westwards to the Rhine. But Bernhard

not being powerful enough to maintain the rights attached

to his dignity, and to take possession of the duchy assigned

to him in Westphalia, most of the Saxon allodial proprietors

became immediate estates of the empire, by which the duchy

was dissolved, and its name transferred to the country inhe-

rited by Bernhard from his father, to which, from that time, the
ducal dignity was attached. The house of Ascania becoming
extinct on the death of Albert TIL, In 1422, the emperor
Sigismund invested Frederick the Warlike, margrave of
Meissen, with the electoral title and the duchy of Saxony.
The splendour of his new dignity, united with his eminent
personal qualities, rendered Frederick one of the most power-
ful princes in Germany. He was succeeded in the electoral
dominions by his son Frederick the Mild, who reigned from
1428 to 1464. On his death, his dominions were divided
between his two sons, Albert and Ernest, who were the foun-
ders ofthe Albert ine and Ernestine lines, the former of which
still reigns in the kingdom of Saxony, and the latter is di-

vided into the four branches of Saxe-Altenburg, Coburg-
Grotha, Meiningen, and Weimar. The electoral dignity
was inherited by Ernest, who was succeeded by his son
Frederick the Wise, who founded, in 1502, the university of
Wittenberg, where Luther and Melanchthon commenced the
Reformation ; and though Frederick did not openly espouse
the cause of Luther, yet it was probably owing to his personal
influence with the emperors Maximilian and Charles V.,
and to his able and prudent conduct, that the great reformer
did not experience the fate of John Huss. Frederick was
succeeded, in 1525, by his brother John the Constant, who
died in 1532. At Frederick's death, the doctrines of. the
Reformation had taken such deep root, that neither the
anathemas of the Vatican, the ban of the empire, nor the
disastrous wars which were not ended till the peace of

Westphalia in 1648, could extirpate them. Accordingly,
though John Frederick the Magnanimous, being defeated
and taken prisoner by the army of Charles V. in the battle

of Miiblburg, in 1547, was deprived of his electoral dignity,

which, with the greater part of his dominions, was given
to his cousin Maurice, margrave of Meissen, yet Maurice
powerfully supported the Protestant cause, and, after a short

campaign, obliged Charles V., in 1552, to sign the Conven-
tion of Passau, which has been since considered as the bul
wark of the religious freedom of Germany.

In 1C97 the elector Augustus I. was induced, by the temp-
tation of obtaining the crown of Poland on the death of Sohi-
eski, to embrace the Roman Catholic religion. Charles XII.,
king of Sweden, not only conquered Poland, but invaded Sax-
ony, which suffered very severely till 1708, when it was relieved

by the march of Charles into Russia, and his defeat there

;

after which Augustus resumed the crown of Poland, which
he retained till his death in 1 733. Saxony remained neutral

in the war between Prussia and Austria which commenced
in 1740; but was unfortunately tempted, by the promises of

Austria, to take part in the Seven Years' War, in which,
instead of obtaining an accession of territory, the Saxon
court saw its dominions ravaged and its subjects ruined iu

the contest with Prussia. The peace of 1763 left the country
burdened with an enormous debt, which made the govern-
ment and the people sensible of the necessity of a total

change in the political system, of reducing the military

establishment, and endeavouring to lessen the burden of
the public debt. In the war with France in 1793, Saxony
furnished only a small contingent, and took no decided
part; but in 1806 the elector sent all his troops to support
the king of Prussia. The ruin of the Prussian power by the
battle of Jena enabled Napoleon to gain the Saxons to his

cause by the grant of many considerable advantages. Prus-
sian Poland was added to the dominions of Saxony, under
the title of the grand-duchy of Warsaw, and the title of elec-

tor was changed to that of king. Further cessions from
Austria, in 1809, nearly doubled the territory of Saxony ;

but the adherence of the king to the cause of Bonaparte
proved fatal to him in 1813, when the Russians occupied

Poland, and, with the Prussians, made Saxony the theatre

of the great struggle with the French emperor. In that

year the battles of Liitzen and Bautzen were fought, and
were succeeded by the attacks on Dresden, the great battles

of Leipzig, and the retreat of Bonaparte to the Rhine. The
people of Saxony had hoped that their attachment to the

cause of Germany, as proved by the desertion of their troops

from the French army in the battle of the 18th of October,

would secure the integrity of their territory. The fate of

Saxony was to be decided in the congress of Vienna, and it

was at first proposed that the whole kingdom should be

united with Prussia, for which a territory in Westphalia,

with 300,000 inhabitants, was offered to the king as an in-

demnity, which was refused. At length it was decided

that the kingdom should be divided, and on the 18tb of
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May 1815, the king signed a treaty of peace with Prussia,

by which he gave up more than half his dominions in point

of extent, and nearly the half of the population, or a terri-

tory of 7880 square miles, with 845,218 inhabitants.

Inhabitants.—The population, according to the census of

1837, was 1,652,114, of whom 1,617,892 were Germans,

33,352 of Slavonian descent, 825 Jews, and 72 Greeks.

The Slavonians were the original inhabitants, and their

subjection was effected in the tenth century by king Henry L
They are now known under the name of Wends, and live

apart from the Germans: they do not intermarry with

them, though they inhabit the same towns or villages. Thus
they have preserved their language and several peculiar

customs. They are only found in that part of Saxony
which is east of the Elbe, especially in Bautxen and in the

vicinity of that town.

Surface and Sot/.—The river Elbe, traversing the king-

dom from south-east to north-west, divides it into two un-

equal portions, between which a considerable difference

exists in wealth and productive powers.

The eastern and smaller portion, which comprehends the

south-western part of the country, formerly called Lusatia,

is less favoured by nature. The most elevated part of the

country lies contiguous to the boundary of Bohemia, and is

known by the name of the Mountains of Lusatia. It does

not however present a chain of mountains, but is an elevated

flat, which towards the south descends into Bohemia with

a rather rapid slope, but towards the north forms extensive

plains, which are nearly level, lowering with an almost

imperceptible slope. On these plains rise several masses

of rocks in the form of small table-lands, and in some places

there are numerous small conical hills. The base of the

rocks is granite or gneiss, but the more elevated parts con-

sist of basalt. The most elevated summits, proceeding from

east to west, are Mount Oybin and the Hochwald near

Zittau, which rise respectively to 1680 and 2520 feet; Mount
Lausche, which attains 2637 feet ; the Schlossberg near
Stolpen, which is 1146 feet high; the Great Winterberg on
the right bank of the river Elbe, which is 1836 feet ; the

Lilienstein, on the right bank of the Elbe opposite Konig-
stein, which is 1338 feet high; Mount Catta near Pirna,

which attains 1176 feet, and the Porschberg near Pillnitz,

which has an elevation of 1182 feet above the sea level.

The western declivity of this region is intersected by nu-
merous depressions, ravines, and valleys, and, on account of
its picturesque beauties, is frequently resorted to by travel-

lers! It is known by the name of the Saxon Switzerland,

and extends along the Elbe from Pirna to the Winterberg,
and from 6 to 8 miles from the river. The northern boun-
dary-line of this region may be indicated with tolerable

exactness by a line drawn from Dresden eastward to

Bautzen. It is in general a poor country, partly covered
with forests of rather indifferent growth, and partly with
heath, but there are tracts which make good sheep-walks.

The sheep are noted for the quality of their wool, which is

well known under the name of Saxony wool, and fetches

the highest price in the market. Agriculture is very limited

;

potatoes ana oats succeed best, and in some parts flax.

There is however a large tract of superior fertility, which
occupies the most eastern part of the kingdom, on both
sides of the upper course of the river Neisse, and constitutes

a wide depression in the elevated region. The surface is

hilly, but in general it produces all kinds of grain, and
nearly as much as is required for the consumption of the
large and populous manufacturing villages which surround
the town of Zittau on the east, north, and west. The plain
of Bautzen, which lies along the northern base or the
elevated region, is still more fertile, and supplies corn for

the consumption of the manufacturing districts. The
mineral wealth of this region is far from being considerable.
Some coal and iron are found, especially in tne neighbour-
hood of Zittau ; and along the river Elbe there are some
quarries of sandstone, the produce of which is exported.

The country, which extends from the base of this region
northwards to the boundary-line of Prussia is a plain, on
which there are a few isolated hills, among which the Keu-
lenberg, near the town of Konigsbruck, attains the height
of 1362 feet above the sea. The soil of this plain is sandv
or gravelly, and mostly unfit for cultivation : about half
the surface is covered with woods, consisting almost entirely

of coniferous trees, from which tar and pitch are made,
and exported. In the cultivable tracts potatoes, oats,

buckwheat, and millet, with some rye, are grown. The

sheep-walks are extensive, but of inferior quality.

goats, and pigs are numerous.
The western or larger portion of Saxony, which » *r?w^«

west of the river Elbe, is naturally divided into three «*

gions, the mountainous, the hilly, and the plain- Tb«

mountain-region lies within the Erxgebirge, exieo&e «*>

the northern slope of that range, and is bounded on ±i

south by Bohemia. The northern boundary-line c/ tk» •*

gion runs from Pirna on the banks of the Elbe, wtmtwin
to Tharant, and thence to the south of west through Fnr«-

berg, Oederen, and Zschopau to Zwickau, whence it deciiae*

more to the south, terminating at Scheitz in the primps?* »

of Reuss. The whole of this region is occupied with s*ju
tain masses, with rather steep declivities, which are fa-roved

in a direction from south to north by wide and openiaI!*«x

and in other directions by smaller valleys. TTie lifM
mountains occur on or near the boundary of Bohemia. Tie
most elevated summit is the Fichtelberg, near \T >•*£
long., which attains an elevation of 3966 reet above the «cx

level. Nearly north of it, near Annaberg, stand tbe 15*,

berg, 2706 feet high, and farther east, near Georjrenfeld. t*?

Lugstein, 2934 feet ; and near Altenberg, the Kahlenfcr**

and the Geisingberg, which are respectively WSt wU
2730 feet above the sea-level. West of the Fichtelberr v*

the Cluersberg near Eibenstock, which attains 334* fee-

and near Schoneck, the Ramroelsberg and the Schneek**
stein, respectively 3165 and 2886 feet high. A large parte
of this region cannot be cultivated on account of the ste?

slopes of the mountaius, but the soil in some pert* t?

Sears to be fertile, as extensive tracts are covered ^H
eech- forests, whilst others are covered with excrtes?

pine-trees. These forests supply fuel tor the nunm*
mines of this district. [Erzgkbirgb.] In the ralleri d
this region, whose mean elevation is stated to be betecca

1500 and 1600 feet above the sea, cultivation is limited to

flax, potatoes, and oats, Other grains not succeeding oe ac-

count of the rigour of the climate. As these vallets art

rather thickly inhabited, the population is chieflv sup-

plied with grain from the regions lying fkrther north, sod

when the crops in these parts fail, the inhabitants of ih#

mountain-region suffer from dearth.

The hilly region, which extends aloug the northern be*e

of the mountains, reaches northward to a line drawn frwa

Meissen on the Elbe westward to Dobeln, Koldits on the

Mulda, and Borna. This region exhibits an agreeable alter-

nation of hills, vales, and plains of moderate extent. I*
fertility in general is not great, though there are some prr>-

ductive tracts, among which the plains near Cberanilx aat!

Zwickau are distinguished. But the whole region u culti-

vated with great care, as its agricultural produce finds a

ready sale in the populous towns and villages of the moun-
tain -region. Its mean elevation above the sea-level U stated

to be between 750 and 800 feet, and though the winten are

severe in most parts, they are not severe enough to pre-

vent the cultivation of the common kinds of grain. Some

f>arts, especially those along the river Elbe, which are moth
ower, are noted for their orchards, and in the virinity

of the town of Meissen a considerable quantity of wins n
made. It is the most northern place in Europe where t

drinkable, though inferior, wine is made to any extent The
region is not rich in minerals, with the exception of coals,

which are found in extensive beds not far from Dretdea
and in the vicinity of Zwickau. Sheep, cattle, and hones
are abundant in these parts.

The northern portion of Saxony west of the Elbe is a

plain, and constitutes the most southern part of the great

plain which extends to the shores of the Baltir. It

contains however more hills than occur farther north.

The hills are isolated, and generally low, except the Coha-
berg. west of Oschatx, which attains an elevation of 1114

feet above the sea-level. The general level of the country

near the hilly region is about 600 feet, and a here it bortWn
on Prussia it varies between 290 and 360 feet. It is tht

most fertile portion of Saxony, and though it contains se-

veral tracts covered with heath, some extensive duttScti are

distinguished by fertility. The most fruitful part » ta*
plain of Lommatsch, not far from the banks of tbe Elba, and
contiguous to it is that of Mcisten, which is not much in-

ferior,

country i

the Elst.

likewise

many.
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habitants, but it is united to the rearing of cattle and horses.

Sheep abound in the less fertile tracts. The forests, which
cover a considerable portion of the other parts of Saxony,
are here of comparatively small extent.

Climate.—The climate must vary greatly in a country
whose lowest point, the town of Strehla on the Elbe, is only

286 feet above the sea-level, while the highest, the Ficbtel-

berg, attains nearly 4000 feet According to meteorological

observations! which have been regularly continued for

several years at different places, it appears that the tempe-
rature of the northern plain does not differ much from that

of the hilly region. The mean annual temperature in both
regions appears to be 47 5°, or four degrees lower than that

of London. The winter is rather severe, the mean tempe-
rature being 30° or a little less, whilst that of London is

39°. The temperature of the spring is 49°, and that of

London 54°. The temperature of the summer is 62°, or one
degree more than that of London. The temperature of the

autumn is between 49° and 50°, or nearly six degrees higher

than at London. Those districts which lie along the banks
of the Elbe are the lowest parts of the region, and accord-

ingly the temperature of Dresden and Meissen is from two
to three degrees higher than those given in the above state-

ment. The climate of the towns near the mountain region,

as that of Frevberg and Chemnitz, does not materially differ

from that of the countries farther north, but in the valleys of"

the mountain-region the temperature is considerably lower.

At Altenburg, which is 2475 feet above the sea-level, the

mean annual temperature does not exceed 40°, that of the
winter is 25°, of the spring 41°, of the summer 54°, or equal

to the spring of London. The mean temperature of the

autumn is about 41°. The quantity of rain which annu-
ally falls is stated to be 24 inches, but as the observa-

tions from which this result has been drawn have been
made chiefly in the mountain-region, it is supposed that

it is somewhat too high when applied to the whole country,

and that in the hilly region and the plain it probably

falls short of 20 inches. The prevailing winds are from
the west and south-west ; those from north-west and from
south and south-east are also common ; northern, north-

eastern, and eastern winds are rare.

River*.—The principal river is the Elbe, which is navi-

gable for large river boats through the whole of its course,

as far as it Ties within the boundaries of Saxony. It is

:oined\ within Saxony only, by a few small rivers; but
several rivers which have their origin in the mountain-
regions of that country, and traverse it from south to north,

fall into the Elbe after it has left Saxony. Though not

navigated by river-barges, they are used to float down timber

and fire-wood. The rivers which fall into the Elbe are the

Black Elster, with its tributary the Roder, from the east,

and from the west the Freyberger and the Zwickauer
Mulda, which unite within Saxony, and the White Elster,

with its tributary the Pleisse.

Natural Productions.— The vegetable kingdom yields

corn, but not sufficient for the home consumption, potatoes,

rape-seed, hops, flax, hemp, chicory, tobacco, madder,

woad, saffron, medicinal herbs, anise, coriander, poppy, &c.
Though the meadows are not equal to those of Holstein,

they are however most carefully cultivated, and in the

Erzgebirge are mown three, four, even five or six times in

the year. Within these few years Spanish clover has been

very much cultivated. Culinary vegetables are abundant,

and large quantities are exported. With the exception of

the mountainous district, Saxony resembles a vast orchard,

the produce of which is a never-failing source of wealth to

the inhabitants. The culture of the vine was introduced in

the eleventh century. The annual produce, though not so

great as formerly, is still 150,000 casks of 16 gallons. The
culture of silk has not proved successful, the climate not

being favourable to the growth of the mulberry-tree ; yet

the government is endeavouring to encourage it by the offer

ofconsiderable premiums. Almost a fourth part of the coun-

try is covered with forests, consisting chiefly of pine and fir.

Of other timber-trees the most common are the beech and
tne birch ; the maple, the elm, and the ash are less com-

mon, and the oak very rare.

Animals.—The breed of cattle has been very much im-
proved within the last century. The horses are good,

but there is no distinguished race, and the best are still

imported from Mecklenburg, Moldavia, and Bessarabia.

There are swine and goats in many parts of the country,

4nd domestic poultry abounds. Bears and wolves are

wholly extirpated; wild-boars are less numerous than
formerly; foxes, badgers, and hares are found in great
abundance ; lynxes and wild cats are rare ; birds of prey,

with the exception of eagles, which are seldom seen, are

everywhere met with. There are also bustards, storks,

heathcocks, pheasants, partridges, and wild geese, ducks, and
swans. The breeding of bees, formerly of great importance,
has now declined. But of all the productions of the animal
kingdom the most important is the breed of merino sheep,

introduced in 1765 by prince Xaver, regent of the kingdom,
who applied to the court of Madrid for some Spanish sheep
and received as a present 300 merinos, with six shepherds
and six dogs. Subsequent importations were made from
Spain, so that at present there are above 2,000,000 sheep
of the improved breed, and Saxon, or Electoral wool, as
it is called, is preferred in England even to the Spanish

;

nay, merinos have even been sent from Saxony to Spain,
because the breed has suffered much in that country from
the long wars.

Minerals are extremely productive, though not so much
so as formerly, because the mines, being worked to a greater

depth, require more labour and expense. The number
of workmen employed in the mines is about 9000, and the

annual value of the minerals 1,800,000 dollars;—these

are, some gold, copper 615 cwt, iron 80,000 cwt„ lead

15,000 cwt., tin 2500 cwt., cobalt 9000 cwt., arsenic 6000
cwt., vitriol 20,000 cwt., likewise bismuth, nickel, zinc, an-

timony, quicksilver, calamine, rock crystal, amethyst, cor-

nelian, garnets, diamonds, jasper, chalcedony, Labrador
stone, good potters'-earth, the finest porcelain clay in Eu-
rope, basalt, serpentine, granite, .marble, alahaster, fluor spar,

sandstone, limestone, slate, porphyry, black amber, brim-
stone, alum, saltpetre, and coals. All the salt springs are

in the part of the kingdom ceded to Prussia, from which all

the salt is imported.

Manufactures.—Next to England and the Netherlands,
Saxony has, in proportion to its population, the most exten-

sive manufactures. That of linen has declined, but still

employs 60,000 persons. The most important branch is that

of damask table-linen at Gross-Schonau (a thousand looms).

Thread-lace of extraordinary beauty is manufactured in the
Obererzgebirge and the Voigtland. The annual value of

the linen manufactures is 3,000,000 dollars. Woollen manu-
factures are very extensive, and those of cotton have rapidly

increased within the last fifty years. There are silk-manu-
factures on a small scale ; sixty paper-manufactories ; and
tanneries, breweries, and distilleries in almost all the towns.

The manufactures connected with the miues are of great

importance, especially at Freiburg, which is the central

point of this kind of industry, as also for founderies of can-

non and balls, and for separating the more valuable metals
from the ore. Cobalt is made into smalts, and some places

are noted for the manufacture of verdigris. The manufac-
ture of straw bonnets, mats, &c. employs 10,000 hands.

Commerce.—The centre of the commerce of the country

is Leipzig. The inland trade amounts to 12,000,000 of

dollars, of which 8,000,000 pass through the hands of the

merchants of Leipzig, and 2.000,000 through those of Jewish
merchants. The whole foreign and domestic trade 'of

Leipzig at three fairs amounts to 18,000,000 of dollars. The
book trade is likewise to the amount of some millions. The
principal exports are, fine woollen manufactures to Eng-
land, Spain, Turkey, and Russia, 400,000 dollars. Linen,

lace, &c. to Italy, England, Spain, and France, 3,500,000

dollars ; thread, wool, worsted, smalts, porcelain, straw manu-
factures, woodenwares, glass, fruit, timber, and mineral

products. The imports are salt, cotton, silk, flax, hemp,
colonial produce, salt and dried fish, fancy goods, &c. The
value oP the exports is said to exceed that of the imports by
3,000,000 of dollars.

Religion.—There is no state religion ; the great majority

of the inhabitants are Lutherans, but the royal family

having embraced the Roman Catholic faith in 1697, that

religion was in consequence tolerated, and since the treaty

of Posen, in 1811, the Lutheran and Romish religions are

placed on an equal footing, and the professors of both enjoy

the same rights. The number of Roman Catholics does not

however exceed 30,000.

Education.—Saxony holds a very high rank with regard

to the number and the excellence of its institutions for edu-

cation, and the general diffusion of knowledge, there being

very few countries where the lower classes are so generally

taught to read and write. The number of printing-offices
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*nd booksellers greatly exceeds that in any other country

of equal extent. There have been eminent Saxon writers in

almost every branch of learning; without entering into par-

ticulars, but rather referring to the accounts of Dresden,
Leipzig, and other cities, we will mention in general the

number of such institutions in the whole kingdom:—Uni-
versity of Leipzig, 1 ; high schools at Grimma and Meis-
8en, 2; gymnasia, 11; seminaries for schoolmasters, 4;
Mining Academy, 1 ; institution for teaching the manage-
ment of forests, 1 ; military schools, 2 ; deaf and dumb
school, 1 ; agricultural school, 1 ; Sunday-schools and
schools of industry, 21 ; Roman Catholic schools, besides

those in Upper Lusatia, 15; Academy of Arts at Dresden,

1 ; besides free schools for the poor in all the principal towns,

and numerous societies for the promotion of various branches
of art and science in the chief cities.

Revenue.—The revenue arising from the public estates,

the regalia, and taxes is about 5,100,000 dollar* per annum,
and the expenditure not qui:e 5,000,000. This has been

much reduced of late years, and the public debt, which in

1821 amounted to 21 1 millions of dollars, is now only

11,000,000. The military establishment is 13,000 men,
the greater part generally absent on furlough, except at the

time of the annual exercises.

The constitution is a monarchy with a representation

divided into two Chambers, without the consent of which no
law' can bo issue I. altered, or authentically interpreted.

The executive power is in the king, and in urgent cases,

where the intended object might be defeated b) delay, he
may issue ordinances without waiting for the assent of the

Chambers, for which however the ministers are responsible.

The king cannot become the sovereign of another state

without the consent of the Chambers. The crown is here-

ditary in the male line of the Albertine house of Saxony.

If that becomes extinct, the succession devolves on the

house of Weimar, then on that of Gotha, after which it

pastes to the collateral branches, and lastly to the female

line, Saxonv is a member ofthe German Confederation, and as

uoh furnishes a contingent of 12.000 men and a contribu-

tion of 2000 florins. It has the fourth place in the German
Diet, butween Bavaria and Hanover, and has four votes in

the full council.

Divisions fifth* Kingdom.—The whole kingdom is divided

into five provinces, called circles, viz. Meissen, Leipzig, the

Erzgebir^e, Voi.r.tland, and Lusatia, which are subdivided

into bail 1 1 wicks, in all 42. No country in Europe, except the

Netherlands, is more densely populated. On an average

there nre 263 inhabitants to an English square mile. In the

EriRobirgo 310 to a square mile, and in the territory of

8chduburg 464 to a square mile. There are 141 cities and

lar^e towns. 5 1 smaller towns, and 3260 villages. The prin-

cipal towns, all of which are described in their alphabetical

order, ate,—Dresden (without military and strangers),

•9,2*3 ; Lkipiio, 47,514: Chkmnitz, 22,265; Freiburg,

ll,44«; Plaits!*. 9030; Zitt.ut, 8674 ; Bautzen, 8460;

Meissen, 7740; Schneebbrq. 6910; Annabbrg 6700;

Zwickau, 6410; Glauchau, 6300; Pirna, 5560. Other
towns with more than 5000 inhabitants are, Grossenhain,

5760; Mitweida, 5600; Dobelra, 5559 ; Frankenberg, 5550;
Zschoppati, 5384 : and Oschati, 5360.

8AXONY. PROVINCE OF, in the kingdom of Prussia,

In situated between 50a 30' and 53' N. lat., and between
9" 50' and 13° 50' K long.; it is bounded on the north and
north east by the province of Brandenburg, on the south-

west by the kingdom of Saxony, on the south by Gotha,

Reuss, Weimar, and Hesse Ousel, and on the west by

Htnuvor and Brunswick. It is divided into the govern-

ments of Magdeburg. Merseburg, and Erfurt, and is com-
{tosed of almost the whole of the portion of Saxony ceded to

'riittia at the Congress of Vienna, to which the princi-

palities lying to the north of the duchy of Anhalt and to

the went of the Elbe and the Havel have been added; the

whole ntrms an area of 9700 square miles, with 1,564,187

Inhabitant*. The three duchies of Anhalt, a great part of

Hohwartburg.tho bailliwick of Alstedt belonging to Weimar,

and that of Kalvorde belonging to Brunswick, lie entirely

within the territory of this province.

The principal river is the Elbe, which traverses the pro-

line* from south to north, and is joined in the north at

Weihun bv the Havel, and in the south by the Saale. The
t Mater portmn of the province, viz. the whole district of

. lacdeUurg to its extreme southwe«tern border, and the

I iijt»*r (or eastern* p*rt of the district of M<*r«obnn$ on the
1

other side of the Saale, belong to the p!airs at Nertwj
Germany, and contain gentle eminence*, bvt nm r^ M
tains. The western or smaller part of the dbcr.-: i

Merseburg and that of Erfurt are mor*? m^an?
level, for on the one side branches of the H
and on tbe other side those of theTmlrin^er W*M rts -

it; yet this part likewise contains exteturre an! fr^
plains, and the mountains and bills whvrh tnvm* * -

nowhere of considerable elevation, except m tbe 4tci «-

circle of Henneberg ; on the south-west border c/ the —
vince is the highest mountain of Northern Gtimai.

»

, _

Brocken, which is 3500 feet above the leTt! of the at
The soil, which is generally fertile, supplies tWe nasr-

population with the most important articles of foot Hfcr --

vince is unquestionably the most equally aod ibrbr* —
livated in Prussia ; the districts of MagdeburgandTbS—^—
produce a considerable surplus for exportation ; p*esw .

ven- generally cultivated ; pulse, olraginoa* p4*rt*. n
nary vegetables of all kinds, are amply strt&ex-srt * r **

consumption of the inhabitants; a considerable
wine is made, and with beer and brandy, tbe
verage manufactured in the province, is

home consumption. In many parts of th*
Magdeburg wood is scarce, and there is barely
anywhere except in the government of Erfurt. TW V «•

of horned cattle is numerous, and Berlin is in pert sap* •

from this province. The fine wool of the rmpruTed -—

of sheep supplies not only the extensive woollea *l
facturesof the province, but furnishes a large ovei?»
exportation. Tbe mineral products are sniiuMn *»
and iron; there is also some siher, but tbe oaw»
portant metal is copper, of which about ISJf-t
are annually obtained; there are also lime, csTJ*at>
baster. freestone, alum, and vitriol. The porrelMs m*
lained near Halle is of very superior Quality, sac j

salt from the saline springs furnishes a large awtvr
IS35 the quantity was 1,272,446 cwt. The manatee
are woollens, leather, calico, and linen. There an w»
sugar-refineries in the province, and numerous brma*> *
tilleries. The manufactories of tobacco, poreelaia. a
earthenware at Magdeburg and Althaldenaleben ate r .

very large tcale. The exports are wool, corn, wooike »

cotton manufactures, brandy, copper, iron and atcei **»
and salt.

The most important commercial town is Magriebarz. *

account of the facility of communication with Haat*-^
All the principal towns are described under their re*f**—»
heads

—

Aschkrslxbbn; Burg; Eilenburo : Euan***
Erfurt; Halberstadt; Halle; Magdeburg; Uuu
burg, Muhlrausbn; Naumburo; Nordhausrx; Qss-
linburg; Salzwedba>. Torgau; Weissbxfbxs; V^
tenukrg; Zeitz.
SAY, JEAN BAPTI8TE, a writer on political esoasr

was born at Lyon in 1 767, and died at Paris Njpv. l*tk isT-

He came to the capital at an early period of the R*vuk£~*
and was one of the projectors and conductors of a joan*
entitled * La Decade Philosophique,' one of the small sua*

ber of literary and scientific works that maintamed *>

existence during the Revolutionary storm. After u*

18th Bruroairc, Say was called to tbe tribunal*, u*

only semblance of a deliberative assembly which
after tbe Revolution. It soon became the mere
of the First Consul's will, and Say ceased to be a
it at the time when Napoleon was named empe
resigned an appointment, subsequently conferred upoo at
of receiver of taxes for the department of Allier. fit sAr
wards established a manufactory of some kind. Ob t-»

whole he appears to have passed a quiet and retrod h*.

engaged in his various works on political economy, asa* J

lecturing on this and kindred subjects at the Conservst**
des Arts et Metiers at Paris.

The great merit of Say consists in having rendtrad o*

science of political economy popular in France. H« fe*

lowed closely in the steps of Adam Smith; but hr»»±«*

having placed the doctrines of his predecessor in a ckar*»*
luminous point of view by judicious arrangement, has i«U
contain 'several accurate, original, and profound diariassM**

(Ricardo), among which may be mentioned bis cxpoNfe*
of the nature and causes of gluts. [Political Ecoscvi
vol. xviiu, p. 341.]

The works of Sav are : — 1, 'Traite d'Ecunomw: Pohtiq.w.

published in 1803; 5th ed„ 1 o26. i, • Calochtame d b«-
noraie Politique,* 1816; *' u -kL, 1826. 3, • Leiires a*

kc
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ilthus sur differents Sujets d'Economie Politique,' 1820.
" Cours Complet d'Economie Politique Pratique,' 6 vols.,

129. This in effect is the ' Traite ' more amply and fami-

irly illustrated. The first and second works in the above
4 have been translated into English. Say is the author
' some smaller works, one of which is entitled ' De l'An-
elerre et des Anglais.'

SBIRRI, or BIRRI, the name of a police force which
listed in the Papal and other Italian states. They were not
military corps; they wore no uniform, and lived in their

rn houses; they received a small pay, and were furnished
ith arms. They were ready at any time of the day or

ght to rally at the summons of their captain, who was
yled Bargello, for the purpose of tracing and arresting bad
laracters or suspected persons. Parties of them went their

>unds in the towns at night. The Sbirri acted also as in-

•rmcrs, and assumed various disguises for the purpose,

hey were placed under the orders of the respective gover-
ors of the towns and districts. This body of men fell at

ist into great disrepute: they were open to bribery, and
Tien had a secret understanding with robbers and assassins,

hey were recruited from among bad characters, respited

riminals, &c. They have been replaced now almost every-

there in Italy by the carabinieri, a regular military bony
ike the French gendarmes, who are found much more
ffective and trustworthy.

SCAB. [Sheep.]
SCA'BIES. [Itch.]

SCABRl'COLA, Mr. Swainson's name for a subgenus of
he ifen us Mitra, in his subfamily Mitrina, of the family
VoluttdtB.

SCA'EVOLA. There were many distinguished persons
?ho bore this name.
Quintus Mucius Scaevola was praetor in the year B.C.

!15, and in the following year had the government of Sar-
hnia. He may be the Quintus Mucius, a jurist, mentioned
)v Pompontus (Dig., i., tit. 2, s. 37), if Mucius is the right

ending there.

Publius Mucius Scaevola, one of a family of jurists,

/ras tribunus pieb is b.c. 141, praetor B.C. 135, consul in

the year Bc 133, and in the year 131 b.c. be was Poutifex

Maximus. Up to his time, says Cicero (De Or., it. 12), the

events of every year were registered by the Pontifex Maxi-
mus, and such registers were the Annates Maximi. This
Scaevola was a distinguished jurist, and also had the repu-

tation of being an able orator and an honest man. Cicero

speaks of his juristical writings, and Pomponius attributes

ten work* to him. Scaevola is cited in the ' Digest' several

times. He was consul during the disturbances in which
Tiberius Gracchus perished, and his conduct was marked by
moderation.

Quintus Mucius Scaevola, commonly called the Augur,
was consul with L. Caecilius Metellus in the year b.c. 117.

He is said to have been the son of P. Mucius Scaevola, or Q.
M. Scaevola, as he is sometimes called, who was consul B.C.

1 75, and grandson of Q. M. Scaevola who was praetor in

the year B.C. 215. He was less distinguished as an orator

than for his knowledge of the Roman law (Jus Civile). He
was Cicero's master, but he was then an old man, and after

his death Cicero attached himself to Quintus Mucius Scae-

vola. the pontifex. It is not known that he left any writings

behind him, and accordingly he is not mentioned by Pom-
ponius (' De Origine Juris/ Dig., i., tit. 2). He was the son-

in-law of C. Laelius, and the father-in-law of the orator L.

Crassus, and is one of the interlocutors in Cicero's treatise

• De Oratore' (lib. i.). of the treatise 'De AmicitiaV and in

the treatise ' De Republics,'

Quintus Mucius Scaevola, commonly called the Pon-
tifex, to distinguish him from Q. M. Scaevola the Augur,
was the son of Publius. He was the colleague of L. Cras-

sus as tribunus plebis in the year B.C. 106, the year of

Cicero's birth, -aeaile in b.c. 1 04, and consul in ac 95. As
proconsul of the province Asia, he distinguished himself by

the wisdom and justice of his administration; and the

Greeks commemorated his happy government by establish-

ing a festival called Dies Mucia. He subsequently attained

the dignity of Pontifex Maximus. He was a man of strict

integrity and great ability ; a distinguished orator, and still

more eminent as a jurist. (Cic, De Or., i. 39.) After the

death of the Augur, Cicero had the advantage of the society

of tne Pontifex, who formed many distinguished pupils,

though he did not profess specially to give instruction in the

law. C. Aquil ius Gallus, one of the masters of Servius Sul-

P. C., No. 1293,

picius, was a pupil of this Scaevola. He perished in the eon

'

sulship of the younger Marius, b.c 82. being among those
who were proscribed by him. The Pontifex was murdered
in the temple of Vesta, where he had taken refuge, end the
altar of the goddess was stained with his blood. (Flor., hi.
21 ; Cic, De Or., iii. 3.)

This Scaevola was the first Roman who attempted to sys-
tematise the Jus Civile, which he did in a work in eighteen
books. This work is mentioned by Gellius (vii. 15). It is

also cited in the • Digest,' where the name of Mucius is often
mentioned; but there are no extracts from it. The Muci-
ana Cautio took its name from him. (Dig., xxxv., tit. 1, s.

72, &c.) He also wrote a book of Definitions (Spot), probably
the first of the kind ; and this is the oldest work from which
any extracts with the author's name at the head were re-
ceived into the * Digest' (xli., tit. 1, s. 64 ; xliii., tit. 20, s. 8,
&c). The work on the Jus Civile was commented on by
several subsequent jurists. Gaius (i. 188) speaks of certain
books which he composed 'ex Quinto Mucio.'
SCAEVOLA, C. MUTIUS. [Porsbna.]
SCAFFOLDING, a temporary erection of timber, usu-

ally for the purpose of supporting workmen and materials
during the progress of a building.

In ordinary buildings the scaffolding requires very little

notice. Poles are erected in a vertical position a few feet
from the walls, their lower ends being inserted in the
ground. Wherever a platform is required for the work-
men, a horizontal pole is tied to the uprights, parallel with the
wall ; and from this horizontal pole cross-pieces extend to
the wall, into which their ends are received, to support a
flooring of planks. As the building rises, the scaffold is

strengthened by diagonal poles, the lower ends of which
rest upon the ground, and which are tied to the vertical
pieces wherever they intersect them. As it would be dif-

ficult to tie the ropes that bind the scaffold together suf-
ficiently tight, wedges are driven between them and the
poles. The platform for the workmen, and most of the
cross-bars by which it is supported, are raised as the work
advances, and the holes left in the walls to receive their

ends are Ailed in with a brick or half brick. When the
height of the building exceeds that of the vertical poles, a
second set is added, their lower ends coming several feet

below the tops of the first series, to which they are firmly

bound with cords. These additional poles are, like the
former, strengthened by horizontal and diagonal pieces, and
tied to the wall at intervals by the cross-pieces that sustain

the platforms, some of which are allowed to remain till the
completion of the work, for that purpose. In this way a
scaffolding may be carried up to any lequired height, each
set of vertical poles being tied to that immediately below it.

Ladders are used to afford access to the platforms, of which,
in some stages of the building, there are several ; and bricks

and mortar are usually carried up in hods on the shoulders
of workmen, but occasionally in baskets raised by a rope
which passes over a pulley at the upper part of the scaffold.

When such a scaffold is erected in a public thoroughfare,

the lower part of the poles should be whitewashed, to ren-
der them visible at night ; and hoards should be erected to

protect passengers and carriages from inconvenience and
danger. London builders frequently enclose the whole of

the footpath with their hoards, and make a temporary path
of planks outside them. But sometimes, instead of divert-

ing the footpath, a covered way is made under the scaffold for

foot passengers ; the boards forming the top of which should
be strong enough to allow ladders to be planted upon them,
and to bear the shock of anything falling on them from above.

The planking at the sides of the covered way should be in-

side the timbers that there may be no projections to injure

passengers. The general use of such covered ways might
involve some additional expense; but, as the timber-work
might be easily removed from one scaffold to another, the

cost would probably be immaterial, while the convenience

to the public would be much greater than in the ordinary

method.
In the erection of important buildings of stone, a very

convenient kind of scaffold has been recently adopted, con-

sisting of large squared timbers well framed together, and
terminating at the top in horizontal beams. Such a framing

is erected on each side of the wall, unconnected with it, and
rails are laid on the top beams, on which runs a carriage,

capable of being moved by means of a winch-handle con
nected with the wheels. The carriage itself consists of a

frame supporting another railway at right angles with that
Vol. 3JX-3 S
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on which it runs ; and on the upper railway ii a smaller

earriage, which supports tackle suitable for raising the

•tone*. By this arrangement a stone may be lifted up» and
moved, by the combined action of the two railways, to any

point required on the wall.

It does not fall within the scope of the present work to

enter minutely into the varieties of scaffolding used under

different circumstances. The centering of arches, an ac-

count of which was omitted under Centering, is however

a kind of *>caffolding that claims particular notice.

The centering (or centreing) of an arch is the wooden

support or mould on which it is formed. It is required to

be or great strength, not only on account of the great weight

Which it has to sustain before the arch is closed in, but also

because of the unequal manner in which the load presses at

different stages of the work. A centre usually consists of a

number of distinct frames, resembling the trusses of a roof,

placed equidistant from each other in Vertical planes, and

covered with a series of planks or beams of timber called

bridging-joists* laid at right angles with the frames or

trusses. This boarding or covering of bridgings forms a

convexity coinciding with the internal concavity of the in-

tended arch. The trusses of the centering may be from

three to about eight feet or more apart, according to the

Weight of the arch and the strength of the covering on which

the stones immediately rest. For small arches the center-

ing is usually covered with planks; but in large works
bridging-joists, one laid for each course of arch-stones, are

preferred, these being kept at the proper distance apart by
blocks placed between them. In the latter case however the

arch-stones do not always rest immediately upon the bridg-

ing-joists ; planks of son wood being sometimes interposed

between them, in order that, by cutting away the planks, the

arch may be made to take its own bearing without lowering

the centre. The whole structure is stiffened by cross-

bars to keep the trusses equidistant and parallel to each
other.

When the arch is to be built over a small stream, with a

rood bottom from which intermediate supports may be ob-

tained by piling, or in other cases in which it is not neces-

sary to maintain a free passage under the centering, its

construction is a simple matter. Even where the span is

large, and no support can be obtained, except at the piers,

centering may be constructed on the principles of trussing

which are treated of under Hoof, provided that it be not

necessary to leave a free passage for vessels under the arch.

But when a bridge is built over a navigable river, horizontal

ties near the bottom of the truss are inadmissible, and
much skill is required to construct a strong and indexible

centering. Nicholson, in his ' Architectural Dictionary/

describes several different principles of construction that

have been adopted for the trusses or ribs. One consists of

a large truss formed of two inclined bars (the thrust being

borne by the piers, in the absence of a tie-beam), supporting

the centre or crown of the arch, while the intermediate

points between the crown and the springing are sustained

by smaller trusses resting on the sides of the principal one.

lu this case the rafter*, or inclined beams of the main truss,

may be used also as tie beams to the suborlinate trusses.

In another arrangement a large truncated truss is used to

support the haunches, while the crown of the arch is sus-

tained by a small triangular truss resting upon the top of

the former. In either case the bars which form the exter-

nal ring of the trusses, the outer edges of which are of a
Curved form, are supported at several intermediate points by
means of struts abutting on fixed points in the truss.

The construction adopted by Ferronet, in his celebrated

bridges iu France, consists of a series of polygons placed

within each other; the angles of one rolygon bearing

against the middle of the bars forming that immediately

outside iU Fig. 1 represents a centre formed on this prin-

inner polygon from bending the bars again**

abut. In some cases the polygons art not pinned *f

with each other, but each forms a distinct f

arch, the whole being made to act in eombinsisoa
of trussing-posts, which are made of two aiaoas,

being bolted on each side of the polygons-

Centres of the kind just described left a wary i

under the arch, especially as it was usual to

timbers at the foot of the centering, to make 1

a narrow base ; but the? appear to have beam vary

in stiffness, haviug sunk very much during tbe
the building, and required a heavy load to ben
crown to prevent it from being forced up bf nr i

the haunches. The kind of centering used a* He
in building Blackfriars Bridge, which has baaa
several other important works, is found vary si

.

in strength and immutability of flgura. In that i

raent each fixed point of the curve that supports tfc^

ings is supported by two limbers abutting on <

of the arch j each pair of which may ba eon
Independent truss. Fig. f* which represents thai i

menti shows thai the two timbers supporting <

not aotually meet at their upfwr ends;
wood, termed an apron-piece, being placed 1

Fig. 2

.

eiple ; the trussing-posts which era added in a radiating

position at the joints serving to prevent the angles of the

In this cut ho attempt has been made to gtta tbe eVtt •

of the centering, the object being simply to atpfcnii t*

principle on which it is constructed. The timbers ef ~»

centre arc made to terminate, on each side of the arts.

a piece of wood called the upper striking-plate, tbo re-
side of Which is formed into a scries of inclined

1

planes, t

similar piece, with the inclined planes upwards, b anpanrsi
by struts, abutting on steps or offsets on the pier; sad W
tween these striking-plates is placed s piece at fnn re-

formed into a series of wedges, by driving which fartbrr
in, the centre may be very gradually lowered. By it_«

plan much greater stability is obtained than when tha n*»
of the centre is contracted so as to bear on one point oott «-

each pier; and, when the bed of the river is not very wA
still greater firmness and security may be obtained by tim-
ing piles some distance within the piers, to sapw tV
inner ends of the lower striking-plates. The tiaba-n
halved into each other at their intersecting Joints, tha t

her of which is perhaps the chief disadvantage of this fUt
and double king-posts, ss in the construction last Aeserur'.
are added to keep the joints firm.

Robison {Meek. PHI.) observes, speaking of uafalsM-4
that is supported wholly on the piers, that • taw frsa*r^
whieh is to support our arch before the key fts art, s*t«'

itself be an arch, depending on the mutual abatasafet of a
beams.' This natural principle is acted upon in the canoe-
ing represented in Fig. I ; snd also In another hind a** 1

.

is occasionally used, consisting of a number of qoadrissa i

frames abutting on each other like the voussoirs of sa srrU
the joints radiating from the centra. Bach rtaajs « stif-

fened by diagonal braces ; and the whole structare rears-
bles the Norman rw\f (represented in the article Itear. »
1 47), with the addition of pieces parallel with the rafter* t>

complete each frame.
The centering of the new London Bridge ass rbfastd i*

s different plan from any that have been daefeHssdl tN
greater pert of the arch being supported by sne too* tran.
the upper part of which, being formed of s natnbar of •**»•.

pieces abutting against each other, coincided with the lata
of the arch, and which was stiffened by nine vortical tr**»
ing- posts, and diagonal braces. This truss was etrraJM u
such a height as to allow *-• sasssf* under tha tar-bats*.
by means of a trussed r
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•triking-plates ; and a broad base was obtained for the whole
fcy piling.

It it frequently difficult to ascertain which of the timbers

in a centre will be exposed to tension, and which to com-
pression; and some will be subject to both in different

stages of the work ; a circumstance for which it is difficult

to provide securely. As in oiher kinds of truss, all trans-

verse strains should be avoided, and the joints should be

strongly secured with bolts and straps. As a general rule,

the necessary stiffness should be obtained by means of struts

rather than ties, on account of the difficulty of making joints

that will Var the immense strains to which centering is

liable; especially because the temporary charaoter of the

structure renders it desirable to cut the timber as little as

need be, in order to save expense. The centres contrived

by British engineers have generally stood very well ; but,

as some alteration of shape is unavoidable, owing to the

shrinking of the joggles, &c, and as the arch must be ex-

pected to sink a little when the support it derives from the

centering is withdrawn, the centre should be made rather

higher at the crown than the curve which the arch is in-

tended finally to assume, in order that the stones may be in

equilibrium.
It is scarcely necessary to observe that the building of the

arch should proceed simultaneously on each side, in order

to avoid unequal strains on the centering. It is sometimes
useful to load the crown of the centering during the pro-

gress of the work, to prevent it from changing form by the
unbalanced pressure of the haunches. When the arch is

completed, the removal of the centering is 8 delicate and im-

portant operation. Perronet removed its support from the

arch, or, in technical language, eased the centering, by
cutting away the transverse pieces upon which the stones

immediately rested ; beginning at the abutments and ad-

vancing equally on each side towards the crown. Another,
though a very objectionable plan, of cutting away these

cross-pieces alternately, and leaving the arch supported for

a time at a few distant points, has been practised. The best

plan appears to be, gradually lowering the whole centering

simultaneously by means of wedges, as represented in Fig.

2. The rubbing surfaces of the wedges and striking-plates

are commonly soaped and rubbed with black lead, or, in

large works, covered with sheets of copper. While the

building is in progress, blocks are put into the spaces be-

hind the wedges, to prevent their slipping; and when com-
pleted, these blocks being removed, the wedges are driven

back either with mauls, or, if very large, with a battering-

ram suspended from the centering. The wedges are some-
times so arranged that they may be struck from the sides

of the bridge, so that the men employed need not be under
the arch during the operation. The centering is lowered
but little in the first instance, and should not be taken
away until the arch has completely settled. In most cases

it is desirable to lower the centering as uniformly as possi-

ble; but where a tendency to unequal settlement is ob-

served in the arch, it may be advisable to ease it irregu-

larly, to assist the arch in settling to a firm bearing. For
bridges consisting of several equal and similar arches, two
or three centerings may be sufficient, one only being removed
at once.

In a Report by Telford on the passage of the Menai
Strait, printed in the Parliamentary Papers for 1811, a
novel plan is proposed for the centering of very large arches

;

especially adapted for situations in which, from the nature

of the bottom, the rapidity of the current, or the great

elevation of the bridge, a centering put up from below would
be impracticable, ft was suggested for the erection of an
iron arch of 500 feet span at Ynys-y-Moch. Telford pro-

posed that the masonry of the abutments should be carried

up to the level of the roadway, and surmounted by four

massive frames, about fifty feet high, placed at the same
distance apart that the ribs of centering were to be. The
centering was to be formed of a number of trussed frames,

fitting together like the stones of an arch; these frames
being twenty-five feet deep at the sides, and gradually

diminishing to seven feet six inches at the crown of the

arch. The first set of these frames of centering were to be

put up by means of scaffolding secured to the abutments;

and supported by horizontal ties set in the masonry, and
iron rods suspended from the frames at the top of the

abutment On the first portion of centering thus put up,

a flooring was to be laid, on which the second set of frames

could be moved forward. These, being laid upon the first

set in an inverted position, were to be hinged to them by a
contrivance resembling the joint of a carpenter's rule, and
then turned over until their ends abutted against ihe ends
of the first set. Suspension rods being then extended from
the ends of the second set to the frames on the abutment,
the Mooring was to be extended, and a third portion of the

eentering moved forward and fixed in like manner. Thus
the centering would be suspended from the abutments;
and, when completed, it would have the strength of an
arch, as well as that of the suspending rods, to enable it to

support the superstructure.

To avoid the expense of centering, Brunei (now Sir Mark
Isambard Brunei) invented, a few years since, a method of

building brick arches, in which, by taking advantage of the

cohesive strength of Roman cement, and the introduction

of iron hooping to tie the brickwork together, one half of an
arch is capable of supporting itself; no centering being re-

quired beyond a slight rib to serve as a model of the curve
of the arch. This plan has not, we believe, been applied

in practice, but it appeared, from an experimental arch (or

rather a pier, supporting parts of two arches), erected near
the Thames Tunnel, to be adapted even for large spans. Jf
we mistake not, this experimental erection hau one half of

a very fiat arch of sixty feet span ; and it stood a much
longer time than could, under any circumstances, be re-

quired in practice.

Much ingenuity has been applied to the construction of

scaffolding for peculiar and unusual purposes, as the erec-

tion or repair of domes, columns, obelisks, &c In the

31st volume of the * Transactions ' of the Society of Arts is

an engraving of a scaffold, contrived by Jlr. Hughes, for re-

fairing the interior of a dome in the Manchester Exchange,
t consists of a vertical pole erected in the centre of the

dome, to which is connected a framework, supporting a kind

of ladder, corresponding with the form of the interior of the

dome, and mounted on wheels, so that it may be moved
round to any part of it, the vertical pole serving as an axis.

In the 51st volume of the same work is a detailed ac-

count qf an apparatus, invented by Mr. Slacks, a mason,
for building an obelisk without scaffolding of the ordinary

description. This simple and ingenious machinery is repre-

sented in the following cuts, and was vised in erecting an
obelisk of sandstone, 100 feet high, not including the

foundation, on the summit of a mountain called Wbitaw,
in Dumfriesshire, in honour of the late Major-General Sir

John Malcolm. The Society of Arts rewarded the inventor

with their gold Isis medal in 1837. Fig, 3 is a general

The centering of groined arches has been already de-

scribed under Groins, vol. xi., p. 455.

view of the apparatus, the obelisk being shown in section,

and Fig. 4 an enlarged representation of the upper part
The obelisk is hollow, having bond-courses throughout

at intervals, in which holes of ten inches diameter are left

to receive the lower part of a pole, forty feet long and ten
inches in diameter. At the point where the pole passes

through the upper bond-course it is surrounded by a collar

389
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of hard wood, firmly bolted to it; which, ratting on the

bond-course, supports the whole apparatus, while the lower

bond-courses, by embracing the pule, nold it in a vertical

positiun. To enable the pole to turn round with facility,

seventeen balls, three inches and a half in diameter, are

placed between the collar and the stone, each of which has

a circular groove to receive the balls and guide them in the

right direction. At the top of the pole a cross-piece, about

twelve feet long, is fixed, and secured to the pole by iron

braces. Each end of this cioss-piece carries a grooved

pulley, that at a (Fig. 4) being inserted in a mortice cut in

Be-

th* beam, while that at b is mounted on a small carriage,

capable of rolling nearer to or farther from the centre, upon
rails fixed on the top of the beam ; a long groove or mortice

being cut through the beam to receive the lower part of the

pulley. A circular railway is laid round the base of the

obelisk, on which is placed a carriage, containing a crab, or

machine for winding up the rope. The rope, by which the

materials and workmen are raised, passes up from the crab

over the pulleys a and b t and down to the ground on the
opposite side, where the stones are attached to it. their ten-

dency to swing against the obelisk being checked by a guy
or guide-rope held by a man on the ground. The natural

effect of the weight raised is to make tne pulley b approach
the centre of the cross-beam, but this tendency is so regu-

lated as to cause the stone to descend upon any required

spot, by attaching a small rope to each side of the carriage

in which b is mounted, which, passing round a small pulley

at c. and over another on the axis of a, is carried down to a

small windlass mounted on the same carriage with the

crab. There is a rope of this kind on each side of the
beam, but, at a short distance below it, the two are united.

By winding up this rope, the pulley b is caused to approach
the end of the beam, and by fixing the windlass it may be
made stationary at any required point.

For a more particular account of this apparatus, and the
means by which it is elevated from one stage to another, the

reader is referred to the volume mentioned above, or the
• Mechanic's Magazine,' vol. xxix., pp. 225-230. The con-

trivance for finishing the top of the obelisk must however
be mentioned here. When the first sloping course of the

apex was laid, a light hanging scaffold, represented in Figt.

5 and 6, was laid upon it. The first cut represents the
scaffold in profile, while the second is n ground-plan.
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The ««.*nfTold oon*i»ts of four pieces of wood, twelve feet

six inches long, formed into a frame, the inside of which
flu and rests upon the sloping stones. At the angles a\d
there J unbers are fixod together by screw-bolts, and at e, e by

slip-bolts with their points upwards, keyed to piaisaai •

from falling through. This frame being bead •*«•
guy-ropes from the ground, a flooring of pUM»k» C»W*«
dotted lines in Fig. 6) was laid on three of ax*

sides, and a pulley fixed on the fourth. The a*
to complete the apex in the form indicated h?
lines in Fig. 5 being then hoisted up. the u|*n£bt sm «a

sawn off to the level of the upper- course of

Sortion cut off being lowered by the pallet,

er left in the obelisk. When the work w
planks were lowered by the rope and pulley. end
attached to the slip-bolts at e, e, and others se>

which they were secured. The last peraoa Ikes

and the ropes attached to the keys and boh* Wag
sively pulled, the frame was disjointed, ana ttsV * v
grouud. The ropes for withdrawing the bat*
were passed through blocks at the base of law
thence conducted to a safe distance ; end vac*

ransementa, which it is unnecessary bete to
made for the safety of the persons employed.
A kind of portable scaffold, or ' travelling plalfcsm'***?

may prove useful in some situations wheie eoppon ess *

obtained from above, was rewarded by the So< irty e/ a.-.

in J 839. It consists of two boards, twelve roebe* a*£a\
four wide, hinged together, with the joint upwaioV Cm
are made in the inner edges of the board-, of *mcs«»
that a rope suspended from a point above tkat at ats* **

platform is to be used. Will pass through the) cpesuegaeai
by tliem when the boards are not pressed upon. We/
grasped tightly when the joint is closed by a eratHa*
boards. These boards are strapped to the feel a *«

climber, who has a belt round his waist oonoecasisml t

ring that slides up and down the rope. lie dra*»b»*
up by his hands, the rope slipping between the bos*** »*
ascends; but as soon as his weight rests upou titaws
they close upon the rope so tightly as to enable Usi at

main stationary at any point, leaving his bands at ham
SCAGLIO'LA (from the Italian Bcaglia, a seeker

»

is an incrustation of artificial composition which u af|U

to columns, and produces the most perfect imitaup* *

marble, from which it can hardly be distinguished eul« *

the eye or the touch, as it takes an equally high pbL*n a
feels equally hard and cold. Scagliola has long been »-*

in Italy, where, according to Lanxi, it was interned by Ow -

Fassi of Carpi (1584-1649), and where it was aflersv*

much used for Florentine or inlay-work of the kinder*
a commetso. It was not introduced into this country bri*t

the latter half of the last century, and the earliest •pf"t
tion of it was in the columns of the Pantheon in OsAarv

street, London, built by Jumes \V\att. Since thai Urn*. ;

has been brought into more general use. the manufacture v<

it has been considerably improved, and it can be executed *

a comparatively moderate cost. In fact it has now aha**

superseded the use of coloured marbles for columns aai

other interior decorations, and lias been extensheif tav

plo\ed in Buckingham Palace and many of the club-be***

in London. It is far less costly than any kind of vansgaisW

marble, though too expensive to be brought into ordua?

use on every occasion , and it answer* the purposes! >*

real material not only as regards appearance and effect. U*

durability also, since it will lust quite as long as any other f«tf

of ihe interior of a building. There is besides one great H
vantage attending it, that columns incrusted ana nugh**

are generally of wood and hollow, or else filled with aps**'

core, and consequently do not require that support m ua

floor beneath them which would be uecessaiy if sold mil*
shafts were employed ; and if required to support a sters;
above them, the columns may be made of brick or ereW?
stone, and afterwards coated with seaside. Nor is uV^
of this composition confined to columns and pila*tsf»<»*J«

for it maybe and indeed is applied to other ornamental V^
Soses, for table-slabs, pcdestal-alauds, dados of rooms, W-
ers of floors, &c
The composition or cement itself is prepared froa &t

purest gypsum, which is first broken into small piece* s^
after being calcined is reduced to powder. It is then pew^
through a fine sieve, and mixed with Flanders pluc, w*
glass, &c. In this state it is mixed up with coluunug ie*i *
of the hue required ; and as it is generally employed 1st tks

imitation of variegated or veined marbles (all culouitd we*
being more or less so), as man) different colours and sbeew

of the same colour must be mixed up separately as there sis

in the kind of marble to be \^ Thus ptefajfi lb»
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ootnpeertion is applied to columns or other surface intended
to receive it, and which has a rough coating of lime and
lifttr. The different colours are laid on and mixed by the

workman, and consequently much depends upon his skill

and taste in regard to the exactness of the imitation or the
beauty of the veining and streaking, which is done in the
floating, as it is termed, or laying on the cement. The next
operation is to prepare the surface for polishing, by rubbing it

with pumice-stone and cleansing it with a wet sponge. The
polish is then given by rubbing it again, first with tripoii

and charcoal on a piece of fine linen, secondly with felt

dipped in tripoii and oil, and lastly with oil alone. By this

means a durable lustre is obtained fully equal to that of the
finest and most highly polished marble.

Wheu scagliola was first introduced into this country, it

was executed by Italian artists, and much secresy was ob-
served in regard to aii the processes ; but it has since lieen

brought to far greater perfection here than on the Continent,
where it is regarded merely as a substitute for marble, and
secondary even to such as is of inferior kind or has very little

beauty in itself. By means of scagliola, not only may the
costliest and rarest stones, porphyry, verde antico, giallo

aniico, &c. be successfully imitated, but any combination of
Colours may be produced ; for instance, purple, or emerald
green, streaked with gold, Siena veined with purple, or any
other splendid caprice that fancv may dictate.

SCALA. DELLA, or SCALl'GERI, the name of a
family of Verona, which acquired sovereign power over its

native city in the thirteenth century, and afterwards ex-
tended its dominion over the neighbouring towns and ter-

ritories. Like the Delia Torre and the Visconti of Milan,
the Delia Scala belonged to the order of the nobility. They
became party leaders during the factions which agitated the
Italian cities in the middle ages, and their party baring
proved successful, they obtained the dignity of Podesta, or

supreme magistracy, first for a term of years, afterwards dur-
iug the life of the holder, and lastly as an office hereditary in

their family, being confirmed in it by the sanction of the

German emperors, who, in their quality of kings of Italy,

although they had no direct dominion over any part of the

country, appointed as their imperial vicars those chiefs who
had most influence over their countrymen. [Lombardy
and Lombard Cities.]

After the death of Eccelino da Romano, tyrant of Padua,
Verona, and Vicenza, and the great Guibeline leader in

Northern Italy, the people of Verona elected for their po"-

desta Mastino della Scala, about the year 1260. Mastino
belonged to the Guibeline party, which predominated at

Verona. After having held office for five years, during
which by his conduct he won the public approbation, Mas-
tino was made bv acclamation perpetual captain of the city.

Being murdered by some private enemies in 1273, the
citizens elected for his successor his son Albert, who was
afterwards proclaimed lord of Vicenza, Feltre and Belluno,
by the citizens of those towns.

Albert died in 1297, and was succeeded by his eldest son
Bartolommeo, who, dying three years after, was succeeded
by his brother Alboino, a man (A a peaceful temper, who,
not thinking. himself fit to rule alone in those turbulent
times, took his younger brother, Can Francesco, a brave
aspiring soldier, for his colleague, and some years later re-

signed to him the undivided sovereignty. Can Francesco
della Scala, called 'the Great' by his contemporaries, was
the most illustrious of his family. He was appointed cap-
tain of the league made by Verona, Mantua, Brescia, and
other towns against the marquis of Este, lord of Ferrara,

who, being supported by the Anjous of Naples, aspired to

extend his dominion over Lombardy. Can Francesco de-

feated him. and obliged him to withdraw to Ferrara. When
Henry of Luxembourg, king of the Germans, came to Italy

to be crowned emperor, in 1311, Can Francesco joined him
with a body of troops, and assisted him in subduing Brescia

and other towns which would not acknowledge the imperial

authority, and he was rewarded by Henry appointing him
his imperial vicar at Verona. Can Francesco, or Can Grande,

as he was henceforth styled, became the acknowledged
head of the Guibeline party in Lombardy, like his contem-
porary Castruccio Castracani in Tuscany. The dominion of

Can Grande extended over Verona, Vicenza, Feltre, Belluno,

Este, Monselicc, Cremona, and lastly, after a war which
lasted several years, also over Padua, in short over almost

the whole extent of country which has been since called

the Venetian territory, Venice at that time having but a

strip of ground on the mainland bordering on the lagoons.

The last acquisition of Can Grande was that of Treviso,

which he obliged to open its gates to him in July, 1329

He made his triumphal entrance into Treviso, but was a
few days after seized by a violent fever and died in the height
of his success, at the age of thirty-nine, having been ruler

of Verona for about nineteen years. Castruccio had died

the year before, and thus the Guibelines of Italy lost, nearly

about the same time, their two most distinguished leaders.

Can Francesco della Scala acquired celebrity not only by
his success as a warrior and a statesman, but by the en-

couragement which he gave to literature and the arts. His
court, which was very splendid, was attended by poets,

painters, and sculptors. Dante, in his exile, found for a
time an asylum at the court of Delia Scala, and he immor-
talised Can Francesco in his verse. Boccaccio also wrote

of him as one of the most illustrious chiefs that Italy ever
had. not ouly on account of his bravery in the field, but also

for his abilities in council. He raised the fortress of
Peschiera, on the shore of the lake of Garda, as a defence

on the side of Mantua and Milan.

Can Francesco was succeeded by his two nephews Alberto
and Mattino, who acted a conspicuous part in the wars of
the Italian factions in the fourteenth century, fighting

against the Visconti and the Venetians. Their descendants
continued to rule till the year 1387, when Gian Galeazzo
Visconti, duke of Milan, took possession of Verona, having
driven away Antonio della Scala, an illegitimate son of the
last lord. After some more vicissitudes Verona came into

the possession of the Venetians, in the year 1409.

SCALA, Klein's name for the Scalaria of authors.

SCALA'RIA. [Wkntlrtrap.]
SCALAR1ANS, Lamarck's name for a family of tes-

taceous mollusks, which he arranges in the first section of
his order Trachklipoda. The Sectarians of Lamarck con
sist of the genera Vermettu, Scalaria, and Delphinula.
SCALD. [Burns and Scalds.]
SCALD, properly SKA'LLD, is an antient Scandinavian

word which signifies poet, as skalldmar or skalldkona sig-

nifies a poetess. The name is therefore sometimes applied

to the Scandinavian poets in general, but it belonged more
especially to that class of poets who celebrated in their songs
the exploits of heroes. The Sialds were thus not merely
poets, but also the historians of their nation. When Snorri
Sturluson, the last and most celebrated of the Scalds (1 178-

1241) states that the Scalds indeed always praised their

contemporary heroes most, but never attributed to them
any fictitious deed, we must infer that the creative powers
of these poets had no scope, at least as far as contempo-
raneous history was concerned. In the history of the past

they might take greater liberties; but we have reason to

believe that even here they strictly adhered to tradition.

The form and mode of diction were thus the only parts in

which they displayed their poetic powers; and how they
availed themselves of this right is clear from the numerous
specimens of Scaldic poetry still extant : they are full of the

boldest and most extraordinary imagery, whence they are
frequently very obscure and almost unintelligible.

Scaldic poetry is almost the only source from whieh we
derive our knowledge of the antient history of the North of
Europe. A considerable portion of it goes back to the re

motest antiquity, and contains only mythological legends

;

whde another portion, in the form of poetry, contains his-

torical accounts of contemporary events. Such poetical

histories, very different from the rhymed chronicles of other
nations, continued to be written down to the middle of the
thirteenth century. The Scalds were generally in the ser-

vice of a chief or king, whom they accompanied on Ins

expeditions in the capacity of historiographers ; and it was
the pride of the chieftains to obtain such Scalds as possessed

most ability and learning. Their services were richly re-

warded by the heroes whose praise they sang.

We still possess a very long list of Scalds, among whom
are persons of the highest rank, and even kings. The most
distinguished however were those of Iceland, and it is to

these that we are indebted for the collection of antient poeti-

cal traditions known under the name of the Eddas. Com-
pare ' Fundgruben des Nordens,' vol. i. ; John Olafsen,
* Om Nordens gamle Digtekonst, Grundregler. Versarter,

Sprog og F6redrags mode,' Copenhagen, 1786; F.Wachter,
in the introduction to his German translation of Snorri

Sturluson's • Heimakringla ;• and the article Snorri Stur-
luson,
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8GALB (Music). A great deal has been written on this

subject, by mathematicians, by musicians, and by those

who combined both characters ; but, from various circum-

stances, hardly anything which is accessible to the young
arithmetician wishing for something which may really be

a help to him in his musical studies. The Greek scale

[Music ; Tktrachord], the only fruitless subject of inquiry

out of all that is Greek, has exhausted the learning, sci-

ence, and ingenuity of the best writers, with no result but
this, that over-refinements of theory are found either to

have hindered practical excellence, or to have arisen out

of the want of it ; moat likely the latter. The learning

however which it was necessary to apply to the explanation

of the Greek writers, has made it usual to write on this

subject more profoundly than on others of the same diffi-

culty : it is an object in the present article to explain the

musical scale, if possible, more simply, and in its simplest

parts: leaving to the article TsMrsaiMSNT such consi-

derations as, arising out of the present article, are required

by those who would understand the higher practical details

of the subject.

The object of music being to please the ear, or the mind
through the ear, there is no other test of excellence nor
criterion of fitness, in any one detail, except the opinion of

the best judges. This seems to assume the question, for

the best judges can only be described as those who best know
what is good music. This circle cannot be avoided, either

in speaking of music or any other of the fine arts ; to taste

we must appeal, but not to the taste of every one. All
we have here to do with this is to remark, that the mathe-
matical considerations employed in an article like the

present are not to be considered as placing the musical
scale upon a mathematical basis, but simply as showing
that there is something like an explanation of those rules,

which derive their authority not from the mathematical
system which embodies them, but from the sanction of the
majority of cultivated ears. Those things which are agree-

able in practice are found to be in certain mathematical
relations to one another which make the theory of the
musical scale simple and interesting: but had it been other-
wise, we should have left mathematical simplicity, and pre-

ferred a more pleasing complexity.

The sounds which are agreeable to the ear are found to
be those which are the consequence of vibrations of equal
duration following one another. [Acoustics.] The note
called A, for instance, sounded at the same time on a harp,

a flute, and a horn, presents three different characters,

three different intensities, but only one species of vibration
as to the time of lasting. If the first instrument communi-
cate 430 vibrations in a second to the air, so docs the second
instrument, and also the third. With the difference of

intensity or loudness, and with the difference of character,
the twang of the harp, or the tone of the horn, we have
nothing to do in considering the place in the scale of the
note they sound: a cultivated ear discovers that they sound
the same note, and a mathematician knows that they
severally communicate to the air the same number of
vibrations per second.

Let us then suppose a string to be mounted, and stretched
at both ends, or, better still perhaps, suspended vertically*

by one end, and bearing a weight at the other. If this string
be then set in vibration by the finger or by the bow of a
violin, a musical (that is, a pleasant) sound is produced, if

the string be not too long, nor stretched by too 6maU a
weight. With the phenomena of vibration, as connected
with the length, material, and stretching weight of the
string, we have here nothing to do [Cord] except to re-

mark,--!, That the ear observes that, material and tension
remaining the same, the longer the string the lower the
tone, and vice vertd. 2, That the mathematician know*
that, ceterie paribus, the longer the strtng the fewer the
number of vibrations in a given time, in inverse proportion
to the length. Thus, if a certain string, stretched by a
certain weight, give loo vibrations per second, a siring of
half ihe length, stretched by the same weight, will give 200
vib.atious per second. If a vibration mean a double motion
of t> o string, once backwards and once forwards, the effects

begin to be musical soon after the string is short enough,
or stretched enough, to give 30 vibrations per second.

Ti»e number of musical tones is, theoretically, infinite:
• WooUioum • Ou Muflirtl totrrraU,* p. 64 The author repeated tha exprri.mmu of Pitch** [Acovmc*, p. 973 and found a monochord thus constructed

bvttw than th« common mm for tha purpose. Hit mull wa» that A (the
aeood tpac* of the treble clef) made 424 vlbmtkmi in oue etcoud.

that is, between any two tones at many dtimea See

»

we please can be interposed, no one ofsh»ca is *a hea«%
higher, nor so low as tne lower. Highness and Weaam4

tone are terms which are purely relative, ana refer to •
effect upon the ear which does not admit of eefttaesa

common terms usually distinguish only eatress* esev

thus, a tone disagreeably high is a eqoeaJc aed es* a*
agreeably low is a growl. There is no abaottsM eases

why we should call the former high and lbs? hstjr he
rather than the contrary ; and in fact the earissr Oeesto

(naming them after the parts of the throat sa etasa fJtn

thought they were produced) called the sense hias ewe*
low, and the growling ones high. But what we aeehtM
to separate names from things, we must eel fecsef leas

there is much which all men acknowledge ef reel cdo-

nexion between the associations which eecosaseay saeee*

and those derived from other sensible nhreiiiseaa $m
instance, it would be impossible to persuade aay sat, Aa
if light and darkness were to be imitated by
the light ought to be represented by Lev nele

darkness by high notes: and a composer who
company words expressive pf transition from eutses a
light by a marked descent from the higher part ef tW
scale to the lower, would be thought to asses ne e
burlesque. No satisfactory explanation has etsr new a
our knowledge as to what associations ate setseal ft* tie

lower notes of the scale which connect thetn wttfe ewiat*

:

but that this connexion does exist is certain.

Taking such a string or monochord {angle s**t/l o
shove described, it is immediately found thai say aeeea*
of its length produces some alteration of fie tarn. If At
change be very slight, a dull or unpractises «u a** art

readily perceive it; but let the alteration be csnwd skfe
further, and there can be no difficulty. Such Lcja ear

to one another, when sounded together, hare adesfaesie*

and jarring effect, accompanied by beats [Acocsnca a
97] ; but when the second string has been csaeSaelH

shortened (say that this is done gradually), th* fLssfessstaV

effect ceases almost at once, and at the moment ekea is
shortened string is to the longer one as Ave to ax Ts»

sounds are then heard which harmonise together, sal m
their joint effect the ear dwells with pleasure nail S ftr

comes monotonous (this very common word t» iUeU As nasi

as to its common signification here used, from the •ssrj

ing effect of the same tone, or set of tones, long soaaaee.
In the mean while, and during the shortening of tbestnat

the joint effect, though always disagreeable, i* tuA taeafi

so throughout; and there is one place in particular eie»
the effect, though not agreeable to the beginner, it sasisai

for a little while, and highly agreeable to the pi srriWer
which knows that full compensation is at hand in vfat* »
called the resolution of the discord, or transition to t ****

harmonious combination in a manner which seems pea
liarly natural. This intermediate and more tolerable pas*
of sound takes place when the shortened string is Is the

other as eight to nine. Moreover, it may he observed tfca*

this last combination, hardly bearable, is rendered sere**
so if the two tones, instead of being sounded together, a*
made to follow each other in succession, no owner est

rapidly. In both these cases the student will observe la*

the proportion of the lengths of the strings is that of wmt
small numbers, five to six, and eight to nine. And a a

matter of experiment, that the more simple the prufsfsei
of the lengths of two strings (stretched by the sarae ere^l
the more useful the combination in music—it is used t

say the more agreeable sounded by itself ; but to Uus m
cannot subscribe, as we believe that to most ears the set
complicated combination of a third (presently to he-
scribed) is more agreeable than the less coopticesaft aw
ofayf//A.

Instead of speaking of the lengtha ofthe striafa we aw*
pass to the relative numbers of vibrations in a mosmi
which are inversely as the lengtha Thus, two sttmgs U
ten and seven feet, stretched by the same weight, *****.

so that the one of ten feet makes eight vibrations eW
that of eight feet makes ten.

We now proceed to consider the moat simple fosasini

tions ; and first, that of two to one. Let the eeooad etna.

be half the first, or make two vibrations whale the as*

makes one: there is then not only a joint effect eexfc

ts agreeable, but a peculiar sameness of the two nstoL

in so much that two instruments made to play toxeta*r

in such manner that the notes of the second shall aleiii
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afe Of twice as many vibrations as the simultaneous notes
jf the first, would be universally admitted to be play-

ing the Same air, with no more difference than of that

sort which is heard when a man and a boy attempt to

sing the same air together. This perfect sameness, for so

it will be tailed , though the two instruments never sound
the Same tone together, admits of no explanation ; for

though the ratio of the simultaneous vibrations is the

simplest possible (two to one), there is no perceptible

reason Whv, because simple ratios generally give harmo-
nious combinations, the most simple of all should produce
an absolute feeling of identity of character in the two tones.

To this circumstance however we owe the most material

simplification of the musical scale: for let it be settled, for

instance, what strings give agreeable notes between those

of 20 and 10 feet long, and division by two will give all the

strings which can be admitted between those of 10 and 5
feet ; thus, if it be proper to admit a string of eight feet in

the former set, one of four feet must also take its place in

the latter.

Again, it is observed that the relative effect of two tones

is always the same as those of other tWo> when the numbers
of vibrations made in a given time in the first pair are

in the same proportion as the corresponding numbers in

the second pair. Thus, suppose that in a given time the
numbers of vibrations made by four strings are 12, 18, 40,

and 60. Then,

12 • 18 : : 40 : 60 or tt=4}
and we may say that, according as the first and second
sounded together are pleasant or unpleasant, so are the
third and fourth ; also if an air beginning on the first string

require an immediate transition to the second, then the

same air begun on the third string will require an imme-
diate transition to the fourth.

A musical interval, theh, is given when the fraction

Which expresses the proportion of the vibrations of its two

notes in a given time is given. By the interval | we mean
that of two notes, the higher of which makes three vibra-

tions while the lower makes iwo. Thus, if 18, 23, and 30
be the numbers of vibrations made by three strings in the

same time, and we wish to find a fourth note which is as

much above the third as the second is above the first, we
must not make a string of 35 vibrations in the same time
(as the beginner might do), that is, hot one of 30 + 23 — 18,

but one of 30 X ?£, or 38-y vibrations in the same time.

Let Us now take a string, and call the note sounded by it

C, and let the string of twice as many vibrations (or naif

its length) have the same name, With a difference (for the

reason above given) ; call itC. Let us now seek for the

simplest fractions which lie between 1 and 2. Take the

numbers up to 6 (the ear does not so well agree with 7 and
all higher prime numbers, why of course cannot be told,

but simplicity must end somewhere, and, by the constitution

of the ear, ratios in which 7 and higher primes occur are

not agreeable), and form every fraction out of them which
lies between I and 2 ; we have then

*>4, 4, 4, (**».!
Put these down, with 1 and 2, in order of magnitude, and
we have

1 t 4 * 5 i 2

Take such a set of strings that while the first makes one

vibration the second makes i of a vibration, the third i

of a vibration, and so on up to the last, Which makes 2 vibra-

tions : or take a Bet of strings equally stretched, of which the

length of the first being 1, that of the second is 4 , &c, and

of the last |. Every one of the notes thus produced will

be agreeable when sounded with the first, and if the first

sound C, the musician will have the following part of the

scale before him in its most natural form :—
C Kb E F G A C l

p T | 4 * * | 2
These intervals have the following names ; why, will pre-

sently be seen,

—

4 minor third. | fifth.

4 major third. 4 major sixth.

\ fourth. 2 octave or eighth.

We have not yet, however, got a sufficiently agreeable scale,

and the reasons why the ear will not be contented with the

preceding most simple concords, mu3t be derived from

observation, from which it appears—
1. That a frequent repetition of sounds very neaf to one

another is not pleasing to the uncultivated ear. Now the

interval from the minor to the major third is as follows t

the first makes 4 of a vibration while the second makes 4 ,

or the first makes 1 vibration while the second makes

4 X 4 or H • This is much too near to a unison for con-

tinual repetition.

2. That a frequent repetition of sounds too far from each

other is not pleasing to the ear, after a little cultivation. If

we look at the intervals from the fourth to the filth, and

from the fifth to the sixth, we find 4 and V for their re*

presentatives, while from the fundamental note to the minor

third, and also from the sixth to the octave, the interval is

J . much larger than the preceding intervals.

Both these defects, as must easily be seen arithmetically,

and as the ear finds out for itself, may be remedied by in-

serting a note between C and B in place of E b, which shall

make a better division of the interval C B, and by placing

an additional note between A and C 1
. But how are we to

choose thesa additional notes ? If we cannot have any more

very simple consonances with the fundamental note, we

must take those tone* which make the simplest consonances

with other notes, and the more they make the better. We
have already a repetition of some consonances ; for instance,

Interval FC 1
Is 2 -5- i *= I > or a fifth.

Interval GC l
is 2 -f- ]- = 4 , or a fourlh.

Interval FA is 4 -f- i = 4 , or a major third.

Now Since 4 X 4 = $ , we see that a note 4 » or one

which makes 9 vibrations while the fundamental note C
makes 8, will be a fourth below G, and 4 divides C and E
well, the three notes 1 , 4 » 4 » giving the intervals 4 t%
already (bund in another part of the scale. This note is D.

Again, observe the interval from E to F, of 44> *n* take

a fifth above E, or 4 X J or V - this fraction falls

between 4 and 2 , and looking at the intervals of }, V ,

and 2, we find 4 *nd II » botfl or them intervals already

found. This note V » or which makes 15 vibrations

while the fundamental note makes 8, is B, and the usual

scale of civilised nations, called the diatonic scale, is now
complete in the following—CDfcFGAB C 1

14 4 4 4 4V*
This diatonic scale seems then to be the scale of the sim-

plest concords of the fundamental note, with one alteration

on account of the too $reat proximity of two concordant

notes, and one interpolation on account of the too great dis-

tance of two others. If we examine all its intervals, we shall

find both repetition and variety as follows (C D standing

for the interval from C to D, &c), some new appellations

being added

:

CD=FG =AB . . =4 (major tone).

DE=GA . . . . = V (minor tone, 4r of major).

EF = BC 1
. . . • = ft (diatonic semitone).

CE =FA = GB . . =# (major third).

EG =AC l
. . . . = I (minor third).

DF « ?f (44 of minor third).

CF = DG =- EA = GC l = 4 (fourth).

FB = 4 J (flattened fifth).*

CG = EB = FC 1
. = 4 (fifth).

DA =44 (44 of fifth).

CA = DB . . . . =4 (sixth).

EC 1 = ! (minor sixth).

CB = V (seventh).*

DC 1 * V (flat seventh).f

CC l . . , . . tt 4 (octave).

We observe here the consonances mentioned before, two

inharmonious intervals, a new species of consonance (the flat

seventh) standing as it were between the more perfect conso-

nances and the others, and new varieties of a tone, of a minor

third, and ofa fifth,differing from those already described, and

flatter by the interval 4*. This interval is called a comma,

and though the ear can distinguish n difference between the

* An iohnimonlous interval, when the note* ere wwied together,

f Decidedly more fcarmotitotu than the tevejiUi.
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tones of two strings, one of which vibrates 81 times while the

other vibrates 80, yet the difference is so slight as to produce

no prejudicial effect. With regard to the comparatively har-

monious character of the flat seventh, observe that V 's

very nearly equal to i , differing only by the interval fi •

We have also the diatonic semitone, r? » which is in-

correctly named, since, if beginning with 1, we repeat the

interval of a semitone twice, we have tt * rJ. or $H»
which is very near to f, sharper (that is, higher, as flatter

means lower) than a major tone by the interval {-} and

than a minor tone by -H, v*ry nearly.

We shall presently resume the diatonic scale, but we now
proceed to mention two varieties of it It seems to have

been offensive to the ears of rude nations to hear any semi-

tones at all. If we deprive the diatonic scale of F and B,

the notes which rise semitones at the next step, we have

C, D, K, G, A, C, for all the sounds which remain in the

octave. This unfinished scale, as we should call it, is the

original scale of the Chinese, Avans, Hindus, and Eastern

Islands, the northern nations of Europe, &c. It is the well-

known scale of the old Scotch and Irish music ; it is said

to have been found in Wales and Cornwall, in various parts

of Africa, and even in old Italian music. The Chinese,

who never change, have preserved it in absolute perfection,

though the modern form of most antient airs in other coun-

tries has been relaxed. We copy the notes of a Chinese

air given by Laborde

:

DCCOAGQCCAGBDCCGAGAACECAGGCCAGECCEDAC
It will be observed that F and B never occur. An almost

perfect specimen of this scale occurs in the Scotch air

• The Campbells are coming.* The effect of the scale may
be tried by playing ad libitum on the black keys of a piano-

forte.

The other scale which we have here to mention is

that known by the name of the minor scale, the common
diatonic scale being for distinction called major. It may
easily be observed that the intervals of the minor third and
minor sixth have a sad, or at least plaintive effect, as com-

pared with the major third and major sixth. No explana-

tion ran be given of this : perhaps the effect of musical

intervals is governed in some degree by associations derived

from the human voice m speaking. All persons, except

perhaps schoolboys reading what they do not understand

nor care about, are constantly, whether they know it or not,

varying the tone in which they speak, and making intervals

whim are very nearly musically correct : and the effect of

sorrow, regret, fatiguo, &c. is to make those intervals

minor. Any person of a quick musical ear who will watch

the method of saying the simple words ' 1 cannot,' pro-

nounced as a determination of the will, and compare it with

the same when it is an expression of regret for want of

power, will almost always find such an interval as C F or

orC'Q in the first, and C Eb or C 1 A in the second ; if this

be so, it is not surprising that a scale in which minor in-

tervals occupy conspicuous places which in the other scale

are occupieu by major intervals, should produce those asso-

ciations which have been alluded to. This is a conjecture

merely, fbr after all nature will take the liberty in art, as

in scienco, of concealing her operations. But this much is

certain, first, that the minor scale is more plaintive than the

major, and secondly, that all musical composers are ac-

quainted with the fact, from the African women who sung
of Mungo Park, * Lot us pity the white man. no mother has

he to bring him milk, no wife to grind his corn,' up to the

composer of Der Kreischittx, with all the power of cultiva-

tion and the memory of centuries of art. The change from
the minor to the majer scale is perhaps the most effective

of musical resources, certainly the most powerful of those

which are easily understood by ears of the ordinary degree
of cultivation. Take as an instance the music of the fol-

lowing words from Oberon :

—

Oti-Arftbv.>lilr»t Arahv, my own, my natlrr Und.
MrtlfUtfht I crtM-wt i)w dark Uim vt, *od touched a gtla thy strmad i

And Uwrv I •*+ my fctlwr't hou««, Ice.

The intervals with which the voice passes over the hyphens
in the fln»t two linos are minor, but in the third line a modu-
lation in made into a major scale, and the composer has skil-

fully taken care to ptotluco a strong result of the new scale

in the first two sylUbles: the effect of the change is strik-

ingly appropriate.

What is the minor scale? This question has been dif-

ferently answered by different writers on the theory of music,

who severally contend for one or another scale

scale. For ourselves, we are no believer* in

orthodox scales, or rather we hold every scale to

character which has been used by good composers..

proved by good hearers. It seems to have bens
that because there is one diatonic major scale, by
sal consent, therefore there must be one lawful

minor scale: just as well might it be said, that

iambic trimeter is the one metre of Greek tragic t

there must also be some one other metre, and that a
in the choruses. Fortunately however the scholar

what the musician ought to know, that no one 1

dictated by any absolute law of taste, and tesrfrev cit*x t_^

best tragedians must be the guide, because at \W sr/t«r»*.
approval which has been conceded to their wTttiacv "T *W-
ing the same sort of guide, we find in the mnns^c* »
musicians (the unknown authors of national airs, «rjcr% ..

very high authority, included) one major scale and ««"»w«
minor scales ; a thing not more atrociously wrong sa* *-^
than the one metre of dialogue, and the \anety of

metres, of the Greeks. And if, moreover, we
mathematical theory of the scale, we shall find

equal claims on the score of simplicity of <

Return to the fundamental note C and ita

namely

—

C Eb E F G A C»

1 t * * t * 3
Instead of throwing out E b as too near to K, la n
the latter which we reject ; if we finish this with tW Da*
B of the diatonic scale, we have what is called the «»
ascending minor scale, the commonness of which w^s*
deny upon data, though it strikes us that othen a* a
common, if not more so.

(1) C D Eb F G A B C 1

1 * * i S * V 2

The ear will not very quickly acknowledge thm m t

minor scale in descent, and for the obvious reason that a

going from C 1 to C there is no distinction bets

e

ea a*
scale and the major scale till we come to Eb ; thoufrh m to

ascent the minor interval occurs early. To remedy tsaa, »

and B are both lowered a semitone, or the A is naade Ak
a fourth to E b, and the B is made B b, a fifth to E K vsxs
gives

(2) C D Eb F G Ab Bb C'
1 * i i I * 2

and this scale reversed is called the common mode 0/ de-

scending the minor scale ; but as we also find it used 11

ascending, we put it down as a second minor sc*2c» both

for ascent and descent, observing also that (1) mar he. zM
is, used in descent Agnin, suppose we retain the B of cn»

original scale, and lower the A, we have then

(3) CDEbFGAbBC
1 * * + I I V *

a wild and pleasing scale, both in ascent and descent, and

employed too, in spite of the wide interval between A b aa4

B. Its harmonies, technically speaking, are easier and ante

natural than those of the common scale, and Schn*i4ff

(* Elements of Harmony*) makes it the principal intone «c*!«,

treating all others as incidental deviations: the EnfW*
translator of Schneider contends for its absolute truth, sol

asks (justly enough) which scale a composer would tax*

who was converting the air of ' Robin Adair ' into flw

minor kev (the original air having the notes G A BCD F

»

namely, G A B C D Eb, or G At> B C D Kb r Tbsw

can be no doubt that the latter would be preferable, b*

we might add, that if the composer were required t*

make two variations in the minor key, he would probacy

choose scale (I) for his other case. The following nassr

scales are used, and are agreeable

:

(4) CDbEFGAb
1 n * * t *

(5) C D EbF G A

Of all these minor keys, we prefer (3).

B C
V a

BbC

For an instance ei

• i» str

OC'6
AbC 1 Ab GC 1

, CDEb FGC D 1 E'b C l D1 BC«. Its

also the hcule used in the first two lines of the mkt fern

Oberon, already noticed.

We now come to I be extension of the diatonic scale bf

the interpolation of notes betwen all such notes as art ft

the use of it, take the first part of the air 'Charlie is

darliug.' the notes nf which run thus, C D Kb F <
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mough apart to bear it, which completes what is called the
•Yiromatic scale. There are various ways in which this can
>e done, and if notes were only occasionally interposed be-
tween those of the diatonic scale, it would be a subject of
comparatively little importance how it wap done. But we
oust now explain what is meant by different keys in music
The note C haying been fixed, and the diatonic scale on

t. let an air be composed and written down, say ' Robin
\.dair.' The consecutive notes of the first part of this air,

layed in the key of C, that is, in the diatonic scale which
ias C for its fundamental note, are (we have nothing here
o do with the time)

G A B C l Dl E l
, G C 1 A C l B Dl C

-et us now transpose this, as it is said, into tbe key of F,
hat is, show how it is to be played in a diatonic scale
laving the F of the preceding scale for its fundamental (or

ley) note. If all the intervals of the scale were equal, this

rould be done by playing as follows :

—

CDEFGA.CFDF.EGF
Vgain, to remove this air into the key of A, or into the
lia tonic scale constructed on A, we should write (if the in-

ervais were all equal),

EFGABC l,EAFAGBA
If we chose to confound the intervals ofa major and minor

aone, we should find the second of these (so it happens) cor-
rect, for the intervals of the original air are (m, minor tone

;

M, major tone ; s, semitone) mMsMm (2 M + 2 m + s)M + m + s) (M + s) (M + s)s (M + s)M, and those of
ihe second are MmsMm (2M + 2m + s)(M + m + B)m + ») (m + s) s (M + s)M , which are undistinguish-
ible from each other, if M and m be supposed (as is the
act) too nearly equal to make it worth while to take account
>f their difference. But the third issMmMs<2M+2s+m)
;M+ro+s) (M + m) (M+m)m (m + M)M, which
iloes not agree with either of the other two, nor can do
so, except to an ear which cannot distinguish s from m or M.
To see what intermediate notes will be wanted, we must
construct a diatonic scale on each of the seven notes, which
we shall now do, putting an equivalent to every note above
U1 or below C into the octave between C and C\ by halving
r»r doubling the fraction which expresses its vibrations.

Moreover, we express the notes in the diatonic scale on D
!>y D, Dii Dih D,T Dv D* DTil and DtUI ; and so on. Also
let UD stand for an octave below DtU , ivC stand for the
note an octave below CT , and so on, the rule being that
nC and C» are octaves when m and n together make nine.
All this is well known, if anything of the scale be practi-
cally understood. What we have to do, for instance in

forming the diatonic scale on F, is to take -J- , the represen-
tative of F in the diatonic scale of C, and multiply it

successively by 1 , \ , \ , &c. Our scales then are as
follows, putting down under each note gained any note of
the original diatonic scale, or any one of the scales previously

formed, from which it differs insensibly little, removing
wich note an octave lower when necessary.

(D)

U
I

D
8 1

E
45- i

G A

am
V
B

1 S 5
TT

1

iuE »E E E„ Eiu Ei* E, ETl

<E)< 1*
l „D

H
E

45

Dm
n

A
1 5

B

r„p uiF aF F Fi. Fm F* F.

(F) «u
1 0

D E F G A
it
V 2

C l

r.o i,G mG mG G G« Ghi Gw
<G)<

li
1
D E

41
Out

\

G
H
A

V
B

2

f *A. TA lTA inA i,A A Aa Am
(A) H V * H H * V H

liuE D E Du, EiU A B E*

f TiiB TiB ,B |TB IBB „B B
iB) {rli ii * 4* H W V

I hD hE E Da EUI F4„ B

B Bu
a i ai

P. C., No. 1294.

In order therefore to make an instrument which shali

play in perfect tune in every one of these diatonic scales,

we must have it capable of sounding the following notes,

those of the original diatonic scale, or very near to them,
being in parentheses, and requisite notes of nearly equal
sound being written under one another.

(1) U/i \H( 4 \ (4) tt (?) H/ 4 \Xi (V) (2)

With this we might go on ad infinitum ; for it might be
required to construct new diatonic scales on every one of
these new notes, which would introduce more new note*
on which again new diatonic scales might be produced, ana
so on. But since the original scale consists only of major
and minor tones (nearly equal) and diatonic semitones
(nearly half-tones), the new notes will very nearly divide

the whole tones into equal parts, a circumstance of which
advantage will presently be taken. In the mean time
we proceed to explain, as far as it can be done, the dis-

tinction musicians draw between flats and sharps ; unfor-

tunately we are unable to make writers on this subject

agree with each other, or with themselves, as to the meaning
of these words in an untempered scale. The conventions

under which the names sharp and Hat are used come easily

enough, and temperament avowedly makes small adjust

ments and accommodations between the several notes, which
cause the sharpened A to be practically the same as the

flattened B, and so on. But what the clear and admitted

distinction of sharp and flat is previously to that adjustment,

we wish we could evoke or provoke some musician to tell

us. One word tu those who write on the scale without
much mathematical knowledge ;—get into a tempered scale

as fast as you can, and keep there.

The nomenclature is regulated as follows. The notes

A, B, C, D, E, F, G are preserved in every key ; so that
if any key contain A and a note between A and B,
the latter is not called A#. for then (A Ait) A would
occur twice in the scale, but B b , giving A B b . Follow
this rule in every one of the scales just given, and we shall

find the following sets of notes in them severally

:

Name of the Key

.

CDEFGABC 1 (natural, . . C)DEFftGABCftD 1 (two sharps, D)
E F# G# A B C# D# E 1 (four sharps, E)
F G A Bb C D E F> (one flat, .. F)GABCDEF#Gl (one sharp, . G)
A B C#D E F| Gf A 1 (three sharps, A)
B C# D# E Ft G# A# B l

(five sharps, . B)

That is to say, a diatonic scale on D, for instance, only
keeps D, E, G, A, B, or notes very near to them, of
the diatonic scale, and requires the insertion of notes be-

tween F and G and C and D, which the avoidance of re-

petition of letters requires us to denote by F# and C$> *nd
not by G b or D b . In the preceding keys then, we have
five sharps mentioned (though really seven notes of the
kind, two between C and D , two between F and G, one
between each of D and E, G and A, A and B) and one
flat (between A and B). "Where are the other two sharps ?

If we construct diatonic scales upon F# and C# we shall

find

Ffl GJ AJ B Cj D# Eft F'fl (six sharps, . F#)
Cjf Djf Ejf F# G# Afl Bfl C 1

^ (seven sharps, C#)
with not precisely the same notes as before, but very near
to them* excepting two notes which are new ; one between
E and G (called E #) and one note between B and C (called

B#). But on which of the values of F# and C# in the
table are these scales to be constructed, and why ? Again,
as to the flats, if we construct diatonic scales on B b . and
on each new flat as it is successively introduced, we shall

find that our nomenclature gives us new keys, as follows :

—

B,b C D E b F G A B b (two flats, . B b )

Eb F G Ab Bb C l D 1 E l b (three flats, E b

)

Aib B> C Db Eb F G A b (four flats, Ab)
Db Eb F Gb Ab Bb C l D l

b (five flats, . D b

)

Gb Ab Bb C»b D J
b E l

b F l G 1
b (six flats, . Gb)

Cb Db Eb Fb Gb Ab BbC'b (seven flats, O b

)

But if we were actually to proceed to form this scale, be-

ginning from Bb (V) gained from the preceding process,

we should find ourselves keeping very near the chromatic
scale of sharps already obtained, so that the notes which

Vol. XX.—3 T
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appear in the preceding as remnants of the diatonic scale

would really be close to the real notes. Let us see, for

instance, what the F would be in the key of G b

:

9b, a fourth above F^ V 9 E'b , a fourth above Bb = ff

.

Eb = Jf, A b, a fourth above Eb = VV

•

D'b. a fourth above Eb = |4i, Db = JH-
6 b , a fourth above Db =: l

fft .

F l (so called) a seventh above Gb r= VjV X V = 8H •

F (so called) = Hi , F (really) = i

.

Now from iff to + the interval is only |t» the comma,
which we meet with so often elsewhere. But we should

find different values for the same flat in the different keys

above, just as we have found different values for the same
sharp in the preceding. To show however in how con-

fused a state the natural chromatic scale has been left, we
copy three scales, the first from Wallis (' Phil. Trans./

No. 242, a.d. 1698), the second from La Bordo (' Essai sur

la Musique ancienne et moderne,' vol. ii. p. 9, a.d. 1780),

and the third from Montferrier (' Diet des Math.,' vol. iii.

p. 243, a.d. 1840). All these writers omit the flats, men-
tioning only the sharps :

—

c c* D D* E F n 6 Gt A AS B
1 i a

i tt i i tt * tt i tt V
1 « i H * * n *

J tt
5
r m V

I U * i * * tt i * i
i

«

1 5
T

It has beeu laid down by some writers that the definition

of a sharp and flat Is as follows : when it is necessary to

take a note between, say A and B, thai note is called A$
when it is nearer to A, and B b when it is nearer to B.

Let such be the definition ; then the note which is exactly

half way between C and 1), being expressed by »J (9 : 8),

is 1*0607, while rf» f}» and tt are severally 1*0588,

1*0417, and 1*0667. The two first only come under the

denomination of C$ f according to this definition, while the

third ought to be called D b . In fact, this third scale is

almost a scale with its semitones, collected from the minor
keys which are found to please the ear, with a slight alter-

ation and one addition. In (2) B b is made as a fourth to F,

instead of a fifth to E b (giving V in place of {-, the in-

terval of the two being only a comma) ; let .j. be taken in-

stead of y. Then between F and G insert 6K a minor
third to E b (giving Jt)* Take the simplest sharps from
the diatonic scales hereinbefore found, and, putting all the

results together, we shall have the following, which, ifa com-
plete untempered enharmonic scale is to be given, will,

we believe, be as defensible as any. The sharps are all

derived from the diatonic major scale, the flats from minor
scales made by the usual minor intervals; the sharp of

each note is lower than the flat of the following, though
the former and the latter are not always in different halves

of the interval :

—

C C* Db D Dtt Eb E F F& Gb G G$ Ab A Alt Bb B ClUtttHHtWHJHi t Hfr t V »

The enharmonic intervals of this scale are as follows :

—

Ctt Db = 1-024, D# Eb = 1*024, FrJ Gb = ]-024,

Oft Ab = 1*024, A* Bb « 1*024:

so that this enharmonic interval will be in every instance

tt4. or 1*024. This circumstance was not looked for in

the formation of the scale, and it is thus seen that if the
•harps be derived from the major diatonic scales of the dif-

ferent notes in the fundamental diatonic scale, and the
flats solely from the minor scales which have been judged
admissible, the result is an enharmonic scale, in which the
enharmonic interval is everywhere the same, namely, the
interval by which three major thirds fall short of an octave.

If an instrument could give all the above sounds, the
same music played in different keys would have slightly

different effects. We remember to have seen a statement
of the supposed character of the different keys, which would
be useless here, on account of its not describing the scale

which was supposed to be the basis. We might suppose
beforehand that of two keys, the one in which some pro-

minent consonances are a little flatter than in the other,

would partake, in a slight degree more than the other, of
the plaintive character which distinguishes the minor keys.
But, in the first place, instruments in general, and parti-

cularly the piano-forte, on which the greater "pert pi
first comes into existence, have not two noce» in**-

between each note ofthe diatonic scale, but one
must serve both to sharpen the lower, and
higher. Next, the preceding scale would be foonr! m
tolerable in some keys, particularly if laid dawt •»

organ. Some Temperament, that is, mutual eraser
tion of notes to each other, would be necessary, and u ,

we defer to a separate article the account of tb* »*»=,
which prevail, or have been proposed, it wifi be
here to lay the mathematical foundation of ta« •« *

which is easy enough to one who can use toga/itftfiUL
following table wifi be necessary, whkk wt
explain :

—

1 00*00 61 68-07 101 79*90 161 sssslian * 1 *

s 12-00 62 68-40 102 8007 158 6*-9»|m t*
8 19 09 63 68-73 103 80-24 163

F7-9»lssm *4 24*00 64 6906 104 80*40 164
5 97-86

31-09
55 69-38 105 80-57 155 87 si I pa e

6 56 69-69 106 80-78
80*90

196 trtttsei .-.

I
33-69 67 70-00 107 167
86*89 68 70 80 108 81*06 168

9 3804
8

70-59 109 8122 159
10 89-86 70-88 no 81-38 160
11 41*61 61

fol
111 81*53 161

12 4302 62
118

81*69 163 e» •• su *
13 44*40 63 71-73 8184 1*3 wis 8)3 11
14 45-69 64 7200 114 82-00 164 8W 99 fU 8*
1ft 44-88 66 7927 115 81 16 166 •6-4J8 1 •*
16 48-00 66 72-53

72-79
116 88 30 166 M-54 S *+i

S
49-05

S 118

82*44 167 *»~m C 9*
6004 7305 82-59 168 •*2 tt 8*

19 §0*99 69 73-80 119 81-74 109
90 61-86

51*71
70 73-55 120 82*88 170

171
W94

91 71 73-80 1*1 83 02 •9-ei
99 63-61 79 74-04 122 83*17 172 8S-11 a *m)
Si 64-98

£
74-27 123 83-31 173 W88 96 >'

94 5502 74-51 124 83-46
83-59

174 89 38 »
95 85-73 75 74-74

74-99
125 175 P9'<1 fcl V*

96 56*40 76 126 83-73 176 4*»-51 Sft **
27 6706

67-69
77 75-20 127 83-86 177 f*» 61 ex v 1

98 78 75-42 128 84-00
84-14 1>

BdTl w - '

99 68-30 79 75-65 129 »»1 m **'

80 6808 80 75-^ iao 84-97 ISO 89 94 m *
31 59-45 81 76-08 £ 84*40

84-53
181 9V-OS nt •

89 60-00 82 762/» 188 96-09 M **
83 60-63 83 76-60 183 84*67 1*8 sere SB ' V
34 61-05 84 76.n 134 84-79 184 M» EH •>•

35 61-55 83 ;»'.9i 135 84 99 185 9o*:C jjO **

86 69-04 86 7712
77-32

1.46 85-06 186 9o-f7 JS6 *

37 61-51 87 137 85 18 1*7 99-66 sr »
38 62-98 88 77-51

77-71
138 tk-dO 18* 90-<4 K* -

39 63-42 K> 139 85S3 189 90-73 9S k
40 63-86 90 77-90 140 88 -55 19o 90-84 1 9* » -

41 64-2* 91 78-09 141 86*68 191 9-'9J|*^ ..

42 61-71 92 ,8-28
78-47

142 85-80 i*» »I«9|K.> »*

43 06-19 93 143 85 92 19U 9I11|4U •»

44 65-51 94 78-60 144 86-04 194
195

9l-ie|9««
,

t.

45 65-90 95 #8-84 145 86-16 »l-ff|t«6 »-

46 66-98 96 "9-02 146 86*98 196 »i-J6| *m •:

47 66-66 97 79-20 147 86-40 187 >Jwr|fv^ jr*

48 67-02 98 79-36 U8 86-51 mi ScMim* 1 m •

49 67 -3H 90 79V.
79-73

149 86 63 in 1 91 6Hl9i* 94 '. ,

60 67-73 100 150 8ii-?4 ~
Since all intervals are found by multiplication and 4trt*> -

it is obvious that if for intervals we substitute the to?a*r&=_t

of intervals, we form logarithms ofnew intervals bVa&t *

and subtraction. Hitherto, we express a note whirb nui^
a vibrations while the fundamental note makes 6 vifccii**».

a
by t ; let us now express it by log a—log 6- the kganiia

of the preceding. It only remains to see what srOrc *

logarithms it will be moot convenient to take. Haviex a**
the octave, or the interval from 1 to 2, oou»u4 of t»» *

semitones (not equal indeed, but nearly so), let o* to** -

new scale, to which all others shall be referred, and *fc •

divides the octave into 12 equal semitones. This bit»
pered scale, on the (theoretically) simplest system of *c
perament, and it is agreeable enough to the ear 1a ssarfr-r

Let 1 be made the logarithm of the interval of aar •« ^
these mean semitones, then 12 is the lofreritss of tW
interval of an octave, or we must choose that *Tsr*o c

logarithms in which log 2 = 12- The preceding a toci 1

table ; to the mathematician it would be described a* a rntrn

the base of which is !^2. But to the musician it avt U
described as follows : it abows the number of mean icsi

tones contained in every Habmowic of the fap^-aprTKi.

note, from the first to the 250th inclusive. Thus, opt>**
to 21 we see written 52*71, which means that Um lis: -w
of a string sounds a note which is 52 mean semitoocs %x'

•71 or iVV of a mean semitone above the fund&ar* :*-

note of the string. This interval 71 of a mean mar*-*
is one which, repeated a h"«^*fltri times, gives 7 1 -seaa stst

tones. All the num^* ^*Wf t4W8t be Hiijemu
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m be approximate, within the hundredth of a semitone or

Hereabouts ; which is more than exact enough for practical

mrposes. The following rule is all that is necessary :—If a
a

ote make ? vibrations while the fundamental note makes

, theri that note is
1

log a — log t mean semitones above, or

>gft- log a mean semitones below, the fundamental note,

ccording as a is greater than o, or b greater than a.

Example 1. What is the value of a comma in mean
smitones? Log 81 — log 80 is 76*08 — 75*86 = *22, and
le answer is, that the comma is 22 hundredths, or some-
ling less than a quarter, of a mean semitone. Raising
note by a comma four times successively would not raise

. quite a semitone.

Example 2. What is the enharmonic interval above ob-
ilned. in mean semitones? Log 128 —log 125 = 84*00
- 83*59 = '41 , or about four-tenths of a mean semitone.
"his shows that an untempered enharmonic scale, such as
hat proposed, if bearable when the sharps and flats are
nly incidental deviations, would never do for any other key
xcept the natural one.

The following is the complete basis above given, of the
nharmonic scale, with all the intervals, measured from the
undamental note, expressed in mean semitones ; it shows
iow much alteration a system of mean temperament would
equlre : it being remembered that although some few
instruments have been made which give more than twelve
1 ifferent notes in the octave, this is so unusual a circum-
tance that it is not worth while to dwell upon it:—

c \ oo-oo

c# H 00-71

Db •
TT 1-12

D i 2*04

m u 2-74

Eb * 3M6
E 5

T 3*86

F 4 4-98

F« « 5-90

•71

•41

•92

•70

•42

•70

1-12

•92

Gb H 6-31

G i 7*02

GJf H 7-73

Ab I 8-14

A i 8*84

A# m 9*76

Bb 9
5 10*18

B 1 5
T 10-88

C 2 12*00

•41

•71

•71

•41

•70

•92

•42

•70

1*12

The first column gives the name of the note ; the second,
he ratio of its number of vibrations per second to those of
he fundamental note; the third, the interval from the
Undamental note in mean semitones ; the fourth, the in-

erval between each consecutive pair of notes. The small
a nations observable in the last column arise from imper-
ection of the table (every table must be imperfect in its

ast figures) * and we see four intervals in it, namely the
>ld diatonic semitone I' 12, the mo/V and minor chromatic
emitones (as we will call them) * 92 and • 72, and the en-
mrmonic interval (or enharmonic diesis, as it is called)

41. And the major tone is in every instance

maj. chrom. semit. + nun. do. + enh. int.

hile the minor tone is

2 min. semit. + enh. int.

If we confound the major and minor tone (and to dis-

nguish them is the ultima Thuie of temperament), we
mst take a mean value, and substitute it both for the

tajor and minor chromatic semitone. The mean tone is

* 9, which is to the diatonic semitone nearly as 5 to 3. The
lean chromatic semitone is *81, about i of the diatonic

jmitone, and the enharmonic interval is its half. This is

well-known system of temperament (that of Huyghens)

:

le octave being divided into 31 equal parts, five of them
•e a tone, three a diatonic semitone, two a chromatic se-

litone, and one the enharmonic interval. Introduce E#
id C b» which are omitted in the preceding, and we have
ie following for a tempered enharmonic scale, upon which
e doubt of any improvement being practicable, without

tempting the distinction between a major and minor tone

:

? CJfDbD DjtSbE Fb Etf F F* Gb G Gft2122 121112 132 1

Ab A A8Bb B Cb Bit G
2 2 12 1 1 1

his system however is useless, inasmuch as instruments

re required to have only twelve notes in the octave ; but
e should recommend the student to bear it in mind, as

Iplaining those enharmonic changes which in piano-forte

music are only fictions. This scale would enable us to
play with equal correctness in all keys up to seven flats

among the flats, and seven sharps among the sharps*

Naming these keys by their principal notes, they are the
keys of

n G D A E B F* Ctt
° F Bb E> Ab Dfc Gb Cb

Suppose now there is an incidental deviation into the
key of A 8. Looking into the preceding scale from A 8
ascending, we find we can get a whole tone at Bit, but the

next whole tone is wanting, nor can we get it except by
interposing a note between D b and D, two tempered chro-

matic semitones above C, and therefore called C# # or C*.
On the piano-forte we must be content with D for C##,
and according we have in like manner

E for D##, D for Ebb , D# for Fb b, &c
In the preceding scale also, when enharmonic transi-

tions are written, they can most frequently be actually

made ; on the piano-forte, though written, they can only

be made in imagination. The ear, knowing what is

coming, as soon as the enharmonic modulation is seen,

prepares itself for a change of key, and gives the chord in

its possession to the mind, not altogether in the same way
as when it was not a note of preparation. If any one will

compare the effect of music heard the second time with

that produced by the first time, he will, we think, be in-

clined to accede to our opinion, that sounds heard without

any knowledge of what is to o©ine afterwards differ more
than thvso which are beard with such knowledge than the

effects of two scales constructed on the two most remote of

all the approved systems of temperament In Huyghens's
system, his subdivision is *387 of a mean semitone, the
chromatic semitone is * 774, the diatonic semitone 1*161,

and the tone 1
* 935.

The harmonics of any string C may be readily found
from the table, reduced into the octave between G and C &

they may then be compared with the untempered dia-

tonic scale. For example, what is the 53rd harmonic of

C ? C itself, counting as the first. It is by the table 68* 73

mean semitones above C, lower this five octaves, by sub-

tracting GO, and we have 8*73, lying therefore between
A b and A, but nearer to the latter.

[Chromatic Scale ; Diatonic ; Enharmonic. For
Scales of Voices, Alto,* Base, &c. For Scales of Musical
Instruments, Bassoon, Clarinkt, Harp, Violin, &c]
SCALE (Mathematics). A scale is any line drawn upon

wood or other solid substance, and divided into parts, equal
or unequal, the lengths of which may be taken off by the
compasses, and transferred to paper, in aid of any geometrical
construction. The manner in which ihe scale is divided

depends of course upon the nature of the algebraical or
trigonometrical expression the values of which are to be re-

presented. When the subdivisions of a scale are equal, any
of the methods noticed in Graduation may be employed to

obtain them ; but in other cases, and indeed in the preceding
one, it is usual to form scales by copying from an original

which is carefully made in the first instance.

The most simple of all scales is that in which the subdi-
visions are all equal, or, as it is called, a scale of equal parts.

Such a scale is not only the most easily constructed, but
may be considered as containing all other scales. For
example, suppose it required to lay down very accurately

an angle of 25 degrees. It appears [Chord] that if the
radius contain 500 equal parts, the chord of 25° contains

216 such parts and four-tenths of a part With a good
scale of equal parts, and five hundred of them taken as a
radius, the angle may be laid down, if required, much
more correctly than by a common scale of chords. [Pro-
tractor ] The largest table of chords which is laid down
on common scales has a radius of three inches, the five hun-
dredth part of which, or about the 167th of an inch, is a
very small length, and it is difficult to trust any scale so far

without verification, except the scale of equal parts. In
the latter species, one part may be tried against another, and
any one may for himself very soon ascertain whether there

is any perceptible error. In all the most accurate species of
drawing, it is better to rely on tables and a really good scale

of equal parts than on any of the common scales, though the
latter are generally very good, and will do abundantly well
for ordinary purposes.

Long scales of equal parts are made with different subdi
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vuions, ranging from the thirtieth part of an inch to the

fiftieth. If the substance of the scale be ivory, an inch will

very well bear division into sixty parts, but Afty is more con-

venient for decimal calculation. A common ivory scale, of

a rectangular form, such as is usually found in cases of

drawing- instruments, if it have no trigonometrical lines laid

down, usually contains the following scales of equal parts:

—

1. The quarter of an inch divided into ten equal parts,

each of which is again subdivided into ten equal parts by a

Diagonal Scale. There are commonly two diagonal

scales, one at each end of the scale of quarters, the one on
the left dividing the eighth of an inch into 100 parts, and
the one on the right the quarter. It will easily be seen that

the 400th of an inch is a uselessly small quantity, even when
the lines are drawn on ivory.

2. A set of scales in which the inch is severally divided

into 30, 35, 40, 45, 50, and 60 equal parts. Ten of these

parts make, in each case, one of the larger subdivisions of

the scale, and one larger division is also divided into twelve

equal parts, so that, when the larger division is made to

represent a foot, feet and inches may be easily laid down.
3. A set of scales in which the larger divisions are

J, }, J,

|, f. f, J.
and I of an inch. The larger division is, as before,

divided both into ten and twelve parts.

When trigonometrical lines are laid down, they are

usually one or two scales of chords, the radius of each of

which is found by its chord of sixty degrees ; a scale of

rwnbsy which is nothing more than a scale of chords, the

angular unit being, not a degree, but a point of the compass

;

a scale of sines, with one of secants sometimes added ; a
scale of tangents, and of semltangonu. the latter being really

the same scale as the former, but marked with double angles,

semitangent being a technical term, not for the half of an
angle, but for the tangent of half an angle. We shall have

something more to say of these lines under Sector. In

Gunter's scale, as it is called, which is a scale of two feet in

length, used in navigation, there are also scales of logarithms,

of numbers, sines, tangents, &c, and also a scale of meri-

dional parts [Rumh Link] ; of these logarithmic scales we
shall have to speak more particularly under Sliding Rulk.
SCALENE, a name given by Euclid, in his definitions

(but seldom or never afterwards used by him), to a triangle

no two sides of which are equal to one another.

SCA'LIGER. JULIUS C.*SAR, was born, according

to the statement of his son. on the 23rd of April, 1484, in

the castle of Riva near the Lago di Garda. The history of

the descent and the early youth of Scaliger is involved in

inextricable difficulties, as he himself at one period of his

life made pretensions, which, though supported by his son,

are irreconcilable with other well-attested facts, and which

were contradicted and ridiculed in his own lifetime by

eminent contemporaries. His real name was Delia Scala,

and he pretended to be descended from the princely family

of the Scalas of Verona. There is a patent or naturalisation

which, in 1528, be requested and obtained from Francis I.,

king of France, in which he is called ' Julius Csdsar della

Scala de Bordone, doctor of physic, a native of Verona
in Italy.' This document, which would surely have men-
tioned his noble descent, if it had been known, shows either

that his pretensions were without any foundation, or at

least that he did not indulge in this vanity till at a more
advanced period of life. Tiraboschi calls him the son of

Benedetto Bordone, a native of Padua, who lived at Venice,

carried on the trade of illuminator, and assumed the name
of Scaliger, either because he had a scale for his sign or

because be lived in a street called Scala. According to

Scaliger's own account, he had in his twelfth year been
made a page to the emperor Maximilian, whom he served

for seventeen years, both in peace and war. Afterwards he
retired to Ferrara, where he received a pension from the

duke of Ferrara, His parents had died in the mean time,

and he now determined to abandon his military pursuits

and to apply himself to study. He therefore went to

Bologna with the intention of studying theology and of

entering into the Franciscan order. But he soon gave up
bis theological studies, returned to the military profession,

and served for some time in Piedmont under the French
viceroy At Turin he was persuaded by a physician to

begin the study of physic, which he did in his leisure hours
and without leaving the army. About this time he also

commenced learning Greek, of which he had hitherto bean
entirely ignorant. As he advanced, his delight in his new
studies increased, and this, as well as frequent attacks of

L!

the gout, at length induced him to give op hss m
and to devote himself entirely to his favourite pan
1525 he accompanied Antonio de la Roverm, who
made bishop of Agen, to his new diocese, in the capee>

physician. The degree of doctor of physic, whscfee ee*
tioned in the document above referred to, must he* ** '

obtained before this time, but in what university a ^»
tain, though it is generally supposed that he obfaiearf &. i

Padua. It was at first his intention not to stay as Jem
but soon after his arrival there he fell in lot* with Aa£&.
de Rogues, a young lady of a noble and wealthy fmm.
whom he married. He now settled at Agen, wiser* bm b*
until his death, on the 21st of October. 1&5A. H* a
tinued the practice of physic, and at the tmmm tsne pc

secuted his scientific and literary studies.

Considering that Scaliger commenced hm alnrises si *

advanced a period of life, and considering the Death*- z

well as the value of his works, none of whichvera peW-ssw

before he had attained the age of forty-seven, it mac *

owned that he was one of the most extraordinary mm, .

the age. He had a most tenacious memory aad shk
understanding. His son praises him especially s*r -
great love of truth, but he was of a very irritable sseea
ment and excessively vain ; and he treated every esessss

or antagonist with the utmost contempt. Although at ;»

provoked many bitter enemies, he had many fi eaih sea;

ins contemporaries, and scholars of subsequent seals*

bestowed on him the most extravagant eulo^insss ms»
Lipsius, Casaubon, Vossius, Huet, and other* fir**

as a scholar, though very great in his own <l»yi»tei>t»

more just appreciation of subsequent times bcentf—

'

by that of his son Joseph.
The following is a list of his principal works:— Om-

mentarii in Hippocratis librum De Insomnia,* Gas

«

Lat., Lyon, 1538, 8vo. ' De Causis lingosw LMXssm L=

xviii.,' Lyon, 1540, 4to., reprinted at Geneva in 1 5*1 T»

is the first great work which was written on Use Lsca -»

guage in modern times, and it is still valuable. tW<*
contains a great many fanciful subtleties. " Es*«
tionum Exotericarum Liber Quintus-decimus de SaKU.
ad Hieronymum Cardanum,' Paris, 1557, 4fo. Te»i«-

teen preceding books, which had no relation to Carejs-

have never been published. * Poettces Libri Septcssw* If*
1561, fol. This work perhaps contributed most w t-

reputation of the author, though it shows that he pesssa"

more grammatical knowledge than profaned crux*. •

creative powers. ' In Theophrasti Libroa 8ex de C*»
Plantarum Commentarii,' Geneva, 1566, fbL; •Com»«
tarii in Aristoteli adscriptos Libros Duos de PUoti* * G*e***
1566; ' AristotelisHistorim Animalium Liber Decease,<wn
vers, et comment.,' Lyon, 1584, 8vo. ; ' Animadserssaoei :>

Theophrasti Historian Plantarum,' Lyon, 1584. 8m; 'i

C. Scaligeri adv. Desid. Erasmum Orationes Dusk Kbf*r*
tiso Romans? Vindices, cum ejusdem Epistol is et Ofmtui^

,

Toulouse, 1621, 4to. The first of ihese orations, which ***

directed against the work of Erasmus, entitled ' Geefsaaa**.

sive de optimo Dicendi Gene re,' was published at Psn» *

1531, ana appears to have been his earliest work. Scsl?r

also published a number of Latin poems, which howne v
of very little value. The style is often obscure sad Wi
bastic.

SCALIGER, JOSEPH JUSTUS, the son ef J-~
Csssar Scaliger, was born on the 4tb of August, t**"
Agen. He received his earliest instruction from h» 2*^-

At the age of eleven he was sent with two of his broth* '•*

the college of Bordeaux, where he applied himself c**£

to the study of the Latin language. After a stay 4 u**»

years at Bordeaux, be was compelled by the appears*" *'

the plague to quit the place and return to Ag*c H*
father now continued his education, and mado hm an*

every day a Latin eesay on some historical *e*ject. »

which exercise the youth became most intiseatsb **

quainted with the Latin language. His father iksatf »"

also made him transcribe some of his own poetical coali-

tions, which teems to have inspired the youth with sves »

love of poetry, that at the age of sixteen he attsejjssa b

write a tragedy on the story of King CKdipu*. After th

death of his father, when he was nineteen years of aft, *

went to Paris, where
study of Greek,
nus Turnebus,
more rapid pr
to his room ai

-**Ipted himself principally t» av

tended the lectures ef A*w
nnd that he might m&

he confined heW
writers ejksi-
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We\t He commenced with Homer, and in the course of two

"years which he spent in his seclusion from the world he

read nearly all the Ghreek authors holh in verse and prose.

He also turned his attention to Oriental languages, which he

likewise learned by himself.

Respecting the years which succeeded this period of in-

tense study, from about 1565 till 1593, we know very little

of the life of Scaliger. It must have been during this time

that he left the church of Rome and became a Protestant,

which was probably the reason why he did not obtain any

public appointment in France. In the year 1593 he was

invited to the chair of belles-lettres in the university of

Leyden, where he spent the remainder of his life, devoting

himself entirely to the elucidation of autiquity. He was one
of that constellation of great scholars who are to this day
remembered as the ornaments of the university of Leyden.
Among his numerous nupils was Hugo Grotius, who en-

joyed the especial friendship of Scaliger, and who was en-

tirely guided by him in his studies, Scaliger's life in Hol-
land presents scarcely any incidents, and we only know that,

absorbed in his studies, he paid so little attention to matters

of ordinary life, that he spent many days in his study with-

out thinking of taking any food, and that he was sometimes
in a state of absolute poverty. Several persons of distinc-

tion, who esteemed his talents and his learning, generously
offered to extricate him from his difficulties, but his pride

never allowed him to accept any present. He was never
married. He seems to have inherited his father's character,

for he was exceedingly proud, and, like his father, he treated

his literary opponents with the most perfect contempt. He
revived and defended the idle pretensions of his father
respecting the illustrious origin of his family, in a letter

addressed to Dausa, ' De Vetustate et Splendore Gentis

Scaligerana?.' This letter was directed against Scioppius,

and was full of the bitterest invectives against that scholar.

Scaliger died of dropsy, on the 21st of January, 1609.

As a critic Joseph Scaliger is pre-eminent, and there are

very few scholars who can be compared with him. Some
of his works even now excite our astonishment and ad-

miration by the prodigious learning which they display,

combined with an almost unparalleled acuteness and saga-
city. Although in his verbal criticism and in his emenda-
tions and conjectures he is often too bold and too capricious,

yet all that he has done bears the peculiar impress of his

great genius, and he scarcely ever exposes himself to the
charge of inaccuracy, from which his father was by no
means free.

The greatest among the numerous works of Joseph Sca-
liger is, * De Ememlotione Temporum,' Paris, 1 583, fol. A
corrected and much improved edition of this work appeared
at Geneva, 1629, fol. In this work Scaliger, for the first time,

explained the Julian period in a satisfactory manner, and
established a complete system of chronology founded on
sound principles. Several errors which were detected in

the work by his contemporaries, were afterwards corrected

by Scaliger himself, in another work, entitled ' Thesaurus
Temporum, complectens Eusebii Pamphili Chronicon cum
Isagogicis Chronologies Canonibus,' the best edition of which
is that published at Amsterdam, 1 658, in 2 vols. fol. Among
his other and less important works there is a Latin transla-

tion of two centuries of Arabian proverbs, published at

Leyden, 1623; his ' Poemata,* Leyden, 1615, 8vo. ; and his
' Epistolse,' which were edited by Daniel Heinsius, at Ley-
den, 1 637, 8vo. His poems have little merit, but his Epistles
are very instructive, and also valuable for the literary his-

tory of his time. Scaliger also edited many antient authors
with emendations and annotations, and there are few antient
writers for whom he has not done something. His com-
mentary on Varro ' De Lingua Latina' was written when
he was twenty years of age; it was published at Paris, 1565,
and is reprinted in the Bipont edition of Varro. His edition
of Theocritus, ' Cum Emendat. Jos. Scalig. et Is. Casaub.
Led.,' appeared at Heidelberg, 1596, 8vo.; 'M. Manilii
Astronomicon,' Leyden, 1600, 4to; Catullus, Tibullus, and
Propertius, Paris, 1577, 8vo. He also made emendations
and wrote commentaries on Seneca the dramatist, Auso-
nius, Nonnus, Festus, and many other authors,
SCALOPS. [Sorbcidjb.]
SCALPELLUM. [Cirripkda, vol. vii, p. 208.]
SCAMANDER. [Troad.]
SCAMMONY. [Convolvulus.]
SCAMOZZI, VINCENZIO, was both a contemporary

and fellow-countryman of Palladio, having been born in

1552 at Vicenza, where his father Giovanni Domenice
also practised as an architect. He was taught by his father

the elementary part of his art, and then sent by him to

Venice, where he is said to have studied under Palladio,

yet this is exceedingly doubtful, and it is certain that in his

writings Scamozzi is rather a detractor than an admirer of

that master. Before leaving Vicenza he had given proofs

of his abilities and taste in several designs for Count Verlati

and others; and in 1569 he was employed to remedy the

defects of S. Salvatore at Venice (destroyed by fire, 1741).

At the age of twenty-two he wrote a treatise on perspective,

wherein he entered at length into the subject of scene-

painting. It was in 1579 that he first visited Rome, where
the sight of the remains of antiquity filled him With admi-
ration. He was most diligent in studying them, sparing

neither expense nor personal trouble ; and among other

things of the kind he made elaborate drawings of the baths

of Antoninus and of Diocletian. Having thus occupied

himself in that city for eighteen months, he proceeded to

Naples, at which place and its environs he was equally

diligent in exploring the vestiges of antient buildings.

On his return home he resolved to fix himself at Venice,

as offering a wider field to his ambition. His first occupa-

tion there was however with his pen, for, at the request of

a bookseller, he wrote the explanations to a series of plates

by Pittori, to which he prefixed three chapters relative to

antient Rome generally, a work which, although extolled

by Maffei beyond its real merits, not undeservedly obtained

for him credit with his contemporaries as one of the most
erudite in his profession. The recent deaths of Sansovino

and Palladio (1570 and i*eu) were circumstances in his

fkvour, and caused him to be generally looked forward to

as their successor in the public esteem. Accordingly almost
his very first work, after the monument to the Doge Nio-
colo da Ponte, was to complete the public library by
the first-mentioned of those architects ; he was afterwards
similarly employed to finish one of Palladio'*, namely,
the Teatro Olimpico at Vicenza, to which he added the
fixed scene, with its three avenues of buildings shown
in perspective, but executed in relief. Although such kind
of decoration is utterly unsuitable to the modern drama, and
is anything but an improvement on painted scenery, it gave
such satisfaction, that in 1588 he was employed by the
Duke Vespasiano Gonzaga to erect a similar theatre at

Sabbionetta, of which structure nothing now remains.
About this time a deputation being sent from the republic

to congratulate Sigismund on his accession to the throne of

Poland, Scamozzi availed himself of the opportunity offered

him by his friend the senator Duodo of visiting that
country, and also in the course of their route some of the
principal cities of Germany. It was this journey that first

suggested what continued to be afterwards a favourite object
of his, namely, the work entitled ' Architettura Universale/
which he intended to be a sort of encyclopaedia of the art,

and to contain specimens of various styles and examples m
different parts of Europe. Nor was this the only result of
his journey, for on passing through Salzburg he was intro-

duced to the archbishop, by whom he was afterwards em-
ployed (1604) to design the cathedral of that city, which
may be considered as his work, though not completed tfll

1628, and which is described by Temanza as one of the
noblest temples of modern times, and greatly superior, as

regards architecture alone, to St, Peters. In the mean-
while his engagements at home were numerous, and, besides
many noble private habitations erected by him both in the
city and on the Venetian terra firms, he built several

churches, among others that of S. Nicolo di Tolentino,

Venice (remarkable for having a Corinthian bexastyle di-

prostyle, subsequently added by Tirali), and SS. Simone
e Giuda. But his most important work, that which has
chiefly contributed to his fame, is the stately range of
building on the south side of St Mark's Place, called the
Procuratie Nuove, commenced by him in 1586. The design
itself however may be said to belong nearly as much to

Sansovino, at least to have been fixed by him, all the lower
part as far as the entablature of the second order being in

continuation of the facade of the adjoining public library

;

while the difference is that the excessively deep frieze and
cornice of Sansovino*s second order are moderated, and a
third or Corinthian story added to the elevation. This last

order has been considered by some to be the most elegant
portion of the whole, but it is also objected to as destroying

the general uniformity, in regard to height, of the buildings
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